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PREFACE

Toward the close of the year 1862, the “Arnoldische Buchhandlung” in
Leipzig published the First Part of a Greek-Latin Lexicon of the New
Testament, prepared, upon the basis of the “Clavis Novi Testamenti
Philologica” of C. G. Wilke (second edition, 2 vols. 1851), by Professor C.
L. Wilibald Grimm of Jena. In his Prospectus Professor Grimm announced
it as his purpose not only (in accordance with the improvements in classical
lexicography embodied in the Paris edition of Stephenus’ Thesaurus and in
the fifth edition of Passow’s Dictionary edited by Rost and his coadjutors)
to exhibit the historical growth of a word’s significations and accordingly
in selecting his vouchers for New Testament usage to show at what time
and in what class of writers a given word became current, but also duly to
notice the usage of the Septuagint and of the Old Testament Apocrypha,
and especially to produce a Lexicon which should correspond to the
present condition of textual criticism, of exegesis, and of Biblical theology.
He devoted more than seven years to his task. The successive Parts of his
work received, as they appeared, the outspoken commendation of scholars
diverging as widely in their views as Hupfeld and Hengstenberg; and since
its completion in 1868 it has been generally acknowledged to be by far the
best Lexicon of the New Testament extant.

An arrangement was made early with Professor Grimm and his publisher to
reproduce the book in English, and an announcement of the same was
given in the Bibliotheca Sacra for October, 1864 (p. 886). The work of
translating was promptly begun; but it was protracted by engrossing
professional duties, and in particular by the necessity — as it seemed — of
preparing the authorized translation of Lünemann’s edition of Winer’s New
Testament Grammar, which was followed by a translation of the New
Testament Grammar of Alexander Buttmann. Meantime, a new edition of
Professor Grimm’s work was called for. To the typographical accuracy of
this edition liberal contributions were made from this side of the water. It
appeared in its completed form in 1879. “Admirable,” “unequaled,”
“invaluable,” are some of the epithets it elicited from eminent judges in
England; while as representing the estimate of the book by competent
critics in Germany a few sentences may be quoted from Professor
Schürer’s review of it in the Theologische Literaturzeitung for January 5,
1878: “The use of Professor Grimm’s book for years has convinced me
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that it is not only unquestionably the best among existing New Testament
Lexicons, but that, apart from all comparisons, it is a work of the highest
intrinsic merit, and one which is admirably adapted to initiate a learner into
an acquaintance with the language of the New Testament. It ought to be
regarded by every student as one of the first and most necessary requisites
for the study of the New Testament, and consequently, for the study of
Theology in general.”

Both Professor Grimm and his publisher courteously gave me permission
to make such changes in his work as might in my judgment the better adapt
it to the needs of English-speaking students. But the emphatic
commendation it called out from all quarters, in a strain similar to the
specimens just given, caused me to be determined to dismiss the thought of
issuing a new book prepared on my predecessor’s as a basis, and — alike
in justice to him and for the satisfaction of students — to reproduce his
second edition in its integrity (with only the silent correction of obvious
oversights), and to introduce my additions in such a form as should render
them distinguishable at once from Professor Grimm’s work. (See (...) in
the list of “Explanations and Abbreviations” given below.) This decision
has occasionally imposed on me some reserve and entailed some
embarrassments. But notwithstanding all minor drawbacks, the procedure
will, I am sure, commend itself in the end, not only on the score of justice
to the independent claims and responsibility of both authors, but also on
account of the increased assurance (or, at least, the broader outlook) thus
afforded the student respecting debatable matters — whether of philology,
of criticism, or of interpretation.

Some of the leading objectives with the editor in his work of revision were
stated in connection with a few specimen pages privately printed and
circulated in 1881, and may here be repeated in substance as follows: to
verify all references (Biblical, classical, and — so far as practicable —
modern); to note more generally the extra-Biblical usage of words; to give
the derivation of words in cases where it is agreed upon by the best
etymologists and is of interest to the general student; to render complete
the enumeration of (representative) verbal forms actually found in the New
Testament (and exclude all others); to append to every verb a list of those
of its compounds which occur in the Greek Testament; to supply the New
Testament passages accidentally omitted in words marked at the end with
an asterisk; to note more fully the variations in the Greek text of current
editions; to introduce brief discussions of New Testament synonyms; to
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give the more noteworthy renderings not only of the “Authorized Version”
but also of the Revised New Testament; to multiply cross-references;
references to grammatical works, both sacred (Winer, Buttmann, Green,
etc.) and classical (Kühner, Krüger, Jelf, Donaldson, Goodwin, etc.); also
to the best English and American Commentaries (Lightfoot, Ellicott,
Westcott, Alford, Morison, Beet, Hackett, Alexander, The Speaker’s
Commentary, The New Testament Commentary, etc.), as well as to the
latest exegetical works that have appeared on the Continent (Weiss,
Heinrici, Keil, Godet, Oltramare, etc.); and to the recent Bible Dictionaries
and Cyclopaedias (Smith, Alexander’s Kitto, McClintock and Strong, the
completed Riehm, the new Herzog, etc.), besides the various Lives of
Christ and of the Apostle Paul.

Respecting a few of these specifications, an additional remark or two may
be in place:

One of the most prominent and persistent embarrassments encountered by
the New Testament lexicographer is occasioned by the diversity of readings
in the current editions of the Greek text. A slight change in the form or
even in the punctuation of a passage may entail a change in its
construction, and, consequently, in its classification in the Lexicon. In the
absence of an acknowledged consensus of scholars in favor of any one of
the extant printed texts to the exclusion of its rivals, it is incumbent on any
Lexicon which aspires after general currency to reckon alike with them all.
Professor Grimm originally took account of the text of the `Receptus,’
together with that of Griesbach, of Lachmann, and of Tischendorf. In his
second edition, he made occasional reference also to the readings of
Tregelles. In the present work, not only have the textual statements of
Grimm’s second edition undergone thorough revision (see, for example,
“Griesbach” in the list of “Explanations and Abbreviations”), but the
readings (whether in the text or the margin) of the editions of Tregelles and
of Westcott and Hort have also been carefully noted.

Again, the frequent reference, in the discussion of synonymous terms, to
the distinctions holding in classic usage (as they are laid down by Schmidt
in his voluminous work) must not be regarded as designed to modify the
definitions given in the several articles. On the contrary, the exposition of
classic usage is often intended merely to serve as a standard of comparison
by which the direction and degree of a word’s change in meaning can be
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measured. When so employed, the information given will often start
suggestions, interesting and instructive alike.

On points of etymology the statements of Professor Grimm have been
allowed to stand, although, in form at least, they often fail to accord with
modern philological methods. But they have been supplemented by
references to the works of Curtius and Fick, or even more frequently,
perhaps, to the Etymological Dictionary of Vanicek, as the most
compendious digest of the views of specialists. The meaning of radical
words and of the component parts of compounds is added, except when it
is indubitably suggested by the derivative, or when such words may be
found in their proper place in the Lexicon.

The nature and use of the New Testament writings require that the
lexicographer should not be hampered by a too rigid adherence to the rules
of scientific lexicography. A student often wants to know not so much the
inherent meaning of a word as the particular sense it bears in a given
context or discussion: — or, to state the same truth from another point of
view, the lexicographer often cannot assign a particular New Testament
reference to one or another of the acknowledged significations of a word
without indicating his exposition of the passage in which the reference
occurs. In such a case he is compeled to assume, at least to some extent,
the functions of the exegete, although he can and should refrain from
rehearsing the general arguments which support the interpretation adopted,
as well as from arraying the objections to opposing interpretations.

Professor Grimm, in his Preface, with reason calls attention to the labor he
has expended upon the explanation of doctrinal terms, while yet guarding
himself against encroaching upon the province of the dogmatic theologian.
In this particular, the editor has endeavored to enter into his labors.
Anyone who consults such articles as aiwn aiwnoiv basileia tou
qeou, etc., dikaiov and its cognates, doxa, elpi, zwh, qanatov, Qeov,
kosmov, kuriov, pistiv, pneuma, sarx, sofia, swzw and its
cognates, uJiov tou anqrwpou, uJiov tou Qeou, Cristov, and the like,
will find, it is believed, all the materials needed for a complete exposition of
the Biblical contents of those terms. On the comparatively few points
respecting which doctrinal opinions still differ, references have been added
to representative discussions on both sides, or to authors whose views may
be regarded as supplementing or correcting those of Professor Grimm.
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Convenience often prescribes that the archecological or historical facts
requisite to the understanding of a passage be given the student on the
spot, even though he be referred for fuller information to the works
especially devoted to such topics. In this particular, too, the editor has been
guided by the example of his predecessor; yet with the constant exercise of
self-restraint, lest the book be encumbered with unnecessary material, and
be robbed of that succinctness which is one of the distinctive excellences of
the original.

In making his supplementary references and remarks, the editor has been
governed at different times by different considerations, corresponding to
the different classes for whose use the Lexicon is designed. Primarily,
indeed, it is intended to satisfy the needs and to guide the researches of the
average student; although the specialist will often find it serviceable, and
on the other hand, the beginner will find that he has not been forgotten.
Accordingly, a caveat must be entered against the hasty inference that the
mention of a different interpretation from that given by Professor Grimm
always and of necessity implies dissent from him. It may be intended
merely to inform the student that the meaning of the passage is still in
debate. And the particular works selected for reference have been chosen
— now because they seem best suited to supplement the statements or
references of the original; now because they furnish the most copious
references to other discussions of the same topic; now because they are
familiar works or those to which a student can readily get access; now,
again, because unfamiliar and likely otherwise to escape him altogether.

It is in deference, also, to the wants of the ordinary student that the
references to grammatical works — particularly Winer and Buttmann —
have been greatly multiplied. The expert can easily train his eye to run over
them; and yet even for him they may have their use, not only as giving him
the opinion of eminent philologists on a passage in question, but also as
continually recalling his attention to those philological considerations on
which the decision of exegetical questions must mainly rest.

Moreover, in the case of a literature so limited in compass as the New
Testament, it seems undesirable that even a beginner should be subjected to
the inconvenience, expense, and especially the loss of facility, incident to a
change of textbooks. He will accordingly find that not only have his wants
been heeded in the body of the Lexicon, but that at the close of the
Appendix a list of verbal forms has been added especially for his benefit.
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The other portions of the Appendix will furnish students interested in the
history of the New Testament vocabulary, or investigating questions —
whether of criticism, authorship, or Biblical theology — which involve its
word lists, with fuller and more trustworthy collections than can be found
elsewhere.

Should I attempt, in conclusion, to record the names of all those who
during the many years in which this work has been in the process of being
prepared have encouraged or assisted me by word or pen, by counsel or
book, the list would be a long one. Express acknowledgments, however,
must be made to GEORGE B. JEWETT, D.D., of Salem, and to Professor
W.W. EATON now of Middlebury College, Vermont. The former has
verified and re-verified all the Biblical and classical references, besides
noting in the main the various readings of the critical texts, and rendering
valuable aid in correcting many of the proofs; the latter has gathered the
passages omitted from words marked with a final asterisk, completed and
corrected the enumeration of verbal forms, catalogued the compound
verbs, had an eye to matters of etymology and accentuation, and, in many
other particulars, given the work the benefit of his conscientious and
scholarly labor. To these names, one other would be added if it were
written any longer on earth. If the lamented Dr. ABBOT had been spared to
make good his generous offer to read the final proofs, every user of the
book would doubtless have had occasion to thank him. He did, however,
go through the manuscript and add with his own hand the variant verse-
notation, in accordance with the results of investigation subsequently given
to the learned world in his Excursus on the subject published in the First
Part of the Prolegomena to Tischendorf’s Editio Octava Critica Major.

To Dr. CASPAR RENE GREGORY of Leipzig (now Professor-elect at Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore) my thanks are due for the privilege of
using the sheets of the Prolegomena just named in advance of their
publication; and to the Delegates of the Clarendon Press, Oxford, for a
similar courtesy in the case of the Seventh Edition of Liddell and Scott’s
Lexicon.

No one can have a keener sense than the editor has of the shortcomings of
the present volume. But he is convinced that whatever supersedes it must
be the joint product of several laborers, having at their command larger
resources than he has enjoyed, and ampler leisure than falls to the lot of the
average teacher. Meantime, may the present work so approve itself to
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students of the Sacred Volume as to enlist their cooperation with him in
ridding it of every remaining blemish

— iJna oJ logov tou kuriou trech kai doxazhtai.

— J. H. THAYER

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

DEC. 25, 1885

In issuing this “Corrected Edition” opportunity has been taken not only to
revise the supplementary pages (725ff), but to add in the body of the work
(as circumstances permitted) an occasional reference to special
monographs on Biblical topics which have been published during the last
three years, as well as to the Fourth Volume of Schmidt’s Synonymik
(1886), and also to works which (like Meisterhans) have appeared in an
improved edition. The Third edition (1888) of Grimm, however, has
yielded little new material; and Dr. Hatch’s “Essays in Biblical Greek”
comes to hand too late to permit references to its valuable discussions of
words to be inserted.

To the correspondents, both in England and this country, who have called
my attention to errata, I beg to express my thanks; and I would earnestly
ask all who use the book to send me similar favors in time to come:

— atelev ouden oudenosv metron.

APRIL 10, 1889
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LIST OF ANCIENT AUTHORS

QUOTED OR REFERRED TO IN THE LEXICON

N.B. In the preparation of this list, free use has been made of the lists in the
Lexicons of Liddell and Scott and of Sophocles, also of Freund’s
Triennium Philologicum (1874) vols. i. and ii, of Smith’s Dictionary of
Greek and Roman Biography, of Smith and Wace’s Dictionary of Christian
Biography, of Engelmann’s Bibliotheca Scriptorum Classicorum (8th ed.
1880), and of other current works of reference.

Achilles Tatius (500 A.D.?)

Acts of Paul and Thecla, of Pilate, of Thomas, of Peter and Paul, of
Barnabas, etc., at the earliest from. (2nd century A.D. on)

Aelian (c. 180 A.D.)

Aeschines (345 B.C.)

Aeschylus (born 525 B.C., died 456 B.C.)

Aesop (570 B.C.) (But the current Fables are not his; on the History of
Greek Fable, see Rutherford, Babrius, Introd. ch. ii.)

Aetius (c. 500 A.D.)

Agatharchides (117 B.C.?)

Alcaeus Mytilenaeus (610 B.C.)

Alciphron (200 A.D.?)

Alcman (610 B.C.)

Alexander Aphrodisiensis (200 A.D.)

Alexis (350 B.C.)

Ambrose, Bishop of Milan (374 A.D.)

Ammianus Marcellinus (died c. 400 A.D.)

Ammonius, the grammarian (390 A.D.)

Anacreon (530 B.C.) Only a few fragments of the odes ascribed to him are
genuine.

Anaxandrides (350 B.C.)
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Anaximander (580 B.C.)

Andocides (405 B.C.)

Antiphanes (380 B.C.)

Antiphon (412 B.C.)

Antoninus, M. Aurelius (died 180 A.D.)

Apollodores Of Athens (140 B.C.)

Apollonius Dyscolus (140 A.D.)

Apollonius Rhodius (200 B.C.)

Appian (150 A.D.)

Appuleius (160 A.D.)

Aquila (translator of the O.T.) (2nd century A.D. (under Hadrian.))

Aratus (270 B.C.)

Archilochus (700 B.C.)

Archimedes, the mathematician (250 B.C.)

Archytas (c. 400 B.C.)

Aretaeus (80 A.D.?)

Aristaenetus (450 A.D.?)

Aristeas (270 B.C.) But his letter is spurious; see Hody, De Bibl. text.
orig. 1. i.; A. Kurz, Arist. ep. etc. (Bern 1872).

Aristides, P. Aelius (160 A.D.)

Aristophanes (born 444, died 380 B.C.)

Aristophanes, the grammarian (200 B.C.)

Aristotle (born 384, died 322 B.C.)

Arrian (pupil and friend of Epictetus) (born c. 100 A.D.)

Artemidorus Daldianus (oneirocritica) (160 A.D.)

Athanasius (died 373 A.D.)

Athenaeus, the grammarian (228 A.D.)

Athenagoras Of Athens (177 A.D.?)

Augustine, Bishop of Hippo (died 430 A.D.)

Ausonius, Decimus Magnus (died c. 390 A.D.)
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Babrius (see Rutherford, Babrius, Intr. ch. i.) (some say 50 B.C.?) (c. 225
A.D.)

Barnabas, Epistle written (c. 100 A.D.?)

Baruch, Apocryphal Book of (c. 75 A.D.?)

Basilica, the (c. 900 A.D.) The law-book of the Byzantine Empire,
founded upon the work of Justinian and consisting of sixty books. It
was begun under the emperor Basil of Macedonia (died 886 A.D.),
completed under his son Leo, and revised in 945 A.D. under
Constantine Porphyrogenitus; (ed. Helmbach, 6 vols. 1833-1870)

Basil The Great, Bishop of Caesarea (died 379 A.D.)

Basil of Seleucia (450 A.D.)

Bel And The Dragon (2nd century B.C.?)

Bion (200 B.C.)

Caesar, Gaius Julius (died March 15, 44 B.C.)

Callimachus (260 B.C.)

Canons And Constitutions, Apostolic. (3rd and 4th century A.D.)

Capitolinus, Julius (one of the “Hist. August. scriptores sex”) (c. 310
A.D.)

Cebes (399 B.C.)

Cedrenus (1050 A.D.)

Celsus, A. Cornelius, the medical writer (20 A.D.)

Chares (320 B.C.)

Chariton (450 A.D.?)

Chrysippus Of Tyana (in Athenaeus) A.D.?

Chrysostom, Dio, the orator, see Dio Chrysostom.

Chrysostom, John, Bishop of Constantinople (died 407 A.D.)

Cicero (died Dec. 7, 43 B.C.)

Clemens Alexandrinus (200 A.D.)

Clemens Romanus, (Epistle written 93-97 A.D.)

Cleomedes (100 A.D.?)

Columella (50 A.D.)
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Constantinus Porphyrogenitus, (emperor from 911-959 A.D.)

Constitutiones apostolicae (3rd and 4th century A.D.)

Cratinus (died 423 B.C.)

Critias (411 B.C.)

Ctesias (401 B.C.)

Curtius (50 A.D.)

Cyprian (died 257 A.D.)

Cyril of Alexandria (died 444 A.D.)

Cyril of Jerusalem (died 386 A.D.)

Democritus (430 B.C.)

Demosthenes (born 385, died 322 B.C.)

Dexippus, the historian (c. 270 A.D.)

Didymus of Alexandria (c. 395 A.D.)

Dio Cassius (200 A.D.)

Dio Chrysostom (100 A.D.)

Diocles (470 B.C.)

Diodorus Siculus (40 B.C.)

Diogenes Laertius (c. 200 A.D.)

Diognetus, Epistle to (2nd or 3rd century A.D.)

Dionysius Pseudo-Areopagita (500 A.D.?)

Dionysius Of Halicarnassus (30 B.C.)

Dionysius Periegetes (300 A.D.?)

Dioscorides (100 A.D.?)

Diphilus (300 B.C.)

Ecclesiasticus (Wisdom of Jesus, the Son of Sirach; Greek translation) (c.
132 B.C.?)

Ennius (died 169 B.C.)

Enoch, Book of (2nd century on B.C.)

Ephrem Syrus (c. 375 A.D.)

Epicharmus (480 B.C.)
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Epictetus (100 A.D.)

Epicurus (born 342, died 270 B.C.)

Epimenides (600 B.C.)

Epiphanius, Bishop of Salamis (died 403 A.D.)

Eratosthenes (died c. 196 B.C.)

Esdras, First Book of (Vulgate: Third) (1st century B.C.?)

Esdras, Second Book of (Vulgate: Fourth) (1st century A.D.?)

Esther, Additions to (2nd century B.C.?)

Etymologicum Magnum (1000 A.D.?)

Eubulus (350 B.C.)

Euclid (300 B.C.)

Eupolis (429 B.C.)

Euripides (born 480, died 406 B.C.)

Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea (died c. 340 A.D.) Called Pamphili (as
friend of the martyr Pamphilus).

Eustathius of Constantinople, grammarian (1160 A.D.)

Euthymius Zigabenus or Zigadenus (Zygadenus) (1100 A.D.)

Florus, Julius (c. 125 A.D.)

Galen (born 131, died c. 197 A.D.)

Gellius, Aulus (author of Noctes Atticae) (150 A.D.)

Genesius (950 A.D.)

Geoponica (20 books on agriculture compiled by Cassianus Bassus) (c.
925 A.D.)

Germanus of Constantinople, the younger (c. 1230 A.D.)

Gorgias of Leontini (430 B.C.)

Gregory of Nazianzus (died 390 A.D.)

Gregory of Nyssa (died 395 A.D.)

Harpocration (lexicon to the Ten Attic Orators) (350 A.D.?)

Hecataeus (510 B.C.)

Hegesippus (quoted in Eusebius) (c. 175 A.D.)
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Heliodorus, Bishop of Tricca in Thessaly (390 A.D.?)

Heraclides Ponticus (but the Alleg. Homer are spurious) (390 B.C.)

Heraclitus (500 B.C.)

Hermas (140 A.D.?)

Hermippus (432 B.C.)

Hermogenes (170 A.D.)

Hero Alexandrinus (250 B.C.)

Herodian, the grammarian (160 A.D.)

Herodian, the historian (died 240 A.D.)

Herodotus (born 484, died 408 B.C.)

Hesiod (850 B.C.?)

Hesychius of Alexandria, the lexicographer (600 A.D.?)

Hierocles (450 A.D.)

Hieronymus, see Jerome.

Himerius (360 A.D.)

Hippocrates (430 B.C.)

Hippolytus (225 A.D.)

Hipponax (540 B.C.)

Hirtius (the continuator of Caesar’s Commentaries) (died 43 B.C.)

Homer (900 B.C.?)

Horapollo, grammarian (400 A.D.?)

Horace (died 8 B.C.)

Hyperides (died 322 B.C.)

Ignatius (c. 110 A.D.)

Irenaeus, Bishop of Lyons (178 A.D.)

Isaeus (370 B.C.)

Isidorus Hispalensis, Bishop of Seville (died 636 A.D.)

Isocrates (born 436, died 338 B.C.)

Jamblichus (300 A.D.)

Jeremiah, Epistle of (6th chapter of Baruch) (1st century A.D.?)
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Jerome (Sophronius (?) Eusebius Hieronymus) (died 420 A.D.)

Joannes Damascenus (730 A.D.)

Joannes Moschus (died 620 A.D.)

Josephus (75 A.D.)

Judith (175-100 B.C.)

Julian (Roman emperor from 361-363 A.D.)

Justinian (Roman emperor from 527-565 A.D.)

Justin, the historian (150 A.D.?)

Justin Martyr (150 A.D.)

Juvenal (100 A.D.)

Lactantius (310 A.D.)

Lampridius, the historian (310 A.D.)

Leo ‘Philosophus’ (emperor 886 A.D.)

Libanius, the rhetorician (350 A.D.)

Livy (born 59 B.C., died 17 A.D.)

Longinus (25O A.D.)

Longus (400? A.D.)

Lucan, the epic poet (died 65 A.D.)

Lucian Of Samosata, the satirist (160 A.D.?)

Lucilius, the Roman satirist (died 103 B.C.)

Lucretius, the Roman poet (died 55 B.C.)

Lycophron (c. 270 B.C.)

Lycurgus of Athens, the orator (died 329 B.C.)

Lynceus (300 B.C.)

Lysias, the Athenian orator (opened his school 410 B.C.)

Lysippus (434 B.C.)

Macarius (c. 350 A.D.)

Maccabees, First Book of (105-63 B.C.?)

Maccabees, Second Book of (c. 75 B.C.?)

Maccabees, Third Book of (c. 40 A.D.?)
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Maccabees, Fourth Book of (1st century B.C.?)

Machon (280 B.C.)

Macrobius (420 A.D.)

Malalas, John, the annalist (600 A.D.?)

Manasses, Prayer of (1st century B.C.?)

Manetho, the Egyptian priest (300 B.C.)

Marcion (140 A.D.)

Maximus Tyrius (150 B.C.)

Mela, Pomponius, the Roman geographer (45 A.D.)

Meleager, the founder of the epigrammatic anthologies (60 B.C.)

Melito, Bishop of Sardis (c. 175 A.D.)

Menander, the poet (325 B.C.)

Menander, the Byzantine historian (583 A.D.)

Mimnermus, the poet (c. 600 B.C.)

Moeris, the “Atticist” and lexicographer (2nd century A.D.)

Moschion (110 A.D.?)

Moschus (200 B.C.)

Musonius Rufus (66 A.D.)

Nemesius (400 A.D.?)

Nepos (born 90 B.C., died 24 B.C.)

Nicander (160 B.C.?)

Nicephorus, patriarch of Constantinople (died 828 A.D.)

Nicephorus Bryennius, the historian (died 1137 A.D.)

Nicephorus Gregoras, Byzantine historian (died 1359 A.D.)

Nicetas Acominatus (also Choniates), Byzantine historian (1200 A.D.)

Nicodemus, Gospel of, see Acts of Pilate

Nicolaus Damascenus (14 B.C.)

Nicomachus Gerasenus (50 A.D.)

Nilus, the pupil and friend of John Chrysostom (420 A.D.)

Nonnus of Panopolis in Upper Egypt, the poet (500 A.D.?)
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Numenius of Apameia, the philosopher (as quoted by Origen) (c. 150
A.D.)

Numenius (as quoted by Athen.) (c. 350 B.C.)

Ocellus Lucanus (400 B.C.?)

Oecumenius, Bishop of Tricca (950 A.D.?)

Olympiodorus, the Neo-Platonic philosopher (525 A.D.)

Oppian of Anazarbus in Cilicia (author of the aJlieutika) (180 A.D.?)

Oppian of Apameia in Syria (author of the kunhgetika) (210 A.D.?)

Origen (died c. 254 A.D.)

Orosius Paulus (415 A.D.)

Orphica, the (A.D.?)

Ovid (died 17 A.D.)

Palaephatus (B.C.?)

Papias, Bishop of Hierapolis, (first half of 2nd century A.D.)

Pausanias (160 A.D.)

Petrus Alexandrinus (died 311 A.D.)

Phalaris, spurious epistles of (A.D.?)

Phavorinus, Varinus. The Latin name of the Italian Guarino Favorino,
who died in 1537, and was the author of a Greek Lexicon compiled
mainly from Suidas, Hesychius, Harpocration, Eustathius, and
Phrynichus. 1st edition, Rome, 1523, and often elsewhere since.

Philemon, Comicus (330 B.C.)

Philo (39 A.D.)

Philodemus (50 B.C.)

Philostratus (237 A.D.)

Phocylides (540 B.C.)

Pseudo-Phocylides (in the Sibylline Oracles, which see) (1st century
A.D.?)

Photius (Patriarch of Constantinople) (850 A.D.)

Phrynichus, the grammarian (180 A.D.)

Phylarchus (210 B.C.)
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Pindar (born 521 B.C. (4 years after Aeschylus), died 441 B.C.)

Plato, Comicus, contemporary of Aristophanes (427 B.C.)

Plato, the philosopher (born 427, died 347 B.C.)

Plautus (died 184 B.C.)

Pliny the elder, the naturalist (died 79 A.D.)

Pliny the younger, the nephew and adopted son of Pliny the elder (died
113 A.D.)

Plotinus, the philosopher (died 270 A.D.)

Plutarch (died 120 A.D.)

Pollux, author of the onomastikon (180 A.D.)

Polyaenus, author of the strathghmata (*163 A.D.)

Polybius (died 122 B.C.)

Polycarp (died Feb. 23, 155 A.D.)

Porphyry, a pupil of Plotinus (270 A.D.)

Posidippus (280 B.C.)

Posidonius, philosopher (teacher of Cicero and Pompey) (78 B.C.)

Proclus, philosopher (450 A.D.)

Propertlus (born 48, died 16 B.C.)

Protevangelium Jacobi (2nd century A.D.)

Psalter of Solomon (63-48? B.C.)

Psellus The Younger, philosopher (1050 A.D.)

Ptolemy, the geographer (160 A.D.)

Pythagoras (531 B.C.)

Quintilian, rhetorician, teacher of Pliny the younger (died 95 A.D.)

Quintus Smyrnaeus (380 A.D.?)

Sallust (born 86, died 35 B.C.)

Sapientia (Sal.), see Wisdom of Solomon.

Sappho (610 B.C.)

Seneca, L. Annaeus, the philosopher (son of the rhetorician) (died 65
A.D.)
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Septuagint, Greek translation of O.T. (c. 280-150 B.C.)

Sextus Empiricus (225 A.D.?)

Sibylline Oracles (of various dates, ranging perhaps from 170 B.C. to the
4th century A.D.)

Silius Italicus, poet (died 101 A.D.)

Simonides of Amorgos, “Iambographus” (693 B.C.)

Simonides of Ceos (author of the epitaph on the Spartans that fell at
Thermopylae) (525 B.C.)

Simplicius, the commentator on Aristotle and Epictetus (500 A.D.)

Sirach, see Ecclesiasticus.

Socrates `Scholasticus’, of Constantinople, historian (439 A.D.)

Socrates (in Stobaeus)

Solinus, surnamed Polyhistor (300? A.D.)

Solomon, Psalms of, see Psalter, etc.

Solomon, Wisdom of, see Wisdom, etc.

Solon, the lawgiver and poet (594 B.C.)

Song of the Three Children (2nd century B.C.?)

Sophocles (born 496, died 406 B.C.)

Sophronius of Damascus (638 A.D.)

Sotades (B.C.?)

Sozomen, historian (450 A.D.)

Statius, the Roman poet (died 96 A.D.)

Stobaeus, i. e. John of Stobi in Macedonia (compiler of Anthol.) (500
A.D.?)

Strabo, the geographer (born 66 B.C., died 24 A.D.)

Straton, the epigrammatist (150? A.D.)

Strattis, comic poet (407 B.C.)

Suetonius, the historian, friend of Pliny the younger (died 160 A.D.)

Suidas, the lexicographer (1100 A.D.?)

Susanna (1st century B.C.?)

Symmachus (translator of the O.T. into Greek) (200 A.D.?)
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Synesius, pagan philosopher and bishop of Ptolemais (410 A.D.)

Tacitus (died c. 117 A.D.)

Tatian (c. 160 A.D.)

Teaching of the Twelve Apostles (2nd century A.D.?)

Terence (died 159 B.C.)

Tertullian (died 220 A.D.?)

Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs (c. 125 A.D.?)

Theages (B.C.?)

Themistius (355 A.D.)

Theocritus (280 B.C.)

Theodoret (420 A.D.)

Theodorus Metochita (1300 A.D.)

Theodotion (translator of O.T. into Greek) (before 160 A.D.)

Theognis (540 B.C.)

Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch (180 A.D.)

Theophrastus, pupil and successor of Aristotle (322 B.C.)

Theophylact, Archbishop of Bulgaria (1078 A.D.)

Theophylact Simocatta (610 A.D.)

Thomas Magister, lexicographer and grammarian (1310 A.D.)

Thucydides (423 B.C.)

Tibullus (died 18 B.C.)

Timaeus, the historian of Sicily (260 B.C.)

Timaeus the Sophist, author of Lexicon to Plato (250 A.D.?)

Timaeus of Locri, Pythagorean philosopher (375 B.C.?)

Timon, the “Sillographus” or satirist (c. 279 B.C.)

Timocles (350 B.C.)

Tobit (c. 200 B.C.?)

Tryphiodorus, a versifier (400 A.D.?)

Tzetzes, Byzantine grammarian and poet (1150 A.D.)

Valerius Maximus (30 A.D.)
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Varro, “vir Romanorum eruditissimus” (Quintil.) (died 26 B.C.)

Vegetius, on the art of war (420 A.D.?)

Vergil (died 19 B.C.)

Vitruvius, the only Roman writer on architecture (30 B.C.)

Vopiscus, historian (cf. Capitolinus) (c. 310 A.D.)

Wisdom of Solomon (abbreviated, Sap.) (c. 100 B.C.?)

Xenophanes, founder of the Eleatic philosophy (540 B.C.)

Xenophon (Anabasis) (401 B.C.)

Xenophon of Ephesus, romancer (400 A.D.?)

Zeno of Citium (290 B.C.)

Zenodotus, first librarian at Alexandria (280 B.C.)

Zonaras, the chronicler (1118 A.D.)

Zosimus, Roman historian (490 A.D.)
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LIST OF BOOKS

REFERRED TO MERELY BY THEIR AUTHOR’S NAME OR BY
SOME EXTREME ABRIDGMENT OF THE TITLE

Alberti = Joannes Alberti, Observationes Philologicae in sacros Novi
Foederis Libros. Lugd. Bat., 1725.

Aristotle: when pages are cited, the reference is to the edition of the Berlin
Academy (edited by Bekker and Brandis; index by Bonitz) 5 vols. 4to,
1831-1870. Of the Rhetoric, Sandy’s edition of Cope (3 vols.,
Cambridge, 1877) has been used.

Bäumlein = W. Bäumlein, Untersuehungen über griechische Partikeln.
Stuttgart, 1861.

B. D. = Dr. William Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, 3 vols. London, 1860-
1864. The American edition (4 vols., N.Y. 1868-1870), revised and
edited by Professors Hackett and Abbot, has been the edition used, and
is occasionally referred to by the abbreviation “Am. ed.”

BB. DD. = Bible Dictionaries: — comprising especially the work just
named, and the third edition of Kitto’s Cyclopaedia of Biblical
Literature, edited by Dr. W. L. Alexander: 3 vols., Edinburgh, 1870.

Bnhdy. = G. Bernhardy, Wissenschaftliche Syntax der Griechischen
Sprache. Berlin, 1829.

B. = Alexander Buttmann, Grammar of the New Testament Greek.
(Authorized Translation with numerous Additions and Corrections by
the Author: Andover, 1873.) Unless otherwise indicated, the reference
is to the page of the translation, with the corresponding page of the
German original added in a parenthesis.

Bttm. Ausf. Spr. or Sprchl. = Philipp Buttmann, Ausführliche
Griechische Sprachlehre. (2nd ed., 1st vol. 1830, 2nd vol. 1839.)

Bttm. Gram. = Philipp Buttmann’s Griechische Grammatik. The edition
used (though not the latest) is the twenty-first (edited by Alexander
Buttmann: Berlin, 1863). Its sections agree with those of the eighteenth
edition, translated by Dr. Robinson and published by Harper and
Brothers, 1851. When the page is given, the translation is referred to.
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Bttm. Lexil. = Philipp Buttmann’s Lexilogus u. s. w. (1st vol. 2nd ed. and
2nd vol. Berlin, 1825.) The work was translated and edited by J. R.
Fishlake, and issued in one volume by John Murray, London, 1836.

“Bible Educator” = a collection (with the preceding name) of
miscellaneous papers on biblical topics by various writers under the
editorship of Professor E. H. Plumptre, and published in 4 vols.
(without date) by Cassell, Petter, and Galpin.

Chandler = Henry W. Chandler, A Practical Introduction to Greek
Accentuation. Second edition, revised: Oxford, 1881.

Cremer = Hermann Cremer, Biblisch-theologisches Wörterbuch der
Neutestamentlichen Gräcität. `Third greatly enlarged and improved
Edition’: Gotha, 1883. Of the `Fourth enlarged and improved Edition’
nine parts (comprising nearly two-thirds of the work) have come to
hand, and are occasionally referred to. A translation of the second
German edition was published in 1878 by the Messrs. Clark.

Curtius = Georg Curtius, Grundzüge der Griechischen Etymologie. Fifth
edition, with the cooperation of Ernst Windisch: Leipzig, 1879.

Dict. of Antiq. = Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities. Edited by
Dr. William Smith. Second edition: Boston and London, 1869, also
1873.

Dict. of Biog. = Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and
Mythology. Edited by Dr. William Smith. 3 vols. Boston and London,
1849.

Dict. of Chris. Antiq. = A Dictionary of Christian Antiquities, being a
Continuation of the Dictionary of the Bible. Edited by Dr. William
Smith and Professor Samuel Cheetham. 2 vols. 1875-1880.

Dict. of Chris. Biog. = A Dictionary of Christian Biography, Literature,
Sects and Doctrines; etc. Edited by Dr. William Smith and Professor
Henry Wace: vol. i. 1877; vol. ii. 1880; vol. iii. 1882.

Dict. of Geogr. = Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography. Edited by
Dr. William Smith. 2 vols. 1854-1857.

Edersheim = Alfred Edersheim, The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah.
2 vols. Second edition, stereotyped. London and New York, 1884.

Elsner = J. Elsnor. Observationes sacrae in Novi Foederis libros etc. 2
vols., Traj. ad Rhen. 1720, 1728.
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Etym. Magn. = the Etymologicum Magnum (see List of Ancient Authors,
etc.) Gaisford’s edition (1 vol. folio, Oxford, 1848) has been used.

Fick: August Fick, Vergleichendes Wörterbuch der Indogermanischen
Sprachen. Third edition. 4 vols. Göttingen, 1874-1876.

Göttling = Carl Goettling, Allgemeine Lehre vom Accent der griechischen
Sprache. Jena, 1835.

Goodwin = W. W. Goodwin, Syntax of the Moods and Tenses of the
Greek Verb. 4th edition revised. Boston and Cambridge, 1871.

Graecus Venetus = the Greek version of the Pentateuch, Proverbs, Ruth,
Canticles, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations, Daniel, according to a unique
manuscript in the Library of St. Mark’s, Venice; edited by O. v.
Gebhardt. Lips. 1875, 8vo pp. 592.

Green = Thomas Sheldon Green, A Treatise on the Grammar of the New
Testament, etc., etc. A new Edition. London, Samuel Bagster and
Sons, 1862. Also, by the same author, “Critical Notes on the New
Testament, supplementary to his Treatise on the Grammar of the New
Testament Dialect.” London, Samuel Bagster and Sons, 1867.

Hamburger = J. Hamburger, Real-Encyclopädie für Bibel und Talmud.
Strelitz. First Part 1870; Second Part 1883. Herm. ad Vig., see Vig. ed.
Herm.

Herzog = Real-Encyklopädie für Protestantische Theologie und Kirche.
Edited by Herzog. 21 vols. with index, 1854-1868.

Herzog 2 or ed. 2 = a second edition of the above (edited by Herzog, Plitt,
and Hauck), begun in 1877 and not yet complete.

Hesych. = Hesychius (see List of Ancient Authors, etc.) The edition used
is that of M. Schmidt (5 vols. Jena, 1858-1868).

Jelf = W. E. Jelf, A Grammar of the Greek Language. Third edition.
Oxford and London, 2 vols. 1861. (Subsequent editions have been
issued, but without, it is believed, material alteration.)

Kautzsch = E. Kautzsch, Grammatik des Biblisch-Aramäischen. Leipzig,
1884.

Keim = Theodor Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara u. s. w. 3 vols.
Zürich, 1867-1872.
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Klotz ad Devar. = Matthaeus Devarius, Liber de Graecae Linguae
Particulis, ed. R. Klotz, Lips., vol. i. 1835, vol. ii. sect. l, 1840, vol. ii.
sect. 2, 1842.

Krebs, Observv. = J. T. Krebsii Observationes in Nov. Test. e Flavio
Josepho. Lips. 1755.

Krüger = K. W. Krüger, Griechische Sprachlehre für Schulen. Fourth
improved and enlarged edition, 1861 sq.

Kypke, Observv. = G. D. Kypke, Observationes sacrae in Novi Foedoris
libros ex auctoribus potissimum Graecis et antiquitatibus. 2 vols.
Wratisl. 1755.

L. and S. = Liddell and Scott, Greek-English Lexicon, etc. Seventh
edition, 1883.

Lob. ad Phryn., see Phryn. ed. Lob.

Loesner = C. F. Loesneri Observationes ad Novum Test. e Philone
Alexandrino. Lips. 1777.

Lghtft. = Dr. John Lightfoot, the learned Hebraist of the 17th century.

Lghtft. = J. B. Lightfoot, D.D., Bishop of Durham; the 8th edition of his
commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians is the one referred to, the
7th edition of his commentary on Philippians, the 7th edition of his
commentary on Colossians and Philemon.

Lipsius = K. H. A. Lipsius, Grammatische Untersuchungen über die
Biblische Gräcität (edited by Prof. R. A. Lipsius, the author’s son).
Leipzig, 1863.

Matthiae = August Matthiä, Ausführlich Griechische Grammatik. Third
edition, 3 Pts., Leipz. 1835.

McC. and S. = McClintock and Strong’s Cyclopaedia of Biblical,
Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature. 10 vols. 1867-1881; with
Supplement, vol. i. (1885), vol. ii. with Addenda (1887). New York:
Harper and Brothers.

Meisterhans = K. Meisterhans, Grammatik der Attischen Inschriften.
Berlin, 1885. (2nd edition, 1888.)

Mullach = F. W. A. Mullach, Grammatik der Griechischen Vulgarsprache
u. s. w. Berlin, 1856.

Munthe = C. F. Munthe, Observationes philolog. in sacros Nov. Test.
libros ex Diod. Sic. collectae etc. (Hafn. et Lips. 1755.)
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Palairet = E. Palairet, Observationes philol.-crit. in sacros Novi Foedoris
libros etc. Lugd. Bat. 1752.

Pape = W. Pape, Griechisch-Deutsches Handwörterbuch. Second edition.
2 vols. Brunswick, 1866. A continuation of the preceding work is the
“Wörterbuch der Griechischen Eigennamen.” Third edition, edited by
G. E. Benseler. 1863-1870.

Passow = Franz Passow’s Handwörterbuch der Griechischen Sprache as
re-edited by Rost, Palm, and others. Leipz. 1841-1857.

Phryn. ed. Lob. = Phrynichi Eclogae Nominum et Verborum Atticorum
etc. as edited by C. A. Lobeck. Leipzig, 1820. (Compare Rutherford.)

Poll. = Pollux (see List of Ancient Authors, etc.) The edition used is that
published at Amsterdam, 1 vol. folio, 1706. (The most serviceable is
that of William Dindorf, 5 vols. 8vo, Leipzig, 1824.)

Pss. of Sol. = Psalter of Solomon; see List of Ancient Authors, etc.

Raphel = G. Raphelii annotationes in Sacram Scripturam ... ex Xen.,
Polyb., Arrian., et Herodoto collectae. 2 vols. Lugd. Bat. 1747.

Riddell, Platonic Idioms = A Digest of Idioms given as an Appendix to
“The Apology of Plato” as edited by the James Riddell, M. A.; Oxford,
1867.

Riehm (or Riehm, HWB.) = Handwörterbuch des Biblischen Altertums u.
s. w. edited by Professor Edward C. A. Riehm in nineteen parts (2
vols.) 1875-1884.

Rutherford, New Phryn. = The New Phrynichus, being a revised text of
the Ecloga of the Grammarian Phrynichus, etc., by W. Gunion
Rutherford. London, 1881.

Schaff-Herzog = A Religious Encyclopaedia, etc. by Philip Sehaff and
associates. 3 vols. 1882-1884. Funk and Wagnalls, New York. Revised
edition, 1887.

Schenkel (or Schenkel, BL.) = Bibel-Lexikon u. s. w. edited by Professor
Daniel Schenkel. 5 vols. Leipz. 1869-1875.

Schmidt = J. H. Heinrich Schmidt, Synonymik der Griechischen Sprache.
4 vols. Leipz. 1876, 1878, 1879, 1886.

Schöttgen = Christiani Schoettgenii Horae Hebraicae et Talmudicae etc. 2
vols. Dresden and Leipzig. 1733, 1742.
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Schürer = Emil Schürer, Lehrbuch der Neutestamentlichen Zeitgeschichte.
Leipzig, 1874. The “Second Part” of a new and revised edition has
already appeared under the title of Geschichte des Jüdischen Volkes im
Zeitalter Jesu Christi, and to this new edition (for the portion of the
original work which it covers) the references have been made, although
for convenience the title of the first edition has been retained. An
English translation is appearing at Edinburgh (T. and T. Clark).

Scrivener, F. H. A.: — A Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the New
Testament etc. Third Edition. Cambridge and London, 1883. Bezae
Codex Cantabrigiensis, etc. Cambridge and London, 1864. A Full
Collation of the Codex Sinaiticus with the Received Text of the New
Testament, etc. Second Edition, Revised. Cambridge and London,
1867. Six Lectures on the Text of the New Testament, etc. Cambridge
and London, 1875.

Sept. = the translation of the Old Testament into Greek known as the
Septuagint. Unless otherwise stated, the sixth edition of Tischendorf’s
text (edited by Nestle) is referred to; 2 vols. (with supplement),
Leipzig, 1880. The double verse-notation occasionally given in the
Apocryphal books has reference to the edition of the Apocrypha and
select Pseudepigrapha by O. F. Fritzsche; Leipzig, 1871. Readings
peculiar to the Complutensian, Aldine, Vatican, or Alexandrian form of
the text are marked respectively by an appended Comp., Ald., Vat.,
Alex. For the first two the testimony of the edition of Lam- bert Bos,
Franck. 1709, has been relied on. The abbreviations Aq., Symm.,
Theod. or Theodot., appended to a reference to the O. T. denote
respectively the Greek versions ascribed to Aquila, Symmachus, and
Theodotion; see List of Ancient Authors, etc. “Lag.” designates the
text as edited by Paul Lagarde, of which the first half appeared at
Göttingen in 1883.

Soph. = E. A. Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine
Periods (from B.C. 146 to A.D. 1100.) Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1870. The forerunner (once or twice referred to) of the
above work bears the title “A Glossary of Later and Byzantine Greek.
Forming vol. vii. (new series) of the Memoirs of the American
Academy.” Cambridge, 1860.

Steph. Thes. = the “Thesaurus Graecae Linguae” of Henry Stephen as
edited by Hase and the Dindorfs. 8 vols. Paris, 1831-1865.
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Occasionally the London (Valpy’s) edition (1816-1828) of the same
work has been referred to.

Suid. = Suidas (see List of Ancient Authors, etc.) Gaisford’s edition (2
vols. folio, Oxford, 1834) has been followed.

‘Teaching’ = The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles (Didach twn
dwdeka apostolwn.) The edition of Harnack (in Gebhardt and
Harnack’s Texte und Untersuchungen u. s. w. Second vol., Pts. i. and
ii., Leipzig 1884) has been followed, together with his division of the
chapters into verses.

Thierseh = Friedrich Thiersch, Griechische Grammatik u. s. w. Third
edition. Leipzig, 1826.

Trench = R. C. Trench’s Synonyms of the New Testament. Ninth edition,
improved. London, 1880.

Vanicek = Alois Vanicek, Griechisch-Lateinisches Etymologisches
Wörterbuch. 2 vols. Leipz. 1877. By the same author is “Fremdwörter
im Griechischen und Lateinischen.” Leipzig, 1878.

Veitch = William Veitch, Greek Verbs irregular and defective, etc. New
Edition. Oxford, 1879.

Vig. ed. Herm. = Vigeri de praecipuis Graecae dictionis Idiotismis. Edited
by G. Hermann. Fourth edition. Leipzig, 1834. A meager abridgment
and translation by John Seager was published at London in 1828.

Vulg. = the translation into Latin known as the Vulgate. Professor
Tischendorf’s edition (Leipzig, 1864) has been followed.

Wetst. or Wetstein = J. J. Wetstein’s Novum Testamentam Graecum etc.
2 vols. folio. Amsterdam, 1751, 1752.

W. = G. B. Winer, Grammar of the Idiom of the New Testament etc.
Revised and Authorized Translation of the seventh (German) edition of
the original, edited by Lünemann; Andover, 1883. Unless otherwise
indicated, it is referred to by pages, the corresponding page of the
original being added in a parenthesis. When Dr. Moulton’s translation
of the sixth German edition is referred to, that fact is stated.

Win. R W B. = G. B. Winer, Biblisches Realwörterbuch u. s. w. Third
edition. 2 vols., Leipzig and New York, 1849.
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Win. De verb. Comp. etc. = G. B. Winer, De verborum cum
praepositionibus compositorum in Novo Testamento usu. Five
academic programs; Leipzig, 1843.

Other titles it is believed, are so fully given as to be easily verifiable.
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EXPLANATIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

As respects PUNCTUATION — it should be noticed, that, since only those
verbal forms (or their representatives) are given in the Lexicon which
actually occur in the Greek Testament, it becomes necessary to distinguish
between a form of the Present Tense which is in use, and one which is
given merely to secure for a verb its place in the alphabet. This is done by
putting a semi-colon after a Present which actually occurs, and a colon
after a Present which is a mere alphabetic locum tenens.

Further: a punctuation mark inserted before a classic voucher or a
reference to the Old Testament (whether such voucher or reference be
included in a parenthesis or not) indicates that said voucher or reference
applies to other passages, definitions, etc., besides the one which it imme-
diately follows. The same principle governs the insertion or the omission of
a comma after such abbreviations as “absol.”, “pass.”, etc.

A hyphen has been placed between the component parts of Greek
compounds only in case each separate part is in actual use; otherwise, the
hyphen is omitted.

(...) Parentheses have been used to mark additions by the American editor.
To avoid, however, a complexity which might prove to the reader
confusing, they have been occasionally dispensed with when the editorial
additions serve only to complete a statement already made in part by
Professor Grimm (as, in enumerating the forms of verbs, the readings of
the critical editors, the verbs compounded with sun which observe
assimilation, etc. etc.); but in no instance have they been intentionally
omitted where the omission might seem to attribute to Professor Grimm an
opinion for which he is not responsible.

* An asterisk at the close of an article indicates that all the instances of the
word’s occurrence in the New Testament are noticed in the article. Of the
5,594 words composing the vocabulary of the New Testament 5,300 are
marked with an asterisk. To this extent, therefore, the present work may
serve as a concordance as well as a lexicon.

A superior ^a\ or ^b\ or ^c\ etc. appended to a verse-numeral designates
the first, second, third, etc., occurrence of a given word or construction in
that verse. The same letters appended to a page-numeral designate
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respectively the first, second, third, columns of that page. A small a., b., c.,
etc., after a page-numeral designates the subdivision of the page.

The various forms of the GREEK TEXT referred to are represented by the
following abbreviations:

R or Rec. = what is commonly known as the Textus Receptus. Dr. F. H. A.
Scrivener’s last edition (Cambridge and London 1877) has been taken as
the standard. (Respecting the edition issued by the Bible Society, which
was followed by Professor Grimm, see Carl Bertheau in the Theologische
Literaturzeitung for 1877, No. 5, pp. 103-106.) To designate a particular
form of this “Protean text” an abbreviation has been appended in superior
type; as, ^elz\ for Elzevir, ^st\ for Stephenus, ^bez\ for Beza, ^eras\ for
Erasmus.

G or Grsb. = the Greek text of Griesbach as given in his manual edition, 2
vols., Leipzig, 1805. Owing to a disregard of the signs by which Griesbach
indicated his judgment respecting the various degrees of probability
belonging to different readings, he is cited not infrequently, even in critical
works, as supporting readings which he expressly questioned, but was not
quite ready to expel from the text.

L or Lchm. = Lachmann’s Greek text as given in his larger edition, 2 vols.,
Berlin, 1842 and 1850. When the text of his smaller or stereotyped edition
(Berlin, 1831) is referred to, the abbreviation “min.” or “ster.” is added to
his initial.

T or Tdf. = the text of Tischendorf’s “Editio Octava Critica Major”
(Leipzig, 1869-1872).

Tr or Treg. = “The Greek New Testament,” etc. by S. P. Tregelles
(London, 1857-1879).

WH = “The New Testament in the Original Greek. The Text Revised by
Brooke Foss Westcott, D. D. and Fenton John Anthony Hort, D. D.
Cambridge and London, Macmillan and Company, 1881.”

KC = “Novum Testamentum ad Fidem Codicis Vaticani” as edited by
Professors Kuenen and Cobet (Leyden, 1860).

The textual variations noticed are of course mainly those which affect the
individual word or construction under discussion. Where an extended
passage or entire section is textually debatable (as, for example, Mark
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16:9-20; John 5:3b-4; 7:53b—8:11), that fact is assumed to be known, or
at least it is not stated under every word contained in the passage.

As respects the NUMBERING OF THE VERSES — the edition of Robert
Stephen, in 2 vols. 16 degrees, Geneva 1551, has been followed as the
standard (as it is in the critical editions of Tregelles, Westcott and Hort,
etc.). Variations from this standard are indicated by subjoining the variant
verse-numeral within marks of parenthesis. The similar addition in the case
of references to the Old Testament indicates the variation between the
Hebrew notation and the Greek.

In quotations from the ENGLISH BIBLE —

A. V. = the current or so-called “Authorized Version” (the King James
Version);

R. V. = the English Revised New Testament of 1881. But when a
rendering is ascribed to the former version it may be assumed to be
retained also in the latter, unless the contrary be expressly stated. A
translation preceded by R. V. is found in the Revision only.

A. S. = Anglo-Saxon

absol. = absolutely

acc. or accus. = accusative

acc. to = according to

ad l. or ad loc. = at or on the passage

al. = others or elsewhere

al. al. = others otherwise

Ald. = the Aldine text of the Septuagint (see Sept. in List of Books)

Alex. = the Alexandrian text of the Septuagint (see Sept. in List of Books)

ap. = (quoted) in

App. = Appendix

appos. = apposition

Aq. = Aquila (see Sept. in List of Books)

art. = article

augm. = augment

auth. or author. = author or authorities
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B. or Bttm. see List of Books

B. D. or BB. DD. see List of Books

betw. = between

Bibl. = Biblical

br. = brackets or enclose in brackets

c. before a date = about

Cantabr. = Cambridge

cf. = compare

ch. = chapter

cl. = clause

cod., codd. = manuscript, manuscripts

Com., Comm. = commentary, commentaries

comp. = compound, compounded, etc.

compar. = comparative

Comp. or Compl. = the Complutensian text of the Septuagint (see Sept. in
List of Books)

contr. = contracted, contract

dim. or dimin. = diminutive

dir. disc. = direct discourse

e. g. = for example

esp. = especially

ex., exx. = example, examples

exc. = except

excrpt. = an excerpt or extract

fin. or ad fin. = at or near the end

G or Grsb. = Griesbach’s Greek text (see above)

Graec. Ven. = Graecus Venetus (see List of Books)

i. e. = that is

ib. or ibid. = in the same place

indir. disc. = indirect discourse
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init. or ad init. = at or near the beginning

in l. or in loc. = in or on the passage

i. q. = the same as, or equivalent to

KC = Kuenen and Cobet’s edition of the Vatican text (see above)

L or Lchm. = Lachmann’s Greek text (see above)

L. and S. = Liddell and Scott (see List of Books)

l. or lib. = book

l. c., ll. cc. = passage cited, passages cited

Lag. = Lagarde’s edition of the Septuagint (see Sept. in List of Books)

mrg. = the marginal reading (of a critical edition of the Greek Testament)

Opp. = Works

opp. to = opposed to

paral. = the parallel accounts (in the Synoptic Gospels)

Pt. or pt. = part

q. v. = which see

R or Rec. = the common Greek text (see above)

r. = root

rel. or relat. = relative

sc. = namely, to wit

Skr. = Sanskrit

sq., sqq. = following

Steph. = Stephanus’s Thesaurus (see List of Books)

Stud. u. Krit. = the Studien und Kritiken, a leading German Theological
Quarterly

s. v. = under the word

Symm. = Symmachus, translator of the Old Testament into Greek (see
Sept. in the List of Books)

T or Tdf. = Tischendorf’s Greek text (see above)

Theod. or Theodot. = Theodotion (see Sept. in the List of Books)

Tr or Treg. = Tregelles’s Greek text (see above)
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u. i. = as below

u. s. = as above

v. = see

var. = variant or variants (various readings)

Vat. = the Vatican Greek text (see above, and Sept. in the List of Books)

Vulg. = the Vulgate (see List of Books)

w. = with (especially before abbreviated names of cases)

writ. = writer, writers, writings

WH = Westcott and Hort’s Greek text (see above) Other abbreviations
will, it is hoped, explain themselves.
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AA
{1} Alfa A, a, alfa, to, the first letter of the Greek alphabet, opening the
series which the letter omega w closes. Hence, the expression egw eimi to
A (L T Tr WH alfa) kai to W W L WH), <660108>Revelation 1:8,11 Rec.,
which is explained by the appended words hJ arch kai to telov,
<662106>Revelation 21:6, and by the further addition oJ prwtov kai oJ escatov,
<662213>Revelation 22:13. On the meaning of the phrase cf. <661117>Revelation
11:17; <234104>Isaiah 41:4; 44:6; 48:12; (especially B. D. American edition, p.
73). A, when prefixed to words as an inseparable syllable, is:

1. privative (sterhtikon), like the Latin in-, the English un-, giving a
negative sense to the word to which it is prefixed, as abarhv; or signifying
what is contrary to it, as atimov, atimow; before vowels generally an-, as
in anaitiov.

2. copulative (aqroistikon), akin to the particle aJma (cf. Curtius, section
598), indicating community and fellowship, as in adelfov, akolouqov.
Hence, it is:

3. intensive (epitatikon), strengthening the force of terms, like the Latin
con in composition; as atenizw from atenhv (yet cf. Winer’s Grammar,
100 (95)). This use, however, is doubted or denied now by many (e.g. Lob.
Path. Element. i. 34f). Cf. Kühner, i. 741, secton 339 Anm. 5; (Jelf, section
342 [d.]); Alexander Buttmann (1873) Gram. section 120 Anm. 11;
(Donaldson, Gram., p. 334; New Crat. sections 185, 213; Liddell and
Scott, under the word).*

{2} Aarwn, indeclinable proper name (oJ Aarwn, Aarwnov in Josephus),
ˆroh}aæ (from the unused Hebrew radical rhæa; — Syriac ... libidinosus,
lascivus — enlightened, Furst; according to Dietrich “wealthy,” or
“fluent,” like rm;wOa, according to Philo, de ebriet. section 32, from rhæ
“mountain” and equivalent to oreinov), “Aaron,” the brother of Moses,
the first high priest of the Israelites and the head of the whole sacerdotal
order: <420105>Luke 1:5; <440740>Acts 7:40; <580504>Hebrews 5:4; 7:11; 9:4.*

{3} Abaddwn, indeclinable, ˆwODnaa},

1. “ruin, destruction” (from dbæa; to perish), <183112>Job 31:12.
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2. “the place of destruction” equivalent to Orcus, joined with lwOav],
<182606>Job 26:6; <201511>Proverbs 15:11.

3. as a proper name it is given to the angel-prince of the infernal regions,
the minister of death and author of havoc on earth, and is rendered in
Greek by Apolluwn “Destroyer,” <661111>Revelation 11:11.*

{4} abarhv, abarev (barov weight), “without weight, light”; tropically,
“not burdensome”: abarh uJmin, emauton ethrhsa I have avoided
burdening you with expense on my account, <471109>2 Corinthians 11:9; see
<520209>1 Thessalonians 2:9, cf. 6. (From Aristotle down.)*

{5} Abba (WH Abba), Hebrew ba; “father,” in the Chaldean emphatic

state, aB;aæ i.e. oJ pathr, a customary title of God in prayer. Whenever it
occurs in the N.T. (<411436>Mark 14:36; <450815>Romans 8:15; <480406>Galatians 4:6) it
has the Greek interpretation subjoined to it; this is apparently to be
explained by the fact that the Chaldee aB;aæ, through frequent use in prayer,
gradually acquired the nature of a most sacred proper name, to which the
Greek-speaking Jews added the appellative from their own tongue.*

{6} Abel (WH AJbel (see their Introductory section 408)), indeclinable
proper name (in Josephus (e.g. Antiquities 1, 2, 1) Abelov, Abelou),
lb,h, (breath, vanity), “Abel,” the second son born to Adam (<010402>Genesis
4:2ff), so called from his short life and sudden death (cf. B. D. American
edition, p. 5), (<180716>Job 7:16; <193906>Psalm 39:6): <402335>Matthew 23:35; <421151>Luke
11:51; <581104>Hebrews 11:4; 12:24.*

{7} Abia, indeclinable proper name (Josephus, Antiquities 7, 10, 3; 8, 10,
1 oJ Abiav (Winer’s Grammar, section 6, 1 m.), Abia), hy;bia} and WhY;bia}
(my father is Jehovah), “Abia” (or Abijah, cf. B. D. under the word),

1. a king of Judah, son of Rehoboam: <400107>Matthew 1:7 (<111431>1 Kings 14:31;
15:1).

2. a priest, the head of a sacerdotal family, from whom, when David
divided the priests into twenty-four classes (<132410>1 Chronicles 24:10), the
class “Abia,” the eighth in order, took its name: <420105>Luke 1:5.*

{8} Abiaqar, indeclinable proper name (though in Josephus, Antiquities
6, 14, 6 Abiaqarov, Abiaqarou), rt;y;b]a, (father of abundance),
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Abiaqar, a certain Hebrew high priest: <410226>Mark 2:26 — where he is by
mistake confounded with Ahimelech his father (<092101>1 Samuel 21:1ff); (yet
cf. <092220>1 Samuel 22:20 with <131816>1 Chronicles 18:16; 24:6,31; also <101524>2
Samuel 15:24-29; <110226>1 Kings 2:26,27 with <100817>2 Samuel 8:17; <132406>1
Chronicles 24:6,31. It would seem that double names were especially
common in the case of priests (cf. 1 Macc. 2:1-5; Josephus, Vit. sections 1,
2) and that father and son often bore the same name (cf. <420105>Luke 1:5,59;
Josephus, the passage cited and Antiquities 20, 9, 1). See McClellan at the
passage and B. D. American edition, p. 7).*

{9} Abilhnh (WH Abeilhnh (see under the word ei)), Abilhnhv, hJ
(namely, cwra, the district belonging to the city Abila). “Abilene,” the
name of a region lying between Lebanon and Hermon toward Phoenicia,
18 miles distant from Damascus and 37 (according to the Itin. Anton. 38)
from Heliopolis: <420301>Luke 3:1. Cf. Lusaniav (and B. D. under the word).*

{10} Abioud, oJ, indeclinable proper name, dWhybia} (father of the Jews
(others, of glory)), “Abiud,” son of Zorobabel or Zerubbabel: <400113>Matthew
1:13.*

{11} Abraam (Rec.st AJbraam; cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 106) (Josephus,
Abramov, Abramou), µh;r;b]aæ (father of a multitude, cf. <011705>Genesis
17:5), “Abraham,” the renowned founder of the Jewish nation:
<400101>Matthew 1:1f; <402232>Matthew 22:32; <421909>Luke 19:9; <430833>John 8:33;
<440325>Acts 3:25; <580701>Hebrews 7:1ff, and elsewhere. He is extolled by the
apostle Paul as a pattern of faith, <450401>Romans 4:1ff; <450417>Romans 4:17ff;
<480306>Galatians 3:6 (cf. <581108>Hebrews 11:8), on which account all believers in
Christ have a claim to the title sons or posterity of Abraham, <480307>Galatians
3:7,29; cf. <450411>Romans 4:11.

{12} abussov, in classic Greek an adjective, abussov, abusson (from
oJ bussov equivalent to buqov), “bottomless” (so perhaps in Sap. 10:19),
“unbounded” (ploutov abussov, Aeschylus the Septuagint (931) 950). in
the Scriptures hJ abussov (the Septuagint for µwOhT]) namely, cwra, “the
pit,” the immeasurable depth, “the abyss”. Hence, of ‘the deep’ sea:
<010102>Genesis 1:2; 7:11; <050807>Deuteronomy 8:7; Sir. 1:3; 16:18, etc.; of Orcus
(a very deep gulf or chasm in the lowest parts of the earth: <197002>Psalm 70:21
(<197121>Psalm 71:21) ek twn abusswn thv ghv, Euripides, Phoen. 1632
(1605) tartarou abussa casmata, Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians
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20, 5 abusswn anexicniasta klimata, ibid. 59, 3 oJ epiblepwn en
taiv abussoiv, of God; (Act. Thom. 32 oJ thn abusson tou tartarou
oikwn, of the dragon)), both as the common receptacle of the dead,
<451007>Romans 10:7, and especially as the abode of demons, <420831>Luke 8:31;
<660901>Revelation 9:1f; <660911>Revelation 9:11; 11:7; 17:8; 20:1,3. Among secular
authors used as a substantive only by Diogenes Laërtius 4 (5) 27
kathlqev eiv melainan Ploutewv abusson. Cf. Knapp, Scripta var.
Arg., p. 554f; (J. G. Müller, Philo’s Lehre von der Weltschöpfung, p. 173f;
B. D. American edition under the word Deep).*

{13} Agabov (on the breathing see WH. Introductory sec. 408), Agabou,
oJ, the name of a Christian prophet, “Agabus”: <441128>Acts 11:28; 21:10.
(Perhaps from bgæ[; to love (cf. B. D. under the word).)*

{14} agaqoergew, agaqoergw; (from the unused ERGW — equivalent to
erdw, ergazomai — and agaqon); “to be” agaqoergov, “beneficent”
(toward the poor, the needy): <540618>1 Timothy 6:18 (A.V. “do good”). Cf.
agaqourgew. Found besides only in ecclesiastical writings, but in the
sense “to do well,” “act rightly”.*

{15} agaqopoiew, agaqopoiw; 1 aorist infinitive agaqopoihsai; (from
agaqopoiov);

1. “to do good, do something which profits others”: <410304>Mark 3:4 (Tdf.
agaqon poihsai; <420609>Luke 6:9); “to show oneself beneficent,” <441417>Acts
14:17 Rec.; tina, “to do some one a favor, to benefit,” <420633>Luke 6:33, 35,
(equivalent to byfyhe, <360112>Zephaniah 1:12; <041032>Numbers 10:32; Tobit
12:13, etc.).

2. “to do well, do right”: <600215>1 Peter 2:15,20 (opposed to aJmartanw);
3:6,17; <640111>3 John 1:11. (Not found in secular authors, except in a few of
the later in an astrological sense, “to furnish a good omen”.)*

{16} agaqopoiia (WH [agathopoiia] (see Iota), agaqopoiiav, hJ, “a
course of right action, well-doing”: en agaqopoiia, <600419>1 Peter 4:19
equivalent to agaqopoiountev acting uprightly (cf. xii. Patr. Jos. sec. 18);
if we read here with L Tr marginal reading en agaqopoiiaiv we must
understand it of single acts of rectitude (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 27, 3;
Buttmann, sec. 123, 2). (In ecclesiastical writings agaqopoiia denotes
“beneficence”.)*
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{17} agaqopoiov, agaqopoion, “acting rightly, doing well”: <600214>1 Peter
2:14. (Sir. 42:14; Plutarch, de Isaiah et Osir. sec. 42.)*

{18} agaqov, agaqh, agaqon (akin to agamai to wonder at, think highly
of, agastov admirable, as explained by Plato, Crat., p. 412 c. (others
besides; cf. Donaldson, New Crat. sec. 323)), in general denotes
“perfectus, ... qui habet in se ac facit omnia quae habere et facere debet
pro notione nominis, officio ac lege” (Irmisch ad Herodian, 1, 4, p. 134),
“excelling in any respect, distinguished, good”. It can be predicated of
persons, things, conditions, qualities and affections of the soul, deeds,
times and seasons. To this general significance can be traced back all those
senses which the word gathers from the connection in which it stands;

1. “of a good constitution or nature”: gh, <420808>Luke 8:8; dendron,
<400718>Matthew 7:18, in sense equivalent to ‘fertile soil,’ ‘a fruitful tree,’
(Xenophon, oec. 16, 7 gh agaqh, ... gh kakh, an. 2, 4, 22 cwrav pollhv
kai agaqhv oushv). In <420815>Luke 8:15 agaqh kardia corresponds to the
figurative expression “good ground,” and denotes a soul inclined to
goodness, and accordingly eager to learn saving truth and ready to bear the
fruits (karpouv agaqouv, <590317>James 3:17) of a Christian life.

2. “useful, salutary”: dosiv agaqh (joined to dwrhma teleion) a gift
which is truly a gift, salutary, <590117>James 1:17; domata agaqa, <400711>Matthew
7:11; entolh agaqov a commandment profitable to those who keep it,
<450712>Romans 7:12, according to a Greek scholium equivalent to eiv to
sumferon eishgoumenh, hence, the question in <450713>Romans 7:13: to oun
agaqon emoi gegone qanatov; agaqov meriv the ‘good part,’ which
insures salvation to him who chooses it, <421042>Luke 10:42; ergon agaqon
(differently in <450207>Romans 2:7, etc.) the saving work of God, i.e.
substantially, the Christian life, due to divine efficiency, <500106>Philippians 1:6
(cf. the commentaries at the passage); eiv agaqon “for good,” to
advantage, <450828>Romans 8:28 (Sir. 7:13; panta toiv eusebesi eiv agaqa
... toiv aJmartwloiv eiv kaka, Sir. 39:27; to kakon ... gignetai eiv
Agaqon, Theognis 162); “good for, suited to something”: prov
oikodomhn, <490429>Ephesians 4:29 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 363 (340))
(Xenophon, mem. 4, 6, 10).

3. of the feeling awakened by what is good, “pleasant, agreeable, joyful,
happy”: hJmerai agaqav <600310>1 Peter 3:10 (<193313>Psalm 33:13 (<193413>Psalm
34:13); Sir. 14:14; 1 Macc. 10:55); elpiv, <530216>2 Thessalonians 2:16
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(makaria elpiv, <560213>Titus 2:13); suneidhsiv, a peaceful conscience,
equivalent to consciousness of rectitude, <442301>Acts 23:1; <540105>1 Timothy
1:5,19; <600316>1 Peter 3:16; reconciled to God, <600321>1 Peter 3:21.

4. “excellent, distinguished”: so ti agaqon, <430146>John 1:46 (<430147>John 1:47).

5. “upright, honorable”: <401234>Matthew 12:34; 19:16; <420645>Luke 6:45; <441124>Acts
11:24; <600311>1 Peter 3:11, etc.; ponhroi kai agaqoi, <400545>Matthew 5:45;
22:10; agaqov kai dikaiov, <422350>Luke 23:50; kardia agaqh kai kalh,
<420815>Luke 8:15 (see kalov, b.); fulfilling the duty or service demanded,
doule agaqe kai piste, <402521>Matthew 25:21,23; upright, free from guile,
particularly from a desire to corrupt the people, <430712>John 7:12;
preeminently of God, as consummately and essentially good, <401917>Matthew
19:17 (<411018>Mark 10:18; <421819>Luke 18:19); agaqov qhsaurov in
<401235>Matthew 12:35; <420645>Luke 6:45 denotes the soul considered as the
repository of pure thoughts which are brought forth in speech; pistiv
agaqov the fidelity due from a servant to his master, <560210>Titus 2:10 (WH
marginal reading omits); on agaqon ergon, agaqa erga, see ergon. In a
narrower sense, “benevolent, kind, generous”: <402015>Matthew 20:15; <600218>1
Peter 2:18; mneia, <520306>1 Thessalonians 3:6 (cf. 2 Macc. 7:20); “beneficent”
(Xenophon, Cyril 3, 3, 4; bwOf, <243311>Jeremiah 33:11; <193409>Psalm 34:9; Cicero,
nat. deor. 2, 25, 64 “optimus i.e. beneficentissimus“), <450507>Romans 5:7,
where the meaning is, Hardly for an innocent man does one encounter
death; for if he even dares hazard his life for another, he does so for a
benefactor (one from whom he has received favors); cf. Winer’s Grammar,
117 (111); (Gifford in the Speaker’s Commentary, p. 123). The neuter
used substantively denotes:

1. “a good thing, convenience, advantage,” and in partic.

a. in the plural, external “goods, riches”: <420153>Luke 1:53; 12:18f. (Sir.
14:4; Sap. 7:11); ta agaqa sou comforts and delights which thy
wealth procured for thee in abundance, <421625>Luke 16:25 (opposed to
kaka, as in Sir. 11:14); outward and inward good things, <480606>Galatians
6:6, cf. Wieseler at the passage.

b. “the benefits of the Messianic kingdom”: <451015>Romans 10:15; ta
mellonta agaqwn, <580911>Hebrews 9:11; 10:1.

2. “what is upright, honorable, and acceptable to God”: <451202>Romans 12:2;
ergazesqai to agaqon <450210>Romans 2:10; <490428>Ephesians 4:28; prassein,
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<450911>Romans 9:11; (<470510>2 Corinthians 5:10); diwkein, <520515>1 Thessalonians
5:15; mimeisqai, <640111>3 John 1:11; kollasqai tw agaqw <451209>Romans
12:9; ti me erwtav peri tou agaqou, <401917>Matthew 19:17 G L T Tr WH,
where the word expresses the general idea of right. Specifically, what is
“salutary, suited to the course of human affairs”: in the phrase diakonov
eiv to agaqon <451304>Romans 13:4; of rendering service, <480610>Galatians 6:10;
<451221>Romans 12:21; to agaqon sou the favor thou conferrest, <570114>Philemon
1:14.

(“It is to be regarded as a peculiarity in the usage of the Septuagint that
bwOf good is predominantly (?) rendered by kalov.... The translator of
Genesis uses agaqov only in the neuter, good, goods, and this has been to
a degree the model for the other translators. ... In the Greek O.T., where
oJi dikaioi is the technical designation of the pious, oJi agaqoi or oJ
agaqov does not occur in so general a sense. The anhr agaqov is peculiar
only to the Proverbs (<201322>Proverbs 13:22,24; 15:3); cf. besides the solitary
instance in <110232>1 Kings 2:32. Thus, even in the usage of the O.T. we are
reminded of Christ’s words, <411018>Mark 10:18, oudeiv agaqov ei mh eJiv oJ
Qeov. In the O.T. the term ‘righteous’ makes reference rather to a
covenant and to one’s relation to a positive standard; agaqov would
express the absolute idea of moral goodness” (Zezschwitz, Profangraec. u.
Biblical Sprachgeist, Leipz. 1859, p. 60). Cf. Tittm., p. 19. On the
comparison of agaqov see B. 27 (24).)

{14} agaqourgew, agaqourgw; <441417>Acts 14:17 L T Tr WH for R
agaqopoiw. The contracted form is the rarer (cf. WH’s Appendix, p.
145), see agaqoergew; but cf. kakourgov, iJerourgew.*

{19} agaqwsunh, agaqwsunhv, hJ (on its formation see Winer’s
Grammar, 95 (90); WH’s Appendix, p. 152), found only in Biblical and
ecclesiastical writings, “uprightness of heart and life” (A.V. “goodness”):
<530111>2 Thessalonians 1:11; <480522>Galatians 5:22 (unless here it denote
“kindness, beneficence”); <451514>Romans 15:14; <490509>Ephesians 5:9. (Cf.
Trench, sec. lxiii.; Ellicott and Lightfoot on Galatians, the passage cited.)*

{21} agalliaomai, see agalliaw.

{20} agalliasiv, agalliasewv, hJ (agalliaw), not used by secular
writers but often by the Septuagint; “exultation, extreme joy”: <420114>Luke
1:14,44; <440246>Acts 2:46; <650124>Jude 1:24; <580109>Hebrews 1:9 (from <194408>Psalm 44:8
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(<194508>Psalm 45:8)) oil of gladness with which persons were anointed at
feasts (<192305>Psalm 23:5), and which the writer, alluding to the inaugural
ceremony of anointing, uses as an emblem of the divine power and majesty
to which the Son of God has been exalted.*

{21} agalliaw, agalliw, and agalliaomai (but the active is not
used except in <420147>Luke 1:47 (hgalliasa), in <661907>Revelation 19:7
(agalliwmen) L T Tr WH (and in <600108>1 Peter 1:8 WH Tr marginal
reading (agalliate), cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 169)); 1 aorist
hgalliasamhn, and (with a middle significance) hgalliaqhn (<430535>John
5:35; Rec. hgalliasqhn); a word of Hellenistic coinage (from
agallomai to rejoice, glory (yet cf. Buttmann, 51 (45))), often in the
Septuagint (for lyGi, xlæ[;, ˆnær;, vWv), “to exult, rejoice exceedingly”:
<400512>Matthew 5:12; <421021>Luke 10:21; <440226>Acts 2:26; 16:34; <600108>1 Peter 1:8;
4:13; en tini, <600106>1 Peter 1:6, dative of the thing in which the joy
originates (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 33 a.; B. 185 (160)); but <430535>John
5:35 means, ‘to rejoice while his light shone’ (i.e. “in” (the midst of) etc.).
epi tini, <420147>Luke 1:47; followed by iJna, <430856>John 8:56 “that he should
see,” rejoiced because it had been promised him that he should see. This
divine promise was fulfilled to him at length in paradise; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 339 (318); B. 239 (206). On this word see Gelpke in the Studien
und Kritiken for 1849, p. 645f.*

{22} agamov, agamon (gamov), “unmarried”: <460708>1 Corinthians 7:8,32;
used even of women, <460711>1 Corinthians 7:11, 34 (Euripides, Hel. 690 (and
elsewhere)), where the Greeks commonly said anandrov.*

{23} aganaktew, aganaktw; 1 aorist hganakthsa; (as pleonektew
comes from ploenekthv, and this from pleon and ecw, so through a
conjectural aganakthv from agan and acomai to feel pain, grieve (others
besides)); “to be indignant, moved with indignation”: <402115>Matthew 21:15;
26:8; <411014>Mark 10:14; 14:4; peri tinov (cf. with sec. 33 a.), <402024>Matthew
20:24; <411041>Mark 10:41; followed by oJti, <421314>Luke 13:14. (From Herodotus
down.)*

{24} aganakthsiv, aganakthsewv, hJ, “indignation”: <470711>2 Corinthians
7:11. ((From Plato on.))*

{25} agapaw, agapw; (imperfect hgapwn); future agaphsw; 1 aorist
hgaphsa; perfect active (1 person plural hgaphkamen, <620410>1 John 4:10
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WH text), participle hgaphkwv (<550408>2 Timothy 4:8); passive (present
agapwmai); perfect participle hgaphmenov; 1 future agaphqhsomai;
(akin to agamai (Fick, Part 4:12; see agaqov, at the beginning)); “to
love,” to be full of good-will and exhibit the same: <420747>Luke 7:47; <620407>1
John 4:7f; with the accusative of the person, “to have a preference for,
wish well to, regard the welfare of”: <400543>Matthew 5:43ff; <401919>Matthew
19:19; <420705>Luke 7:5; <431105>John 11:5; <451308>Romans 13:8; <471111>2 Corinthians
11:11; 12:15; <480514>Galatians 5:14; <490525>Ephesians 5:25,28; <600122>1 Peter 1:22,
and elsewhere; used often in the First Epistle of John of the love of
Christians toward one another; of the benevolence which God, in providing
salvation for men, has exhibited by sending his Son to them and giving him
up to death, <430316>John 3:16; <450837>Romans 8:37; <530216>2 Thessalonians 2:16; <620411>1
John 4:11,19; (noteworthy is <650101>Jude 1:1 L T Tr WH toiv en Qew patri
hgaphmenoiv; see en, I. 4, and cf. Lightfoot on <510312>Colossians 3:12); of
the love which led Christ, in procuring human salvation, to undergo
sufferings and death, <480220>Galatians 2:20; <490502>Ephesians 5:2; of the love with
which God regards Christ, <430335>John 3:35; (v. 20 L marginal reading);
10:17; 15:9; <490106>Ephesians 1:6. When used of love to a master, God or
Christ, the word involves the idea of affectionate reverence, prompt
obedience, grateful recognition of benefits received: <400624>Matthew 6:24;
22:37; <450828>Romans 8:28; <460209>1 Corinthians 2:9; 8:3; <590112>James 1:12; <600108>1
Peter 1:8; <620410>1 John 4:10,20, and elsewhere. With an accusative of the
thing agapaw denotes “to take pleasure in the thing, prize it above other
things, be unwilling to abandon it or do without it”: dikaiosunhn,
<580109>Hebrews 1:9 (i.e. steadfastly to cleave to); thn doxan, <431243>John 12:43;
thn prwtokaqedrian, <421143>Luke 11:43; to skotov; and to fwv, <430319>John
3:19; ton kosmon. <620215>1 John 2:15; ton nun aiwna, <550410>2 Timothy 4:10,
— both which last phrases signify to set the heart on earthly advantages
and joys; thn yuchn autwn, <661211>Revelation 12:11; zwhn, <600310>1 Peter 3:10
(to derive pleasure from life, render it agreeable to himself); “to welcome
with desire, long for”: thn epifaneian autou, <550408>2 Timothy 4:8 (Sap.
1:1; 6:13; Sir. 4:12, etc.; so of a person: hgaphqh, Sap. 4:10, cf. Grimm at
the passage). Concerning the unique proof of love which Jesus gave the
apostles by washing their feet, it is said hgaphsen autouv, <431301>John 13:1,
cf. Lücke or Meyer at the passage (but others take agaphsav here more
comprehensively, see Weiss’s Meyer, Godet, Westcott, Keil). The
combination agaphn agapan tina occurs, when a relative intervenes, in
<431726>John 17:26; <490204>Ephesians 2:4 (<101315>2 Samuel 13:15 where to misov oJ
emishsen authn is contrasted; cf. <014925>Genesis 49:25 euloghse se
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eulogian; Psalm Sal. 17:35 (in manuscript Pseudepig. Vet. Test. edition
Fabric. i., p. 966; Libri Apocr. etc., edition Fritzsche, p. 588) doxan hJn
edoxasen authn); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 2; (Buttmann, 148f
(129)); Grimm on 1 Macc. 2:54.

On the difference between agapaw and filew, see filew. Cf. agaph, 1
at the end

{26} agaph, agaphv, hJ, a purely Biblical and ecclesiastical word (for
Wyttenbach, following Reiske’s conjecture, long ago restored agaphswn
in place of agaphv, wJn in Plutarch, sympos. quaestt. 7, 6, 3 (vol. viii., p.
835, Reiske edition)). Secular authors from (Aristotle), Plutarch on used
agaphsiv. “The Septuagint use agaph for hb;h}aæ, <220204>Song of Solomon
2:4,5,7; 3:5,10; 5:8; 7:6; 8:4,6,7; (“It is noticeable that the word first
makes its appearance as a current term in the Song of Solomon; —
certainly no undesigned evidence respecting the idea which the Alexandrian
LXX translators had of the love in this Song” (Zezschwitz, Profangraec. u.
Biblical Sprachgeist, p. 63)); <240202>Jeremiah 2:2; <210901>Ecclesiastes 9:1,6; (<101315>2
Samuel 13:15). It occurs besides in Sap. 3:9; 6:19. In Philo and Josephus, I
do not remember to have met with it. Nor is it found in the N.T. in Acts,
Mark, or James; it occurs only once in Matthew and Luke, twice in
Hebrews and Revelation, but frequently in the writings of Paul, John,
Peter, Jude” (Bretschn. Lex. under the word); (Philo, deus immut. sec. 14).

In signification it follows the verb agapaw; consequently it denotes

1. “affection, good-will, love, benevolence”: <431513>John 15:13; <451310>Romans
13:10; <620418>1 John 4:18. Of the love of men to men; especially of that love
of Christians toward Christians which is enjoined and prompted by their
religion, whether the love be viewed as in the soul or as expressed:
<402412>Matthew 24:12; <461301>1 Corinthians 13:1-4,8; 14:1; <470204>2 Corinthians 2:4;
<480506>Galatians 5:6; <570105>Philemon 1:5,7; <540105>1 Timothy 1:5; <580610>Hebrews 6:10;
10:24; <431335>John 13:35; <620407>1 John 4:7; <660204>Revelation 2:4,19, etc. Of the
love of men toward God: hJ agaph tou Qeou; (obj. genitive (Winer’s
Grammar, 185 (175))), <421142>Luke 11:42; <430542>John 5:42; <620215>1 John 2:15 (tou
patrov); 3:17; 4:12; 5:3. Of the love of God toward men: <450508>Romans 5:8;
8:39; <471313>2 Corinthians 13:13 (14). Of the love of God toward Christ:
<431510>John 15:10; 17:26. Of the love of Christ toward men: <431509>John 15:9f;
<470514>2 Corinthians 5:14; <450835>Romans 8:35; <490319>Ephesians 3:19. In
construction: agaphn eiv tina, <470208>2 Corinthians 2:8 (?); <490115>Ephesians
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1:15 (L WH omit; Tr marginal reading brackets thn agaphn); th ex uJmwn
en [heemin] i.e. love going forth from your soul and taking up its abode as
it were in ours, equivalent to your love to us, <470807>2 Corinthians 8:7
(Winer’s Grammar, 193 (181f); B. 329 (283)); meq’ uJmwn i.e. is present
with (embraces) you, <461624>1 Corinthians 16:24; meq’ hJmwn i.e. seen among
us, <620417>1 John 4:17. Phrases: ecein agaphn eiv tina, <470204>2 Corinthians
2:4; <510104>Colossians 1:4 (L T Tr, but WH brackets); <600408>1 Peter 4:8; agaphn
didonai to give a proof of love, <620301>1 John 3:1; agapan agaphn tina,
<431726>John 17:26; <490204>Ephesians 2:4 (see in agapaw, under the end); agaphv
tou pneumatov, i.e. enkindled by the Holy Spirit, <451530>Romans 15:30; oJ
uJiov thv agaphv the Son who is the object of love, equivalent to
agaphtov, <510113>Colossians 1:13 (Winer’s Grammar, 237 (222); (Buttmann,
162 (141))); oJ Qeov thv agaphv the author of love, <471311>2 Corinthians
13:11; kopov thv agaphv troublesome service, toil, undertaken from love,
<520103>1 Thessalonians 1:3; agaphn thv alhqeiav love which embraces the
truth, <530210>2 Thessalonians 2:10; oJ Qeov agaph estin God is wholly love,
his nature is summed up in love, <620408>1 John 4:8,16; filhma agaphv a kiss
as a sign among Christians of mutual affection, <600514>1 Peter 5:14; dia thn
agaphn that love may have opportunity of influencing thee (‘in order to
give scope to the power of love,’ DeWette, Wies.), <570109>Philemon 1:9, cf.
<570114>Philemon 1:14; en agaph lovingly, in an affectionate spirit, <460421>1
Corinthians 4:21; on love as a basis (others, in love as the sphere or
element), <490415>Ephesians 4:15 (where en agaph is to be connected not with
alhqeuontev but with auxhswmen), <490416>Ephesians 4:16; ex agaphv
influenced by love, <500117>Philippians 1:17 (16); kata agaphn in a manner
befitting love, <451415>Romans 14:15. Love is mentioned together with faith and
hope in <461313>1 Corinthians 13:13; <520103>1 Thessalonians 1:3; 5:8, <510104>Colossians
1:4f; <581022>Hebrews 10:22-24. On the words agaph, agapan, cf. Gelpke in
the Studien und Kritiken for 1849, p. 646f; on the idea and nature of
Christian love see Köstlin, Lehrbgr. des Ev. Joh. etc., p. 248ff, 332ff;
Rückert, Theologie, ii. 452ff; Lipsius, Paulin. Reehtfertigungsl., p. 188ff;
(Reuss, Theol. Chret. livr. vii. chap. 13).

2. plural, agapai, agapwn, agapae, “love-feasts,” feasts expressing and
fostering mutual love which used to be held by Christians before the
celebration of the Lord’s supper, and at which the poorer Christians
mingled with the wealthier and partook in common with the rest of food
provided at the expense of the wealthy: <650112>Jude 1:12 (and in <610213>2 Peter
2:13 L Tr text WH marginal reading), cf. <461117>1 Corinthians 11:17ff;
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<440242>Acts 2:42, 46; 20:7; Tertullian, Apology c. 39, and ad Martyr. c, 3;
Cypr. ad Quirin. 3, 3; Drescher, Deuteronomy vet. christ. Agapis. Giess.
1824; Mangold in Schenkel 1:53f; (B. D. under the word Love-Feasts;
Dict. of Christ. Antiq. under the word Agapae; more fully in McClintock
and Strong, under the word Agape).

{27} agaphtov, agaphth, agaphton (agapaw), “beloved, esteemed,
dear, favorite”; (opposed to ecqrov, <451128>Romans 11:28): oJ uJiov mou (tou
Qeou) oJ agaphtov, of Jesus, the Messiah, <400317>Matthew 3:17 (here WH
marginal reading take oJ agaphtov absolutely, connecting it with what
follows); <401218>Matthew 12:18; 17:5; <410111>Mark 1:11; 9:7; <420322>Luke 3:22; 9:35
(where L marginal reading T Tr WH oJ eklelegmenov); <610117>2 Peter 1:17,
cf. <411206>Mark 12:6; <422013>Luke 20:13; (cf. Ascensio Isaiah (edited by Dillmann)
<420723>Luke 7:23f; 8:18, 25, etc.). agaphtoi Qeou (Winer’s Grammar, 194
(182f); B. 190 (165)) is applied to Christians as being reconciled to God
and judged by him to be worthy of eternal life: <450107>Romans 1:7, cf.
<451128>Romans 11:28; <520104>1 Thessalonians 1:4; <510312>Colossians 3:12 (the
Septuagint, <195907>Psalm 59:7 (<196007>Psalm 60:7); <19A707>Psalm 107:7 (<19A807>Psalm
108:7); <19C602>Psalm 126:2 (<19C702>Psalm 127:2), agaphtoi sou and autou, of
pious Israelites). But Christians, bound together by mutual love, are
agaphtoi also to one another (<570116>Philemon 1:16; <540602>1 Timothy 6:2);
hence, they are dignified with this epithet very often in tender address, both
indirect (<451605>Romans 16:5,8; <510414>Colossians 4:14; <490621>Ephesians 6:21, etc.)
and direct (<451219>Romans 12:19; <460414>1 Corinthians 4:14; (<570102>Philemon 1:2,
Rec.); <580609>Hebrews 6:9; <590116>James 1:16; <600211>1 Peter 2:11; <610301>2 Peter 3:1;
(<620207>1 John 2:7 G L T Tr WH, etc.). Generally followed by the genitive;
once by the dative agapaphtoi hJmin, <520208>1 Thessalonians 2:8 (yet cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 2; B. 190 (163)). agaphtov en kuriw beloved
in the fellowship of Christ, equivalent to dear fellow-Christian, <451608>Romans
16:8. (Not used in the Fourth Gospel or the Book of Revelation. In
classical Greek from Homer, Iliad 6, 401 on; cf. Cope on Aristotle, rhet. 1,
7, 41.)

{28} Agar (WH AJgar (see their Introductory sec. 408)), hJ, indeclinable,
(in Josephus, Agara, Agarhv), rg;h; (flight), “Hagar,” a bondmaid of
Abraham, and by him the mother of Ishmael (Genesis 16): <480424>Galatians
4:24 (25 L text T omit; Tr brackets). Since the Arabians according to Paul
(who had formerly dwelt among them, <480117>Galatians 1:17) called the rocky
Matthew Sinai by a name similar in sound to rgh (... i.e. rock), the apostle
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in the passage referred to employs the name Hagar allegorically to denote
the servile sense of fear with which the Mosaic economy imbued its
subjects. (Cf. B. D. American edition, pp. 978, 2366 note {a}; Lightfoot’s
remarks appended to his Commentary on Galatians, the passage cited.)*

{29} aggareuw; future aggareusw; 1 aorist hggareusa; “to employ a
courier, despatch a mounted messenger.” A word of Persian origin (used
by Menander, Sicyon. 4), but adopted also into Latin (Vulgate angariare).
Aggaroi were public couriers (tabellarii), stationed by appointment of the
king of Persia at fixed localities, with horses ready for use, in order to
transmit royal messages from one to another and so convey them the more
speedily to their destination. See Herodotus 8, 98 (and Rawlinson’s note);
Xenophon, Cyril 8, 6, 17 (9); cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus under the word
tr,g,ai; (B. D. under the word Aggareuo; Vanicek, Fremdwörter under the
word aggarov). These couriers had authority to press into their service, in
case of need, horses, vessels, even men they met (cf. Josephus, Antiquities
13, 2, 3). Hence, aggareuein tina denotes to compel one to go a
journey, to hear a burden, or to perform any other service: <400541>Matthew
5:41 (oJstiv se aggareusei milion eJn i.e. whoever shall compel thee to
go one mile); <402732>Matthew 27:32 (hggareusan iJna arh i.e. they forced
him to carry), so <411521>Mark 15:21.*

{30} aggeion, aggeiou, to (equivalent to to aggov), “a vessel,
receptacle”: <401348>Matthew 13:48 (R G L); 25:4. (From Herodotus down.)*

{31} aggelia, aggeliav, hJ (aggelov), “a message, announcement, thing
announced”; precept declared, <620105>1 John 1:5 (where Rec. has epaggelia)
(cf. <232809>Isaiah 28:9); 3:11. (From Homer down.)*

aggellw; (1 aorist hggeila, <430451>John 4:51 T (for aphggellw R G L Tr
brackets)); (aggelov); “to announce”: aggellousa, <432018>John 20:18 L T
Tr WH, for R G apaggellw. (From Homer down. Compare:
anaggellw, apaggellw, diaggellw, exaggellw, epaggellw,
proepaggellw, kataggellw, prokataggellw, paraggellw.)*

{32} aggelov, aggelou, oJ,

1. “a messenger, envoy,” one who is sent: <401110>Matthew 11:10; <420724>Luke
7:24,27; 9:52; <410102>Mark 1:2; <590225>James 2:25. (From Homer down.)
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2. In the Scriptures, both of the Old Testament and of the New Testament,
one of that host of heavenly spirits that, according alike to Jewish and
Christian opinion, wait upon the monarch of the universe, and are sent by
him to earth, now to execute his purposes (<400406>Matthew 4:6,11; 28:2;
<410113>Mark 1:13; <421622>Luke 16:22; 22:43 (L brackets WH reject the passage);
<440735>Acts 7:35; 12:28; <480319>Galatians 3:19, cf. <580114>Hebrews 1:14), now to
make them known to men (<420111>Luke 1:11,26; 2:9ff; <441003>Acts 10:3; 27:23;
<400120>Matthew 1:20; 2:13; 28:5; <432012>John 20:12f); hence, the frequent
expressions aggelov (angel, messenger of God, Ëa;l]mæ) and aggeloi
kuriou or aggeloi tou Qeou. They are subject not only to God but also
to Christ (<580104>Hebrews 1:4ff; <600322>1 Peter 3:22, cf. <490121>Ephesians 1:21;
<480414>Galatians 4:14), who is described as hereafter to return to judgment
surrounded by a multitude of them as servants and attendants: <401341>Matthew
13:41,49; 16:27; 24:31; 25:31; <530107>2 Thessalonians 1:7, cf. <650114>Jude 1:14.
Single angels have the charge of separate elements; as fire, <661418>Revelation
14:18; waters, <661605>Revelation 16:5, cf. <660701>Revelation 7:1f; <430504>John 5:4 (R
L). Respecting the aggelov thv abussou, <660911>Revelation 9:11, see
Abaddwn,

3. Guardian angels of individuals are mentioned in <401810>Matthew 18:10;
<441215>Acts 12:15. ‘The angels of the churches’ in <660120>Revelation 1:20;
2:1,8,12,18; 3:1,7,14 are not their presbyters or bishops, but heavenly
spirits who exercise such a superintendence and guardianship over them
that whatever in their assemblies is worthy of praise or of censure is
counted to the praise or the blame of their angels also, as though the latter
infused their spirit into the assemblies; cf. DeWette, Düsterdieck (Alford)
on <660120>Revelation 1:20, and Lücke, Einl. in d. Offenb. d. Johan. ii., p. 429f,
edition 2; (Lightfoot on Philip., p. 199f). dia touv aggelouv “that she
may show reverence for the anqels,” invisibly present in the religious
assemblies of Christians, “and not displease them,” <461110>1 Corinthians 11:10.
wfqh aggeloiv in <540316>1 Timothy 3:16 is probably to be explained neither
of angels to whom Christ exhibited himself in heaven, nor of demons
triumphed over by him in the nether world, but of the apostles, his
“messengers,” to whom he appeared after his resurrection. This
appellation, which is certainly extraordinary, is easily understood from the
nature of the hymn from which the passage efanerwqh ... en doxh seems
to have been taken; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 639f (594) (for other
interpretations see Ellicott, at the passage). In <430151>John 1:51 (52) angels are
employed, by a beautiful image borrowed from <012812>Genesis 28:12, to
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represent the divine power that will aid Jesus in the discharge of his
Messianic office, and the signal proofs to appear in his history of a divine
superintendence. Certain of the angels have proved faithless to the trust
committed to them by God, and have given themselves up to sin, <650106>Jude
1:6; <610204>2 Peter 2:4 (Enoch c. vi. etc., cf. <010602>Genesis 6:2), and now obey
the devil, <402541>Matthew 25:41; <661207>Revelation 12:7, cf. <460603>1 Corinthians 6:3
(yet on this last passage cf. Meyer; he and others maintain that aggeloi
without an epithet or limitation never in the N.T. signifies other than good
angels). Hence, aggelov Satan is tropically used in <471207>2 Corinthians 12:7
to denote a grievous bodily malady sent by Satan. See daimwn;
(Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word aggelov; and for the literature on
the whole subject B. D. American edition under the word Angels — and to
the references there given add G. L. Hahn, Theol. des N.T., i., pp. 260-
384; Delitzsch in Riehm under the word Engel; Kübel in Herzog edition 2,
ibid.).

aggov, aggeov, to (plural aggh), equivalent to aggeion, which see:
<401348>Matthew 13:48 T Tr WH. (From Homer down; (cf. Rutherford, New
Phryn., p. 23).)*

{33} age (properly, imperative of agw), “Come! Come now!” used, as it
often is in the classics (Winer’s Grammar, 516 (481)), even when more
than one is addressed: <590413>James 4:13; 5:1.*

{34} agelh, agelhv, hJ (agw to drive), “a herd”: <400830>Matthew 8:30ff;
<410511>Mark 5:11, 13; <420832>Luke 8:32f. (From Homer down.)*

{35} agenealoghtov, agenealoghtou, oJ (genealogew), “of whose
descent there is no account” (in the O.T.) (R. V. “without genealogy”):
<580703>Hebrews 7:3 (<580706>Hebrews 7:6 mh genealogoumenov). Nowhere found
in secular authors.*

{36} agenhv, ageneov (agenouv), oJ, hJ (genov), opposed to eugenhv, “of
no family,” a man of base birth, a man of no name or reputation; often used
by secular writers, also in the secondary sense “ignoble, cowardly, mean,
base”. In the N.T. only in <460128>1 Corinthians 1:28, ta agenh tou kosmou
i.e. those who among men are held of no account; on the use of a neuter
adjective in reference to persons, see Winer’s Grammar, 178 (167);
(Buttmann, 122 (107)).*
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{37} aJgiazw; 1 aorist hJgiasa; passive (present aJgiazomai); perfect
hJgiasmai; 1 aorist hJgiasqhn; a word for which the Greeks use aJgizein,
but very frequent in Biblical (as equivalent to vDæqi, vydiq]hi) and
ecclesiastical writings; “to make aJgion, render or declare sacred or holy,
consecrate”. Hence, it denotes:

1. “to render or acknowledge to be venerable, to hallow”: to onoma tou
Qeou, <400609>Matthew 6:9 (so of God, <232923>Isaiah 29:23; <262041>Ezekiel 20:41;
38:23; Sir. 33:4 (Sir. 36:4)); (<421102>Luke 11:2); ton Criston, <600315>1 Peter
3:15 (R G Qeon). Since the stamp of sacredness passes over from the
holiness of God to whatever has any connection with God, aJgiazein
denotes

2. “to separate from things profane and dedicate to God, to consecrate”
and so render inviolable; a. things (pan prwtotokon, ta arsenika,
<051519>Deuteronomy 15:19; hJmeran, <022008>Exodus 20:8; oikon, <140716>2 Chronicles
7:16, etc.): ton cruson, <402317>Matthew 23:17; to dwron, <402319>Matthew
23:19; skeuov, <550221>2 Timothy 2:21. b. persons. So Christ is said by
undergoing death to consecrate himself to God, whose will he in that way
fulfills, <431719>John 17:19; God is said aJgiasai Christ, i.e. to have selected
him for his service (cf. aforizein, <480115>Galatians 1:15) by having
committed to him the office of Messiah, <431036>John 10:36, cf. <240105>Jeremiah
1:5; Sir. 36:12 (ex autwn hJgiase, kai prov auton hggisen, of his
selection of men for the priesthood); Sir. 45:4; 49:7. Since only what is
pure and without blemish can be devoted and offered to God (<032220>Leviticus
22:20; <051521>Deuteronomy 15:21; 17:1), aJgiazw signifies

3. “to purify” (apo twn akaqarsiwn is added in <031619>Leviticus 16:19;
<101104>2 Samuel 11:4); and a. “to cleanse externally” (prov thn thv sarkov
kaqarothta), “to purify levitically”: <580913>Hebrews 9:13; <540405>1 Timothy 4:5.
b. “to purify by expiation,” free from the guilt of sin: <460611>1 Corinthians
6:11; <490526>Ephesians 5:26; <581010>Hebrews 10:10,14,29; 13:12; 2:11 (equivalent
to rp,Ki, <022933>Exodus 29:33,36); cf. Pfleiderer, Paulinismus, p. 340ff
(English translation 2:68f). c. “to purify internally by reformation of soul”:
<431717>John 17:17,19 (through knowledge of the truth, cf. <430832>John 8:32); <520523>1
Thessalonians 5:23; <460102>1 Corinthians 1:2 (en Cristw Ihsou in the
fellowship of Christ, the Holy One); <451516>Romans 15:16 (en pneumati
aJgiw imbued with the Holy Spirit, the divine source of holiness); <650101>Jude
1:1 (L T Tr WH hgaphmenoiv (which see)); <662211>Revelation 22:11. In
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general, Christians are called hJgiasmenoi (cf. <053303>Deuteronomy 33:3), as
those who, freed from the impurity of wickedness, have been brought near
to God by their faith and sanctity, <442032>Acts 20:32; 26:18. In <460714>1
Corinthians 7:14 aJgiazesqai is used in a peculiar sense of those who,
although not Christians themselves, are yet, by marriage with a Christian,
withdrawn from the contamination of heathen impiety and brought under
the saving influence of the Holy Spirit displaying itself among Christians;
cf. Neander at the passage.*

{38} aJgiasmov, aJgiasmou, oJ, a word used only by Biblical and
ecclesiastical writings (for in Diodorus 4, 39; Dionysius Halicarnassus 1,
21, aJgismov is the more correct reading), signifying:

1. “consecration, purification,” to aJgiazein.

2. the effect of consecration: sanctification of heart and life, <460130>1
Corinthians 1:30 (Christ is he to whom we are indebted for sanctification);
<520407>1 Thessalonians 4:7; <450619>Romans 6:19,22; <540215>1 Timothy 2:15;
<581214>Hebrews 12:14; aJgiasmov pneumatov sanctification wrought by the
Holy Spirit, <530213>2 Thessalonians 2:13; <600102>1 Peter 1:2. It is opposed to lust
in <520403>1 Thessalonians 4:3f. (It is used in a ritual sense, <071703>Judges 17:3
(Alexandrian LXX); <264504>Ezekiel 45:4; (<300211>Amos 2:11); Sir. 7:31, etc.) (On
its use in the N.T. cf. Ellicott on <520403>1 Thessalonians 4:3; 3:13.)*

{39}  aJgiov, aJgia, aJgion (from to aJgov religious awe, reverence; aJzw,
aJzomai, to venerate, revere, especially the gods, parents (Curtius, sec.
118)), rare in secular authors; very frequent in the sacred writings; in the
Septuagint for vwOdq;;

1. properly “reverend, worthy of veneration”: to onoma tou Qeou,
<420149>Luke 1:49; God, on account of his incomparable majesty, <660408>Revelation
4:8 (<230603>Isaiah 6:3, etc.), equivalent to endoxov. Hence, used:

a. of things which on account of some connection with God possess a
certain distinction and claim to reverence, as places sacred to God which
are not to be profaned, <440733>Acts 7:33; topov aJgiov the temple,
<402415>Matthew 24:15 (on which passage see Bdelugma, c.); <440613>Acts 6:13;
21:28; the holy land or Palestine, 2 Macc. 1:29; 2:18; to aJgion and ta
aJgia (Winer’s Grammar, 177 (167)) the temple, <580901>Hebrews 9:1,24 (cf.
Bleek on Hebrews vol. ii. 2, p. 477f); specifically that part of the temple or
tabernacle which is called ‘the holy place’ (vD;q]mi, <263728>Ezekiel 37:28;
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45:18), <580902>Hebrews 9:2 (here Rec.st reads aJgia); aJgia aJgiwn (Winer’s
Grammar, 246 (231), cf. <022937>Exodus 29:37; 30:10, etc.) the most hallowed
portion of the temple, ‘the holy of holies,’ (<022633>Exodus 26:33 (cf. Josephus,
Antiquities 3, 6, 4)), <580903>Hebrews 9:3, in reference to which the simple ta
aJgia is also used: <580908>Hebrews 9:8,25; 10:19; 13:11; figuratively of
heaven, <580802>Hebrews 8:2; 9:8,12; 10:19; aJgia poliv Jerusalem, on
account of the temple there, <400405>Matthew 4:5; 27:53; <661102>Revelation 11:2;
21:2; 22:19 (<234802>Isaiah 48:2; <161101>Nehemiah 11:1,18 (Complutensian LXX),
etc.); to orov to aJgion, because Christ’s transfiguration occurred there,
<610118>2 Peter 1:18;

hJ (Qeou) aJgia diaqhkh i.e. which is the more sacred because made by
God himself, <420172>Luke 1:72; to aJgion, that worshipful offspring of divine
power, <420135>Luke 1:35; the blessing of the gospel, <400706>Matthew 7:6;
aJgiwtath pistiv, faith (quae creditur i.e. the object of faith) which came
from God and is therefore to be heeded most sacredly, <650120>Jude 1:20; in the
same sense aJgia entolh, <610221>2 Peter 2:21; klhsiv aJgia, because it is the
invitation of God and claims us as his, <550109>2 Timothy 1:9; aJgiai grafai
(ta biblia ta aJgia, 1 Macc. 12:9), which came from God and contain
his Words, <450102>Romans 1:2.

b. of persons whose services God employs; as for example, apostles,
<490305>Ephesians 3:5; angels, <520313>1 Thessalonians 3:13; <402531>Matthew 25:31
(Rec.); <661410>Revelation 14:10; <650114>Jude 1:14; prophets, <440321>Acts 3:21;
<420170>Luke 1:70 (Sap. 11:1); (oJi) aJgioi (tou) Qeou anqrwpoi, <610121>2 Peter
1:21 (R G L Tr text); worthies of the O.T. accepted by God for their piety,
<402752>Matthew 27:52; <600305>1 Peter 3:5.

2. “set apart for God, to be, as it were, exclusively his”; followed by a
genitive or a dative: tw kuriw, <420223>Luke 2:23; tou Qeou (equivalent to
eklektov tou Qeou) of Christ, <410124>Mark 1:24; <420434>Luke 4:34, and
according to the true reading in <430669>John 6:69, cf. <431036>John 10:36; he is
called also oJ aJgiov paiv tou Qeou, <440430>Acts 4:30, and simply oJ aJgiov,
<620220>1 John 2:20. Just as the Israelites claimed for themselves the title oJi
aJgioi, because God selected them from the other nations to lead a life
acceptable to him and rejoice in his favor and protection (<270718>Daniel
7:18,22; 2 Esdr. 8:28), so this appellation is very often in the N.T.
transferred to Christians, as those whom God has selected ek tou kosmou
(<431714>John 17:14,16), that under the influence of the Holy Spirit they may be
rendered, through holiness, partakers of salvation in the kingdom of God:
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<600209>1 Peter 2:9 (<021906>Exodus 19:6), cf. <021905>Exodus 19:5; <440913>Acts 9:13,32,41;
26:10; <450107>Romans 1:7; 8:27; 12:13; 16:15; <460601>1 Corinthians 6:1,2;
<500421>Philippians 4:21f; <510112>Colossians 1:12; <580610>Hebrews 6:10; <650103>Jude 1:3;
<660508>Revelation 5:8, etc.; (cf. B. D. American edition under the word
Saints).

3. of sacrifices and offerings; “prepared for God with solemn rite, pure,
clean” (opposed to akaqartov): <460714>1 Corinthians 7:14 (cf. <490503>Ephesians
5:3); connected with amwmov, <490104>Ephesians 1:4; 5:27; <510122>Colossians 1:22;
aparch, <451116>Romans 11:16; Qusia, <451201>Romans 12:1. Hence,

4. in a moral sense, “pure, sinless, upright, holy”: <600116>1 Peter 1:16
(<031902>Leviticus 19:2; 11:44); <460734>1 Corinthians 7:34; dikaiov kai aJgiov, of
John the Baptist, <410620>Mark 6:20; aJgiov kai dikaiov, of Christ, <440314>Acts
3:14; distinctively of him, <660307>Revelation 3:7; 6:10; of God pre-eminently,
<600115>1 Peter 1:15; <431711>John 17:11; aJgiai anastrofai, <610311>2 Peter 3:11;
nomov and entolh, i.e. containing nothing exceptionable, <450712>Romans
7:12; filhma, such a kiss as is a sign of the purest love, <520526>1
Thessalonians 5:26; <461620>1 Corinthians 16:20; <471312>2 Corinthians 13:12;
<451616>Romans 16:16. On the phrase to aJgion pneuma and to pneuma to
aJgion, see pneuma, 4 a. Cf. Diestel, Die Heiligkeit Gottes, in Jahrbb. f.
deutsch. Theol. iv., p. 1ff; (Baudissin, Stud. z. Semitisch. Religionsgesch.
Heft ii., p. 3ff; Delitzsch in Herzog edition 2, see 714ff; especially) Cremer,
Wörterbuch, 4te Aufl., p. 32ff (translation of 2nd edition, p. 84ff; Oehler in
Herzog 19:618ff; Zezschwitz, Profangräcität as above with, p. 15ff;
Trench, sec. lxxxviii; Campbell, Dissertations, diss. vi., part iv.; especially
Schmidt, chapter 181).

{41} aJgiothv, aJgiothtov, hJ, “sanctity,” in a moral sense; “holiness”: <470112>2
Corinthians 1:12 L T Tr WH; <581210>Hebrews 12:10. (Besides only in 2 Macc.
15:2; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 25, and on words of this termination Lob. ad
Phryn., p. 350).)*

{42} aJgiwsunh (on the omega w see references in agaqwsunh, at the
beginning), aJgiwsunhv, hJ, a word unknown to secular authors (Buttmann,
73 (64));

1. (God’s incomparable) “majesty” (joined to megaloprepeia, <199506>Psalm
95:6, (<199606>Psalm 96:6), cf. <19E405>Psalm 144:5 (<19E505>Psalm 145:5)): pneuma
aJgiwsunhv a spirit to which belongs aJgiwsunh, not equivalent to
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pneuma aJgion, but the divine (?) spiritual nature in Christ as contrasted
with his sarx, <450104>Romans 1:4; cf. Rückert at the passage, and Zeller in his
Theol. Jahrbb. for 1842, p. 486 ff; (yet cf. Meyer at the passage; Gifford
(in the Speaker’s Commentary). Most commentators (cf. e.g. Ellicott on
Thessalonians as below) regard the word as uniformly and only signifying
“holiness”).

2. “moral purity”: <520313>1 Thessalonians 3:13; <470701>2 Corinthians 7:1.*

{43} agkalh, agkalhv, hJ (agkh, agkav (from the root ak to bend,
curve, cf. Latin uncus, angulus, English angle, etc.; cf. Curtius, sec. 1;
Vanicek, p. 2f)), “the curve” or “inner angle of the arm”: dexasqai eiv
tav agkalav, <420228>Luke 2:28. The Greeks also said agkav labein en
agkalaiv periferein, etc., see enagkalizomai. ((From Aeschylus and
Herodotus down.))*

{44} agkistron, agkistrou, to (from an unused agkizw to angle (see
the preceding word)), “a fish-hook”: <401727>Matthew 17:27.*

{45} agkura, agkurav, hJ (see agkalh), “an anchor” — (ancient
anchors resembled modern in form: were of iron, provided with a stock,
and with two teeth-like extremities often but by no means always without
flukes; see Roschach in Daremberg and Saglio’s Dict. des Antiq. (1873), p.
267; Guhl and Koner, p. 258): riptein to cast (Latin jacere), <442729>Acts
27:29; ekteinein, <442730>Acts 27:30; periairein, <442740>Acts 27:40.
Figuratively, any stay or safeguard: as hope, <580619>Hebrews 6:19; Euripides,
Hec. 78 (80); Heliodorus vii., p. 352 (350).*

{46} agnafov, agnafou, oJ, hJ (gnaptw to dress or full cloth, cf.
arrafov), “unmilled, unfulled, undressed”: <400916>Matthew 9:16; <410221>Mark
2:21. (Cf. Moeris under the word aknapton; Thomas Magister, p. 12,
14.)*

{47} aJgneia (WH aJgnia (see Iota)), aJgneiav, hJ, (aJgneuw), “purity,
sinlessness of life”: <540412>1 Timothy 4:12; 5:2. (Of a Nazarite, <040602>Numbers
6:2,21.) (From Sophocles O.T. 864 down.)*

{48} aJgnizw; 1 aorist hJgnisa; perfect participle active hgnikwv; passive
hJgnismenov; 1 aorist passive hJgnisqhn (Winer’s Grammar, 252 (237));
(aJgnov); “to purify”;
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1. ceremonially: emauton, <431155>John 11:55 (to cleanse themselves from
levitical pollution by means of prayers, abstinence, washings, sacrifices);
the passive has a reflexive force, “to take upon oneself a purification,”
<442124>Acts 21:24,26; 24:18 (rz,ne, <040603>Numbers 6:3), and is used of Nazarites
or those who had taken upon themselves a temporary or a life-long vow to
abstain from wine and all kinds of intoxicating drink, from every defilement
and from shaving the head (cf. BB. DD. under the word Nazarite).

2. morally: tav kardiav, <590408>James 4:8; tav yucav, <600122>1 Peter 1:22;
eJauton, <620303>1 John 3:3. (Sophocles, Euripides, Plutarch, others.)*

{49} aJgnismov, aJgnismou, oJ, “purification, lustration,” (Dionysius
Halicarnassus 3, 22, i., p. 469, 13; Plutarch, de defect. orac. 15): <442126>Acts
21:26 (equivalent to rz,ne, <040605>Numbers 6:5), Nazarite; see aJgnizw, 1.*

{50} agnoew (GNO (cf. ginwskw)), agnow (imperative, agnoeitw <461438>1
Corinthians 14:38 R G Tr text WH marginal reading); imperfect hgnwun; 1
aorist hgnohsa; (passive, present agnwumai, participle agnwumenov;
from Homer down); a. “to be ignorant, not to know”: absolutely, <540113>1
Timothy 1:13; tina, ti, <441327>Acts 13:27; 17:23; <451003>Romans 10:3; en tini
(as in (Test. Jos. sec. 14) Fabricii Pseudepigr. ii., p. 717 (but the reading
hgnwun epi pasi toutoiv is now given here; see Test. xii. Patr. ad fid.
manuscript Song of Solomon etc., Sinker edition, Cambr. 1869)), <610212>2
Peter 2:12, unless one prefer to resolve the expression thus: en toutoiv, aJ
agnwusi blasfhmountev, Winer’s Grammar, 629 (584) (cf. Buttmann,
287 (246)); followed by oJti, <450204>Romans 2:4; 6:3; 7:1; <461438>1 Corinthians
14:38 (where the antecedent clause oJti k.t.l. is to be supplied again); ou
qelw uJmav agnoein, a phrase often used by Paul (an emphatic) scitote:
followed by an accusative of the object, <451125>Romans 11:25; uJper tinov,
oJti, <470108>2 Corinthians 1:8; peri tinov, <461201>1 Corinthians 12:1; <520413>1
Thessalonians 4:13; followed by oJti, <450113>Romans 1:13; <461001>1 Corinthians
10:1; in the passive agnoeitai ‘he is not known’ i.e. according to the
context ‘he is disregarded,’ <461438>1 Corinthians 14:38 L T Tr marginal
reading WH text; agnwumenoi (opposed to epiginwskomenoi men
unknown, obscure, <470609>2 Corinthians 6:9; agnwumenov tini unknown to
one, <480122>Galatians 1:22; ouk agnoein to know very well, ti, <470211>2
Corinthians 2:11 (Sap. 12:10). b. “not to understand”: ti, <410932>Mark 9:32;
<420945>Luke 9:45. c. “to err, sin through mistake,” spoken mildly of those who
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are not high-handed or willful transgressors (Sir. 5:15; 2 Macc. 11:31):
<580502>Hebrews 5:2, on which see Delitzsch.*

{51} agnohma agnohtov to, “a sin” (strictly, that committed through
ignorance or thoughtlessness (A.V. “error”)): <580907>Hebrews 9:7 (1 Macc.
13:39; Tobit 3:3; Sir. 23:2); cf. agnoew, c. (and Trench, sec. lxvi.).*

{52} agnoia, agnoiav, hJ (from Aeschylus down), “want of knowledge,
ignorance,” especially of divine things: <441730>Acts 17:30; <600114>1 Peter 1:14;
such as is inexcusable, <490418>Ephesians 4:18 (Sap. 14:22); of moral blindness,
<440317>Acts 3:17. (Cf. agnoew.)*

{53} aJgnov, aJgnh, aJgnon (aJzomai, see aJgiov);

1. “exciting reverence, venerable, sacred”: pur kai hJ spodov, 2 Macc.
13:8; Euripides, El. 812.

2. “pure” (Euripides, Or. 1604 aJgnov gar eimi ceirav, all’ ou tav
frenav, Hipp. 316f, aJgnav ... miasma); a. “pure from carnality, chaste,
modest”: <560205>Titus 2:5; parqenov an unsullied virgin, <471102>2 Corinthians
11:2 (4 Macc. 18:7). b. “pure from every fault, immaculate”: <470711>2
Corinthians 7:11; <500408>Philippians 4:8; <540522>1 Timothy 5:22; <600302>1 Peter 3:2;
<620303>1 John 3:3 (of God (yet cf. ekeinov 1 b.)); <590317>James 3:17. (From
Homer down.) (Cf. references under the word aJgiov, at the end; Westc. on
<620303>1 John 3:3.)*

{54} aJgnothv, aJgnothtov, hJ (aJgnov), “purity,” uprightness of life <470606>2
Corinthians 6:6; in <471103>2 Corinthians 11:3 some critical authorities add kai
thv aJgnothtov after aJplothtov (so L Tr text, but Tr marginal reading
WH brackets), others read thv aJgnothtov kai before aJplothtov Found
once in secular authors, see Boeckh, Corp. Inscriptions i., p. 583 no. 1133
1. xv. dikaiosunhv eJneken kai aJgnothtov.*

{55} aJgnwv, adv, “purely, with sincerity”: <500116>Philippians 1:16 (17).*

{56} agnwsia, agnwsiav, hJ (gnwsiv), “want of knowledge, ignorance”:
<600215>1 Peter 2:15; <461534>1 Corinthians 15:34 (Sap. 13:1).*

{57} agnwstov, agnwston (from Homer down), “unknown”: <441723>Acts
17:23 (cf. B. D. American edition under the word Altar).*
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{58} agora, agorav, hJ (ageirw, perfect hgora, to collect) (from Homer
down);

1. “any collection of men, congregation, assembly.”

2. “place where assemblies are held”; in the N.T. the forum or public place,
where trials are held, <441619>Acts 16:19; and the citizens resort, <441717>Acts 17:17;
and commodities are exposed for sale, <410704>Mark 7:4 (ap’ agorav namely,
elqontev on returning from the market if they hare not washed themselves
they eat not; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 66, 2 d. note); accordingly, the most
frequented part of a city or village: <401116>Matthew 11:16 (<420732>Luke 7:32);
<410656>Mark 6:56; <402003>Matthew 20:3; 23:7; <411238>Mark 12:38; (<421143>Luke 11:43);
<422046>Luke 20:46. (See B. D. American edition under the word Market.)*

{59} agorazw; (imperfect hgorazon; future agorasw); 1 aorist
hgorasa; passive, perfect participle hgorasmenov; 1 aorist hgorasqhn;
(agora);

1. “to frequent the marketplace.”

2. “to buy” (properly, in the marketplace) (Aristophanes, Xenophon,
others); used a. literally: absolutely, <402112>Matthew 21:12; <411115>Mark 11:15;
<421945>Luke 19:45 (not G T Tr WH); ti, <401344>Matthew 13:44, 46; 14:15 and
parallel passage, <430408>John 4:8; 6:5; with para and the genitive of the
person from whom, <660318>Revelation 3:18 (the Septuagint, Polybius); ek and
the genitive of price, <402707>Matthew 27:7; simple genitive of price, <410637>Mark
6:37. b. figuratively: Christ is said to have purchased his disciples i.e. made
them, as it were, his private property, <460620>1 Corinthians 6:20 (this is
commonly understood of God; but cf. <431709>John 17:9,10); <460723>1 Corinthians
7:23 (with the genitive of price added; see timh, 1); <610201>2 Peter 2:1. He is
also said to have bought them for God en tw aJimati autou, by shedding
his blood, <660509>Revelation 5:9; they, too, are spoken of as purchased apo
thv ghv, <661403>Revelation 14:3, and apo twn anqrwpwn, <661404>Revelation
14:4, so that they are withdrawn from the earth (and its miseries) and from
(wicked) men. But agorazw does not mean “redeem” (exagorazw) — as
is commonly said. (Compare: exagorazw.)

{60} agoraiov (rarely agoraia), agoraion (agora), “relating to the
marketplace”;
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1. “frequenting the market-place” (either transacting business, as the
kaphloi, or) “sauntering idly” (Latin subrostranus, subbasilicanus,
German Pfiastertreter, our “loafer”): <441705>Acts 17:5 (Plato, Prot. 347 c.
agoraioi kai fauloi, Aristophanes ran. 1015, others).

2. “of affairs usually transacted in the marketplace”: agoraioi (namely,
hJmerai (Winer’s Grammar, 590 (549)) or sunodoi (Meyer and others))
agontai, judicial days or assemblies (A.V. marginal reading “court-days”),
<441938>Acts 19:38 (tav agoraiouv poieisqai, Strabo 13, p. 932), but many
think we ought to read agoraioi here, so G L cf. Winer’s Grammar, 53
(52); but see (Alford and Tdf. at the passage; Lipsius, Gram. Untersuch., p.
26;) Meyer on <441705>Acts 17:5; Göttling, p. 297; (Chandler edition 1, p.
269).*

{61} agra, agrav, hJ (agw);

1. “a catching, hunting”: <420504>Luke 5:4.

2. “the thing caught”: hJ agra twn icquwn ‘ the catch or haul of fish’ i.e.
the fishes taken (A.V. “draught”), <420509>Luke 5:9.*

{62} agrammatov, agrammaton (gramma), “illiterate, without learning”:
<440413>Acts 4:13 (i.e. unversed in the learning of the Jewish schools; cf.
<430715>John 7:15 grammata mh memaqhkwv).*

{63} agraulew, agraulw; “to be an agraulov” (agrov, aulh), i.e.
“to live in the fields, be under the open sky,” even by night: <420208>Luke 2:8
(Strabo, p. 301 a.; Plutarch, Numbers 4).*

{64} agreuw: 1 aorist hgreusa; (agra); “to catch” (properly, wild
animals, fishes): figurative, <411213>Mark 12:13 iJna auton agreuswsi logw
in order to entrap him by some inconsiderate remark elicited from him in
conversation, cf. <422020>Luke 20:20. (In Anthol. it often denotes “to ensnare in
the toils of love, captivate”; cf. pagideuw, <402215>Matthew 22:15;
saghneuw, Lucian, Tim. 25.)*

{65} agrielaiov, agrielaion (agriov and elaiov or elaia, like
agriampelov);

1. “of” or “belonging to the oleaster, or wild olive” (skutalhn
agrielaion, Anthol. 9, 237, 4; (cf. Lob. Paralip., p. 376)); spoken of a
scion, <451117>Romans 11:17.
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2. As a substantive hJ agrielaiov “the oleaster, the wild olive”; (opposed
to kallielaiov (cf. Aristotle, plant. 1, 6)), also called by the Greeks
kotinov, <451124>Romans 11:24; cf. Fritzsche on Romans, vol. ii. 495ff (See B.
D. under the word Olive, and Tristram, Nat. Hist. of the Bible, under the
word Olive. The latter says, p. 377, ‘the wild olive must not he confounded
with the Oleaster or Oil-tree’.)*

{66} agriov, agria, agrion (agrov) (from Homer down);

1. “living or growing in the fields or the woods,” used of animals in a state
of nature, and of plants which grow without culture: meli agrion “wild
honey,” either that which is deposited by bees in hollow trees, clefts of
rocks, on the bare ground (<091425>1 Samuel 14:25 (cf. <091426>1 Samuel 14:26)),
etc., or more correctly that which distils from certain trees, and is gathered
when it has become hard (Diodorus Siculus 19, 94 at the end, speaking of
the Nabathaean Arabians says fuetai par’ autoiv meli polu to
kaloumenon agrion, wJ crwntai potw meq’ uJdatov; cf. Suidas and
especially Suicer under the word akriv): <400304>Matthew 3:4; <410106>Mark 1:6.

2. “fierce, untamed”: kumata qalasshv, <650113>Jude 1:13 (Sap. 14:1).*

{67} Agrippav, Agrippa (respecting this genitive see Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 8, 1, p. 60 (59); Buttmann, 20 (18)), oJ, sec HJrwdhv (3 and) 4.

{68} agrov, agrou, oJ (from agw; properly, a drove or driving-place,
then, pasturage; cf. Latin ager, German Acker, English “acre”; Fick, Part i.,
p. 8);

a. “a field, the country”: <400628>Matthew 6:28; 24:18; <421515>Luke 15:15;
(<411108>Mark 11:8 T Tr WH), etc.

b. equivalent to cwrion, “a piece of land, bit of tillage”: <440437>Acts 4:37;
<411029>Mark 10:29; <401324>Matthew 13:24,27, etc.

c. oJi agroi “the farms, country-seats, neighboring hamlets”: <410514>Mark 5:14
(opposed to poliv); <410636>Mark 6:36; <420912>Luke 9:12. ((From Homer on.))

{69} agrupnew, agrupnw; (agrupnov eqluiv. to aupnov); “to be
sleepless, keep awake, watch” (equivalent to grhgorew (see below));
(from Theognis down); tropically, “to be circumspect, attentive, ready”:
<411333>Mark 13:33; <422136>Luke 21:36; eiv ti, to be intent upon a thing,
<490618>Ephesians 6:18; uJper tinov, to exercise constant vigilance over
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something (an image drawn from shepherds), <581317>Hebrews 13:17.
(Synonyms: agrupnein, grhgorein, nhfein: “agrupnein may be taken
to express simply ... absence of sleep, and, pointedly, the absence of it
when due to nature, and thence a wakeful frame of mind as opposed to
listlessness; while grhgorein (the offspring of egrhgora) represents a
waking state as the effect of some arousing effort ... i.e. a more stirring
image than the former. The group of synonyms is completed by nhfein,
which signifies a state untouched by any slumberous or beclouding
influences, and thence, one that is guarded against advances of drowsiness
or bewilderment. Thus it becomes a term for wariness (cf. nafe kai
memnav’ apistein) against spiritual dangers and beguilements, <600508>1 Peter
5:8, etc.” Green, Critical Notes on the N.T. (note on <411333>Mark 13:33f).)*

{70} agrupnia, agrupniav, hJ, “sleeplessness, watching”: <470605>2
Corinthians 6:5; 11:27. (From Herodotus down.)*

{71} agw; imperfect hgon; future axw; 2 aorist hgagon, infinitive
agagein (more rarely 1 aorist hxa, in epagw <610205>2 Peter 2:5); passive,
present agomai; imperfect hgomhn; 1 aorist hcqhn; 1 future acqhsomai;
(from Homer down); “to drive, lead”.

1. properly (A.V. ordinarily, “to bring”);

a. “to lead by laying hold of,” and in this way to bring to the point of
destination: of an animal, <402107>Matthew 21:7; <421935>Luke 19:35; <411107>Mark 11:7
(T Tr WH ferousin); (<421930>Luke 19:30); tina followed by eiv with the
accusative of place, <420409>Luke 4:9 (others refer this to 2 c.); <421034>Luke 10:34;
(hgagon kai eishgagon, <422254>Luke 22:54); <431828>John 18:28; <440612>Acts 6:12;
9:2; 17:5 (R G); 21:34; 22:5,24 Rec.; 23:10,31; epi with the accusative,
<441719>Acts 17:19; eJwv, <420429>Luke 4:29; prov tina, to persons, Luke (<420440>Luke
4:40); 18:40; <440927>Acts 9:27; <430803>John 8:3 (Rec.).

b. “to lead by accompanying” to (into) any place: eiv, <441126>Acts 11:26
(<441125>Acts 11:25); eJwv, <441715>Acts 17:15; prov tina, to persons, <430142>John 1:42
(<430143>John 1:43); 9:13; <442318>Acts 23:18; followed by the dative of person to
whom, <442116>Acts 21:16 on which see Winer’s Grammar, 214 (201) at length
(cf. Buttmann, 284 (244)) (1 Macc. 7:2 agein autouv autw).

c. “to lead with oneself,” attach to oneself as an attendant: tina, <550411>2
Timothy 4:11; <520414>1 Thessalonians 4:14 (Josephus, Antiquities 10, 9, 6
aphren eiv thn Aigupton agwn kai IJeremian). Some refer <442116>Acts
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21:16 to this head, resolving it agontev Mnaswna par’ wJ xenisqwmen,
but incorrectly, see Winer’s Grammar (and Buttmann) as above.

d. “to conduct, bring”: tina (<421927>Luke 19:27); <430745>John 7:45; (<431904>John
19:4,13); <440521>Acts 5:21,26,(27); 19:37; 20:12; 25:6,23; pwlon, <411102>Mark
11:2 (where T Tr WH ferete); (<421930>Luke 19:30, see a. above); tina tini
or ti tini, <402102>Matthew 21:2; <441323>Acts 13:23 G L T Tr WH.

e. “to lead away,” to a court of justice, magistrate, etc.: simply, <411311>Mark
13:11; (<442517>Acts 25:17); epi with the accusative, <401018>Matthew 10:18;
<422112>Luke 21:12 (T Tr WH apagomenouv; (<422301>Luke 23:1); Acts (<440921>Acts
9:21); <441812>Acts 18:12; (often in Attic); (prov with the accusative, <431813>John
18:13 L T Tr WH); to punishment: simply (2 Macc. 6:29; 7:18, etc.),
<431916>John 19:16 Griesbach (R kai aphgagon, which L T Tr WH have
expunged); with the telic infinitive, <422332>Luke 23:32; (followed by iJna,
<411520>Mark 15:20 Lachmann); epi sfaghn, <440832>Acts 8:32 (epi qanatw,
Xenophon, mem. 4, 4, 3; an. 1, 6, 10).

2. tropically,

a. “to lead, guide, direct”: <431016>John 10:16; eiv metanoian, <450204>Romans 2:4.

b. “to lead through, conduct,” to something, become the author of good or
of evil to some one: eiv doxan, <580210>Hebrews 2:10 (eiv (others, epi)
kalokagaqian, Xenophon, mem. 1, 6, 14; eiv douleian, Demosthenes,
p. 213, 28).

c. “to more, impel,” of forces and influences affecting the mind: <420401>Luke
4:1 (where read en th erhmw (with L text T Tr WH)); pneumati Qeou
agesqai, <450814>Romans 8:14; <480518>Galatians 5:18; epiqumiaiv, <550306>2 Timothy
3:6; simply, “urged on by blind impulse,” <461202>1 Corinthians 12:2 — unless
“impelled by Satan’s influence” be preferable, cf. <461020>1 Corinthians 10:20;
<490202>Ephesians 2:2; (Buttmann, 383f (328f)).

3. “to pass” a day, “keep” or “celebrate” a feast, etc.: trithn hJmeran
agei namely, oJ Israhl, <422421>Luke 24:21 (others (see Meyer) supply autov
or oJ Ihsouv; still others take agei as impersonal, “one passes,” Vulgate
tertia dies est; see Buttmann, 134 (118)); genesiwn agomenwn,
<401406>Matthew 14:6 R G; agoraioi (which see, 2), <441938>Acts 19:38; often in
the O.T. Apocrypha (cf. Wahl, Claris Apocr. under the word agw, 3), in
Herodotus and Attic writers.
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4. intransitive, “to go, depart” (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 1, p. 251 (236);
(Buttmann, 144 (126))): agwmen “let us go,” <402646>Matthew 26:46; <411442>Mark
14:42; <431431>John 14:31; prov tina, <431115>John 11:15; eiv with the accusative
of place, <410138>Mark 1:38; <431107>John 11:7 (Epictetus diss. 3, 22, 55 agwmen,
epi ton anqupaton); (followed by iJna, <431116>John 11:16. Compare:
anagw, epanagw, apagw, sunapagw, diagw, eisagw, pareisagw,
exagw, epagw, katagw, metagw paragw, periagw, proagw,
prosagw, sunagw, episunagw, uJpagw. Synonym: cf. Schmidt, chapter
105.)*

{72} agwgh, agwghv, hJ (from agw, like edwdh from edw);

1. properly, “a leading.”

2. figuratively,

a. transitive, “a conducting, training, education, discipline.”

b. intransitive, “the life led, way” or “course of life” (a use which arose
from the fuller expression agwgh tou biou, in Polybius 4, 74, 1, 4; cf.
German Lebensführung): <550310>2 Timothy 3:10 (R. V. “conduct”) (<170220>Esther
2:20; 2 Macc. 4:16; hJ en Cristw agwgh, Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians
47, 6; aJgnh agwgh, ibid. 48, 1). Often in secular authors in all these
senses.*

{73} agwn, agwnov, oJ (agw);

1. “a place of assembly” (Homer, Iliad 7, 298; 18, 376); specifically, the
place in which the Greeks assembled to celebrate solemn games (as the
Pythian, the Olympian); hence,

2. “a contest,” of athletes, runners, charioteers. In a figurative sense,

a. in the phrase (used by the Greeks, see trecw, b.) trecein ton agwna,
<581201>Hebrews 12:1, that is to say ‘Amid all hindrances let us exert ourselves
to the utmost to attain to the goal of perfection set before the followers of
Christ’; any struggle with dangers, annoyances, obstacles, standing in the
way of faith, holiness, and a desire to spread the gospel: <520202>1
Thessalonians 2:2; <500130>Philippians 1:30; <540612>1 Timothy 6:12; <550407>2 Timothy
4:7.

b. “intense solicitude, anxiety”: peri tinov, <510201>Colossians 2:1 (cf.
Euripides, Ph. 1350; Polybius 4, 56, 4). On the ethical use of figures
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borrowed from the Greek Games cf. Grimm on Sap. 4:1; (Howson,
Metaphors of St. Paul, Essay iv.; Conyb. and Hows. Life and Epistles of
St. Paul, chapter xx.; McClintock and Strong’s Cyclopaedia iii. 733bf; BB.
DD. under the word Games).*

{74} agwnia, agwniav, hJ;

1. equivalent to agwn, which see.

2. It is often used, from Demosthenes (on the Crown, p. 236, 19 hn oJ
Filippov en fobw kai pollh agwnia) down, of severe mental
struggles and emotions, “agony, anguish”: <422244>Luke 22:44 (L brackets WH
reject the passage); (2 Macc. 3:14, 16; 15:19; Josephus, Antiquities 11, 8,
4 oJ arciereuv hn en agwnia kai dhi. (Cf. “Field,” Otium Norv. iii. on
Luke, the passage cited.)*

{75} agwnizomai; imperfect hgwnizomhn; perfect hgwnismai; a
deponent middle verb (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 260 (244)); (agwn);

1. “to enter a contest; contend in the gymnastic games”: <460925>1 Corinthians
9:25.

2. universally, “to contend with adversaries, fight”: followed by iJna mh,
<431836>John 18:36.

3. figuratively “to contend, struggle, with difficulties and dangers”
antagonistic to the gospel: <510129>Colossians 1:29; <540410>1 Timothy 4:10 (L T Tr
text WH text; for Rec. oneidizomeqa); agwnizomai agwna (often used
by the Greeks also, especially the Attic), <540612>1 Timothy 6:12; <550407>2 Timothy
4:7.

4. “to endeavor with strenuous zeal, strife,” to obtain something; followed
by an infinitive, <421324>Luke 13:24; uJper tinov en taiv proseucaiv, iJna,
<510412>Colossians 4:12. (Compare: antagwnizomai, epagwnizomai,
katagwnizomai, sunagwnizomai.)*

{76} Adam, indeclinable proper name (but in Josephus, Adamov,
Adamou), µd;a; (i.e. according to Philo, de leg. alleg. 1:29, Works, i., p.
62, Mang. edition, ghinov; according to Eusebius, Prep. Ev. 7:8 ghgenhv;
according to Josephus, Antiquities 1, 1, 2 purrov, with which Gesenius
agrees, see his Thesaurus i., p. 25);
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1. “Adam,” the first man and the parent of the whole human race: <420338>Luke
3:38; <450514>Romans 5:14; <461522>1 Corinthians 15:22,45; <540213>1 Timothy 2:13f;
<650114>Jude 1:14. In accordance with the rabbinic distinction between the
former Adam (µd;a; ˆwOvarih;), the first man, the author of ‘all our woe,’

and the latter Adam (µd;a; ˆwOrj}aæj;), the Messiah, the redeemer, in <461545>1
Corinthians 15:45 Jesus Christ is called oJ escatov Adam (see escatov, 1)
and contrasted with oJ prwtov anqrwpov; <450514>Romans 5:14 oJ mellwn
namely, Adam.

2. one of the ancestors of Jesus: <420333>Luke 3:33 WH marginal reading (cf.
Admein).*

{77} adapanov, adapanon (dapanh), “without expense, requiring no
outlay”: <460918>1 Corinthians 9:18 (iJna adapanon qhsw to euaggelion,
‘that I may make Christian instruction gratuitous’).*

{78} Addi or Addei T Tr WH (see WH’s Appendix, p. 155, and under
the word ei i), oJ, the indeclinable proper name of one of the ancestors of
Christ: <420328>Luke 3:28.*

{79} adelfh, adelfhv, hJ (see adelfov) (from Aeschylus down),
“sister”;

1. a “full, own” sister (i.e. by birth): <401929>Matthew 19:29; <421039>Luke 10:39f;
<431101>John 11:1,3,5; 19:25; <451615>Romans 16:15, etc.; respecting the sisters of
Christ, mentioned in <401356>Matthew 13:56; <410603>Mark 6:3, see adelfov, 1.

2. “one connected by the tie of the Christian religion”: <460715>1 Corinthians
7:15; 9:5; <570102>Philemon 1:2 L T Tr WH; <590215>James 2:15; with a subjective
genitive, a Christian woman especially dear to one, <451601>Romans 16:1.

{80} adelfov, adelfou, oJ (from a copulative and delfuv, “from the
same womb”; cf. agastwr) (from Homer down);

1. “a brother” (whether born of the same two parents, or only of the same
father or the same mother): <400102>Matthew 1:2; 4:18, and often. That ‘the
brethren of Jesus,’ <401246>Matthew 12:46,47 (but WH only in marginal
reading); 13:55f; <410603>Mark 6:3 (in the last two passages also sisters);
<420819>Luke 8:19f; <430212>John 2:12; 7:3; <440114>Acts 1:14; <480119>Galatians 1:19; <460905>1
Corinthians 9:5, are neither sons of Joseph by a wife married before Mary
(which is the account in the Apocryphal Gospels (cf. Thilo, Cod. Apocr.
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N.T. i. 362f)), nor cousins, the children of Alphaeus or Cleophas (i.e.
Clopas) and Mary a sister of the mother of Jesus (the current opinion
among the doctors of the church since Jerome and Augustine (cf.
Lightfoot’s Commentary on Galatians, diss. ii.)), according to that use of
language by which adelfov like the Hebrew ja; denotes any blood-
relation or kinsman (<011416>Genesis 14:16; <092029>1 Samuel 20:29; <121013>2 Kings
10:13; <132302>1 Chronicles 23:2, etc.), but own brothers, born after Jesus, is
clear principally from <400125>Matthew 1:25 (only in R G); <420207>Luke 2:7 —
where, had Mary borne no other children after Jesus, instead of uJion
prwtotokon, the expression uJion monogenh would have been used, as
well as from <440114>Acts 1:14, cf. <430705>John 7:5, where the Lord’s brethren are
distinguished from the apostles. See further on this point under Iakwbov,
3. (Cf. B. D. under the word Brother; Andrews, Life of our Lord, pp. 104-
116; Bib. Sacr. for 1864, pp. 855-869; for 1869, pp. 745-758; Laurent,
N.T. Studien, pp. 153-193; McClellan, note on <401355>Matthew 13:55.)

2. according to a Hebrew use of ja; (<020211>Exodus 2:11; 4:18, etc.), hardly
to be met with in secular authors, having the same national ancestor,
belonging to the same people, countryman; so the Jews (as the sperma
Abraam, uJioi Israhl, cf. <441326>Acts 13:26; (in <051503>Deuteronomy 15:3
opposed to oJ allotriov, cf. <441715>Acts 17:15; 15:12; Philo de septen. sec. 9
at the beginning)) are called adelfoi: <400547>Matthew 5:47; <440322>Acts 3:22
(<051815>Deuteronomy 18:15); 7:23; 22:5; 28:15,21; <450903>Romans 9:3; in
address, <440229>Acts 2:29; 3:17; 23:1; <580705>Hebrews 7:5.

3. just as in <031917>Leviticus 19:17 the word ja; is used interchangeably with

[ære (but, as <031916>Leviticus 19:16,18 show, in speaking of Israelites), so in
the sayings of Christ, <400522>Matthew 5:22,24; 7:3ff, adelfov is used for oJ
plhsopn to denote (as appears from <421029>Luke 10:29ff) any fellow-man —
as having one and the same father with others, viz. God (<580211>Hebrews
2:11), and as descended from the same first ancestor (<441726>Acts 17:26); cf.
Epictetus diss. 1, 13, 3.

4. a fellow-believer, united to another by the bond of affection; so most
frequently of Christians, constituting as it were but a single family:
<402308>Matthew 23:8; <432123>John 21:23; <440603>Acts 6:3 (Lachmann omits); 9:30;
11:1; <480102>Galatians 1:2; <460511>1 Corinthians 5:11; <500114>Philippians 1:14, etc.; in
courteous address, <450113>Romans 1:13; 7:1; <460110>1 Corinthians 1:10; <620207>1 John
2:7 Rec., and often elsewhere; yet in the phraseology of John it has
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reference to the new life unto which men are begotten again by the
efficiency of a common father, even God: <620209>1 John 2:9ff; 3:10, 14; etc.,
cf. <620501>1 John 5:1.

5. an associate in employment or office: <460101>1 Corinthians 1:1; <470101>2
Corinthians 1:1; 2:13(12); <490621>Ephesians 6:21; <510101>Colossians 1:1.

6. brethren of Christ is used of, a. his brothers by blood; see 1 above. b. all
men: <402540>Matthew 25:40 (Lachmann brackets); <580211>Hebrews 2:11f (others
refer these examples to d.) c. apostles: <402810>Matthew 28:10; <432017>John 20:17.
d. Christians, as those who are destined to be exalted to the same heavenly
doxa (which see, III. 4 b.) which he enjoys: <450829>Romans 8:29. adelfothv,
adelfhtov, hJ, brotherhood; the abstract for the concrete, a band of
brothers, i.e. of Christians, Christian brethren: <600217>1 Peter 2:17; 5:9. (1
Macc. 12:10,17, the connection of allied nations; 4 Macc. 9:23; 10:3, the
connection of brothers; Dio Chrysostom 2:137 (edited by Reiske); often in
ecclesiastical writings.)*

{82} adhlov, adhlon (dhlov), not manifest: <421144>Luke 11:44; indistinct,
uncertain, obscure: fwnh, <461408>1 Corinthians 14:8. (In Greek authors from
Hesiod down.) (Cf. dhlod, at the end; Schmidt, chapter 130.)

{83} adhlothv, adhlothtov, hJ, uncertainty: <540617>1 Timothy 6:17
ploutou adhlothti equiv, to ploutw adhlw, cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 34, 3 a. (Polybius, Dionysius Halicarnassus, Philo.)*

{84} adhlwv, adverb, uncertainly: <460926>1 Corinthians 9:26 oJutw trecw,
wJv ouk adhlwv i.e. not uncertain whither; cf. Meyer at the passage
((Thucydides, others.))*

{85} adhmonew, adhmonw; (from the unused adhmwn, and this from the
alpha privative and dhmov; accordingly, uncomfortable, as not at home, cf.
German unheimisch, unheimlich; cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Lexil. ii.
136 (Fishlake’s trans, p. 29f. But Lob. (Pathol. Proleg., p. 238, cf., p. 160)
and others connect it with adhmwn, adhsai; see Lightfoot on
<507726>Philippians 2:26)); “to be troubled, distressed”: <402637>Matthew 26:37;
<411433>Mark 14:33; <507726>Philippians 2:26. (Xenophon, Hell. 4, 4, 3
adhmonhsai tav yucav, and often in secular authors.)*
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{86} AJidhv, AJdhv, AJdou, oJ (for the older Aidhv, which Homer uses, and
this from the alpha privative and idein, not to be seen (cf. Lob. Path.
Element. 2:6f)); in the classics

1. a proper name, Hades, Pluto, the god of the lower regions; so in Homer
always.

2. an appellative, Orcus, the nether world, the realm of the dead (cf:
Theocritus, idyll. 2,159 schol. thn tou adou krouei pulhn. Tout’ estin
apoqaneitai. In the Septuagint the Hebrew lwOav] is almost always
rendered by this word (once by qanatov, <102206>2 Samuel 22:6); it denotes,
therefore, in Biblical Greek Orcus, the infernal regions, a dark (<181021>Job
10:21) and dismal place (but cf. ghnna and paradeisov) in the very
depths of the earth (<181108>Job 11:8; <235709>Isaiah 57:9; <300902>Amos 9:2, etc.; see
abussov), the common receptacle of disembodied spirits: <421623>Luke 16:23;
eiv AJdou namely, domon, <440227>Acts 2:27,31, according to a very common
ellipsis, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 592 (550) (Buttmann, 171 (149)); (but L T
Tr WH in <440227>Acts 2:27 and T WH in both verses read eiv AJdhn; so the
Septuagint <191501>Psalm 15:10 (<191610>Psalm 16:10)); pulai AJdou, <401618>Matthew
16:18 (pulwroi AJdou, <183817>Job 38:17; see pulh); kleiv tou aJdou,
<660118>Revelation 1:18; Hades as a power is personified, <461555>1 Corinthians
15:55 (where L T Tr WH read qanate for R G AJdh (cf. <440224>Acts 2:24 Tr
marginal reading)); <660608>Revelation 6:8; 20:13f. Metaphorically, eJwv AJdou
katabainein or) katabibazesqai to (go or) be thrust down into the
depth of misery and disgrace: <401123>Matthew 11:23 (here L Tr WH
katabainein); <421015>Luke 10:15 (here Tr marginal reading WH text
katabainein). (See especially Boettcher, Deuteronomy Inferis, under the
word AJidhv in Greek index. On the existence and locality of Hades cf.
Greswell on the Parables, Appendix, chapter x, vol. v, part ii, pp. 261-406;
on the doctrinal significance of the word see the BB. DD. and E. R. Craven
in Lange on Revelation, pp. 364-377.)*

{87} adiakritov, adiakriton (diakrinw to distinguish);

1. undistinguished and undistinguishable: fwnh, Polybius 15, 12, 9; logov,
Lucian, Jup. Trag. 25; for WhBo, <010102>Genesis 1:2 Symmachus

2. without dubiousness, ambiguity, or uncertainty (see diakrinw, passive
and middle 3 (others without variance, cf. diakrinw, 2)): hJ anwqen
sofia, <590317>James 3:17 (Ignatius ad Ephesians 3, 2 Ihsouv Cristov to
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adiakriton hJmwn zhn (yet others take the word here, equivalent to
inseparable, cf. Zahn in Patr. Apost. Works, edition Gebh., Ham. and Zahn,
fasc. ii., p. 7; see also in general Zahn, Ignatius, p. 429 note{1}; Lightfoot
on Ignatius, the passage cited; Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word. Used
from Hippocrates down.)).*

{88} adialeiptov adialeipton (dialeipw to intermit, leave off),
unintermitted, unceasing: <450902>Romans 9:2; <550103>2 Timothy 1:3. (Tim. Locr.
98 e.)*

{89} adialeiptwv, adverb, without intermission, incessantly,
assiduously: <450109>Romans 1:9; <520102>1 Thessalonians 1:2 (3); 2:13; 5:17.
(Polybius, Diodorus, Strabo; 1 Macc. 12:11.)*

{90} adiafqoria, adiafqoriav, hJ (from adiafqorov incorrnpt,
incorruptible; and this from adiafqeirw), incorruptibility, soundness,
integrity: of mind, en th didaskalia, <560207>Titus 2:7 (L T Tr WH
afqorian). Not found in the classics.*

{91} adikew, adikw; (future adikhsw; 1 aorist hdikhsa; passive,
(present adikoumai; 1 aor, hdikhqhn; literally to be adikov.

1. absolutely;

a. to act unjustly or wickedly, to sin: <662211>Revelation 22:11;
<510325>Colossians 3:25.

b. to be a criminal, to have violated the laws in some way: <442511>Acts
25:11 (often so in Greek writings (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 40, 2 c.)).

c. to do wrong: <460608>1 Corinthians 6:8; <470712>2 Corinthians 7:12.

d. to do hurt: <660919>Revelation 9:19.

2. transitively;

a. ti, “to do some wrong, sin in some respect”: <510325>Colossians 3:25 (oJ
hdikhse ‘the wrong which he hath done’).

b. tina, to wrong some one, act wickedly toward him: <440726>Acts 7:26f (by
blows); <402013>Matthew 20:13 (by fraud); <470702>2 Corinthians 7:2; passive
adikeisqai to be wronged, <470712>2 Corinthians 7:12; <440724>Acts 7:24; middle
adikoumai to suffer oneself to be wronged, take wrong (Winer’s
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Grammar, sec. 38, 3; cf. Riddell, Platonic Idioms, sec. 87f): <460607>1
Corinthians 6:7; tina ouden (Buttmann, sec. 131, 10: Winer’s Grammar,
227 (213)), <442510>Acts 25:10; <480412>Galatians 4:12; tina ti, <570118>Philemon 1:18;
(adikoumenoi misqon adikiav (R. V. suffering wrong as the hire of
wrong-doing), <610213>2 Peter 2:13 WH Tr marginal reading).) c. tina, to hurt,
damage, harm (in this sense by Greeks of every period): <421019>Luke 10:19;
<660606>Revelation 6:6; 7:2f; 9:4,10; 11:5; passive ou mh adikhqh ek tou
qanatou shall suffer no violence from death, <660211>Revelation 2:11.*

{92} adikhma, adikhmatov, to (adikew) (from Herodotus on), a
misdeed (to adikon ... oJtan pracqh, adikhma estin, Aristotle, Eth.
Nic. 5, 7): <441814>Acts 18:14; 24:20; <661805>Revelation 18:5.*

{93} adikia, adikiav, hJ (adikov) (from Herodotus down);

1. injustice, of a judge: <421806>Luke 18:6; <450914>Romans 9:14.

2. unrighteousness of heart and life;

a. universally: <402325>Matthew 23:25 Griesbach; <440823>Acts 8:23 (see
sundesmov); <450118>Romans 1:18,29; 2:8; 6:13; <550219>2 Timothy 2:19; opposed
to hJ alhqeia, <461306>1 Corinthians 13:6; <530212>2 Thessalonians 2:12; opposed to
hJ dikaiosunh, <450305>Romans 3:5; <580109>Hebrews 1:9 Tdf.; owing to the
context, the guilt of unrighteousness, <620109>1 John 1:9; apath thv adikiav
deceit which unrighteousness uses, <530210>2 Thessalonians 2:10; misqov
adikiav reward (i.e., penalty) due to unrighteousness, <610213>2 Peter 2:13
(see adikew, 2 b. at the end).

b. specifically, unrighteousness by which others are deceived: <430718>John 7:18
(opposed to alhqhv); mamwnav thv adikiav deceitful riches, <421609>Luke
16:9 (cf. apath tou ploutou, <401322>Matthew 13:22; others think ‘riches
wrongly acquired’; (others, riches apt to be used unrighteously; cf.
<401308>Matthew 13:8 and Meyer at the passage)); kosmov thv adikiav, a
phrase having reference to sins of the tongue, <590306>James 3:6 (cf. kosmov,
<590308>James 3:8); treachery, <421608>Luke 16:8 (oikonomov thv adikiav (others
take it generally, ‘acting unrighteously’)).

3. a deed violating law and justice, act of unrighteousness: pasa adikia
aJmartia esti, <620517>1 John 5:17; ergatai thv adikiav, <421327>Luke 13:27 ai
adikiai iniquities, misdeeds, <580812>Hebrews 8:12 (from the Septuagint
<243803>Jeremiah 38:34 (31:34); cf. <270420>Daniel 4:20 (24)); misqov adikiav
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reward obtained by wrong-doing, <440118>Acts 1:18; <610215>2 Peter 2:15;
specifically, the wrong of depriving another of what is his, <471213>2 Corinthians
12:13 (where a favor is ironically called adikia.*

{94} adikov, adikon (dikh) (from Hesiod down); descriptive of one
who violates or has violated justice:

1. unjust (of God as judge): <450305>Romans 3:5; <580610>Hebrews 6:10.

2. of one who breaks God’s laws, unrighteous, sinful (see adikia, 2):
(<460609>1 Corinthians 6:9); opposed to dikaiov, <400545>Matthew 5:45; <442415>Acts
24:15; <600318>1 Peter 3:18: opposed to eusebhv, <610209>2 Peter 2:9; in this sense
according to Jewish speech the Gentiles are called adikoi, <460601>1
Corinthians 6:1 (see aJmartwlov, b. [b.]).

3. specifically, of one who deals fraudulently with others, <421811>Luke 18:11;
who is false to a trust, <421610>Luke 16:10 (opposed to pistov); deceitful,
mamwnav, ibid. <421611>Luke 16:11 (for other interpretations see adikia, 2
b.).*

{95} adikwv, adverb, unjustly, undeservedly, without fault: pascein,
<600219>1 Peter 2:19 (A.V. wrongfully. (from Herodotus on.))*

Admein, oJ, Admin, the indeclinable proper name of one of the ancestors of
Jesus: <420333>Luke 3:33, where Tdf. reads tou Admein tou Arnei for Rec.
tou Aram (which see) (and WH text substitute the same reading for tou
Aminadab tou Aram of R G, but in their marginal reading Adam (which
see, 2) for Admein; on the spelling of the word see their Appendix, p.
155).*

{96} adokimov, adokimon (dokimov) (from Euripides down), not
standing the test, not approved; properly of metals and coin, argurion,
<230122>Isaiah 1:22; <202504>Proverbs 25:4; nomisma, Plato, legg. see p. 742 a.,
others; hence, which does not prove itself to be such as it ought: gh, of
sterile soil, <580608>Hebrews 6:8; in a moral sense (A.V. reprobate), <460927>1
Corinthians 9:27; <471305>2 Corinthians 13:5-7; nouv, <450128>Romans 1:28; peri
thn pistin, <550308>2 Timothy 3:8; hence, unfit for something: prov pan
ergon agaqon adokimoi, <560116>Titus 1:16.*

{97} adolov, adolon (dolov) (from Pindar down), guileless; of things,
unadulterated, pure: of milk, <600202>1 Peter 2:2. (Cf. Trench, sec. lvi.)*
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{98} Adramutthnov, Adramutthnh Adrammutthnon, of Adramyttium
(Adramuttion, Adramutteion, Adrammuteion (also Atrammuteion,
etc., cf. Poppo, Thucydides part i, vol. ii., p. 441f; Wetstein (1752) on
Acts, as below; WH Adramunthnov, cf. their Introductory sec. 408 and
Appendix, p. 160)), a seaport of Mysia: <442702>Acts 27:2 (modern Edremit,
Ydramit, Adramiti, etc.; cf. McClintock and Strong’s Cyclopaedia under
the word Adramyttinm).*

{99} Adriav (WH AJdriav, Adriou, oJ, “Adrias, the Adriatic Sea,” i.e.,
in a wide sense, the sea between Greece and Italy: <442727>Acts 27:27, (cf. B.
D. under the word Adria; Dict. of Greek and Romans Geog. under the
word Adriaticum Mare).*

{100} aJdrothv (Rec.st adrothv, aJdrothtov, hJ, or better (cf. Alexander
Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii. 417) aJdrothv, aJdrothtov (on the accent
cf. Ebeling, Lex. Homer under the word; Chandler sections 634, 635),
(from aJdrov thick, stout, full-grown, strong, rich (<121006>2 Kings 10:6,11,
etc.)), in Greek writings it follows the significance of the adjective aJdrov;
once in the N.T.: <470820>2 Corinthians 8:20, “bountiful collection, great
liberality,” (R. V. “bounty”). (adrosunh, of an abundant harvest, Hesiod
erg. 471.)*

{101} adunatew, adunatw: future adunathsw; (adunatov); a. not to
have strength, to be weak; always so of persons in classic Greek b. a thing
adunatei, cannot be done, is impossible; so only in the Septuagint and
N.T.: ouk adunathsei para tw Qew (tou Qeou L marginal reading T
Tr WH) pan rhma, <420137>Luke 1:37 (the Septuagint <011814>Genesis 18:14)
(others retain the active sense here: from God no word shall be without
power, see para, I. b. cf. Field, Otium Norv. pars iii. at the passage);
ouden adunathsei uJmin, <401720>Matthew 17:20 (<184202>Job 42:2).*

{102} adunatov adunaton (dunamai) (from Herodotus down);

1. without strength, impotent: toiv posi, <441408>Acts 14:8; figuratively, of
Christians whose faith is not yet quite firm, <451501>Romans 15:1 (opposed to
dunatov).

2. impossible (in contrast with dunaton): para tini, for (with) anyone,
<401926>Matthew 19:26; <411027>Mark 10:27; <421827>Luke 18:27; to adunatov tou
nomou ‘what the law could not do’ (this God effected by, etc.; (others take
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to adunatov here as nominative absolutely, cf. Buttmann, 381 (326);
Winer’s Grammar, 574 (534); Meyer or Gifford at the passage)),
<450803>Romans 8:3; followed by the accusative with an infinitive, <580604>Hebrews
6:4,18; 10:4; by an infinitive, <581106>Hebrews 11:6.*

{103} adw (aeidw); common in Greek of every period; in the Septuagint
for rWv; “to sing, chant”;

1. intransitive: tini, to the praise of anyone (Judith 16:1 (2)), <490519>Ephesians
5:19; <510316>Colossians 3:16 (in both passages of the lyrical emotion of a
devout and grateful soul).

2. transitive: wdhn, <660509>Revelation 5:9; 14:3; 15:3.*

{104} aei (see aiwn), adverb (from Homer down), always;

1. “perpetually, incessantly”: <440751>Acts 7:51; <470411>2 Corinthians 4:11; 6:10;
<560112>Titus 1:12; <580310>Hebrews 3:10.

2. invariably, at any and every time when according to the circumstances
something is or ought to be done again: <411508>Mark 15:8 (T WH omit) (at
every feast); <600315>1 Peter 3:15; <610112>2 Peter 1:12.*

{105} aetov, aetou, oJ (like Latin avis, from ahmi on account of its
wind-like flight (cf. Curtius, sec. 596)) (from Homer down), in the
Septuagint for rv,n,, “an eagle”: <660407>Revelation 4:7; 8:13 (Rec. aggelou);
<661214>Revelation 12:14. In <402428>Matthew 24:28; <421737>Luke 17:37 (as in <183930>Job
39:30; <203017>Proverbs 30:17) it is better, since eagles are said seldom or never
to go in quest of carrion, to understand with many interpreters either the
vultur percnopterus, which resembles an eagle (Pliny, h. n. 10, 3 “quarti
generis — viz. aquilarum — est percnopterus“), or the vultur barbatus.
Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Adler; (Tristram, Nat. Hist. of the Bible,
p. 172ff). The meaning of the proverb (cf. examples in Wetstein (1752) on
Matthew, the passage cited) quoted in both passages is, ‘where there are
sinners (cf. ptwma), there judgments from heaven will not be wanting’.*

{106} azumov, azumon (zumh), Hebrew hX;mæ, “unfermented, free from
leaven”; properly: artoi <022902>Exodus 29:2; Josephus, Antiquities 3, 6, 6;
hence the neuter plural ta azuma, twOXmæ, unleavened loaves; hJ eJorth twn
azumwn, twOxMihæ gjæ, the (paschal) festival at which for seven days the
Israelites were accustomed to eat unleavened bread in commemoration of
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their exit from Egypt (<022315>Exodus 23:15; <032306>Leviticus 23:6), <422201>Luke 22:1;
hJ prwth (namely, hJmera) twn azumwn. <402617>Matthew 26:17; <411412>Mark
14:12; <422207>Luke 22:7; aJi hJmerai twn azumwn. <441203>Acts 12:3; 20:6; the
paschal festival itself is called ta azuma, <411401>Mark 14:1 (cf. 1 Esdr. 1:10,
19; Winer’s Grammar, 176 (166); Buttmann, 23 (21)). Figuratively:
Christians, if such as they ought to be, are called axumoi i.e. devoid of the
leaven of iniquity, free from faults, <460507>1 Corinthians 5:7; and are
admonished eJortazein en azumoiv eilikrineiav, to keep festival with
the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth, <460508>1 Corinthians 5:8. (The
word occurs twice in secular authors, viz. Athen. 3, 74 (arton) azumon,
Plato, Tim., p. 74 d. azumov sarx flesh not yet quite formed (add Galen
de alim. fac. 1, 2).)*

{107} Azwr, Azor, the indecl, proper name of one of the ancestors of
Christ: <400113>Matthew 1:13f.*

{108} Azwtov, Azwtou, Azwth, dwODv]aæ, Azotus, Ashdod, one of the
five chief cities of the Philistines, lying between Ashkelon and Jamnia (i.e.
Jabneel) and near the Mediterranean: <440840>Acts 8:40; at present a petty
village, Esdud. A succinct history of the city is given by Gesenius,
Thesaurus iii; p. 1366; Raumer, Palastina, p. 174; (Alex.’s Kitto or
McClintock and Strong’s Cyclopaedia, under the word Ashdod).*

ahdia ahdav, ahdh (from ahdhv, and this from the alpha privative and
hdov pleasure, delight). (from Lysip. down);

1. unpleasantness, annoyance.

2. dislike, hatred: en ahdia, manuscript Cantabr. in <422312>Luke 23:12 for
Rec. en ecqra.*

{109} ahr, aerov oJ (ahmi, aw (cf. anemov, at the beginning)), the air
(particularly the lower and denser, as distinguished from the higher and
rarer oJ aiqhr, cf. Homer, Iliad 14, 288), the atmospheric region: <442223>Acts
22:23; <520417>1 Thessalonians 4:17; <660902>Revelation 9:2; 16:17; oJ arcwn thv
exousiav tou aerov in <490202>Ephesians 2:2 signifies ‘the ruler of the powers
(spirits, see exousia 4 c. [bb.]) in the air,’ i.e. the devil, the prince of the
demons that according to Jewish opinion fill the realm of air (cf. Meyer at
the passage; (B. D. American edition under the word Air; Stuart in Bib.
Sacr. for 1843, p. 139f)). Sometimes indeed, ahr denotes a hazy, obscure
atmosphere (Homer, Iliad 17, 644; 3, 381; 5, 356, etc.; Polybius 18, 3, 7),
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but is nowhere quite equiv, to skotov — the sense which many
injudiciously assign it in Ephesians, the passage cited aera derein, (cf.
verberat ictibus auras, Vergil Aen. 5, 377, of pugilists who miss their aim)
i.e. to contend in vain, <460926>1 Corinthians 9:26; eiv aera lalein (verba
ventis profundere, Lucr. 4, 929 (932)) ‘to speak into the air’ i.e. without
effect, used of those who speak what is not understood by the hearers,
<461409>1 Corinthians 14:9.*

{110} aqanasia aqanasiav hJ (aqanatov), immortality: <461553>1
Corinthians 15:53f; <540616>1 Timothy 6:16 where God is described as oJ monov
ecwn aqanasian, because he possesses it essentially — ‘ek thv oikeiav
ousiav, ouk ek qelhmatov allou, kaqaper oJi loipoi pantev
aqanatoi’ Justin, quaest, et resp. ad orthod. 61, p. 84, Otto edition. (In
Greek writings from Plato down.)*

{111} aqemitov, aqemiton, a later form for the ancient and preferable
aqemistov (qemitov, qemistov, qemizw, qemiv law, right), contrary to
law and justice, prohibited by law, illicit, criminal: <600403>1 Peter 4:3 (here
A.V. abominable); aqemiton esti tini with an infinitive, <441028>Acts 10:28.*

{112} aqeov, aqeon (Qeov) (from Pindar down], without God, knowing
and worshipping no God, in which sense Aelian v. h. 2, 31 declares oJti
mhdeiv twn barbarwn aqeov; in classic authors generally slighting the
gods, impious, repudiating the gods recognized by the state, in which sense
certain Greek philosophers, the Jews (Josephus, contra Apion 2, 14, 4),
and subsequently Christians were called aqeoi by the heathen (Justin,
Apology 1, 13, etc.). In <490212>Ephesians 2:12 of one who neither knows nor
worships the true God; so of the heathen (cf. <520405>1 Thessalonians 4:5;
<480408>Galatians 4:8); Clement, oJi ton ontwv onta ... Alex. protr, 2:23, p. 19
Pott. aqeouv Qeon hgnohklasi, Philo, leg. ad Gai. sec. 25 aiguptiakh
aqesthv, <280415>Hosea 4:15 Symmachus oikov aqeiav, a house in which
idols are worshipped, Ignatius ad Trail. 10 aqeoi toutestin apistoi (of
the Docetae); (others understand Ephesians, the passage cited passively
deserted of God, Vulgate sine Deo; on the various meanings of the word
see Meyer (or Ellicott)).*

{113} aqesmov, aqesmon (qesmov), “lawless” (A.V. “wicked”); of one
who breaks through the restraints of law and gratifies his lusts: <610207>2 Peter
2:7; 3:17. (the Septuagint, Diodorus, Philo, Josephus, Plutarch.)*
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{114} aqetew, aqetw; future aqethsw; 1 aorist hqethsa; a word met
with first (yet very often) in the Septuagint and Polybius;

a. properly, to render aqeton; “do away with” qeton ti, i.e. “something
laid down, prescribed, established”: diaqhkhn, <480315>Galatians 3:15 (1
Macc. 11:36; 2 Macc. 13:25, etc.); according to the context, ‘to act
toward anything as though it were annulled’; hence, to deprive a law of
force by opinions or acts opposed to it, to transgress it, <410709>Mark 7:9;
<581028>Hebrews 10:28 (<262226>Ezekiel 22:26); pistin, to break one’s promise or
engagement, <540512>1 Timothy 5:12; (Polybius 8, 2, 5; 11, 29, 3, others;
Diodorus excerpt. (i.e. de virt. et vit.), p. 562, 67). Hence,

b. “to thwart the efficacy of anything, nullify, make void?, frustrate”: thn
boulhn tou Qeou, <420730>Luke 7:30 (they rendered inefficacious the saving
purpose of God); thn sunesw to render prudent plans of no effect, <460119>1
Corinthians 1:19 (<232914>Isaiah 29:14 (where kruyw, yet cf. Bos’s note)).

c. “to reject, refuse, slight”; thn carin tou Qeou, <480221>Galatians 2:21
(others refer this to b.); of persons: <410626>Mark 6:26 (by breaking the promise
given her); <421016>Luke 10:16; <431248>John 12:48; <520408>1 Thessalonians 4:8;
<650108>Jude 1:8 (for which katafronein is used in the parallel passage <610210>2
Peter 2:10). (For examples of the use of this word see Sophocles’ Lexicon,
under the word.)*

{115} aqethsiv, aqethsewv, hJ (aqetew, which see; like nouqethsiv
from nouqetein), “abolition”: <580718>Hebrews 7:18; 9:26; (found occasionally
in later authors, as Cicero, ad Att. 6, 9; Diogenes Laërtius 3, 39, 66: in the
grammarians rejection; more frequently in ecclesiastical writings).*

{116} Aqhnai, Aqhnwn, Aqhnai (on the plural cf. Winer’s Grammar,
176 (166)), Athens, the most celebrated city of Greece: <441715>Acts 17:15f;
18:1; <520301>1 Thessalonians 3:1.*

{117} Aqhnaiov, Aqhnaia, Aqhnaion, Athenian: <441721>Acts 17:21f.*

{118} aqlew, aqlw; (1 aorist subjunctive 3 person singular aqlhsh);
(aqlov, a contest); “to engage in a contest, contend in public games” (e.g.
Olympian, Pythian, Isthmian), with the poniard(?), gauntlet, quoit, in
wrestling, running, or any other way: <550205>2 Timothy 2:5; (often in classic
authors who also use the form aqleuw). (Compare: sunaqlew).*
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{119} aqlhsiv, aqlhsewv, hJ, “contest, combat,” (frequently from
Polybius down); figuratively, aqlhsiv paqhmatwn a struggle with
sufferings, trials, <581032>Hebrews 10:32; (of martyrdom, Ignatius mart. 4;
Clement, mart. 25).*

aqroizw: perfect passive participle hqroismenov; (from aqrwv,
equivalent to qrwv (a noisy crowd, noise), with a copulative (see A, a, 2));
to collect together, assemble; passive to be assembled, to convene:
<422433>Luke 24:33 L T Tr WH. ((Sophocles) Xenophon, Plato, Polybius,
Photius, others; O.T. Apocrypha; sometimes in the Septuagint for xbæq;.)
(Compare: epaqroizw, sunaqroizw).*

{120} aqumew, aqumw; common among the Greeks from (Aeschylus)
Thucydides down; to be aqumov (Qumov, spirit, courage), “to be
disheartened, dispirited, broken in spirit”: <510321>Colossians 3:21. (the
Septuagint <090106>1 Samuel 1:6f, etc.; Judith 7:22; 1 Macc. 4:27).*

{121} aqowv (R G Tr), more correctly aqowv (L WH and T (but not in
his Septuagint. There is want of agreement among both the ancient gramm,
and modern scholars; cf. Stephanus’ Thesaurus i. col. 875 c.; Lob. Path.
Element. i. 440f (cf. ii. 377); see Iota), aqown (i.e., qwih, cf.
Etymologicum Magnum, p. 26, 24) punishment) (from Plato down),
“unpunished, innocent”: aJima aqown, <402704>Matthew 27:4 (Tr marginal
reading WH text dikaion, (<052725>Deuteronomy 27:25; <091905>1 Samuel 19:5,
etc.; 1 Macc. 1:37; 2 Macc. 1:8); apo tinov, after the Hebrew yqin; ˆmi
((<043222>Numbers 32:22; cf. <012441>Genesis 24:41; <100328>2 Samuel 3:28; Winer’s
Grammar, 197 (185); Buttmann, 158 (138))), ‘innocent (and therefore far)
from,’ “innocent of” <402724>Matthew 27:24 (the guilt of the murder of this
innocent man cannot be laid upon me); apo thv aJmartiav, Clement of
Rome, 1 Corinthians 59, 2 (cf. <040531>Numbers 5:31). The Greeks say aqowv
tinov (both in the sense of “free from” and “unpunished for”).*

{122} aigeiov (WH aigiov; see their Appendix, p. 154, and Iota),
aigeia, aigeion (aix, genitive aigov goat, male or female), “of a goat”
(cf. kamhleiov, iJppeiov, uJeiov, probateiov, etc.): <581137>Hebrews 11:37.
(From Homer down.)*

{123} aigialov, aigialou, oJ, “the shore of the sea, beach, “ (from
Homer down): <401302>Matthew 13:2,48; <432104>John 21:4; <442105>Acts 21:5;
27:39,40. (Many derive the word from agnumi and aJlv, as though
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equivalent to akth, the place where the sea breaks; others from aigev
billows and aJlv (Curtius, sec. 140; Vanicek, p. 83); others from aissw
and aJlv (Schenkl, Liddell and Scott, under the word), the place where the
sea rushes forth, bounds forward).*

{124} Aiguptiov, Aiguptia, Aiguption, a gentile adjective, “Egyptian”:
<440722>Acts 7:22,24,28; 21:38; <581129>Hebrews 11:29.*

{125} Aiguptov, Aiguptou, hJ (always without the article, Buttmann, 87
(76); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 18, 5 a.), the proper name of a well-known
country, “Egypt”: <400213>Matthew 2:13f; <440210>Acts 2:10; <580316>Hebrews 3:16, etc.;
more fully gh Aiguptov, <440736>Acts 7:36 (not L WH Tr text), <440740>Acts 7:40;
13:17; <580809>Hebrews 8:9; <650105>Jude 1:5 (<020512>Exodus 5:12; 6:26, etc.; 1 Macc.
1:19; Baruch 1:19f, etc.); hJ gh Aiguptov, <440711>Acts 7:11; en Aiguptou
namely, gh, <581126>Hebrews 11:26 Lachmann, but cf. Bleek at the passage;
Buttmann, 171 (149); (Winer’s Grammar, 384 (359)). In <661108>Revelation
11:8 Aiguptov is figuratively used for Jerusalem, i.e. for the Jewish nation
viewed as persecuting Christ and his followers, and so to be likened to the
Egyptians in their ancient hostility to the true God and their endeavors to
crush his people.

{126} aidiov, aidion (for aeidiov from aei), “eternal, everlasting”:
(Sap. 7:26) <450120>Romans 1:20; <650106>Jude 1:6. (Homer hymn. 29, 3; Hesiod
scut. 310, and from Thucydides down in prose; (frequent in Philo, e.g. de
profug. sec. 18 (zwn aidiov), sec. 31; de opif. mund. sec. 2, sec. 61; de
cherub. sec. 1, sec. 2, sec. 3; de post. Cain. sec. 11 at the end, Synonym:
see aiwniov).)*

{127} aidwv (aidwv) aidouv, hJ; from Homer down; a sense of “shame,
modesty”: <540209>1 Timothy 2:9; “reverence,” <581228>Hebrews 12:28 (latreuein,
Qew meta aidouv kai eulabeiav, but L T Tr WH eulabeiav kai
deouv). (Synonyms: aidwv, aiscunh: Ammonius distinguishes the words
as follows: aidwv kai aiscunh diaferei, oJti hJ men aidwv estin
entroph prov eJkaston, wJv sebomenwv tiv ecei. Aiscunh d’ ef’ oJiv
eJkastov aJmartwn siacunetai, wJv mh deon ti praxav. Kai aideitai
men tiv ton patera. Aiscunetai de oJv mequsketai, etc., etc.;
accordingly, aidwv is prominently objective in its reference, having regard
to others; while aiscunh is subjective, making reference to oneself and
one’s actions. Cf. Schmidt, chapter 140. It is often said that aidwv
precedes and prevents the shameful act, aiscunh reflects upon its
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consequences in the “shame” it brings with it’ (Cope, Aristotle, rhet. 5, 6,
1). aidwv is the nobler word, aiscunh the stronger; while “aidwv would
always restrain a good man from an unworthy act, aiscunh would
sometimes restrain a bad one.” Trench, sections 19, 20.)*

{128} Aiqioy, Aiqiopov, oJ (aiqw, to burn, and wy (oy), the face;
swarthy), “Ethiopian” (Hebrew yviWK): <440827>Acts 8:27, here the reference is
to upper Ethiopia, called Habesh or Abyssinia, a country of Africa
adjoining Egypt and including the island Meroe; (see Dillmann in Schenkel
i. 285ff; Alex.’s Kitto or McClintock and Strong’s Cyclopaedia under the
word Ethiopia. Cf. Bib. Sacr. for 1866, p. 515).*

{129} aJima, aJimatov, to, “blood,” whether of men or of animals:

1. a. simply and generally: <431934>John 19:34; <660807>Revelation 8:7f; 11:6; 16:3f,
6{b} (on which passages cf. <020720>Exodus 7:20ff); 19:13; rusiv aJimatov,
<410525>Mark 5:25 ((phgh aJimatov <410529>Mark 5:29)); <420843>Luke 8:43f; qromboi
aJimatov, <422244>Luke 22:44 (L brackets WH reject the passage). So also in
passages where the eating of blood (and of bloody flesh) is forbidden,
<441520>Acts 15:20,29; 21:25; cf. <030317>Leviticus 3:17; 7:16 (26); 17:10; see
Knobel on <030726>Leviticus 7:26f; (Kalisch on Leviticus, Preliminary Essay sec.
1); Ruckert, Abendmahl, p. 94.

b. As it was anciently believed that the blood is the seat of the life
(<031711>Leviticus 17:11; (cf. Delitzsch, Biblical Psychol, pp. 238-247 (English
translation, p. 281ff))), the phrase sarx kai aJima (rc;B; µd;w], a common
phrase in rabbinical writers), or in inverse order aJima kai sarx, denotes
man’s living body compounded of flesh and blood, <461550>1 Corinthians 15:50;
<580214>Hebrews 2:14, and so hints at the contrast between man and God (or
even the more exalted creatures, <490612>Ephesians 6:12) as to suggest his
feebleness, <490612>Ephesians 6:12 (Sir. 14:18), which is conspicuous as
respects the knowledge of divine things, <480116>Galatians 1:16; <401617>Matthew
16:17.

c. Since the first germs of animal life are thought to be in the blood (Sap.
7:2; Eustathius ad Iliad 6, 211 (ii. 104, 2) to de aJimatov anti tou
spermatov fasin oJi safoi, wJv tou spermatov uJlhn to aJima
econtov), the word serves to denote generation and origin (in the classics
also): <430113>John 1:13 (on the plural cf. Winer’s Grammar, 177 (166));
<441726>Acts 17:26 (R G). d. It is used of those things which by their redness
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resemble blood: aJima stafulhv the juice of the grape (‘the blood of
grapes,’ <014911>Genesis 49:11; <053214>Deuteronomy 32:14), Sir. 39:26; 50:15; 1
Macc. 6:34, etc.; Achilles Tatius 2:2; reference to this is made in
<661418>Revelation 14:18-20. eiv aJima, of the moon, <440220>Acts 2:20 (<290231>Joel
2:31 (3:4)), equivalent to wJv aJima <660612>Revelation 6:12.

2. “bloodshed” or “to be shed by violence” (very often also in the classics);

a. <421301>Luke 13:1 (the meaning is, whom Pilate had ordered to be massacred
while they were sacrificing, so that their blood mingled with the blood (yet
cf. Winer’s Grammar, 623 (579)) of the victims); aJima aqown (or
dikaion Tr marginal reading WH text) the blood of an innocent (or
righteous) man viz. to be shed, <402704>Matthew 27:4; ekcein and ekcunein
aJima (Ëpæv; µD;, <010906>Genesis 9:6; <235907>Isaiah 59:7, etc.) “to shed blood,
slay,” <402335>Matthew 23:35; <421150>Luke 11:50; <442220>Acts 22:20; <450315>Romans 3:15;
<661606>Revelation 16:6 (here Tdf. aJimata); hence, aJima is used for the
“bloody death” itself: <402330>Matthew 23:30,35; 27:24; <421151>Luke 11:51;
(<440219>Acts 2:19, yet, cf. i d. above;) <442026>Acts 20:26; <661706>Revelation 17:6;
mecriv aJimatov “unto blood,” i.e., so as to undergo a bloody death,
<581204>Hebrews 12:4 (ton aition thv ... mecriv aJimatov stasewv,
Heliodorus 7, 8); timh aJimatov ‘price of blood’ i.e. price received for
murder, <402706>Matthew 27:6; agrov aJimatov field bought with the price of
blood, <402708>Matthew 27:8, equivalent to cwrion aJimatov, <440119>Acts 1:19 —
unless in this latter passage we prefer the explanation, which agrees better
with the context, ‘the field dyed with the blood of Judas’; the guilt and
punishment of bloodshed, in the following Hebraistic expressions: en auth
aJimata (Rec. aJima (so L Tr WH)) uJreqh, i.e., it was discovered that she
was guilty of murders, <661824>Revelation 18:24 (cf. poliv aJimatwn,
<262406>Ezekiel 24:6); to aJima autou ef’ hJmav (namely, elqetw) let the
penalty of the bloodshed fall on us, <402725>Matthew 27:25; to aJima uJmwn epi
thn kefalhn uJmwn (namely, elqetw) let the guilt of your destruction be
reckoned to your own account, <441806>Acts 18:6 (cf. <100116>2 Samuel 1:16;
<060219>Joshua 2:19, etc.); epagein to aJima tinov epi tina, to cause the
punishment of a murder to be visited upon anyone, <440528>Acts 5:28; ekzhtein
to aJima tinov apo tinov (vQeBi µDæ p dyæmi p, <100411>2 Samuel 4:11;
<260318>Ezekiel 3:18,20; 33:8), to exact of anyone the penalty for another’s
death, <421150>Luke 11:50; the same idea is expressed by ekdikein to aJima
tinov, <660610>Revelation 6:10; 19:2.
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b. It is used specially “of the blood of sacrificial victims” having a purifying
or expiating power (<031711>Leviticus 17:11): <580907>Hebrews 9:7,12f,18-22,25;
10:4; 11:28; 13:11.

c. Frequent mention is made in the N.T. of “the blood of Christ” (aJima
tou Cristou, <461016>1 Corinthians 10:16; tou kuriou, 11:27; tou arniou,
<660714>Revelation 7:14; 12:11, cf. 19:13) “shed on the cross” (aJima tou
staurou, <510120>Colossians 1:20) for the salvation of many, <402628>Matthew
26:28; <411424>Mark 14:24, cf. <422220>Luke 22:20; the pledge of redemption,
<490107>Ephesians 1:7 (apolutrwsiv dia tou aJimatov autou; so too in
<510114>Colossians 1:14 Rec.); <600119>1 Peter 1:19 (see agorazw, 2 b.); having
expiatory efficacy, <450325>Romans 3:25; <580912>Hebrews 9:12; by which believers
are purified and are cleansed from the guilt of sin, <580914>Hebrews 9:14; 12:24;
(13:12); <620107>1 John 1:7 (cf. <620506>1 John 5:6, 8); <660105>Revelation 1:5; 7:14; <600102>1
Peter 1:2; are rendered acceptable to God, <450509>Romans 5:9, and find access
into the heavenly sanctuary, <581019>Hebrews 10:19; by which the Gentiles are
brought to God and the blessings of his kingdom, <490213>Ephesians 2:13, and
in general all rational beings on earth and in heaven are reconciled to God,
<510120>Colossians 1:20; with which Christ purchased for himself the church,
<442028>Acts 20:28, and gathered it for God, <660509>Revelation 5:9. Moreover,
since Christ’s dying blood served to establish new religious institutions and
a new relationship between men and God, it is likened also to a
“federative” or “covenant sacrifice”: to aJima thv diaqhkhv, the blood by
the shedding of which the covenant should be ratified, <402628>Matthew 26:28;
<411424>Mark 14:24, or has been ratified, <581029>Hebrews 10:29; 13:20 (cf.
<580920>Hebrews 9:20); add, <461125>1 Corinthians 11:25; <422220>Luke 22:20 (WH
reject this passage) (in both which the meaning is, ‘this cup containing
wine, an emblem of blood, is rendered by the shedding of my blood an
emblem of the new covenant’), <461127>1 Corinthians 11:27; (cf. Cicero, pro
Sestio 10, 24 foedus sanguine meo ictum sanciri, Livy 23, 8 sanguine
Hannibalis sanciam Romanum foedus). pinein to aJima autou (i.e. of
Christ), to appropriate the saving results of Christ’s death, <430653>John
6:53f,56. (Westcott, Epistles of John, p. 34f.)*

{130} aJimatekcusia, aJimatekcusiav, hJ (aJima and ekcunw),
“shedding of blood”: <580922>Hebrews 9:22. Several times also in ecclesiastical
writings.*

{131} aJimorrew, aJimorrw; “to be” aJimorrwv (aJima and rew),” to
suffer from a flow of blood”: <400920>Matthew 9:20. (the Septuagint
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<031533>Leviticus 15:33, where it means “menstruous,” and in medical
writers.)*

{132} Aineav, Aineou, wJ, “Aeneas,” the proper name of the paralyric
cured by Peter: <440933>Acts 9:33f.*

{133} ainesiv, ainesewv, hJ (ainew), “praise”: qusia ainesewv (jbæz,
dd;wThæ, <030713>Leviticus 7:13), <581315>Hebrews 13:15 “a thank-offering,” (A.V.
‘sacrifice of praise’), presented to God for some benefit received; see
qusia, b. (ainesiv often occurs in the Septuagint, but not in secular
authors.)*

{134} ainew, ainw; (found in secular authors of every age (“only twice
in good Attic prose” (where epainew parainew. etc, take its place),
Veitch), but especially frequent in the Septuagint and the Apocrypha of the
O.T.; from ainov); “to praise, extol”: ton Qeon, <420213>Luke 2:13,20; 19:37;
24:53 (WH omit; Tr text brackets); <440247>Acts 2:47; 3:8f; <451511>Romans 15:11;
with the dative of person, tw Qew, “to sing praises in honor of God,”
<661905>Revelation 19:5 L T Tr WH, as the Septuagint in <140703>2 Chronicles 7:3
(for (hd;wOh l]), <131636>1 Chronicles 16:36; 23:5; <242013>Jeremiah 20:13 etc. (for

lLehi l]); (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 1 f.; Buttmann, 176 (153). Compare:
epainew, parainew.)*

{135} ainigma, ainigmatov, to (common from (Pindar fragment 165
(190)) Aeschylus down; from ainissomai or ainittomai ti, to express
something obscurely (from ainov, which see));

1. “an obscure saying, an enigma,” Hebrew hd;yji (<071413>Judges 14:13, the
Septuagint problhma).

2. an obscure thing: <461312>1 Corinthians 13:12, where en ainigmati is not
equivalent to ainigmatikwv, i.e., amaurwv “obscurely,” but denotes the
object in the discerning of which we are engaged, as blepein en tini,
<400604>Matthew 6:4; cf. DeWette at the passage; the apostle has in mind
<041208>Numbers 12:8 the Septuagint: en eidei kai ou di’ ainigmatwn.
(Others take en locally, of the sphere in which we are looking; others refer
the passage to 1. and take (en) instrumentally.)*

{136} ainov, ainou, oJ (often used by the Greek poets);
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1. “a saying, a proverb.”

2. “praise, laudatory discourse”: <402116>Matthew 21:16 (<190803>Psalm 8:3);
<421843>Luke 18:43.*

{137} Ainwn, hJ (either a strengthened form of ˆyi[æ and equivalent to

ˆn;y[e, or a Chaldaic plural, equivalent to ˆw;n;y[e, springs; (others besides)),
Aenon, indeclinable proper name, either of a place, or of a fountain, not far
from Salim: <430323>John 3:23 (thought to be Wady Far’ah, running from
Matthew Ebal to the Jordan; see Conder in the Palestine Exploration Fund
for July 1874, p. 191f; Tent Work in Palestine, 1:91f; especially Stevens in
Journ. of Exeget. Soc., December, 1883, pp. 128-141. Cf. B. D. American
edition).*

{139} aJiresiv, aJiresewv, hJ;

1. (from aJirew), “act of taking, capture”: thv polewv, the storming of a
city; in secular authors.

2. (from aJireomai), “choosing, choice,” very often in secular writings: the
Septuagint <032218>Leviticus 22:18; 1 Macc. 8:30.

3. “that which is chosen,” a chosen course of thought and action; hence
one’s “chosen opinion, tenet”; according to the context, an opinion varying
from the true exposition of the Christian faith (“heresy”): <610201>2 Peter 2:1
(cf. DeWette at the passage), and in ecclesiastical writings (cf. Sophocles’
Lexicon, under the word).

4. a body of men separating themselves from others and following their
own tenets (a “sect” or “party”): as the Sadducees, <440517>Acts 5:17; the
Pharisees, <441505>Acts 15:5; 26:5; the Christians, <442405>Acts 24:5,14 (in both
instances with a suggestion of reproach); 28:22 (in Diogenes Laërtius 1
(13) 18f, others, used of the schools of philosophy).

5. “dissensions” arising from diversity of opinions and aims: <480520>Galatians
5:20; <461119>1 Corinthians 11:19. (Cf. Meyer, at the passages cited; B. D.
American edition under the word Sects; Burton, Bampt. Lect. for 1829;
Campbell, Diss. on the Gospels, diss. iv., part iv.)*

{140} aJiretizw: 1 aorist hJretisa (Treg. hJretisa, see Iota); (from
aJiretov, see aJirew); “to choose”: <401218>Matthew 12:18. (Often in the
Septuagint in O.T. Apocrypha and in ecclesiastical writings; the middle is
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found in Ctesias (401 B. C.) Pers. sec. 9 (cf. Herodotus edition Schweig.
6:2, p. 354). Cf. Sturz, Deuteronomy dial. Maced. etc., p. 144.)*

{141} aJiretikov, aJiretikh, aJiretikon (see aJirew);

1. “fitted” or “able to take or choose” a thing; rare in secular authors.

2. “schismatic, factious,” a follower of false doctrine: <560310>Titus 3:10.*

{138} aJirew, aJirw: (thought by some to be akin to agra, agrew, ceir,
English “grip,” etc.; cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Lexil. 1:131 — but see
Curtius, sec. 117); “to take”. In the N.T. in the middle only: future
airhsomai; 2 aorist eJilomhn, but G L T Tr WH eJilamhn, <530213>2
Thessalonians 2:13, cf. (Tdf. Proleg., p. 123; WH’s Appendix, p. 165;)
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 1 a.; Buttmann, 40 (35), see apercomai at the
beginning; (participle elomenov, <581125>Hebrews 11:25); “to take for oneself,
to choose, prefer”: <500122>Philippians 1:22; <530213>2 Thessalonians 2:13; mallon
followed by infinitive with h (common in Attic), <581125>Hebrews 11:25.
(Compare: anairew, afairew, diairew, exairew, kaqairew,
periairew, proairew.)*

{142} airw (contracted from the poetic aeirw); future arw 1 aorist
hra, infinitive arai, impv aron; perfect hrka (<510214>Colossians 2:14);
passive, (present airomai); perfect hrmai (<432001>John 20:1); 1 aorist
hrqhn; (on the rejection of the iota subscript in these tenses see Alexander
Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. i., pp. 413, 439; (Winer’s Grammar, 47 (46)));
1 future arqhsomai; (from Homer down); in the Septuagint generally
equivalent to ac;n;; “to lift up, raise”.

1. “to raise up”;

a. “to raise from the ground, take up”: stones, <430859>John 8:59; serpents,
<411618>Mark 16:18; a dead body, <442009>Acts 20:9.

b. “to raise upward, elevate, lift up”: the hand, <661005>Revelation 10:5; the
eyes, <431141>John 11:41; the voice, i.e., speak in a loud tone, cry out, <421713>Luke
17:13; <440424>Acts 4:24 (also in secular writings); thn yuchn, to raise the
mind, equivalent to excite, affect strongly (with a sense of fear, hope, joy,
grief, etc.); in <431024>John 10:24 to hold the mind in suspense between doubt
and hope, cf. Lucke (or Meyer) at the passage,
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c. “to draw up”: a fish, <401727>Matthew 17:27 (anaspan, <350115>Habakkuk
1:15); skafhn, <442717>Acts 27:17; anchors from the bottom of the sea,
<442713>Acts 27:13, where supply tav agkurav; cf. Kuinoel at the passage;
(Winer’s Grammar, 594 (552); Buttmann, 146 (127)).

2. “to take upon oneself and carry what has been raised, to bear”: tina epi
ceirwn, <400406>Matthew 4:6; <420411>Luke 4:11 (<199012>Psalm 90:12 (91:12)); a sick
man, <410203>Mark 2:3; zugon, <401129>Matthew 11:29 (<250327>Lamentations 3:27); a
bed, <400906>Matthew 9:6; <410209>Mark 2:9,11f; <420524>Luke 5:24f; <430508>John 5:8-12;
ton stauron, Matthew (10:38 Lachmann marginal reading); 16:24; 27:32;
<420928>Luke 9:28; <410834>Mark 8:34; 10:21 (in R L brackets); <411521>Mark 15:21;
(liqon) <661821>Revelation 18:21; “to carry with one,” (A.V. “take”): <410608>Mark
6:8; <420903>Luke 9:3; 22:36. Both of these ideas are expressed in classical
Greek by the middle airesqai.

3. “to bear away what has been raised, carry off”;

a. “to move from its place”: <402121>Matthew 21:21; <411123>Mark 11:23 (arqhti
“be thou taken up,” removed (Buttmann, 52 (45)), namely, from thy
place); <402213>Matthew 22:13 (Rec.); <430216>John 2:16; 11:39,41; 20:1.

b. “to take off or away” what is attached to anything: <431931>John 19:31,38f;
to tear away, <400916>Matthew 9:16; <410221>Mark 2:21; to rend away, cut off,
<431502>John 15:2.

c. “to remove”: <460502>1 Corinthians 5:2 (cast out from the church, where
arqh should be read for Rec. exarqh); tropically: faults, <490431>Ephesians
4:31; thn aJmartian, <430129>John 1:29 (36 Lachmann in brackets), to remove
the guilt and punishment of sin by expiation, or to cause that sin be neither
imputed nor punished (airein aJmarthma, <091525>1 Samuel 15:25; anomhma,
<092528>1 Samuel 25:28, i.e. to grant pardon for an offence); but in <620305>1 John
3:5 tav aJmartiav hJmwn airein is to cause our sins to cease, i.e., that we
no longer sin, while we enter into fellowship with Christ, who is free from
sin, and abide in that fellowship, cf. <620306>1 John 3:6.

d. “to carry off; carry away with one”: <401412>Matthew 14:12,20; 15:37;
20:14; 24:17f; <410629>Mark 6:29,43; 8:8,19f; 13:15f; <420917>Luke 9:17; 17:31;
<432002>John 20:2,13,15; <442009>Acts 20:9.

e. “to appropriate” what is taken: <421921>Luke 19:21f; <411524>Mark 15:24.
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f. “to take away from another what is his” or what is committed to him, “to
take by force”: <420630>Luke 6:30; 11:52; ti apo with the genitive of person,
<401312>Matthew 13:12; 21:43; 25:28; <420812>Luke 8:12,18; 19:24,26;
(<402529>Matthew 25:29); Mark 4:(15),25; <431018>John 10:18; 16:22; perhaps also
with the mere genitive of the person from whom anything is taken,
<420629>Luke 6:29; 11:22; <431148>John 11:48, unless one prefer to regard these as
possessive genitive,

g. “to take and apply to any use”: <442111>Acts 21:11; <460615>1 Corinthians 6:15.

h. “to take from among the living,” either by a natural death, <431715>John
17:15 (ek tou kosmou take away from contact with the world), or by
violence, <402439>Matthew 24:39; <422318>Luke 23:18; <431915>John 19:15; <442136>Acts
21:36; with the addition of apo thv ghv, <442222>Acts 22:22; airetai apo thv
ghv hJ zwn autou, of a bloody death inflicted upon one, <440833>Acts 8:33
(<235308>Isaiah 53:8).

i. of things; “to take out of the way, destroy”: ceirografon,
<510214>Colossians 2:14; “cause to cease”: thn krisin, <440833>Acts 8:33 (<235308>Isaiah
53:8). (Compare: apairw, exairw, epairw, metairw, sunairw,
uJperairw.)*

{143} aisqanomai: 2 aorist hsqomhn; (from Aeschylus down);
deponent middle “to perceive”;

1. by the bodily senses;

2. with the mind; to understand: <420945>Luke 9:45.*

{144} aisqhsiv, aisqhsewv, hJ (aisqanomai) (from Euripides down),
“perception,” not only by the senses but also by the intellect; “cognition,
discernment”; (in the Septuagint, <200122>Proverbs 1:22; 2:10, etc., equivalent
to t[æDæ): <500109>Philippians 1:9, of moral discernment, the understanding of
ethica1 matters, as is plain from what is added in <500110>Philippians 1:10.*

{145} aisqhthrion, aisqhthriou, to, “an organ of perception; external
sense,” (Hippocrates); Plato, Ax. 366 a.; Aristotle, polit, 4, 3, 9, others;
“faculty of the mind” for perceiving, understanding, judging, <580514>Hebrews
5:14 (<240419>Jeremiah 4:19 aisqhthrion thv kardiav, 4 Macc. 2:22
(common text) ta endon aisqhthria).*
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{146} aiscrokerdhv, aiscrokerdev (siacrov and kerdov; cf.
aiscropaqhv in Philo (de mere. meretr. sec. 4)), “eager for base gain
(greedy of filthy lucre)”: <540303>1 Timothy 3:3 Rec., 8; <560107>Titus 1:7.
(Herodotus 1, 187; Xenophon, Plato, others; (cf. turpilucricupidus,
Plautus Trin. 1, 2, 63).)*

{147} aiscrokerdwv, adverb, “from eagerness for base gain (for filthy
lucre): <600502>1 Peter 5:2, cf. <560111>Titus 1:11. Not found elsewhere.*

{148} aiscrologia, aiscrologiav, hJ (from aiscrologov, and this
from aiscrov and legw), “foul speaking” (Tertullian turpiloquium), “low
and obscene speech,” (R. V. “shameful speaking”): <510308>Colossians 3:8:
(Xenophon, Aristotle, Polybius) (Cf. Lightfoot at the passage; Trench, sec.
xxxiv.)*

{150} aiscrov, aiscra, aiscron (from aiscov baseness, disgrace),
“base, dishonorable”: <461106>1 Corinthians 11:6; 14:35; <490512>Ephesians 5:12;
<560111>Titus 1:11.*

{151} aiscrothv, aiscrothtov, hJ, “baseness, dishonor”: <490504>Ephesians
5:4 (A.V. “filthiness”). (Plato, Gorgias 525 a.)*

{152} aiscunh, hv, hJ (cf. aiscrov);

1. subjectively, “the confusion of one who is ashamed of anything, sense of
shame”: met’ aiscunhv suffused with shame, <421409>Luke 14:9; ta krupta
thv aiscunhv those things which shame conceals, opposed to fanerwsiv
thv alhqeiav, <470402>2 Corinthians 4:2 (evil arts of which one ought to be
ashamed).

2. objectively, “ignominy”: visited on one by the wicked, <581202>Hebrews 12:2;
which ought to arise from guilt, <500319>Philippians 3:19 (opposed to doxa).

3. “a thing to be ashamed of”: hJ aiscunh thv gumnothtov (genitive of
apposition) nakedness to be ashamed of, <660318>Revelation 3:18, cf.
<661615>Revelation 16:15; plural (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 176 (166)) ai
aiscunai basenesses, disgraces, shameful deeds, <650113>Jude 1:13.
((Aeschylus, Herodotus, others) Synonym: see aidwv, at the end.)*

{153} aiscunw: (aiscov (cf. aiscrov));

1. “to disfigure”: proswpon, Homer, Iliad 18, 24, and many others.
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2. “to dishonor”: the Septuagint <202915>Proverbs 29:15.

3. “to suffuse with shame, make ashamed”: Sir. 13:7. In the N.T. only
passive, aiscunomai; future aiscunqhsomai; 1 aorist hscunqhn; “to be
suffused with shame, be made ashamed, be ashamed”: <471008>2 Corinthians
10:8; <500120>Philippians 1:20; <600416>1 Peter 4:16; mh aiscunqwmen ap’ autou
that we may not in shame shrink from him, <620228>1 John 2:28 (Sir. 21:22
aiscunqhsetai apo proswpou (<230129>Isaiah 1:29; <241213>Jeremiah 12:13; cf.
Buttmann, sec. 147, 2)); followed by an infinitive (on which see Winer’s
Grammar, 346 (325)), <421603>Luke 16:3. (Compare: epaiscunw
(epaiscunomai, kataiscunw.)*

{154} aitew, aitw; future aithsw; 1 aorist hthsa; perfect hthka;
middle, present aitoumai; imperfect htoumhn future aithsomai; 1 aorist
hthsamhn; (from Homer down); “to ask”; middle “to ask for oneself,
request for oneself”; absolutely: <590106>James 1:6; <400707>Matthew 7:7; middle,
<590403>James 4:3; <431626>John 16:26; <411508>Mark 15:8; aiteisqai ti, <431507>John 15:7;
<401407>Matthew 14:7; <410624>Mark 6:24; 10:38; 11:24; 15:43; <620514>1 John 5:14f;
<422352>Luke 23:52; <442503>Acts 25:3,15, etc.; aitein with the accusative of the
person to whom the request is made: <400542>Matthew 5:42; 6:8; <420630>Luke 6:30;
aiteisqai with the accusative of the person asked for — whether to be
released, <402720>Matthew 27:20; <411506>Mark 15:6 (here T WH Tr marginal
reading paraitew, which see); <422325>Luke 23:25; or bestowed as a gift;
<441321>Acts 13:21; aitein ti apo tinov, <402020>Matthew 20:20 L Tr text WH
text; (<421220>Luke 12:20 Tr WH); <620515>1 John 5:15 L T Tr WH; (so aiteisqai
in Plutarch, Galb. 20) (cf. Buttmann, 149 (130)); ti para tinov, <440302>Acts
3:2; <402020>Matthew 20:20 R G T Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading;
<590105>James 1:5; <620515>1 John 5:15 R G; followed by the infinitive, <430409>John 4:9;
middle, <440902>Acts 9:2; (aitein ti en tw onomati Cristou, <431413>John 14:13;
16:24 (see onoma, 2 e.); ti en th proseuch, <402122>Matthew 21:22); aitein
tina ti, <400709>Matthew 7:9; <421111>Luke 11:11; <410622>Mark 6:22; John (<431414>John
14:14 T but L WH Tr marginal reading brackets); <431623>John 16:23; uJper
tinov followed by iJna, <510109>Colossians 1:9 (cf. Buttmann, 237 (204));
aiteisqai with the accusative and the infinitive, <422323>Luke 23:23; <440314>Acts
3:14; only with the infinitive, <440746>Acts 7:46 (hthsato eJurein asked that he
himself might find; others wrongly translate hthsato desired);
<490313>Ephesians 3:13. With the idea of “demanding” prominent: aitein ti,
<420163>Luke 1:63; <460122>1 Corinthians 1:22; tina ti, <421248>Luke 12:48; <600315>1 Peter
3:15. (The constructions of this word in the Greek Bible, the Apostolic
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Fathers, etc., are exhibited in detail by Prof. Ezra Abbot in the North
American Review for Jan. 1872, p. 182f. He there shows also (in
opposition to Trench, sec. xl., and others) that it is not “the constant word
for the seeking of the inferior from the superior,” and so differing from
erwtaw, which has been assumed to imply ‘a certain equality or familiarity
between the parties’; that the distinction between the words does not turn
upon the relative dignity of the person asking and the person asked; but
that aitew signifies to ask for something to be given not done giving
prominence to the thing asked for rather than the person and hence is
rarely used in exhortation. Erwtaw, on the other hand, is to request a
person to do (rarely to give) something; referring more directly to the
person, it is naturally used in exhortation, etc. The views of Trench are also
rejected by Cremer, 4te Aufl. under the word The latter distinguishes
aitew from similar words as follows: “aitew denotes the request of the
will, epiqumew that of the sensibilities, deomai the asking of need, while
erwtaw marks the form of the request, as does eucesqai also, which in
classic Greek is the proper expression for a request directed to the gods
and embodying itself in prayer.” Erwtaw, aitew and deomai are also
compared briefy by Green, Critical Notes, etc. (on <431413>John 14:13,16), who
concludes of erwtaw “it cannot serve to indicate directly any peculiar
position, absolute or relative, of the agent. The use of the word may,
therefore, be viewed as having relation to the manner and cast of the
request, namely, when carrying a certain freedom of aim and bearing; a
thing inseparable from the act of direct interrogation”; cf. further Schmidt,
chapter 7. Compare: apaitew, exaitew, epaitew, paraitew
(paraitoumai), prosaitew.)

{155} aithma, aithmatov, to (aitew) (from Plato down), “what is” or
“has been asked for”: <422324>Luke 23:24; plural (A.V. requests),
<500406>Philippians 4:6 (cf. Ellicott at the passage); things asked for, <620515>1 John
5:15. (See the preceding word, and Trench, sec. li.)*

{156} aitia, aitiv, hJ;

1. “cause, reason”: <441021>Acts 10:21; 22:24; 28:20; kata pasan aitian
“for every cause,” <401903>Matthew 19:3; di’ hJn aitian “for which cause,
wherefore,” <420847>Luke 8:47; <550106>2 Timothy 1:6,12; <560113>Titus 1:13;
<580211>Hebrews 2:11; cf. Grimm on 2 Macc. 4:28.
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2. cause for which one is worthy of punishment; “crime” of which one is
accused: <402737>Matthew 27:37; <411526>Mark 15:26; <431838>John 18:38; 19:4 (6;
<442328>Acts 23:28); aitia qanatou (A.V. “cause of death”) crime deserving
the punishment of death, <441328>Acts 13:28; 28:18.

3. “charge of crime, accusation”: <442518>Acts 25:18,27. (All these meanings
are in secular writings also; (but Liddell and Scott now make meaning 3 the
primary one).) In <401910>Matthew 19:10 the words ei oJutwv estin hJ aitia
tou anqrwpou meta thn gunaikov find a simple explanation in a
Latinism (causa equivalent to res: si ita res se habet, etc.) “if the case of
the man with his wife is so”.*

{157} aitiama, aitiamatov, to, see aitiwma.

-aitiaomai, -aitiwmai: “to accuse, bring a charge against”;
htiasameqa is a various reading in <450309>Romans 3:9 for the
prohtiasameqa of the printed texts. (<201903>Proverbs 19:3; Sir. 29:5;
frequent in secular writings) Synonym: see kathgorew.)*

{159} aitiov, aitia, aition, “that in which the cause of anything
resides, causative, causing”. Hence,

1. oJ aitiov “the author”: swthriav, <580509>Hebrews 5:9 (the same phrase is
frequent in secular writings; cf. the opposite aitiov thv apwleiav in Bel
and the Dragon, verse 41; twn kakwn, 2 Macc. 13:4; Lucian, Tim. 36,
Lipsius edition; twn agaqwn, Isocr. ad Philippians 49, p. 106 a.; cf. Bleek
on Hebrews vol. 2:2, p. 94f.).

2. to aition equivalent to hJ aitia; “cause”: <441940>Acts 19:40 (cf.
Buttmann, 400 (342) n.). b. “crime, offence”: <422304>Luke 23:4,14,22. (aitiov
culprit.) (See aitia, 3.)*

{157} aitiwma, aitiwmatov, to (aitiaomai); in <442507>Acts 25:7 the
reading of the best manuscripts adopted by G L T Tr WH for Rec.
aitiama: “accusation, charge of guilt”. (A form not found in other
writings; (yet Meyer notes aitiwsiv for aitiasiv, Eustathius, p. 1422,
21; see Buttmann, 73; WH’s Appendix, p. 166).)*

{160} aifnidiov, aifnidion (aifnhv, afanhv, afnw, which see),
“unexpected, sudden, unforeseen”: <422134>Luke 21:34 (here WH efnidiov,
see their Introductory sec. 404 and Appendix, p. 151); <520508>1 Thessalonians
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5:8. (Sap. 17:14; 2 Macc. 14:17; 3 Macc, 3:24; Aeschylus, Thucydides 2,
61 to aifnidion kai aprosdokhton, Polybius, Josephus, Plutarch,
Dionysius Halicarnassus, others.)*

{161} aicmalwsia, aicmalwsiav, hJ (aicmalwtov, which see),
“captivity”: <661310>Revelation 13:10; abstr, for concr, equivalent to
aicmalwtoi (cf. adelfothv above), <490408>Ephesians 4:8 (from <196701>Psalm
67:19 (<196819>Psalm 68:19) (cf. Buttmann, 148 (129); Winer’s Grammar, 225
(211)); also ei tiv aicmalwsian sunagei (according to the common but
doubtless corrupt text), <661310>Revelation 13:10 (as in <043112>Numbers 31:12,
etc.). (Polybius, Diodorus, Josephus, Plutarch, others.)*

{162} aicmalwteuw; 1 aorist hcmalwteusa; a later word (cf. Lob. ad
Phryn., p. 442; (Winer’s Grammar, 92 (88).)); “to make captive, take
captive”: <550306>2 Timothy 3:6 Rec.; frequent in the Septuagint and O.T.
Apocrypha; “to lead captive”: <490408>Ephesians 4:8 (<261203>Ezekiel 12:3; (1 Esdr.
6:15)).*

{163} aicmalwtizw; 1 future passive aicmalwtisqhsomai; a.
equivalent to aicmalwton poiw, which the earlier Greeks use. b. “to lead
away captive”: followed by eiv with the accusative of place, <422124>Luke
21:24 (1 Macc. 10:33; Tobit 1:10). c. figuratively, “to subjugate, bring
under control”: <471005>2 Corinthians 10:5 (on which passage see nohma, 2);
tina tini, <450723>Romans 7:23 (yet T Tr a etc. insert en before the dative);
“to take captive one’s mind, captivate”: gunaikaria, <550306>2 Timothy 3:6
(not Rec.) (Judith 16:9 to kallov authv hcmalwtise yuchn autou).
The word is used also in the Septuagint, Diodorus, Josephus, Plutarch,
Arrian, Heliodorus; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 442; (Winer’s Grammar, 91 (87);
Ellicott on 2 Timothy, the passage cited).*

{164} aicmalwtov, aicmalwton (from aicmh, a spear and alwtov,
verbal adjective from alwnai, properly, taken by the spear) (from
Aeschylus down), “captive”: <420418>Luke 4:18 (19).*

{165} aiwn, aiwnov, oJ (as if aie — poetic for aei — wn, so teaches
Aristotle, de caelo 1, 11, 9, vol. i., p. 279{a} 27; (so Proclus book iv. in
Plato, Timaeo, p. 241; and others); but more probable is the conjecture (cf.
Etymologicum Magnum 41, 11) that aiwn is so connected with ahmi “to
breathe, blow,” as to denote properly “that which causes life, vital force”;
cf. Harless on <490202>Ephesians 2:2). (But aiwn ( = aiFwn) is now generally
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connected with aiei, aei, Sanskrit evas (aivas), Latin aevum, Goth. aivs,
German ewig, English “aye, ever”; cf. Curtius, sec. 585; Fick, Part i., p. 27;
Vanicek, p. 79; Benfey, Wurzellex, i., p. 7f; Schleicher, Compend. edition
2, p. 400; Pott, Etymologicum Forsch., edition 2, 2:2, p. 442; Ebeling,
Lex. Homer under the word; Liddell and Scott, under the word aei;
Cremer, edd, 2, 3 ,4 (although in edition 1 he agreed with Prof. Grimm);
Pott and Fick, however, connect it with Sanskrit ayus rather than evas,
although both these forms are derived from i to go (see Pott, Sehleicher,
Fick, Vanicek, as above).) In Greek authors:

1. “age” (Latin aevum, which is aiwn with the Aeolic digamma), “a human
lifetime” (in Homer, Herodotus, Pindar, Tragic poets), “life itself” (Homer
Iliad 5, 685 me kai lipoi aiwn etc.).

2. “an unbroken age, perpetuity of time, eternity,” (Plato, Tim., p. 37 d. 38
a.; Tim. Locr., p. 97 d. (quoted below); Plutarch, others). With this
signification the Hebrew and rabbinical idea of the word µl;wO[l] (of which
in the Septuagint aiwn is the equivalent) combines in the Biblical and
ecclesiastical writings

Hence, in the N.T. used:

1. a. universally: in the phrases eiv ton aiwna, µl;wO[li (<010603>Genesis 6:3),
“forever,” <430651>John 6:51,58; 14:16; <580506>Hebrews 5:6; 6:20, etc.; and
strengthened eiv ton aiwna tou aiwnov, <580108>Hebrews 1:8 (from
<194407>Psalm 44:7 (<194507>Psalm 45:7) Alexandrian LXX, cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 36, 22 (Tobit 6:18; <198201>Psalm 82:18 (<198318>Psalm 83:18), etc.); eiv
aiwna, <650113>Jude 1:13; eiv hJmeran aiwnov unto the day which is eternity
(genitive of apposition), <610318>2 Peter 3:18 (cf. Sir. 18:10 (9)); with a
negation: “never,” <430414>John 4:14 (Lachmann in brackets); 8:51; 10:28;
11:26; 13:8; <460813>1 Corinthians 8:13; or “not for ever, not always,” <430835>John
8:35; eiv touv aiwnav, unto the ages, i.e., as long as time shall be (the
plural denotes the individual ages whose sum is eternity): (<420133>Luke 1:33);
<450125>Romans 1:25; 9:5; 11:36; (16:27 R G Tr WH); <471131>2 Corinthians 11:31;
<581308>Hebrews 13:8; eiv pantav touv aiwnav, <650125>Jude 1:25; eiv touv
aiwnav twn aiwnwn (in which expression the endless future is divided up
into various periods, the shorter of which are comprehended in the longer
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 36, 2; among the various phrases to express
duration composed of this word with preposition or adjuncts (which to the
number of more than fifteen are to be found in the Septuagint, cf. Vaughan
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on <450125>Romans 1:25), this combination of the double plural seems to be
peculiar to the N.T.)): (<451627>Romans 16:27 L T); <480105>Galatians 1:5;
(<500420>Philippians 4:20); <540117>1 Timothy 1:17; (<550418>2 Timothy 4:18; <600411>1 Peter
4:11); <660106>Revelation 1:6,18; 4:9f; 5:13; 7:12; 10:6; 11:15; 15:7; 19:3;
20:10; 22:5; eiv aiwnav aiwnwn, <661411>Revelation 14:11; oJ aiwn twn
aiwnwn the (whole) age embracing the (shorter) ages, <490321>Ephesians 3:21
(cf. Meyer (or Ellicott) at the passage); apo twn aiwnwn from the ages
down, from eternity, <510126>Colossians 1:26; <490309>Ephesians 3:9; pro twn
aiwnwn before time was, before the foundation of the world, <460207>1
Corinthians 2:7; proqesiv twn aiwnwn eternal purpose, <490311>Ephesians
3:11.

b. in hyperbolic and popular usage: apo tou aiwnov (ˆl;wO[me <010604>Genesis
6:4, cf. <053207>Deuteronomy 32:7) “from the most ancient time down (within
the memory of man), from of old,” <420170>Luke 1:70; <440321>Acts 3:21; 15:18
(Tobit 4:12 oJi paterev hJmwn apo tou aiwnov; Longinus, 34 touv ap’
aiwnov rhtorav); also ek tou aiwnov, <430932>John 9:32 (1 Esdr. 2:19,22
(23); Diodorus 4:83 of the temple of Venus thn, ex aiwnov archn
labon, 17, 1 touv ex aiwnov basileiv (excerpt. de legat, xl.), p. 632
thn ex aiwnov paradedomenhn eleuqerian).

2. by metonymy of the container for the contained, oJi aiwnev denotes
“the worlds, the universe,” i.e. the aggregate of things contained in time
(on the plural cf. Winer’s Grammar, 176 (166); Buttmann, 24 (21)):
<580102>Hebrews 1:2; 11:3; and (?) <540117>1 Timothy 1:17; (<661503>Revelation 15:3
WH text; cf. <19E413>Psalm 144:13 (<19E513>Psalm 145:13); Tobit 13:6,10; Sir.
36:22; Philo de plant. Noe sec. 12 twice; de mundo sec. 7; Josephus,
Antiquities 1, 18, 7; Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 61, 2; 35, 3 (pathr
twn aiwnwn); 55, 6 (Qeov twn aiwnwn); Apostolic Constitutions 7, 34;
see Abbot in Journal Society for Biblical Literature etc. i., p. 106 n.). So
aiwn in Sap. 13:9; 14:6; 18:4; the same use occurs in the Talmud,
Chaldee, Syriac, Arabic; cf. Bleek, Hebraerbr. ii., 1, p. 36ff; Gesenius,
Thesaurus ii., p. 1036; (cf. the use of oJi aiwnev in the Fathers, equivalent
to the world of mankind, e.g. Ignatius ad Ephesians 19, 2):

3. As the Jews distinguished µl;wO[h; hZ,hæ the time before the Messiah, and

µl;wO[hæ aB;hæ, the time after the advent of the Messiah (cf. Riehm, Lehrb.
d. Hebraerbr., p. 204ff; (Schürer, sec. 29, 9)), so most of the N.T. writers
distinguish oJ aiwn oJutov “this age” (also simply oJ aiwn, <401322>Matthew
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13:22; <410419>Mark 4:19 G L T Tr WH; oJ enestwv aiwn, <480104>Galatians 1:4; oJ
nun aiwn, <540617>1 Timothy 6:17; (<550410>2 Timothy 4:10); <560212>Titus 2:12), the
time before the appointed return or truly Messianic advent of Christ (i.e.,
the parousia, which see), the period of instability, weakness, impiety,
wickedness, calamity, misery — and aiwn mellwn “the future age” (also
oJ aiwn ekeinov, <422035>Luke 20:35; oJ aiwn oJ ercomenov, <421830>Luke 18:30;
<411030>Mark 10:30; oJi aiwnev oJi epercomenoi, <490207>Ephesians 2:7), i.e., the
age after the return of Christ in majesty, the period of the consummate
establishment of the divine kingdom and all its blessings: <401232>Matthew
12:32; <490121>Ephesians 1:21; cf. Fritzsche on Romans, vol. 3:22f. Hence, the
things of ‘this age’ are mentioned in the N.T. with censure: oJ aiwn oJutov,
by metonymy, men controlled by the thoughts and pursuits of this present
time, <451202>Romans 12:2, the same who are called uJioi tou aiwnov toutou
in <421608>Luke 16:8; 20:34; kata ton aiwna tou kosmou toutou
conformably to the age to which this (wicked) world belongs,
<490202>Ephesians 2:2 (cf. Trench, sec. 59 under the end); agapan ton nun
aiwna, <550410>2 Timothy 4:10 (see agapaw); arcontwn tou aiwnov
toutou, <460206>1 Corinthians 2:6 (see arcwn); oJ Qeov tou aiwnou toutou,
the devil, who rules the thoughts and deeds of the men of this age, <470404>2
Corinthians 4:4; aJi merimnai tou aiwnov, the anxieties for the things of
this age, <410419>Mark 4:19; plousiov en tw nun aiwni, rich in worldly
wealth, <540617>1 Timothy 6:17; sofia ... tou aiwnov toutou such wisdom
as belongs to this age — full of error, arrogant, hostile to the gospel, <460206>1
Corinthians 2:6; suzhththv tou aiwnou toutou, disputer, sophist, such
as we now find him, <460120>1 Corinthians 1:20; sunteleia tou aiwnou
toutou, the end, or rather consummation, of the age preceding Christ’s
return, with which will be connected the resurrection of the dead, the last
judgment, the demolition of this world and its restoration to a more
excellent condition (cf. 4 Esdr. 7:43), <401339>Matthew 13:39f,49; 24:3; 28:20;
it is called sunteleia twn aiwnwn in <580926>Hebrews 9:26 (so Test xii.
Patr., test. Levi 10, test. Benj. 11 (cf. Vorstman, p. 133)); ta telh twn
aiwnwn the ends (last part) of the ages before the return of Christ, <461011>1
Corinthians 10:11; dunameiv tou mellontov aiwnov, powers which
present themselves from the future or divine order of things, i.e., the Holy
Spirit, <580605>Hebrews 6:5; tou aiwnov ekeinou tucein, to partake of the
blessings of the future age, <422035>Luke 20:35. Among the N.T. writers James
does not use the word aiwn.
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(On the word in its relation to kosmov see Trench, sec. 59: Its biblical
sense and its relation to µl;wO[l] are discussed by Stuart, Exeget. Essays on
Words relating to Future Punishment, Andover, 1830 (and Presbyterian
Publishing Committee, Philadelphia); Tayler Lewis in Lange’s Commentary
on Ecclesiastes, pp. 44-51; J. W. Hanson, Aion-Aionios (pp. 174),
Chicago, 1880. See especially E. Abbot, Literature of the Doctrine of a
Future Life, etc. (New York, 1867), Index of subjects, under the word For
its meanings in ecclesiastical writings see Suicer, Thesaurus Ecclesiastes i.
col. 140ff, cf. ii. col 1609; Huet, Origeniana (Appendix to Vol. iv. of
Deuteronomy la Rue’s Origen) book ii. c. ii. quaest. 11, sec. 26. Its use in
Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristotle, Plato,
Tim. Locr., is exhibited in detail by E. S. Goodwin in the Christ. Exam. for
March and May, 1831, March and May, 1832. “On aiwn as “the complete
period,” either of each particular life or of all existence, see Aristotle, cael.
1, 9, 15; on aiwn and cronov, cf. Philo (quis rer. div. her. sec. 34) i. 496,
18f; (de mut. nom. sec. 47) i. 619, 10f.” Liddell and Scott, edition 6; see
also Philo de alleg. leg. iii. 8; quod deus immut. sec. 6 at the end; de
secular sec. 11; de praem, et poen. sec. 15; and (de mund, opif. sec. 7)
especially J. G. Muller, Philo’s Lehre v. d. Weltschopfung, p. 168 (Berl.
1864). Schmidt (chapter 44) gives the distinction, for substance, as
follows: both words denote the abstract idea of time and with special
reference to its extent or duration; cronov is the general designation for
time, which can be divided up into portions, each of which is in its turn a
cronov; on the other hand, aiwn, which in the concrete and simple
language of Homer (Pindar and the Tragedians) denotes the allotted
lifetime, even the life, of the individual (Iliad 4, 478 minunqadiov de oJi
aiwn etc.), in Attic prose differs from cronov by denoting time unlimited
and boundless, which is not conceived of as divisible into aiwnev (contrast
here biblical usage and see below), but rather into cronoi. In philosophical
speech it is without beginning also. Cf. Tim. Locr. 97 c. d. cronw de ta
merea tasde tav periodwv legonti, av ekosmhsen oJ Qeov sun
kosmw. Ou gar hn pro kosmw astra. Dioper oud eniautov oud’
wJran periodoi, aJiv metrhtai oJ gennatov cronov oJutov. Eikwn de
esti tw agennatw cronw, oJn aiwna potagoreuomev. WJv gar pot’
aidion paradeigma, ton idanikon kosmon, oJde oJ wranov egennaqh,
outwv wJv prov paradeigma, ton aiwna, oJde oJ cronov sun kosmw
edamiourghqh — after Plato, Timaeus, p. 37 d. (where see Stallbaum’s
note and references); Isocrates 8, 34 touv parousi met’ eusebeiav kai
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dikaiosunhv zwntav (oJrw) en te toiv parousi cronoiv asfalwv
diagontav kai peri tou sumpantov aiwnov hJdiouv tav elpidav
econtav. The adjective acronov independent of time, above and beyond
all time, is synonymous with aiwniov; where time (with its subdivisions
and limitations) ends eternity begins: Nonnus, metaph, evang. Johan. 1:1,
acronov hn, akichtov, en arrhtw logov arch. Thoroughly Platonic in
cast are the definitions of Gregory of Nazianzus (orat. xxxviii. 8) aiwn
gar oute cronov oute cronou ti merov. Oude gar metrhton, all’
oJper, hJmin oJ cronov hJliou fora metroumenov, touto toiv aidioiv
aiwn, to sumparekteinomenon toiv ousin oJion ti cronikon kinhma
kai diasthma (Suicer as above). So Clement of Alexandria, strom., i. 13,
p. 756 a., Migne edition, OJ g’ oun aiwn tou cronou to mellon kai to
enestwv, autar dh kai to parwchkov akariaiwv sunisthsi.
Instances from extra-biblical writings of the use of aiwn in the plural are:
ton ap’ aiwnwn muqon, Anthol. vol iii., part ii., p. 55, Jacobs edition; eiv
aiwnav, ibid. vol. iv. epigr. 492; ek peritrophv aiwnwn, Josephus, b. j.
3, 8, 5; eiv aiwnav diamenei, Sextus Empiricus, adv. Phys. i. 62. The
discussions which have been raised respecting the word may give interest
to additional references to its use by Philo and Josephus. Philo: oJ pav
(aJpav, sumpav) or pav (etc.) oJ aiwn: de alleg. leg. iii. sec. 70; de
cherub. sec. I (a noteworthy passage, cf. de congressu ernd. sec. 11 and
references under the word qanatov); de sacrif. Ab. et Caini sec. 11; quod
det. pot. sec. 48; quod deus immut. sec. 1, sec. 24; de plantat. sec. 27; de
sobrietate sec. 13; de migr. Abr. sec. 2; de secular sec. 9; de mut. nom.
sec. 34; de somn. ii., sec. 15, sec. 31, sec. 38; de legat. ad Gaium sec. 38;
(oJ) makrov aiwn: de sacrif. Ab et Caini sec. 21; de ebrietate sec. 47; de
secular sec. 20; aiwn mhkistov: de sobrietate sec. 5; de secular sec. 21; oJ
apeirov aiwn: de legat, ad Gaium sec. 11; oJ emprosqen aiwn: de
praem, et. poen. sec. 6; aiwn poluv: de Abrah. sec. 46; tiv aiwn: de
merc. meretr. sec. 1; di’ aiwn: de cerub. sec. 26; de plantat. sec. 27; eiv
ton aiwn: de gigant. sec. 5; en (tw) aiwnw: de mut. nom. sec. 2 (twice)
(note the restriction); quod deus immut. sec. 6; ex aiwn: de somn. 1 sec.
3; ep’ aiwnov: de plantat. sec. 12 (twice); de mundo sec. 7; pro aiwnov:
de mut. nom. sec. 2; prov aiwnon: de mut. nom. sec. 11; (oJ) aiwn: de
secular sec. 18; de alleg. leg. iii. sec. 70; de cherub. sec. 22; de migr. Abr.
sec. 22; de somn. i., sec. 18, sec. 22; de Josepho sec. 5; de vita Moys. ii.
sec. 3; de decalogo sec. 14; de victimis sec. 3; fragment in Mang. 2:660
(Richter vi., p. 219); de plantat. sec. 12 (bis); de mundo sec. 7. Josephus:
(oJ) pav aiwn: Antiquities 1, 18, 7; 3, 8, 10; contra Apion 2, 11, 3; 2, 22,
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1; makrov aiwn: Antiquities 2, 7, 3; poluv aiwn: contra Apion 2, 31, I;
tosoutov aiwn: contra Apion 1, 8, 4; plhqov aiwnov: Antiquities
prooem. sec. 3; ap’ aiwnov: b. j. prooem. sec. 4; di’ aiwnov: Antiquities
1, 18, 8; 4, 6; 4; b. j. 6, 2, 1; eiv (ton) aiwnon: Antiquities 4, 8, 18; 5, 1,
27; 7, 9, 5; 7, 14, 5; ex aiwnon: b. j. 5, 10, 5; (oJ) aiwn: Antiquities 19, 2,
2; b. j. 1, 21, 10; plural (see above) 3, 8, 5. See aiwniov.)

{166} aiwniov, aiwnion, and (in <530216>2 Thessalonians 2:16; <580912>Hebrews
9:12; <042513>Numbers 25:13; Plato, Tim., p. 38 b. (see below); Diodorus 1:1;
(cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 157; Winer’s Grammar, 69 (67); Buttmann, 26
(23))) aiwniov, aiwnia, aiwnion (aiwn);

1. “without beginning or end, that which always has been and always will
be”: Qeov, <451626>Romans 16:26 (oJ monov aiwniov, 2 Macc. 1:25); pneuma,
<580914>Hebrews 9:14.

2. “without beginning”: cronoiv aiwnioiv, <451625>Romans 16:25; pro
cronwn aiwniwn, <550109>2 Timothy 1:9; <560102>Titus 1:2; euaggelion, a gospel
whose subject-matter is eternal, i.e., the saving purpose of God adopted
from eternity, <661406>Revelation 14:6.

3. “without end, never to cease, everlasting”: <470418>2 Corinthians 4:18
(opposed to proskairov); aiwnion auton, joined to thee forever as a
sharer of the same eternal life, <570115>Philemon 1:15; barov doxhv, <470417>2
Corinthians 4:17; basileia, <610111>2 Peter 1:11; doxa, <550210>2 Timothy 2:10;
<600510>1 Peter 5:10; zwh (see zwh, 2 b.); klhronomia, <580915>Hebrews 9:15;
lutrwsiv, <580912>Hebrews 9:12; paraklhsiv, <530216>2 Thessalonians 2:16;
skhnai, abodes to be occupied forever, <421609>Luke 16:9 (the habitations of
the blessed in heaven are referred to, cf. <431402>John 14:2 (also, dabo eis
tabernacula aeterna, quae praeparaveram illis, 4 Esdras (Fritzsche, 5
Esdr.) 2:11); similarly Hades is called aiwniov topov, Tobit 3:6, cf.
<211205>Ecclesiastes 12:5); swthria, <580509>Hebrews 5:9; (so Mark 16 (WH) in
the (rejected) ‘Shorter Conclusion’). Opposite ideas are: kolasiv,
<402546>Matthew 25:46; krima, <580602>Hebrews 6:2; krisiv, <410329>Mark 3:29 (Rec.
(but L T WH Tr text aJmarthmatov; in Acta Thom. sec. 47, p. 227 Tdf.,
estai soi touto eiv afesin aJmartiwn kai lutron aiwniwn
paraptwmatwn, it has been plausibly conjectured we should read
lutron, aiwnion (cf. <580912>Hebrews 9:12))); oleqrov (Lachmann text
oleqriov, <530109>2 Thessalonians 1:9 (4 Macc. 10:15); pur, <402541>Matthew
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25:41 (4 Macc. 12:12 aiwniw puri kai basanoiv, aJi eiv oJlon ton
aiwna ouk arnhsousi se).

(Of the examples of aiwniov from Philo (with whom it is less common
than aidiov, which see, of which there are some fifty instances) the
following are noteworthy: de mut. nora. sec. 2; de caritate sec. 17;
kolasiv aiwniov fragment in Mang. 2:667 at the end (Richter 6:229
middle); cf. de praem, et poen. sec. 12. Other examples are de alleg, leg.
iii., sec. 70; de poster. Caini sec. 35; quod deus immut. sec. 30; quis rer.
div. her. sec. 58; de congressu quaer, erud. sec. 19; de secular sec 38; de
somn. ii. sec. 43; de Josepho sec. 24; quod omn. prob. book sec. 4, sec. 18;
de ebrietate sec. 32; de Abrah. sec. 10; zwh aiwniov: de secular sec. 15;
Qeov (oJ) aiwniov: de plantat. sec. 2, sec. 18 (twice), sec. 20 (twice); de
mundo sec. 2. from Josephus: Antiquities 7, 14, 5; 12, 7, 3; 15, 10, 5; b. j.
1, 33, 2; 6, 2, I; kleov aiwn Antiquities 4, 6, 5; b. j. 3, 8, 5, mnhmh ai.:
Antiquities 1, 13, 4; 6, 14, 4; 10, 11, 7; 15, 11, 1; oikon men aiwnion
eceiv (of God), Antiquities 8, 4, 2; efulacqh oJ Iwannhv desmoiv
aiwnioiv, b. j. 6, 9, 4.

Synonyms: aidiov, aiwniov: aidiov covers the complete philosophic
idea — without beginning and without end; also either without beginning
or without end; as respects the past, it is applied to what has existed “time
out of mind.” aiwniov (from Plato on) gives prominence to the
immeasurableness of eternity (while such words as sunechv continuous,
unintermitted, diatelhv perpetual, lasting to the end, are not so applicable
to an abstract term, like aiwn); aiwniov accordingly is especially adapted
to supersensuous things, see the N.T. Cf. Tim. Locr. 96 c. Qeon de ton
men aiwnion nwv oJrh monov etc.; Plato, Tim. 37 d. (and Stallbaum at the
passage); 38 b. c.; legg. x., p. 904 a. anwleqron de on genomenon, all’
ouk aiwnion. Cf. also Plato’s diaiwniov (Tim. 38 b.; 39 e.). Schmidt,
chapter 45.)

{167} akaqarsia, akaqarsiav, hJ (akaqartov) (from Hippocrates
down), “uncleanness”; a. physical: <402327>Matthew 23:27. b. in a moral sense,
the impurity of lustful, luxurious, profligate living: <450124>Romans 1:24; 6:19;
<471221>2 Corinthians 12:21; <480519>Galatians 5:19; <490419>Ephesians 4:19; 5:3;
<510305>Colossians 3:5; <520407>1 Thessalonians 4:7; used of impure motives in <520203>1
Thessalonians 2:3. (Demosthenes, p. 553, 12.) Cf. Tittmann i., p. 150f.*
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{168} akaqarthv, akaqarthtov, hJ, “impurity”: <661704>Revelation 17:4, —
not found elsewhere, and the true reading here is ta akaqarta thv.*

{169} akaqartov, akaqarton (kaqairw) (from Sophocles down), in
the Septuagint equivalent to amef;, “not cleansed, unclean”; a. in a
ceremonial sense, that which must be abstained from according to the
levitical law, lest impurity be contracted: <441014>Acts 10:14; 11:8 (of food);
<441028>Acts 10:28; <460714>1 Corinthians 7:14 (of men); <470617>2 Corinthians 6:17
(from <235211>Isaiah 52:11, of things pertaining to idolatry); <661802>Revelation 18:2
(of birds), b. in a moral sense, “unclean in thought and life” (frequent in
Plato): <490505>Ephesians 5:5; ta akaqarta thv porneiav, <661704>Revelation
17:4 (according to the true reading); pneumata, demons, bad angels (in
twenty-three passages of the Gospels, Acts, and Revelation): <401001>Matthew
10:1; 12:43; <410123>Mark 1:23,26; 3:11, etc.; <420433>Luke 4:33,36; 6:18, etc.;
<440516>Acts 5:16; 8:7; <661613>Revelation 16:13; 18:2 (pneumata ponhra in
<401245>Matthew 12:45; <420721>Luke 7:21; 8:2; 11:26; <441912>Acts 19:12f,15f).

{170} akaireomai, akairoumai: (imperfect hkairoumhn); (akairov
inopportune); “to lack opportunity,” (opposed to eukairew):
<500410>Philippians 4:10. (Photius, Suidas, Zonaras (1118 A. D.); akairein,
Diodorus excerp. Vatican edition Mai, p. 30 (fragment 1. x., sec. 7,
Dindorf edition).)*

{171} akairwv (kairov), adverb, “unseasonably,” (A.V. “out of
season”) (opposed to eukairwv): <550402>2 Timothy 4:2 (whether seasonable
for men or not). (Sir. 35:4; (Aeschylus Ag. 808); Plato, de rep. x., p. 606
b.; Tim. 33 a.; 86 c.; Xenophon, Ephesians 5, 7; Josephus, Antiquities 6, 7,
2, others.)*

{172} akakov, akakon (kakov);

a. “without guile” or “fraud, harmless; free from guilt”: <580726>Hebrews 7:26;
(cf. Clement, fragment 8, Jacobson edition (Lightfoot S. Clement of Rome
etc., p. 219): akakov oJ Pathr pneuma edwken akakon).

b. “fearing no evil from others, distrusting no one,” (cf. English
“guileless”): <451618>Romans 16:18. ((Aeschylus) Plato, Demosthenes,
Polybius, others; the Septuagint) (Cf. Trench, sec. lvi.; Tittmann i., p.
27f.)*

{173} akanqa, akanqhv, hJ (akh a point (but see in akmh));
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a. a “thorn bramble-bush, brier”: <400716>Matthew 7:16; <420644>Luke 6:44;
<580608>Hebrews 6:8; eiv tav akanqav i.e. “among the seeds of thorns,”
<401322>Matthew 13:22; <410407>Mark 4:7 (L margin: epi), 18 (Tdf. epi); <420814>Luke
8:14 (<420807>Luke 8:7 en mesw twn akanqwn); epi tav akanqav, i.e. upon
ground in which seeds of thorns were lying hidden, <401307>Matthew 13:7.

b. “a thorny plant”: stefanon ex akanqwn, <402729>Matthew 27:29; <431902>John
19:2 — for bare thorns might have caused delirium or even death; what
species of plant is referred to, is not clear. Some boldly read akanqwn,
from akanqov, “acanthus, bear’s foot”; but the meaning of akanqa is
somewhat comprehensive even in secular writings cf. the classical Greek
Lexicons under the word (On the “Crown of thorns” see BB. DD. under
the word, and for references McClintock and Strong’s Cyclopaedia.)*

{174} akanqinov, akanqinon (akanqa; Cf. amarantinov), “thorny,
woven out of the twigs of a thorny plant”: <411517>Mark 15:17; <431905>John 19:5.
(<233413>Isaiah 34:13.) Cf. the preceding word.*

{175} akarpov, akarpon (karpov) (from Aeschylus down), “without
fruit, barren”;

1. properly: dendra, <650112>Jude 1:12.

2. metaphorically, “not yielding what it ought to yield,” (A.V. “unfruitful”):
<401322>Matthew 13:22; <410419>Mark 4:19; destitute of good deeds, <560314>Titus 3:14;
<610108>2 Peter 1:8; contributing nothing to the instruction, improvement,
comfort, of others, <461414>1 Corinthians 14:14; by litotes “pernicious,”
<490511>Ephesians 5:11 (Sap. 15:4; cf. Grimm on Sap. 1:11).*

{176} akatagnwstov, akatagnwston (kataginwskw), “that cannot
be condemned, not to be censured”: <560208>Titus 2:8. (2 Macc. 4:47, and
several times in ecclesiastical writings.)*

{177} akatakaluptov, akatakalupton (katakaluptw), “not
covered, unveiled”: <461105>1 Corinthians 11:5,13. (Polybius 15, 27, 2; (the
Septuagint, Philo).)*

{178} akatakritov, akatakriton (katakrinw), “uncondemned”;
punished without being tried: <441637>Acts 16:37; 22:25. (Not found in secular
writings.)*
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{179} akatalutov, akataluton (kataluw), “indissoluble; not subject
to destruction,” (A.V. “endless”): zwn, <580716>Hebrews 7:16. (4 Macc. 10:11;
Dionysius Halicarnassus 10, 31.)*

{180} akatapastov, akatapaston — found only in <610214>2 Peter 2:14 in
manuscripts A and B, from which L WH Tr marginal reading have adopted
it instead of the Rec. akatapaustouv, which see It may be derived from
pateomai, perfect pepasmai, “to taste, eat”; whence akatapastov
“insatiable”. In secular writings katapastov (which Alexander Buttmann
(1873) conjectures may have been the original reading) signifies
“besprinkled, soiled,” from katapassw “to besprinkle.” For a fuller
discussion of this various reading see Buttmann, 65 (57) (and WH’s
Appendix, p. 170).*

{180} akatapaustov, akatapauston (katapauw), “unable to stop,
unceasing”; passively, “not quieted, that cannot be quieted”; with the
genitive of thing (on which cf Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 4), <610214>2 Peter
2:14 (R G T Tr txt) (eyes not quieted with sin, namely, which they commit
with adulterous look). (Polybius, Diodorus, Josephus, Plutarch)*

{181} akatastasia, akatastasiav, hJ (akatastatov), “instability, a
state of disorder, disturbance, confusion”: <461433>1 Corinthians 14:33;
<590316>James 3:16; (Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 14, 1; (<202628>Proverbs
26:28; Tobit 4:13)); plural “disturbances, disorders”: of dissensions, <471220>2
Corinthians 12:20; of seditions, <470605>2 Corinthians 6:5 (Cf. Meyer at the
passage); of the tumults or commotions of war, <422109>Luke 21:9 (Polybius,
Dionysius Halicarnassus).*

{182} akatastatov, akatastaton (kaqisthmi), “unstable, inconstant,
restless”: <590108>James 1:8, and L T Tr WH in 3:8 also, but less fitly; (cf.
Hermae Past. l. ii. mand. 2, 3 ponhron pneuma estin hJ katalalia,
kai akatastaton daimonion, mhdepote eirhneuon, alla etc.).
((Hippocrates and others) Polybius 7, 4, 6, others (the Septuagint <235411>Isaiah
54:11).)*

{183} akatascetov, akatasceton (katecw, to restrain, control), “that
cannot be restrained”: <590308>James 3:8 R G. (<183111>Job 31:11; 3 Macc. 6:17;
Diodorus 17, 38 akatascetov dakrua, others.)*
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{184} Akeldama, or Akeldamac (Lachmann), (or AJkeldama WH (see
their Introductory sec. 408)), or Aceldamac (T Tr), from Chaldean lqæj}
am;D] (field of blood), “Akeldama”: <440119>Acts 1:19; see aJima, 2 a. (B. D.
under the word; especially Kautzsch, Gram., pp. 8 173).*

{185} akeraiov, akeraion (kerannumi); a. “unmixed, pure,” as wine,
metals, b. of the mind, “without admixture of evil, free from guile,
innocent, simple”: <401016>Matthew 10:16; <451619>Romans 16:19; <504415>Philippians
2:15; (and frequent in secular writings). (Cf. Ellicott on Philippians, the
passage cited; Trench, sec. lvi.; Tittmann 1:27f.)*

{186} aklinhv, aklinev (klinw), “not inclining, firm, unmoved”:
<581023>Hebrews 10:23. (Frequent in secular writings.)*

{187} akmazw: 1 aorist hkmasa; (akmh); “to flourish, come to
maturity”: <661418>Revelation 14:18. (Very frequent in secular writings.)*

{188} akmh, akmhv, hJ (cf. akh (on the accent cf. Chandler sec. 116; but
the word is ‘a mere figment of the grammarians,’ Pape (yet cf. Liddell and
Scott) under the word), aicmh, Latin acies, acuo) among the Greeks a.
properly, “a point,” to prick with (cf. (the classic) aicmh), b. “extremity,
climax, acme, highest degree,” c. “the present point of time.” Hence,
accusative (Winer’s Grammar, 230 (216), 464 (432f); Buttmann, 153
(134)) akmhn with adverbial force, equivalent to epi, “even now, even
yet”: <401516>Matthew 15:16. (Theocritus, id. 4, 60; Polybius 4, 36, 8; Strat.
epigr. 3, p. 101, Lipsius edition; Strabo 1. i. (c. 3 prol.), p. 56; Plutarch, de
glor. Athen. 2, 85, others) Cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 123.*

{189} akoh, akohv, hJ, (from an assumed perfect form hkoa, cf. agora
above (but cf. epic akoun; Curtius, p. 555));

1. “hearing,” by which one perceives sounds; “sense of hearing” <461217>1
Corinthians 12:17; <610208>2 Peter 2:8. Hebraistically, akoh akouein “by
hearing to hear,” i.e., to perceive by hearing, <401314>Matthew 13:14; <442826>Acts
28:26 (<230609>Isaiah 6:9); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 8 Rem. 3, p. 339; sec.
54, 3, p. 466; (Buttmann, 183f (159)).

2. “the organ of hearing, the ear”: <410735>Mark 7:35; <420701>Luke 7:1; <550403>2
Timothy 4:3,4; <441720>Acts 17:20; <580511>Hebrews 5:11.

3. “a thing heard”;
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a. “instruction,” namely oral; specifically, “the preaching of the gospel,”
(A.V. text “report”): <431238>John 12:38; <451016>Romans 10:16f (tiv episteuse
th akoh hJmwn; from <235301>Isaiah 53:1, Hebrew h[;Wmv], which in <100404>2
Samuel 4:4, etc., is rendered aggelia); akoh pistewv “preaching” on the
necessity “of faith,” (German Glaubenspredigt), <480302>Galatians 3:2,5; logov
akohv equivalent to logov akousqeiv (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 531
(494f)): <520213>1 Thessalonians 2:13; <580402>Hebrews 4:2.

b. “hearsay, report, rumor”; tinov, “concerning anyone”: <400424>Matthew
4:24; 14:1; 24:6; <410128>Mark 1:28; 13:7. (Frequent in Greek writings.)*

{190} akolouqew, akolouqw; future akolouqhsw; imperfect
hkolouqoun; 1 aorist hkolouqhsa; perfect hkolouqhka (<411028>Mark
10:28 L T Tr WH); (from akolouqov, and this from a copulative and
keleuqov road, properly, walking the same road);

1. “to follow” one who precedes, “join him as his attendant, accompany”
him: <400425>Matthew 4:25; 8:19; 9:19; 27:55; <410307>Mark 3:7; 5:24 (37
Lachmann); 14:51 (R G); <422239>Luke 22:39,54; 23:27; <430137>John 1:37f, 43
(44); 6:2; 18:15; 20:6, etc.; <441208>Acts 12:8; 13:43; 21:36; <461004>1 Corinthians
10:4; distinguished from proagein in <402109>Matthew 21:9; <411109>Mark 11:9;
tropically, ta erga autwn akolouqei met’ autwn, their good deeds will
accompany them to the presence of God the judge to be rewarded by him,
<661413>Revelation 14:13; on the other hand, hkolouqhsan authv aJi
aJmartiai acri tou ouranou, <661805>Revelation 18:5, but here for
hkolouqhsan G L T Tr WH have restored ekollhqhsan; (shmeia toiv
pisteusasin akolouqhsei tauta, <411617>Mark 16:17 Tr WH text (where
others parakolouqew, which see)). to follow one “in time, succeed one”:
<661408>Revelation 14:8f. (Herodian, 1, 14, 12 (6) ta goun akolouqhsanta,
others). Since among the ancients disciples were accustomed to accompany
their masters on their walks and journeys — (others derive the usage that
follows from the figurative sense of the word directly; cf. e.g. 2 Macc. 8:36
to akolouqein toiv nomoiv; M. Antoninus 1. vii. sec. 31 akolouqhson
qew, and Gataker at the passage), akolouqew denotes

2. “to join one as a disciple, become” or “be his disciple; side with his
party,” (A.V. “follow” him): <400420>Matthew 4:20,22; 9:9; 19:27f; <410118>Mark
1:18; 8:34; <420511>Luke 5:11,27, etc.; <430812>John 8:12 (where Jesus likens himself
to a torch which the disciple follows); ouk akolouqei hJmin he is not of
our band of thy disciples, <410938>Mark 9:38 “to cleave steadfastly to one,
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conform wholly to his example, in living and if need be in dying also”:
<401038>Matthew 10:38; 16:24; <431226>John 12:26; 21:22. This verb is not found in
the Epistles except in <461004>1 Corinthians 10:4. As in the classics, it is joined
mostly with a dative of the object; sometimes with meta tinov, <420949>Luke
9:49; <660608>Revelation 6:8 (Treg. marginal reading dative); 14:13; (so also in
Greek writings; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 353f; (Rutherford, New Phryn., p.
458f)); opisw tinov, <401038>Matthew 10:38; <410834>Mark 8:34 (where R L WH
Tr marginal reading elqein), Hebrew Ëlæh; yræj}aæ ynilop], cf. <111921>1 Kings
19:21; see Winer’s Grammar, 234 (219); (Buttmann, 172 (150), cf.
akolouqew katopin tinov, Aristophanes Plutarch, 13. Compare:
exakolouqew, epakolouqew, katakolouqew, parakolouqew,
sunakolouqew).

{191} akouw (on the use of the present in a perfect sense cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 274f (258); Buttmann, 203 (176)); imperfect hkouon; future (in
best Greek usage) akousomai, <430525>John 5:25 R G L, 28 R G L; <440322>Acts
3:22; 7:37 R G; 17:32; (21:22); 25:22; 28:28; (<451014>Romans 10:14 Tdf.),
and (a later form) akousw, <401219>Matthew 12:19; 13:14 (both from the
Septuagint); (<431016>John 10:16; 16:13 Tr WH marginal reading; <442826>Acts
28:26); <451014>Romans 10:14 (R G); and T Tr WH in <430525>John 5:25,28 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 82 (79); Buttmann, 53 (46) (Veitch, under the word));
(1 aorist hkousa, <430332>John 3:32, etc.); perfect akhkoa; passive (present
akouomai; 1 future akousqhsomai; 1 aorist hkousqhn; (from Homer
down); “to hear.”

I. absolutely

1. “to be endowed with the faculty of hearing” (not deaf): <410737>Mark 7:37;
<420722>Luke 7:22; <401105>Matthew 11:5.

2. “to attend to” (use the faculty of hearing), “consider” what is or has
been said. So in exhortations: akouete, <410403>Mark 4:3; akousate,
<590205>James 2:5; oJ ecwn wta akouein akouetw, <401115>Matthew 11:15; 13:9
(in both T WH omit; Tr brackets akouein); <410423>Mark 4:23; <421435>Luke 14:35
(34); oJ ecwn ouv akousatw, <660207>Revelation 2:7,11,17,29; 3:6,13,22, etc.

3. tropically, “to understand, perceive the sense of what is said”:
<401315>Matthew 13:15f; <410818>Mark 8:18; <461402>1 Corinthians 14:2.

II. with an object (Buttmann, sec. 132, 17; Winer’s Grammar, 199 (187f));
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1. akouw ti, “to hear something”;

a. to perceive by the ear what is announced in one’s presence (“to hear”
immediately): thn fwnhn, <401219>Matthew 12:19; <430308>John 3:8; Revelation iv.
1; 5:11; 18:4; <442209>Acts 22:9, etc.; ton aspasmon, <420141>Luke 1:41 (cf.
<420144>Luke 1:44); Galilaian, the name ‘Galilee,’ <422306>Luke 23:6 (T WH
omits; Tr mrg; brackets Galilaian; cf. Buttmann, 166 (145));
anastasin nekrwn, the phrase ‘anastasin nekrwn,’ <441732>Acts 17:32;
ton logon, <410536>Mark 5:36 (R G L) (on this passage see parakouw, 2);
<401922>Matthew 19:22; <430524>John 5:24, etc.; touv logouv, <440222>Acts 2:22; 5:24;
<400724>Matthew 7:24; rhmata, <471204>2 Corinthians 12:4; ti legousin,
<402116>Matthew 21:16; passive, <400218>Matthew 2:18; <661822>Revelation 18:22f; ti ek
tinov, <471206>2 Corinthians 12:6 (R G); followed by oJti (Buttmann, 300
(257f)), <442202>Acts 22:2; <411611>Mark 16:11; <430442>John 4:42; 14:28.

b. “to get by hearinq, learn” (from the mouth of the teacher or narrator):
<441517>Acts 15:17; <401027>Matthew 10:27 (oJ eiv to ouv akouete, what is taught
you secret); <451521>Romans 15:21; <490113>Ephesians 1:13; <510106>Colossians 1:6;
<431424>John 14:24; <620207>1 John 2:7,24; 3:11; Criston i.e. to become acquainted
with Christ from apostolic teaching, <490421>Ephesians 4:21 (cf. maqein ton
Criston, <490420>Ephesians 4:20 (Buttmann, 166 (144) note; Winer’s
Grammar, 199 (187) note)); passive, <421203>Luke 12:3; <580201>Hebrews 2:1; ti
with the genitive of person from whom one hears, <440104>Acts 1:4; ti para
tinov, <430826>John 8:26,40; 15:15; <441022>Acts 10:22; 28:22; <550202>2 Timothy 2:2
(Thucydides 6, 93; Xenophon, an. 1, 2, 5 (here Dindorf omits para);
Plato, rep. 6, p. 506 d., others; (Buttmann, 186 (145); Winer’s Grammar,
199 (188))); (para tinov, without an object expressed, <430140>John 1:40
(41)); ek tinov, <431234>John 12:34 (ek tou nomou, from attendance on its
public reading); apo with the genitive of person, <620105>1 John 1:5; with peri
tinov added, <440913>Acts 9:13; followed by oJti, <400521>Matthew
5:21,27,33,38,43.

c. akouw ti, “a thing comes to one’s ears, to find out (by hearsay), learn,”
(“hear” ((of)) mediately): with the accusative of thing, ta erga,
<401102>Matthew 11:2; oJsa epoiei, <410308>Mark 3:8 (Treg. text poiei);
polemouv, <422109>Luke 21:9; <402406>Matthew 24:6; <411307>Mark 13:7; “to learn,”
absol, viz. what has just been mentioned: <400203>Matthew 2:3; 22:7 (R L);
<410217>Mark 2:17; 3:21; <480113>Galatians 1:13; <490115>Ephesians 1:15; <510104>Colossians
1:4; <570105>Philemon 1:5, etc. followed by oJti, <400222>Matthew 2:22; 4:12; 20:30;
<410655>Mark 6:55; 10:47; <430447>John 4:47; 9:35; 11:6; 12:12; <480123>Galatians 1:23;
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peri tinov, <410725>Mark 7:25; ti peri tinov, <420909>Luke 9:9; 16:2; 23:8 (R G
L); followed by an accusative with participle (Buttmann, 303 (260)):
<420423>Luke 4:23; <440712>Acts 7:12; <530311>2 Thessalonians 3:11; <640104>3 John 1:4;
followed by an accusative with an infinitive in two instances (cf. Buttmann,
the passage cited): <431218>John 12:18; <461118>1 Corinthians 11:18. passive:
<441122>Acts 11:22 (hkousqh oJ logov eiv ta wta thv ekklhsiav was
brought to the ears); <460501>1 Corinthians 5:1 (akouetai porneia en uJmin);
<402814>Matthew 28:14 (ean akousqh touto epi (L Tr WH marginal reading
uJpo) tou hJgemonov); <410201>Mark 2:1; <430932>John 9:32 hkousqh oJti.

d. “to give ear to” teaching or teacher: touv logouv, <401014>Matthew 10:14;
to follow with attentive hearing, ton logon, <430843>John 8:43; ta rhmata
tou Qeou, <430847>John 8:47.

e. “to comprehend, understand,” (like Latin “audio”): <410433>Mark 4:33;
<480421>Galatians 4:21 ((Lachmann marginal reading anaginwskete) yet cf.
Meyer at the passage); (<011107>Genesis 11:7).

2. akouein is not joined with the genitive of the object unless one hear the
person or thing with his own ears (Buttmann, 166 (114));

a. with the genitive of a person; simply;

[a.] “to perceive anyone’s voice”: oJu, i.e., of Christ, whose voice is
heard in the instruction of his messengers (<421016>Luke 10:16), <451014>Romans
10:14 (Winer’s Grammar, 199 (187) note{2}),

[b.] “to give ear to one, listen, hearken,” (German ihm zuhoren, ihn
anhoren): <400209>Matthew 2:9; <410714>Mark 7:14; 12:37; <420246>Luke 2:46; 10:16;
15:1; 19:48; 21:38; <441732>Acts 17:32; 24:24 (in both these passages tinov
peri tinov); 25:22; <430660>John 6:60.

[g.] “to yield to,” hear and obey, “hear to one,” (German auf einen
horen): <401705>Matthew 17:5 (<410907>Mark 9:7; <420935>Luke 9:35); <430329>John 3:29;
10:8; <440322>Acts 3:22f; 4:19; 7:37 (R G); <620405>1 John 4:5f. Hence,

[d.] its use by John in the sense “to listen to, have regard to,” of God
answering the prayers of men: <430931>John 9:31; 11:41; <620514>1 John 5:14f
(the Septuagint render [mæv; by eisakouw).

[e.] with the genitive of person and participle (Buttmann, 301 (259)):
<411458>Mark 14:58; <421836>Luke 18:36; <430137>John 1:37; 7:32; <440206>Acts 2:6,11;
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<661605>Revelation 16:5; hkousa tou qusiasthriou legontov,
<661607>Revelation 16:7 G L T (Tr WH the Sinaiticus manuscript), a poetic
personification; cf. DeWette at the passage, Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30,
11.

b. with the genitive of a thing: thv blasfhmiav, <411464>Mark 14:64
(Lachmann thn blasfhmian, as in <402665>Matthew 26:65; the accusative
merely denotes the object; thv blasfhmiav is equiv, in sense to autou
blasfhmountov (cf. Buttmann, 166 (145))); twn logwn, <420647>Luke 6:47
(<400724>Matthew 7:24 touv logouv); <430740>John 7:40 (L T Tr WH the Sinaiticus
manuscript, but R G ton logon (cf. Buttmann, as above)); sumfwniav
kai corwn, <421525>Luke 15:25; tou stenagmou, <440734>Acts 7:34; thv
apologiav, <442201>Acts 22:1. The frequent phrase akouein thv fwnhv
(equivalent to [mæv; lwOqB], <021819>Exodus 18:19) means

[a.] “to perceive the distinct words of a voice”: <430525>John 5:25,28;
<440907>Acts 9:7; 11:7; 22:7; <580307>Hebrews 3:7,15; 4:7; <661413>Revelation 14:13;
21:3.

[b.] “to yield obedience to the voice”: <430525>John 5:25 (oJi akousantev
namely, thv fwnhv); <431016>John 10:16,27; 18:37; <660320>Revelation 3:20. In
<431247>John 12:47; 18:37; <420647>Luke 6:47; <442201>Acts 22:1, it is better to
consider the pronoun mou which precedes as a possessive genitive
rather than, with Buttmann, 167 (145f), to assume a double genitive of
the object, one of the person and one of the thing. The Johannean
phrase akouein para tou Qeou, or ti para Qeou, signifies

a. “to perceive in the soul the inward communication of God”: <430645>John
6:45.

b. “to be taught by God’s inward communication”: <430826>John 8:26,40
(so, too, the simple akouein in <430830>John 8:30); “to be taught by the
devil,” according to the reading of L T Tr WH, hkousate para tou
patrov, in <430838>John 8:38. For the rest cf. Buttmann, 165 (144ff); 301
(258ff) (Compare: diakouw, eisakouw, epakouw, parakouw,
proakouw, uJpakouw.)

{192} akrasia, akrasiav, hJ (akrathv), “want of self-control,
incontinence, intemperance”: <402325>Matthew 23:25 (Griesbach adikia); <460705>1
Corinthians 7:5. Cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 524f. ((Aristotle on.))*
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{193} akrathv, akratev, genitive akrateov, akratouv, (kratov),
“without self-control, intemperate”: <550303>2 Timothy 3:3. (Frequently in
secular writings from Plato and Xenophon down.)*

{194} akratov, akraton (kerannumi), “unmixed, pure”: <661410>Revelation
14:10 (of wine undiluted with water, as freq. in secular writings and
<243201>Jeremiah 32:1 (<242515>Jeremiah 25:15)).*

{195} akribeia, akribeiav, hJ (akribhv), “exactness, exactest care”:
<442203>Acts 22:3 (kata akribeian tou nomou in accordance fwith the
strictness of the Mosaic law (cf. Isoc. areop., p. 147 e.)). (From
Thucydides down.)*

{196} akribhv, akribev, genitive akribouv, “exact, careful.” The
neuter comparitive is used adverbially in <441826>Acts 18:26; 23:15,20; 24:22; hJ
akribestath aJiresiv “the straitest sect” i.e. the most precise and
rigorous in interpreting the Mosaic law, and in observing even the more
minute precepts of the law and of tradition, <442605>Acts 26:5. (From
Herodotus down.)*

{198} akribow, akribw: 1 aorist hkribwsa); (akribhv);

1. in secular writings, “to know accurately, to do exactly.”

2. “to investigate diligently”: <400207>Matthew 2:7,16 (akribwv exetazein,
<400208>Matthew 2:8); Aristotle, gen. anim. 5, 1; Philo, m. opif. sec. 25 meta
pashv exetasewv akribountev. (Al. “to learn exactly, ascertain”; cf.
Fritzsche or Meyer on Matthew, as above.)*

{199} akribwv, adverb, “exactly, accurately, diligently”: <400208>Matthew
2:8; <420103>Luke 1:3; <441825>Acts 18:25; <520502>1 Thessalonians 5:2; akribwv
peripatein to live carefully, circumspectly, deviating in no respect from
the law of duty, <490515>Ephesians 5:15. (From Aeschylus down.)*

{200} akriv, akridov, hJ (from Homer down), “a locust,” particularly
that species which especially infests oriental countries, stripping fields and
trees. Numberless swarms of them almost every spring are carried by the
wind from Arabia into Palestine, and having devastated that country
migrate to regions farther north, until they perish by falling into the sea.
The Orientals are accustomed to feed upon locusts, either raw or roasted
and seasoned with salt (or prepared in other ways), and the Israelites also
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(according to <031122>Leviticus 11:22) were permitted to eat them; (cf. Winer’s
RWB under the word Heuschrecken; Furrer in Schenkel iii., p. 78f; (BB.
DD., under the word; Tristram, Nat. Hist. of the Bible, p. 313ff)):
<400304>Matthew 3:4; <410106>Mark 1:6. A marvelous and infernal kind of locusts is
described in <660903>Revelation 9:3,7, cf. <660902>Revelation 9:2,5f,8-12; see
Dusterdieck at the passage.*

{201} akroathrion, akroathriou, to (akroaomai to be a hearer),
place of assemblage for hearing, “auditorium”; like this Latin word in
Roman Law, akroatathrion in <442523>Acts 25:23 denotes “a place set apart
for hearing and deciding cases,” (yet cf. Meyer at the passage). (Several
times in Plutarch, and other later writers.)*

{202} akroathv, akroatou, oJ (akroaomai (see the preceding word)),
“a hearer”: tou nomou, <450213>Romans 2:13; tou logou, <590122>James 1:22f, 25.
(Thucydides, Isocrates, Plato, Demosthenes, Plutarch.)*

{203} akrobustia, akrobustiav, hJ (a word unknown to the Greeks,
who used hJ akroposqia and to akroposqion, from posqh i.e.
membrum virile. Accordingly it is likely that thn posqhn of the Greeks
was pronounced thn busthn by the Alexandrians, and akrobustia said
instead of akroposqia — i.e. to akron thv posqhv; cf. the acute
remarks of Fritzsche, Commentary on Romans, vol. i., 136, together with
the opinion which Winer prefers 99 (94) (and Cremer, 3te Anti. under the
word)), in the Septuagint the equivalent of hl;r][; “the prepuce,” the skin
covering the glans penis; a. properly: <441103>Acts 11:3; <450225>Romans
2:25,26{b}; <460719>1 Corinthians 7:19; <480506>Galatians 5:6; 6:15; <510311>Colossians
3:11; (Judith 14:10; 1 Macc. 1:15); en akrobustia wn having the
foreskin (Tertullian praeputiatus), uncircumcised i.e. Gentile, <450410>Romans
4:10; en akrobustia, namely, wn, <460718>1 Corinthians 7:18; equivalent, to
the same is di’ akrobustiav, <450411>Romans 4:11; hJ en th akrobustia
pistiv the faith which one has while he is uncircumcised, <450411>Romans
4:11f, b. by metonyny, of the abstract for the concrete, “having the
foreskin” is equiv, to “a Gentile”: <450226>Romans 2:26{a}; 3:30; 4:9;
<490211>Ephesians 2:11; hJ ek fusewv akrobustia, one uncircumcised by
birth or a Gentile, opposed to a Jew who shows himself a Gentile in
character, <450227>Romans 2:27; euaggelion thv akrobustiav gospel to be
preached to the Gentiles, <480207>Galatians 2:7. c. in a transferred sense: hJ
akrobustia thv sarkov (opposed to the peritomh aceiropoihtov or
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regeneration, <510211>Colossians 2:11), “the condition in which the corrupt
desires rooted in the sarx were not yet extinct,” <510213>Colossians 2:13 (the
expression is derived from the circumstance that the foreskin was the sign
of impurity and alienation from God (cf. B. D. under the word
Circumcision)).*

{204} akrogwniaiov, akrogwniaia, akrogwniaion, a word wholly
Biblical and ecclesiastical (Winer’s Grammar, 99 (94); 236 (221)) (akrov
extreme, and gwnia corner, angle), “placed at the extreme corner”; liqov
“cornerstone”; used of Christ, <600206>1 Peter 2:6; <490220>Ephesians 2:20; the
Septuagint <232816>Isaiah 28:16 for ˆb,a, hN;pi. For as the cornerstone holds
together two walls, so Christ joins together as Christians, into one body
dedicated to God, those who were formerly Jews and Gentiles,
<490220>Ephesians 2:20 (yet cf. Meyer at the passage) compared with
<490214>Ephesians 2:14,16-19,21f And as a cornerstone contributes to sustain
the edifice, but nevertheless some fall in going around the corner carelessly;
so some are built up by the aid of Christ, while others stumbling at Christ
perish, <600206>1 Peter 2:6-8; see gwnia, a.*

{205} akroqinion, akroqiniou, to (from akrov extreme, and qiv,
genitive qinov, a heap; extremity, topmost part of a heap), generally in
plural ta akroqinia “the first-fruits,” whether of “crops” or of “spoils”
(among the Greeks customarily selected from the topmost part of the heaps
and offered to the gods, Xenophon, Cyril 7, 5, 35); in the Bible only once:
<580704>Hebrews 7:4, of booty. (Pindar, Aeschylus, Herodotus, Thucydides,
Plutarch, others.)*

{206} akrov, akra, akron (akh point (see akmh)) (from Homer
down), “highest, extreme”; to akron “the topmost point, the extremity”
(cf. Buttmann, 94 (82)): <421624>Luke 16:24; <581121>Hebrews 11:21 (see
proskunew, a. at the end); akra, akron ghv, ouranou, the farthest
bounds, uttermost parts, end, of the earth, of heaven: <402431>Matthew 24:31;
<411327>Mark 13:27; cf. <050432>Deuteronomy 4:32; 28:64; <231305>Isaiah 13:5;
<241212>Jeremiah 12:12.*

{207} Akulav, Akulou (but no genitive seems to be extant, see
Buttmann, 20 (18)), oJ, Aquila, a Jew of Pontus, a tent-maker, convert to
Christ, companion and ally of Paul in propagating the Christian religion:
<441802>Acts 18:2,18,26; <451603>Romans 16:3; <461619>1 Corinthians 16:19; <550419>2
Timothy 4:19; (see B. D.).*
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{208} akurow, akurw, 1 aorist hkurwsa; (akurov without authority,
not binding, void; from kurov force, authority), “to render void, deprive of
force and authority,” (opposed to kurow to confirm, make valid):
entolhn, <401506>Matthew 15:6 (R G; nomon, ibid. T WH marginal reading);
logon (<401506>Matthew 15:6 L Tr WH text); <410713>Mark 7:13 (cf. aqetew);
diaqhkhn, <480317>Galatians 3:17. ((1 Esdr. 6:31); Diodorus, Dionysius
Halicarnassus, Plutarch.)*

{209} akwlutwv, adverb (kwluw), “without hindrance”: <442831>Acts 28:31.
(Plato, Epictetus, Herodian)*

{210} akwn, akousa, akon (contracted from aekwn, alpha privative
and hJkwn willing), “not of one’s own will, unwilling”: <460917>1 Corinthians
9:17. (Very frequent among the Greeks.)*

{217} aJla, to, read by Tdf. in <400513>Matthew 5:13; <410950>Mark 9:50; <421434>Luke
14:34; see aJlav.)

{211} alabastron, alabastrou, to (in the plural in Theocritus, 15,
114; Anth, Pal. 9, 153; in other secular writings oJ and hJ alabastrov; (the
older and more correct spelling drops the p, cf. Stephanus’ Thesaurus,
under the word, 1385 d.; Liddell and Scott, under the word
alabastrov)), “a box made of alabaster,” in which unguents are
preserved (Pliny, h. n, 13, 2 (3) (others, 13, 19) “unguenta optime
servantur in alabastris“); with the addition of murou (as in Lucian, dial.
mer. 14, 2; (Herodotus 3, 20)): <420737>Luke 7:37; <402607>Matthew 26:7; <411403>Mark
14:3 (where L T adopt ton alabastron, Tr WH (Meyer) thn
alabastrhn; Matthew and Luke do not add the article, so that it is not
clear in what gender they use the word (cf. Tdf.’s critical note at the
passage)). Cf. Winer’s RWB (or B. D.) under the word Alabaster.*

{212} alazoneia, and alazonia (which spelling, not uncommon in
later Greek, T WH adopt (see Iota)), alazoneiav, hJ (from
alazoneuomai, i.e. to act the alazwn, which see);

a. in secular writings (from Aristophanes down) generally “empty, bragqart
talk” sometimes also “empty display in act, swagger.” For illustration see
Xenophon, Cyril 2, 2, 12; mem. 1, 7; Aristotle, eth. Nic. 4, 13, p. 1127,
Bekker edition; (also Trench, sec. xxix.),
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b. an insolent and empty assurance, which trusts in its own power and
resources and shamefully despises and violates divine laws and human
riqhts: 2 Macc. 9:8; Sap. 5:8.

c. an impious and empty presumption which trusts in the stability of earthly
things,” (R. V. “vaunting”): <590416>James 4:16 (where the plural has reference
to the various occasions on which this presumption shows itself; (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 27, 3; Buttmann, 77 (67))); tou biou, “display in
one’s style of living,” (R. V. “vainglory”), <620216>1 John 2:16.*

{213} alazwn, alazonov, oJ, hJ (alh, wandering) (from Aristophanes
on), “an empty pretender, a boaster”: <450130>Romans 1:30; <550302>2 Timothy 3:2.
(Trench, sec. xxix.; Tittmann i., p. 73f; Schmidt, chapter 172, 2.)*

{214} alalazw; (from Pindar down);

a. properly, “to repeat frequently the cry” alala, as soldiers used to do
on entering battle,

b. universally, “to utter a joyful shout”: <194602>Psalm 46:2 (<194702>Psalm 47:2);
<196502>Psalm 65:2 (<196602>Psalm 66:2); and in secular writings

c. “to wail, lament”: <410538>Mark 5:38 (lyliyhe <240408>Jeremiah 4:8; 32:20
(<242534>Jeremiah 25:34)); cf. ololuzw, Latin ululare. (Synonyms: see klaiw
at the end)

d. “to ring loudly, to clang”: <461301>1 Corinthians 13:1 (cf. en kumbaloiv
alalagmou, <19F005>Psalm 150:5).*

{215} alalhtov, alalhton (lalhtov from lalew; (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 23)), “not to be uttered, not to be expressed in words”:
stenagmoi “mute sighs,” the expression of which is suppressed by grief,
<450826>Romans 8:26 (others, ‘which (from their nature) cannot be uttered’; cf.
Meyer at the passage; Winer’s Grammar, 97 (92)). (Anth. Pal. 5, 4
sunistora alalhtwn, i.e. of love-secrets.)*

{216} alalov, alalon (lalov, talking, talkative) (from Aeschylus on),
“speechless, dumb, lacking the faculty of speech”: <410737>Mark 7:37; pneuma,
<410917>Mark 9:17,25, because the defects of demoniacs were thought to
proceed from the nature and peculiarities of the demons by which they
were possessed. (the Septuagint <193714>Psalm 37:14 (<193814>Psalm 38:14);
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<193001>Psalm 30:19 (<193119>Psalm 31:19); alalou kai kakou pneumatov
plhrhv, Plutarch, de orac. def. 51, p. 438 b.)*

{217} aJlav, aJlatov, to (a later form, found in the Septuagint and N.T.
(Aristotle, de mirab, ause. sec. 138; Plutarch, qu. conv. 4:4, 3, 3), cf.
Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. i., p. 220; dative aJlati
<510406>Colossians 4:6), and aJlv, aJlov, oJ (the classic form (from Homer
down); Sir. 22:15 (13); 43:19; Sap. 10:7; 1 Macc. 10:29, etc. <410949>Mark
9:49 aJli dative (T WH Tr marginal reading omit; Tr text brackets), and in
<410950>Mark 9:50 L T Tr WH aJla accusative (yet without the article) with the
nominative to aJlav), finally, the nominative and the accusative aJla Tdf.
in <410950>Mark 9:50 (also <400513>Matthew 5:13; <421434>Luke 14:34 (where see his
note)) (similar to gala, genitive galatov, a form noted by certain
grammarians, see (WH’s Appendix, p. 158;) Kühner, 1:353f; but see what
Fritzsche, Commentary on Sirach (Sir. 39:26), p. 226f, says in opposition);
“salt”;

1. Salt with which food is seasoned and sacrifices are sprinkled: <410949>Mark
9:49 RG; cf. aJlizw.

2. aJlav thv ghv, those kinds of saline matter used to fertilize arable land,
<400513>Matthew 5:13{a}; here salt as a condiment cannot be understood, since
this renders land sterile (<052923>Deuteronomy 29:23; <360209>Zephaniah 2:9;
<070945>Judges 9:45); cf. Grohmann in Kauffer’s Biblical Studien, 1844, p. 82ff
The meaning is, ‘It is your prerogative to impart to mankind (likened to
arable land) the influences required for a life of devotion to God.’ In the
statement immediately following, ean de aJlav k.t.l.., the comparison
seems to be drawn from salt as a condiment, so that two figures are
blended; (but it is better to adopt this latter meaning throughout the
passage, and take gh to denote the mass of mankind, see under the word, 4
b. and cf. Tholuck and others at the passage). In <410950>Mark 9:50{a} and
<421434>Luke 14:34 salt is a symbol of that health and vigor of soul which is
essential to Christian virtue; (cf. Meyer on the former passage).

3. Salt is a symbol of lasting concord, <410950>Mark 9:50{c}, because it
protects food from putrefaction and preserves it unchanged. Accordingly,
in the solemn ratification of compacts, the Orientals were, and are to this
day, accustomed to partake of salt together. Cf. Winer’s RWB under the
word Salz; (BB. DD. under the word Salt); Knobel on Leviticus, p. 370.
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4. Wisdom and grace exhibited in speech: <510406>Colossians 4:6 (where see
Lightfoot).*

Alassa: <442708>Acts 27:8; cf.Lasaia.

{231} (aJlhuv, oJ, T WH uniformly for aJlieuv, see Tdf.’s note on
<410116>Mark 1:16 and N.T. edition 7, Proleg., p. 1; especially edition 8,
Proleg., p. 82f; WH’s Appendix, p. 151.)

{218} aleifw: imperfect hleifon; 1 aorist hleiya; 1 aorist middle
imperative aleiyai; (allied with lipov, grease; cf. Curtius, sec. 340;
Vanicek, p. 811; Peile, p. 407; from Homer down); “to anoint”: tina or
ti, <411601>Mark 16:1; <431203>John 12:3; tina or ti tini (Winer’s Grammar, 227
(213)), as elaiw, <420746>Luke 7:46{a}; <410613>Mark 6:13; <590514>James 5:14; murw,
<431102>John 11:2; <420738>Luke 7:38,46{b}; middle, <400617>Matthew 6:17 (literally,
‘anoint for thyself thy head,’ unge tibi caput tuum; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
257 (242); Buttmann, 192 (166f)). Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word
Salbe; (B. D. or McClintock and Strong’s Cyclopaedia, under the word
Anoint, etc.

Synonyms: “aleifein is the mundane and profane, crien the sacred and
religious, word.” Trench, sec. 38: Compare: exaleifw).*

{219} alektorofwnia, alektorofwniav, hJ (alektwr and fwnh
(Winer’s Grammar, 25)), “the crowing of a cock, cock-crowing”: Aesop
fab. 79 (44). Used of the third watch of the night: <411335>Mark 13:35; in this
passage the watches are enumerated into which the Jews, following the
Roman method, divided the night; (cf. Winer’s RWB under the word
Nachtwachen; B. D. under the word Watches of flight; Alex’s Kitto under
the word Cock-crowing; Wetstein (1752) on <401425>Matthew 14:25; Wieseler,
Chron. Synonym., p. 406 note). (For writers who use this word see Lob.
ad Phryn, p. 229 (and add (from Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word)
Strabo 7, fragment 35, p. 83, 24; Origen i., 825 b.; Apostolic Constitutions
5, 18; 5, 19; 8, 34).)*

{220} alektwr, alektorov, oJ, “a cock,” (Latin gallus gallinaceus):
<402634>Matthew 26:34,74f; <411430>Mark 14:30, 68 (Lachmann brackets), 72;
<422234>Luke 22:34,60f; <431338>John 13:38; 18:27. Cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 229;
(Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 307; Winer’s Grammar, 23; see also BB. DD.
under the word; Tristram, Nat. Hist. of the Bible, p. 221f; especially Egli,
Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol., 1879, p. 517ff).*
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{221} Alexandreuv, Alexandrewv, oJ, “an Alexandrian,” a native or a
resident of Alexandria (a celebrated city of Egypt): <440609>Acts 6:9; 18:24.
((Plutarch, Pomp. 49, 6; others.))*

{222} Alexandrinov (cf. Tdf.’s note on <442706>Acts 27:6; G L Tr Cobet,
others Alexandrinov; Chandler sec. 397 note), Alexandrinh,
Alexandrinon, Alexandrian: <442706>Acts 27:6; 28:11. ((Polybius 34, 8, 7.))*

{223} Alexandrov (i.e., defender of men), Alexandrou, oJ,
“Alexander;”

1. a son of that Simon of Cyrene who carried the cross of Jesus: <411521>Mark
15:21.

2. a certain man of the kindred of the high priest: <440406>Acts 4:6.

3. a certain Jew: <441933>Acts 19:33.

4. a certain coppersmith, an opponent of the apostle Paul: <540120>1 Timothy
1:20; <550414>2 Timothy 4:14; (others doubt whether both these passages relate
to the same man; cf. e.g. Ellicott on the former).*

{224} aleuron, aleurou, to (aleuw to grind), “wheaten flour, meal”:
<401333>Matthew 13:33; <421321>Luke 13:21. Hesychius aleura kuriwv ta tou
sitou alfita de twn kriqwn. (Herodotus, Xenophon, Plato, Josephus,
others.)*

{225} alhqeia, alhqeiav, hJ (alhqhv) (from Homer down), “verity,
truth.”

I. objectively;

1. universally, “what is true in any matter under consideration” (opposed to
what is feigned, fictitious, false): <590314>James 3:14; alhqeian legein,
erein, <430845>John 8:45f; 16:7; <450901>Romans 9:1; <461206>1 Corinthians 12:6; <540207>1
Timothy 2:7; eipen autw pasan thn alhqeian, everything as it really
was, <410533>Mark 5:33 (so in classics); marturein th alhqeia to testify
according to the true state of the case, <430533>John 5:33; in a broader sense,
lalein alhqeian, to speak always according to truth, <490425>Ephesians
4:25; (alhqeiav rhmata apofqeggomai, as opposed to the vagaries of
madness, <442625>Acts 26:25); alhqeia egeneto, was shown to be true by the
event, <470714>2 Corinthians 7:14. en alhqeia, “in truth, truly,” as the case is,
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according to fact: <402216>Matthew 22:16; <430423>John 4:23f (as accords with the
divine nature); <470714>2 Corinthians 7:14; <510106>Colossians 1:6; ep’ alhqeiav

a. “truly, in truth, according to truth”: <411232>Mark 12:32; <420425>Luke 4:25
(<180902>Job 9:2 the Septuagint; Philo, vit. Moys. i., sec. 1).

b. “of a truth, in reality, in fact, certainly”: <411214>Mark 12:14; <422021>Luke 20:21;
(23:59); <440427>Acts 4:27; 10:34 (Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 23, 5 and
47, 3); (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 51, 2 f.; Buttmann, 336 (289)); kat’
alhqeian in accordance with fact, i.e. (according to the context) justly,
without partiality: <450202>Romans 2:2; eite profasei, eite alhqeia,
<500118>Philippians 1:18; en ergw kai alhqeia, <620318>1 John 3:18 (Rec. omits
en; so <490421>Ephesians 4:21 WH marginal reading).

2. In reference to religion, the word denotes “what is true in things
appertaining to God and the duties of man,” (‘moral and religions truth’);
and that

a. with the greatest latitude, in the sceptical question ti estin alhqeia,
<431838>John 18:38;

b. the true notions of God which are open to human reason without his
supernatural intervention: <450118>Romans 1:18; also hJ alhqeia Qeou the
truth of which God is the author, <450125>Romans 1:25, cf. 19 (hJ alhqeia tou
Cristou, Evang. Nicod, c. 5, 2; accordingly, it is not, as many interpret
the phrase, “the true nature of God” (yet see Meyer at the passage)); truth,
the embodiment of which the Jews sought in the Mosaic law, <450220>Romans
2:20.

c. “the truth, as taught in the Christian religion, respecting God and the
execution of his purposes through Christ, and respecting the duties of
man,” opposed alike to the superstitions of the Gentiles and the inventions
of the Jews, and to the corrupt opinions and precepts of false teachers even
among Christians: hJ alhqeia tou euaggeliou the truth which is the
gospel or which the gospel presents, <480205>Galatians 2:5,14 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 34, 3 a.); and absolutely hJ alqeia and alhqeia: <430114>John
1:14,17; 8:32,40; (16:13); 17:19; <620108>1 John 1:8; 2:4,21; <630101>2 John 1:1-3;
<480301>Galatians 3:1 (Rec.); <480507>Galatians 5:7; <470402>2 Corinthians 4:2; 13:8;
<490424>Ephesians 4:24; <530210>2 Thessalonians 2:10,12; <540207>1 Timothy 2:7 (en
pistei kai alhqeia in faith and truth, of which I became a partaker
through faith); 3:15; 4:3; 6:5; <550218>2 Timothy 2:18; 3:8; 4:4; <560114>Titus 1:14;
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<610112>2 Peter 1:12; (<640108>3 John 1:8, 12); oJ logov thv alhqeiav,
<510105>Colossians 1:5; <490113>Ephesians 1:13; <550215>2 Timothy 2:15; logov
alhqeiav, <470607>2 Corinthians 6:7; <590118>James 1:18; oJdov thv alhqeiav,
<610202>2 Peter 2:2; pistiv alhqeiav, <530213>2 Thessalonians 2:13 (Winer’s
Grammar, 186 (175)); uJpakon thv alhqeiav, <600122>1 Peter 1:22;
epignwsiv thv alhqeiav, <581026>Hebrews 10:26; <540204>1 Timothy 2:4; <550225>2
Timothy 2:25; 3:7; (<560101>Titus 1:1); pneuma thv alhqeiav the Spirit (of
God) which is truth (<620506>1 John 5:6) and imbues men with the knowledge
of the truth, <431417>John 14:17; (16:13); 15:26; <620406>1 John 4:6; egw eimi hJ
alhqeia, I am he in whom the truth is summed up and impersonated,
<431406>John 14:6; hJ alhqeia sou (Rec.) (i.e. Qeou) the truth which is in thee
and proceeds from thee, <431717>John 17:17; (estin alhqeia Cristou en
emoi, i.e., controls, actuates, me, <471110>2 Corinthians 11:10); einai ek thv
alhqeiav to be eager to know the truth, <431837>John 18:37 (see ek, II. 7, and
eimi, V. 3 d.); to proceed from the truth, <620221>1 John 2:21; to be prompted
and controlled by the truth, <620319>1 John 3:19; marturein th alhqeih, to
give testimony in favor of the truth in order to establish its authority among
men, <431837>John 18:37; alhqeian poiein to exemplify truth in the life, to
express the form of truth in one’s habits of thought and modes of living,
<430321>John 3:21; <620106>1 John 1:6 (Tobit 13:6; 4:6; cf. <160933>Nehemiah 9:33; oJdon
alhqeiav airetizesqai, <19B803>Psalm 118:30 (<19B930>Psalm 119:30)); so also
peripatein en th alhqeia. <630104>2 John 1:4; <640103>3 John 1:3f; apeiqein th
alhqeia is just the opposite, <450208>Romans 2:8; so also planhqhnai apo
thv alhqeiav, <590519>James 5:19.

II. (subjectively) “truth as a personal excellence; that candor of mind
which is free from affectation, pretence, simulation, falsehood, deceit”:
<430844>John 8:44; “sincerity of mind and integrity of character, or a mode of
life in harmony with divine truth”: <460508>1 Corinthians 5:8; 13:6 (opposed to
adikia); <490421>Ephesians 4:21 (see I. 1 b. above); 5:9; (6:14); sou alhqeia
the truth as it is discerned in thee, thy habit of thinking and acting in
congruity with truth, <640103>3 John 1:3; hJ alhqeia tou Qeou which belongs
to God, i.e., his holiness (but cf. perisseuw, 1 b. at the end), <450307>Romans
3:7; specifically, “veracity” (of God in keeping his promises), <451508>Romans
15:8; en alhqeia sincerely and truthfully, <630101>2 John 1:1; <640101>3 John 1:1.
The word is not found in Revelation ((nor in 1 Thessalonians, Philemon,
Jude)). Cf. Holemann, “Bibelstudien” (Lpz. 1859) 1te Abth., p. 8ff;
(Wendt in Studien und Kritiken, 1883, p. 511ff.)*
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{226} alhqeuw; in secular writings ((Aeschylus), Xenophon, Plato,
Aristotle, others) “to speak the truth”;

a. to teach the truth: tini <480416>Galatians 4:16.

b. to profess the truth (true doctrine): <490415>Ephesians 4:15. (R. V. marginal
reading in both passages, “to deal truly.”)*

{227} alhqhv, alhqev (alpha privative and lhqw, laqein (lanqanw),
to lhqov — cf. amaqhv; literally, “not hidden, unconcealed”) (from
Homer down);

1. “true”: <430418>John 4:18; 10:41; 19:35; <620208>1 John 2:8,27; <441209>Acts 12:9 (an
actual occurrence, opposed to oJrama), <500408>Philippians 4:8; marturia,
<430531>John 5:31f; 8:13f,17; 21:24; <640112>3 John 1:12; <560113>Titus 1:13; krisiv,
just, <430816>John 8:16 (L T Tr WH alhqinh); paroimia, <610222>2 Peter 2:22;
cariv, grace which can be trusted, <600512>1 Peter 5:12.

2. “loving the truth, speaking the truth, truthful”: <402216>Matthew 22:16;
<411214>Mark 12:14; <430718>John 7:18; <470608>2 Corinthians 6:8 (opposed to planov);
of God, <430333>John 3:33; 8:26; <450304>Romans 3:4 (opposed to yeusthv).

3. equivalent to alhqinov, 1. <430655>John 6:55 (L T Tr WH; for Rec.
alhqwv), as in Sap. 41:27, where alhqhv Qeov is contrasted with oJuv
edokoun Qeouv. Cf. Riickert, Abendmahl, p. 266f. (On the distinction
between this word and the next, see Trench, sec. viii.; Schmidt, chapter
178, 6.)*

{228} alhqinov alhqinh alhqinon (frequent in secular writings from
Plato down; (twenty-three times in John’s writings; only five (according to
Lachmann six) times in the rest of the N.T.));

1. “that which has not only the name and semblance, but the real nature
corresponding to the name” (Tittmann, p. 155; (“particularly applied to
express that which is all that it pretends to be, for instance, pure gold as
opposed to adulterated metal” Donaldson, New Crat. sec. 258; see, at
length, Trench, sec. viii.)), “in every respect corresponding to the idea
signified by the name, real and true, genuine”;

a. opposed to what is fictitious, counterfeit, imaginary, simulated,
pretended: Qeov (tm,a’ yheloa’ <141503>2 Chronicles 15:3), <520109>1 Thessalonians
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1:9; <580914>Hebrews 9:14 Lachmann; <431703>John 17:3; <620520>1 John 5:20.
(alhqinoi filoi, Demosthenes, Philippians 3, p. 113, 27.)

b. it contrasts realities with their semblances: skhnh, <580802>Hebrews 8:2; the
sanctuary, <580924>Hebrews 9:24. (oJ iJppov contrasted with oJ en th eikoni,
Aelian v. h. 2, 3.)

c. opposed to what is imperfect, defective, frail, uncertain: <430423>John
4:23,37; 7:28; used without adjunct of Jesus as the true Messiah,
<660307>Revelation 3:7; fwv, <430109>John 1:9; <620208>1 John 2:8; krisiv, <430816>John 8:16
(L T Tr WH; <235904>Isaiah 59:4); kriseiv, <661607>Revelation 16:7; 19:2; artov,
as nourishing the soul unto life everlasting, <430632>John 6:32; ampelov,
<431501>John 15:1; marturia <431935>John 19:35; martuv, <660314>Revelation 3:14;
despothv, <660610>Revelation 6:10; oJdoi, <661503>Revelation 15:3; coupled with
pistov, <660314>Revelation 3:14; 19:11; substantively, to alhqinon the
genuine, real good, opposed to external riches, <421611>Luke 16:11 ((oJiv men
gar alhqinov ploutov ouranw, Philo de praem, et poen. sec. 17, p.
425, Mang. edition; cf. Wetstein (1752) on Luke, the passage cited);
aqlhtai, Polybius 1, 6, 6).

2. equivalent to alhqhv, “true, veracious, sincere,” (often so in the
Septuagint): kardia, <581022>Hebrews 10:22 (met’ alhqeiav en kardia
alhqinh, <233803>Isaiah 38:3); logoi, Revelation (19:9); 21:5; 22:6 (Plutarch,
apoph, p. 184 e.). (Cf. Cremer, 4te Aufi. under the word alhqeia.)*

{229} alhqw; (a common Greek form for the Attic alew, cf. Lob. ad
Phryn., p. 151); “to grind”: <402441>Matthew 24:41; <421735>Luke 17:35. It was the
custom to send women and female slaves to the mill-houses (?) to turn the
hand-mills (<021105>Exodus 11:5), who were called by the Greeks gunaikev,
aletridev (Homer, Odyssey 20, 105); (cf. B. D. under the word Mill).*

{230} alhqwv, adverb (from Aeschylus down), “truly, of a truth, in
reality; most certainly”: <430147>John 1:47 (48): 4:42; 6:14,55 Rec.; 7:26,40;
8:31; 17:8; <401433>Matthew 14:33; 26:73; (<411470>Mark 14:70; Matt.) 27:54;
(<411539>Mark 15:39); <420927>Luke 9:27; 12:44; 21:3; <441211>Acts 12:11; <520213>1
Thessalonians 2:13; <620205>1 John 2:5.*

{231} aJlieuv, aJliewv (oJ (aJlv, aJlov, the sea) (from Homer down); “a
fisherman, fisher”: <400418>Matthew 4:18f; <410116>Mark 1:16f; <420502>Luke 5:2 — in all
which passages T and WH have aJlhiv from the form aJlhuv, which see.*
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{232} aJlieuw; (aJlieuv); “to fish”: <432103>John 21:3. (Philo, Plutarch.)*

{233} aJlizw: (aJlv, aJlov, salt); “to salt, season with salt, sprinkle with
salt”; only the future passive is found in the N.T.: en tini alisqhsetai;
by what means can its saltness be restored? <400513>Matthew 5:13; qusia aJli
aJlisqhsetai, the sacrifice is sprinkled with salt and thus rendered
acceptable to God, <410949>Mark 9:49 (R G L Tr text brackets) (<030213>Leviticus
2:13; <264324>Ezekiel 43:24; Josephus, Antiquities 3, 9, 1; cf. Knobel on Lev.,
p. 369f; Winer’s RWB under the word Salz; (BB. DD. under the word
Salt)); pav puri aJlisqhsetai, every true Christian is rendered ripe for a
holy and happy association with God in his kingdom by fire, i.e. by the pain
of afflictions and trials, which if endured with constancy tend to purge and
strengthen the soul, <410949>Mark 9:49. But this extremely difficult passage is
explained differently by others; (cf. Meyer, who also briefly reviews the
history of its exposition). (Used by the Septuagint, Aristotle (cf:
Sophocles’ Lexicon); Ignatius ad Magnes. 10 (shorter form) aJlisqhte en
Cristw, iJna mh diafqarh tiv en uJmin.) Compare: sunalizw — but
see the word.)*

{234} alisghma, alisghmatov, to (alisgew, to pollute, which occurs
Sir. 40:29; <270108>Daniel 1:8; <390107>Malachi 1:7,12; akin to alinw, alinew to
besmear (Latin linere, cf. Lob. Pathol. Element., p. 21; Rhemat., p. 123;
Stephanus’ Thesaurus, Hesychius, Sturz, Deuteronomy Dial. Alex., p.
145)), “pollution, contamination”: <441520>Acts 15:20 (tou apecesqai k.t.l.
to beware of pollution from the use of meats left from the heathen
sacrifices, cf. <441529>Acts 15:29). Neither alisgew nor alisghma occurs in
Greek writings.*

{235} alla, an adversative particle, derived from alla, neuter of the
adjective allov, which was originally pronounced allov (cf. Klotz ad
Devar. ii., p. 1f), hence properly, “other things” namely, than those just
mentioned. It differs from de, as the Latin at and sed from autem, (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 441f (411)).

I. “But.” So related to the preceding words that it serves to introduce

1. an opposition to concessions; “nevertheless, notwithstanding”:
<402406>Matthew 24:6; <411320>Mark 13:20; 14:28; <431607>John 16:7,20; <440417>Acts 4:17;
7:48; <450514>Romans 5:14f; 10:16; <460404>1 Corinthians 4:4; <470706>2 Corinthians 7:6;
<508027>Philippians 2:27 (all’ oJ Qeov etc.), etc.
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2. an objection: <430727>John 7:27; <451018>Romans 10:18f; <461535>1 Corinthians 15:35;
<590218>James 2:18.

3. an exception: <422253>Luke 22:53; <450402>Romans 4:2; <460807>1 Corinthians 8:7;
10:23.

4. a restriction: <431142>John 11:42; <480408>Galatians 4:8; <411436>Mark 14:36.

5. an ascensive transition or gradation, “nay rather, yea moreover”:
<431602>John 16:2; <470109>2 Corinthians 1:9; especially with kai added, <421207>Luke
12:7; 16:21; 24:22. all’ oude, “but ... not even” (German ja nicht
einmal): <422315>Luke 23:15; <441902>Acts 19:2; <460302>1 Corinthians 3:2 (Rec. oute);
cf. Fritzsche on Mark, p. 157.

6. or forms a transition to the cardinal matter, especially before
imperatives: <400918>Matthew 9:18.; <410922>Mark 9:22; 16:7; <420707>Luke 7:7; <430826>John
8:26; 16:4; <440906>Acts 9:6 (not Rec.); 10:20; 26:16.

7. it is put elliptically: all’ iJna, i.e. alla touto gegonen, <411449>Mark
14:49; <431318>John 13:18; 15:25; <620219>1 John 2:19.

8. after a conditional or concessive protasis it signifies, at the beginning of
the apodosis, “yet” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 442 (411)): after kai ei, <471304>2
Corinthians 13:4 (R G); <411429>Mark 14:29 R G L (2 Macc. 8:15); after ei
kai, <411429>Mark 14:29 (T Tr WH); <470416>2 Corinthians 4:16; 5:16; 11:6;
<510205>Colossians 2:5 (2 Macc. 6:26); after ei, <460902>1 Corinthians 9:2;
<450605>Romans 6:5 (1 Macc. 2:20); after ean, <460415>1 Corinthians 4:15; after
eiper, <460806>1 Corinthians 8:6 (L Tr marginal reading WH brackets all’; cf.
Klotz ad Devar. ii., p. 93f; Kühner, ii., p. 827, sec. 535 Anm. 6.

9. after a preceding men: <410913>Mark 9:13 (T omits; Tr brackets men; <440416>Acts
4:16; <451420>Romans 14:20; <461417>1 Corinthians 14:17.

10. it is joined to other particles; alla ge (Griesbach allage) (twice in
the N.T.): “yet at least,” <460902>1 Corinthians 9:2; “yet surely” (aber freilich),
<422421>Luke 24:21 (L T Tr WH add kai “yea and” etc.), cf. Bornemann at the
passage. In the more elegant Greek writers these particles are not
combined without the interposition of the most emphatic word between
them; cf. Bornemann, the passage cited; Klotz ad Devar. ii., pp. 15f, 24f;
Ast, Lex. Plato, i., p. 101; (Winer’s Grammar, 444 (413)). all’ h (arising
from the blending of the two statements ouden allo h and ouden allo,
alla) “save only, except”: <460305>1 Corinthians 3:5 (where all’ h omitted
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by G L T Tr WH is spurious); <421251>Luke 12:51 (Sir. 37:12; 44:10); and after
alla itself, <470113>2 Corinthians 1:13 (here Lachmann brackets all’ before
h); cf. Klotz as above ii., 31ff; Kühner, ii., p. 824f sec. 535, 6; Winer’s
Grammar, 442 (412); (Buttmann, 374 (320)). all’ ou “but not, yet not”:
<580316>Hebrews 3:16 (if punctuated parepikranan; all’ ou) for ‘But why
do I ask? Did not all,’ etc.; cf. Bleek at the passage (Winer’s Grammar,
442 (411)). all’ ouci “will he not rather?” <421708>Luke 17:8.

II. preceded by a negation: “but” (Latin sed, German sondern);

1. ouk (mh) ... alla: <401911>Matthew 19:11; <410539>Mark 5:39; <430716>John 7:16;
<460117>1 Corinthians 1:17; 7:10, 19 (ouden); <470709>2 Corinthians 7:9; <540523>1
Timothy 5:23 (mhketi), etc. By a rhetorical construction ouk ... alla
sometimes is logically equivalent to “not so much ... as”: <410937>Mark 9:37
(ouk eme decetai, alla ton aposteilanta me); <401020>Matthew 10:20;
<431244>John 12:44; <440504>Acts 5:4; <461510>1 Corinthians 15:10; <520408>1 Thessalonians
4:8; by this form of speech the emphasis is laid on the second member; cf.
Fritzsche on Mark, p. 773ff; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 55, 8 b.; (Buttmann,
356 (306)). ou monov ... alla kai “not only ... but also”: <430518>John 5:18;
11:52 (all’ iJna kai, <450132>Romans 1:32, and very often. When kai is
omitted (as in the Latin non solum ... sed), the gradation is strengthened:
<441926>Acts 19:26 (Lachmann adds kai); <620506>1 John 5:6; alla pollw
mallon, <503512>Philippians 2:12; cf. Fritzsche, the passage cited, p. 786ff;
Winer’s Grammar, 498 (464); (Buttmann, 369f (317)).

2. The negation to which alla pertains is suppressed, but can easily be
supplied upon reflection (Winer’s Grammar, 442 (412)): <401107>Matthew 11:7-
9; <420724>Luke 7:24-26 (in each passage, before alla supply ‘you will say
you did not go out into the wilderness for this purpose’); <441902>Acts 19:2 (we
have not received the Holy Spirit, but ...); <480203>Galatians 2:3 (they said not
one word in opposition to me, but ...); <470711>2 Corinthians 7:11 (where before
alla, repeated six times by anaphora, supply ou monon with the
accusative of the preceding word). It is used in answers to questions
having the force of a negation (Winer’s Grammar, 442 (412)): <430749>John
7:49; <441511>Acts 15:11; <461020>1 Corinthians 10:20. alla iJna (or all’ iJna, cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 40; Buttmann, 10) elliptical after a negation (Winer’s
Grammar, 316f (297); 620 (576); Fritzsche on Matthew, p. 840f): <430108>John
1:8 (supply alla hlqen, iJna); 9:3 (alla tuflov egeneto (or
egennhqh), iJna); <410422>Mark 4:22 (alla toiouto egeneto, iJna). (“ The
best manuscripts seem to elide the final “a” before nouns, but not before
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verbs” Scrivener, Plain Introduction, etc., p. 14; but see Dr. Gregory’s full
exhibition of the facts in Tdf Proleg., p. 93f, from which it appears that
“elision is commonly or almost always omitted before (alpha) a, almost
always before (upsilon) u, often before (epsilon) e and (eta) h, rarely
before (omikron) o and (omega) w, never before (iota) i; and it should be
noticed that this coincides with the fact that the familiar words en, iJna,
oJti, ou, wJv, prefer the form all’“; see also WH’s Appendix, p. 146. Cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 1 a.; Buttmann, p. 10.)

{236} allassw: future allazw; 1 aorist hllaxa; 2 future passive
allaghsomai; (allov); (from Aeschylus down); “to change”: to cause
one thing to cease and another to take its place, ta eqh, <440614>Acts 6:14; thn
fwnhn to vary the voice, i.e., to speak in a different manner according to
the different conditions of minds, to adapt the matter and form of discourse
to mental moods, to treat them now severely, now gently, <480420>Galatians
4:20 (but see Meyer at the passage), “to exchange one thing for another”:
ti en tini, <450123>Romans 1:23 (rymihe B] <19A520>Psalm 105:20 (<19A620>Psalm
106:20); the Greeks say allassein ti tinov (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 206
(194), 388 (363) Vaughan on Romans, the passage cited)), “to transform”:
<461551>1 Corinthians 15:51f; <580112>Hebrews 1:12. (Compare: apallassw,
diallassw, katallassw, apokatallassw, metallassw,
sunallassw.)*

{237} allacoqen, adverb, “from another place”: <431001>John 10:1
(equivalent to alloqen (which the grammarians prefer, Thomas Magister,
Ritschl edition, p. 10, 13; Moeris edition Piers., p. 11); cf, eJkastacoqen,
pantacoqen). (Antiphanes, others.)*

allacou, adverb, equivalent to alloqi, “elsewhere, in another place”:
<410138>Mark 1:38 (T Tr text WH Tr marginal reading brackets). Cf.
Bornemann in the Studien und Kritiken for 1843, p. 127f. (Sophocles,
Xenophon, others; see Thomas Magister and Moeris as in the preceding
word.)*

{238} allhgorew, (present passive participle allhgoroumenov); i.e.,
allo men agoreuw, allo de noew, “aliud verbis, aliud sensu ostendo“
(Quintilian instt. 8, 6, 44), “to speak allegorically” or “in a figure”:
<480424>Galatians 4:24 (Philo, Josephus, Plutarch, and grammatical writers; (cf.
Meyer on Galatians, the passage cited).)*
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{239} allhlouia (WH. AJllhlouia and AJllelouia; see Introductory
sec. 408), Hebrew Wll]hæ Hy;, “praise ye the Lord, Hallelujah”:
<661901>Revelation 19:1,3,6. (the Septuagint Psalms, passim; Tobit 13:18; 3
Macc. 7:13.)*

{240} allhlwn, genitive plural (no nominative being possible); dative
allhloiv, allhlaiv, allhloiv; accusative allhlouv, allhlav,
allhla, “one another; reciprocally, mutually”: <402410>Matthew 24:10; John,
13:35; <442825>Acts 28:25; <450112>Romans 1:12; <590516>James 5:16; <660604>Revelation 6:4,
and often. (From Homer down.)

{241} allogenhv, allogenev (allov and genov), “sprung from another
race, a foreigner, alien”: <421718>Luke 17:18. (In the Septuagint (<011727>Genesis
17:27; <021243>Exodus 12:43, etc.), but nowhere in secular writings.)*

{242} aJllomai; imperfect hJllomhn; aorist hJlamhn and hJlomhn
(Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii., p. 108; (Winer’s Grammar, 82
(79); Buttmann, 54 (47))); “to leap” (Latin salio): <440308>Acts 3:8; 14:10 (Rec.
hJlleto; G L T Tr WH hJlato); “to spring up, gush up,” of water, <430414>John
4:14 (as in Latin salire, Vergil ecl. 5, 47; Suetonius, Octav. 82). (Compare:
exallomai, efallomai.)*

{243} allov, allh allo (cf. Latin alius, German alles, English “else”;
from Homer down), “another, other”; a. absolutely: <402742>Matthew 27:42;
20:3; <410615>Mark 6:15; <441932>Acts 19:32; 21:34 (alloi men allo), and often,
b. as an adjective: <400212>Matthew 2:12; 4:21; <431416>John 14:16; <461029>1 Corinthians
10:29 (allh suneidhsiv, i.e. hJ suneidhsiv allou tinov). c. with the
article: oJ allov “the other” (of two), <400539>Matthew 5:39; 12:13, etc. (cf.
Buttmann, 32 (28), 122 (107)); oJi alloi “all others, the remainder, the
rest”: <432108>John 21:8; <461429>1 Corinthians 14:29.

(Synonyms: allov, eJterov: allov as compared with eJterov denotes
numerical in distinction from qualitative difference; allov adds (‘one
besides’), eJterov distinguishes (‘one of two’); every eJterov is an allov,
but not every allov is a eJterov; allov generally ‘denotes simply
distinction of individuals, eJterov involves the secondary idea of difference
of kind’; e.g. <471104>2 Corinthians 11:4; <480106>Galatians 1:6,7. See Lightfoot and
Meyer on the latter passage; Trench, sec. xcv.; Schmidt, chapter 198.)
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{244} allotrioepiskopov (L T Tr WH allotriepiskopov),
allotrioepiskopou, oJ (allotriov and episkopov), “one who takes
the supervision of affairs pertaining to others and in no wise to himself (a
meddler in other men’s matters)”: <600415>1 Peter 4:15 (the writer seems to
refer to those who, with holy but intemperate zeal, meddle with the affairs
of the Gentiles — whether public or private, civil or sacred — in order to
make them conform to the Christian standard). (Hilgenfeld (cf. Einl. ins
N.T., p. 630) would make it equivalent to the Latin delator.) The word is
found again only in Dionysius, Areop. ep. 8, p. 783 (of one who intrudes
into another’s office), and (German of Const. ep. 2 ad Cypr. c. 9, in)
Coteler. Ecclesiastes Graec. Mon. 2:481 b.; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 25, 99
(94)).*

{245} allotriov, allotria, allotrion;

1. “belonging to another” (opposed to idiov), “not one’s own”:
<580925>Hebrews 9:25; <451404>Romans 14:4; 15:20; <471015>2 Corinthians 10:15f; <540522>1
Timothy 5:22; <431005>John 10:5. in neuter, <421612>Luke 16:12 (opposed to to
uJmeteron).

2. “foreign, strange”: gh, <440706>Acts 7:6; <581109>Hebrews 11:9; “not of one’s own
family, alien,” <401725>Matthew 17:25f; “an enemy,” <581134>Hebrews 11:34
(Homer, Iliad 5, 214; Xenophon, an. 3, 5, 5).*

{246} allofulov allofulon (allov, and fulon race), “foreign,” (in
secular authors from (Aeschylus) Thucydides down); when used in
Hellenistic Greek in opposed to a Jew, it signifies “a Gentile,” (A.V. “one
of another nation”): <441028>Acts 10:28. (Philo, Josephus.)*

{247} allwv, adverb (allov) (from Homer down), “otherwise”: <540525>1
Timothy 5:25 (ta allwv econta, which are of a different sort, i.e., which
are not kala erga (others which are not prodhla)).*

{248} aloaw, alow; (connected with hJ aJlwv or hJ alwh, the floor on
which grain is trodden or threshed out); “to thresh,” (Ammon. to epi th
aJlw patein kai tribein tav stacuav): 1 Corinthians 9:(9),10; <540518>1
Timothy 5:18 (<052504>Deuteronomy 25:4). In secular authors from
Aristophanes, Plato down.*

{249} alogov, alogon (logov, reason);
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1. “destitute of reason, brute”: zwa, brute animals, <650110>Jude 1:10; <610212>2
Peter 2:12 (Sap. 11:16; Xenophon, Hier. 7, 3, others).

2. “contrary to reason, absurd”: <442527>Acts 25:27 (Xenophon, Ages. 11, 1;
Thucydides 6, 85; often in Plato, Isocrates, others).*

{250} aloh (on the accent see Chandler sec. 149), alhv, hJ, (commonly
xulalon, agallocon), Plutarch, “the aloe, aloes: <431939>John 19:39. The
name of an aromatic tree which grows in eastern India and Cochin China,
and whose soft and bitter wood the Orientals used in fumigation and in
embalming the dead (as, according to Herodotus, the Egyptians did),
Hebrew µylih;a} and twOlh;a} (see Muhlau and Volck under the words),
<042406>Numbers 24:6; <194509>Psalm 45:9; <200717>Proverbs 7:17; <220414>Song of Solomon
4:14. Arabic: Alluwe; Linn.: Excoecaria Agallochum. Cf. Winer’s RWB
under the word Aloe (Low sec. 235; BB. DD).*

{251} aJlv, aJlov, oJ, see aJlav.

{252} aJlukov, aJlukh, aJlukon, salt (equivalent to aJlmurov): <590312>James
3:12. ((Hippoicr., Aristophanes) Plato, Tim., p. 65 e.; Aristotle,
Theophrastus, others.)*

{253} alupov, alupon (luph), “free from pain” or “grief”:
<508328>Philippians 2:28. (Very often in Greek writings from Sophocles and
Plato down.)*

{254} alusiv, or as it is commonly written aJlusiv (see WH’s Appendix,
p. 144), alusewv, hJ (from the alpha privative and luw, because a chain is
alutov, i.e., not to be loosed (others from the root val, and allied with
eilew, to restrain, aJlizw, to collect, crowd; Curtius, sec. 660; Vanicek,
p. 898)), “a chain, bond,” by which the body, or any part of it (the hands,
feet), is bound: <410503>Mark 5:3; <442133>Acts 21:33; 28:20; <662001>Revelation 20:1; en
aJlusei in chains, a prisoner, <490620>Ephesians 6:20; ouk epaiscunqh thn
aJlusein mou he was not ashamed of my bonds, i.e., did not desert me
because I was a prisoner, <550116>2 Timothy 1:16. specifically used of “a
manacle” or “handcuff,” the chain by which the hands are bound together
(yet cf. Meyer on Mark as below; per contra especially Lightfoot on
Philippians, p. 8): <410504>Mark 5:4; (<420829>Luke 8:29); <441206>Acts 12:6f (From
Herodotus down.)*
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{255} alusitelhv, alusitelev (lusitelhv, see lusitelew),
“unprofitable,” (Xenophon, vectig. 4, 6); by litotes, “hurtful, pernicious”:
<581317>Hebrews 13:17. (From (Hippocrates) Xenophon down.)*

alfa, to, indeclinable: <660108>Revelation 1:8; 21:6; 22:13. See A.

{256} Alfaiov (WH Alfaiov, see their Introductory sec. 408),
Alfaiou, oJ (ypæl]jæ cf. yGæjæ Aggaiov, Hag. 1:1), Alphoeus or Alpheus;

1. the father of Levi the publican: <410214>Mark 2:14, see Leui, 4.

2. the father of James the less, so called, one of the twelve apostles:
<401003>Matthew 10:3; <410318>Mark 3:18; <420615>Luke 6:15; <440113>Acts 1:13. He seems
to be the same person who in <431925>John 19:25 (cf. <402756>Matthew 27:56;
<411540>Mark 15:40) is called Klwpav after a different pronunciation of the
Hebrew yplj accusative to which cheth (j) was changed into kappa k, as

jsæp, fasek, <143001>2 Chronicles 30:1. Cf. Iakwbov, 2; (B. D. American
edition under the word Alphaeus; also Lightfoot’s Commentary on
Galatians, pp. 256, 267 (American edition, pp. 92, 103); Wetzel in Studien
und Kritiken for 1883, 10. 620f).*

{257} aJlwn, aJlwnov, hJ (in the Septuagint also oJ, cf. <080302>Ruth 3:2;
<183912>Job 39:12), equivalent to hJ aJlwv, genitive aJlw, “a ground-plot” or
“threshing-floor,” i.e., a place in the field itself, made hard after the harvest
by a roller, where the grain was threshed out: <400312>Matthew 3:12; <420317>Luke
3:17. In both these passages, by metonymy of the container for the thing
contained, aJlwn is the heap of grain, the flooring, already indeed threshed
out, but still mixed with chaff and straw, like Hebrew ˆr,gO, <080302>Ruth 3:2;
<183912>Job 39:12 (the Septuagint in each place aJlwna); (others adhere to the
primary meaning. Used by Aristotle, de vent. 3, Works, 2:973{a} 14).*

{258} alwphx, alwpekov, hJ, “a fox”: <400820>Matthew 8:20; <420958>Luke 9:58.
Metaphorically, a sly and crafty man: <421332>Luke 13:32; (in the same sense
often in the Greek writings, as Solon in Plutarch, Sol. 30, 2; Pindar
Pythagoras 2, 141; Plutarch, Sulla 28, 5).*

{259} aJlwsiv, aJlwsewv, hJ (aJlow, aJliskomai, to be caught), “a
catching, capture”: <610212>2 Peter 2:12 eiv aJlwsin “to be taken,” (some
would here take the word actively: “to take”). (From Pindar and
Herodotus down.)*
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{260} aJma (Sanskrit sa, sama; English “same”; Latin simul; German
sammt, etc.; Curtius, sec. 440; Vanicek, p. 972. From Homer down);

1. adverb, “at the same time, at once, together”: <442426>Acts 24:26; 27:40;
<510403>Colossians 4:3; <540513>1 Timothy 5:13; <570122>Philemon 1:22; “all to a man,
every one,” <450312>Romans 3:12.

2. preposition (Winer’s Grammar, 470 (439)), “together with,” with the
dative: <401329>Matthew 13:29. aJma prwi “early in the morning”: <402001>Matthew
20:1 (in Greek writings aJma tw hJliw, aJma th hJmera). In <520417>1
Thessalonians 4:17 and <520510>1 Thessalonians 5:10, where aJma is followed
by sun, aJma is an adverb (“at the same time”) and must be joined to the
verb.*

(Synonyms: aJma, oJmou: the distinction given by Ammonius (de diff. voc.
under the word) and others, that aJma is temporal, oJmou local, seems to
hold in the main; yet see <450312>Romans 3:12, and cf. Hesychius under the
word.)

{261} amaqhv, amaqev, genitive amaqouv (manqanw, whence emaqon,
to maqov, cf. alhqhv), “unlearned, ignorant”: <610316>2 Peter 3:16. (In Greek
writings from Herodotus down.)*

{262} amarantinov, amarantinon (from amarantov, as rodinov
made of roses, from rodon, a rose; cf. akanqinov), “composed of
amaranth” (a flower, so called because it never withers or fades, and when
plucked off revives if moistened with water; hence, it is a symbol of
perpetuity and immortality (see Paradise Lost iii., 353ff); Pliny, h. n. 21
(15), 23 (others 47)): stefanov, <600504>1 Peter 5:4. (Found besides only in
Philostr. her. 19, p. 741; (and (conjecturally) in Boeckh, Corp. Inscriptions
155, 39, circa B. C. 340).)*

{263} amarantov, amaranton (from marainw; cf. amiantov,
afantov, etc.), “not fading away, unfading, perennial”; Vulgate
immarcescibilis: (hence, the name of the flower (Dioscorides (100 A. D.?)
4, 57, others); see amarantinov): <600104>1 Peter 1:4. Found elsewhere only in
Sap. 6:13; (zwh amarantov Sibylline 8, 411; Boeckh, Corp. Inscriptions
ii., p. 1124, no. 2942 c, 4; Lucian, Dom. c. 9).*

{264} aJmartanw; future aJmarthsw (<401821>Matthew 18:21; <450615>Romans
6:15; in the latter passage L T Tr WH give aJmarthswmen for R G
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aJmarthsomen), in classical Greek aJmarthsomai; 1 aorist (later)
hJmarthsa, <401815>Matthew 18:15; <450514>Romans 5:14,16 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 82 (79); Buttmann, 54 (47)); 2 aorist hJmarton; perfect
hJmarthka; (according to a conjecture of Alexander Buttmann (1873),
Lexil. i., p. 137, from the alpha privative and meirw, meiromai, merov,
properly, “to be without a share in,” namely, the mark); properly, “to miss
the mark,” (Homer, Iliad 8, 311, etc.; with the genitive of the thing missed,
Homer, Iliad 10, 372; 4, 491; tou skopou, Plato, Hipp. min., p. 375 a.;
thv oJdou, Aristophanes Plutarch, 961, others); then “to err, be mistaken”;
lastly “to miss” or “wander from the path of uprightness and honor,” “to
do” or “go wrong”. (“Even the Septuagint, although the Hebrew af;j; also
means primarily “to miss,” endeavor to reserve aJmartanw exclusively for
the idea of sin: and where the Hebrew signifies to miss one’s aim in the
literal sense, they avail themselves of expressive compounds, in particular
examartanein, <072016>Judges 20:16.” Zezschwitz, Profangraec, u. Biblical
Sprachgeist, p. 63f) In the N.T. to wander from the law of God, violate
God’s law, sin; a. absolutely: <402704>Matthew 27:4; <430514>John 5:14; 8:11; 9:2f;
<620110>1 John 1:10; 2:1; 3:6,8f; 5:18; <450212>Romans 2:12; 3:23; 5:12,14,16; 6:15;
<460728>1 Corinthians 7:28,36; 15:34; <490426>Ephesians 4:26; <540520>1 Timothy 5:20;
<560311>Titus 3:11; <160317>Nehemiah 3:17; 10:26 (eJkousiwv); (<610204>2 Peter 2:4); of
the violation of civil laws, which Christians regard as also the transgression
of divine law, <600220>1 Peter 2:20. b. aJmartanein aJmartian “to commit”
(literally, “sin”) a sin, <620516>1 John 5:16 (megalhn aJmartian, <023230>Exodus
32:30f. Hebrew af;j; ha;f;j}; aiscran aJmartanw Sophocles Philippians
1249; megala aJmarthmata aJmartanein, Plato, Phaedo, p. 113 e.); cf.
agapaw, under the end aJmartanein eiv tina (Buttmann, 173 (150);
Winer’s Grammar, 233 (219)): <401815>Matthew 18:15 (L T WH omit; Tr
marginal reading brackets eiv se), <401821>Matthew 18:21; <421518>Luke 15:18,21;
17:3 Rec., 4; <460812>1 Corinthians 8:12; ti eiv Kaisara, <442508>Acts 25:8; eiv
to idion swma, <460618>1 Corinthians 6:18 (eiv aJutouv te kai eiv allouv,
Plato, rep. 3, p. 396 a.; eiv to qeion, Plato, Phaedr., p. 242 c.; eiv Qeouv,
Xenophon, Hell. 1, 7, 19, etc.; (cf. aJmartanw kuriw Qew, Baruch 1:13;
2:5)); Hebraistically, enwpion (ynep]li) tinov (Buttmann, sec. 146, 1) “in
the presence of, before anyone,” the one wronged by the sinful act being,
as it were, present and looking on: <421518>Luke 15:18,21 (<090706>1 Samuel 7:6;
Tobit 3:3, etc.; (cf. enanti kuriou, Baruch 1:17)). (For references see
aJmartia. Compare: proamartanw).*
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{265} aJmarthma, aJmarthmatov, to (from aJmartew equivalent to
aJmartanw cf. adikhma, alisghma), “a sin, evil deed,” (“Differunt hJ
aJmartia et to aJmarthma ut Latinorum peccatus et peccatum. Nam to
aJmarthma et peccatum proprie malum facinus indicant; contra hJ
aJmartia et peccatus primum peccationem, to peccare, deinde peccatum,
rem consequentem, valent.” Fritzsche; see aJmartia, at the end; cf. also
Trench, sec. lxvi.): <410328>Mark 3:28, and (L T Tr text WH) 29; <410412>Mark 4:12
(where G T Tr text WH omits; L Tr marginal reading brackets ta
aJmarthma); <450325>Romans 3:25; <460618>1 Corinthians 6:18; <610109>2 Peter 1:9 (R (L
WH text Tr marginal reading) aJmartiwn). In secular authors from
Sophocles and Thucydides down; (of bodily defects, Plato, Gorgias 479 a.;
aJmarthma mnhmonikon, Cicero, ad Att. 13, 21; aJmarthma grafikon,
Polybius 34, 3, 11; oJtan men paralogwv hJ blabh genhtai, atuchma.
OJtan de mh paralogwv, aneu de kakiav, aJmarthma. OJtan de eidwv
men mh probouleusav de, adikhma, Aristotle, eth. Nic. 5, 10, p.
1135{b}, 16f).*

{266} aJmartia, aJmartiav, hJ (from 2 aorist aJmartein, as apotucia
from apotucein), “a failing to hit the mark” (see aJmartanw. In Greek
writings (from Aeschylus and Thucydides down). 1st, “an error” of the
understanding (cf. Ackermann, Das Christl. im Plato, p. 59 Anm. 3
(English translation (S. R. Asbury, 1861), p. 57 n. 99)). 2nd, “a bad action,
evil deed.” In the N.T. always in an ethical sense, and

1. equivalent to to aJmartanein “a sinning,” whether it occurs by omission
or commission, in thought and feeling or in speech and action (cf. Cicero,
de fin. 3, 9): <450512>Romans 5:12f,20; uJf’ aJmartian einai held down in sin,
<450309>Romans 3:9; epimenein th aJmartia, <450601>Romans 6:1; apoqnhskein
th aJmartia and zhn en auth, <450602>Romans 6:2; thn aJmartian
ginwskein, <450707>Romans 7:7; <470521>2 Corinthians 5:21; nekrov th aJmartia
<450611>Romans 6:11; peri aJmartiav to break the power of sin, <450803>Romans
8:3 (cf. Meyer); swma thv aJmartiav the body as the instrument of sin,
<450606>Romans 6:6; apath thv aJmartiav the craft by which sin is
accustomed to deceive, <580313>Hebrews 3:13; anqrwpov thv aJmartiav
(anomiav T Tr text WH text) the man so possessed by sin that he seems
unable to exist without it, the man utterly given up to sin, <530203>2
Thessalonians 2:3 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3 Note 2). In this sense
aJmartia (equivalent to to aJmartanein) as a power exercising dominion
over men (“sin as a principle and power”) is rhetorically represented as an
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imperial personage in the phrases aJmartia basileuei, kurieuei,
katergazetai, <450521>Romans 5:21; 6:12, 14; 7:17, 20; doulhein th
aJmartih <450606>Romans 6:6; doulov thv aJmartihv <430834>John 8:34 (WH
brackets; G omits thv aJmartihv); <450617>Romans 6:17; nomov thv aJmartihv
the dictate of sin or an impulse proceeding from it, <450723>Romans 7:23; 8:2;
dunamiv thv aJmartihv <461556>1 Corinthians 15:56; (the prosopopaeia occurs
in <010407>Genesis 4:7 and, according to the reading aJmartia, in Sir. 27:10).
Thus, aJmartia in sense, but not in signification, is the source whence the
several evil acts proceed; but it never denotes “vitiosity”.

2. “that which is done wrong,” committed or resultant “sin, an offence, a
violation of the divine law in thought or in act” (hJ aJmartia estin hJ
anomia, <620304>1 John 3:4); a. generally: <590115>James 1:15; <430846>John 8:46 (where
aJmartia must be taken to mean neither “error,” nor “craft” by which
Jesus is corrupting the people, but “sin” viewed generally, as is well shown
by Lücke at the passage and Ullmann in the Studien und Kritiken for 1842,
p. 667ff (cf. his Sündlosigkeit Jesu, p. 66ff (English translation of the 7th
edition, p. 71f)); the thought is, ‘If anyone convicts me of sin, then you
may lawfully question the truth and divinity of my doctrine, for sin hinders
the perception of truth’); cwriv aJmartiav so that he did not commit sin,
<580415>Hebrews 4:15; poiein aJmartian and thn aJmartian <430834>John 8:34;
<620308>1 John 3:8; <471107>2 Corinthians 11:7; <600222>1 Peter 2:22; ecein aJmartian to
have sin as though it were one’s odious private property, or to have done
something needing expiation, equivalent to to have committed sin, <430941>John
9:41; 15:22,24; 19:11; <620108>1 John 1:8 (so aJima ecein, of one who has
committed murder, Euripides, Or. 514); very often in the plural aJmartiai
(in the Synoptative Gospels the singular occurs but once: <401231>Matthew
12:31); <520216>1 Thessalonians 2:16; (<590516>James 5:16 L T Tr WH);
<661804>Revelation 18:4f, etc.; plhqov aJmartiwn, <590520>James 5:20; <600408>1 Peter
4:8; poiein aJmartiav, <590515>James 5:15; also in the expressions afesiv
aJmartiwn, afienai tav aJmartiav, etc. (see afihmi, 1 d.), in which the
word does not of itself denote the “guilt or penalty of sins,” but the sins are
conceived of as removed so to speak from God’s sight, regarded by him as
not having been done, and therefore are not punished. En aJmartiaiv su
egennhqhv oJlov thou wast covered all over with sins when thou wast born
i.e. didst sin abundantly before thou wast born, <430934>John 9:34; en taiv
aJmartiaiv apoqnhskein to die loaded with evil deeds therefore
unreformed, <430824>John 8:24; eti en aJmartiaiv einai still to have one’s
sins, namely, unexpiated, <461517>1 Corinthians 15:17. b. “some particular evil
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deed”: thn aJmartian tauthn, <440760>Acts 7:60; pasa aJmartia,
<401231>Matthew 12:31; aJmartia prov qanaton, <620516>1 John 5:16 (an offence
of such gravity that a Christian lapses from the state of zwh received from
Christ into the state of qanatov (cf. qanatov, 2) in which he was before
he became united to Christ by faith; cf. Lücke, DeWette (especially
Westcott, at the passage)).

3. collectively, “the complex or aggregate of sins committed either by a
single person or by many”: airein thn aJmartian tou kosmou, <430129>John
1:29 (see airw, 3 c.); apoqnhskein en th aJmartia <430821>John 8:21 (see 2
a. under the end); peri aJmartiav, namely, qusiav (Winer’s Grammar,
583 (542): Buttmann, 393 (336)), expiatory sacrifices, <581006>Hebrews 10:6
(according to the usage of the Septuagint, who sometimes so translate the
Hebrew ha;f;j} and taF;jæ, e.g. <030511>Leviticus 5:11; 7:27 (37); <193907>Psalm
39:7 (<194007>Psalm 40:7)); cwriv aJmartiav having no fellowship with the sin
which he is about (?) to expiate, <580928>Hebrews 9:28.

4. abstract for the concrete, equivalent to aJmartwlov: <450707>Romans 7:7 (oJ
nomov aJmartia, opposed to oJ nomov aJgiov, <450712>Romans 7:12); <470521>2
Corinthians 5:21 (ton ... aJmartian epoihsen he treated him, who knew
not sin, as a sinner). Cf. Fritzsche on Romans, vol. i. 289ff; (see
aJmarthma; Trench, sec. lxvi.).

{267} amarturov, amarturon (martuv), “without witness or testimony,
unattested”: <441417>Acts 14:17. (Thucydides, Demosthenes, Joseph, Plutarch,
Lucian, Herodian)*

{268} aJmartwlov, aJmartwlon (from the form aJmartw, as feidwlov
from feidomai), “devoted to sin, a (masculine or feminine) sinner.” In the
N.T. distinctions are so drawn that one is called aJmartwlov who is,

a. “not free from sin.” In this sense all men are sinners; as, <400913>Matthew
9:13; <410217>Mark 2:17; <420508>Luke 5:8,32; 13:2; 18:13; <450307>Romans 3:7;
5:(8),19; <540115>1 Timothy 1:15; <580726>Hebrews 7:26.

b. “pre-eminently sinful, especially wicked”;

(a.). universally: <540109>1 Timothy 1:9; <650115>Jude 1:15; <410838>Mark 8:38;
<420632>Luke 6:32-34; 7:37,39; 15:7,10; <430916>John 9:16,24f. <430931>John 9:31;
<480217>Galatians 2:17; <581203>Hebrews 12:3; <590408>James 4:8; 5:20; <600418>1 Peter
4:18; aJmartia itself is called aJmartwlov, <450713>Romans 7:13.
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(b.) specifically, of men stained with certain definite vices or crimes,
e.g. the tax-gatherers: <421502>Luke 15:2; 18:13; 19:7; hence, the
combination telwnai kai aJmartwloi, <400910>Matthew 9:10f; 11:19;
<410215>Mark 2:15f; <420530>Luke 5:30; 7:34; 15:1. heathen, called by the Jews
sinners kat’ exochn (1 Macc. 1:34; 2:48,62; Tobit 13:6): <402645>Matthew
26:45 (?); <411441>Mark 14:41; <422407>Luke 24:7; <480215>Galatians 2:15. (The word
is found often in the Septuagint, as the equivalent of afejo and [v;r;,
and in the O.T. Apocrypha; very seldom in Greek writings, as Aristotle,
eth. Nic. 2, 9, p. 1109, 33; Plutarch, de audiend. poët. 7, p. 25 c.)*

{269} amacov, amacon (mach), in Greek writings (from Pindar down)
commonly “not to be withstood, invincible”; more rarely “abstaining from
fighting” (Xenophon, Cyril 4, 1, 16; Hell. 4, 4, 9); in the N.T. twice
metaphorically, “not contentious”: <540303>1 Timothy 3:3; <560302>Titus 3:2.*

{270} amaw, amw: 1 aorist hmhsa; (from aJma together; hence, “to
gather together,” cf. German sammeln; (others regard the beginning a as
euphonic and the word as allied to Latin meto, English “mow,” thus
making the sense of “cutting” primary, and that of “gathering in”
secondary; cf. Vanicek, p. 673)); frequent in the Greek poets, “to reap,
mow down”: tav cwrav, <590504>James 5:4.*

{271} amequstov, amequstou, hJ, “amethyst,” a precious stone of a
violet and purple color (<022819>Exodus 28:19; according to Phavorinus so
called dia to apeirgein thv meqhv (so Plutarch, quaest. conviv. iii. 1, 3,
6)): <662120>Revelation 21:20. (Cf. B. D. under the word.)*

{272} amelew, amelw; future amelhsw; 1 aorist hmelhsa; (from
amelhv, and this from the alpha privative and melw to care for); very
common in secular authors; “to be careless of, to neglect”: tinov,
<580203>Hebrews 2:3; 8:9; <540414>1 Timothy 4:14; followed by an infinitive, <610112>2
Peter 1:12 R G; without a case, amelhsantev (not caring for what had
just been said (A.V. “they made light of it)), <402205>Matthew 22:5.*

{273} amemptov, amempton (memfomai to blame), “blameless, deserving
no censure” (Tertullian irreprehensibilis), “free from fault or defect”:
<420106>Luke 1:6; <504415>Philippians 2:15; 3:6; <520313>1 Thessalonians 3:13 (WH
marginal reading amemptwv); <580807>Hebrews 8:7 (in which nothing is
lacking); in the Septuagint equivalent to µT;, <180101>Job 1:1,8 etc., common in
Greek writings. (Cf. Trench, sec. ciii.)*
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{274} amemptwv, adverb, “blamelessly, so that there is no cause for
censure”: <520210>1 Thessalonians 2:10; (3:13 WH marginal reading); 5:23.
(From Aeschylus down. Cf. Trench, sec. ciii.)*

{275} amerimnov, amerimnon, (merimna), “free from anxiety, free from
care”: <402814>Matthew 28:14; <460732>1 Corinthians 7:32 (free from earthly cares).
(Sap. 6:16; 7:23; Herodian, 2, 4, 3; 3, 7, 11; Anth. 9, 309, 5; (in passive
sense, Sophocles Ajax 1206).)*

{276} ametaqetov, ametaqeton (metatiqhmi), “not transposed, not to
be transferred; fixed, unalterable”: <580618>Hebrews 6:18; to ametaqeton as a
substantive, “immutability,” <580617>Hebrews 6:17. (3 Macc. 5:1; Polybius,
Diodorus, Plutarch.)*

{277} ametakinhtov, ametakinhton (metakinew), “not to be moved
from its place, unmoved”; metaphorically, “firmly persistent” (A.V.
“unmovable”): <461558>1 Corinthians 15:58. (Plato, epistle 7, p. 843 a.;
Dionysius Halicarnassus 8, 74; (Josephus, contra Apion 2, 16, 9; 2, 32, 3;
2, 35, 4).)*

{278} ametamelhtov, ametamelhton (metamelomai, metamelei), “not
repented of, unregretted”: <451129>Romans 11:29; swthria, by litotes,
salvation affording supreme joy, <470710>2 Corinthians 7:10 (others connect it
with metanoian). (Plato, Polybius, Plutarch.)*

{279} ametanohtov, ametanohton (metanoew, which see), “admitting
no change of mind” (amendment), “unrepentant, impenitent”: <450205>Romans
2:5. (In Lucian, Abdic. 11 (passively), equivalent to ametamelhtov, which
see; (Philo de praem. et poen. sec. 3).)*

{280} ametrov, ametron (metron a measure), “without measure,
immense”: <471013>2 Corinthians 10:13,15f (eiv ta ametra kaucasqai to
boast to an immense extent, i.e. beyond measure, excessively). (Plato,
Xenophon, Anthol. iv., p. 170, and ii. 206, Jacobs edition.)*

{281} amhn, Hebrew ˆmea;;

1. verbal adjective (from ˆmæa; to prop; Niph. to be firm), “firm,”
metaphorically, “faithful”: oJ amhn, <660314>Revelation 3:14 (where is added oJ
martuv oJ pistov kai alhqinov).
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2. it came to be used as an adverb by which something is asserted or
confirmed:

a. at the beginning of a discourse, “surely, of a truth, truly”; so frequent in
the discourses of Christ in Matthew, Mark, and Luke: amhn legw uJmin ‘I
solemnly declare unto you,’ e.g. <400518>Matthew 5:18; <410328>Mark 3:28; <420424>Luke
4:24. The repetition of the word (amhn amhn), employed by John alone in
his Gospel (twenty-five times), has the force of a superlative, “most
assuredly”: <430151>John 1:51 (52); 3:3.

b. at the close of a sentence; “so it is, so be it, may it be fulfilled”
(genoito, the Septuagint <040522>Numbers 5:22; <052715>Deuteronomy 27:15, etc.):
<450125>Romans 1:25; 9:5; <480105>Galatians 1:5; <490321>Ephesians 3:21; <500420>Philippians
4:20; <540117>1 Timothy 1:17; <581321>Hebrews 13:21; <600411>1 Peter 4:11;
<660106>Revelation 1:6, and often; cf. <241105>Jeremiah 11:5; <243506>Jeremiah 35:6
(<243606>Jeremiah 36:6); <110130>1 Kings 1:30. It was a custom, which passed over
from the synagogues into the Christian assemblies, that when he who had
read or discoursed had offered up a solemn prayer to God, the others in
attendance responded “Amen,” and thus made the substance of what was
uttered their own: <461416>1 Corinthians 14:16 (to amhn, the well-known
response “Amen”), cf. <040522>Numbers 5:22; <052715>Deuteronomy 27:15ff;
<160513>Nehemiah 5:13; 8:6. <470120>2 Corinthians 1:20 aJi epaggeliai ... to nai,
kai ... to amhn, i.e. had shown themselves most sure. (Cf. B. D. under the
word Amen.)

{282} amhtwr, amhtorov, oJ, hJ (mhthr), “without a mother, motherless”;
in Greek writings:

1. “born without a mother,” e.g. Minerva, Euripides, Phoen. 666f, others;
God himself, inasmuch as he is without origin, Lactantius, instt. 4, 13, 2.

2. bereft of a mother, Herodotus 4, 154, elsewhere.

3. born of a base or unknown mother, Euripides, Ion 109 cf. 837.

4. unmotherly, unworthy of the name of mother: mhthr amhtwr,
Sophocles El. 1154. Cf. Bleek on Hebrews vol. ii., 2, p. 305ff

5. in a significance unused by the Greeks, ‘whose mother is not recorded in
the genealogy’: of Melchizedek, <580703>Hebrews 7:3; (of Sarah by Philo in de
temul. sec. 14, and rer. div. haer. sec. 12; (cf. Bleek as above)); cf. the
classic anolumpiav.*
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{283} amiantov, amianton (miainw), “not defiled, unsoiled; free from
that by which the nature of a thing is deformed and debased, or its force
and vigor impaired”: kaith pure, free from adultery, <581304>Hebrews 13:4;
klhronomia (without defect), <600104>1 Peter 1:4; qrhskeia, <590127>James 1:27;
pure from sin, <580726>Hebrews 7:26. (Also in the Greek writings; in an ethical
sense, Plato, legg. 6, p. 777 e.; Plutarch, Periel. e. 39 biov kaqarov kai
amiantov.)*

{284} Aminadab, oJ, bd;n;yMi[æ; (servant of the prince (others, my people
are noble; but cf. B. D. under the word)) (A.V. “Aminadab”), the proper
name of one of the ancestors of Christ (<130210>1 Chronicles 2:10 (A.V.
“Amminadab”)): <400104>Matthew 1:4; <420333>Luke 3:33 (not WH. See B. D. under
the word).*

{285} ammov, ammou, hJ, “sand”; see. to a Hebrew comparison ammov thv
qalasshv and ammov hJ para to ceilov thv qalasshv are used for an
innumerable multitude, <450927>Romans 9:27; <581112>Hebrews 11:12; <662008>Revelation
20:8, equivalent to <661201>Revelation 12:18 (<661301>Revelation 13:1). According
to the context “sandy ground,” <400726>Matthew 7:26. (Xenophon, Plato,
Theophrastus often, Plutarch, the Septuagint often.)*

{286} amnov, amnou, oJ (from Sophocles and Aristophanes down), “a
lamb”: <440832>Acts 8:32; <600119>1 Peter 1:19; tou qeou, consecrated to God,
<430129>John 1:29,36. In these passages Christ is likened to a sacrificial lamb on
account of his death, innocently and patiently endured, to expiate sin. See
arnion.*

{287} amoibh, amoibhv, hJ (from ameibw, as aleifh from aleifw,
stoibh from steibw), a very common word with the Greeks, “requital,
recompense,” in a good and a bad sense (from the significance of the
middle ameibomai to requite, return like for like): in a good sense, <540504>1
Timothy 5:4.*

{288} ampelov, ampelou, hJ (from Homer down), “a vine”: <402629>Matthew
26:29; <411425>Mark 14:25; <422218>Luke 22:18; <590312>James 3:12. In <431501>John 15:1,4f
Christ calls himself a vine, because, as the vine imparts to its branches sap
and productiveness, so Christ infuses into his followers his own divine
strength and life. Ampelov thv ghv in <661418>Revelation 14:18 (Rec.st omits
thv ampelou.), <431519>John 15:19, signifies the enemies of Christ, who, ripe
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for destruction, are likened to clusters of grapes, to be cut off, thrown into
the winepress, and trodden there.*

{289} ampelourgov, ampelourgou, oJ, hJ (from ampelov and ERGW),
“a vinedresser”: <421307>Luke 13:7. (Aristophanes, Plutarch, Geoponica, others;
the Septuagint for µræKo.)*

{290} ampelwn, ampelwnov, oJ, “a vineyard”: <402001>Matthew 20:1ff;
21:28,(33),39ff; <411201>Mark 12:1ff; Luke (13:6); 20:9ff; <460907>1 Corinthians 9:7.
(the Septuagint; Diodorus 4, 6; Plutarch, pro nobilit. c. 3.)*

{291} Ampliav (T Ampliatov, Tr WH L marginal reading Ampliatov;
hence, accent Ampliav; cf. Lob. Pathol. Proleg., p. 505; Chandler sec.
32), Ampliou, oJ Amplias (a contraction from the Latin Ampliatus, which
form appears in some authorities, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 102 (97)), a
certain Christian at Rome: <451608>Romans 16:8. (See Lightfoot on Phil., p.
174; cf. The Athenaeum for March 4, 1882, p. 289f.)*

{291} Ampliatov (Tdf.) or more correctly Ampliatov (L marginal
reading Tr WH) equivalent to Ampliav, which see.

{292} amunw: 1 aorist middle hmunamhn; (allied with Latin munio,
moenia, etc., Vanicek, p. 731; Curtius, sec. 451); in Greek writings (from
Homer down) “to ward off, keep off” anything from anyone, ti tini,
accusative of the thing and the dative of person; hence, with a simple
dative of the person, “to aid, assist anyone” (Thucydides 1, 50; 3, 67,
elsewhere). Middle amunomai, with accusative of person, “to keep off,
ward off, anyone from oneself; to defend oneself against anyone” (so also 2
Macc. 10:17; Sap. 11:3; the Septuagint <061013>Joshua 10:13); to take
vengeance on anyone (Xenophon, an. 2, 3,23; Josephus, Antiquities 9, 1,
2): <440724>Acts 7:24, where in thought supply ton adikounta (cf. Buttmann,
194 (168) note; Winer’s Grammar, 258 (242)).*

{294} amfiazw; (from amfi, literally, to put around); “to put on,
clothe”: in <421228>Luke 12:28 L WH amfiazei for Rec. amfiennusi. (A
later Greek word; the Septuagint (<121709>2 Kings 17:9 Alexandrian LXX);
<182914>Job 29:14; (31:19); 40:5; <197206>Psalm 72:6 Symmachus; several times in
Themistius; cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii., p. 112; (Veitch,
under the word; Buttmann, 49 (42f); Stephanus’ Thesaurus, under the
word, col. 201 c. quotes from Cram. Anecdot. Ox. vol. ii., p. 338, 31 to
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men amfiezw esti koinwv, to de amfiazw Dwrikon, wJsper to
uJpopiezw kai uJpopiazw).) Cf. amfiezw.*

amfiballw; “to throw around,” equivalent to periballw, of a garment
(Homer, Odyssey 14, 342); “to cast to and fro now to one side now to the
other”: a net, <410116>Mark 1:16 G L T Tr WH (according to T Tr WH used
absolutely; cf. oJi amfiboleiv, <231908>Isaiah 19:8). (<350117>Habakkuk 1:17.)*

{293} amfiblhstron, amfiblhstrou, to (amfiballw), in Greek
writings “anything thrown around one to impede his motion,” as chains, a
garment; specifically, “a net for fishing” (“casting-net”): <410116>Mark 1:16 R G
L; <400418>Matthew 4:18. (the Septuagint; Hesiod scut. 215; Herodotus 1, 141;
Athen. 10, 72, p. 450.) (Synonym: see diktuon, and cf. Trench, sec. lxiv.;
B. D. under the word net.)*

{294} amfiezw, equivalent to amfiennumi; in <421228>Luke 12:28 amfiezei
T Tr. Cf. amfiazw.

{294} amfiennumi; perfect passive hmfiesmai; (eJnnumi); (from Homer
down); “to put on, to clothe”: <421228>Luke 12:28 (R G; cf. amfiezw);
<400630>Matthew 6:30; en tini (Buttmann, 191 (166)), <420725>Luke 7:25;
<401108>Matthew 11:8.*

{295} Amfipoliv, Amfipolewv, hJ, “Amphipolis,” the metropolis of
Macedonia Prima (cf. B. D. under the word Macedonia); so called, because
the Strymon flowed around it (Thucydides 4, 102) formerly called Ennea
oJdoi (Thucydides 1,100): <441701>Acts 17:1 (see B. D.).*

{296} amfodon, amfodou, to (amfi, oJdov), properly, “a road round
anything, a street” (Hesychius amfoda. aJi rumai aguiai diodoi
(others, diexodoi diorugmai, elsewhere, hJ plateia); Lex. in Bekker
Anecdota i., p. 205, 14 Amfodon. hJ wJsper ek tetragwnou
diagegrammenh oJdov. For examples see Sophocles’ Lexicon; Wetstein
(1752) on Mark, the passage cited; manuscript D in <441928>Acts 19:28 (where
see Tdf.’s note)): <411104>Mark 11:4. (<241727>Jeremiah 17:27; 30:16 (49:27), and in
Greek writings.)*

{297} amfoteroi, amfoterai, amfotera (from Homer down), “both of
two, both the one and the other”: <400917>Matthew 9:17, etc.; ta amfotera,
<442308>Acts 23:8; <490214>Ephesians 2:14.
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{298} amwmhtov, amwmhton (mwmaomai), “that cannot be censured,
blameless”: <504415>Philippians 2:15 R G (cf. tekna mwmhta, <053205>Deuteronomy
32:5); <610314>2 Peter 3:14. (Homer, Iliad 12, 109; (Hesiod, Pindar, others;)
Plutarch, frat. amor. 18; often in Anthol.)*

amwmon, amwmou, to, “amomum,” a fragrant plant of India, having the
foliage of the white vine (elsewhere, ampeloleuce) and seed, in clusters like
grapes, from which ointment, was made (Pliny, h. n. 12, 13 (28)):
<661813>Revelation 18:13 G L T Tr WH. (See B. D. American edition under the
word.)*

{299} amwmov, amwmon (mwmov), “without blemish,” free from
faultiness, as a victim without spot or blemish: <600119>1 Peter 1:19
(<032221>Leviticus 22:21); <580914>Hebrews 9:14; in both places allusion is made to
the sinless life of Christ. Ethically, “without blemish, faultless, unblamable”:
<490104>Ephesians 1:4; 5:27; <510122>Colossians 1:22; <504415>Philippians 2:15 L T Tr
WH; <650124>Jude 1:24; <661405>Revelation 14:5. (Often in the Septuagint; (Hesiod,
Simonides, Jamblichus), Herodotus 2, 177; Aeschylus Pers. 185;
Theocritus, 18, 25.) (Synonym: see Trench, sec. ciii.; Tittmann 1:29f.)*

{300} Amwn, oJ, indeclinable, “Amon” (ˆwOma; artificer (but cf. B. D.)),
king of Judah, son of Manasseh, and father of Josiah: <400110>Matthew 1:10 (L
T Tr WH Amwv. Cf. B. D.).*

{301} Amwv, oJ, “Amos” (xwOma; strong), indeclinable proper name of one
of Christ’s ancestors: (<400110>Matthew 1:10 L T Tr WH); <420325>Luke 3:25.*

an, a particle indicating that something can or could occur on certain
conditions, or by the combination of certain fortuitous causes. In Latin it
has no equivalent; nor do the English “haply, perchance,” German wohl
(wol), etwa, exactly and everywhere correspond to it. The use of this
particle in the N.T., illustrated by copious examples from Greek writers, is
shown by Winer’s Grammar, sec. 42; (cf. Buttmann, 216ff (186ff). Its use
in classic Greek is fully exhibited (by Prof. Goodwin) in Liddell and Scott,
under the word).

It is joined:

I. in the apodoses of hypothetical sentences
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1. with the imperfect, where the Latin uses the imperfect subjunctive, e.g.
<420739>Luke 7:39 (eginwsken an, sciret, “he would know”); <421706>Luke 17:6
(elegete an “ye would say”); <402330>Matthew 23:30 (non essemus, we should
not have been); <430546>John 5:46; 8:42; 9:41; 15:19; 18:36; <461131>1 Corinthians
11:31; <480110>Galatians 1:10; 3:21 (but WH marginal reading brackets);
<580408>Hebrews 4:8; 8:4,7.

2. with the indicative aorist (where the Latin uses the pluperfect
subjunctive like the future perfect subjunctive, “I would have done it”), to
express what would have been, if this or that either were (ei with the
imperfect in the protasis preceding), or had been (ei with the aorist or
pluperfect preceding): <401121>Matthew 11:21 and <421013>Luke 10:13 (an
metenohsan “they would have repented”; <401123>Matthew 11:23; 12:7 (“ye
would not have condemned”); <402443>Matthew 24:43 (“he would have
watched”), 22 and <411320>Mark 13:20 (“no one would have been saved,” i.e.
all even now would have to be regarded as those who had perished; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 304 (286)); <430410>John 4:10 (“thou wouldst have asked”);
<431402>John 14:2 (eipon an “I would have said so”); <431428>John 14:28 (“ye
would have rejoiced”); <450929>Romans 9:29 (“we should have become”); <460208>1
Corinthians 2:8; <480415>Galatians 4:15 (R G); <441814>Acts 18:14. Sometimes the
condition is not expressly stated, but is easily gathered from what is said:
<421923>Luke 19:23 and <402527>Matthew 25:27 (“I should have received it back
with interest,” namely, if thou hadst given it to the bankers).

3. with the pluperfect: <431121>John 11:21 (R Tr marginal reading) (ouk an
eteqnhkei (L T Tr text WH apeqanen) “would not have died,” for
which, in <431132>John 11:32, the aorist ouk an apeqane); <431407>John 14:7 (not
Tdf.) (ei with the pluperfect preceding); <620219>1 John 2:19 (“they would have
remained with us”). Sometimes (as in Greek writings, especially the later)
an is omitted, in order to intimate that the thing wanted but little
(imperfect) or had wanted but little (pluperfect or aorist) of being done,
which yet was not done because the condition was not fulfilled (cf. Alex.
Alexander Buttmann (1873) in the Studien und Kritiken for 1858, p. 489ff;
(N.T. Gram., p. 225 (194)); Fritzsche on Romans, vol. ii., 33; Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 42, 2, p. 305 (286)), e.g. <430839>John 8:39 (where the an is
spurious); <431522>John 15:22, 24; 19:11; <442632>Acts 26:32; <450707>Romans 7:7;
<480415>Galatians 4:15 (an before edwkate has been correctly expunged by L
T Tr WH).
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II. Joined to relative pronouns, relative adverbs, and adverbs of time and
quality, it has the same force as the Latin cumque or cunque, -ever, -soever
(German irgend, etwa).

1. followed by a past tense of the indicative, when some matter of fact,
something certain, is spoken of; where, “when the thing itself which is said
to have been done is certain, the notion of uncertainty involved in an
belongs rather to the relative, whether pronoun or particle” (Klotz ad Der.,
p. 145) (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 42, 3 a.); oJsoi an “as many as”:
<410656>Mark 6:56 (oJsoi an hJptonto (hJyanto L text T Tr text WH) autou
“as many as touched him” (cf. Buttmann, 216 (187))); <411124>Mark 11:24
(oJsa an) proseucomenoi aiteisqe (Griesbach omits an), but L text T
Tr WH have rightly restored oJsa proseucesqe kai aiteisqe). kaqoti
an “in so far or so often as, according as” (German je nachdem gerade):
<440245>Acts 2:45; 4:35. wJv an: <461202>1 Corinthians 12:2 (in whatever manner ye
were led (cf. Buttmann, sec. 139, 13; 383 (329f))).

2. followed by a subjunctive, a. the present, concerning that which may
have been done, or is usually or constantly done (where the German uses
mögen); hJnika an “whensoever,” as often as”: <470315>2 Corinthians 3:15 L T
Tr WH; oJv an “whoever, be he who he may”: <401625>Matthew 16:25 (L T Tr
WH ean); (<410835>Mark 8:35 (where T Tr WH future indicative; see WH’s
Appendix, p. 172)); <421005>Luke 10:5 (L T Tr WH aorist); <421008>Luke 10:8;
<480517>Galatians 5:17 (T Tr WH ean, L brackets ean); <620205>1 John 2:5; 3:17;
<450915>Romans 9:15 (<023319>Exodus 33:19); <451602>Romans 16:2; <461127>1 Corinthians
11:27 etc. oJstiv an: <461602>1 Corinthians 16:2 (Tr WH ean; WH marginal
reading aorist); <510317>Colossians 3:17 (L text Tr WH ean). oJsoi an:
<400712>Matthew 7:12 (T WH ean); 22:9 (L T Tr WH ean). oJpou an
“whithersoever”: <420957>Luke 9:57 (L Tr ean); <661404>Revelation 14:4 (L Tr (T
edition 7 not 8, WH) have adopted uJpagei, defended also by Buttmann,
228 (196)); <590304>James 3:4 (R G L Tr marginal reading in brackets). oJsakiv
an “how often soever”: <461125>1 Corinthians 11:25f (where L T Tr WH ean).
wJv an “in what way soever”: <520207>1 Thessalonians 2:7 ((cf. Ellicott at the
passage; Buttmann, 232 (201))), L T Tr WH ean). b. the aorist, where the
Latin uses the future perfect; oJv an: <400521>Matthew 5:21,22 (eiph whoever,
if ever anyone shall have said); <400531>Matthew 5:31f (in <400532>Matthew 5:32 L T
Tr WH read pav oJ apoluwn); <401011>Matthew 10:11; 26:48 (Tdf. ean);
<410329>Mark 3:29,35; 9:41, etc. oJstiv an: <401033>Matthew 10:33 (L Tr WH text
omit an); 12:50; <431413>John 14:13 (Tr marginal reading WH present);
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<440323>Acts 3:23 (Tdf. ean), etc. oJsoi an: <402122>Matthew 21:22 (Treg. ean);
<402303>Matthew 23:3 (T WH ean); <410328>Mark 3:28 (Tr WH ean); <420905>Luke 9:5
(L T Tr WH present); <431122>John 11:22; <440239>Acts 2:39 (Lachmann oJuv); 3:22.
oJpou an: <411409>Mark 14:9 (T WH ean); 9:18 (L T Tr WH ean). acriv oJu
an “until” (donec): <461525>1 Corinthians 15:25 Rec.; <660225>Revelation 2:25. eJwv
an “until” (usque dum): <400213>Matthew 2:13; 10:11; 22:44; <410610>Mark 6:10;
<422132>Luke 21:32; <460405>1 Corinthians 4:5, etc. hJnika an, of future time, “not
until then, when ... or then at length, when ...”: <470316>2 Corinthians 3:16 (T
WH text ean) (cf. Kühner, 2:951; Jelf, 2:565). wJv an “as soon as”
(Buttmann, 232 (200)): <461134>1 Corinthians 11:34; <506823>Philippians 2:23. af’
oJu an egerqh, <421325>Luke 13:25 (from the time, whatever the time is, when
he shall have risen up). But ean (which see) is also joined to the pronouns
and adverbs mentioned, instead of an; and in many places the manuscripts
and editions fluctuate between an and ean (examples of which have
already been adduced); (cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 96; WH’s Appendix, p. 173
“predominantly an is found after consonants, and ean after vowels”).
Finally, to this head must be referred oJtan (equivalent to oJte an) with the
indicative and much more often with the subjunctive (see oJtan), and oJpwv
an, although this last came to be used as a final conjunction in the sense,
“that, if it be possible”: <420235>Luke 2:35); <440320>Acts 3:20 (19); 15:17;
<450304>Romans 3:4; see oJpwv, IL 1 b. (Cf. Winer’s Grammar, 309 (290f);
Buttmann, 234 (201).)

III. an is joined to the optative (Winer’s Grammar, 303 (284); Buttmann,
217 (188)); when a certain condition is laid down, as in wishes, “I would
that” etc.: <442629>Acts 26:29 (euxaimhn (Tdf. euxamhn) an, “I could pray,”
namely, did it depend on me); in direct questions (Winer’s Grammar, the
passage cited; Buttmann, 254 (219)): <440831>Acts 8:31 (pwv an dunaimhn;
i.e. on what condition, by what possibility, could I? cf. Xenophon, oec. 11,
5); <441718>Acts 17:18 (ti an qeloi ... legein what would he say? it being
assumed that he wishes to utter some definite notion or other); <440212>Acts
2:12 R G; independent sentences and indirect questions in which the
narrator introduces another’s thought (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 42, 4;
Buttmann, the passage cited]: <420162>Luke 1:62; 6:11; 9:46; (<421526>Luke 15:26 L
brackets Tr WH; cf. <421836>Luke 18:36 Lbr. Trbr. WH marginal reading);
<440524>Acts 5:24; 10:17; 17:20 R G.

IV. an is found without a mood in <460705>1 Corinthians 7:5 (ei mh ti an
(WH brackets an), “except perhaps,” namely, genoito (but cf. Alexander
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Buttmann (1873) as below)). wJv an, adverbially, tanquam (so already the
Vulgate), “as if”: <471009>2 Corinthians 10:9 (like wJsper an in Greek writings;
cf. Kühner, 2:210 (sec. 398 Anm. 4; Jelf, sec. 430); Buttmann, 219 (189);
(Liddell and Scott, under the word, D. III.)).

an, contracted from ean, “if”; followed by the subjunctive: <432023>John 20:23
(Lachmann ean. Also by the (present) indicative in <620515>1 John 5:15
Lachmann; see Buttmann, 223 (192); Winer’s Grammar, 295 (277)).
Further, L T Tr WH have received an in <431320>John 13:20; 16:23; (so WH
<431232>John 12:32; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 291 (274); Buttmann, 72 (63)).*

{303} ana, preposition, properly, “upward, up” (cf. the adverb anw,
opposed to kata and katw), denoting motion from a lower place to a
higher (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 398 (372) n.); rare in the N.T. and only with
the accusative

1. in the expressions ana meson (or jointly anameson (so Rst Tr in
<660717>Revelation 7:17)) “into the midst, in the midst, amidst, among,
between” — with the genitive of place, <401325>Matthew 13:25; <410731>Mark 7:31;
<660717>Revelation 7:17 (on this passage see mesov, 2 at the end); of person,
<460605>1 Corinthians 6:5, with which cf. Sir. 25:18 (17) ana meson tou
(Fritzsche, twn) plhsion autou; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 27, 1 at the
end (Buttmann, 332 (285)) (Sir. 27:2; 1 Macc. 7:28; 13:40, etc.; in the
Septuagint for ËwOtB], <022628>Exodus 26:28; <061609>Joshua 16:9; 19:1; Diodorus 2,
4 ana meson twn ceilewn (see mesov, 2)); ana merov (Vulgate per
partes), “in turn, one after another, in succession”: <461427>1 Corinthians 14:27
(where Rec.st writes anamerov) (Polybius 4, 20, 10 ana merov adein).

2. joined to numerals, it has a distributive force (Winer’s Grammar, 398
(372); Buttmann, 331f (285)): <430206>John 2:6 (ana metrhtav duo h treiv
two or three metretae apiece); <402009>Matthew 20:9f (elabon ana dhnarion
they received each a denarius); <420903>Luke 9:3 (Tr brackets; WH omits ana;
9:14); 10:1 (ana duo (WH ana duo (duo)) two by two); <410640>Mark 6:40
(L T Tr WH kata); (<660408>Revelation 4:8); and very often in Greek writings;
cf. Winer’s Grammar, 398 (372). It is used adverbially in <662121>Revelation
21:21 (ana eJiv eJkastov, like ana tessarev, Plutarch, Aem. 32; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 249 (234); (Buttmann, 30 (26))).

3. Prefixed to verbs ana signifies, a. “upward, up, up to” (Latin ad,
German auf), as in anakrouein, anabainein, anaballein,
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anakrazein, etc. b. it corresponds to the Latin ad (German an), “to”
(indicating the goal), as in anaggellein (others would refer this to d.),
anaptein. c. it denotes repetition, renewal, equivalent to denuo, “anew,
over again,” as in anagennan. d. it corresponds to the Latin re, retro,
“back, backward,” as in anakamptein, anacwrein, etc. Cf. Winer’s
Deuteronomy verb. comp. Part iii., p. 3f*

{304} anabaqmov, anabaqmou, oJ (baqmov, and this from bainw);

1. “an ascent”.

2. “a means of going up, a flight of steps, a stair”: <442135>Acts 21:35,40.
Examples from Greek writings in Lob. ad Phryn., p. 324f*

{305} anabainw; (imperfect anebainon <440301>Acts 3:1; future
anabhsomai Ro. 10:6, after <053012>Deuteronomy 30:12); perfect
anabebhka; 2 aorist anebhn, participle anabav, imperative anaba
<660401>Revelation 4:1 (anabhqi Lachmann), plural anabate (for R G
anabhte) <661112>Revelation 11:12 L T Tr (WH; cf. WH’s Appendix, p.
168{b}); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 14, 1 h.; (Buttmann, 54 (47); from Homer
down); the Septuagint for hl;[;; a. “to go up, move to a higher place,
ascend”: a tree (epi), <421904>Luke 19:4; upon the roof of a house (epi),
<420519>Luke 5:19; into a ship (eiv), <410651>Mark 6:51; (<401539>Matthew 15:39 G Tr
text; <442106>Acts 21:6 Tdf.); eiv to orov, <400501>Matthew 5:1; <420928>Luke 9:28;
<410313>Mark 3:13; eiv to uJperown, <440113>Acts 1:13; eiv ton ouranon,
<451006>Romans 10:6; <661112>Revelation 11:12 eiv ton ouranon is omitted, but to
be supplied, in <430151>John 1:51 (52); 6:62, and in the phrase, anabebhka
prov ton patera, <432017>John 20:17. (It is commonly maintained that those
persons are figuratively said anabebhkenai eiv ton ouranon, who have
penetrated the heavenly mysteries: <430313>John 3:13, cf. <053012>Deuteronomy
30:12; <202427>Proverbs 24:27 (30:4); Baruch 3:29. But in these latter passages
also the expression is to be understood literally. And as respects <430313>John
3:13, it must be remembered that Christ brought his knowledge of the
divine counsels with him from heaven, inasmuch as he had dwelt there
prior to his incarnation. Now the natural language was oudeiv hn en
ouranw; but the expression anabebhken is used because none but Christ
could get there except by ascending. Accordingly ei mh refers merely to
the idea, involved in anabebhken of a past residence in heaven. Cf. Meyer
(or Westcott) at the passage) Used of travelling to a higher place: eiv
IJerosoluma, <402017>Matthew 20:17f; <411032>Mark 10:32f, etc.; eiv to iJeron,
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<430714>John 7:14; <421810>Luke 18:10. Often the place to or into which the ascent is
made is not mentioned, but is easily understood from the context: <440831>Acts
8:31 (into the chariot); <411508>Mark 15:8 (to the palace of the governor,
according to the reading anabav restored by L T Tr text WH for R G
anabohsav), etc.; or the place alone is mentioned from which (apo, ek)
the ascent is made: <400316>Matthew 3:16; <440839>Acts 8:39; <661107>Revelation 11:7. b.
in a wider sense of things rising up, “to rise, mount, be borne up, spring
up”: of a fish swimming up, <401727>Matthew 17:27; of smoke rising up,
<660804>Revelation 8:4; 9:2; of plants springing up from the ground,
<401307>Matthew 13:7; <410407>Mark 4:7,32 (as in Greek writings; Theophrastus,
hist. plant. 8, 3, and Hebrew hl;[;); of things which come up in one’s mind
(Latin suboriri): anabainein ... epi thn kardian or en th kardia,
<422438>Luke 24:38; <460209>1 Corinthians 2:9; <440723>Acts 7:23 (anebh epi thn
kardian it came into his mind i.e. he resolved, followed by an infinitive),
after the Hebrew hl;[; la, blæ, <240316>Jeremiah 3:16, etc. (Buttmann, 135
(118)). Of messages, prayers, deeds, brought up or reported to one in a
higher place: <441004>Acts 10:4; 21:31 (tidings came up to the tribune of the
cohort, who dwelt in the tower Antonia). (Compare: prosanabainw,
sunanabainw).

{306} anaballw: 2 aorist middle anebalomhn;

1. “to throw or toss up”.

2. “to put back or off, delay, postpone” (very often in Greek writings); in
this sense also in middle (properly, “to defer for oneself”): tina, “to hold
back, delay”; in a forensic sense “to put off anyone” (Latin ampilare,
Cicero, Verr. act. 2, 1, 9 sec. 26) i.e. “to defer heaving and deciding
(adjourn) anyone’s case”: <442422>Acts 24:22; cf. Kypke (or Wetstein (1752))
at the passage.*

{307} anabibazw: 1 aorist anebibasa; “to cause to go up or ascend, to
draw up” (often in the Septuagint and in Greek writings): <401348>Matthew
13:48, (Xenophon, Hell. 1, 1, 2 prov thn ghn anebibaze tav eJautou
trihreiv).*

{308} anablepw; 1 aorist anebleya; (from Herodotus down);
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1. “to look up”: <410824>Mark 8:24 (25 R G L) 16:4; <421905>Luke 19:5; 21:1;
<442213>Acts 22:13; eiv tina, ibid.; eiv ton ouranon, <401419>Matthew 14:19;
<410641>Mark 6:41; 7:34 (Plato, Axioch., p. 370b.; Xenophon, Cyril 8, 4, 9).

2. “to recover (lost) sight”: <401105>Matthew 11:5; 20:34; <421841>Luke 18:41ff, etc.
((Herodotus 2, 111;) Plato, Phaedrus, p. 234 b. paracrhma anebleye
Aristophanes Plutarch, 126); used somewhat loosely also of the man blind
from birth who was cured by Christ, <430911>John 9:11 (12) (cf. Meyer at the
passage), 17f (Pausanias, 4, 12, 7 (10) sunebh ton Ofionea ... ton ek
genethv tuflon anableyai). Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc.
Part iii., p. 7f.

{309} anableyiv, anableyewv, hJ, “recovery of sight”: <420418>Luke 4:18
(19) (the Septuagint <236101>Isaiah 61:1). (Aristotle.)*

{310} anaboaw, anabow: 1 aorist anebohsa; (from Aeschylus and
Herodotus down); “to raise a cry, to cry out” anything, say it shouting:
<420938>Luke 9:38 (L T Tr WH ebohse); <411508>Mark 15:8 (where read anabav,
see anabainw, a. under the end); with the addition of fwnh megalh,
<402746>Matthew 27:46 (Tr WH L marginal reading ebohse) (as <012738>Genesis
27:38; <233613>Isaiah 36:13, etc.). Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. Part
iii., p. 6f; (and see boaw, at the end).*

{311} anabolh, anabolhv, hJ (anaballw, which see), often in Greek
writings, “a putting off, delay”: poieisqai anabolhn “to interpose”
(literally, “make”) “delay,” <442517>Acts 25:17 (as in Thucydides 2, 42;
Dionysius Halicarnassus 11, 33; Plutarch, Camill. c. 35).*

{508} anagaion, anagaiou, to (from ana and gaia i.e. gh), properly,
“anything above the ground”; hence, “a room in the upper part of a house”:
<411415>Mark 14:15; <422212>Luke 22:12 (in G L T Tr WH). Also written
anwgaion (which Tdf. formerly adopted; cf. Xenophon, an. 5, 4, 29
(where Dindorf anakeiwn)), anwgeon (Rec.), anwgewn; on this variety
in writing cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 297f; (Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 358);
Fritzsche on Mark, p. 611f; Buttmann, 13 (12); (WH’s Appendix, p. 151).*

{312} anaggellw; imperfect anhggellon; (future anaggelw); 1 aorist
anhggeila; 2 aorist passive anhggelhn, <451521>Romans 15:21; <600112>1 Peter
1:12 (several times in the Septuagint; 1 Macc. 2:31; Winer’s Grammar, 82
(78); (Veitch, under the word aggellw)); “to announce, make known” (cf.
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ana, 3 b.): ti, <441918>Acts 19:18; followed by oJti, <430515>John 5:15 (L marginal
reading WH text T eipen); oJsa k.t.l. <441427>Acts 14:27; (<410519>Mark 5:19 R G
L marginal reading); (absolutely with eiv, <410514>Mark 5:14 Rec.); equivalent
to “disclose”: ti tini, <430425>John 4:25; 16:13-15; used of the formal
proclamation of the Christian religion: <442020>Acts 20:20; <600112>1 Peter 1:12;
<620105>1 John 1:5; peri tinov, <451521>Romans 15:21 (<235215>Isaiah 52:15); “to
report, bring back tidings, rehearse,” used as in Greek writers (Aeschylus
Prom. 664 (661); Xenophon, an. 1, 3, 21; Polybius 25, 2, 7) of messengers
reporting what they have seen or heard (cf. ana as above): ti, <441638>Acts
16:38 (where L T Tr WH aphggeilan); <470707>2 Corinthians 7:7.

{313} anagennaw, anagennw: 1 aorist anegennhsa; perfect passive
anagegennhmai; “to produce again, beget again, beget anew”;
metaphorically: tina, thoroughly to change the mind of one, so that he
lives a new life and one conformed to the will of God, <600103>1 Peter 1:3;
passively ek tinov, ibid. 1:23. (In the same sense in ecclesiastical writings
(cf. Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word). Among secular authors used by
Josephus, Antiquities 4, 2, 1 twn ek tou stasiazein autoiv
anagennwmenwn (yet Bekker an genomenwn) deinwn “which
originated”.)*

{314} anaginwskw; (imperfect aneginwsken, <440828>Acts 8:28); 2 aorist
anegnwn (infinitive anagnwnai, <420416>Luke 4:16), participle anagnouv;
passive, (present anaginwskomai); 1 aorist anegnwsqhn; in secular
authors.

1. “to distinguish between, to recognize, to know accurately, to
acknowledge”; hence,

2. “to read” (in this significance (“first in Pindar O. 10 (11). 1”) from
(Aristophanes) Thucydides down): ti, <402231>Matthew 22:31; <411210>Mark 12:10;
<420603>Luke 6:3; <431920>John 19:20; <440830>Acts 8:30, 32; <470113>2 Corinthians 1:13;
(<480421>Galatians 4:21 Lachmann marginal reading); <660103>Revelation 1:3; 5:4
Rec.; tina, one’s book, <440828>Acts 8:28, 30; en with the dative of the book,
<401205>Matthew 12:5; 21:42; <411226>Mark 12:26; with ellipsis of en tw nomw,
<421026>Luke 10:26; followed by oJti (objective), <401904>Matthew 19:4; (followed
by oJti recitative, <402116>Matthew 21:16); ti epoihse, <401203>Matthew 12:3;
<410225>Mark 2:25. The object not mentioned, but to be understood from what
precedes: <402415>Matthew 24:15; <411314>Mark 13:14; <441531>Acts 15:31; 23:34;
<490304>Ephesians 3:4; passive <470302>2 Corinthians 3:2. “to read to others,” read
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aloud: <470315>2 Corinthians 3:15; <441521>Acts 15:21 (in both places Mwushv
equivalent to the books of Moses); (<420416>Luke 4:16; <441327>Acts 13:27); <520527>1
Thessalonians 5:27; <510416>Colossians 4:16.*

{315} anagkazw; (imperfect hnagkazon); 1 aorist hnagkasa; 1 aorist
passive hnagkasqhn; (from anagkh); (fr. Sophocles down); “to
necessitate, compel, drive to, constrain,” whether by force, threats, etc., or
by persuasion, entreaties, etc., or by other means: tina, <471211>2 Corinthians
12:11 (by your behavior toward me); tina followed by an infinitive,
<442611>Acts 26:11; 28:19; <480203>Galatians 2:3, 14 (by your example); 6:12;
<401422>Matthew 14:22; <410645>Mark 6:45; <421423>Luke 14:23.*

{316} anagkaiov, anagkaia, anagkaion (anagkh) (from Homer
down (in various senses)), “necessary”;

a. what one cannot do without, “indispensable”: <461222>1 Corinthians
12:22 (ta melh); <560314>Titus 3:14

b. “connected by the bonds of nature or of friendship”: <441024>Acts 10:24
(anagkaioi (A.V. “near”) filoi).

c. “what ought according to the law of duty to be done, what is
required by the condition of things”: <500124>Philippians 1:24. anagkaion
esti followed by accusative with the infinitive, <441346>Acts 13:46;
<580803>Hebrews 8:3. anagkaion hJgeisqai to deem necessary, followed
by an infinitive, <507425>Philippians 2:25; <470905>2 Corinthians 9:5.*

{317} anagkastwv, adverb, “by force or constraint”; opposed to
eJkousiwv, <600502>1 Peter 5:2. (Plato, Ax., p. 366 a.)*

{318} anagkh, anagkhv, hJ;

1. “necessity,” imposed either by the external condition of things, or by the
law of duty, regard to one’s advantage, custom, argument: kat’ anagkhn
perforce (opposed to kata eJkousion), <570114>Philemon 1:14; ex anagkhv of
necessity, compelled, <470907>2 Corinthians 9:7; <580712>Hebrews 7:12
(“necessarily”); ecw anagkhn I have (am compelled by) necessity, (also in
Greek writings): <460737>1 Corinthians 7:37; <580727>Hebrews 7:27; followed by an
infinitive, <421418>Luke 14:18; 23:17 R L brackets; <650103>Jude 1:3; anankh ... moi
epikeitai necessity is laid upon me, <460916>1 Corinthians 9:16; anagkh
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(equivalent to anagkaion esti) followed by an infinitive: <401807>Matthew
18:7; <451305>Romans 13:5; <580916>Hebrews 9:16, 23 (also in Greek writings).

2. in a sense rare in the classics (Diodorus 4, 43), but very common in
Hellenistic writings (also in Josephus, b. j. 5, 13, 7, etc.; see Winer’s
Grammar, 30), “calamity, distress, straits”: <422123>Luke 21:23; <460726>1
Corinthians 7:26; <520307>1 Thessalonians 3:7; plural en anagkaiv, <470604>2
Corinthians 6:4; 12:10.*

{319} anagnwrizw: 1 aorist passive anegnwrisqhn; “to recognize”:
<440713>Acts 7:13 (Tr text WH text egnwrisqh) was recognized by his
brethren, cf. <014501>Genesis 45:1. (Plato, politic., p. 258 a. anagnwrizein
touv suggeneiv.)*

{320} anagnwsiv, anagnwsewv, hJ (anaginwskw, which see); a. “a
knowing again, owning”. b. “reading” (from Plato on): <441315>Acts 13:15;
<470314>2 Corinthians 3:14; <540413>1 Timothy 4:13. (<160808>Nehemiah 8:8 equivalent to
ar;q]mi.)*

{321} anagw: 2 aorist anhgagon, infinitive anagagein (participle
anagagwn); passive (present anagomai); 1 aorist (cf. under the end)
anhcqhn; (from Homer down); “to lead up, to lead or bring into a higher
place”; followed by eiv with accusative of the place: <420222>Luke 2:22; 4:5 (T
Tr WH omit; L brackets the clause); 22:66 (T Tr WH aphgagon); <440939>Acts
9:39; 16:34; <400401>Matthew 4:1 (eiv thn erhmon, namely, from the low bank
of the Jordan). tina ek nekrwn from the dead in the world below, to the
upper world, <581320>Hebrews 13:20; <451007>Romans 10:7; tina tw law to bring
one forth who has been detained in prison (a lower place), and set him
before the people to be tried, <441204>Acts 12:4; qusian, tw eidwlw to offer
sacrifice to the idol, because the victim is lifted up on the altar, <440741>Acts
7:41. Navigators are kat’ exochn said anagesqai (passive (or middle))
when they “launch out, set sail, put to sea” (so anagwgh in Justin Martyr,
dialog contra Trypho, c. 142 (and in the classics)): <420822>Luke 8:22; <441313>Acts
13:13; 16:11; 18:21; 20:3, 13; 21:(1), 2; 27:2, 4, 12, 21; 28:10f. (Polybius
1, 21, 4; 23, 3, etc.) (Compare: epanagw.)*

{322} anadeiknumi: 1 aorist anedeixa (imperative anadeixon; from
Sophocles down); “to lift up” anything “on high and exhibit” it for all to
behold (German aufzeigen); hence, to show accurately, clearly, to disclose
what was hidden (2 Macc. 2:8 cf. 6): <440124>Acts 1:24 (show which of these
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two thou hast chosen). Hence, anadeiknumi tina, “to proclaim anyone
as elected to an office, to announce” as appointed (king, general, etc.,
messenger): <421001>Luke 10:1 (2 Macc. 9:14, 23, 25; 10:11; 14:12, 26; 1 Esdr.
1:35; 8:23; Polybius 4, 48, 3; 51, 3; Diodorus 1:66; 13, 98; Plutarch, Caes.
37, etc.; Herodian, 2, 12, 5 (3), others). Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb.
comp. Part iii., p. 12f.*

{323} anadeixiv, anadeixisewv, hJ (anadeiknumi, which see), “a
pointing out, public showing forth”; twn cronwn, Sir. 43:6. “a
proclaiming, announcing, inaugurating,” of such as are elected to office
(Plutarch, Mar. 8 uJpatwn anadeixiv (cf. Polybius 15, 26, 7)): <420180>Luke
1:80 (until the day when he was announced (A.V. “of his shewing”) to the
people as the forerunner of the Messiah; this announcement he himself
made at the command of God, <420302>Luke 3:2ff).*

{324} anadecomai: 1 aorist anedexamhn; from Homer down; “to take
up, take upon oneself, undertake, assume”; hence, “to receive, entertain
anyone hospitably”: <442807>Acts 28:7; to entertain in one’s mind: tav
epaggeliav, i.e. to embrace them with faith, <581117>Hebrews 11:17.*

{325} anadidwmi: 2 aorist participle anadouv;

1. “to give forth, send up,” so of the earth producing plants, of plants
yielding fruit, etc.; in secular authors.

2. according to the second sense which ana has in composition (see ana,
3 b.), “to deliver up, hand over”: epistolhn, <442333>Acts 23:33 (the same
phrase in Polybius (29, 10, 7) and Plutarch).*

{326} anazaw, anazw: 1 aorist anezhsa; a word found only in the N.T.
and ecclesiastical writings; “to live again, recover life”; a. properly, in Rec.
of <451409>Romans 14:9; <662005>Revelation 20:5. b. tropically, one is said anazhn
who has been nekrov in a tropical sense; [a.] “to be restored to a correct
life”: of one who returns to a better moral state, <421524>Luke 15:24 (WH
marginal reading ezhsen) ((A.V. “is alive again”), cf. Meyer at the
passage), 32 (T Tr WH ezhse). (beta) “to revive, regain strength and
vigor”: <450709>Romans 7:9; sin is alive, indeed, and vigorous among men ever
since the fall of Adam; yet it is destitute of power (nekra esti) in
innocent children ignorant of the law; but when they come to a knowledge
of the law, sin recovers its power in them also. Others less aptly explain
anezhse here “began to live, sprang into life” (German lebte auf).*
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{327} anazhtew, anazhtw; (imperfect anezhtoun); 1 aorist
anezhthsa; ‘to run through with the eyes any series or succession of men
or things, and so “to seek out, search through, make diligent search,”
German daran hinsuchen, aufsuchen’ (Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp.
etc. Part 3, p. 14): tina, <420244>Luke 2:44 (and <420245>Luke 2:45 L text T Tr
WH); <441125>Acts 11:25. (See examples from Greek writings (from Plato on)
in Winer’s, the passage cited.)*

{328} anazwnnumi: “to gird up”; middle “to gird up oneself or for
oneself”: anazwsamenoi tav osfuav, <600113>1 Peter 1:13, i.e. “prepared”
— a metaphor derived from the practice of the Orientals, who in order to
be unimpeded in their movements were accustomed, when about to start
on a journey or engage in any work, to bind their long and flowing
garments closely around their bodies and fasten them with a leathern girdle;
cf. perizwnnumi. (the Septuagint <071816>Judges 18:16; <202903>Proverbs 29:35
(31:17); Dio Chrysostom or. 72, 2, edition, Emp., p. 729; Didymus, quoted
in Athen. 4 (17), p. 139 d., others.)*

{329} anazwpurew, anazwpurw; (to zwpuron i.e.

a. the remains of a fire, embers;

b. that by which the fire is kindled anew or lighted up, a pair of bellows);
“to kindle anew, rekindle, resuscitate,” (yet on the force of anazwpurew
cf. Ellicott on 2 Timothy as below); generally tropical, “to kindle up,
inflame, one’s mind, strength, zeal” (Xenophon, de re equest. 10, 16 of a
horse roused to his utmost; Hell. 5, 4, 46; Antoninus 7, 2 fantasiav;
Plutarch, Pericl. 1, 4; Pomp. 41, 2; 49, 5; Plato, Charm., p. 156 d.; etc.): to
carisma, <550106>2 Timothy 1:6, i.e. to pneuma, <550107>2 Timothy 1:7.
Intransitive, “to be enkindled, to gain strength”: <014527>Genesis 45:27; 1 Macc.
13:7, and in secular authors; anazwpurhsatw hJ pistiv, Clement of
Rome, 1 Corinthians 27, 3 (see Gebh. and Harn. at the passage).*

{330} anaqallw: 2 aorist aneqalon; (<192707>Psalm 27:7 (<192807>Psalm 28:7);
Sap. 4:4; very rare in Greek writings and only in the poets, cf. Alexander
Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii., p. 195; (Veitch, under the word qallw;
Winer’s Grammar, 87 (83); Buttmann, 59 (52))); “to shoot up, sprout
again, grow green again, flourish again” (Homer, Iliad 1, 236; Aelian v. h.
5, 4); tropically, of those whose condition and affairs are becoming more
prosperous: <500410>Philippians 4:10 aneqalete to uJper emou fronein “ye
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have revived so as to take thought for me” (the infinitive being the Greek
accusative, or accusative of specification, Winer’s Grammar, 317 (298); cf.
Ellicott at the passage). Others, according to a transitive use of the verb
found only in the Septuagint (<261724>Ezekiel 17:24; Sir. 1:18, etc.), render “ye
have revived (allowed to revive) your thought for me” (the infinitive being
taken as an object-accusative, Winer’s Grammar, 323 (303); Buttmann,
263 (226); cf. Lightfoot at the passage); against whom see Meyer at the
passage.*

{331} anaqema, anaqematov, to (equivalent to to anateqeimenon);

1. properly, “a thing set up or laid by” in order to be kept; specifically a
votive offering, which after being consecrated to a god was hung upon the
walls or columns of his temple, or put in some other conspicuous place: 2
Macc. 2:13 (Plutarch, Pelop. c. 25); <422105>Luke 21:5 in L T, for anaqhmasi
R G Tr WH; for the two forms are sometimes confounded in the
manuscripts; Moeris, anaqhma attikwv, anaqema eJllhnikwv. Cf.
epiqhma, epiqema, etc., in Lob. ad Phryn., p. 249 (cf. 445; Paral. 417; see
also Lipsius, Gram. Unters., p. 41).

2. anaqema in the Septuagint is generally the translation of the Hebrews
µr,je, “a thing devoted to God” without hope of being redeemed, and, if an
animal, to be slain (<032728>Leviticus 27:28,29); therefore a person or thing
doomed to destruction, <060617>Joshua 6:17; 7:12, etc. (Winer’s Grammar, 32);
a thing abominable and detestable, an accursed thing, <050726>Deuteronomy
7:26. Hence, in the N.T. anaqema denotes a. “a curse”: anaqemati
anaqematizein, <442314>Acts 23:14 (Winer’s Grammar, 466 (484); Buttmann,
184 (159)). b. “a man accursed, devoted to the direst woes” (equivalent to
epikataratov): anaqema estw, <480108>Galatians 1:8f; <461622>1 Corinthians
16:22; anaqema legein tina to execrate one, <461203>1 Corinthians 12:3 (R
G, but L T Tr WH have restored anaqema Ihsouv, namely, estw);
anaqema einai apo tou Cristou, <450903>Romans 9:3 (pregnantly
equivalent to “doomed” and so separated “from Christ”). Cf. the full
remarks on this word in Fritzsche on Romans, vol. ii., 247ff; Wieseler on
Galatians, p. 39ff; (a translation of the latter by Prof. Riddle in Schaff’s
Lange on Romans, p. 302ff; see also Trench, sec. v.; Lightfoot on
Galatians, the passage cited; Ellicott ibid.; Tholuck on Romans, the
passage cited; BB. DD., under the words, Anathema, Excommunication).*
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{332} anaqematizw; 1 aorist aneqematisa; (anaqema, which see); a
purely Biblical and ecclesiastical word, “to declare anathema or accursed”;
in the Septuagint equivalent to µyrij’a, “to devote to destruction”
(<060621>Joshua 6:21, etc.; 1 Macc. 5:5); eJauton to declare oneself liable to the
severest divine penalties, <442312>Acts 23:12,21; anaqemati anaqematizein
(<051315>Deuteronomy 13:15; 20:17 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 3; Buttmann,
184 (109))) eJauton, followed by an infinitive, to bind oneself under a
curse to do something, <442314>Acts 23:14. absolutely, to asseverate with
direful imprecations: <411471>Mark 14:71. (Compare: katanaqematizw.)*

{333} anaqewrew, anaqewrw; properly, ‘to survey a series of things
from the lowest to the highest, German daran hinsehen, längs durchsehen’
(“to look along up or through”) (Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. Part
iii., p. 3); hence, “to look at attentively, to observe accurately, consider
well”: ti, <441723>Acts 17:23; <581307>Hebrews 13:7. (Diodorus Siculus 12, 15 ex
epipolhv men qewroumenov ... anaqewroumenov de kai met’
akribeiav exetazomenov; 14, 109; 2, 5; Lucian, vit. auct. 2; necyom. 15;
Plutarch, Aem. P. 1 (uncertain); Cat. min. 14; (adverb Colot. 21, 2).)*

{334} anaqhma, anaqhmatov, to (anatiqhmi), “a gift consecrated and
laid up in a temple, a votive offering” (see anaqema, 1): <422105>Luke 21:5 (R
G Tr WH). (3 Macc. 3:17; cf. Grimm on 2 Macc. 3:2; kosmen
anaqhmasi occurs also in 2 Macc. 11:16; Plato, Alcib. ii. sec. 12, p. 148
e. anaqhmasi te kekosmhkamen ta iJera autwn, Herodotus 1, 183 to
men dh iJeron oJutw kekosmhtai. Esti de kai idia anaqhmata
polla.)*

{335} anadeia (T WH anaidia; see I, i), anadeiav, hJ, (anaidhv, and
this from hJ aidwv a sense of shame); from Homer down; “shamelessness,
impudence”: <421108>Luke 11:8 (of an importunate man, persisting in his
eritreaties; (A.V. “importunity”)).*

{336} anairesiv, anairesewv, hJ (from anairew, 2, which see), “a
destroying, killing, murder,” ‘taking off’: <440801>Acts 8:1; 22:20 Rec. (the
Septuagint only in <041115>Numbers 11:15; <071517>Judges 15:17; Jud. 15:4; 2 Macc.
5:13. Xenophon, Hell. 6, 3, 5; Herodian, 2, 13, 1.)*

{337} anairew, anairw; future anelw, <530208>2 Thessalonians 2:8 (L T Tr
WH text cf. Jud. 7:13; Dionysius Halicarnassus 11, 18; Diodorus Siculus 2,
25; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 82 (78); (Buttmann, 53 (47); Veitch, under the
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word aJirew, “perhaps late eJlw”)), for the usual anairhsw; 2 aorist
aneilon; 2 aorist middle aneilomhn (but aneilato <440721>Acts 7:21,
aneilan <441039>Acts 10:39, aneilate <440223>Acts 2:23, in G L T Tr WH, after
the Alexandrian LXX form, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 73f (71f); Buttmann, 39
(34)f (see aJirew)); passive, present anairoumai; 1 aorist anhreqhn;

1. “to take up, to lift up” (from the ground); middle “to take up for myself
as value, to own” (an exposed infant): <440721>Acts 7:21; (so anairesqai,
Aristophanes nub. 531; Epictetus diss. 1, 23, 7; (Plutarch, Anton. 36, 3;
fortuna Romans 8; fratern. am. 18, etc.)).

2. “to take away, abolish”; a. ordinances, established customs (to
abrogate): <581009>Hebrews 10:9: b. a man, “to put not of the way, slay, kill,”
(often so in the Septuagint and Greek writings from (Herodotus 4, 66)
Thucydides down): <400216>Matthew 2:16; <422202>Luke 22:2; 23:32; <440223>Acts 2:23;
5:33,36; 7:28; 9:23f; 9:29; 10:39; 12:2; 13:28; 22:20; 23:15,21,27; 25:3;
26:10; <530208>2 Thessalonians 2:8 L T Tr WH text; eJauton, to kill oneself,
<441627>Acts 16:27.*

{338} anaitiov, anaition (aitia) “guiltless, innocent”: <401205>Matthew
12:5,7. Often in Greek writings; <052108>Deuteronomy 21:8f, equivalent to yqin;;
Susanna 62.)*

{339} anakaqizw: 1 aorist anekaqisa; “to raise oneself and sit upright;
to sit up, sit erect”: <420715>Luke 7:15 (Lachmann marginal reading WH
marginal reading ekaqisen); <440940>Acts 9:40. (Xenophon, cyn. 5, 7, 19;
Plutarch, Alex. c. 14; and often in medical writings; with eJauton, Plutarch,
Philop. c. 20; middle in same sense, Plato, Phaedo c. 3, p. 60 b.)*

{340} anakainizw; (kainov); “to renew, renovate” (cf. German
auffrischen): tina eiv metanoian so to renew that he shall repent,
<580606>Hebrews 6:6. (Isocrates Arcop. 3; Philo, leg. ad Gaium sec. 11;
Josephus, Antiquities 9, 8, 2; Plutarch, Marcell. c. 6; Lucian, Philop. c. 12;
the Septuagint <19A205>Psalm 102:5 (103:5); 103:30 (104:30), etc.;
ecclesiastical writings) Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. Part iii., p.
10.*

{341} anakainow, anakainw: (present passive anakainoumai); a
word peculiar to the apostle Paul; properly, “to cause to grow up (ana)
new, to make new”; passive, new strength and vigor is given to me, <470416>2
Corinthians 4:16; to be changed into a new kind of life, opposed to the
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former corrupt state, <510310>Colossians 3:10. Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb.
comp. Part iii., p. 10 (or Meyer on Colossians, the passage cited; Test. xii.
Patr., test. Levi 16, 17 anakainopoiew. Cf. Köstlin in Herzog edition 2,
1:477f.)*

{342} anakainwsiv, anakainwsewv, hJ, “a renewal, renovation,
complete change for the better” (cf. anakainow): tou nwv, object.
genitive, <451202>Romans 12:2; pneumatov aJgiou, effected by the Holy Spirit,
<560305>Titus 3:5. (Etymologicum Magnum, Suidas; (Hermas, vis. 3, 8, 9; other
ecclesiastical writings); the simple kainwsiv is found only in Josephus,
Antiquities 18, 6, 10.) (Cf. Trench, sec. xviii.)*

{343} anakaluptw: (passive, present participle anakaluptomenov;
perfect participle anakekalummenov); “to unveil, to uncover” (by
drawing back the veil) (equivalent to hl;G;, <181222>Job 12:22; <191701>Psalm 17:16
(<191816>Psalm 18:16): kalumma ... mh anakaluptomenon “the veil ... not
being lifted” (literally, “unveiled”) (so WH punctuate, see Winer’s
Grammar, 534 (497); but L T Alford etc. take the participle as a neuter
accusative absolutely referring to the clause that follows with oJti: “it not
being revealed that,” etc.; (for anakaluptw in this sense see Polybius 4,
85, 6; Tobit 12:7, 11); see Meyer at the passage), is used allegor. of a
hindrance to the understanding, <470314>2 Corinthians 3:14 (anakaluptein
sugkalumma, <052230>Deuteronomy 22:30 Alexandrian LXX);
anakekalummenw proswpw “with unveiled face,” <470318>2 Corinthians
3:18, is also used allegor. of a mind not blinded, but disposed to perceive
the glorious majesty of Christ. (The word is used by Euripides, Xenophon,
(Aristotle, de sens. 5, vol. i., p. 444b, 25), Polybius, Plutarch.)*

{344} anakamptw: future anakamyw; 1 aorist anekamya; “to bend
back, turn back”. In the N.T. (as often in secular authors; in the Septuagint
equivalent to bWv) intransitive, “to return”: <400212>Matthew 2:12; <421006>Luke
10:6 (where the meaning is, ‘your salutation shall return to you, as if not
spoken’); <441821>Acts 18:21; <581115>Hebrews 11:15.*

{345} anakeimai; (imperfect 3 person singular anekeito); deponent
middle “to be laid up, laid”: <410540>Mark 5:40 R L brackets (cf. English “to lay
out”). In later Greek “to lie at table” (on the lectus tricliniaris (cf. B. D.
under the word Meals); the earlier Greeks used keisqai, katakeisqai,
cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 216f; Fritzsche (or Wetstein (1752)) on <400910>Matthew
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9:10): <400910>Matthew 9:10; 22:10f; 26:7,20; Mark (6:26 T Tr WH); 14:18;
16:14; <420737>Luke 7:37 (L T Tr WH katakeitai); 22:27; <431202>John 12:2
(Rec. sunanakeimai); <431323>John 13:23,28. Generally, “to eat together, to
dine”: <430611>John 6:11. (Cf. anapiptw, at the end. Compare:
sunanakeimai.)*

{346} anakefalaiow, anakefalaiw: (present passive
anakefalaioumai; 1 aorist middle infinitive anakefalaiwsasqai);
(from kefalaiow, which see, and this from kefalaion which see); “to
sum up (again), to repeat summarily and so to condense into a summary”
(as, the substance of a speech; Quintilian 6.1 ‘rerum repetitio et
congregatio, quae graece anakefalaiwsiv dicitur’ (ergon rhtorikhv
... anakefalaiwsasqai prov anamnhsin, Aristotle, fragment 123,
vol. v., p. 1499{a}, 33)); so in <451309>Romans 13:9. In <490110>Ephesians 1:10 God
is said anakefalaiwsasqai ta panta en tw Cristw, to bring
together again for himself (note the middle) all things and beings (hitherto
disunited by sin) into one combined state of fellowship in Christ, the
universal bond (cf. Meyer or Ellicott on Ephesians, the passage cited);
(Protevangelium Jacobi 13 eiv eme anekefalaiwqh hJ iJstoria Adam,
where cf. Thilo).*

{347} anaklinw: future anaklinw; 1 aorist aneklina; passive, 1
aorist anekliqhn; future anakliqhsomai; (from Homer down); “to lean
against, lean upon”; a. “to lay down”: tina, <420207>Luke 2:7 (en (th) fatnh).
b. “to make or bid to recline”: <410639>Mark 6:39 (epetaxen autoiv, namely,
the disciples, anaklinai (anakliqhnai L WH text) pantav i.e. the
people); Luke ix 15 (T Tr WH kateklinan); 12:37. Passive, “to lie back,
recline, lie down”: <401419>Matthew 14:19; of those reclining at table and at
feasts, <420730>Luke 7:30 (RG); 13:29; <400811>Matthew 8:11 — in the last two
passages used figuratively of participation in future blessedness in the
Messiah’s kingdom.*

{348} anakoptw: 1 aorist anekoya; “to beat back, check” (as the
course of a ship, Theophrastus, char. 24 (25), 1 (variant)). tina followed
by an infinitive (A.V. “hinder”), <480507>Galatians 5:7 Rec., where the
preceding etrecete shows that Paul was thinking of an obstructed road; cf.
egkoptw.*

{349} anakrazw: 1 aorist (“rare and late,” Veitch, under the word
krazw; Buttmann, 61 (53)) anekraxa; 2 aorist anekragon (<422318>Luke
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23:18 T Tr text WH); “to raise a cry from the depth of the throat, to cry
out”: <410123>Mark 1:23; 6:49; <420433>Luke 4:33; 8:28; 23:18. Examples from
secular authors in Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part iii., p. 6f.*

{350} anakrinw; 1 aorist anekrina; passive (present anakrinomai); 1
aorist anekriqhn; (frequent in Greek writings, especially Attic); properly,
“by looking through a series (ana) of objects or particulars to distinguish
(krinw) or search after”. Hence, a. “to investigate, examine, inquire into,
scrutinize, sift, question”: <441711>Acts 17:11 (tav grafav); <461025>1 Corinthians
10:25, 27 (not anxiously questioning, namely, whether the meat set before
you be the residue from heathen sacrifices). Specifically, in a forensic sense
(often also in Greek writings) of a judge, “to hold an investigation; to
interrogate, examine, the accused or the witnesses”; absolutely: <422314>Luke
23:14; <442408>Acts 24:8. tina, <441219>Acts 12:19; 28:18; passive, <440409>Acts 4:9.
Paul has in mind this judicial use (as his preceding term apologia shows)
when in <460903>1 Corinthians 9:3 he speaks of toiv eme anakrinousi,
investigating me, whether I am a true apostle. b. universally, “to judge of,
estimate, determine” (the excellence or defects of any person or thing): ti,
<460215>1 Corinthians 2:15; tina, <460403>1 Corinthians 4:3f; passive, 1 Corinthians
2:(14),15; 14:24. (Cf. Lightfoot Fresh Revision, etc. iv. sec. 3 (p. 67f,
American edition).)*

{351} anakrisiv, anakrisewv, hJ, “an examination”; as a law-term
among the Greeks, the preliminary investigation held for the purpose of
gathering evidence for the information of the judges (Meier and Schömann,
Attic Process, pp. 27 (622; cf. Dict. of Antiq. under the word)); this seems
to be the sense of the word in <442526>Acts 25:26.*

anakuliw:

1. “to roll up”.

2. “to roll back”: anakekulistai oJ liqov, <411604>Mark 16:4 T Tr WH.
(Alexis in Athen. vi., p. 237 c.; Lucian, de luctu 8; Dionysius
Halicarnassus, Plutarch, others.)*

{352} anakuptw: 1 aorist anekuya; “to raise or lift oneself up”;

a. one’s body: <421311>Luke 13:11; <430807>John 8:7,10; (Xenophon, de re equ.
7, 10, elsewhere; the Septuagint <181015>Job 10:15).
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b. one’s soul: “to be elated, exalted”: <422128>Luke 21:28; (Xenophon, oec.
11, 5; Josephus, b. j. 6, 8, 5, elsewhere).*

{353} analambanw; 2 aorist anelabon; 1 aorist passive anelhfqhn
(anelhmfqhn L T Tr WH; cf. Winer’s Grammar, p. 48 (Buttmann, 62
(54); Veitch, (under the word lambanw); see lambanw, and under the
word, M, m)); (from Herodotus down);

1. “to take up, raise”: eiv ton ouranon, <411619>Mark 16:19; <440111>Acts 1:11;
10:16 (the Septuagint <120211>2 Kings 2:11); without case, <440102>Acts 1:2,22;
<540316>1 Timothy 3:16 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 413 (385)) (Sir. 48:9).

2. “to take up” (a thing in order to carry or use it): <440743>Acts 7:43;
<490613>Ephesians 6:13,16. “to take to oneself”: tina, in order to conduct him,
<442331>Acts 23:31; or as a companion, <550411>2 Timothy 4:11; or in <442013>Acts
20:13f, “to take up” namely, into the ship.*

{354} analhyiv (analhmyiv L T Tr WH; see M, m), analhyewv, hJ
(analambanw) (from Hippocrates down), “a taking up”: <420951>Luke 9:51
(namely, eiv ton ouranon of the ascension of Jesus into heaven; (cf. Test.
xii. Patr. test. Levi sec. 18; Suicer, Thesaurus Ecclesiastes under the word;
and Meyer on Luke, the passage cited)).*

{355} analiskw: from the present analow (3 person singular analoi,
<530208>2 Thessalonians 2:8 WH marginal reading) come the future analwsw;
1 aorist anhlwsa and analwsa (see Veitch); 1 aorist passive
anhlwqhn; (the simple verb is found only in the passive aJliskomai “to
be taken”; but a in aJliskomai is short, in analiskw long; cf. Alexander
Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii., p. 113; (Veitch, see under the words; “the
different quantity, the active form, the transitive sense of the perfect, and
above all the difference of sense, indicate a different origin for the two
verbs.” Liddell and Scott)); (from Pindar down);

1. “to expend”; to consume, e.g. crhmata (to spend money; very often in
Xenophon).

2. “to consume, use up, destroy”: <420954>Luke 9:54; <480515>Galatians 5:15; <530208>2
Thessalonians 2:8 R G WH marginal reading (the Septuagint <242707>Jeremiah
27:7 (<245007>Jeremiah 50:7); <202328>Proverbs 23:28; <014130>Genesis 41:30, etc.)
(Compare: katanaliskw, prosanaliskw.)*
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{356} analogia, analogiav, hJ (analogov conformable, proportional),
“proportion”: kata thn analogian thv pistewv, equivalent to kata to
metron pistewv received from God, <451206>Romans 12:6, cf. 3. (Plato,
Demosthenes, Aristotle, Theophrastus, others.)*

{357} analogizomai: 1 aorist anelogisamhn; deponent middle “to
think over, ponder, consider”: commonly with the accusative of the thing,
but in <581203>Hebrews 12:3 with the accusative of the person ‘to consider by
weighing, comparing,’ etc. (3 Macc. 7:7. Often in Greek writings from
Plato and Xenophon down.)*

{358} analov, analon (aJlv salt), “saltless, unsalted” (artoi analoi,
Aristotle, probl. 21, 5, 1; artov analov, Plutarch, symp. 5: quaest. 10
sec. 1): aJlav analon salt destitute of pungency, <410950>Mark 9:50.*

{355} (analow, see analiskw.)

{359} analusiv, analusewv, hJ (analuw, which see);

1. “an unloosing (as of things woven), a dissolving (into separate parts)”.

2. “departure” (a metaphor drawn from loosing from moorings preparatory
to setting sail, cf. Homer, Odyssey 15, 548; (or, according to others, from
breaking up an encampment; cf. Lightfoot on <500123>Philippians 1:23)),
German Aufbruch: <550406>2 Timothy 4:6 (departure from life; Philo in Flacc.
sec. 21 (p. 544, Mang. edition) hJ ek tou biou teleutaia analusiv;
(Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 44,5 egkarpon kai teleian escon thn
analusin; Eusebius, h. e. 3, 32, 1 marturiw ton bion analusai, cf. 3,
34). Cf. analusiv apo sunousiav, Josephus, Antiquities 19, 4, 1).*

{360} analuw: future analusw; 1 aorist anelusa;

1. “to unloose, undo again” (as, woven threads).

2. “to depart,” German aufbrechen, “break up” (see analusiv, 2), so very
often in Greek writings; “to depart from life”: <500123>Philippians 1:23 (Lucian,
Philops. c. 14 oktwkaidekaethv wn aneluen; add Aelian v. h. 4, 23;
(anelusen oJ episkopov Platwn en kuriw, Acta et mart. Matth. sec.
31)). “to return,” ek twn gamwn, <421236>Luke 12:36 (Buttmann, 145 (127);
for examples) cf. Kuinoel (and Wetstein) at the passage; Grimm on 2
Macc. 8:25.*
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{361} anamarthtov, anamarthton (from an, the alpha privative, and
the form aJmartew), “sinless,” both “one who has not sinned,” and “one
who cannot sin”. In the former sense in <430807>John 8:7; <052919>Deuteronomy
29:19; 2 Macc. 8:4; 12:42; (Test. xii. Patr. test. Benj. sec. 3). On the use of
this word from Herodotus down, cf. Ullmann, Sündlosigkeit Jesu, p. 91f
((abridged in) English translation, p. 99; Cremer, under the word).*

{362} anamenw; (from Homer down); tina, “to wait for one” (German
erharren, or rather heranharren (i.e. to await one whose coming is known
or foreseen)), with the added notion of patience and trust: <520110>1
Thessalonians 1:10 (cf. Ellicott at the passage). Good Greek; cf. Winer’s
Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part iii., p. 15f.*

{3313} anamerov, i.e. ana merov, see ana, 1.)

{3319} anameson, i.e. ana meson, see ana, 1.)

{363} anamimnhskw; future anamnhsw (from the form mnaw); passive
(present anamimnhskomai); 1 aorist anemnhsqhn; (from Homer down);
“to call to remembrance, to remind”: tina ti one of a thing (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 32, 4a.), <460411>1 Corinthians 4:11; “to admonish,” tina
followed by an infinitive, <550106>2 Timothy 1:6. Passive “to recall to one’s own
mind, to remember”; absolutely: <411121>Mark 11:21. with the genitive of the
thing, <411472>Mark 14:72 Rec: ti, <411472>Mark 14:72 L T Tr WH; contextually,
“to (remember and) weigh well, consider”: <470715>2 Corinthians 7:15;
<581032>Hebrews 10:32; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 10c.; (Buttmann, sec.
132, 14); Matthew ii., p. 820f (Compare: epanamimnhskw. Synonym: see
anamnhsiv at the end.)*

{364} anamnhsiv, anamnhsewv, hJ (anamimnhskw), “a remembering,
recollection”: eiv thn emhn anamnhsin “to call me (affectionately) to
remembrance,” <422219>Luke 22:19 (WH reject the passage); <461124>1 Corinthians
11:24f, en autaiv (namely, qusiaiv) anamnhsiv aJmartiwn in offering
sacrifices there is a remembrance of sins, i.e. the memory of sins committed
is revived by the sacrifices, <581003>Hebrews 10:3. In Greek writings from Plato
down.*

(Synonyms: anamnhsiv, uJpomnhsiv: The distinction between these
words as stated by Ammonius and others — viz. that anamnhsiv denotes
an unassisted recalling, uJpomnhsiv a remembrance prompted by another
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— seems to be not wholly without warrant; note the force of uJpo (cf. our
‘sug-gest’). But even in classical Greek the words are easily
interchangeable. Schmidt, chapter 14; Trench, sec. cvii. 6, cf., p. 61 note;
Ellicott or Holtzm. on <550105>2 Timothy 1:5.)

{365} ananeow, ananew: “to renew” (often in Greek writings); passive
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 39, 3 N. 3; for the middle has an active or
reciprocal force, cf. 1 Macc. 12:1 and Grimm at the passage)
ananeousqai tw pneumati “to be renewed in mind,” i.e. to be spiritually
transformed, to take on a new mind (see nouv, 1{b}. at the end; pneuma,
at the end), <490423>Ephesians 4:23. Cf. Tittmann i., p. 60; (Trench, sections xl.
xviii.), and anakainow above.*

{366} ananhfw: (‘in good authors apparently confined to the present’; 1
aorist anenhya); “to return to soberness” (ek meqhv, which is added by
Greek writers); metaphorically: <550226>2 Timothy 2:26 ek thv tou diabolou
pagidov (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 66, 2 d.) to be set free from the snare of
the devil and to return to a sound mind (‘one’s sober senses’). (Philo, legg.
alleg. ii. sec. 16 ananhfei, tout’ esti metanoei; add Josephus,
Antiquities 6, 11, 10; Cebes (399 B. C.) tab. 9; Antoninus 6, 31; Chariton
5, 1.) (See agrupnew, at the end.)*

{367} Ananiav (WH. AJnaniav, see their Introductory sec. 408),
Anania (but on the genitive cf. Buttmann, 20 (18)), oJ, “Ananias” (hy;n]næj},
from ˆnæj; to be gracious, and Hy; Jehovah (cf. Meyer on <440501>Acts 5:1)):

1. a certain Christian (at Jerusalem), the husband of Sapphira: <440501>Acts 5:1-
6.

2. a Christian of Damascus: <440910>Acts 9:10-18; 22:12ff

3. a son of Nedebaeus, and high priest of the Jews circa A. D. 47-59. In the
year 66 he was slain by the Sicarii: <442302>Acts 23:2f; 24:1f; Josephus,
Antiquities 20, 5, 2; 6, 2; 9, 2-4; b. j. 2, 17, 6; 9. (Cf. B. D. under the
word.)*

{368} anantirrhtov (WH anantirhtov; see Rho), anantirrhton,
(the alpha privative, anti, and rhtov from REW to say), “not contradicted
and not to be contradicted; undeniable (not to be gainsaid)”; in the latter
sense, <441936>Acts 19:36. (Occasionally in Greek writings from Polybius
down.)*
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{369} anantirrhtwv (WH anantirhtwv, see their Appendix, p. 163,
and Rho), adverb, “without contradiction”: <441029>Acts 10:29 (I came without
gainsaying). Polybius 23, 8, 11 (others).*

{370} anaxiov, anaxion (alpha privative and axiov) (from Sophocles
down), “unworthy” (tinov): “unfit” for a thing, <460602>1 Corinthians 6:2.*

{371} anaxiwv, adverb (from Sophicles down), “in an unworthy
manner”: <461127>1 Corinthians 11:27, and <461129>1 Corinthians 11:29 Rec. (Cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 463 (431).)*

{372} anapausiv, anapausewv, hJ (anapauw) (from Mimnermus,
Pindar down);

1. “intermission, cessation,” of any motion, business, labor: anapausin
ouk ecousi legontev (Rec. legonta) equivalent to ouk anapauontai
legontev they incessantly say, <660408>Revelation 4:8.

2. “rest, recreation”: <401243>Matthew 12:43; <421124>Luke 11:24; <661411>Revelation
14:11 (and often in Greek writings); blessed tranquillity of soul
<401129>Matthew 11:29 (Sir. 6:(27) 28; 51:27; Sap. 4:7). (The word denotes a
temporary rest, a respite, e.g. of soldiers; cf. Schmidt, chapter 25;
Lightfoot on <570107>Philemon 1:7; Trench, sec. xli.)*

{373} anapauw: future anapausw; 1 aorist anepausa; perfect passive
anapepaumai; middle (present anapauomai); future anapausomai
(<660611>Revelation 6:11 (Lachmann edition min., Tdf. editions 2, 7, WH; but G
L T Tr with R anapauswntai)), and in the colloquial speech of inferior
Greek anapahsomai (<661413>Revelation 14:13 L T Tr WH, cf. Alexander
Buttmann (1873) (57) especially English translation, p. 64f; Kühner, 1:886;
(Tdf. Proleg., p. 123; WH’s Appendix, p. 170); see also in epanapauw);
1 aorist anepausamhn; (a common verb from Homer down): “to cause or
permit one to cease from any movement or labor in order to recover and
collect his strength” (note the prefix ana- and distinguish from katapauw
(see anapausiv, at the end)), “to give rest, refresh”; middle “to give
oneself rest, take rest”. So in the middle voice, absolutely of rest after
traveling, <410631>Mark 6:31; and for taking sleep, <402645>Matthew 26:45; <411441>Mark
14:41; of the sweet repose one enjoys after toil, <421219>Luke 12:19; “to keep
quiet,” of calm and patient expectation, <660611>Revelation 6:11: of the blessed
rest of the dead, <661413>Revelation 14:13 (ek twn kopwn exempt from toils
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(cf. Buttmann, 158 (138)); Plato, Critiasin. ek makrav oJdou). By a
Hebraism (jæWn l[æ, <231102>Isaiah 11:2) to pneuma ef’ uJmav anapauetai
rests upon you, to actuate you, <600414>1 Peter 4:14. Active: “to refresh,” the
soul of anyone: tina, <401128>Matthew 11:28; to pneuma tinov, <461618>1
Corinthians 16:18; ta splagcna tinov, <570120>Philemon 1:20. In passive,
<570107>Philemon 1:7; <470713>2 Corinthians 7:13 (apo pantwn uJmwn from your
sight, attentions, contact). (Compare: epipauw, sunpauw
(sunpauomai).)*

{374} anapeiqw; “to stir up by persuasion” (cf. German aufreizen), “to
solicit, incite”: tina ti poihsai, <441813>Acts 18:13. So also in Herodotus,
Thucydides, Plato, Xenophon, others.*

{376} anapeirov, a false spelling (arising from itacism (cf. Phryn. in
Bekker, Anecd. i., p. 9, 22: dia tou h thn trithn, ou dia thv ei
difqoggou wJv oJi amaqeiv)) in some manuscripts in <421413>Luke 14:13,21
(and adopted by L Tr WH; (see WH. Appendix, p. 151)) for anaphrov,
which see.

{375} anapempw: 1 aorist anepemya; (from Pindar and Aesehyl. down);

1. “to send up”; i.e.

a. to a higher place;

b. to a person higher in office, authority, power (Plutarch, Marius c. 17;
(Philo de creat. princip. sec. 8; Josephus, b. j. 2, 20, 5)): tina prov tina,
<422307>Luke 23:7,15; <442521>Acts 25:21 L T Tr WH.

2. “to send back”: tina <570112>Philemon 1:12 (11); tina tini, <422311>Luke
23:11.*

anaphdaw: (1 aor participle anaphdhsav); (Homer, Iliad 11, 379; often
in Plato, Xenophon, Demosthenes); “to leap up, spring up, start up”:
anaphdhsav, <411050>Mark 10:50 L T Tr WH; cf. Fritzsche at the passage
(<092034>1 Samuel 20:34; <201804>Proverbs 18:4 (Aldine LXX, etc.); Tobit 2:4; 6:3;
7:6.)*

{376} anaphrov, anaphron (properly, phrov from the lowest part to
the highest — ana; hence, Suidas oJ kaq’ uJperbolhn pephrwmenov (cf.
Lob. Path. Elementa 1:195)), “disabled in the limbs, maimed, crippled”;
injured in, or bereft of, some member of the body: <421413>Luke 14:13,21
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anaphrouv, cwlouv, tuflouv. In both these passages L Tr WH have
adopted with certain manuscripts the spelling anapeirouv — manifestly
false, as arising from itacism. (Plato, Crito, p. 53 a. cwloi kai tufloi
kai alloi anaphroi; Aristotle, h. a. 7, 6 (vol. i., p. 585b, 29) tinontai
ex anaphrwn anaphroi; Lysias quoted in Suidas rina kai wta
anaphrov; 2 Macc. 8:24 toiv melesin anaphrouv.)*

{377} anapiptw: 2 aorist anepeson, 3 person plural anepeson
<410640>Mark 6:40 (T Tr WH anepesan); <430610>John 6:10 (L T Tr WH
anepesan), infinitive anapesein, imperative anapese <421410>Luke 14:10
(Rec. anapeson from 1 aorist anepesa ((Griesbach anapesai i.e. 1
aorist middle imperative))); <421707>Luke 17:7 (R G anapesai, cf. WH.
Appendix, p. 164; Tdf. Proleg., p. 123; see piptw, participle anapeswn;
cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 1, p. 73 (71); (Buttmann, 39f (34f), 67 (59);
from Euripides down); “to lie back, lie down”: absolutely, <410640>Mark 6:40;
<430610>John 6:10 (namely, on the ground); epi thn ghn, <401535>Matthew 15:35;
epi thv ghv, <410806>Mark 8:6. In later Greek (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 216;
(Winer’s Grammar, 23 (22))) for anaklinomai “to recline at table”:
<421137>Luke 11:37; 14:10; 17:7; 22:14; <431312>John 13:12; 21:20 (others refer this
to the following meaning). “to lean back,” <431325>John 13:25 L Tr WH. (It
denotes an act rather than a state, and in the last passage differs from
anakeimai, <431323>John 13:23, by indicating a change of position.)*

{378} anaplhrow, anaplhrw; future anaplhrwsw; 1 aorist
aneplhrwsa; (present passive anaplhroumai); (ana to, up to, e.g. to
fill a vessel up to the brim; up to the appointed measure or standard,
German anfüllen); (from Euripides down);

1. “to fill up, make full,” e.g. a ditch (Strabo 5, 6, p. 223); hence,
tropically, aJmartiav, <520216>1 Thessalonians 2:16 (to add what is still lacking
to complete the number of their sins; on the meaning, cf. <011516>Genesis 15:16;
<270823>Daniel 8:23; 9:24; <402332>Matthew 23:32; 2 Macc. 6:14). anaplhroutai
hJ profhteia the prophecy is fully satisfied, the event completely
corresponds to it, <401314>Matthew 13:14. ton nomou to fulfil i.e. observe the
law perfectly, <480602>Galatians 6:2 (the Epistle of Barnabas 21 anaplhran
pasan entolhn); ton topon tinov to fill the place of anyone, <461416>1
Corinthians 14:16 (after the rabbinical alem; µwOqm] to hold the position of
anyone (yet cf. Meyer ad loc.)).
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2. “to supply”: to uJsterhma, <508930>Philippians 2:30 (<510124>Colossians 1:24);
<461617>1 Corinthians 16:17 (they by their presence supplied your place in your
absence); cf. Plato, symp., p. 188 e. all’ ei ti exelipon, son ergon
(namely, estin) anaplhrwsai. Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp.
etc. Part iii., p. 11f; (Ellicott on Philippians, the passage cited, or Meyer on
Galatians, the passage cited Compare: antanaplhrow,
prosanaplhrow).*

{379} anapologhtov, anapologhton, “without defense or excuse,”
<450120>Romans 1:20; also “that cannot be defended, inexcusable,” <450201>Romans
2:1. (Polybius, Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 7, 46; Plutarch, Brut.
46, others.)*

{380} anaptussw: 1 aorist aneptuxa; (ana — cf. the German auf
equivalent to auseinander, see analuw — and ptussw to fold up, roll
together); “to unroll” (i.e. open for reading): to biblion (as in Herodotus
1, 48 and 125), <420417>Luke 4:17 (R G T) (<121914>2 Kings 19:14). The books of
the Hebrews were rolls (twOLgim]) fastened to (one or) two smooth rods and
furnished with handles, so that they could be rolled up and unrolled; (cf. B.
D. under the word Writing).*

{381} anaptw; 1 aorist anhya; 1 aorist passive anhfqhn; “to light up,
kindle”: <421249>Luke 12:49; <442802>Acts 28:2 (R G); <590305>James 3:5. (From
Herodotus down.)*

{382} anariqmhtov, anariqmhton (alpha privative and ariqmew),
“innumerable”: <581112>Hebrews 11:12. (From Pindar down.)*

{383} anaseiw; 1 aorist aneseisa; “to shake up”; tropically, “to stir up,
excite, rouse”: ton oclon, <411511>Mark 15:11; ton laon, <422305>Luke 23:5. (So
in Diodorus 13, 91; 14, 10; Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 8, 81.)*

{384} anaskeuazw; (skeuazw, from (skeuov a vessel, utensil);

1. “to pack up baggage” (Latin vasa colligere) “in order to carry it away to
another place”: Xenophon, an. 5, 10 (6, 2) 8. Middle “to move one’s
furniture” (when setting out for some other place, Xenophon, Cyril 8, 5, 4
oJtan de anaskeuazwntai, suntiqhsi men eJkastov ta skeuh); hence,
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2. of an enemy “dismantling, plundering,” a place (Thucydides 4, 116); “to
overthrow, ravage, destroy,” towns, lands, etc.; tropically, yucav, “to turn
away violently from a right state, to unsettle, subvert”: <441524>Acts 15:24.*

{385} anaspaw, anaspw: anaspasw; 1 aorist passive anespasqhn;
“to draw up”: <421405>Luke 14:5; <441110>Acts 11:10. (From Homer down.)*

{386} anastasiv, anastasewv, hJ (anisthmi) (from Aeschylus down);

1. “a raising up, rising” (e.g. from a seat): <420234>Luke 2:34 (opposed to
ptwsiv; the meaning is ‘It lies (or ‘is set’ A.V.) like a stone, which some
will lay hold of in order to climb; but others will strike against it and fall’).

2. “a rising from the dead” (ecclesiastical Latin resurrectio) (Aeschylus
Eum. 648); a. that of Christ: <440122>Acts 1:22; 2:31; 4:33; <450605>Romans 6:5;
<500310>Philippians 3:10; <600321>1 Peter 3:21; with the addition of nekrwn,
<450104>Romans 1:4 (a generic phrase: the resurrection-of-the-dead, although it
has come to pass as yet only in the case of Christ alone; cf. <441732>Acts 17:32;
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 2 a. at the end); ek nekrwn, <600103>1 Peter 1:3. b.
that of all men at the end of the present age. This is called simply
anastasiv or hJ anastasiv, <402223>Matthew 22:23, (28), 30; <411218>Mark
12:18, 23 <422027>Luke 20:27, 33, 36; <431124>John 11:24; <441718>Acts 17:18; 23:8;
<550218>2 Timothy 2:18; by metonymy equivalent to the author of resurrection,
<431125>John 11:25; with the addition of hJ ek nekrwn, <422035>Luke 20:35; <440402>Acts
4:2; or simply of twn nekrwn (on the distinction which some (e.g. Van
Hengel on <450104>Romans 1:4; Van Hengel and Lightfoot on <500311>Philippians
3:11; Cremer, under the word) would make between these phrases, see
Winer’s Grammar, 123 (117); Buttmann, 89 (78)), <402231>Matthew 22:31;
<441732>Acts 17:32; 23:6; 24:15 (Rec.), 21; 26:23; <461512>1 Corinthians
15:12f,21,42; <580602>Hebrews 6:2. anastasiv zwhv resurrection to life
(anastasiv eiv zwhn, 2 Macc. 7:14 (cf. <271202>Daniel 12:2)), and
anastasiv thv krisewv resurrection to judgment, <430529>John 5:29 (on the
genitives cf. Winer’s Grammar, 188 (177)); the former is anastasiv twn
dikaiwn, <421414>Luke 14:14; kreittwn anastasiv, <581135>Hebrews 11:35 (so
called in comparison with a continuance of life on earth, which is spoken of
as an anastasiv by a kind of license; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 460 (429))).
hJ anastasiv hJ prwth in <662005>Revelation 20:5f will be that of true
Christians, and at the end of a thousand years will be followed by a second
resurrection, that of all the rest of mankind, <662012>Revelation 20:12ff On the
question whether and in what sense Paul also believed in two resurrections,
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separated from each other by a definite space of time, cf. Grimm in the
Zeitschr. für wissenschaftl. Theol., 1873, p. 388f. c. the resurrection of
certain in ancient Jewish story who were restored to life before burial:
<581135>Hebrews 11:35.*

{387} anastatow, anastatw; 1 aorist anestatwsa; a verb found
nowhere in secular auth:, but (in <270723>Daniel 7:23 the Septuagint;
<052927>Deuteronomy 29:27 Graecus Venetus) several times in the O.T.
fragments of Aquila (e.g. <191001>Psalm 10:1) and Symmachus (e.g. <195811>Psalm
58:11; <232203>Isaiah 22:3), and in Eustathius (from anastatov, driven from
one’s abode, outcast, or roused up from one’s situation; accordingly
equivalent to anastaton poiw), “to stir up, excite, unsettle”; followed by
an accusative

a. to excite tumults and seditions in the State: <441706>Acts 17:6; 21:38.

b. to upset, unsettle, minds by disseminating religious error:
<480512>Galatians 5:12.*

{388} anastaurow, anastaurw; “to raise up upon a cross, crucify,”
(ana as in anaskolopizw): <580606>Hebrews 6:6 (very often in Greek
writings from Herodotus down). Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp.
etc. Part iii., p. 9f; (Winer admits that in Hebrews, the passage cited the
meaning to crucify “again,” or “afresh,” may also he assigned to this verb
legitimately, and that the absence of a precedent in secular writings for
such a sense is, from the nature of the case, not surprising).*

{389} anastenazw: 1 aorist anestenaxa; “to draw sighs up frown the
bottom of the breast, to sigh deeply”: <410812>Mark 8:12. (<250104>Lamentations 1:4;
Sir. 25:18 (17); 2 Macc. 6:30, and in Greek writings from (Aeschylus
choëph. 335) Herodotus 1, 86 down.)*

{390} anastrefw: future anastreyw; (1 aorist anestreya; passive,
present anastrefomai); 2 aorist anestrafhn;

1. “to turn upside down, overturn”: tav trapezav, <430215>John 2:15,
(difrouv, Homer, Iliad 23, 436).

2. “to turn back”; intransitive, (Winer’s Grammar, 251 (236)] “to returns,”
like the Latin reverto equivalent to revertor (as in Greek writings; in the
Septuagint equivalent to bWv): <440522>Acts 5:22; 15:16 (here anastreya
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kai has not like the Hebrew bWv the force of an adverb, “again,” but God
in the Messiah’s advent returns to his people, whom he is conceived of as
having previously abandoned; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 469 (437)).

3. “to turn hither and thither”; passive reflexively, “to turn oneself about,
sojourn, dwell,” en “in” a place; a. literally: <401722>Matthew 17:22, where L T
WH Tr text sustrefomenwn, cf. Keim, ii., p. 581 (English translation, iv.,
p. 303). (<060505>Joshua 5:5; <261906>Ezekiel 19:6, and in Greek writings) b. like the
Hebrew Ëlæh; to walk, of the manner of life and moral character, “to
conduct oneself, behave oneself, live”: <470112>2 Corinthians 1:12 (en tw
kosmw); <540315>1 Timothy 3:15 (en oikw qeou); <490203>Ephesians 2:3 (en oJiv
among whom); <610218>2 Peter 2:18 (en planh). simply “to conduct or behave
oneself, ‘walk’,” (German wandeln): <600117>1 Peter 1:17; <581033>Hebrews 10:33;
(kalwv) 13:18. (Cf. its use e.g. in Xenophon, an. 2, 5, 14; Polybius 1, 9,
7; 74, 13; 86, 5 etc. (see anastrofh, at the end); <202007>Proverbs 20:7 the
Septuagint; Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 1, 21, 8; etc.)*

{391} anastrofh, anastrofhv, hJ (from the passive anastrefomai,
see the preceding word), properly, ‘walk,’ i.e. “manner of life, behavior,
conduct” (German Lebenswandel): <480113>Galatians 1:13; <490422>Ephesians 4:22;
<540412>1 Timothy 4:12; <590313>James 3:13; <600115>1 Peter 1:15, 18; 2:12; 3:1f,16;
<610207>2 Peter 2:7; plural aJgiai anastrofai the ways in which holy living
shows itself, <610311>2 Peter 3:11. Hence, life in so far as it is comprised in
conduct, <581307>Hebrews 13:7. (This word, in the senses given, is found in
Greek writings from Polybius 4, 82, 1 down; in the Scriptures first in Tobit
4:14; 2 Macc. 5:8; add Epictetus diss. 1, 9, 5; 4, 7, 5 (and (from
Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word) Agatharchides 134, 12; 153, 8;
Aristeas 16).)*

{392} anatassomai; (1 aorist middle infinitive anataxasqai); (middle
of anatassw) “to put together in order, arrange, compose”: dihghsin,
<420101>Luke 1:1 (so to construct (R. V. “draw up”) a narrative that the
sequence of events may be evident. Found besides only in Plutarch, de
sollert. anim. c. 12, where it denotes to go regularly through a thing again,
rehearse it; (in <210220>Ecclesiastes 2:20 Aldine LXX, and in ecclesiastical
writings e.g. Irenaeus 3, 21, 2 at the end)).*

{393} anatellw; 1 aorist aneteila; perfect anatetalka; a. transitive,
“to cause to rise”: ton hJlion, <400545>Matthew 5:45 (of the earth bringing
forth plants, <010318>Genesis 3:18; of a river producing something, Homer, Iliad
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5, 777). b. intransitive, “to rise, arise”: light, <400416>Matthew 4:16 (<235810>Isaiah
58:10); the sun, <401306>Matthew 13:6; <410406>Mark 4:6; 16:2; <590111>James 1:11; the
clouds, <421254>Luke 12:54; fwsforov, <610119>2 Peter 1:19. tropically, “to rise
from, be descended from,” <580714>Hebrews 7:14. The earlier Greeks
commonly used anatellein of the sun and moon, and epitellein of the
stars; but Aelian, Pausanias, Stobaeus, and other later writings neglect this
distinction; see Lob. ad Phryn., p. 124f. (Compare: exanatellw.)*

{394} anatiqhmi: 2 aorist middle aneqemhn; (in various senses from
Homer down); in the middle voice “to set forth” a thing drawn forth, as it
were, from some corner (ana), “to set forth (in words), declare” (R. V. lay
before): tini ti, <442514>Acts 25:14: <480202>Galatians 2:2 (2 Macc. 3:9; (<330705>Micah
7:5); Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 2, 64 tini to onar; Diogenes Laërtius
2, 17, 16, p. 191, Heubn. edition; Plutarch, amat. narr., p. 772 d.) Cf.
Fritzschiorum Opuscc., p. 169; (Holsten, Zum Evang. des Paulus n. d.
Petrus, p. 256f. Compare: prosanatiqhmi.)*

{395} anatolh, anatolhv, hJ (from anatellw, which see), as in Greek
writings;

1. “a rising” (of the sun and stars); light rising ex uJyouv, <420178>Luke 1:78.

2. “the east” (the quarter of the sun’s rising): <400202>Matthew 2:2, 9;
<662113>Revelation 21:13 (Griesbach anatolwn); Herodian, 2, 8, 18 (10); 3, 5,
1; Josephus, contra Apion 1, 14, 3 (6; 1, 26, 6; Mark 16 WH (rejected)
‘Shorter Conclusion’); Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 5, 6; Ignatius ad
Romans 2, 2; Melito quoted in Eusebius, h. e. 4, 26, 14; with hJliou
added, <660702>Revelation 7:2 (R G T Tr WH text); plural, eastern regions, “the
east” (Winer’s Grammar, 176 (166)): <400201>Matthew 2:1; 8:11; 24:27;
<421329>Luke 13:29 (the Septuagint, Herodotus, Plato, Polybius, Plutarch,
others; Philo in Flacc. sec. 7); with the addition of hJliou, <661612>Revelation
16:12 leev T Tr text WH text; <660702>Revelation 7:2 L WH marginal
reading).*

{396} anatrepw; “to overthrow, overturn, destroy”; ethically, “to
subvert”: oikouv families, <560111>Titus 1:11. thn tinwn pistin, <550218>2
Timothy 2:18. (Common in Greek writings, and in the same sense.)*

{397} anatrefw: 2 aorist passive anetrafhn; perfect passive participle
anateqrammenov; 1 aorist middle aneqreyamhn; “to nurse up, nourish
up” (German aufnähren, auffüttern); properly, of young children and
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animals nourished to promote their growth (Xenophon, mem. 4, 3, 10, etc.;
Sap. 7:4); “to bring up”: <420416>Luke 4:16 T WH marginal reading; <440720>Acts
7:20f; with the predominant idea of forming the mind, <442203>Acts 22:3 (4
Macc. 10:2, and often in Greek writings). Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb.
comp. etc. Part iii., p. 4.*

{398} anafainw: 1 aorist anefana, Doric for the more common
anefhna (<442103>Acts 21:3 R T WH (with Erasm., Stephanus’ Thesaurus,
Mill); cf. Passow, p. 2199; (Veitch, and Liddell and Scott, under the word
fainw; Winer’s Grammar, 89 (85); Buttmann, 41 (35)); see epifainw);
passive (present anafainomai); 2 aorist anefanhn; (from Homer
down); “to bring to light, hold up to view, show”; passive “to appear, be
made apparent”: <421911>Luke 19:11. An unusual phrase is anafanentev thn
thn Kupron “having sighted Cyprus,” for anafaneishv hJmin thv
Kuprou, <442103>Acts 21:3; cf. Buttmann, 190 (164); Winer’s Grammar, sec.
39, 1 a., p. 260 (244); here Rst T WH (see above) read anafanantev ...
thn Kupron after we had rendered Cyprus visible (to us); (R. V. had come
in sight of Cyprus.).*

{399} anaferw; future anoisw (<031420>Leviticus 14:20; <041433>Numbers 14:33,
etc.); 1 aorist anhnegka; 2 aorist anhnegkon; (see references under the
word ferw; imperfect passive aneferomhn; from Homer down);

1. “to carry or bring up, to lead up”; men to a higher place: <401701>Matthew
17:1; <410902>Mark 9:2; passive, <422451>Luke 24:51 (Tdf. omits; WH reject the
clause). anaferein tav aJmartiav epi to xulon, <600224>1 Peter 2:24 (to
bear sins up on the cross, namely, in order to expiate them by suffering
death (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 428f (399))).

2. “to prat upon the altar, to bring to the altar, to offer” (the Septuagint for
hl;[‘h, of presentation as a priestly act, cf. Kurtz on Hebrew, p. 154f),
qusiav, qusian, etc. (<235706>Isaiah 57:6, etc.): <580727>Hebrews 7:27; 13:15;
<600205>1 Peter 2:5; with epi to qusiasthrion added, <590221>James 2:21
(<010820>Genesis 8:20; <031420>Leviticus 14:20; (Baruch 1:10; 1 Macc. 9:53));
(eJauton, <580727>Hebrews 7:27, T Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading
prosenegkav). Cf. Kurtz as above

3. “to lift up on oneself, to take upon oneself,” i.e. to place on oneself
anything as a load to be upborne, “to sustain”: tav aJmartiav i.e. by
metonymy, their “punishment,” <580928>Hebrews 9:28 (<235312>Isaiah 53:12; thn
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porneian, <041433>Numbers 14:33); cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc.
Part iii., p. 5f.*

{400} anafwnew, anafwnw: 1 aorist anefwnhsa; “to cry out with a
loud voice, call aloud, exclaim”: <420142>Luke 1:42. (<131528>1 Chronicles 15:28;
16:4; (Aristotle, de mund. 6, vol. i., p. 400, 18); Polybius, often in
Plutarch.)*

{401} anacusiv, anacusewv, hJ (anacew (to pour forth)), rare in Greek
writings (Strabo, Philo, Plutarch; ancusiv yuchv, in a good sense, Philo
de decal. sec. 10 middle); “an overflowing, a pouring out”: metaphorically,
<600404>1 Peter 4:4 aswtiav anacusiv “the excess (flood) of riot” in which a
dissolute life pours itself forth.*

{402} anacwrew, anacorw; 1 aorist anecwrhsa; (frequent in Greek
writings);

1. “to go back, return”: <400212>Matthew 2:12f (others refer this to next entry).

2. “to withdraw”; a. universally, so as to leave room: <400924>Matthew 9:24. b.
of those who through fear seek some other place, or shun sight:
<400214>Matthew 2:14,22; 4:12; 12:15; 14:13; 15:21; 27:5; <410307>Mark 3:7;
<430615>John 6:15 (Tdf. feugei); <442319>Acts 23:19 (kat’ idian); <442631>Acts 26:31.*

{403} anayuxiv, anayuxewv, hJ (anayucw, which see), “a cooling,
refreshing”: <440320>Acts 3:20 (19), of the Messianic blessedness to be ushered
in by the return of Christ from heaven; Vulgate refrigerium. (<020815>Exodus
8:15; Philo de Abr. sec. 29; Strabo 10, p. 459: and in ecclesiastical
writings.)*

{404} anayucw: 1 aorist aneyuxa; “to cool again, to cool off, recover
from the effects of heat” (Homer, Odyssey 4; 568; Iliad 5, 795; Plutarch,
Aem. P. 25, etc.); tropically, “to refresh”: tina, one’s spirit, by fellowship,
consolation, kindnesses, <550116>2 Timothy 1:16. (intransitive, “to recover
breath, take the air, cool off revive, refresh oneself,” in the Septuagint
(<193814>Psalm 38:14 (<193901>Psalm 39:14); <101614>2 Samuel 16:14; <022312>Exodus 23:12;
<091623>1 Samuel 16:23; etc., in) 2 Macc. 4:46; 13:11; and in the later Greek
writers.)*

{405} andrapodisthv, andrapodistou, oJ (from andrapodizw, and
this from to andrapodon — from anhr and pouv — a slave, a man
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taken in war and sold into slavery), “a slave-dealer, kidnapper, man-
stealer,” i.e. as well one who unjustly reduces free men to slavery, as one
who steals the slaves of others and sells them: <540110>1 Timothy 1:10.
(Aristophanes, Xenophon, Plato, Demosthenes, Isocrates, Lysias,
Polybius)*

{406} Andreav, Andreou, oJ, “Andrew” (a Greek name (meaning
“manly”; for its occurrence, see Pape, Eigennamen, under the word; B. D.
under the word Andrew, at the beginning)), a native of Bethsaida in
Galilee, brother of Simon Peter, a disciple of John the Baptist, afterward an
apostle of Christ: <430140>John 1:40,44 (41,45); 6:8; 12:22; <400418>Matthew 4:18;
10:2; <410116>Mark 1:16,29; 3:18; 13:3; <420614>Luke 6:14; <440113>Acts 1:13.*

{407} andrizw: (anhr); “to make a man of or make brave” (Xenophon,
oec. 5, 4). Middle present andrizomai; “to show oneself a man, be
brave”: <461613>1 Corinthians 16:13 (A.V. quit you like men). (Often in the
Septuagint; Sir. 34:25; 1 Macc. 2:64; Xenophon, Plato, Appian, Plutarch,
others.)*

{408} Andronikov, Andronikon, oJ, “Andronicus” (a Greek name,
(literally, man of victory; for its occurrence see Pape, Eigennamen, under
the word)), a Jewish Christian and a kinsman of Paul: <451607>Romans 16:7.*

{409} androfonov, androfonou, oJ, “a manslayer”: <540109>1 Timothy 1:9.
(2 Macc. 9:28; Homer, Plato, Demosthenes, others) (Cf. foneuv.)*

{410} anegklhtov, anegklhton (alpha privative and egkalew, which
see), “that cannot be called to account, unreprovable, unaccused,
blameless”: <460108>1 Corinthians 1:8; <510122>Colossians 1:22; <540310>1 Timothy 3:10;
<560106>Titus 1:6f (3 Macc. 5:31; Xenophon, Plato, Demosthenes, Aristotle,
others) (Cf. Trench, sec. ciii.)*

{411} anekdihghtov, anekdihghton (alpha privative and ekdihgeomai,
which see), “unspeakable, indescribable”: <470915>2 Corinthians 9:15 dwrea, to
describe and commemorate which words fail. (Only in ecclesiastical
writings. (Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 20, 5:49, 4; Athenagoras,
Theoph., others).)*

{412} aneklalhtov, aneklalhton (alpha privative and eklalew),
“unspeakable”: <600108>1 Peter 1:8 (to which words are inadequate).
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((Dioscorides (100 A. D.?) medicam., p. 93, Kühn edition); Heliodorus 6,
15, p. 252 (296); and in ecclesiastical writings.)*

{413} anekleiptov, anekleipton (alpha privative and ekleipw to fail),
“unfailing”: <421233>Luke 12:33. ((Hyperides, p. 58a, Teubner edition);
Diodorus 4, 84; 1, 36, cf. 3, 16; Plutarch, de orac. defect., p. 438 d., and in
ecclesiastical writings.)*

{414} anektov, anekton, and in later Greek also anektov, anekth,
anekton (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 68 (67); Buttmann, 25 (22)) (anecomai
to bear, endure); from Homer down; “bearable, tolerable”: anektoteron
estai the lot will be more tolerable, <401015>Matthew 10:15; 11:22,24;
<410611>Mark 6:11 R L brackets; <421012>Luke 10:12,14. (In Greek writings from
Homer down.)*

{415} anelhemwn, anelhemon, genitive anelhemonov (alpha privative
and elhemwn), “without mercy, merciless”: <450131>Romans 1:31. ((Aristotle,
rhet. Alex. 37, p. 1442a, 13); <200509>Proverbs 5:9, etc.; Sir. 13:12, etc.; Sap.
12:5; 19:1.)*

415A%% aneleov, aneleon, “without mercy, merciless”: <590213>James 2:13
L T Tr WH, unusual form for anilewv R G. The Greeks said anhlhev
and anelhev, cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 710f; Winer’s Grammar, 100 (95).*

{416} anemizw: (anemov); “to agitate or drive by the wind”; present
passive participle anemizomenov, <590106>James 1:6. Besides only in schol. on
Homer Odyssey 12, 336 enqa hn skeph prov to mh anemizesqai,
(Hesychius under the word anayuxai anemisai; Joannes Moschus (in
Patr. Graec. 87, p. 3044 a.) anemizontov tou ploiou velificante nave).
The Greeks said anemow. Cf. kludwnizomai.*

{417} anemov, anemou, oJ (aw, ahmi, to breathe, blow, (but etymologists
connect aw with Sanskrit va, Greek ahr, Latin ventus, English “wind,”
and anemov with Sanskrit an, to breathe, etc.; cf. Curtius, sections 419,
587; Vanicek, p. 28)) (from Homer down), “wind,” a violent agitation and
stream of air (cf. (Trench, sec. lxxiii.) pneuma, 1 at the end): <401107>Matthew
11:7; 14:24; <590304>James 3:4, etc.; of a very strong and tempestuous wind:
<400725>Matthew 7:25; <410439>Mark 4:39; <420824>Luke 8:24, etc. oJi tessarev
anemoi, the four principal or cardinal winds (<242515>Jeremiah 25:15
(<244936>Jeremiah 49:36)), thv ghv, <660716>Revelation 7:16 hence, the four quarters
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of the heavens (whence the cardinal winds blow): <402431>Matthew 24:31;
<411327>Mark 13:27; (<263709>Ezekiel 37:9; <130924>1 Chronicles 9:24). Metaphorically,
anemov thv didaskaliav, variability and emptiness (?) of teaching,
<490414>Ephesians 4:14.

{418} anendektov, anendekton (alpha privative and endektov, and this
from endecomai, which see), “that cannot be admitted, inadmissible,
unallowable, improper”: anendekton esti tou mh elqein it cannot be
but that they will come, <421701>Luke 17:1 (Winer’s Grammar, 328 (308);
Buttmann, 269 (231)). (Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 2, 70 oJ ariqmov
prov ton mellonta cronon anendektov (Diogenes Laërtius 7, 50), and
several times in ecclesiastical and Byzantine writings.)*

{419} anexereunhtov, T Tr WH anexeraunhtov (cf. Tdf. Proleg., p.
81; Buttmann, 58 (50); Sturz, Deuteronomy dial. Maced. et Alex., p. 117:
see eraunaw), anexereunhton (alpha privative and exereunaw), “that
cannot be searched out”: <451133>Romans 11:33. (Symmachus <202503>Proverbs
25:3; <241709>Jeremiah 17:9. Dio Cassius, 69, 14.)*

{420} anexikakov, anexikakon (from the future of anecomai, and
kakon; cf. classic alexikakov, amnhsikakov), “patient of ills and
wrongs, forbearing”: <550224>2 Timothy 2:24. (Lucian, jud. voc. 9; (Justin
Martyr, Apology 1, 16 at the beginning; Pollux 5, 138).)*

{421} anexicniastov, anexicniaston (alpha privative and exicniazw
to trace out), “that cannot be traced out, that cannot be comprehended”
(A.V. unsearchable): <451133>Romans 11:33; <490308>Ephesians 3:8. (<180509>Job 5:9;
9:10; (<183424>Job 34:24); the Prayer of Manasses 6 (see the Septuagint, Tdf.
edition, Proleg. sec. xxix.); several times in ecclesiastical writings.)*

{422} anepaiscuntov, anepaiscunton (alpha privative and
epaiscunw) (Vulgate inconfusibilis), “hating no cause to be ashamed”:
<550215>2 Timothy 2:15. ((Josephus, Antiquities 18, 7, 1); unused in Greek
writings (Winer’s Grammar, 236 (221)).)*

{423} anepilhptov (L T Tr WH anepilhmptov; see Mu,
anepilhpton (alpha privative and epilambanw), properly, “not
apprehended, that cannot be laid hold of”; hence, “that cannot be
reprehended, not open to censure, irreproachable” (Tittmann i., p. 31;
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Trench, sec. ciii.): <540302>1 Timothy 3:2; 5:7; 6:14. (Frequent in Greek
writings from (Euripides and) Thucydides down.)*

{424} anercomai: 2 aorist anhlqon; (from Homer down); “to go up”:
<430603>John 6:3; “to a higher place”; to Jerusalem, <480117>Galatians 1:17 (L Tr
marginal reading aphlqon), <480118>Galatians 1:18; (<111312>1 Kings 13:12).
(Compare: epanercomai.)*

{425} anesiv, anesewv, hJ (anihmi to let loose, slacken, anything tense,
e.g. a bow), “a loosening, relaxing”; spoken of a more tolerable condition
in captivity: ecein anesin, to be held in less rigorous confinement (R. V.
“have indulgence”), <442423>Acts 24:23 (Josephus, Antiquities 18, 6, 10
fulakh men gar kai thrhsiv hn, meta mentoi anesewv thv diaitan).
“relief, rest,” from persecutions, <530107>2 Thessalonians 1:7; from the troubles
of poverty, <470813>2 Corinthians 8:13; relief from anxiety, quiet, <470213>2
Corinthians 2:13 (12); 7:5. (the Septuagint; in Greek writings from
Thucydides (Herodotus 5, 28) down.) (Synonym: see anapausiv, at the
end.)*

{426} anetazw; present passive anetazomai; (etazw to examine, test);
“to investigate, examine”; tina, “to examine judicially”: <442224>Acts 22:24,29.
(<070629>Judges 6:29 manuscript Alexandrian LXX; Susanna (i.e. Daniel
(Theodotion) at the beginning) 14; (Anaph. Pilati A 6, p. 417, Tischendorf
edition). Not found in secular authors.)*

{427} aneu, preposition with the genitive, “without”: <600316>1 Peter 3:16 4:9.
with the genitive of the person “without one’s will or intervention” (often
so in Greek writings from Homer down): <401029>Matthew 10:29. (Compared
with cwriv, see Tittm. i., p. 93f; Ellicott on <490212>Ephesians 2:12; Green,
Critical Notes, etc. (on <450328>Romans 3:28).)*

{428} aneuqetov, aneuqeton, “not convenient, not commodious, not
fit”: <442712>Acts 27:12. (Unused by Greek writers; (Moschion 53).)*

{429} aneuriskw: 2 aorist aneuron, 3 person plural aneuran, <420216>Luke
2:16 (T Tr WH; see eJuriskw); “to find out” by search: tina, <420216>Luke
2:16; <442104>Acts 21:4. (In Greek writings from Herodotus down.) Cf. Winer’s
Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part iii., p. 13f.*

{430} anecw: in the N.T. only in the middle anecomai; future anexomai
(Winer’s Grammar, 83 (79)); imperfect hneicomhn <471104>2 Corinthians 11:4
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(Rec.) (<471101>2 Corinthians 11:1 Rec.elz) (G T Tr WH marginal reading
aneicomhn (cf. Moeris, Piers. edition, p. 176; (but L WH text in <471104>2
Corinthians 11:4 anecesqe); cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 162; Winer’s
Grammar, 72 (70); Buttmann, 35 (31))); 2 aorist hnescomhn <441814>Acts
18:14 (L T Tr WH anescomhn, references as above); “to hold up” (e.g.
kefalhn, ceirav, Homer and others); hence, in middle “to hold oneself
erect and firm” (against any person or thing), “to sustain, to bear (with
equanimity), to bear with, endure,” with a genitive of the person (in Greek
writings the accusative is more common, both of the person and of the
thing), of his opinions, actions, etc.: <401717>Matthew 17:17; <410919>Mark 9:19;
<420941>Luke 9:41; <471119>2 Corinthians 11:19; <490402>Ephesians 4:2; <510313>Colossians
3:13. followed by the genitive of the thing: <530104>2 Thessalonians 1:4 (WH
marginal reading enecesqe) (aJiv by attraction for wJn, unless aJv be
preferred (Buttmann, 161 (140); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 202 (190))).
followed by mikron ti with the genitive of both person and thing, <471101>2
Corinthians 11:1 (according to the reading mou mikron ti afrosunhv
(R.bez R.elz L T Tr WH); cf. Meyer at the passage). without a case, <460412>1
Corinthians 4:12 (we endure). followed by ei tiv, <471120>2 Corinthians 11:20.
Owing to the context, to hear with i.e. “to listen”: with the genitive of the
person, <441814>Acts 18:14; of the thing, <550403>2 Timothy 4:3; <581322>Hebrews 13:22.
(Compare: prosanecw.)*

{431} aneyiov, aneyiou, oJ (for aneptiov con-nepot-ius, cf. Latin
nepos, German nichte, English “nephew, niece”; Curtius, sec. 342), “a
cousin”: <510410>Colossians 4:10. (<043611>Numbers 36:11; Tobit 7:2.) (Cf. Lob. ad
Phryn., p. 306; but especially Lightfoot on Colossians, the passage cited;
also B. D. American edition under the word Sister’s Son.)*

{432} anhqon, anhqou, to, “dill, anise” ((?); cf. BB. DD., under the
word; Tristram, Nat. Hist. of the Bible, p. 419f): <402323>Matthew 23:23.
(Aristophanes nub. 982; (Aristotle, others); often in Theophrastus, hist.
pl.)*

{433} anhkw; (imperfect anhken); in Greek writings “to have come up
to, arrived at, to reach to, pertain to,” followed generally by eiv ti; hence,
in later writings anhkei ti tini “something appertains to one, is due to
him” namely, to be rendered or performed by others (1 Macc. 10:42;
11:35; 2 Macc. 14:8), and then ethically to anhkon “what is due, duty”
(R. V. “befitting”), <570108>Philemon 1:8; ta ouk anhkonta “unbecoming,
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discreditable,” <490504>Ephesians 5:4 (L T Tr WH aJ ouk anhken, Winer’s
Grammar, 486 (452); (Buttmann, 850 (301))); impersonally, wJv anhke “as
was fitting,” namely, ever since ye were converted to Christ, <510318>Colossians
3:18 (Winer’s Grammar, 270 (254); cf. Buttmann, 217 (187) and Lightfoot
at the passage).*

{434} anhmerov, anhmeron (alpha privative and hJmerov), “not tame,
savage, fierce”: <550308>2 Timothy 3:8. (In Greek writings from (Anacreon (530
B. C.) 1, 7) Aeschylus down.)*

{435} anhr, androv, oJ, “a man,” Latin vir. The meanings of this word in
the N.T. differ in no respect from classic usage; for it is employed

1. with a reference to sex, and so to distinguish a man from a woman;
either a. as “a male”: <440812>Acts 8:12; 17:12; <540212>1 Timothy 2:12; or b. as a
“husband”: <400116>Matthew 1:16; <411002>Mark 10:2; <430416>John 4:16ff; <450702>Romans
7:2ff; <460702>1 Corinthians 7:2ff; <480427>Galatians 4:27; <540302>1 Timothy 3:2,12;
<560106>Titus 1:6, etc.; a betrothed or future husband: <400119>Matthew 1:19;
<662102>Revelation 21:2, etc.

2. with a reference to age, and to distinguish an adult man from a boy:
<401421>Matthew 14:21; 15:38 (where andrev, gunaikev and paidia are
discriminated): with the added notion also of intelligence and virtue: <461311>1
Corinthians 13:11 (opposed to nhpiov); <490413>Ephesians 4:13; <590302>James 3:2
(in the last two passages teleiov anhr).

3. universally, “any male person, a man”; so where tiv might have been
used: <420841>Luke 8:41; 9:38; <440611>Acts 6:11; 10:5, etc. where anhr and tiv are
united: <420827>Luke 8:27; <440501>Acts 5:1; 10:1. or anhr and oJv “he who,” etc.:
<450408>Romans 4:8; <590112>James 1:12. where mention is made of something
usually done by men, not by women: <422263>Luke 22:63; <440536>Acts 5:36. where
angels or other heavenly beings are said to have borne the forms of men:
<420930>Luke 9:30; 24:4; <441030>Acts 10:30. where it is so connected with an
adjective as to give the adjective the force of a substantive: anhr
aJmartwlov a sinner, <420508>Luke 5:8; leproi andrev, <421712>Luke 17:12; or is
joined to appellatives: anhr foneuv, <440314>Acts 3:14; anhr profhthv,
<422419>Luke 24:19 (vyai aybin;, <070608>Judges 6:8; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 30; sec.
59, 1; Buttmann, 82 (72); other references under the word anqrwpov, 4 a.
at the end)) or to gentile names: andrev Nineuitai, <401241>Matthew 12:41;
anhr Ioudaiov, <442203>Acts 22:3; anhr Aiqioy, <440827>Acts 8:27; andrev
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Kuprioi, <441120>Acts 11:20; especially in addresses of honor and respect
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65, 5 d.; Buttmann, 82 (72)), <440111>Acts 1:11; 2:14;
13:16; 17:22, etc.; even andrev adelfoi, <440116>Acts 1:16; (<440229>Acts
2:29,37; 7:2); 13:(15),26, etc.

4. when persons of either sex are included, but named after the more
important: <401435>Matthew 14:35; <440404>Acts 4:4; (Meyer seems inclined (see his
commentary on Acts, the passage cited) to dispute even these examples;
but others would refer several other instances (especially <421131>Luke 11:31;
<590120>James 1:20) to the same entry).

{436} anqisthmi: perfect anqesthka; 2 aorist antesthn (imperative
antisthte), infinitive antisthnai; middle, present anqistamai;
imperfect anqistamhn; (anti and iJsthmi); “to set against”; as in Greek
writings, in the middle, and in the perfect pluperfect (having present and
imperfect force, Winer’s Grammar, 274 (257)) and 2 aorist active, “to set
oneself against, to withstand resist, oppose”: perfect active, <450919>Romans
9:19; 13:2; <550415>2 Timothy 4:15 (R G). 2 aorist active, <400539>Matthew 5:39;
<422115>Luke 21:15; <440610>Acts 6:10; <480211>Galatians 2:11; <490618>Ephesians 6:18; <550308>2
Timothy 3:8; (<550415>2 Timothy 4:15 L T Tr WH). imperative, <590407>James 4:7;
<600509>1 Peter 5:9. Middle: present, <550308>2 Timothy 3:8. imperfect, <441308>Acts
13:8.*

{437} anqomologeomai, anqomolgoumai: (imperfect
anqwmologoumhn); (anti and oJmologeomai); in Greek writings (from
Demosthenes down)

1. “to reply by professing or by confessing”.

2. “to agree mutually (in turn), to make a compact”.

3. “to acknowledge in the presence of (anti before, over against; cf.
exomulogeisqai enanti kuriou, <140706>2 Chronicles 7:6) anyone” (see
Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part iii., p. 19f): tav aJmartiav to
confess sins, Josephus, Antiquities 8, 10, 3 (Bekker reads
anomologoumenouv); cf. 1 Esdr. 8:88 (90). tini, to declare something in
honor of one, to celebrate his praises, “give thanks to him,” <420238>Luke 2:38;
(for hd;wOh in <197813>Psalm 78:13 (<197913>Psalm 79:13); 3 Macc. 6:33; (<270431>Daniel
4:31 (34) the Septuagint; Test. xii. Patr. test. Jud. sec. 1)).*
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{438} anqov, anqeov, to (from Homer down); “a flower”: <590110>James
1:10f; <600124>1 Peter 1:24.*

{439} anqrakia (on accent cf. Etymologicum Magnum 801, 21;
Chandler sec. 95), anqrakiav, hJ, “a heap of burning coals”: <431818>John
18:18; 21:9. (Sir. 11:32; 4 Macc. 9:20; Homer, Iliad 9, 213, etc.) (Cf. BB.
DD. under the word Coal.)*

{440} anqrax, anqrakov, oJ, “coal” (also, from Thucydides and
Aristophanes down, anqrax purov “a coal of fire” i.e. a burning or a live
coal), live coal; <451220>Romans 12:20 anqrakav purov swreuein epi thn
kefalhn tinov, a proverbial expression, from <202522>Proverbs 25:22,
signifying to call up, by the favors you confer on your enemy, the memory
in him of the wrong he has done you (which shall pain him as if live coals
were heaped on his head), that he may the more readily repent. The
Arabians call things that cause very acute mental pain “burning coals of the
heart” and “fire in the liver”; cf. Gesenius in Rosenmüller’s Biblical-exeg.
Repert. i., p. 140f (or in his Thesaurus i. 280; cf. also BB. DD. under the
word Coal).*

{441} anqrwpareskov, anqrwpareskon (anqrwpov and areskov
agreeable, pleasing, insinuating; cf. euareskov, dusareskov,
autareskov in Lob. ad Phryn., p. 621); only in Biblical and ecclesiastical
writings. (Winer’s Grammar, 25): “studying to please men, courting the
favor of men”: <490606>Ephesians 6:6; <510322>Colossians 3:22. (<195206>Psalm 52:6
(<195306>Psalm 53:6); (Psalm Sal. 4:8, 10).)*

{442} anqrwpinov, anqrwpinh, anqrwpinon (anqrwpov), (from
Herodotus down), “human”; applied to things belonging to men: ceirev,
<441725>Acts 17:25 L T Tr WH; fusiv, <590307>James 3:7; or instituted by men:
ktisiv, (which see 3), <600213>1 Peter 2:13; adjusted to the strength of man:
peirasmov (R. V. “a temptation such as than can bear”), <461013>1 Corinthians
10:13 (cf. Neander (and Heinrici) at the passage; Pollux 3, 27, 131 oJ ouk
an tiv uJpomeneien, oJ ouk an tiv enegkh ... to de enantion, koufon,
euforon, oiston, anqrwpinon, anekton). Opposite to divine things,
with the implied idea of defect or weakness: <460204>1 Corinthians 2:4 Rec.; 13
(sofia, originating with man); <460403>1 Corinthians 4:3 (anqrwpinh hJmera
the judicial day of men, i.e. human judgment). anqrwpinon legw,
<450619>Romans 6:19 (I say what is human, speak as is usual among men, who
do not always suitably weigh the force of their words; by this expression
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the apostle apologizes for the use of the phrase doulwqhnai th
dikaiosunh).*

{443} anqrwpoktonov, anqrwpoktonon (kteinw to kill), “a
manslayer, murderer”: <430844>John 8:44. contextually, to be deemed equal to a
murderer, <620315>1 John 3:15. (Euripides, Iph. T. (382) 389.) (Cf. Trench, sec.
83, and foneuv.)*

{444} anqrwpov, anqrwpou, oJ (perhaps from anhr and wy, i.e. man’s
face: Curtius, sec. 422; Vanicek, p. 9. From Homer down); “man”. It is
used

1. universally, with reference to the genus or nature, without distinction of
sex, “a human being, whether male or female”: <431621>John 16:21. And in this
sense

a. with the article, generically, so as to include all human individuals:
<400404>Matthew 4:4 (ep’ artw zhsetai oJ anqrwpov); <401235>Matthew 12:35 (oJ
agaqov anqrwpov every good person); <401511>Matthew 15:11,18; <410227>Mark
2:27; 7:15,18,20; <420404>Luke 4:4; <430225>John 2:25 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 18,
8); <430751>John 7:51; <450701>Romans 7:1, etc.

b. so that a man is distinguished from beings of a different race or order;

a. from animals, plants, etc.: <420510>Luke 5:10; <400419>Matthew 4:19; 12:12;
<610216>2 Peter 2:16; <660904>Revelation 9:4,7,10,15,18; 11:13, etc.

b. from God, from Christ as divine, and from angels: <401032>Matthew
10:32; 19:6; <411009>Mark 10:9; <420215>Luke 2:15 (T WH omit; L Tr brackets)
(opposed to angels); <431033>John 10:33; <441026>Acts 10:26; 14:11; <520213>1
Thessalonians 2:13; <480110>Galatians 1:10,12; <460321>1 Corinthians 3:21; 7:23;
<502007>Philippians 2:7,7 (8); <540205>1 Timothy 2:5; <580802>Hebrews 8:2; 13:6; <600204>1
Peter 2:4, etc.

c. with the added notion of weakness, by which man is led into mistake or
prompted to sin: ouk anqrwpoi; (R G sarkikoi) este; <460304>1 Corinthians
3:4; sofia anqrwpwn, <460205>1 Corinthians 2:5; anqrwpwn epiqumiai,
<600402>1 Peter 4:2; kata anqrwpon peripateite ye conduct yourselves as
men, <460303>1 Corinthians 3:3; lalein or legein kata anqrwpon, to speak
according to human modes of thinking, <460908>1 Corinthians 9:8; <450305>Romans
3:5; kata anqrwpon legw, I speak as a man to whom analogies from
human affairs present themselves, while I illustrate divine things by an
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example drawn from ordinary human life, <480315>Galatians 3:15; kata
anqrwpon qhriomacein, as man is accustomed to fight, urged on by the
desire of gain, honor and other earthly advantages, <461532>1 Corinthians 15:32:
ouk esti kata anqrwpon is not accommodated to the opinions and
desires of men, <480111>Galatians 1:11; (for examples of kata anqrwpon in
secular authors see Wetstein on Romans as above); with the accessory
notion of malignity: prosecete apo twn anqrwpwn, <401017>Matthew 10:17;
eiv ceirav anqrwpwn, <401722>Matthew 17:22; <420944>Luke 9:44.

d. with the adjunct notion of contempt (as sometimes in Greek writings):
<430512>John 5:12; the address w anqrwpe, or anqrwpe, is one either of
contempt and disdainful pity, <450920>Romans 9:20 (Plato, Gorgias, p. 452 b.
su de ... tiv ei, w anqrwpe), or of gentle rebuke, <422258>Luke 22:58,60. The
word serves to suggest commiseration: ide (T Tr WH idou) oJ anqrwpov
behold the man in question, maltreated, defenseless, <431905>John 19:5.

e. with a reference to the twofold nature of man. OJ esw and oJ exw
anqrwpov, soul and body: <450722>Romans 7:22; <490316>Ephesians 3:16; <470416>2
Corinthians 4:16, (Plato, rep. 9, 589 a. oJ entov anqrwpov; Plotinus
Ennius 5, 1, 10 oJ eisw anqrwpov; cf. Fritzsche on Romans, vol. ii., 61f.
(Meyer on Romans, the passage cited; Ellicott on Ephesians, the passage
cited)); oJ kruptov thv karidav anqr. <600304>1 Peter 3:4.

f. with a reference to the twofold moral condition of man, oJ palaiov (the
corrupt) and oJ kainov (oJ neov) anqrwpov (the truly Christian man,
conformed to the nature of God): <450606>Romans 6:6; <490215>Ephesians 2:15;
4:22,24; <510309>Colossians 3:9f.

g. with a reference to the sex, (contextually) “a male”: <430722>John 7:22f.

2. indefinitely, without the article, anqrwpov,

a. “someone, a (certain) man,” when who he is either is not known or is
not important: equivalent to tiv, <401714>Matthew 17:14; 21:28; 22:11;
<411201>Mark 12:1; 14:13; <420518>Luke 5:18; 13:19, etc. with the addition of tiv,
<401812>Matthew 18:12; <421030>Luke 10:30; 14:2,16; 15:11; 16:1,19; <430505>John 5:5.
in address, where the speaker either cannot or will not give the name,
<420520>Luke 5:20; or where the writer addresses any and every reader,
<450201>Romans 2:1,3.

b. where what is said holds of every man, so that anqrwpov is equivalent
to the German indefinite “man, one”: <450328>Romans 3:28; <460401>1 Corinthians
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4:1; 7:1; 11:28; <480216>Galatians 2:16. So also where opposed to domesties,
<401036>Matthew 10:36; to a wife, <401910>Matthew 19:10; to a father, <401035>Matthew
10:35; to the master of a household, <421236>Luke 12:36f — in which passages
many, confounding sense and signification, incorrectly say that the word
anqrwpov signifies “father of a family, husband, son, servant”.

3. in the plural oJi anqrwpoi is sometimes (the) “people,” German die
Leute: <400513>Matthew 5:13,16; 6:5,18; 8:27; 16:13; <421144>Luke 11:44; <410824>Mark
8:24,27; <430428>John 4:28; oudeiv anqrwpwn (nemo hominum) no one,
<411102>Mark 11:2; <540616>1 Timothy 6:16.

4. It is joined

a. to another substantive — a quasi-predicate of office, or employment, or
characteristic — the idea of the predicate predominating (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 59, 1): anqrwpov emporov “a merchant” (-man),
<401345>Matthew 13:45 (WH text omits anqrwpw); oikodespothv,
<401352>Matthew 13:52; 20:1; 21:33; basileuv, <401823>Matthew 18:23; 20:2;
fagov, <401119>Matthew 11:19. (So in Hebrew vyai syris; a eunuch,
<243807>Jeremiah 38:7f, vyai ˆheKo a priest, <032109>Leviticus 21:9; also in Greek
writings: anqrwpov oJdithv, Homer, Iliad 16, 263, elsewhere; cf.
Matthiae, sec. 430, 6; (Krüger sec. 57, 1, 1); but in Attic this combination
generally has a contemptuous force; cf. Bernhardy (1829), p. 48; in Latin
homo gladiator, Cicero, epistles ad diversos 12, 22, 1).

b. to a gentile noun: anqrwpon Kurhnaiov, <402732>Matthew 27:32;
Koudaiov, <442139>Acts 21:39; Rwmaiov, <441637>Acts 16:37; 22:25 (according to
the context, “a Roman citizen”).

5. oJ anqrwpov, with the article, the particular man under consideration,
who he is being plain from the context: <401213>Matthew 12:13; 26:72;
<410305>Mark 3:5; <422306>Luke 23:6; <430450>John 4:50. oJutov oJ anqrwpov, <421430>Luke
14:30; <430916>John 9:16,24 (L Tr marginal reading WH); 11:47; oJ anqrwpov
oJutov, <411471>Mark 14:71; <422304>Luke 23:4,14,47; <430924>John 9:24 (R G T Tr text):
<431817>John 18:17; <440613>Acts 6:13; 22:26; 26:31,32. oJ anqwpov ekeinov,
<401245>Matthew 12:45; 26:24; <411421>Mark 14:21.

6. Phrases: oJ anqrwpov thv aJmartiav (or with T Tr text WH text, thv
anomiav), <530203>2 Thessalonians 2:3, see aJmartia, 1, p. 30f anqrwpov tou
Qeou a man devoted to the service of God, God’s minister: <540611>1 Timothy
6:11; <550317>2 Timothy 3:17 (of the evangelists, the associates of the apostles);
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<610121>2 Peter 1:21 (of prophets, like vyai µyhiloa’ often in the O.T.; cf.
Gesenius, Thesaurus i., p. 85). For oJ uJiov tou anqrwpou and uJioi twn
anqrwpwn, see under uJiov.

{445} anqupateuw; (anti for i.e. in lieu or stead of anyone, and
uJpateuw to be uJpatov, to be supreme, to be consul); “to be proconsul”:
<441812>Acts 18:12 (R G; cf. Buttmann, 169 (147)). (Plutarch, comp.
Demosthenes c. Cicero, c. 3; Herodian, 7, 5, 2.)*

{446} anqupatov, anqupatou, oJ (see the preceding word),
“proconsul”: <441307>Acts 13:7,8,12; 18:12 L T Tr WH; <441938>Acts 19:38. The
emperor Augustus divided the Roman provinces into senatorial and
imperial. The former were presided over by proconsuls; the latter were
administered by legates of the emperor, sometimes called also propraetors.
(Polybius, Dionysius Halicarnassus, Lucian, Plutarch, and often in Dio
Cassius) (B. D. under the word Proconsul; Alex.’s Kitto under the word
Province; especially Lightfoot in The Contemp. Revelation for 1878, p.
280f.)*

{447} anihmi (participle plural anientev); 2 aorist subjunctive anw,
participle plural anentev; 1 aorist passive aneqhn; “to send back; to
relax”; contextually, “to loosen”: ti, <441626>Acts 16:26 (touv desmouv,
Plutarch, Alex. M. 73); <442740>Acts 27:40. Tropically, thn apeilhn, “to give
up, omit, calm” (?), <490609>Ephesians 6:9; (thn ecqran, Thucydides 3, 10; thn
orghn, Plutarch, Alex. M. 70). “to leave, not to uphold, to let sink”:
<581305>Hebrews 13:5, (<053106>Deuteronomy 31:6).*

{448} anilewv, anilewn, genitive anilew (iJlewv, Attic for iJlaov),
“without mercy, merciless”: <590213>James 2:13 (R G). Found nowhere else
(except Herodian, epim. 257). Cf. aneleov.*

{449} aniptov, on (niptw to wash), “unwashed”: <401520>Matthew 15:20;
<410702>Mark 7:2, and R L marginal reading in 5. (Homer, Iliad 6, 266, etc.)*

{450} anisthmi: future anasthsw; 1 aorist anesthsa; 2 aorist
anesthn, imperative anasthqi and (<441207>Acts 12:7; <490514>Ephesians 5:14 and
L WH text in <440911>Acts 9:11) anasta (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 14, 1 h.;
(Buttmann, 47 (40))); middle, present anistamai; future anasthsomai;
(from Homer down);
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I. Transitively, in the present 1 aorist and future active, “to cause to rise,
raise up” (µyqihæ):

a. properly, of one lying down: <440941>Acts 9:41.

b. “to raise up” from death: <430639>John 6:39f,44,54; <440232>Acts 2:32; 13:34 (so
in Greek writings).

c. “to raise up, cause to be born”: sperma offspring (<013808>Genesis 38:8),
<402224>Matthew 22:24 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 33 (32)); ton Criston, <440230>Acts
2:30 Rec. “to cause to appear, bring forward,” tina tini one for anyone’s
succor: profhthn, <440322>Acts 3:22; 7:37; ton paida autou, <440326>Acts 3:26.

II. Intransitively, in the perfect pluperfect and 2 aorist active, and in the
middle;

1. “to rise, stand up”; used

a. of persons lying down (on a couch or bed): <410135>Mark 1:35; 5:42;
<420855>Luke 8:55; 11:7; <440908>Acts 9:84,40. of persons lying on tht ground:
<410927>Mark 9:27; <421719>Luke 17:19; 22:46; <440906>Acts 9:6.

b. of persons seated: <420416>Luke 4:16 (anesth anagnwnai); <402662>Matthew
26:62; <411460>Mark 14:60; <442309>Acts 23:9.

c. of those who leave a place to go elsewhere: <400909>Matthew 9:9; <410214>Mark
2:14; (10:50 R G); <420438>Luke 4:38; 23:1; <440930>Acts 9:30. Hence, of those who
prepare themselves for a journey (German sich aufmachen): <410724>Mark 7:24;
10:1; <420139>Luke 1:39; 15:18,20; <441020>Acts 10:20; 22:10. In the same way the
Hebrew µWq (especially µq;Y;wæ) is put before verbs of going, departing, etc.,
according to the well known oriental custom to omit nothing contributing
to the full pictorial delineation of an action or event; hence, formerly µq;Y;wæ
and anastav were sometimes incorrectly said to be redundant; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 608 (565). anasthnai apo to rise up from something, i.e.
from what one has been doing while either sitting or prostrate on the
ground: <422245>Luke 22:45.

d. of the dead; 2 aorist, with ek nekrwn added: <401709>Matthew 17:9 R G
WH marginal reading; <410909>Mark 9:9f; 12:25; <421631>Luke 16:31; 24:46;
<432009>John 20:9; <490514>Ephesians 5:14 (here figuratively); with ek nekrwn
omitted: <410831>Mark 8:31; 16:9; <420908>Luke 9:8,19 (22 L T Tr marginal reading
WH marginal reading); <422407>Luke 24:7; <451409>Romans 14:9 Rec.; so (without
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ek nekrwn) in the future middle also: <401241>Matthew 12:41; (17:23, L WH
marginal reading); <402019>Matthew 20:19 (R G L Tr marginal reading WH
marginal reading); <411034>Mark 10:34; <421132>Luke 11:32; 18:33; <431123>John 11:23f;
<520416>1 Thessalonians 4:16.

2. “to arise, appear, stand forth”; of kings, prophets, priests, leaders of
insurgents: <440536>Acts 5:36f; 7:18. middle, <451512>Romans 15:12; <580711>Hebrews
7:11,15. of those about to enter into conversation or dispute with anyone,
<421025>Luke 10:25; <440609>Acts 6:9; or to undertake some business, <440506>Acts 5:6;
or to attempt something against others, <440517>Acts 5:17. Hence, anasthnai
epi tina “to rise up against anyone”: <410326>Mark 3:26 (µWq l[æ). (Synonym:
see egeirw, at the end Compare: epanisthmi, exanisthmi.)

{451} Anna (WH AJnna, see their Introductory sec. 408), Annav (on this
genitive cf. Buttmann, 17 (15); Ph. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr.
i., p. 138), hJ, “Anna,” (hN;jæ grace), the proper name of a woman (so in
<090102>1 Samuel 1:2ff; 2:1 Alex.; Tobit 1:9, 20, etc.), a prophetess, in other
respects unknown: <420236>Luke 2:36.*

{452} Annav (WH AJnnav, see their Introductory sec. 408), Anna (on
this genitive cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 8, 1, p. 60 (59)), oJ (in Josephus,
Ananov; from Hebrew ˆnæj; to be gracious), a high priest of the Jews,
elevated to the pontificate by Quirinius the governor of Syria circa A. D. 6
or 7; but afterward, A. D. 15, deposed by Valerius Gratus, the procurator
of Judaea, who put in his place, first Ismael, son of Phabi, and shortly after
Eleazar, son of Annas. From the latter, the office passed to Simon; from
Simon circa A. D. 18 to Caiaphas (Josephus, Antiquities 18, 2, 1f); but
Annas, even after he had been put out of office, continued to have great
influence: <431813>John 18:13, 24. This explains the mistake (but see references
below (especially to Schürer), and cf. arciereuv, 2) by which Luke, in his
Gospel 3:2 (according to the true reading arcierewv) and in <440406>Acts 4:6,
attributes to him the pontificate long after he had been removed from
office. Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Annas; Keim in Schenkel i., p.
135f; Schürer in the Zeitschr. für wissensch. Theol. for 1876, p. 580f (also
in his Neutest. Zeitgesch. sec. 23 iv.; and BB. DD. under the word).*

{453} anohtov, anohton (nohtov from noew);

1. “not understood, unintelligible”;
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2. generally active, “not understanding, unwise, foolish”: <450114>Romans 1:14
(opposed to sofoi); <422425>Luke 24:25; <480301>Galatians 3:1,3; <560303>Titus 3:3.
epiqumiai anohtoi, <540609>1 Timothy 6:9. (<201728>Proverbs 17:28; <194813>Psalm
48:13 (<194913>Psalm 49:13); and often in Attic writings; (cf. Trench, sec. lxxv.;
Ellicott on <480301>Galatians 3:1; Schmidt, chapter 147 sec. 20).)*

{454} anoia, anoiav, hJ (anouv (i.e. anwv without understanding)),
“want of understanding, folly”: <550309>2 Timothy 3:9. “madness” expressing
itself in rage, <420611>Luke 6:11 (duo d’ anoiav genh, to men manian, to de
amaqian, Plato, Tim., p. 86 b.). ((Theognis, 453); Herodotus 6, 69; Attic
writings from Thucydides down.)*

{455} anoigw; (ana, oigw i.e. oignumi); future anoixw; 1 aorist
hnoixa and (<430914>John 9:14 and as a variant elsewhere also) anewxa (an
earlier form) (and hnewxa WH in <430917>John 9:17,32 (cf. <010806>Genesis 8:6), so
Tr (when corrected), but without the iota subscript; see Iota); 2 perfect
anewga (“to be or stand open”; cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr.
ii., p. 250f; (Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 247; Veitch, under the word); the
Attic writers give this force mostly to the perfect passive); passive (present
anoigomai <400708>Matthew 7:8 L Tr text WH marginal reading; <421110>Luke
11:10 Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading); perfect participle
anewgmenov and hnewgmenov (hnoigmenov <440908>Acts 9:8 Tdf.); 1 aorist
anewcqhn, hnewcqhn, and hnoicqhn, infinitive anewcqhnai (with
double augment <420321>Luke 3:21); 2 aorist hnoighn (the usual later form); 1
future anoicqhsomai (<421109>Luke 11:9 Tdf., 10 L T); 2 future
anoighsomai; (on these forms, in the use of which both manuscripts and
editions differ much, cf. (Tdf. Proleg., p. 121f); WH’s Appendix, pp. 161,
170; Alexander Buttmann (1873) Gram., p. 280 (21st German edition);
Alexander Buttmann (1873) N.T. Gr. 63 (55); Winer’s Grammar, 72 (70)
and 83 (79); (Veitch, under the word)); “to open”: a door, a gate, <440519>Acts
5:19; 12:10,14; 16:26f; <660401>Revelation 4:1; very often in Greek writings.
Metaphorically, to give entrance into the soul, <660320>Revelation 3:20; to
furnish opportunity to do something, <441427>Acts 14:27; <510403>Colossians 4:3;
passive, of an opportunity offered, <461609>1 Corinthians 16:9; <470212>2 Corinthians
2:12; <660308>Revelation 3:8; cf. qura. simply anoigein tini “to open” (the
door (Buttmann, 145 (127))) “to one”; properly: <421236>Luke 12:36; <440523>Acts
5:23; 12:16; <431003>John 10:3; in a proverbial saying, to grant something asked
for, <400707>Matthew 7:7f; <421109>Luke 11:9f; parabolically, to give access to the
blessings of God’s kingdom, <402511>Matthew 25:11; <421325>Luke 13:25;
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<660307>Revelation 3:7. touv qhsaurouv, <400211>Matthew 2:11 (Sir. 43:14;
Euripides, Ion 923); ta mnhmeia, <402752>Matthew 27:52; tafov, <450313>Romans
3:13; to qrear, <660902>Revelation 9:2. heaven is said to be opened and
something to descend from it, <400316>Matthew 3:16; <420321>Luke 3:21; <430151>John
1:51 (52); <441011>Acts 10:11; or something is said to be seen there, <440756>Acts
7:56 R G; <661119>Revelation 11:19 (oJ naov ... oJ en tw ouranw); (xv. 5);
19:11. anoixav to stoma: of a fish’s mouth, <401727>Matthew 17:27;
Hebraistically, of those who begin to speak (Winer’s Grammar, 33 (32),
608 (565)), <400502>Matthew 5:2; <440832>Acts 8:32,35; 10:34; 18:14; followed by
eiv blasfhmian (blasfhmiav L T Tr WH), <661306>Revelation 13:6; en
parabolaiv, i.e. to make use of (A.V. “in”), <401335>Matthew 13:35
(<197702>Psalm 77:2 (<197802>Psalm 78:2); en epesi Lucian, Philops. sec. 33); prov
tina, <470611>2 Corinthians 6:11 (to stoma hJmwn anewge prov uJmav our
mouth is open toward you, i.e. we speak freely to you, we keep nothing
back); the mouth of one is said to be opened who recovers the power of
speech, <420164>Luke 1:64; of the earth yawning, <661216>Revelation 12:16.
Hnoighsan ... akoai (tinov), i.e. to restore the faculty of hearing,
<410735>Mark 7:35 (L T Tr WH). Anoigan touv ofqalmouv (Winer’s
Grammar, 33 (32)), to part the eyelids so as to see, <440908>Acts 9:8,40; tinov,
to restore one’s sight, <400930>Matthew 9:30; 20:33; <430910>John
9:10,14,17,21,26,30,32; 10:21; 11:37; metaphorically, <442618>Acts 26:18 (to
open the eyes of one’s mind). anoigw thn sfragida, to unseal,
<660509>Revelation 5:9; 6:1,3,5,7,9,12; 8:1; anoigan to biblion,
biblaridion, to unroll, <420417>Luke 4:17 L Tr WH; <660502>Revelation 5:2-5;
10:2,8; 20:12. (Compare: dianoigw.)*

{456} anoikodomew, anoikodomw: future anoikodomhsw; “to build
again” (Vulgate reaedifico): <441516>Acts 15:16. ((Thucydides 1, 89, 3);
Diodorus 11, 39; Plutarch, Themistius, 19; Cam. 31; Herodian, 8, 2, 12 (5,
Bekker edition).)*

{457} anoixiv, anoixewv, hJ (anoigw, which see), “an opening”: en
anoixei tou stomatov mou as often as I open my month to speak,
<490619>Ephesians 6:19. (Thucydides 4, 68, 4; twn pulwn, id. 4, 67, 3;
ceilwn, Plutarch, mor. (symp. 1. ix. quaest. 2, 3), p. 788 c.)*

{458} anomia, anomiav, hJ (anomov);

1. properly, “the condition of one without law — either because ignorant
of it, or because violating it”.
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2. “contempt and violation of law, iniquity, wickedness”: <402328>Matthew
23:28; 24:12; <530208>2 Thessalonians 2:8 (T Tr text WH text; cf. aJmartia, 1,
p. 30f), 7; <560214>Titus 2:14; <620304>1 John 3:4. opposed to hJ dikaiosunh, <470614>2
Corinthians 6:14; <580109>Hebrews 1:9 (not Tdf.) (Xenophon, mem. 1, 2, 24
anomia mallon h dikaiosunh crwmenoi); and to hJ dikaiosunh and
oJ aJgiasmov, <450619>Romans 6:19 (th anomia eiv thn anomian “to iniquity”
— personified — “in order to work iniquity”); poiein thn anomian to do
iniquity, act wickedly, <401341>Matthew 13:41; <620304>1 John 3:4; in the same
sense, ergazesqai thn anomian, <400723>Matthew 7:23; plural aJi anomiai
manifestations of disregard for law, iniquities, evil deeds: <450407>Romans 4:7
(<193101>Psalm 31:1 (<193201>Psalm 32:1)); <580812>Hebrews 8:12 (R G L); <581017>Hebrews
10:17. (In Greek writings from (Herodotus 1, 96) Thucydides down; often
in the Septuagint) (Synonym: cf. Trench, sec. lxvi.; Tittm. 1:48; Ellicott on
<560214>Titus 2:14.)*

{459} anomov, anomon (nomov);

1. “destitute of (the Mosaic) law”: used of Gentiles, <460921>1 Corinthians 9:21,
(without any suggestion of ‘iniquity’; just as in Additions to <170404>Esther
4:42, where anomoi aperitmhtoi and allotrioi are used together).

2. “departing from the law, a violator of the law, lawless, wicked”;
(Vulgate iniquus; (also injustus)): <411528>Mark 15:28 (R L Tr brackets);
<422237>Luke 22:37; <440223>Acts 2:23 (so in Greek writings); opposed to oJ
dikaiov, <540109>1 Timothy 1:9; oJ anomov (kat’ exochn), he in whom all
iniquity has as it were fixed its abode, <530208>2 Thessalonians 2:8; anomoiv
ergoiv, unlawful deeds, <610208>2 Peter 2:8; “free from law, not subject to law”
(Vulgate sine lege): mh wn anomov qeou (Buttmann, 169 (147)) (Rec.
qew), <460921>1 Corinthians 9:21. (Very often in the Septuagint) (Synonym: see
anomia, at the end.)*

{460} anomwv, adverb, “without the law” (see anomov, 1), “without a
knowledge of the law”: anomwv aJmartanein, to sin in ignorance of the
Mosaic law, <450212>Romans 2:12; apollusqai to perish, but not by sentence
of the Mosaic law, ibid. (anomwv zhn to live ignorant of law and
discipline, Isoc. panegyr. c. 10 sec. 39; anomwv apollusqai to be slain
contrary to law, as in wars, seditions, etc., ibid. c. 44 sec. 168. In Greek
writings generally “unjustly, wickedly,” as 2 Macc. 8:17.)*
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{461} anorqow, anorqw: future anorqwsw; 1 aorist anwrqwsa; 1
aorist passive anwrqwqhn (<421313>Luke 13:13; without the augment
anorqwqhn L T Tr; cf. (WH’s Appendix, p. 161); Buttmann, 34 (30);
(Winer’s Grammar, 73) (70));

1. “to set up, make erect”: a crooked person, <421313>Luke 13:13 (“she was
made straight, stood erect”); drooping hands and relaxed knees (to raise
them up by restoring their strength), <581212>Hebrews 12:12.

2. “to rear again, build anew”: akhnhn, <441516>Acts 15:16 (Herodotus 1, 19
ton nhon ... ton eneprhsan; 8, 140; Xenophon, Hell. 4, 8, 12, etc.; in
various senses in the Septuagint).*

{462} anosiov, anosion (alpha privative and oJsiov, which see),
“unholy, impious, wicked”: <540109>1 Timothy 1:9; <550302>2 Timothy 3:2. (In Greek
writings from (Aeschylus and) Herodotus down.)*

{463} anoch, anochv, hJ (compare anecomai tinov, under the word
anecw, p. 45), “toleration, forbearance”; in this sense only in <450204>Romans
2:4; 3:26 (25). (In Greek writings a holding back, delaying, from anecw to
hold back, hinder.) (Cf. Trench, sec. liii.)*

{464} antagwnizomai; “to struggle, fight”; prov ti, against a thing,
<581204>Hebrews 12:4 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 3). (Xenophon, Plato,
Demosthenes, etc.)*

{465} antallagma, antallagtov, to (anti in place of, in turn, and
allagma see allassw), “that which is given in place of another thing by
way of exchange; what is given either in order to keep or to acquire
anything”: <401626>Matthew 16:26; <410837>Mark 8:37, where the sense is, ‘nothing
equals in value the soul’s salvation.’ Christ transfers a proverbial
expression respecting the supreme value of the natural life (Homer, Iliad 9,
401 ou gar emoi yuchv antaxion) to the life eternal. (<080407>Ruth 4:7;
<241513>Jeremiah 15:13; Sir. 6:15, etc.; Euripides, Or. 1157; Josephus, b. j. 1,
18, 3.)*

{466} antanaplhrow, antanaplhrw; (anti and anaplhrow, which
see); “to fill up in turn”: <510124>Colossians 1:24 (the meaning is, ‘what is
lacking of the afflictions of Christ to be borne by me, that I supply in order
to repay the benefits which Christ conferred on me by filling up the
measure of the afflictions laid upon him’); (Meyer, Ellicott, etc., explain the
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word (with Wetstein (1752)) by ‘anti uJsterhmatov succedit
anaplhrwma’; but see Lightfoot ad loc, who also quotes the passages
where the word occurs). (Demosthenes, p. 182, 22; Dio Cassius, 44, 48;
Apollonius Dyscolus, de constr. orat. i. pp. 14, 1 (cf. Alexander Buttmann
(1873) at the passage); 114, 8; 258, 3; 337, 4.)*

{467} antapodidwmi: future antapodwsw; 2 aorist infinitive
antapodou nai; 1 future passive antapodoqhsomai; (anti for
something received, in return, apodidwmi to give back); “to repay,
requite”; a. in a good sense: <421414>Luke 14:14; <451135>Romans 11:35;
eucaristian tini, <520309>1 Thessalonians 3:9. b. in a bad sense, of penalty
and vengeance; absolutely: <451219>Romans 12:19; <581030>Hebrews 10:30
(<053235>Deuteronomy 32:35); qliyin tini, <530106>2 Thessalonians 1:6. (Very
often in the Septuagint and Apocrypha, in both senses; in Greek writings
from (Herodotus] Thucydides down.)*

{468} antapodoma, antapodomatov, to (see antapodidwmi), “the
thing paid back, requital”; a. in a good sense: <421412>Luke 14:12. b. in a bad
sense: <451109>Romans 11:9. (In the Septuagint equivalent to lWmG], <070916>Judges
9:16 (Alexandrian LXX), etc.; the Greeks say antapodosiv (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 25).)*

{469} antapodosiv, antapodosewv, hJ, “recompense”: <510324>Colossians
3:24. (In the Septuagint equivalent to lWmG], <235918>Isaiah 59:18, etc.; in Greek
writings from Thucydides down.)*

{470} antapokrinomai; 1 aorist passive antapekriqhn (see
apokrinw, ii.); “to contradict in reply, to answer by contradicting, reply
against”: tini prov ti, <421406>Luke 14:6; (the Septuagint <070529>Judges 5:29
(Alexandrian LXX); <181608>Job 16:8; 32:12; Aesop fab. 172 edition de Furia
(p. 353, Coray edition)). Hence, equivalent to “to altercate, dispute”: with
the dative of person <450920>Romans 9:20. (In a mathematical sense, “to
correspond to each other or be parallel,” in Nicomachus Gerasenus, arithm.
1, 8, 11, p. 77 a. (p. 17, Hoche edition).) Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb.
comp. etc. Part iii., p. 17.*

{471} anteipon, a 2 aorist used instead of the verb antilegein, “to
speak against, gainsay”; (from Aeschylus down): <422115>Luke 21:15; <440414>Acts
4:14. Cf. eipon.*
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{472} antecw: middle (present antecomai); future anqexomai; “to hold
before or against, hold back, withstand, endure”; in the N.T. only in the
middle “to keep oneself directly opposite to anyone, hold to him firmly,
cleave to,” paying heed to him: tinov, <400624>Matthew 6:24; <421613>Luke 16:13;
twn asqenwn, to aid them, care for them, <520514>1 Thessalonians 5:14; tou
logou, to hold to, hold it fast, <560109>Titus 1:9. (<053241>Deuteronomy 32:41;
<235604>Isaiah 56:4,6; <200318>Proverbs 3:18, etc., and often in Greek writings.) Cf.
Kühner, sec. 520 b. (2te Aufl. sec. 416, 2; cf. Jelf, sec. 536); Winer’s
Grammar, 202 (190); (Buttmann, 161 (140)).*

{473} anti (before wn, anq’; elsewhere neglecting elision) a preposition
followed by the genitive (answering to the Latin ante and the German
prefixes ant-, ent-), in the use of which the N.T. writings coincide with the
Greek (Winer’s Grammar, 364 (341));

1. properly, it seems to have signified “over against, opposite to, before,”
in a local sense (Alexander Buttmann (1873) Gram., p. 412; (cf. Curtius,
sec. 204)). Hence,

2. indicating exchange, succession, “for, instead of, in place of”
(something).

a. universally, “instead of”: anti icquov ofin, <421111>Luke 11:11; anti
peribolaiou to serve as a covering, <461115>1 Corinthians 11:15; anti tou
legein, <590415>James 4:15 (anti tou with the infinitive often in Greek
writings (Winer’s Grammar, 329 (309); Buttmann, 263 (226))).

b. of that for which anything is given, received, endured: <400538>Matthew 5:38;
17:27 (to release me and thyself from obligation); <581202>Hebrews 12:2 (to
obtain the joy; cf. Bleek, Lünemann, or Delitzsch at the passage); of the
price of sale (or purchase): <581216>Hebrews 12:16; lutron anti pollwn,
<402028>Matthew 20:28; <411045>Mark 10:45. Then

c. of recompense: kakon anti kakou apodidonai, <451217>Romans 12:17;
<520515>1 Thessalonians 5:15; <600309>1 Peter 3:9,(Sap. 11:16 (15)). anq’ wJn
equivalent to anti toutwn, oJti “for that, because”: <420120>Luke 1:20; 19:44;
<441223>Acts 12:23; <530210>2 Thessalonians 2:10 (also in secular authors (examples
in Wetstein (1752) on <420120>Luke 1:20); cf. Herm. ad Vig., p. 710; (Winer’s
Grammar, 364 (342), cf. 162 (153); Buttmann, 105 (92)); Hebrew tjæTæ
rv,a}, <052114>Deuteronomy 21:14; <122217>2 Kings 22:17).
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d. of the cause: anq’ wJn “wherefore,” <421203>Luke 12:3; anti toutou “for
this cause,” <490531>Ephesians 5:31. e. of succession to the place of another:
Arcelaov basileuei anti HJrwdou in place of Herod, <400222>Matthew 2:22
(<111104>1 Kings 11:44; Herodotus 1, 108; Xenophon, an. 1, 1, 4). carin anti
caritov grace in the place of grace, grace succeeding grace perpetually,
i.e. the richest abundance of grace, <430116>John 1:16 (Theognis, verse 344
ant’ aniwn aniav (yet cf. the context verse 342 (vss. 780 and 778,
Welcker edition); more appropriate are the references to Philo, i. 254,
Mang. edition (de poster. Caini sec. 43, vol. ii. 39, Richter edition), and
Chrysostom de sacerdot. 50:6 c. 13 sec. 622)).

3. As a prefix, it denotes

a. “opposite, over against”: antiperai, antiparercesqai.

b. the mutual efficiency of two: antiballein, antikalein,
antiloidorein.

c. requital: antimisqia, antapodidwmi.

d. hostile opposition: anticristov.

e. official substitution instead of: anqupatov.*

{474} antiballw; “to throw in turn” (properly, Thucydides 7, 25;
Plutarch, Nic. 25): logouv prov allhlouv to exchange words with one
another, <422417>Luke 24:17 (cf. 2 Macc. 11:13).*

{475} antidiatiqhmi: (present middle antidiatiqemai); in middle “to
place oneself in opposition, to oppose”: of heretics, <550225>2 Timothy 2:25, cf.
DeWette (or Holtzm.) at the passage; (several times in ecclesiastical
writings; in the active “to dispose in turn, to take in hand in turn”: tina,
Diodorus except, p. 602 (vol. v., p. 105, 24, Dindorf edition; absolutely “to
retaliate,” Philo de spec. legg. sec. 15; de concupisc. sec. 4)).*

{476} antidikov, antidikon (dikh); as a substantive oJ antidikov a.
“an opponent in a suit at law”: <400525>Matthew 5:25; <421258>Luke 12:58; 18:3
(Xenophon, Plato, often in the Attic orators). b. universally, “an adversavy,
enemy” (Aesehyl. Ag. 41; Sir. 33:9; <090210>1 Samuel 2:10; <234111>Isaiah 41:11,
etc.): <600508>1 Peter 5:8 (unless we prefer to regard the devil as here called
antidikov because he accuses men before God).*
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{477} antiqesiv ((tiqhmi, from Plato down), antiqesewv, hJ;

a. “opposition”.

b. “that which is opposed”: <540620>1 Timothy 6:20, (antiqeseiv thv
yeudwnumou gnwsewv, the inventions of false knowledge, either
mutually oppugnant, or opposed to true Christian doctrine).*

{478} antikaqisthmi: 2 aorist antikatesthn; (from Herodotus down);
in the transitive tenses:

1. “to put in place of another”.

2. “to place in opposition” (to dispose troops, set an army in line of battle);
in the intransitive tenses, “to stand against, resist”: <581204>Hebrews 12:4,
(Thucydides 1, 62. 71).*

{479} antikalew, antikalw: 1 aorist antekalesa; “to invite in turn”:
tina, <421412>Luke 14:12. (Xenophon, conviv. 1, 15.)*

{480} antikeimai;

1. “to be set over against, lie opposite to,” in a local sense ((Hippocrates de
aëre, p. 282 Foes. (191 Chart.); Strabo 7, 7, 5); Herodian, 6, 2, 4 (2
Bekker); 3, 15, 17 (8 Bekker); (cf. Aristotle, de caelo 1, 8, p. 277{a}, 23)).

2. “to oppose, be adverse to, withstand”: tini, <421317>Luke 13:17; 21:15;
<480517>Galatians 5:17; <540110>1 Timothy 1:10. simply (oJ) antikeimenov, “an
adversary,” (Tittmann 2:9): <461609>1 Corinthians 16:9; <500128>Philippians 1:28;
<530204>2 Thessalonians 2:4; <540514>1 Timothy 5:14. (Dio Cass. 39, 8. <022322>Exodus
23:22; 2 Macc. 10:26, etc.; (see Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word).)*

{481} antikru (L T WH antikruv (Chandler sec. 881; Treg. antikruv.
Cf. Lob. Path. Elementa 2:283); ad Phryn., p. 444; (Rutherford, New
Phryn., p. 500f); Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. 2:366), adverb of
place, “over against, opposite”: with the genitive, <442015>Acts 20:15. (Often in
Greek writings; Philo de vict. off. sec. 3; de vit. Moys. iii. sec. 7; in Flacc.
sec. 10.)*

{482} antilambanw: middle (present antilambanomai); 2 aorist
antelabomhn; “to take in turn or in return, to receive one thing for
another given, to receive instead of”; in middle, frequent in Attic prose
writings,
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1. “to lay hold of, hold fast to,” anything: tinov.

2. “to take a person or thing in order as it were to be held, to take to,
embrace”; with a genitive of the person, “to help, succor”: <420154>Luke 1:54;
<442035>Acts 20:35 (Diodorus 11, 13; Dio Cassius, 40, 27; 46, 45; often in the
Septuagint) with a genitive of the thing, “to be a partaker, partake of”: thv
euergesiav of the benefit of the services rendered by the slaves, <540602>1
Timothy 6:2; cf. Deuteronomy Wette at the passage (mhte esqiwn
pleionwn hJdonwn antilhyetai, Porphyry, de abstin. 1, 46; (cf.
Eusebius, h. e. 4, 15, 37 and examples in Field, Otium Norv. pars. iii. at the
passage cited)) (Compare: sunantilambanomai.)*

{483} antilegw; (imperfect antelegon); “to speak against, gainsay,
contradict”; absolutely: <441345>Acts 13:45 (L Tr WH omit); <442819>Acts 28:19;
<560109>Titus 1:9. tini, <441345>Acts 13:45. followed by mh and the accusative with
an infinitive: <422027>Luke 20:27 (L marginal reading Tr WH legontev) (as in
Greek writings; see Passow (or Liddell and Scott), under the word;
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65, 2b; Buttmann, 355 (305))). “to oppose oneself
to one, decline to obey him, declare oneself against him, refuse to have
anything to do with him” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 23 (22)): tini, <431912>John
19:12 (Lucian, dial. inferor. 30, 3); absolutely, <451021>Romans 10:21 (cf.
Meyer); <560209>Titus 2:9 (Achilles Tatius (500 A. D.?) 5, 27). Passive,
antilegomai “I am disputed, assent or compliance is refused me,”
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 39, 1): <420234>Luke 2:34; <442822>Acts 28:22.*

{484} antilhyiv (L T Tr WH antilhmyiv; see Mu), antilhyewv, hJ
(antilambanomai), in secular authors, “mutual acceptance” (Thucydides
1, 120), “a laying hold of, apprehension, perception, objection of a
disputant,” etc. In Biblical speech “aid, help” (<192102>Psalm 21:20 (cf.
<192101>Psalm 21:1); 1 Esdr. 8:27; Sir. 11:12; 51:7; 2 Macc. 15:7, etc.); plur,
<461228>1 Corinthians 12:28, the ministrations of the deacons, who have care of
the poor and the sick.*

{485} antilogia antilogiav, hJ (antilogov, and this from antilegw)
(from Herodotus down);

1. “gainsaying, contradiction”: <580707>Hebrews 7:7; with the added notion of
strife, <580616>Hebrews 6:16 (<021816>Exodus 18:16; <051917>Deuteronomy 19:17, etc.).

2. “opposition” in act (this sense is disputed by some, e.g. Lün. on
Hebrews as below, Meyer on <451021>Romans 10:21 (see antilegw); contra cf.
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Fritzsche on Romans, the passage cited): <581203>Hebrews 12:3; “rebellion,”
<650111>Jude 1:11 (<201711>Proverbs 17:11).*

{486} antiloidorew antiloidorw: (imperfect anteloidoroun); “to
revile in turn, to retort railing”: <600223>1 Peter 2:23. (Lucian, conviv. 40;
Plutarch, Anton. 42; (de inimic. util. sec. 5).)*

{487} antilutron, antilutrou, to, “what is given in exchange for
another as the price of his redemption, ransom”: <540206>1 Timothy 2:6. (An
uncertain translator in <194809>Psalm 48:9 (<194909>Psalm 49:9); the Orphica lith.
587; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 25).)*

{488} antimetrew, antimetrw: future passive antimetrhqhsomai; “to
measure back, measure in return”: <400702>Matthew 7:2 Rec.; <420638>Luke 6:38 (L.
marginal reading WH marginal reading metrew) (in a proverbial phrase,
equivalent to “to repay”; Lucian, amor. c. 19).*

{489} antimisqia, antimisqiav, hJ (antimisqov remunerating) “a
reward given in compensation, requital, recompense”; a. in a good sense:
<470613>2 Corinthians 6:13 (thn authn antimisqian platunqhte kai uJmeiv,
a concise expression for “Be ye also enlarged” i.e. enlarge your hearts, just
as I have done (<470611>2 Corinthians 6:11), “that so ye may recompense me”
— for to auto, oJ estin antimisqia; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 530 (493),
and sec. 66, 1 b.; (Buttmann, 190 (164); 396 (339))). b. in a bad sense:
<450127>Romans 1:27. (Found besides only in Theoph. Ant.; Clement of
Alexandria; (Clement of Rome, 2 Corinthians 1, 3, 5; 9, 7; 11, 6), and
other church fathers.)*

{490} Antioceia, Antioceiav, hJ, “Antioch,” the name (derived from
various monarchs) of several Asiatic cities, two of which are mentioned in
the N.T.;

1. The most celebrated of all, and the capital of Syria, was situated on the
river Orontes, founded by Seleucus I (sometimes (cf. Suidas under the
word Seleukov, col. 3277 b., Gaisf. edition) called) Nicanor (elsewhere
(cf. id. col. 2137 b. under the word Kolassaeuv) son of Nicanor; but
commonly Nicator (cf. Appian de rebus Syr., sec. 57; Spanh. de numis.
diss. vii., sec. 3, vol. i., p. 413)), and named in honor of his father
Antiochus. Many EJllhnistai, Greek-Jews, lived in it; and there those
who professed the name of Christ were first called Christians: <441119>Acts
11:19ff; 13:1; 14:26; 15:22ff; <480211>Galatians 2:11; cf. Reuss in Schenkel
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1:141f; (BB. DD. under the word; Conyb. and Howson, St. Paul, 1:121-
126; also the latter in the Diet. of Geogr. under the word; Renan, Les
Apotres, chapter xii.).

2. A city of Phrygia, but called in <441314>Acts 13:14 “Antioch of Pisidia” (or
according to the critical texts “the Pisidian Antioch” (see Pisidiov))
because it was on the confines of Pisidia (more exactly hJ prov Pisidia,
Strabo 12, p. 577, 8): <441419>Acts 14:19,21; <550311>2 Timothy 3:11. This was
founded also by Seleucus Nicator (cf. BB. DD. under the word; Conyb.
and Howson, St. Paul, i., 168ff).*

{491} Antioceuv, Antiocewv, oJ, “an Antiochian, a native of Antioch”:
<440605>Acts 6:5.*

{492} antiparercomai: 2 aorist antiparhlqon; “to pass by opposite
to” (A.V. “to pass by on the other side”]: <421031>Luke 10:31f (where the
meaning is, ‘he passed by on the side opposite to the wounded man,
showing no compassion for him’). (Anthol. Pal. 12, 8; “to come to one’s
assistance against” a thing, Sap. xvi. 10. Found besides in ecclesiastical and
Byzantine writings.)*

{493} Antipav (Tdf. Anteipav, see under the word ei, i), Antipa (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 8, 1; (Buttmann, 20 (18))), oJ, “Antipas”
(contracted from Antipatrov Winer’s Grammar, 103 (97)), a Christian of
Pergamum who suffered martyrdom, otherwise unknown: <660213>Revelation
2:13. On the absurd interpretations of this name, cf. Düsterd. (Alford, Lee,
others) at the passage From Görres in the Zeitschr. f. wissensch. Theol. for
1878, p. 257ff, endeavors to discredit the opinion that he was martyred,
but by insufficient arguments.*

{494} Antipatriv, Antipatridov, hJ, “Antipatris,” a city situated
between Joppa and Caesarea, in a very fertile region, not far from the
coast; formerly called Cabarzaba (others, Kafarsaba (or
Kafarsaba)) (Josephus, Antiquities 13, 15, 1), and afterward rebuilt by
Herod the Great and named Antipatris in honor of his father Antipater
(Josephus, b. j. 1, 21, 9): <442331>Acts 23:31. Cf. Robinson, Researches etc.
3:45f; Later Researches, iii. 138f (also Bib. Sacr. for 1843, pp. 478-498;
and for 1853, p. 528f).*

{495} antiperan, or (according to the later forms from Polybius down)
antipera (T WH), antipera (L Tr; cf. Buttmann, 321; Lob. Path. Elem.
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2:206; Chandler sec. 867), adverb of place, “over against, on the opposite
shore, on the other side,” with a genitive: <420826>Luke 8:26.*

{496} antipiptw; a. “to fall upon, run against” (from Aristotle, down); b.
“to be adverse, oppose, strive against”: tini, <440751>Acts 7:51. (<022605>Exodus
26:5; 36:12 Complutensian LXX edition; <042714>Numbers 27:14; often in
Polybius, Plutarch.)*

{497} antistrateuomai;

1. “to make a military expedition,” or “take the field, against anyone”:
Xenophon, Cyril 8, 8, 26.

2. “to oppose, war against”: tini, <450723>Romans 7:23. (Aristaenet. 2, 1, 13.)*

{498} antitassw or antitattw: (present middle antitassomai); “to
range in battle against”; middle “to oppose oneself, resist”: tini,
<451302>Romans 13:2; <590406>James 4:6; 5:6; <600505>1 Peter 5:5; cf. <200334>Proverbs 3:34.
absolutely, <441806>Acts 18:6. (Used by Greek writings from Aeschylus
down.)*

{499} antitupov, antitupon (tuptw), in Greek writings:

1. properly, a. actively, “repelling a blow, striking back, echoing, reflecting
light; resisting, rough, hard”. b. passively, “struck back, repelled”.

2. metaphorically, “rough, harsh, obstinate, hostile”. In the N.T. language
antitupon as a substantive means:

1. “a thing formed after some pattern” (tupov (which see 4 a.)) (German
Abbild): <580924>Hebrews 9:24 (R. V. “like in pattern”).

2. “a thing resembling another, its counterpart; something in the Messianic
times which answers to the type” (see tupov, 4 [g].) “prefiguring it in the
O.T.” (German Gegenbild, English “antitype”), as baptism corresponds to
the deluge: <600321>1 Peter 3:21 (R. V. text “after a true likeness”).*

{500} anticristov, anticristou, oJ (anti against and Cristov, like
antiqeov opposing God, in Philo de somn. l. ii. sec. 27, etc., Justin,
quaest. et resp., p. 463 c. and other Fathers; (see Sophocles’ Lexicon,
under the word, cf. Trench, sec. xxx.)), “the adversary of the Messiah,” a
most pestilent being, to appear just before the Messiah’s advent,
concerning whom the Jews had conceived diverse opinions, derived partly
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from <271136>Daniel 11:36ff; 7:25; 8:25, partly from Ezekiel 38; Ezekiel 39. Cf.
Eisenmenger, Entdecktes Judenthum, ii. 704ff; Gesenius in Ersch and
Gruber’s Encycl. iv. 292ff under the word Antichrist; Böhmer, Die Lehre
v. Antichrist nach Schneckenburger, in the Jahrbb. f. deutsche Theol. vol.
iv., p. 405ff The name oJ anticristov was formed perhaps by John, the
only writer in the N.T. who uses it (five times); he employs it of the
corrupt power and influence hostile to Christian interests, especially that
which is at work in false teachers who have come from the bosom of the
church and are engaged in disseminating error: <620218>1 John 2:18 (where the
meaning is, ‘what ye have heard concerning Antichrist, as about to make
his appearance just before the return of Christ, is now fulfilled in the many
false teachers, most worthy to be called antichrists,’ (on the omission of the
article cf. Buttmann, 89 (78))); <620403>1 John 4:3; and of the false teachers
themselves, <620222>1 John 2:22; 2 John 7. In Paul and the Revelation the idea
but not the name of Antichrist is found; yet the conception differs from that
of John. For Paul teaches that Antichrist will be an individual man (cf. B.
D. as below), of the very worst character (ton anqrwpon thv aJmartiav
(or, anomiav); see aJmartia, 1), instigated by the devil to try to palm
himself off as God: <530203>2 Thessalonians 2:3-10. The author of the
Apocalypse discovers the power of Antichrist in the sway of imperial
Rome, and his person in the Emperor Nero, soon to return from the dead:
Revelation 13 and Revelation 17. (Often in ecclesiastical writings.) (See B.
D. under the word (American edition for additional references), also B. D.
under the article, Thessalonians, Second Epistle to the; Kähler in Herzog
edition 2, i. 446f; Westcott, Epistles of St. John, pp 68, 89.)*

{501} antlew, antlw; 1 aorist hntlhsa; perfect hntlhka; (from oJ
antlov, or to antlon, bilge-water (or rather, the place in the hold where
it settles, Eustathius’ commentary on Homer 1728, 58 oJ topov enqa
uJdwr surrhi, to te anwqen kai ek twn aJrmoniwn)); a. properly, “to
draw out a ship’s bilge-water, to bale or pump out”. b. universally, “to
draw” water: <430208>John 2:8; 4:15; uJdwr, <430209>John 2:9; 4:7. (<012413>Genesis
24:13,20; <020216>Exodus 2:16,19; <231203>Isaiah 12:3. In Greek writings from
Herodotus down.)*

{502} antlhma, antlhtov, to;

a. properly, “what is drawn,” (Dioscor. 4, 64).
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b. “the act of drawing” water (Plutarch, mor. (de solert. an. 21, 1), p.
974 e. (but this example belongs rather under c.)).

c. “a thing to draw with” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 93 (89)), “bucket and
rope let down into a well”: <430411>John 4:11.*

{503} antofqalmew, antofqalmw; (antofqalmov looking in the eye)

1. properly, “to look against or straight at”.

2. metaphorically, “to bear up against, withstand”: tw anemw, of a ship,
(cf. our ‘look the wind in the eye,’ ‘face’ (R. V.) the wind): <442715>Acts 27:15.
(Sap. 12:14; often in Polybius; in ecclesiastical writings.)*

{504} anudrov, anudron (alpha privative and uJdwr), “without water”:
phgai, <610217>2 Peter 2:17; topoi, desert places, <401243>Matthew 12:43; <421124>Luke
11:24 (hJ anudrov the desert, <234319>Isaiah 43:19; Herodotus 3, 4, etc.; in the
Septuagint often gh anudrov) (desert places were believed to be the
haunts of demons; see <231321>Isaiah 13:21; 34:14 (in the Septuagint), and
Gesenius or Alexandrian LXX on the former passage; cf. further, Baruch
4:35; Tobit 8:3; 4 Macc. 18:8; (Enoch 10:4); <661802>Revelation 18:2; cf. d.
Zeitschr. d. deutsch. morgenl. Gesell. xxi. 609); nefelai, “waterless
clouds” (Vergil georg. 3, 197f arida nubila), which promise rain but yield
none, <650112>Jude 1:12. (In Greek writings from Herodotus down.)*

{505} anupokritov, anupokriton (alpha privative and uJpokrinomai),
“unfeigned, undisguised”: <451209>Romans 12:9; <470606>2 Corinthians 6:6; <540105>1
Timothy 1:5; <550105>2 Timothy 1:5; <600122>1 Peter 1:22; <590317>James 3:17 (Sap.
5:19; 18:16. Not found in secular authors, except the adverb
anupokritwv in Antoninus 8, 5.)*

{506} anupotaktov, anupotakton (alpha privative and uJpotassw);

1. (passively) “not made subject, unsubjected”: <580208>Hebrews 2:8
(Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 2, 30).

2. (actively) “that cannot be subjected to control, disobedient, unruly,
refractory”: <540109>1 Timothy 1:9; <560106>Titus 1:6,10 ((Epictetus 2, 10, 1; 4, 1,
161; Philo, quis rer. div. her. sec. 1); dihghsiv anupotaktov, a narrative
which the reader cannot classify, i.e. “confused,” Polybius 3, 36, 4; 3, 38,
4; 5, 21, 4).*
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{507} anw, adverb (from Homer down); a. “above, in a higher place,”
(opposed to katw): <440219>Acts 2:19; with the article, oJ, hJ, to anw:
<480426>Galatians 4:26 (hJ anw IJerosalhm the upper i.e. the heavenly
Jerusalem); <500314>Philippians 3:14 (hJ anw klhsiv the calling made in
heaven, equivalent to epouraniov, <580301>Hebrews 3:1); the neuter plural ta
anw as a substantive, heavenly things, <510301>Colossians 3:1f; ek twn anw
from heaven, <430823>John 8:23. eJwv anw, <430207>John 2:7 (up to the brim). b.
“upward, up, on high”: <431141>John 11:41 (airw); <581215>Hebrews 12:15 (anw
fuei).*

{508} anwgaion and anwgeon, see under anagaion.

{509} anwqen (anw), adverb;

a. “from above, from a higher place”: apo anwqen (Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 50, 7 N. 1), <402751>Matthew 27:51 (Tdf. omits apo); <411538>Mark 15:38; ek
twn anwqen from the upper part, from the top, <431923>John 19:23. Often (also
in Greek writings) used of things which come “from heaven,” or from God
as dwelling in heaven: <430331>John 3:31; 19:11; <590117>James 1:17; 3:15,17.

b. “from the first”: <420103>Luke 1:3; then, “from the beginning on, from the
very first”: <442605>Acts 26:5. Hence,

c. “anew, over again,” indicating repetition (a use somewhat rare, but
wrongly denied by many (Meyer among them; cf. his commentary on John
and Galatians as below)): <430303>John 3:3,7 anwqen gennhqhnai, where
others explain it “from above,” i.e. from heaven. But, according to this
explanation, Nicodemus ought to have wondered how it was possible for
anyone to be born “from heaven”; but this he did not say; (cf. Westcott,
Commentary on John, p. 63). Of the repetition of physical birth, we read in
Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 1, 13 (14), p. 18 (i., p. 26, Reiff edition)
(andri) eti tw econti egkuon gunaika shmainei paida autw
gennhsesqai oJmoion kata panta. oJutw gar anwqen autov doxeie
gennasqai; cf. Josephus, Antiquities 1, 18,3 filian anwqen
poieisqai, where a little before stands protera filia; add, Martyr
Polycarp, 1, 1; (also Socrates in Stobaeus, flor. cxxiv. 41, iv. 135, Meineke
edition (iii. 438, Gaisf. edition); Harpocration, Lex., see under the words,
anadikasasqai, anaqesqai, anapodizomena, anasuntaxiv; Canon.
apost. 46 (others 39, Coteler. patr. apost. works, i. 444); Pseudo-Basil, de
bapt. 1, 2, 7 (iii. 1537); Origen in Joann. t. xx. c. 12 (works, iv. 322 c.
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DelaRue). See Abbot, Authorship of the Fourth Gospel, etc. (Boston
1880), p. 34f). palin anwqen, (on this combination of synonymous
words cf. Kühner, sec. 534, 1; (Jelf, sec. 777, 1); Grimm on Sap. xix. 5
(6)): <480409>Galatians 4:9 (again, since ye were in bondage once before).*

{510} anwterikov, anwterikh, anwterikon (anwterov), “upper”: ta
anwterika merh, <441901>Acts 19:1 (i.e. the part of Asia Minor more remote
from the Mediterranean, farther east). (The word is used by (Hippocrates
and) Galen.)*

{511} anwterov, anwtera, anwteron (comparitive from anw, cf.
katwterov, see Winer’s Grammar, sec. 11, 2 c.; (Buttmann, 28 (24f))),
“higher”. The neuter anwteron as adverb, “higher”; a. of motion, “to a
higher place,” (up higher): <421410>Luke 14:10. b. of rest, “in a higher place,
above” i.e. in the immediately preceding part of the passage quoted, Hob.
10:8. Similarly Polybius 3, 1, 1 trith anwteron biblw. (In <031121>Leviticus
11:21, with a genitive.)*

{512} anwfelhv, anwfelev (alpha privative and ofelov); from
Aeschylus down; “unprofitable, useless”: <560309>Titus 3:9. Neuter as a
substantive in <580718>Hebrews 7:18 (dia to authv anwfelev “on account of
its unprofitableness”).*

{513} axinh, axinhv, hJ ((perhaps from) agnumi, future axw, to break),
“an axe”: <420309>Luke 3:9; <400310>Matthew 3:10. (As old as Homer and
Herodotus.)*

{514} axiov, axia, axion (from agw, axw; therefore properly, drawing
down the scale; hence)

a. “weighing, having weight”; with a genitive “having the weight of
(weighing as much as) another thing, of like value, worth as much”: bwv
axiov, Homer, Iliad 23, 885; with the genitive of price (Winer’s Grammar,
206 (194)), as axiov deka mnwn, common in Attic writings; pan timion
ouk axion authv (sofiav) esti, <200315>Proverbs 3:15; 8:11; ouk esti
staqmov pav axiov yuchv, Sir. 26:15; ouk axia prov thn ... doxan are
of no weight in comparison with the glory, i.e. are not to be put on an
equality with the glory, <450818>Romans 8:18; cf. Fritzsche at the passage and
Winer’s Grammar, 405 (378); (Buttmann, 340 (292)).
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b. “befitting, congruous, corresponding,” tinov, “to a thing”: thv
metanoiav, <400308>Matthew 3:8; <420308>Luke 3:8; <442620>Acts 26:20; axia wJn
epraxamen, <422341>Luke 23:41. axion esti “it is befitting”:

[a]. “it is meet,” <530103>2 Thessalonians 1:3 (4 Macc. 17:8);

[b]. “it is worth the while,” followed by tou with an accusative and an
infinitive, <461604>1 Corinthians 16:4; — (in both senses very common in
Greek writings from Homer and Herodotus down, and often with esti
omitted).

c. of one who has merited anything, “worthy” — both in a good reference
and a bad;

[a]. in a good sense; with a genitive of the thing: <401010>Matthew 10:10;
<420704>Luke 7:4; (<421007>Luke 10:7); <441346>Acts 13:46; <540115>1 Timothy 1:15; 4:9;
5:18; 6:1. followed by the aorist infinitive: <421519>Luke 15:19,21; <441325>Acts
13:25; <660411>Revelation 4:11; 5:2,4,9,12; followed by iJna: <430127>John 1:27
(iJna lusw, a construction somewhat rare; cf. Dem. pro cor., p. 279, 9
axioun, iJna bohqhsh ((dubious); see under the word iJna, II. 2 at the
beginning and c.)); followed by oJv with a finite verb (like Latin dignus,
qui): <420704>Luke 7:4 (Buttmann, 229 (198)). It stands alone, but so that
the context makes it plain of what one is said to be worthy:
<401011>Matthew 10:11 (to lodge with); <401013>Matthew 10:13 (namely, thv
eirhnhv); <402208>Matthew 22:8 (namely, of the favor of an invitation);
<660304>Revelation 3:4 (namely, to walk with me, clothed in white), with a
genitive of the person — worthy of one’s fellowship, and of the
blessings connected with it: <401037>Matthew 10:37f; <581138>Hebrews 11:38
(tou qeou, Sap. iii. 5; Ignatius ad Ephesians 2).

[b]. in a bad sense; with a genitive of the thing: plhgwn, <421248>Luke
12:48; qanatou, <422315>Luke 23:15; Acts (<442329>Acts 23:29) 29); 25:11
(25); 26:31; <450132>Romans 1:32; absolutely: <661606>Revelation 16:6 (namely,
to drink blood).*

{515} axiow, axiw; imperfect hxioun; 1 aorist hxiwsa; passive, perfect
hxiwmai; 1 future axiwqhsomai; (axiov); as in Greek writings;

a. “to think meet, fit, right”: followed by an infinitive, <441538>Acts 15:38;
28:22.
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b. “to judge worthy, deem deserving”: tina with an infinitive of the object,
<420707>Luke 7:7; tina tinov, <530111>2 Thessalonians 1:11; passive with the
genitive of the thing, <540517>1 Timothy 5:17; <580303>Hebrews 3:3; 10:29.
(Compare: kataxiow.)*

{516} axiwv, adverb, “suitably; worthily, in a manner worthy of”: with
the genitive, <451602>Romans 16:2; <500127>Philippians 1:27; <510110>Colossians 1:10;
<520212>1 Thessalonians 2:12; <490401>Ephesians 4:1; <640106>3 John 1:6. (From
Sophocles down.)*

{517} aoratov, aoraton (oJraw), either, not seen i.e. “unseen,” or that
cannot be seen i.e. “invisible”. In the latter sense of God in <510115>Colossians
1:15; <540117>1 Timothy 1:17; <581127>Hebrews 11:27; ta aorata autou his
(God’s) invisible nature (perfections), <450120>Romans 1:20; ta oJrata kai ta
aorata, <510116>Colossians 1:16. (<010102>Genesis 1:2; <234503>Isaiah 45:3; 2 Macc.
9:5; Xenophon, Plato, Polybius, Plutarch, others.)*

{518} apaggellw; imperfect aphggellon; future apaggelw; 1 aorist
aphggeila; 2 aorist passive aphggelhn (<420820>Luke 8:20); (from Homer
down);

1. apo tinov “to bring tidings (from a person or thing), bring word,
report”: <430451>John 4:51 (R G L Tr brackets); <440423>Acts 4:23; 5:22; (15:27);
with the dative of the person, <400208>Matthew 2:8; 14:12; 28:8 (8 (9) Rec.),
10; Mark 16:(10),13; <440525>Acts 5:25; 11:13; (23:16,19); tini ti
(<401104>Matthew 11:4; 28:11 (here Tdf. anaggellw)); Mark (5:19 (L
marginal reading R G anaggellw)); 6:30; Luke (7:22; 9:36); 14:21; 24:9;
<441113>Acts 11:13; (12:17; 16:38 L T Tr WH; 23:17); tini followed by oJti,
<421837>Luke 18:37; (<432018>John 20:18 R G; followed by pwv, <420836>Luke 8:36); ti
prov tina, <441636>Acts 16:36; tini peri) tinov, <420718>Luke 7:18; 13:1; ti peri
tinov, <442821>Acts 28:21; (followed by legwn and direct discourse, <442226>Acts
22:26); followed by the accusative with an infinitive, <441214>Acts 12:14; eiv
with an accusative of place, “to carry tidings to” a place, <410514>Mark 5:14
(Rec. anhggeilan); <420834>Luke 8:34; with addition of an accusative of the
thing announced, <400833>Matthew 8:33, (Xenophon, an. 6, 2 (4), 25; Josephus,
Antiquities 5, 11, 3; eiv touv anqrwpouv, <300413>Amos 4:13 the Septuagint).

2. “to proclaim” (apo, because what one announces he openly lays, as it
were, off from himself, cf. German abkündigen), “to make known openly,
declare”: universally, peri tinov, <520109>1 Thessalonians 1:9; (tini peri tou,
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<431625>John 16:25 L T Tr WH); by teaching, ti, <620102>1 John 1:2f; by teaching
and commanding, tini ti, <400833>Matthew 8:33; tini, with infinitive, <442620>Acts
26:20; (xvii. 30 T WH Tr marginal reading); by avowing and praising,
<420847>Luke 8:47; tini ti, <580212>Hebrews 2:12 (Psalm 21 (Psalm 22) 23 (yet the
Septuagint dihghsomai)); (<401218>Matthew 12:18); followed by oJti, <461425>1
Corinthians 14:25.*

{519} apagcw (cf. Latin angustus, anxius, English “anguish,” etc.;
Curtius, sec. 166): 1 aorist middle aphgxamhn; “to throttle, strangle, in
order to put out of the way” (apo away, cf. apokteinw to kill off),
Homer, Odyssey 19, 230; middle “to hang oneself, to end one’s life by
hanging”: <402705>Matthew 27:5. (<101723>2 Samuel 17:23; Tobit 3:10; in Attic from
Aeschylus down.)*

{520} apagw; (imperfect aphgon (<422326>Luke 23:26 Tr marginal reading
WH marginal reading)); 2 aorist aphgagon; passive (present apagomai);
1 aorist aphcqhn; (from Homer down); “to lead away”: <421315>Luke 13:15
(namely, apo thv fatnhv); <442310>Acts 23:10 (Lachmann (ed. min.)); 17
(namely, “hence”); 24:7 (R G) (“away,” ek twn ceirwn hJmwn); <461202>1
Corinthians 12:2 (led astray prov ta eidwla). Used especially of those
led off to trial, prison, punishment: <402657>Matthew 26:57; 27:2,31; <411444>Mark
14:44,53; 15:16; <422112>Luke 21:12 (T Tr WH); (xxii. 66 T Tr WH); 23:26;
<431813>John 18:13 R G (hgagon L T Tr WH); 19:16 Rec.; <441219>Acts 12:19; (so
also in Greek writings). Used of a way leading to a certain end:
<400713>Matthew 7:13,14 (eiv thn apwleian, eiv thn zwhn). (Compare:
sunapagw.)*

{521} apaideutov, apaideuton (paideuw), “without instruction and
discipline, uneducated, ignorant, rude” (Winer’s Grammar, 96 (92)):
zhthseiv, stupid questions, <550223>2 Timothy 2:23. (In classics from
(Euripides) Xenophon down; the Septuagint; Josephus.)*

{522} apairw: 1 aorist passive aphrqhn; “to lift off, take or carry
away”; passive, apo tinov “to be taken away from anyone”: <400915>Matthew
9:15; <410220>Mark 2:20; <420508>Luke 5:85. (In Greek writings from Herodotus
down.)*

{523} apaitew, apaitw; “to ask back, demand back, exact something
due” (Sir. 20:15 (14) shmeron daneiei kai aurion apaithsei):
<420630>Luke 6:30; thn yuchn sou apaitousin (Tr WH aitousin) “thy
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soul,” intrusted to thee by God for a time, “is demanded back,” <421220>Luke
12:20 (Sap. 15:8 to thv yuchv apaithqeiv creov). (In Greek writings
from Herodotus down.)*

{524} apalgew, apalgw: (perfect participle aphlghkwv); “to cease to
feel pain or grief”; a. “to bear troubles, with greater equanimity, cease to
feel pain at”: Thucydides 2, 61 etc. b. “to become callous, insensible to
pain, apathetic”: so those who have become insensible to truth and honor
and shame are called aphlghkotev (A.V. “past feeling”) in <490419>Ephesians
4:19. (Polybius 1, 35, 5 aphlghkuiav yucav dispirited and useless for
war (cf. Polybius 16, 12, 7).)*

{525} apallassw: 1 aorist aphllaxa; passive (present
apallassomai); perfect infinitive aphllacqai; (allassw to change;
apo, namely, tinov); common in Greek writings; “to remove, release”;
passive “to be removed, to depart”: ap’ autwn tav nosouv, <441912>Acts
19:12 (Plato, Eryx. 401 c. ei aJi nosoi apallageihsan ek twn
swmatwn); in a transferred and especially in a legal sense, apo with the
genitive of person, to be set free, the opponent being appeased and
withdrawing the suit, “to be quit of one”: <421258>Luke 12:58 (so with a simple
genitive of person Xenophon, mem. 2, 9, 6). Hence, universally, “to set
free, deliver”: tina, <580215>Hebrews 2:15; (in secular authors the genitive of
the thing freed from is often added; cf. Bleek on Hebrews vol. ii. 1, p.
339f).*

{526} apallotriow, apallotriw: perfect passive participle
aphllotriwmenov; “to alienate, estrange”; passive “to be rendered
allotriov, to be shut out from one’s fellowship and intimacy”: tinov,
<490212>Ephesians 2:12; 4:18; namely, tou qeou, <510121>Colossians 1:21
(equivalent to rWz, used of those who have estranged themselves from
God, <195704>Psalm 57:4 (<195804>Psalm 58:4); <230104>Isaiah 1:4 (Aldine LXX, etc.);
<261405>Ezekiel 14:5, 7; (Test. xii. Patr. test. Benj. sec. 10); twn patriwn
dogmatwn, 3 Macc. 1:3; apallotrioun tina tou kalwv econtov,
Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 14, 2). (In Greek writings from
(Hippocrates, Plato down.)*

{527} aJpalov, aJpalh, aJpalon, “tender”: of the branch of a tree, when
full of sap, <402432>Matthew 24:32; <411328>Mark 13:28. (From Homer down.)*
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{528} apantaw, apantw: future apanthsw (<411413>Mark 14:13; but in
better Greek apanthsomai, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 83 (79); (Buttmann, 53
(46))); 1 aorist aphnthsa; “to go to meet”; in past tenses, “to meet”:
tini, <402809>Matthew 28:9 (T Tr WH uJpantaw); <410502>Mark 5:2 R G; 14:13;
<421712>Luke 17:12 (L WH omit; Tr brackets dative; T WH marginal reading
read uJpantaw); <430451>John 4:51 R G; <441616>Acts 16:16 (R G L). In a military
sense of a hostile meeting: <421431>Luke 14:31 R G, as in <092217>1 Samuel 22:17;
<100115>2 Samuel 1:15; 1 Macc. 11:15,68 and often in Greek writings.*

{529} apanthsiv, apantewv, hJ (apantaw), “a meeting”; eiv
apanthsin tinov or tini “to meet one”: <402501>Matthew 25:1 R G;
<402506>Matthew 25:6; <442815>Acts 28:15; <520417>1 Thessalonians 4:17. (Polybius 5,
26, 8; Diodorus 18, 59; very often in the Septuagint equivalent to laræq]li
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 30).)*

{530} aJpax, adverb, “once, one time” (from Homer down); a.
universally: <471125>2 Corinthians 11:25; <580926>Hebrews 9:26f; <600320>1 Peter 3:20
Rec.; eti aJpax, <581228>Hebrews 12:28f; aJpax tou eniautou, <580907>Hebrews
9:7 (Herodotus 2, 59, etc.). b. like Latin semel, used of what is so done as
to be of perpetual validity and never need repetition, “once for all”:
<580604>Hebrews 6:4; 10:2; <600318>1 Peter 3:18; <650103>Jude 1:3,5. c. kai aJpax kai
div indicates a definite number (the double kai emphasizing the repetition,
“both once and again” i.e.) “twice”: <520218>1 Thessalonians 2:18;
<500416>Philippians 4:16; on the other hand, aJpax kai div means (“once and
again” i.e.) “several times, repeatedly”: <161320>Nehemiah 13:20; 1 Macc. 3:30.
Cf. Schott on <520218>1 Thessalonians 2:18, p. 86; (Meyer on Philippians, the
passage cited).*

{531} aparabatov, aparabaton (parabainw), from the phrase
parabainein nomon to transgress i.e. to violate, signifying either
“unviolated, or not to be violated, inviolable”: iJerwsunh “unchangeable”
and therefore not liable to pass to a successor, <580724>Hebrews 7:24; cf. Bleek
and Delitzsch at the passage(A later word, cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 313; in
Josephus, Plutarch, others.)*

{532} aparaskeuastov, aparaskeuaston (paraskeuazw),
“unprepared”: <470904>2 Corinthians 9:4. (Xenophon, Cyril 2, 4, 15; an. 1, 1, 6
(variant); 2, 3, 21; Josephus, Antiquities 4, 8, 41; Herodian, 3, 9, 19 ((11),
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Bekker edition); adverb aparaskeuastwv (Aristotle, rhet. Alex. 9, p.
1430{a} 3); Clement, hom. 32, 15.)*

{533} aparneomai, aparnoumai: deponent verb; future
aparnhsomai; 1 aorist aphrnhsamhn; 1 future passive
aparnhqhsomai with a passive significance (<421209>Luke 12:9, as in
Sophocles Philippians 527 (cf. Buttmann, 53 (46))); “to deny” (abnego):
tina, to affirm that one has no acquaintance or connection with him; of
Peter denying Christ: <402634>Matthew 26:34f,75; <411430>Mark 14:30f,72; (<422261>Luke
22:61); <431338>John 13:38 R G L marginal reading; more fully aparnhsqai
mh eidenai Ihsoun, <422234>Luke 22:34 (L Tr WH omit mh, concerning which
cf. Kühner, ii., p. 701; (Jelf, sec. 749, 1; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65, 2 [^b].;
Buttmann, 355 (305))). eJauton to forget oneself, lose sight of oneself and
one’s own interests: <401624>Matthew 16:24; <410834>Mark 8:34; <420923>Luke 9:23 R
WH marginal reading*

{534} aparti (so Tdf. in John, T and Tr in Rev.), or rather ap’ arti (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 2, p. 45, and 422 (393); (Buttmann, 320 (275);
Lipsius, p. 127); see arti, adverb, “from now, henceforth”: <402339>Matthew
23:39; 26:29, 64 (in <422269>Luke 22:69 apo tou nun); <430151>John 1:51 (52)
Rec.; 13:19; 14:7; <661413>Revelation 14:13 (where connect ap’ arti with
makarioi). In the Greek of the O.T. it is not found (for the the Septuagint
render hT;[æme by apo tou nun), and scarcely (yet Liddell and Scott cite
Aristophanes Pl. 388; Plato, commentary, Sof. 10) in the earlier and more
elegant Greek writings. For the similar term which the classic writers
employ is to be written as one word, and oxytone (viz. aparti), and has a
different meaning (viz., “completely, exactly”); cf. Knapp, Scripta var. Arg.
i., p. 296; Lob. ad Phryn., p. 20f.*

{535} apartismov, apartismou, oJ (apartizw to finish, complete),
“completion”: <421428>Luke 14:28. Found besides only in Dionysius
Halicarnassus, de comp. verb. c. 24; (Apollonius Dyscolus, de adv., p. 532,
7, others; cf. Winer’s Grammar, p. 24).*

{536} aparch, aparchv, hJ (from aparcomai:

a. to offer firstlings or first-fruits;

b. to take away the first-fruits; cf. apo in apodekatow), in the Septuagint
generally equivalent to tyviare; “the first-fruits” of the productions of the
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earth (both those in a natural state and those prepared for use by hand),
which were offered to God; cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Erstlinge
(BB. DD. under the word First-fruits): hJ aparch namely, tou
furamatov, the first portion of the dough, from which sacred loaves were
to be prepared (<041519>Numbers 15:19-21), <451116>Romans 11:16. Hence, in a
transferred use, employed a. of persons consecrated to God, leading the
rest in time: aparch thv Acaiav the first person in Achaia to enroll
himself as a Christian, <461615>1 Corinthians 16:15; with eiv Criston added,
<451605>Romans 16:5; with a reference to the moral creation effected by
Christianity all the Christians of that age are called aparch tiv (a kind of
first-fruits) twn tou Qeou ktismatwn, <590118>James 1:18 (see Huther at the
passage) (noteworthy is eJilato uJmav oJ Qeov aparchn etc. “as first-
fruits”] <530213>2 Thessalonians 2:13 L Tr marginal reading WH marginal
reading; Christ is called aparch twn kekoimhmenwn as the first one
recalled to life of them that have fallen asleep, <461520>1 Corinthians 15:20,23
(here the phrase seems also to signify that by his case the future
resurrection of Christians is guaranteed; because the first-fruits forerun and
are, as it were, a pledge and promise of the rest of the harvest). b. of
persons superior in excellence to others of the same class: so in
<661404>Revelation 14:4 of a certain class of Christians sacred and dear to God
and Christ beyond all others (Schol. ad Euripides, Or. 96 aparch elegeto
ou monon prwton th taxei, alla kai to prwton th timh). c. oJi
econtev thn aparchn tou pneumatov who have the first-fruits (of future
blessings) in the Spirit (tou pneumatov is genitive of apposition),
<450823>Romans 8:23; cf. what Winer sec. 50, 8 a. says in opposition to those
(e.g. Meyer, but see Weiss in edition 6) who take tou pneumatov as a
partitive genitive, so that oJi econtev thn aparchn tou pneumatov are
distinguished from the great multitude who will receive the Spirit
subsequently. (In Greek writings from (Sophocles) Herodotus down.)*

{537} aJpav, aJpasa, aJpan (from aJma (or rather aJ (Sanskrit sa; cf. a
copulative), see Curtius, sec. 598; Vanicek, p. 972) and pav; stronger than
the simple pav) (from Homer down); “quite all, the whole, all together,
all”; it is either placed before a substantive having the article, as <420321>Luke
3:21; 8:37; 19:37; or placed after, as <411615>Mark 16:15 (eiv ton kosmon
aJpanta into all parts of the world); <420406>Luke 4:6 (“this dominion whole”-
ly i.e. all parts of this dominion which you see); 19:48. used absolutely —
in the masculine, as <402439>Matthew 24:39; <420316>Luke 3:16 (T WH Tr marginal
reading pasin); (<420440>Luke 4:40 WH text Tr marginal reading); 5:26; 9:15
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(WH marginal reading pantav); <411132>Mark 11:32 (Lachmann pantev);
<590302>James 3:2; — in the neuter, as <402811>Matthew 28:11; <420528>Luke 5:28 (R G);
<440244>Acts 2:44; 4:32 (L WH Tr marginal reading panta); 10:8; 11:10;
<490613>Ephesians 6:13; once in John viz. 4:25 T Tr WH; (aJpantev oJutoi,
<440207>Acts 2:7 L T; aJpantev uJmeiv, <480328>Galatians 3:28 T Tr; cf. pav, II. 1 at
the end Rarely used by Paul; most frequently by Luke. On its occurrence,
cf. Alford, Greek New Testament, vol. ii., Proleg., p. 81; Ellicott on <540116>1
Timothy 1:16).

apaspazomai: 1 aorist aphspasamhn; “to salute on leaving, bid
farewell, take leave of”: tina, <442106>Acts 21:6 L T Tr WH. (Himerius, eclog.
ex Phot. 11, p. 194.)*

{538} apataw, apatw; 1 aorist passive hpathqhn; (apath); from
Homer down; “to cheat, deceive, beguile”: thn kardian autou (R T Tr
WH marginal reading, aJutou G, eJautou L WH text), <590126>James 1:26;
tina tini, one with a thing, <490506>Ephesians 5:6; passive <540214>1 Timothy 2:14
(where L T Tr WH exapathqeisa), cf. <010313>Genesis 3:13. (Compare:
exapataw.)*

{539} apath, apathv, hJ (from Homer down), “deceit, deceitfulness”:
<510208>Colossians 2:8; tou ploutou, <401322>Matthew 13:22; <410419>Mark 4:19; thv
adikiav, <530210>2 Thessalonians 2:10; thv aJmartiav, <580313>Hebrews 3:13; aJi
epiqumiai thv apathv the lusts excited by deceit, i.e. by deceitful
influences seducing to sin, <490422>Ephesians 4:22 (others, ‘deceitful lusts’; but
cf. Meyer at the passage). Plural, apatai: <610213>2 Peter 2:13 (where L Tr
text WH marginal reading en agapaiv), by a paragram (or verbal play)
applied to the agapae or love-feasts (cf. agaph, 2), because these were
transformed by base men into seductive revels.*

{540} apatwr, apatorov, oJ, hJ (pathr), a word which has almost the
same variety of senses as amhtwr, which see; (from Sophocles down);
(without father i.e.) “whose father is not recorded in the genealogies”:
<580703>Hebrews 7:3.*

{541} apaugasma, apaugastov, to (from apaugazw to emit
brightness, and this from augh brightness; cf. aposkiasma, apeikasma,
apeikonisma, aphchma), “reflected brightness”: Christ is called in
<580103>Hebrews 1:3 apaugasma thv doxhv ... tou Qeou, inasmuch as he
perfectly reflects the majesty of God; so that the same thing is declared
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here of Christ metaphysically, which he says of himself in an ethical sense
in <431245>John 12:45 (14:9): oJ qewrwn eme qewrei ton pemyanta me. (Sap.
7:26; Philo, mund. opif. sec. 51; plant. Noë sec. 12; de concup. sec. 11;
and often in ecclesiastical writings; see more fully in Grimm on Sap., the
passage cited, p. 161f) (Some interpreters still adhere to the significant
effulgence or radiance (as distinguished from refulgence or reflection), see
Kurtz at the passage; Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word; Cremer, under
the word.)*

{542} apeidon (apo and eidon, 2 aorist of the obsolete eidw), serves as
2 aorist of aforaw (cf. German a b sehen);

1. “to look away from” one thing and “at” another.

2. “to look at from” somewhere, “either from a distance or from a certain
present condition of things; to perceive”: wJv an apidw (L T Tr WH
afidw (see afeidon)) ta peri eme as soon as I shall have seen what
issue my affairs will have (A.V. “how it will go with me”), <506823>Philippians
2:23. (In the Septuagint, <320405>Jonah 4:5, etc.)*

{543} apeiqeia (WH apeiqia, except in Hebrews as below (see Iota)),
apeiqav, hJ (apeiqhv), “disobedience” (Jerome, inobedientia),
“obstinacy,” and in the N.T. particularly “obstinate opposition to the divine
will”: <451130>Romans 11:30,32; <580406>Hebrews 4:6,11; uJioi thv apeiqeiav,
those who are animated by this obstinacy (see uJiov, 2), used of the
Gentiles: <490202>Ephesians 2:2; 5:6; <510306>Colossians 3:6 (R G L brackets).
(Xenophon, mem. 3, 5, 5; Plutarch, others.)*

{544} apeiqew, apeiqw; imperfect hpeiqoun; 1 aorist hpeiqhsa; “to
be apeiqhv (which see); “not to allow oneself to be persuaded; not to
comply with”;

a. “to refuse or withhold belief” (in Christ, in the gospel; opposed to
pisteuw): tw uJiw, <430336>John 3:36; tw logw, <600208>1 Peter 2:8; 3:1;
absolutely of those who reject the gospel, (R. V. to be “disobedient”; cf.
b.): <441402>Acts 14:2; 17:5 (Rec.); 19:9; <451531>Romans 15:31; <600207>1 Peter 2:7 (T
Tr WH apistousin).

b. “to refuse belief and obedience”: with the dative of thing or of person,
<450208>Romans 2:8 (th alhqeia); 11:30f (tw qew); <600417>1 Peter 4:17;
absolutely, <451021>Romans 10:21 (<236502>Isaiah 65:2); <580318>Hebrews 3:18; 11:31;
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<600320>1 Peter 3:20. (In the Septuagint a common equivalent to hr;m;, rræs;; in
Greek writings often from Aeschylus Ag. 1049 down; in Homer et al.
apiqein.)*

{545} apeiqhv, apeiqev, genitive apeiqouv (peiqomai),
“impersuasible, uncompliant, contumacious” (A.V. “disobedient”):
absolutely, <420117>Luke 1:17; <560116>Titus 1:16; 3:3; tini, <550302>2 Timothy 3:2;
<450130>Romans 1:30; <442619>Acts 26:19. (<052118>Deuteronomy 21:18; <042010>Numbers
20:10; <233009>Isaiah 30:9; <380712>Zechariah 7:12; in Greek writings from
Thucydides down; (in Theognis, 1235 actively “not persuasive”).)*

{546} apeilew, apeilw: imperfect hpeiloun; 1 aorist middle
hpeilhsamhn; “to threaten, menace”: <600223>1 Peter 2:23; in middle,
according to later Greek usage ((Appendix, bell. 104:3, 29); Polyaen. 7,
35, 2), actively (Buttmann, 54 (47)): <440417>Acts 4:17 (apeilh (L T Tr WH
omit) apeileisqai, with the dative of person followed by mh with
infinitive, “with sternest threats to forbid one to” etc., Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 54, 3; (Buttmann, 183 (159))). (From Homer down.) (Compare:
prosapeilew.)*

{547} apeilh, apeilhv, hJ, “a threatening, threat”: <440417>Acts 4:17 R G (cf.
apeilew), 29; 9:1; <490609>Ephesians 6:9. (From Homer down.)*

{548} apeimi; (eimi to be); (from Homer down); “to be away, be
absent”: <460503>1 Corinthians 5:3; <471001>2 Corinthians 10:1,11; 13:2,10;
<510205>Colossians 2:5; <500127>Philippians 1:27; (in all cases except Colossians, the
passage cited opposed to pareimi).*

{549} apeimi: imperfect 3 person plural aphesan; (eimi to go); (from
Homer down); “to go away, depart”: <441710>Acts 17:10.*

{550} apeipon: (eipon, 2 aorist from the obsolete epw);

1. “to speak out, set forth, declare” (Homer, Iliad 7, 416 aggelihn
aphipen, 9, 309 ton muqon apoeipein).

2. “to forbid”: <111102>1 Kings 11:2, and in Attic writings.

3. “to give up, renounce”: with the accusative of the thing, <181003>Job 10:3
(for saæm;), and often in Greek writings from Homer down. In the same
sense 1 aorist middle apeipamhn, <470402>2 Corinthians 4:2 (see WH’s
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Appendix, p. 164) (cf. aiscunh, 1); so too in Herodotus 1, 59; 5, 56; 7,
14 (etc.), and the later writings from Polybius down.*

{551} apeirastov, apeiraston (peirazw), as well “untempted” as
“untemptable”: apeirastov kakwn that cannot be tempted by evil, not
liable to temptation to sin, <590113>James 1:13; cf. the full remarks on this
passage in Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 4 (cf. sec. 16, 3 a.; Buttmann, 170
(148)). (Josephus, b. j. 5, 9, 3; 7, 8, 1, and ecclesiastical writings. The
Greeks said apeiratov, from peiraw.)*

{552} apeirov, apeiron (peira trial, experience), “inexperienced in,
without experience of,” with the genitive of the thing (as in Greek
writings): <580513>Hebrews 5:13. ((Pindar and Herodotus down.))*

{553} apekdecomai; (imperfect apexedecomhn); “assiduously and
patiently to wait for” (cf. English wait it out): absolutely, <600320>1 Peter 3:20
(Rec. ekdecomai); ti, <450819>Romans 8:19,23,25; <460107>1 Corinthians 1:7;
<480505>Galatians 5:5 (on this passage cf. elpiv; at the end); with the
accusative of a person, Christ in his return from heaven: <500320>Philippians
3:20; <580928>Hebrews 9:28. Cf. C. F. A. Fritzsche in Fritzschiorum Opuscc., p.
155f; Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part iv., p. 14; (Ellicott on
Galatians, the passage cited). (Scarcely found out of the N.T.; Heliodorus
Aeth. 2, 35; 7, 23.)*

{554} apekduomai: 1 aorist apekdusamhn;

1. “wholly to put off from oneself” (apo denoting separation from what is
put oft): ton palaion anqrwpon, <510309>Colossians 3:9.

2. “wholly to strip off for oneself (for one’s own advantage), despoil,
disarm”: tina, <510215>Colossians 2:15. Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp.
etc. Part iv., p. 14f (especially Lightfoot on <510215>Colossians 2:15).
(Josephus, Antiquities 6, 14, 2 apekduv (but Bekker edition has
metekduv) thn.

{555} apekdusiv, apekdusewv, hJ (apekduomai, which see), “a
putting off, laying aside”: <510211>Colossians 2:11. (Not found in Greek
writings.)*

{556} apelaunw: 1 aorist aphlasa; “to drive away, drive off”: <441816>Acts
18:16. (common in Greek writings.)*
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{557} apelegmov, apelegmou, oJ (apelegcw to convict, expose, refute;
elegmov conviction, refutation, in the Septuagint for elegxiv), “censure,
repudiation of a thing shown to be worthless”: elqein eiv apelegmon to
be proved to be worthless, to be disesteemed, come into contempt (R. V.
“disrepute”), <441927>Acts 19:27. (Not used by secular authors.)*

{558} apeleuqerov, apeleuqerou, oJ, hJ, “a manumitted slave, a
freedman” (apo, cf. German los (set free from bondage)): tou kuriou,
presented with (spiritual) freedom by the Lord, <460722>1 Corinthians 7:22. (In
Greek writings from Xenophon, and Plato down.)*

{559} Apellhv (better Apellhv, with the circumflex (so all editions);
see Chandler sections 59, 60), Apellou, oJ, “Apelles,” the proper name of
a certain Christian: <451610>Romans 16:10. (Cf. Lightfoot on Philip., p. 174.)*

{560} apelpizw (Lachmann afelpizw (cf. grammatical references
under the word afeidon)); “to despair” (Winer’s Grammar, 24): mhden
apelpizontev “nothing despairing” namely, of the hoped-for recompense
from God the requiter, <420635>Luke 6:35 (T WH marginal reading mhdena
apelpizontev; if this reading is to be tolerated it may be rendered
“despairing of no one,” or even “causing no one to despair” (cf. the Jerus:
Syriac). Tdf. himself seems half inclined to take mhdena as neuter plural, a
form thought to be not wholly unprecedented; cf. Stephanus’ Thesaurus v.
col. 962). (<232919>Isaiah 29:19; 2 Macc. 9:18; Sir. 22:21; (27:21; Judith 9:11);
often in Polybius and Diodorus (cf. Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the
word).)*

{561} apenanti, adverb, with the genitive (Buttmann, 819 (273));

1. “over against, opposite”: tou tafou, <402761>Matthew 27:61; (tou
gazofulakiou, <411241>Mark 12:41 Tr text WH marginal reading).

2. “in sight of, before”: <402102>Matthew 21:2 R G; 27:24 (here L Tr WH text
katenanti); <440316>Acts 3:16; <450318>Romans 3:18 (Psalm 35:(36) 2).

3. “in opposition to, against”: twn dogmatwn Kaisarov, <441707>Acts 17:7.
(Common in the Septuagint and Apocrypha; Polybius 1, 86, 3.)*

{562} aperantov, aperanton; (perainw to go through, finish; cf.
amarantov), “that cannot be passed through, boundless, endless”:
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genealogiai, protracted interminably, <540104>1 Timothy 1:4. (<183626>Job 36:26; 3
Macc. 2:9; in Greek writings from Pindar down.)*

{563} aperispastwv, adverb (perispaw, which see), “without
distraction, without solicitude”: <460735>1 Corinthians 7:35. (The adjective
occurs in Sap. 16:11; Sir. 41:1; often in Polybius (the adverb in 2, 20, 10;
4, 18, 6; 12, 28, 4; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 463 (431)) and Plutarch.)*

{564} aperitmhtov, aperitmhton (peritemnw), “uncircumcised”;
metaphorically, aperitmhtoi th kardia (<240926>Jeremiah 9:26; <264407>Ezekiel
44:7) kai toiv wsi (<240610>Jeremiah 6:10) whose heart and ears are covered,
i.e. whose soul and senses are closed to divine admonitions, obdurate,
<440751>Acts 7:51. (Often in the Septuagint for lre[;; 1 Macc. 1:48; 2:46; (Philo
de migr. Abr. sec. 39); Plutarch, am. prol. 3.)*

{565} apercomai; future apeleusomai (<402546>Matthew 25:46; <451528>Romans
15:28; Winer’s Grammar, 86 (82)); 2 aorist aphlqon (aphlqa in
<661009>Revelation 10:9 (where R G Tr aphlqon), aphlqan L T Tr WH in
<402222>Matthew 22:22; <662101>Revelation 21:1,4 ((but here WH text only), etc.,
and WH in <422424>Luke 24:24); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 1; Mullach, p.
17f. (226); Buttmann, 39 (34); (Sophocles’ Lexicon, p. 38; Tdf. Proleg., p.
123; WH’s Appendix, p. 164f; Kuenen and Cobet, N.T., p. lxiv.; Scrivener,
Introduction, p. 562; Collation, etc., p. liv. following )); perfect
apelhluqa (<590124>James 1:24); pluperfect apelhluqein (<430408>John 4:8);
(from Homer down); “to go away (from a place), to depart”;

1. properly, a. absolutely: <401325>Matthew 13:25; 19:22; <410520>Mark 5:20;
<420839>Luke 8:39; 17:23; <431607>John 16:7, etc. Participle apelqwn with
indicative or subjunctive of other verbs in past time to go (away) and etc.:
<401328>Matthew 13:28, 46; 18:30; 25:18, 25; 26:36; 27:5; <410627>Mark 6:27 (28),
37; <420514>Luke 5:14. b. with specification of the place into which, or of the
person to whom or from whom one departs: eiv with the accusative of
place, <400530>Matthew 5:30 L T Tr WH; 14:15; 16:21; 22:5; <410636>Mark 6:36;
9:43; <430408>John 4:8; <451528>Romans 15:28, etc.; eiv oJdon eqnwn, <401005>Matthew
10:5; eiv to peran, <400818>Matthew 8:18; <410813>Mark 8:13; (di’ uJmwn ... eiv
Makedonian, <470116>2 Corinthians 1:16, Lachmann text); epi with the
accusative of place, Luke (<422333>Luke 23:33 R G T); 24:24; epi with the
accusative of the business which one goes to attend to: epi (the true
reading for R G eiv) thn emporian autou, <402205>Matthew 22:5; ekei,
<400222>Matthew 2:22; exw with the genitive, <440415>Acts 4:15; prov tina,
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<401425>Matthew 14:25 (Rec.); <661009>Revelation 10:9; apo tinov, <420138>Luke 1:38;
8:37. Hebraistically (cf. Ëlæh; yræj}aæ) apercesqai opisw tinov, “to go
away in order to follow anyone, go after him” figuratively, i.e. “to follow
his party, follow him as a leader”: <410120>Mark 1:20; <431219>John 12:19; in the
same sense, apercesqai prov tina, <430668>John 6:68; Xenophon, an. 1, 9,
16 (29); used also of those who seek anyone for vile purposes, <650107>Jude
1:7. Lexicographers (following Suidas, ‘apelqh. Anti tou epanelqh’)
incorrectly ascribe to apercesqai also the idea of “returning, going back”
— misled by the fact that a going away is often at the same time a going
back. But where this is the case, it is made evident either by the
connection, as in <420724>Luke 7:24, or by some adjunct, as eiv ton oikon
autou, <400907>Matthew 9:7; <410730>Mark 7:30 (oikade, Xenophon, Cyril 1, 3,
6); prov eJauton (Treg. prov auton) home, <422412>Luke 24:12 (R G, but L
Tr brackets T WH reject the verse); <432010>John 20:10 (here T Tr prov
autouv, WH prov auton (see aJutou)); eiv ta opisw, <430666>John 6:66 (to
return home); <431806>John 18:6 (to draw back, retreat).

2. tropically: of departing evils and sufferings, <410142>Mark 1:42; <420513>Luke 5:13
(hJ lepra aphlqen ap’ autou); <660912>Revelation 9:12; 11:14; of good
things taken away from one, <661814>Revelation 18:14 (R G); of an evanescent
state of things, <662101>Revelation 21:1 (Rec. parhlqe), 4; of a report going
forth or spread eiv, <400424>Matthew 4:24 (Treg. marginal reading exhlqen).

{567} apecw; (imperfect apeicon <401424>Matthew 14:24 Tr text WH text;
present middle apecomai);

1. transitive,

a. “to hold back, keep off, prevent” (Homer, Iliad 1, 97 (Zenodotus); 6,
96; Plato, Crat. c. 23, p. 407 b.).

b. “to have wholly or in full, to have received” (what one had a right to
expect or demand; cf. apodidonai, apolambanein (Winer’s
Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part iv., p. 8; Gram. 275 (258); Buttmann,
203 (176); according to Lightfoot (on <500418>Philippians 4:18) apo denotes
correspondence, i.e. of the contents to the capacity, of the possession to
the desire, etc.)): tina, <570115>Philemon 1:15; misqon, <400602>Matthew 6:2,5,16;
paraklhsin, <420624>Luke 6:24; panta, <500418>Philippians 4:18; (often so in
Greek writings (cf. Lightfoot on Philippians, the passage cited)). Hence,
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c. apecei, impersonally, “it is enough, sufficient”: <411441>Mark 14:41, where
the explanation is ‘ye have slept now long enough’; so that Christ takes
away the permission, just given to his disciples, of sleeping longer; cf.
Meyer at the passage; (in the same sense in (Pseudo-) Anacreon (530 B.
C.) in Odar. (15) 28, 33; Cyril Alex. on Hag. 2:9 (but the true reading here
seems to be apecw, see P. E. Pusey’s edition Oxon. 1868)).

2. intransitive, “to be away, absent, distant” (Buttmann, 144 (126)):
absolutely, <421520>Luke 15:20; apo, <420706>Luke 7:6; 24:13; Matthew (14:24 Tr
text WH text); 15:8; <410706>Mark 7:6 (<232913>Isaiah 29:13).

3. Middle “to hold oneself off, abstain”: apo tinov, from anything,
<441520>Acts 15:20 (R G); <520403>1 Thessalonians 4:3; 5:22 (<180101>Job 1:1; 2:3;
<260806>Ezekiel 8:6); tinov, <441529>Acts 15:29; <540403>1 Timothy 4:3; <600211>1 Peter 2:11.
(So in Greek writings from Homer down.)*

{569} apistew, apistw; (imperfect hpistoun); 1 aorist hpisthsa;
(apistov);

1. “to betray a trust, be unfaithful”: <550213>2 Timothy 2:13 (opposed to
pistov menei); <450303>Romans 3:3; (others deny this sense in the N.T.; cf.
Morison or Meyer on Romans, the passage cited; Ellicott on 2 Timothy,
the passage cited).

2. “to have no belief, disbelieve”: in the news of Christ’s resurrection,
<411611>Mark 16:11; <422441>Luke 24:41; with dative of person, <422411>Luke 24:11; in
the tidings concerning Jesus the Messiah, <411616>Mark 16:16 (opposed to
pisteuw) (so <600207>1 Peter 2:7 T Tr WH); <442824>Acts 28:24. (In Greek writings
from Homer down.)*

{570} apistia, apistiav, hJ (from apistov), “want of faith and trust”;

1. “unfaithfulness, faithlessness” (of persons betraying a trust): <450303>Romans
3:3 (cf. references under the word apistew, 1).

2. “want of faith, unbelief”: shown in withholding belief in the divine
power, <411614>Mark 16:14, or in the power and promises of God, <450420>Romans
4:20; <580319>Hebrews 3:19; in the divine mission of Jesus, <401358>Matthew 13:58;
<410606>Mark 6:6; by opposition to the gospel, <540113>1 Timothy 1:13; with the
added notion of obstinacy, <451120>Romans 11:20, 23; <580312>Hebrews 3:12.
contextually, “weakness of faith”: <401720>Matthew 17:20 (where L T Tr WH
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oligopistian); <410924>Mark 9:24. (In Greek writings from Hesiod and
Herodotus down.)*

{571} apistov, apiston (pistov) (from Homer down), “without faith
or trust”;

1. “unfaithful, faithless” (not to be trusted, perfidious): <421246>Luke 12:46;
<662108>Revelation 21:8.

2. “incredible,” of things: <442608>Acts 26:8; (Xenophon, Hiero 1, 9; syrup. 4,
49; Cyril 3, 1, 26; Plato, Phaedr. 245 c.; Josephus, Antiquities 6, 10, 2,
etc.).

3. “unbelieving, incredulous”: of Thomas disbelieving the news of the
resurrection of Jesus, <432027>John 20:27; of those who refuse belief in the
gospel, <460606>1 Corinthians 6:6; 7:12-15; 10:27; 14:22ff; (<540508>1 Timothy 5:8);
with the added idea of impiety and wickedness, <470404>2 Corinthians 4:4; 6:14f
of those among the Christians themselves who reject the true faith,
<560115>Titus 1:15. “without trust” (in God), <401717>Matthew 17:17; <410919>Mark 9:19;
<420941>Luke 9:41.*

{572} aJplothv, aJplhtov, hJ, “singleness, simplicity, sincerity, mental
honesty”; the virtue of one who is free from pretence and dissimulation (so
in Greek writings from Xenophon, Cyril 1, 4, 3; Hell. 6, 1, 18 down): en
aJplothti (L T Tr WH aJgiothti) kai eilikrineia qeou i.e. infused by
God through the Spirit (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 36, 3 b.), <470112>2 Corinthians
1:12; en aJplothti thv kardiav (rv,y bb;læ, <132917>1 Chronicles 29:17),
<510322>Colossians 3:22; <490605>Ephesians 6:5 (Sap. 1:1); eiv Criston, sincerity of
mind toward Christ, i.e. single-hearted faith in Christ, as opposed to false
wisdom in matters pertaining to Christianity, <471103>2 Corinthians 11:3; en
aJplothti “in simplicity,” i.e. without self-seeking, <451208>Romans 12:8.
“openness of heart manifesting itself by benefactions, liberality,” (Josephus,
Antiquities 7, 13, 4; but in opposition see Fritzsche on Romans, vol. iii.,
62f): <470802>2 Corinthians 8:2; 9:11,13 (thv koinwniav, manifested by
fellowship). Cf. Kling under the word ‘Einfalt’ in Herzog iii., p. 723f.*

{573} aJplouv, aJplh, aJploun (contracted from aJplwv, aJploh,
aJplwn) (from Aeschylus down), “simple, single” (in which there is
nothing complicated or confused; without folds (cf. Trench, sec. lvi.));
“whole”; of the eye, “good,” fulfilling its office, “sound”: <400622>Matthew
6:22; <421134>Luke 11:34 — (others contend that the moral sense of the word is
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the only sense lexically warranted; cf. Test xii. Patr. test. Isach. sec. 3 ou
katelalhsa tinov, etc. poreuomenov en aJplothti ofqalmwn, ibid.
sec. 4 panta oJra en aJplothti, mh epidecomenov ofqalmoiv
ponhriav apo thv planhv tou kosmou; yet cf. Fritzsche on <451208>Romans
12:8).*

{574} aJplwv, adverb (from Aeschylus down), “simply, openly, frankly,
sincerely”: <590105>James 1:5 (led solely by his desire to bless).*

{575} apo (from Homer down), preposition with the genitive (Latin a,
ab, abs, German von, ab, weg (cf. English “of, off”)), “from,” signifying
now separation, now origin. On its use in the N.T., in which the influence
of the Hebrew ˆmi is traceable, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 864f (342), 369ff
(346ff); Buttmann, 321ff (276ff). (On the neglect of elision before words
beginning with a vowel see Tdf. Proleg., p. 94; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
5, 1 a.; Buttmann, p. 10f; WH’s Appendix, p. 146.) In order to avoid
repetition we forbear to cite all the examples, but refer the reader to the
several verbs followed by this preposition. apo, then, is used:

I. of separation; and

1. of local separation, after verbs of motion from a place (of “departing,
fleeing, removing, expelling, throwing,” etc., see airw, apercomai,
apotinassw, apocorew, afisthmi, feugw, etc.): apespasqh ap’
autwn, <422241>Luke 22:41; bale apo sou, <400529>Matthew 5:29f; ekbalw to
karqov apo (L T Tr WH ek) tou ofqalmou, <400704>Matthew 7:4; af’ (L
WH Tr text par’ (which see I. a.)) hJv ekbeblhkei daimonia, <411609>Mark
16:9; kaqeile apo qronwn, <420152>Luke 1:52.

2. of the separation of apart from the whole; where of a whole some part is
taken: apo tou iJmatiou, <400916>Matthew 9:16; apo melissiou khriou,
<422442>Luke 24:42 (R G, but Tr brackets the clause); apo twn oyariwn,
<432110>John 21:10; ta apo tou ploiou fragments of the ship, <442744>Acts 27:44;
enosfisato apo thv timhv, <440502>Acts 5:2; ekcew apo tou pneumatov,
<440217>Acts 2:17; eklexamenov ap’ autwn, <420613>Luke 6:13; tina apo twn
duo, <402721>Matthew 27:21; oJn etimhsanto apo uJiwn Israhl, namely,
tinev (R. V. “whom” certain “of the children of Israel did price” (cf. tiv, 2
c.); but others refer this to II. 2 d. aa. at the end, which see), <402709>Matthew
27:9 (exhlqon apo twn iJerewn, namely, tinev, 1 Macc. 7:33); after
verbs of eating and drinking (usually joined in Greek to the simple genitive
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of the thing (cf. Buttmann, 159 (139); Winer’s Grammar, 198f (186f)):
<401527>Matthew 15:27; <410728>Mark 7:28; pinein apo, <422218>Luke 22:18 (elsewhere
in the N.T. ek).

3. of any kind of separation of one thing from another by which the union
or fellowship of the two is destroyed;

a. after verbs of “averting, loosening, liberating, ransoming, preserving”:
see agorazw, apallassw, apostrefw, eleuqerow, qerapeuw,
kaqarizw, louw, lutrow, luw, ruomai, swzw, fulassw, etc

b. after verbs of “desisting, abstaining, avoiding,” etc.: see apecw, pauw,
katapauw, blepw, prosecw, fulassomai, etc.

c. after verbs of “concealing and hindering”: see kruptw, kwluw,
parakaluptw. d. Concise constructions (cf. especially Buttmann, 322
(277)): anaqema apo tou Cristou, <450903>Romans 9:3 (see anaqema under
the end); louein apo twn plhgwn to wash away the blood from the
stripes, <441633>Acts 16:33; metanoein apo thv kakiav by repentance to turn
away from wickedness, <440822>Acts 8:22; apoqnhskein apo tinov by death
to be freed from a thing, <510220>Colossians 2:20; fqeiresqai apo thv
aJplothtov to be corrupted and thus led away from singleness of heart,
<471103>2 Corinthians 11:3; eisakousqeiv apo thv eulabeiav heard and
accordingly delivered from his fear, <580507>Hebrews 5:7 (others, “heard for,”
i.e. on account of his godly fear (cf. II. 2 b. below)).

4. of a state of separation, i.e. of distance; and a. of distance of place, — of
the local terminus from which: <402334>Matthew 23:34; 24:31, etc.; after
makran, <400830>Matthew 8:30; <411234>Mark 12:34; <432108>John 21:8; after apecein,
see apecw 2; apo anwqen eJwv katw, <411538>Mark 15:38; apo makroqen,
<402755>Matthew 27:55, etc. (cf. Buttmann, 70 (62); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65,
2). According to later Greek usage it is put before nouns indicating local
distance: <431118>John 11:18 (hn egguv wJv apo stadiwn dekapente about
fifteen furlongs off); <432108>John 21:8; <661420>Revelation 14:20 (Diodorus 1:51
epanw thv polewv apo deka scoinwn limnhn wruxe (also 1, 97; 4,
56; 16, 443; 17, 112; 18, 40; 19, 25, etc.; cf. Sophocles’ Lexicon, under
the word, 5): Josephus, b. j. 1, 3, 5 touto af’ exakosiwn stadiwn
enteuqen estin, Plutarch, Aem. Paul. c. 18, 5 wJste touv prwtouv
nekrouv apo duoin stadiwn katapesein, vit. Oth. c. 11, 1
katestratopedeusen apo penthkonta stadiwn, vit. Philop. c. 4, 3 hn
gar agrov autw apo stadiwn eikosi thv polewv); cf. Winer’s
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Grammar, 557f (518f); (Buttmann, 153 (133)). b. of distance of Time — of
the temporal terminus from which (Latin inde a): apo thv wJrav ekeinhv,
<400922>Matthew 9:22; 17:18; <431927>John 19:27; ap’ ek thv hJmerav, <402246>Matthew
22:46; <431153>John 11:53; (apo prwthv hJmerav) <442018>Acts 20:18;
<500105>Philippians 1:5 (L T Tr WH thv prwthv hJmerav); af’ hJmerwn
arcaiwn, <441507>Acts 15:7; ap’ etwn, <420843>Luke 8:43; <451523>Romans 15:23; ap’
aiwnov and apo twn aiwnwn, <420170>Luke 1:70, etc.; ap’ archv,
<401904>Matthew 19:4,8, etc.; apo katabolhv kosmou, <401335>Matthew 13:35 (L
T Tr WH omit kosmou), etc.; apo ktisewv kosmou, <450120>Romans 1:20;
apo brefouv “from a child,” <550315>2 Timothy 3:15; apo thv parqeniav,
<420236>Luke 2:36; af’ hJv (namely, hJmerav) “since,” <420745>Luke 7:45; <442411>Acts
24:11; <610304>2 Peter 3:4; af’ hJv hJmerav, <510106>Colossians 1:6, 9; af’ oJu
equivalent to apo toutou oJte (cf. Buttmann, 82 (71); 105 (82)), <421325>Luke
13:25; 24:21; <661618>Revelation 16:18 (Herodotus 2, 44; and in Attic); af’ oJu
after tria eth, <421307>Luke 13:7 T Tr WH; apo tou nun “from the present,
henceforth,” <420148>Luke 1:48; 5:10; 12:52; 22:69; <441806>Acts 18:6; <470516>2
Corinthians 5:16; apo tote, <400417>Matthew 4:17; 16:21; 26:16; <421616>Luke
16:16; apo perusi since last year, a year ago, <470810>2 Corinthians 8:10; 9:2;
apo prwi, <442823>Acts 28:23; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 422 (393); (Buttmann,
320 (275)); Lob. ad Phryn., pp. 47, 461. c. of distance of Order or Rank —
of the terminus from which in any succession of things or persons: apo
dietouv (namely, paidov) kai katwterw, <400216>Matthew 2:16 (touv
Leuitav apo eikosaetouv kai epanw, <040120>Numbers 1:20; 2 Esdr. 3:8);
apo Abraam eJwv Daueid <400117>Matthew 1:17; eJbdomov apo Adam,
<650114>Jude 1:14; apo mikrou eJwv megalou, <440810>Acts 8:10; <580811>Hebrews
8:11; arcesqai apo tinov, <402008>Matthew 20:8; <422305>Luke 23:5; 24:27;
<430809>John 8:9; <440835>Acts 8:35; 10:37.

II. of origin; whether of local origin, the place whence; or of causal origin,
the cause from which.

1. of the place whence anything is, comes, befalls, is taken;

a. after verbs of “coming”; see ercomai, hJkw, etc.: apo (L Tr WH ap’)
agorav namely, elqontev, <410704>Mark 7:4; aggelov ap’ (tou) ouranou,
<422243>Luke 22:43 (L brackets WH reject the passage); ton ap’ ouranwn
namely, lalounta, <581225>Hebrews 12:25, etc.; of the country, province,
town, village, from which anyone has originated or proceeded (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 364 (342); Buttmann, 324 (279)): <400201>Matthew 2:1; 4:25;
<430144>John 1:44 (45); 11:1; mia apo orouv Sina, <480424>Galatians 4:24. Hence,
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oJ or oJi apo tinov a native of, a man of, some place: oJ apo Nazareq the
Nazarene, <402111>Matthew 21:11; oJ apo Arimaqaiav, <411543>Mark 15:43;
<431938>John 19:38 (here G L Tr WH omit oJ); oJi apo Iopphv, <441023>Acts 10:23;
oJi apo Italiav the Italians, <581324>Hebrews 13:24 (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 66, 6). A great number of examples from secular writings are given by
Wieseler, Untersuch. üb. d. Hebräerbr. 2te Hälfte, p. 14f.

b. of the party or society from which one has proceeded, i.e. a member of
the sect or society, a disciple or votary of it: oJi apo thv ekklhsiav,
<441201>Acts 12:1; oJi apo thv aJiresewv twn Farisaiwn, <441505>Acts 15:5 (as
in Greek writings: oJi apo thv Stoav, oJi apo thv Akadhmiav, etc.).

c. of the material from which a thing is made: apo tricwn kamhlou,
<400304>Matthew 3:4 (Winer’s Grammar, 370 (347); Buttmann, 324 (279)).

d. tropically, of that from or by which a thing is known: apo twn karpwn
epiginwskein, <400716>Matthew 7:16,20 (here Lachmann ek twn karpwn,
etc.) (Lysias in Andocides (405 B. C.) sec. 6; Aeschines adverb Tim., p.
69, Reiske edition); manqanein apo tinov to learn from the example of
anyone, <401129>Matthew 11:29; 24:32; <411328>Mark 13:28; but in <480302>Galatians 3:2;
<510107>Colossians 1:7; <580508>Hebrews 5:8, manqanein apo tinov means to learn
from one’s teaching or training (cf. Buttmann, 324 (279) c.; Winer’s
Grammar, 372 (348)).

e. after verbs of seeking, inquiring, demanding: apaitein, <421220>Luke 12:20
(Tr WH aitein); zhtein, <520206>1 Thessalonians 2:6 (alternating there with
ek (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50, 2)); ekzhtein, <421150>Luke 11:50f; see
aitew.

2. of causal origin, or the Cause; and

a. of the material cause, so called, or of that which supplies the material for
the maintenance of the action expressed by the verb: so those verbs.

b. of the cause on account of which anything is or is done, where
commonly it ran be rendered “for” (Latin prae, German vor): ouk
hdunato apo tou oclou, <421903>Luke 19:3; ouketi iscusan apo tou
plhqouv, <432106>John 21:6 (Judith 2:20); apo tou doxhv tou fwtov,
<442211>Acts 22:11; (here many would bring in <580507>Hebrews 5:7 (Winer’s
Grammar, 371 (348); Buttmann, 322 (276)), see I. 3 d. above). c. of the
moving or impelling cause (Latin ex, prae; German aus, vor), “for, out of”:
apo thv carav autou uJpagei, <401344>Matthew 13:44; apo tou fobou “for
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fear,” <401426>Matthew 14:26; 28:4; <422126>Luke 21:26. Hebraistically: fobeisqai
apo tinov (aræy; ˆmi), <401028>Matthew 10:28; <421204>Luke 12:4; feugein apo
tinov (sWn ˆmi), to flee for fear of one, <431005>John 10:5; <411452>Mark 14:52 (R G,
but L Tr marginal reading brackets ap’ autwn); <660906>Revelation 9:6; cf.
feugw and Winer’s Grammar, 223 (209f). d. of the efficient cause, viz. of
things from the force of which anything proceeds, and of persons from
whose will, power, authority, command, favor, order, influence, direction,
anything is to be sought; aa. in general: apo tou uJpnou by force of the
sleep, <442009>Acts 20:9; apo sou shmeion, <401238>Matthew 12:38; apo doxhv
eiv doxan, <470318>2 Corinthians 3:18 (from the glory which we behold for
ourselves (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 254 (238)) in a mirror, goes out a glory in
which we share, cf. Meyer at the passage); apo kuriou pneumatov by the
Spirit of the Lord (yet cf. Buttmann, 343 (295)), ibid.; oleqron apo
proswpou tou kuriou destruction proceeding from the (incensed,
wrathful) countenance of the Lord, <530109>2 Thessalonians 1:9 (on this
passage, to be explained after <240426>Jeremiah 4:26 the Septuagint, cf. Ewald);
on the other hand, anayuxiv apo proswpou tou kuriou, <440320>Acts 3:20
(19); apektanqhsan apo (Rec. uJpo) twn plhgwn, <660918>Revelation 9:18.
af’ eJautou, af’ eJautwn, ap’ emautou, an expression especially
common in John, “of himself” (myself, etc.), “from his own disposition or
judgment,” as distinguished from another’s instruction (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 372 (348)): <421257>Luke 12:57; 21:30; <430519>John 5:19, 30; 11:51;
14:10; 16:13; 18:34 (L Tr WH apo seautou); <470305>2 Corinthians 3:5; 10:7
(T Tr WH af’ eJautou (see epi A. I. 1 c.)); “of one’s own will and
motion,” as opposed to the command and authority of another: <430717>John
7:17f,28; 8:42; 10:18 (<041628>Numbers 16:28); “by one’s own power”:
<431504>John 15:4; “by one’s power and on one’s own judgment”: <430828>John
8:28; examples from secular authors are given in Kypke, Observ. i., p. 391.
(Cf. euchn econtev af’ (others, ef’ see epi A. I. 1 f.) eJautwn, <442123>Acts
21:23 WH text) after verbs “of learning, knowing, receiving,” apo is used
of him to whom we are indebted for what we know, receive, possess (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 370 (347) n., also Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part
ii., p. 7f; Buttmann, 324 (279); Meyer on <461123>1 Corinthians 11:23; per
contra Lightfoot on <480112>Galatians 1:12): akouein, <440913>Acts 9:13; <620105>1 John
1:5; ginwskein, <411545>Mark 15:45; lambanein, <401725>Matthew 17:25f; <620227>1
John 2:27; 3:22 L T Tr WH; ecein, <620421>1 John 4:21; <470203>2 Corinthians 2:3,
etc.; paralambanein, <461123>1 Corinthians 11:23; decesqai, <442821>Acts 28:21;
respecting manqanein see above, II. 1 d.; latreuw tw Qew apo
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progonwn after the manner of the latreia received from my forefathers
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 372 (349); Buttmann, 322 (277)), <550108>2 Timothy
1:8. ginetai moi, <460130>1 Corinthians 1:30; 4:5; cariv apo Qeou or tou
Qeou, from God, the author, bestower, <450107>Romans 1:7; <460103>1 Corinthians
1:3; <480103>Galatians 1:3, and often; kai touto apo Qeou, <500128>Philippians
1:28. apostolov apo etc., constituted an apostle by authority and
commission, etc. (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 418 (390)), <480101>Galatians 1:1. after
pascein, <401621>Matthew 16:21; (akin to this, according to many, is
<402709>Matthew 27:9 oJn etimhsanto apo twn uJiwn Israhl, R. V. marginal
reading “whom they priced on the part of the sons of Israel”; but see in I. 2
above). bb. When apo is used after passives (which is rare in the better
Greek authors, cf. Bernhardy (1829), p. 222ff; (Buttmann, 325 (280);
Winer’s Grammar, 371 (347f))), the connection between the cause and the
effect is conceived of as looser and more remote than that indicated by
uJpo, and may often be expressed by “on the part of” (German von Seiten)
(A.V. generally “of”]: apo tou Qeou apodeueigmenon approved (by
miracles) according to God’s will and appointment, <440222>Acts 2:22; apo
Qeou peirazomai the cause of my temptation is to be sought in God,
<590113>James 1:13; apesterhmenov (T Tr WH afusterhmenov) af’ uJmwn
by your fraud, <590504>James 5:4; apodokimazesqai, <421725>Luke 17:25;
(edikaiwqh hJ sofia apo twn teknwn, <420735>Luke 7:35 according to
some; see dikaiow, 2); topon hJtoimasmenon apo tou Qeou by the will
and direction of God, <661206>Revelation 12:6; ocloumenoi apo (Rec. uJpo,
(see oclew)) pneumatwn akaqartwn, <420618>Luke 6:18 (whose annoyance
by diseases ((?) cf. <420617>Luke 6:17) proceeded from unclean spirits (A.V.
vexed (troubled) with, etc.)); apo thv sarkov espilwmenon, by
touching the flesh, <650123>Jude 1:23; (add <420126>Luke 1:26 T Tr WH, apestalh
oJ aggelov apo (R G L uJpo) tou Qeou.) As in secular authors, so also in
the N.T. the manuscripts sometimes vary between apo and uJpo: e.g. in
<410831>Mark 8:31; (<420843>Luke 8:43); <440436>Acts 4:36; (10:17,33; 15:4); <451301>Romans
13:1; (15:24); Rev 9:18; see Winer’s Grammar, 370f (347f); Buttmann,
325f (280f); (cf. Vincent and Dickson, Modern Greek, 2nd edition,
Appendix, sec. 41).

III. Phrases having a quasi-adverbial force, and indicating the manner or
degree in which anything is done or occurs, are the following: apo twn
kardiwn uJmwn, from your hearts, i.e. willingly and sincerely, <401835>Matthew
18:35; apo merouv in part, <470114>2 Corinthians 1:14; 2:5; <451125>Romans 11:25;
15:24; apo miav namely, either fwnhv “with one voice,” or gnwmhv or
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yuchv “with one consent, one mind,” <421418>Luke 14:18 (cf. Kuinoel at the
passage; (Winer’s Grammar, 423 (394); 591 (549f); yet see Lob. Paralip.,
p. 363)).

IV. The extraordinary construction apo oJ wn (for Rec. apo tou oJ) kai oJ
hn kai oJ ercomenov, <660104>Revelation 1:4, finds its explanation in the fact
that the writer seems to have used the words oJ wn k.t.l. as an indeclinable
noun, for the purpose of indicating the meaning of the proper name hwO;hy];
cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 10, 2 at the end; (Buttmann, 50 (43)).

V. In composition apo indicates separation, liberation, cessation,
departure, as in apoballw, apokoptw, apokuliw, apoluw,
apolutrwsiv, apalgew, apercomai; finishing and completion, as in
apartizw, apotelew; refers to the pattern from which a copy is taken, as
in apografein, afomoioun, etc.; or to him from whom the action
proceeds, as in apodeiknumi, apotolmaw, etc.

{576} apobainw: future apobhsomai; 2 aorist apebhn;

1. “to come down from”: a ship (so even in Homer), apo, <420502>Luke 5:2 (Tr
marginal reading brackets ap’ autwn); eiv thn ghn, <432109>John 21:9.

2. tropically, “to turn out, ‘eventuate,’“ (so from Herodotus down):
apobhsetai uJmin eiv marturion “it will issue, turn out,” <422113>Luke
21:13; eiv swthrian, <500119>Philippians 1:19. (<181316>Job 13:16; Artemidorus
Daldianus, oneir. 3, 66.)*

{577} apoballw: 2 aorist apebalon; (from Homer down); “to throw
off, cast away”: a garment, <411050>Mark 10:50. Tropical, confidence,
<581035>Hebrews 10:35.*

{578} apoblepw: (imperfect apeblepon); “to turn the eyes away from
other things and fix them on some one thing”; to look at attentively: eiv ti
(often in Greek writings); tropically, “to look with steadfast mental gaze”:
eiv thn misqapodosian, <581126>Hebrews 11:26 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 66,
2 d.).*

{579} apoblhtov, apoblhton, “thrown away, to be thrown away,
rejected, despised, abominated”: as unclean, <540404>1 Timothy 4:4 (in
<280903>Hosea 9:3 Symmachus equivalent to amef; unclean; Homer, Iliad 2, 361;
3, 65; Lucian, Plutarch).*
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{580} apobolh, apobolhv, hJ, “a throwing away”;

1. “rejection, repudiation” (apoballesqai “to throw away from oneself,
cast off, repudiate”): <451115>Romans 11:15 (opposed to proslhmyiv autwn,
objec. genitive).

2. “a losing, loss” (from apoballw in the sense of “lose”): <442722>Acts 27:22
apobolh yuchv oudemia estai ex uJmwn no one of you shall lose his life
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 67, 1 e.). (Plato, Plutarch, others.)*

{581} apoginomai: (2 aorist apegenomhn);

1. “to be removed from, depart”.

2. “to die” (often so in Greek writings from Herodotus down); hence,
tropically, apoginesqai tini, “to die to anything”: taiv aJmartiaiv
apogenomenoi i.e. become utterly alienated from our sins, <600224>1 Peter 2:24
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 1 d.; Buttmann, 178 (155)).*

{582} apografh, apografhv, hJ (apografw); a. “a writing off,
transcript” (from some pattern). b. “an enrolment (or registration) in the
public records of persons together with their property and income,” as the
basis of an apotimhsiv (census or valuation), i.e. that it might appear how
much tax should be levied upon each one: <420202>Luke 2:2; <440537>Acts 5:37; on
the occurrence spoken of in both passages, compare Schürer, Ntl.
Zeitgesch. sec. 17, pp. 251, 262-286, and books there mentioned;
(McClellan 1:392-399; B. D. under the word Taxing).*

{583} apografw: middle (present infinitive apografesqai); 1 aorist
infinitive apograyasqai; (perfect passive participle apogegrammenov;
from Herodotus down); a. “to write off, copy” (from some pattern). b. “to
enter in a register or records”; specifically, “to enter in the public records
the names of men, their property and income, to enroll” (cf. apografh,
b.); middle “to have oneself registered, to enroll oneself” (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 38, 3): <420201>Luke 2:1,3,5; passive oJi en ouranoiv
apogegrammenoi those whose names are inscribed in the heavenly
register, <581223>Hebrews 12:23 (the reference is to the dead already received
into the heavenly city, the figure being drawn from civil communities on
earth, whose citizens are enrolled in a register).*
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{584} apodeiknumi; 1 aorist apedeixa; perfect passive participle
apodedeigmenov; (frequent in Greek writings from Pindar Nem. 6, 80
down);

1. properly, “to point away from oneself, to point out, show forth; to
expose to view, exhibit” (Herodotus 3, 122 and often): <460409>1 Corinthians
4:9. Hence,

2. “to declare”: tina, “to show, prove what kind of a person anyone is,”
<440222>Acts 2:22 (where manuscript D gives the gloss (dedokim)asmenon);
<530204>2 Thessalonians 2:4 (Lachmann marginal reading apodeignuonta). “to
prove by arguments, demonstrate”: <442507>Acts 25:7. Cf. Winer’s
Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part iv., p. 16f.*

{585} apodeixiv, apodeixewv, hJ (apodeiknumi, which see) (from
Herodotus down); a. “a making manifest, showing forth”. b. “a
demonstration, proof”: apodeixiv pneumatov kai dunamewv a proof by
the Spirit and power of God, operating in me, and stirring in the minds of
my hearers the most holy emotions and thus persuading them, <460204>1
Corinthians 2:4 (contextually opposed to proof by rhetorical arts and
philosophic arguments — the sense in which the Greek philosophers use
the word; (see Heinrici, Corinthierbr. i., p. 103f)).*

{586} apodekateuw, <421812>Luke 18:12, for apodekatow which see; (cf.
WH’s Appendix, p. 171).

{586} apodekatow, apodekatw, infinitive present apodekatoin,
<580705>Hebrews 7:5 T Tr WH (cf. Delitzsch at the passage; Buttmann, 44 (38);
(Tdf.’s note at the passage; WH. Introductory sec. 410)); (dekatow which
see); a Biblical and ecclesiastical word; the Septuagint for rcæ[;; “to tithe”
i.e.

1. with the accusative of the thing, “to give, pay, a tenth of anything”:
<402323>Matthew 23:23; <421142>Luke 11:42; 18:12 where T WH, after manuscripts
a* B only, have adopted apodekateuw, for which the simple dekateuw
is more common in Greek writings; (<012822>Genesis 28:22; <051421>Deuteronomy
14:21 (22)).

2. tina, “to exact, receive, a tenth from anyone”: <580705>Hebrews 7:5; (<090815>1
Samuel 8:15,17). (B. D. under the word Tithe.)*
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{587} apodektov (so L T WH accent (and Revelation in <540203>1 Timothy
2:3); others apodektov, cf. Lob. Paralip., p. 498; Göttling, p. 313f;
Chandler sec. 529f), apodekton (see apodecomai), a later word,
“accepted, acceptable, agreeable”: <540203>1 Timothy 2:3; 5:4.*

{588} apodecomai; deponent middle; imperfect apedecomhn; 1 aorist
apedexamhn; 1 aorist passive apedecqhn; common in Greek writings,
especially the Attic, from Homer down; in the N.T. used only by Luke; “to
accept what is offered from without” (apo, cf. Latin ex cipio), “to accept
from, receive”: tina, simply, to give one access to oneself, <420911>Luke 9:11 L
T Tr WH; <442830>Acts 28:30; with emphasis (cf. Tobit 7:17 and Fritzsche at
the passage), to receive with joy, <420840>Luke 8:40; to receive to hospitality,
<442117>Acts 21:17 L T Tr WH; to grant one access to oneself in the capacity in
which he wishes to be regarded, e.g. as the messenger of others, <441504>Acts
15:4 (L T Tr WH paredecqhsan); as a Christian, <441827>Acts 18:27;
metaphorically, ti, “to receive into the mind” with assent: “to approve,”
<442403>Acts 24:3; “to believe,” ton logon, <440241>Acts 2:41; (so in Greek writings
especially Plato; cf. Ast, Lex. Plato, i., p. 232).*

{589} apodhmew, apodhmw; 1 aorist apedhmhsa; (apodhmov, which
see); “to go away to foreign parts, go abroad”: <402133>Matthew 21:33; 25:14f;
<411201>Mark 12:1; <421513>Luke 15:13 (eiv cwran); <422009>Luke 20:9. (In Greek
writings from Herodotus down.)*

{590} apodhmov, apodhmon (from apo and dhmov the people), away
from one’s people, “gone abroad”: <411334>Mark 13:34 (R. V. “sojourning in
another country”). (From Pindar down.)*

{591} apodidwmi, present participle neuter apodidoun (from the form
apodidow, <662202>Revelation 22:2, where T Tr WH marginal reading
apodidouv (see WH’s Appendix, p. 167)); imperfect 3 person plural
apedidoun (for the more common apedidosan, <440433>Acts 4:33; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 14, 1 c.); future apodwsw; 1 aorist apedwka; 2
aorist apedwn, imperative apodov, subjunctive 3 person singular apodw
and in <520515>1 Thessalonians 5:15 Tdf. apodoi (see didwmi), optative 3
person singular apodwh (or rather, apodwh; for apodwh is a subjunctive
form) (<550414>2 Timothy 4:14, for apodoih, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 14, 1
g.; Buttmann, 46 (40); yet L T Tr WH apodwsei); passive, 1 aorist
infinitive apodoqhnai; middle, 2 aorist apedomhn, 3 person singular
apedoto (<581216>Hebrews 12:16, where L WH apedeto; cf. Buttmann, 47
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(41); Delitzsch on Hebrew, p. 632 note; (WH’s Appendix, p. 167)); a
common verb in Greek writings from Homer down, and the N.T. does not
deviate at all from their use of it; properly, “to put away by giving, to give
up, give over” (German abgeben (cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp.
etc. Part iv., p. 12f who regards apo as denoting to give from some
reserved store, or to give over something which might have been retained,
or to lay off some burden of debt or duty; cf. Cope on Aristotle, rhet. 1, 1,
7));

1. “to deliver,” relinquish what is one’s own: to swma tou Ihsou,
<402758>Matthew 27:58; hence, in middle “to give away for one’s own profit
what is one’s own, i.e. to sell” (Winer’s Grammar, 253 (238)): ti, <440508>Acts
5:8; <581216>Hebrews 12:16; tina, <440709>Acts 7:9 (often in this sense in Greek
writings, especially the Attic, from Herodotus 1, 70 down; in the
Septuagint for rkæm;, <012533>Genesis 25:33 etc.; Baruch 6:27 (i.e. Epistle Jer.)
(28)).

2. “to pay off, discharge,” what is due (because a debt, like a burden, is
thrown off, apo, by being paid): a debt (German abtragen), <400526>Matthew
5:26; 18:25-30,34; <420742>Luke 7:42; 10:35; 12:59; wages, <402008>Matthew 20:8;
tribute and other dues to the government, <402221>Matthew 22:21; <411217>Mark
12:17; <422025>Luke 20:25; <451307>Romans 13:7; produce due, <402141>Matthew 21:41;
<581211>Hebrews 12:11; <662202>Revelation 22:2; oJrkouv things promised under
oath, <400533>Matthew 5:33, cf. <043003>Numbers 30:3 (euchn a vow,
<052321>Deuteronomy 23:21, etc.); conjugal duty, <460703>1 Corinthians 7:3;
amoibav grateful requitals, <540504>1 Timothy 5:4; logon “to render account”:
<401236>Matthew 12:36; <421602>Luke 16:2; <441940>Acts 19:40; <451412>Romans 14:12 L text
Tr text; <581317>Hebrews 13:17; <600405>1 Peter 4:5; marturion, to give testimony
(as something officially due), <440433>Acts 4:33. Hence,

3. “to give back, restore”: <420420>Luke 4:20; (7:15 Lachmann marginal
reading); 9:42; 19:8.

4. “to requite, recompense,” in a good or a bad sense: <400604>Matthew
6:4,6,18; 16:27; <450206>Romans 2:6; 2 Timothy 4:(8),14; <661806>Revelation 18:6;
22:12; kakon anti kakou, <451217>Romans 12:17; <520515>1 Thessalonians 5:15;
<600309>1 Peter 3:9. (Compare: antapodidwmi.)*

{592} apodiorizw; (diorizw, and this from oJrov a limit); by drawing
boundaries “to disjoin, part, separate” from another: <650119>Jude 1:19 (oJi
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apodiorizontev eJautouv those who by their wickedness separate
themselves from the living fellowship of Christians; if eJautouv is dropped,
with Rec.st G L T Tr WH, the rendering is “making divisions or
separations”). (Aristotle, pol. 4, 4, 13 (p. 1290b, 25).)*

{593} apodokimazw: (see dokimazw); 1 aorist apedokimasa; passive,
1 aorist apedokimasqhn; perfect participle apodedokimasmenov; “to
disapprove, reject, repudiate”: <402142>Matthew 21:42; <410831>Mark 8:31; 12:10;
<420922>Luke 9:22; 17:25; 20:17; <600204>1 Peter 2:4,7; <581217>Hebrews 12:17.
(Equivalent to saæm; in <19B702>Psalm 117:22 (Psalm 118); <240809>Jeremiah 8:9,
etc.; in Greek writings from Herodotus 6, 130 down.)*

{594} apodoch, apodochv, hJ (apodecomai, which see), “reception,
admission, acceptance, approbation” (A.V. “acceptation”): <540115>1 Timothy
1:15; 4:9. (Polybius 2, 56, 1; 6, 2, 13, etc.; oJ logov apodochv tugcanei
id. 1, 5, 5; Diodorus 4, 84; Josephus, Antiquities 6, 14, 4; others (cf. Field,
Otium Norv. pars iii., p. 124).)*

{595} apoqesiv, apoqesewv, hJ (apotiqhmi), “a putting off or away”:
<610114>2 Peter 1:14; <600321>1 Peter 3:21. (In various senses from Hippocrates and
Plato down.)*

{596} apoqhkh, apoqhkhv, hJ (apotiqhmi), “a place in which anything
is laid by or up; a storehouse, granary” (A.V. “garner, barn”): <400312>Matthew
3:12; 6:26; 13:30; <420317>Luke 3:17; 12:18,24. (<242702>Jeremiah 27:26
(<245026>Jeremiah 50:26); Thucydides 6, 97.)*

{597} apoqhsaurizw; “to put away, lay by in store, to treasure away”
(seponendo thesaurum colligere, Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc.
Part iv., p. 10); “to store up abundance for future use”: <540619>1 Timothy 6:19.
(Sir. 3:4; Diodorus, Josephus, Epictetus, others.)*

{598} apoqlibw; “to press on all sides, squeeze, press hard”: <420845>Luke
8:45. (<042225>Numbers 22:25; used also of pressing out grapes and olives,
Diodorus 3, 62; Josephus, Antiquities 2, 5, 2; (others).)*

{599} apoqnhskw, imperfect apeqnhskon (<420842>Luke 8:42); 2 aorist
apeqanon; future apoqanoumai, <450507>Romans 5:7; <430821>John 8:21,24 (see
qnhskw); found in Greek writings from Homer down; “to die” (apo, so as
to be no more; (cf. Latin emorior; English “die off or out, pass away”);
German absterben, versterben);
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I. used properly

1. of the natural death of men: <400924>Matthew 9:24; 22:24; <421622>Luke 16:22;
<430447>John 4:47; <450702>Romans 7:2, and very often; apoqnhskontev
apoqnhskontev subject to death, mortal, <580708>Hebrews 7:8 (Buttmann, 206
(178)).

2. of the violent death — both of animals, <400832>Matthew 8:32, and of men,
<402635>Matthew 26:35; <442113>Acts 21:13 etc.; 1 Pet 3:18 L T Tr WH text; en
fonw macairav, <581137>Hebrews 11:37; of the punishment of death,
<581028>Hebrews 10:28; often of the violent death which Christ suffered, as
<431233>John 12:33; <450506>Romans 5:6, etc.

3. Phrases: apoqnhskein ek tinov, to perish by means of something, (cf.
English “to die of”), <660811>Revelation 8:11; en th aJmartia, en taiv
aJmartiaiv, fixed in sin, hence, to die unreformed, <430821>John 8:21, 24; en
tw Adam by connection with Adam, <461522>1 Corinthians 15:22; en kuriw in
fellowship with, and trusting in, the Lord, <661413>Revelation 14:13;
apoqnhskein ti, to die a certain death, <450610>Romans 6:10 (qanaton
makron, Chariton, p. 12, D’Orville edition (l. i. c. 8, p. 17, 6, Beck
edition; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 227 (213); Buttmann, 149 (130))); th
aJmartia, used of Christ, ‘that he might not have to busy himself more
with the sin of men,’ <450610>Romans 6:10; eJautw to become one’s own
master, independent, by dying, <451407>Romans 14:7 (cf. Meyer); tw kuriw to
become subject to the Lord’s will by dying, <451408>Romans 14:8 (cf. Meyer);
dia tina i.e. to save one, <460811>1 Corinthians 8:11; on the phrases
apoqnhskein peri and uJper tinov, see peri, the passage cited [d]. and
uJper I. 2 and 3. Oratorically, although the proper signification of the verb
is retained, kaq’ hJmeran apoqnhskw I meet death daily, live daily in
danger of death, <461531>1 Corinthians 15:31, cf. <470609>2 Corinthians 6:9.

4. of trees which dry up, <650112>Jude 1:12; of seeds, which while being
resolved into their elements in the ground seem to perish by rotting,
<431224>John 12:24; <461536>1 Corinthians 15:36.

II. tropically, in various senses;

1. of eternal death, as it is called, i.e. to be subject to eternal misery, and
that, too, already beginning on earth: <450813>Romans 8:13; <430650>John 6:50;
11:26.
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2. of moral death, in various senses; a. to be deprived of real life, i.e.
especially of the power of doing right, of confidence in God and the hope
of future blessedness, <450710>Romans 7:10; of the spiritual torpor of those who
have fallen from the fellowship of Christ, the fountain of true life,
<660302>Revelation 3:2. b. with the dative of the thing (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
210 (197); 428 (398); Buttmann, 178 (155)), to become wholly alienated
from a thing, and freed from all connection with it: tw nomw, <480219>Galatians
2:19, which must also be supplied with apoqanontev (for so we must read
for Recelz apoqanontov) in <450706>Romans 7:6 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 159
(150)); th aJmartia, <450602>Romans 6:2 (in another sense in <450610>Romans 6:10;
see I. 3 above); apo twn stoiceiwn tou kosmou so that your relation to
etc. has passed away, <510220>Colossians 2:20 (apo twn paqwn, Porphyry, de
abst. animal. 1, 41 (cf. Buttmann, 322 (277); Winer’s Grammar, 370
(347))); true Christians are said simply apoqanein, as having put off all
sensibility to worldly things that draw them away from God, <510303>Colossians
3:3; since they owe this habit of mind to the death of Christ, they are said
also apoqanein sun Cristw, <450608>Romans 6:8; <510220>Colossians 2:20.
(Compare: sunapoqnhskw.)

{600} apokaqisthmi, apokaqistaw (<410912>Mark 9:12 apokaqista R
G), and apokaqistanw (<410912>Mark 9:12 L T Tr (but WH apokatistanw,
see their Appendix, p. 168); <440106>Acts 1:6; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 78 (75);
(Buttmann, 44f (39))); future apokatasthsw; 2 aorist apekatesthn
(with double augment (cf. <020407>Exodus 4:7; <242308>Jeremiah 23:8), <410825>Mark
8:25 T Tr WH); 1 aorist passive apokatestaqhn or, according to the
better reading, with double augment apekatestaqhn, <401213>Matthew 12:13;
<410305>Mark 3:5; <420610>Luke 6:10 (Ignatius ad Smyrn. 11; cf. (WH’s Appendix,
p. 162); Winer’s Grammar, 72 (69f); (Buttmann, 35 (31)); Mullach, p. 22);
as in Greek writings “to restore to its former state”; 2 aorist active “to be
in its former state”: used of parts of the body restored to health,
<401213>Matthew 12:13; <410305>Mark 3:5; <420610>Luke 6:10; of a man cured of
blindness, <410825>Mark 8:25; of the restoration of dominion, <440106>Acts 1:6 (1
Macc. 15:3); of the restoration of a disturbed order of affairs, <401711>Matthew
17:11; <410912>Mark 9:12; of a man at a distance from his friends and to be
restored to them, <581319>Hebrews 13:19.*

{601} apokaluptw: future apokaluyw; 1 aorist apekaluya;
(passive, present apokaluptomai); 1 aorist apekalufqhn; 1 future
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apokalufqhsomai; in Greek writings from (Herodotus and) Plato down;
in the Septuagint equivalent to hl;G;;

1. properly, “to uncover, lay open what has been veiled or covered up; to
disclose, make bare”: <022026>Exodus 20:26; <031811>Leviticus 18:11ff; <040518>Numbers
5:18; Susanna 32; ta sthqh, Plato, Prot., p. 352 a.; thn kefalhn,
Plutarch, Crass. 6.

2. metaphorically, “to make known, make manifest, disclose, what before
was unknown”;

a. passages of any method whatever by which something before unknown
becomes evident: <401026>Matthew 10:26; <421202>Luke 12:2.

b. passages of matters which come to light from things done: <420235>Luke 2:35
(some make the verb middle here); <431238>John 12:38 (<235301>Isaiah 53:1);
<450118>Romans 1:18; from the gospel: <450117>Romans 1:17.

c. apokaluptein ti tini is used of God revealing to men things
unknown (<270219>Daniel 2:19; Theodotion, 22, 28; <199702>Psalm 97:2 (<199802>Psalm
98:2); <090227>1 Samuel 2:27, cf. 3:21), especially those relating to salvation: —
whether by deeds, <401125>Matthew 11:25; 16:17; <421021>Luke 10:21 (by intimacy
with Christ, by his words and acts); — or by the Holy Spirit, <460210>1
Corinthians 2:10; 14:30; <490305>Ephesians 3:5; <500315>Philippians 3:15; <600112>1 Peter
1:12; ton uJion autou en emoi who, what, how great his Son is, in my
soul, <480116>Galatians 1:16. Of Christ teaching men: <401127>Matthew 11:27;
<421022>Luke 10:22. d. passages of things, previously non-existent, coming into
being and to view: as, hJ doxa, <450818>Romans 8:18 (eiv hJmav to be conferred
on us); <600501>1 Peter 5:1; hJ swthria, <600105>1 Peter 1:5; hJ pistiv, <480323>Galatians
3:23; the day of judgment, <460313>1 Corinthians 3:13. e. passages of persons,
previously concealed, making their appearance in public: of Christ, who
will return from heaven where he is now hidden (<510303>Colossians 3:3) to the
earth, <421730>Luke 17:30; of Anti-christ, <530203>2 Thessalonians 2:3,6,8.*

(On this word apokaluptw (and the following) cf. Westcott,
Introduction to the Study of the Gospels, p. 9f (American edition 34f);
Lücke, Einl. in d. Offenb. d. Johan. 2nd edition, p. 18ff; especially F. G. B.
van Bell, Disput. theelog. de vocabulis faneroun et apokaluptein in
N.T., Lugd. Bat., 1849. fanerow is thought to describe an external
manifestation, to the senses and hence, open to all, but single or isolated;
apokaluptw an internal disclosure, to the believer, and abiding. The
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apokaluyiv or “unveiling” precedes and produces the fanerwsiv or
“manifestation”; the former looks toward the object revealed, the latter
toward the persons to whom the revelation is made. Others, however,
seem to question the possibility of discrimination; see e.g. Fritzsche on
Romans, vol. ii., 149. Cf. <460313>1 Corinthians 3:13.)

{602} apokaluyiv, apokaluyewv, hJ (apokaluptw, which see), “an
uncovering”;

1. properly, “a laying bare, making naked” (<092030>1 Samuel 20:30).

2. tropically, in N.T. and ecclesiastical language (see end),

a. a disclosure of truth, “instruction,” concerning divine things before
unknown — especially those relating to the Christian salvation — given to
the soul by God himself, or by the ascended Christ, especially through the
operation of the Holy Spirit (<460210>1 Corinthians 2:10), and so to be
distinguished from other methods of instruction; hence, kata
apokaluyin gnwrizesqai, <490303>Ephesians 3:3. pneuma apokaluyewv,
a spirit received from God disclosing what and how great are the benefits
of salvation, <490117>Ephesians 1:17, cf. <490118>Ephesians 1:18. with the genitive of
the object, tou musthriou, <451625>Romans 16:25. with the genitive of the
subjunctive, kuriou, Ihsou Cristou, <471201>2 Corinthians 12:1 (revelations
by ecstasies and visions, (so <471207>2 Corinthians 12:7)); <480112>Galatians 1:12;
<660101>Revelation 1:1 (revelation of future things relating to the consummation
of the divine kingdom); kat’ apokaluyin, <480202>Galatians 2:2; lalhsw ...
en apokaluyei, to speak on the ground of (others, in the form of) a
revelation, agreeably to a revelation received, <461406>1 Corinthians 14:6;
equivalent to apokekalummenon, in the phrase apokaluyin ecein,
<461426>1 Corinthians 14:26.

b. equivalent to to apokaluptesqai as used of events by which things or
states or persons hitherto withdrawn from view are made visible to all,
“manifestation, appearance,” cf. apokaluptw, 2,

d. and e.: fwv eiv apokaluyin eqnwn, a light to appear to the Gentiles
(others render ‘a light for a revelation (of divine truth) to the Gentiles,’ and
so refer the use to a. above), <420232>Luke 2:32; apokaluyewv
dikaiokrisiav Qeou, <450205>Romans 2:5; twn uJiwn tou Qeou, the event in
which it will appear who and what the sons of God are, by the glory
received from God at the last day, <450819>Romans 8:19; thv doxhv tou
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Cristou, of the glory clothed with which he will return from heaven, <600413>1
Peter 4:13; of this return itself the phrase is used, apokaluyei tou
kuriou Ihsou: <530107>2 Thessalonians 1:7; <460107>1 Corinthians 1:7; <600107>1 Peter
1:7,13. (Among Greek writings, Plutarch uses the word once, Cat. maj. c.
20, of the denudation of the body (also in Paul. Aemil. 14

[a.] uJdatwn; in Quomodo adul. ab amic. 32

[b] aJmartiav; cf. Sir. 11:27; 22:22 etc. See Trench, sec. xciv. and
references under the word apokaluptw, at the end).)*

{603} apokaradokia, apokaradokiav, hJ (from apokaradokein,
and this from apo, kara, the head, and dokein in the Ionic dialect, to
watch; hence, karadokein (Herodotus 7. 163, 168; Xenophon, mem. 3,
5, 6; Euripides, others) to watch with head erect or outstretched, to direct
attention to anything, to wait for in suspense; apokaradokein (Polybius
16, 2, 8; 18, 31, 4; 22, 19, 3; (Plutarch, parall., p. 310, 43, vol. vii., p. 235,
Reiske edition); Josephus, b. j. 3, 7, 26, and in <193607>Psalm 36:7 (<193707>Psalm
37:7) Aquila for llewOht]hi), anxiously (?) to look forth from one’s post.
But the prefix apo refers also to time (like the German ab in abwarten (cf.
English wait it out)), so that it signifies constancy in expecting; hence, the
noun, found in Paul alone and but twice, denotes), “anxious (?) and
persistent expectation”: <450819>Romans 8:19; <500120>Philippians 1:20. This word is
very fully discussed by C. F. A. Fritzsche in Fritzschiorum Opuscc., p.
150ff; (cf. Ellicott and Lightfoot on Philippians, the passage cited).*

{604} apokatallassw or apokatallattw: 1 aorist apokathllaxa;
2 aorist passive apokathllaghte (<510122>Colossians 1:22 (21) L Tr marginal
reading WH marginal reading); “to reconcile completely” (apo) (others, to
reconcile “back again,” bring back to a former state of harmony; Ellicott on
<490216>Ephesians 2:16; Lightfoot or Bleek on <510120>Colossians 1:20; Winer’s
Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part iv., p. 7f; yet see Meyer on Ephesians,
the passage cited; Fritzsche on Romans, vol. i., p. 278; (see apo V.)) (cf.
katallassw): <510122>Colossians 1:22 (21) (cf. Lightfoot at the passage);
tina tini, <490216>Ephesians 2:16; concisely, panta eiv aJuton (better auton
with editions; cf. Buttmann, p. 111 (97) and under the word aJutou), to
draw to himself by reconciliation, or so to reconcile that they should be
devoted to himself, <510120>Colossians 1:20 (Winer’s Grammar, 212 (200) but
cf. sec. 49, a. c. d.). (Found neither in secular authors nor in the Greek
O.T.)*
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{605} apokatastasiv, apokatastasewv, hJ (apokaqisthmi, which
see), “restoration”: twn pantwn, the restoration not only of the true
theocracy but also of that more perfect state of (even physical) things
which existed before the fall, <440321>Acts 3:21; cf. Meyer at the passage (Often
in Polybius, Diodorus, Plutarch, others.)*

{600} (apokatistanw, see apokaqisthmi.)

{606} apokeimai; “to be laid away, laid by, reserved” (apo as in
apoqhsaurizw (which see), apoqhkh); a. properly: <421920>Luke 19:20. b.
metaphorically, with the dative of person, “reserved for one, awaiting
him”: <510105>Colossians 1:5 (elpiv hoped-for blessedness); <550408>2 Timothy 4:8
(stefanov); <580927>Hebrews 9:27 (apoqanein, as in 4 Macc. 8:10). (In both
senses in Greek writings from Xenophon down.)*

{607} apokefalizw: 1 aorist apekefalisa; (kefalh); “to cut off the
head, behead, decapitate”: <401410>Matthew 14:10; <410616>Mark 6:16,27 (28);
<420909>Luke 9:9. A later Greek word: (the Septuagint Psalm at the end);
Epictetus diss. 1, 1, 19; 24; 29; Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 1, 35; cf.
Fischer, Deuteronomy vitiis lexamples N.T., p. 690ff; Lob. ad Phryn., p.
341.*

{608} apokleiw: 1 aorist apekleisa; “to shut up”: thn quran,
<421325>Luke 13:25. (<011910>Genesis 19:10; <101317>2 Samuel 13:17f; often in
Herodotus; in Attic prose writings from Thucydides down.)*

{609} apokoptw: 1 aorist apekoya; future middle apokoyomai; “to
cut off, amputate”: <410943>Mark 9:43 (45); <431810>John 18:10,26; <442732>Acts 27:32;
ofelon kai apokoyontai I would that they (who urge the necessity of
circumcision would not only circumcise themselves, but) would even
mutilate themselves (or cut off their privy parts), <480512>Galatians 5:12.
apokoptesqai occurs in this sense in <052301>Deuteronomy 23:1; (Philo de
alleg. leg. 3:3; de vict. off. sec. 13; cf. de spec. legg. i. sec. 7); Epictetus
diss. 2, 20, 19; Lucian, Eun. 8; (Dion Cass. 79, 11; Diodorus Siculus 3,
31), and other passages quoted by Wetstein (1752) at the passage (and
Sophocles’ Lexicon under the word). Others incorrectly: I would that they
would cut themselves off from the society of Christians, quit it altogether;
(cf. Meyer and Lightfoot at the passage).*
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{610} apokrima, apokritov, to (apokrinomai, which see in
apokrinw), “an answer”: <470109>2 Corinthians 1:9, where the meaning is, ‘On
asking myself whether I should come out safe from mortal peril, I
answered, “I must die.”’ (Josephus, Antiquities 14, 10, 6 of an answer
(rescript) of the Roman senate; (similarly in Polybius excpt. Vat. 12,
26{b}, 1).)*

{611} apokrinw: (passive, 1 aorist apekriqhn; 1 future
apokriqhsomai);

i. “to part, separate”; passive “to be parted, separated” (1 aorist
apekriqhn “was separated,” Homer, Iliad 5:12; Thucydides 2, 49; (4, 72);
Theoph. de caus. plant. 6, 14, 10; (other examples in Veitch, under the
word)).

ii. “to give sentence against one, decide that he has lost”; hence, middle
(present apokrinomai; 1 aorist 3 person singular apekrinato); (“to give
forth a decision from myself” (Winer’s Grammar, 253 (238))), “to give
answer, to reply”; so from Thucydides down (and even in Herodotus 5, 49
(Gaisf.); 8, 101 (Gaisf., Bekker), who generally uses uJpokrinomai). But
the earlier and more elegant Greek writings do not give this sense to the
passive tenses apekriqhn, apokriqhsomai. “The example adduced from
Plato, Alcib. Secund., p. 149 b. (cf. Stallb., p. 388) is justly discredited by
Sturz, Deuteronomy dial. Alex., p. 148, since it is without parallel, the
author of the dialogue is uncertain, and, moreover, the common form is
sometimes introduced by copyists.” Lobeck ad Phryn., p. 108; (cf.
Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 186f; Veitch, under the word; Winer’s
Grammar, 23 (22)). But from Polybius down apokriqhnai and
apokrinasqai are used indiscriminately, and in the Bible the passive
forms are by far the more common. In the N.T. the aorist middle
apekrinato is found only in <402712>Matthew 27:12; <411461>Mark 14:61; <420316>Luke
3:16; 23:9; <430517>John 5:17,19; 12:23 (R G L Tr marginal reading); <440312>Acts
3:12; in the great majority of places apekriqh is used; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 39, 2; (Buttmann, 51 (44)).

1. “to give an answer” to a question proposed, “to answer”;

a. simply: kalwv, <411228>Mark 12:28; nounecwv, 34; orqwv, <421028>Luke 10:28;
prov ti, <402714>Matthew 27:14.
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b. with the accusative: logon, <402246>Matthew 22:46; ouden, <402712>Matthew
27:12; <411461>Mark 14:61; 15:4f.

c. with the dative etc.: eJni eJkastw, <510406>Colossians 4:6; together with the
words which the answerer uses, <430507>John 5:7,11; 6:7,68, etc.; the dative
omitted: <430746>John 7:46; 8:19,49, etc. prov tina, <442516>Acts 25:16. joined
with fanai, or legein, or eipein, in the form of a participle, as
apokriqeiv eipe or efh or legei: <400404>Matthew 4:4; 8:8; 15:13; <420919>Luke
9:19; 13:2; <411003>Mark 10:3, etc.; or apekriqh legwn: <402509>Matthew
25:9,37,44; <420404>Luke 4:4 (R G L); 8:50 (R G Tr marginal reading
brackets); <430126>John 1:26; 10:33 (Rec.); 12:23. But John far more frequently
says apekriqh kai eipe: <430148>John 1:48 (49); 2:19; 4:13; 7:16,20 (R G),
52, etc. d. followed by the infinitive: <422007>Luke 20:7; followed by the
accusative with infinitive: <442504>Acts 25:4; followed by oJti: <442516>Acts 25:16.

2. In imitation of the Hebrew hn;[; (Gesenius, Thesaurus ii., p. 1047) “to
begin to speak,” but always where something has preceded (either said or
done) to which the remarks refer (Winer’s Grammar, 19): <401125>Matthew
11:25; 12:38; 15:15; 17:4; 22:1; 28:5; <410905>Mark 9:5 (6 T Tr WH); 10:24;
11:14; 12:35; <421403>Luke 14:3; <430218>John 2:18; 5:17; <440312>Acts 3:12;
<660713>Revelation 7:13. (the Septuagint (<052605>Deuteronomy 26:5); <231410>Isaiah
14:10; <380110>Zechariah 1:10; 3:4, etc.; 1 Macc. 2:17; 8:19; 2 Macc. 15:14.)
(Compare: antapokrinomai.)

{612} apokrisiv, apokrisewv, hJ (apokrinomai, see apokrinw), “a
replying, an answer”: <420247>Luke 2:47; 20:26; <430122>John 1:22; 19:9. (From
(Theognis, 1167, Bekker edition, 345, Welck. edition, and) Herodotus
down.)*

{613} apokruptw: 1 aorist apekruya; perfect passive participle
apokekrummenov;

a. “to hide”: ti, <402518>Matthew 25:18 (L T Tr WH ekruye).

b. Passive in the sense of “concealing, keeping secret”: sofia, <460207>1
Corinthians 2:7; musthrion, <510126>Colossians 1:26 (opposed to
fanerousqai); with the addition of en tw Qew, <490309>Ephesians 3:9; ti
apo tinov, <421021>Luke 10:21; <401125>Matthew 11:25 (L T Tr WH ekruyav), in
imitation of the Hebrew ˆmi, <193710>Psalm 37:10 (<193810>Psalm 38:10); <19B819>Psalm
118:19 (<19B919>Psalm 119:19); <243917>Jeremiah 39:17 (<243217>Jeremiah 32:17); cf.
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kruptw (Buttmann, 149 (130); 189 (163); Winer’s Grammar, 227 (213)).
(In Greek writings from Homer down.)*

{614} apokrufov, apokrufon (apokruptw), “hidden, secreted”:
<410422>Mark 4:22; <420817>Luke 8:17. “stored up”: <510203>Colossians 2:3. (<271143>Daniel
11:43 (Theodotion); <234503>Isaiah 45:3; 1 Macc. 1:23; Xenophon, Euripides;
(cf. Lightfoot on the word, Colossians, the passage cited and Ignatius i.
351f).)*

{615} apokteinw, and Aeolic, apoktennw (<401028>Matthew 10:28 L T Tr;
<411205>Mark 12:5 G L T Tr; <421204>Luke 12:4 L T Tr; <470306>2 Corinthians 3:6 T Tr;
cf. Fritzsche on Mark, p. 507f; (Tdf. Proleg., p. 79); Winer’s Grammar, 83
(79); (Buttmann, 61 (54))), apoktenw (Griesbach in <401028>Matthew 10:28;
<421204>Luke 12:4), apoktainw (Lachmann in <470306>2 Corinthians 3:6;
<661310>Revelation 13:10), apoktennuntev (<411205>Mark 12:5 WH); future
apoktenw; 1 aorist apekteina; passive, present infinitive
apoktennesqai (<660611>Revelation 6:11 G L T Tr WH); 1 aorist
apektanqhn (Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii. 227; Winer’s
Grammar, the passage cited; (Buttmann, 41 (35f))); (from Homer down);

1. properly, “to kill” in any way whatever (apo i.e. so as to put out of the
way; cf. (English to kill off), German abschlachten): <401621>Matthew 16:21;
22:6; <410619>Mark 6:19; 9:31; <430518>John 5:18; 8:22; <440315>Acts 3:15; <660213>Revelation
2:13, and very often; (apoktenw en qanatw, <660223>Revelation 2:23; 6:8, cf.
Buttmann, 184 (159); Winer’s Grammar, 339 (319)). “to destroy” (allow
to perish): <410304>Mark 3:4 (yet others take it here absolutely, “to kill”).

2. metaphorically, “to extinguish, abolish”: thn ectran, <490216>Ephesians
2:16; “to inflict moral death,” <450711>Romans 7:11 (see apoqnhskw, II. 2);
“to deprive of spiritual life and procure eternal misery,” <470306>2 Corinthians
3:6 (Lachmann apoktainei; see above).

{616} apokuew, apokuw, or apokuw (hence, 3 person singular present
either apokuei (so WH) or apokuei, <590115>James 1:15; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 88 (84); Buttmann, 62 (54)); 1 aorist apekuhsa; (kuw, or
kuew, to be pregnant; cf. egkuov); “to bring forth” from the womb, give
birth to: tina, <590115>James 1:15; “to produce,” <590118>James 1:18. (4 Macc.
15:17; Dionysius Halicarnassus 1, 70; Plutarch, Lucian, Aelian, v. h. 5, 4;
Herodian, 1, 5, 13 (5, Bekker edition); 1, 4, 2 (1, Bekker edition).)*
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{617} apokuliw: future apokulisw; 1 aorist apekulisa; perfect
passive (3 person singular apokekulistai <411604>Mark 16:4 R G L but T Tr
WH, anakekulistai), participle apokekulismenov; “to roll off or
away”: <402802>Matthew 28:2; <411603>Mark 16:3; <422402>Luke 24:2. (<012903>Genesis
29:3,8,10; Judith 13:9; Josephus, Antiquities 4, 8, 37; 5, 11, 3; Lucian,
rhet. praec. 3.) But see anakuliw.*

{618} apolambanw; future apolhyomai (<510324>Colossians 3:24; L T Tr
WH apolhmyesqe; see lambanw); 2 aorist apelabon; 2 aorist middle
apelabomhn; from Herodotus down;

1. “to receive” (from another, apo (cf. Meyer on <480405>Galatians 4:5; Ellicott
ibid. and Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. as below)) “what is due or
promised” (cf. apodidwmi, 2): thn uJioqesian, the adoption promised to
believers, <480405>Galatians 4:5; ta agaqa sou thy good things, “which thou
couldst expect and as it were demand, which seemed due to thee” (Winer’s
Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part iv., p. 13), <421625>Luke 16:25. Hence,

2. “to take again or back, to recover”: <420634>Luke 6:34 (T Tr text WH
labein); <421527>Luke 15:27; and “to receive by way of retribution”: <421830>Luke
18:30 (L text Tr marginal reading WH text labh); 23:41; <450127>Romans
1:27; <630108>2 John 1:8; <510324>Colossians 3:24.

3. “to take from others, take apart or aside”; middle tina, to take a person
with one aside out of the view of others: with the addition of apo tou
oclou kat’ idian in <410733>Mark 7:33 (Josephus, b. j. 2, 7, 2; and in the
Act., 2 Macc. 6:21; UJstaspea apolabwn mounon, Herodotus 1, 209;
Aristophanes ran. 78; idia eJna twn triwn apolabwn, Appendix, b.
104:5, 40).

4. “to receive” anyone hospitably: <640108>3 John 1:8, where L T Tr WH have
restored uJpolambanein.*

{619} apolausiv, apolausewv, hJ (from apolauw to enjoy),
“enjoyment” (Latin fructus): <540617>1 Timothy 6:17 (eiv apolausin to
enjoy); <581125>Hebrews 11:25 (aJmartiav apolausin, pleasure born of sin).
(In Greek writings from (Euripides and) Thucydides down.)*

{620} apoleipw: (imperfect apeleipon, WH text in <550413>2 Timothy
4:13,20; <560105>Titus 1:5); 2 aorist apelipon; (from Homer down);
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1. “to leave, leave behind”: one in some place, <560105>Titus 1:5 L T Tr WH;
<550418>2 Timothy 4:18,20. Passive apoleipetai “it remains, is reserved”:
<580409>Hebrews 4:9; 10:26; followed by the accusative and an infinitive,
<580406>Hebrews 4:6.

2. “to desert, forsake”: a place, <650106>Jude 1:6.*

{621} apoleicw: (imperfect apeleicon); “to lick off, lick up”: <421621>Luke
16:21 R G; cf. epileicw. ((Apollonius Rhodius, 4, 478); Athen. vi. c. 13,
p. 250 a.)*

{622} apollumi and apolluw ((apolluei <431225>John 12:25 T Tr WH),
imperative apollue <451415>Romans 14:15 (cf. Buttmann, 45 (39); WH’s
Appendix, p. 168f)); future apolesw and (<460119>1 Corinthians 1:19 apolw
from a passage in the O.T., where often) apolw (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 83
(80); (Buttmann, 64 (56))); 1 aorist apwlesa; “to destroy”; middle,
present apollumai; (imperfect 3 person plural apwllunto <461009>1
Corinthians 10:9 T Tr WH); future apoloumai; 2 aorist apwlomhn; (2
perfect active participle apolwlwv); (from Homer down); “to perish”.

1. “to destroy” i.e. “to put out of the way entirely, abolish, put an end to,
ruin”: <410124>Mark 1:24; <420434>Luke 4:34; 17:27,29; <650105>Jude 1:5; thn sofian
“render useless,” cause its emptiness to be perceived, <460119>1 Corinthians
1:19 (from the Septuagint of <232914>Isaiah 29:14); “to kill”: <400213>Matthew 2:13;
12:14; <410922>Mark 9:22; 11:18; <431010>John 10:10, etc.; contextually, “to declare
that one must be put to death”: <402720>Matthew 27:20; metaphorically, “to
devote or give over to eternal misery”: <401028>Matthew 10:28; <590412>James 4:12;
contextually, “by one’s conduct to cause another to lose eternal salvation”:
<451415>Romans 14:15. Middle “to perish, to be lost, ruined, destroyed”

a. of persons;

(a). properly: <400825>Matthew 8:25; <421303>Luke 13:3, 5, 33; <431150>John 11:50;
<610306>2 Peter 3:6; <650111>Jude 1:11, etc.; apollumai limw, <421517>Luke 15:17;
en macaria, <402652>Matthew 26:52; kataballomenoi, all’ ouk
apollumenoi, <470409>2 Corinthians 4:9.

(b). tropically, “to incur the loss of true or eternal life; to be delivered
up to eternal misery”: <430315>John 3:15 (R Lbr.), 16; 10:28; 17:12 (it must
be borne in mind, that according to John’s conception eternal life
begins on earth, just as soon as one becomes united to Christ by faith);
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<450212>Romans 2:12; <460811>1 Corinthians 8:11; 15:18; <610309>2 Peter 3:9. Hence,
oJi swzomenoi they to whom it belongs to partake of salvation, and oJi
apollumenoi those to whom it belongs to perish or to be consigned
to eternal misery, are contrasted by Paul: <460118>1 Corinthians 1:18; <470215>2
Corinthians 2:15; 4:8; <530210>2 Thessalonians 2:10 (on these present
participles, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 342 (321); Buttmann, 206 (178)).

b. of things; “to be blotted out, to vanish away”: hJ euprepeia, <590111>James
1:11; the heavens, <580111>Hebrews 1:11 (from <19A102>Psalm 101:27 (<19A227>Psalm
102:27); “to perish” — “of things which on being thrown away are
decomposed, as melov tou swmatov, <400529>Matthew 5:29f; remnants of
bread, <430612>John 6:12; — or which perish in some other way, as brwsiv,
<430627>John 6:27; crusion, <600107>1 Peter 1:7; — or which are mined so that they
can no longer subserve the use for which they were designed, as oJi askoi:
<400917>Matthew 9:17; <410222>Mark 2:22; <420537>Luke 5:37.

2. “to destroy i.e. to lose”; a. properly: <401042>Matthew 10:42; <410941>Mark 9:41
(ton misqon autou); <421504>Luke 15:4,8,9; 9:25; 17:33; <431225>John 12:25; <630108>2
John 1:8, etc. b. metaphorically, Christ is said “to lose anyone” of his
followers (whom the Father has drawn to discipleship) if such a one
becomes wicked and fails of salvation: <430639>John 6:39, cf. <431809>John 18:9.
Middle “to be lost”: qrix ek thv kefalhv, <422118>Luke 21:18; qrix apo thv
kefalhv, <442734>Acts 27:34 (Rec. peseitai); ta lampra apwleto apo
sou, <661814>Revelation 18:14 (Rec. aphlqe). Used of sheep, straying from
the flock: properly, <421504>Luke 15:4 (to apolwlov, in <401812>Matthew 18:12 to
planwmenon). Metaphorically, in accordance with the O.T. comparison of
the people of Israel to a flock (<242706>Jeremiah 27:6 (<245006>Jeremiah 50:6);
<263404>Ezekiel 34:4,16), the Jews, neglected by their religious teachers, left to
themselves and thereby in danger of losing eternal salvation, wandering
about as it were without guidance, are called ta probata ta apolwlota
tou oikou Israhl: <401006>Matthew 10:6; 15:24 (<235306>Isaiah 53:6; <600225>1 Peter
2:25); and Christ, reclaiming them from wickedness, is likened to a
shepherd and is said zhtein kai swzein to apolwlov: <421910>Luke 19:10;
<401811>Matthew 18:11 Rec. (Compare: sunapollumi.)

{623} Apolluwn, Apolluontov, oJ (participle from apolluw),
“Apollyon” (a proper name, formed by the author of the Apocalypse), i.e.
“Destroyer”: <660911>Revelation 9:11; cf. Abaddwn (and B. D. under the
word).*
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{624} Apollwnia, Apollwniav, hJ, “Apollonia,” a maritime city of
Macedonia, about a day’s journey (according to the Antonine Itinerary 32
Roman miles) from Amphipolis, through which Paul passed on his way to
Thessalonica (36 miles further): <441701>Acts 17:1. (See B. D. under the
word.)*

{625} Apollwv (according to some, contracted from Apollwniov,
Winer’s Grammar, 102 (97); according to others, the omicron o is
lengthened, cf. Fick, Griech. Personennamen, p. xxi.), genitive Apollw
(cf. Buttmann, 20f (18f); (Winer’s Grammar, 62 (61))), accusative
Apollw (<441901>Acts 19:1) and Apollwn (<460406>1 Corinthians 4:6 T Tr WH;
<560313>Titus 3:13 T WH; cf. (WH’s Appendix, p. 157); Kühner, i., p. 315), oJ,
“Apollos,” an Alexandrian Jew who became a Christian and a teacher of
Christianity, attached to the apostle Paul: <441824>Acts 18:24; 19:1; <460112>1
Corinthians 1:12; 3:4ff; <460322>1 Corinthians 3:22; 4:6; 16:12; <560313>Titus 3:13.*

{626} apologeomai, apologoumai; imperfect apelogoumhn (<442601>Acts
26:1); 1 aorist apeloghsamhn; 1 aorist passive infinitive apologhqhnai,
in a reflexive sense (<422114>Luke 21:14); a deponent middle verb (from
logov), properly, “to speak so as to absolve (apo) oneself,” talk oneself
“off” of a charge etc.;

1. “to defend oneself, make one’s defense”: absolutely, <422114>Luke 21:14;
<442601>Acts 26:1; followed by oJti, <442508>Acts 25:8; ti, to bring forward
something in defense of oneself, <421211>Luke 12:11; <442624>Acts 26:24 (often so in
Greek writings also); ta peri emautou apologoumai either “I bring
forward what contributes to my defense (?), or I plead my own cause” (R.
V. “make my defense”), <442410>Acts 24:10; peri with the genitive of the thing
and epi with the genitive of person, “concerning a thing before one’s
tribunal,” <442602>Acts 26:2; with the dative of the person whom by my defense
I strive to convince that I am innocent or upright, “to defend or justify
myself in one’s eyes” (A.V. “unto”), <441933>Acts 19:33; <471219>2 Corinthians
12:19 (Plato, Prot., p. 859 a.; often in Lucian, Plutarch; (cf. Buttmann, 172
(149))).

2. “to defend a person or a thing” (so not infrequent in secular authors):
<450215>Romans 2:15 (where according to the context the deeds of men must be
understood as defended); ta peri emou, <442602>Acts 26:2 (but see under 1).*
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{627} apologia, apologiav, hJ (see apologeomai), “verbal defense,
speech in defense”: <442516>Acts 25:16; <470711>2 Corinthians 7:11; <500107>Philippians
1:7,17 (16); <550416>2 Timothy 4:16; with a dative of the person who is to hear
the defense, to whom one labors to excuse or to make good his cause:
<460903>1 Corinthians 9:3; <600315>1 Peter 3:15; in the same sense, hJ apologia hJ
prov tina, <442201>Acts 22:1 (Xenophon, mem. 4, 8, 5).*

{628} apolouw: “to wash off or away”; in the N.T. twice in 1 aorist
middle figuratively (cf. Philo de mut. nom. sec. 6, i., p. 585, Mang.
edition): apelousasqe, <460611>1 Corinthians 6:11; baptisai kai
apolousai tav aJmartiav sou, <442216>Acts 22:16. For the sinner is unclean,
polluted as it were by the filth of his sins. Whoever obtains remission of
sins has his sins put, so to speak, out of God’s sight — is cleansed from
them in the sight of God. Remission is (represented as) obtained by
undergoing baptism; hence, those who have gone down into the baptismal
bath (lavacrum, cf. <560305>Titus 3:5; <490526>Ephesians 5:26) are said
apolousasqai “to have washed themselves,” or tav aJmartiav
apolousasqai “to have washed away their sins,” i.e. to have been
cleansed from their sins.*

{629} apolutrwsiv, apolutrwsewv, hJ (from apolutrow signifying

a. to redeem one by paying the price, cf. lutron: Plutarch, Pomp. 24; the
Septuagint <022108>Exodus 21:8; <360301>Zephaniah 3:1;

b. to let one go free on receiving the price: Plato, legg. 11, p. 919a.;
Polybius 22, 21, 8; (cf.) Diodorus 13, 24), “a releasing effected by payment
of ransom; redemption, deliverance, liberation procured by the payment of
a ransom”;

1. properly: polewn aicmalwtwn, Plutarch, Pomp. 24 (the only passage
in secular writings where the word has as yet been noted; (add, Josephus,
Antiquities 12, 2, 3; Diodorus fragment l. xxxvii. 5, 3, p. 149, 6 Dindorf;
Philo, quod omn. prob. book sec. 17)).

2. everywhere in the N.T. metaphorically, viz. deliverance effected through
the death of Christ from the retributive wrath of a holy God and the
merited penalty of sin: <450324>Romans 3:24; <490107>Ephesians 1:7; <510114>Colossians
1:14 (cf. exagorazw, agorazw, lutrow, etc. (and Trench, sec. lxxvii.));
apolutrwsin twn ... parabasewn deliverance from the penalty of
transgressions, effected through their expiation, <580915>Hebrews 9:15 (cf.
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Delitzsch at the passage and Fritzsche on Romans, vol. ii., p. 178); hJmera
apolutrwsewv, the last day, when consummate liberation is experienced
from the sin still lingering even in the regenerate, and from all the ills and
troubles of this life, <490430>Ephesians 4:30; in the same sense the word is
apparently to be taken in <460130>1 Corinthians 1:30 (where Christ himself is
said to be redemption, i.e. the author of redemption, the one without
whom we could have none), and is to be taken in the phrase
apolutrwsin thv peripoihsewv, <490114>Ephesians 1:14, the redemption
which will come to his possession, or to the men who are God’s own
through Christ (cf. Meyer at the passage); tou swmatov, deliverance of
the body from frailty and mortality, <450823>Romans 8:23 (Winer’s Grammar,
187 (176)); deliverance from the hatred and persecutions of enemies by the
return of Christ from heaven, <422128>Luke 21:28, cf. <421807>Luke 18:7f;
deliverance or release from torture, <581135>Hebrews 11:35.*

{630} apoluw; (imperfect apeluon); future apolusw; 1 aorist
apelusa; passive, perfect apolelumai; 1 aorist apeluqhn; (future
apoluqhsomai); imperfect middle apeluomhn (<442825>Acts 28:25); used in
the N.T. only in the historical books and in <581323>Hebrews 13:23; “to loose
from, sever by loosening, undo” (see apo, V.);

1. “to set free”: tina tinov (so in Greek writings even from Homer
down), to liberate one from a thing (as from a bond), <421312>Luke 13:12
(apolelusai (thou hast been loosed i.e.) be thou free from (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 40, 4) thv asqeneiav (L T apo thv asqeneiav)).

2. “to let go, dismiss” (to detain no longer); tina,

a. a suppliant to whom liberty to depart is given by a decisive answer:
<401523>Matthew 15:23; <420229>Luke 2:29 (‘me whom thou hadst determined to
keep on earth until I had seen the salvation prepared for Israel, cf. <420226>Luke
2:26, thou art now dismissing with my wish accomplished, and this
dismission is at the same time dismission also from life’ — in reference to
which apoluein is used in <042029>Numbers 20:29; Tobit 3:6; (cf. <011502>Genesis
15:2; 2 Macc. 7:9; Plutarch, consol. ad Apoll. sec. 13 cf. 11 at the end));
(<442322>Acts 23:22).

b. “to bid depart, send away”: <401415>Matthew 14:15,22f; 15:32,39; <410636>Mark
6:36,45; 8:3,9; <420838>Luke 8:38; 9:12; 14:4; <441303>Acts 13:3; 19:41 (thn
ekklhsian); passive <441530>Acts 15:30,33.
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3. “to let go free, to release”;

a. a captive, i.e. to loose his bonds and bid him depart, to give him liberty
to depart: <422268>Luke 22:68 (R G L Tr in brackets); 23:22; <431910>John 19:10;
<441635>Acts 16:35f; 26:32 (apolelusqai edunato (might have been set at
liberty, cf. Buttmann, 217 (187), sec. 139, 27 c.; Winer’s Grammar, 305
(286) i.e.) “might be free”; perfect as in <421312>Luke 13:12 (see 1 above, and
Winer’s Grammar, 334 (313))); <442818>Acts 28:18; <581323>Hebrews 13:23;
apoluein tina tini, “to release one to one,” grant him his liberty:
<402715>Matthew 27:15,17,21,26; <411506>Mark 15:6,9,11,15; Luke 23:(16), 17 (R L
in brackets), 18,20,25; (<431839>John 18:39).

b. to acquit one accused of a crime and set him at liberty: <431912>John 19:12;
<440313>Acts 3:13.

c. indulgently to grant a prisoner leave to depart: <440421>Acts 4:21,23; 5:40;
17:9.

d. to release a debtor, i.e. not to press one’s claim against him, to remit his
debt: <401827>Matthew 18:27; metaphorically, to pardon another his offences
against me: <420637>Luke 6:37 (thv aJmartiav apoluesqai, 2 Macc. 12:45).

4. used of divorce, as apoluw thn gunaika “to dismiss” from the house,
“to repudiate”: <400119>Matthew 1:19; 5:31f; 19:3,7-9; <411002>Mark 10:2,4,11;
<421618>Luke 16:18; (1 Esdr. 9:36); and improperly a wife deserting her
husband is said ton andra apoluein in <411012>Mark 10:12 (cf. Diodorus 12,
18) (unless, as is more probable, Mark, contrary to historic accuracy (yet
cf. Josephus, Antiquities 15, 7, 10), makes Jesus speak in accordance with
Greek and Roman usage, according to which wives also repudiated their
husbands (references in Meyer, at the passage)); (cf. jLævi, <240308>Jeremiah
3:8; <052114>Deuteronomy 21:14; 22:19,29).

5. Middle apoluomai, properly, to send oneself away; “to depart”
(Winer’s Grammar, 253 (238)): <442820>Acts 28:20 (returned home; <023311>Exodus
33:11).*

{631} apomassw: (massw to touch with the hands, handle, work with
the hands, knead), “to wipe off”; middle apomassomai “to wipe oneself
off, to wipe off for oneself”: ton koniorton uJmin, <421011>Luke 10:11. (In
Greek writings from Aristophanes down.)*
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{632} aponemw; (nemw to dispense a portion, to distribute), “to assign,
portion out” (apo as in apodidwmi (which see, cf. apo, V.)): tini ti viz.
timhn, showing honor, <600307>1 Peter 3:7 (so Herodian, 1, 8, 1; thn timhn
kai thn eucaristian, Josephus, Antiquities 1, 7, 1; tw episkopw
pasan entrophn, Ignatius ad Magnes. 3; first found in (Simonides 97 in
Anthol. Pal. 7, 253, 2 (vol. i., p. 64, Jacobs edition)); Pindar Isthm. 2, 68;
often in Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, others.).*

{633} aponiptw: “to wash off”; 1 aorist middle apeniyamhn; in middle
“to wash oneself off, to wash off for oneself”: tav ceirav, <402724>Matthew
27:24, cf. <052106>Deuteronomy 21:6f (The earlier Greeks say aponizw — but
with future aponiyw, 1 aorist apeniya; the later, as Theophrastus, char.
25 (30 (17)); Plutarch, Phocylides, 18; Athen. iv. c. 31, p. 149 c.,
aponiptw, although this is found (but in the middle) even in Homer,
Odyssey 18, 179.)*

{634} apopiptw: 2 aorist apepeson; ((cf. piptw); from Homer down);
“to fall off, slip down from”: <440918>Acts 9:18 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 1
a.).*

{635} apoplanaw, apoplanw; 1 aorist passive apeplanhqhn; “to
cause to go astray,” tropically, “to lead away from the truth to error”:
tina, <411322>Mark 13:22; passive “to go astray, stray away from”: apo thv
pistewv, <540610>1 Timothy 6:10. ((Hippocrates); Plato, Ax., p. 369 d.;
Polybius 3, 57, 4; Dionysius Halicarnassus, Plutarch, others.)*

{636} apoplew; 1 aorist apepleusa; (from Homer down); “to sail
away, depart by ship, set sail”: <441304>Acts 13:4; 14:26; 20:15; 27:1.*

{637} apoplunw: (1 aorist apepluna (?)); “to wash off”: <420502>Luke 5:2
(where L Tr WH text eplunon, T WH marginal reading apoplunan, for
R G apeplunan (possibly an imperfect form, cf. Buttmann, 40 (35);
Sophocles Glossary, etc., p. 90)). (Homer, Odyssey 6, 95; Plato, Plutarch,
and subsequent writings; the Septuagint <101924>2 Samuel 19:24 (cf.
<240222>Jeremiah 2:22; 4:14; <261609>Ezekiel 16:9 variant).)*

{638} apopnigw: 1 aorist apepnixa; 2 aorist passive apepnighn; (apo
as in apokteinw which see (cf. to choke “off”)); “to choke”: <401307>Matthew
13:7 (T WH marginal reading epnixan); <420807>Luke 8:7 (of seed overlaid by
thorns and killed by them); to suffocate with water, to drown, <420833>Luke
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8:33 (as in Demosthenes 32, 6 (i.e., p. 883, 28 etc.; schol. ad Euripides,
Or. 812)).*

{639} aporew, aporw: imperfect 3 person singular hporei (<410620>Mark
6:20 T WH Tr marginal reading); (present middle aporoumai); “to be”
aporov (from alpha privative and porov a transit, ford, way, revenue,
resource), i.e. “to be without resources, to be in straits, to be left wanting,
to be embarrassed, to be in doubt, not to know which way to turn”;
(imperfect in <410620>Mark 6:20 (see above) polla hporei “he was in
perplexity about many things or much perplexed” (cf. Thucydides 5, 40, 3;
Xenophon, Hell. 6, 1, 4; Herodotus 3, 4; 4, 179; Arlstot. meteorolog. 1, 1);
elsewhere) middle, “to be at a loss with oneself, be in doubt; not to know
how to decide or what to do, to be perplexed”: absolutely <470408>2 Corinthians
4:8; peri tinov, <422404>Luke 24:4 L T Tr WH; peri tinov tiv legei,
<431322>John 13:22; aporoumai en uJmin I am perplexed about you, I know
not how to deal with you, in what style to address you, <480420>Galatians 4:20;
aporoumenov egw eiv (T Tr WH omit eiv) thn peri toutou (toutwn L
T Tr WH) zhthsin I being perplexed how to decide in reference to the
inquiry concerning him (or “these things”), <442520>Acts 25:20. (Often in
secular authors from Herodotus down; often also in the Septuagint)
(Compare: diaporew, exaporew.)*

{640} aporia, aporiav, hJ (aporew, which see), “the state of one who
is” aporov, “perplexity”: <422125>Luke 21:25. (Often in Greek writings from
(Pindar and) Herodotus down; the Septuagint.)*

{641} aporriptw: 1 aorist aperriya (T WH write with one rho r; see
Rho); (from Homer down); “to throw away, cast down”; reflexively, “to
cast oneself down”: <442743>Acts 27:43 (R. V. “cast themselves overboard”).
(So in Lucian, ver. hist. 1, 30 variant; (Chariton 3, 5, see D’Orville at the
passage); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 251 (236); (Buttmann, 145 (127)).)*

{642} aporfanizw: (1 aorist passive participle aporfanisqeiv); (from
orfanov bereft, and apo namely, tinov), “to bereave of a parent or
parents” (so Aeschylus choiëph. 247 (249)); hence, metaphorically,
aporfanisqentev af’ uJmwn bereft of your contact and society, <520217>1
Thessalonians 2:17 (here Recelz (by mistake) apofanisqentev.

{643} aposkeuazw: 1 aorist middle apeskeuasamhn; (skeuazw to
prepare, provide, from skeuov a utensil), “to carry off goods and chattels;
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to pack up and carry off”; middle “to carry off one’s personal property or
provide for its carrying away” (Polybius 4, 81, 11; Diodorus 13, 91;
Dionysius Halicarnassus 9, 23, etc.): aposkeuasamenoi having collected
and removed our baggage <442115>Acts 21:15; but L T Tr WH read
episkeuasamenoi (which see).*

{644} aposkiasma, aposkiastov, to (skiazw, from skia), “a shade
cast by one object upon another, a shadow”: trophv aposkiasma
shadow caused by revolution, <590117>James 1:17. Cf. apaugasma.*

{645} apospaw, apospw; 1 aorist apespasa; 1 aorist passive
apespasqhn; “to draw off, tear away”: thn macairan, to draw one’s
sword, <402651>Matthew 26:51 (ekspan thn macairan (or romfaian), <091751>1
Samuel 17:51 (Alexandrian LXX, etc.); span, <131111>1 Chronicles 11:11;
<411447>Mark 14:47); apospan touv maqhtav opisw eJautwn to draw away
the disciples to their own party, <442030>Acts 20:30 (very similarly, Aelian v. h.
13, 32). Passive reflexively: apospasqentev ap’ autwn having torn
ourselves from the embrace of our friends, <442101>Acts 21:1; apespasqh ap’
autwn he parted, tore himself, from them about a stone’s cast, <422241>Luke
22:41; cf. Meyer at the passage (In secular authors from (Pindar and)
Herodotus down.)*

{646} apostasia, apostasiav, hJ (afistamai), “a falling away,
defection, apostasy”; in the Bible namely, from the true religion: <442121>Acts
21:21; <530203>2 Thessalonians 2:3; ((<062222>Joshua 22:22; <142919>2 Chronicles 29:19;
33:19); <240219>Jeremiah 2:19; 36:(29) 32 Complutensian LXX; 1 Macc. 2:15).
The earlier Greeks say apostasiv; see Lob. ad Phryn., p. 528; (Winer’s
Grammar, 24).*

{647} apostasion, apostasiou, to, very seldom in native Greek
writings, “defection,” of a freedman from his patron, Demosthenes 35, 48
(940, 16); in the Bible:

1. “divorce, repudiation”: <401907>Matthew 19:7; <411004>Mark 10:4 (biblion
apostasiou, equivalent to rp,se ttuyriK] book or bill of divorce,
<052401>Deuteronomy 24:1,3; (<235001>Isaiah 50:1; <240308>Jeremiah 3:8)).

2. “a bill of divorce”: <400531>Matthew 5:31. Grotius at the passage and
Lightfoot, Horae Hebrew at the passage, We a copy of one.*
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{648} apostegazw: 1 aorist apestegasa; (stegazw, from stegh); “to
uncover, take off the roof”: <410204>Mark 2:4 (Jesus, with his hearers, was in
the uJperown which see, and it was the roof of this which those who were
bringing the sick man to Jesus are said to have ‘dug out’; (cf. B. D. under
the word House, p. 1104)). (Strabo 4, 4, 6, p. 303; 8, 3, 30, p. 542.)*

{649} apostellw; future apostelw; 1 aorist apesteila; perfect
apestalka (3 person plural apestalkan <441636>Acts 16:36 L T Tr WH
(see ginomai at the beginning); passive, present apostellomai); perfect
apestalmai; 2 aorist apestalhn; (from Sophocles down); properly, “to
send off, send away”;

1. “to order (one) to go to a place appointed”;

a. either persons sent with commissions, or things intended for someone.
So, very frequently, Jesus teaches that God sent him, as <401040>Matthew
10:40; <410937>Mark 9:37; <421016>Luke 10:16; <430536>John 5:36, etc. he, too, is said to
have sent his apostles, i.e. to have appointed them: <410607>Mark 6:7;
<401016>Matthew 10:16; <422235>Luke 22:35; <432021>John 20:21, etc. messengers are
sent: <420703>Luke 7:3; 9:52; 10:1; servants, <410627>Mark 6:27; 12:2; <402136>Matthew
21:36; 22:3; an embassy, <421432>Luke 14:32; 19:14; angels, <411327>Mark 13:27;
<402431>Matthew 24:31, etc. Things are said to be sent, which are ordered to be
led away or conveyed to anyone, as <402103>Matthew 21:3; <411103>Mark 11:3; to
drepanon i.e. reapers, <410429>Mark 4:29 (others take apostellw here of the
“putting forth” of the sickle, i.e. of the act of reaping; cf. Joel 4:13;(<290318>Joel
3:18); <661415>Revelation 14:15 (under the word pempw, b.)); ton logon,
<441036>Acts 10:36; 13:26 (L T Tr WH exapestalh); thn epaggelian
(equivalent to ephggelmenon, i.e. the promised Holy Spirit) ef’ uJmav,
<422449>Luke 24:49 (T Tr WH exapostellw); ti dia ceirov tinov, after the
Hebrew dyæB], <441130>Acts 11:30.

b. The place of the sending is specified: apostellein eiv tina topon,
<402002>Matthew 20:2; <420126>Luke 1:26; <440734>Acts 7:34; 10:8; 19:22; <550412>2 Timothy
4:12; <660506>Revelation 5:6, etc. God sent Jesus eiv ton kosmon: <430317>John
3:17; 10:36; 17:18; <620409>1 John 4:9. eiv (“unto,” i.e.) “among”: <401524>Matthew
15:24; <421149>Luke 11:49; Acts (<442221>Acts 22:21 WH marginal reading); 26:17;
(en (by a pregnant or a Latin construction) cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50,
4; Buttmann, 329 (283): <401016>Matthew 10:16; <421003>Luke 10:3; yet see 1 a.
above); opisw tinov, <421914>Luke 19:14; emprosqen tinov, <430328>John 3:28;
and pro proswpou tinov, after the Hebrew ynep]l], “before” (to precede)
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one: <401110>Matthew 11:10; <410102>Mark 1:2; <420727>Luke 7:27; 10:1. prov tina, to
one: <402134>Matthew 21:34,37; <411202>Mark 12:2f; <420703>Luke 7:3,20; <430533>John 5:33;
<440814>Acts 8:14; <471217>2 Corinthians 12:17, etc. Whence, or by or from whom,
one is sent: uJpo tou Qeou, <420126>Luke 1:26 (T Tr WH apo); para Qeou,
<430106>John 1:6 (Sir. 15:9); apo with the genitive of person, from the house of
anyone: <441017>Acts 10:17 (T WH Tr marginal reading uJpo), 21 Rec.; ek with
the genitive of place: <430119>John 1:19. c. The object of the mission is
indicated by an infinitive following: <410314>Mark 3:14; <402203>Matthew 22:3;
<420119>Luke 1:19; 4:18 (<236101>Isaiah 61:1 (on the perfect cf. Winer’s Grammar,
272 (255); Buttmann, 197 (171))); <420902>Luke 9:2; <430438>John 4:38; <460117>1
Corinthians 1:17; <662206>Revelation 22:6. (followed by eiv “for”: eiv
diakonian, <580114>Hebrews 1:14. followed by iJna: <411202>Mark 12:2,13;
<422010>Luke 20:10,20; <430119>John 1:19; 3:17; 7:32; <620409>1 John 4:9. (followed by
oJpwv: <440917>Acts 9:17.) followed by an accusative with infinitive: <440521>Acts
5:21. followed by tina with a predicate accusative: <440326>Acts 3:26
(eulogounta uJmav to confer God’s blessing on you (cf. Buttmann, 203ff
(176ff)); <440735>Acts 7:35 (arconta, to be a ruler); <620410>1 John 4:10. d.
apostellein by itself, without an accusative (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 594
(552); Buttmann, 146 (128)): as apostellein prov tina, <430533>John 5:33;
with the addition of the participle legwn, legousa, legontev, “to say
through a messenger”: <402719>Matthew 27:19; <410331>Mark 3:31 (here
fwnountev auton R G, kalountev auton L T Tr WH); <431103>John 11:3;
<441315>Acts 13:15; (<442125>Acts 21:25 peri twn pepisteukotwn eqnwn hJmeiv
apesteilamen (L Tr text WH text) krinantev etc. “we sent word, giving
judgment,” etc.). When one accomplished anything through a messenger, it
is expressed thus: aposteilav or pemyav he did so and so; as,
aposteilav aneile, <400216>Matthew 2:16; <410617>Mark 6:17; <440714>Acts 7:14;
<660101>Revelation 1:1; (so also the Greeks, as Xenophon, Cyril 3, 1, 6 pemyav
hrwta, Plutarch, de liber. educ. c. 14 pemyav aneile ton qeokriton;
and the Septuagint <120613>2 Kings 6:13 aposteilav lhyomai auton).

2. to send away, i.e. “to dismiss”; a. “to allow one to depart”: tina en
afesei, that he may be in a state of liberty, <420418>Luke 4:18 (19), (<235806>Isaiah
58:6). b. “to order one to depart, send off”: <410826>Mark 8:26; tina kenon,
<411203>Mark 12:3. c. “to drive away”: <410510>Mark 5:10. (Compare:
exapostellw, sunapostellw. Synonym: see pempw, at the end)

{650} aposterew, aposterw; 1 aorist apesterhsa; (passive, present
aposteroumai); perfect participle apesterhmenov; “to defraud, rob,
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despoil”: absolutely, <411019>Mark 10:19; <460608>1 Corinthians 6:8; allhlouv to
withhold themselves from one another, of those who mutually deny
themselves cohabitation, <460705>1 Corinthians 7:5. Middle “to allow oneself to
be defrauded” (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 3): <460607>1 Corinthians 6:7; tina
tinov (as in Greek writings), “to deprive one of a thing”; passive
apesterhmenoi thv alhqeiav, <540605>1 Timothy 6:5 (Winer’s Grammar,
196 (185); Buttmann, 158 (138)); ti “to defraud of a thing,” to withdraw
or keep back a thing by fraud: passive misqov apesterhmenov, <590504>James
5:4 (T Tr WH afusterhmenov, see afusterew; (cf. also apo, II. 2 d.
bb., p. 59b)) (<052414>Deuteronomy 24:14 ((16) Alexandrian LXX); <390305>Malachi
3:5).*

{651} apostolh, apostolhv, hJ (apostellw);

1. “a sending away”: Timoleontov eiv Sikelian, Plutarch, Timol. 1, etc.;
of the sending off of a fleet, Thucydides 8, 9; also of consuls with an army,
i.e. of an expedition, Polybius 26, 7, 1.

2. “a sending away i.e. dismission,” release: the Septuagint <210808>Ecclesiastes
8:8.

3. “a thing sent,” esp of gifts: <110916>1 Kings 9:16 (Alexandrian LXX); 1
Macc. 2:18 etc. cf. Grimm at the passage

4. in the N.T. “the office and dignity of the apostles of Christ” (Vulgate
apostolatus), “apostolate, apostleship”: <440125>Acts 1:25; <450105>Romans 1:5;
<460902>1 Corinthians 9:2; <480208>Galatians 2:8.*

{652} apostolov, apostolou, oJ;

1. “a delegate, messenger, one sent forth with orders” (Herodotus 1, 21; 5,
38; for jæWlv; in <111406>1 Kings 14:6 (Alexandrian LXX); rabbinical jæyliv]):
<431316>John 13:16 (where oJ apostolov and oJ pemyav auton are
contrasted); followed by a genitive, as twn ekklhsiwn, <470823>2 Corinthians
8:23; <507425>Philippians 2:25; apostolon ... thv oJmologiav hJmwn “the
apostle whom we confess,” of Christ, God’s chief messenger, who has
brought the klhsiv apouraniov, as compared with Moses, whom the
Jews confess, <580301>Hebrews 3:1.

2. Specially applied to the twelve disciples whom Christ selected, out of
the multitude of his adherents, to be his constant companions and the
heralds to proclaim to men the kingdom of God: <401001>Matthew 10:1-4;
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<420613>Luke 6:13; <440126>Acts 1:26; <662114>Revelation 21:14, and often, but nowhere
in the Gospel and Epistles of John; (“the word apostolov occurs 79 times
in the N.T., and of these 68 instances are in St. Luke and St. Paul.”
Lightfoot). With these apostles Paul claimed equality, because through a
heavenly intervention he had been appointed by the ascended Christ himself
to preach the gospel among the Gentiles, and owed his knowledge of the
way of salvation not to man’s instruction but to direct revelation from
Christ himself, and moreover had evinced his apostolic qualifications by
many signal proofs: <480101>Galatians 1:1,11f; 2:8; <460117>1 Corinthians 1:17; 9:1f;
15:8-10; <470302>2 Corinthians 3:2ff; 12:12; <540207>1 Timothy 2:7; <550111>2 Timothy
1:11, cf. <442612>Acts 26:12-20. According to Paul, apostles surpassed as well
the various other orders of Christian teachers (cf. didaskalov,
euaggelisthv, profhthv), as also the rest of those on whom the special
gifts (cf. carisma) of the Holy Spirit had been bestowed, by receiving a
richer and more copious conferment of the Spirit: <461228>1 Corinthians 12:28f;
<490411>Ephesians 4:11. Certain false teachers are rated sharply for arrogating
to themselves the name and authority of apostles of Christ: <471105>2
Corinthians 11:5,13; <660202>Revelation 2:2.

3. In a broader sense the name is transferred to other eminent Christian
teachers; as Barnabas, <441414>Acts 14:14, and perhaps also Timothy and
Silvanus, <520207>1 Thessalonians 2:7 (6), cf. too <451607>Romans 16:7 (?). But in
<421149>Luke 11:49; <490305>Ephesians 3:5; <661820>Revelation 18:20, ‘apostles’ is to be
taken in the narrower sense. (On the application of the term see especially
Lightfoot on Galatians, pp. 92-101; Harnack, on ‘Teaching’ etc. 11, 3; cf.
BB. DD. under the word)

{653} apostomatizw; (stomatizw — not extant — from stoma);
properly, “to speak apo stomatov (cf. aposthqizw);

1. “to recite from memory”: Themistius, or. 20, p. 238, Hard. edition; “to
repeat to a pupil (anything) for him to commit to memory”: Plato, Euthyd.,
p. 276 c., 277 a.; used of a Sibyl “prophesying,” Plutarch, Thes. 24.

2. “to ply with questions, catechize, and so to entice to (off-hand)
answers”: tina, <421153>Luke 11:53.*

{654} apostrefw; future apostreyw; 1 aorist apestreya; 2 aorist
passive apestrafhn; (present middle apostrefomai; from Homer
down);
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1. “to turn away”: tina or ti apo tinov, <550404>2 Timothy 4:4 (thn akohn
apo thv alhqeiav); “to remove” anything from anyone, <451126>Romans
11:26 (<235920>Isaiah 59:20); apostrefein tina simply, “to turn him away
from allegiance” to anyone, tempt to defection (A.V. “pervert”), <422314>Luke
23:14.

2. “to turn back, return, bring back”: <402652>Matthew 26:52 (put back thy
sword into its sheath); <402703>Matthew 27:3, of Judas bringing back the
shekels, where T Tr WH estreye (cf. Test. xii. Patr. test. Jos. sec. 17).
(In the same sense for byvihæ, <011416>Genesis 14:16; 28:15; 43:11 (12), 20
(21), etc.; Baruch 1:8; 2:34, etc.)

3. intransitive, “to turn oneself away, turn back, return”: apo twn
ponhriwn, <440326>Acts 3:26, cf. <440319>Acts 3:19 (apo aJmartiav, Sir. 8:5;
17:21 (26 Tdf.); to return from a place, <011833>Genesis 18:33; 1 Macc. 11:54,
etc.; (see Kneucker on Baruch 1:13); Xenophon, Hell. 3, 4, 12); cf. Meyer
on Acts, the passage cited; (others, (with A.V.) take it actively here: “in
turning away every one of you,” etc.).

4. Middle, with 2 aorist passive, “to turn oneself away from,” with an
accusative of the object (cf. (Jelf, sec. 548 obs. 1; Krüger, sec. 47, 23, 1);
Buttmann, 192 (166)); “to reject, refuse”: tina, <400542>Matthew 5:42;
<581225>Hebrews 12:25; thn alhqeian, <560114>Titus 1:14; in the sense of
“deserting,” tina, <550115>2 Timothy 1:15.*

{655} apostugew, apostugw; “to dislike, abhor, have a horror of”:
<451209>Romans 12:9; (Herodotus 2, 47; 6, 129; Sophocles, Euripides, others.).
The word is fully discussed by Fritzsche at the passage (who takes the
apo- as expressive of separation (cf. Latin reformidare), others regard it
as intensive; (see apo, V.)).*

{656} aposunagwgov, aposunagwgon (sunagwgh, which see),
“excluded from the sacred assemblies of the Israelites; excommunicated,”
(A.V. “put out of the synagogue”): <430922>John 9:22; 12:42; 16:2. Whether it
denotes also exclusion from all contact with Israelites (2 Esdr. 10:8), must
apparently be left in doubt; cf. Winer’s (or Riehm) RWB under the word
Bann; Wieseler on <480108>Galatians 1:8, p. 45ff (reproduced by Prof. Riddle in
Schaff’s Lange’s Romans, pp. 304-306; cf. B. D. under the word
Excommunication). (Not found in secular authors.)*
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{657} apotassw: “to set apart, to separate”; in the N.T. only in the
middle apotassomai; 1 aorist apetaxamhn;

1. properly, “to separate oneself, withdraw oneself from” anyone, i.e. “to
take leave of, bid farewell to” (Vulgate valefacio (etc.)): tini, <410646>Mark
6:46; <420961>Luke 9:61; <441818>Acts 18:18, 21 (here L T Tr omit the dative); <470213>2
Corinthians 2:13. (That the early Greek writers never so used the word,
but said aspazesqai tina, is shown by Lobeck ad Phryn., p. 23f; (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 23 (22); Buttmann, 179 (156)).)

2. tropically, “to renounce, forsake”: tini, <421433>Luke 14:33. (So also
Josephus, Antiquities 11, 6, 8; Philippians alleg. iii. sec. 48; taiv tou
frontisi, Eusebius, h. e. 2, 17, 5; (tw biw, Ignatius ad Philadelph. 11, 1;
cf. Hermas, mand. 6, 2, 9; Clement of Rome, 2 Corinthians 6, 4 and 5
where see Gebh. and Harn. for other examples, also Sophocles’ Lexicon,
under the word).)*

{658} apotelew, apotelw; (1 aorist passive participle apotelesqeiv);
“to perfect; to bring quite to an end”: iaseiv, “accomplish,” <421332>Luke
13:32 (L T Tr WH for R G apitelw); hJ aJmartia apotelesqeisa
having come to maturity, <590115>James 1:15 (Herodotus, Xenophon, Plato, and
subsequent writers).*

{659} apotiqhmi: 2 aorist middle apeqemhn; (from Homer down); “to
put off or aside”; in the N.T. only middle “to put off from oneself”: ta
iJmatia, <440758>Acts 7:58; (“to lay up or away,” en th fulakh (i.e., “put”),
<401403>Matthew 14:3 L T Tr WH (so eiv fulakhn, <032412>Leviticus 24:12;
<041534>Numbers 15:34; <141826>2 Chronicles 18:26; Polybius 24, 8, 8; Diodorus 4,
49, ete.)); tropically those things are said “to be put off or away” which
anyone gives up, renounces: as ta erga tou skotouv, <451312>Romans 13:12;
— <490422>Ephesians 4:22 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 347 (325); Buttmann, 274
(236)), 25; <510308>Colossians 3:8; <590121>James 1:21; <600201>1 Peter 2:1; <581201>Hebrews
12:1; (thn orghn, Plutarch, Coriol. 19; ton plouton, thn malakian,
etc. Luc. dial. mort. 10, 8; thn eleuqerian kai parrhsian, ibid. 9,
etc.).*

{660} apotinassw; 1 aorist apetinaxa; (1 aorist middle participle
apotinaxamenov, <442805>Acts 28:5 Tr marginal reading); “to shake off”:
<420905>Luke 9:5; <442805>Acts 28:5. (<091002>1 Samuel 10:2; <250207>Lamentations 2:7;
Euripides, Bacch. 253; (apotinacqh, Galen 6, 821, Kühn edition).)*
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{661} apotinw and apotiw: future apotisw; (apo as in apodidwmi
(cf. also apo, V.)), “to pay off, repay”: <570119>Philemon 1:19. (Often in the
Septuagint for µLævi; in secular authors from Homer down.)*

{662} apotolmaw, apotolmw; properly, “to be bold of oneself” (apo
(which see V.)), i.e. “to assume boldness, make bold”: <451020>Romans 10:20;
cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part iv., p. 15. (Occasionally in
Thucydides, Plato, Aeschines, Polybius, Diodorus, Plutarch.)*

{663} apotomia, apotomiav, hJ (the nature of that which is apotomov,
cut off, abrupt, precipitous like a cliff, rough; from apotemnw), properly,
“sharpness” (differing from apotomh a cutting off, a segment); “severity,
roughness, rigor”: <451122>Romans 11:22 (where opposed to crhstothv, as in
Plutarch, de book educ. c. 18 to praothv, in Dionysius Halicarnassus 8,
61 to to epieikev, and in Diodorus, p. 591 (except 83 (fragment 50:32,
27, 3 Dindorf)) to hJmerothv).*

{664} apotomwv, adverb (cf. apotomia); a. “abruptly, precipitously”. b.
tropically, “sharply, severely” (cf. our “curtly”): <560113>Titus 1:13; <471310>2
Corinthians 13:10. On the adjective apotomov cf. Grimm on Sap., p. 121
(who in illustration of its use in Sap. 5:20,22; 6:5,11; 11:10; 12:9; 18:15,
refers to the similar metaphorically, use in Diodorus 2, 57; Longinus, de
sublim. 27; and the use of the Latin abscisus in Valerius Maximus, 2, 7, 14,
etc.; see also Polb. 17, 11, 2; Polycarp, ad Philippians 6, 1).*

{665} apotrepw: (from Homer down); “to turn away”; middle (present
apotrepomai, imperative apotrepou) “to turn oneself away from, to
shun, avoid”: tina or ti (see apostrefw ), <550305>2 Timothy 3:5. (4 Macc.
1:33; Aeschylus the Septuagint 1060; Euripides, Iph. Aul. 336; (Aristar.
plant. 1, 1, p. 815b, 18; Polybius others.).)*

{666} apousia, apousiav, hJ (apeinai), “absence”: <503512>Philippians
2:12. (From Aeschylus down.)*

{667} apoferw: 1 aorist aphnegka; 2 aorist infinitive apenegkein;
passive (present infinitive apoferesqai); 1 aorist infinitive
apenecqhnai; (from Homer down); “to carry off, take away”: tina, with
the idea of violence included, <411501>Mark 15:1; eiv topon tina,
<661703>Revelation 17:3; 21:10; passive <421622>Luke 16:22. “to carry or bring
away” (Latin defero): ti eiv with an accusative of place, <461603>1 Corinthians
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16:3; ti apo tinov epi tina, with passive, <441912>Acts 19:12 (L T Tr WH for
Rec. epiferesqai).*

{668} apofeugw (participle in <610218>2 Peter 2:18 L T Tr WH; Winer’s
Grammar, 342 (321)); 2 aorist apefugon; (from (Homer) batrach. 42, 47
down); “to flee from, escape”; with the accusative, <610218>2 Peter 2:18 (where
L T wrongly put a comma after apofeugontav (Winer’s Grammar, 529
(492))), 20; with the genitive, by virtue of the preposition (Buttmann, 158
(138); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 1 c.), <610104>2 Peter 1:4.*

{669} apofqeggomai; 1 aorist apefqegxamhn; “to speak out, speak
forth, pronounce,” not a word of everyday speech, but one “belonging to
dignified and elevated discourse, like the Latin profari, pronuntiare;
properly it has the force of “to utter or declare oneself, give one’s opinion”
(einen Ausspruch thun), and is used not only of prophets (see Kypke on
<440204>Acts 2:4 — adding from the Septuagint <261309>Ezekiel 13:9; <330512>Micah
5:12; <132501>1 Chronicles 25:1), but also of wise men and philosophers (Diag.
Laërtius 1, 63; 73; 79; whose pointed sayings the Greeks call
apofqegmata, Cicero, off. 1, 29)”; (see fqeggomai). Accordingly, “it is
used of the utterances of the Christians, and especially Peter, on that
illustrious day of Pentecost after they had been fired by the Holy Spirit,
<440204>Acts 2:4,14; and also of the disclosures made by Paul to (before) king
Agrippa concerning the apokaluyiv kuriou that had been given him,
<442625>Acts 26:25.” Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part iv., p. 16.*

{670} apofortizomai; (fortizw to load; fortov a load), “to disburden
oneself”; ti, “to lay down a load, unlade, discharge”: ton gomon, of a ship,
<442103>Acts 21:3; cf. Meyer and DeWette at the passage; Winer’s Grammar,
349f (328f). (Elsewhere also used of sailors lightening ship during a storm
in order to avoid shipwreck: Philo de praem. et poen. sec. 5 kubernhthv,
ceimwnwn apiginomenwn, apofortizetai; Athen. 2, 5, p. 37 c. and
following, where it occurs twice.)*

{671} apocrhsiv, apocrhsewv, hJ (apocraomai to use to the full, to
abuse), “abuse, misuse”: <510222>Colossians 2:22 aJ estin panta eiv fqoran
th apocrhsei “all which (i.e. things forbidden) tend to destruction (bring
destruction) by abuse”; Paul says this from the standpoint of the false
teachers, who in any use of those things whatever saw an “abuse,” i.e. a
blameworthy use. In opposition to those who treat the clause as
parenthetical and understand apocrhsiv to mean “consumption by use”
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(“a being used up,” as in Plutarch, moral., p. 267f. (quaest. Romans 18)),
so that the words do not give the sentiment of the false teachers but Paul’s
judgment of it, very similar to that set forth in <401517>Matthew 15:17; <460613>1
Corinthians 6:13, cf. DeWette at the passage (But see Meyer, Ellicott,
Lightfoot.)*

{672} apocwrew, apocorw; 1 aorist apecwrhsa; (from Thucydides
down); “to go away, depart”: apo tinov, <400723>Matthew 7:23; <420939>Luke 9:39;
<441313>Acts 13:13; (absolutely, <422020>Luke 20:20 Tr marginal reading).*

{673} apocwrizw: (1 aorist passive apecwrisqhn); “to separate, sever
(often in Plato); to part asunder”: passive oJ ouranov apecwrisqh,
<660614>Revelation 6:14; reflexively, “to separate oneself, depart from”:
apocwrisqhnai autouv ap’ allhlwn, <441539>Acts 15:39.*

{674} apoyucw; “to breathe out life, expire; to faint or swoon away”:
<422126>Luke 21:26. (So Thucydides 1, 134; Bion 1, 9, others; 4 Macc.
15:18.)*

{675} Appiov, Appiou, oJ, “Appius,” a Roman praenomen; Appiou
foron Appii Forum (Cicero, ad Att. 2, 10; Horace sat. 1, 5, 3) (R. V.
“The Market of Appius”), the name of a town in Italy, situated 43 Roman
miles from Rome on the Appian way — (this road was paved with square
((?) polygonal) stone by the censor Appius Claudius Caecus, B. C. 312,
and led through the porta Capena to Capua, and thence as far as
Brundisium): <442815>Acts 28:15. (Cf. BB. DD.)*

{676} aprositov, aprositon (prosienai to go to), “unapproachable,
inaccessible”: fwv aprositon, <540616>1 Timothy 6:16 (Polybius, Diodorus
(Strabo), Philo, Lcian, Plutarch; feggov aprositon, Tatian c. 20; doxa
(fwv), Chrysostom (vi. 66, Montf. edition) on <230602>Isaiah 6:2.)*

{677} aproskopov, aproskopon (proskoptw, which see);

1. actively, “having nothing for one to strike against; not causing to
stumble”; a. properly: oJdov, a smooth road, Sir. 35: (32) 21. b.
metaphorically, “not leading others into sin by one’s mode of life”: <461032>1
Corinthians 10:32.

2. passively, a. “not striking against or stumbling; metaphorically, not led
into sin; blameless”: <500110>Philippians 1:10 (joined with eilikrineiv). b.
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“without offence”: suneidhsiv, not troubled and distressed by a
consciousness of sin, <442416>Acts 24:16. (Not found in secular authors (except
Sextus Empiricus, 1, 195 (p. 644, 13 Bekker)).)*

{678} aproswpolhptwv (aproswpolhmptwv L T Tr WH; cf.
references under Mu), a word of Hellenistic origin (alpha privative and
proswpolhpthv, which see), “without respect of persons,” i.e.
impartially: <600117>1 Peter 1:17 (Epistle of Barnabas 4, 12; (Clement of Rome,
1 Corinthians 1, 3)). (The adjective aproswpolhptov occurs here and
there in ecclesiastical writings.)*

{679} aptaistov, aptiaston (ptaiw, which see), “not stumbling,
standing firm, exempt from falling” (properly, of a horse, Xenophon, de re
eq. 1, 6); metaphorically: <650124>Jude 1:24. (Cf. Winer’s Grammar, 97 (92);
Buttmann, 42 (37).)*

{680} and  aJptw; 1 aorist participle aJyav; (cf. Latin apto, German
heften); (from Homer down);

1. properly, “to fasten to, make adhere to”; hence, specifically to fasten fire
to a thing, “to kindle, set on fire,” (often so in Attic): lucnon, <420816>Luke
8:16; 11:33; 15:8 (Aristophanes nub. 57; Theophrastus, char. 20 (18);
Josephus, Antiquities 4, 3, 4); pur, <422255>Luke 22:55 (T Tr text WH
periayantwn); puran, <442802>Acts 28:2 L T Tr WH.

2. Middle (present aJptomai); imperfect hJptomhn (<410656>Mark 6:56 R G Tr
marginal reading); 1 aorist hJyamhn; in the Septuagint generally for [gæg;,
[yæGihi; properly, “to fasten oneself to, adhere to, cling to” (Homer, Iliad 8.
67);

a. “to touch,” followed by the object in genitive (Winer’s Grammar, sec.
30, 8 c.; Buttmann, 167 (146); cf. Donaldson, p. 483): <400803>Matthew 8:3;
<410310>Mark 3:10; 7:33; 8:22, etc.; <421815>Luke 18:15; 22:51 — very often in
Matthew, Mark, and Luke. In <432017>John 20:17, mh mou aJptou is to be
explained thus: Do not handle me to see whether I am still clothed with a
body; there is no need of such an examination, “for not yet” etc.; cf.
Baumg.-Crusius and Meyer at the passage (as given by Hackett in Bib.
Sacr. for 1868, p. 779f, or B. D. American edition, p. 1813f).

b. gunaikov, of carnal intercourse with a woman, or cohabitation, <460701>1
Corinthians 7:1, like the Latin tangere, Horace sat. 1, 2, 54: Terence,
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Heaut. 4, 4, 15, and the Hebrew [gæg;, <012006>Genesis 20:6; <200629>Proverbs 6:29
(Plato, de legg. viii. 840 a.; Plutarch, Alex. Magn. c. 21).

c. with allusion to the levitical precept akaqartou mh aJptesqe, have no
contact with the Gentiles, no fellowship in their heathenish practices, <470617>2
Corinthians 6:17 (from <235211>Isaiah 52:11); and in the Jewish sense, mh aJyh,
<510221>Colossians 2:21 (the things not to be touched appear to be both women
and certain kinds of food, so that, celibacy and abstinence from various
kinds of food and drink are recommended; cf. DeWette at the passage (but
also Meyer and Lightfoot; on the distinction between the stronger term
aJptesqai (to handle?) and the more delicate qigein (to touch?) cf. the
two commentators just named and Trench, sec. xvii. In classic Greek also
aJptesqai is the stronger term, denoting often “to lay hold of, hold fast,
appropriate”; in its carnal reference differing from qigganein by
suggesting unlawfulness. qigganein, is used of touching by the hand as a
means of knowledge, handling for a purpose; yhlafan signifies “to feel
around with the fingers or hands,” especially in searching for something,
often “to grope, fumble,” cf. yhlafinda “blindman’s buff”. Schmidt,
chapter 10.)).

d. “to touch i.e. assail”: tinov, “anyone,” <620518>1 John 5:18 (<131622>1 Chronicles
16:22, etc.). (Compare: anaptw, kaqaptw, periaptw.)

{682} Apfia, Apfiav, hJ, “Apphia,” name of a woman: <570102>Philemon 1:2
(Apparently a Phrygian name expressive of endearment, cf. Suïdae Lex.,
Gaisf. edition, col. 534 a. Apfa: adelfhv kai adelfou uJpokorisma,
etc. cf. Apfuv. See fully in Lightfoot’s Commentary on Colossians and
Philemon, p. 306ff.)*

{683} apwqew, apwqw: “to thrust away, push away, repel”; in the N.T.
only the middle, present apwqeomai (apwqoumai); 1 aorist apwsamhn
(for which the better writings used apewsamhn, cf. W 90 (86); Buttmann,
69 (61)); “to thrust away from oneself, to drive away from oneself, i.e. to
repudiate, reject, refuse”: tina, <440727>Acts 7:27,39; 13:46; <451101>Romans 11:1f;
<540119>1 Timothy 1:19. (<240236>Jeremiah 2:36 (37); <240430>Jeremiah 4:30; 6:19;
<199301>Psalm 93:14 (<199414>Psalm 94:14) and often. In Greek writings from
Homer down.)*

{684} apwleia, apwleiav, hJ (from apollumi, which see);
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1. actively, “a destroying, utter destruction”: as, of vessels, <450922>Romans
9:22; tou murou, “waste,” <411404>Mark 14:4 (in <402608>Matthew 26:8 without a
genitive) (in Polybius 6, 59, 5 consumption, opposed to thrhsiv); the
putting of a man to death, <442516>Acts 25:16 Rec.; by metonymy, a destructive
thing or opinion: in plural <610202>2 Peter 2:2 Rec.; but the correct reading
aselgeiaiv was long ago adopted here.

2. passively, “a perishing, ruin, destruction”; a. in general: to argurion
sou sun soi eih eiv apwleian, let thy money perish with thee, <440820>Acts
8:20; burqizein tina eiv oleqron kai apwleian, with the included
idea of misery, <540609>1 Timothy 6:9; aJireseiv apwleiav destructive
opinions, <610201>2 Peter 2:1; epagein eJautoiv apwleian, ibid. cf. <610203>2
Peter 2:3. b. in particular, “the destruction which consists in the loss of
eternal life, eternal misery, perdition,” the lot of those excluded from the
kingdom of God: <661708>Revelation 17:8,11, cf. <661920>Revelation 19:20;
<500319>Philippians 3:19; <610316>2 Peter 3:16; opposed to hJ peripoihsiv thv
yuchv, <581039>Hebrews 10:39; to hJ zwh, <400713>Matthew 7:13; to swthria,
<500128>Philippians 1:28. oJ uJiov thv apwleiav, a man doomed to eternal
misery (a Hebraism, see uJiov, 2): <530203>2 Thessalonians 2:3 (of Antichrist);
<431712>John 17:12 (of Judas, the traitor); hJmera krisewv kai apwleiav
twn asebwn, <610307>2 Peter 3:7. (In secular authors from Polybius as above
(but see Aristotle, probl. 17, 3, 2, vol. ii., p. 916{a}, 26; 29, 14, 10 ibid.
952^b, 26; Nicom. eth. 4, 1 ibid. 1120{a}, 2, etc.); often in the Septuagint
and O.T. Apocrypha.)*

{686} ara, an illative particle (akin, as it seems, to the verbal root ARW
to join, to be fitted (cf. Curtius, sec. 488; Vanicek, p. 47)), whose use
among native Greeks is illustrated fully by Kühner, ii., sections 509, 545;
(Jelf, sections 787-789), and Klotz ad Devar. ii., pp. 160-180, among
others; (for a statement of diverse views see Bäumlein, Griech. Partikeln,
p. 19f). It intimates that, “under these circumstances something either is so
or becomes so” (Klotz, the passage cited, p. 167): Latin igitur,
“consequently” (differing from oun in ‘denoting a subjective impression
rather than a positive conclusion.’ Liddell and Scott (see 5 below)). In the
N.T. it is used frequently by Paul, but in the writings of John and in the so-
called Catholic Epistles it does not occur. On its use in the N.T. cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sections 53, 8 a. and 61, 6. It is found:

1. subjoined to another word: <450721>Romans 7:21; 8:1; <480307>Galatians 3:7; epei
ara since, if it were otherwise, <460714>1 Corinthians 7:14; (5:10, cf.
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Buttmann, sec. 149, 5). When placed after pronouns and interrogative
particles, it refers to a preceding assertion or fact, or even to something
existing only in the mind: tiv ara “who then?” <401801>Matthew 18:1 (i.e. one
certainly will be the greater, “who then?”); <401925>Matthew 19:25 (i.e.
certainly some will be saved; you say that the rich will not; “who then?”);
<401927>Matthew 19:27; 24:45 (I bid you be ready; “who then” etc.? the
question follows from this command of mine); <410441>Mark 4:41; <420166>Luke
1:66 (from all these things doubtless something follows; “what, then?”);
<420825>Luke 8:25; 12:42; 22:23 (it will be one of us, “which then?”); <441218>Acts
12:18 (Peter has disappeared; “what, then,” has become of him?). ei ara,
<411113>Mark 11:13 (whether, since the tree had leaves, he might also find some
fruit on it); <440701>Acts 7:1 (Rec.) (ara equivalent to ‘since the witnesses
testify thus’); <440822>Acts 8:22 (if, since thy sin is so grievous, perhaps the
thought etc.); eiper ara, <461515>1 Corinthians 15:15, (µai an;, ei ara,
<011803>Genesis 18:3). Ouk ara, <442138>Acts 21:38 (thou hast a knowledge of
Greek; art thou not then the Egyptian, as I suspected?); mhti ara (Latin
num igitur), did I then etc., <470117>2 Corinthians 1:17.

2. By a use doubtful in Greek writings (cf. Buttmann, 371 (318); (Winer’s
Grammar, 558 (519))) it is placed at the beginning of a sentence; “and so,
so then, accordingly,” equivalent to wJste with a finite verb: ara
martureite (marturev este T Tr WH), <421148>Luke 11:48 (<402331>Matthew
23:31 wJste martureite); <451017>Romans 10:17; <461518>1 Corinthians 15:18; <470514>2
Corinthians 5:14 (15) (in L T Tr WH no conditional protasis preceding);
<470712>2 Corinthians 7:12; <480431>Galatians 4:31 (L T Tr WH dio); <580409>Hebrews
4:9.

3. in an apodosis, after a protasis with ei, in order to bring out what
follows as a matter of course (German so ist ja the obvious inference is):
<421120>Luke 11:20; <401228>Matthew 12:28; <470514>2 Corinthians 5:14(15) (R G, a
protasis with ei preceding); <480221>Galatians 2:21; 3:29; 5:11; <581208>Hebrews
12:8; joined to another word, <461514>1 Corinthians 15:14.

4. with ge, rendering it more pointed, arage (L Tr uniformly ara ge; so R
WH in <441727>Acts 17:27; cf. Winer’s Grammar, p. 45; Lipsius Gram.
Untersuch., p. 123), “surely then, so then” (Latin itaque ergo):
<400720>Matthew 7:20; 17:26; <441118>Acts 11:18 (L T Tr WH omit ge); and
subjoined to a word, <441727>Acts 17:27 (Winer’s Grammar, 299 (281)).
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5. ara oun, a combination peculiar to Paul, at the beginning of a sentence
(Winer’s Grammar, 445 (414); Buttmann, 371 (318) (“ara ad internam
potius caussam spectat, oun magis ad externam.” Klotz ad Devar. ii., p.
717; ara is the more logical, oun the more formal connective; “ara is
illative, oun continuative,” Winer’s, the passage cited; cf. also Kühner, sec.
545, 3)) (R. V.) “so then” (Latin hinc igitur): <450518>Romans 5:18; 7:3,25;
8:12; 9:16,18; 14:12 (L Tr omit WH brackets oun); 19 (L marginal reading
ara); <480610>Galatians 6:10; <490219>Ephesians 2:19; <520506>1 Thessalonians 5:6; <530215>2
Thessalonians 2:15.*

{687} ara, an interrogative particle (“implying anxiety or impatience on
the part of the questioner.” Liddell and Scott, under the word) (of the same
root as the preceding ara, and only differing from it in that more vocal
stress is laid upon the first syllable, which is therefore circumflexed);

1. num igitur, i.e. marking an inferential question to which a negative
answer is expected: <421808>Luke 18:8; with ge rendering it more pointed, ara
ge (GT arage): <440830>Acts 8:30; (ara oun ... diwkomen Lachmann edition
min. also major marginal reading “are we then pursuing” etc. <451419>Romans
14:19).

2. “ergone” i.e. a question to which an affirmative answer is expected, in
an interrogative apodosis (German so ist also wohl?), “he is then?”
<480217>Galatians 2:17 (where others (e.g. Lachmann) write ara, so that this
example is referred to those mentioned under ara, 3, and is rendered
“Christ is then a minister of sin”; but mh genoito, which follows, is
everywhere by Paul opposed to a question). Cf. Winer’s Grammar, 510f
(475f) (also Buttmann, 247 (213), 371 (318); Herm. ad Vig., p. 820ff;
Klotz ad Devar. ii., p. 180ff; speaking somewhat loosely, it may be said
“ara expresses bewilderment as to a possible conclusion ... ara hesitates,
while ara concludes.” Lightfoot on Galatians, the passage cited).*

{685} ara, arav, hJ,

1. “a prayer; a supplication”; much more often

2. “an imprecation, curse, malediction” (cf. katara); so in <450314>Romans
3:14 (cf. <190902>Psalm 9:28 (<191007>Psalm 10:7)), and often in the Septuagint (In
both senses in native Greek writings from Homer down.)*
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{688} Arabia, Arabiav, hJ (from Herodotus down), “Arabia,” a well-
known peninsula of Asia, lying toward Africa, and bounded by Egypt,
Palestine, Syria, Mesopotamia, Babylonia, the Gulf of Arabia, the Persian
Gulf, the Red Sea (and the Ocean): <480117>Galatians 1:17; 4:25.*

{728} (arabwn Tdf., see arrabwn.)

{686} (arage, see ara, 4.)

{686} (arage, see ara, 1.)

{689} Aram, “Aram” (or “Ram”), indeclinable proper name of one of the
male ancestors of Christ: <400103>Matthew 1:3f; <420333>Luke 3:33 (not T WH Tr
marginal reading; see Admein and Arnei).*

{729} arafov T Tr for arrafov, which see

{690} Aray, Arabov, oJ, an Arabian: <440211>Acts 2:11.*

{691} argew, argw; (to be argov, which see); “to be idle, inactive”;
contextually, “to linger, delay”: <610203>2 Peter 2:3 oJiv to krima ekpalai
ouk argei, i.e. whose punishment has long been impending and will
shortly fall. (In Greek writings from Sophocles down.)

{692} argov, argon, and in later writings from Aristotle, hist. anim. 10,
40 (vol. i., p. 627{a}, 15) on and consequently also in the N.T. with the
feminine argh, which among the early Greeks Epimenides alone is said to
have used, <560112>Titus 1:12; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 104f; id. Paralip., p. 455ff;
Winer’s Grammar, 68 (67) (cf. 24; Buttmann, 25 (23)) (contracted from
aergov which Homer uses, from alpha privative and ergon without work,
without labor, doing nothing), “inactive, idle”;

a. “free from labor, at leisure” (argon einai, Herodotus 5, 6):
<402003>Matthew 20:3, 6 (Rec.); <540513>1 Timothy 5:13.

b. “lazy, shunning the labor which one ought to perform” (Homer, Iliad 9,
320 oJ, t’ aergov anhr, oJ, te polla eorgwv): pistiv, <590220>James 2:20 (L
T Tr WH for R G nekra); gasterev argai i.e. “idle gluttons,” from
Epimenides, <560112>Titus 1:12 (Nicet. ann. 7, 4, 135 d. eiv argav gasterav
ocethghsav); argov kai akarpov eiv ti, <610108>2 Peter 1:8.
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c. of things from which no profit is derived, although they can and ought to
be productive; as of fields, trees, gold and silver, (cf. Grimm on Sap. 14:5;
(Liddell and Scott, under the word I. 2)); “unprofitable,” rhma argon, by
litotes equivalent to “pernicious” (see akarpov): <401236>Matthew 12:36.*

(Synonyms: argov, braduv, nwqrov: argov, “idle,” involving
blameworthiness; braduv “slow” (tardy), having a purely temporal
reference and no necessary bad sense; nwqrov “sluggish,” descriptive of
constitutional qualities and suggestive of censure. Schmidt, chapter 49;
Trench, sec. civ.)

{693} argureov ouv, argurea argurea, argureon arguroun, “of
silver”; in the contracted form in <441924>Acts 19:24 (but WH brackets); <550220>2
Timothy 2:20; <660920>Revelation 9:20. (From Homer down.)*

{694} argurion, arguriou, to (from argurov, which see) (fr.
Herodotus down);

1. “silver”: <440306>Acts 3:6; 7:16; 20:33; <600118>1 Peter 1:18; (<460312>1 Corinthians
3:12 T Tr WH).

2. “money”: simply, <402518>Matthew 25:18,27; <411411>Mark 14:11; <420903>Luke 9:3;
19:15,23; 22:5; <440820>Acts 8:20; plural, Matthew 28:(12),15.

3. Specifically, “a silver coin, silver-piece” (Luther, Silberling), lq,v,
siklov, “shekel” (see B. D. under the word), i.e. a coin in circulation
among the Jews after the exile, from the time of Simon (circa B. C. 141)
down (cf. 1 Macc. 15:6f (yet see B. D. under the word Money, and
references in Schürer, N.T. Zeitgesch. sec. 7)); according to Josephus
(Antiquities 3, 8, 2) equal to the Attic tetradrachm or the Alexandrian
didrachm (cf. stathr (B. D. under the word Piece of Silver)): <402615>Matthew
26:15; 27:3,5f,9. In <441919>Acts 19:19, argurion muriadev pente “fifty
thousand pieces of silver” (German 50,000 in Silber equivalent to
Silbergeld), doubtless drachmas (cf. dhnarion) are meant; cf. Meyer (et
al.) at the passage.*

{695} argurokopov, argurokopou, oJ (argurov and koptw to beat,
hammer; a silver-beater), “a silversmith”: <441924>Acts 19:24. (<071704>Judges 17:4;
<240629>Jeremiah 6:29. Plutarch, de vitand. aere alien. c. 7.)*
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{696} argurov, argurou, oJ (argov shining) (from Homer down),
“silver”: <460312>1 Corinthians 3:12 (T Tr WH argurion) (reference is made to
the silver with which the columns of noble buildings were covered and the
rafters adorned); by metonymy, things made of silver, silver-work, vessels,
images of the gods, etc.: <441729>Acts 17:29; <590503>James 5:3; <661812>Revelation
18:12. “silver coin”: <401009>Matthew 10:9.*

{697} Areiov (Tdf. Ariov) Pagov, Pagou, oJ, “Areopagus” (a rocky
height in the city of Athens not far from the Acropolis toward the west;
pagov a hill, Areiov belonging to (Ares) Mars, “Mars’ Hill”; so called,
because, as the story went, Mars, having slain Halirrhothius, son of
Neptune, for the attempted violation of his daughter Alcippe, was tried for
the murder here before the twelve gods as judges; Pausan. Attic. 1, 28, 5),
the place where the judges convened who, by appointment of Solon, had
jurisdiction of capital offences (as willful murder, arson, poisoning,
malicious wounding, and breach of the established religious usages). The
court itself was called “Areopagus” from the place where it sat, also Areum
judicium (Tacitus, ann. 2, 55), and curia Martis (Juvenal, sat. 9, 101). To
that hill the apostle Paul was led, not to defend himself before the judges,
but that he might set forth his opinions on divine subjects to a greater
multitude of people, flocking together there and eager to hear something
new: <441719>Acts 17:19-22; cf. <441732>Acts 17:32. Cf. J. H. Krause in Pauly’s
Real-Encycl. 2te Aufi. i. 2, p. 1497ff under the word Areopag; (Grote,
Hist. of Greece, index under the word; Dicts. of Geogr. and Antiq.; BB.
DD. under the word Areopagus; and on Paul’s discourse, especially B. D.
American edition under the word Mars’ Hill).*

{698} Areopagithv, Tdf. Areopageithv (see under the word ei, i),
Areopagitou, oJ (from the preceding (cf. Lob. ad Phryn. 697f)), “a
member of the court of Areopagus, an Areopagite”: <441734>Acts 17:34.*

{699} areskeia (T WH areskia (see Iota)), areskeiav, hJ (from
areskeuw to be complaisant; hence, not to be written (with R G L Tr)
areskeia (cf. Chandler sec. 99; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 6, 1 g.; Buttmann,
12 (11))), “desire to please”: peripatein axiwv tou kuriou eiv pasan
areskeian, to please him in all things, <510110>Colossians 1:10; (of the desire
to please God, in Philo, opif. sec. 50; de profug. sec. 17; de victim. sec. 3
at the end In native Greek writings commonly in a bad sense:
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Theophrastus, char. 3 (5); Polybius 31, 26, 5; Diodorus 13, 53; others; (cf.
Lightfoot on Colossians, the passage cited)).*

{700} areskw; imperfect hreskon; future aresw; 1 aorist hresa;
(ARW (see ara at the beginning)); (from Homer down);

a. “to please”: tini, <401406>Matthew 14:6; <410622>Mark 6:22; <450808>Romans 8:8;
15:2; <520215>1 Thessalonians 2:15; 4:1; <460732>1 Corinthians 7:32-34; <480110>Galatians
1:10; <550204>2 Timothy 2:4; enwpion tinov, after the Hebrew yney[eB], <440605>Acts
6:5 (<110310>1 Kings 3:10; <013418>Genesis 34:18, etc.).

b. “to strive to please; to accommodate oneself to the opinions, desires,
interests of others”: tini, <461033>1 Corinthians 10:33 (panta pasin
areskw); <520204>1 Thessalonians 2:4. areskein eJautw, to please oneself and
therefore to have an eye to one’s own interests: <451501>Romans 15:1,3.*

{701} arestov, aresth, areston (areskw), “pleasing, agreeable”:
tini, <430829>John 8:29; <441203>Acts 12:3; enwpion tinov, <620322>1 John 3:22 (cf.
areskw, a.); areston esti followed by an accusative with an infinitive “it
is fit,” <440602>Acts 6:2 (yet cf. Meyer at the passage). (In Greek writings from
(Sophocles) Herodotus down.)*

{702} Aretav (WH AJretav, see their Introductory sec. 408), Areta (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 8, 1; (Buttmann, 20 (18))), oJ, “Aretas” (a name
common to many of the kings of Arabia Petraea or Nabathaean Arabia (cf.
B. D. under the word Nebaioth); cf. Schürer, Neutest. Zeitgesch. sec. 17
b., p. 233f); an Arabian king who made war (A. D. 36) on his son-in-law
Herod Antipas for having repudiated his daughter; and with such success
as completely to destroy his army (Josephus, Antiquities 18, 5). In
consequence of this, Vitellius, governor of Syria, being ordered by Tiberius
to march an army against Aretas, prepared for the war. But Tiberius
meantime having died (March 16, A. D. 37), he recalled his troops from
the march, dismissed them to their winter quarters, and departed to Rome.
After his departure Aretas held sway over the region of Damascus (how
acquired we do not know), and placed an ethnarch over the city: <471132>2
Corinthians 11:32. Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word; Wieseler in Herzog
i., p. 488f; Keim in Schenkel i., p. 238f; Schürer in Riehm, p. 83f; (B. D.
American edition under the word Aretas; Meyer on Acts, Einl. sec. 4 (cf.
ibid., Wendt edition)).*
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{703} areth, arethv, hJ (see ara at the beginning), a word of very wide
signification in Greek writings; “any excellence of a person” (in body or
mind) or “of a thing, an eminent endowment, property or quality”. Used of
the human mind and in an ethical sense, it denotes:

1. “a virtuous course of thought, feeling and action; virtue, moral
goodness” (Sap. 4:1; 5:13; often in 4 Macc. and in Greek writings): <610105>2
Peter 1:5 (others take it here specifically, viz. moral “vigor”; cf. next
entry).

2. “any particular moral excellence,” as modesty, purity; hence (plural aJi
aretai, Sap. 8:7; often in 4 Macc. and in the Greek philosophers) tiv
areth, <500408>Philippians 4:8. Used of God, it denotes a. his “power”: <610103>2
Peter 1:3. b. in the plural his excellences, perfections, ‘which shine forth in
our gratuitous calling and in the whole work of our salvation’ (John
Gerhard): <600209>1 Peter 2:9. (In the Septuagint for dwOh splendor, glory,
<350303>Habakkuk 3:3, of God; <380613>Zechariah 6:13, of the Messiah; in plural for
twOLhiT] praises, of God, <234321>Isaiah 43:21; 42:12; 63:7.)*

{704} arhn, oJ, nominative not in use; the other cases are by syncope
arnov (for arenov), arni, arna, plural arnev, arnwn, arnasi, arnav,
“a sheep, a lamb”: <421003>Luke 10:3. (<013032>Genesis 30:32; <022319>Exodus 23:19,
etc.; in Greek writings from Homer down.)*

{705} ariqmew, ariqmw: 1 aorist hriqmhsa; perfect passive
hriqmhmai: (ariqmov); (from Homer down); “to number”: <401030>Matthew
10:30; <421207>Luke 12:7; <660709>Revelation 7:9. (Compare: katariqmew.)*

{706} ariqmov, ariqmou, oJ (from Homer down), “a number”; a. a fixed
and definite number: ton ariqmon pentakiscilioi, “in number,”
<430610>John 6:10 (2 Macc. 8:16; 3 Macc. 5:2, and often in Greek writings;
Winer’s Grammar, 230 (216); (Buttmann, 153 (134))); ek tou ariqmou
twn dwdeka, <422203>Luke 22:3; ariqmov ... anqrwpou, a number whose
letters indicate a certain man, <661318>Revelation 13:18. b. an indefinite number,
equivalent to a multitude: <440607>Acts 6:7; 11:21; <662008>Revelation 20:8.

{707} Arimaqaia (WH AJrimaqaia, see their Introductory sec. 408),
Arimaqaiav, hJ, “Arimathaea,” Hebrew hm;r; (a height), the name of
several cities of Palestine; cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus 3, p. 1275. The one
mentioned in <402757>Matthew 27:57; <411543>Mark 15:43; <422351>Luke 23:51; <431938>John
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19:38 appears to have been the same as that which was the birthplace and
residence of Samuel, in Mount Ephraim: <090101>1 Samuel 1:1,19, etc. the
Septuagint Armaqaim, and without the article Ramaqem, and according to
another reading Ramaqaim, 1 Macc. 11:34; Ramaqa in Josephus,
Antiquities 13, 4, 9. Cf. Grimm on 1 Macc. 11:34; Keim, Jesus von Naz.
3:514; (B. D. American edition).*

{708} Aristarcov, Aristarcou, oJ (literally, best-ruling), “Aristarchus,”
a certain Christian of Thessalonica, a ‘fellow-captive’ with Paul (cf. B. D.
American edition; Lightfoot and Meyer on Colossians as below): <441929>Acts
19:29; 20:4; 27:2; <510410>Colossians 4:10; <570124>Philemon 1:24.*

{709} aristaw, aristw: 1 aorist hristhsa; (to ariston, which see);
a. “to breakfast”: <432112>John 21:12,15; (Xenophon, Cyril 6, 4, 1; and often in
Attic). b. by later usage “to dine”: para tini, <421137>Luke 11:37; (<014324>Genesis
43:24; Aelian v. h. 9, 19).*

{710} aristerov, aristera, aristeron, “left”: <400603>Matthew 6:3;
<422333>Luke 23:33; (<411037>Mark 10:37 T Tr WH, on the plural cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 27, 3); oJpla aristera i.e. carried in the left hand,
defensive weapons, <470607>2 Corinthians 6:7. (From Homer down.)*

{711} Aristoboulov, Aristoboulou, oJ (literally, best-counselling),
“Aristobulus” a certain Christian (cf. B. D. American edition under the
word and Lightfoot on Philippians, p. 174f): <451610>Romans 16:10.*

{712} ariston, aristou, to (from Homer down);

a. “the first food,” taken early in the morning before work, “breakfast”;
dinner was called deipnon. But the later Greeks called breakfast; to
akratisma, and dinner ariston i.e. deipnon meshbrinon, Athen. 1, 9,
10, p. 11b.; and so in the N.T. Hence,

b. “dinner”: <421412>Luke 14:12 (poiein ariston h deipnon, to which others
are invited); <421138>Luke 11:38; <402204>Matthew 22:4 (eJtoimazein). (B. D. under
the word Meals; Becker’s Charicles, namely, vi. excurs. i. (English
translation, p. 312f).)*

{713} arketov, arketh, arketon (arkew), “sufficient”: <400634>Matthew
6:34 (where the meaning is, ‘Let the present day’s trouble suffice for a
man, and let him not rashly increase it by anticipating the cares of days to
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come’; (on the neuter cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 58, 5; Buttmann, 127
(111))); arketon tw maqhth (A.V. “it is enough for the disciple” i.e.) let
him be content etc., followed by iJna, <401025>Matthew 10:25; followed by an
infinitive, <600403>1 Peter 4:3. (Chrysippus of Tyana quoted in Athen. 3, 79, p.
113b.)*

{714} arkew, arkw; 1 aorist hrkesa; (passive, present arkoumai); 1
future arkesqhsomai; “to be possessed of unfailing strength; to be
strong, to suffice, to be enough” (as against any danger; hence, “to defend,
ward off,” in Homer; (others make this the radical meaning, cf. Lat arceo;
Curtius, sec. 7)): with the dative of person, <402509>Matthew 25:9; <430607>John 6:7;
arkei soi hJ cariv my grace is sufficient for thee, namely, to enable thee
to bear the evil manfully; there is, therefore, no reason why thou shouldst
ask for its removal, <471209>2 Corinthians 12:9; impersonally, arkei hJmin ‘tis
enough for us, we are content, <431408>John 14:8. Passive (as in Greek writings)
“to be satisfied, contented”: tini, with a thing, <420314>Luke 3:14; <581305>Hebrews
13:5; <540608>1 Timothy 6:8; (2 Macc. 5:15); epi tini, <640110>3 John 1:10.
(Compare: eparkew.)*

{715} arktov, arktou, oJ, hJ, or (so G L T Tr WH) arkov, arkou, oJ, hJ,
“a bear”: <661302>Revelation 13:2. (From Homer down.)*

{716} aJrma, aJrmatov, to (from AROO to join, fit; a team), “a chariot”:
<440828>Acts 8:28f,38; of war-chariots (i.e., armed with scythes) we read
aJrmata iJppwn pollwn chariots drawn by many horses, <660909>Revelation
9:9 (<290205>Joel 2:5. In Greek writings from Homer down).*

{717} AJrmagedwn (Griesbach Armagedwn; WH AJr Magedwn, see their
Introductory sec. 408; Tdf. Proleg., p. 106) or (so Rec.) Armageddwn,
“Har-Magedon” or “Armageddon,” indeclinable proper name of an
imaginary place: <661616>Revelation 16:16. Many, following Beza and Glassius,
suppose that the name is compounded of rhæ mountain, and wODgim] or

ˆwODgim], the Septuagint Magedw, Mageddw. Megiddo was a city of the
Manassites, situated in the great plain of the tribe of Issachar, and famous
for a double slaughter, first of the Canaanites (<070519>Judges 5:19), and again
of the Israelites (<122329>2 Kings 23:29f; <143522>2 Chronicles 35:22, cf.
<381211>Zechariah 12:11); so that in the Apocalypse it would signify the place
where the kings opposing Christ were to be destroyed with a slaughter like
that which the Canaanites or the Israelites had experienced of old. But
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since those two overthrows are said to have taken place epi uJdati
Magedwn (Judges, the passage cited) and en tw pediw Magedwn (2
Chronicles, the passage cited), it is not easy to perceive what can be the
meaning of “the mountain” of Megiddo, which could be none other than
“Carmel”. Hence, for one, I think the conjecture of L. Capellus (i.e. Louis
Cappel (akin to that of Drusius, see the commentaries)) to be far more easy
and probable, viz. that AJrmagedwn is for AJrmamegedwn, compounded of
amrj destruction, and ˆwdgm. (Wieseler (Zur Gesch. d. N.T. Schrift, p.
188), Hitzig (in Hilgenf. Einl., p. 440 n.), others, revive the derivation (cf.
Hiller, Simonis, others) from r[; wODgim] “city” of Megiddo.)*

{718} aJrmozw, Attic aJrmottw: 1 aorist middle hJrmosamhn; (aJrmov,
which see);

1. “to join, to fit together”; so in Homer of carpenters, fastening together
beams and planks to build houses, ships, etc.

2. of marriage: aJrmozein tini thn qugatera (Herodotus 9, 108) “to
betroth a daughter to anyone”; passive aJrmozetai gunh andri, the
Septuagint <201914>Proverbs 19:14; middle aJrmosasqai thn qugatera tinov
(Herodotus 5, 32; 47; 6, 65) “to join to oneself, i.e. to marry, the daughter
of anyone”; aJrmosasqai tini tina “to betroth, to give one in marriage
to anyone”: <471102>2 Corinthians 11:2, and often in Philo, cf. Loesner ad loc.;
the middle cannot be said to be used actively, but refers to him to whom
the care of betrothing has been committed; (cf. Buttmann, 193 (167); per
contra Meyer at the passage; Winer’s Grammar, 258 (242)).*

{719} aJrmov, aJrmou, oJ (ARW to join, fit), “a joining, a joint”:
<580412>Hebrews 4:12. (Sophocles, Xenophon, others; Sir. 27:2.)*

{704} arnav, see arhn.

Arnei, oJ, indeclinable proper name of one of the ancestors of Jesus:
<420333>Luke 3:33 T WH Tr marginal reading*

{720} arneomai, arnoumai; future arnhsomai; imperfect hrnoumhn;
1 aorist hrnhsamhn (rare in Attic, where generally hrnhqhn, cf. Matth. i.,
p. 538 (better, Veitch, under the word)); perfect hrnhmai; a deponent
verb ((from Homer down)) signifying
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1. “to deny,” i.e. eipein ... ouk (“to say” ... “not, contradict”): <411470>Mark
14:70; <402670>Matthew 26:70; <430120>John 1:20; 18:25,27; <420845>Luke 8:45; <440416>Acts
4:16; followed by oJti ou instead of simple oJti, in order to make the
negation more strong and explicit: <402672>Matthew 26:72; <620222>1 John 2:22; (on
the same use in Greek writings cf. Kühner, ii., p. 761; (Jelf, ii. 450; Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 65, 2 [b].; Buttmann, 355 (305))).

2. “to deny,” with an accusative of the person, in various senses:

a. arnousqai Ihsoun is used of followers of Jesus who, for fear of death
or persecution, deny that Jesus is their master, and desert his cause (“to
disown”): <401033>Matthew 10:33; <421209>Luke 12:9; (<431338>John 13:38 L text T Tr
WH); <550212>2 Timothy 2:12 (arnousqai to onoma autou, <660308>Revelation
3:8, means the same); and on the other hand, of Jesus, denying that one is
his follower: <401033>Matthew 10:33; <550212>2 Timothy 2:12.

b. arnousqai God and Christ, is used of those who by cherishing and
disseminating pernicious opinions and immorality are adjudged to have
apostatized from God and Christ: <620222>1 John 2:22 (cf. 4:2; <630107>2 John 1:7-
11); <650104>Jude 1:4; <610201>2 Peter 2:1.

c. arnousqai eJauton, “to deny himself,” is used in two senses,

[a]. to disregard his own interests: <420923>Luke 9:23 (R WH marginal
reading aparn.); cf. aparneomai.

[b]. to prove false to himself, act entirely unlike himself: <550213>2 Timothy
2:13.

3. “to deny i.e. abnegate, abjure”; ti, to renounce a thing, forsake it: thn
asebeian kai tav epiqumiav, <560212>Titus 2:12; by act to show
estrangement from a thing: thn pistin, <540508>1 Timothy 5:8; <660213>Revelation
2:13; thn dunamin thv eusebeiav, <550305>2 Timothy 3:5. 4. “not to accept,
to reject, refuse,” something offered: tina, <440314>Acts 3:14; 7:35; with an
infinitive indicating the thing, <581124>Hebrews 11:24. (Compare:
aparneomai.)

{721} arnion, arniou, ta (diminutive from arhn, which see) (from
Lysias down), “a little lamb, a lamb”: <661311>Revelation 13:11; Jesus calls his
followers ta arnia mou in <432115>John 21:15; to arnion is used of Christ,
innocently suffering and dying to expiate the sins of men, very often in
Revelation, as <660506>Revelation 5:6,8,12, etc. (<241119>Jeremiah 11:19; 27:45
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(<245045>Jeremiah 50:45); <19B304>Psalm 113:4,6 (<19B404>Psalm 114:4,6); Josephus,
Antiquities 3, 8, 10.)*

{722} arotriaw, arotriw; (arotron, which see); “to plow”: <421707>Luke
17:7; <460910>1 Corinthians 9:10. (<052210>Deuteronomy 22:10; (<111919>1 Kings 19:19);
<330312>Micah 3:12. In Greek writings from Theophrastus down for the more
ancient arow; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 254f (Winer’s Grammar, 24).)*

{723} arotron, arotrou, to (arow to plow), “a plow”: <420962>Luke 9:62.
(In Greek writings from Homer down.)*

{724} aJrpagh, aJrpaghv, hJ (aJrpazw), “rapine, pillage”;

1. “the act of plundering, robbery”: <581034>Hebrews 10:34.

2. “plunder, spoil”: <402325>Matthew 23:25; <421139>Luke 11:39. (<230314>Isaiah 3:14;
Nah. 2:12. In Greek writings from Aeschylus down.)*

{725} aJrpagmov, aJrpagmou, oJ (aJrpazw);

1. “the act of seizing, robbery” (so Plutarch, de book educ. c. 15 (others
14, 37), vol. 2:12 a. the only instance of its use noted in secular authors).

2.”a thing seized or to be seized, booty”: aJrpagmon hJgeisqai ti to deem
anything a prlze — a thing to be seized upon or to be held fast, retained,
<501706>Philippians 2:6; on the meaning of this passage see morfh; (hJgeisqai
or poieisqai ti aJrpagma, Eusebius, h. e. 8, 12, 2; vit. Const. 2, 31;
(commentaries in Luc. vi., cf. Mai, Nov. Biblical Patr. iv., p. 165);
Heliodorus 7, 11 and 20; 8, 7; (Plutarch, de Alex. virt. 1, 8, p. 330d.); ut
omnium bona praedam tuam duceres, Cicero, Verr. 2:5, 15, 39; (see
Lightfoot on Phil., p. 133f (cf. p. 111); Wetstein at the passage; Cremer,
4te Aufl., p. 153f)).*

{726} aJrpazw; future aJrpasw (Veitch, under the word; cf. Rutherford,
New Phryn., p. 407); 1 aorist hJrpasa; passive, 1 aorist hJrpasqhn; 2
aorist hJrpaghn (<471202>2 Corinthians 12:2, 4; Sap. 4:11; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 83 (80); (Buttmann, 54 (47); WH’s Appendix, p. 170)); 2 future
aJrpaghsomai; ((Latin rapio; Curtius, sec. 331); from Homer down); “to
seize, carry off by force”: ti (<401229>Matthew 12:29 not R G (see
diarpazw)); <431012>John 10:12; “to seize on, claim for oneself eagerly”: thn
basileian tou Qeou, <401112>Matthew 11:12 (Xenophon, an. 6, 5, 18, etc.);
“to snatch out or away”: ti, <401319>Matthew 13:19; ti ek ceirov tinov,
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<431028>John 10:28f; tina ek purov, proverbial, to rescue from the danger of
destruction, <650123>Jude 1:23 (<300411>Amos 4:11; <380302>Zechariah 3:2); tina, to
seize and carry off speedily, <430615>John 6:15; <442310>Acts 23:10; used of divine
power transferring a person marvellously and swiftly from one place to
another, “to snatch or catch away”: <440839>Acts 8:39; passive, prov ton
Qeon, <661205>Revelation 12:5; followed by eJwv with the genitive of place,
<471202>2 Corinthians 12:2; eiv ton Paradeison, <471204>2 Corinthians 12:4; eiv
aera, <520417>1 Thessalonians 4:17. (Compare: diarpazw, sunarpazw.)*

{727} aJrpax, aJrpagov, oJ, adjective, “rapacious, ravenous”: <400715>Matthew
7:15; <421811>Luke 18:11; as a substantive, “a robber, an extortioner”: <460510>1
Corinthians 5:10f; 6:10. (In both uses from (Aristophanes), Xenophon
down.)*

{728} arrabwn (Tdf. arabwn: <470122>2 Corinthians 1:22 (to Lachmann);
5:5 (but not in <490114>Ephesians 1:14), see his Proleg., p. 80; WH’s Appendix,
p. 148; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 48 (47f); Buttmann, 32 (28f), cf. Rho),
arrabwnov, oJ (Hebrew ˆwObr;[æ <013817>Genesis 38:17f,20; from bræ[; to
pledge; a word which seems to have passed from the Phoenicians to the
Greeks, and thence into Latin), “an earnest,” i.e. money which in purchases
is given as a pledge that the full amount will subsequently be paid (Suidas
under the word arabwn), (cf. (obs. English “earlespenny; caution-
money”), German Kaufschilling, Haftpfennig): <470122>2 Corinthians 1:22; 5:5,
ton arrabwna tou pneumatov i.e. to pneuma wJv arrabwna namely,
thv klhronomiav, as is expressed in full in <490114>Ephesians 1:14 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 59, 8 a.; Buttmann, 78 (68)); for the gift of the Holy Spirit,
comprising as it does the dunameiv tou mellontov aiwnov (<580605>Hebrews
6:5), is both a foretaste and a pledge of future blessedness; cf. under the
word aparch, c. (B. D. under the word Earnest.) (Isaeus, 8, 23 (p. 210,
Reiske edition); Aristotle, pol. 1, 4, 5 (p. 1259{a}, 12); others.)*

{729} arrafov, T Tr WH arafov (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 48; Buttmann,
32 (29); (WH’s Appendix, p. 163; Tdf. Proleg., p. 80; cf. Rho)), arrafon
(raptw to sew together), “not sewed together, without a seam”: <431923>John
19:23.*

{730} arrhn, see arshn.

{731} arrhtov, arrhton (rhtov, from REW);
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a. “unsaid, unspoken”: Homer, Odyssey 14, 466, and often in Attic.

b. “unspeakable” (on account of its sacredness) (Herodotus 5, 83, and
often in other writings): <471204>2 Corinthians 12:4, explained by what follows:
aJ ouk exon anqrwpw lalhsai.*

{732} arrwstov, arrwston (rwnnumi, which see), “wihtout strength,
weak; sick”: <401414>Matthew 14:14; <410605>Mark 6:5,13; 16:18; <461130>1 Corinthians
11:30. ((Hippocrates), Xenophon, Plutarch.)*

{733} arsenokoithv, arsenokoitou, oJ (arshn a male; koith a bed),
“one who lies with a male as with a female, a sodomite”: <460609>1 Corinthians
6:9; <540110>1 Timothy 1:10. (Anthol. 9, 686, 5; ecclesiastical writings.)*

{730} arshn, arsenov, oJ, arsen, to, also (according to R G in
<661205>Revelation 12:5,13, and in many editions, that of Tischendorf included,
in <450127>Romans 1:27a; cf. Fritzsche on Romans, vol. i., p. 78; (Winer’s
Grammar, 22)) arrhn, arrenov, oJ, arren, to (from Homer down),
“male”: <401904>Matthew 19:4; <411006>Mark 10:6; <420223>Luke 2:23; <450127>Romans 1:27;
<480328>Galatians 3:28; <661205>Revelation 12:5,13 (where Lachmann reads
arsenan; on which Alexandrian LXX form of the accusative cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 48 (47f); 66 (64); Mullach, p. 22 (cf. p. 162); Buttmann, 13
(12); (Sophocles’ Lexicon, Introduction, p. 36; Tdf. Proleg., p. 118;
Müller’s note on the Epistle of Barnabas 6, 2, p. 158; WH’s Appendix, p.
157 L Scrivener, Collation etc., p. liv.)).*

{734} Artemav, Artema, oJ (abbreviated from Artemidwrov (i.e. gift of
Artemis), cf. Winer’s Grammar, 102 (97); (Buttmann, 20 (17f); Lob.
Pathol. Proleg., p. 505f; Chandler sec. 32)), “Artemas,” a friend of Paul the
apostle: <560312>Titus 3:12. (Cf. B. D. under the word.)*

{735} Artemiv, Artemidov and Artemiov, hJ, “Artemis,” that is to say,
the so-called Tauric or Persian or Ephesian Artemis, the goddess of many
Asiatic peoples, to be distinguished from the Artemis of the Greeks, the
sister of Apollo; cf. Grimm on 2 Macc., p. 39; (B. D. under the word
Diana). A very splendid temple was built to her at Ephesus, which was set
on fire by Herostratus and reduced to ashes; but afterward, in the time of
Alexander the Great, it was rebuilt in a style of still greater magnificence:
<441924>Acts 19:24,27f,34f. Gr. Stark in Schenkel i., p. 604f, under the word
Diana; (Wood, Discoveries at Ephesus, Lond. 1877).*
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{736} artemwn, artemonov (L T Tr WH artemwnov, cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 9, 1 d.; (Buttmann, 24 (22))), oJ, “top-sail” (or “foresail”?)
of a ship: <442740>Acts 27:40; cf. Meyer at the passage; (especially Smith,
Voyage and Shipwr. of St. Paul, p. 192f; Graser in the Philologus, 3rd
suppl. 1865, p. 201ff).*

{737} arti, adverb, according to its derivation (from AROO to draw
close together, to join, Latin arto; (cf. Curtius, sec. 488)) denoting time
closely connected;

1. in Attic “just now, this moment (German gerade, eben), marking
something begun or finished even now, just before the time in which we are
speaking” (Lobeck ad Phryn., p. 20): <400918>Matthew 9:18; <520306>1
Thessalonians 3:6, and perhaps <661210>Revelation 12:10.

2. according to later Greek usage universally, “now, at this time”; opposed
to past time: <430919>John 9:19,25; 13:33; <461607>1 Corinthians 16:7; <480109>Galatians
1:9f, opposed to future time: <431337>John 13:37; 16:12,31; <530207>2 Thessalonians
2:7; opposed to future time subsequent to the return of Christ: <461312>1
Corinthians 13:12; <600106>1 Peter 1:6,8. of present time most closely limited,
“at this very time, this moment”: <400315>Matthew 3:15; 26:53; <431307>John 13:7;
<480420>Galatians 4:20. acri thv arti wJrav, <460411>1 Corinthians 4:11; eJwv arti,
“hitherto; until now, up to this time”: <401112>Matthew 11:12; <430210>John 2:10;
5:17; 16:24; <460413>1 Corinthians 4:13; 8:7; 15:6; <620209>1 John 2:9. ap’ arti,
see aparti above. Cf. Lobeck ad Phryn., p. 18ff; (Rutherford, New
Phryn., p. 70f).*

(Synonyms: arti, hdh, nun: Roughly speaking, it may be said that arti
“just now, even now,” properly marks time closely connected with the
present; later, strictly present time (see above, and compare in English “just
now” i.e. “a moment ago,” and “just now” (emphatic) i.e. “at this precise
time”). nun “now,” marks a definite point (or period) of time, the (object)
immediate present. hdh “now” (already) with a suggested reference to
some other time or to some expectation, the subjective present (i.e. so
regarded by the writer). hdh and arti are associated in <530207>2 Thessalonians
2:7; nun, and hdh in <620403>1 John 4:3. See Küfhner sections 498, 499;
Bäumlein, Partikeln, p. 138ff; Ellicott on <520306>1 Thessalonians 3:6; <550406>2
Timothy 4:6.)
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{738} artigennhtov, artigennhton (arti and gennaw), “just born,
newborn”: <600202>1 Peter 2:2. (Lucian, Alex. 13; Long. past. 1 (7) 9; 2, (3)
4.)*

{739} artiov, artia, artion (ARW to fit (cf. Curtius, sec. 488));

1. “fitted”.

2. “complete, perfect” (having reference apparently to ‘special aptitude for
given uses’); so <550317>2 Timothy 3:17 (cf. Ellicott at the passage; Trench, sec.
xxii.). (In Greek writings from Homer down.)*

{740} artov, artou, oJ (from ARW to fit, put together (cf. Etymologicum
Magnum 150, 36 — but doubtful)), “bread”; Hebrew µj,l,;

1. “food composed of flour mixed with water and baked”; the Israelites
made it in the form of an oblong or round cake, as thick as one’s thumb,
and as large as a plate or platter (cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Backen;
(BB. DD.)); hence, it was not cut, but broken (see klasiv and klaw)
<400403>Matthew 4:3; 7:9; 14:17,19; <410636>Mark 6:36 (T Tr WH omit; L
brackets), <410637>Mark 6:37f; <420403>Luke 4:3; 24:30; <430605>John 6:5ff; <442735>Acts
27:35, and often; artoi thv proqesewv, loaves consecrated to Jehovah,
see proqesiv; on the bread used at the love-feasts and the sacred supper
(Winer’s Grammar, 35), cf. <402626>Matthew 26:26; <411422>Mark 14:22; <422219>Luke
22:19; <440242>Acts 2:42,46; 20:7; <461016>1 Corinthians 10:16f; 11:26-28.

2. As in Greek writings, and like the Hebrew µj,l,, “food of any kind”:
<400611>Matthew 6:11; <410608>Mark 6:8; <421103>Luke 11:3; <470910>2 Corinthians 9:10; oJ
artov twn teknwn the food served to the children, <410727>Mark 7:27; arton
fagein or esqiein “to take food, to eat” (lkoa} µj,l,) (Winer’s Grammar,
33 (32)): <410320>Mark 3:20; <421401>Luke 14:1,15; <401502>Matthew 15:2; arton
fagein para tinov to take food supplied by one, <530308>2 Thessalonians 3:8;
ton eJauton arton esqiein, to eat the food which one has procured for
himself by his own labor, <530312>2 Thessalonians 3:12; mhte arton esqion,
mhte oinon pinwn, abstaining from the usual sustenance, or using it
sparingly, <420733>Luke 7:33; trwgein ton arton meta tinov to be one’s
table-companion, his familiar friend, <431318>John 13:18 (<194010>Psalm 40:10
(<194110>Psalm 41:10)). In <430632>John 6:32-35 Jesus calls himself, ton arton tou
Qeou, ton arton ek tou ouranou, oJ artov thv zwhv, as the Divine
Logov, come from heaven, who containing in himself the source of
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heavenly life supplies celestial nutriment to souls that they may attain to life
eternal.

{741} artuw: future artusw; passive, perfect hrtumai; 1 future
artuqhsomai; (ARW to fit); “to prepare, arrange”; often so in Homer In
the comic writers and epigrammatists used of preparing food, “to season,
make savory” ((ta oya, Aristotle, eth. Nic. 3, 13, p. 1118a, 29);
hrtumenov oinov, Theophrastus, de odor. sec. 51 (fragment 4, c. 11)); so
<410950>Mark 9:50; <421434>Luke 14:34; metaphorically, oJ logov aJlati
hrtumenov, full of wisdom and grace and hence, pleasant and wholesome,
<510406>Colossians 4:6.*

{742} Arfaxad, oJ, “Arphaxad” (dvæk]pær]aæ), son of Shem (<011022>Genesis
10:22,24; 11:10,12,(cf. Jos. Antiquities 1, 6, 4)): <420336>Luke 3:36.*

{743} arcaggelov, arcaggelou, oJ (from arci, which see, and
aggelov), a Biblical and ecclesiastical word, “archangel,” i.e. chief of the
angels (Hebrew rcæ chief, prince, <271020>Daniel 10:20; 12:1), or one of the

princes and leaders of the angels (µyriV;hæ µynivoarih;, <271013>Daniel 10:13):
<520416>1 Thessalonians 4:16; <650109>Jude 1:9. For the Jews after the exile
distinguished several orders of angels, and some (as the author of the Book
of Enoch, 9:1ff; cf. Dillmann at the passage, p. 97f) reckoned four angels
(answering to the four sides of the throne of God) of the highest rank; but
others, and apparently the majority (Tobit 12:15, where cf. Fritzsche;
<660802>Revelation 8:2), reckoned seven (after the pattern of the seven
Amshaspands, the high est spirits in the religion of Zoroaster). See under
the words, Gabrihl and Micahl.

{744} arcaiov, arcaia, arcaion (from arch beginning, hence)
properly, “that has been from the beginning, original, primeval, old,
ancient,” used of men, things, times, conditions: <420908>Luke 9:8,19; <441507>Acts
15:7,21; 21:16; <610205>2 Peter 2:5; <661209>Revelation 12:9; 20:2; oJi arcaioi the
ancients, the early Israelites: <400521>Matthew 5:21,27 (Rec.),33; ta arcaia
the man’s previous moral condition: <470517>2 Corinthians 5:17. (In Greek
writings from Pindar and Herodotus down.)*

(Synonyms: arcaiov, palaiov: In palaiov the simple idea of time
dominates, while arcaiov (“shmainei kai to archv ecesqai,” and so)
often carries with it a suggestion of nature or original character. Cf.
Schmidt, chapter 46; Trench, sec. lxvii.)
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{745} Arcelaov, Arcelou, oJ, “Archelaus” (from arcw and laov, ruling
the people), a son of Herod the Great by Malthace, the Samaritan. He and
his brother Antipas were brought up with a certain private man at Rome
(Josephus, Antiquities 17, 1, 3). After the death of his father he ruled ten
years as ethnarch over Judaea, Samaria, and Idumaea, (with the exception
of the cities Gaza, Gadara, and Hippo). The Jews and Samaritans having
accused him at Rome of tyranny, he was banished by the emperor
(Augustus) to Vienna of the Allobroges, and died there (Josephus,
Antiquities 17, 9, 3; 11, 4; 13, 2; b. j. 2, 7, 3): <400222>Matthew 2:22. (See B.
D. under the word and cf. HJrwdhv.)*

{746} arch, archv, hJ (from Homer down), in the Septuagint mostly
equivalent to varo, tyviare, hL;jiT];

1. “beginning, origin”; a. used absolutely, of the beginning of all things: en
arch, <430101>John 1:1f (<010101>Genesis 1:1); ap’ archv, <401904>Matthew 19:4 (with
which cf. Xenophon, mem. 1, 4, 5 oJ ex archv poiwn anqrwpouv),
<401908>Matthew 19:8; <430844>John 8:44; <620101>1 John 1:1; 2:13f; 3:8; more fully ap’
archv ktisewv or kosmou, <402421>Matthew 24:21; <411006>Mark 10:6; 13:19;
<530213>2 Thessalonians 2:13 (where L (Tr marginal reading WH marginal
reading) aparchn, which see); <610304>2 Peter 3:4; kat’ arcav, <580110>Hebrews
1:10 (<19A102>Psalm 101:26 (<19A226>Psalm 102:26)). b. in a relative sense, of the
beginning of the thing spoken of: ex archv, from the time when Jesus
gathered disciples, <430664>John 6:64; 16:4; ap’ archv, <431527>John 15:27 (since I
appeared in public); as soon as instruction was imparted, 1 John 2:(7),24;
3:11; <630105>2 John 1:5f; more fully en arch tou euaggeliou, <500415>Philippians
4:15 (Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 47,2 (see note in Gebh. and Harn. at
the passage and cf.) Polycarp, ad Philipp. 11,3); from the beginning of the
gospel history, <420102>Luke 1:2; from the commencement of life, <442604>Acts 26:4;
en arch, in the beginning, when the church was founded, <441115>Acts 11:15.
The accusative archn (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 124 (118); Lightfoot on
<510118>Colossians 1:18) and thn archn in the Greek writings (cf. Lennep ad
Phalarid., pp. 82ff and, pp. 94ff, Lipsius edition; Brückner in DeWette’s
Handbook on John, p. 151) is often used adverbially, equivalent to oJlwv
“altogether” (properly, an accusative of ‘direction toward’: usque ad
initium (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 230 (216); Buttmann, 153 (134))),
commonly followed by a negative, but not always (cf. e.g. Dio Cassius
fragment 101 (93 Dindorf); 45:34 (Dindorf vol. ii., p. 194); 59:20; 62:4;
see, further, Lycurgus, sec. 125, Mätzner edition); hence, that extremely
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difficult passage, <430825>John 8:25 thn ... uJmin, must in my opinion be
interpreted as follows: “I am altogether or wholly (i.e. in all respects,
precisely) that which I even speak to you” (I not only am, but also declare
to you what I am; therefore you have no need to question me) (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 464 (432); Buttmann, 253 (218)). archn lambanein, to take
beginning, to begin, <580203>Hebrews 2:3. with the addition of the genitive of
the thing spoken of: wdinwn, <402408>Matthew 24:8; <411308>Mark 13:8(9) ((here R
G plural); twn shmeiwn, <430211>John 2:11); hJmerwn, <580703>Hebrews 7:3; tou
euaggeliou, that from which the gospel history took its beginning,
<410101>Mark 1:1; thv uJpostasewv, the confidence with which we have made
a beginning, opposed to mecri telouv, <580314>Hebrews 3:14. ta stoiceia
thv archv, <580512>Hebrews 5:12 (thv archv is added for greater explicitness,
as in Latin rudimenta prima, Livy 1, 3; Justin., hist. 7, 5; and prima
elamenta, Horat. sat. 1, 1, 26, etc.); oJ thv archv tou Cristou logov
equivalent to oJ tou Cristou logov oJ thv archv, i.e. the instruction
concerning Christ such as it was at the very outset (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
188 (177); Buttmann, 155 (136)), <580601>Hebrews 6:1.

2. “the person or thing that commences, the first person or thing in a series,
the leader”: <510118>Colossians 1:18; <660108>Revelation 1:8 Rec.; 21:6; 22:13;
(<052117>Deuteronomy 21:17; <184014>Job 40:14(19), etc.).

3. “that by which anything begins to be, the origin, active cause” (a sense in
which the philosopher Anaximander, 8th century B. C., is said to have been
the first to use the word; cf. Simplicius, on Aristotle, phys. f. 9, p. 326,
Brandis edition and 32, p. 334, Brandis edition (cf. Teichmüller, Stud. zur
Gesch. d. Begriffe, pp. 48ff 560ff)): hJ arch thv ktisewv, of Christ as the
divine logov, <660314>Revelation 3:14 (cf. Düsterdieck at the passage; Clement
of Alexandria, protrept. 1, p. 6, Potter edition (p. 30 edition Sylb.) oJ logov
arch qeia twn pantwn; in Evang. Nicod. c. 23 (p. 308, Tischendorf
edition, p. 736, Thilo edition) the devil is called hJ arch tou qanatou kai
riza thv aJmartiav).

4. “the extremity” of a thing: of the corners of a sail, <441011>Acts 10:11; 11:5;
(Herodotus 4, 60; Diodorus 1, 35; others.).

5. “the first place, principality, rule, magistracy” (cf. English ‘authorities’)
(arcw tinov): <421211>Luke 12:11; 20:20; <560301>Titus 3:1; office given in charge
(<014013>Genesis 40:13,21; 2 Macc. 4:10, etc.), <650106>Jude 1:6. Hence, the term is
transferred by Paul to angels and demons holding dominions entrusted to
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them in the order of things (see aggelov, 2 (cf. Lightfoot on <510116>Colossians
1:16; Meyer on <490121>Ephesians 1:21)): <450838>Romans 8:38; <461524>1 Corinthians
15:24; <490121>Ephesians 1:21; 3:10; 6:12; <510116>Colossians 1:16; 2:10,15. See
exousia, 4{c}. [bb].*

{747} archgov, archgon, adjective, “leading, furnishing the first cause or
occasion”: Euripides, Hipp. 881; Plato, Crat., p. 401 d.; chiefly used as a
substantive, oJ, hJ, archgov (arch and agw);

1. “the chief leader, prince”: of Christ, <440531>Acts 5:31; (Aeschylus Ag. 259;
Thucydides 1, 132;. The Septuagint <230305>Isaiah 3:5f; <142314>2 Chronicles 23:14,
and often).

2. “one that takes the lead in anything (1 Macc. 10:47, archgov logwn
eirhnikwn) and thus affords an example, a predecessor in a matter”: thv
pistewv, of Christ, <581202>Hebrews 12:2 (who in the prominence of his faith
far surpassed the examples of faith commemorated in Hebrews 11) (others
bring this under the next head; yet cf. Kurtz at the passage). So archgov
aJmartiav, <330101>Micah 1:13; zhlouv, Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 14,
1; thv stasewv kai dicostasiav, ibid. 51, 1; thv apostasiav, of the
devil, Irenaeus 4, 40, 1; toiauthv filosofiav, of Thales, Aristotle, met.
1, 3, 7 (p. 983{b} 20). Hence,

3. “the author”: thv zwhv, <440315>Acts 3:15; thv swthriav, <580210>Hebrews
2:10. (Often so in secular authors: twn pantwn, of God (Plato) Tim.
Locr., p. 96 c.; tou genouv twn anqrwpwn, of God, Diodorus 5, 72;
archgov kai aitiov, leader and author, are often joined, as Polybius 1,
66, 10; Herodian, 2, 6, 22 (14, Bekker edition)). Cf. Bleek on Hebrews
vol. ii. 1, p. 301f.*

{757} arci- (from arcw, arcov), an inseparable prefix, usually to names
of office or dignity, to designate the one who is placed over the rest that
hold the office (German Ober-, Erz- (English “arch-” (chief-, high))), as
arcaggelov, arcipoimhn (which see), arciereuv, arciatrov,
arcieunoucov, arcuperethv (in Egyptian inscriptions), etc., most of
which belong to Alexandrian and Byzantine Greek. Cf. Thiersch,
Deuteronomy Pentateuehi versione Alex., p. 77f.

{748} arcieratikov, arcieratikh, arcieratikon (arci and
iJeratikov, and this from iJeraomai (to be a priest)), “high priestly,
pontifical”: genov, <440406>Acts 4:6 (so Corp. Inscriptions Graec. no. 4363; see
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Schürer as cited under the word arciereuv, 2 at the end). (Josephus,
Antiquities 4, 4, 7; 6, 6, 3; 15, 3, 1.)*

{749} arciereuv, arcierewv, oJ, “chief priest, high priest”.

1. He who above all others was honored with the title of priest, the chief of
the priests, ˆheKo lwOdg;hæ (<032110>Leviticus 21:10; <043525>Numbers 35:25 (later ˆheKo
varoh;, <122518>2 Kings 25:18; <141911>2 Chronicles 19:11, etc.)): <402603>Matthew 26:3,
and often in the Gospels, the Acts, and the Epistle to the Hebrews It was
lawful for him to perform the common duties of the priesthood; but his
chief duty was, once a year on the day of atonement, to enter the Holy of
holies (from which the other priests were excluded) and offer sacrifice for
his own sins and the sins of the people (Leviticus 16; <580907>Hebrews 9:7,25),
and to preside over the Sanhedrin, or supreme Council, when convened for
judicial deliberations (<402603>Matthew 26:3; <442205>Acts 22:5; 23:2). According to
the Mosaic law no one could aspire to the high priesthood unless he were
of the tribe of Aaron, and descended moreover from a high priestly family;
and he on whom the office was conferred held it till death. But from the
time of Antiochus Epiphanes, when the kings of the Seleucidae and
afterward the Herodian princes and the Romans arrogated to themselves
the power of appointing the high priests, the office neither remained vested
in the pontifical family nor was conferred on anyone for life; but it became
venal, and could be transferred from one to another according to the will of
civil or military rulers. Hence, it came to pass, that during the one hundred
and seven years intervening between Herod the Great and the destruction
of the holy city, twenty-eight persons held the pontifical dignity (Josephus,
Antiquities 20, 10; see Annav). Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word
Hoherpriester; Oehler in Herzog vi., pp. 198ff; (BB. DD., see under the
words, High Priest, Priest, etc. The names of the 28 (27?) above alluded to
are given, together with a brief notice of each, in an article by Schürer in
the Studien und Kritiken for 1872, pp. 597-607).

2. The plural arciereiv, which occurs often in the Gospels and Acts, as
<400204>Matthew 2:4; 16:21; 26:3; 27:41; <410831>Mark 8:31; 14:1; 15:1; <421947>Luke
19:47; 22:52,66; 23:4; 24:20; <430732>John 7:32; 11:57; 18:35; <440423>Acts 4:23;
5:24; 9:14,21; 22:30; 23:14, etc., and in Josephus, comprises, in addition
to the one actually holding the high priestly office, both those who had
previously discharged it and although deposed continued to have great
power in the State (Josephus, Vita 38; b. j. 2, 12, 6; 4, 3, 7; 9; 4, 4, 3; see
Annav above), as well as the members of the families from which high
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priests were created, provided they had much influence in public affairs
(Josephus, b. j. 6, 2, 2). See on this point the learned discussion by
Schürer, Die arciereiv im N. T, in the Studien und Kritiken for 1872, p.
593ff and in his Neutest. Zeitgesch. sec. 23 iii., p. 407ff (Prof. Schürer,
besides reviewing the opinions of the more recent writers, contends that in
no instance where indubitable reference to the heads of the twenty-four
classes is made (neither in the Septuagint <132403>1 Chronicles 24:3f; <143614>2
Chronicles 36:14; <151005>Ezra 10:5; <161207>Nehemiah 12:7; nor in Josephus,
Antiquities 7, 14, 7) are they called arciereiv; that the nearest
approximations to this term are periphrases such as arcontev twn
iJerewn, <161207>Nehemiah 12:7, or fularcoi twn iJerewn, Esra apocr. (1
Esdr.) 8:92 (94); Josephus, Antiquities 11, 5, 4; and that the word
arciereiv was restricted in its application to those who actually held, or
had held, the high priestly office, together with the members of the few
prominent families from which the high priests still continued to be
selected, cf. <440406>Acts 4:6; Josephus, b. j. 4, 3, 6.)

3. In the Epistle to the Hebrew Christ is called ‘high priest,’ because by
undergoing a bloody death he offered himself as an expiatory sacrifice to
God, and has entered the heavenly sanctuary where he continually
intercedes on our behalf: 2:17; 3:1; 4:14; 5:10; 6:20; 7:26; 8:1; 9:11; cf.
Winzer, Deuteronomy sacerdotis officio, quod Christo tribuitur in the
Epistle to the Hebrews (three Programs), Leips. 1825f; Riehm, Lehrbegriff
des Hebräerbriefes, ii., pp. 431-488. In Greek writings the word is used by
Herodotus 2 ((37), 142) 143 and 151; Plato, legg. 12, p. 947 a.; Polybius
23, 1, 2; 32, 22, 5; Plutarch, Numa c. 9, others; (often in Inscriptions);
once (viz., <030403>Leviticus 4:3) in the Septuagint, where iJereuv megav is
usual, in the O.T. Apocrypha, 1 Esdr. 5:40; 9:40, and often in the books of
Maccabees.

{750} arcipoimhn, arcipoimenov (so L T Tr WH Kuenen-Cobet (after
manuscripts), but Griesbach, others arcipoimhn, arcipoimenov; cf. Lob.
Paralip. p 195f; Stephanus’ Thesaurus, under the word; Chandler sec. 580),
oJ, a Biblical word (Test. xii Patr. test. Jud. sec. 8), “chief shepherd”: of
Christ the head of the church, <600504>1 Peter 5:4; see poimhn, b.*

{751} Arcippov (Chandler sec. 308), Arcippou, oJ (i.e. master of the
horse), “Archippus,” a certain Christian at Colossae: <510417>Colossians 4:17;
<570102>Philemon 1:2. (Cf. B. D. under the word; Lightfoot on Colossians and
Philemon i., p. 308f.)*
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{752} arcisunagwgov, arcisunagwgou, oJ (sunagwgh), “ruler of a
synagogue,” varo ts,g,K]hæ: <410522>Mark 5:22,35f,38; <420849>Luke 8:49; 13:14;
<441315>Acts 13:15; 18:8,17. It was his duty to select the readers or teachers in
the synagogue, to examine the discourses of the public speakers, and to see
that all things were done with decency and in accordance with ancestral
usage; (cf. Alex.’s Kitto under the word Synagogue). (Not found in secular
writings; (yet Schürer (Theol. Literatur-Zeit., 1878, p. 5) refers to Corp.
Inscriptions Grace. no 2007 f. (Addenda ii., p. 994), no. 2221{c} (ii., p.
1031), nos. 9894, 9906; Mommsen, Inscriptions Regni Neap. no. 3657;
Garrucci, Cimitero degli antichi Ebrei, p. 67; Lampridius, Vita Alexandr.
Sever. c. 28; Vopiscus, Vit. Saturnin. c. 8; Codex Theodos. 16:8, 4, 13,
14; also Acta Pilat. in Tdf.’s Ev. Apocr. edition 2, pp. 221, 270, 275, 284;
Justin Martyr, dialog contra Trypho, c. 137; Epiphanius haer. 30, 18;
Eusebius, h. e. 7, 10, 4; see fully in his Gemeindeverfassung der Juden in
Rom in d. Kaiserzeit nach d. Inschrften dargestellt (Leips. 1879), p. 25f).)*

{753} arcitektwn, arcitektonov, oJ (tektwn, which see), “a master-
builder, architect,” the superintendent in the erection of buildings: <460310>1
Corinthians 3:10. (Herodotus, Xenophon, Plato, and subsequent writings;
<230303>Isaiah 3:3; Sir. 38:27; 2 Macc. 2:29.)*

{754} arcitelwnhv, arcitelwnou, oJ, “a chief of the tax-collectors,
chief publican”: <421902>Luke 19:2. (See telwnhv.)*

{755} arcitriklinov, arcitriklinou, oJ (triklinon (or triklinov
(namely, oikov), a room with three couches)), “the superintendent of a
dining-room,” a triklinarchv, “table-master”: <430208>John 2:8f (cf. B. D.
under the word Governor). It differs from “the master of a feast,”
sumposiarchv, “toast-master,” who was one of the guests selected by lot
to prescribe to the rest the mode of drinking; cf. Sir. 35:1 (Sir. 32:1). But it
was the duty of the arcitriklinov to place in order the tables and
couches, arrange the courses, taste the food and wine beforehand, etc.
(Heliodorus 7, 27) (Some regard the distinction between the two words as
obliterated in later Greek; cf. Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word, and
Schaff’s Lange’s Commentary on John, the passage cited.)*

{756} arcomai, see arcw.

{757} arcw; (from Homer down); “to be first”.
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1. “to be the first to do (anything), to begin” — a sense not found in the
Greek Bible.

2. “to be chief, leader, ruler”: tinov (Buttmann, 169 (147)), <411042>Mark
10:42; <451512>Romans 15:12 (from <231110>Isaiah 11:10). See arcwn. Middle,
present arcomai; future arxomai (once (twice), <421326>Luke 13:26 (but not
Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading; 23:30)); 1 aorist hrxamhn; “to
begin, make a beginning”: apo tinov, <441037>Acts 10:37 (Buttmann, 79 (69);
cf. Matth. sec. 558); <600417>1 Peter 4:17; by brachylogy arxamenov apo
tinov eJwv tinov for, having begun from some person or thing (and
continued or continuing) to some person or thing: <402008>Matthew 20:8;
<430809>John 8:9 (i.e. Rec.); <440122>Acts 1:22; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 66, the
passage cited; (Buttmann, 374 (320)); arxamenon is used impersonally
and absolutely, “a beginning being made,” <422427>Luke 24:27 (so in Herodotus
3, 91; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 624 (580); (Buttmann, 374f (321)));
carelessly, arxamenov apo Mwusewv kai apo pantwn profhtwn
dihrmhneuen for, beginning from Moses be went through all the prophets,
<422427>Luke 24:27; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 67, 2; (Buttmann, 374 (320f)). wJn
hrxato poiein te kai didaskein, acri hJv hJmerav “which he began”
and contnued “both to do and to teach, until” etc., <440101>Acts 1:1 (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 66, 1 c.; Buttmann, as above). Arcomai is connected with
an infinitive and that so often, especially in the historical books, that
formerly most interpreters thought it constituted a periphrasis for the finite
form of the verb standing in the infinitive, as hrxato khrussein for
ekhruxe. But through the influence principally of Fritzsche (on Matthew,
p. 539f), cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65 7 d., it is now conceded that the
theory of a periphrasis of this kind was a rash assumption, and that there is
scarcely an example which cannot be reduced to one of the following
classes:

a. the idea of “beginning” has more or less weight or importance, so that it
is brought out by a separate word: <401107>Matthew 11:7 (the disciples of John
having retired, Christ began to speak concerning John, which he did not do
while they were present); <420308>Luke 3:8 (do not even begin to say; make not
even an attempt to excuse yourselves); <421514>Luke 15:14 (the “beginning” of
want followed hard upon the squandering of his goods); <422128>Luke 21:28;
<470301>2 Corinthians 3:1; especially when the beginning of an action is
contrasted with its continuance or its repetition, <410607>Mark 6:7; 8:31 (cf.
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<410931>Mark 9:31; 10:33f); or with the end of it, <421430>Luke 14:30 (opposed to
ektelesai); <431305>John 13:5 (cf. 12).

b. arcein denotes something as begun by someone, others following:
<442735>Acts 27:35f (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65, 7 d.).

c. arcein indicates that a thing was but just begun when it was interrupted
by something else: <401201>Matthew 12:1 (they had begun to pluck ears of
grain, but they were prevented from continuing by the interference of the
Pharisees); <402622>Matthew 26:22 (Jesus answered before all had finished),
<402674>Matthew 26:74; <410223>Mark 2:23; 4:1 (he had scarcely begun to teach,
when a multitude gathered unto him); <410602>Mark 6:2; 10:41; <420521>Luke 5:21;
12:45f; 13:25; <441115>Acts 11:15 (cf. <441044>Acts 10:44); 18:26, and often.

d. the action itself, instead of its beginning, might indeed have been
mentioned; but in order that the more attention may be given to
occurrences which seem to the writer to be of special importance, their
initial stage, their beginning, is expressly pointed out: <411465>Mark 14:65;
<421418>Luke 14:18; <440204>Acts 2:4, etc.

e. arcw occurs in a sentence which has grown out of the blending of two
statements: <400417>Matthew 4:17; 16:21 (from apo tote ekhruxe ... edeixe,
and tote hrxato khrussein ... deiknuein). The infinitive is lacking
when discoverable from the context: arcomenov, namely, to discharge the
Messianic office, <420323>Luke 3:23 (Winer’s Grammar, 349 (328));
arxamenov namely, legein, <441104>Acts 11:4. (Compare: enarcw
(enarcomai), proenarcomai, uJparcw, prouparcw.

{758} arcwn, arcontov, oJ (present participle of the verb arcw) (from
Aeschylus down), “a ruler, commander, chief, leader”: used of Jesus,
arcwn twn basilewn thv ghv, <660105>Revelation 1:5; of the rulers of
nations, <402025>Matthew 20:25; <440426>Acts 4:26; 7:35; universally, of magistrates,
<451303>Romans 13:3; <442305>Acts 23:5; especially judges, <421258>Luke 12:58; <440727>Acts
7:27,35 (where note the antithesis: whom they refused as arconta kai
dikasthn, him God sent as arconta — “leader, ruler” — kai lutrw —
thn); <441619>Acts 16:19. oJi arcontev tou aiwnov toutou those who in the
present age (see aiwn, 3) by nobility of birth, learning and wisdom, power
and authority, wield the greatest influence, whether among Jews or
Gentles, <460206>1 Corinthians 2:6, 8; cf. Neander at the passage, p. 62ff Of the
members of the Jewish Sanhedrin: <422313>Luke 23:13,35; 24:20; <430301>John 3:1;
7:26,48; 12:42; <440317>Acts 3:17; 4:5,8; 13:27; 14:5. of the officers presiding
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over synagogues: <400918>Matthew 9:18,23; <420841>Luke 8:41 (arcwn thv
sunagwghv, cf. <410522>Mark 5:22 arcisunagwgov), and perhaps also
<421818>Luke 18:18; arcwn twn Farisaiwn, one who has great influence
among the Pharisees, <421401>Luke 14:1. of the devil, the prince of evil spirits:
(oJ) arcwn twn daimoniwn, <400934>Matthew 9:34; 12:24; <410322>Mark 3:22;
<421115>Luke 11:15; oJ arcwn tou kosmou, the ruler of the irreligious mass of
mankind, <431231>John 12:31; 14:30; 16:11 (in rabbinical writings rcæ µl;wO[h;;
arcwn tou aiwnov toutou, Ignatius, ad Ephesians 19, 1 (ad Magn. 1, 3);
arcwn tou kairou thv anomiav, the Epistle of Barnabas 18, 2); thv
exousiav tou aerov, <490202>Ephesians 2:2 (see ahr). (See Hort in Dict. of
Chris. Biog., under the word Archon.)*

{759} arwma, arwmatov, to (from ARW to prepare, whence artuw to
season; (others connect it with the root ar (arow), to plow (cf. <012727>Genesis
27:27); others besides)), “spice, perfume”: <411601>Mark 16:1; <422356>Luke 23:56;
24:1; <431940>John 19:40. (<122013>2 Kings 20:13; <170212>Esther 2:12; <220410>Song of
Solomon 4:10,16. (Hippocrates), Xenophon, Theophrastus, and
subsequent writings.)*

{760} Asa (Chaldean as;a}, “to cure”), “Asa,” king of Judah, son of king
Abijah (<111508>1 Kings 15:8ff): <400107>Matthew 1:7f. (L T Tr WH read Asaf
which see.)*

asainw: in <520303>1 Thessalonians 3:3, Kuenen and Cobet (in their N.T. ad
fidem manuscript Vat., Lugd. 1860 (pref., p. xc.)), following Lachmann
(who followed Valckenaer in following J. J. Reiske (Animad. ad Polybius,
p. 68); see Valck. Opuscc. ii. 246-249) in his larger edit., conjectured and
received into their text mhden asainesqai, which they think to be
equivalent to acqesqai, calepwv ferein. But there is no necessity for
changing the Rec. (see sainw, 2 b. [b].), nor can it be shown that asainw
is used by Greek writings for asaw.*

{761} asaleutov, asaleuton (saleuw), “unshaken, unmoved”:
properly, <442741>Acts 27:41; metaphorically, basileia, not liable to disorder
and overthrow, firm, stable, <581228>Hebrews 12:28. (Euripides, Bacch. 391;
eleuqeria, Diodorus 2; 48; eudaimonia, ibid. 3, 47; hJsucia, Plato, Ax.
370 d.; Plutarch, others.)*

761A%% Asaf, oJ (ãs;a;, “collector”), a man’s name, a clerical error for R
G Asa (which see), adopted by L T Tr WH in <400107>Matthew 1:7f.*
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{762} asbestov, [asbeston] (sbennumi), “unquenched” (Ovid,
inexstinctus), “unquenchable” (Vulgate inexstinguibilis): pur, <400312>Matthew
3:12; <420317>Luke 3:17; <410943>Mark 9:43, and R G L brackets in 45. (Often in
Homer; pur asbestov of the perpetual fire of Vesta, Dionysius
Halicarnassus, Antiquities 1, 76; (of the fire on the altar, Philo de ebriet.
sec. 34 (Mang. i. 378); de vict. off. sec. 5 (Mang. 2:254); of the fire of the
magi, Strabo 15 (3) 15; see also Plutarch, symp. 50:7, probl. 4; Aelian nat.
an. 5, 3; cf. Heinichen on Eusebius, h. e. 6, 41, 15).)*

{763} asebeia, asebeiav, hJ (asebhv, which see), “want of reverence
toward God, impiety, ungodliness”: <450118>Romans 1:18; <550216>2 Timothy 2:16;
<560212>Titus 2:12; plural ungodly thoughts and deeds, <451126>Romans 11:26 (from
<235920>Isaiah 59:20); ta erga asebeiav (Treg. brackets asebeiav), “works
of ungodliness,” a Hebraism, <650115>Jude 1:15, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34,
3 b.; (Buttmann, sec. 132, 10); aJi epiqumiai twn asebeiwn their desires
to do ungodly deeds, <650118>Jude 1:18. (In Greek writings from (Euripides),
Plato, and Xenophon down; in the Septuagint it corresponds chiefly to
[væp,.)*

{764} asebew, asebw; 1 aorist hsebhsa; (asebhv, which see); from
(Aeschylus), Xenophon, and Plato down; “to be ungodly, act impiously”:
<610206>2 Peter 2:6; asebein erga asebeiav (Treg. brackets asebeiav)
<650115>Jude 1:15, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 222 (209); (Buttmann, 149 (130)).
(Equivalent to [væp;, <360311>Zephaniah 3:11; [vær;, <270905>Daniel 9:5.)*

{765} asebhv, ev (sebw to reverence); from Aeschylus and Thucydides
down, the Septuagint for [v;r;; “destitute of reverential awe toward God,
contemning God, impious”: <450405>Romans 4:5; 5:6; <540109>1 Timothy 1:9 (joined
here with aJmartwlov, as in <600418>1 Peter 4:18); <610205>2 Peter 2:5; 3:7; <650104>Jude
1:4,15.*

{766} aselgeia, aselgeiav, hJ, the conduct and character of one who is
aselghv (a word which some suppose to be compounded of the alpha
privative and Selgh, the name of a city in Pisidia whose citizens excelled in
strictness of morals (so Etymologicum Magnum 152, 38; per contra cf.
Suidas 603 d.): others of a intens. and salagein, to disturb, raise a din;
others, and now the majority, of alpha privative and selgw equivalent to
qelgw, not affecting pleasantly, exciting disgust), “unbridled lust, excess,
licentiousness, lasciviousness, wantonness, outrageousness, shamelessness,
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insolence”: <410722>Mark 7:22 (where it is uncertain what particular vice is
spoken of); of gluttony and venery, <650104>Jude 1:4; plural, <600403>1 Peter 4:3;
<610202>2 Peter 2:2 (for Rec. apwleiaiv), 18; of carnality, “lasciviousness”:
<471221>2 Corinthians 12:21; <480519>Galatians 5:19; <490419>Ephesians 4:19; <610207>2 Peter
2:7; plural “wanton (acts or) manners, as filthy words, indecent bodily
movements, unchaste handling of males and females, etc.” (Fritzsche),
<451313>Romans 13:13. (In Biblical Greek besides only in Sap. 14:26 and 3
Macc. 2:26. Among Greek writings used by Plato, Isocrates and following;
at length by Plutarch (Lucull. 38) and Lucian (dial. meretr. 6) of the
wantonness of women (Lob. ad Phryn., p. 184 n.).) Cf. Tittmann i., p.
151f; (especially Trench, sec. xvi.).*

{767} ashmov, ashmon (shma a mark), “unmarked or unstamped
(money); unknown, of no mark, insignificant, ignoble”: <442139>Acts 21:39. (3
Macc. 1:3; in Greek writings from Herodotus down; tropically, from
Euripides, down.)*

{768} Ashr, oJ, an indeclinable Hebrew proper name (rvea; (i.e. happy,
<013013>Genesis 30:13)) (in Josephus, Ashrov, Ashrou, oJ), “Asher,” the
eighth son of the patriarch Jacob: <420236>Luke 2:36; <660706>Revelation 7:6.*

{769} asqeneia, asqeneiav, hJ (asqenhv) (from Herodotus down),
“want of strength, weakness, infirmity”;

a. of Body;

[a]. its native weakness and frailty: <461543>1 Corinthians 15:43; <471304>2
Corinthians 13:4.

[b]. feebleness of health; sickness: <430505>John 5:5; 11:4; <421311>Luke
13:11,12; <480413>Galatians 4:13 (asqeneia thv sarkov); <581134>Hebrews
11:34; in plural: <400817>Matthew 8:17; <420515>Luke 5:15; 8:2; <442809>Acts 28:9;
<540523>1 Timothy 5:23.

b. of Soul; want of the strength and capacity requisite

[a]. to understand a thing: <450619>Romans 6:19 (where asqeneian thv
sarkov denotes the weakness of human nature).

[b]. to do things great and glorious, as want of human wisdom, of skill
in speaking, in the management of men: <460203>1 Corinthians 2:3.
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[g]. to restrain corrupt desires; proclivity to sin: <580502>Hebrews 5:2; 7:28;
plural the various kinds of this proclivity, <580415>Hebrews 4:15.

[d]. to bear trials and troubles: <450826>Romans 8:26 (where read th
asqeneia for Rec. taiv asqeneiaiv); <471130>2 Corinthians 11:30; 12:9;
plural the mental (?) states in which this weakness manifests itself: <471205>2
Corinthians 12:5,9f.*

{770} asqenew, asqenw; imperfect hsqenoun; perfect hsqenhka (<471121>2
Corinthians 11:21 L T Tr WH); 1 aorist hsqenhsa; (asqenhv); (from
Euripides down); “to be weak, feeble”; universally, to be without strength,
powerless: <450803>Romans 8:3; rhetorically, of one who purposely abstains
from the use of his strength, <471304>2 Corinthians 13:4; and of one wire has no
occasion to prove his strength, <471309>2 Corinthians 13:9; contextually, to be
unable to wield and hold sway over others, <471121>2 Corinthians 11:21; by
oxymoron, oJtan asqenw, tote dunatov eimi “when I am weak” in
human strength, then “am I strong” in strength divine, <471210>2 Corinthians
12:10; eiv tina, to be weak toward one, <471303>2 Corinthians 13:3; with a
dative of the respect added: pistei, to be weak in faith, <450419>Romans 4:19;
pistei, to be doubtful about things lawful and unlawful to a Christian,
<451401>Romans 14:1; simple asqenein with the same idea suggested,
<451402>Romans 14:2,21 (T WH omit; Tr marginal reading brackets); <460809>1
Corinthians 8:9 Rec., 11f; tiv asqenei, kai ouk asqenw; who is weak
(in his feelings and conviction about things lawful), and I am not filled with
a compassionate sense of the same weakness? <471129>2 Corinthians 11:29.
contextually, “to be weak in means, needy, poor”: <442035>Acts 20:35 (so
(Aristophanes pax 636); Euripides, in Stobaeus, 145 vol. 2:168, Gaisf.
edition), cf. DeWette (more fully Hackett, per contra Meyer) at the
passage Specially of debility in health: with nosoiv added, <420440>Luke 4:40;
simply, “to be feeble, sick”: <420710>Luke 7:10 (R G Tr marginal reading
brackets); <402536>Matthew 25:36,39 L text T Tr WH; <430446>John 4:46; 11:1-3, 6;
<440937>Acts 9:37; <507726>Philippians 2:26f; <550420>2 Timothy 4:20; <590514>James 5:14; oJi
asqenountev, and asqenountev, “the sick, sick folks”: <401008>Matthew 10:8;
<410656>Mark 6:56; <420902>Luke 9:2 Rec.; <430503>John 5:3,7,13 Tdf.; 6:2; <441912>Acts
19:12.*

{771} asqenhma, asqenhmatov, to (asqenew), “infirmity”: <451501>Romans
15:1 (where used of error arising from weakness of mind). (In a physical
sense in Aristotle, hist. an. 11, 7 vol. i. 638, 37; genitive an. 1, 18 ibid., p.
726{a} 15.)*
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{772} asqenhv, asqenev (to sqenov strength), “weak, infirm, feeble”;
(from Pindar down); a. universally: <402641>Matthew 26:41; <411438>Mark 14:38;
<600307>1 Peter 3:7; to asqenev tou Qeou, the act of God in which weakness
seems to appear, viz. that the suffering of the cross should be borne by the
Messiah, <460125>1 Corinthians 1:25. b. specifically: contextually, unable to
achieve anything great, <460410>1 Corinthians 4:10; destitute of power among
men, <460127>1 Corinthians 1:27 (Lachmann brackets); weaker and inferior,
melov, <461222>1 Corinthians 12:22; sluggish in doing right, <450506>Romans 5:6;
lacking in manliness and dignity, <471010>2 Corinthians 10:10; used of the
religious systems anterior to Christ, as having no power to promote piety
and salvation, <480409>Galatians 4:9; <580718>Hebrews 7:18; lacking in decision
about things lawful and unlawful (see asqenew), <460807>1 Corinthians 8:7,9 L
T Tr WH, 10; 9:22; <520514>1 Thessalonians 5:14. c. of the body, “feeble, sick”:
<402539>Matthew 25:39 R G L marginal reading, 43f; <420902>Luke 9:2 L Tr
brackets; 10:9; <440409>Acts 4:9; 5:15f; <461130>1 Corinthians 11:30.*

{773} Asia, Asiav, hJ, “Asia”;

1. “Asia proper,” hJ idiwv kaloumenh Asia (Ptolemy, 5, 2), or
proconsular Asia (often so called from the 16th century down; but
correctly speaking it was a pvoeincia consularis, although the ruler of it
was vested with ‘proconsular power.’ The ‘Asia’ of the N.T. must not be
confounded with the ‘Asia proconsularis’ of the 4th century), embracing
Mysia, Lydia, Phrygia and Caria (cf. Cicero, pro Flac. c. 27): <440609>Acts 6:9
(L omits; Tr marginal reading brackets); 16:6ff; <600101>1 Peter 1:1;
<660104>Revelation 1:4; and, apparently, <441926>Acts 19:26; 20:16; <470108>2 Corinthians
1:8; <550115>2 Timothy 1:15, etc. Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Asien;
Stark in Schenkel i., p. 261f; (BB. DD. under the word Asia; Conyb. and
Howson, St. Paul, chapter viii.; Wieseler, Chron. d. apost. Zeit., p. 31ff).

2. A part of proconsular Asia, embracing Mysia, Lydia, and Caria (Pliny, h.
n. 5, 27 (28) (others, 5, 100)): <440209>Acts 2:9.

{774} Asianov, Asianou, oJ, “a native of Asia, Asian, Asiatic”: <442004>Acts
20:4. ((Thucydides, others.))*

{775} Asiarchv, Asiarcou, oJ, “an Asiarch, President of Asia”: <441931>Acts
19:31. Each of the cities of proconsular Asia, at the autumnal equinox,
assembled its most honorable and opulent citizens, in order to select one to
preside over the games to be exhibited that year, at his expense, in honor of
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the gods and the Roman emperor. Thereupon each city reported the name
of the person selected to a general assembly held in some leading city, as
Ephesus, Smyrna, Sardis. This general council, called to koinon, selected
ten out of the number of candidates, and sent them to the proconsul; and
the proconsul, apparently, chose one of these ten to preside over the rest.
This explains how it is that in Acts, the passage cited several Asiarchs are
spoken of, while Eusebius, h. e. 4, 15, 27 mentions only one; (perhaps also
the title outlasted the service). Cf. Meyer on Acts, the passage cited;
Winer’s RWB under the word Asiarchen; (BB. DD. under the word; but
especially Leviticus Bas et Waddington, Voyage Archeol. Inscriptions part.
v., p. 244f; Kuhn, Die städtische u. bürgerl. Verf. des röm. Reichs, i. 106ff;
Marquardt, Röm. Staatsverwalt. i. 374ff; Stark in Schenkel i., 263;
especially Lightfoot Polycarp, p. 987ff).*

{776} asitia, asitiav, hJ (asitov which see), “ abstinence from food”
(whether voluntary or enforced): pollh long, <442721>Acts 27:21. (Herodotus
3, 52; Euripides, Suppl. 1105; (Aristotle, probl. 10, 35; cth. Nic. 10, p.
1180{b}, 9); Josephus, Antiquities 12, 7; others.)*

{777} asitov, asiton (sitov), “fasting”; without having eaten: <442733>Acts
27:33. (Homer, Odyssey 4, 788; then from Sophocles and Thucydides
down.)*

{778} askew, askw;

1. “to form by art, to adorn”; in Homer.

2. “to exercise” (oneself), “take pains, labor, strive”; followed by an
infinitive (as in Xenophon, mem. 2, 1, 6; Cyril 5, 5, 12, etc.): <442416>Acts
24:16.*

{779} askov, askou, oJ, “a leathern bag or bottle,” in which water or
wine was kept: <400917>Matthew 9:17; <410222>Mark 2:22; <420537>Luke 5:37f. (Often in
Greek writings from Homer down; the Septuagint) (BB. DD. under the
word Bottle; Tristram, Nat. Hist. of the Bible, p. 92.)*

{780} asmenwv, adverb (for hJsmenwv; from hJdomai), “with joy, gladly”:
<440241>Acts 2:41 (Rec.); 21:17. (In Greek writings from Homer (the adverb
from Aeschylus) down.)*
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{781} asofov, asofon (sofov), “unwise, foolish”: <490515>Ephesians 5:15.
(From Theognis down.)*

{782} aspazomai; (imperfect hspazomhn); 1 aorist hspasamhn; (from
spaw with a intensive (which see, but cf. Vanicek, p. 1163; Curtius, Das
Verbum, i. 324f); hence, properly, “to draw to oneself” (Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 38, 7 at the end); cf. askairw for skairw, aspairw for spairw,
asparizw for sparizw); (from Homer down); a. with an accusative of
the person, “to salute one, greet, bid welcome, wish well to” (the Israelites,
on meeting and at parting, generally used the formula µwOlv; Úli); used of
those accosting anyone: <401012>Matthew 10:12; <410915>Mark 9:15; 15:18; <420140>Luke
1:40; <442119>Acts 21:19. of those who visit one to see him a little while,
departing almost immediately afterward: <441822>Acts 18:22; 21:7; like the
Latin salutare, our ‘pay one’s respects to,’ of those who show regard for a
distinguished person by visiting him: <442513>Acts 25:13 (Josephus, Antiquities
1, 19, 5; 6, 11, 1). of those who greet one whom they meet in the way:
<400547>Matthew 5:47 (in the East even now Christians and Mohammedans do
not salute each other); <421004>Luke 10:4 (as a salutation was made not merely
by a slight gesture and a few words, but generally by embracing and
kissing, a journey was retarded by saluting frequently). of those departing
and bidding farewell: <442001>Acts 20:1; 21:6 (R G). of the absent, saluting by
letter: <451603>Romans 16:3,5-23; <461619>1 Corinthians 16:19; <471312>2 Corinthians
13:12 (13); <500421>Philippians 4:21f; <510410>Colossians 4:10-12,14f; <520526>1
Thessalonians 5:26, etc. en filhmati: <451616>Romans 16:16; <461620>1 Corinthians
16:20; 2 Corinthians 13: 12; <600514>1 Peter 5:14. b. with an accusative of the
thing, “to receive joyfully, welcome”: tav epaggeliav, <581113>Hebrews 11:13
(thn sumforan, Euripides, Ion 587; thn eunoian, Josephus, Antiquities
6, 5, 3; touv logouv, ibid. 7, 8, 4; so saluto, Vergil Aen. 3, 524).
(Compare: apaspazomai.)

{783} aspasmov, aspasmou, oJ (aspazomai), “a salutation” — either
oral: <402307>Matthew 23:7; <411238>Mark 12:38; <420129>Luke 1:29,41,44; 11:43; 20:46;
or written: <461621>1 Corinthians 16:21; <510418>Colossians 4:18; <530317>2 Thessalonians
3:17. (From Theognis down.)*

{784} aspilov, aspilon (spilov a spot), “spotless”: amnov, <600119>1
Peter 1:19; (iJppov, Herodian, 5, 6, 16 (7, Bekker edition); mhlon, Anthol.
Pal. 6, 252, 3). metaphorically, “free from censure, irreproachable,” <540614>1
Timothy 6:14; “free from vice, unsullied,” <610314>2 Peter 3:14; apo tou
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kosmou, <590127>James 1:27 (Buttmann, sec. 132, 5). (In ecclesiastical
writings.)*

{785} aspiv, aspidov, hJ, “an asp,” a small and most venomous serpent,
the bite of which is fatal unless the part bitten be immediately cut away:
<450313>Romans 3:13. (<053233>Deuteronomy 32:33; <233006>Isaiah 30:6 (etc. Herodotus,
Aristotle, others.) Aelian nat. an. 2, 24; 6, 38; Plutarch, mor., p. 380 f. i.e.
de Isid. et Osir. sec. 74; Oppian. cyn. 3, 433.) (Cf. BB. DD. under the
word Asp; Tristram, Nat. Hist. of the Bible, p. 270ff.)*

{786} aspondov, aspondon (spondh a libation, which, as a kind of
sacrifice, accompanied the making of treaties and compacts; cf. Latin
spondere); (from Thucydides down);

1. “without a treaty or covenant”; of things not mutually agreed upon, e.g.
abstinence from hostilities, Thucydides 1, 37, etc.

2. “that cannot be persuaded to enter into a covenant, implacable” (in this
sense from Aeschylus down; especially in the phrase aspondov polemov,
Dem. pro cor., p. 314, 16; Polybius 1, 65, 6; (Philo de sacrif. sec. 4);
Cicero, ad Att. 9, 10, 5; (cf. Trench, sec. lii.)): joined with astorgov,
<450131>Romans 1:31 Rec.; <550303>2 Timothy 3:3.*

{787} assarion, assariou, to, “an assarium or assarius,” the name of
a coin equal to the tenth part of a drachma (see dhnarion), (diminutive of
the Latin as, rabbinical rS;yai) (“a penny”): <401029>Matthew 10:29; <421206>Luke
12:6. (Dionysius Halicarnassus, Plutarch, others.) (Cf. BB. DD. under the
word Farthing.)*

{788} asson, adverb, “nearer” (comparative of agci near (cf. egguv)):
<442713>Acts 27:13 (here Rec.st Asson (or Asson, which see), Rec.^bez ^elz
asson (cf. Tdf. at the passage); but see Meyer). (Homer, Herodotus,
tragic poets; Josephus, Antiquities 19, 2, 4.)*

{789} Assov (so all editions, perhaps better Assov; Chandler sec. 317,
cf. sec. 319; Pape, Eigennamen under the word), Assou, hJ, “Assos,” a
maritime city in Asia Minor, on the Aegean Sea (Gulf of Adramyttium),
and nine (according to Tab. Peuting. (edited by Fortin d’Urban, Paris 1845,
p. 170) 20 to 25) miles (see Hackett on Acts as below) distant (to the
south) from Troas, a city of Lesser Phrygia: <442013>Acts 20:13f; (formerly read
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also in <442713>Acts 27:13 after the Vulgate; cf. asson. See Papers of the
Archaeol. Inst. of America, Classical Series i. (1882) especially, pp. 60ff).*

{790} astatew, astatw; (astatov unstable, strolling about; cf.
akatastatov); “to wander about, to rove without a settled abode” (A.V.
“to have no certain dwelling-place”): <460411>1 Corinthians 4:11. (Anthol. Pal.
appendix 39, 4.)*

{791} asteiov, asteion (astu a city);

1. “of the city; of polished manners” (opposed to agroikov rustic),
“genteel” (from Xenophon, and Plato down).

2. “elegant” (of body), “comely, fair” (Judith 11:23; Aristaenet. 1, 4, 1 and
19, 8): of Moses (<020202>Exodus 2:2), <581123>Hebrews 11:23; with tw Qew
added, “unto God,” God being judge, i.e. truly fair, <440720>Acts 7:20; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 4 a., p. 212 (199); (248 (232)); Buttmann, 179
(156); (Philo, vit. Moys. i., sec. 3, says of Moses gennhqeiv oJ paiv euquv
oyin enefhnen asteioteran h kat’ idiwthn). (Cf. Trench, sec. cvi.)*

{792} asthr, asterov, oJ (from the root, star (probably, as “strewn” over
the sky), cf. astron, Latin stella, German Stern, English “star”; Fick, Part
i. 250; Curtius, sec. 205; Vanicek, p. 1146; from Homer down); “a star”:
<400207>Matthew 2:7,9,10 (accusative, asteran a* C; see arshn at the end);
24:29; <411325>Mark 13:25; <461541>1 Corinthians 15:41; <660613>Revelation 6:13; 8:10-
12; 9:1; 12:1,4; oJ asthr autou, the star betokening his birth, <400202>Matthew
2:2 (i.e. ‘the star of the Messiah,’ on which cf. Bertholdt, Christologia
Judaeorum sec. 14; “Anger,” Der Stern der Weisen, in Niedner’s Zeitschr.
f. d. histor. Theol. for 1847, fasc. 3; (B. D. under the word Star of the
Wise Men)); by the figure of the seven stars which Christ holds in his right
hand, <660116>Revelation 1:16 2:1; 3:1, are signified the angels of the seven
churches under the direction of Christ, <660120>Revelation 1:20; see what was
said under the word aggelov, 2. asthr oJ prwinov the morning star,
<662216>Revelation 22:16 (Rec. orqrinov); <660228>Revelation 2:28 (dwsw autw
ton astera ton prwinon I will give to him the morning star, that he may
be irradiated with its splendor and outshine all others, i.e. I will cause his
heavenly glory to excel that of others). asterev planhtai, wandering
stars, <650113>Jude 1:13 (these are not “planets,” the motion of which is scarcely
noticed by the commonalty, but far more probably “comets,” which Jude
regards as stars which have left the course prescribed them by God, and
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wander about at will — cf. Enoch 18:15, and so are a fit symbol of men
planwntev kai planwmenoi, <550313>2 Timothy 3:13).*

{793} asthriktov, asthrikton (sthrizw), “unstable, unsteadfast”:
<610214>2 Peter 2:14; 3:16. (Anthol. Pal. 6, 203, 11.)*

{794} astorgov, astorgon (storgh love of kindred), “without natural
affection”: <450131>Romans 1:31; <550303>2 Timothy 3:3. (Aeschines, Theocritus,
Plutarch, others.)*

{795} astocew, astocw: 1 aorist hstochsa; (to be astocov, from
stocov a mark), “to deviate from, miss” (the mark): with the genitive
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 6), to deviate from anything, <540106>1 Timothy 1:6
(Sir. 7:19; 8:9); peri ti, <540621>1 Timothy 6:21; <550218>2 Timothy 2:18.
(Polybius, Plutarch, Lucian, (others).)*

{796} astraph, astraphv, hJ, “lightning”: <421018>Luke 10:18; 17:24;
<402427>Matthew 24:27; 28:3; plural, <660405>Revelation 4:5; 8:5; 11:19; 16:18; of
the gleam of a lamp, <421136>Luke 11:36 (so Aeschylus fragment (from schol.
on Sophocles Oed. Colossians 1047) 188 Ahrens, 372 Dindorf).*

{797} astraptw; (later form straptw, see aspazomai at the beginning
(probably allied with asthr which see)); “to lighten” (Homer, Iliad 9, 237;
17, 595, and often in Attic): <421724>Luke 17:24. of dazzling objects: esqhv (R
G esqhseiv), <422404>Luke 24:4 (and very often in Greek writings from
Sophocles Oed. Colossians 1067; Euripides, Phoen. 111, down).
(Compare: exastraptw, periastraptw.)*

{798} astron, astrou, to ((see asthr at the beginning), from Homer
down);

1. “a group of stars, a constellation”; but not infrequent also

2. equivalent to asthr “a star”: <422125>Luke 21:25; <442720>Acts 27:20;
<581112>Hebrews 11:12; the image of a star, <440743>Acts 7:43.*

{799} Asugkritov (T WH Asunkritov, Asugkritou, oJ (alpha privative
and sugkrinw to compare; incomparable); “Asyncritus,” the name of an
unknown Christian at Rome: <451614>Romans 16:14.*

{800} asumfwnov, asumfwnon, “not agreeing in sound, dissonant,
inharmonious, at variance”: prov allhlouv (Diodorus 4, 1), <442825>Acts
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28:25. (Sap. 18:10; (Josephus, contra Apion 1, 8, 1); Plato, Plutarch,
(others.).)*

{801} asunetov, asuneton, “unintelligent, without understanding”:
<401516>Matthew 15:16; <410718>Mark 7:18; “stupid”: <450121>Romans 1:21; 10:19. In
imitation of the Hebrew lb;n;, “ungodly” (Sap. 1:5; Sir. 15:7f (cf.
asunetein, <19B815>Psalm 118:158 (<19B9158>Psalm 119:158))), because a wicked
man has no mind for the things which make for salvation: <450131>Romans 1:31
(others adhere here to the Greek usage; cf. Fritzsche at the passage). (In
Greek writings from Herodotus down.) (Cf. sofov, at the end).

{802} asunqetov, asunqeton,

1. “uncompounded, simple” (Plato, Aristotle, others.).

2. (suntiqemai to covenant), “covenant-breaking, faithless”: <450131>Romans
1:31 (so in <240308>Jeremiah 3:8,11; Demosthenes de falsa leg., p. 383, 6; cf.
Pape and Passow under the word; asunqetein to be faithless (<197215>Psalm
72:15 (<197315>Psalm 73:15); 2 Esdr. 10:2; <160108>Nehemiah 1:8, etc.); asunqesia
transgression, <130901>1 Chronicles 9:1 (Aldine LXX, Complutensian LXX; 2
Esdr. 9:2,4; <240307>Jeremiah 3:7); eusunqetein to keep faith; (cf. Trench, sec.
lii.)).*

{803} asfaleia, asfaleiav, hJ (asfalhv) (from Aeschylus down); a.
“firmness, stability”: en pash asfaleia most securely, <440523>Acts 5:23.
tropically, “certainty, undoubted truth”: logwn (see logov, I. 7), <420104>Luke
1:4 (tou logou, the certainty of a proof, Xenophon, mem. 4, 6, 15). b.
“security from enemies and dangers, safety”: <520503>1 Thessalonians 5:3
(opposed to kindunov, Xenophon, mem. 3, 12, 7).*

{804} asfalhv, asfalev (sfallw to make to totter or fall, to cheat
(cf. Latin fallo, German fallen, etc., English “fall, fail”), sfallomai to
fall, to reel) (from Homer down); a. “firm” (that can be relied on, confided
in): agkura, <580619>Hebrews 6:19 (where I, and Tr have received as the form
of accusative singular asfalhn (Tdf. 7 asfalhn; cf. Tdf. at the passage;
Delitzsch, commentary at the passage) see arshn). Tropically, “certain,
true”: <442526>Acts 25:26; to asfalev, <442134>Acts 21:34; 22:30. b. “suited to
confirm”: tini, <500301>Philippians 3:1 (so Josephus, Antiquities 3, 2, 1).*

{805} asfalizw: 1 aorist passive infinitive asfalisqhnai; 1 aorist
middle hsfalisamhn; (asfalhv); especially frequent from Polybius
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down; “to make firm: to make secure” against harm; passive “to be made
secure”: <402764>Matthew 27:64 (oJ tafov) (Buttmann, 52 (46)); middle,
properly, to make secure for oneself or for one’s own advantage (often in
Polybius): <402765>Matthew 27:65f; to make fast touv podav eiv to xulon,
<441624>Acts 16:24 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 66, 2 d.; Buttmann, sec. 147, 8).*

{806} asfalwv, adverb (from Homer down), “safely” (so as to prevent
escape): <411444>Mark 14:44; <441623>Acts 16:23. “assuredly”: ginwskein, <440236>Acts
2:36 (eidotev, Sap. 18:6).*

{807} aschmonew, aschmonw; (to be aschmwn, deformed; thn
kefalhn aschmonein, of a bald man, Aelian v. h. 11, 4); “to act
unbecomingly” ((Euripides), Xenophon, Plato, others.): <461305>1 Corinthians
13:5; epi tina, toward one, i.e. contextually, to prepare disgrace for her,
<460736>1 Corinthians 7:36.*

{808} aschmosunh, aschmosunhv, hJ (aschmwn); from Plato down;
“unseemliness, an unseemly deed”: <450127>Romans 1:27; of the pudenda, one’s
“nakedness, shame”: <661615>Revelation 16:15, as in <022026>Exodus 20:26;
<052314>Deuteronomy 23:14, etc. (In Greek writings from Plato down.)*

{809} aschmwn, aschmonov, neuter aschmon (schma); a. “deformed”.
b. “indecent, unseemly”: <461223>1 Corinthians 12:23, opposed to euschmwn.
((Herodotus), Xenophon, Plato, and subsequent writings.)*

{810} aswtia, aswtiav, hJ (the character of an aswtov, i.e. of an
abandoned man, one that cannot be saved, from saow, sow equivalent to
swzw (aswtov, Curtius, sec. 570); hence, properly, “incorrigibleness”),
“an abandoned, dissolute, life; profligacy, prodigality” (R. V. “riot”]:
<490518>Ephesians 5:18; <560106>Titus 1:6; <600404>1 Peter 4:4; (<202807>Proverbs 28:7; 2
Macc. 6:4. Plato, rep. 8, p. 560 e.; Aristotle, eth. Nic. 4, 1, 5 (3), p.
1120{a}, 3; Polybius 32, 20, 9; 40, 12, 7; cf. Cicero, Tusc. 3, 8; Herodian,
2, 5, 2 (1, Bekker edition), and elsewhere). Cf. Tittmann i., p. 152f;
(Trench, sec. xvi.).*

{811} aswtwv, adverb (adjective aswtov, on which see aswtia),
“dissolutely, profligately”: zhn (Josephus, Antiquities 12, 4, 8), <421513>Luke
15:13 (A.V. “riotous living”).*

{812} ataktew, atakw: 1 aorist htakthsa; “to be ataktov, to be
disorderly”;
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a. properly, of soldiers marching out of order or quitting the ranks:
Xenophon, Cyril 7, 2, 6, etc. Hence,

b. “to be neglectful of duty, to be lawless”: Xenophon, Cyril 8, 1, 22; oec.
5, 15; Lysias 141, 18 (i.e. c. Alcib. or. 1 sec. 18), others, c. “to lead a
disorderly life”: <530307>2 Thessalonians 3:7,cf. 11.*

{813} ataktov, atakton (tassw), “disorderly, out of the ranks, (often
so of soldiers); irregular, inordinate” (ataktoi hJdonai immoderate
pleasures, Plato, legg. 2, 660 b.; Plutarch, de book educ. c. 7), “deviating
from the prescribed order or rule”: <520514>1 Thessalonians 5:14, cf. <530306>2
Thessalonians 3:6. (In Greek writings from (Herodotus and) Thucydides
down; often in Plato.)*

{814} ataktwv, adverb, “disorderly”: <530306>2 Thessalonians 3:6 ataktwv
peripatein, which is explained by the added kai mh kata thn
paradosin hJn parelabe par’ hJmwn; cf. <530311>2 Thessalonians 3:11,
where it is explained by mhden ergazomenoi, alla periergazomenoi.
(Often in Plato.)*

{815} ateknov, ateknon (teknon), “without offspring, childless”:
<422028>Luke 20:28-30. (<011502>Genesis 15:2; Sir. 16:8. In Greek writings from
Hesiod, Works, 600 down.)*

{816} atenizw; 1 aorist htenisa; (from atenhv stretched, intent, and
this from teinw and a intensive; (yet cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 16, 4;
Buttmann, a. at the end, and under the word Alfa A, a, 3)); “to fix the eyes
on, gaze upon”: with the dative of person, <420420>Luke 4:20; 22:58; <440312>Acts
3:12; 10:4; 14:9; 23:1; followed by eiv with an accusative of person,
<440304>Acts 3:4; 6:15; 13:9; metaphorically, to fix one’s mind on one as an
example, Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 9, 2; eiv ti, <440110>Acts 1:10; 7:55;
<470307>2 Corinthians 3:7,13; eiv ti, “to look into anything,” <441106>Acts 11:6. (3
Macc. 2:26. (Aristotle), Polybius 6, 11, 5 (i.e. 6, 11a, 12 Dindorf);
Diodorus 3, 39 (Dindorf enatenizw); Josephus, b. j. 5, 12, 3; Lucian,
cont. 16, others.)*

{817} ater, preposition, frequent in the poets (from Homer down), rare
in prose writings from Plato (?) down; “without, apart from”: with the
genitive (Dionysius Halicarnassus 3, 10; Plutarch, Numbers 14, Cat. min.
5); in the Bible only in 2 Macc. 12:15; <422206>Luke 22:6 (ater oclou in the
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absence of the multitude; hence, without tumult), <422235>Luke 22:35.
(‘Teaching’ 3, 10; Hermas, sim. 5, 4, 5.)*

{818} atimazw; 1 aorist htimasa; (passive, present atimazomai); 1
aorist infinitive atimasqhnai; (from atimov; hence) “to make atimov, to
dishonor, insult, treat with contumely,” whether in word, in deed, or in
thought: (<411204>Mark 12:4 T Tr marginal reading WH (cf. atimaw and
atimow)); <422011>Luke 20:11; <430849>John 8:49; <440541>Acts 5:41; <450223>Romans 2:23;
<590206>James 2:6 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 40, 5, 2; Buttmann, 202 (175)).
Passive: <450124>Romans 1:24, on which cf. Winer’s Grammar, 326 (305f); (and
sec. 39, 3 N. 3). (In Greek writings from Homer down; the Septuagint.)*

{821} atimaw, atimw: (1 aorist htimhsa); (timh); “to deprive of honor,
despise, treat with contempt or contumely”: tina, <411204>Mark 12:4 L Tr text
htimhsan (see atimazw and atimow). (In Greek writings (chiefly Epic)
from Homer down.)*

{819} atimia, atimiav, hJ (atimov), “dishonor, ignominy, disgrace”
(from Homer down): <461114>1 Corinthians 11:14; opposed to doxa, <470608>2
Corinthians 6:8; <461543>1 Corinthians 15:43 (en atimia namely, on, in a state
of disgrace, used of the unseemliness and offensiveness of a dead body);
kat’ atimian equivalent to atimwv, with contempt namely, of myself,
<471121>2 Corinthians 11:21 (R. V. “by way of disparagement,” cf. kata, II. at
the end); paqh atimiav base lusts, vile passions, <450126>Romans 1:26, cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3b.; (Buttmann, sec. 132, 10). eiv atimian for
a dishonorable use, of vessels, opposed to timh: <450921>Romans 9:21; <550220>2
Timothy 2:20.*

{820} atimov, atimon (timh); from Homer down; “without honor,
unhonored, dishonored”: <401357>Matthew 13:57; <410604>Mark 6:4; <460410>1
Corinthians 4:10 (opposed to endoxov); “base, of less esteem”: <461223>1
Corinthians 12:23 (here the neuter plural of the comparitive, atimotera
(Rec.elz atimwtera)).*

{821} atimow, atimw: (perfect passive participle htimwmenov);
(atimov); from Aeschylus down; “to dishonor, mark with disgrace”:
<411204>Mark 12:4 R G, see atimaw (and atimazw).*

{822} atmiv, atmidov, hJ, “vapor”: <590414>James 4:14; kapnou (<290230>Joel 2:30
(others, 3:3)), <440219>Acts 2:19 (opposed to kapnov in Aristotle, meteor. 2, 4,
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p. 359b, 29f, to nefov ibid. 1, 9, p. 346b, 32). (In Greek writings from
(Herodotus 4, 75 and) Plato, Tim., p. 86; c. down.)*

{823} atomov, atomon (temnw to cut), “that cannot be cut in two or
divided, indivisible” (Plato, Sophocles 229 d.; of time, Aristotle, phys. 8, 8,
p. 263b, 27): en atomw “in a moment,” <461552>1 Corinthians 15:52.*

{824} atopov, atopon (topov), “out of place; not befitting,
unbecoming” (so in Greek writings from Thucydides down; very often in
Plato); in later Greek in an ethical sense, “improper, wicked”: <422341>Luke
23:41 (atopon ti prassein, as in <182706>Job 27:6; 2 Macc. 14:23); <442505>Acts
25:5 L T Tr WH; (the Septuagint for ˆw,a;. <180408>Job 4:8; 11:11, etc.
Josephus, Antiquities 6, 5, 6; Plutarch, de aud. poët. c. 3 faula and
atopa); of men: <530302>2 Thessalonians 3:2 (atopoi kai ponhroi; Luth.
unartig, more correctly “unrighteous” ((iniquus), A.V. “unreasonable,” cf.
Ellicott at the passage)). “inconvenient, harmful”: <442806>Acts 28:6 mhden
atopon eiv auton ginomenon, no injury, no harm coming to him
(Thucydides 2, 49; Josephus, Antiquities 11, 5, 2; Herodian, 4, 11, 7 (4,
Bekker edition)).*

{825} Attaleia (Attallia T WH (see Iota)), Attaleiav, hJ, “Attalia],
a maritime city of Pamphylia in Asia, very near the borders of Lycia, built
and named by Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamum; now “Antali” (or
“Adalia”; cf. Dict. of Geog.): <441425>Acts 14:25.*

{826} augazw: 1 aorist infinitive augasai; (augh);

1. in Greek writings transitively, “to beam upon, irradiate”.

2. in the Bible intransitive, “to be bright, to shine forth”: <470404>2 Corinthians
4:4 (L marginal reading Tr marginal reading kataugazw see fwtismov,
b.) (<031324>Leviticus 13:24-28 (etc.)). (Compare: diaugazw, kataugazw.)*

{827} augh, aughv, hJ, “brightness, radiance” (cf. German Auge (eye), of
which the tragic poets sometimes use augh, see Pape (or Liddell and
Scott; cf. Latin lumina)), especially “of the sun”; hence, hJliou is often
added (Homer and following), “daylight”; hence, acriv (acri T Tr WH)
aughv even till break of day, <442011>Acts 20:11 (Polyaen. 4, 18, p. 386 kata
thn prwthn aughn thv hJmerav). (Synonym: see feggov, at the end.)*
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{828} Augoustov, Augustou, oJ, “Augustus” (cf. English “Majesty”; see
sebastov, 2), the surname of Gaius Julius Caesar Octavianus, the first
Roman emperor: <420201>Luke 2:1.*

{829} auqadhv, auqadev (from autov and hJdomai), “self-pleasing,
self-willed, arrogant”: <560107>Titus 1:7; <610210>2 Peter 2:10. (<014903>Genesis 49:3,7;
<202124>Proverbs 21:24. In Greek writings from Aeschylus and Herodotus
down.) (Trench, sec. xciii.)*

{830} auqairetov, auqaireton (from autov and aJireomai), “self-
chosen”; in Greek writings especially of states or conditions, as douleia,
Thucydides 6, 40, etc., more rarely of persons; “voluntary, of free choice,
of one’s own accord” (as strathgov, Xenophon, an. 5, 7, 29, explained
sec. 28 by oJv eJauton eJlhtai): <470803>2 Corinthians 8:3,17.*

{831} auqentew, auqentw; (a Biblical and ecclesiastical word; from
auqenthv contracted from autoenthv, and this from autov and entea
arms (others, eJnthv, cf. Hesychius sunenthv sunergov; cf. Lobeck,
Technol., p. 121); hence,

a. according to earlier usage, “one who with his own hand kills either
others or himself.

b. in later Greek writings “one who does a thing himself the author” (thv
praxewv, Polybius 23, 14, 2, etc.); “one who acts on his own authority,
autocratic,” equivalent to autokratwr an absolute “master”; cf. Lobeck
ad Phryn., p. 120 (also as above; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 2, 1 c.)); “to
govern” one, “exercise dominion over” one: tinv, <540212>1 Timothy 2:12.*

{832} aulew, aulw: 1 aorist hulhsa; (present passive participle to
auloumenon); (aulov); “to play on the flute, to pipe”: <401117>Matthew
11:17; <420732>Luke 7:32; <461407>1 Corinthians 14:7. (From (Alcman, Herodotus)
Xenophon, and Plato down.)*

{833} aulh, aulhv, hJ (aw to blow; hence) properly, “a place open to the
air” (diapneomenov topov aulh legetai, Athen. 5, 15, p. 189 b.);

1. among the Greeks in Homer’s time “an uncovered space around the
house, enclosed by a wall, in which the stables stood” (Homer, Odyssey 9,
185; Iliad 4, 433); hence, among the Orientals that “roofless enclosure in
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the open country in which flocks were herded at night, a sheepfold”:
<431001>John 10:1,16.

2. “the uncovered court-yard of the house,” Hebrew rxej;, the Septuagint
aulh, Vulgate atrium. In the O.T. particularly of the courts of the
tabernacle and of the temple at Jerusalem; so in the N.T. once:
<661102>Revelation 11:2 (thn aulhn thn exwqen (Rec.st eswqen) tou naou).
The dwellings of the higher classes usually had two aulai, one exterior,
between the door and the street, called also proaulion (which see); the
other interior, surrounded by the buildings of the dwelling itself. The latter
is mentioned <402669>Matthew 26:69 (where exw is opposed to the room in
which the judges were sitting); <411466>Mark 14:66; <422255>Luke 22:55. Cf.
Winer’s RWB under the word Häuser; (B. D. American edition under the
word Court; BB. DD. under the word House).

3. “the house itself a palace”: <402603>Matthew 26:3,58; <411454>Mark 14:54; 15:16;
<421121>Luke 11:21; <431815>John 18:15, and so very often in Greek writings from
Homer, Odyssey 4, 74 down (cf. Eustathius 1483, 39 tw thv aulhv
onomati ta dwmata dhloi, Suidas col. 652 c. aulh. hJ tou basilewv
oikia. Yet this sense is denied to the N.T. by Meyer et al.; see Meyer on
Matthew, the passage cited).*

{834} aulhthv, aulhtou, oJ (aulew), “a flute-player”: <400923>Matthew
9:23; <661822>Revelation 18:22. (In Greek writings from (Theognis and)
Herodotus 6, 60 down.)*

{835} aulizomai: deponent; imperfect hulizomhn; 1 aorist hulisqhn
(Veitch, under the word; Buttmann, 51 (44); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 39,
2); (aulh); in the Septuagint mostly for ˆWl;

1. properly, “to lodge in the courtyard especially at night”; of flocks and
shepherds.

2. “to pass the night in the open air, bivouac”.

3. universally, “to pass the night, lodge”: so <402117>Matthew 21:17; <422137>Luke
21:37 (exercomenov hulizeto eiv to orov, going out to pass the night he
retired to the mountain; cf. Buttmann, sec. 147, 15). (In Greek writings
from Homer down.)*
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{836} aulov, aulou, oJ (aw, auw) (from Homer down), “a pipe”: <461407>1
Corinthians 14:7. (Cf. Stainer, Music of the Bible, chapter v.)*

{837} auxanw, and earlier (the only form in Pindar and Sophocles
(Veitch, under the word says, ‘Hesiod, Mimnermus, Sophocles,
Thucydides always have auxw or auxomai, and Pindar except auxanoi
from 130 (Bergk)’)) auxw (<490221>Ephesians 2:21; <510219>Colossians 2:19);
imperfect huxanon; future auxhsw; 1 aorist huxhsa; (passive, present
auxanomai); 1 aorist,

1. transitive, “to cause to grow, to augment”: <460306>1 Corinthians 3:6f; <470910>2
Corinthians 9:10. Passive “to grow, increase, become greater”:
<401332>Matthew 13:32; <410408>Mark 4:8 L T Tr WH; <471015>2 Corinthians 10:15;
<510106>Colossians 1:6 (not Rec.); eiv thn epignwsin tou Qeou unto the
knowledge of God, <510110>Colossians 1:10 (G L T Tr WH th epignwsei tou
Qeou); eiv swthrian (not Rec.) to the attaining of salvation, <600202>1 Peter
2:2.

2. according to later usage (from Aristotle, an. post. 1, 13, p. 78{b}, 6,
etc., down; but nowhere in the Septuagint (cf. Buttmann, 54 (47); 145
(127); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 1)) intransitive, “to grow, increase”: of
plants, <400628>Matthew 6:28; <410408>Mark 4:8 Rec.; <421227>Luke 12:27 (not Tdf.; Tr
marginal reading brackets auxanw); <421319>Luke 13:19; of infants, <420180>Luke
1:80; 2:40; of a multitude of people, <440717>Acts 7:17. of inward Christian
growth: eiv Criston, in reference to (Winer’s Grammar, 397 (371); yet
cf. Ellicott at the passage) Christ, <490415>Ephesians 4:15; eiv naon, so as to
form a temple, <490221>Ephesians 2:21; en cariti, <610318>2 Peter 3:18; with an
accusative of the substance. thn auxhsin, <510219>Colossians 2:19 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 32, 2; Buttmann, sec. 131, 5, also Lightfoot’s note at the
passage); of the external increase of the gospel it is said oJ logov huxane:
<440607>Acts 6:7; 12:24; 19:20; of the growing authority of a teacher and the
number of his adherents (opposed to elattousqai), <430330>John 3:30.
(Compare: sunauxanw, uJperauxanw.)*

{838} auxhsiv, auxewv, hJ (auxw), “increase, growth”: <490416>Ephesians
4:16; tou Qeou, effected by God, <510219>Colossians 2:19; cf. Meyer ad loc.
((Herodotus), Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, and subsequent writings.)*

{837} auxw, see auxanw.
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{839} aurion, adverb (from auro the morning air, and this from auw to
breathe, blow; (according to others akin to hwv, Latin aurora; Curtius,
sec. 613, cf. Vanicek, p. 944)), “tomorrow” (Latin cras): <400630>Matthew
6:30; <421228>Luke 12:28; <442315>Acts 23:15 Rec., 20; 25:22; <461532>1 Corinthians
15:32 (from <232213>Isaiah 22:13); shmeron kai aurion, <421332>Luke 13:32f;
<590413>James 4:13 (Rec.st G, others shmeron h aurion). hJ aurion namely,
hJmera (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 64, 5; Buttmann, sec. 123, 8) the morrow,
<400634>Matthew 6:34; <440403>Acts 4:3; epi thn aurion, on the morrow, i.e. the
next morning, <421035>Luke 10:35; <440405>Acts 4:5; to (L ta; WH omits) thv
aurion, what the morrow will bring forth, <590414>James 4:14. (From Homer
down.)*

{840} austhrov, austhra, austhron (from auw to dry up), “harsh”
(Latin austerus), “stringent” of taste, austhron kai gluku (kai
pikron), Plato, legg. 10, 897 a.; oinov, Diogenes Laërtius 7, 117. of mind
and manners, “harsh, rough, rigid” (cf. Trench, sec. xiv.): <421921>Luke
19:21,22; (Polybius 4, 20, 7; Diogenes Laërtius 7, 26, etc. 2 Macc.
14:30).*

{841} autarkeia, autarkeiav, hJ (autarkhv, which see), “a perfect
condition of life, in which no aid or support is needed”; equivalent to
teleiothv kthsewv agaqwn, Plato, def., p. 412 b.; often in Aristotle,
(defined by him (pol. 7, 5 at the beginning, p. 1326{b}, 29) as follows: to
panta uJparcein kai deisqai mhqenov autarkev; cf. Lightfoot on
<500411>Philippians 4:11); hence, “a sufficiency of the necessaries of life”: <470908>2
Corinthians 9:8; subjectively, “a mind contented with its lot, contentment”:
<540606>1 Timothy 6:6; (Diogenes Laërtius 10, 130).*

{842} autarkhv (on the accent see Chandler sec. 705), autarkev,
(autov, arkew) (from Aeschylus down), “sufficient for oneself, strong
enough or possessing enough to need no aid or support; independent of
external circumstances”; often in Greek writings from (Aeschylus and)
Herodotus 1, 32 down. Subjectively, “contented with one’s lot, with one’s
means, though the slenderest”: <500411>Philippians 4:11 (so Sir. 40:18; Polybius
6, 48, 7; Diogenes Laërtius 2, 24 of Socrates, autarkhv kai semnov).
(Cf. autarkeia).*

{843} autokatakritov, autokatakriton (autov, katakrinw), “self-
condemned”: <560311>Titus 3:11; (ecclesiastical writings (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 34, 3)).*
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{844} automatov, automaton, and automath, automaton (from
autov and memaa to desire eagerly, from the obsolete theme maw),
“moved by one’s own impulse, or acting without the instigation or
intervention of another” (from Homer down); often of the earth producing
plants of itself, and of the plants themselves and fruits growing without
culture; (on its adverbial use cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 2): <410428>Mark
4:28; (Herodotus 2, 94; 8, 138; Plato, polit., p. 272 a.; (Theophrastus, h.,
p. 2, 1); Diodorus 1, 8, etc. <032505>Leviticus 25:5,11). of gates opening of their
own accord: <441210>Acts 12:10 (so in Homer, Iliad 5, 749; Xenophon, Hell. 6,
4, 7; Apoll. Rh. 4, 41; Plutarch, Timol. 12; Nonnus, Dionysius 44, 21; (Dio
Cassio, 44, 17)).*

{845} autopthv, autoptou, oJ (autov, OPTW), “seeing with one’s own
eyes, an eye-witness” (cf. authkwv one who has himself heard a thing):
<420102>Luke 1:2. (In Greek writings from Herodotus down.)*

{846} autov, auth, auto, pronoun (“derived from the particle au with
the added force of a demonstrative pronoun. In itself it signifies nothing
more than again, applied to what has either been previously mentioned or,
when the whole discourse is looked at, must necessarily be supplied.”
Klotz ad Devar. ii., p. 219; (see Vanicek, p. 268)). It is used by the Biblical
writings both of the O.T. and of the N.T. far more frequently than the
other pronouns; and in this very frequent and almost inordinate use of it,
they deviate greatly from secular authors; cf. Buttmann, sec. 127, 9. (On
classic usage cf. Hermann, Opuscc. i. 308ff, of which dissertation a
summary is given in his edition of Viger, pp. 732-736.)

I. “self,” as used (in all persons, genders, numbers) to distinguish a person
or thing from or contrast it with another, or to give him (it) emphatic
prominence.

1. When used to express Opposition or Distinction, it is added

a. to the subjects implied in the verb, the personal pronouns egw, hJmeiv,
su, etc., being omitted: <420537>Luke 5:37 (autov ekcuqhsetai the wine, as
opposed to the skins); <422271>Luke 22:71 (autoi gar hkousamen we
ourselves, opposed to witnesses whose testimony could have been taken);
<430225>John 2:25 (autov eginwsken, opposed to testimony he might have
called for); <430442>John 4:42 (we ourselves, not thou only); <430921>John 9:21 (T Tr
WH omit); <441815>Acts 18:15 (oyesqe autoi); <442034>Acts 20:34; 22:19; <520109>1
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Thessalonians 1:9, etc.; with a negative added, ‘he does not himself do this
or that,’ i.e. he leaves it to others: <420642>Luke 6:42 (autov, viz., “thou,” ou
blepwn); <421146>Luke 11:46 (autoi, viz., “ye,” ou prosyauete), 52;
<431828>John 18:28; 3 John 10. With the addition of kai to indicate that a thing
is ascribed to one equally with others: <421412>Luke 14:12 (mhpote kai autoi
se antikaleswsi); <421628>Luke 16:28; <440222>Acts 2:22 (G L T Tr WH omit
kai); <430445>John 4:45; 17:19,21; <507124>Philippians 2:24, etc. In other passages
kai autov is added to a subject expressly mentioned, and is placed after it;
and in translation may be joined to the predicate and rendered “likewise”:
<420136>Luke 1:36 (hJ suggenhv sou kai auth suneilhfuia uJion “thy
kinswoman herself also,” i.e. as well as thou); <402757>Matthew 27:57 (oJv kai
autov emaqhteuse (L T Tr WH text emaqhteouqh) tw Ihsou); <422351>Luke
23:51 (R G); <411543>Mark 15:43; <440813>Acts 8:13 (oJ de Simwn kai autov
apisteuse); 15:32; 21:24; <620206>1 John 2:6; <480217>Galatians 2:17; <581303>Hebrews
13:3.

b. it is added to subjects expressed, whether to pronouns personal or
demonstrative, or to nouns proper or common: <430328>John 3:28 (autoi
uJmeiv ye yourselves bear witness, not only have I affirmed); <442030>Acts 20:30
(ex uJmwn autwn from among your own selves, not only from other
quarters); <451505>Romans 15:54 (kai autov egw I of myself also, not only
assured by report, cf. 1:8); <460513>1 Corinthians 5:13 (ex uJmwn autwn from
your own society, opposed to them that are without, of whose character
God must be the judge); <460735>1 Corinthians 7:35; 11:13; <520409>1 Thessalonians
4:9; autoi oJutoi, <442420>Acts 24:20; autou toutou (masculine), <442525>Acts
25:25; Ihsouv autov Jesus himself, personally, opposed to those who
baptized by his command, <430402>John 4:2; autov Ihsouv, opposed to those
who believed on him on account of his miracles, <430224>John 2:24; Jesus
himself, not others only, <430444>John 4:44; autov Dauid, opposed to the
doctors of the law, whose decision did not seem quite to agree with the
words of David, <411236>Mark 12:36f; <422042>Luke 20:42; autov oJ Satanv,
opposed to his ministers, <471114>2 Corinthians 11:14; autov oJ Qeov, God
himself, not another, <662103>Revelation 21:3; auta ta epourania, the
heavenly things themselves (i.e. sanctuary), opposed to its copies,
<580923>Hebrews 9:23 (see epouraniov, 1 c.).

c. it is used to distinguish one not only from his companions, disciples,
servants — as <410225>Mark 2:25 (autov kai oJi met’ autou); <430212>John 2:12;
4:53; 18:1 — but also from things done by him or belonging to him, as
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<430704>John 7:4 (ti poiei kai zhtei autov (L Tr marginal reading WH
marginal reading auto)); <460315>1 Corinthians 3:15 (tinov to ergon
katakahsetai, autov de swqhsetai); <422415>Luke 24:15 (autov (oJ)
Ihsouv, Jesus himself in person, opposed to their previous conversation
about him).

d. “self to the exclusion of others, i.e. he etc. alone, by oneself”: <410631>Mark
6:31 (uJmeiv autoi ye alone, unattended by any of the people; cf. Fritzsche
at the passage); <431411>John 14:11 (dia ta erga auta (WH marginal reading
autou)); <450725>Romans 7:25 (autov egw I alone, unaided by the Spirit of
Christ; cf. <450802>Romans 8:2); <471213>2 Corinthians 12:13 (autov egw, unlike the
other preachers of the gospel); <661912>Revelation 19:12; cf. Herm. ad Vig., p.
733 iii.; Matth. sec. 467, 5; Kühner, sec. 468 Anm. 2; (Jelf, sec. 656, 3);
with the addition of monov (as often in Attic writings): <430615>John 6:15.

e. “self not prompted or influenced by another, i.e. of oneself of one’s own
accord”: <431627>John 16:27 (so even Homer, Iliad 17, 254; and among Attic
writings especially Xenophon).

2. When it gives Prominence, it answers

a. to our emphatic “he, she, it”: <400121>Matthew 1:21 (autov swsei HE and
no other); <400504>Matthew 5:4-10 (autoi); 6:4 (R G); 17:5 (autou akouete);
<420635>Luke 6:35; 17:16; 24:21; <430921>John 9:21 (autov (T Tr WH omit) ...
auton ... autov); <441042>Acts 10:42 (L text Tr text WH oJutov); <480417>Galatians
4:17 (autouv); <490210>Ephesians 2:10 (autou); <510117>Colossians 1:17; <620202>1 John
2:2; 4:5; <590206>James 2:6f. So in Greek writings also from Homer down; cf.
Herm. ad Vig., p. 734 v. It is used with the same force after relative
sentences, where Greek prose uses oJutov: <401250>Matthew 12:50 (oJstiv an
poihsh ..., autov mou adelfov estin, where in <410335>Mark 3:35 oJutov);
<402648>Matthew 26:48; <411444>Mark 14:44; cf. Buttmann, 107f (94f). Less
emphatically, autov is put before subjects, serving to recall them again:
<400304>Matthew 3:4 (autov de Iwannhv now he, whom I spoke of, John);
<410617>Mark 6:17 (autov gar HJrwdhv); <450816>Romans 8:16 (auto to pneuma).

b. it points out some one as chief, leader, master of the rest (often so in
Greek, as in the well-known phrase of the Pythagoreans, autov efa (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 22, 3, 4 and, p. 150 (142))): of Christ, <400824>Matthew
8:24; <410438>Mark 4:38; 6:47; 8:29; <420516>Luke 5:16f; 9:51; 10:38; of God,
<420635>Luke 6:35; <581305>Hebrews 13:5; <620419>1 John 4:19 (not Lachmann).
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c. it answers to our “very, just, exactly” (German eben, gerade):
<450903>Romans 9:3 (autov egw I myself, the very man who seems to be
inimical to the Israelites); <471001>2 Corinthians 10:1 (I myself, who bore myself
lowly in your presence, as ye said); auta ta erga, <430536>John 5:36; often in
Luke en auth th hJmera or wJra, autw tw kairw, “in that very day,
hour, season”: <420238>Luke 2:38; 10:21; 12:12; 13:1,31; 20:19; 23:12; 24:13,
33; <441618>Acts 16:18. In the writings of Paul auto touto “this very thing”:
<480210>Galatians 2:10; <470711>2 Corinthians 7:11; <500106>Philippians 1:6; eiv auto
touto “for this very purpose, on this very account”: Romans 9: 17; 13:6;
<470505>2 Corinthians 5:5; <490622>Ephesians 6:22; <510408>Colossians 4:8; and in the
same sense (“for” this very thing) the simple accusative (as in Attic, cf.
Matth. sec. 470, 7; Kühner, 2:267 Anm. 6; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 21 N.
2) touto auto, <470203>2 Corinthians 2:3 (but see Meyer at the passage), and
auto touto, <610105>2 Peter 1:5 (Lachmann reads here autoi).

d. “even,” Latin vel, adeo (in Homer; cf. Herm. ad Vig., p. 733 ii.): kai
auth hJ ktisiv, <450821>Romans 8:21; oude hJ fusiv auth, <461114>1 Corinthians
11:14; kai (Tr omits; L WH brackets kai) autov oJ uJiov, <461528>1
Corinthians 15:28; kai auth Sarra even Sarah herself, although a feeble
old woman, <581111>Hebrews 11:11 (yet WH marginal reading reads the dative
auth Sarra; see katabolh, 1).

II. autov has the force of a simple personal pronoun of the third person,
answering to our unemphatic “he, she, it”; and that

1. as in classic Greek, in the oblique cases, “him, her, it, them,” etc.:
numberless instances — as in the genitive absolute, e.g. autou elqontov,
lalhsantov, etc.; or in the accusative with infinitive, eiv to einai
autouv anapologhtouv, <450120>Romans 1:20; or after prepositions, ex
autou, en autw, etc.; or where it indicates the possessor, oJ pathr
autou; or a person as the (direct or indirect) object of an active verb, as
epidwsei autw, <400709>Matthew 7:9; aspasasqe authn, <401012>Matthew
10:12; afeiv autouv, <402644>Matthew 26:44; hn dianeuwn autoiv,
<420122>Luke 1:22; ouk eia auta lalein, <420441>Luke 4:41; hJ skotia auto ou
katelabe, <430105>John 1:5. But see aJutou below.

2. Contrary to Greek usage, in the N.T. even in the nominative it is put for
a simple personal pronoun of the third person, where the Greeks say oJutov
or oJ de, or use no pronoun at all. This has been convincingly shown by
Buttmann, 107ff (93ff); and yet some of the examples adduced by him are
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not decisive, but either must be or can be referred to the usage illustrated
under I. 1; — those in which autov is used of Christ, apparently to I. 1 b.
But, in my opinion, the question is settled even by the following: autov,
<401402>Matthew 14:2; <411415>Mark 14:15; <420122>Luke 1:22; 15:14; so too in the
Septuagint (cf. Thiersch, Deuteronomy Pentat. vers. Alex., p. 98); Sir.
49:7; Tobit 6:11; autoi, <410208>Mark 2:8 (oJutwv autoi dialogizontai in
Griesbach); <420936>Luke 9:36; 14:1; 22:23; auto, <421114>Luke 11:14 (Tr marginal
reading WH omits; Tr text brackets). Whether auth and autai also are so
used, is doubtful; cf. Buttmann, 109 (95).

3. Sometimes in the oblique cases the pronoun is omitted, being evident
from the context: <410605>Mark 6:5 (epiqeiv, namely, autoiv); <430334>John 3:34
(didwsi, namely, autw); <431029>John 10:29 (dedwke moi, namely, autouv);
<441303>Acts 13:3 (apelusan, namely, autouv); <661821>Revelation 18:21
(ebalen, namely, auton), etc.

4. Not infrequently autov in the oblique cases is added to the verb,
although the case belonging to this very verb has preceded: <400801>Matthew
8:1 (katabanti de autw (L Tr WH genitive absolutely) apo ton orouv
hkolouqhsan autw); <400416>Matthew 4:16; 5:40; 8:23,28 (R G); 9:28;
25:29 (apo (om. by L T Tr WH) tou mh econtov ... ap’ autou); 26:71
(R G L brackets T); <410502>Mark 5:2 (R G); 9:28 (R G); <431502>John 15:2 (pan
klhma ... airei auto); <440721>Acts 7:21 (R G); <590417>James 4:17;
<660207>Revelation 2:7; 6:4 (L Tr marginal reading brackets); cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 22, 4 a.; Buttmann, 142 (125). Doubtless the writer, while
writing the earlier words with the intention of joining them to the leading
verb to follow, marked off these very words as a clause by themselves, as if
they formed a protasis; and so, when he came to the leading verb, he
construed it just as though it were to form an apodosis.

5. By a Hebraism autov is used redundantly in relative sentences: hJv
eiceto qugatrion authv, <410725>Mark 7:25; oJu tw mwlwpi autou, <600224>1
Peter 2:24 (R G T, but Tr marginal reading brackets autou); especially in
the Apocalypse: hJn oudeiv dunatai kleisai authn, <660308>Revelation 3:8
(according to the true text); oJiv edoqh autoiv, <660702>Revelation 7:2; add
<660709>Revelation 7:9; 13:12; 17:9; far more often in the Septuagint; rare in
Greek writings (from Callimachus (260 B. C.) epistle 44); cf. Herm. ad
Vig., p. 709; (Buttmann, sec. 143, 1); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 22, 4 b.
where add to the examples Herodian, 8, 6, 10 (5 Bekker) oJiv epifoitwsi
autoiv tav loipav poleiv pulai anoignunto. But to this construction
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must not be referred <400312>Matthew 3:12 oJu to ptuon en th ceiri autou,
nor <600224>1 Peter 2:24 oJv tav aJmartiav hJmwn autov anhnegken. For in the
latter passage autov is in contrast with “us,” who must otherwise have
paid the penalty of our sins; and in the former the sense is, ‘he holds his
winnowing-shovel in his hand.’

6. Very often autov is used rather laxly, where the subject or the object to
which it must be referred is not expressly indicated, but must be gathered
especially from some preceding name of a province or city, or from the
context: <400423>Matthew 4:23 (perihgen thn Galilaian didaskwn en
taiv sunagwgaiv autwn, i.e. of the Galilaeans); <440805>Acts 8:5
(Samareiav ekhrussen autoiv, i.e. toiv Samareitaiv); <442002>Acts 20:2
(autouv, i.e. the inhabitants twn merwn ekeinwn); <470213>2 Corinthians 2:13
(autoiv, i.e. the Christians of Troas); <401902>Matthew 19:2 (ocloi polloi
kai eqerapeusen autouv, i.e. their sick); <600314>1 Peter 3:14 (fobon
autwn, i.e. of those who may be able kakwsai you, <600313>1 Peter 3:13);
<422351>Luke 23:51 (th boulh autwn, i.e. of those with whom he had been a
bouleuthv); <580808>Hebrews 8:8 (autoiv (L T WH Tr marginal reading
autouv; see memfomai) i.e. toiv ecousi thn diaqhkhn thn prowthn);
<420222>Luke 2:22 (tou kaqarismou autwn. of the purification prescribed by
the law of Moses to women in child-bed); <430844>John 8:44 (yeusthv estin
kai oJ pathr autou, i.e. of the liar; cf. Baumg.-Crusius and Meyer at the
passage). By this rather careless use of the pronoun it camo about that at
length autoi alone might be used for anqrwpoi: <400804>Matthew 8:4;
<410144>Mark 1:44; <420514>Luke 5:14,17 (here T WH Tr marginal reading auton);
cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 22, 3; Buttmann, sec. 127, 8. 7. Sometimes, in
relative sentences consisting of several members, the second member is not
joined to the first by the relative oJv, but by a loose connection proceeds
with kai autov; as, <421731>Luke 17:31; <440313>Acts 3:13 (By oJn uJmeiv
paredwkate kai hrnhsasqe auton (L T WH omit; Tr brackets
auton)); <460806>1 Corinthians 8:6 (ex oJu ta panta kai hJmeiv eiv auton, for
kai eiv oJn hJmeiv); <610203>2 Peter 2:3. This is the usage likewise of Greek as
well as of Hebrew; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 149 (141); (Buttmann, 283
(243)); Bernhardy (1829), p. 304.

III. oJ autov, hJ auth, to auto, with the article, “the same”;

1. without a noun: oJ autov, immutable, <580112>Hebrews 1:12; 13:8
(Thucydides 2, 61); to auto: — poiein, <400546>Matthew 5:46 (R G T WH
text, 47 L T Tr WH); <420633>Luke 6:33; legein, to profess the same opinion,
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<460110>1 Corinthians 1:10; oneidizein, not “in the same manner” but
reproached him with “the same,” cast on him “the same reproach,”
<402744>Matthew 27:44 (oneidizein toiauta, Sophocles Oed. Colossians
1002). ta auta: <441527>Acts 15:27; <450201>Romans 2:1; <490609>Ephesians 6:9. epi to
auto (Rec.st passim epitoauto) (Hesychius oJmou, epi ton auton
topon), “to the same place, in the same place”: <402234>Matthew 22:34;
<440115>Acts 1:15; 2:1; <461120>1 Corinthians 11:20; 14:23 (<190202>Psalm 2:2; <100213>2
Samuel 2:13; 3 Macc. 3:1; Susanna 14); “together”: <421735>Luke 17:35;
<440301>Acts 3:1 (L T Tr WH join it to Acts 2; <460705>1 Corinthians 7:5); kata to
auto (Vulgate simul), “together”: <441401>Acts 14:1 (for djæyæ, <022624>Exodus
26:24; <110318>1 Kings 3:18; examples from Greek writings are given by Kypke,
Observations, ii., p. 69ff). Like adjective of equality oJ autov is followed by
the dative: eJn kai to auto th exurhmenh, <461105>1 Corinthians 11:5 (Sap.
18:11; 4 Macc. 8:5; 10:2,13; and often in Greek writings, cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 150 (141)).

2. With a noun added: <402644>Matthew 26:44; <411439>Mark 14:39 (ton auton
logon); <420638>Luke 6:38 (R G L marginal reading) (tw autw metrw);
<500130>Philippians 1:30; <460110>1 Corinthians 1:10 (en tw autw noi); <461204>1
Corinthians 12:4 (to de auto pneuma), etc. ta auta (with the force of a
substantive: “the same kind”) twn paqhmatwn, <600509>1 Peter 5:9. (Cf.
tauta.)

{847} autou, properly, neuter genitive of the pronoun autov, “in that
place, there, here”: <402636>Matthew 26:36; (<420927>Luke 9:27 (R L wJde)); <441534>Acts
15:34 (a spurious verse (see WH’s Appendix, at the passage)); <441819>Acts
18:19. (L Tr marginal reading ekei); <442104>Acts 21:4 (Lachmann autoiv).*

{848} aJutou, aJuthv, aJutou, “of himself, herself, itself,” equivalent to
eJauttou, which see It is very common in the editions of the N.T. by the
Elzevirs, Griesbach, Knapp, others; but Bengel, Matthaei, Lachmann, Tdf.,
Trg. have everywhere substituted autou, autw, etc. for aJutou, aJutw,
etc. “For I have observed that the former are used almost constantly (not
always then? Grimm) not only in uncial manuscripts of the 8th, 9th, and
10th centuries, but also in many others (and not N.T. manuscripts alone).
That this is the correct mode of writing is proved also by numerous
examples where the pronoun is joined to prepositions; for these last are
often found written not ef’, af’, meq’, kaq’, anq’, etc., but ep’, ap’,
met’, kat’, ant.” Tischendorf, Proleg. ad N.T., edition 2, p. 26 (ed. 8, p.
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126); cf. his Proleg. ad Septuagint, edition 1, p. 70 (ed. 4, p. 33 (not in
edition 6)). Bleek entertains the same opinion and sets it forth at length in
his note on <580103>Hebrews 1:3, vol. ii. 1, p. 67ff The question is hard to
decide, not only because the breathings and accents are lacking in the
oldest manuscripts, but also because it often depends upon the mere
preference of the writer or speaker whether he will speak in his own
person, or according to the thought of the person spoken of. Certainly in
the large majority of the passages in the N.T. autou is correctly restored;
but apparently we ought to write di’ aJutou (Rec. eJauutou (so L
marginal reading T WH)), <451414>Romans 14:14 (L text Tr di’ autou); eiv
aJuton, <510120>Colossians 1:20 (others, eiv auton); autov peri aJutou (T Tr
text WH eJautou), <430921>John 9:21. Cf. Winer’s Grammar, 151 (143);
(Buttmann, 111f (97f); Lightfoot on Colossians l. c, and see especially
Hort in Westcott and Hort’s Greek New Testament, Appendix, p. 144f;
these editors have introduced the aspirated form into their text “nearly
twenty times” (e.g. <400634>Matthew 6:34; <421217>Luke 12:17,21; 23:12; 24:12;
<430224>John 2:24; 13:32; 19:17; 20:10; <441417>Acts 14:17; <450127>Romans 1:27; <470305>2
Corinthians 3:5; <490215>Ephesians 2:15; <500321>Philippians 3:21; <620510>1 John 5:10;
<660806>Revelation 8:6, etc.). Cf. Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 432).

autofwrov, autofwron (autov and fwr a thief, fwra a theft) (from
Sophocles down); properly, “caught in the act of theft”; then universally,
“caught in the act of perpetrating any other crime”; very often in the
phrases ep’ autofwrw (as one word epautofwrw) tina lambanein,
passive lambanesqai, katalambanesqai, aJliskesqai, (from
Herodotus 6, 72 on), the crime being specified by a participle:
moiceuomenh, <430804>John 8:4 (R G), as in Aelian nat. an. 11, 15; Plutarch,
mor. vi., p. 446, Tauchn. edition (x., p. 723, Reiske edition, cf. Nicias 4, 5;
Eumen. 2, 2); Sextus Empiricus, adverb Rhet. 65 (p. 151, Fabric. edition).*

{849} autoceir, autoceirov, oJ (autov and ceir, cf. makroceir,
adikoceir), doing a thing “with one’s own hand”: <442719>Acts 27:19. (Often
in the tragedians and Attic orators.)*

aucew; (in present and imperfect from Aeschylus and Herodotus down,
but rare in prose); properly, “to lift up the neck,” hence, “to boast”:
megala aucei, <590305>James 3:5 L T Tr WH for R G megalaucei which
see*
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{850} aucmhrov, aucmhra, aucmhron (aucmew to be squalid),
“squalid, dirty” (Xenophon, Plato, and following), and since dirty things
are destitute of brightness, “dark”: <610119>2 Peter 1:19, Aristotle, de color. 3
to lampron h stilbon ... h tounantion aucmhron kai alampev.
(Hesychius, Suidas, Pollux).*

{851} afairew, afairw; future afairhsw (<662219>Revelation 22:19 Rec.
(from Erasmus, apparently on no Ms. authority; see Tdf.’s note)), and
afelw (ibid. G L T Tr WH; on this rarer future cf. Alexander Buttmann
(1873) Ausf. Spr. ii., p. 100); 2 aorist afeilon; 1 future passive
afaireqhsomai; middle, present afairoumai; 2 aorist afeilomhn;
(see aJirew); in Greek writings from Homer down; “to take from, take
away, remove, carry off”: ti, <420125>Luke 1:25; “to cut off,” to wtion,
<402651>Matthew 26:51; <411447>Mark 14:47 (L T Tr WH to wtarion); <422250>Luke
22:50 (to ouv) (thn kefalhn tinov, 1 Macc. 7:47; for træK;, <091751>1
Samuel 17:51); to take away, ti apo with the genitive of a thing,
<662219>Revelation 22:19; ti apo with the genitive of person <421042>Luke 10:42 (T
WH omit; L Tr brackets apo) (<013131>Genesis 31:31; <183607>Job 36:7;
<200416>Proverbs 4:16 (Alexandrian LXX), etc.); middle (properly, to take away
or bear off “for oneself”), <421603>Luke 16:3 (<030410>Leviticus 4:10; <330208>Micah 2:8;
in Greek writings with a simple genitive for apo tinov); afairein tav
aJmartiav “to take away siins,” of victims expiating them, <581004>Hebrews
10:4 (<241115>Jeremiah 11:15; Sir. 47:11); middle of God putting out of his
sight, remembering no more, the sins committed by men, i.e., granting
pardon for sins (see aJmartia, 2 a.): <451127>Romans 11:27.*

{852} afanhv, afanev (fainw), “not manifest, hidden”: <580413>Hebrews
4:13. (Often in Greek writings from (Aeschylus and) Herodotus down.)
(Cf. dhlov, and Schmidt, chapter 130.)*

{853} afanizw; (passive, present afanizomai); 1 aorist hfanisqhn;
(afanhv);

a. “to snatch out of sight, to put out of view, to make unseen” (Xenophon,
an. 3, 4, 8 hJlion nefelh parakaluyasa hfanise namely, thn polin,
Plato, Philippians 66 a. afanizontev kruptomen).

b. “to cause to vanish away, to destroy, consume”: <400619>Matthew 6:19f
(often so in Greek writings and the Septuagint (cf. Buttmann, sec. 130, 5));
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passive “to perish”: <441341>Acts 13:41 (Luth. vor Schrecken vergehen); “to
vanish away,” <590414>James 4:14 (Herodotus 7, 6; 167; Plato and following).

c. “to deprive of lustre, render unsightly; to disfigure”: to proswpon,
<400616>Matthew 6:16.*

{854} afanismov, afanismou, oJ (afanizw, which see),
“disappearance; destruction”: <580813>Hebrews 8:13. (Theophrastus, Polybius,
Diodorus, Plutarch, Lucian, others; often in the Septuagint, particularly for
hM;væ and hm;m;v].)*

{855} afantov, afanton (from fainomai), “taken out of sight, made
invisible”: afantov egeneto ap’ autwn, he departed from them suddenly
and in a way unseen, he vanished, <422431>Luke 24:31. (In poets from Homer
down; later in prose writings also; Diodorus 4, 65 empeswn eiv to casma
... afantov egeneto, Plutarch, orac. def. c. 1. Sometimes angels,
withdrawing suddenly from human view, are said afaneiv ginesqai: 2
Macc. 3:34; Acta Thom. sections 27 and 43.)*

{856} afedrwn, afedrwnov, oJ, apparently a word of Macedonian
origin, which Suidas calls ‘barbarous’; “the place into which the alvine
discharges are voided; a privy, sink”; found only in <401517>Matthew 15:17;
<410719>Mark 7:19. It appears to be derived not from af’ eJdrwn, a podicibus,
but from afedrov, the same Macedon. word which in <031205>Leviticus 12:5;
15:19ff answers to the Hebrew hD;ni sordes menstruorum. Cf. Fischer’s full
discussion of the word in his Deuteronomy vitiis lexamples N.T., p. 698ff*

{857} afeidia (afeideia Lachmann, see under the word ei, i),
afeidiav, hJ (the disposition of a man who is afeidhv, unsparing),
“unsparing severity”: with the genitive of the object, tou swmatov,
<510223>Colossians 2:23 (twn swmatwn afeidein, Lysias 2, 25 (193, 5);
Diodorus 13, 60; 79 etc. (see Lightfoot on Colossians, the passage cited);
in Plato, defin., p. 412 d. afeidia means “liberality”).*

{542} afeidon, equivalent to apeidon, which see Cf. Buttmann, 7;
Mullach, p. 22; Winer’s Grammar, 45 (44); (Tdf. Proleg., p. 91f, the
Septuagint edition 4 Proleg., p. xxxiii.; Scrivener’s edition of manuscript
Cantab. Introduction, p. 47: (11); especially WH’s Appendix, p. 143f,
Meisterhans, sec. 20, and Lightfoot on <506823>Philippians 2:23; Curtius, p.
687f).
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{858} afelothv, afelothtov, hJ (from afelhv without rock, smooth,
plain, and this from felleuv rocky land), “simplicity” (A.V. “singleness”):
kardiav, <440246>Acts 2:46 (found only here (and in ecclesiastical writings).
The Greeks used afeleia).*

{560} afelpizw, equivalent to apelpizw, which see; cf. afeidon.

{859} afesiv, afesewv, hJ (afihmi);

1. “release,” as from bondage, imprisonment, etc.: <420418>Luke 4:18 (19)
(<236101>Isaiah 61:1f; Polybius 1, 79, 12, etc.).

2. afesiv aJmartiwn “forgiveness, pardon,” of sins (properly, “the letting
them go,” as if they had not been committed (see at length Trench, sec.
xxxiii.)), “remission of their penalty”: <402628>Matthew 26:28; <410104>Mark 1:4;
<420177>Luke 1:77; 3:3; 24:47; <440238>Acts 2:38; 5:31; 10:43; 13:38; 26:18;
<510114>Colossians 1:14; twn paraptwmatwn, <490107>Ephesians 1:7; and simply
afesiv: <410329>Mark 3:29; <580922>Hebrews 9:22; 10:18 (fonou, Plato, legg. 9, p.
869 d.; egklhmatwn, Diodorus 20, 44 (so Dionysius Halicarnassus 50:8
sec. 50, see also 7, 33; 7, 46; especially 7, 64; aJmarthmatwn, Philo, vit.
Moys. 3:17; others.)).*

{860} aJfh, aJfhv, hJ (aJptw to fasten together, to fit) (Vu]g. junctura
(and nexus)), “bond, connection” (A.V. “joint” (see especially Lightfoot on
Colossians as below)): <490416>Ephesians 4:16; <510219>Colossians 2:19. (Plutarch,
Anton. c. 27.)*

{861} afqarsia, afqarsiav, hJ (afqartov, cf. akaqarsia)
(Tertullian and subsequent writings incorruptibilitas, Vulgate incorruptio
(and incorruptela)), “incorruption, perpetuity”: tou kosmou, Philo de
incorr. round. sec. 11; it is ascribed to to qeion in Plutarch, Aristotle, c. 6;
of the body of man exempt from decay after the resurrection, <461542>1
Corinthians 15:42 (en afqarsia, namely, on), 50, 53f; of a blessed
immortality (Sap. 2:23; 6:19; 4 Macc. 17:12), <450207>Romans 2:7; <550110>2
Timothy 1:10. tina agapan en afqarsia to love one with never
diminishing love, <490624>Ephesians 6:24 (cf. Meyer at the passage The word
seems to have the meaning “purity, sincerity, incorruptness” in <560207>Titus 2:7
Rec.st).*

{862} afqartov, afqarton (fqeirw), “uncorrupted, not liable to
corruption or decay, imperishable”: of things, <460925>1 Corinthians 9:25; <600104>1
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Peter 1:4,23; 3:4; (afqartov khrugma thv aiwniou swthriav, Mark
16 WH in (rejected) ‘Shorter Conclusion’). “immortal”: of the risen dead,
<461552>1 Corinthians 15:52; of God, <450123>Romans 1:23; <540117>1 Timothy 1:17.
(Sap. 12:1; 18:4. (Aristotle), Plutarch, Lucian, others. (Cf. Trench, sec.
lxviii.).)*

afqoria, afqoriav, hJ (afqorov uncorrupted, from fqeirw),
“uncorruptness”: <560207>Titus 2:7 L T Tr WH; see adiafqoria.*

{863} afihmi; present 2 person singular afeiv (from the form afew,
<660220>Revelation 2:20 for Rec. eav) (3 person plural afiousin Revelation
11: Tdf. editions 2, 7, from a form afiew; cf. Buttmann, 48 (42));
imperfect 3 person singular hfie, with the augment before the preposition,
<410134>Mark 1:34; 11:16, from the form afiw; whence also present 1 person
plural afiomen <421104>Luke 11:4 L T Tr WH for afiemen Rec. and 3 person
afiousin <661109>Revelation 11:9 L T Tr WH; (see WH’s Appendix, p. 167);
future afhsw; 1 aorist afhka, 2 person singular afhkev <660204>Revelation
2:4 T Tr WH (cf. kopiaw); 2 aorist imperative afev, afete, subjunctive
3 person singular afh, 2 person plural afhte (infinitive afeinai
(<402323>Matthew 23:23 L T Tr WH; <420521>Luke 5:21 L text T Tr WH)),
participle afeiv, afentev; passive, present afiemai (yet 3 person plural
afiontai <432023>John 20:23 WH marginal reading etc.; cf. afiw above);
perfect 3 person plural afewntai (a Doric form (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 14, 3 a.; B 49 (42); Kühner, sec. 285, 4), <400902>Matthew 9:2,5; <410205>Mark
2:5,(9) — in both these Gospels L (except in Mark marginal reading) T Tr
WH have restored the present 3 person plural afientai; <420520>Luke 5:20,23;
7:47 (48); <432023>John 20:23 L text T Tr text WH text; <620212>1 John 2:12); 1
aorist afeqhn; future afeqhsomai; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 14, 3;
Buttmann, 48 (42); (WH’s Appendix, p. 167; Veitch, under the word
iJhmi); (from apo and iJhmi); (fr. Homer down); “to send from” (apo)
“oneself”;

1. “to send away”;

a. “to bid go away or depart”: touv oclouv, <401336>Matthew 13:36 (others
refer this to 3 below); thn gunaika, of a husband putting away his wife,
<460711>1 Corinthians 7:11-13 (Herodotus 5, 39; and a substantive, afesiv,
Plutarch, Pomp. c. 42, 6).

b. “to send forth, yield up, emit”: to pneuma, to expire, <402750>Matthew
27:50 (thn yuchn, <013518>Genesis 35:18; Herodotus 4, 190 and often in other
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Greek writings (see pneuma, 2)), fwnhn “to utter a cry” (emittere vocem,
Livy 1, 58), <411537>Mark 15:37 (<014502>Genesis 45:2 and often in Greek writings;
(cf. Heinichen on Eusebius, h. e. 8,. 14, 17)).

c. “to let go, let alone, let be”;

[a]. “to disregard”: <401514>Matthew 15:14.

[b]. “to leave, not to discuss now,” a topic, used of tethers, writers,
speakers, etc.: <580601>Hebrews 6:1 (Euripides, Andr. 392; Theophrastus,
char. praef. sec. 3; for other examples from Greek writings see Bleek
on Hebrews vol. 2:2, p. 144f) (others take the word in Hebrews, the
passage cited as expressive of the duty of the readers, rather than the
purpose of the writer; and consequently refer the passage to 3 below).

[g]. “to omit, neglect”: <402323>Matthew 23:23 (<421142>Luke 11:42 R G);
<410708>Mark 7:8; <450127>Romans 1:27.

[d]. “to let go, give up, a debt,” by not demanding it (opposed to
kratein, <432023>John 20:23), i.e. “to remit, forgive”: to daneion,
<401827>Matthew 18:27; thn ofeilhn, <401832>Matthew 18:32; ta
ofeilhmata, <400612>Matthew 6:12; ta paraptwmata, <400614>Matthew
6:14f; <411125>Mark 11:25f. (T Tr WH omit <411126>Mark 11:26); tav
aJmartiav, ta aJmarthmata, tav anomiav, <400902>Matthew 9:2,5f;
12:31; <410205>Mark 2:5,7; 3:28; <420520>Luke 5:20f,23; <450407>Romans 4:7 (from
<193101>Psalm 31:1 (<193201>Psalm 32:1)); <620109>1 John 1:9; <590515>James 5:15
(<232214>Isaiah 22:14; 33:24, etc.); hJ epinoia thv kardiav, <440822>Acts 8:22,
(thn aitian, Herodotus 6, 30; ta crea, Aelian v. h. 14, 24);
absolutely, afienai tini “to forgive one”: <401232>Matthew 12:32;
18:21,35; <410412>Mark 4:12; <421104>Luke 11:4; 12:10; 17:3f; 23:34 (L
brackets WH reject the passage).

e. “to give up, keep no longer”: thn prwthn agaphn, <660204>Revelation 2:4.

2. “to permit, allow, not to hinder”;

a. followed by a present infinitive (Buttmann, 258 (222)): <411014>Mark 10:14;
<421816>Luke 18:16 afete ercesqai kai mh kwluete auta, <401330>Matthew
13:30; <410134>Mark 1:34; <431144>John 11:44; 18:8. by the aorist infinitive:
<400822>Matthew 8:22; 23:13 (14); <410537>Mark 5:37; 7:12,27; <420851>Luke 8:51; 9:60;
12:39; <661109>Revelation 11:9.
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b. without an infinitive: <400315>Matthew 3:15 (afev arti “permit it just
now”). with an accusative of the person or thing permitted: <400315>Matthew
3:15 tote afihsin auton, <410519>Mark 5:19; 11:6; 14:6; <421308>Luke 13:8;
<431207>John 12:7 R G; 11:48; <440538>Acts 5:38 (L T Tr WH; R G easate);
<660220>Revelation 2:20 (Rec. eav).

c. afihmi tini ti, “to give up a thing to one”: <400540>Matthew 5:40 (afev
autw kai to iJmation).

d. followed by iJna: <411116>Mark 11:16; <431207>John 12:7 L T Tr WH, a later
construction, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 8; Buttmann, 238 (205).

e. followed by the simple hortative subjunctive: <400704>Matthew 7:4; <420642>Luke
6:42 (afev ekbalw); <402749>Matthew 27:49; <411536>Mark 15:36 (afete
idwmen); Epictetus diss. 1, 9, 15 afev deixwmen, 3, 12, 15 afev idw.
Cf. Buttmann, 209f (181f); Winer’s Grammar, 285 (268).

3. “to leave, go away from” one; to depart from anyone,

a. in order to go to another place: <402222>Matthew 22:22; 26:44; <410813>Mark
8:13 (<401604>Matthew 16:4 katalipwn); 12:12; 13:34; <430403>John 4:3; 16:28.

b. to depart from one whom one wishes to quit: <400411>Matthew 4:11; so of
diseases departing, afhken tina oJ puretov, <400815>Matthew 8:15; <410131>Mark
1:31; <420439>Luke 4:39; <430452>John 4:52.

c. to depart from one and leave him to himself, so that all mutual claims are
abandoned: ton patera, <400422>Matthew 4:22; <410120>Mark 1:20; <401812>Matthew
18:12 (<421504>Luke 15:4 kataleipei). Thus also afienai ta eJautou to
leave possessions, home, etc.: <400420>Matthew 4:20; 19:27,29; <410118>Mark 1:18;
10:28f; <420511>Luke 5:11; 18:28f.

d. to desert one (wrongfully): <402656>Matthew 26:56; <411450>Mark 14:50; <431012>John
10:12.

e. to go away leaving something behind: <400524>Matthew 5:24; <430428>John 4:28.

f. to leave one by not taking him as a companion: opposed to
paralambanein, <402440>Matthew 24:40f: <421734>Luke 17:34f.

g. to leave on dying, leave behind one: tekna, gunaika, <402225>Matthew
22:25; <411220>Mark 12:20,22 (<422031>Luke 20:31 kataleipw).
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h. to leave so that what is left may remain, “leave remaining”: ou mh
afeqh wJde liqov epi liqon (or liqw), <402402>Matthew 24:2; <411302>Mark
13:2; <422106>Luke 21:6. 1:afienai followed by the accusative of a noun or
pronoun with an accusative of the predicate (Buttmann, sec. 144, 18):
<421030>Luke 10:30 (hJmiqanh); <431418>John 14:18 (tina orqanon); <402338>Matthew
23:38; <421335>Luke 13:35 (but Lachmann omits erhmov in both passages, WH
text omits in Matthew, G T Tr WH omit in Luke; that being omitted,
afienai means to abandon, to leave destitute of God’s help); <441417>Acts
14:17 (amarturon eJauton (L T Tr auton (WH aJuton which see))).

{864} afikneomai, afiknoumai: 2 aorist afikomhn; (iJkneomai to
come); very often in Greek writings from Homer down; “to come from
(apo) a place” (but often the preposition has almost lost its force); “to
come to, arrive at”; in the N.T. once, tropically: <451619>Romans 16:19 (uJmwn
uJpakoh eiv pantav afiketo your obedience has reached the ears of
(A.V. “is come abroad unto”) all men; Sir. 47:16 eiv nhsouv afiketo to
onoma sou. Josephus, Antiquities 19, 1, 16 eiv to qeatron ... afiketo oJ
logov).*

{865} afilagaqov, afilagaqon (alpha privative and filagaqov),
“opposed to goodness and good men” (R. V. “no lover of good”); found
only in <550303>2 Timothy 3:3.*

{866} afilargurov, afilarguron (alpha privative and filargurov),
“not loving money, not avaricios”; only in the N.T., twice viz. <540303>1
Timothy 3:3; <581305>Hebrews 13:5. (Cf. Trench, sec. xxiv.)*

{867} afixiv, afixewv, hJ (afikneomai), in Greek writings generally
“arrival”; more rarely “departure,” as Herodotus 9, 17; Demosthenes 1463,
7; (1484, 8); Josephus, Antiquities 4, 8, 47; 3 Macc. 7:18; and so in
<442029>Acts 20:29.*

{868} afisthmi: 1 aorist apesthsa; 2 aorist apesthn; middle, present
afistamai, imperative afistaso (<540605>1 Timothy 6:5 Rec.; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 14, 1 e.); (imperfect afistamhn); future aposthsomai;

1. transitively, in present, imperfect, future, 1 aorist active, “to make stand
off, cause to withdraw, to remove”; tropically, “to excite to revolt”:
<440537>Acts 5:37 (apesthse laon ... opisw autou drew away after him;
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tina apo tinov, <050704>Deuteronomy 7:4, and in Greek writings from
Herodotus 1, 76 down).

2. intransitively, in perfect, pluperfect, 2 aorist active, “to stand off, stand
aloof,” in various senses (as in Greek writings) according to the context:
apo with the genitive of person “to go away, depart, from anyone,”
<421327>Luke 13:27 (from <190609>Psalm 6:9; cf. <400723>Matthew 7:23 apocwreite ap’
emou); <441210>Acts 12:10; 19:9; “to desert, withdraw from, one,” <441538>Acts
15:38; “to cease to vex one,” <420413>Luke 4:13; <440538>Acts 5:38; 22:29; <471208>2
Corinthians 12:8; “to fall away, become faithless,” apo Qeou, <580312>Hebrews
3:12; “to shun, flee from,” apo thv adikiav, <550219>2 Timothy 2:19. Middle,
“to withdraw oneself from”: absolutely, “to fall away,” <420813>Luke 8:13; (thv
pistewv, <540401>1 Timothy 4:1, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 427, 428 (398)); “to
keep oneself away from, absent oneself from,” <420237>Luke 2:37 (ouk
afistato apo (T Tr WH omit apo) tou iJerou, she was in the temple
every day); from anyone’s society or fellowship, <540605>1 Timothy 6:5 Rec.*

{869} afnw, adverb (akin to aifnhv, see in aifnidiov above),
“suddenly”: <440202>Acts 2:2; 16:26; 28:6. (the Septuagint; (Aeschylus),
Thucydides and subsequent writings.)*

{870} afobwv, adverb (fobov), “without fear, boldly”: <420174>Luke 1:74;
<500114>Philippians 1:14; <461610>1 Corinthians 16:10; <650112>Jude 1:12. (From
Xenophon down.)*

{871} afomoiow, afomoiw: (perfect passive participle afwmoiwmenov
(on augment see WH’s Appendix, p. 161)); “to cause a model to pass off
(apo) into an image or shape like it — to express itself in it” (cf.
apeikazein, apeikonizein, apoplassein, apomimeisqai); “to copy;
to produce a facsimile”: ta kala eidh, of painters, Xenophon, mem. 3,
10, 2; often in Plato. Passive “to be made like, rendered similar”: so
<580703>Hebrews 7:3. (Epistle Jeremiah 4 (5), 62 (63), 70 (71); and in Plato.)*

{872} aforaw, aforw; “to turn the eyes away from other things and fix
them on something”; cf. apoblepw. Tropically, to turn one’s mind to: eiv
tina, <581202>Hebrews 12:2 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 66, 2 d.) (eiv Qeon, 4
Macc. 17:10; for examples from Greek writings cf. Bleek on Hebrews vol.
ii. 2, p. 862). Further, cf. apeidon.*
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{873} aforizw; imperfect afwrizon; Attic future aforiw <402532>Matthew
25:32 (T WH aforisw); 13:49 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, the passage
cited; Buttmann, 37 (32)); 1 aorist afwrisa; passive, perfect participle
afwrismenov; 1 aorist imperative aforisqhte; (oJrizw to make a oJrov
or boundary); “to mark off from (apo) others by boundaries, to limit, to
separate”: eJauton, from others, <480212>Galatians 2:12; touv maqhtav, from
those unwilling to obey the gospel, <441909>Acts 19:9; ek mesou tinwn,
<401349>Matthew 13:49; apo tinov, 25:32. Passive in a reflexive sense: <470617>2
Corinthians 6:17. absolutely: in a bad sense, “to exclude as disreputable,”
<420622>Luke 6:22; in a good sense, tina eiv ti, “to appoint, set apart, one for
some purpose” (to do something), <441302>Acts 13:2; <450101>Romans 1:1; tina
followed by a telic infinitive, <480115>Galatians 1:15 ((?) see the commentaries
at the passage). ((Sophocles), Euripides, Plato, Isocrates, Demosthenes,
Polybius, others; very often in the Septuagint especially for lyDib]hi, ãynihe,
µyrije, rgæs;, etc.)*

{874} aformh, aformhv, hJ (apo and oJrmh which see);

1. properly, “a place from which a movement or attack is made, a base of
operations”: Thucydides 1, 90 (thn Peloponnhson pasin anacwrhsin
te kai aformhn iJkanhn einai); Polybius 1, 41, 6.

2. metaphorically, “that by which endeavor is excited and from which it
goes forth; that which gives occasion and supplies matter for an
undertaking, the incentive; the resources we avail ourselves of in
attempting or performing anything”: Xenophon, mem. 3, 12, 4 (toiv
eJautwn paisi kalliouv aformav eiv ton bion kataleipousi), and
often in Greek writings; lambanein, to take occasion, find an incentive,
<450708>Romans 7:8, 11 didonai, <470512>2 Corinthians 5:12; <540514>1 Timothy 5:14 (3
Macc. 3:2; both phrases often also in Greek writings); <471112>2 Corinthians
11:12; <480513>Galatians 5:13. On the meanings of this word see Viger. edition
Herm., p. 81f; Phryn. edition Lob., p. 223f; (Rutherford, New Phryn., p.
304).*

{875} afrizw; (afrov); “to foam”: <410918>Mark 9:18, 20. (Sophocles El.
719; Diodorus 3, 10; Athen. 11, 43, p. 472 a.; (others).) (Compare:
epafrizw.)*

{876} afrov, afrou, oJ, “foam”: <420939>Luke 9:39. (Homer, Iliad 20, 168;
(others).)*
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{877} afrosunh, afrosunhv, hJ (afrwn), “foolishness, folly,
senselessness”: <471101>2 Corinthians 11:1,17,21; “thoughtlessness,
recklessness,” <410722>Mark 7:22. (From Homer down.)*

{878} afrwn, afrwnov, oJ, hJ, afron, to (from the alpha privative and
frhn, cf. eufrwn, swfrwn) (from Homer down), properly, “without
reason” ((eidwla, Xenophon, mem. 1, 4, 4); of beasts, ibid. 1, 4, 14),
“senseless, foolish, stupid; without refection or intelligence, acting rashly”:
<421140>Luke 11:40; 12:20; <450220>Romans 2:20; <461536>1 Corinthians 15:36; <471116>2
Corinthians 11:16,19 (opposed to fronimov, as in <201129>Proverbs 11:29);
<471206>2 Corinthians 12:6,11; <490517>Ephesians 5:17 (opposed to sunientev);
<600215>1 Peter 2:15. (A strong term; cf. Schmidt, chapter 147 sec. 17.)*

{879} afupnow, afupnw: 1 aorist afupnwsa; (uJpnow to put to sleep,
to sleep);

a. “to awaken from sleep” (Anthol. Pal. 9, 517, 5).

b. “to fall asleep, to fall off to sleep”: <420823>Luke 8:23; for this the ancient
Greeks used kaqupnow; see Lobeck ad Phryn., p. 224. (Hermas, vis. 1,
1.)*

{650} afusterew, afusterw: (a later Greek word);

1. “to be behindhand, come too late” (apo so as to be far from, or to fail, a
person or thing); used of persons not present at the right time: Polybius 22,
5, 2; Posidon. quoted in Athen. 4, 37 (i.e. 4, p. 151 e.); (others); apo
agaqhv hJmerav to fail (to make use of) a good day, to let the opportunity
pass by, Sir. 14:14.

2. transitively, “to cause to fail, to withdraw, take away from, defraud”: to
manna sou ouk afusterhsav apo stomatov autwn, <160920>Nehemiah
9:20 (for [næm; to withhold); perfect passive participle afusterhmenov
(misqov), <590504>James 5:4 T Tr WH after a B* (Rec. apesterhmenov, see
aposterew, also under the word apo, II. 2 d. bb., p. 59{b}).*

{880} afwnov, afwn (fwnh), “voiceless, dumb”; without the faculty of
speech; used of idols, <461202>1 Corinthians 12:2 (cf. <19B505>Psalm 115:5
(<19B301>Psalm 113:13); <350218>Habakkuk 2:18); of beasts, <610216>2 Peter 2:16. <461410>1
Corinthians 14:10 tosauta genh fwnwn kai ouden autwn (L T Tr WH
omit autwn) afwnon, i.e. there is no language destitute of the power of
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language (R. V. text “no kind (of voice) is without signification”) (cf. the
phrases biov abiwtov a life unworthy of the name of life, cariv acariv).
used of one that is patiently silent or dumb: amnov, <440832>Acts 8:32 from
<235307>Isaiah 53:7. (In Greek writings from (Theog.), Pindar, Aeschylus
down.)*

{881} Acaz (WH Acav), oJ (so the Septuagint for zj;a; possessing,
possessor; in Josephus, Acazhv, Acou, oJ), “Ahaz,” king of Judah, (from
circa B. C. 741 to circa B. C. 725; cf. B. D. under the word Israel,
kingdom of), (<121601>2 Kings 16:1ff; <142816>2 Chronicles 28:16ff; <230701>Isaiah 7:1ff):
<400109>Matthew 1:9.*

{882} Acaia (WH Acaia (see Iota)), Acaiav, hJ, “Achaia”;

1. in a restricted sense, the maritime region of northern Peloponnesus.

2. in a broader sense, from B. C. 146 on (yet see Dict. of Geog. under the
word), a Roman province embracing all Greece except Thessaly. So in the
N.T.: <441812>Acts 18:12,27; 19:21; <451526>Romans 15:26; 16:5 Rec.; <461615>1
Corinthians 16:15; <470101>2 Corinthians 1:1; 9:2; 11:10; <520107>1 Thessalonians
1:7f (B. D. under the word.)*

{883} Acaikov, Acaikou, oJ, “Achaicus,” the name of a Christian of
Corinth: <461617>1 Corinthians 16:17.*

{884} acaristov, acariston (carizomai), “ungracious”;

a. “unpleasing” (Homer, Odyssey 8, 236; 20, 392; Xenophon, oec. 7, 37;
others).

b. “unthankful” (so in Greek writings from Herodotus 1, 90 down):
<420635>Luke 6:35; <550302>2 Timothy 3:2. (Sir. 29:17; Sap. 16:29.)*

{881} (Acav, <400109>Matthew 1:9 WH; see Acaz.)

{885} Aceim, oJ, “Achim,” proper name of one of the ancestors of Christ,
not mentioned in the O.T.: <400114>Matthew 1:14.*

{886} aceiropoihtov, aceiropoihton (ceiropoihtov, which see),
“not made with hands”: <411458>Mark 14:58; <470501>2 Corinthians 5:1;
<510211>Colossians 2:11 (where cf. Lightfoot). (Found neither in secular authors
nor in the Septuagint (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3).)*
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{184} (Aceldamac: <440119>Acts 1:19 T Tr for R G Akeldama which see)

{887} acluv, acluov, hJ, “a mist, dimness” (Latin caligo), especially over
the eyes (a poetic word, often in Homer; then in Hesiod, Aeschylus; in
prose writings from (Aristotle, meteor. 2, 8, p. 367{b}, 17 etc. and)
Polybius 34, 11, 15 on; (of a cataract, Dioscor. Cf. Trench, sec. c.)):
<441311>Acts 13:11. (Josephus, Antiquities 9, 4, 3 tav twn polemiwn oyeiv
amaurwsai ton Qeon parekalei aclun autaiv epibalonta.
Metaphorically, of the mind, Clement of Rome, 2 Corinthians 1,6 acluov
gemein.)*

{888} acreiov, acreion (creiov useful), “useless, good for nothing”:
<402530>Matthew 25:30 (doulov, cf. Plato, Alc. 1:17, p. 122 b. twn oiketwn
ton acreiotaton); by an hyperbole of pious modesty in <421710>Luke 17:10
‘the servant’ calls himself acreion, because, although he has done all, yet
he has done nothing except what he ought to have done; accordingly he
possesses no merit, and could only claim to be called ‘profitable,’ should he
do more than what he is bound to do; cf. Bengel, at the passage. (Often in
Greek writings from Homer down; Xenophon, mem. 1, 2, 54 acreion kai
anwfelev. The Septuagint <100622>2 Samuel 6:22 equivalent to lp;v; “low,
base”.) (Synonyms: cf. Tittmann ii., p. 11f; Ellicott on <570111>Philemon 1:11.)*

{889} acreiow, acreiw: 1 aorist passive hcreiwqhn; (acreiov, which
see); “to make useless, render unserviceable”: of character, <450312>Romans
3:12 (from <191303>Psalm 13:3 (<191403>Psalm 14:3), where L marginal reading T Tr
WH read hcrewqhsan from the rarer acreov equivalent to acreiov.
(Several times properly, in Polybius)*

{890} acrhstov, acrhston (crhstov, and this from craomai),
“useless, unprofitable”: <570111>Philemon 1:11 (here opposed to eucrhstov).
(In Greek writings from Homer (i.e. Batrach. 70; Theognis) down.)
(Synonyms: cf. Tittmann ii. 11f; Trench, sec. c. 17; Ellicott on <570111>Philemon
1:11.)*

{891} acri and acriv (the latter of which in the N.T. is nowhere placed
before a consonant, but the former before both vowels and consonants,
although euphony is so far regarded that we almost constantly find acri hJv
hJmerav, acriv oJu, cf. Buttmann, 10 (9); (Winer’s Grammar, 42); and
acri oJu is not used except in <440718>Acts 7:18 and <660225>Revelation 2:25 by L T
Tr WH and <422124>Luke 21:24 by T Tr WH; (to these instances must now be
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added <461126>1 Corinthians 11:26 T WH; 15:25 T WH; <451125>Romans 11:25 WH
(see their Appendix, p. 148); on the usage in secular authors (‘where acri
is the only Attic form, but in later authors the epic acriv prevailed’,
Liddell and Scott, under the word) cf. Lobeck, Pathol. Elementa, vol. ii., p.
210f; Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 64; further, Klotz ad Devar. vol. ii. 1, p.
230f)); a particle indicating the terminus ad quem. (On its use in the Greek
writings cf. Klotz as above, p. 224ff). It has the force now of a preposition
now of a conjunction, “even to; until, to the time that”; (on its derivation
see below).

1. as a preposition it takes the genitive (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 6),
and is used

a. of place: <441105>Acts 11:5; 13:6; 20:4 (T Tr marginal reading WH omit; Tr
text brackets); <442815>Acts 28:15; <471013>2 Corinthians 10:13f; <580412>Hebrews 4:12
(see merismov, 2); <661420>Revelation 14:20; 18:5.

b. of Time: acri kairou, until a season that seemed to him opportune,
<420413>Luke 4:13 (but cf. kairov, 2 a.); until a certain time, “for a season,”
<441311>Acts 13:11; (acri (vel mecri, which see 1 a.) tou qerismou,
<401330>Matthew 13:30 WH marginal reading cf. eJwv, II. 5); acri hJv hJmerav
until the day that etc. <402438>Matthew 24:38; <420120>Luke 1:20; 17:27; <440102>Acts
1:2; (acri (Rec. et al. eJwv) thv hJmerav hJv, <440122>Acts 1:22 Tdf.); acri
tauthv thv hJmerav and acri thv hJmerav tauthv, <440229>Acts 2:29; 23:1;
26:22; acri (acriv R G) hJmerwn pente even to the space of five days,
i.e. after (A.V. “in”) five days, <442006>Acts 20:6; acriv (acri T Tr WH)
aughv, <442011>Acts 20:11; acri tou nun, <450822>Romans 8:22; <500105>Philippians
1:5; acri telouv, <580611>Hebrews 6:11; <660226>Revelation 2:26; see besides,
<440321>Acts 3:21; (<442222>Acts 22:22); <450113>Romans 1:13; 5:13; <460411>1 Corinthians
4:11; <470314>2 Corinthians 3:14; <480402>Galatians 4:2; <500106>Philippians 1:6 (acri L
T WH).

c. of Manner and Degree: acri qanatou, <442204>Acts 22:4 (even to delivering
unto death); <660210>Revelation 2:10 (to the enduring of death itself);
<661211>Revelation 12:11; and, in the option of many interpreters, <580412>Hebrews
4:12 (see merismov, 2).

d. joined to the relative oJu (acriv oJu for acri toutou, wJ) it has the force
of a conjunction, “until, to the time that”: followed by the indicative
preterite, of things that actually occurred and up to the beginning of which
something continued, <440718>Acts 7:18 (acriv oJu anesth basileuv); 27:33.
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followed by a subjunctive aorist having the force of a future perfect,
<422124>Luke 21:24 L T Tr WH; <451125>Romans 11:25; <461126>1 Corinthians 11:26
(Rec. acriv oJu an); <480319>Galatians 3:19 (not WH text (see 2 below));
<480419>Galatians 4:19 (T Tr WH mecrev); <660703>Revelation 7:3 Rec.elz G; acriv
oJu an until, whenever it may be (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 42, 5 b.), <461525>1
Corinthians 15:25 (Rec.); <660225>Revelation 2:25. with indicative present “as
long as”: <580313>Hebrews 3:13; cf. Bleek at the passage and Buttmann, 231
(199).

2. acriv without oJu has the force of a simple conjunction, “until, to the
time that”: followed by subjunctive aorist, <422124>Luke 21:24 R G;
<660703>Revelation 7:3 L T Tr WH; 15:8; (<661717>Revelation 17:17 Rec.);
<662003>Revelation 20:3 (5 G L T Tr WH); with indicative future, <661717>Revelation
17:17 (L T Tr WH); (acriv an followed by subjunctive aorist,
<480319>Galatians 3:19 WH text (see 1 d. above)). Since acri is akin to akh
and akrov (but cf. Vanicek, p. 22; Curtius, sec. 166), and mecri to
mhkov, makrov, by the use of the former particle the reach to which a
thing is said to extend is likened to a height, by use of mecri, to a length;
acri, indicating ascent, signifies “up to”; mecri, indicating extent, is
“unto, as far as”; cf. Klotz as above, p. 225f. But this primitive distinction
is often disregarded, and each particle used of the same thing; cf. acri
telouv, <580611>Hebrews 6:11; mecri telouv, <580306>Hebrews 3:6,14; Xenophon,
symp. 4, 37 periesti moi kai esqionti arci tou mh peinhn
afikesqai kai pinonti mecri tou mh diyhn. Cf. Fritzsche on
<450513>Romans 5:13, vol i., p. 308ff; .(Ellicott on <550209>2 Timothy 2:9. Acri
occurs 20 times in the writings of Luke; elsewhere in the four Gospels only
in <402438>Matthew 24:38.).*

{892} acuron, acurou, to, “a stalk of grain from which the kernels have
been beaten out; straw broken up by a threshing-machine, chaff”:
<400312>Matthew 3:12; <420317>Luke 3:17. (In Greek writings from Herodotus 4, 72;
Xenophon, oec. 18. 1, 2, 6 down; mostly in plural ta acura; in <182118>Job
21:18 the Septuagint also of the chaff accustomed to being driven away by
the wind.)*

{893} ayeudhv, ayeudev (yeudov), “without lie, truthful”: <560102>Titus
1:2. (In Greek writings from Hesiod theog. 233 down.)*
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{894} ayinqov, ayinqou, hJ, “wormwood, Absinthe”: <660811>Revelation
8:11; ayinqov ibid. is given as a proper name to the star which fell into
the waters and made them bitter.*

{895} ayucov, ayucon (yuch), “without a soul, lifeless”: <461407>1
Corinthians 14:7. (In Greek writings from (Archilochus (700 B. C.),
Simonides and) Aeschylus down.)*
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BB
{896} Baal (so accented also by Pape (Eigenn. under the word), Kuenen
and Cobet (Romans as below); but L T (yet the name of the month, <110605>1
Kings 6:5 (38), Baal) Tr WH etc. Baal; so Etymologicum Magnum 194,
19; Suidas 1746 a. etc. Dindorf in Stephanus’ Thesaurus, under the word
Baal or Baal), oJ, hJ, an indeclinable noun (Hebrew l[Bæ, Chaldean lB
contracted from l[eB]), “lord”: <451104>Romans 11:4. This was the name of the
supreme heavenly divinity worshipped by the Shemitic nations (the
Phoenicians, Canaanites, Babylonians, Assyrians), often also by the
Israelites themselves, and represented by the Sun: th Baal, <451104>Romans
11:4. Cf. Winer’s RWB (and BB. DD.) under the word and J. G. Müller in
Herzog i., p. 637ff; Merx in Schenkel i., 322ff; Schlottmann in Riehm, p.
126f. Since in this form the supreme power of nature generating all things,
and consequently a male deity, was worshipped, with which the female
deity Astarte was associated, it is hard to explain why the Septuagint in
some places say oJ Baal (<042241>Numbers 22:41; <070213>Judges 2:13; <111601>1 Kings
16:1; 19:18, etc.), in others hJ Baal (<280208>Hosea 2:8; <090704>1 Samuel 7:4, etc.
(yet see Dillmann, as below, p. 617)). Among the various conjectures on
tiffs subject the easiest is this: that the Septuagint called the deity hJ Baal
in derision, as weak and impotent, just as the Arabs call idols goddesses
and the rabbis twOhlOa’; so Gesenius in Rosenmüller’s Repert. i., p. 139 and
Tholuck on Romans, the passage cited; (yet cf. Dillmann, as below, p. 602;
for other opinions and references see Meyer at the passage; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 27, 6 N. 1. But Prof. Dillmann shows (in the Monatsbericht
d. Akad. zu Berlin, 16 Juni 1881, p. 601ff), that the Jews (just as they
abstained from pronouncing the word Jehovah) avoided uttering the
abhorred name of Baal (<022313>Exodus 23:13). As a substitute in Aramaic
they read tw[f, aljd or arktp, and in Greek aiscunh (cf. <111819>1
Kings 18:19,25). This substitute in Greek was suggested by the use of the
feminine article. Hence, we find in the Septuagint, hJ Baal everywhere in
the prophetic books Jeremiah, Zephaniah, Hosea, etc., while in the
Pentateuch it does not prevail, nor even in Judges, Samuel, Kings (except
<090704>1 Samuel 7:4; <122103>2 Kings 21:3). It disappears, too (when the worship
of Baal had died out) in the later versions of Aquila, Symmachus, etc. The
apostle’s use in Romans, the passage cited accords with the sacred custom;
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cf. the substitution of the Hebrew tv,B in Ish-bosheth, Mephi-bosheth, etc.
<100208>2 Samuel 2:8,10; 4:4 with <130833>1 Chronicles 8:33,34, also <101121>2 Samuel
11:21 with <070632>Judges 6:32; etc.)*

{897} Babulwn, Babulwnov, hJ (Hebrew lb,B; from llæb; to confound,
according to <011109>Genesis 11:9; cf. Aeschylus Pers. 52 Babulwn d’ hJ
polucrusov pammikton oclon pempei surdhn. But more correctly, as
it seems, from baB; lB the gate i.e. the court or city of Belus (Assyr. Bab-
Il the Gate of God; (perhaps of Il, the supreme God); cf. Schrader,
Keilinschr. u. d. Alt. Test. 2te Aufl., p. 127f; Oppert in the Zeitsch. d.
Deutsch. Morg. Gesellschaft, viii., p. 595)), “Babylon,” formerly a very
celebrated and large city, the residence of the Babylonian kings, situated on
both banks of the Euphrates. Cyrus had formerly captured it, but Darius
Hystaspis threw down its gates and walls, and Xerxes destroyed (?) the
temple of Belus. At length the city was reduced almost to a solitude, the
population having been drawn off by the neighboring Seleucia, built on the
Tigris by Seleucus Nicanor. (Cf. Prof. Rawlinson in B. D. under the word
and his Herodotus, vol. i. Essays vi. and viii., vol. ii. Essay iv.) The name is
used in the N.T.

1. of the city itself: <440743>Acts 7:43; <600513>1 Peter 5:13 (where some have
understood Babylon, a small town in Egypt, to be referred to; but in
opposition cf. Mayerhoff, Einl. in die petrin. Schriften, p. 126ff; (cf. 3 at
the end below)).

2. of “the territory,” Babylonia: <400111>Matthew 1:11f,17; (often so in Greek
writings).

3. allegorically, of “Rome” as the most corrupt seat of idolatry and the
enemy of Christianity: <661408>Revelation 14:8 (here Rec.^elz Baboulwn);
16:19; 17:5; 18:2,10,21 (in the opinion of some <600513>1 Peter 5:13 also; (cf. 1
at the end, above)).*

{901} baqewv, adverb, “deeply”: orqrou baqewv namely, ontov (cf.
Bernhardy (1829), p. 338), deep in the morning, “at early dawn,” <422401>Luke
24:1 L T Tr WH; so Meyer at the passage But baqewv here is more
correctly taken as the Attic form of the genitive from baquv, which see; cf.
Buttmann, 26 (23); (Lob. Phryn., p. 247).*
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{898} baqmov, baqmou, oJ (from the obsolete baw equivalent to bainw,
like staqmov (from iJsthmi), “threshold, step”; of a grade of dignity and
wholesome influence in the church (R. V. “standing”), <540313>1 Timothy 3:13
(cf. Ellicott at the passage). (Used by (the Septuagint <090505>1 Samuel 5:5;
<122009>2 Kings 20:9; also Sir. 6:36); Strabo (Plutarch), Lucian, Appian,
Artemidorus Daldianus (others); cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 324.)*

{899} baqov, baqeov (baqouv), to (connected with the obsolete verb
bazw, baw (but cf. Curtius, sec. 635; Vanicek, p. 195); cf. baquv,
basswn, and oJ buqov, oJ bussov; German Boden), “depth, height” —
(accusative, as measured down or up);

1. properly: <401305>Matthew 13:5; <410405>Mark 4:5; <450839>Romans 8:39 (opposed to
uJywma); <490318>Ephesians 3:18 (opposed to uJyov); of ‘the deep’ sea (the
‘high seas’), <420504>Luke 5:4

2. metaphorically: hJ kata baqouv ptwceia autwn, “deep,” extreme,
“poverty,” <470802>2 Corinthians 8:2; ta baqh tou Qeou “the deep things of
God,” things hidden and above man’s scrutiny, especially the divine
counsels, <460210>1 Corinthians 2:10 (tou Satana, <660224>Revelation 2:24 Rec.;
kardiav anqrwpou, Judith 8:14; (ta baqa thv qeiav gnwsewv,
Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 40:1 (cf. Lightfoot at the passage)));
inexhaustible abundance, immense amount, ploutou, <451133>Romans 11:33
(so also Sophocles Aj. 130; baquv ploutov, Aelian v. h. 3, 18; kakwn
(Aeschylus Pers. 465, 712); Euripides, Hel. 303; the Septuagint
<201803>Proverbs 18:3).*

{900} baqunw: (impf ebaqunon); (baquv); “to make deep”: <420648>Luke
6:48, where eskaye kai ebaqune is not used for baqewv eskaye, but
ebaqune expresses the continuation of the work (he dug and “deepened”
i.e. “went deep”); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 5. (In Greek writings
from Homer down.)*

{901} baquv, baqeia, baqu (cf. baqov), “deep”; properly: <430411>John 4:11.
metaphorically: uJpnov, a deep sleep, <442009>Acts 20:9 (Sir. 22:7; often also in
Greek writings); orqrov (see baqewv), <422401>Luke 24:1 ((Aristophanes vesp.
215); Plato, Crito 43 a.; Polyaen. 4, 9, 1; eti baqeov orqrou, Plato, Prot.
310 a. (cf. also Philo de mutat. nom. sec. 30; de vita Moys. i. sec. 32)); ta
baqea tou Satana, <660224>Revelation 2:24 (G L T Tr WH; cf. Baqov).*
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{902} baion (others also baion (or even baion, Chandler edition 1, p.
272); on its derivation (from the Egyptian) cf. Stephanus’ Thesaurus under
the word baiv), baiou, to, “a palm-branch”; with twn fonikwn added
(so Test xii. Patr. test. Naph. sec. 5) (after the fashion of oikodespothv
thv oikiav, uJpopodion twn podwn (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 603 (561))),
<431213>John 12:13. (A Biblical and ecclesiastical word: 1 Macc. 13:51;
<220708>Song of Solomon 7:8 Symmachus; <032340>Leviticus 23:40 unknown
translation. In the Greek church Palm-Sunday is called hJ kuriakh twn
baiwn. Cf. Fischer, Deuteronomy vitiis Lexicons of the N.T., p. 18ff;
(Sturz, Dial. Maced. etc., p. 88f; especially Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the
word).)*

{903} Balaam, oJ, indeclinable (in the Septuagint for µ[;l]Bi, according to

Gesenius (“perhaps”) from lB and µ[; “non-populus,” i.e. foreign;

according to Jo. Simonis equivalent to [læB, µ[; a swallowing up of the
people; in Josephus, oJ Balamov), “Balaam” (or Bileam), a native of
Pethor a city of Mesopotamia, endued by Jehovah with prophetic power.
He was hired by Balak (see Balak) to curse the Israelites; and influenced
by the love of reward, he wished to gratify Balak; but he was compelled by
Jehovah’s power to bless them (Numbers 22—24; <052305>Deuteronomy 23:5f;
<061322>Joshua 13:22; 24:9; <330605>Micah 6:5). Hence, the later Jews saw in him a
most abandoned deceiver: <660214>Revelation 2:14; <610215>2 Peter 2:15; <650111>Jude
1:11. Cf. Winer’s RWB (and BB. DD.) under the word.*

{904} Balak, oJ, indeclinable (ql;B; empty (so Gesenius in his Thesaurus,
but in his later works he adopts (with Fürst, et al.) an active sense ‘one
who makes empty,’ ‘a devastator,’ ‘spoiler’; see B. D. American edition,
under the word)), “Balak,” king of the Moabites (<042202>Numbers 22:2f and
elsewhere): <660214>Revelation 2:14.*

{905} balantion and ballantion (so L T Tr WH; cf. (Tdf. Proleg., p.
79); Fritzsche on Mark, p. 620; Winer’s Grammar, p. 43; “Passow,” Lex.
(also Liddell and Scott) under the word), balantiou, to, “a money-bag,
purse”: <421004>Luke 10:4; 12:33; 22:35f (the Septuagint <181417>Job 14:17 cf.
(Simonides 181); Aristophanes ran. 772; Xenophon, syrup. 4, 2; Plato,
Gorgias, p. 508 e.; Herodian, 5, 4, 4 (3, Bekker edition), and other
writings.)*
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{906} ballw; future balw; perfect beblhka; 2 aorist eJbalon (3 person
plural ebalon in <422334>Luke 23:34; <441623>Acts 16:23, ebalan, the Alexandrian
LXX form, in <441637>Acts 16:37 L T Tr WH; (<661819>Revelation 18:19 Lachmann,
see WH’s Appendix, p. 165 and) for references apercomai at the
beginning); passive (present ballomai); perfect beblhmai; pluperfect
ebeblhmhn; 1 aorist eblhqhn; 1 future blhqhsomai; “to throw” —
either with force, or without force yet with a purpose, or even carelessly;

1. with force and effort: ballein tina rapismasi to smite one with
slaps, to buffet, <411465>Mark 14:65 Rec. (an imitation of the phrases, tina
ballein liqoiv, belesi, toxoiv, etc., kakoiv, yogw, skwmmasi, etc.,
in Greek writings; cf. Passow, i., p. 487; (Liddell and Scott, under the
word I. 1 and 3); for the Rec. eballon we must read with Fritzsche and
Schott ebalon, from which arose elabon, adopted by L T Tr WH;
balein and labein are often confounded in manuscripts; cf. Grimm on 2
Macc. 5:6; (Scrivener, Introduction, p. 10)); ballein liqouv epi tini or
tina, John 8:(7),59; coun epi tav kefalav, <661819>Revelation 18:19 (WH
marginal reading epebalon); koniorton eiv ton aera, <442223>Acts 22:23;
ti eiv thn qalassan, <410942>Mark 9:42; <660808>Revelation 8:8; 18:21; eiv to
pur, <400310>Matthew 3:10; 18:8; <420309>Luke 3:9; <410922>Mark 9:22; <431506>John 15:6;
eiv klibanon, <400630>Matthew 6:30; <421228>Luke 12:28; eiv ghnnan, Matthew
5:(29),30 (R G); <410947>Mark 9:47; eiv thn ghn, <660805>Revelation 8:5,7;
12:4,9,13; eiv thn lhnon, <661419>Revelation 14:19; eiv thn limnhn,
<661920>Revelation 19:20; 20:10,14f; eiv thn abusson, <662003>Revelation 20:3;
absolutely and in the passive to be violently displaced from a position
gained, <661210>Revelation 12:10 L T Tr WH. an attack of disease is said
ballein tina eiv klinhn, <660222>Revelation 2:22; passive “to lie sick abed,
be prostrated by sickness”: beblhmai epi klinhv, <400902>Matthew 9:2;
<410730>Mark 7:30 (R G L marginal reading); with epi klinhv omitted,
<400806>Matthew 8:6,14, cf. <421620>Luke 16:20; tina eiv fulakhn, to cast one
into prison, <400525>Matthew 5:25; 18:30; <421258>Luke 12:58; 23:19 (R G L),25;
<430324>John 3:24; <441623>Acts 16:23f,37; <660210>Revelation 2:10; (ballein epi tina
thn ceira or tav ceirav “to lay hand or hands on one,” apprehend him,
<430744>John 7:44 L Tr WH, also 30 L marginal reading); drepanon eiv ghn to
apply with force, “thrust in,” the sickle, <661419>Revelation 14:19; macairan
ballein (“to cast,” send) epi thn ghn, <401034>Matthew 10:34, which phrase
gave rise to another found in the same passage, viz., ballein eirhnhn
epi thn ghn, to cast (send) peace; exw, “to cast out or forth”: <400513>Matthew
5:13; 13:48; <421435>Luke 14:35 (34); <620418>1 John 4:18; <431506>John 15:6; eJauton
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katw “to cast oneself down”: <400406>Matthew 4:6; <420409>Luke 4:9; eJauton eiv
thn qalassan, <432107>John 21:7; passive in a reflexive sense (Buttmann, 52
(45)), blhqhti, <402121>Matthew 21:21; <411123>Mark 11:23; ti af’ eJautou to
cast a thing from oneself, throw it away: <400529>Matthew 5:29f; 18:8; uJdwr
ek tou stomatov, <661215>Revelation 12:15f (“cast out of his mouth,” Luther
schoss aus ihrem Munde); enwpion with the genitive of place, “to cast
before” (eagerly lay down), <660410>Revelation 4:10; of a tree casting its fruit
because violently shaken by the wind, <660613>Revelation 6:13. Intransitive, “to
rush” (“throw oneself” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 251 (236); 381 (357)
note{1}; Buttmann, 145 (127))): <442714>Acts 27:14; (Homer, Iliad 11, 722; 23,
462, and other writings; (cf. Liddell and Scott, under the word III. 1)).

2. without force and effort; “to throw or let go of a thing without caring
where it falls”: klhron to cast a lot into the urn (B. D. under the word
Lot), <402735>Matthew 27:35; <411524>Mark 15:24; <422334>Luke 23:34; <431924>John 19:24
from <192101>Psalm 21:19 (<192219>Psalm 22:19); (kubouv, Plato, legg. 12, p. 968 e.
and in other writings). “to scatter”: kopria (Rec.st] koprian), <421308>Luke
13:8; seed epi thv ghv, <410426>Mark 4:26; eiv khpon, <421319>Luke 13:19. “to
throw, cast, into”: argurion eiv ton korbanan (L marginal reading Tr
marginal reading korban), <402706>Matthew 27:6; calkon, dwra, etc., eiv to
gazofulakion, <411241>Mark 12:41-44; <422101>Luke 21:1-4, cf. <431206>John 12:6.
ballein ti tini, “to throw, cast, a thing to”: ton arton toiv
kunarioiv, <401526>Matthew 15:26; <410721>Mark 7:21; emprosqen tinov,
<400706>Matthew 7:6; enwpion tinov, <660214>Revelation 2:14 (see skandalon, b.
[b].); “to give over to one’s care uncertain about the result”: argurion
toiv trapezitaiv, to deposit, <402527>Matthew 25:27. of fluids, “to pour, to
pour in”: followed by eiv, <400917>Matthew 9:17; <410222>Mark 2:22; <420537>Luke 5:37;
<431305>John 13:5 (oinon eiv ton piqon, Epictetus 4, 13, 12; of rivers, rwn
eiv aJla, Ap. Rhod. 2, 401, etc.; the Septuagint <070619>Judges 6:19 (Aldine
LXX, Complutensian LXX)); “to pour out,” epi tinov, <402612>Matthew
26:12.

3. to move, give motion to, not with force yet with attention and for a
purpose; eiv ti, “to put into, insert”: <410733>Mark 7:33 (touv daktulouv eiv
ta wta); <432025>John 20:25,27; 18:11; calinouv eiv to stoma <590303>James 3:3;
“to let down, cast down”: <430507>John 5:7; <400418>Matthew 4:18 (cf. <410116>Mark
1:16 Rec.); <401727>Matthew 17:27. Metaphorically: eiv thn kardian tinov,
“to suggest,” <431302>John 13:2 (ti en qumw tinov, Homer, Odyssey 1, 201;
14, 269; eiv noun, schol. ad Pindar Pythagoras 4, 133; others; emballein
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eiv noun tini, Plutarch, vit. Timol. c. 3). (Compare: amfiballw,
anaballw, antiballw, apoballw, diaballw, ekballw, emballw,
paremballw, epiballw, kataballw, metaballw, paraballw,
periballw, proballw, sumballw, uJperballw, uJpoballw.)

{907} baptizw; (imperfect ebaptizon); future baptisw; 1 aorist
ebaptisa; passive (present baptizomai); imperfect ebaptizomhn;
perfect participle bebaptismenov; 1 aorist ebaptisqhn; 1 future
baptisqhsomai; 1 aorist middle ebaptisamhn; (frequent. (?) from
baptw, like ballizw from ballw); here and there in Plato, Polybius,
Diodorus, Strabo, Josephus, Plutarch, others.

I. 1. properly, “to dip repeatedly, to immerge, submerge” (of vessels sunk,
Polybius 1, 51, 6; 8, 8, 4; of animals, Diodorus 1, 36).

2. “to cleanse by dipping or submerging, to wash, to make clean with
water”; in the middle and the 1 aorist passive “to wash oneself, bathe”; so
<410704>Mark 7:4 (where WH text rantiswntai); <421138>Luke 11:38 (<120514>2 Kings
5:14 ebaptisato en tw Iordanh, for lbæf;; Sir. 31:30 (Sir. 34:30; Judith
12:7).

3. metaphorically, “to overwhelm,” as idiwtav taiv eisforaiv,
Diodorus 1, 73; oflhmasi, Plutarch, Galba 21; th sumfora
bebaptismenov, Heliodorus Aeth. 2, 3; and alone, to inflict great and
abounding calamities on one: ebaptisan thn polin, Josephus, b. j. 4, 3,
3; hJ anomia me baptizei, <232104>Isaiah 21:4 the Septuagint hence,
baptizesqai baptisma (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 225 (211); (Buttmann,
148 (129)); cf. louesqai to loutron, Aelian de nat. an. 3, 42), “to be
overwhelmed with calamities,” of those who must bear them, <402022>Matthew
20:22f Rec.; <411038>Mark 10:38f; <421250>Luke 12:50 (cf. the German etwas
auszubaden haben, and the use of the word e.g. respecting those who
cross a river with difficulty, eJwv twn mastwn oJi pezoi baptizomenoi
diebainon, Polybius 3, 72, 4; (for examples see Sophocles’ Lexicon under
the word; also T. J. Conant, baptizein, its meaning and use, N. Y. 1864
(printed also as an Appendix to their revised version of the Gospel of
Matthew by the “American Bible Union”); and especially four works by J.
W. Dale entitled Classic, Judaic, Johannic, Christic, Baptism, Philippians
1867ff; D. B. Ford, Studies on the Bapt. Quest. (including a review of Dr.
Dale’s works), Bost. 1879)).
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II. In the N.T. it is used particularly of the rite of sacred ablution, first
instituted by John the Baptist, afterward by Christ’s command received by
Christians and adjusted to the contents and nature of their religion (see
baptisma, 3), viz., an immersion in water, performed as a sign of the
removal of sin, and administered to those who, impelled by a desire for
salvation, sought admission to the benefits of the Messiah’s kingdom; (for
patristic references respecting the mode, ministrant, subjects, etc. of the
rite, cf. Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word; Dict. of Chris. Antiq. under
the word Baptism). a. The word is used absolutely, “to administer the rite
of ablution, to baptize” (Vulgate baptizo; Tertullian tingo, tinguo (cf.
metgiro, de corona mil. sec. 3)): <410104>Mark 1:4; <430125>John 1:25f,28; 3:22f,26;
4:2; 10:40; <460117>1 Corinthians 1:17; with the cognate noun to baptisma,
<441904>Acts 19:4; oJ baptizwn substantively equivalent to oJ baptisthv,
<410614>Mark 6:14 (24 T Tr WH). tina, <430401>John 4:1; <440838>Acts 8:38; <460114>1
Corinthians 1:14,16. Passive “to be baptized”: <400313>Matthew 3:13f,16;
<411616>Mark 16:16; <420321>Luke 3:21; <440241>Acts 2:41; 8:12,13,(36); 10:47; 16:15;
<460115>1 Corinthians 1:15 L T Tr WH; 10:2 L T Tr marginal reading. WH
marginal reading. Passive in a reflexive sense (i.e. middle, cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 38, 3), “to allow oneself to be initiated by baptism, to
receive baptism”: <420307>Luke 3:7,12; 7:30; <440238>Acts 2:38; 9:18; 16:33; 18:8;
with the cognate noun to baptisma added, <420729>Luke 7:29; 1 aorist middle,
<461002>1 Corinthians 10:2 (L T Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading
ebaptisqhsan (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 4 b.)); <442216>Acts 22:16.
followed by a dative of the thing with which baptism is performed, uJdati,
see bb. below. b. with prepositions; aa. eiv, to mark the element into which
the immersion is made: eiv ton Iordanhn, <410109>Mark 1:9. to mark the end:
eiv metanoian, to bind one to repentance, <400311>Matthew 3:11; eiv to
Iwannou baptisma, to bind to the duties imposed by John’s baptism,
<441903>Acts 19:3 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 397 (371)); eiv onoma tinov, to
profess the name (see onoma, 2) of one whose follower we become,
<402819>Matthew 28:19; <440816>Acts 8:16; 19:5; <460113>1 Corinthians 1:13, 15; eiv
afesin aJmartiwn, to obtain the forgiveness of sins, <440238>Acts 2:38; eiv
ton Mwushn, to follow Moses as a leader, <461002>1 Corinthians 10:2. to
indicate the effect: eiv eJn swma, to unite together into one body by
baptism, <461213>1 Corinthians 12:13; eiv Criston, eiv ton qanaton autou,
to bring by baptism into fellowship with Christ, into fellowship in his death,
by which fellowship we have died to sin, <480327>Galatians 3:27; <450603>Romans 6:3
(cf. Meyer on the latter passive, Ellicott on the former). bb. en, with the
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dative of the thing in which one is immersed: en tw Iordanh, <410105>Mark
1:5; en tw uJdati, <430131>John 1:31 (L T Tr WH en uJdati, but compare
Meyer at the passage (who makes the article deictic)). of the thing used in
baptizing: en uJdati, <400311>Matthew 3:11; <410108>Mark 1:8 (T WH Tr marginal
reading omit; Tr text brackets en); <430126>John 1:26, 33; cf. Buttmann, sec.
133, 19; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 412 (384); see en, I. 5 d. [a].); with the
simple dative, uJdati, <420316>Luke 3:16; <440105>Acts 1:5; 11:16. en pneumati
aJgiw, to imbue richly with the Holy Spirit (just as its large bestowment is
called an “outpouring”): <400311>Matthew 3:11; <410108>Mark 1:8 (L Tr brackets
en); <420316>Luke 3:16; <430133>John 1:33; <440105>Acts 1:5; 11:16; with the addition
kai puri to overwhelm with fire (those who do not repent), i.e. to subject
them to the terrible penalties of hell, <400311>Matthew 3:11. en onomati tou
kuriou, by the authority of the Lord, <441048>Acts 10:48. cc. Passive epi (L Tr
WH en) tw onomati Ihsou Cristou, relying on the name of Jesus Christ,
i.e. reposing one’s hope on him, <440238>Acts 2:38. dd. uJper twn nekrwn on
behalf of the dead, i.e. to promote their eternal salvation by undergoing
baptism in their stead, <461529>1 Corinthians 15:29; cf. (Winer’s Grammar, 175
(165); 279 (262); 382 (358); Meyer (or Beet) at the passage); especially
Neander at the passage; Rückert, Progr. on the passage, Jen. 18 47; Paret
in Ewald’s Jahrb. d. Biblical Wissensch. ix., p. 247; (cf. B. D. under the
word Baptism XII. Alex.’s Kitto ibid. VI.).*

{908} baptisma, baptismatov, to (baptizw), a word peculiar to N.T.
and ecclesiastical writings, “immersion, submersion”;

1. used tropically of calamities and afflictions with which one is quite
overwhelmed: <402022>Matthew 20:22f Rec.; <411038>Mark 10:38f; <421250>Luke 12:50
(see baptizw, I. 3).

2. of John’s baptism, that purificatory rite by which men on confessing
their sins were bound to a spiritual reformation, obtained the pardon of
their past sins and became qualified for the benefits of the Messiah’s
kingdom soon to be set up: <400307>Matthew 3:7; 21:25; <411130>Mark 11:30;
<420729>Luke 7:29; 20:4; <440122>Acts 1:22; 10:37; 18:25; (19:3); baptisma
metanoiav, binding to repentance (Winer’s Grammar, 188 (177)),
<410104>Mark 1:4; <420303>Luke 3:3; <441324>Acts 13:24; 19:4.

3. of Christian baptism; this, according to the view of the apostles, is a rite
of sacred immersion, commanded by Christ, by which men confessing their
sins and professing their faith in Christ are born again by the Holy Spirit
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unto a new life, come into the fellowship of Christ and the church (<461213>1
Corinthians 12:13), and are made partakers of eternal salvation; (but see
article “Baptism” in BB. DD., McClintock and Strong’s Cyclopaedia,
Schaff-Herzog): <490405>Ephesians 4:5; <510212>Colossians 2:12 (L marginal reading
Tr baptismw which see); <600321>1 Peter 3:21; eiv ton qanaton <450604>Romans
6:4 (see baptizw, II. b. aa. at the end). (Trench, sec. xcix.)*

{909} baptismov, baptismou, oJ (baptizw), “a washing, purification
effected by means of water”: <410704>Mark 7:4,8 (R G L Tr in brackets)
(xestwn kai pothriwn); of the washings prescribed by the Mosaic law,
<580910>Hebrews 9:10. baptismwn didachv equivalent to didachv peri
baptismwn, <580602>Hebrews 6:2 (where L text, WH text, baptismwn
didachv), which seems to mean an exposition of the difference between
the washings prescribed by the Mosaic law and Christian baptism. (Among
secular writings Josephus alone, Antiquities 18, 5, 2, uses the word, and of
John’s baptism; (respecting its interchange with baptisma cf. examples in
Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word 2 and Lightfoot on <510212>Colossians
2:12, where L marginal reading Tr read baptismov; cf. Trench, sec.
xcix.).)*

{910} baptisthv, baptistou, oJ (baptizw),” a baptizer; one who
administers the rite of baptism”; the surname of John, the forerunner of
Christ: <400301>Matthew 3:1; 11:11f; (<401402>Matthew 14:2,8; 16:14; 17:13);
<410624>Mark 6:24 (T Tr WH tou baptizontov), <410625>Mark 6:25; 8:28; <420720>Luke
7:20,28 (T Tr WH omit), <420738>Luke 7:38; 9:19; also given him by Josephus,
Antiquities 18, 5, 2, and found in no other secular writings (Joh. d. Täufer
by Breest (1881), Köhler (1884).)*

{911} baptw: (future bayw, <431326>John 13:26 T Tr WH); 1 aorist ebaya;
perfect passive participle bebammenov; in Greek writings from Homer
down; in the Septuagint for lbæf;;

a. “to dip, dip in, immerse”: ti, <431326>John 13:26 (but in 26 Lachmann
embayav, as in 26b L text R G); followed by a genitive of the thing into
which the object is dipped (because only a part of it is touched by the act
of dipping), <421624>Luke 16:24 (cf. aJptesqai tinov, louesqai potamoio,
Homer, Iliad 5, 6; 6, 508; cf. Buttmann, sec. 132, 25; (Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 30, 8. c.)).
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b. “to dip” into dye, “to dye, color”: iJmation aJimati, <661913>Revelation
19:13 (Tdf. perirerammenon, see under the word perirrainw; WH
rerantismenon, see rantizw). (Herodotus 7, 67; Anth. 11, 68;
Josephus, Antiquities 3, 6, 1.) (Compare: embaptw.)*

bar-, Chaldean rBæ (cf. <190212>Psalm 2:12; <203102>Proverbs 31:2); bar Iwna “son
of Jonah” (or Jonas): <401617>Matthew 16:17, where L T WH Bariwna (which
see) “Barjonah” (or Barjonas), as if a surname, like Barnabav, etc. (R. V.
“Bar-Jonah”. Cf. Iwnav, 2.)*

{912} Barabbav, Barabba, oJ (from rBæ son, and aB;aæ father, hence,
“son of a father i.e. of a master” (cf. <402309>Matthew 23:9)), a captive robber
whom the Jews begged Pilate to release instead of Christ: <402716>Matthew
27:16f (where manuscripts mentioned by Origen, and some other
authorities, place Ihsoun before barabban, approved by Fritzsche,
DeWette, Meyer, Bleek, others; (cf. WH Appendix and Tdf.’s note at the
passage; also Treg. Printed Text, etc., p. 194f)), <402720>Matthew 27:20f,26;
<411507>Mark 15:7,11,15; <422318>Luke 23:18; <431840>John 18:40.*

{913} Barak, oJ, indeclinable (qr;B; lightning), “Barak,” a commander of
the Israelites (<070406>Judges 4:6,8): <581132>Hebrews 11:32. (BB. DD.)*

{914} Baraciav, Baraciou, oJ) (hy;k]r,B,, Jehovah blesses), “Barachiah”
in <402335>Matthew 23:35 said to have been the father of the Zachariah slain in
the temple; cf. Zacariav.*

{915} barbarov, barbaron;

1. properly, “one whose speech is rude, rough, harsh,” as if repeating the
syllables barbar (cf. Strabo 14, 2, 28, p. 662; wnomatopepoihtai hJ
lexiv, Etymologicum Magnum (188, 11 (but Gaisf. reads bragcov for
barbarov); cf. Curtius, sec. 394; Vanicek, p. 561)); hence,

2. “one who speaks a foreign or strange language which is not understood
by another” (Herodotus 2, 158 barbarouv pantav oJi Aiguptioi
kaleousi touv mh sfisi oJmoglwssouv, Ovid. trist. 5, 10, 37 barbarus
hic ego sum, quia non intelligor ulli); so <461411>1 Corinthians 14:11.

3. The Greeks used barbarov of “any foreigner ignorant of the Greek
language and the Greek culture, whether mental or moral,” with the added
notion, after the Persian war, of rudeness and brutality. Hence, the word is
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applied in the N.T., but not reproachfully, in <442802>Acts 28:2,4, to the
inhabitants of Malta (i.e. Melith, which see), who were of Phoenician or
Punic origin; and to those nations that had, indeed, some refinement of
manners, but not the opportunity of becoming Christians, as the Scythians,
<510311>Colossians 3:11 (but cf. Lightfoot at the passage). But the phrase
EJllhnev te kai barbaroi forms also a periphrasis for “all peoples,” or
indicates their diversity yet without reproach to foreigners (Plato, Theact.,
p. 175{a}; Isocrates, Euag. c. 17, p. 192b.; Josephus, Antiquities 4, 2, 1
and in other writings); so in <450114>Romans 1:14. (In Philo de Abr. sec. 45
under the end of all nations not Jews. Josephus, b. j. prooem. I reckons the
Jews among barbarians.) Cf. Grimm on 2 Macc. 2:21, p. 61; (Lightfoot on
Colossians as above; B. D. under the word Barbarian).*

{916} barew, barw: “to burden, weigh down, depress”; in the N.T.
found only in the passive, viz., present participle baroumenoi, imperative
bareisqw; 1 aorist ebarhqhn; perfect participle bebarhmenov; the better
writings do not use the present; they use only the participles, bebarhwv
and bebarhmenov; see Matth. sec. 227; Winer’s Grammar, 83 (80);
(Buttmann, 54 (47); Veitch, under the word). Used simply: “to be weighed
down, oppressed,” with external evils and calamities, <470108>2 Corinthians 1:8;
of the mental oppression which the thought of inevitable death occasions,
<470504>2 Corinthians 5:4; ofqalmoi bebarhmenoi, namely, uJpnw, weighed
down with sleep, <411440>Mark 14:40 (L T Tr WH katabarunomenoi);
<402643>Matthew 26:43; with uJpnw added, <420932>Luke 9:32; en (B]) kraipalh,
<422134>Luke 21:34 Rec. barunqwsin (see barunw) (Homer, Odyssey 19,
122 oinw bebarhotev, Diodorus Siculus 4, 38 th nosw); mh bareisqw
let it not be burdened, namely, with their expense, <540516>1 Timothy 5:16,
(eisforaiv, Dio Cassius, 46, 32). (Compare: epibarew, katabarew.)*

{917} barewv, adverb (baruv, which see), “heavily, with difficulty”:
<401315>Matthew 13:15; <442827>Acts 28:27 (<230610>Isaiah 6:10). (From Herodotus
on.)*

{918} Barqolomaiov, Barqolomaiou, oJ (rBæ ymæl]T; son of Tolmai),
“Bartholomew,” one of the twelve apostles of Christ: <401003>Matthew 10:3;
<410318>Mark 3:18; <420614>Luke 6:14; <440113>Acts 1:13. (See Naqanahl and BB.
DD.)*
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{919} Barihsouv, oJ (rBæ son, [æWvye Jesus), “Bar-Jesus,” a certain false
prophet: <441306>Acts 13:6 (where Tdf. Barihsou; see his note. Cf. Elumav).*

{920} Bariwnav, Bariwna (cf. Buttmann, 20 (17f)), oJ (from rBæ son,

and hn;wOy Jonah (others ˆn;h;wOy i.e. Johanan, Jona, John; cf. Meyer on
<430142>John 1:42(43) and Lightfoot as below)), “Bar-Jonah” (or Bar-Jonas),
the surname of the apostle Peter: <401617>Matthew 16:17 (L T WH; in <430142>John
1:42 (43); 21:15ff son of John; see Lightfoot Fresh Revision, etc., p. 159
note (American edition, p. 137 note)); see in Bar and Iownav, 2.*

{921} Barnabav, Barnaba (Buttmann, 20 (18)), oJ (rBæ son, and ab;n;;
according to Luke’s interpretation uJiov paraklhsewv, i.e. excelling in
the power thv paraklhsewv, <440436>Acts 4:36; see paraklhsiv, 5),
“Barnabas,” the surname of Joses (better Joseph), a Levite, a native of
Cyprus. He was a distinguished teacher of the Christian religion, and a
companion and colleague of Paul: <440927>Acts 9:27; 11:22,(25 Rec.),30;
<441225>Acts 12:25; Acts 13—15; <460906>1 Corinthians 9:6; <480201>Galatians 2:1,9,13;
<510410>Colossians 4:10.*

{922} barov, bareov, to, “heaviness, weight, burden, trouble”: load,
epitiqenai tini (Xenophon, oec. 17, 9), to impose upon one cult
requirements, <441528>Acts 15:28; ballein epi tina, <660224>Revelation 2:24
(where the meaning is, ‘I put upon you no other injunction which it might
be difficult to observe’; cf. Düsterdieck at the passage); bastazein to
barov tinov, i.e. either the burden of a thing, as to barov thv hJmerav
the wearisome labor of the day <402012>Matthew 20:12, or that which a person
bears, as in <480602>Galatians 6:2 (where used of troublesome moral faults; the
meaning is, ‘bear one another’s faults’). aiwnion barov doxhv a weight
of glory never to cease, i.e. vast and transcendent glory (blessedness), <470417>2
Corinthians 4:17; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3; (ploutou, Plutarch,
Alex. M. 48). “weight equivalent to authority”: en barei einai to have
authority and influence, <520207>1 Thessalonians 2:7(6) (so also in Greek
writings; cf. Wesseling on Diodorus Siculus 4, 61; (examples in Suidas
under the word)). (Synonyms: see ogkov.)*

{923} Barsabav (Barsabbav L T Tr WH; see WH’s Appendix, p.
159), Barsaba (Buttmann, 20 (18)), oJ, “Barsabas” (or Barsabbas) (i.e.
son of Saba (others, Zaba));
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1. the surname of a certain Joseph: <440123>Acts 1:23 (B. D. under the word
Joseph Barsabas).

2. the surname of a certain Judas: <441522>Acts 15:22 (B. D. under the word
Judas Barsabas).*

{924} Bartimaiov (Tdf. Bartimaiov, yet cf. Chandler sec. 253),
Bartimaiou, oJ (son of Timaeus), “Bartimaeus,” a certain blind man:
<411046>Mark 10:46.*

{925} barunw: “to weigh dawn, overcharge”: <422134>Luke 21:34 (1 aorist
passive subjunctive) barunqwsin Rec. (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 83 (80);
Buttmann, 54 (47)), for barhqwsin; see barew. (Compare:
katabarunw.)*

{926} baruv, bareia, baru, “heavy”;

1. properly, i.e. heavy in weight: fortion, <402304>Matthew 23:4 (in 11:30 we
have the opposite, elafron).

2. metaphorically,

a. “burdensome”: entolh, the keeping of which is grievous, <620503>1 John
5:3.

b. “severe, stern”: epistolh, <471010>2 Corinthians 10:10 (others,
“imposing, impressive,” cf. Wetstein at the passage).

c. “weighty, i.e. of great moment”: ta barutera tou nomou the
weightier precepts of the law, <402323>Matthew 23:23; aitiamata (better
aitiwmata (which see)), <442507>Acts 25:7.

d. “violent, cruel, unsparing” (A.V. “grievous”): lukoi, <442029>Acts 20:29
(so also Homer, Iliad 1:89; Xenophon, Ages. 11, 12).*

{927} barutimov, barutimon (baruv and timh), “of weighty” (i.e.
“great”) “value, very precious, costly”: <402607>Matthew 26:7 (R G Tr text
WH) (so Strabo 17, p. 798; selling at a great price, Heliodorus 2, 30
(variant); possessed of great honor, Aeschylus suppl. 25 (but Dindorf
(Lexicon under the word) gives here (after schol.) “severely punishing”)).*
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{928} basanizw: (imperfect ebasanizon); 1 aorist ebasanisa; passive
(present basanizomai); 1 aorist ebasanisqhn; 1 future
basanisqhsomai; (basanov);

1. properly, “to test (metals) by the touchstone”.

2. “to question by applying torture”.

3. “to torture” (2 Macc. 7:13); hence,

4. universally, “to vex with grievous pains” (of body or mind), “to
torment”: tina, <400829>Matthew 8:29; <410507>Mark 5:7; <420828>Luke 8:28; <610208>2 Peter
2:8; <661110>Revelation 11:10; passively, <400806>Matthew 8:6; <660905>Revelation 9:5;
20:10; of the pains of childbirth, <661202>Revelation 12:2 (cf. Anthol. 2, p. 205,
Jacobs edition); with en and the dative of the material in which one is
tormented, <661410>Revelation 14:10.

5. Passive “to be harassed, distressed”; of those who at sea are struggling
with a head wind, <410648>Mark 6:48; of a ship tossed by the waves,
<401424>Matthew 14:24. (In Greek writings from Herodotus down. Often in
O.T. Apocrypha.)*

{929} basanismov, basanismou, oJ (basanizw, which see);

1. “a testing by the touchstone or by torture”.

2. “torment, torture”;

a. the act of tormenting: <660905>Revelation 9:5.

b. the state or condition of those tormented: <661807>Revelation 18:7,10,15; oJ
kapnov tou basanismou autwn the smoke of the fire by which they are
tormented, <661411>Revelation 14:11. (4 Macc. 9:6; 11:2; (others); bad wine is
called basanismov by Alexis in Athen. 1, 56, p. 30 f.)*

{930} basanisthv, basanistou, oJ (basanizw), “one who elicits the
truth by the use of the rack, an inquisitor, torturer,” ((Antiphon, others);
Demosthenes, p. 978, 11; Philo in Flacc. sec. 11 end; (de concupisc. sec. 1;
quod omn. prob. book 16; Plutarch, an vitios. ad infel. suff. sec. 2)); used
in <401834>Matthew 18:34 of a jailer (desmofulax <441623>Acts 16:23), doubtless
because the business of torturing was also assigned to him.*

{931} basanov, basanou, hJ (Curtius, p. 439);
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a. “the touchstone” (called also “basanite,” Latin lapis Lydius), by which
gold and other metals are tested.

b. “the rack or instrument of torture by which one is forced to divulge the
truth”.

c. “torture, torment, acute pains”: used of the pains of disease, <400424>Matthew
4:24; of the torments of the wicked after death, en basanoiv uJparcein,
<421623>Luke 16:23 (Sap. 3:1; 4 Macc. 13:14); hence, oJ topov thv basanou is
used of Gehenna, <421628>Luke 16:28. (In Greek writings from (Theognis),
Pindar down.)*

{932} basileia, basileiav, hJ (from basileuw; to be distinguished
from basileia a queen; cf. iJereia priesthood from iJereuw, and iJereia
a priestess from iJereuv) (from Herodotus down);

1. “royal power, kingship, dominion, rule”: <420133>Luke 1:33; 19:12,15; 22:29;
<431836>John 18:36; <440106>Acts 1:6; <580108>Hebrews 1:8; <461524>1 Corinthians 15:24;
<661712>Revelation 17:12; of the royal power of Jesus as the triumphant
Messiah, in the phrase ercesqai en th basautou, i.e. to come in his
kingship, clothed with this power: <401628>Matthew 16:28; <422342>Luke 23:42 (eiv
thn basileian L marginal reading Tr marginal reading WH text); of the
royal power and dignity conferred on Christians in the Messiah’s kingdom:
<660106>Revelation 1:6 (according to Tr text WH marginal reading epoihsen
hJmin or L hJmwn (yet R G T WH text Tr marginal reading hJmav)
basileian (Rec. basileiv)); tou Qeou, the royal power and dignity
belonging to God, <661210>Revelation 12:10.

2. “a kingdom” i.e. the territory subject to the rule of a king: <401225>Matthew
12:25f; 24:7; <410324>Mark 3:24; 6:23; 13:8; <421117>Luke 11:17; 21:10; plural:
<400408>Matthew 4:8; <420405>Luke 4:5; <581133>Hebrews 11:33.

3. Frequent in the N.T. in reference to the Reign of the Messiah are the
following phrases: hJ basileia tou Qeou (at;Wkl]mæ ah;l;a’d,, Targ.
<234009>Isaiah 40:9; <330407>Micah 4:7), properly, “the kingdom over which God
rules”; hJ basileia tou Cristou (tWkl]mæ aj;yvim]di, Targ. Jonath. ad
<235310>Isaiah 53:10), “the kingdom of the Messiah,” which will be founded by
God through the Messiah and over which the Messiah will preside as
God’s vicegerent; hJ basileia twn ouranwn, only in Matthew, but very
frequently (some 33 times), “the kingdom of heaven,” i.e. the kingdom
which is of heavenly or divine origin and nature (in rabbinical writings
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tWkl]mæ µyimæv; is “the rule of God, the theocracy” viewed universally, not
the Messianic kingdom); sometimes simply hJ basileia: <400423>Matthew
4:23, etc.; <590205>James 2:5; once hJ basileia tou Dauid, because it was
supposed the Messiah would be one of David’s descendants and a king
very like David, <411110>Mark 11:10; once also hJ basileia tou Cristou kai
Qeou, <490505>Ephesians 5:5. Relying principally on the prophecies of Daniel
— who had declared it to be the purpose of God that, after four vast and
mighty kingdoms had succeeded one other and the last of them shown
itself hostile to the people of God, at length its despotism shoed be broken,
and the empire of the world pass over for ever to the holy people of God
(<270244>Daniel 2:44; 7:14,18,27) — the Jews were expecting a kingdom of the
greatest felicity, which God through the Messiah would set up, raising the
dead to life again and renovating earth and heaven; and that in this
kingdom they would bear sway for ever over all the nations of the world.
This kingdom was called “the kingdom of God or the kingdom of the
Messiah”; and in this sense must these terms be understood in the
utterances of the Jews and of the disciples of Jesus when conversing with
him, as <401801>Matthew 18:1; 20:21; <411110>Mark 11:10; <421720>Luke 17:20; 19:11.
But Jesus employed the phrase “kingdom of God or of heaven to indicate
that perfect order of things which he was about to establish, in which all
those of every nation who should believe in him were to be gathered
together into one society, dedicated and intimately united to God, and
made partakers of eternal salvation”. This kingdom is spoken of as now
begun and actually present inasmuch as its foundations have already been
laid by Christ and its benefits realized among men that believe in him:
<401112>Matthew 11:12; 12:28; 13:41 (in this passage its earthly condition is
spoken of, in which it includes bad subjects as well as good); <421721>Luke
17:21; <460420>1 Corinthians 4:20; <451417>Romans 14:17 (where the meaning is,
‘the essence of the kingdom of God is not to be found in questions about
eating and drinking’); <510113>Colossians 1:13. But far more frequently the
kingdom of heaven is spoken of as a future blessing, since its consummate
establishment is to be looked for on Christ’s solemn return from the skies,
the dead being called to life again, the ills and wrongs which burden the
present state of things being done away, the powers hostile to God being
vanquished: <400610>Matthew 6:10; 8:11; 26:29; <410901>Mark 9:1; 15:43; <420927>Luke
9:27; 13:28f; 14:15; 22:18; <610111>2 Peter 1:11; also in the phrases eiv thn
basileian twn ouranwn or tou Qeou: <400520>Matthew 5:20; 7:21; 18:3;
19:23,24; <410947>Mark 9:47; 10:23,24,25; <421824>Luke 18:24 (T Tr text WH
eisporeuontai), <421825>Luke 18:25; <430305>John 3:5; <441422>Acts 14:22;
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klhronomov thv basileiav, <590205>James 2:5; klhronomein thn
basileian tou Qeou; see d. below. By a singular use hJ basileian tou
kuriou hJ epouraniov “God’s heavenly kingdom,” in <550418>2 Timothy 4:18,
denotes the exalted and perfect order of things which already exists in
heaven, and into which true Christians are ushered immediately after death;
cf. <500123>Philippians 1:23; <581222>Hebrews 12:22f. The phrase basileia twn
ouranwn or baseileia tou Qeou, while retaining its meaning “kingdom
of heaven or of God,” must be understood, according to the requirements
of the context,

a. of the beginning, growth, potency, of the divine kingdom: <401331>Matthew
13:31-33; <410430>Mark 4:30; <421318>Luke 13:18.

b. of its fortunes: <401324>Matthew 13:24; <410426>Mark 4:26.

c. of the conditions to be complied with in order to reception among its
citizens: <401823>Matthew 18:23; 20:1; 22:2; 25:1.

d. of its blessings and benefits, whether present or future: <401344>Matthew
13:44f; <420620>Luke 6:20; also in the phrases zhtein thn basileian tou
Qeou, <400633>Matthew 6:33 (L T WH omit tou Qeou); <421231>Luke 12:31
(autou L text T Tr WH); decesqai thn basileian tou Qeou wJv
paidion, <411015>Mark 10:15; <421817>Luke 18:17; klhronomein ... thn ...
basileian tou Qeou, <402534>Matthew 25:34; <460609>1 Corinthians 6:9f; 15:50;
<480521>Galatians 5:21; see in klhronomew, 2.

e. of the congregation of those who constitute the royal ‘city of God’:
poiein tinav basileian, <660106>Revelation 1:6 G T WH text Tr marginal
reading (cf. 1 above); 5:10 (here R G basileiv, so R in the preceding
passage), cf. <021906>Exodus 19:6. Further, the following expressions are
noteworthy: of persons fit for admission into the divine kingdom it is said
autwn or toioutwn estin hJ basileia twn ouranou or tou Qeou:
<400503>Matthew 5:3,10; 19:14; <411014>Mark 10:14; <421816>Luke 18:16. didonai tini
thn basileian is used of God, making men partners of his kingdom,
<421232>Luke 12:32; paralambanein of those who are made partners,
<581228>Hebrews 12:28. dia thn basileian tou ouranon to advance the
interests of the heavenly kingdom, <401912>Matthew 19:12; eJneken thv
basileiav tou Qeou for the sake of becoming a partner in the kingdom
of God, <421829>Luke 18:29. Those who announce the near approach of the
kingdom, and describe its nature, and set forth the conditions of obtaining
citizenship in it, are said diaggellein thn basileian tou Qeou <420960>Luke
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9:60; euaggelizesqai thn basileian tou Qeou <420443>Luke 4:43; 8:1;
16:16; peri thv basileiav tou Qeou, <440812>Acts 8:12; khrussein thn
basileian tou Qeou <420902>Luke 9:2; <442025>Acts 20:25; 28:31; to
euaggelion thv basileiav <400423>Matthew 4:23; 9:35; 24:14; with the
addition of tou Qeou, <410114>Mark 1:14 R L brackets hggiken hJ basileia
tou ouranou or tou Qeou, is used of its institution as close at hand:
<400302>Matthew 3:2; 4:17; <410115>Mark 1:15; <421009>Luke 10:9,11. it is said
ercesqai i.e. “to be established,” in <400610>Matthew 6:10; <421102>Luke 11:2;
17:20; <411110>Mark 11:10. In accordance with the comparison which likens the
kingdom of God to a palace, the power of admitting into it and of
excluding from it is called thv basileiav tou ouranou <401619>Matthew
16:19; kleiein thn basileian tou ouranou to keep from entering,
<402313>Matthew 23:13 (14). UJioi thv basileiav are those to whom the
prophetic promise of the heavenly kingdom extends: used of the Jews,
<400812>Matthew 8:12; of those gathered out of all nations who have shown
themselves worthy of a share in this kingdom, <401338>Matthew 13:38. (In the
O.T. Apocrypha hJ basileia tou Qeou denotes “God’s rule, the divine
administration,” Sap. 6:5; 10:10; Tobit 13:1; so too in <19A219>Psalm 102:19
(<19A319>Psalm 103:19); <19A411>Psalm 104:11-13 (<19A511>Psalm 105:11-13; <270433>Daniel
4:33; 6:26; “the universe subject to God’s sway, God’s royal domain,”
Song of the Three Children 32; hJ basileia, simply, “the O.T. theocratic
commonwealth,” 2 Macc. 1:7.) Cf. Fleck, Deuteronomy regno divino,
Lipsius 1829; Baumg.-Crusius, Biblical Theol., p. 147ff; Tholuck, Die
Bergrede Christi, 5te Aufl., p. 55ff (on <400503>Matthew 5:3); Cölln, Biblical
Theol. i., p. 567ff, ii., p. 108ff; Schmid, Biblical Theol. des N.T., p. 262ff
edition 4; Baur, Neutest. Theol., p. 69ff; Weiss, Biblical Theol. d. N.T. sec.
13; (also in his Leben Jesu, book iv., chapter 2); Schürer (Neutest.
Zeitgesch. sec. 29 (especially par. 8) and references there; also) in the
Jahrbb. für protest. Theol., 1876, pp. 166-187 (cf. Lipsius ibid. 1878, p.
189); (B. D. American edition, under the word Kingdom of Heaven, and
references there).

{934} basileiov (rarely basileia), basileion, “royal, kingly, regal”:
<600209>1 Peter 2:9. As a substantive, to basileion (Xenophon, Cyril 2, 4, 3;
<201819>Proverbs 18:19, the Septuagint; Josephus, Antiquities 6, 12, 4), and
much more often (from Herodotus 1, 30 down) in plural ta basileia (the
Septuagint Esth. 1:9, etc.), “the royal palace”: <420725>Luke 7:25 (A.V. “kings
courts).*
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{935} basileuv, basilewv, oJ, “leader of the people, prince,
commander, lord of the land, king”; universally: oJi basileiv thv ghv,
<401725>Matthew 17:25; <661614>Revelation 16:14 (L T Tr WH omit thv ghv), etc.;
twn eqnwn, <422225>Luke 22:25; of the king of Egypt, <440710>Acts 7:10,18;
<581123>Hebrews 11:23,27; of David, <400106>Matthew 1:6; <441322>Acts 13:22; of Herod
the Great and his successors, <400201>Matthew 2:1ff; <420105>Luke 1:5; <441201>Acts
12:1; 25:13; of a tetrarch, <401409>Matthew 14:9; <410614>Mark 6:14,22 (of the son
of a king, Xenophon, oec. 4, 16; “reges Syriac, regis Antiochi pueros,
scitis Romae nuper fuisse,” Cicero, Verr. 2:4, 27, cf. de senectute 17, 59;
(Vergil Aen. 9, 223)); of a Roman emperor, <540202>1 Timothy 2:2; <600217>1 Peter
2:17, cf. <661709>Revelation 17:9 (10), (so in secular writings in the Roman age,
as in Josephus, b. j. 5, 13, 6; Herodian, 2, 4, 8 (4 Bekker); of the son of the
emperor, ibid. 1, 5, 15 (5 Bekker)); of the Messiah, oJ basileuv twn
Ioudaiwn, <400202>Matthew 2:2, etc.; tou Israhl, <411532>Mark 15:32; <430149>John
1:49 (50); 12:13; of Christians, as to reign over the world with Christ in
the millennial kingdom, <660106>Revelation 1:6; 5:10 (Rec. in both passages and
(Griesbach in the latter; see basileia, 3 e.); of God, the supreme ruler
over all, <400535>Matthew 5:35; <540117>1 Timothy 1:17 (see aiwn, 2);
<661503>Revelation 15:3; basileuv basilewn, <661714>Revelation 17:14 (but here,
as in <661916>Revelation 19:16 of the victorious Messiah); oJ basileia twn
basileuontwn, <540615>1 Timothy 6:15 (2 Macc. 13:4; 3 Macc. 5:35; Enoch
9, 4; (84, 2; Philo de decal. sec. 10); cf. (kuriov twn basileiwn,
<270247>Daniel 2:47); kuriov twn kuriwn, <051017>Deuteronomy 10:17; <19D503>Psalm
135:3 (<19D603>Psalm 136:3; (so of the king of the Parthians, Plutarch, Pomp.
sec. 38, 1)).

{936} basileuw; future basileusw; 1 aorist ebasileusa; basileuv);
— in Greek writings (from Homer down) with the genitive or dative, in the
sacred writings, after the Hebrew (lvæm; l[æ), followed by epi with the
genitive of place, <400222>Matthew 2:22 (where L T WH omit; Tr brackets
epi); <660510>Revelation 5:10; followed by epi with the accusative of the
person, <420133>Luke 1:33; 19:14,27; <450514>Romans 5:14; (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
206 (193f); Buttmann, 169 (147)) — “to be king, to exercise kingly power,
to reign”: universally, <540615>1 Timothy 6:15; <421914>Luke 19:14,27; of the
governor of a country, although not possessing kingly rank, <400222>Matthew
2:22; of God, <661115>Revelation 11:15,17; 19:6; of the rule of Jesus, the
Messiah, <420133>Luke 1:33; <461525>1 Corinthians 15:25; <661115>Revelation 11:15; of
the reign of Christians in the millennium, <660510>Revelation 5:10; 20:4,6; 22:5;
hence, Paul transfers the word to denote the supreme moral dignity, liberty,
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blessedness, which will be enjoyed by Christ’s redeemed ones: <450517>Romans
5:17 (cf. DeWette and Thol. at the passage); <460408>1 Corinthians 4:8.
Metaphorically, “to exercise the highest influence, to control”: <450514>Romans
5:14,17,21; 6:12. The aorist basileusa denotes “I obtained royal power,
became king, have come to reign,” in <460408>1 Corinthians 4:8 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 302 (283); Buttmann, 215 (185)); <661117>Revelation 11:17; 19:6 (as
often in the Septuagint and secular writings; cf. Grimm on 1 Macc., p. 11;
Breitenbach or Kühner, on Xenophon, mem. 1, 1, 18; on the aorist to
express entrance into a state, see Bernhardy (1829), p. 382; Krüger, sec.
53, 5, 1; (Kühner, sec. 386, 5; Goodwin sec. 19 N. 1)). (Compare:
sumbasileuw.)*

{937} basilikov, basilikh, basilikon, “of or belonging to a king,
kingly, royal, regal”; of a man, “the officer or minister of a prince, a
courtier”: <430446>John 4:46,49 (Polybius 4, 76, 2; Plutarch, Sol. 27; often in
Josephus). “subject to a king”: of a country, <441220>Acts 12:20. “befitting or
worthy of a king, royal”: esqhv, <441221>Acts 12:21. Hence, metaphorically,
“principal, chief”: nomov, <590208>James 2:8 (Plato, Min., p. 317 c. to orqon
nomov esti basilikov, Xenophon, symp. 1, 8 basilikon kallov; 4
Macc. 14:2).*

 (basiliskov, basiliskou, oJ (diminutive of basileuv), “a petty king”;
a reading noted by WH in their (rejected) margin of <430446>John 4:46,49.
(Polybius, others.)*)

{938} basilissa, basilisshv, hJ, “queen”: <401242>Matthew 12:42;
<421131>Luke 11:31; <440827>Acts 8:27; <661807>Revelation 18:7. (Xenophon, oec. 9, 15;
Aristotle, oec. 9 (in Bekker, Anecd. i., p. 84; cf. fragment 385 (from Pollux
8, 90), p. 1542{a}, 25); Polybius 23, 18, 2 (excerpt Vales. 7), and often in
later writings; the Septuagint; Josephus; the Atticists prefer the forms
basiliv and basileia; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 225; (on the termination,
corresponding to the English “-ess,” cf. Winer’s Grammar, 24; Buttmann,
73; Sophocles’ Lexicon, p. 37; Sturz, Deuteronomy dial. Maced. et Alex.,
p. 151ff; Curtius, p. 653).)*

{939} basiv, basewv, hJ (BAOO, bainw);

1. “a stepping, walking” (Aeschylus, Sophocles, others).

2. that with which one steps, “the foot”: <440307>Acts 3:7 (Plato, Tim., p.
92{a}, et al.; Sap. 13:18).*
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{940} baskainw: 1 aorist ebaskana, on which form cf. Winer’s
Grammar, (75 (72)); 83 (80); (Buttmann, 41 (35); Lob. ad Phryn., p. 25f;
Paralip., p. 21f); (bazw, baskw (faskw) to speak, talk); tina (Winer’s
Grammar, 223 (209));

1. “to speak ill of one, to slander, traduce him” (Demosthenes 8, 19 (94,
19); Aelian v. h. 2, 13, etc.).

2. “to bring evil on one by feigned praise or an evil eye, to charm, bewitch”
one (Aristotle, probl. 20, 34 (p. 926{b}, 24); Theocritus, 6, 39; Aelian nat.
an. 1, 35); hence, of those who lead away others into error by wicked arts
(Diodorus 4, 6): <480301>Galatians 3:1. Cf. Schott (or Lightfoot) at the passage;
Lob. ad Phryn., p. 462.*

{941} bastazw; future bastasw; 1 aorist ebastasa;

1. “to take up with the hands”: liqouv, <431031>John 10:31 (laan, Homer,
Odyssey 11, 594; thn macairan apo thv ghv, Josephus, Antiquities 7,
11, 7).

2. “to take up in order to carry or bear; to put upon oneself (something) to
be carried; to bear” what is burdensome: ton stauron, <431917>John 19:17;
<421427>Luke 14:27 (see staurov 2 a. and b.); Metaphorically: bastazein ti,
to be equal to understanding a matter and receiving it calmly, <431612>John
16:12 (Epictetus ench. 29, 5); fortion, <480605>Galatians 6:5; bastasei to
krima, must take upon himself the condemnation of the judge,
<480510>Galatians 5:10 (ac;n; fp;v]mi, <330709>Micah 7:9). Hence, “to bear, endure”:
<402012>Matthew 20:12; <441510>Acts 15:10 (zugon); <451501>Romans 15:1; <480602>Galatians
6:2; <660202>Revelation 2:2f (Epictetus diss. 1, 3, 2; Anthol. 5, 9, 3; in this sense
the Greeks more commonly use ferein.)

3. simply “to bear, carry”: <400311>Matthew 3:11; <411413>Mark 14:13; <420714>Luke
7:14; 22:10; <661707>Revelation 17:7; passive, <440302>Acts 3:2; 21:35. to onoma
mou enwpion eqnwn, so to bear it that it may be in the presence of
Gentiles, i.e. by preaching to carry the knowledge of my name to the
Gentiles, <440915>Acts 9:15. “to carry on one’s person”: <421004>Luke 10:4;
<480617>Galatians 6:17 (cf. Ellicott at the passage); of the womb carrying the
foetus, <421127>Luke 11:27; “to sustain, i.e., uphold, support”: <451118>Romans
11:18.
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4. by a use unknown to Attic writers, “to bear away, carry off”: nosouv,
to take away or remove by curing them, <400817>Matthew 8:17 (Galen de
compos. medicam. per gen. 2, 14 (339, Bas. edition) ywrav te
qerapeuei kai uJpwpia bastazei) (others refer the use in Matthew, the
passage cited to 2; cf. Meyer). <431206>John 12:6 (ebastaze used to pilfer (R.
V. text “took away”; cf. our ‘shoplifting’, though path. this lift is a
different word, see Skeat, under the word)); <432015>John 20:15 (Polybius 1,
48, 2 oJ anemov touv purgouv th bia bastazei, Apollod. Biblical 2, 6,
2; 3, 4, 3; Athen. 2, 26, p. 46 f.; 15, 48, p. 693{e}; very many instances
from Josephus are given by Krebs, Observations, p. 152ff). (Synonyms: cf.
Schmidt, chapter 105.)*

{942} batov, batou, hJ and (in <411226>Mark 12:26 G L T Tr WH) oJ, (the
latter according to Moeris, Attic; the former Hellenistic; cf. Fritzsche on
Mark, p. 532; Winer’s Grammar, 63 (62) (cf. 36; Buttmann, 12 (11)))
(from Homer down), “a thorn or bramble-bush” (cf. B. D., under the word
Bush): <420644>Luke 6:44; <440730>Acts 7:30,35; epi tou (thv) batou “at the
Bush,” i.e. where it tells about the Bush, <411226>Mark 12:26; <422037>Luke 20:37;
cf. Fritzsche on <451102>Romans 11:2; (B. D., under the word Bible IV. 1).*

{943} batov, batou, oJ, Hebrew tBæ “a bath” (A.V. “measure”), a Jewish
measure of liquids containing 72 sextarii (between 8 and 9 gallons)
(Josephus, Antiquities 8, 2, 9): <421606>Luke 16:6 (see B. D. under the word
Weights and Measures II. 2).*

{944} batracov, batracou, oJ, “a frog” (from Homer (i.e. Battach., and
Herodotus) down): <661613>Revelation 16:13.*

{945} battologew (T WH battalogew (with a B, see WH’s Appendix,
p. 152)), battologw: 1 aorist subjunctive battologhsw; a. “to stammer,”
and, since stammerers are accustomed to repeat the same sounds, b. “to
repeat the same things over and over, to use many and idle words, to
babble, prate”; so <400607>Matthew 6:7, where it is explained by en th
polulogia, (Vulgate multum loqui; (A.V. “to use vain repetitions”)); cf.
Tholuck at the passage Some suppose the word to be derived from Battus,
a king of Cyrene, who is said to have stuttered (Herodotus 4, 155); others
from Battus, an author of tedious and wordy poems; but comparing
battarizein, which has the same meaning, and barbarov (which see), it
seems fax more probable that the word is onomatopoetic. (Simplicius, in
Epictetus (ench. 30 at the end), p. 340, Schweigh edition.)*
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{946} bdelugma, bdelugmatov, to (bdelussomai), a Biblical and
ecclesiastical word; in the Septuagint mostly for hb;[ewOT, also for xWQvi
and xq,v,, “a foul thing” (loathsome on acct. of its stench), “a detestable
thing”; (Tertullian abominamentum); Luth. Greuel; (A.V. “abomination”);

a. universally: <421615>Luke 16:15.

b. in the O.T. often used of idols and things pertaining to idolatry, to be
held in abomination by the Israelites; as <111106>1 Kings 11:6 (5); 20:26 (<112126>1
Kings 21:26; <121603>2 Kings 16:3; 21:2; 1 Esdr. 7:13; Sap. 12:23; 14:11;
hence, in the N.T. in <661704>Revelation 17:4f of idol-worship and its impurities;
poiein bdelugma yeudov, <662127>Revelation 21:27.

c. the expression to bdelugma thv erhmwsewv “the desolating
abomination” (others take the genitive, others; e.g. Meyer as a genitive
epexegetical) in <402415>Matthew 24:15; <411314>Mark 13:14 (1 Macc. 1:54), seems
to designate some terrible event in the Jewish war by which the temple was
desecrated, perhaps that related by Josephus, b. j. 4, 9, 11ff (the Septuagint
<271131>Daniel 11:31; 12:11, bdelugma (thv) erhmwsewv for xWQvi µmevom]
and xWQvi µmevo, <270927>Daniel 9:27 bdelugma twn erhmwsewn for µyxiWqvi
µmevom] “the abomination (or abominations) wrought by the desolator,” i.e.
not the statue of Jupiter Olympius, but a little idol-altar placed upon the
altar of whole burnt offerings; cf. Grimm on 1 Macc., p. 31; Hengstenberg,
Authentie des Daniel, p. 85f; (the principal explanations of the N.T. phrase
are noticed in Dr. James Morison’s Commentary on Matthew, the passage
cited).)*

{947} bdeluktov, bdelukth, on (bdelussomai), “abominable,
detestable”: <560116>Titus 1:16. (Besides only in <201715>Proverbs 17:15; Sir. 41:5; 2
Macc. 1:27; (cf. Philo de victim. offer. sec. 12 under the end).)*

{948} bdelussw: (bdew quietly to break wind, to stink);

1. “to render foul, to cause to be abhorred”: thn osmhn, <020521>Exodus 5:21;
to defile, pollute: tav yucav, thn yuchn, <031143>Leviticus 11:43; 20:25; 1
Macc. 1:48; perfect passive participle ebdelugmenov “abominable,”
<662108>Revelation 21:8 (<031830>Leviticus 18:30; <200807>Proverbs 8:7; <181516>Job 15:16; 3
Macc. 6:9; bdelussomenov, 2 Macc. 5:8). In native Greek writings
neither the active nor the passive is found.
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2. bdelussomai; deponent middle (1 aorist ebdeluxamhn often in the
Septuagint (Josephus, b. j 6, 2, 10); in Greek writings deponent passive,
and from Aristophanes down); properly, “to turn oneself away from on
account of the stench”; metaphorically, “to abhor, detest”: ti, <450222>Romans
2:22.*

{949} bebaiov, bebaia (Winer’s Grammar, 69 (67); Buttmann, 25 (22)),
bebaion (BAW, bainw) (from Aeschylus down), “stable, fast, firm”;
properly: agkura, <580619>Hebrews 6:19; metaphorically, “sure, trusty”:
epaggelia, <450416>Romans 4:16; klhsiv kai eklogh, <610110>2 Peter 1:10;
logov profhtikov, <610119>2 Peter 1:19; unshaken, constant, <580314>Hebrews
3:14; elpiv, <470107>2 Corinthians 1:7 (6) (4 Macc. 17:4); parrhsia,
<580306>Hebrews 3:6 (but WH Tr marginal reading in brackets); valid and
therefore inviolable, logov, <580202>Hebrews 2:2; diaqhkh, <580917>Hebrews 9:17.
(With the same meanings in Greek writings from Herodotus down.)*

{950} bebaiow, bebaiw; future bebaiwsw; 1 aorist ebebaiwsa;
passive (present bebaioumai); 1 aorist ebebaiwqhn; (bebaiov); “to
make firm, establish, confirm, make sure”: ton logon, to prove its truth
and divinity, <411620>Mark 16:20; tav epaggeliav make good the promises by
the event, i.e. fulfil them, <451508>Romans 15:8 (so also in Greek writings as
Diodorus 1, 5); passive: to marturion tou Cristou, <460106>1 Corinthians
1:6; hJ swthria ... eiv hJmav ebebaiwqh, a constructio praegnans
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 66, 2 d.) which may be resolved into eiv hJmav
paredoqh kai en hJmin bebaiov egeneto, <580203>Hebrews 2:3 cf.
<580202>Hebrews 2:2; see bebaiov. of men made steadfast and constant in soul:
<581309>Hebrews 13:9; <460108>1 Corinthians 1:8 (bebaiwsei uJmav anegklhtouv
will so confirm you that ye may be unreprovable (Winer’s Grammar, sec.
59, 6 at the end)); <470121>2 Corinthians 1:21 (bebaiwn hJmav eiv Criston,
causing us to be steadfast in our fellowship with Christ; cf. Meyer at the
passage); en th pistei, <510207>Colossians 2:7 (L T Tr WH omit en). (In
Greek writings from Thucydides and Plato down.) (Compare:
diabebaiwmai.)*

{951} bebaiwsiv, bebaiwsewv, hJ (bebaiow), “confirmation”: tou
euaggeliou, <500107>Philippians 1:7; eiv bebaiwsin to produce confidence,
<580616>Hebrews 6:16. (Sap. 6:19. Thucydides, Plutarch, Dio Cass., (others).)*

{952} bebhlov, bebhlon (BAW, bainw, bhlov threshold);
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1. “accessible, lawful to be trodden”; properly, used of places; hence,

2. “profane,” equivalent to ljo (i.e. unhallowed, common), <031010>Leviticus
10:10; <092104>1 Samuel 21:4; opposed to aJgiov (as in (<262226>Ezekiel 22:26);
Philo, vit. Moys. iii., sec. 18): <540407>1 Timothy 4:7; 6:20; <550216>2 Timothy 2:16;
of men, “profane” i.e. ungodly: <540109>1 Timothy 1:9; <581216>Hebrews 12:16.
(Often in Greek writings from Aeschylus down.) (Cf. Trench, sec. 101.)*

{953} bebhlow, bebhlw; 1 aorist ebebhlwsa; (bebhlov); “to profane,
desecrate”: to sabbaton, <401205>Matthew 12:5; ta iJeron, <442406>Acts 24:6.
(Often in the Septuagint for lLeji; Judith 9:8; 1 Macc. 2:12, etc.;
Heliodorus 2, 25.)*

{954} Bhlzeboul and, as written by some (yet no Greek) authorities,
Bhlzeboub (cod. B Bhzeboul, so manuscript a except in <410322>Mark 3:22;
adopted by WH, see their Appendix, p. 159; cf. Buttmann, 6), oJ,
indeclinable, “Beelzebul” or “Beelzebub,” a name of Satan, the prince of
evil spirits: <401025>Matthew 10:25; 12:24,27; <410322>Mark 3:22; <421115>Luke
11:15,18,19. The form Bhlzeboul is composed of lWbz] (rabbinical

Hebrew for lb,z, dung) and l[Bæ, “lord of dung or of filth,” i.e. of idolatry;
cf. Lightfoot on <401221>Matthew 12:21. The few who follow Jerome in
preferring the form Bhlzeboub derive the name from l[Bæ bWbz], “lord of
flies,” a false god of the Ekronites (<120102>2 Kings 1:2) having the power to
drive away troublesome flies, and think the Jews transferred the name to
Satan in contempt. Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Beelzebub: and J. G.
M(üller) in Herzog vol. i., p. 768ff; (BB. DD.; cf. also Meyer and Dr.
James Morison on <401025>Matthew 10:25; some, as Weiss (on Mark, the
passage cited; Biblical Theol. sec. 23 a.), doubt alike whether the true
derivation of the name has yet been hit upon, and whether it denotes Satan
or only some subordinate ‘Prince of demons’). (Besides only in
ecclesiastical writings, as Ev. Nicod. c. 1f.)*

{955} Belial, oJ (l[æyæliB] worthlessness, wickedness), “Belial,” a name
of Satan, <470615>2 Corinthians 6:15 in Rec.bez elz L. But Beliar (which see) is
preferable (see WH’s Appendix, p. 159; Buttmann, 6).*

{955} [Beliar], oJ, indeclinable, “Beliar,” a name of Satan in <470615>2
Corinthians 6:15 Rec.st G T Tr WH, etc. This form is either robe ascribed
(as most suppose) to the harsh Syriac pronunciation of the word Belial
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(q. v.), or must be derived from lB r[æyæ lord of the forest, i.e. who rules
over forests and deserts (cf. the Septuagint <231321>Isaiah 13:21; <401243>Matthew
12:43; (BB. DD. under the word Belial, especially Alex.’s Kitto)). Often in
ecclesiastical writings*

belonh, belonhv, hJ (belov);

a. “the point of a spear”.

b. “a needle”: <421825>Luke 18:25 L T Tr WH; see rafiv. ((Batr. 130),
Aristophanes, Aeschines, Aristotle, others; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 90.)*

{956} belov, beleov, to (ballw), “a missile, a dart, javelins, arrow”:
<490616>Ephesians 6:16. (From Homer down.)*

{957} beltiwn, beltion, genitive beltionov, “better”; neuter
adverbially in <550118>2 Timothy 1:18 (Winer’s Grammar, 242 (227); Buttmann,
27 (24). Sophocles, Thucydides, others).*

{958} Beniamin (Beniamein L T Tr WH; see WH’s Appendix, p. 155,
and under the word ei, i), oJ (ˆymiy;n]Bi, i.e. ˆB, ˆymiy;, son of the right hand,
i.e. of good fortune, <013518>Genesis 35:18), “Benjamin,” Jacob’s twelfth son;
fulh [Beniamin] the tribe of Benjamin: <441321>Acts 13:21; <451101>Romans 11:1;
<500305>Philippians 3:5; <660708>Revelation 7:8.*

{959} Bernikh, Bernikhv, hJ (for Berenikh, and this the Macedonic
form (cf. Sturz, Deuteronomy dial. Mac., p. 31) of Ferenikh (i.e.
victorious)), “Bernice or Berenice,” daughter of Herod Agrippa the elder.
She married first her uncle Herod, king of Chalcis, and after his death
Polemon, king of Cilicia. Deserting him soon afterward, she returned to her
brother Agrippa, with whom previously when a widow she was said to
have lived incestuously. Finally she became for a tithe the mistress of the
emperor Titus (Josephus, Antiquities 19, 5, 1; 20, 7, 1 and 3; Tacitus, hist.
2, 2 and 81; Suetonius, Titus 7): <442513>Acts 25:13,23; 26:30. Cf. Hausrath in
Schenkel i., p. 396f; (Farrar, St. Paul, ii. 599f).*

{960} Beroia, Beroiav, hJ (also Berroia (i.e. well-watered)), “Beraea,”
a city of Macedonia, near Pella, at the foot of Mount Bermius: <441710>Acts
17:10, 13.*

{961} Beroiaiov, Beroiaia, Beroiaion, “Beraean”: <442004>Acts 20:4.*
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{966} (Bhdsaida, given by L marginal reading Tr marginal reading in
<421013>Luke 10:13 where Rec. etc. Bhqsaida, which see)

{962} Bhqabara, Bhqabarav (Bhqabara Rec.bez st, indeclinable), hJ
(tyBe hr;b;[} place of crossing, i.e. where there is a crossing or ford, cf.
German Furthhausen), “Bethabara”: <430128>John 1:28 Rec. (in Rec.^elz of 1st
decl., but cf. Winer’s Grammar, 61 (60)); see (WH’s Appendix at the
passage and) Bhqania, 2.*

{963} Bhqania Bhqaniav, hJ (tyBe hY;ni[} house of depression or misery
(cf. B. D. American edition)), “Bethany”;

1. a town or village beyond the Mount of Olives, fifteen furlongs from
Jerusalem: <431101>John 11:1,18; 12:1; <402117>Matthew 21:17; 26:6; <421929>Luke 19:29
(here WH give the accusative Bhqania (see their Appendix, p. 160), cf. Tr
marginal reading); 24:50; <411101>Mark 11:1,11f; 14:3; now a little Arab
hamlet, of from 20 to 30 families, called el-’Aziriyeh or el-’Azir (the
Arabic name of “Lazarus”); cf. Robinson i. 431f; (BB. DD. under the
word).

2. a town or village on the east bank of the Jordan, where John baptized:
<430128>John 1:28 L T Tr WH (see the preceding word). But Origen, although
confessing that in his day nearly all the manuscripts read en Bhqania,
declares that when he journeyed through those parts he did not find any
place of that name, but that “Bethabara” was pointed out as the place
where John had baptized; the statement is confirmed by Eusebius and
Jerome also, who were well acquainted with the region. Hence, it is most
probable that Bethany disappeared after the Apostles’ time, and was
restored under the name of “Bethabara”; cf. Lücke at the passage, p. 391ff
(Cf. Prof. J. A. Paine in Phila. S. S. Times for Apr. 16, 1881, p. 243f.)*

{964} Bhqesda, hJ, indec. (Chaldean tyBe aD;s]j,, i.e. house of mercy, or
place for receiving and caring for the sick), “Bethesda,” the name of a pool
near the sheep-gate at Jerusalem, the waters of which had curative powers:
<430502>John 5:2 (here L marginal reading WH marginal reading read
Bhqsaida, T WH text Bhqzaqa (which see)). What locality in the
modern city is its representative is not clear; cf. Winer’s RWB under the
word; Arnold in Herzog ii., p. 117f; Robinson i. 330f, 342f; (B. D. under
the word; “The Recovery of Jerusalem” (see index)).*
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Bhqzaqa, hJ (perhaps from Chaldean tyBe at;y]zæ, house of olives; not, as

some suppose, tyBe aT;dæj}, house of newness, German Neuhaus, since it

cannot be shown that the Hebrew letter chet j is ever represented by the

Greek zeta z), “Bethzatha”: <430502>John 5:2 T (WH text) after manuscripts a
L D and other authorities (no doubt a corrupt reading, yet approved by
Keim, ii., p. 177 (see also WH’s Appendix, ad loc.)), for Rec. Bhqesda,
which see (Cf. Kautzsch, Gram. d. Biblical-Aram., p. 9.)*

{965} Bhqlhm, hJ (indecl) (in Josephus not only so (Antiquities 8, 10, 1),
but also Bhqlhmh, Bhqlhmhv, Antiquities 6, 8, 1; 11, 7; (7, 1, 3); apo
Bhqlemwn, 5, 2, 8; ek Bhqlhmwn, 5, 9, 1; (cf. 7, 13; 9, 2)), “Bethlehem”
(tyBe µj,l, house of bread), a little town, named from the fertility of its
sort, six Roman miles south of Jerusalem; now Beit Lachm, with about
3,000 (“5,000,” Baedeker) inhabitants: <400201>Matthew 2:1,5f,8,16; <420204>Luke
2:4,15; <430742>John 7:42. Cf. Winer’s RWB, under the word; Robinson i., p.
470ff; Raumer, p. 313ff; Tobler, Bethlehem in Palastina as above with
1849; (Socin (i.e. Baedeker), Handbook. etc., under the word; Porter (i.e.
Murray) ibid.; BB. DD.).*

{966} Bhqsaida (WH Bhqsaida; see Iota) and (<401121>Matthew 11:21 RG
T WH) Bhqsaidan, hJ, indeclinable but with accusative (which may,
however, be only the alternate form just given; cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 160)
Bhqsaidan (Buttmann, 17 (16f); Winer’s 61 (60); Tdf. Proleg., p. 119f),
(Syriac ... ... i.e. house or place of hunting or fishing), “Bethsaida”;

1. a small city (poliv, <430144>John 1:44 (45)) or a village (kwmh <410822>Mark
8:22,23) on the western shore of the Lake of Gennesaret: <430144>John 1:44
(45); <401121>Matthew 11:21; <410645>Mark 6:45; <421013>Luke 10:13 (here L marginal
reading Tr marginal reading Bhdsaida; cf. Tdf. Proleg. as above);
<431221>John 12:21 (where thv Galilaiav is added).

2. a village in lower Gaulanitis on the eastern shore of Lake Gennesaret,
not far from the place where the Jordan empties into it. Philip the tetrarch
so increased its population that it was reckoned as a city, and was called
Julius in honor of Julia, the daughter of the emperor Augustus (Josephus,
Antiquities 18, 2, 1; Pliny, h. n. 5, 15). Many think that this city is referred
to in <420910>Luke 9:10, on account of <410632>Mark 6:32, 45; <430601>John 6:1; others
that the Evangelists disagree. Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word; Raumer,
p. 122f; (BB. DD. under the word, Bethsaida.
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3. In <430502>John 5:2 Lachmann marginal reading WH marginal reading read
Bhqsaida; see under the word Bhqesda.)*

{967} Bhqfagh (but Lachmann uniformly, Treg. in Matthew and Mark
and R G in Matthew Bhqfagh (Buttmann, 15; Winer’s Grammar, 52 (51);
cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 103); in <402101>Matthew 21:1 Tdf. edition 7 Bhqsfagh), hJ,
indeclinable (from tyBe and gpæ house of unripe figs), “Bethphage,” the
name of a country-seat or hamlet (Eusebius calls it kwmh, Jerome villula),
on the Mount of Olives, near Bethany: <402101>Matthew 21:1; <411101>Mark 11:1 R
G Tr text WH text, but Tr marginal reading in brackets; <421929>Luke 19:29.
(BB. DD. under the word.)*

{968} bhma, bhmatov, to (from BAW, bainw) (fr. Homer (h. Merc.),
Pindar down);

1. “a step, pace”: bhma podov the space which the foot covers, a foot-
breadth, <440705>Acts 7:5 (for ãKæ lg,r,, <050205>Deuteronomy 2:5, cf. Xenophon,
an. 4, 7, 10; Cyril 7, 5, 6).

2. “a raised place mounted by steps; a platform, tribune”: used of the
official seat of a judge, <402719>Matthew 27:19; <431913>John 19:13; <441812>Acts 18:12,
16f; 25:6,10,(17); of the judgment-seat of Christ, <451410>Romans 14:10 (L T
Tr WH tou Qeou); <470510>2 Corinthians 5:10; of the structure, resembling a
throne, which Herod built in the theater at Caesarea, and from which he
used to view the games and make speeches to the people, <441221>Acts 12:21;
(of an orator’s pulpit, 2 Macc. 13:26; <160804>Nehemiah 8:4. Xenophon, mem.
3, 6, 1; Herodian, 2, 10, 2 (1, Bekker edition)).*

{969} bhrullov, bhrullou, oJ, hJ, “beryl,” a precious stone of a pale
green color (Pliny, h. n. 37, 5 (20) (i.e. 37, 79)): <662120>Revelation 21:20.
(Tobit 13:17; neuter bhrullion, equivalent to µjævo, <022820>Exodus 28:20;
36:20 (39:13)). Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Edelsteine, 11;
(especially Riehm, HWB, ibid. 3 and 12).*

{970} bia, biav, hJ;

1. “strength,” whether of body or of mind: Homer and subsequent writers.

2. “strength in violent action, force”: meta biav by the use of force, with
violence, <440526>Acts 5:26; 24:7 (Rec.); shock twn kumatwn, <442741>Acts 27:41
(R G, but Tr text brackets; others omit twn kumatwn); dia thn bian tou
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oclou, the crowd pressing on so violently, <442135>Acts 21:35. (Synonym: see
dunamiv, at the end.)*

{971} biazw: (bia); “to use force, to apply force”; tina, “to force, inflict
violence on,” one; the active is very rare and almost exclusively poetic
(from Homer down); passive (Buttmann, 53 (46)) in <401112>Matthew 11:12 hJ
basileia tou ouranou biazetai, “the kingdom of heaven is taken by
violence, carried by storm,” i.e. a share in the heavenly kingdom is sought
for with the most ardent zeal and the intensest exertion; cf. Xenophon,
Hell. 5, 2, 15 (23) poleiv tav bebiasmenav; (but see Weiss, James
Morison, Norton, in the place cited). The other explanation: “the kingdom
of heaven suffereth violence” namely, from its enemies, agrees neither with
the time when Christ spoke the words, nor with the context; cf. Fritzsche,
DeWette, Meyer, at the passage, middle, biazomai followed by eiv ti “to
force one’s way into a thing,” (ev thn Potidaian, Thucydides 1, 63; ev
to exw, 7, 69; eiv thn parembolhn, Polybius 1, 74, 5; eiv ta entov,
Philo, vit. Moys. i., sec. 19; eiv to stratopedon, Plutarch, Otho 12, etc.):
eiv thn basileian tou Qeou, to get a share in the kingdom of God by
the utmost earnestness and effort, <421616>Luke 16:16. (Compare:
parabiazomai.)*

{972} biaiov, biaia, biaion (bia), “violent, forcible”: <440202>Acts 2:2
(A.V. “mighty”). (In Greek writings from Homer down.)*

{973} biasthv, biastou, oJ (biazoo]);

1. “strong, forceful”: Pindar Ol. 9, 114 (75); Pythagoras 4, 420 (236; but
Pindar only uses the form biatav, so others).

2. “using force, violent”: Philo, agric. sec. 19. In <401112>Matthew 11:12 those
are called biastai by whom the kingdom of God biazetai, i.e. who
strive to obtain its privileges with the utmost eagerness and effort.*

{974} biblaridion, biblaridiou, to (diminutive of the diminutive
biblarion from hJ biblov), “a little book”: <661002>Revelation 10:2,8 (L Tr
WH biblion, Tdf. 2 and 7 biblidarion, which see), 9, 10. Not found in
secular authors (Hermas, vis. 2, 4, 3); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 96 (91).*

974A%% biblidarion, biblidariou, to (from biblidion, like
iJmatidarion, from iJmatidion), “a little book”: <661008>Revelation 10:8 Tdf.
(editions 2 and) 7. (Aristophanes fragment 596.)*
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{975} biblion, bibliou, to (diminutive of biblov), “a small book, a
scroll”: <420417>Luke 4:17,20; <432030>John 20:30; <480310>Galatians 3:10; <550413>2 Timothy
4:13, etc.; a written document; a sheet on which something has been
written, biblion apostasiou (“bill of divorcement”): <401907>Matthew 19:7;
<411004>Mark 10:4; see apostasion, 1. biblion zwhv, the list of those whom
God has appointed to eternal salvation: <661308>Revelation 13:8 (Rec. th
biblw); 17:8; 20:12; 21:27; see zwh, 2 b. (From Herodotus down.)

{976} biblov, biblou, hJ (or rather hJ bublov (but the form biblov is
more common when it denotes a writing), the plant called papyrus,
Theophrastus, hist. plant. 4, 8, 2f; (Pliny, h. n. 13, 11f (21f)); from its bark
(rather, “the cellular substance of its stem” (for it was an endogenous
plant)) paper was made (see Tristram, Nat. Hist. etc., p. 433f; especially
Dureau de la Malle in the Memoires de l’Acad. d. Inscriptions etc. tom. 19
part 1 (1851), pp. 140-183, and (in correction of current
misapprehensions) Prof. E. Abbot in the Library Journal for Nov. 1878, p.
323f, where other references are also given)), “a written book, a roll or
scroll”: <400101>Matthew 1:1; <420304>Luke 3:4; <411226>Mark 12:26; <440120>Acts 1:20; thv
zwhv, <500403>Philippians 4:3; <660305>Revelation 3:5, etc.; see biblion. (From
Aeschylus down.)

{977} bibrwskw: perfect bebrwka; “to eat”: <430613>John 6:13. (In Greek
writings from Homer down; often in the Septuagint.)*

{978} Biqunia, Biquniav, hJ, “Bithynia,” a province of Asia Minor,
bounded by the Euxine Sea, the Propontis, Mysia, Phrygia, Galatia,
Paphlagonia: <441607>Acts 16:7; <600101>1 Peter 1:1. (Cf. B. D. under the word;
Dict. of Greek and Romans Geog. under the word; Conybeare and
Howson, St. Paul, etc., chapter viii.)*

{979} biov, biou, oJ (from Homer down);

a. “life” extensively, i.e. the period or course of life (see below and Trench,
sec. xxvii.): <420814>Luke 8:14; <540202>1 Timothy 2:2; <550204>2 Timothy 2:4; <620216>1 John
2:16; <600403>1 Peter 4:3 (Rec.).

b. (as often in Greek writings from Hesiod, Works, 230, 575; Herodotus,
Xenophon) that by which life is sustained, “resources, wealth” (A.V.
“living”): <411244>Mark 12:44; <420843>Luke 8:43 (WH omits; Tr marginal reading
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brackets the clause); <421512>Luke 15:12,30; 21:4; <620317>1 John 3:17 (“goods”).
(For µj,l, in <203114>Proverbs 31:14 (<202903>Proverbs 29:32).)*

(Synonyms: biov, zwh: zwh “existence” (having death as its antithesis);
biov the period, means, manner, of existence. Hence, the former is more
naturally used of animals, the latter of men; cf. zoology, biography. N.T.
usage exalts zwh, and so tends to debase biov. But see Lightfoot, Ignatius
ad Romans 7.)

{980} biow, biw: 1 aorist infinitive biwsai; for which in Attic the 2
aorist infinitive biwnai is more common, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 84 (80);
(Buttmann, 54 (48); Veitch, or Liddell and Scott, under the word); (biov);
(from Homer down); “to spend life, to live”: ton cronon, to pass the time,
<600402>1 Peter 4:2; (<182918>Job 29:18; hJmerav, Xenophon, mem. 4, 8, 2).
(Synonym: see biov, at the end.)*

{981} biwsiv, biwsewv, hJ, “manner of living and acting, way of life”:
<442604>Acts 26:4. (Sir. prolog. 10 dia thv ennomou biwsewv; not found in
secular authors.)*

{982} biwtikov, biwtikh, biwtikon, “pertaining to life and the affairs
of this life”: <422134>Luke 21:34; <460603>1 Corinthians 6:3f. (The word, not used in
Attic, first occurs in Aristotle, h. a. 9, 17, 2 (p. 616{b}, 27); creiai
biwtikai is often used, as Polybius 4, 73, 8; Philo, vit. Moys. iii. sec. 18
at the end; Diodorus 2, 29; Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 1, 31. Cf. Lob.
ad Phryn., p. 354f.)*

{983} blaberov, blabera, blaberon (blaptw), “hurtful, injurious”
(Xenophon, mem. 1, 5, 3 opposed to wfelimov): <540609>1 Timothy 6:9
epiqumiai blaberai, cf. hJdonai blaberov Xenophon, mem. 1, 3, 11.
(Often in Greek writings from Homer (i.e. h. Merc. 36 (taken from Hesiod,
Works, 365)) down; once in the Septuagint, <201026>Proverbs 10:26.)*

{984} blaptw: future blayw; 1 aorist eblaya; “to hurt, harm, injure”:
tina, <411618>Mark 16:18; <420435>Luke 4:35. (Very often in Greek writings from
Homer down; Tobit 12:2; 2 Macc. 12:22, etc.)*

{985} blastanw, 3 person singular present subjunctive blasta from the
form blastaw, <410427>Mark 4:27 L T Tr WH (cf. Buttmann, 55 (48);
(<210206>Ecclesiastes 2:6; Hermas, sim. 4, 1f)); 1 aorist eblasthsa (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 84 (80); (Buttmann, the passage cited));
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1. intransitively, “to sprout, bud, put forth leaves”: <410427>Mark 4:27;
<401326>Matthew 13:26; <580904>Hebrews 9:4; (<041708>Numbers 17:8; <290222>Joel 2:22, etc.;
in Greek writings from Pindar down).

2. in later Greek writings transitively, “to produce”: ton karpon,
<590518>James 5:18. (<010111>Genesis 1:11, etc.)*

{986} Blastov (i.e. a sprout), Blastou, oJ, “Blastus,” the chamberlain of
king Herod Agrippa I.: <441220>Acts 12:20 (cf. Meyer at the passage).*

{987} blasfhmew, blasfhmw; imperfect eblasfhmoun; 1 aorist
eblasfhmhsa; passive (present blasfhmoumai); 1 future
blasfhmhqhsomai; (blasfhmov, which see); “to speak reproachfully,
rail at, revile, calumniate” (Vulgate blasphemo); absolutely: <422265>Luke
22:65; <441345>Acts 13:45; 18:6; 26:11; <540120>1 Timothy 1:20; <600404>1 Peter 4:4;
with accusative of person or thing (as in later Greek, Joseph, Plutarch,
Appian, etc.): <402739>Matthew 27:39; <410328>Mark 3:28 L T Tr WH; 15:29;
<422339>Luke 23:39; <560302>Titus 3:2; <590207>James 2:7; <650110>Jude 1:10; with the cognate
noun blasfhmian, “to utter blasphemy” (Plato, legg. 7, p. 800 c.; see
agapaw at the end), <410328>Mark 3:28 R G (where L T Tr WH oJsa for
oJsav, see above); (followed by en, <610212>2 Peter 2:12; cf. Alexander
Buttmann (1873) as at end, and see agnoew, a.). Passive blasfhmoumai
“to be evil spoken of, reviled, railed at”: <450308>Romans 3:8; 14:16; <460413>1
Corinthians 4:13 (T WH Tr marginal reading dusfhmoumenoi); <461030>1
Corinthians 10:30; <560205>Titus 2:5; <610202>2 Peter 2:2; to onoma tinov,
<450224>Romans 2:24; <540601>1 Timothy 6:1. Specifically, of those who by
contemptuous speech intentionally come short of the reverence due to God
or to sacred things (for ãDeGi, <121906>2 Kings 19:6,22 cf. <121904>2 Kings 19:4; cf.
Grimm on 2 Macc. 10:34); absolutely: <400903>Matthew 9:3; 26:65; <410207>Mark
2:7 L T Tr WH; (<431036>John 10:36); ton Qeon, <661611>Revelation 16:11,21; thn
qean, <441937>Acts 19:37 (G L T Tr WH thn Qeon); to onoma tou Qeou,
<661306>Revelation 13:6; 16:9; to pneuma tou Qeou (blasfhmeitai), <600414>1
Peter 4:14 Rec.; doxav, <650108>Jude 1:8; <610210>2 Peter 2:10 (see doxa, III. 3 b.
[g].); eiv to pneuma to aJgion, <410329>Mark 3:29; <421210>Luke 12:10 (eiv qeouv,
Plato, rep. 2, p. 381 e.). The earlier Greeks say blasfhman eiv tina,
peri or kata tinov; (on the N.T. constructions cf. Winer’s Grammar, 222
(208); 629 (584); Buttmann, 146 (128)).*

{988} blasfhmia, blasfhmiav, hJ, “railing, reviling” (Vulgate
blasphemia);
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a. universally, “slander, detraction, speech injurious to another’s good
name”: <401231>Matthew 12:31; 15:19; <410328>Mark 3:28; 7:22; <490431>Ephesians 4:31;
<510308>Colossians 3:8; <540604>1 Timothy 6:4; <650109>Jude 1:9 (krisiv blasfhmiav,
equivalent to krisiv blasfhmov in <610211>2 Peter 2:11, a judgment
pronounced in reproachful terms); <660209>Revelation 2:9.

b. specifically, “impious and reproachful speech injurious to the divine
majesty”: <402665>Matthew 26:65; <410207>Mark 2:7 (R G); 14:64; <420521>Luke 5:21;
<431033>John 10:33; <661305>Revelation 13:5 (not Lachmann); onoma or onomata
blasfhmiav equivalent to blasfhma (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3
b.; (Buttmann, sec. 132, 10)): <661301>Revelation 13:1; 17:3 (R G Tr, see
gemw); tou pneumatov, genitive of the object, <401231>Matthew 12:31; prov
ton Qeon, <661306>Revelation 13:6. (Euripides, Plato, Demosthenes, others; for
hx;a;n, <263512>Ezekiel 35:12.) (BB. DD. under the word Blasphemy; Campbell,
Diss. on the Gospels, diss. ix. part ii.)*

{989} blasfhmov, blasfhmon (blax sluggish, stupid, and fhmh
speech, report (others, blaptw (which see) and fhmh)), “speaking evil,
slanderous, reproachful, railing, abusive”: <440611>Acts 6:11 (rhmata
blasfhma eiv Mwushn kai ton Qeon); (<440613>Acts 6:13 Rec. (rhmata
blasfhma kata tou topou tou aJgiou)); <610211>2 Peter 2:11 (see
blasfhmia, a.); <661305>Revelation 13:5 (Lachmann); blasfhmov as a
substantive, “a blasphemer”: <540113>1 Timothy 1:13; <550302>2 Timothy 3:2.
(<236603>Isaiah 66:3; Sap. 1:6; Sir. 3:16; 2 Macc. 9:28; (10:36 (cf. 4)); in Greek
writings from Demosthenes down.)*

{990} blemma, blemmatov, to (blepw); “a look, glance: blemmati kai
akoh, in seeing and hearing,” <610208>2 Peter 2:8 (cf. Warfield in Presbyt.
Revelation for 1883, p. 629ff). (Euripides, Aristophanes, Demosthenes,
Plutarch, others.)*

{991} blepw; (imperfect eblepon); future bleyw; 1 aorist ebleya;
(present passive blepomai); the Septuagint for ha;r;, hn;p;, hz;j;, fyBihi; in
Greek writings from Aeschylus down; “to see, discern”:

1. With the bodily eye;

a. “to be possessed of sight, have the power of seeing,” opposed to
tuflov: <401222>Matthew 12:22; 13:16; 15:31; <430907>John 9:7,15,19,25; <440909>Acts
9:9; <451108>Romans 11:8,10; <660318>Revelation 3:18, etc. (Sophocles Oed.
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Colossians 73; Aristophanes Plutarch, 15; Xenophon, mem. 1, 3, 4; Aelian
v. h. 6, 12, etc. <020411>Exodus 4:11; 23:8, etc. Tobit 11:15). to blepein sight,
the power of seeing, <420721>Luke 7:21 (G L T Tr WH omit to).

b. to perceive by the use of the eyes, “to see, look, descry”;

[a.] absolutely: blepontwn autwn “while they were looking,” <440109>Acts
1:9; (22:11 Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading); ercou kai blepe,
Rec. in <660601>Revelation 6:1,3,5,7.

[b.] with the accusative of person or thing: <400703>Matthew 7:3; 11:4; 24:2;
<410531>Mark 5:31; 8:23f; 13:2; <420641>Luke 6:41; 24:12 (T omits; L Tr brackets
WH reject the verse); <430129>John 1:29; <440414>Acts 4:14, etc.; (<661818>Revelation
18:18 Rec. oJrwntev); thn fwnhn, him who uttered the voice,
<660112>Revelation 1:12; oJrama, <441209>Acts 12:9; he who has free access to one,
as princes, ministers, and personal friends have to a king, is said blepein
to proswpon tinov (yaero ynep] Ël,M,hæ <122519>2 Kings 25:19; <245225>Jeremiah
52:25; Esth. 1:14); hence, in <401810>Matthew 18:10 angels of closest access or
of highest rank are referred to (see arcaggelov). Passive ta blepomena
the things that are seen: <470418>2 Corinthians 4:18; <581103>Hebrews 11:3 (L T Tr
WH to blepomenon the sum-total or complex of things seen); elpiv
blepomenh hope of things that are seen, i.e. that are present, <450824>Romans
8:24.

c. to turn the eyes to anything, “to look at, look upon, gaze at”: gunaika,
<400528>Matthew 5:28; eiv ti or tina (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 33 g.), <420962>Luke
9:62; <431322>John 13:22; <440304>Acts 3:4; eiv ton ouranon, <440111>Acts 1:11 T Tr
WH; in the sense of “looking into” (i.e. in order to read), biblion,
<660503>Revelation 5:3f.

d. universally, “to perceive by the senses, to feel”: ton anemon iscuron
(T WH omit iscuron), <401430>Matthew 14:30 (ktupon dedorka, Aeschylus
sept. 104).

e. “to discover by use, to know by experience”: ti, <450723>Romans 7:23;
followed by oJti, <470708>2 Corinthians 7:8; by attract. to qhrion, oJti k.t.l.,
<661708>Revelation 17:8; uJper oJ blepei me for uJper touto, oJ blepei me
onta, lest he think me greater than on personal knowledge he finds me to
be, <471206>2 Corinthians 12:6.

2. metaphorically, to see with the mind’s eye;
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a. “to have” (the power of) “understanding”: blepontev ou blepousi,
though endued with understanding they do not understand, <401313>Matthew
13:13; <420810>Luke 8:10.

b. “to discern mentally, observe, perceive, discover, understand”;
absolutely: di’ esoptrou, <461312>1 Corinthians 13:12; of the omniscient God
blepwn en tw kruptw “seeing in secret,” where man sees nothing,
<400604>Matthew 6:4,6,18 (here L T Tr WH blepwn en tw krufaiw);
eggizousan thn hJmeran, <581025>Hebrews 10:25 (from certain external signs);
Ihsoun ... estefanwmenon, we see (from his resurrection and from the
effects and witness of the Holy Spirit) Jesus crowned, <580209>Hebrews 2:9;
followed by oJti, <580319>Hebrews 3:19; <590222>James 2:22.

c. “to turn the thoughts or direct the mind to” a thing, “to consider,
contemplate, look to”; absolutely blepete “take heed”: <411323>Mark 13:23,33;
with an accusative of the thing or person, <460126>1 Corinthians 1:26; 10:18;
<471007>2 Corinthians 10:7; <500302>Philippians 3:2; <510205>Colossians 2:5; followed by
pwv with indicative (Winer’s Grammar, 300 (282); Buttmann, 255 (219)),
<420818>Luke 8:18; <460310>1 Corinthians 3:10; <490515>Ephesians 5:15; “to weigh
carefully, examine,” followed by the interrogative ti with indicative
<410424>Mark 4:24; eiv proswpon tinov, to look at i.e. have regard to one’s
external condition — used of those who are influenced by partiality:
<402216>Matthew 22:16; <411214>Mark 12:14. By a use not found in Greek authors
eJauton blepein “to look to oneself” (equivalent to sibi cavere): <411309>Mark
13:9; followed by iJna mh (cf. Buttmann, 242 (209)), <630108>2 John 1:8;
blepein apo tinov (equivalent to sibi cavere ab aliquo) “to beware of”
one (Winer’s Grammar, 223 (209), cf. 39 (38); Buttmann, 242 (209), cf.
323 (278)), <410815>Mark 8:15; 12:38; “look to” in the sense of “providing,
taking care”: followed by iJna, <461610>1 Corinthians 16:10; followed by mh
with subjunctive aorist, <402404>Matthew 24:4; <411305>Mark 13:5; <422108>Luke 21:8;
<441340>Acts 13:40; <460809>1 Corinthians 8:9 (mhpwv); <461012>1 Corinthians 10:12;
<480515>Galatians 5:15; <581225>Hebrews 12:25; followed by mh with future
indicative, <510208>Colossians 2:8; <580312>Hebrews 3:12. The Greeks say oJran mh
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 503 (468f); Buttmann, 242f (209)).

3. in a geographical sense, like Latin specto (English “look”), of places,
mountains, buildings, etc., turned toward any quarter, as it were “facing”
it: followed by kata with the accusative, <442712>Acts 27:12 (cf. Buttmann, D.
American edition under the word Phenice) (the Septuagint (<042120>Numbers
21:20); <261101>Ezekiel 11:1; (44:1; 47:1); prov, Xenophon, Hell. 7, 1, 17;
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mem. 3, 8, 9; Herodian, 6, 5, 2; Diogenes Laërtius 1, 2, 48; the Septuagint
<260902>Ezekiel 9:2; 40:24; (46:1); eiv, 8:3, etc. (for other examples see
Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word)). (Synonym: see under the word
oJraw. Compare: anablepw, apoblepw, diablepw, emblepw,
epiblepw, periblepw, problepw.)

{992} blhteov, blhtea, blhteon (ballw), “which must be thrown or
put” (see ballw, 2); found only in neuter: <410222>Mark 2:22 (WH T omit; Tr
brackets); <420538>Luke 5:38 blhteon esti followed by the accusative ton
oinon, cf. Matth. sec. 447, 3 a.; (Buttmann, 190 (165)). (Besides only in
Basil, i., p. 137 c., Benedict edition.)*

{993} Boanergev ((RG, so Suidas (ed. Gaisf. 751 a.); but) L T Tr WH
Boanhrgev), “Boanerges,” Hebrew yneB] vg,r, i.e. sons of thunder (as Mark
himself explains it) (the name given by our Lord to James and John the
sons of Zebedee): <410317>Mark 3:17; B] pronounced Boa as Noabhyim for

Nebhyim; see Lightfoot Horae Hebrew at the passage; vg,r,, in <195515>Psalm
55:15 “a tumultuous crowd,” seems in Syriac to have signified “thunder”;
so that the name Boanhrgev seems to denote fiery and destructive zeal
that may be likened to a thunderstorm, and to make reference to the
occurrence narrated in <420954>Luke 9:54. (Cf. Dr. James Morison’s
Commentary on Mark, the passage cited; Kautzsch, Gram. d. Biblical-
Aram., p. 9.)*

{994} boaw, bow; (imperfect ebown, <442134>Acts 21:34 Rec.); 1 aorist
ebohsa; (boh); from Homer down; in the Septuagint mostly for hr;q;,
q[æz;, q[æx;, “to cry aloud, shout” (Latin boo);

1. “to raise a cry”: of joy, <480427>Galatians 4:27 (from <235401>Isaiah 54:1); of pain,
<402746>Matthew 27:46 L marginal reading Tr WH; <440807>Acts 8:7.

2. “to cry i.e. speak with a high, strong voice”: <400303>Matthew 3:3, <410103>Mark
1:3, <420304>Luke 3:4, <430123>John 1:23 (all from <234003>Isaiah 40:3); <411534>Mark 15:34;
<420938>Luke 9:38 (RG anaboaw); (<421838>Luke 18:38); <441706>Acts 17:6; 21:34
Rec.; 25:24 (RG epiboaw).

3. prov tina “to cry to one for help, implore his aid”: <421807>Luke 18:7 (T Tr
WH autw; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 212 (199)) (<090708>1 Samuel 7:8; <130520>1
Chronicles 5:20; <280714>Hosea 7:14, etc. for q[æz; la,). (Compare: anaboaw,
epiboaw.)*
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(Synonyms: boaw, kalew, krazw, kraugazw: It is not uninstructive to
notice that ill classic usage kalein denotes ‘to cry out’ for a purpose, “to
call”; boan to cry out as a manifestation of feeling; krazein to cry out
harshly, often of an inarticulate and brutish sound; thus kalein suggests
intelligence; boan sensibilities; krazein instincts; hence, boan especially a
cry for help. kraugazein, intensive of krazw, denotes to cry coarsely, in
contempt, etc. Cf. Schmidt, chapter 3.)

{1003} Boev, oJ, <400105>Matthew 1:5 T WH, for Rec. Bwz, which see

{995} boh, bohv, hJ, “a cry”: <590504>James 5:4 (of those imploring
vengeance). From Homer down.*

{996} bohqeia, bohqeiav, hJ (see bohqew), “help”: <580416>Hebrews 4:16
(often in the Septuagint, chiefly for hr;z][, and rz,[e; in Greek writings from
Thucydides and Xenophon down); plural “helps”: <442717>Acts 27:17 (see
Hackett at the passage; B. D. under the word Ship 4; Smith, Voyage and
Shipwr. of St. Paul, pp. 106f, 204f; cf. uJpozwnnumi).*

{997} bohqew, bohqw; 1 aorist ebohqhsa; (from boh a cry and qew to
run); in the Septuagint chiefly for rzæ[;; in Greek writings from (Aeschylus
and) Herodotus down; properly, “to run to the cry” (of those in danger);
hence, universally, “to help, succor, bring aid”: tini, <401525>Matthew 15:25;
<410922>Mark 9:22,24 (bohqei mou th apistia, “quod fiduciae meac deest
bonitate tua supple,” Grotius); <441609>Acts 16:9; 21:28; <470602>2 Corinthians 6:2;
<580218>Hebrews 2:18; <661216>Revelation 12:16.*

{998} bohqov, bohqon, “helping” (nhev, Herodotus 5, 97; sthrigma,
Tobit 8:6); mostly as a substantive (so from Herodotus down) “a helper”:
<581306>Hebrews 13:6 (of God, from Psalm 117:7 (<19B807>Psalm 118:7), as often in
the Septuagint).*

{999} boqunov, boqunou, oJ, “a pit, a ditch”: <401211>Matthew 12:11; 15:14;
<420639>Luke 6:39. (Solon in Bekker’s Anecd. 1:85; Xenophon, oec. 19, 3;
Theophrastus, hist. pl. 4, 2, 2 ((variant); others); the Septuagint <101817>2
Samuel 18:17, etc.)*

{1000} bolh, bolhv, hJ (ballw), “a throw”: wJsei liqou bolhn “about
a stone’s throw,” as far as a stone can be cast by the hand, <422241>Luke 22:41
(wJsei toxou bolhn, <012116>Genesis 21:16; mecri liqou kai akontiou
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bolhv, Thucydides 5, 65; ex akontiou bolhv, Xenophon, Hell. 4, 5,
15).*

{1001} bolizw: 1 aorist ebolisa; (boliv a missile, dart; a line and
plummet with which mariners sound the depth of the sea, a sounding-lead);
“to heave the lead, take soundings”: <442728>Acts 27:28. (Besides only in
Eustathius; (middle intransitive, “to sink” in water, Geoponica, 6, 17).)*

{1002} boliv, bolidov, hJ (ballw), “a missle, dart, javelin”:
<581220>Hebrews 12:20 Rec. from <021913>Exodus 19:13. (<160417>Nehemiah 4:17;
<042408>Numbers 24:8; (Sap. 5:22; <350311>Habakkuk 3:11); Plutarch, Demetr. 3.)*

{1003} Bwz, oJ (z[æBo fleetness (but see B. D. American edition)), “Booz
(more commonly) Boaz,” a kinsman of Ruth, afterward her (second)
husband (<080201>Ruth 2:1ff; <130211>1 Chronicles 2:11): <400105>Matthew 1:5 (Bwv L
Tr, Boev T WH); <420332>Luke 3:32 (L T Tr WH Bwv).*

{1004} borborov, borborou, oJ, “dung, mire”: <610222>2 Peter 2:22. (the
Septuagint; Aeschylus, Aristophanes, Plato, and following; en borborw
kuliesqai, of the vicious, Epictetus diss. 4, 11, 29.)*

{1005} borrav, borra (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 8, 1; Buttmann, 20
(18)), oJ (equivalent to boreav, boreou), often (in Attic writings), in the
Septuagint for ˆwOpx;;

1. “Boreas; the north-northeast wind”.

2. “the north”: <421329>Luke 13:29; <662113>Revelation 21:13 (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
121 (115) under the word meshmbria).*

{1006} boskw; as in Greek writings from Homer down, “to feed”:
<410514>Mark 5:14; <421515>Luke 15:15; arnia, probata, <432115>John 21:15,17 (in a
figurative discourse portraying the duty of a Christian teacher to promote
in every way the spiritual welfare of the members of the church); oJ
boskwn a herdsman: <400833>Matthew 8:33; <420834>Luke 8:34. In the passive and
middle (present participle boskomenov, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 2
note) of flocks or herds, “to feed, graze”: <400830>Matthew 8:30; <410511>Mark 5:11;
<420832>Luke 8:32. (In the Septuagint for h[;r;.)*

(Synonyms: boskein, poimainein: poimainein is the wider, boskein
the narrower term; the former includes oversight, the latter denotes
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nourishment; poimainein may be rendered “tend,” boskein specifically
“feed”. See Trench, sec. xxv.; Meyer on John as above; Schmidt, chapter
200.)

{1007} Bosor, oJ (rwO[B] a torch, a lamp; the Septuagint Bewr,
<042205>Numbers 22:5; 31:8; <052304>Deuteronomy 23:4; by change of ‘ayin [ into
sigma v, Bosor), “Bosor,” the father of Balaam: <610215>2 Peter 2:15 (WH text
Bewr).*

{1008} botanh, botanhv, hJ (boskw), “an herb fit for fodder, green herb,
growing plant”: <580607>Hebrews 6:7. (Homer, Pindar, Plato, Euripides,
Diodorus, Aelian, others, the Septuagint for av,D,, ryxij;, bc,[e.
(Metaphorically, of men, Ignatius ad Ephesians 10, 3; ad Trall. 6, 1; ad
Philad. 3, 1).)*

{1009} botruv, botruov, oJ, “a bunch or cluster of grapes”:
<661418>Revelation 14:18 (cf. Buttmann, 14 (13)). (<014010>Genesis 40:10;
<041324>Numbers 13:24f. Greek writings from Homer down.)*

{1010} bouleuthv, bouleutou, oJ, “a councillor, senator,” (buleuta,
Pliny, epistles): first in Homer, Iliad 6, 114; of a member of the Sanhedrin,
<411543>Mark 15:43; <422350>Luke 23:50. (<180314>Job 3:14; 12:17.)*

{1011} bouleuw:

1. “to deliberate, take counsel, resolve, give counsel” (<232308>Isaiah 23:8;
(from Homer down)).

2. “to be a councillor or senator, discharge the office of a senator”:
Xenophon, mem. 1, 1, 18; Plato, Gorgias, p. 473{e}; (others). In the N.T.
middle, (present bouleuomai; imperfect ebouleuomhn; future
bouleusomai, <421431>Luke 14:31 L marginal reading T WH; 1 aorist
ebouleusamhn):

1. “to deliberate with oneself consider”: followed by ei, <421431>Luke 14:31,
(Xenophon, mem. 3, 6, 8).

2. “to take counsel, resolve”: followed by an infinitive, <440533>Acts 5:33 (R G
T Tr marginal reading); 15:37 (Rec.); 27:39; ti, <470117>2 Corinthians 1:17;
followed by iJna, <431153>John 11:53 L T Tr text WH; 12:10 (cf. Winer’s
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Grammar, sec. 38, 3). (Compare: parabouleuw (paraboulomai),
sumbouleuw.)*

{1012} boulh, boulhv, hJ (boulomai), from Homer down; often in the
Septuagint for hx;[e; “counsel, purpose”: <422351>Luke 23:51 (where
distinguished from hJ praxiv); <440538>Acts 5:38; 27:12 (see tiqhmi, 1 a.), 42;
plural <460405>1 Corinthians 4:5; hJ boulh tou Qeou, <441336>Acts 13:36; especially
of the purpose of God respecting the salvation of men through Christ:
<420730>Luke 7:30; <440223>Acts 2:23; 4:28; (<580617>Hebrews 6:17); pasan thn
boulhn tou Qeou all the contents of the divine plan, <442027>Acts 20:27; hJ
boulh tou qelhmatov autou the counsel of his will, <490111>Ephesians 1:11.*

{1013} boulhma, boulhmatov, to (boulomai), “will, counsel,
purpose”: <442743>Acts 27:43; <450919>Romans 9:19; <600403>1 Peter 4:3 (Rec. qelhma).
(2 Macc. 15:5; in Greek writings from Plato down.) (Synonym: cf. qelw,
at the end.)*

{1014} boulomai, 2 person singular boulei <422242>Luke 22:42 (Attic for
boulh, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 2 a.; Buttmann, 42 (37)); imperfect
eboulomhn (Attic ((cf. Veitch), yet commonly) hboulomhn); 1 aorist
eboulhqhn (<400119>Matthew 1:19) and hboulhqhn (<630112>2 John 1:12 R G; but
others eboulhqhn cf. (WH’s Appendix, p. 162); Winer’s Grammar, sec.
12, the passage cited; Buttmann, 33 (29)); the Septuagint for hb;a;, xpej;;
(from Homer down); “to will, wish”; and

1. commonly, “to will deliberately, have a purpose, be minded”: followed
by an infinitive, <411515>Mark 15:15; <440528>Acts 5:28,33 (L WH Tr text for R G T
ebouleuonto); 12:4; 15:37 (L T Tr WH for R ebouleusato); 18:27;
19:30; 22:30; 23:28; 27:43; 28:18; <470115>2 Corinthians 1:15; <580617>Hebrews
6:17; <630112>2 John 1:12; <640110>3 John 1:10 (touv boulomenouv namely,
epidecesqai touv adelfouv); <650105>Jude 1:5; <590118>James 1:18 (boulhqeiv
apekuhsen hJmav of his own free will he brought us forth, with which will
it ill accords to say, as some do, that they are tempted to sin by God). with
an accusative of the object touto, <470117>2 Corinthians 1:17 (L T Tr WH for
R bouleuomenov); followed by an accusative with an infinitive <610309>2 Peter
3:9. of the will electing or choosing between two or more things,
answering to file Latin placet mihi: <400119>Matthew 1:19 (cf. enqumeisqai,
20); 11:27 (not L marginal reading); <421022>Luke 10:22; 22:42; <442520>Acts 25:20;
(<461211>1 Corinthians 12:11); <590304>James 3:4; 4:4; followed by the subjunctive
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boulesqe, uJmin apolusw; “is it your will I should release unto you?”
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 41 a. 4 b.; Buttmann, sec. 139, 2), <431839>John
18:39. of the will prescribing, followed by an accusative with an infinitive:
<500112>Philippians 1:12 (ginwskein uJmav boulomai I would have you know,
know ye); <540208>1 Timothy 2:8; 5:14; <560308>Titus 3:8.

2. of willing as an affection, “to desire”: followed by an infinitive, <540609>1
Timothy 6:9 (oJi boulomenoi ploutein); <441720>Acts 17:20; 18:15;
eboulomhn (on this use of the imperfect see Buttmann, 217f (187f); (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 283 (266); Lightfoot on <570113>Philemon 1:13)), <442522>Acts
25:22; <570113>Philemon 1:13. On the difference between boulomai and qelw,
see qelw, at the end*

{1015} bounov, bounou, oJ, a Cyrenaic word according to Herodotus 4,
199, which Eustathius (831, 33) on Iliad 11, 710 says was used by
Philemon (No theta 1), a comic poet (of the 3rd century B. C.). It was
rejected by the Atticists, but from Polybius on (who (5, 22, 1f) uses it
interchangeably with lofov) it was occasionally received by the later
Greek writings. (Strabo, Pausanias, Plutarch, others); in the Septuagint
very often for h[;b]gi; (perhaps from BAOO to ascend (cf. Hesychius
bounoi. bwmoi, and bwmidev in Herodotus 2, 125 (Schmidt, chapter 99,
11))); “a hill, eminence, mound”: <420305>Luke 3:5 (<234004>Isaiah 40:4); 23:30
(<281008>Hosea 10:8). Cf. Sturz, Deuteronomy dial. Maced. etc., p. 153f; Lob.
ad Phryn., p. 355f; (Donaldson, New Crat. sec. 469).*

{1016} bouv, bwv, accusative singular boun (accusative plural boav,
Buttmann, 14 (13)), oJ, hJ, an ox, a cow: <421315>Luke 13:15; 14:5,19; <430214>John
2:14f; <460909>1 Corinthians 9:9; <540518>1 Timothy 5:18. (From Homer down.)*

{1017} brabeion, brabeiou, to (brabeuv the arbiter and director of a
contest, who awards the prize; called also brabeuthv, Latin dsesignator),
“the award to the victor in the games, a prize,” (in ecclesiastical Latin
brabeum, brabium) (Vulgate brarvium): <460924>1 Corinthians 9:24;
metaphorically, of the heavenly reward for Christian character,
<500314>Philippians 3:14. (Oppian, cyn. 4, 197; Locophron, 1154; uJpomonhv
brabeion Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 5, 5 (where see Lightfoot,
Gebh. and Harn.); afqarsiav, Martyr Polycarp, 17.)*

{1018} brabeuw; in Greek writings from Isocrates and Demosthenes
down;
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1. “to be a brabeuv or umpire” (see brabeion).

2. “to decide, determine”.

3. “to direct, control, rule”: <510315>Colossians 3:15 (where see Meyer; contra,
Lightfoot Compare: katabrabeuw.)*

{1019} bradunw; (braduv); “to delay, be slow”;

1. rarely transitive, “to render slow, retard”: thn swthrian, the
Septuagint <234613>Isaiah 46:13; passive oJdov, Sophocles El. 1501 (cf. O. C.
1628). Mostly

2. intransitive, “to be long, to tarry, loiter (so from Aeschylus down): <540315>1
Timothy 3:15; unusually, with the genitive of the thing which one delays to
effect, <610309>2 Peter 3:9 thv epaggeliav (A.V. “is not slack concerning his
promise”) i.e. to fulfil his promise; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 6 b. (Sir.
32:22 (Sir. 35:22.)*

{1020} braduploew, braduplw; (braduv and plouv); “to sail
slowly”: present participle in <442707>Acts 27:7. (Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir.
4, 30.)*

{1021} braduv bradeia, bradu, “slow”; a. properly: eiv ti, <590119>James
1:19. b. metaphorically, “dull, inactive, in mind; stupid, slow to apprehend
or believe” (so Homer, Iliad 10, 226; opposed to sunetov, Polybius 4, 8,
7; ton noun, Dionysius Halicarnassus, de Art. oratt. 7 (de Lysias judic.);
dusmaqia braduthv en maqhsei, Plato, defin., p. 415 e.): with a dative
of respect, th kardia, <422425>Luke 24:25. (Synonym: see argov, at the
end.)*

{1022} braduthv (on accent cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr.
ii., p. 417f; (Chandler sections 634, 635; Winer’s Grammar, 52f (52))),
braduthtov, hJ, (braduv), “slowness, delay”: <610309>2 Peter 3:9. (From
Homer down.)*

{1023} braciwn, bracionov, oJ (from Homer down), “the arm”: the
braciwn of God is spoken of Hebraistically for “the might, the power” of
God, <420151>Luke 1:51 (cf. <050434>Deuteronomy 4:34; 5:15; 26:8); <431238>John 12:38
(<235301>Isaiah 53:1); <441317>Acts 13:17.*
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{1024} bracuv, braceia, bracu, “short, small, little” (from Pindar,
Herodotus, Thucydides down); a. of place; neuter bracu adverbially, “a
short distance, a little”: <442728>Acts 27:28 (<101601>2 Samuel 16:1; Thucydides 1,
63). b. of time; bracu ti “a short time, for a little” while: <580207>Hebrews
2:7,9, (where the writer transfers to time what the Septuagint in <190806>Psalm
8:6 says of rank); <440534>Acts 5:34 (here L T Tr WH omit ti); meta bracu
“shortly after,” <422258>Luke 22:58. c. of quantity and measure; bracu ti (Tr
text WH omits; L Tr marginal reading brackets ti) “some little part, a
little”: <430607>John 6:7 (bracu ti tou melitov, <091429>1 Samuel 14:29; elaion
bracu, Josephus, Antiquities 9, 4, 2; bracutatov libanwtov, Philo de
vict. off. sec. 4); dia bracewn in few namely, words, briefly, <581322>Hebrews
13:22 (so (Plato, Demosthenes, others (cf. Bleek on Hebrews, the passage
cited)) Josephus, b. j. 4, 5, 4; en bracutatw dhloun to show very briefly,
Xenophon, Cyril 1, 2, 15).*

{1025} brefov, brefouv, to;

a. “an unborn child, embryo, fetus”: <420141>Luke 1:41,44; (Homer, Iliad 23,
266; Plutarch, rep. Stoic. 41 to brefov en th gastri).

b. “a new-born child, an infant, a babe” (so from Pindar down): <420212>Luke
2:12,16; 18:15; <440719>Acts 7:19; <600202>1 Peter 2:2; apo brefouv from infancy,
<550315>2 Timothy 3:15 (so ek brefouv, Anth. Pal. 9, 567).*

{1026} brecw; 1 aorist ebrexa; from Pindar and Herodotus down;

1. “to moisten, wet, water”: <420738>Luke 7:38 (touv podav ... dakrusin, cf.
<190607>Psalm 6:7),44.

2. in later writings (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 291 (Winer’s Grammar, 23)) “to
water with rain” (Polybius 16, 12, 3), “to cause to rain, to pour the rain,”
spoken of God: epi tina, <400545>Matthew 5:45; “to send down like rain”:
kuriov ebrexe qeion kai pur, <011924>Genesis 19:24; calazan, <020923>Exodus
9:23; (manna, <197702>Psalm 77:24 (78:24)); impersonally, brecei “it rains”
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 58, 9 b. [^b.]): <590517>James 5:17; with added
accusative, pur kai qeion, <421729>Luke 17:29; with added subject, uJetov,
<661106>Revelation 11:6.*

{1027} bronth, bronthv, hJ, “thunder”: <410317>Mark 3:17 (on which see
Boanergev); <431229>John 12:29; <660405>Revelation 4:5; 6:1; 8:5; 10:3f; 11:19;
14:2; 16:18; 19:6. (From Homer down.)*
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{1028} broch, brochv, hJ (brecw, which see), a later Greek word (cf.
Lob. ad Phryn., p. 291), “a besprinkling, watering, rain”: used of a heavy
shower or violent rainstorm, <400725>Matthew 7:25,27; <196701>Psalm 67:10
(<196810>Psalm 68:10); <19A432>Psalm 104:32 (<19A532>Psalm 105:32, for µv,g,.*

{1029} brocov, brocou, oJ, “a noose, slip-knot,” by which any person or
thing is caught, or fastened, or suspended (from Homer down): brocon
epiballein tini “to throw a noose upon one,” a figurative expression
borrowed from war (or the chase) (so brocov periballein tini, Philo,
vit. Moys. iii. sec. 34; Josephus, b. j. 7, 7, 4), i.e. by craft or by force to
bind one to some necessity, to constrain him to obey some command, <460735>1
Corinthians 7:35.*

{1030} brugmov, brugmou, oJ (brucw, which see), “a gnashing of teeth”:
with twn odontwn added, a phrase denoting the extreme anguish and utter
despair of men consigned to eternal condemnation, <400812>Matthew 8:12;
13:42,50; 22:13; 24:51; 25:30; <421328>Luke 13:28. (In Sir. 51:3 brugmov is
attributed to beasts, which gnash the teeth as they attack their prey; in
<201912>Proverbs 19:12 the Septuagint for µhænæ “snarling, growling”; in the
sense of “biting,” Nic. th. 716, to be derived from brukw to bite; cf.
Fritzsche on Sirach, as above, p. 308.)*

{1031} brucw: (imperfect ebrucon); “to grind, gnash,” with the teeth:
odontav epi tina, <440754>Acts 7:54 (<181609>Job 16:9; <193416>Psalm 34:16 (<193516>Psalm
35:16); <193612>Psalm 36:12 (<193712>Psalm 37:12) for qræj; µyiNæviBi and qræj; µyiNævi;
intransitive, without odontav (quoted in Hermippus (432 B. C.)) Plutarch,
Pericl. 33 at the end; (Hipp. (see Liddell and Scott))). Of the same origin as
brukw (cf. decw and dekw), “to bite, chew”; see Hermann on Sophocles
Philoct. 735; (Ellendt, Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word brukw).*

{1032} bruw;

1. intransitive, “to abound, gush forth, teem with juices” ((akin to bluw,
fluw; see Lob. Techn., p. 22f; Curtius, p. 531), cf. German Brust, Brühe);
often so from Homer down (Iliad 17, 56 ernov anqei bruei).

2. more rarely transitive, “to send forth abundantly”: absolutely “to teem,”
hJ gh bruei, Xenophon, venat. 5, 12; with an accusative of flowers, fruits,
Caritev roda bruousi, Anacreon (530 B. C.) 44, 2 (37, 2); “to send
forth” water, <590311>James 3:11.*
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{1033} brwma brwmatov, to (brow equivalent to bibrwskw), “that
which is eaten, food”; (from Thucydides and Xenophon, down): <460808>1
Corinthians 8:8,13; 10:3; <451415>Romans 14:15,20; plural: <401415>Matthew 14:15;
<410719>Mark 7:19; <420311>Luke 3:11; 9:13; <460613>1 Corinthians 6:13; <540403>1 Timothy
4:3; <581309>Hebrews 13:9; brwmata kai pomata “meats and drinks,”
<580910>Hebrews 9:10 (as in Plato, legg. 11, p. 932 e.; 6, p. 782 a.; Critias, p.
115 b.; in singular Xenophon, Cyril 5, 2, 17). of the soul’s aliment, i.e.
either instruction, <460302>1 Corinthians 3:2 (as solid food opposed to to
gala), or that which delights and truly satisfies the mind, <430434>John 4:34.*

{1034} brwsimov, brwsimon (brwsiv), “eatable”: <422441>Luke 24:41.
(<031923>Leviticus 19:23; <264712>Ezekiel 47:12. Aeschylus Prom. 479; (Antiatt. in
Bekker, Anecd., p. 84, 25).)*

{1035} brwsiv, brwsewv, hJ (brow, bibrwskw);

1. “the act of eating” (Tertullian esus): brwsiv kai posiv, <451417>Romans
14:17 (on which see basileia, 3); with the genitive of the object <460804>1
Corinthians 8:4 (Plato, de rep. 10, p. 619 c. paidwn autou); in a wider
sense, “corrosion”: <400619>Matthew 6:19f.

2. as almost everywhere in Greek writings “that which is eaten, food,
aliment”: <581216>Hebrews 12:16; eiv brwsin “for food,” <470910>2 Corinthians
9:10 (Sap. 4: 5); brwsiv kai (so WH text Tr marginal reading; others h)
posiv, <510216>Colossians 2:16 (Homer, Odyssey 1, 191; Plato, legg. 6,
783{c}; Xenophon, mem. 1, 3, 15; (cf. Fritzsche on Romans iii., p. 200
note; per contra Meyer or Ellicott on Colossians, the passage cited)), used
of the soups aliment — either that which refreshes it, <430432>John 4:32, or
nourishes and supports it unto life eternal, <430627>John 6:27,55.*

{977} brwskw, unused present whence perfect bebrwka; see
bibrwskw.

{1036} buqizw; (present passive buqizomai); (buqov, which see); “to
plunge into the deep, to sink”: wJste buqizesqai auta, of ships (as
Polybius 2, 10, 5; 16, 3, 2 (Aristotle, Diodorus, others)), “so that they
began to sink,” <420507>Luke 5:7; metaphorically, tina eiv oleqron (A.V.
“drown”), <540609>1 Timothy 6:9.*

{1037} buqov, buqou, oJ, “the bottom” (of a ditch or trench, Xenophon,
oec. 19, 11); “the bottom or depth of the sea,” often in Greek writings
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from Aeschylus Prom. 432 down; “the sea itself, the deep sea”: <471125>2
Corinthians 11:25, as in <19A624>Psalm 106:24 (<19A724>Psalm 107:24); so Latin
profundum in Lucan, Phars. 2, 680 “profundi ora videns.”*

{1038} burseuv, bursewv, oJ (bursa a skin stripped off, a hide), “a
tanner”: <440943>Acts 9:43; 10:6,32. (Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 4, 56.) (Cf.
B. D. American edition under the word Tanner.)*

{1039} bussinov, bussinh, bussinon (hJ bussov, which see; cf.
akanqinov, amarantinov), “made of fine linen”; neuter bussinon
namely, iJmation (Winer’s Grammar, 591 (550); (Buttmann, 82 (72))) (a)
“fine linen (garment)”: <661812>Revelation 18:12 (Rec. bussou), 16; 19:8,14
(WH marginal reading leukobussinon (for bussinon leukon)).
(<014142>Genesis 41:42; <131521>1 Chronicles 15:21. Aeschylus, Herodotus,
Euripides, Diodorus 1, 85; Plutarch, others.)*

{1040} bussov, bussou, busshJ (Vanicek, Fremdwörter, under the
word), “byssus,” a species of Egyptian flax (found also in India and
Achaia) — or linen made from it — very costly, delicate, soft, white, and
also of a yellow color (see respecting it Pollux, onomast. 50:7 c. 17 sec.
75): <421619>Luke 16:19; <661812>Revelation 18:12 Rec. (In the Septuagint generally
for vev, also xWB, cf. <131527>1 Chronicles 15:27; <140512>2 Chronicles 5:12; cf.
Winer’s RWB under the word Baumwolle; (BB. DD., see under the words,
Byssus and Linen). Josephus, Antiquities 3, 6, 1f; 3, 7, 2; Philostr. vit.
Apoll. 2, 20 (p. 71, Olear. edition); on the flax of Achaia growing about
Elis, cf. Pausanias, 5, 5, 2; 7, 21, 7.)*

{1041} bwmov, bwmou, oJ (see bounov), “an elevated place”; very
frequent in Greek writings from Homer down, a raised place on which to
offer sacrifice, “an altar”: <441723>Acts 17:23. (Often in the Septuagint for
jæBez]mi.)*
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GG
{1042} Gabbaqa (Gabbaqa WH), hJ, indeclinable, “Gabbatha,” Chaldean
at,B]Gæ (Hebrew bgæ, the back); hence, “a raised place, an elevation,” (cf. C.
F. A. Fritzsche, Ueber die Verdienste Tholucks as above with, p. 102f;
Delitzsch in the Zeitschr. f. luth. Theol. for 1876, p. 605; (Wünsche, Neue
Beitäge as above with p. 560); but see the somewhat different opinion of
Keim, Jesu von Nazara, iii. 365): <431913>John 19:13, where is added the rather
loose interpretation liqostrwton, i.e. “a stone pavement,” which some
interpreters think was a portable pavement, or the square blocks such as
the Roman generals carried with them, to be laid down not only under their
seats in general, but also under those they occupied in administering justice
(cf. Suetonius, Julius Caesar 46 and Casaubon at the passage). This
opinion is opposed by the circumstance that John is not accustomed to add
a Greek interpretation except to the Hebrew names of fixed Jewish
localities, cf. <430502>John 5:2; 9:7; 19:17; and that this is so in the present case
is evident from the fact that he has said eiv topon, i.e. in a definite locality
which had that name. Besides, it cannot be proved that that custom of the
military commanders was followed also by the governors of provinces
residing in cities. Doubtless the Chaldaic name was given to the spot from
its shape, the Greek name from the nature of its pavement. Cf. below under
liqostrwton; Winer’s RWB under the word Lithostroton; (BB. DD.
under the word Gabbatha; Tholuck, Beiträge zur Spracherklärung as above
with p. 119ff).*

{1043} Gabrihl, oJ (laeyrib]Gæ, from rb,g,, strong man, hero, and laæ,
God), indeclinable, “Gabriel,” one of the angel-princes or chiefs of the
angels (<270816>Daniel 8:16; 9:21): <420119>Luke 1:19,26; see arcaggelov (and
references under the word aggelov, at the end; BB. DD. under the
word).*

{1044} gaggraina, gaggrainhv, hJ (graw or grainw to gnaw, eat), “a
gangrene,” a disease by which any part of the body suffering from
inflammation becomes so corrupted that, unless a remedy be seasonably
applied, the evil continually spreads, attacks other parts, and at last eats
away the bones: <550217>2 Timothy 2:17 (where cf. Ellicott). (Medical writings
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(cf. Wetstein (1752) at the passage cited); Plutarch, diser. am. et adulat. c.
36.)*

{1045} Gad, oJ (dg;, fortune, cf. <013011>Genesis 30:11; (<014919>Genesis 49:19; on
the meaning of the word see B. D. under the word)), indeclinable, “Gad,”
the seventh son of the patriarch Jacob, by Zilpah, Leah’s maid:
<660705>Revelation 7:5.*

{1046} Gadarhnov, Gadarhnh, Gadarhnon (from the proper name
Gadara; cf. the adjective Abilhnh, Magdalhnh), “of Gadara, a
Gadarene”. Gadara was the capital of Peraea (Josephus, b. j. 4, 7, 3),
situated opposite the southern extremity of the Lake of Gennesaret to the
southeast, but at some distance from the lake on the banks of the river
Hieromax (Pliny, h. n. 5, 16), 60 stadia from the city Tiberias (Josephus,
Vita 65), inhabited chiefly by Gentiles (Josephus, Antiquities 17, 11, 4); cf.
Winer’s RWB under the word Gadara; Rüetschi in Herzog iv., p. 636f;
Kneucker in Schenkel ii. 313f; Riehm, HWB, p. 454; (BB. DD. under the
word). cwra twn Gadarhnwn “the country of the Gadarenes, Gadaris”:
<410501>Mark 5:1 Rec.; <420826>Luke 8:26 Rec., 37 RG (but here hJ pericwrov twn
Gadarhnwn), and in <400828>Matthew 8:28 T Tr WH; but the manuscripts
differ in these passages; see Gerashnoi and Gergeshnoi.*

{1047} gaza, gazhv, hJ, a Persian word, adopted by the Greeks and
Latins (Cicero, off. 2, 22), “the royal treasury, treasure, riches,” (Curt. 3,
13, 5 pecuniam regiam, quam gazam Persae vocant): <440827>Acts 8:27.
((Theophrastus), Polybius, Diodorus 17, 35 and 64; Plutarch, others. The
Septuagint, 2 Esdr. 5:17; 7:20.)*

{1048} Gaza, Gazhv (Buttmann, 17 (15)), hJ (hZ;[æ i.e. strong, fortified

(cf. Valentia); the [ being represented by gamma g, cf. hr;mo[} Gomorra),
formerly a celebrated city of the Philistines, situated on a hill near the
southern border of the land of Israel, between Raphia and Ascalon, twenty
stadia (‘at the most,’ Arrian. exp. Alex. 2, 26; “seven,” Strabo 16, 30) from
the sea and eleven geographical miles from Jerusalem. It was fortified and
surrounded by a massive wall. Although held by a Persian garrison,
Alexander the Great captured it after a siege of two months, but did not
destroy it ((Josephus, Antiquities 11, 8, 4); Diodorus 17, 48; Plutarch,
Alex. 25; Curt. 4, 6f). Afterward, in the year B. C. 96, Alexander
Janmaeus, king of the Jews, took it, after a year’s siege and destroyed it
(Josephus, Antiquities 13, 13, 3). Gabinius rebuilt it B. C. 58 (Josephus,
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the passage cited 14, 5, 3). Finally, the emperor Augustus gave it (30 B.
C.) to Herod the Great (Josephus, the passage cited 15, 7, 3), after whose
death it was annexed to Syria (Josephus, the passage cited 17, 11, 4).
Modern Ghuzzeh (or Ghazzeh), an unfortified town, having an area of two
English miles, with between fifteen and sixteen thousand inhabitants.
Mentioned in the N.T. in <440826>Acts 8:26, where the words aJuth estin
erhmov refer to hJ oJdov; Philip is bidden to take the way which is erhmov,
solitary; cf. Meyer at the passage; (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 18, 9 N. 3;
Buttmann, 104 (91)). A full history of the city is given by Stark, Gaza u. d.
philistäische Küste. Jena, 1852; a briefer account by Winer’s RWB (see
also BB. DD.) under the word Gaza; Arnold in Herzog iv., p. 671ff*

{1049} gazofulakion, gazofulakiou, to (from gaza, which see, and
fulakh; hence, equivalent to qhsaurofulakion, Hesychius), a
repository of treasure, especially of public treasure, a treasury: Esth. 3:9; 1
Esdr. 8:18,44; 1 Macc. 3:28. In the Septuagint used for hK;v]li and hK;v]ni
of apartments constructed in the courts of the temple, in which not only the
sacred offerings and things needful for the temple service were kept, but in
which also the priests, etc., dwelt: <161307>Nehemiah 13:7; 10:37ff; of the
sacred treasury, in which not only treasure but also the public records (1
Macc. 14:49; cf. Grimm at the passage) were stored, and the property of
widows and orphans was deposited (2 Macc. 3:10; cf. Grimm at the
passage): 1 Macc. 14:49; 2 Macc. 3:6,28,40; 4:42; 5:18. Josephus speaks
of both gazofulakia (plural) in the women’s court of Herod’s temple, b.
j. 5, 5, 2; 6, 5, 2; and to gazofulakion, Antiquities 19, 6, 1. In the N.T.,
in <411241>Mark 12:41,43; <422101>Luke 21:1; <430820>John 8:20 (en tw gazofulakiw,
“at, near,” the treasury (yet cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 48, a., the passage
cited)), to gazofulakion seems to be used of that receptacle mentioned
by the rabbis to which were fitted thirteen chests or boxes, twOrp;wOv i.e.
“trumpets,” so called from their shape, and into which were put the
contributions made voluntarily or paid yearly by the Jews for the service of
the temple and the support of the poor; cf. Lightfoot, Horae Hebrew et
Talm., p. 536f; Lücke (Tholuck, or Godet) on <430820>John 8:20; (B. D.
American edition under the word Treasury). (Strabo 2, p. 319 (i.e. 7, 6,
1).)*

{1050} Gaiov (WH Gaiov (cf. Iota)), Gaiou, oJ, “Gaius or Caius”; the
name of a Christian:
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1. of Derbe: <442004>Acts 20:4.

2. of Macedonia: <441929>Acts 19:29.

3. of Corinth, Paul’s host during his (second) sojourn there: <451623>Romans
16:23; <460114>1 Corinthians 1:14.

4. of an unknown Christian, to whom the third Epistle of John was
addressed: <640101>3 John 1:1. (B. D. American edition under the word Gaius;
Farrar, Early Days of Christianity, ii. 506.)*

{1051} gala, galaktov (cf. Latin lac; Curtius, sec. 123), to (from
Homer down), “milk”: <460907>1 Corinthians 9:7. Metaphorically, of “the less
difficult truths” of the Christian religion, <460302>1 Corinthians 3:2; <580512>Hebrews
5:12f (Quintilian 2, 4, 5 “doctoribus hoc esse curae velim, ut teneras
adhuc mentes more nutricum mollius alant et satiari velut quodam
jucundioris disciplinae lacte patiantur,” (cf. Siegfried, Philo von Alex., p.
329, cf. p. 261)); of the word of God, by which souls newly regenerate are
healthfully nourished unto growth in the Christian life, <600202>1 Peter 2:2.*

{1052} Galathv, Galatou, oJ, “a Galatian” (see Galatia):
<480301>Galatians 3:1. (1 Macc. 8:2; 2 Macc. 8:20.)*

{1053} Galatia, Galatiav, hJ, “Galatia,” Gallograecia, a region of Asia
Minor, bounded by Paphlagonia, Pontus, Cappadocia, Lycaonia, Phrygia,
and Bithynia. It took its name from those Gallic tribes that crossed into
Asia Minor B. C. 278, and after roaming about there for a time at length
settled down permanently in the above-mentioned region, and intermarried
with the Greeks. From B. C. 189 on, though subject to the Romans, they
were governed by their own chiefs; but B. C. 24 (others, 25) their country
was formally reduced to a Roman province (cf. Livy 37, 8; 38, 16 and 18;
Josephus, Antiquities 16, 6; Strabo 12, 5, 1, p. 567; Flor. 2, 11 (i.e. 1,
27)): <480102>Galatians 1:2; <461601>1 Corinthians 16:1; <550410>2 Timothy 4:10 (T Tr
marginal reading Gallian); <600101>1 Peter 1:1. Cf. Grimm, Ueb. d. (keltische)
Nationalität der kleinasiat. Galater, in the Studien und Kritiken for 1876, p.
199ff; replied to by K. Wieseler, Die deutsche Nationalität d. kleinas.
Galater. Gütersl. 1877; (but see Hertzberg in the Studien und Kritiken for
1878, pp. 525-541; Lightfoot in his Commentary on Galatians, Dissertation
i., also Introduction, sec. 1).*
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{1054} Galatikov, Galatikh, Galatikon, “Galatian,” belonging to
Galatia: <441606>Acts 16:6; 18:23.*

{1055} galhnh, galhnhv, hJ (adjective oJ, hJ, galhnov calm, cheerful),
“calmness, stillness of the sea, a calm”: <400826>Matthew 8:26; <410439>Mark 4:39;
<420824>Luke 8:24. (From Homer down.)*

{1056} Galilaia, Galilaiav, hJ, “Galilee,” (from hl;ylig;hæ, <121529>2 Kings

15:29; lyliG;hæ, <062007>Joshua 20:7; 21:32; xr,a, lylig;, <110911>1 Kings 9:11, i.e.
“the circle” or “circuit,” by which name even before the exile a certain
district of northern Palestine was designated; the Septuagint Galilaia);
the name of a region of northern Palestine, bounded on the north by Syria,
on the west by Sidon, Tyre, Ptolemais and their territories and the
promontory of Carmel, on the south by Samaria and on the east by the
Jordan. It was divided into Upper Galilee (extending from the borders of
Tyre and Sidon to the sources of the Jordan), and Lower Galilee (which,
lower and more level, embraced the lands of the tribes of Issachar and
Zebulun and the part of Naphtali bordering on the Sea of Galilee): hJ anw
kai hJ katw Galilaia (Josephus, b. j. 3, 3, 1, where its boundaries are
given). It was a very fertile region, populous, having 204 towns and
villages (Josephus, Vita 45), and inasmuch as it had, especially in the upper
part, many Gentiles among its inhabitants (<070130>Judges 1:30-33; Strabo 16,
34, p. 760), it was called, <400415>Matthew 4:15, Galilaia twn eqnwn
(<230802>Isaiah 8:23 (<230901>Isaiah 9:1)), and, 1 Macc. 5:15, Galilaia
allofulwn. Often mentioned in the Gospels, and three times in the Acts,
viz., <440931>Acts 9:31; 10:37; 13:31. (Cf. Merrill, Galilee in the Time of Christ,
Boston 1881.)

{1057} Galilaiov, Galilaia, Galilaion, “Gallilaean,” a native of
Galilee: <402669>Matthew 26:69; <411470>Mark 14:70; <421301>Luke 13:1f; 22:59; 23:6;
<430445>John 4:45; <440111>Acts 1:11; 2:7; 5:37.*

{1053} Gallia, Galliav, hJ, “Gallia”: <550410>2 Timothy 4:10 T Tr margin,
by which is to be understood Galatia in Asia Minor or Gallia hJ ewa,
Appendix B, 104:2, 49. (See especially Lightfoot Commentary on
Galatians, pp. 3, 31 (American edition, pp. 11, 37).)*

{1058} Galliwn, Galliwnov, oJ, “Gallio,” proconsul of Achaia, elder
brother of L. Annaeus Seneca the philosopher. His original name was
Marcus Annaeus Novatus, but after his adoption into the family of Junius
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Gallio the rhetorician, he was called Gallio: <441812>Acts 18:12,14,17. (Cf. B.
D. American edition; Farrar, St. Paul, i. 566f.)*

{1059} Gamalihl, oJ (laeylim]Gæ, recompense of God (God, the Avenger,
Fürst); <040110>Numbers 1:10; 2:20), indeclinable, “Gamaliel” (distinguished by
the Jews from his grandson of the same name by the title ˆqeZ;hæ, the elder),
a Pharisee and doctor of the law, son of R. Simeon, grandson of Hillel, and
teacher of the apostle Paul. He is said to have had very great influence in
the Sanhedrin, and to have died eighteen years before the destruction of
Jerusalem. A man of permanent renown among the Jews: <440534>Acts 5:34;
22:3. Cf. Gräiz, Gesch. d. Juden, iii., p. 289ff; Schenkel, BL. ii., p. 328ff;
(especially Alex.’s Kitto under the word Gamaliel I. (cf. Farrar, St. Paul, i.
44 and except v.)).*

{1060} gamew, gamw; imperfect egamoun (<421727>Luke 17:27); 1 aorist
eghma (the classic form (<402225>Matthew 22:25 L T Tr WH); <421420>Luke 14:20;
<460728>1 Corinthians 7:28a R G, 28b) and egamhsa (the later form,
<400532>Matthew 5:32; (22:25 RG); <410617>Mark 6:17; 10:11; <460709>1 Corinthians 7:9
(28a L T Tr WH), 33); perfect gegamhka; 1 aorist passive egamhqhn; (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 84 (80); Buttmann, 55 (48); Alexander Buttmann
(1873) Ausf. Spr. ii. 134; Lob. ad Phryn., p. 742; (Veitch, under the
word));

1. used of the man, as in Greek writings from Homer down, “to lead in
marriage, take to wife”; a. with the addition of gunaika or other
accusative: <400532>Matthew 5:32 (here WH brackets the clause); <401909>Matthew
19:9; <410617>Mark 6:17; 10:11; <421420>Luke 14:20; 16:18. b. without a case,
absolutely “to get married, to marry,” (cf. Buttmann, 145 (127)):
<401910>Matthew 19:10; 22:25,30; 24:38; <411225>Mark 12:25; <421727>Luke 17:27;
20:34f; <460728>1 Corinthians 7:28,33; (Aelian v. h. 4, 1; oJi gegamhkotev,
Xenophon, Cyril 1, 2, 4; opposed to agamoi, Xenophon, symp. 9, 7).
Passive and middle gameomai tini, of women (Latin nubere alicui, cf.
Buttmann, sec. 133, 8), “to give oneself in marriage” (Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 38, 3): 1 aorist passive, <411012>Mark 10:12 (where L T Tr WH gamhsh
allon for R G gamhqh allw); <460739>1 Corinthians 7:39.

2. contrary to Greek usage, the active gamein is used of women, “to give
oneself in marriage”; and a. with the accusative: <411012>Mark 10:12 L T Tr
WH (see above); b. absolutely: <460728>1 Corinthians 7:28,34: (hJ gamhsasa,
opposed to hJ agamov); <540511>1 Timothy 5:11,14.
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3. absolutely of both sexes: <540403>1 Timothy 4:3; <460709>1 Corinthians 7:9f,36
(gameitwsan, namely, the virgin and he who seeks her to wife). In the
O.T. gamein occurs only in 2 Macc. 14:25.*

gamizw; (passive, present gamizomai; imperfect egamizomhn); (gamov);
“to give a daughter in marriage”: <460738>1 Corinthians 7:38a (L T Tr WH,
38{b}) G L T Tr WH; passive: <402230>Matthew 22:30 L T Tr WH;
(<402438>Matthew 24:38 T WH); <411225>Mark 12:25; <421727>Luke 17:27; 20:35 (WH
marginal reading gamiskontai). (The word is mentioned in Apoll. de
constr. 3, 31, p. 280, 10, Bekker edition). (Compare: ekgamizw.)*

{1061} gamiskw, equivalent to gamizw, which see (<402438>Matthew 24:38
Lachmann); passive (present gamiskomai); <411225>Mark 12:25 R G; <422034>Luke
20:34 L T Tr WH (35 WH marginal reading; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 92
(88); and Tdf.’s note on <402230>Matthew 22:30). (Aristotle, pol. 7, 14, 4 etc.)
(Compare: ekgamiskw.)*

{1062} gamov, gamou, oJ (probably from the root, gam, to bind, unite;
Curtius, p. 546f), as in Greek writings from Homer down;

1. “a wedding or marriage-festival”: <430201>John 2:1f; <661907>Revelation 19:7
(under the figure of a marriage here is represented the intimate and
everlasting union of Christ, at his return from heaven, with his church); to
deipnon tou gamou, <661909>Revelation 19:9 (a symbol of the future blessings
of the Messiah’s kingdom); especially “a wedding-banquet, a marriage-
feast”: <402208>Matthew 22:8,10 (here T WH Tr marginal reading numfwn),
<402211>Matthew 22:11,12; plural (referring apparently to the several acts of
feasting), <402202>Matthew 22:2ff,9; 25:10; <421236>Luke 12:36; 14:8 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 27, 3; Buttmann, 23 (21)).

2. “marriage, matrimony”: <581304>Hebrews 13:4.*

{1063} gar, a conjunction, which according to its composition, ge and
ara (equivalent to ar), is properly a particle of affirmation and
conclusion, denoting “truly therefore, verily as the case stands,” “the thing
is first affirmed by the particle ge, and then is referred to what precedes by
the force of the particle ara” (Klotz ad Devar. ii. 1, p. 232; cf. Kühner, ii.,
p. 724; (Jelf, sec. 786; Winer’s Grammar, 445f (415f))). Now since by a
new affirmation not infrequently the reason and nature of something
previously mentioned are set forth, it comes to pass that, by the use of this
particle, either the reason and cause of a foregoing statement is added,
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whence arises the causal or argumentative force of the particle, for (Latin
nam, enim; German denn); or some previous declaration is explained,
whence gar takes on an explicative force: “for, the fact is, namely” (Latin
videlicet, German nämlich). Thus the force of the particle is either
conclusive, or demonstrative, or explicative and declaratory; cf. Rost in
Passow’s Lexicon, i., p. 535ff; Kühner, ii., pp. 724ff, 852ff; (cf. Liddell and
Scott, under the word). The use of the particle in the N.T. does not differ
from that in the classics.

I. Its primary and original Conclusive force is seen in questions (in Greek
writings also in exclamations) and answers expressed with emotion; where,
according to the connexion, it may be freely represented by “assuredly,
verily, forsooth, why, then,” etc.: en gar toutw etc. ye profess not to
know whence he is; herein then is assuredly a marvellous thing, “why,
herein” etc. <430930>John 9:30; ou gar, alla etc. by no means in this state of
things, “nay verily, but” etc. <441637>Acts 16:37; certainly, if that is the case,
<460811>1 Corinthians 8:11 L T Tr WH. It is joined to interrogative particles and
pronouns: mh gar etc. <430741>John 7:41 (do ye then suppose that the Christ
comes out of Galilee? What, doth the Christ, etc.?); mh gar ... ouk, <461122>1
Corinthians 11:22 (“what!” since ye are so eager to eat and drink, “have ye
not,” etc.?); tiv gar, ti gar: <402723>Matthew 27:23 (ti gar kakon
epoihsen, ye demand that he be crucified like a malefactor, “Why, what
evil hath he done?”); <400905>Matthew 9:5 (your thoughts are evil; “which then
do ye suppose to be the easier,” etc.?); <401626>Matthew 16:26; 23:17,19;
<420925>Luke 9:25; <441935>Acts 19:35; ti gar; for ti gar esti, “what then?” i.e.
what, under these circumstances, ought to be the conclusion?
<500118>Philippians 1:18 (cf. Ellicott at the passage); pwv gar, <440831>Acts 8:31; cf.
Klotz, the passage cited, p. 245ff; Kühner, ii., p. 726; (Jelf, ii., p. 608);
Winer’s Grammar, 447 (416). Here belongs also the vexed passage
<421814>Luke 18:14 h gar ekeinov (so G T Tr marginal reading, but L WH Tr
text par’ ekeinon) or do ye suppose then that that man went down
approved of God? cf. Winer’s Grammar, 241 (226).

II. It adduces the Cause or gives the Reason of a preceding statement or
opinion;

1. universally: <400205>Matthew 2:5; 6:24; <410122>Mark 1:22; 9:6; <420115>Luke 1:15,18;
21:4; <430225>John 2:25; <440225>Acts 2:25; <450109>Romans 1:9,11; <461105>1 Corinthians
11:5; <580208>Hebrews 2:8; <620219>1 John 2:19; <660103>Revelation 1:3, and very often.
In <430444>John 4:44 gar assigns the reason why now at length Jesus betook
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himself into Galilee; for the authority denied to a prophet in his own
country (Galilee), he had previously to seek and obtain among strangers;
cf. <430445>John 4:45; Meyer (yet see edition 6 (Weiss)) at the passage; Strauss,
Leben Jesu, i. 725 edition 3; Neander, Leben Jesu, p. 385f edition 1
(American translation, pp. 100, 168); Ewald, Jahrbb. d. Biblical Wissensch.
x., p. 108ff.

2. Often the sentences are connected in such a way that either some
particular statement is established by a general proposition (‘the particular
by the universal’), as in <400708>Matthew 7:8; 13:12; 22:14; <410422>Mark 4:22,25;
<430320>John 3:20; <461212>1 Corinthians 12:12; <580513>Hebrews 5:13, etc.; or what has
been stated generally, is proved to be correctly stated by a particular
instance (‘the universal by the particular’): <410710>Mark 7:10; <421252>Luke
12:52,58; <450702>Romans 7:2; <460126>1 Corinthians 1:26; 12:8.

3. To sentences in which something is commanded or forbidden, gar
annexes the reason why the thing must either be done or avoided:
<400120>Matthew 1:20f; 2:20; 3:9; 7:2; <451311>Romans 13:11; <510303>Colossians 3:3;
<520403>1 Thessalonians 4:3; <580202>Hebrews 2:2, and very often. In <503813>Philippians
2:13 gar connects the verse with <503512>Philippians 2:12 thus: work out your
salvation with most intense earnestness, for nothing short of this accords
with God’s saving efficiency within your souls, to whom you owe both the
good desire and the power to execute that desire.

4. To questions, gar annexes the reason why the question is asked:
<400202>Matthew 2:2 (we ask this with good reason, for we have seen the star
which announces his birth); <402228>Matthew 22:28; <451410>Romans 14:10; <461409>1
Corinthians 14:9; <480110>Galatians 1:10.

5. Frequently the statement which contains the cause is interrogative; tiv,
ti gar: <422227>Luke 22:27; <450403>Romans 4:3; 11:34; <460216>1 Corinthians 2:16;
7:16; <580105>Hebrews 1:5; 12:7; ti gar for ti gar esti, <450303>Romans 3:3 (cf.
Fritzsche at the passage; (Ellicott on <500118>Philippians 1:18)); iJna ti gar,
<461029>1 Corinthians 10:29; poia gar, <590414>James 4:14 (WH text omits; Tr
brackets gar).

6. Sometimes in answers it is so used to make good the substance of a
preceding question that it can be rendered “yea, assuredly”: <460910>1
Corinthians 9:10; <520220>1 Thessalonians 2:20; cf. Kühner, ii., p. 724.
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7. Sometimes it confirms, not a single statement, but the point of an entire
discussion: <450225>Romans 2:25 (it is no advantage to a wicked Jew, for etc.).
On the other hand, it may so confirm but a single thought as to involve the
force of asseveration and be rendered “assuredly, yea”: <451527>Romans 15:27
(eudokhsan gar); so also kai gar, <508027>Philippians 2:27.

8. It is often said that the sentence of which gar introduces the cause, or
renders the reason, is not expressed, but must be gathered from the context
and supplied in thought. But that this ellipsis is wholly imaginary is clearly
shown by Klotz ad Devar. ii. 1, p. 236f, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 446f (415f).
The particle is everywhere used in reference to something expressly stated.
Suffice it to append a very few examples; the true nature of many others is
shown under the remaining heads of this article: In <400512>Matthew 5:12
before gar some supply ‘nor does this happen to you alone’; but the
reason is added why a great reward in heaven is reserved for those who
suffer persecution, which reason consists in this, that the prophets also
suffered persecution, and that their reward is great no one can doubt. In
<450818>Romans 8:18 some have supplied ‘do not shrink from this suffering
with Christ’; but on the use of gar here, see III. a. below. On <410728>Mark
7:28 (T Tr WH omit; L brackets gar), where before kai gar some supply
‘but help me,’ or ‘yet we do not suffer even the dogs to perish with
hunger,’ see 10 b. below. In <440911>Acts 9:11 before gar many supply ‘he will
listen to thee’; but it introduces the reason for the preceding command.

9. When in successive statements gar is repeated twice or thrice, or even
four or five times, either a. one and the same thought is confirmed by as
many arguments, each having its own force, as there are repetitions of the
particle (Meyer denies the coordinate use of gar in the N.T., asserting that
the first is argumentative, the second explicative, see his commentaries on
the passage to follow, also on <450806>Romans 8:6): <400632>Matthew 6:32;
<451618>Romans 16:18f; or b. every succeeding statement contains the reason
for its immediate predecessor, so that the statements are subordinate one to
another: <410652>Mark 6:52; <401625>Matthew 16:25-27; <430319>John 3:19f; 5:21f;
<440215>Acts 2:15; <450413>Romans 4:13-15; 8:2f,5f; <460303>1 Corinthians 3:3f; 9:15-17
(where five times in G L T Tr WH); <461607>1 Corinthians 16:7; <590210>James 2:10,
etc.; or c. it is repeated in a different sense: <410939>Mark 9:39-41; <450506>Romans
5:6f (where cf. Winer’s Grammar, 453 (422)); <451002>Romans 10:2-5 (four
times); <590414>James 4:14 (WH text omits; Tr brackets the first gar, L WH
marginal reading omit the second).
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10. kai gar (on which cf. Kühner, ii., p. 854f; Winer’s Grammar, 448
(417); (Ellicott on <530310>2 Thessalonians 3:10)) is a. “for, and truly” (etenim,
namque, (the simple rendering “for” is regarded as inexact by many; cf.
Meyer on <471304>2 Corinthians 13:4 and see Hartung, Partikeln, i. 137f;
Krüger, sec. 69, 32, 21)): <411470>Mark 14:70; <422237>Luke 22:37 (L Tr brackets
gar); <460507>1 Corinthians 5:7; 11:9; 12:13. b. “for also, for even” (nam
etiam): <400809>Matthew 8:9; <411045>Mark 10:45; <420632>Luke 6:32; <430445>John 4:45;
<461214>1 Corinthians 12:14, etc. In <410728>Mark 7:28 kai gar (R G L brackets)
ta kunaria etc. the woman, by adducing an example, confirms what
Christ had said, but the example is of such a sort as also to prove that her
request ought to be granted. te gar “for indeed” (German denn ja):
<450707>Romans 7:7; cf. Fritzsche at the passage; Winer’s Grammar, 448 (417).
idou gar, see under idou.

III. It serves to explain, make clear, illustrate, a preceding thought or
word: “for” equivalent to “that is, namely”; a. so that it begins an
exposition of the thing just announced (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 454f (423f)):
<400118>Matthew 1:18 (RG); 19:12; <421130>Luke 11:30; 18:32. In <450818>Romans 8:18
gar introduces a statement setting forth the nature of the
sundoxasqhnai just mentioned. b. so that the explanation is intercalated
into the discourse, or even added by way of appendix: <400418>Matthew 4:18;
<410116>Mark 1:16; 2:15; 5:42; <450701>Romans 7:1; <461605>1 Corinthians 16:5. In
<411604>Mark 16:4 the information hn gar megav sfodra is added to throw
light on all that has been previously said (in <411603>Mark 16:3f) about the
stone.

IV. As respects position: gar never occupies the first place in a sentence,
but the second, or third, or even the fourth (oJ tou Qeou gar uJiov, <470119>2
Corinthians 1:19 — according to true text). Moreover, “not the number
but the nature of the word after which it stands is the point to be noticed,”
Hermann on Sophocles Philippians 1437.

{1064} gasthr, gastrov (poetic, gasterov), hJ, in Greek authors from
Homer down; in the Septuagint for ˆf,B,;

1. “the belly”; by metonymy, of the whole for a part,

2. Latin uterus, “the womb”: en gastri ecein “to be with child”) see ecw,
I. 1 b.): <400118>Matthew 1:18,23; 24:19; <411317>Mark 13:17; <422123>Luke 21:23; <520503>1
Thessalonians 5:3; <661202>Revelation 12:2; (in the Septuagint for hr;h;,
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<011604>Genesis 16:4f; 38:25; <230714>Isaiah 7:14, etc.; Herodotus 3, 32 and vit.
Homer 2; Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 2, 18, p. 105; 3, 32, p. 177;
Pausanias, Herodian, others); sullambanesqai en gastri to conceive,
become pregnant, <420131>Luke 1:31.

3. “the stomach”; by synecdoche “a glutton, gormandizer,” a man who is as
it were all stomach, Hesiod theog. 26 (so also gastriv, Aristophanes av.
1604; Aelian v. h. 1, 28; and Latin venter in Lucil. sat. 2, 24 edition Gerl.
‘vivite ventres’): gasterev argai, <560112>Titus 1:12; see argov, b.*

{1065} ge, an enclitic particle, answering exactly to no one word in Latin
or English; used by the Biblical writers much more rarely than by Greek
writers. How the Greeks use it, is shown by (among others) Hermann ad
Vig., p. 822ff; Klotz ad Devar. ii. 1, p. 272ff; Rost in Passow’s Lexicon, i.,
p. 538ff; (Liddell and Scott, under the word; T. S. Evans in Journ. of class.
and sacr. Philol. for 1857, pp. 187ff). It indicates that the meaning of the
word to which it belongs has special prominence, and therefore that that
word is to be distinguished from the rest of the sentence and uttered with
greater emphasis. This distinction “can be made in two ways, by
mentioning either the least important or the most; thus it happens that ge
seems to have contrary significations: ‘at least’ and ‘even’“ (Hermann, the
passage cited, p. 822).

1. where what is least is indicated; “indeed, truly, at least”: dia ge thn
anaideian, <421108>Luke 11:8 (where, since the force of the statement lies in
the substantive not in the preposition, the Greek should have read dia thn
ge anaideian, cf. Klotz, the passage cited, p. 327; Rost, the passage
cited, p. 542; (Liddell and Scott, under the word IV.)); dia ge to
parecein moi kopon, at least for this reason, that she troubleth me (A.V.
“yet because” etc.), <421805>Luke 18:5 (better Greek dia to ge etc.).

2. where what is most or greatest is indicated; “even”: oJv ge the very one
who etc., “precisely he who” etc. (German der es ja ist, welcher etc.),
<450832>Romans 8:32; cf. Klotz, the passage cited, p. 305; Matthiae, Lex.
Euripides i., p. 613f.

3. joined to other particles it strengthens their force;

a. alla ge (so most editions) or allage (Griesbach) (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 5, 2): <422421>Luke 24:21; <460902>1 Corinthians 9:2; see alla, I.
10.
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b. ara ge or arage, see ara, 4. ara ge, see ara, the passage cited eige
(so G T, but L Tr WH ei ge; cf. Winer’s Grammar, as above; Lipsius
Gram. Unters., p. 123), followed by the indicative “if indeed, seeing that,”
“of a thing believed to be correctly assumed” (Herm. ad Vig., p. 831; cf.
Fritzsche, Praeliminarien as above with p. 67ff; “Anger,” Laodicenerbrief,
p. 46; (Winer’s Grammar, 448 (417f). Others hold that Hermann’s
statement does not apply to the N.T. instances. According to Meyer (see
notes on <470503>2 Corinthians 5:3; <490302>Ephesians 3:2; <480304>Galatians 3:4) the
certainty of the assumption resides not in the particle but in the context; so
Ellicott (on Galatians, the passage cited; also Ephesians, the passage cited);
cf. Lightfoot on Galatians, the passage cited; <510123>Colossians 1:23.
Hermann’s canon, though assented to by Bornemann (Cyrop. 2, 2, 3, p.
132), Stallbaum (Meno, p. 36), others, is qualified by Bäumlein (Partikeln,
p. 64f), who holds that ge often has no other effect than to emphasize the
condition expressed by ei; cf. also Winer edition Moulton, p. 561)), “if,
that is to say; on the assumption that” (see eiper under the word ei, III.
13): <490302>Ephesians 3:2; 4:21; <510123>Colossians 1:23; with kai added, “if that
also, if it be indeed” (German wenn denn auch): eige (L Tr WH marginal
reading ei per) kai endusamenoi, ou gumnoi eJureqhsomeqa if indeed
we shall be found actually clothed (with a new body), not naked, <470503>2
Corinthians 5:3 (cf. Meyer at the passage); eige kai eikh namely,
tosauta epaqete, if indeed, as I believe, ye have experienced such
benefits “in vain,” and have not already received harm from your
inclination to Judaism, <480304>Galatians 3:4 (yet cf. Meyer, Ellicott, Lightfoot,
others at the passage). d. ei de mhge (or ei de mh ge Lachmann Treg.)
(also in Plato, Aristophanes, Plutarch, others; cf. Bornemann, Scholia ad
Luc., p. 95; Klotz ad Devar. ii. 2, p. 527), stronger than ei de mh
(Buttmann, 393 (336f); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 583 (543); 605 (563); Meyer
on <471116>2 Corinthians 11:16), a. after affirmative sentences, “but unless
perchance, but if not”: <400601>Matthew 6:1; <421006>Luke 10:6; 13:9. b. after
negative sentences, “otherwise, else, in the contrary event”: <400917>Matthew
9:17 <420536>Luke 5:36f; 14:32; <471116>2 Corinthians 11:16. e. kaige (so G T, but
L Tr WH kai ge; cf. references under eige above) (cf. Klotz ad Devar. ii.
1, p. 319; (Winer’s Grammar, 438 (408))), a. “and at least”: <421942>Luke 19:42
(Tr text WH omit; L Tr marginal reading brackets). b. “and truly, yea
indeed, yea and”: <440218>Acts 2:18; 17:27 L T Tr WH. f. kaitoige (so G T
WH, but L kaitoi ge, Tr kai toi ge; cf. references under c. above. Cf.
Klotz ad Devar. ii. 2, p. 654; Winer’s Grammar, 444 (413)), “although
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indeed, and yet indeed”: <430402>John 4:2; also in <441417>Acts 14:17 (R G); 17:27
Rec. g. menougge see in its place. h. mhtige, see mhti (and in its place).*

{1066} Gedewn, oJ, indeclinable (in the Bible (cf. Buttmann, p. 15 (14)),
and in Suidas (e.g. 1737 a.); but) in Josephus, Antiquities 5, 6 (3 and) 4
Gedewn, Gedewnov (ˆwO[dgi cutting off (others, tree-feller i.e. mighty

warrior), from [dæG;), “Gideon,” a leader of the Israelites, who delivered
them from the power of the Midianites (Judges 6-8): <581132>Hebrews 11:32
(where A.V. unfortunately follows the Greek spelling “Gedeon”).*

{1067} ghnna (others would accent ghnna, deriving it through the
Chaldee. In <410945>Mark 9:45 Rec.st ghna), ghnhv (Buttmann, 17 (15)), hJ,
(from yGenesis µGOhi, <161130>Nehemiah 11:30; more fully yGenesis ˆB, µGOhi,
<061508>Joshua 15:8; 18:16; <142803>2 Chronicles 28:3; <240732>Jeremiah 7:32; yGenesis yneB]
µGOhi, <122310>2 Kings 23:10 Kethibh; Chaldean µn;hig], the valley of the son of

lamentation, or of the sons of lamentation, the valley of lamentation, µGOhi
being used for µhon lamentation; see Hiller, Onomasticum; cf. Hitzig (and
Graf) on <240731>Jeremiah 7:31; (Böttcher, Deuteronomy Inferis, i., p. 82ff);
accusative to the common opinion µGOhi is the name of a man), “Gehenna,”
the name of a valley on the south and east of Jerusalem (yet apparently
beginning on the Winer’s Grammar, cf. <061508>Joshua 15:8; Pressel in Herzog,
under the word), which was so called from the cries of the little children
who were thrown into the fiery arms of Moloch (which see), i.e. of an idol
having the form of a bull. The Jews so abhorred the place after these
horrible sacrifices had been abolished by king Josiah (<122310>2 Kings 23:10),
that they cast into it not only all manner of refuse, but even the dead bodies
of animals and of unburied criminals who had been executed. And since
fires were always needed to consume the dead bodies, that the air might
not become tainted by the putrefaction, it came to pass that the place was
called ghnna tou purov (this common explanation of the descriptive
genitive tou purov is found in Rabbi David Kimchi (fl. circa A. D. 1200)
on <192713>Psalm 27:13. Some suppose the genitive to refer not to purifying
fires but to the fires of Moloch; others regard it as the natural symbol of
penalty (cf. <031002>Leviticus 10:2; <041635>Numbers 16:35; 2 Kings 1; <191106>Psalm
11:6; also <400311>Matthew 3:11; 13:42; <530108>2 Thessalonians 1:8, etc.). See
Böttcher, as above, p. 84; Meyer (Thol.) Wetstein (1752) on <400522>Matthew
5:22); and then this name was transferred to that place in Hades where the
wicked after death will suffer punishment: <400522>Matthew 5:22,29f; 10:28;
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<421205>Luke 12:5; <410943>Mark 9:43,45; <590306>James 3:6; ghnna tou purov,
<400522>Matthew 5:22; 18:9; <410947>Mark 9:47 (R G Tr marginal reading brackets);
krisiv thv ghnnhv, <402333>Matthew 23:33; uJiov thv ghnnhv, worthy of
punishment in Gehenna, <402315>Matthew 23:15. Further, cf. Dillmann, Buch
Henoch, 27, 1f, p. 131f; (B. D. American edition; Böttcher, as above, p.
80ff; Hamburger, Real-Encycl., Abth. I. under the word Hölle; Bartlett,
Life and Death eternal, Appendix H.).*

{1068} Geqshmanh, or Geqshmanei (T WH), or Geqshmanei (L Tr.);
(on the accent in manuscripts see Tdf. Proleg., p. 103; Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 6, 1 m.; indeclinable Buttmann, 15 (14)) (from tG press, and an;m]v;
oil), “Gethsemane,” the name of a ‘place’ (cwrion (“an enclosure or
landed property”)) at the foot of the Mount of Olives, beyond the torrent
Kidron: <402636>Matthew 26:36; <411432>Mark 14:32. (B. D. American edition,
under the word.)*

{1069} geitwn, geitonov, oJ, hJ (from gh, hence, originally ‘of the same
land,’ of. Curtius, sec. 132) from Homer down, “a neighbor”: <421412>Luke
14:12; 15:6, 9; <430908>John 9:8.*

{1070} gelaw, gelw; future gelasw (in Greek writings more common
gelasomai (Buttmann, 53 (46); Winer’s Grammar, 84 (80))); (from
Homer down); “to laugh”: <420621>Luke 6:21 (opposed to klaiw), 25.
(Compare: katagelaw.)*

{1071} gelwv, gelwtov, oJ, “laughter”: <590409>James 4:9. (From Homer
down.)*

{1072} gemizw: 1 aorist egemisa; passive (present gemizomai); 1 aorist
egemisqhn; (gemw, which see); “to fill, fill full”; a. absolutely in passive:
<410437>Mark 4:37; <421423>Luke 14:23. b. ti tinov, to fill a thing full of something:
<411536>Mark 15:36; <430207>John 2:7; 6:13; <661508>Revelation 15:8 (Aesehyl. Ag. 443;
others); ti apo tinov, of that which is used for filling, <421516>Luke 15:16 (not
WH Tr marginal reading); also in the same sense ti ek tinov,
<660805>Revelation 8:5; (cf. <421516>Luke 15:16 in WH marginal reading) (alem; ˆmi,
<021632>Exodus 16:32; <245134>Jeremiah 51:34, etc. (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30,
8 b.; Buttmann, 163 (143))).*

{1073} gemw, defect. verb, used only in present and imperfect (in N.T.
only in present indicative and participle); “to be full, filled full”; a. tinov
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(as generally in Greek writings): <402325>Matthew 23:25 Lachmann, 27;
<421139>Luke 11:39; <450314>Romans 3:14 (from <190902>Psalm 9:28 (<191007>Psalm 10:7));
<660406>Revelation 4:6,8; 5:8; 15:7; 17:3 R G (see below), 4; 21:9. b. ek tinov:
<402325>Matthew 23:25 (gemousin ex aJrpaghv (L omits; Tr brackets ex) their
contents are derived from plunder; see gemizw, b. (and references there)).
c. Hebraistically (see plhrow, 1 (cf. Buttmann, 164 (143); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 30, 8 b.)), with accusative of the material. Gemonta (Treg.
gemon ta) onomata blasfhmiav, <661703>Revelation 17:3 (L T Tr WH (see
above and cf. Buttmann, 80 (70))).*

{1074} genea, geneav, hJ (GENW, ginomai (crf. Curtius, p. 610)); the
Septuagint often for rwOD; in Greek writings from Homer down;

1. “a begetting, birth, nativity”: Herodotus 3, 33; Xenophon, Cyril 1, 2, 8,
etc.; (others make the collective sense the primary significance, see Curtius
as above).

2. passively, “that which has been begotten, men of the same stock, a
family”; a. properly, as early as Homer; equivalent to hj;p;v]mi, <013103>Genesis
31:3, etc. swzein Racabhn kai thn genean authv, Josephus, Antiquities
5, 1, 5. “the several ranks in a natural descent, the successive members of a
genealogy”: <400117>Matthew 1:17 (eJbdomh genea oJutov estin apo tou
prwtou, Philo, vit. Moys. i. sec. 2). b. metaphorically, “a race of men very
like each other in endowments, pursuits, character”; and especially in a bad
sense “a perverse race”: <401717>Matthew 17:17; <410919>Mark 9:19; <420941>Luke 9:41;
16:8; (<440240>Acts 2:40).

3. “the whole multitude of men living at the same time”: <402434>Matthew
24:34; <411330>Mark 13:30; <420148>Luke 1:48 (pasai aJi geneai); 21:32;
<504415>Philippians 2:15; used especially of the Jewish race living at one and the
same period: <401116>Matthew 11:16; 12:39,41f,45; 16:4; 23:36; <410812>Mark
8:12,38; <421129>Luke 11:29f,32,50f; 17:25; <441336>Acts 13:36; <580310>Hebrews 3:10;
anqrwpoi thv geneav tauthv, <420731>Luke 7:31; andrev thv geneav
tauthv, <421131>Luke 11:31; thn de genean autou tiv dihghsetai, who can
describe the wickedness of the present generation, <440833>Acts 8:33 (from
<235308>Isaiah 53:8 the Septuagint) (but cf. Meyer, at the passage).

4. “an age” (i.e. the time ordinarily occupied by each successive
generation), the space of from 30 to 33 years (Herodotus 2, 142, et al.;
Heraclitus in Plutarch, def. orac. c. 11), or oJ cronov, en wJ gennwnta
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parecei ton ex autou gegennhmenon oJ gennhsav (Plutarch, the passage
cited); in the N.T. common in plural: <490305>Ephesians 3:5 (Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 31, 9 a.; Buttmann, 186 (161)); parwchmenaiv geneaiv in ages gone
by, <441416>Acts 14:16; apo twn genewn for ages, since the generations began,
<510126>Colossians 1:26; ek genewn arcaiwn from the generations of old,
from ancient times down, <441521>Acts 15:21; eiv geneav genewn unto
generations of generations, through all ages, forever (a phrase which
assumes that the longer ages are made up of shorter; see aiwn, 1 a.):
<420150>Luke 1:50 R L (rwOdl] µyriwOD, <235108>Isaiah 51:8); eiv geneav kai geneav
“unto generations and generations,” ibid. T Tr WH equivalent to rwOdl]
rwOdw;, <198902>Psalm 89:2f; <233417>Isaiah 34:17; very often in the Septuagint; (add,
eiv pasav tav geneav tou aiwnov twn aiwnwn, <490321>Ephesians 3:21, cf.
Ellicott at the passage) (genea is used of a century in <011516>Genesis 15:16, cf.
Knobel at the passage, and on the senses of the word see the full remarks
of Keim, iii. 206 (v. 245 English translation)).*

{1075} genealogew, genealogw: (present passive genealogoumai); “to
act the genealogist” (genea and legw), “to recount a family’s origin and
lineage, trace ancestry” (often in Herodotus; Xenophon, Plato,
Theophrastus, Lucian, Aelian, others; (the Septuagint <130502>1 Chronicles
5:2)); passive “to draw one’s origin, derive one’s pedigree”: ek tinov,
<580706>Hebrews 7:6.*

{1076} genalogia, genalogiav, hJ, “a genealogy, a record of descent or
lineage” (Plato, Crat., p. 396 c.; Polybius 9, 2, 1; Dionysius Halicarnassus
Antiquities 1, 11; (others). The Septuagint (editions Aldine LXX,
Complutensian LXX) <130705>1 Chronicles 7:5,7; 9:22; (4:33 Complutensian
LXX; <150801>Ezra 8:1 ibid.)); in plural of the orders of aeons, according to the
doctrine of the Gnostics: <540104>1 Timothy 1:4; <560309>Titus 3:9; cf. DeWette on
<560114>Titus 1:14 (substantially reproduced by Alford on 1 Timothy, the
passage cited; see also Holtzmann, Pastoralbriefe, pp. 126f, 134f, 143).*

{1077} genesia, genesiwn, ta (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 176 (166)) (from
the adjective genesiov from genesiv), “a birthday celebration, a birth-day
feast”: <410621>Mark 6:21; <401406>Matthew 14:6; (Alciphron epistles 3, 18 and 55;
Dio Cassius, 47, 18, etc.; hJ genesiov hJmera, Josephus, Antiquities 12, 4,
7). The earlier Greeks used genesia of “funeral commemorations,” a
festival commemorative of a deceased friend (Latin feriae denicales), see
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Lob. ad Phryn., p. 103f; (Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 184; Winer’s
Grammar, 24 (23)). Cf. Keim, ii., p. 516 (iv. 223 English translation).*

{1078} genesiv, genesewv, hJ (GENW (Curtius, sec. 128)), in Greek
writings for the first time in Homer, Iliad 14, 201 (cf. 246);

1. “source, origin”: biblov genesewv tinov a book of one’s lineage, i.e.
in which his ancestry or his progeny are enumerated (equivalent to rp,se
twOdl]wOT, <010501>Genesis 5:1, etc.) (<400101>Matthew 1:1).

2. used of “birth, nativity,” in <400118>Matthew 1:18 and <420114>Luke 1:14, for Rec.
gennhsiv (hJmerai thv genesewv mou equivalent to af’ oJu egennhqhn,
Judith 12:18 cf. 20); proswpon thv genesewv his “native” (natural) face,
<590123>James 1:23.

3. of that which follows origin, viz. “existence, life”: oJ trocov thv
genesewv the wheel (cf. English “machinery”) of life, <590306>James 3:6 (cf.
Grimm on Sap. vii. 5); but others explain it “the wheel of human origin”
which as soon as men are born begins to run, i.e. the course (cf. English
“round”) of life.*

{1079} geneth, genethv, hJ (GENW, ginomai) (cf. German die
Gewordenheit), “birth”; hence, very often ek genethv “from birth” on
(Homer, Iliad 24, 535; Aristotle, eth. Nic. 6, 13, 1, p. 1144b, 6 etc.;
Polybius 3, 20, 4; Diodorus 5, 32, others; the Septuagint <032547>Leviticus
25:47): <430901>John 9:1.*

{1081} genhma, genhmatov, to (from ginomai), a form supported by the
best manuscripts in <402629>Matthew 26:29; <411425>Mark 14:25; <421218>Luke 12:18;
22:18; <470910>2 Corinthians 9:10, and therefore adopted by T (see his Proleg.,
p. 79) Tr (L WH (see WH’s Appendix, p. 148 and below)), printed by
Griesbach only in <421218>Luke 12:18; <470910>2 Corinthians 9:10, but given by no
grammarian, and therefore attributed by Fritzsche (on Mark, p. 619f) to the
carelessness of transcribers — for Rec. (but in Luke, the passage cited Rst

reads genhm.) gennhma, which see In <411425>Mark 14:25 Lachmann has
retained the common reading; (and in <421218>Luke 12:18 Tr text WH have
siton. In <263630>Ezekiel 36:30 manuscripts A B read genhmata).*

{1080} gennaw, gennw; future gennhsw; 1 aorist egennhsa; perfect
gegennhka; (passive, present gennaomai, gennwmai); perfect
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gegennhmai; 1 aorist egennhqhn; (from genna, poetic for genov); in
Greek writings from Pindar down; in the Septuagint for dlæy;; “to beget”;

1. properly: of men begetting children, <400101>Matthew 1:1-16; <440708>Acts
7:8,29; followed by ek with the genitive of the mother, <400103>Matthew
1:3,5,6; more rarely of women giving birth to children, <420113>Luke 1:13,57;
23:29; <431621>John 16:21; eiv douleian to bear a child unto bondage, that
will be a slave, <480424>Galatians 4:24 ((Xenophon, de rep. Lac. 1, 3); Lucian,
de sacrif. 6; Plutarch, de liber. educ. 5; others; the Septuagint <236609>Isaiah
66:9; 4 Macc. 10:2, etc.). Passive, “to be begotten”: to en auth gennhqen
that which is begotten in her womb, <400120>Matthew 1:20; “to be born”:
<400201>Matthew 2:1,4 (Winer’s Grammar, 266 (250); Buttmann, 203 (176));
19:12; 26:24; <411421>Mark 14:21; <420135>Luke 1:35; <430304>John 3:4; (<440720>Acts 7:20);
<450911>Romans 9:11; <581123>Hebrews 11:23; with the addition eiv ton kosmon,
<431621>John 16:21; followed by en with the dative of place, <442203>Acts 22:3; apo
tinov, to spring from one as father, <581112>Hebrews 11:12 (L WH marginal
reading egennhqhsan see Tdf. at the passage); ek tinov to be born of a
mother, <400116>Matthew 1:16; ek porneiav, <430841>John 8:41; ex aJimatwn, ek
qelhmatov androv, <430113>John 1:13; ek thv sarkov, <430306>John 3:6 (Rec.^elz
gegenhmenon); en aJmartiaiv oJlov, <430934>John 9:34 (see aJmartia, 2 a.);
eiv ti, to be born for something, <431837>John 18:37; <610212>2 Peter 2:12 (Tdf.
gegenhmena so Rec.st ^bez); with an adjective: tuflov gegennhmai,
<430902>John 9:2,19f,32; Rwmaiov to be supplied, <442228>Acts 22:28; th
dialektw, en hJ egennhqhmen, <440208>Acts 2:8; gennhqeiv kata sarka
begotten or born according to (by) the working of natural passion; kata
pneuma according to (by) the working of the divine promise, <480429>Galatians
4:29, cf. <480423>Galatians 4:23.

2. metaphorically,

a. universally, “to engender, cause to arise, excite”: macav, <550223>2 Timothy
2:23 (blabhn, luphn, etc. in Greek writings).

b. in a Jewish sense, of one who brings others over to his way of life: uJmav
egennhsa I am the author of your Christian life, <460415>1 Corinthians 4:15;
<570110>Philemon 1:10 (Sanhedr. fol. 19, 2 “If one teaches the son of his
neighbor the law, the Scripture reckons this the same as though he had
begotten him”; (cf. Philo, leg. ad Gaium sec. 8)).
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c. after <190207>Psalm 2:7, it is used of God making Christ his son; a. formally
to show him to be the Messiah (uJion tou Qeou), viz. by the resurrection:
<441333>Acts 13:33. b. to be the author of the divine nature which he possesses
(but compare the commentaries on the passages that follow): <580105>Hebrews
1:5; 5:5.

d. peculiarly, in the Gospel and First Epistle of John, of God conferring
upon men the nature and disposition of his sons, imparting to them spiritual
life, i.e. by his own holy power prompting and persuading souls to put faith
in Christ and live a new life consecrated to himself; absolutely <620501>1 John
5:1; mostly in passive, ek Qeou or ek tou Qeou egennhqhsan,
gegennhtai, gegennhmenov, etc.: <430113>John 1:13; <620229>1 John 2:29 (Rec.st

gegenhtai); 3:9; 4:7; 5:1,4,18; also ek tou pneumatov gennasqai,
<430306>John 3:6 (Rec.^elz gegenhmenon), 8; ex uJdatov kai pneumatov
(because that moral generation is effected in receiving baptism ((?) cf.
Schaff’s Lange, Godet, Westcott, on the words, and references under the
word baptisma, 3)), <430305>John 3:5; anwqen gennasqai, <430303>John 3:3,7
(see anwqen, c.) equivalent to teknon Qeou ginesqai, 1:12. (Compare:
anagennaw.)*

{1081} gennhma, gennhmatov, to (from gennaw), “that which has been
begotten or born”;

a. as in the earlier Greek writings from Sophocles down, “the offspring,
progeny,” of men or of animals: ecidnwn, <400307>Matthew 3:7; 12:34; 23:33;
<420307>Luke 3:7; (gunaikwn, Sir. 10:18).

b. from Polybius (1, 71, 1 etc.) on (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 23), “the fruits
of the earth, products of agriculture” (in the Septuagint often gennhmata
thv ghv): <421218>Luke 12:18 (where Tr (txt. WH) ton siton); thv ampelou,
<402629>Matthew 26:29; <411425>Mark 14:25; <422218>Luke 22:18; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p.
286. Metaphorically, “fruit, reward, profit”: thv dikaiosunhv, <470910>2
Corinthians 9:10 (<281012>Hosea 10:12; thv sofiav, Sir. 1:17; 6:19). Further,
see genhma.*

{1082} Gennhsaret (so G T Tr WH), Gennhsareq (Lachmann in
<401434>Matthew 14:34) (Genhsaret Rec. in <410605>Mark 6:58; cf. Tdf. edition 2
Proleg., p. xxxv., edition 7 Proleg., p. liv. note{3}) (Targums rseyneg] or

rsæwONgi (according to Delitzsch (Römerbr. in d. Hebrew übers., p. 27)

rsæyNegi, rsæWNGi; Gennhsar, 1 Macc. 11:67; Josephus, b. j. 2, 20, 6 etc.;
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“Genesara,” Pliny, 5, 15), “Gennesaret,” a very lovely and fertile region on
the Sea of Galilee (Josephus, b. j. 3, 10, 7): hJ gh Gennhsaret <401434>Matthew
14:34; <410653>Mark 6:53; hJ limnh Gennhsaret <420501>Luke 5:1, anciently µy;
tr,N,Ki, <043411>Numbers 34:11, or µy; twOrN}Ki, <061203>Joshua 12:3, from the city

tr,N,Ki, <050317>Deuteronomy 3:17, which was near by; called in the Gospels hJ
qalassa thv Galilaiav, <410116>Mark 1:16; <400418>Matthew 4:18; hJ qalassa
thv Tiberiadov, <430601>John 6:1; 21:1. The lake, according to Josephus, b. j.
3, 10, 7, is 140 stadia long and 40 wide; (its extreme dimensions now are
said to average 12 1/4 miles by 6 3/4 miles, and its level to be nearly 700
feet below that of the Mediterranean). Cf. Rüetschi in Herzog v., p. 6f;
Furrer in Schenkel ii., p. 322ff; (Wilson in “The Recovery of Jerusalem,”
Part ii.; Robinson, Phys. Geog. of the Holy Land, p. 199ff; BB. DD. For
conjectures respecting the derivation of the word cf. Alex.’s Kitto under
the end; Merrill, Galilee in the Time of Christ, sec. vii.).*

{1083} gennhsiv, gennhsewv, hJ (gennaw), “a begetting, engendering”
(often so in Plato); “nativity, birth”: Rec. in <400118>Matthew 1:18 and <420114>Luke
1:14; see genesiv, 2.*

{1084} gennhtov, gennhth, gennhton (gennaw), “begotten, born” (often
in Plato; Diodorus 1, 6ff); after the Hebrew (dWl hV;ai, <181401>Job 14:1, etc.),
gennhtoi gunaikwn (Buttmann, 169 (147), “born of women”) is a
periphrasis for “men,” with the implied idea of weakness and frailty:
<401111>Matthew 11:11; <420728>Luke 7:28.*

{1085} genov, genouv, to (GENW, ginomai), “race”;

a. “offspring”: tinov, <441728>Acts 17:28f (from the poet Aratus);
<662216>Revelation 22:16.

b. “family”: Acts (<440406>Acts 4:6, see arciereuv, 2 at the end); 7:13 (others
refer this to c.); 13:26.

c. “stock, race”: <440719>Acts 7:19; <471126>2 Corinthians 11:26; <500305>Philippians 3:5;
<480114>Galatians 1:14; <600209>1 Peter 2:9; (<011106>Genesis 11:6; 17:14, etc. for µ[æ);
“nation” (i.e. “nationality” or descent from a particular people): <410726>Mark
7:26; <440436>Acts 4:36; 18:2,24.

d. concrete, “the aggregate of many individuals of the same nature, kind,
sort, species”: <401307>Matthew 13:7; 17:21 (T WH omit; Tr brackets the
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verse); <410929>Mark 9:29; <461210>1 Corinthians 12:10,28; 14:10. (With the same
significations in Greek writings from Homer down.)*

Gerashnov, Gerashnou, oJ, “Gerasene,” i.e. belonging to the city Gerasa
(ta Gerasa, Josephus, b. j. 3, 3, 3): <400828>Matthew 8:28 (Lachmann);
<410501>Mark 5:1 (L T WH Tr text); <420826>Luke 8:26 and 37 (L Tr WH)
according to very many manuscripts seen by Origen. But since Gerasa was
a city situated in the southern part of Peraea (Josephus, the passage cited,
cf. 4, 9, 1), or in Arabia (Origen, Works, iv. 140, Deuteronomy la Rue
edition), that cannot be referred to here; see Gadarhnov, and the next
word.*

{1086} Gergeshnov, Gergeshnh, Gergeshnon, “Gergesene,” belonging
to the city Gergesa, which is assumed to have been situated on the eastern
shore of Lake Gennesaret: <400828>Matthew 8:28 Rec. But this reading depends
on the authority and opinion of Origen, who thought the variants found in
his manuscripts Gadarhnwn and Gerashnwn (see these words) must be
made to conform to the testimony of those who said that there was
formerly a certain city Gergesa near the lake. But Josephus knows nothing
of it, and states expressly (Antiquities 1, 6, 2), that no trace of the ancient
Gergesites (A.V. Girgashites, cf. B. D. under the word) (mentioned
<011520>Genesis 15:20; <062411>Joshua 24:11) had survived, except the names
preserved in the O.T. Hence, in <400828>Matthew 8:28 we must read
Gadarhnwn (so T Tr WH) and suppose that the jurisdiction of the city
Gadara extended quite to the Lake of Gennesaret; but that Matthew
(<400834>Matthew 8:34) erroneously thought that this city was situated on the
lake itself. For in <410514>Mark 5:14f; <420834>Luke 8:34, there is no objection to the
supposition that the men came to Jesus from the rural districts alone. (But
for the light thrown on this matter by modern research, see B. D. American
edition under the word Gadara; Thomson, The Land and the Book, ii. 34ff;
Wilson in “The Recovery of Jerusalem”, p. 286f.)*

{1087} gerousia, gerousiav, hJ (adjective gerousiov, belonging to old
men, gerwn), “a senate, council of elders”; used in secular authors of the
chief council of nations and cities (en taiv polesi aJi gerousiai,
Xenophon, mem. 4, 4, 16; in the O.T. of the chief council not only of the
whole people of Israel, <020316>Exodus 3:16, etc.; 1 Macc. 12:6, etc.; but also
of cities, <051912>Deuteronomy 19:12, etc.); of the Great Council, the Sanhedrin
of the Jews: <440521>Acts 5:21, where to to sunedrion is added kai pasan
thn gerousian twn uJiwn Israhl “and indeed” (kai explicative) “all the
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senate,” to signify the full Sanhedrin. Cf. Schürer, Die Gemeindeverfassung
d. Juden in Rom in d. Kaiserzeit nach d. Inschriften dargestellt. Leips.
1879, p. 18f; Hatch, Bamp. Lects. for 1880, p. 64f.)*

{1088} gerwn, gerontov, oJ (from Homer down), “an old man”: <430304>John
3:4. (Synonym: cf. Augustine in Trench, sec. 107:2.)*

{1089} geuw: (cf. Latin gusto, German kosten; Curtius, sec. 131); “to
cause to taste, to give one a taste of,” tina (<012530>Genesis 25:30). In the
N.T. only the middle geuomai: future geusomai; 1 aorist egeusamhn;

1. “to taste, try the flavor of”: <402734>Matthew 27:34; contrary to better Greek
usage (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 7 c. (and p. 36; Anthol. Pal. 6, 120))
with the accusative of the object: <430209>John 2:9.

2. “to taste, i.e. perceive the flavor of, partake of, enjoy”: tinov, <421424>Luke
14:24 (geusetai mou tou deipnou, i.e. shall partake of my banquet);
hence, as in Greek writings from Homer down, equivalent to “to feel, make
trial of, experience”: tinov, <580604>Hebrews 6:4; rhma Qeou, <580605>Hebrews
6:5, (thv gnwsewv, Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 36, 2). as in
Chaldean, Syriac, and rabbinical writers, geuesqai tou qanatou (Winer’s
Grammar, 33 (32)): <401628>Matthew 16:28; <410901>Mark 9:1; <420927>Luke 9:27;
<430852>John 8:52; <580209>Hebrews 2:9; (cf. Wetstein on Matthew, the passage
cited; Meyer on John, the passage cited; Bleek, Lünem., Alford on
Hebrews, the passage cited), followed by oJti: <600203>1 Peter 2:3 (<193309>Psalm
33:9 (<193409>Psalm 34:9).

3. “to take food, eat”: absolutely, <441010>Acts 10:10; 20:11; cf. Kypke,
Observations, ii., p. 47; “to take nourishment, eat” — (but substantially as
above), with the genitive mhdenov, <442314>Acts 23:14; with the ellipsis of a
genitive denoting unlawful food, <510221>Colossians 2:21.*

{1090} gewrgew, gewrgw: (present passive gewrgoumai); (gewrgov,
which see); “to practise agriculture, to till the ground”: thn ghn (Plato,
Theag., p. 121 b.; Eryx., p. 392 d.; (others); 1 Esdr. 4:6; 1 Macc. 14:8);
passive: <580607>Hebrews 6:7.*

{1091} gewrgion, gewrgiou, to, “a (cultivated) field”: <460309>1 Corinthians
3:9 (A.V. “husbandry” (with margin “tillage”)). (<202404>Proverbs 24:45 (30);
<203116>Proverbs 31:16 (<202903>Proverbs 29:34); Theag. in schol. Pindar Nem. 3,
21; Strabo 14, 5, 6, p. 671; (others).)*
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{1092} gewrgov, gewrgou, oJ (from gh and ERGW), from (Herodotus),
Xenophon, and Plato down; “a husbandman, tiller of the soil”: <550206>2
Timothy 2:6; <590507>James 5:7; several times in the Septuagint; used of “a
vine-dresser” (Aelian nat. an. 7, 28; (Plato, Theact., p. 178 d.; others)) in
<402133>Matthew 21:33ff; <411201>Mark 12:1f,7,9; <422009>Luke 20:9f,14,16; <431501>John
15:1.*

{1093} gh, genitive ghv, hJ (contracted from gea, poetic gaia), the
Septuagint very often for xr,a, and hm;d;a}, “earth”;

1. “arable land”: <401305>Matthew 13:5,8,23; <410408>Mark 4:8,20,26,28,31;
<421307>Luke 13:7; 14:35 (34); <431224>John 12:24; <580607>Hebrews 6:7; <590507>James 5:7;
<660904>Revelation 9:4; of the earthy material out of which a thing is formed,
with the implied idea of frailty and weakness: ek ghv coikov, <461547>1
Corinthians 15:47.

2. “the ground, the earth” as a standing-place (German Boden):
<401029>Matthew 10:29; 15:35; 23:35; 27:51; <410806>Mark 8:6; 9:20; 14:35;
<422244>Luke 22:44 (L brackets WH reject the passage); 24:5; <430806>John 8:6,8
(i.e. Rec.); <440904>Acts 9:4,8.

3. the main “land,” opposed to sea or water: <410401>Mark 4:1; 6:47; <420503>Luke
5:3; 8:27; <430621>John 6:21; 21:8f,11; <661212>Revelation 12:12.

4. “the earth” as a whole, “the world” (Latin terrarum orbis); a. “the earth
as opposed to the heavens”: <400518>Matthew 5:18,35; 6:10; 16:19; 18:18;
24:35; <411331>Mark 13:31; <420214>Luke 2:14; <431232>John 12:32; <440219>Acts 2:19; 4:24;
<610305>2 Peter 3:5,7,10,13; <662101>Revelation 21:1; ta epi thv ghv the things and
beings that are on the earth, <490110>Ephesians 1:10; <510116>Colossians 1:16 (T WH
omit; L Tr brackets ta); involving a suggestion of mutability, frailty,
infirmity, alike in thought and in action, <400619>Matthew 6:19; ta epi thv ghv
(equivalent to ta epigeia, <500319>Philippians 3:19) terrestrial goods,
pleasures, honors, <510302>Colossians 3:2 (opposed to ta anw); ta melh uJmwn
ta epi thv ghv the members of your earthly body, as it were the abode and
instruments of corrupt desires, <510305>Colossians 3:5; oJ wn ek thv ghv ...
lalei (in contrast with Christ as having come from heaven) he who is of
earthly (human) origin, has an earthly nature, and speaks as his earthly
origin and nature prompt, <430331>John 3:31. b. “the inhabited earth,” the abode
of men and animals: <422135>Luke 21:35; <440108>Acts 1:8; 10:12; 11:6; 17:26;
<581113>Hebrews 11:13; <660310>Revelation 3:10; airein zwhn tinov or tina apo
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thv ghv, <440833>Acts 8:33; 22:22; klhronomein thn ghn (see klhronomew,
2), <400505>Matthew 5:5 (4); pur ballein epi (Rec. eiv) thn ghn, i.e. among
men, <421249>Luke 12:49, cf. <421251>Luke 12:51 and <401034>Matthew 10:34; epi thv
ghv among men, <421808>Luke 18:8; <431704>John 17:4.

5. “a country, land enclosed within fixed boundaries, a tract of land,
territory, region”; simply, when it is plain from the context what land is
meant, as that of the Jews: <420425>Luke 4:25; 21:23; <450928>Romans 9:28;
<590517>James 5:17; with a gentile noun added (then, as a rule, anarthrous,
Winer’s Grammar, 121 (114f)): gh Israhl, <400220>Matthew 2:20f; Iouda,
<400206>Matthew 2:6; Gennhsaret, <401434>Matthew 14:34; <410653>Mark 6:53;
Sodomwn kai Gomorrwn, <401015>Matthew 10:15; 11:24; Caldaiwn,
<440704>Acts 7:4; Aiguptov (see Aiguptov); hJ Ioudaia gh, <430322>John 3:22; with
the addition of an adjective: allotria, <440706>Acts 7:6; ekeinh, <400926>Matthew
9:26,31; with the genitive of person “one’s country,” native land, <440703>Acts
7:3.

{1094} ghrav, ghraov (gerwv), Ionic ghreov, dative ghrei, ghrei, to
(from Homer down), “old age”: <420136>Luke 1:36 en ghrei G L T Tr WH for
Rec. en ghra, a form found without variant in Sir. 25:3; (also <199115>Psalm
91:15 (Psalm 92); cf. <011515>Genesis 15:15 Alexandrian LXX; <012107>Genesis
21:7; 25:8; <132928>1 Chronicles 29:28 ibid.; Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians
10, 7 variant; cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 117); Fritzsche on Sir. 3:12; Sturz,
Deuteronomy dial. Maced. etc., p. 155; Winer’s Grammar, (36 and) 64
(62); (Buttmann, 15 (14)).*

{1095} ghraskw or ghraw: 1 aorist eghrasa; from Homer down; (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 92 (88); Donaldson, New Crat. sec. 387); “to grow
old”: <432118>John 21:18; of things, institutions, etc., “to fail from age, be
obsolescent”: <580813>Hebrews 8:13 (to be deprived of force and authority;
(here associated with palaioumenov — the latter (used only of things)
marking the lapse of time, while ghraskwn carries with it a suggestion of
the waning strength, the decay, incident to old age (cf. Schmidt, chapter
46, 7; Theophrastus, caus. pl. 6, 7, 5): “that which is becoming old and
faileth for age” etc.)).*

{1096} ginomai (in Ionic prose writings and in common Greek from
Aristotle, on for Attic gignomai); (imperfect eginomhn); future
genhsomai; 2 aorist egenomhn (often in 3 person singular optative
genoito; (participle genamenov, <422422>Luke 24:22 Tdf. edition 7)), and, with
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no difference in significance, 1 aorist passive egenhqhn, rejected by the
Atticists (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 108f; (Thomas Magister, Ritschl edition, p.
75, 6f)), not rare in later Greek, common in the Septuagint (<440404>Acts 4:4;
<520214>1 Thessalonians 2:14; <461510>1 Corinthians 15:10, etc.), imperative
genhqhtw (<400610>Matthew 6:10; 15:28, etc.); perfect gegenhmai and
gegona, 3 person plural gegonan L T Tr WH in <451607>Romans 16:7 and
<662106>Revelation 21:6 (cf. (Tdf. Proleg., p. 124; WH’s Appendix, p. 166;
Sophocles’ Lexicon, p. 37f; Curtius, Das Verbum, 2:187); Winer’s
Grammar, 36 and 76f (73f); Mullach, p. 16; Buttmann, 43 (37f)),
(participle gegonwv); pluperfect 3 person singular egegonei (<430617>John 6:17
(not Tdf.); <440422>Acts 4:22 (where L T Tr WH gegonei, cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 12, 9; Buttmann, 33 (29); Tdf.’s note on the passage)); “to
become,” and

1. “to become, i.e. to come into existence, begin to be, receive being”:
absolutely, <430115>John 1:15,30 (emprosqen mou gegonen); <430858>John 8:58
(prin Abraam genesqai); <461537>1 Corinthians 15:37 (to swma to
genhsomenon); ek tinov, “to be born,” <450103>Romans 1:3 (ek spermatov
Dauid); <480404>Galatians 4:4 (ek gunaikov); <402119>Matthew 21:19 (mhketi ek
sou karpov genhtai, “come from”); of the origin of all things,
<581103>Hebrews 11:3; dia tinov, <430103>John 1:3,10. “to rise, arise, come on,
appear,” of occurrences in nature or in life: as ginetai bronth, <431229>John
12:29; astraph, <660805>Revelation 8:5; seismov, Revelation (<660612>Revelation
6:12; 11:13); 16:18; galhnh, <400826>Matthew 8:26; <410439>Mark 4:39; <420824>Luke
8:24; lailay, <410437>Mark 4:37; goggusmov, <440601>Acts 6:1; zhthsiv, <430325>John
3:25 (followed by ek of origin; stasiv kai zhthsiv), <441502>Acts 15:2
(Griesbach questions zhthsiv, Rec. reads suzhthsiv); polemov,
<661207>Revelation 12:7; hJ basileia (or aJi basileiai) k.t.l., <661115>Revelation
11:15; 12:10; cara, <440808>Acts 8:8, and in many other examples Here belong
also the phrases ginetai hJmera “it becomes day, day comes on,” <420442>Luke
4:42; 6:13; 22:66; <441218>Acts 12:18; 16:35; 23:12; 27:29,33,39; ginesqai
oye “evening comes,” <411119>Mark 11:19, equivalent to ginesqai oyia,
<400816>Matthew 8:16; 14:15,23; 16:2 (T brackets WH reject the passage);
26:20; <411417>Mark 14:17; <430616>John 6:16, etc.; prwia, <402701>Matthew 27:1;
<432104>John 21:4; nux, <442727>Acts 27:27 (cf. under the word epiginomai 2);
skotia, <430617>John 6:17 (not Tdf.). Hence,

2. “to become equivalent to to come to pass, happen,” of events;
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a. universally: <400518>Matthew 5:18; 24:6,20,34; <420120>Luke 1:20; 12:54; 21:28;
<430128>John 1:28; 13:19, etc.; touto gegonen, iJna etc. “this hath come to
pass” that etc., <400122>Matthew 1:22; 21:4; 26:56; ta genomena or ginomena,
<401831>Matthew 18:31; 27:54; 28:11; <422348>Luke 23:48; (cf. ta genomena
agaqa, <580911>Hebrews 9:11 L WH text Tr marginal reading); to genomenon,
<422347>Luke 23:47; to gegonov, <410514>Mark 5:14; <422412>Luke 24:12 (T omits; L Tr
brackets; WH reject the verse); <440421>Acts 4:21; to rhma to gegonov,
<420215>Luke 2:15; ta mellonta ginesqai, <422136>Luke 21:36; <442622>Acts 26:22;
thn anastasin hdh gegonenai, <550218>2 Timothy 2:18; qanatou
genomenou a death having taken place (German nach erfolgtem Tode),
<580915>Hebrews 9:15. mh genoito, a formula especially frequent in Paul (and
in Epictetus, cf. Schweigh. Index Graec. in Epictetus, p. 392), “Far be it!
God forbid!” (cf. Morison, Exposition of Romans 3, p. 31f): <422016>Luke
20:16; <450304>Romans 3:4,6,31; 6:2,15; 7:7,13; 9:14; 11:1,11; <460615>1
Corinthians 6:15; <480217>Galatians 2:17; 3:21 (equivalent to hl;ylij;,
<062229>Joshua 22:29, etc.); cf. Sturz, Deuteronomy dial. Maced. etc., p. 204f;
ti gegonen, oJti etc. “what has come to pass, that” etc. equivalent to for
what reason, why? <431422>John 14:22 (ti egeneto, oJti ... <210711>Ecclesiastes 7:11
(10); ti estin, wJv etc., Euripides, Troad. 889).

b. Very common in the first three Gospels, especially that of Luke, and in
the Acts, is the phrase kai egeneto (yhiy]wæ followed by w); cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 65, 4 e. (also sec. 44, 3 c.), and especially Buttmann, sec.
141, 6.

(a.) kai egeneto kai with a finite verb: <410215>Mark 2:15 ((Tr text kai
[ginetai]), T WH kai ginetai (followed by the accusative and infinitive));
<420215>Luke 2:15 (R G L brackets Tr brackets); 8:1; 14:1; 17:11; 19:15; 24:15
(WH brackets kai); followed by kai idou, <400910>Matthew 9:10 (T omits
kai before idou); <422404>Luke 24:4.

(b.) much more often kai is not repeated: <400728>Matthew 7:28; <410404>Mark 4:4;
<420123>Luke 1:23; 2: (15 T WH), 46; 6:12; 7:11; 9:18,33; 11:1; 19:29; 24:30.

(g.) kai egeneto followed by the accusative with an infinitive: <410223>Mark
2:23 (Winer’s Grammar, 578 (537) note); <420601>Luke 6:1, 6 (R G egeneto de
kai).

c. In like manner egeneto de
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(a.) followed by kai with a finite verb: <420501>Luke 5:1; 9:28 (WH text omits;
L brackets kai, 51; 10:38 R G T, L Tr marginal reading brackets kai);
<440507>Acts 5:7.

(b.) egeneto de followed by a finite verb without kai: <420108>Luke 1:8; 2:1,6;
(6:12 R G L); 8:40 (WH Tr text omit egeneto); 9:37; 11:14,27.

(g.) egeneto de followed by the accusative with an infinitive: <420321>Luke
3:21; (<420601>Luke 6:1,6 L T Tr WH, 12 T Tr WH); 16:22; <440405>Acts 4:5; 9:3
(without de),32,37; 11:26 R G; 14:1; (16:16; 19:1); 28:8 (17).

(d.) egeneto de (wJv de egeneto) followed by tou with an infinitive:
<441025>Acts 10:25 (Rec. omits tou), cf. Meyer at the passage and Winer’s
Grammar, 328 (307); (Buttmann, 270 (232)).

d. with the dative of person “to occur or happen to one, befall one”:
followed by an infinitive, <442016>Acts 20:16; ean genhtai (namely, autw)
eJurein auto, if it happen to him, <401813>Matthew 18:13; emoi de mh genoito
kaucasqai “far be it from me to glory,” <480614>Galatians 6:14 (<014407>Genesis
44:7,17; <112003>1 Kings 20:3 (<112103>1 Kings 21:3); Alciphron, epistles 1, 26);
followed by the accusative with an infinitive “it happened to me, that” etc.:
<441126>Acts 11:26 L T Tr WH (but the accusative implied); 22:6,17 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 323 (303); Buttmann, 305 (262)); with adverbs, “go,
fare” (German ergehen): eu, <490603>Ephesians 6:3 (mh genoito soi oJutw
kakwv, Aelian v. h. 9, 36). with specification of the thing befalling one: ti
gegonen (L T Tr text WH egeneto) autw, <440740>Acts 7:40 (from <023201>Exodus
32:1); egeneto (L T Tr WH egineto) pash yuch fobov fear came upon,
<440243>Acts 2:43. — <410411>Mark 4:11; 9:21; <421909>Luke 19:9; <430514>John 5:14; 15:7;
<451125>Romans 11:25; <460405>1 Corinthians 4:5; <470108>2 Corinthians 1:8 (G L T Tr
WH omit the dative); <550311>2 Timothy 3:11; <600412>1 Peter 4:12; with the ellipsis
of hJmin, <430117>John 1:17. egeneto (autw) gnwmh a purpose occurred to him,
he determined, <442003>Acts 20:3 (Buttmann, 268 (230), but T Tr WH read
egeneto gnwmhv; see below, 5 e. (a.)). followed by prepositions: ep’ auth
“upon” (German bei or an) “her,” <410533>Mark 5:33 (R G L brackets); eiv
tina, <442806>Acts 28:6.

3. “to arise, appear” in history, come upon the stage: of men appearing in
public, <410104>Mark 1:4; <430106>John 1:6 (on which two passages compare
Winer’s Grammar, 350 (328); Buttmann, 308f (264f)); <610201>2 Peter 2:1;
gegonasi, have arisen and now exist, <620218>1 John 2:18.
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4. “to be made, done, finished”: ta erga, <580403>Hebrews 4:3; dia ceirwn, of
things fabricated, <441926>Acts 19:26; of miracles “to be performed, wrought”:
dia twn ceirwn tinov, <410602>Mark 6:2; dia tinov, <440243>Acts 2:43; 4:16,30;
12:9; uJpo tinov, <420907>Luke 9:7 (R L (but the latter brackets uJp’ autou));
<421317>Luke 13:17; 23:8; genomena eiv thn Kafarnaoum done unto (on)
Capernaum i.e. for its benefit (Winer’s Grammar, 416 (388); (cf.
Buttmann, 333 (286))), <420423>Luke 4:23 (Rec. en th Kafarnaoum) of
commands, decisions, purposes, requests, etc. “to be done, executed”:
<400610>Matthew 6:10; 21:21; 26:42; <411123>Mark 11:23; <421422>Luke 14:22; 23:24;
<442114>Acts 21:14; genhsetai oJ logov will be accomplished the saying, <461554>1
Corinthians 15:54. joined to nouns implying a certain action: hJ apwleia
gegone, <411404>Mark 14:4; apografh, <420202>Luke 2:2; epaggelia genomenh
uJpo Qeou given by God, <442606>Acts 26:6; anakrisiv, <442526>Acts 25:26;
nomou metaqesiv, <580712>Hebrews 7:12; afesiv, <580922>Hebrews 9:22. of
institutions, laws, etc. “to be established, enacted”: to sabbaton egeneto,
the institution of the Sabbath, <410227>Mark 2:27; oJ nomov, <480317>Galatians 3:17;
oJu gegonen oJutwv hath not been so ordained, <401908>Matthew 19:8. of feasts,
marriages, entertainments, “to be kept, celebrated”: to pasca,
<402602>Matthew 26:2 (equivalent to hc,[}næ, <122322>2 Kings 23:22); to sabbaton,
<410602>Mark 6:2; ta egkainia, <431022>John 10:22; (genesioiv genomenoiv (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 9 b.; R G genesiwn agomenwn), <401406>Matthew
14:6) (ta Olumpia, Xenophon, Hell. 7, 4, 28; Isqmia, 4, 5, 1); gamov,
<430201>John 2:1. oJutwv genhtai en emoi so done with me, in my case, <460915>1
Corinthians 9:15.

5. “to become, be made,” “in passages where it is specified who or what a
person or thing is or has been rendered, as respects quality, condition,
place, rank, character” (Wahl, Clavis Apocr. V. T., p. 101).

a. with a predicate added, expressed by a substantive or an adjective: oJi
liqoi oJutoi artoi genwntai, <400403>Matthew 4:3; <420403>Luke 4:3; uJdwr
oinon gegenhmenon, <430209>John 2:9; arciereuv genomenov, <580620>Hebrews
6:20; diakonov, <510125>Colossians 1:25; oJ logov sarx egeneto, <430114>John
1:14; anhr, <461311>1 Corinthians 13:11, and many other examples; cariv
ouketi ginetai cariv grace ceases to have the nature of grace, can no
longer be called grace, <451106>Romans 11:6; akarpov ginetai, <401322>Matthew
13:22; <410419>Mark 4:19; — in <401702>Matthew 17:2; <420817>Luke 8:17; <430506>John 5:6,
and many other places. contextually, “to show oneself, prove oneself”:
<421036>Luke 10:36; 19:17; 24:19; <451134>Romans 11:34; 16:2; <470118>2 Corinthians
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1:18 Rec.; <520106>1 Thessalonians 1:6; 2:7; <581106>Hebrews 11:6, etc.; especially
in exhortations: ginesqe, <401016>Matthew 10:16; 24:44; <420636>Luke 6:36;
<490432>Ephesians 4:32; <510315>Colossians 3:15; mh ginou, <432027>John 20:27; mh
ginesqe, <400616>Matthew 6:16; <490507>Ephesians 5:7,17; <461007>1 Corinthians 10:7;
mh ginwmeqa, <480526>Galatians 5:26; hence, used declaratively, equivalent to
“to be found, shown”: <421302>Luke 13:2 (that it was shown by their fate that
they were sinners); <450304>Romans 3:4; <470714>2 Corinthians 7:14; — ginomai
tini tiv to show oneself (to be) someone to one: <460920>1 Corinthians
9:20,22.

b. with an interrogative pronoun as predicate: ti oJ Petrov egeneto what
had become of Peter, <441218>Acts 12:18 (cf. use of ti egeneto in Act.
Philippians in Hell. sec. 23, Tdf. Acta apost. apocr., p. 104).

c. ginesqai wJv or wJsei tina “to become as or like to one”: <401025>Matthew
10:25; 18:3; 28:4; <410926>Mark 9:26; <422244>Luke 22:44 (L brackets WH reject
the passage); <450929>Romans 9:29 (from <230109>Isaiah 1:9); <460413>1 Corinthians 4:13;
<480412>Galatians 4:12.

d. ginesqa eiv ti “to become” i.e. be changed “into something, come to
be, issue in, something” (German zu etwas werden): egenhqh eiv
kefalhn gwniav, <402142>Matthew 21:42; <411210>Mark 12:10; <422017>Luke 20:17;
<440411>Acts 4:11; <600207>1 Peter 2:7 — all after <19B702>Psalm 117:22 (Psalm 118).
<421319>Luke 13:19 (eiv dendron mega); <431620>John 16:20; <440536>Acts 5:36;
<451109>Romans 11:9 (from Psalm 68: (69) 23); <520305>1 Thessalonians 3:5;
<660811>Revelation 8:11; 16:19, etc. (equivalent to hy;j; l]; but the expression is
also classic; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 29, 3 a.; Buttmann, 150 (131)).

e. ginesqai with Cases;

(a.) with the genitive “to become the property of anyone, to come into the
power of a person or thing” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 5; especially
Buttmann, 162 (142)): <422014>Luke 20:14 (L marginal reading estai), 33;
<661115>Revelation 11:15; (gnwmhv, <442003>Acts 20:3 T Tr WH (cf. elpidov
megalhv ginesqai Plutarch, Phocylides, 23, 4)); profhteia idiav
epilusewv ou ginetai no one can explain prophecy by his own mental
power (it is not a matter of subjective interpretation), but to explain it one
needs the same illumination of the Holy Spirit in which it originated, for
etc. <610120>2 Peter 1:20. genesqai with a genitive indicating one’s age (to be)
so many years old: <420242>Luke 2:42; <540509>1 Timothy 5:9.
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(b.) with the dative (cf. W 210f (198)): ginesqai andri “to become a
man’s” wife, <450703>Romans 7:3f (vyail] hy;j;, <032212>Leviticus 22:12; <080112>Ruth
1:12, etc.). f. joined to prepositions with their substantives; en tini, “to
come or pass into a certain state” (cf. Buttmann, 330 (284)): en agwnia,
<422244>Luke 22:44 (L brackets WH reject the passage); en ekstasei, <442217>Acts
22:17; en pneumati, <660110>Revelation 1:10; 4:2; en doxh (R.V. “came with
(in) glory”), <470307>2 Corinthians 3:7; en parabasei, <540214>1 Timothy 2:14; en
eJautw, to come to himself, recover reason, <441211>Acts 12:11 (also in Greek
writings; cf. Hermann ad Vig., p. 749); en Cristw, to be brought to the
fellowship of Christ, to become a Christian, <451607>Romans 16:7; en
oJmoiwmati anqrwpwn, to become like men, <502007>Philippians 2:7; en logw
kolakeiav (R. V. “were we found using”) flattering speech, <520205>1
Thessalonians 2:5. epanw tinov “to be placed over a thing,” <421919>Luke
19:19. meta tinov or sun tini “to become one’s companion, associate
with him”: <411610>Mark 16:10; <440738>Acts 7:38; 20:18; uJpo tina “to be made
subject to one,” <480404>Galatians 4:4. (Cf. h. below.) g. with specification of
the “terminus of motion or the place of rest”: eiv with the accusative of
place, to come to some place, arrive at something, <442016>Acts 20:16; 21:17;
25:15; wJv egeneto ... eiv ta wta mou when the voice came into my ears,
<420144>Luke 1:44; eiv with the accusative of person, of evils coming upon one,
<661602>Revelation 16:2 R G; of blessings, <480314>Galatians 3:14; <520105>1
Thessalonians 1:5 (Lachmann prov; <442606>Acts 26:6 L T Tr WH); genesqai
epi tou topou, <422240>Luke 22:40; epi thv ghv, <430621>John 6:21 (Tdf. epi thn
ghn); wJde, <430625>John 6:25 (ekei, Xenophon, an. 6, 3 (5), 20; (cf. Buttmann,
71)); epi with the accusative of place, <422422>Luke 24:22; <442135>Acts 21:35;
(<430621>John 6:21 Tdf.); egeneto diwgmov epi thn ekklhsian, <440801>Acts 8:1;
egeneto fobov or qambov epi pantav, <420165>Luke 1:65; 4:36; <440505>Acts
5:5,11; (ekstasiv, <441010>Acts 10:10 (Rec. epepesen)); eJlkov kakon kai
ponhron epi touv anqrwpouv, <661602>Revelation 16:2 L T Tr WH; egeneto
... rhma epi tina, logov or fwnh prov tina (“came to”): <420302>Luke 3:2;
<431035>John 10:35; <440731>Acts 7:31 (Rec.); 10:13 (<011501>Genesis 15:1,4;
<240102>Jeremiah 1:2,11; 13:8; <260601>Ezekiel 6:1; <280101>Hosea 1:1); (epaggelia,
<441332>Acts 13:32; 26:6 Rec.); kata with the accusative of place, <421032>Luke
10:32 (Tr WH omit); <442707>Acts 27:7, (Xenophon, Cyril 7, 1, 15); kata with
the genitive: to genomenon rhma kaq’ oJlhv thv Ioudaiav the matter the
report of which spread throughout all Judaea, <441037>Acts 10:37; prov tina,
<630112>2 John 1:12 (Rec. elqein); <460203>1 Corinthians 2:3; sun tini, to be
joined to one as an associate, <420213>Luke 2:13 (Xenophon, Cyril 5, 3, 8);
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egguv ginesqai, <490213>Ephesians 2:13; tinov, <430619>John 6:19; (h.) (with ek of
the source (see above): <410111>Mark 1:11 (Tdf. omits egeneto); 9:7 (T Tr
marginal reading WH); <420322>Luke 3:22; 9:35; <441934>Acts 19:34); ginesqai ek
mesou, to be taken out of the way, <530207>2 Thessalonians 2:7; genesqai
oJmoqumadon, of many come together in one place, <441525>Acts 15:25 cf.
<440201>Acts 2:1 (but only in R G; genomenoiv oJmoqumadon in 15:25 may
mean either “having become of one mind,” or possibly “having come
together with one accord”. On the alleged use of ginomai in the N.T. as
interchangeable with eimi see Fritzschior. Opuscc., p. 284 note. Compare:
apoginomai, diaginomai, epiginomai, paraginomai, sumginomai
paraginomai, proginomai.)

{1097} ginwskw (Attic gignwskw, see ginomai at the beginning; from
GNOW, as bibrwskw from BROW); (imperfect eginwskon); future
gnwsomai; 2 aorist egnwn (from GNWMI), imperative gnwqi, gnwtw,
subjunctive gnw (3 person singular gnoi, <410543>Mark 5:43; 9:30; <421915>Luke
19:15 L T Tr WH, for R G gnw (Buttmann, p. 46 (40); cf. didwmi at the
beginning)), infinitive gnwnai, participle gnouv; perfect egnwka (<431707>John
17:7; 3 person plural egnwkan for egnwkasi, see references in ginomai
at the beginning); pluperfect egnwkein; passive (present 3 person singular
ginwsketai (<411328>Mark 13:28 Tr marginal reading)); perfect egnwsmai; 1
aorist egnwsqhn; future gnwsqhsomai; in Greek writings from Homer
down; the Septuagint for [dæy;; Latin nosco, novi (i.e. gnosco, gnovi);

I. universally:

1. “to learn to know, come to know, get a knowledge of”; passive “to
become known”: with the accusative, <402218>Matthew 22:18; <410543>Mark 5:43;
<442134>Acts 21:34; <460419>1 Corinthians 4:19; <470204>2 Corinthians 2:4; <510408>Colossians
4:8; <520305>1 Thessalonians 3:5, etc. Passive, <401026>Matthew 10:26; <440924>Acts
9:24; <500405>Philippians 4:5, etc.; (impersonally, ginwsketai, <411328>Mark 13:28
Tr marginal reading T 2, 7); ti ek tinov, <401233>Matthew 12:33; <420644>Luke
6:44; <620406>1 John 4:6; tina or ti en tini, to find a sign in a thing by which
to know, to recognize in or by something, <422435>Luke 24:35; <431335>John 13:35;
<620402>1 John 4:2; kata ti gnwsomai touto, the truth of this promise,
<420118>Luke 1:18 (<011508>Genesis 15:8); peri thv didachv, <430717>John 7:17. often
the object is not added, but is readily understood from what precedes:
<400930>Matthew 9:30; 12:15 (the consultation held by the Pharisees); <410724>Mark
7:24 (he would have no one know that he was present): <410930>Mark 9:30;
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<451019>Romans 10:19, etc.; followed by oJti, <402145>Matthew 21:45; <430401>John 4:1;
5:6; 12:9, etc.; followed by the interrogative ti, <400603>Matthew 6:3; <421604>Luke
16:4; apo tinov to learn from one, <411545>Mark 15:45. with the accusative of
person to recognize as worthy of intimacy and love, to own; so those
whom God has judged worthy of the blessings of the gospel are said uJpo
tou Qeou ginwskesqai, <460803>1 Corinthians 8:3; <480409>Galatians 4:9 (on both
cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 39, 3 Note 2; Buttmann, 55 (48)); negatively, in
the sentence of Christ oudepote egnwn uJmav, I never knew you, never
had any acquaintance with you, <400723>Matthew 7:23. “to perceive, feel”:
egnw tw swmati, oJti etc. <410529>Mark 5:29; egnwn dunamin exelqousan
ap’ emou, <420846>Luke 8:46.

2. “to know, understand, perceive, have knowledge of”; a. “to
understand”: with the accusative, ta legomena, <421834>Luke 18:34; aJ
anaginwskeiv, <440830>Acts 8:30; followed by oJti, <402145>Matthew 21:45;
<430827>John 8:27f; <471306>2 Corinthians 13:6; <480307>Galatians 3:7; <590220>James 2:20;
followed by interrog, ti, <431006>John 10:6; 13:12,28; oJ katergazomai ou
ginwskw I do not understand what I am doing, my conduct is inexplicable
to me, <450715>Romans 7:15. b. “to know”: to qelhma, <421247>Luke 12:47; tav
kardiav, <421615>Luke 16:15; ton mh gnonta aJmartian ignorant of sin, i.e.
not conscious of having committed it, <470521>2 Corinthians 5:21; epistolh
ginwskomenh kai anaginwskomenh, <470302>2 Corinthians 3:2; tina, to
know one, his person, character, mind, plans: <430148>John 1:48 (49); 2:24;
<441915>Acts 19:15; <550219>2 Timothy 2:19 (from <041605>Numbers 16:5); followed by
oJti, <432117>John 21:17; <500112>Philippians 1:12; <590103>James 1:3; <610120>2 Peter 1:20;
followed by the accusative with an infinitive <581034>Hebrews 10:34; followed
by an indirect question, <660303>Revelation 3:3; EJllhnisti ginwskein, “to
know Greek” (graece scire, Cicero, de fin. 2, 5): <442137>Acts 21:37
(epistasqai suristi, Xenophon, Cyril 7, 5, 31; graece nescire, Cicero,
pro Flac. 4, 10); iste (Rec. este) ginwskontev ye know, understanding
etc. (R. V. “ye know of a surety,” etc.), <490505>Ephesians 5:5; see Winer’s
Grammar, 355 (333); (cf. Buttmann, 51 (44); 314 (269)). imperative
ginwskete “know ye”: <402432>Matthew 24:32f,43; <411329>Mark 13:29; <421011>Luke
10:11; <431518>John 15:18; <440236>Acts 2:36; <581323>Hebrews 13:23; <620229>1 John 2:29.

3. by a Hebraistic euphemism (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 18), found also in
Greek writings from the Alexandrian age down, ginwskw is used of the
carnal connection of male and female, rem cum aliquo or aliqua habere
(cf. our “have a (criminal) intimacy with”): of a husband, <400125>Matthew 1:25;
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of the woman, <420134>Luke 1:34; (<010401>Genesis 4:1,17; 19:8; <090119>1 Samuel 1:19,
etc.; Judith 16:22; Callimachus (260 B. C.) epigr. 58, 3; often in Plutarch;
cf. Vögelin, Plutarch, Brut., p. 10ff; so also Latin cognosco, Ovid. met. 4,
596; novi, Justin Martyr, hist. 27, 3, 11).

II. In particular ginwskw, “to become acquainted with, to know,” is
employed in the N.T. of the knowledge of God and Christ, and of the
things relating to them or proceeding from them; a. ton Qeon, the one,
true God, in contrast with the polytheism of the Gentiles: <450121>Romans 1:21;
<480409>Galatians 4:9; also ton monon alhqinon Qeon, <431703>John 17:3 cf. <620520>1
John 5:20; ton Qeon, the nature and will of God, in contrast with the false
wisdom of both Jews and Gentiles, <460121>1 Corinthians 1:21; ton patera,
the nature of God the Father, especially the holy will and affection by
which he aims to sanctify and redeem men through Christ, <430855>John 8:55;
16:3; <620203>1 John 2:3f,14 (13); 3:1,6; 4:8; a peculiar knowledge of God the
Father is claimed by Christ for himself, <431015>John 10:15; 17:25; gnwqi ton
kurion, the precepts of the Lord, <580811>Hebrews 8:11; to qelhma (of God),
<450218>Romans 2:18; noun kuriou, <451134>Romans 11:34; <460216>1 Corinthians 2:16;
thn sofian tou Qeou, <460208>1 Corinthians 2:8; tav oJdouv tou Qeou,
<580310>Hebrews 3:10 (from <199410>Psalm 94:10 (<199510>Psalm 95:10).

b. Criston, his blessings, <500310>Philippians 3:10; in Criston egnwkenai
kata sarka, <470516>2 Corinthians 5:16, Paul speaks of that knowledge of
Christ which he had before his conversion, and by which he knew him
merely in the form of a servant, and therefore had not yet seen in him the
Son of God. According to John’s usage, ginwskein, egnwkenai
Criston denotes “to come to know, to know,” his Messianic dignity
(<431703>John 17:3; 6:69); his divinity (ton ap’ archv, <620213>1 John 2:13f cf.
<430110>John 1:10), his consummate kindness toward us, and the benefits
redounding to us from fellowship with him (in Christ’s words ginwskomai
uJpo twn emwn, <431014>John 10:14 (according to the critical texts
ginwskousin me ta ema)); his love of God (<431431>John 14:31); his sinless
holiness (<620306>1 John 3:6). John unites pisteuein and ginwskein, at one
time putting pisteuein first: <430669>John 6:69 (cf. Schaff’s Lange or Meyer at
the passage); but at another time ginwskein: <431038>John 10:38 (according to
R G, for which L T Tr WH read iJna gnwte kai ginwskhte (R. V. “know
and understand”)); <431708>John 17:8 (L brackets kai egnwsan); <620416>1 John
4:16 (the love of God).
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c. gnwnai ... ta tou pneumatov the things which proceed from the Spirit,
<460214>1 Corinthians 2:14; to pneuma thv alhqeiav kai to pneuma thv
planhv, <620406>1 John 4:6; ta musthria thv basileiav twn ouranwn,
<401311>Matthew 13:11; thn alhqeian, <430832>John 8:32; <630101>2 John 1:1;
absolutely, of the knowledge of divine things, <461312>1 Corinthians 13:12; of
the knowledge of things lawful for a Christian, <460802>1 Corinthians 8:2.

(Synonyms: ginwskein, eidenai, epistasqai, sunienai: In classic
usage (cf. Schmidt, chapter 13), ginwskein, distinguished from the rest by
its original inchoative force, denotes a discriminating apprehension of
external impressions, a knowledge grounded in personal experience.
eidenai, literally, ‘to have seen with the mind’s eye,’ signifies a clear and
purely mental perception, in contrast both to conjecture and to knowledge
derived from others. epistasqai primarily expresses the knowledge
obtained by proximity to the thing known (cf. our “understand,” German
verstehen); then knowledge viewed as the result of prolonged practice, in
opposition to the process of learning on the one hand, and to the uncertain
knowledge of a dilettante on the other. sunienai implies native insight,
the soul’s capacity of itself not only to lay hold of the phenomena of the
outer world through the senses, but by combination (sun and iJenai) to
arrive at their underlying laws. Hence, sunienai may mark an antithesis to
sense-perception; whereas ginwskein marks an advance upon it. As
applied e.g. to a work of literature, ginwskein expresses an acquaintance
with it; epistasqai the knowledge of its contents; sunienai the
understanding of it, a comprehension of its meaning. ginwskein and
eidenai most readily come into contrast with each other; if eidenai and
epistasqai are contrasted, the former refers more to natural, the latter to
acquired knowledge. In the N.T., as might be expected, these distinctions
are somewhat less sharply marked. Such passages as <430126>John 1:26,31,48
(49); 7:27f; 21:17; <470516>2 Corinthians 5:16; <620520>1 John 5:20 may seem to
indicate that, sometimes at least, ginwskw and oida are nearly
interchangeable; yet see <430310>John 3:10,11; 8:55 (yet cf. 17:25); <620229>1 John
2:29 (“know ... perceive”), and the characteristic use of eidenai by John
to describe our Lord’s direct insight into divine things: 3:11; 5:32 (contrast
42); 7:29; 8:55; 12:50, etc; cf. Lightfoot’s note on <480409>Galatians 4:9; Green,
‘Critical Notes’ etc., p. 75 (on <430855>John 8:55); Westcott on <430224>John 2:24.
ginwskw and epistamai are associated in <441915>Acts 19:15 (cf. Green, as
above, p. 97); oida and ginwskw in <460211>1 Corinthians 2:11; <490505>Ephesians
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5:5; oida and epistamai in <650110>Jude 1:10. Compare: anaginwskw,
diaginwskw, epiginwskw, katainwskw, proginwskw.)

{1098} gleukov, gleukouv, to, “must,” the sweet juice pressed from the
grape; Nicander, alex. 184, 299; Plutarch, others; <183219>Job 32:19; “sweet
wine”: <440213>Acts 2:13. (Cf. BB. DD. under the word Wine.)*

{1099} glukuv, glukeia, gluku, “sweet”: <590311>James 3:11 (opposed to
pikron); 12 (opposed to aJlukon); <661009>Revelation 10:9 (10). (From
Homer down.)*

{1100} glwssa, glwshv, hJ (from Homer down), “the tongue”;

1. “the tongue,” a member of the body, the organ of speech: <410733>Mark
7:33,35; <420164>Luke 1:64; 16:24; <461409>1 Corinthians 14:9; <590126>James 1:26;
3:5,6,8; <600310>1 Peter 3:10; <620318>1 John 3:18; (<661610>Revelation 16:10). By a
poetic and rhetorical usage, especially Hebraistic, that member of the body
which is chiefly engaged in some act has ascribed to it what belongs to the
man; the “tongue” is so used in <440226>Acts 2:26 (hgalliasato hJ glwssa
mou); <450313>Romans 3:13; 14:11; <503211>Philippians 2:11 (the tongue of every
man); of the little tongue-like flames symbolizing the gift of foreign
tongues, in <440203>Acts 2:3.

2. “a tongue,” i.e. the “language” used by a particular people in distinction
from that of other nations: <440211>Acts 2:11; hence, in later Jewish usage
(<236618>Isaiah 66:18; <270304>Daniel 3:4; 5:19 Theodotion; 6:25; 7:14 Theodotion;
<070308>Judges 3:8) joined with fulh, laov, eqnov, it serves to designate
people of various languages (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 32), <660509>Revelation 5:9;
7:9; 10:11; 11:9; 13:7; 14:6; 17:15. lalein eJteraiv glwssaiv “to speak
with other” than their native i.e. in foreign “tongues,” <440204>Acts 2:4, cf.
<440206>Acts 2:6-11; glwssaiv lalein kainaiv “to speak with new tongues”
which the speaker has not learned previously, <411617>Mark 16:17 (but Tr text
WH text omit; Tr marginal reading brackets kainaiv); cf. DeWette on
Acts, p. 27ff (correct and supplement his references by Meyer on <461210>1
Corinthians 12:10; cf. also B. D. under the word “Tongues, Gift of”). From
both these expressions must be carefully distinguished the simple phrases
lalein glwssaiv, glwssaiv lalein, lalein glwssh, glwssh
lalein (and proseucesqai glwssh, <461414>1 Corinthians 14:14), “to speak
with (in) a tongue (the organ of speech), to speak with tongues”; this, as
appears from <461407>1 Corinthians 14:7ff, is the gift of men who, rapt in an
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ecstasy and no longer quite masters of their own reason and consciousness,
pour forth their glowing spiritual emotions in strange utterances, rugged,
dark, disconnected, quite unfitted to instruct or to influence the minds of
others: <441046>Acts 10:46; 19:6; <461230>1 Corinthians 12:30; 13:1; 14:2,4-
6,13,18,23,27,39. The origin of the expression is apparently to be found in
the fact, that in Hebrew the tongue is spoken of as the leading instrument
by which the praises of God are proclaimed (hJ twn qeiwn uJmnwn
melwdov, 4 Macc. 10:21, cf. <193402>Psalm 34:28 (<193528>Psalm 35:28); 65:17
(<196617>Psalm 66:17); 70:24 (<197124>Psalm 71:24); <19C502>Psalm 125:2 (<19C602>Psalm
126:2); <440226>Acts 2:26; <503211>Philippians 2:11; lalein en glwssh, <193804>Psalm
38:4 (<193904>Psalm 39:4), and that according to the more rigorous conception
of inspiration nothing human in an inspired man was thought to be active
except the tongue, put in motion by the Holy Spirit (katacrhtai eJterov
autou toiv fwnhthrioiv organoiv, stomati kai glwtth prov
mhnusin wJn an qelh, Philo, rer. div. haer. sec. 53 (i. 510, Mang.
edition)); hence, the contrast diatounwv (critical editions tw noi)
lalein, <461419>1 Corinthians 14:19 cf. <461409>1 Corinthians 14:9. The plural in
the phrase glwssaiv lalein, used even of a single person (<461405>1
Corinthians 14:5f), refers to the various motions of the tongue. By
metonymy, of the cause for the effect, glwssai “tongues” are equivalent
to logoi en glwssh (<461419>1 Corinthians 14:19) “words spoken in a tongue”
(Zungenvorträge): <461308>1 Corinthians 13:8; 14:22; genh glwsswn, <461210>1
Corinthians 12:10,28, of which two kinds are mentioned viz. proseuch
and yalmov, <461415>1 Corinthians 14:15; glwssan ecw, something to utter
with a tongue, <461426>1 Corinthians 14:26. (On ‘Speaking with Tongues’ see,
in addition to the discussions above referred to, Wendt in the 5th edition of
Meyer on Acts (<440204>Acts 2:4); Heinrici, Korinthierbriefe, i., 372ff; Schaff,
Hist. of the Chronicles Church, i. 234-245 (1882); Farrar, St. Paul, i.
95ff.)*

{1101} glwssokomon, glwssokomou, to (for the earlier
glwssokomeion or glwssokomion (Winer’s Grammar, 24 (23), 94 (90);
yet see Boeckh, Corpus inscriptions 2448, 8:25, 31), from glwssa and
komew to tend);

a. “a case in which to keep the mouth-pieces of wind instruments”.

b. “a small box for other uses also”; especially “a casket, purse to keep
money in”: <431206>John 12:6; 13:29; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 98f. (For ˆwOra; a
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chest, <142408>2 Chronicles 24:8,10f; Josephus, Antiquities 6, 1, 2; Plutarch,
Longin, others.)*

{1102} gnafeuv, gnafewv, oJ (also (earlier) knafeuv, from gnaptw or
knaptw to card), “a fuller”: <410903>Mark 9:3. (Herodotus, Xenophon, and
following; the Septuagint <230703>Isaiah 7:3; 36:2; <121817>2 Kings 18:17.)*

{1103} gnhsiov, gnhsia, gnhsion (by syncope for genhsiov from
ginomai, genomai (cf. Curtius, sec. 128)), “legitimately born, not
spurious; genuine, true, sincere”: <500403>Philippians 4:3; <540102>1 Timothy 1:2;
<560104>Titus 1:4; to thv agaphv gnhsion equivalent to thn gnhsiothta
(A.V. (“the sincerity”), <470808>2 Corinthians 8:8. (From Homer down.)*

{1104} gnhsiwv, adverb, “genuinely, faithfully, sincerely”: <505920>Philippians
2:20. (From Euripides down.)*

{1105} gnofov, gnofou, oJ (for the earlier (and poetic) dnofov, akin to
nefov (so Alexander Buttmann (1873) Lexil. 2:266; but see Curtius, pp.
704f, 706, cf. 535; Vanicek, p. 1070)), “darkness, gloom”: <581218>Hebrews
12:18. (Aristotle, de mund. c. 2 at the end, p. 392b, 12; Lucian, de mort.
Peregr. 43; Din Chrysostom; the Septuagint also for ˆnæ[; a cloud,
<050411>Deuteronomy 4:11, etc. and for lp,r;[} ‘thick cloud,’ <022021>Exodus 20:21,
etc.; (Trench, sec. c.).)*

{1106} gnwmh, gnwmhv, hJ (from ginwskw);

1. “the faculty of knowing, mind, reason”.

2. that which is thought or known, one’s mind;

a. “view, judgment, opinion”: <460110>1 Corinthians 1:10; <661713>Revelation 17:13.

b. mind concerning what ought to be done,

aa. by oneself, “resolve, purpose, intention”: egeneto gnwmh (T Tr
WH gnwmhv, see ginomai 5 e. a.) tou uJpostrefein, <442003>Acts 20:3
(Buttmann, 268 (230)).

bb. by others, “judgment, advice”: didonai gnwmhn, <460725>1 Corinthians
7:25 (40); <470810>2 Corinthians 8:10.
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cc. “decree”: <661717>Revelation 17:17; cwriv thv shv gnwmhv, without
thy consent, <570114>Philemon 1:14. (In the same senses in Greek writings;
(cf. Schmidt, chapter 13, 9; Meyer on <460110>1 Corinthians 1:10).)*

{1107} gnwrizw; future gnwrisw (<431726>John 17:26; <490621>Ephesians 6:21;
<510407>Colossians 4:7), Attic gnwriw (<510409>Colossians 4:9 (L WH gnwrisw;
Buttmann, 37 (32); WH’s Appendix, p. 163)); 1 aorist egnwrisa; passive
(present gnwrizomai); 1 aorist egnwrisqhn; in Greek writings from
Aeschylus down (see at the end); the Septuagint for [æydiwOh and Chaldean

[dæwOh;

1. transitive, “to make known”: ti, <450922>Romans 9:22f; ti tini, <420215>Luke
2:15; <431515>John 15:15; 17:26; <440228>Acts 2:28; <470801>2 Corinthians 8:1;
<490305>Ephesians 3:5,10 (passive in these two examples); <490621>Ephesians 6:21;
<510407>Colossians 4:7,9; <610116>2 Peter 1:16; tini to musthrion, <490109>Ephesians
1:9; 3:3 (G L T Tr WH read the passive); 6:19; tini oJti, <461203>1 Corinthians
12:3; tini ti, oJti equivalent to tini oJti ti, <480111>Galatians 1:11; followed
by ti interrogative <510127>Colossians 1:27; peri tinov, <420217>Luke 2:17 L T Tr
WH; gnwrizesqw prov ton Qeon be brought to the knowledge of God,
<500406>Philippians 4:6; gnwrizesqai eiv panta ta eqnh to be made known
unto all the nations, <451626>Romans 16:26; contextually and emphatically
equivalent to to recall to one’s mind, as though what is made known had
escaped him, <461501>1 Corinthians 15:1; with the accusative of person
((Plutarch, Fab. Max. 21, 6)), in passive, “to become known, be
recognized”: <440713>Acts 7:13 Tr text WH text.

2. intransitive, “to know”: ti aJirhsomai, ou gnwrizw, <500122>Philippians
1:22 (WH marginal reading punctuate ti aJirhsomai; ou gnwrizw; some
refer this to 1 (R. V. marginal reading “I do not make known”), cf. Meyer
at the passage In earlier Greek gnwrizw signifies either ‘to gain a
knowledge of,’ or ‘to have thorough knowledge of.’ Its later (and N.T.)
causative force seems to be found only in Aeschylus Prom. 487; cf.
Schmidt vol. i., p. 287; Lightfoot on Philippians, the passage cited
Compare: anagnwrizw, diagnwrizw).*

{1108} gnwsiv, gnwsewv, hJ (ginwskw) (from Thucydides down),
“knowledge”: with the genitive of the object, swthriav, <420177>Luke 1:77;
tou Qeou, the knowledge of God, such as is offered in the gospel, <470214>2
Corinthians 2:14, especially in Paul’s exposition of it, <471005>2 Corinthians
10:5; thv doxhv tou Qeou en proswpw Cristou, <470406>2 Corinthians 4:6;
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Ihsou Cristou, of Christ as a saviour, <500308>Philippians 3:8; <610318>2 Peter
3:18; with subjunctive genitive tou Qeou, the knowledge of things which
belongs to God, <451133>Romans 11:33. gnwsiv, by itself, signifies in general
“intelligence, understanding”: <490319>Ephesians 3:19; the general knowledge of
the Christian religion, <451514>Romans 15:14; <460105>1 Corinthians 1:5; the deeper,
more perfect and enlarged knowledge of this religion, such as belongs to
the more advanced, <461208>1 Corinthians 12:8; 13:2,8; 14:6; <470606>2 Corinthians
6:6; 8:7; 11:6; especially of things lawful and unlawful for Christians, <460801>1
Corinthians 8:1,7,10f; the higher knowledge of Christian and divine things
which false teachers boast of, yeudwnomov gnwsiv, <540620>1 Timothy 6:20
(cf. Holtzmann, Pastoralbriefe, p. 132f); moral wisdom, such as is seen in
right living, <610105>2 Peter 1:5; and in contact with others: kata gnwsin,
wisely, <600307>1 Peter 3:7. objective “knowledge”: what is known concerning
divine things and human duties, <450220>Romans 2:20; <510203>Colossians 2:3;
concerning salvation through Christ, <421152>Luke 11:52. Where gnwsiv and
sofia are used together the former seems to be knowledge regarded by
itself, the latter wisdom as exhibited in action: <451133>Romans 11:33; <461208>1
Corinthians 12:8; <510203>Colossians 2:3. (“gnwsiv is simply intuitive, sofia is
ratiocinative also; gnwsiv applies chiefly to the apprehension of truths,
sofia superadds the power of reasoning about them and tracing their
relations.” Lightfoot on Colossians, the passage cited. To much the same
effect Fritzsche (on Romans, the passage cited), “gnwsiv perspicientia
veri, sofia sapientia aut mentis sollertia, quae cognita intellectaque
veritate utatur, ut res efficiendas efficiat.“ Meyer (on 1 Corinthians, the
passage cited) nearly reverses Lightfoot’s distinction; elsewhere, however
(e.g. on Colossians, the passage cited, cf. 9), he and others regard sofia
merely as the more general, gnwsiv as the more restricted and special
term. Cf. Lightfoot as above; Trench, sec. lxxv.)*

{1109} gnwsthv, gnwstou, oJ (a knower), “an expert; a connoisseur”:
<442603>Acts 26:3. (Plutarch, Flam. c. 4; Qeov oJ twn kruptwn gnwsthv, Hist.
Susanna, verse 42; of those who divine the future, <092803>1 Samuel 28:3, 9,
etc.)*

{1110} gnwstov, gnwsth, gnwston, “known”: <440942>Acts 9:42; tini,
<431815>John 18:15f; <440119>Acts 1:19; 15:18 R L; 19:17; 28:22; gnwston estw
uJmin “be it known to you”: <440214>Acts 2:14; 4:10; 13:38; 28:28; contextually,
“notable,” <440416>Acts 4:16; gnowston poiein to make known, disclose:
<441517>Acts 15:17f G T Tr WH (others construe gnwsta as predicate of
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tauta: R. V. marginal reading “who doeth these things” which were
“known”; cf. Meyer at the passage). to gnwston tou Qeou, either “that
which may be known of God,” or equivalent to gnwsiv tou Qeou, for
both come to the same thing: <450119>Romans 1:19; cf. Fritzsche at the passage
and Winer’s Grammar, 235 (220) (and Meyer (edited by Weiss) at the
passage). plural oJi gnwstoi “acquaintance, intimates,” <193012>Psalm 30:12
(<193112>Psalm 31:12); (Psalm 87:9,19 (<198809>Psalm 88:9,19)); <160510>Nehemiah 5:10;
<420244>Luke 2:44; 23:49. (In Greek writings from Aeschylus down.)*

{1111} gogguzw; imperfect egogguzon; 1 aorist egoggusa; “to murmur,
mutter, grumble, say anything in a low tone” (according to Pollux and
Phavorinus used of the cooing of doves, like the tonqruzw and
tonqoruzw of the more elegant Greek writings; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 358;
(Winer’s Grammar, 22; Lightfoot on <504114>Philippians 2:14)); hence, of those
who confer together secretly, ti peri tinov, <430732>John 7:32; of those who
discontentedly complain: <461010>1 Corinthians 10:10; prov tina, <420530>Luke
5:30; met’ allhlwn, <430643>John 6:43; kata itnov, <402011>Matthew 20:11; peri
tinov, <430641>John 6:41,61. (the Septuagint; Antoninus 2, 3; Epictetus diss. 1,
29, 55; 4, 1, 79; (others).) (Compare: diagogguzw.)*

{1112} goggusmov, goggusmou, oJ (gogguzw, which see), “a murmur,
murmuring, muttering”; applied to a. secret debate: peri tinov, <430712>John
7:12. b. secret displeasure, not openly avowed: prov tina, <440601>Acts 6:1; in
plural cwriv or aneu goggusmwn without querulous discontent, without
murmurings, i.e. with a cheerful and willing mind, <504114>Philippians 2:14;
<600409>1 Peter 4:9 (where L T Tr WH read the singular). (<021607>Exodus 16:7ff;
Sap. 1:10f; Antoninus 9, 37.)*

{1113} goggusthv, goggustou, oJ, “a murmurer” (Vulgate, Augustine,
murmurator), one who discontentedly complains (against God; for
memyimoiroi is added): <650116>Jude 1:16. (<202621>Proverbs 26:21 Theodotion, 22
Symmachus; 26:20,22 Graecus Venetus)*

{1114} gohv, gohtov, oJ (goaw to bewail, howl);

1. “a wailer, howler”: Aeschylus choëph. 823 (Hermann, et al. gohthv).

2. “a juggler, enchanter” (because incantations used to be uttered in a kind
of howl).
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3. “a deceiver, impostor”: <550313>2 Timothy 3:13; (Herodotus, Euripides,
Plato, and subsequent writers).*

{1115} Golgoqa (Tr WH, or Golgoqa R G L T (see Tdf. Proleg., p.
102; Kautzsch, p. 10); also Golgoqa L WH marginal reading in <431917>John
19:17; accusative Golgoqan Tdf. in <411522>Mark 15:22 (WH Golgoqan, see
their Appendix, p. 160), elsewhere indeclinable, Winer’s Grammar, 61
(60)), “Golgotha,” Chaldean at;l]g;l]Gu, Hebrews tl,GOl]Gu (from llæG; to roll),
i.e. kranion, “a skull” (Latin calvaria], the name of a place outside of
Jerusalem where Jesus was crucified; so called, apparently, because its
form resembled a skull: <402733>Matthew 27:33; <411522>Mark 15:22; <431917>John
19:17. Cf. Tobler, Golgatha. St. Gall. 1851; Furrer in Schenkel ii. 506ff;
Keim, Jesus von Naz. iii. 404f; (Porter in Alex.’s Kitto under the word; F.
Howe, The true Site of Calvary, N. Y., 1871).*

{1116} Gomorra (or Gomorra, cf. Chandler sec. 167), Gomorrav, hJ,
and Gomorrwn, ta (cf. Buttmann, 18 (16); Tdf. Proleg., p. 116; WH’s
Appendix, p. 156), “Gomorrah” (hr;mo[}, cf. hZ;[æ Gaza), the name of a city
in the eastern part of Judaea, destroyed by the same earthquake (cf. B. D.
under the word Sea, The Salt) with Sodom and its neighbor cities:
<011924>Genesis 19:24. Their site is now occupied by the Asphaltic Lake or
Dead Sea (cf. BB. DD., see under the words, Gomorrah and Sodom):
<401015>Matthew 10:15; <410611>Mark 6:11 R L in brackets; <450929>Romans 9:29; <610206>2
Peter 2:6; <650107>Jude 1:7.*

{1117} gomov, gomou, oJ (gemw);

a. “the lading or freight of a ship, cargo, merchandise conveyed in a ship”:
<442103>Acts 21:3 (Herodotus 1, 194; (Aeschylus), Demosthenes, others; (in the
Septuagint the “load” of a beast of burden, <022305>Exodus 23:5; <120517>2 Kings
5:17)).

b. any “merchandise”: <661811>Revelation 18:11f.*

{1118} goneuv, gonewv, oJ (GENW, gegona) (Homer h. Cer., Hesiod,
others); “a begetter, parent”; plural oJi goneiv “the parents”: <420241>Luke
2:41,43 L text T Tr WH; (8:56); 21:16; <430902>John 9:2,3,20,22,23; <471214>2
Corinthians 12:14; <450130>Romans 1:30; <490601>Ephesians 6:1; <510320>Colossians 3:20;
<550302>2 Timothy 3:2; accusative plural goneiv: <401021>Matthew 10:21; (19:29
Lachmann marginal reading); <420227>Luke 2:27; (18:29); <411312>Mark 13:12;
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(<430918>John 9:18); on this form cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 9, 2; (Buttmann,
14 (13)).*

{1119} gonu, gonatov, to (from Homer down), “the knee”: <581212>Hebrews
12:12; tiqenai ta gonata “to bend the knees, kneel down,” of persons
supplicating: <422241>Luke 22:41; <440760>Acts 7:60; 9:40; 20:36; 21:5; of (mock)
worshippers, <411519>Mark 15:19, so also prospiptein toiv gonasi tinov,
<420508>Luke 5:8 (of a suppliant in Euripides, Or. 1332); kamptein ta gonata
“to bow the knee,” of those worshipping God or Christ: tini, <451104>Romans
11:4; prov tina, <490314>Ephesians 3:14; reflexively, gonu kamptei tini, “to”
i.e. in honor of one, <451411>Romans 14:11 (<111918>1 Kings 19:18); en onomati
Ihsou, <502910>Philippians 2:10 (<234523>Isaiah 45:23).*

{1120} gonupetew, gonupetw; 1 aorist participle gonupethsav;
(gonupethv, and this from gonu and PETW equivalent to piptw); “to fall
on the knees,” the act of one imploring aid, and of one expressing
reverence and honor: tini, <401714>Matthew 17:14 Rec.; tina, ibid. G L T Tr
WH; <410140>Mark 1:40 R G Tr text brackets WH brackets; 10:17; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 210 (197); (Buttmann, 147f (129)); emprosqen tinov,
<402729>Matthew 27:29. (Polybius, Heliodorus; ecclesiastical writings.)*

{1121} gramma, grammatov, to (grafw), “that which has been written”;

1. “a letter” i.e. the character: <422338>Luke 23:38 (R G L brackets Tr marginal
reading brackets); <480611>Galatians 6:11.

2. “any writing, a document or record”;

a. “a note of hand, bill, bond, account, written acknowledgment of debt”
(as scriptio in Varro sat. Men. 8, 1 (cf. Edersheim ii., 268ff)): <421606>Luke
16:6f. ((Josephus, Antiquities 18, 6, 3), in L text T Tr WH plural ta
grammata; so of one document also in Antiph., p. 114 (30); Demosthenes,
p. 1034, 16; Vulgate cautio).

b. “a letter, an epistle”: <442821>Acts 28:21; (Herodotus 5, 14; Thucydides 8,
50; Xenophon, Cyril 4, 5, 26, etc.).

c. ta iJera grammata “the sacred writings” (of the O.T.; (so Josephus,
Antiquities prooem. sec. 3; 10, 10, 4 at the end; contra Apion 1, 10; Philo,
de vit. Moys. 3, 39; de praem. et poen. sec. 14; leg. ad Gai. sec. 29, etc. —
but always ta iJera grammata)): <550315>2 Timothy 3:15 (here T WH omit; L
Tr brackets ta); gramma equivalent to the written law of Moses,
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<450227>Romans 2:27; Mwusewv grammata, <430547>John 5:47. Since the Jews so
clave to the letter of the law that it not only became to them a mere letter
but also a hindrance to true religion, Paul calls it gramma in a disparaging
sense, and contrasts it with to pneuma i.e. the divine Spirit, whether
operative in the Mosaic law, <450229>Romans 2:29, or in the gospel, by which
Christians are governed, <450706>Romans 7:6; <470306>2 Corinthians 3:6f (but in <470307>2
Corinthians 3:7 R G T WH read the plural written “in letters,” so L
marginal reading Tr marginal reading).

3. ta grammata, like the Latin litterae, English “letters,” equivalent to
“learning”: <442624>Acts 26:24; eidenai, memaqhkenai grammata (cf.
German studirt haben), of sacred learning, <430715>John 7:15. (manqanein,
epistasqai, etc., grammata are used by the Greeks of the rudiments of
learning; cf. Passow, i. p. 571; (Liddell and Scott, under the word, II. a.).)*

{1122} grammateuv, grammatewv (accusative plural grammateiv,
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 9, 2; (Buttmann, 14 (13))), oJ (gramma), the
Septuagint for rpeso and rfevo;

1. in secular authors and here and there in the O.T. (e.g. <100817>2 Samuel 8:17;
20:25; <121902>2 Kings 19:2; 25:19; <194402>Psalm 44:2 (<194502>Psalm 45:2), “a clerk,
scribe,” especially “a public scribe, secretary, recorder,” whose office and
influence differed in different states: <441935>Acts 19:35 (Sir. 10:5); (cf.
Lightfoot in The Contemporary Review for 1878, p. 294; Wood,
Discoveries at Ephesus, Appendix, Inscriptions from the Great Theatre, p.
49 n.),

2. in the Bible, “a man learned in the Mosaic law and in the sacred writings,
an interpreter, teacher”: <402334>Matthew 23:34; <460120>1 Corinthians 1:20 (called
also nomikov in <421025>Luke 10:25, and nomodidaskalov in <420517>Luke 5:17;
(Meyer (on <402235>Matthew 22:35), while denying any essential different
between grammateuv and nomikov (cf. <421152>Luke 11:52,53 — yet see
critical texts), regards the latter name as the more specific (“a
jurisconsult”) and Classic, grammateuv as the more general (“a learned
man”) and Hebraistic; it is also the more common in the Apocrypha, where
nomikov occurs only 4 Macc. 5:3. As “teachers” they were called
nomodidaskaloi. Cf. B. D. under the word Lawyer, also under the word
Scribes I. 1 note)); <240808>Jeremiah 8:8 (cf. 2:8); <160801>Nehemiah 8:1f; 12:26,36;
2 Esdr. 7:6,11, and especially Sir. 38:24,31ff; 39:1-11. The grammateiv
explained the meaning of the sacred oracles, <400204>Matthew 2:4 (grammateiv
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tou laou, <060110>Joshua 1:10; 1 Macc. 5:42; cf. Sir. 44:4); 17:10; <410911>Mark
9:11; 12:35; examined into the more difficult and subtile questions of the
law, <400903>Matthew 9:3; <410206>Mark 2:6f; 12:28; added to the Mosaic law
decisions of various kinds thought to elucidate its meaning and scope, and
did this to the detriment of religion, <400520>Matthew 5:20; 15:1ff; 23:2ff;
<410701>Mark 7:1ff; cf. <421146>Luke 11:46. Since the advice of men skilled in the
law was needed in the examination of causes and the solution of difficult
questions, they were enrolled in the Sanhedrin; and accordingly in the N.T.
they are often mentioned in connection with the priests and elders of the
people: <402115>Matthew 21:15; 26:3 R G; <411118>Mark 11:18,27; 14:1; 15:1;
<421947>Luke 19:47; 20:1; 22:2. Cf. Schürer, Neutest. Zeitgesch. sec. 25 ii.;
Klöpper in Schenkel v. 247ff; (and thorough articles in BB. DD. under the
word Scribes; cf. Winer’s Grammar, Robertson Smith, The O.T. in the
Jewish Ch., Lect. iii.):

3. universally, “a religious teacher”: grammateuv maqhteuqeiv eiv thn
basileian twn ouranwn a teacher so instructed that from his learning
and ability to teach advantage may redound to the kingdom of heaven,
<401352>Matthew 13:52 (but G T Tr WH read maqhteuqeiv th basileia (L
en th basileian); and many interpret “made a disciple unto the kingdom
of heaven” (which is personified); see maqhteuw, at the end).

{1123} graptov, grapth, grapton, “written”: <450215>Romans 2:15.
(Gorgias, Apology Palam., p. 190 under the end; the Septuagint; others.)*

{1124} grafh, grafhv, hJ (grafw, cf. glufh and glufw);

a. “a writing, thing written” (from Sophocles down): pasa grafh “every
scripture” namely, of the O.T., <550316>2 Timothy 3:16; plural grafai aJgiai,
holy scriptures, the sacred books (of the O.T.), <450102>Romans 1:2;
profhtikai, <451626>Romans 16:26; aJi grafai twn profhtwn, <402656>Matthew
26:56.

b. hJ grafh, “the Scripture” kat’ exochn, “the holy scripture” (of the
O.T.) — and used to denote either the book itself, or its contents (some
would restrict the singular grafh always to “a particular passage”; see
Lightfoot on <480322>Galatians 3:22): <430738>John 7:38; 10:35; <440832>Acts 8:32;
<450403>Romans 4:3; <480322>Galatians 3:22; 4:30; <590208>James 2:8; <600206>1 Peter 2:6;
<610120>2 Peter 1:20; also in plural aJi grafai: <402142>Matthew 21:42; 26:54;
<411449>Mark 14:49; <422427>Luke 24:27; <430539>John 5:39; <441702>Acts 17:2,11; 18:24,28;
<461503>1 Corinthians 15:3f; once aJi grafai comprehends also the books of
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the N.T. already begun to be collected into a canon, <610316>2 Peter 3:16; by
metonymy, hJ grafh is used for God speaking in it: <450917>Romans 9:17;
<480430>Galatians 4:30; hJ grafh is introduced as a person and distinguished
from God in <480308>Galatians 3:8. eidenai tav grafav, <402229>Matthew 22:29;
<411224>Mark 12:24; sunienai, <422445>Luke 24:45.

c. “a certain portion or section of holy Scripture”: <411210>Mark 12:10; <420421>Luke
4:21; <431937>John 19:37; <440116>Acts 1:16. (Cf. B. D. under the word Scripture.)

{1125} grafw; (imperfect egrafon); future grayw; 1 aorist egraya;
perfect gegrafa; passive (present grafomai); perfect gegrammai;
(pluperfect 3 person singular egegrapto, <661708>Revelation 17:8 Lachmann);
2 aorist egrafhn; (properly, “to grave, scrape, scratch, engrave”; cf.
German graben, eingraben; grayen de oJi osteon acriv aicmh, Homer,
Iliad 17, 599; shmata grayav en pinaki, ibid. 6, 169; hence, “to draw
letters”), “to write”;

1. with reference to the form of the letters; “to delineate (or form) letters”
on a tablet, parchment, paper, or other material: tw daktulw egrafen
eiv thn ghn made figures on the ground, <430806>John 8:6 Rec.; oJutw grafw
so I am accustomed to form my letters, <530317>2 Thessalonians 3:17;
phlikoiv grammasi egraya with how large (and so, ill-formed (?))
letters I have written, <480611>Galatians 6:11; cf. Winer, Rückert, Hilgenfeld at
the passage (for the views of those who regard egraya as covering the
close of the Epistle only, see Lightfoot and Meyer; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
278 (261); Buttmann, 198 (171f)).

2. with reference to the contents of the writing;

a. “to express in written characters,” followed by the words expressed:
egraye legwn. Iwannhv esti to onoma autou, <420163>Luke 1:63; mh
grafe. OJ basileuv twn Ioudaiwn k.t.l., <431921>John 19:21; grayon
makarioi k.t.l., <661413>Revelation 14:13. grafw ti, <431922>John 19:22; passive
<660103>Revelation 1:3; epi ti, <660217>Revelation 2:17; 19:16; ti epi tina,
<660312>Revelation 3:12; epi tinov, <661401>Revelation 14:1.

b. “to commit to writing” (things not to be forgotten), “write dozen,
record”: <660119>Revelation 1:19 (grayon aJ eidev); <661004>Revelation 10:4;
grafein eiv biblion, <660111>Revelation 1:11; epi to biblion thv zwhv,
<661708>Revelation 17:8; gegrammenwn en tw bibliw (or th biblw), en toiv
biblioiv, <661308>Revelation 13:8; 20:12,15; 21:27; 22:18,19; ta onomata
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uJmwn egrafh (eggrafh (eggrafh Tr see Nu) gegrammenon T Tr WH)
en toiv ouranoiv, i.e. that ye have been enrolled with those for whom
eternal blessedness has been prepared, <421020>Luke 10:20; grafein ti tini, to
record something for someone’s use, <420103>Luke 1:3.

c. egrafh and gegraptai (in the Synoptists and Paul), and gegrammenon
esti (in John), are used of those things which stand written in the sacred
books (of the O.T.); absolutely gegraptai, followed by the quotation
from the sacred vol.: <400404>Matthew 4:4,6f,10; 21:13; <410706>Mark 7:6; 11:17;
14:27; <420408>Luke 4:8; 19:46; kaqwv gegraptai, <441515>Acts 15:15, very often
in Paul, as <450117>Romans 1:17; 2:24; 3:4 (see below); <460131>1 Corinthians 1:31;
2:9; <470815>2 Corinthians 8:15; 9:9; kaqaper gegrammenon, <451108>Romans 11:8
T Tr WH; (<450304>Romans 3:4 T Tr WH); gegraptai gar, <402631>Matthew
26:31; <420410>Luke 4:10; <442305>Acts 23:5; <451219>Romans 12:19; 14:11; <460319>1
Corinthians 3:19; <480310>Galatians 3:10,13 Rec.; 4:22,27; oJ logov oJ
gegrammenov, <461554>1 Corinthians 15:54; kata to gegrammenon, <470413>2
Corinthians 4:13; gegrammenon esti, <430217>John 2:17; 6:31; 12:14; egrafh
de prov nouqesian hJmwn, <461011>1 Corinthians 10:11; egrafh di’ hJmav for
our sake, <450424>Romans 4:24; <460910>1 Corinthians 9:10; with the name of the
author of the written words or of the books in which they are found:
gegraptai en biblw yalmwn, <440120>Acts 1:20; en biblw twn profhtwn,
<440742>Acts 7:42; en tw prwtw (R WH deuterw) yalmw, <441333>Acts 13:33; en
HJsaia, <410102>Mark 1:2 (not Rec.), etc. tina or ti “to write of,” i.e. “in
writing to mention or refer to” a person or a thing: oJn egraye Mwushv
whom Moses had in mind in writing of the Messiah, or whose likeness
Moses delineated, <430145>John 1:45 (46); Mwushv grafei thn dikaiosunhn
thn ek nomou, Moses, writing the words oJti oJ poihsav auta k.t.l.,
points out the righteousness which is of the law, <451005>Romans 10:5.
gegraptai, grafein, etc. peri tinov, concerning one: <402624>Matthew
26:24; <411421>Mark 14:21; <430546>John 5:46; <441329>Acts 13:29; epi ton uJion tou
anqrwpou, that it should find fulfilment in him, <410912>Mark 9:12f (cf. iJna,
II. 2b.); ep’ autw, on him i.e. of him (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 393 (368)
(and epi, Buttmann, 2f. [b.])), <431216>John 12:16; ta gegrammena tw uJiw
tou anqrwpou written for him, allotted to him in Scripture, i.e. to be
accomplished in his career, <421831>Luke 18:31; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31,
4; (yet cf. Buttmann, 178 (154)); Mwushv egrayen uJmin iJna etc. Moses
in the Scripture commanded us that etc. (cf. Buttmann, 237 (204)),
<411219>Mark 12:19; <422028>Luke 20:28. d. grafein tini “to write to one, i.e. by
writing” (in a written epistle) “to give information, directions, etc. to one”:
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<451515>Romans 15:15; <470204>2 Corinthians 2:4, 9 (dative implied); 7:12;
<570121>Philemon 1:21; <610315>2 Peter 3:15; <620212>1 John 2:12ff; di’ oligwn, <600512>1
Peter 5:12; dia melanov kai kalamou, <640113>3 John 1:13; followed by the
words written or to be written in the letter: <441523>Acts 15:23; <660201>Revelation
2:1,8,12,18; 3:1,7,14; grafein tini ti, <461437>1 Corinthians 14:37; <470113>2
Corinthians 1:13; 2:3 (L T Tr WH omit the dative); <480120>Galatians 1:20;
<540314>1 Timothy 3:14; <620104>1 John 1:4 (R G L); 2:1; peri tinov, <620226>1 John
2:26; <442523>Acts 25:23; <470901>2 Corinthians 9:1; <520409>1 Thessalonians 4:9; 5:1;
<650103>Jude 1:3; dia ceirov tinov, to send a letter by one, <441523>Acts 15:23 (see
ceir); grafein tini, followed by an infinitive, by letter to bid one do a
thing, <441827>Acts 18:27; followed by mh with an infinitive (to forbid, write
one not to etc.), <460509>1 Corinthians 5:9,11.

3. “to fill with writing” (German beschreiben): biblion gegrammenon
eswqen kai opisqen “a volume written within and behind, on the back,”
hence, on both sides, <660501>Revelation 5:1 (<260210>Ezekiel 2:10); cf. Düsterdieck
(Alford, others) at the passage

4. “to draw up in writing, compose”: biblion, <411004>Mark 10:4; <432125>John
21:25 (Tdf. omit the verse; see WH’s Appendix at the passage); titlon,
<431919>John 19:19; epistolhn, <442325>Acts 23:25; <610301>2 Peter 3:1; entolhn tini
to write a commandment to one, <411005>Mark 10:5; <620207>1 John 2:7f; <630105>2 John
1:5. (Compare: apografw, eggrafw, epigrafw, katagrafw, pro-
grafw.)

{1126} grawdhv, grawdev (from grauv an old woman, and eidov),
“old-womanish, anile” (A.V. “old wives’“): <540407>1 Timothy 4:7. (Strabo 1,
p. 32 (p. 44, Sieben. edition); Galen; others.)*

{1127} grhgorew, grhgorw; 1 aorist egrhgorhsa; (from egrhgora, to
have been roused from sleep, to be awake, perfect of egeirw; cf. Lob. ad
Phryn., p. 118f; Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii., p. 158; (Winer’s
Grammar, 26 (25); 92 (88))); “to watch”;

1. properly: <402443>Matthew 24:43; 26:38,40; <411334>Mark 13:34; 14:34,37;
<421237>Luke 12:37,39 R G L Tr text WH text As “to sleep” is often equivalent
to “to die,” so once, <520510>1 Thessalonians 5:10, grhgorew means “to live,
be alive” on earth.

2. Metaphorically, “to watch i.e. give strict attention to, be cautious,
active”: — to take heed lest through remissness and indolence some
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destructive calamity suddenly overtake one, <402442>Matthew 24:42; 25:13;
<411335>Mark 13:35,(37); <661615>Revelation 16:15; or lest one be led to forsake
Christ, <402641>Matthew 26:41; <411438>Mark 14:38; or lest one fall into sin, <520506>1
Thessalonians 5:6; <461613>1 Corinthians 16:13; <600508>1 Peter 5:8; <660302>Revelation
3:2f; or be corrupted by errors, <442031>Acts 20:31; en tini, “to be watchful
in,” employ the most punctilious care in a thing: <510402>Colossians 4:2. (the
Septuagint; (Baruch 2:9; 1 Macc. 12:27; Aristotle, plant. 1, 2, p. 816b, 29,
37); Josephus, Antiquities 11, 3, 4; Achilles Tatius; others) (Synonym: see
agrupnew. Compare: diagrhgorew.)*

{1128} gumnazw; (perfect passive participle gegumnasmenov); (gumnov);
common in Greek writings from Aeschylus down;

1. properly, “to exercise naked” (in the palaestra).

2. “to exercise” vigorously, in any way, either the body or the mind:
eJauton prov eusebeian, of one who strives earnestly to become godly,
<540407>1 Timothy 4:7; gegumnasmenov “exercised,” <580514>Hebrews 5:14; 12:11;
kardian gegumnasmenhn pleonexiav (Rec. pleonexiaiv), a soul that
covetousness or the love of gain has trained in its crafty ways, <610214>2 Peter
2:14; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 4.*

{1129} gumnasia, gumnasiav, hJ (gumnazw);

a. properly, “the exercise of the body” in the palaestra.

b. any “exercise” whatever: swmatikh gumnasia, the exercise of
conscientiousness relative to the body, such as is characteristic of ascetics
and consists in abstinence from matrimony and certain kinds of food, <540408>1
Timothy 4:8. (4 Macc. 11:19. In Greek writings from Plato, legg. i., p. 648
c. down.)*

{1130} gumnhteuw (gumniteuw L T Tr WH; (cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 81;
Winer’s Grammar, 92 (88))); (gumnhthv); (A.V. literally “to be naked,”
i.e.) “to be lightly or poorly clad”: <460411>1 Corinthians 4:11. (So in Dio
Chrysostom 25, 3 and other later writings; “to be a light-armed soldier,”
Plutarch, Aem. 16; Dio Cassius, 47, 34, 2.)*

{1131} gumnov, gumnh, gumnon, in the Septuagint for µroy[e. and µwOr[;,
“naked, not covered”;

1. properly,
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a. “unclad, without clothing”: <411452>Mark 14:52; <660317>Revelation 3:17; 16:15;
17:16; to gumnon, substantively, “the naked body”: epi gumnou, <411451>Mark
14:51; cf. Fritzsche at the passage; (ta gumna, Lucian, nav. 33).

b. “ill-clad”: <402536>Matthew 25:36,38,43f; <441916>Acts 19:16 (with torn
garments); <590215>James 2:15; (<182206>Job 22:6; 24:10; 26:6).

c. “clad in the undergarment only” (the outer garment or cloak being laid
aside): <432107>John 21:7; (<091924>1 Samuel 19:24; <232002>Isaiah 20:2; Hesiod, Works,
389; often in Attic; so nudus, Vergil Georg. 1, 299).

d. of the soul, whose garment is the body, “stripped of the body, without a
body”: <470503>2 Corinthians 5:3 (Plato, Crat. c. 20, p. 403 b. hJ yuch gumnh
tou swmatov).

2. metaphorically,

a. “naked, i.e. open, laid bare”: <580413>Hebrews 4:13 (gumnov oJ aJdhv
enwpion autou, <182606>Job 26:6; examples from Greek authors, see in Bleek
on Hebrews vol. ii. 1, p. 585).

b. “only, mere, bare,” equivalent to yilov (like Latin vudus): gumnov
kokkov, mere grain, not the plant itself, <461537>1 Corinthians 15:37 (Clement
of Rome, 1 Corinthians 24, 5 spermata pesonta eiv thn ghn xhra kai
gumna dialuetai).*

{1132} gumnothv, gumnothtov, hJ (gumnov), “nakedness”: of the body,
<660318>Revelation 3:18 (see aiscunh, 3); used of want of clothing,
<450835>Romans 8:35; <471127>2 Corinthians 11:27. (<052848>Deuteronomy 28:48;
Antoninus 11, 27.)*

{1133} gunaikarion, gunaikariou, to (diminutive from gunh), “a
little woman”; used contemptuously in <550306>2 Timothy 3:6 (A.V. “silly
women”; cf. Latin muliercula). (Diocles. com. in Bekker Anecd., p. 87, 4;
Antoninus 5, 11; occasionally in Epictetus) On diminutive ending in arion
see Lob. ad Phryn., p. 180; Fritzsche on Mark, p. 638; (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 24, 96 (91)).*

{1134} gunaikeiov, gunaikeia, gunaikeion, “of or belonging to a
woman, feminine, female”: <600307>1 Peter 3:7. (From Homer down; the
Septuagint)*
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{1135} gunh, gunaikov, hJ;

1. universally, “a woman” of any age, whether a virgin, or married, or a
widow: <400920>Matthew 9:20; 13:33; 27:55; <421311>Luke 13:11; <440514>Acts 5:14,
etc.; hJ memnhsteumenh tini gunh, <420205>Luke 2:5 R G; hJ uJpandrov gunh,
<450702>Romans 7:2; gunh chra, <420426>Luke 4:26 (<110702>1 Kings 7:2 (14); 17:9;
femina vidua, Nepos, praef. 4). 2. “a wife”: <460703>1 Corinthians 7:3f,10,18f;
<490522>Ephesians 5:22, etc.; gunh tinov, <400531>Matthew 5:31f; 19:3,5; <440501>Acts
5:1,7; <460702>1 Corinthians 7:2; <490528>Ephesians 5:28; <660220>Revelation 2:20 (G L
WH marginal reading), etc. of “a betrothed” woman: <400120>Matthew 1:20, 24.
hJ gunh tou patrov “his step-mother”: <460501>1 Corinthians 5:1 (tv,ae ba;,
<031808>Leviticus 18:8). ecein gunaika: <401404>Matthew 14:4; 22:28; <410618>Mark
6:18; 12:23; <422033>Luke 20:33; see ecw, I. 2 b. at the end gunai, as a form of
address, may be used — either in indignation, <422257>Luke 22:57; or in
admiration, <401528>Matthew 15:28; or in kindness and favor, <421312>Luke 13:12;
<430421>John 4:21; or in respect, <430204>John 2:4; 19:26 (as in Homer, Iliad 3, 204;
Odyssey 19, 221; Josephus, Antiquities 1, 16, 3).

{1136} Gwg, oJ (gwOG), indeclinable proper name, “Gog,” king of the land of
Magog (which see in BB. DD.), who it is said in Ezekiel 38f will come
from the remote north, with innumerable hosts of his own nation as well as
of allies, and will attack the people of Israel, re-established after the exile;
but by divine interposition he will be utterly destroyed. Hence, in
<662008>Revelation 20:8f oJ Gwg and oJ Magwg are used collectively to designate
the nations that at the close of the millennial reign, instigated by Satan, will
break forth from the four quarters of the earth against the Messiah’s
kingdom, but will be destroyed by fire from heaven.*

{1137} gwnia, gwniav, hJ (from Herodotus down), “an angle,” i.e. a. an
external angle, “corner” (German Ecke): twn plateiwn, <400605>Matthew 6:5;
kefalh gwniav, <402142>Matthew 21:42; <411210>Mark 12:10; <422017>Luke 20:17;
<440411>Acts 4:11; <600207>1 Peter 2:7 (varo hN;pi, <19B702>Psalm 117:22 (<19B822>Psalm
118:22), the head of the corner, i.e. the cornerstone (akrogwniaiov,
which see); aJi tessarev gwniai thv ghv, the four extreme limits of the
earth, <660701>Revelation 7:1; 20:8. b. like German Winkel, Latin angulus,
English (internal) “corner, equivalent to a secret place”: <442626>Acts 26:26 (so
Plato, Gorgias, p. 485 d. bion biwnai en gwnia, Epictetus diss. 2, 12,
17; (for other examples see Wetstein on Acts, the passage cited; Stallbaum
on Plato, the passage cited)).*
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DD
{1138} Dabid (the form in Rec. after the more recent manuscripts
(minuscules, cf. Tdf. on <400101>Matthew 1:1, and Treg. on <420331>Luke 3:31)),
Dauid (Griesbach, Schott, Knapp, Theile, others), and Daueid (L T Tr
WH (on the ei see WH’s Appendix, p. 155 and under the word ei, i); cf.
Winer’s Grammar, p. 44; Bleek on Hebrews vol. ii. 1, p. 538; in Josephus
(Antiquities 6, 8, 1ff also Nicolaus Damascenus from 31, p. 114) Dauidhv,
Dauidou), oJ (dwiD;, and especially after the exile dywiD; (i.e. beloved)),
“David,” indeclinable name of by far the most celebrated king of the
Israelites: <400101>Matthew 1:1, 6, 17, etc. hJ skhnh Dabid <441516>Acts 15:16; hJ
kleiv tou Dabid <660307>Revelation 3:7; oJ qronov Dabid <420132>Luke 1:32; oJ
uJiov Dabid, a name of the Messiah, viz. the descendant of David and heir
to his throne (see uJiov, 1 b.); hJ riza Dabid the offspring of David,
<660505>Revelation 5:5; 22:16; hJ basileia tou Dabid <411110>Mark 11:10 (see
basileia, 3); en Dauid, in the book of the Psalms of David, <580407>Hebrews
4:7 (others take it personally, cf. <580101>Hebrews 1:1f; yet see en, I. 1 d.).

{1139} daimonizomai; 1 aorist passive participle daimonisqeiv;
(daimwn); “to be under the power of a demon”: allov kat’ allhn
daimonizetai tuchn, Philemon 1 in Stobaeus, ecl. phys. 1, p. 196; of the
insane, Plutarch, symp. 7, 5, 4, and in other later authors. In the N.T.
daimonizomenoi are persons afflicted with especially severe diseases,
either bodily or mental (such as paralysis, blindness, deafness, loss of
speech, epilepsy, melancholy, insanity, etc.), whose bodies in the opinion of
the Jews demons (see daimonion) had entered, and so held possession of
them as not only to afflict them with ills, but also to dethrone the reason
and take its place themselves; accordingly, the possessed were accustomed
to express the mind and consciousness of the demons dwelling in them; and
their cure was thought to require the expulsion of the demon — (but on
this subject see B. D. American edition under the word Demoniacs and
references there; Weiss, Leben Jesu, book iii., chapter 6): <400424>Matthew
4:24; 8:16,28,33; 9:32; 12:22; 15:22; <410132>Mark 1:32; 5:15f; <431021>John 10:21;
daimonisqeiv, that had been possessed by a demon (demons), <410518>Mark
5:18; <420836>Luke 8:36. They are said also to be ocloumenoi uJpo or apo
pneumatwn akaqartwn, <420618>Luke 6:18 (T Tr WH enocloumenoi);
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<440516>Acts 5:16; katadunasteuomenoi uJpo tou diabolou, i.e. by his
ministers, the demons, <441038>Acts 10:38.*

{1140} daimonion, daimoniou, to (neuter of adjective daimoniov,
daimonia, daimonion, divine, from daimwn; equivalent to to Qeion);

1. “the divine Power, deity, divinity”; so sometimes in secular authors as
Josephus, b. j. 1, 2, 8; Aelian v. h. 12, 57; in plural kaina daimonia,
Xenophon, mem. 1, 1, 1f, and once in the N.T. xena daimonia, <441718>Acts
17:18.

2. “a spirit, a being inferior to God, superior to men” (pan to daimonion
metaxu esti Qeou te kai qnhtou, Plato, symp. 23, p. 202 e. (where see
Stallbaum)), in both a good sense and a bad; thus Jesus, after his
resurrection, said to his disciples ouk eimi daimonion aswmaton, as
Ignatius (ad Smyrn. 3, 2) records it; pneuma daimoniou akaqartou
(genitive of apposition), <420433>Luke 4:33; (ponhron, Tobit 3:8,17;
daimonion h pneuma ponhron, ibid. 6:8). But elsewhere in the
Scriptures used, without an adjunct, of “evil spirits or the messengers and
ministers of the devil” (Winer’s Grammar, 23 (22)): <420435>Luke 4:35; 9:1,42;
10:17; <431021>John 10:21; <590219>James 2:19; (<199006>Psalm 90:6 (<199106>Psalm 91:6);
<231321>Isaiah 13:21; 34:14; Tobit 6:18; 8:3; Baruch 4:35); pneumata
daimoniwn (Rec. daimonwn) i.e. of that rank of spirits that are demons
(genitive of apposition), <661614>Revelation 16:14; arcwn twn daimoniwn,
the prince of the demons, or the devil: <400934>Matthew 9:34; 12:24; <410322>Mark
3:22; <421115>Luke 11:15; they are said eisercesqai eiv tina, to enter into
(the body of) one to vex him with diseases (see daimonizomai): <420830>Luke
8:30,32f; ekblhqhnai and exercesqai ek tinov or apo tinov, when
they are forced to come out of one to restore him to health: <400933>Matthew
9:33; 17:18; <410729>Mark 7:29, 30; <420435>Luke 4:35,41; 8:2,33,35. ekballein
daimonia, is used of those who compel demons to come out: <400722>Matthew
7:22; 12:21f; <410134>Mark 1:34,39; <420949>Luke 9:49, etc. ecein daimonion, to
have a demon, be possessed by a demon, is said of those who either suffer
from some exceptionally severe disease, <420433>Luke 4:33; 8:27 (ecwn
daimonia); or act and speak as though they were mad, <401118>Matthew
11:18; <420733>Luke 7:33; <430720>John 7:20; 8:48f,52; 10:20. According to a
Jewish opinion which passed over to the Christians, the demons are the
gods of the Gentiles and the authors of idolatry; hence, daimonia stands
for µyliylia’ <199505>Psalm 95:5 (<199605>Psalm 96:5), and µydive <053217>Deuteronomy
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32:17; <19A537>Psalm 105:37 (<19A637>Psalm 106:37), cf. Baruch 4:7: proskunein
ta daimonia kai ta eidwla, <660920>Revelation 9:20. The apostle Paul,
though teaching that the gods of the Gentiles are a fiction (<460804>1
Corinthians 8:4; 10:19), thinks that the conception of them has been put
into the minds of men by demons, who appropriate to their own use and
honor the sacrifices offered to idols. Hence, what the Gentiles quousi, he
says daimonioiv quousin kai ou Qew, <461020>1 Corinthians 10:20 (from the
Septuagint of <053217>Deuteronomy 32:17, cf. Baruch 4:7), and those who
frequent the sacrificial feasts of the Gentiles come into fellowship with
demons, <461020>1 Corinthians 10:20f; (cf. “Baudissin,” Stud. zur scmit.
Religionsgesch. vol. i. (St. ii. 4), p. 110ff). Pernicious errors are
disseminated by demons even among Christians, seducing them from the
truth, <540401>1 Timothy 4:1. Josephus, also makes mention of daimonia
taking possession of men, Antiquities 6, 11, 2f; 6, 8, 2; 8, 2, 5; but he sees
in them, not as the N.T. writers do, bad angels, but the spirits of wicked
men deceased, b. j. 7, 6, 3.

{1141} daimoniwdhv, daimoniwdev (daimonion, which see, and
eidov), “resembling or proceeding from an evil spirit, demon-like”:
<590315>James 3:15. (Schol. Aristophanes ran. 295; <199006>Psalm 90:6
Symmachus.)*

{1142} daimwn, daimonov, oJ, hJ;

1. in Greek authors, “a god, a goddess; an inferior deity,” whether good or
bad; hence, agaqodaimonev and kakodaimonev are distinguished (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 23 (22)).

2. In the N.T. “an evil spirit” (see daimonion, 2): <400831>Matthew 8:31;
<410512>Mark 5:12 (R L); <420829>Luke 8:29 (R G L marginal reading);
<661614>Revelation 16:14 (Rec.); 18:2 (where L T Tr WH daimoniwn). (B. D.
(especially American edition) under the word Demon; cf.
daimonizomai.)*

{1143} daknw; “to bite”; a. properly, with the teeth. b. metaphorically,
“to wound the soul, cut, lacerate, rend with reproaches”: <480515>Galatians
5:15. So even in Homer, Iliad 5, 493 muqov dake frenav, Menander
quoted in Athen. 12, 77, p. 552 e., and times without number in other
authors.*
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{1144} dakru, dakruov, to, and to dakruon, dakruou (from Homer
down), “a tear”: <410924>Mark 9:24 R G; <442019>Acts 20:19,31; <470204>2 Corinthians
2:4; <550104>2 Timothy 1:4; <580507>Hebrews 5:7; 12:17. The (nominative) form to
dakruon in <660717>Revelation 7:17; 21:4, (<232508>Isaiah 25:8). The dative plural
dakrusi in <420738>Luke 7:38,44 (<19C505>Psalm 125:5 (<19C605>Psalm 126:5);
<250211>Lamentations 2:11).*

{1145} dakruw: 1 aorist edakrusa; “to weep, shed tears”: <431135>John
11:35. (From Homer down. Synonym: see klaiw, at the end.)*

{1146} daktuliov, daktuliou, oJ (from daktulov, because decorating
the fingers), “a ring”: <421522>Luke 15:22. (From Herodotus down.)*

{1147} daktulov, daktulou, oJ (from Batrach. 45 and Herodotus
down), “a finger”: <402304>Matthew 23:4; <421146>Luke 11:46; 16:24; <410733>Mark 7:33;
<430806>John 8:6 Rec.; 20:25,27; en daktulw Qeou, by the power of God,
divine efficiency by which something is made visible to men, <421120>Luke
11:20 (<401228>Matthew 12:28 en pneumati Qeou); <020819>Exodus 8:19 (cf.
<023118>Exodus 31:18; <190804>Psalm 8:4).*

{1148} Dalmanouqa (on the accent cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 103), hJ,
“Dalmanutha,” the name of a little town or village not far from Magdala
(better Magadan (which see)), or lying within its territory: <410810>Mark 8:10
(cf. <401539>Matthew 15:39), see Fritzsche at the passage (B. D. American
edition under the word). Derivation of the name uncertain; cf. Keim, ii. 528
((English translation 4:238), who associates it with Zalmonah, <043341>Numbers
33:41f, but mentions other opinions. Furrer in the Zeitschr. des Deutsch.
Palaestin.-Vereins for 1879, p. 58ff identifies it with Minyeh (abbrev.
Manutha, Latin mensa)).*

{1149} Dalmatia (Lachmann, Delmatian (“probably Alexandrian but
possibly genuine,” Hort)), Dalmatiav, hJ, “Dalmatia,” a part of Illyricum
on the Adriatic Sea; on the east adjoining Pannonia and upper Moesia, on
the north separated from Liburnia by the river Titius, and extending
southward as far as to the river Drinus and the city Lissus (cf. Dict. of
Geog., under the word; Conyb. and Hows. St. Paul, 2:126f; Lewin, St.
Paul, 2:357): <550410>2 Timothy 4:10.*

{1150} damazw: 1 aorist edamasa; passive (present damazomai);
perfect dedamasmai; (akin to Latin domo, dominus, Goth. gatamjan;
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English “tame”; cf. Curtius, sec. 260); common from Homer down; “to
tame”: <410504>Mark 5:4; <590307>James 3:7; “to restrain, curb,” thn glwssan,
<590308>James 3:8.*

{1151} damaliv, damalisewv, hJ (feminine of oJ damalhv a young
bullock or steer), “a young cow, heifer” (Aeschylus, Dionysius
Halicarnassus, Lucian, others); used in <041902>Numbers 19:2,6,9f for hr;p; and
in <580913>Hebrews 9:13 of the red heifer with whose ashes, by the Mosaic law,
those were to be sprinkled who had become defiled. (Besides in the
Septuagint chiefly for hl;g][,.)*

{1152} Damariv, Damaridov, hJ, “Damaris,” a woman of Athens
converted by Paul: <441734>Acts 17:34; (cf. Meyer at the passage; B. D. under
the word).*

{1153} Damaskhnov, Damaskhnh, Damaskhnon, “of Damascus,
Damascene”; substantively oJi Damaskhnoi: <471132>2 Corinthians 11:32.*

{1154} Damaskov, Damaskou, hJ, “Damascus” (Hebrew qc,M,Dæ), a very
ancient (<011415>Genesis 14:15), celebrated, flourishing city of Syria, lying in a
most lovely and fertile plain at the eastern base of Antilibanus. It had a
great number of Jews among its inhabitants (Josephus, b. j. 2, 20, 2 cf. 7,
8, 7). Still one of the most opulent cities of western Asia, having about
109,000 inhabitants (“in 1859 about 150,000; of these 6,000 were Jews,
and 15,000 Christians” (Porter)): <440902>Acts 9:2ff; 22:5ff; <471132>2 Corinthians
11:32; <480117>Galatians 1:17. (Cf. BB. DD. under the word, especially Alex.’s
Kitto.)*

{1155} daneizw (T WH danizw (see Iota); 1 aorist edaneisa (<420634>Luke
6:34 L text T WH Tr marginal reading); 1 aorist middle edaneisamhn;
(daneion, which see); (from Aristophanes down); “to lend money”:
<420634>Luke 6:34f; middle “to have money lent to oneself to take a loan,
borrow” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 3; Riddell, Platonic idioms, sec.
87): <400542>Matthew 5:42. (<051506>Deuteronomy 15:6,8; <201917>Proverbs 19:17; in
Greek authors from Xenophon, and Plato down.)*

(Synonyms: daneizw, kicrhmi: daneizw, “to lend on interest,” as a
business transaction; kicrhmi “to lend,” grant the use of, as a friendly act.)
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{1156} daneion (WH danion, see Iota), daneiou, to, (danov a gift),
“a loan”: <401827>Matthew 18:27. (<051508>Deuteronomy 15:8; 24:13 (11); Aristotle,
eth. Nic. 9, 2, 3; Diodorus 1, 79; Plutarch; others.)*

{1157} daneisthv (T WH danisthv (see Iota)), daneistou, oJ
(daneizw, which see), “a money-lender, creditor”: <420741>Luke 7:41. (<120401>2
Kings 4:1; <19A811>Psalm 108:11 (<19A911>Psalm 109:11); <202913>Proverbs 29:13; Sir.
29:28. Demosthenes, p. 885, 18; Plutarch, Sol. 13, 5; de vitand. acre, etc.
7, 8; (others).)*

{1155} danizw, see daneizw.

{1158} Danihl, oJ (laeyniD; and laeniD; i.e. judge of God (or God is my
judge)), “Daniel,” proper name of a Jewish prophet, conspicuous for his
wisdom, to whom are ascribed the well-known prophecies composed
between B. C. 167-164; (but cf. BB. DD.): <402415>Matthew 24:15; <411314>Mark
13:14 Rec.*

{1156} (danion, see daneion.)

{1157} danisthv, see daneisthv.

{1159} dapanaw, dapanw: future dapanhsw; 1 aorist edapanhsa;
(dapanh); from (Herodotus and) Thucydides down; “to incur expense,
expend, spend”: ti, <410526>Mark 5:26 (1 Macc. 14:32); epi with the dative of
person, for one, in his favor, <442124>Acts 21:24; uJper tinov, <471215>2 Corinthians
12:15. in a bad sense, “to waste, squander, consume”: panta, <421514>Luke
15:14; iJna en taiv hJdonaiv uJmwn dapanhshte, that ye may consume,
waste what ye receive, in luxurious indulgence — (en marking the realm in
rather than the object on): <590403>James 4:3. (Compare: ekdapanaw,
prosdapanaw.)*

{1160} dapanh, dapanhv, hJ (from daptw to tear, consume, (akin are
deipnon, Latin daps; Curtius, sec. 261)), “expense, cost”: <421428>Luke 14:28.
(2 Esdr. 6:4; 1 Macc. 3:30, etc. Among Greek writings Hesiod, Works,
721, Pindar, Euripides, Thucydides, and following.)*

{1138} Daueid and Dauid, see Dabid.

{1161} de (related to dh, as men to mhn, cf. Klotz ad Devar. ii. 2, p. 355),
a particle adversative, distinctive, disjunctive, “but, moreover” (Winer’s
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Grammar, sec. 53, 7 and 10, 2); it is much more frequent in the historical
parts of the N.T. than in the other books, very rare in the Epistles of John
and the Apocalypse. (On its general neglect of elision (when the next word
begins with a vowel) cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 96; WH’s Appendix, p. 146;
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 1a.; Buttmann, p. 10f) It is used:

1. universally, by way of opposition and distinction; it is added to
statements opposed to a preceding statement: ean ofqalmov k.t.l.
<400623>Matthew 6:23; eleusontai de hJmerai, <410220>Mark 2:20; it opposes
persons to persons or things previously mentioned or thought of — either
with strong emphasis: egw de, <400522>Matthew 5:22,28,32,34,39,44; hJmeiv
de, <460123>1 Corinthians 1:23; <471013>2 Corinthians 10:13; su de, <400606>Matthew
6:6; uJmeiv de, <410829>Mark 8:29; oJi de uJioi thv basileiav, <400812>Matthew
8:12; aJi alwpekev ... oJ de uJiov tou anqrwpou <400820>Matthew 8:20;
<420958>Luke 9:58; pav oJ laov ... oJi de farisaioi, <420729>Luke 7:29f; oJ de
pneumatikov, <460215>1 Corinthians 2:15, and often; — or with a slight
discrimination, oJ de, autov de: <410145>Mark 1:45; 5:34; 6:37; 7:6;
<401329>Matthew 13:29,37,52; 15:23ff; <420440>Luke 4:40,43; 5:16; 6:8; 8:10,54;
15:29; oJi de, <400205>Matthew 2:5; <410304>Mark 3:4; 8:28, etc., etc.; with the
addition also of a proper name, as oJ de Ihsouv: <400822>Matthew 8:22 (Tdf.
omits Ihsouv); 9:12 (R G Tr brackets); 9:22 (Tdf. omits Ihsouv); 13:57;
<410141>Mark 1:41 (R G L marginal reading Tr marginal reading);
apokrokriqeiv de (oJ) Simwn, <420743>Luke 7:43 RG L brackets; hJ de
Maria, <420219>Luke 2:19, etc.

2. men ... de, see men.

3. after negative sentences, “but, but rather” (German wohl aber):
<400619>Matthew 6:19f (mh qhsaurizete ... qhsaurizete de); 10:5f; <441209>Acts
12:9, 14; <450304>Romans 3:4; 4:5; <460110>1 Corinthians 1:10; 7:37; <520521>1
Thessalonians 5:21 (not Rec.); <490414>Ephesians 4:14f; <580205>Hebrews 2:5f;
4:13,15; 9:12; 10:26f; 12:13; <600112>1 Peter 1:12 (ouc eJautoiv uJmin (Rec.
hJmin) de); <590113>James 1:13f; 2:11.

4. it is joined to terms which are repeated with a certain emphasis, and with
such additions as tend to explain and establish them more exactly; in this
use of the particle we may supply a suppressed negative clause land give its
force in English by inserting “I say, and that, so then,” etc.): <450321>Romans
3:21f (not that common dikaiosunh which the Jews boasted of and
strove after, but dikaiosunesv ... dia pistewv); <450930>Romans 9:30; <460206>1
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Corinthians 2:6 (sofian de ou tou aiwnov toutou); <480202>Galatians 2:2 (I
went up, not of my own accord, but etc.); <502308>Philippians 2:8; cf. Klotz ad
Dev. ii. 2, p. 361f; L. Dindorf in Stephanus’ Thesaurus ii. col. 928; (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 443 (412)).

5. it serves to mark a transition to something new (de metabatic); by this
use of the particle, the new addition is distinguished from and, as it were,
opposed to what goes before: <400118>Matthew 1:18; 2:19; 10:21; <421213>Luke
12:13; 13:1; <430714>John 7:14,37; <440601>Acts 6:1; <450828>Romans 8:28; <460701>1
Corinthians 7:1; 8:1, etc., etc.; so also in the phrase egeneto de, see
ginomai, 2 c.

6. it introduces explanations and separates them from the things to be
explained: <430319>John 3:19; 6:39; <460112>1 Corinthians 1:12; 7:6, 29;
<490532>Ephesians 5:32, etc.; — especially remarks and explanations
intercalated into the discourse, or added, as it were, by way of appendix:
<410513>Mark 5:13 (hsan de etc. R L brackets); 15:25; 16:8 (R G); <430610>John
6:10; 9:14; 12:3; touto de gegone, <400122>Matthew 1:22; 21:4. Owing to this
use, the particle not infrequently came to be confounded in the manuscripts
(of secular writings also) with gar; cf. Winer on <480111>Galatians 1:11;
Fritzsche on <411402>Mark 14:2; also his Commentary on Romans, vol. i., pp.
234, 265; ii., p. 476; iii., p. 196; (Winer’s Grammar, 452 (421); Buttmann,
363 (312)).

7. after a parenthesis or an explanation which had led away from the
subject under discussion, it serves to take up the discourse again (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 443 (412)): <400304>Matthew 3:4; <420401>Luke 4:1; <450508>Romans
5:8; <470212>2 Corinthians 2:12; 5:8; 10:2; <490204>Ephesians 2:4; cf. Klotz ad
Devar. ii. 2, p. 376f.

8. it introduces the apodosis and, as it were, opposes it to the protasis:
<441117>Acts 11:17 R G (1 Macc. 14:29; 2 Macc. 1:34); after a participial
construction which has the force of a protasis: <510122>Colossians 1:22 (21); cf.
Matthiae 2:1470; Kühner, 2:818; (Jelf, sec. 770); Klotz as above, p. 370f;
(Buttmann, 364 (312)).

9. kai ... de, “but ... also, yea and, moreover also”: <401018>Matthew 10:18;
16:18; <420235>Luke 2:35 (WH text omits; L Tr brackets de); <430651>John 6:51;
15:27; <440324>Acts 3:24; 22:29; <451123>Romans 11:23; <550312>2 Timothy 3:12; <620103>1
John 1:3; <610105>2 Peter 1:5; cf. Klotz as above, p. 645f; Buttmann, 364 (312);
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(also Winer’s Grammar, 443 (413); Ellicott on <540310>1 Timothy 3:10; Meyer
on <430651>John 6:51). ean de “yea even if”: <430816>John 8:16.

10. de never stands as the first word in the sentence, but generally second;
and when the words to which it is added cannot be separated, it stands
third (as in <401011>Matthew 10:11; 18:25; <410434>Mark 4:34; <421031>Luke 10:31;
<441706>Acts 17:6; 28:6; <480323>Galatians 3:23; <550308>2 Timothy 3:8, etc.; in ou
monon de, <450503>Romans 5:3,11, etc.), or even in the fourth place,
<401018>Matthew 10:18; <430651>John 6:51; 8:16f; <620103>1 John 1:3; <460418>1 Corinthians
4:18; (<422269>Luke 22:69 L T Tr WH).

{1162} dhesiv, dhesewv, hJ (deomai);

1. “need, indigence” (<192102>Psalm 21:25 (<192225>Psalm 22:25); Aeschines dial. 2,
39f; (Plato, Eryx. 405 e. bis); Aristotle, rhet. 2, 7 (ii., p. 1385a, 27)).

2. “a seeking, asking, entreating, entreaty” (from Plato down); in the N.T.
requests addressed by men to God (German Bittgebet, “supplication”);
universally: <590516>James 5:16; <600312>1 Peter 3:12; as often in the Septuagint,
joined with proseuch (i.e. any pious address to God (see below)):
<440114>Acts 1:14 Rec.; <490618>Ephesians 6:18; <500406>Philippians 4:6; plural <550103>2
Timothy 1:3; joined with proseucai, <540505>1 Timothy 5:5; with nhsteiai,
<420237>Luke 2:37; poieisqai dhesin, <500104>Philippians 1:4; poieisqai
dheseiv, <420533>Luke 5:33; <540201>1 Timothy 2:1. contextually, of prayers
imploring God’s aid in some particular matter: <420113>Luke 1:13;
<500119>Philippians 1:19; plural <580507>Hebrews 5:7; supplication for others: (<470111>2
Corinthians 1:11); peri tinov, <490618>Ephesians 6:18; uJper tinov, <470914>2
Corinthians 9:14; <500104>Philippians 1:4; with the addition prov ton Qeon,
<451001>Romans 10:1.*

(Synonyms: dhesiv, proseuch, enteuxiv: proseuch, as Prof. Grimm
remarks, is unrestricted as respects its contents, while dhesiv is
petitionary; moreover proseuch is a word of sacred character, being
limited to prayer to God, whereas dhesiv may also be used of a request
addressed to man. In Byzantine Greek it is used of a written supplication
(like our “petition”); cf. Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word See more at
length Trench, sec. li.; also Lightfoot on <500406>Philippians 4:6; Ellicott on
<490618>Ephesians 6:18; cf. Schmidt, chapter vii. In <540201>1 Timothy 2:1 to these
two words is added enteuxiv, which expresses confiding access to God;
thus, in combination, dhesiv gives prominence to the expression of
personal need, proseuch to the element of devotion, enteuxiv to that of
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childlike confidence, by representing prayer as the heart’s converse with
God. See Huther’s extended note at the passage; Ellicott at the passage;
Trench, as above)

{1163} dei; subjunctive present dhe; imperfect edei; an impersonal verb
(cf. Buttmann, sec. 132, 12; cf. sec. 131, 3; from Homer down); (dew,
namely, tinov, to have need of, be in want of; cf. German es bedarf), “it is
necessary, there is need of, it behooves, is right and proper”; followed
either by the infinitive alone (cf. our “one ought”), or by the accusative
with an infinitive (cf. Buttmann, 147 (129)), it denotes any sort of
necessity; as

a. necessity lying in the nature of the case: <430330>John 3:30; <550206>2 Timothy
2:6.

b. necessity brought on by circumstances or by the conduct of others
toward us: <402635>Matthew 26:35 (kan dhe me apoqanein), cf. <411431>Mark
14:31; <430404>John 4:4; <442721>Acts 27:21; <471130>2 Corinthians 11:30; (<471201>2
Corinthians 12:1 L T Tr WH text); or imposed by a condition of mind:
<420249>Luke 2:49; 19:5.

c. necessity in reference to what is required to attain some end: <421212>Luke
12:12; <430307>John 3:7; <440906>Acts 9:6; 16:30; <461119>1 Corinthians 11:19;
<580926>Hebrews 9:26 (on this cf. Winer’s Grammar, 283 (266); (also
Buttmann, 216 (187); 225 (195))); <581106>Hebrews 11:6.

d. a necessity of law and command, of duty, equity: <401833>Matthew 18:33;
23:23; <421142>Luke 11:42; 13:14; 15:32; 18:1; 22:7; <430420>John 4:20; <440529>Acts
5:29; 15:5; <450127>Romans 1:27 (antimisqian, hJn edei, namely,
apolambanesqai, the recompense due by the law of God); <450826>Romans
8:26; 12:3; <460802>1 Corinthians 8:2, etc. or of office: <420443>Luke 4:43; 13:33;
<430904>John 9:4; 10:16; <490620>Ephesians 6:20; <510404>Colossians 4:4; <550224>2 Timothy
2:24.

e. necessity established by the counsel and decree of God, especially by
that purpose of his which relates to the salvation of men by the intervention
of Christ and which is disclosed in the O.T. prophecies: <401710>Matthew 17:10;
24:6; <410911>Mark 9:11; <440412>Acts 4:12; <461553>1 Corinthians 15:53; in this use,
especially of what Christ was destined finally to undergo, his sufferings,
death, resurrection, ascension: <422446>Luke 24:46 (R G L brackets);
<402654>Matthew 26:54; <430314>John 3:14; <440321>Acts 3:21, etc. (of the necessity of
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fate in Herodotus 5, 33; with the addition kata to qeopropion, 8, 53;
Thucydides 5, 26.)

(Synonyms: dei, crh: dei seems to be more suggestive of moral
obligation, denoting especially that constraint which arises from divine
appointment; whereas crh signifies rather the necessity resulting from time
and circumstance. Schmidt, chapter 150.)

{1164} deigma, deigmatov, to (deiknumi); a. properly, “thing shown”.
b. “a specimen” of anything, “example, pattern”: purov aiwniou, set
forth as a warning, <650107>Jude 1:7. (From Xenophon, Plato, Isocrates
down.)*

{1165} deigmatizw: 1 aorist edeigmatisa; (deigma); “to make an
example of, to show as an example”; tina, to expose one to disgrace (cf.
paradeigmatizw, qeatrizw): <400119>Matthew 1:19 L T Tr WH;
<510215>Colossians 2:15. A word unknown to Greek writers. (Cf. Act. Petr. et
Paul. sec. 33; Winer’s Grammar, 25 (24); 91 (87); deigmatismov occurs
on the Rosetta stone, line 30; Boeckh, Inscriptions 4697. Compare:
paradeigmatizw.)*

{1166} deiknuw (deiknuein, <401621>Matthew 16:21; deiknueiv, <430218>John
2:18; tou deiknuontov, <662208>Revelation 22:8 (not Tdf.)) and deiknumi
(<461231>1 Corinthians 12:31; <400408>Matthew 4:8; <430520>John 5:20; cf. Buttmann, 45
(39)); future deixw; 1 aorist edeixa; 1 aorist passive participle deicqeiv
(<580805>Hebrews 8:5); the Septuagint mostly for ha;r]hi; “to show, exhibit”;

1. properly, “to show, i.e. expose to the eyes”: tini ti, <400408>Matthew 4:8;
<420405>Luke 4:5; 20:24 (for Rec. epideixate); 22:12; 24:40 (R G L, but T
omits; Tr brackets WH reject the verse); <411415>Mark 14:15; <432020>John 20:20;
<440703>Acts 7:3; oJdon tini, metaphorically, in which one ought to go, i.e. to
teach one what he ought to do, <461231>1 Corinthians 12:31; kata ton tupon
ton deicqenta soi, <580805>Hebrews 8:5; eJauton deiknunai tini to expose
oneself to the view of one, <400804>Matthew 8:4; <410144>Mark 1:44; <420514>Luke 5:14;
deixon hJmin ton patera render the Father visible to us, <431408>John 14:8f;
of things presented to one in a vision: tini ti, <661701>Revelation 17:1; 21:9f;
22:1,8; deixai tini, aJ dei genesqai, <660101>Revelation 1:1; 4:1; 22:6. to
show, equivalent to “to bring to pass, produce” what can be seen (German
sehen lassen); of miracles performed in presence of others to be seen by
them: shmeion, <430218>John 2:18, (Baruch 6 (i.e., epistle of Jeremiah) 66;
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shma, Homer, Odyssey 3, 174; Iliad 13, 244); erga ek tinov, works done
by the aid of one, <431032>John 10:32; thn epifaneian Ihsou Cristou,
spoken of God, as the author of Christ’s visible return, <540615>1 Timothy 6:15;
erga deiknuein is used differently in <430520>John 5:20, to show works to one
for him to do.

2. metaphorically, a. with the accusative of the thing, “to give the evidence
or proof of a thing”: pistin, <590218>James 2:18; ti ek tinov, as thn pistin
ek twn ergwn, ibid.; ta erga ek thv kalhv anastrofhv, <590313>James
3:13. b. “to show by words, to teach”: followed by oJti, <401621>Matthew 16:21
(didaskein in <410831>Mark 8:31 for deiknuein); followed by an infinitive
<441028>Acts 10:28. (Compare: anadeiknumi, apodeiknumi, endeiknumi,
epideiknumi, uJpodeiknumi.)*

{1167} deilia, deiliav, hJ (deilov), “timidity, fearfullness, cowardice”:
<550107>2 Timothy 1:7. (Sophocles (Herodotus), Euripides, (Aristophanes),
Thucydides, and subsequent writings.)*

(Synonyms: deilia, fobov, eulabeia: “of these three words the first is
used always in a bad sense; the second is a middle term, capable of a good
interpretation, capable of an evil, and lying pretty evenly between the two;
the third is quite predominantly used in a good sense, though it too has not
altogether escaped being employed in an evil.” Trench, sec. x, which see;
cf. deov.)

{1168} deiliaw, deiliw; (deilia, which see); “to be timid, fearful”:
<431427>John 14:27. (<053106>Deuteronomy 31:6; 1:21 and often in the Septuagint;
Sir. 22:16; 31:16 (Sir. 34:16); 4 Macc. 14:4. Diodorus 20, 78. The Greeks
prefer the compound apodeiliw.)*

{1169} deilov, deilh, deilon (deidw to fear), “timid, fearful”:
<400828>Matthew 8:28; <410440>Mark 4:40; in <662108>Revelation 21:8 of Christians who
through cowardice give way under persecutions and apostatize. (From
Homer down.)*

{1170} deina, oJ, hJ; genitive deinov; dative deini; accusative ton, thn,
to deina (cf. Matthiae, sec. 151), “such a one, a certain one,” i.e. one
whose name I cannot call on the instant, or whose name it is of no
importance to mention; once in the Scriptures, viz. <402618>Matthew 26:18.
(Aristophanes, Demosthenes, others.)*
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{1171} deinwv, adverb (deinov), “terribly, grievously”: <400806>Matthew 8:6;
<421153>Luke 11:53. (From Herodotus down.)*

{1172} deipnew, deipnw: (future deipnhsw; 1 aorist edeipnhsa;
(deipnon); “to sup”: <421708>Luke 17:8; 22:20 (WH reject the whole passage,
see their Appendix); <461125>1 Corinthians 11:25; in an allegory, deipnhsw
met’ autou, I will make him to share in my most intimate and blissful
contact: <660320>Revelation 3:20.*

{1173} deipnon, deipnou, to, and according to a rare and late form oJ
deipnov in <421416>Luke 14:16 Lachmann (cf. Tdf. on <661909>Revelation 19:9, 17,
also Winer’s Grammar, 65 (64); on the derivation cf. dapanh) (in Homer
the morning meal or breakfast, cf. Passow (more fully Liddell and Scott)
under the word; this the Greeks afterward call to ariston which see (and
references there), designating as to deipnon the evening meal or supper);

1. “supper, especially a formal meal usually held at evening”: <421417>Luke
14:17,24; <431302>John 13:2,4; 21:20; plural: <402306>Matthew 23:6; <411239>Mark 12:39;
Luke (<421143>Luke 11:43 Lachmann in brackets); <422046>Luke 20:46; used of the
Messiah’s feast, symbolizing salvation in the kingdom of heaven:
<661909>Revelation 19:9,17; kuriakon deipnon (see kuriakov, 1), <461120>1
Corinthians 11:20; poiein deipnon, <421412>Luke 14:12 (ariston h
deipnon); <421416>Luke 14:16 (<270501>Daniel 5:1 (Theodotion)); with the addition
tini, <410621>Mark 6:21; <431202>John 12:2.

2. universally, “food taken at evening”: <461121>1 Corinthians 11:21.*

{1175} deisidaimonia, deisidaimoniav, hJ (deisidaimwn), “fear of
the gods”;

1. in a good sense, “reverence for the gods, piety, religion”: Polybius 6, 56,
7; Josephus, Antiquities 10, 3, 2; kai qeofilhv biov, Diodorus 1, 70.

2. equivalent to hJ deilia prov to daimonion (Theophrastus, char. 16
(22) at the beginning (cf. Jebb, p. 263f)); “superstition”: (Polybius 12, 24,
5); Plutarch (Sol. 12, 4); Alex. 75, 1; de adulat. et am. 25, and in his Essay
peri thv deisidaimoniav; Antoninus 6, 30 qeosebhv cwriv
deisidaimoniav.

3. “religion,” in an objective sense; in which sense Josephus, Antiquities
19, 5, 3, says Claudius commanded the Jews mh tav twn allwn eqnwn
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deisidaimoniav exoudenizein. Festus in the presence of Agrippa the
Jewish king employs the word ambiguously and cautiously, in <442519>Acts
25:19, of the Jewish religion, viz. so as to leave his own judgment
concerning its truth in suspense. Cf. Zezschwitz, Profangräcität u. Biblical
Sprachgeist, p. 59; (K. F. Hermann, Lehrb. d. gottesdienstl. Alterthümer,
sec. 8 note 6; Trench, sec. xlviii.; (cf. Kenrick, Biblical Essays, 1864, p.
108ff; Field, Otium Norv. iii., p. 80f)).*

{1174} deisidaimwn, deisidaimon, genitive deisidaimonov (deidw
to fear, and daimwn deity), “fearing the deity or deities,” like the Latin
religiosus; used either

1. in a good sense, “reverencing god or the gods, pious, religious”:
Xenophon, Cyril 3, 3, 58; Ages. 11, 8; Aristotle, pol. 5, 11 (p. 1315a, 1);
or

2. in a bad sense, “superstitious”: Theophrastus, char. 16 (22); Diodorus 1,
62; 4, 51; Plutarch, de adul. c. 16; de superstit. c. 10f Paul in the opening
of his address to the Athenians, <441722>Acts 17:22, calls them, with kindly
ambiguity, kata panta deisidaimonesterouv (namely, than the rest of
the Greeks (Winer’s Grammar, 244 (229)), cf. Meyer at the passage), as
being devout without the knowledge of the true God; cf. Bengel at the
passage.*

{1176} deka, oJi, aJi, ta (from Homer down), “ten”: <402024>Matthew 20:24,
etc. qliyiv hJmerwn deka, i.e. to last a short time: <660210>Revelation 2:10; cf.
<270112>Daniel 1:12, 14; <041119>Numbers 11:19; Terence, heaut. 5, 1, 36 decem
dierum vix mi est familia.

{1177} dekaduo, rare in the earlier writings, frequent in the later (see
Passow, under the word deka (especially Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the
word; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 23 (22); Lightfoot on <480118>Galatians 1:18)), and
in the Septuagint; equivalent to dwdeka, “twelve”: <441907>Acts 19:7 and
24:11, in both places L T Tr WH dwdeka; (<662116>Revelation 21:16 Tdf.
editions 2, 7).*

(dekaex, “sixteen”: <661318>Revelation 13:18 L marginal reading (the
Septuagint, others.)*)

(dekaoktw for deka kai oktw, “eighteen”: Tdf. in <421304>Luke 13:4,11, but
WH omits; L Tr brackets kai; cf. under the word kai, I. 1 b.*)
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{1178} dekapente, for the earlier pentekaideka, “fifteen”: <431118>John
11:18; <442728>Acts 27:28; <480118>Galatians 1:18; (<010720>Genesis 7:20 Aldine LXX,
Complutensian LXX; <022715>Exodus 27:15; 1 Macc. 10:40; Polybius 3, 56, 3
var.; Diodorus 2, 13; Plutarch, Dion 38, 1; others; cf. dekaduo).*

{1179} Dekapoliv, Dekapolisewv, hJ, “Decapolis” (regio
decapolitana, Pliny, h. n. 5, 16, 17), i.e. a region embracing ten cities. This
name is borne by a district of the tribe of Manasseh beyond the Jordan and
bordering upon Syria, embracing ten principal cities with smaller towns
also scattered in among them. But the ancient geographers vary in their
enumeration of these ten cities. Pliny, the passage cited reckons Damascus
among them, which Josephus seems to have excluded, calling Scythopolis
megisthn thv dekapolewv, b. j. 3, 9, 7. All seem to agree in this, that
Gadara, Hippo, Pella and Scythopolis were of the number. Cf. Winer’s
RWB under the word Decapolis; Vaihinger in Herzog 3:325f; Riehm,
HWB, 266f; (BB. DD., under the word): <400425>Matthew 4:25; <410520>Mark 5:20;
7:31.*

{1180} dekatessarev, dekatessarwn, oJi, aJi, dekatessara, ta,
“fourteen”: <400117>Matthew 1:17; <471202>2 Corinthians 12:2; <480201>Galatians 2:1.
(<013141>Genesis 31:41; Tobit 8:19; 10:7; Polybius 1, 36, 11; cf. dekaduo.)*

{1181} dekath, dekathv, hJ (dekatov), the tenth part of anything, “a
tithe”; specially the tenth part of booty taken from the enemy: <580702>Hebrews
7:2,4; the tithes of the fruits of the earth and of the flocks, which, by the
law of Moses, were presented to the Levites in the congregation of Israel:
<580708>Hebrews 7:8f (In Greek writings from (Simonides 133 Bgk.; Herodotus
2, 135); 4, 152 down; the Septuagint for rce[}mæ.) (Cf. BB. DD. under the
word Tithe.)*

{1182} dekatov, dekath, dekaton (deka) (from Homer down), “the
tenth”: <430139>John 1:39 (40); <662120>Revelation 21:20; to dekaton, a
substantive, the tenth part: <661113>Revelation 11:13.*

{1183} dekatow, dekatw: perfect dedekatwka; perfect passive
dedekatwmai; (dekatov); “to exact or receive the tenth part” (for which
Greek writers use dekateuw (Winer’s Grammar, 24)): with the accusative
of person from whom, <580706>Hebrews 7:6 (on the perfect cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 40, 4 a.; Lightfoot St. Clement, Appendix, p. 414); passive
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“to pay tithes” (Vulgate decimor): <580709>Hebrews 7:9. (<161037>Nehemiah 10:37.)
(Compare: apodekatow.)*

{1184} dektov, dekth, dekton (decomai), “accepted, acceptable”:
<420424>Luke 4:24; <500418>Philippians 4:18; tini, <441035>Acts 10:35; the phrases
kairov dektov, <470602>2 Corinthians 6:2 (<235908>Isaiah 59:8 for t[e ˆwOxr;), and

eniautov dektov, <420419>Luke 4:19 (<236102>Isaiah 61:2 for tnæv] ˆwOxr;), denote
that most blessed time when salvation and the free favors of God profusely
abound. (<022834>Exodus 28:34; <235607>Isaiah 56:7 (etc.). Among secular authors
used by Jamblichus, protr. symb. sec. 20, p. 350.)*

{1185} deleazw; (present passive deleazomai); (delear a bait);

1. properly, “to bait, catch by a bait”: Xenophon, mem. 2, 1, 4, et al.

2. as often in secular authors, metaphorically, “to beguile by blandishments,
allure, entice, deceive”: tina, <610214>2 Peter 2:14,18; <590114>James 1:14, on this
passage cf. Philo, quod omn. prob. book sec. 22.

{1149} (Delmatia see Dalmatia.)

{1186} dendron, dendrou, to, “a tree”: <400717>Matthew 7:17, etc.;
ginesqai dendron or eiv dendron, to grow to the shape and size of a
tree, <401332>Matthew 13:32; <421319>Luke 13:19. ((Homer, Herodotus),
Aristophanes, Thucydides down.)

1186A%% dexiobolov, dexiobolou, oJ (from dexiov and ballw),
“throwing with the right hand, a slinger, an archer”: <442323>Acts 23:23 in
Lachmann edition min.; cf. the following word.*

{1187} dexiolabov, dexiolabou, oJ (dexiov and lambanw), a word
unknown to the earlier writings, found in Constantinus Porphyrogenitus
(10th century) de them. 1, 1, who speaks of dexiolaboi, as a kind of
soldiers, in company with bowmen (toxoforoi) and peltasts; (they are
also mentioned by Theoph. Simoc. (hist. 4, 1) in the 7th century; see the
quotations in Meyer). Since in <442323>Acts 23:23 two hundred of them are
ordered to be ready, apparently “spearmen” are referred to (carrying a
lance in the right hand); and so the Vulgate has taken it. The great number
spoken of conflicts with the interpretation of those who suppose them to
be soldiers whose duty it was to guard captives bound by a chain on the
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right hand. Meyer at the passage understands them to be (either) “javelin
men” (or “slingers”).*

{1188} dexiov, dexia, dexion (from decomai, future dexomai, or from
dekw, which is akin to deiknumi; properly, of that hand which is
accustomed to “take told of” as well as to “point out”; just as axiov comes
from axw, future of agw; (cf. Curtius, sections 11, 266)), “the right”:
<400529>Matthew 5:29, 39; <422250>Luke 22:50; <431810>John 18:10; <661002>Revelation 10:2;
hJ dexia ceir, <400530>Matthew 5:30; <420606>Luke 6:6; <440307>Acts 3:7; <660116>Revelation
1:16; 13:16; and (with ceir omitted) hJ dexia (like hJ aristera),
<400603>Matthew 6:3; 27:29; <660120>Revelation 1:20; 2:1; 5:7; epi thn dexian
(“on the right hand” i.e.) at the right side, <660501>Revelation 5:1 (but others
take it more closely, in the right hand; cf. <660507>Revelation 5:7 and
<662001>Revelation 20:1); didonai thn dexian or tav dexiav, to pledge either
a mutual friendship, or a compact, by joining the right hands: <480209>Galatians
2:9 (1 Macc. 6:58; 11:50,62,66; 13:50; 2 Macc. 11:26; 12:11; 13:22; cf.
Gesenius, Thesaurus ii., pp. 566 and 599; and in secular authors as
Xenophon, an. 1, 6, 6; 2, 5, 3; Josephus, Antiquities 18, 9, 3 dexian te
kai pistin didonai tini); God is said to have done something th dexia
autou with his right hand i.e., according to Hebrew idiom, “by his own
power” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 214 (201)): <440233>Acts 2:33; 5:31; ta oJpla
ta dexia, arms carried in the right hand and used for attack, as the sword,
the spear, kai aristera those carried in the left hand, for the purpose of
defense, as the shield: <470607>2 Corinthians 6:7; ta dexia merh tou ploiou,
<432106>John 21:6. ta dexia the right side (Winer’s Grammar, 176 (166)):
<411605>Mark 16:5; ek dexiwn tinov “on one’s right hand” (Latin ad alicuius
dextram), <402533>Matthew 25:33f; 27:38; <411527>Mark 15:27; <420111>Luke 1:11;
23:33; einai, <440225>Acts 2:25 (from Psalm 15:8 (<191608>Psalm 16:8), he is at my
right hand, namely, as a leader, to sustain me). As in this expression the
Greeks use the preposition ek, so the Hebrews sometimes use ˆmi (µymiymi
from i.e. at the right, lx,aeme p] from i.e. at the side of anyone) and the
Romans ab (sedere a dextra alicuis, proximum esse ab aliquo), because
they define the position of one standing or sitting next another by
proceeding from the one next to whom he is said to stand or sit (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 367 (344)). kaqisai ek dexiwn kai ex euwnumwn
tinov basilewv, to occupy the places of honor nearest the king,
<402021>Matthew 20:21,23; <411037>Mark 10:37,40; (ˆymiyl] p] bvæy;, <110219>1 Kings
2:19; <194410>Psalm 44:10 (<194510>Psalm 45:10)). Hence, after <19A901>Psalm 109:1
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(<19B001>Psalm 110:1) as applied to the Messiah (<402244>Matthew 22:44; <411236>Mark
12:36; <422042>Luke 20:42), Christ is said to have ascended kaqhsqai or
kaqisai ek dexiwn (“at” or “on the right hand”) of God, <402664>Matthew
26:64; <411462>Mark 14:62; 16:19; <422269>Luke 22:69; <440234>Acts 2:34; <580113>Hebrews
1:13; einai or kaqisai en dexia tou Qeou, <450834>Romans 8:34;
<490120>Ephesians 1:20; <510301>Colossians 3:1; <580103>Hebrews 1:3; 8:1; 10:12; 12:2
— to indicate that he has “become a partner in God’s universal
government” (cf. Knapp, Deuteronomy J. Chronicles ad dextram dei
sedente, in his Scripts var. arg., p. 41ff; (Stuart, Commentary on Hebrews,
excurs. iv.)). That these expressions are to be understood in this figurative
sense, and not of a fixed and definite place in the highest heavens (as
Chronicles From Fritzsche in Nov. Opuscc. acad., p. 209ff tries to prove,
after the orthodox theologians of the reformed church), will be questioned
by no one who carefully considers <660321>Revelation 3:21. Christ is once
spoken of as eJstwv ek dexiwn tou Qeou, as though in indignation at his
adversaries (according to others, to welcome his martyred servant) he had
risen from his heavenly throne, <440755>Acts 7:55f.

{1189} deomai; 3 person singular imperfect edhto (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p.
220; Winer’s Grammar, 46; (Veitch, under the word dew “to need” at the
end)), <420838>Luke 8:38 (where Lachmann edhito, Tr WH edeito; cf. Meyer
at the passage; (WH’s Appendix, p. 166); Buttmann, 55 (48)); 1 aorist
edheqhn; (from dew to want, need; whence middle deomai to stand in
need of, want “for oneself”); (from Herodotus down);

1. “to want, lack”: tinov.

2. “to desire, long for”: tinov.

3. “to ask, beg” (German bitten); a. universally — the thing asked for being
evident from the context: with the genitive of the person from whom,
<480412>Galatians 4:12; the thing sought being specified in direct discourse:
<420512>Luke 5:12; 8:28; 9:38 (according to the reading epibleyon R L);
<440834>Acts 8:34 (deomai sou, peri tinov oJ profhthv legei touto; of
whom, I pray thee, doth the prophet say this?); <442139>Acts 21:39; <470520>2
Corinthians 5:20; followed by the infinitive, <420838>Luke 8:38; 9:38 (according
to the reading epibleyai Tr WH); <442603>Acts 26:3 (where G L T Tr WH
omit sou after deomai); followed by iJna, <420940>Luke 9:40 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 335 (315); (Buttmann, 258 (222))); followed by to with an
infinitive <471002>2 Corinthians 10:2 (cf. Buttmann, 263 (226), 279 (239);
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Winer’s Grammar, 321, 322 (301f)); with the genitive of person and the
accusative of a thing, <470804>2 Corinthians 8:4 (G L T Tr WH; for Rec. adds
dexasqai hJmav without warrant) (cf. Buttmann, 164 (143); Winer’s
Grammar, 198 (186)).

b. specifically, of requests addressed to God; absolutely “to pray, make
supplication”: <440431>Acts 4:31; tou Qeou, <441002>Acts 10:2; followed by ei ara,
<440822>Acts 8:22 (Buttmann, 256 (220); Winer’s Grammar, 300 (282)); tou
kuriou, oJpwv etc. <400938>Matthew 9:38; <421002>Luke 10:2; without the genitive
Qeou — followed by ei pwv, <450110>Romans 1:10 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, and
Buttmann’s Grammar, the passages cited); by iJna, <422136>Luke 21:36; 22:32;
by the relic eiv to, <520310>1 Thessalonians 3:10 (cf. Buttmann, 265 (228));
uJper tinov prov ton kurion, oJpwv, <440824>Acts 8:24. (Synonyms: see
aitew and dhesiv. Compare: prosdeomai.)*

{1163} deon, deontov, to (participle of dei, which see), from (Sophocles
and) Herodotus down, “that of which there is need, which is requisite, due,
proper”: deon esti there is need, <600106>1 Peter 1:6 (T Tr text WH omit; Tr
marginal reading brackets esti); followed by the accusative with an
infinitive <441936>Acts 19:36; ta mh deonta that are not proper, <540513>1 Timothy
5:13.*

deov, deouv, to (deidw) (from Homer down), “fear, awe”: meta
eulabeiav kai deouv, <581228>Hebrews 12:28 L T Tr WH.*

(Synonyms: deov (“apprehension”), fobov (“fear”): Ammonius under the
word deov says deov kai fobov diaferei. deov men gar esti
polucroniov kakou uJponoia. Fobov de hJ parautika ptohsiv. Plato
(Laches, p. 198 b.): deov gar einai prosdokian mellontov kakou.
Cf. Stallbaum on Plato’s Protag., p. 167; Schmidt, chapter 139; and see
under the word deilia.)

{1190} Derbaiov, Derbaiou, oJ, “of Derbe, a native of Derbe”: <442004>Acts
20:4.*

{1191} Derbh, Derbhv, hJ, “Derbe,” a city of Lycaonia, on the confines of
Isauria (on its supposed site see Lewin, St. Paul, i. 151f; B. D. under the
word; cf. Conyb. and Hows. St. Paul Index under the word): <441406>Acts
14:6,20; 16:1.*
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{1192} derma, dermatov, to (from derw or deirw, as kerma from
keirw), “a skin, hide, leather”: <581137>Hebrews 11:37. (Homer and
following.)*

{1193} dermatinov, dermatinh, dermatinon (derma), “made of skin,
leather” (Vulgate pelliceus): <400304>Matthew 3:4; <410106>Mark 1:6; cf. <120108>2 Kings
1:8. (Homer, Herodotus, Plato, Strabo, others.)*

{1194} derw; 1 aorist edeira; 2 future passive darhsomai;

1. “to flay, skin”: Homer, Iliad 1, 459; 23, 167, etc.

2. “to beat, throb, smite” (cf. German durchgerben (low English “hide”)),
so sometimes in secular authors from Aristophanes ran. 619 (cf. vesp. 485)
down: tina, <402135>Matthew 21:35; <411203>Mark 12:3,5; <422010>Luke 20:10f; 22:63;
<431823>John 18:23; <440540>Acts 5:40; 16:37; 22:19; eiv proswpon derein tina,
<471120>2 Corinthians 11:20; aera derein (see ahr), <460926>1 Corinthians 9:26;
passive: <411309>Mark 13:9; <421247>Luke 12:47 (darhsetai pollav, namely,
plhgav, will be beaten with many stripes); <421248>Luke 12:48 (oligav, cf.
Xenophon, an. 5, 8, 12 paiein oligav, Sophocles El. 1415 paiein
diplhn, Aristophanes nub. 968 (972) tuptesqai pollav, Plato, legg. 8,
p. 845 a. mastigousqai plhgav; cf. (Winer’s Grammar, 589 (548));
Buttmann, (82 (72)); sec. 134, 6).*

{1195} desmeuw; (imperfect passive 3 person singular edesmeueto
(<420829>Luke 8:29 T Tr WH)); (desmov);

a. “to put in chains”: <420829>Luke 8:29 T Tr WH; <442204>Acts 22:4; (the
Septuagint <071611>Judges 16:11; Euripides, Bacch. 616; Xenophon, Hier. 6,
14; Plato, legg. 7, p. 808 d.).

b. “to bind up, bind together”: fortia, <402304>Matthew 23:4; (dragmata,
<013707>Genesis 37:7; Judith 8:3. (Hesiod, Works, 479, others)).*

{1196} desmew, desmw: (imperfect passive 3 person singular
edesmeito); “to bind, tie”: <420829>Luke 8:29 R G L; see desmeuw.
((Aristotle, de plant. 1, 2, p. 817b, 21; others); Heliodorus 8, 9.)*

{1197} desmh, desmhv, or as others write it (e.g. Rec.st T; yet cf. Lob.
Paralip., p. 396; Chandler sec. 132) desmh, desmhv, hJ (dew), “a bundle”:
<401330>Matthew 13:30. (<021222>Exodus 12:22. Demosthenes, Dionysius
Halicarnassus, others.)*
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{1198} desmiov, desmiou, oJ, “bound, in bonds, a captive, a prisoner”
(from Sophocles down): <402715>Matthew 27:15f; <411506>Mark 15:6; <441625>Acts
16:25,27; 23:18; 25:14,27; 28:16 (R G), 17; <581034>Hebrews 10:34 G L T Tr
text WH; 13:3; oJ desmiov tou Cristou Ihsou, whom Christ, i.e. his
truth which I have preached, has put in bonds (Winer’s Grammar, 189
(178); (Buttmann, 169 (147))), <490301>Ephesians 3:1; <550108>2 Timothy 1:8;
<570101>Philemon 1:1,9; in the same sense oJ desmiov en kuriw, <490401>Ephesians
4:1; (cf. Lightfoot on <570113>Philemon 1:13).*

{1199} desmov, desmou, oJ (dew) (from Homer down), “a band or
bond”: <410735>Mark 7:35 (eluqh oJ desmov thv glwsshv autou, i.e. the
impediment in his speech was removed); <421316>Luke 13:16 (luqhnai apo
tou desmou, of a woman bowed together, held fasces it were by a bond).
The plural form ta desma the more common form in Greek writers
(Winer’s Grammar, 63 (62) (cf. Buttmann, 23 (21); see below)), is found
in <420829>Luke 8:29; <441626>Acts 16:26; 20:23; the other form oJi desmoi in
<500113>Philippians 1:13 (wJste touv desmouv mou fanerouv en Cristw
genesqai, so that my captivity became manifest as made for the cause of
Christ) (“desma sunt vincula quibus quis constringitur, sed desmov est in
carcerem conjectio et captivitas in vinculis ... Utraque forma et ceteri
Graeci omnes et Attici utuntur, sed non promiscue ut inter se permutari
possint.” Cobet as quoted in Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 353); the genitive
and dative in <442230>Acts 22:30 Rec.; 23:29; 26:29,31; <500107>Philippians
1:7,14,16 (17); <510418>Colossians 4:18; <550209>2 Timothy 2:9; <570110>Philemon 1:10;
<581034>Hebrews 10:34 R Tr marginal reading; <581136>Hebrews 11:36; <650106>Jude 1:6;
en toiv desmoiv tou euaggeliou, in the captivity into which the
preaching of the gospel has thrown me, <570113>Philemon 1:13 (Winer’s
Grammar, 189 (178); cf. reference under the word desmiov, at the end).*

{1200} desmofulax, desmofulakov, oJ (desmov and fulax, like
qhsaurofulax (cf. with 100 (95))), “a keeper of a prison, a jailer”:
<441623>Acts 16:23,27,36. (Josephus, Antiquities 2, 5, 1; Lucian, Tox. 30;
(Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 3, 60; others); arcidesmofulax,
<013921>Genesis 39:21-23.)*

{1201} desmwthrion, desmwthriou, to, “a prison, jail”: <401102>Matthew
11:2; <440521>Acts 5:21,23; 16:26. (<014003>Genesis 40:3; (Herodotus), Thucydides,
Plato, Demosthenes, others.)*
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{1202} desmwthv, desmwtou, oJ, “one bound, a prisoner”: <442701>Acts
27:1,42. (<013920>Genesis 39:20; Baruch 1:9; Herodotus, Aeschylus, Sophocles,
Thucydides, subsequent writers)*

{1203} despothv, despotou, oJ (from Pindar down), “a master, lord” (as
of douloi, oiketai): <540601>1 Timothy 6:1,(2); <550221>2 Timothy 2:21; <560209>Titus
2:9; <600218>1 Peter 2:18; God is thus addressed by one who calls himself his
doulov: <420229>Luke 2:29, cf. <440424>Acts 4:24,29 (despothv twn pantwn,
<180508>Job 5:8; Sap. 6:8); Christ is so called, as one who has bought his
servants, <610201>2 Peter 2:1; rules over his church, <650104>Jude 1:4 (some take
despothv here as designating God; cf. R. V. marginal reading); and whose
prerogative it is to take vengeance on those who persecute his followers,
<660610>Revelation 6:10.*

(Synonyms: despothv, kuriov: despothv was strictly the correlative of
slave, doulov, and hence, denoted absolute ownership and uncontrolled
power; kuriov had a wider meaning, applicable to the various ranks and
relations of life, and not suggestive either of property or of absolutism.
Ammonius under the word despothv says dedspothv oJ twn
argurwnhtwn. kuriov de kai pathr uJiou kai autov tiv eJautou. So
Philo, quis rer. div. heres sec. 6 wJste ton despothn kurion einai kai
eti wJsanei foberon kurion, ou monon to kurov kai to kratov
aJpantwn anhmmenon, alla kai deov kai fobon iJkanon empoihsai.
Cf. Trench, sec. xxviii.; Woolsey, in Bib. Sacr. for 1861, p. 599f; Schmidt,
chapter 161, 5.)

{1204} deuro, adverb, from Homer down;

1. of place,

a. “hither; to this place”.

b. in urging and calling, “Here! Come!” (the Septuagint especially for Ële
and hk;l]): <401921>Matthew 19:21; <411021>Mark 10:21; <421822>Luke 18:22; <431143>John
11:43 (deuro exw “come forth”). <440734>Acts 7:34; <661701>Revelation 17:1; 21:9;
deuro eiv ghn, hJn k.t.l., <440703>Acts 7:3 (deuro eiv ton oikon sou, <110153>1
Kings 1:53; eis Ptolemaida, 1 Macc. 12:45).

2. of time, “hitherto, now”: acri tou deuro up to this time, <450113>Romans
1:13 (mecri deuro (Plato, legg. 7, p. 811 c.); Athen. 1, 62, p. 34 c.;
Plutarch, vit. Numbers 4; Pomp. 24).*
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{1205} deute, adverb, used when two or more are addressed (cf.
Buttmann, 70 (61)); perhaps from deur’ ite (yet see Alexander Buttmann
(1873) Gram. 21te Aufl. sec. 115 Anm. 8), see deuro, 1;

1. from Homer down, “come hither, come here, come”: followed by an
imperative, deute, klhronomhsate, <402534>Matthew 25:34; deute, idete,
<402806>Matthew 28:6; <430429>John 4:29; deute, aristhsate, <432112>John 21:12;
deute, sunacqhte (Rec. deute kai sunagesqe), <661917>Revelation 19:17.
deute apisw mou “come after me,” be my disciples: <400419>Matthew 4:19;
<410117>Mark 1:17 (equivalent to Wkl] yræj}aæ, <120619>2 Kings 6:19); deute eiv touv
gamouv, <402204>Matthew 22:4; eiv erhmon topon, <410631>Mark 6:31; deute
prov me, <401128>Matthew 11:28.

2. It gets the force of an interjection, “Come! Come now!” followed by a
hortatory subjunctive: deute, apokteinwmen, <402138>Matthew 21:38;
<411207>Mark 12:7 and R G in <422014>Luke 20:14. (the Septuagint mostly for Wkl],
sometimes for WaOB.)*

{1206} deuteraiov, deuteraia, deuteraion (deuterov) (Herodotus,
Xenophon, others), “of or belonging to the second”; of one who comes, or
does a thing, “on the second day” (cf. tritaiov, tetartaiov, etc.):
deuteraioi hlqomen, <442813>Acts 28:13; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 2;
(Buttmann, sec. 123, 9).*

{1207} deuteroprwtov, deuteroprwton, “second-first” (cf.
deuterescatov second-last, last but one): en sabbatw deuteroprwtw
in <420601>Luke 6:1 seems to be, “the second of the first sabbaths after the feast
of the Passover”; cf. Redslob in the Intelligenzblatt zur Hall. Lit. Zeit.
1847, N. 70; Ewald, Jahrbb. d. Biblical Wissensch. i., p. 72; (WH’s
Appendix, at the passage). The various opinions of others are reviewed by
Meyer (and McClellan) at the passage and Lübkert in the Studien und
Kritiken for 1835, p. 664ff (Eustrat. in vita Eutych. n. 95 calls the first
Sunday after Easter deuteroprwthn kuriakhn). (But the genuineness of
the word is questionable. It is lacking in a B L 1, 33, 69 and some other
authorities. Hence, Tr text WH omit the word; L Tr marginal reading
brackets it. Tischendorf, after expunging it in his 2nd edition, restored it in
his 7th edition, subsequently put it in brackets, and finally (8th edition)
inserted it again. It is questioned or discarded, by Meyer, Bleek, Alford,
Weiss (on Mark, p. 101), Holtz., Hilgenf., Volkm., Farrar (commentary at
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the passage and Life of Christ 1:435), others. For the evidence see Tdf.’s
note, and for discussions of it see WH’s Appendix at the passage;
Scrivener, Introduction, p. 515f; Green, “Developed Criticism” at the
passage.)*

{1208} deuterov, deutera, deuteron (from Homer down; Curtius, sec.
277), “second”: <402226>Matthew 22:26; <411221>Mark 12:21; <421238>Luke 12:38;
<430454>John 4:54; <660407>Revelation 4:7, etc.; “the second,” the other of two:
<402239>Matthew 22:39; <411231>Mark 12:31; <461547>1 Corinthians 15:47; <560310>Titus 3:10;
<610301>2 Peter 3:1; <580807>Hebrews 8:7; 10:9; deuterov qanatov (see qanatov,
3), <660211>Revelation 2:11; 20:14; 21:8; deutera cariv in <470115>2 Corinthians
1:15 is not a “double” benefit, but “a second,” opposed to the former
which the Corinthians would have had if Paul in passing through Achaia
into Macedonia had visited them proteron (WH text Tr marginal reading
read deuteron caran, which see). The neuter deuteron is used
adverbially “in the second place, a second time” (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 37, 5 Note 1): <430304>John 3:4; <661903>Revelation 19:3; palin is added, as
often in Greek writers (see anwqen, at the end): <432116>John 21:16; also to
deuteron, <471302>2 Corinthians 13:2; <650105>Jude 1:5; ek deuterou (1 Macc.
9:1), <411472>Mark 14:72; <430924>John 9:24; <441109>Acts 11:9; <580928>Hebrews 9:28; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 51, 1d.; with palin added, <402642>Matthew 26:42;
<441015>Acts 10:15 (Homer, Odyssey 3, 161 epi deuteron autiv); entw
deuterw “at the second time,” <440713>Acts 7:13 (when they had come the
second time); deuteron in a partition “then, in the second place”: <461228>1
Corinthians 12:28.

{1209} decomai; (future 2 person plural dexesqe, <490617>Ephesians 6:17
Rec.bez); 1 aorist edexamhn; perfect dedegmai (<440814>Acts 8:14); deponent
middle; the Septuagint mostly for jqæl;;

1. “to take with the hand”: to gramma (L text T Tr WH ta grammata),
<421606>Luke 16:6f; to pothrion, <422217>Luke 22:17; “to take hold of, take up,”
thn perikefalaian ... thn macairan, <490617>Ephesians 6:17; to paidion
eiv agkalav, <420228>Luke 2:28.

2. “to take up, receive” (German aufnehmen, annehmen);

a. used of a place receiving one: oJn dei ouranon dexasqai (ouranon is
subject), <440321>Acts 3:21 (Plato, Theact., p. 177 a. teleuthsantav autouv
... oJ twn kakwn kaqarov topov ou dexetai).
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b. with the accusative of person “to receive, grant access to, a visitor; not
to refuse contact or friendship”: <420911>Luke 9:11 RG; <430445>John 4:45; <470715>2
Corinthians 7:15; <480414>Galatians 4:14; <510410>Colossians 4:10; “to receive to
hospitality,” <401014>Matthew 10:14,40f; <410611>Mark 6:11; <420905>Luke 9:5,53;
10:8,10; <442117>Acts 21:17 Rec.; <581131>Hebrews 11:31 (often in Greek writings
from Homer down); paidion, “to receive” into one’s family in order to
bring up and educate, <401805>Matthew 18:5; <410937>Mark 9:37; <420948>Luke 9:48; “to
receive” eiv touv oikouv, tav skhnav, <421604>Luke 16:4,9; dexai to
pneuma mou, to thyself in heaven, <440759>Acts 7:59. c. with the accusative of
the thing offered in speaking, teaching, instructing; “to receive favorably,
give ear to, embrace, make one’s own, approve, not to reject”: ton logon,
<420813>Luke 8:13; <440814>Acts 8:14; 11:1; 17:11; <520106>1 Thessalonians 1:6; 2:13;
<590121>James 1:21; ta tou pneumatov <460214>1 Corinthians 2:14; thn
paraklhsin, <470817>2 Corinthians 8:17; thn agaphn thv alhqeiav namely,
commended to them, <530210>2 Thessalonians 2:10; (add the elliptical
construction in <401114>Matthew 11:14) (often in Greek writings); to receive a
benefit offered, not to reject it, <470804>2 Corinthians 8:4 Rec. d. “to receive”
equivalent to “to take upon oneself, sustain, bear, endure”: tina, his
bearing and behavior, <471116>2 Corinthians 11:16 thn adikian, Hebrew ac;n;,
<015017>Genesis 50:17; pan, oJ ean epacqh, Sir. 2:4; muqon calepon, Homer,
Odyssey 20, 271, and often in Greek writers).

3. “to receive, get,” (German empfangen): epistolav, <442205>Acts 22:5;
grammata, <442821>Acts 28:21; thn basileian tou Qeou, to become a
partaker of the benefits of God’s kingdom, <411015>Mark 10:15; <421817>Luke 18:17;
logia zwnta, <440738>Acts 7:38; euaggelion, <471104>2 Corinthians 11:4; thn
carin tou Qeou, <470601>2 Corinthians 6:1; — equivalent to “to learn”:
<500418>Philippians 4:18 ((?) see the commentaries at the passage).*

(Synonyms: decomai, lambanw: The earlier classic use of these verbs
sustains in the main the distinction laid down in the glossaries (e.g.
Ammonius, under the word labein; labein men esti, to keimenon ti
anelesqai. Dexasqai de, to didomenon ek ceirov), and the suggestion
of a self-prompted taking still adheres to lambanw in many connections
(cf. labein tina gunaika, archn labein) in distinction from a receiving
of what is offered; in use, however, the words overlap and distinctions
disappear; yet the suggestion of a welcoming or an appropriating reception
generally cleaves to decomai. See Schimdt, chapter 107, who treats of the
compound of decomai. in detail. Compare: anadecomai, apodecomai,
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diadecomai, eisdecomai, ekdecomai, apekdecomai, endecomai,
epidecomai, paradecomai, prosdecomai, uJpodecomai.)

{1210} dew: (future dhsw); 1 aorist edhsa; perfect participle dedekwv
(<442229>Acts 22:29); passive, perfect dedemai; 1 aorist infinitive deqhnai
(<442133>Acts 21:33); the Septuagint chiefly for rsæa;; (from Homer down); “to
bind, tie, fasten”;

1. properly: ti, eisdesmav, <401330>Matthew 13:30 (Tr WH brackets G
probably omit eiv, cf. Buttmann, 150 (131); Winer’s Grammar, 225 (211));
oqonh tessarsin arcaiv dedemenaiv a sheet bound by the four corners
(to the sky), <441011>Acts 10:11 (G L T Tr WH omit dedemenaiv kai); an
animal, to prevent it from straying around, onov dedemenh, pwlov
dedemenov, <402102>Matthew 21:2; <411102>Mark 11:2; <421930>Luke 19:30; with prov
thn quran added, <411104>Mark 11:4; with the accusative of person “to bind,
to fasten with chains, to throw into chains”: aggelouv, <660914>Revelation
9:14; a madman, pedaiv kai aJlusesi, <410503>Mark 5:3f; captives, Matthew
(12:29); 14:3; 22:13; 27:2; Mark (3:27); 6:17; 15:1; <431812>John 18:12;
<440914>Acts 9:14; 21:11; 22:29; <662002>Revelation 20:2; Passive, <411507>Mark 15:7;
<431824>John 18:24; <440902>Acts 9:2,21 (in the last two passages dedemenon agein
tina); <442113>Acts 21:13; 22:5; 24:27; <510403>Colossians 4:3; aJlusesi, <441206>Acts
12:6; 21:33; oJ logov tou Qeou ou dedetai, figuratively for these bonds
of mine in no way hinder its course, i.e. the preaching, extension, and
efficacy of the gospel, <550209>2 Timothy 2:9; the bodies of the dead, which
were accustomed to be bound with bandages and linen cloths: oJ teqnhkwv
dedemonov touv podav kai tav ceirav keiriav, bound hand and foot
with grave-cloths, <431144>John 11:44; to swma oqonioiv (Tdf. 2, 7 en
oqonioiv), to swathe in linen cloths, <431940>John 19:40.

2. metaphorically,

a. Satan is said dhsai a woman bent together, i.e. by means of a demon,
as his messenger, taking possession of the woman and preventing her from
standing upright, <421316>Luke 13:16 cf. <421311>Luke 13:11.

b. “to bind,” i.e. “put under obligation,” namely, of law, duty, etc.:
dedemenov tw pneumati, bound or constrained in my spirit, i.e.
compelled by my convictions, <442022>Acts 20:22 (so not infrequent in Greek
authors as Plato, rep. 8, p. 567 d. anagkh dedetai hJ prostattei autw);
with the dative of person dedesqai tini, “to be bound to one”: andri, of
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a wife, <450702>Romans 7:2; gunaiki, of a husband, <460727>1 Corinthians 7:27;
dedetai absolutely, opposed to eleuqera esti, <460739>1 Corinthians 7:39;
(Achilles Tatius 1, 11, p. 41 allh dedemai parqenw, Jamblichus, vit.
Pythagoras 11, 56 thn men agamon, ... thn de prov andra dedemenhn).

c. by a Chaldean and rabbinical idiom (equivalent to rsæa}), “to forbid,
prohibit, declare to be illicit”: <401619>Matthew 16:19; 18:18. (Compare:
katadew, peridew, sundew, uJpodew.)*

{1211} dh (shortened from hdh (others besides)), a particle which, the
epic phrases dh tote, dh gar excepted, is never placed at the beginning of
a sentence, but is joined to some preceding word, and indicates that “what
it introduces can be taken as something settled, laid down in deed and in
truth” (Klotz ad Devar. ii. 2, p. 392): “now therefore, then, verily, in
truth,” (Latin jam, igitur, sane, etc. — although neither Latin, German
(nor English) has a word precisely equivalent to dh).

1. added to relative pronouns: oJv dh, “who is such a one as, who
preeminently, who then,” <401323>Matthew 13:23.

2. joined to imperatives and hortatory subjunctives it signifies that the thing
enjoined must be done “forthwith, at once” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 43,
3 a.), so that it may be evident that it is being done (cf. Passow, i., p.
612{b}), where the Latin says agedum, jam, German doch, nur (English,
“now, only, but”): <420215>Luke 2:15; Acts (6:3 L WH marginal reading
brackets); <441302>Acts 13:2; 15:36; <460620>1 Corinthians 6:20 (Sir. 44:1).

3. “surely, certainly”: <471201>2 Corinthians 12:1 R G.*

{5081} dhlaugwv (from dhlov and augh), “radiantly, in full light,
clearly”: <410825>Mark 8:25 T WH marginal reading with manuscripts a* C L
delta for Rec. thlaugwv. Hesychius says dhlaugwv. agan fanerwv; add
dhlaugesi tekmhrioiv, Democritus in Fabricius, Biblioth. Gr. iv., p. 333.
With the exception of this word (dhlopoiew (Plutarch, Pericl. 33, 8;
others)) and the very rare dhlofanhv, dhlov is not found in
composition.*

{1212} dhlov, dhlh, dhlon (from Homer down), “clear, evident,
manifest”: <402673>Matthew 26:73; dhlon namely, estin it is manifest, evident,
followed by oJti (4 Macc. 2:7; Xenophon, an. 1, 3, 9; others): <461527>1
Corinthians 15:27 (here some would take the words adverbially and
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parenthetically, i.e. dhlonoti, “manifestly,” cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 64,
2 a.); <480311>Galatians 3:11; <540607>1 Timothy 6:7 (here L T Tr WH omit
dhlon).*

(Synonyms: dhlov, fanerov: dhlov, “evident,” what is known and
understood, fanerov, “manifest,” as opposed to what is concealed or
invisible; dhlov points rather to inner perception, fanerov to outward
appearance. Cf. Schmidt, chapter 129.)

{1213} dhlow, dhlw; (imperfect edhloun; future dhlwsw); 1 aorist
edhlwsa; passive (imperfect 3 person singular edhlouto (<600111>1 Peter
1:11 WH marginal reading)); 1 aorist edhlwqhn; (dhlov); the Septuagint
for [æydiwOh and sometimes for hr;wOh; in Greek authors from (Aeschylus
and) Herodotus down; “to make manifest”: ti, <460313>1 Corinthians 3:13; “to
make known by relating, to declare”: ti, <510108>Colossians 1:8; tini peri
tinov, oJti, at, <460111>1 Corinthians 1:11; “to give one to understand, to
indicate, signify”: ti, <581227>Hebrews 12:27; <610114>2 Peter 1:14; followed by the
accusative with an infinitive <580908>Hebrews 9:8; eiv ti, “point unto,” <600111>1
Peter 1:11.*

(SYN: dhlow, emfanizw: empaJnizw, to manifest to the sight, make
visible; dhlow, to render evident to the mind, of such disclosures as
exhibit character or suggest inferences; hence, especially of prophetic,
typical, or other supernatural disclosures. Cf. Schmidt, chapter 129 sec. 6;
Bleek on <580908>Hebrews 9:8.)

{1214} Dhmav, oJ, “Demas,” (proper name, contracted apparently
Dhmhtriov, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 103 (97); (on its declension, cf.
Buttmann, 20 (18))), a companion of Paul, who deserted the apostle when
he was a prisoner at Rome and returned to Thessalonica: <510414>Colossians
4:14; <570124>Philemon 1:24; <550410>2 Timothy 4:10.*

{1215} dhmhgorew, dhmhgorw: (imperfect edhmhgoroun); (to be a
dhmhgorov, from dhmov and agoreuw, to harangue the people); “to
address a public assembly, make a speech to the people”: edhmhgorei
prov autouv (A.V. “made an oration”), <441221>Acts 12:21. (Aristophanes,
Xenophon, Plato, Demosthenes, others. <203031>Proverbs 30:31 (<202406>Proverbs
24:66); 4 Macc. 5:15.)*

{1216} Dhmhtriov, Dhmetriou, oJ, “Demetrius”;
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1. a silversmith of Ephesus, a heathen: <441924>Acts 19:24,38.

2. a certain Christian: <640112>3 John 1:12.*

{1217} dhmiourgov, dhmiourgou, oJ (dhmiov, public, belonging to the
people, and ERGW; cf. iJerourgov, ampelourgov, etc.), often in Greek
writers from Homer down;

a. properly, “a workman for the public.”

b. universally, “the author of any work, an artisan, framer, builder”:
tecnitesv kai dhmiourgov, <581110>Hebrews 11:10; (Xenophon, mem. 1, 4, 7
(cf. 9) sofou tinov dhmiourgou tecnhma. God is called oJ tou ouranou
dhmiourgov in Plato, rep. 7, p. 530 a.; oJ dhmiourgov twn oJlwn in
Josephus, Antiquities 1, 7, 1, and often in ecclesiastical writers from
Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 20, 11; 26, 1; 33, 2 on; (cf. Philo, de mut.
nom. sec. 4; de opif. mund., Muller, edition, p. 133; Piper, Einl. in
monument. Theol. sec. 26; Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word). In the
Scriptures, besides, only in 2 Macc. 4:1 kakwn dhmiourgov). (Cf.
Trench, sec. cv.)*

{1218} dhmov, dhmou oJ, “the people, the mass of the people assembled in
a public place”: <441222>Acts 12:22; 19:33; agein (R G), eiselqein eiv ton
dhmon: <441705>Acts 17:5 (L T Tr WH proagein); <441930>Acts 19:30. (From
Homer down.)*

(Synonyms: dhmov, laov: in classic Greek dhmov denotes the people as
organized into a body politic; laov, the unorganized people at large. But
in biblical Greek laov, is used especially of the chosen people of God;
dhmov, on the other hand (found only in Acts) denotes the people of a
heathen city. Cf. Trench, sec. xcviii.; Schmidt, chapter 199).

{1219} dhmosiov, dhmosia, dhmosion, especially frequent in Attic;
“belonging to the people or state, public” (opposed to idiov): <440518>Acts
5:18; in dative feminine dhmosia used adverbially (opposed to idia) (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 591 (549) note), “publicly, in public places, in view of
all”: <441637>Acts 16:37; 18:28; dhmosiov kai kat’ oikouv, <442020>Acts 20:20;
(2 Macc. 6:10; 3 Macc. 2:27; in Greek writings also “by public authority,
at the public expense”).*
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{1220} dhnarion, dhnariou, to (Plutarch, Epictetus, others), a Latin
word, “a denarius,” a silver coin, originally consisting of ten (whence its
name), afterward (from 217 B. C. on) of sixteen asses; about (3.898 grams,
i.e. 8 1/2 pence or 16 2/3 cents; rapidly debased from Nero on; cf. BB.
DD. under the word Denarius): <401828>Matthew 18:28; 20:2,9,13; 22:19;
<410637>Mark 6:37; 12:15; 14:5; <420741>Luke 7:41; 10:35; 20:24; <430607>John 6:7; 12:5;
<660606>Revelation 6:6 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 587 (546); Buttmann, 164
(143)); to ana dhnarion namely, on, the pay of a denarius apiece
promised to each workman, <402010>Matthew 20:10 T Tr (txt., Tr marginal
reading WH brackets to).*

{1221} dhpote (from dh and pote), adverb, “now at length” (jam
aliquando); “at any time; at last,” etc., “just exactly”; (hence, it generalizes
a relative, like the Latin cumque; see Lob. ad Phryn., p. 373): wJ dhpote
noshmati, with whatsoever disease, <430504>John 5:4 (R G, but L
oJiwdhpotoun).*

{1222} dhpou (L WH dh pou; cf. Lipsius, Gram. Untersuch., p. 123f),
adverb (from dh and pou), properly, “now in some way, whatever that
way is”; it is used when something is affirmed in a slightly ironical manner,
as if with an affectation of uncertainty, “perhaps, doubtless, verily”: ou
dhpou, “not surely” (German doch nicht etwa), “hardly I trow”; (cf. Rost
in Passow, i., p. 613{b}; Klotz ad Devar. ii. 2, p. 427f.). Once in Scripture:
<580216>Hebrews 2:16.*

{2203} (Dia, see Zeuv.)

{1223} dia (“written di’ before a vowel, except in proper names and
<470507>2 Corinthians 5:7; <450810>Romans 8:10” Tdf. Proleg., p. 94), akin to div
and Latin dis in composition, properly, denoting a division into two or
more parts; a preposition taking the genitive and the accusative. In its use
the biblical writers differ in no respect from the Greek; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 377ff (353ff); 398 (372)f

A. with the genitive: “through”;

I. of place;

1. properly, after verbs denoting an extension, or a motion, or an act, that
occurs through any place: di’ allhv oJdou anacwrein, <400212>Matthew
2:12; di’ anudrwn topwn, <401243>Matthew 12:43; dia thv Samareiav,
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<430404>John 4:4; dia thv qurav, <431001>John 10:1f; add, <401924>Matthew 19:24;
<410223>Mark 2:23; 10:25; 11:16; <420430>Luke 4:30; 5:19; 18:25; <471133>2 Corinthians
11:33; <580911>Hebrews 9:11f; 11:29, etc.; di’ uJmwn, through your city,
<451528>Romans 15:28; (on dia pantwn, <440932>Acts 9:32, see pav, II. 1); oJ dia
pantwn, diffusing his saving influence through all, <490406>Ephesians 4:6;
swzesqai dia purov, <460315>1 Corinthians 3:15; diaswzesqai di’ uJdatov,
<600320>1 Peter 3:20 (Ev. Nicod. c. 9, p. 568f, Thilo edition (p. 228, Tdf.
edition) dia qalasshv wJv dia xhrav); blelpein di’ esoptrou, <461312>1
Corinthians 13:12 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 380 (356)). Add the adverbial
phrase di’ oJlou from top to bottom, throughout, <431923>John 19:23
(metaphorically, “in every way,” 1 Macc. 6:18). From this use of the
preposition has come

2. its tropical use of state or condition in which (properly, passing through
which as through a space) one does or suffers something, where we, with a
different conception, employ “with, in,” etc. (German $$bei, unter, mit): oJ
dia grammatov kai peritomhv parabathv nomou, <450227>Romans 2:27
(Winer’s Grammar, 380 (355)); oJi pisteuontev di’ akrobustiav who
believe, though uncircumcised (see akrobustia, a.), <450411>Romans 4:11;
dia proskommatov esqiein, with offence, or so as to be an offence (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 380 (356), and see proskomma), <451420>Romans 14:20;
dia pistewv peripatein, ou dia eidouv (see eidov, 1), <470507>2
Corinthians 5:7; ta dia (Lachmann marginal reading (cf. Tr marginal
reading) ta idia (see Meyer at the passage)) tou swmatov;, done in the
body (i.e. while we were clothed with our earthly body (others take dia
here instrumentally; see III. 2 below)), <470510>2 Corinthians 5:10; dia
pollwn dakruwn, <470204>2 Corinthians 2:4; dia doxhv, clothed with glory,
<470311>2 Corinthians 3:11; ercesqai, eisercesqai dia tinov “with” a thing,
<580912>Hebrews 9:12; <620506>1 John 5:6 (but cf. Winer’s Grammar, 380 (355));
di’ uJpomonhv, <450825>Romans 8:25 (dia penqouv to ghrav diagein,
Xenophon, Cyril 4, 6, 6; cf. Mattiae ii., p. 1353).

II. of Time (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 380 (356); Ellicott or Meyer on
<480201>Galatians 2:1; Fritzsche as below);

1. of continued time; hence, a. of the time “throughout” (“during”) which
anything is done: <402661>Matthew 26:61; <411458>Mark 14:58; di’ oJlhv (thv R G)
nuktov, <420505>Luke 5:5; dia pantov tou zhn, <580215>Hebrews 2:15; dia
pantov (so L WH Tr (except <410505>Mark 5:5; <422453>Luke 24:53)), or written
together diapantov (so G T (except in Matt.); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 46
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(45); Lipsius, Gram. Unters., p. 125), “continually, always”: <401810>Matthew
18:10; <410505>Mark 5:5; <422453>Luke 24:53; <440225>Acts 2:25 (from Psalm 15:8
(<191608>Psalm 16:8)); 10:2; 24:16; <451110>Romans 11:10 (from <196824>Psalm 68:24
(<196924>Psalm 69:24)); <530316>2 Thessalonians 3:16; <580906>Hebrews 9:6; 13:15 (often
in Greek writings). b. of the time “within” which a thing is done: dia thv
nuktov (L T Tr WH dia nuktov), by night, <440519>Acts 5:19; 16:9; 17:10;
23:31, (Palaeph. 1, 10); di’ hJmerwn tessarakonta, repeatedly within
the space of forty days, <440103>Acts 1:3; — (denying this use of the
preposition, C. F. A. Fritzsche in Fritzschiorum Opuscc., p. 164f would
refer these instances to the use noted under a. (see Winer’s, Ellicott, Meyer
as above)).

2. of time elapsed, and which has, so to say, been passed through:
<480201>Galatians 2:1 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 380 (356)); di’ hJmerwn (some)
days having intervened, after (some) days, <410201>Mark 2:1; di’ etwn
pleionwn, <442417>Acts 24:17; examples from Greek authors in Fritzsche on
Mark, p. 50; (Winer’s Grammar, 380 (356); Liddell and Scott, under the
word, A. II. 2; Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word, 2; Field, Otium Norv.
iii, p. 14).

III. of the Means or Instrument by which anything is effected; because
what is done by means of person or thing seems to pass as it were through
the same (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 378 (354)).

1. of one who is the author of the action as well as its instrument, or of the
efficient cause: di’ autou (i.e. tou Qeou) ta panta namely, estin or
egeneto, <451136>Romans 11:36; also di’ oJu, <580210>Hebrews 2:10; di’ oJu
eklhqhte, <460109>1 Corinthians 1:9; add (<480407>Galatians 4:7 L T Tr WH, see
below); <580721>Hebrews 7:21 (hJ iatrikh pasa dia tou Qeou toutou, i.e.
Aesculapius, kubernatai, Plato, symp., p. 186 e.; cf. Fritzsche on
Romans, vol. i., p. 15 (and for examples Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the
word, 1)); of him to whom that is due which anyone has or has done; hence
equivalent to “by the fault of” anyone: di’ oJu to skandalon ercetai,
<401807>Matthew 18:7; di’ eJnov anqrwpou hJ aJmartia ... eishlqe,
<450512>Romans 5:12, cf. <450516>Romans 5:16-19; hsqenei dia thv sarkov,
<450803>Romans 8:3; “by the merit, aid, favor of” anyone: en zwh
basileusousi dia, etc. <450517>Romans 5:17, cf. <450518>Romans 5:18f; <461521>1
Corinthians 15:21; dia tou Cristou, and the like: <450501>Romans 5:1f
<450511>Romans 5:11; <441043>Acts 10:43; <480407>Galatians 4:7 (Rec., but see above);
dokazein ton Qeon dia Ihsou Cristou, <600411>1 Peter 4:11, and
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eucaristein tw Qew dia Ihsou Cristou, <450108>Romans 1:8; 7:25 (where
L T Tr WH text cariv tw Qew); <510317>Colossians 3:17 — because the
possibility both of glorifying God and of giving thanks to him is due to the
kindness of Christ: kaucasqai en tw Qew dia Ihsou Cristou,
<450511>Romans 5:11; anapauesqai dia tinov, <570107>Philemon 1:7; oJi
pepisteukotev dia thv caristov, <441827>Acts 18:27; pollhv eirhnhv
tugcanontev dia sou ... dia thv shv pronoiav, <442402>Acts 24:2 (3);
uJpernikan dia tou agaphsantov hJmav, <450837>Romans 8:37;
perisseuein dia tinov, by the increase which comes from one,
<500126>Philippians 1:26; <470105>2 Corinthians 1:5; 9:12; dia thv uJmwn dhesewv,
<500119>Philippians 1:19; add, <570122>Philemon 1:22 <450112>Romans 1:12; <470104>2
Corinthians 1:4; <480423>Galatians 4:23; <600105>1 Peter 1:5.

2. of the instrument used to accomplish a thing, or of the instrumental
cause in the stricter sense: — with the genitive of person “by the service,
the intervention of, anyone”; with the genitive of thing, “by means of with
the help of, anything;

a. in passages where a subject expressly mentioned is said to do or to have
done a thing by some person or by some thing: <411620>Mark 16:20 (tou
kuriou ton logon bebaiountov dia twn shmeiwn); <420170>Luke 1:70;
<440116>Acts 1:16; 2:22 (terasi kai shmeioiv, oJiv epoihse di’ autou oJ
Qeov); <440820>Acts 8:20; 10:36; 15:28 (grayantev dia ceirov autwn);
<442028>Acts 20:28; 21:19; 28:25; <450216>Romans 2:16; 3:31; 7:13; (8:11 Rec.bez elz

L edition min. T WH text); <451518>Romans 15:18; 16:18; <460121>1 Corinthians
1:21 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 381 (357)); <460210>1 Corinthians 2:10; 4:15; 6:14;
14:9, 19 (RG); 15:57; <470104>2 Corinthians 1:4; 4:14 RG; 5:18,20; 9:13 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 381 (357)); 10:9; 12:17; <490105>Ephesians 1:5; 2:16;
<510120>Colossians 1:20,22; 2:8; <520414>1 Thessalonians 4:14; <530214>2 Thessalonians
2:14; <560305>Titus 3:5; <580102>Hebrews 1:2,3 (R G); 2:14; 6:12; 7:19; 9:26;
13:2,12,15,21; <660101>Revelation 1:1; gh ex uJdatov (material cause) kai di’
uJdatov sunestwsa tw tou Qeou logw, <610305>2 Peter 3:5 (Winer’s
Grammar, 419 (390) cf. 217 (204)).

b. in passages in which the author or principal cause is not mentioned, but
is easily understood from the nature of the case, or from the context:
<450112>Romans 1:12; <461112>1 Corinthians 11:12 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 381
(357)); <500120>Philippians 1:20; <520307>1 Thessalonians 3:7; <530202>2 Thessalonians
2:2,15; <581139>Hebrews 11:39 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, as above, also sec. 50,
3); 12:11,15; <600107>1 Peter 1:7; dia pollwn marturwn, by the mediation
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(intervention) of many witnesses, they being summoned for that purpose
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 378 (354); A.V. among), <550202>2 Timothy 2:2. Where
it is evident from the religious conceptions of the Bible that God is the
author or first cause: <431104>John 11:4; <440512>Acts 5:12; <490310>Ephesians 3:10; 4:16;
<510219>Colossians 2:19; <550106>2 Timothy 1:6; <581010>Hebrews 10:10; <610306>2 Peter 3:6;
swzesqai dia pistewv, <490208>Ephesians 2:8; sunegeiresqai dia thv
pistewv, <510212>Colossians 2:12; dikaiousqai dia thv pistewv,
<480216>Galatians 2:16, cf. <450330>Romans 3:30; in the phrases dia tou Ihsou
Cristou, and the like: <430117>John 1:17; 3:17; <441338>Acts 13:38; <450105>Romans
1:5; 5:9; <461557>1 Corinthians 15:57; <620409>1 John 4:9; <500111>Philippians 1:11; dia
tou euaggeliou, <461502>1 Corinthians 15:2; <490306>Ephesians 3:6; dia logou
Qeou, <600123>1 Peter 1:23, cf. <600103>1 Peter 1:3; dia nomou, <450327>Romans 3:27;
4:13; di’ apokaluyewv Ihsou Cristou, <480112>Galatians 1:12, cf.
<480115>Galatians 1:15f; dia tou (aJgiou) pneumatov, <450505>Romans 5:5; <460708>1
Corinthians 7:8; <490316>Ephesians 3:16; pisteuein dia tinov (see pisteuw,
1 b. [g]), <430107>John 1:7; <460305>1 Corinthians 3:5; shmeion gegone di’ autwn,
<440416>Acts 4:16; oJ logov di’ aggelwn lalhqeiv, <580202>Hebrews 2:2, cf.
<480319>Galatians 3:19; oJ nomov dia Mwusewv edoqh, <430117>John 1:17; in
passages in which something is said to have been spoken through the O.T.
prophets, or some one of them (cf. Lightfoot Fresh Revision etc., p. 121f):
<400205>Matthew 2:5,17 L T Tr WH, <400223>Matthew 2:23; (<400303>Matthew 3:3 L T
Tr WH); <400414>Matthew 4:14; 8:17; 12:17; 21:4; 24:15; 27:9; <440216>Acts 2:16;
or to have been so written: <421831>Luke 18:31; with the added mention of the
first cause: uJpo tou kuriou dia tou profhtou, <400122>Matthew 1:22; 2:15,
cf. <420170>Luke 1:70; <440116>Acts 1:16; 28:25; <450102>Romans 1:2; in passages
relating to the Logos: panta di’ autou (i.e., through the Divine Logos
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 379 (355))) egeneto or ektisqh: <430103>John 1:3; <460806>1
Corinthians 8:6 (where he is expressly distinguished from the first cause: ex
autou (Winer’s Grammar, 419 (391))); <510116>Colossians 1:16 (Winer’s
Grammar, the passage cited), cf. <580102>Hebrews 1:2 (Philo de cherub. sec.
35). The instrumental cause and the principal are distinguished in <461112>1
Corinthians 11:12 (dia thv gunaikov ... ek tou Qeou); <480101>Galatians 1:1
(ap’ anqrwpwn ... di’ anqrwpou (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 418 (390))).

3. with the genitive of a thing dia is used to denote the manner in which a
thing is done, or the formal cause: eipe dia parabolhv, <420804>Luke 8:4;
eipe di’ oJrmatov, <441809>Acts 18:9; apaggellein dia logou, “by word of
mouth,” <441527>Acts 15:27; tw logw di’ epistolwn, <471011>2 Corinthians 10:11,
cf. <530215>2 Thessalonians 2:15; pistiv energoumenh di’ agaphv,
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<480506>Galatians 5:6; kecaristai di’ epaggeliav, <480318>Galatians 3:18;
douleuein dia thv agaphv, <480513>Galatians 5:13; epistellein dia
bracewn, <581322>Hebrews 13:22; grafein di’ oligwn, <600512>1 Peter 5:12
(Plato, Gorgias, p. 449 b. dia makrwn logouv poieisqai (see oligov,
at the end; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 51, 1 b.)); dia cartou kai
melanov, <630112>2 John 1:12; dia melanov kai kalamou, <640113>3 John 1:13
(Plutarch, Sol. 17, 3). To this head I should refer also the use of dia tinov
in exhortations etc. where one seeks to strengthen his exhortation by the
mention of a thing or a person held sacred by those whom he is
admonishing (dia equivalent to “by an allusion to, by reminding you of”
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 381 (357))): <451201>Romans 12:1 15:30; <460110>1
Corinthians 1:10; <471001>2 Corinthians 10:1; <520402>1 Thessalonians 4:2 (yet cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 379 (355) note); <530312>2 Thessalonians 3:12 R G.

B. with the accusative (Winer’s Grammar, 398f (372f)).

I. of place; “through”; often so in the Greek poets, once in the N.T.
according to L T Tr WH viz. <421711>Luke 17:11 dia meson Samareiav, for
R G dia mesou Samareiav (but see mesov, 2).

II. of the Ground or Reason on account of which anything is or is not
done; “by reason of because of” (German aus Grund).

1. of the reason for which a thing is done, or of the efficient reason, when
for greater perspicuity it may be rendered by (cf. Kühner, sec. 434 Anm.);
a. with the accusative of the thing: di’ hJn, viz. thn tou Qeou hJmeran
(properly, by reason of which day, i.e. because it will come (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 400 (373))), <610312>2 Peter 3:12; dia ton logon (properly, by
reason of the word, i.e. because the word has cleansing power), <431503>John
15:3; dia to qelhma sou (Vulgate proptar voluntatem tuam, i.e. because
thou didst will it), <660411>Revelation 4:11; add, <661211>Revelation 12:11; 13:14
(anabiwsketai dia thn tou patrov fusin, Plato, symp., p. 203 e.); cf.
Grimm on 2 Macc. 3:1. b. with the accusative of the person, by whose will,
agency, favor, fault, anything is or is done: dia ton patera ... di’ eme
(properly, because the father lives ... because I live (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
399 (373))), <430657>John 6:57; dia ton uJptaxanta, by the will of him who
subjected it, opposed to ouc eJkousa, <450820>Romans 8:20 (cf. Winer’s 399
(373) note); mh eiphv oJti dia kurion apesthn, Sir. 15:11; so too in the
Greek writings of every age; cf. Krüger, sec. 68, 23; Grimm on 2 Macc.
6:25. Much more often
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2. of the reason or cause on account of which anything is or is done, or
ought to be done; “on account of, because of”;

a. in the phrases dia touto, “for this cause; for this reason; therefore; on
this account; since this is so”: <400625>Matthew 6:25; 12:27,31; 13:13, etc.;
<410614>Mark 6:14; 11:24; <421149>Luke 11:49; 14:20; <430665>John 6:65; 9:23; <440226>Acts
2:26; <450126>Romans 1:26; 4:16; 5:12; 13:6; 15:9; <460417>1 Corinthians 4:17;
11:10,30; <470401>2 Corinthians 4:1; <490115>Ephesians 1:15; 5:17; 6:13;
<510109>Colossians 1:9; <520213>1 Thessalonians 2:13; 3:5,7; <530211>2 Thessalonians
2:11; <550210>2 Timothy 2:10; <580109>Hebrews 1:9; 2:1; <620405>1 John 4:5; <640110>3 John
1:10; <660715>Revelation 7:15; 12:12; 18:8. followed by oJti, “for this cause ...
because, therefore ... because”: <430516>John 5:16,18; 8:47; 10:17; 12:18,39;
<620301>1 John 3:1; cf. Tholuck edition 7 on <431017>John 10:17 (he questions, at
least for <431017>John 10:17 and <431239>John 12:39, the canon of Meyer (on 12:39),
Luthardt (on <431017>John 10:17), others, that in this phrase in John the touto
always looks backward) in the opposite order (when the words that
precede with oJti are to be emphasized): <431519>John 15:19. It indicates the
end and purpose, being followed either by iJna, <471310>2 Corinthians 13:10;
<540116>1 Timothy 1:16; <570115>Philemon 1:15, (in the opposite order, <430131>John
1:31); or by oJpwv, <580915>Hebrews 9:15. dia ti (so L Tr WH) and written
together diati (so G T; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 45; (Lipsius, Gram.
Unters., p. 126), “why? wherefore?” <400911>Matthew 9:11,14; 13:10; 17:19;
<410218>Mark 2:18; <420530>Luke 5:30; <430745>John 7:45; <440503>Acts 5:3; <450932>Romans 9:32;
<460607>1 Corinthians 6:7; <661707>Revelation 17:7. di’ hJn aitian, see aitia, 1.
tiv hJ aitia, di’ hJn, <441021>Acts 10:21; 23:28; dia tauthn thn aitian,
<442820>Acts 28:20; dia tauta, <490506>Ephesians 5:6, etc.

b. used, with the accusative of any noun, of the mental affection by which
one is impelled to some act (English “for”; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 399
(372) dia fqonon, because prompted by envy, for envy, <402718>Matthew
27:18; <411510>Mark 15:10; dia ton fobon tinov, <430713>John 7:13; 19:38; 20:19;
<661810>Revelation 18:10,15; dia thn pollhn agaphn, <490204>Ephesians 2:4. of
any other cause on account of which one is said to do or to have done
something — as in <401403>Matthew 14:3,9; 15:3,6; <430439>John 4:39,41f; 12:11;
14:11; <442802>Acts 28:2; <450325>Romans 3:25 (dia thn paresin twn
progegonotwn aJmarthmatwn because of the pretermission etc., i.e.
because he had left the sins unpunished); <450619>Romans 6:19; 15:15; <470914>2
Corinthians 9:14; <480413>Galatians 4:13 (di’ asqeneian thv sarkov, on
account of an infirmity of the flesh, i.e. detained among you by sickness; cf.
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Wieseler (or Lightfoot) at the passage); — or to suffer or have suffered
something, <402409>Matthew 24:9; 27:19; <422319>Luke 23:19,25; <442135>Acts 21:35;
<470411>2 Corinthians 4:11; <510306>Colossians 3:6; <600314>1 Peter 3:14; <660109>Revelation
1:9; 6:9; — or to have obtained something, <580209>Hebrews 2:9; 5:14; <620212>1
John 2:12; — or to be or to become something, <450810>Romans 8:10 11:28;
<490418>Ephesians 4:18; <580512>Hebrews 5:12 (Winer’s Grammar, 399 (373));
<580718>Hebrews 7:18. of the impeding cause, where by reason of some person
or thing something is said to have been impossible: <401358>Matthew 13:58;
17:20; <410204>Mark 2:4; <420519>Luke 5:19; 8:19; <442134>Acts 21:34; <580319>Hebrews 3:19;
4:6. dia with the accusative of a person is often equivalent to “for the
benefit of” (English “for the sake of”): <410227>Mark 2:27; <431142>John 11:42;
12:30; <461109>1 Corinthians 11:9; <580114>Hebrews 1:14; 6:7 dia touv eklektouv,
<402422>Matthew 24:22; <411320>Mark 13:20; <550210>2 Timothy 2:10; dia Criston for
Christ’s sake, to promote his cause, <460410>1 Corinthians 4:10; di’ uJmav,
<431230>John 12:30; <470415>2 Corinthians 4:15; 8:9; <500124>Philippians 1:24; <520105>1
Thessalonians 1:5. dia tina, because of the example set by one: <470210>2
Corinthians 2:10; <450224>Romans 2:24; <610202>2 Peter 2:2; dia ton Criston, “for
Christ,” to become a partner of Christ, <500307>Philippians 3:7 (equivalent to
iJna Criston kerdhsw, Phil 3:8).

c. dia to, “because that, for that,” is placed before the infinitive — either
standing alone, as <420907>Luke 9:7; <580723>Hebrews 7:23; — or having a subject
accusative expressed, as <402412>Matthew 24:12; <410504>Mark 5:4; <420204>Luke 2:4;
19:11; <440402>Acts 4:2; 12:20; 18:2; 27:4,9; 28:18; <500107>Philippians 1:7;
<580724>Hebrews 7:24; 10:2; <590402>James 4:2; — or with its subject accusative
evident from the context, as <401306>Matthew 13:6; <410406>Mark 4:6; <421108>Luke
11:8; 18:5; 23:8; <440811>Acts 8:11; 18:3.

C. In Composition dia indicates:

1. a passing through space or time, “through,” (diabainw, diercomai,
diulizw, etc.); hence,

2. continuity of time (diamenw, diatelew, diathrew), and completeness
of action (diakaqarizw, diazwnnumi).

3. distribution (diadidwmi, diaggellw, diafhmizw).

4. separation (dialuw, diairew).
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5. rivalry and endeavor (diapinw, diakatelegcomai; cf. Herm. ad Vig.,
p. 854; (Winer. as below, p. 6)).

6. transition from one state to another (diallassw, diorqow). (Cf.
Winer, Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part v.; Valckenaer on Herodotus 5,
18; Cattier. Gazophyl. edition Abresch, Song of Solomon 1810, p. 39; A.
Rieder, Ueb. d. mit mehr als ein. prap. zusammeng. verba im N.T., p. 17f)
No one of the N.T. writers makes more frequent use of verbs compounded
with dia than Luke, (see the list in Winer, as above, p. 3 note; on their
construction Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 8).

{1224} diabainw: 2 aorist diebhn, infinitive diabhnai, participle
diabav; as in Greek writings from Homer down; (Pliny, pertranseo); “to
pass through, cross over”; a. transitively: thn qalassan wJv dia xhrav,
<581129>Hebrews 11:29. b. intransitive: prov tina, <421626>Luke 16:26; eiv with the
accusative of place, <441609>Acts 16:9; (for rbæ[;, <091307>1 Samuel 13:7).*

{1225} diaballw: 1 aorist passive dieblhqhn:

1. properly, “to throw over or across, to send over,” (ti dia tinov).

2. very often, from Herodotus down, “to traduce, calumniate, slander,
accuse, defame” (cf. Latin perstringere, German durchziehen, dia as it
were from one to another; see Winer, Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part
v., p. 17)), not only of those who bring a false charge against one
(dieblhto prov auton adikwv, Josephus, Antiquities 7, 11, 3), but also
of those who disseminate the truth concerning a man, but do so
maliciously, insidiously, with hostility (cf. Lucian’s Essay de calumn. non
temere credend.) (<270308>Daniel 3:8, the Septuagint; <270624>Daniel 6:24
Theodotion); so dieblhqh autw wJv diaskorpizwn, <421601>Luke 16:1 (with
the dative of person to whom the charge is made, also in Herodotus 5, 35,
et al.; tina prov tina, Herodotus 5, 96, et al.; followed by wJv with
participle, Xenophon, Hell. 2, 3, 23; Plato, epistles 7, p. 334 a.).
(Synonym: see kathgorew.)*

{1226} diabebaiwmai (diabebaioumai); middle “to affirm strongly,
assert confidently,” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 253 (238)): peri tino
(Polybius 12, 11 (12), 6), <540107>1 Timothy 1:7 (cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 167);
<560308>Titus 3:8. (Demosthenes, p. 220, 4; Diodorus, Dionysius Halicarnassus,
Plutarch, Aelian)*
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{1227} diablepw: future diableyw; 1 aorist diebleya; “to look
through, penetrate by vision”;

a. “to look fixedly, stare straight before one” (Plato, Phaedo, p. 86 d.):
diebleye, of a blind man recovering sight, <410825>Mark 8:25 T WH Tr
text (some refer this to b.).

b. “to see clearly”: followed by an infinitive expressing the purpose,
<400705>Matthew 7:5; <420642>Luke 6:42. (Aristotle, Plutarch)*

{1228} diabolov, diabolon (diaballw which see), “prone to slander,
slanderous, accusing falsely,” (Aristophanes, Andocides (405 B. C.),
Plutarch, others): <540311>1 Timothy 3:11; <550303>2 Timothy 3:3; <560203>Titus 2:3; as a
substantive, oJ diabolov, “a calumniator, false accuser, slanderer,” (see
kathgorew, at the end) (Xenophon, Ages. 11, 5; (Aristotle, others)): the
Septuagint Esth. 7:4; 8:1. In the Bible and in ecclesiastical writings oJ
diabolov (also diabolov without the article; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 124
(118); Buttmann, 89 (78)) is applied kat’ exochn to the one called in
Hebrew ˆf;V;hæ, oJ satanav (which see), viz., Satan, the prince of demons,
the author of evil, persecuting good men (Job 1; <380301>Zechariah 3:1ff, cf.
<661210>Revelation 12:10), estranging mankind from God and enticing them to
sin, and afflicting them with diseases by means of demons who take
possession of their bodies at his bidding; the malignant enemy of God and
the Messiah: <400401>Matthew 4:1,5,(8,11); 13:39; 25:41; <420402>Luke 4:2,(3,5 R
L, 6,13); 8:12; <431302>John 13:2; <441038>Acts 10:38; <490427>Ephesians 4:27; 6:11; <540306>1
Timothy 3:6f; <550226>2 Timothy 2:26; <580214>Hebrews 2:14; <590407>James 4:7; <600508>1
Peter 5:8; <650109>Jude 1:9; <660210>Revelation 2:10; 12:9,12; 20:2,10; (Sap. 2:24;
(cf. <19A806>Psalm 108:6 (<19A906>Psalm 109:6); <132101>1 Chronicles 21:1)). Men who
resemble the devil in mind and will are said einai ek tou diabolou “to
be of the devil,” properly, “to derive their origin from the devil,” tropically,
“to depend upon the devil in thought and action, to be prompted and
governed by him”: <430844>John 8:44; <620308>1 John 3:8; the same are called tekna
tou diabolou, children of the devil, <620310>1 John 3:10; uJioi tou
diabolou, sons of the devil, <441310>Acts 13:10, cf. <401338>Matthew 13:38;
<430838>John 8:38; <620310>1 John 3:10. The name diabolov is figuratively applied
to a man who, by opposing the cause of God, may be said to act the part of
the devil or to side with him: <430670>John 6:70, cf. <401623>Matthew 16:23;
<410833>Mark 8:33. (Cf. satan at the end.)*
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{1229} diaggellw; 2 aorist passive dihggelhn; from Pindar down; “to
carry a message through, announce everywhere, through places, through
assemblies of men,” etc.; “to publish abroad, declare,” (see dia, C. 8): ti,
<420960>Luke 9:60; <442126>Acts 21:26 (diaggellwn, namely, to all who were in
the temple and were knowing to the affair); with the addition en pash th
gh, <450917>Romans 9:17 from <020916>Exodus 9:16. (<032509>Leviticus 25:9; <060610>Joshua
6:10; <190207>Psalm 2:7; (<195801>Psalm 58:13 (<195913>Psalm 59:13)); Sir. 43:2; 2 Macc.
3:34.)*

{1065} diage, see ge, 1.

{1230} diaginomai 2 aorist diegenomhn;

1. “to be through, continue.”

2. “to be between, intervene”; hence, in Greek writings from Isaeus (p. 84,
14, 9 (or. de Hagn. hered.) cronwn diagenomenwn) down, the aorist is
used of time, “to have intervened, elapsed, passed meanwhile,” (cf.
cronou metaxu diagenomenou Lysias 93, 6): hJmerwn diagenomenwn
tinwn, <442513>Acts 25:13; iJkanou cronou diagenomenou <442709>Acts 27:9;
diagenomenou tou sabbatou, <411601>Mark 16:1.*

{1231} diaginwskw; future diagnwsomai;

1. “to distinguish” (Latin dignosco), i.e. “to know accurately, ascertain
exactly”: ti, <442315>Acts 23:15; (so in Greek writings from Homer down).

2. in a legal sense, “to examine, determine, decide,” (cf. Cicero, cognosco):
ta kaq’ uJmav your case, <442422>Acts 24:22; (2 Macc. 9:15; Demosthenes, p.
629, 25; p. 545, 9; others).*

{1232} diagnwrizw 1 aorist diegnwrisa; “to publish abroad, make
known thoroughly”: peri tinov, <420217>Luke 2:17 R G. Besides, only in
(Philo, quod det. pot. sec. 26, i. 210, 16, Mang. edition and) in Schol. in
Bekker Anecd., p. 787, 15 to discriminate.*

{1233} diagnwsiv, diagnwsewv, hJ, (see diaginwskw);

1. “a distinguishing.”

2. in a legal sense (Latin cognitio), “examination, opinion, decision,” (Sap.
iii. 18; Plato, legg. 9, p. 865 c.): <442521>Acts 25:21.*
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{1234} diagogguzw: imperfect diegogguzon; “to murmur” (dia, i.e.
either through a whole crowd, or ‘among one another,’ German durch
einander (cf. dia, C.)); hence, it is always used of many indignantly
complaining (see gogguzw): <421502>Luke 15:2; 19:7. (<021602>Exodus 16:2,7,8;
(<041402>Numbers 14:2); <060924>Joshua 9:24 (18), etc.; Sir. 34:24 (Sir. 31:24);
Clement of Alexandria, i, p. 528, Pott. edition; Heliodorus 7, 27, and in
some Byzantine writings) Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part
v., p. 16f.*

{1235} diagrhgorew, diagrhgorw: 1 aorist diegrhgorhsa; “to watch
through,” (Herodian, 3, 4, 8 (4, Bekker edition) pashv thv nuktov ...
diagrhgorhsantev, Niceph. Greg. Hist. Byz., p. 205 f. and 571 a.); “to
remain awake”: <420932>Luke 9:32 (for they had overcome the force of sleep,
with which they were weighed down, bebarhmenoi uJpnw); (others (e.g.,
R. V. text) “to be fully awake,” cf. Niceph. as above, p. 205 f. doxan
apebalomhn wJsper oJi diagrhgorhsantev ta en toiv uJpnoiv
oneirata; Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part v., p. 11f).*

{1236} diagw;

1. “to lead through, lead across, send across”.

2. with ton bion, ton cronon, etc., added or understood, “to pass”: bion,
<540202>1 Timothy 2:2 (very often in Greek writings); diagein en tini, namely,
ton bion, “to live” (Winer’s Grammar, 593 (551f); Buttmann, 144 (126)),
<560303>Titus 3:3 (en filosofia, Plato, Phaedr., p. 259 d.; en eirhnh kai
scolh, Plutarch, Timol. 3).*

{1237} diadecomai: 1 aorist diedexamhn; properly, “to receive through
another” anything left or bequeathed by him, “to receive in succession,
receive in turn, succeed to”: thn skhnhn, the tabernacle, <440745>Acts 7:45.
(thn archn, thn basileian, etc., in Polybius, Diodorus, Josephus,
others) (Cf. decomai.)*

{1238} diadhma, diadhmatov, to (diadew, to bind round), “a
diadem,” i.e. the blue band marked with white with which Persian kings
used to bind on the turban or tiara; the kingly ornament for the head:
<661203>Revelation 12:3; 13:1; 19:12. (Xenophon, Cyril 8, 3, 13; Esth. 1:11;
2:17 for rt,K,; 1 Macc. 1:9.)*
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Syn: diadhma stefanov: stefanov, like the Latin corona, is a crown in
the sense of a chaplet, wreath, or garland — the badge of “victory in the
games, of civic worth, of military valor, of nuptial joy, of festal gladness “;
diadhma is a crown as the badge of royalty, basileiav gnwrisma
(Lucian, Pisc. 35). Cf. Trench, sec. xxiii.; Lightfoot on <500401>Philippians 4:1;
Dict. of Christ. Antiq. under the word Coronation, p. 464f; B. D. American
edition under the word Diadem; but cf. stefanov, a.)

{1239} diadidwmi; future diadidwsw (<661713>Revelation 17:13 Rec.); 1
aorist diedwka; 2 aorist imperative diadov; passive, imperfect 3 person
singular diedidoto (<440435>Acts 4:35), for which L T Tr WH read diedideto
(see apodidwmi);

1. “to distribute, divide among several” (cf. dia, C. 3): ti, <421122>Luke 11:22;
ti tini, <421822>Luke 18:22 (Lachmann dov); <430611>John 6:11 (Tdf. edwken);
passive <440435>Acts 4:35. Its meaning is especially illustrated by Xenophon,
Cyril 1, 3, 7 ton Kuron labonta twn krewn diadidonai toiv ...
qerapeutaiv ... toiauta epoiei, eJwv diedidou panta aJ elabe krea.

2. “to give over, deliver”: ti tini, <661713>Revelation 17:13; but here G L T Tr
WH have restored didoasi (cf. didwmi, at the beginning).*

{1240} diadocov, diadocou, oJ, hJ (diadecomai), “succeeding, a
successor”: <442427>Acts 24:27. (Sir. 46:1; (48:8); 2 Macc. 14:26; often in
Greek writings from (Aesehyl. and) Herodotus 5, 26 down.)*

{1241} diazwnnuw or diazwnnumi: 1 aorist diezwsa; 1 aorist middle
diezwsamhn; perfect passive preposition diezwsmenov; “to bind or gird
all around” (dia; this force of the preposition appears in the tropical use of
the verb in Plutarch, Brut. 31, 2 wJv d’ hJ flox rueiv kai diazwsasa
pantacoqen thn polin dielamye pollh): eJauton, <431304>John 13:4;
passive diazwnnumai ti “to be girded”: wJ (by attraction for oJ (yet cf.
Meyer)) hJn diezwsmenov, <431305>John 13:5; middle diazwnnumai ti, “to
gird oneself with a thing, gird a thing around oneself: <432107>John 21:7;
(<262315>Ezekiel 23:15 (Alexandrian LXX). in Greek writings occasionally from
Thucydides on). Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. camp. etc. Part v., p. 13.*

{1242} diaqhkh, diaqhkhv, hJ (diatiqhmi);

1. “a disposition, arrangement,” of any sort, which one wishes to be valid
(German Verordnung, Willensverfugung): <480315>Galatians 3:15, where under
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the name of “a man’s disposition” is meant specifically “a testament,” so
far forth as it is a specimen and example of that disposition (cf. Meyer or
Lightfoot at the passage); especially “the last disposal” which one makes of
his earthly possessions after his death, “a testament” or “will” (so in Greek
writings from (Aristophanes), Plato, legg. 11, p. 922 c. following down):
<580916>Hebrews 9:16f

2. “a compact, covenant” (Aristophanes av. 440), very often in the
Scriptures for tyriB] (Vulgate testamentum). For the word “covenant” is
used to denote the close relationship which God entered into, first with
Noah (<010618>Genesis 6:18; 9:9ff (cf. Sir. 44:18)), then with Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob and their posterity (<032642>Leviticus 26:42 (cf. 2 Macc. 1:2)), but
especially with Abraham (Genesis 15 and Genesis 17), and afterward
through Moses with the people of Israel (Exodus 24; <050502>Deuteronomy 5:2;
28:69 (29:1)). By this last covenant the Israelites are bound to obey God’s
will as expressed and solemnly promulged in the Mosaic law; and he
promises them his almighty protection and blessings of every kind in this
world, but threatens transgressors with the severest punishments. Hence, in
the N.T. we find mention of aJi plakev thv diaqhkhv (twOjWl tyriB]hæ,
<050909>Deuteronomy 9:9,15), “the tables of the law,” on which “the duties of
the covenant” were inscribed (Exodus 20); of hJ kibwtov thv diaqhkhv
(ˆwOra} tyriB]hæ, <051008>Deuteronomy 10:8; 31:9; <060306>Joshua 3:6, etc.), “the ark
of the covenant” or “law,” in which those tables were deposited,
<580904>Hebrews 9:4; <661119>Revelation 11:19; of hJ diaqhkh peritomhv, “the
covenant of circumcision,” made with Abraham, whose sign and seal was
circumcision (<011710>Genesis 17:10ff), <440708>Acts 7:8; of to aJima thv
diaqhkhv, the blood of the victims, by the shedding and sprinkling of
which the Mosaic covenant was ratified, <580920>Hebrews 9:20 from <022408>Exodus
24:8; of aJi diaqhkai, “the covenants,” one made with Abraham, the
other through Moses with the Israelites, <450904>Romans 9:4 (L text Tr
marginal reading hJ diaqhkh) (Sap). 18:22; Sir. 44:11; 2 Macc. 8:15;
Epistle of Barnabas 9; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 177 (166))); of aJi
diaqhkai thv epaggeliav, the covenants to which the promise of
salvation through the Messiah was annexed, <490212>Ephesians 2:12
(sunqhkai agaqwn uJposcesewn, Sap. 12:21); for Christian salvation is
the fulfillment of the divine promises annexed to those covenants,
especially to that made with Abraham: <420172>Luke 1:72f; <440325>Acts 3:25;
<451127>Romans 11:27; <480317>Galatians 3:17 (where diaqhkh is God’s
“arrangement,” i.e. “the promise” made to Abraham). As the new and far
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more excellent bond of friendship which God in the Messiah’s time would
enter into with the people of Israel is called, tyriB] hv;r;j}, kainh
diaqhkh (<243803>Jeremiah 38:31 (<243131>Jeremiah 31:31)) — which divine
promise Christ has made good (<580808>Hebrews 8:8-10; 10:16) — we find in
the N.T. two distinct covenants spoken of, duo diaqhkai (<480424>Galatians
4:24), viz. the Mosaic and the Christian, with the former of which (th
prwth diaqhkh, <580915>Hebrews 9:15,18, cf. 8:9) the latter is contrasted, as
kainh diaqhkh, <402628>Matthew 26:28; <411424>Mark 14:24 (in both passages in
R G L (in Matthew in Tr also)); <422220>Luke 22:20 (WH reject the passage);
<461125>1 Corinthians 11:25; <470306>2 Corinthians 3:6; <580808>Hebrews 8:8; kreittwn
diaqhkh, <580722>Hebrews 7:22; aiwniov diaqhkh, <581320>Hebrews 13:20; and
Christ is called kreittonov or kainhv or neav diaqhkhv mesithv:
<580806>Hebrews 8:6; 9:15; 12:24. This new covenant binds men to exercise
faith in Christ, and God promises them grace and salvation eternal. This
covenant Christ set up and ratified by undergoing death; hence, the phrases
to aJima thv kainhv diaqhkhv, to aJima thv diaqhkhv (see aJima sub at
the end) (<581029>Hebrews 10:29); to aJima mou thv diaqhkhv, my blood by
the shedding of which the covenant is established, <402628>Matthew 26:28 T
WH and <411424>Mark 14:24 T Tr WH (on two genitives after one noun cf.
Matthiae, sec. 380, Anm. 1; Kühner, ii., p. 288f; (Jelf, sec. 543, 1, cf sec.
466; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 3 Note 3; Buttmann, 155 (136))). By
metonymy of the contained for the container hJ palaia diaqhkh is used
in <470314>2 Corinthians 3:14 of “the sacred books of the O.T.” because in them
the conditions and principles of the older covenant were recorded. Finally
must be noted the amphiboly or twofold use (cf. Philo de mut. nom. sec. 6)
by which the writer to the Hebrews, in <580916>Hebrews 9:16f, substitutes for
the meaning “covenant” which diaqhkh bears elsewhere in the Epistle that
of “testament” (see 1 above), and likens Christ to a testator — not only
because the author regards eternal blessedness as an inheritance
bequeathed by Christ, but also because he is endeavoring to show, both
that the attainment of eternal salvation is made possible for the disciples of
Christ by his “death” (<580915>Hebrews 9:15), and that even the Mosaic
covenant had been consecrated by blood (<580918>Hebrews 9:18ff). This,
apparently, led the Latin Vulgate to render diaqhkh wherever it occurs in
the Bible (i.e. in the New Testament, not always in the Old Testament; see
B. D. under the word Covenant, and B. D. American edition under the
word Testament) by the word testamentum.*

{1243} diairesiv, diairesewv, hJ (diairew, which see);
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1. “division, distribution,” (Herodotus, Xenophon, Plato, others).

2. “distinction, difference,” (Plato, Sophocles, p. 267 b. tina diairesin
agnwsiav te kai gnwsewv qhsomen; others); in particular, “a distinction
arising from a different distribution to different persons,” (A.V.
“diversity”): <461204>1 Corinthians 12:4-6, cf. <461211>1 Corinthians 12:11
diairoun idia eJkastw kaqwv bouletai.*

{1244} diairew, diairw; 2 aorist dieilon;

1. “to divide into parts, to part, to tear, cleave or cut asunder,” (Homer and
subsequent writings; <011510>Genesis 15:10; <110325>1 Kings 3:25).

2. “to distribute”: ti tini (Xenophon, Cyril 4, 5, 51; Hell. 3, 2, 10):
<421512>Luke 15:12; <461211>1 Corinthians 12:11; (<061805>Joshua 18:5; <132306>1 Chronicles
23:6, etc.).*

{1245} (diakaqairw: 1 aorist diekaqara (un-Attic and later form; cf.
Moeris, edition Piers., p. 137; Lob. ad Phryn., p. 25; Veitch, under the
word kaqairw), infinitive diakaqarai; “to cleanse” (thoroughly, cf.
dia, C. 2 i.e.) “thoroughly”: <420317>Luke 3:17 T WH L marginal reading Tr
marginal reading; for R G diakaqarizw. (From Aristophanes and Plato
down.)*)

{1245} diakaqarizw: future diakaqariw (Buttmann, 37 (32); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 13, 1 c.; WH’s Appendix, p. 163); “to cleanse thoroughly,”
(Vulgate permundo): thn aJlwna, <400312>Matthew 3:12; <420317>Luke 3:17 (T WH
etc. diakaqarai, which see). (Not found in secular authors, who use
diakaqairw, as thn aJlw, Alciphron, epistles 3, 26.)*

{1246} diakatelegcomai: imperfect diakathlegcomhn; “to confute
with rivalry and effort” or “in a contest” (on this use of the preposition dia
in compos. cf. Herm. ad Vig., p. 854; (others give it here the sense of
completeness; see dia, C. 2)): with the dative of person (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 31, 1 f.; Buttmann, 177 (154)); not found except in <441828>Acts
18:28 (R. V. “powerfully confuted”).*

{1247} diakonew, diakonw; imperfect dihkonoun (as if the verb were
compounded of dia and akonew, for the rarer and earlier form
ediakonoun, cf. Buttmann, 35 (31); Ph. Alexander Buttmann (1873)
Ausf. Spr. sec. 86 Anm. 6; Krüger, sec. 28, 14, 13); (future diakonhsw);
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1 aorist dihkonhsa (for the earlier ediakonhsa); passive, present
participle diakonoumenov; 1 aorist infinitive diakonhqhnai, participle
diakonhqeiv; (diakonov, which see); in Greek writings from
(Sophocles), Herodotus down; “to be a servant, attendant, domestic; to
serve, wait upon”;

1. universally: (absolutely oJ diakonwn, <422226>Luke 22:26); with the dative of
person “to minister to” one; “render ministering offices to”: <431226>John 12:26;
<441922>Acts 19:22; <570113>Philemon 1:13; passive “to be served, ministered unto”
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 39, 1; (Buttmann, 188 (163))): <402028>Matthew 20:28;
<411045>Mark 10:45.

2. Like the Latin ministrare, “to wait at table and offer food and drink to
the guests,” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 593 (552)): with the dative of person,
<400411>Matthew 4:11; 8:15; <410113>Mark 1:13, 31; <420439>Luke 4:39; 12:37; 17:8;
absolutely oJ diakonwn, <422227>Luke 22:27; so also of women preparing food,
<421040>Luke 10:40; <431202>John 12:2; (Menander quoted in Athen. 6 c. 46, p. 245
c.; Anacreon (530 B. C.) 4, 6; others; passive diakoneisqai uJpo tinov,
Diodorus 5, 28; Philo, vit. contempl. sec. 9).

3. “to minister,” i.e. “supply food and the necessaries of life”: with the
dative of person, <402544>Matthew 25:44; 27:55; <411541>Mark 15:41; dihkonoun
autoiv ek: (Rec. apo) twn uJparcontwn autaiv, <420803>Luke 8:3; “to
relieve one’s necessities” (e.g. by collecting alms): <451525>Romans 15:25;
<580610>Hebrews 6:10 trapezaiv, to provide, take care of, distribute, the
things necessary to sustain life, <440602>Acts 6:2. absolutely, those are said
diakonein, i.e. to take care of the poor and the sick, who administer the
office of “deacon” (see diakonov, 2) in the Christian churches, “to serve
as deacons”: <540310>1 Timothy 3:10,13; <600411>1 Peter 4:11 (many take this last
example in a general rather than an official sense).

4. with the accusative of the thing, “to minister,” i.e. “attend to, anything,”
that may serve another’s interests: cariv diakonoumenh uJf’ hJmwn, <470819>2
Corinthians 8:19; (aJdrothv, ibid. 20); oJsa dihkonhse, how many things
I owe to his ministration, <550118>2 Timothy 1:18; epistolh diakonhqeisa
uJf’ hJmwn, an epistle written, as it were, by our serving as amanuenses,
<470303>2 Corinthians 3:3. with the accusative of the thing and the dative of
person, “to minister a thing unto one, to serve one with or by supplying
anything”: <600112>1 Peter 1:12; ti eiv eJautouv, i.e. eiv allhlouv, “to one
another,” for mutual use, <600410>1 Peter 4:10.*
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{1248} diakonia, diakoniav, hJ (diakonov) (from Thucydides, Plato
down), “service, ministering,” especially of those who execute the
commands of others;

1. universally: <550411>2 Timothy 4:11; <580114>Hebrews 1:14.

2. of those who by the command of God proclaim and promote religion
among men;

a. of the office of Moses: hJ diakonia tou qanatou, concisely for the
ministration by which the law is promulgated that threatens and brings
death, <470307>2 Corinthians 3:7; thv katakrisewv, the ministration by which
condemnation is announced, ibid. 9.

b. of the office of the apostles and its administration: <440117>Acts 1:17,25;
20:24; 21:19; <451113>Romans 11:13; <470401>2 Corinthians 4:1; 6:3; <540112>1 Timothy
1:12; tou logou, <440604>Acts 6:4; tou pneumatov, the ministry whose office
it is to cause men to obtain and be governed by the Holy Spirit, <470308>2
Corinthians 3:8; thv dikaiosunhv, by which men are taught how they
may become righteous with God, ibid. 9; thv katallaghv, the ministry
whose work it is to induce men to embrace the offered reconciliation with
God, <470518>2 Corinthians 5:18; prov thn uJmwn diakonian, that by
preaching the gospel I might minister unto you, <471108>2 Corinthians 11:8.

c. of the ministration or service of all who, endowed by God with powers
of mind and heart peculiarly adapted to this end, endeavor zealously and
laboriously to promote the cause of Christ among men, as apostles,
prophets, evangelists, elders, etc.: <461205>1 Corinthians 12:5; <490412>Ephesians
4:12; <550405>2 Timothy 4:5. What ministry is referred to in <510417>Colossians 4:17
is not clear.

3. “the ministration of those who render to others the offices of Christian
affection”: <461615>1 Corinthians 16:15; <660219>Revelation 2:19, especially of those
who succor need by either collecting or bestowing benefactions (<441225>Acts
12:25); the care of the poor, the supplying or distributing of charities
(Luther uses Handreichung): <440601>Acts 6:1; <470913>2 Corinthians 9:13; hJ
diakonia hJ eiv touv aJgiouv, <470804>2 Corinthians 8:4; 9:1; hJ diakonia thv
leitourgiav, the ministration rendered through this leitourgia, <470912>2
Corinthians 9:12; pempein eiv diakonian tini, to send a thing to one for
the relief of his want (A.V. “to send relief unto”), <441129>Acts 11:29
(komizein crhmata polla eiv diakonian twn chrwn, Acta Thomae
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sec. 56, p. 233, Tdf. edition); hJ diakonia mou hJ eiv Ierousalhm. “my
ministration in bringing the money collected by me, a ministration intended
for Jerusalem” (Fritzsche), <451531>Romans 15:31 (here L Tr marginal reading
read hJ dwroforia ... en, etc.).

4. the office of deacon in the primitive church (see diakonov, 2):
<451207>Romans 12:7.

5. the service of those who prepare and present food: <421040>Luke 10:40 (as in
Xenophon, oec. 7, 41).*

{1249} diakonov, diakonou, oJ, hJ (of uncertain origin, but by no means,
as was formerly thought, compounded of dia and koniv, so as to mean,
properly, ‘raising dust by hastening’; cf. egkonein; for the alpha in the
preposition dia is short, in diakonov, long. Alexander Buttmann (1873)
Lexil. i., p. 218ff (English translation, p. 231f) thinks it is derived from the
obsolete diakw equivalent to dihkw (allied with diwkw; cf. Vanicek, p.
363)); “one who executes the commands of another, especially of a master;
a sergeant, attendant, minister”;

1. universally: of the servant of a king, <402213>Matthew 22:13; with the
genitive of the person served, <402026>Matthew 20:26; 23:11; <410935>Mark 9:35;
10:43 (in which passage it is used figuratively of those who advance
others’ interests even at the sacrifice of their own); thv ekklhsiav, of one
who does what promotes the welfare and prosperity of the church,
<510125>Colossians 1:25; diakonoi tou Qeou, those through whom God
carries on his administration on earth, as magistrates, <451304>Romans 13:4;
teachers of the Christian religion, <460305>1 Corinthians 3:5; <470604>2 Corinthians
6:4; <520302>1 Thessalonians 3:2 R T Tr WH text L marginal reading; the same
are called diakonoi (tou) Cristou, <471123>2 Corinthians 11:23;
<510107>Colossians 1:7; <540406>1 Timothy 4:6; en kuriw, in the cause of the Lord,
<510407>Colossians 4:7; (<490621>Ephesians 6:21); oJ diakonov mou, my follower,
<431226>John 12:26; tou Satana, whom Satan uses as a servant, <471115>2
Corinthians 11:15; (aJmartiav, <480217>Galatians 2:17); diakonov peritomhv
(abstract for concrete), of Christ, who labored for the salvation of the
circumcised, i.e. the Jews, <451508>Romans 15:8; with the genitive of the thing
to which service is rendered, i.e. to which one is devoted: kainhv
diaqhkhv, <470306>2 Corinthians 3:6; tou euaggeliou, <490307>Ephesians 3:7;
<510123>Colossians 1:23; dikaiosunhv, <471115>2 Corinthians 11:15.
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2. “a deacon,” one who, by virtue of the office assigned him by the church,
cares for the poor and has charge of and distributes the money collected
for their use (cf. BB. DD., Dict. of Christ. Antiq., Schaff-Herzog under the
word Deacon; Lightfoot’s Commentary on Philippians, dissert. i. sec. i.;
Julius Muller, Dogmatische Abhandlungen, p. 560ff): <500101>Philippians 1:1;
<540308>1 Timothy 3:8,12, cf. <440603>Acts 6:3ff; hJ diakonov, “a deaconess”
(ministra, Pliny, epistles 10, 97), a woman to whom the care of either poor
or sick women was entrusted, <451601>Romans 16:1 (cf. Dictionaries as above,
under the word Deaconess; Lightfoot as above, p. 191; B. D. under the
word Phoebe).

3. “a waiter, one who serves food and drink”: <430205>John 2:5,9, as in
Xenophon, mem. 1, 5, 2; Hier. 3, 11 (4, 2); Polybius 31, 4, 5; Lucian, de
merced. cond. sec. 26; Athen. 7, p. 291 a.; 10, 420 e.; see diakonew, 2
and diakonia, 5; (also Wetstein (1752) on <400411>Matthew 4:11).*

(Synonyms: diakonov, doulov, qerapwn, uJphrethv: “diakonov
represents the servant in his activity for the work; not in his relation, either
servile, as that of the doulov, or more voluntary, as in the case of the
qerapwn, to a person” Trench; yet cf. e.g. <451304>Romans 13:4; <470604>2
Corinthians 6:4 etc.). doulov opposed to eleuqerov, and correlate to
despothv or kuriov, denotes a “bondman,” one who sustains a
permanent servile relation to another. Qerapwn is the voluntary performer
of services, whether as a freeman or a slave; it is a nobler, tenderer word
than doulov. UJphrethv according to its etymol. suggests subordination.
Cf. Trench, sec. ix.; B. D. under the word Minister; Meyer on
<490307>Ephesians 3:7; Schmidt, chapter 164.)

{1250} diakosioi, diakosiai, diakosia, “two hundred”: <410637>Mark
6:37; <430607>John 6:7, etc.

{1251} diakouw: future diakousomai; properly, “to hear one through,
hear to the end, hear with care, hear fully,” (cf. dia, C. 2) (Xenophon,
Plato, and following): of a judge trying a cause, <442335>Acts 23:35; so in
<050116>Deuteronomy 1:16; Dio Cass. 36, 53 (36).*

{1252} diakrinw; imperfect diekrinon; 1 aorist diekrina; middle
(present diakrinomai); imperfect diekrinomhn; 1 aorist diekriqhn (in
secular authors in a passive sense, “to be separated”; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
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sec. 39, 2; (Buttmann, 52 (45))); in Greek writings from Homer down; in
the Septuagint chiefly for fpæv;, also for ˆydihæ etc.

1. “to separate, make a distinction, discriminate (cf. dia, C. 4): ouden
diekrine metaxu hJmwn te kai autwn, <441509>Acts 15:9; mhden
diakrinanta, making no difference, namely, between Jews and Gentiles,
<441112>Acts 11:12 L T Tr WH; like the Latin distinguo, used emphatically: to
distinguish or separate a person or thing from the rest, in effect equivalent
to “to prefer,” yield to him the preference or honor: tina, <460407>1 Corinthians
4:7 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 452 (421)); to swma (tou kuriou), <461129>1
Corinthians 11:29.

2. “to learn by discrimination, to try, decide”: <401603>Matthew 16:3 (T
brackets WH reject the passage); <461429>1 Corinthians 14:29; eJauton, <461131>1
Corinthians 11:31; “to determine, give judgment, decide a dispute”: <460605>1
Corinthians 6:5.

Passive and middle “to be parted, to separate oneself from”;

1. “to withdraw from one, desert him” (Thucydides 1, 105; 3, 9); of
heretics withdrawing from the society of true Christians (Sozom. 7, 2 (p.
705, Vales. edition) ek toutou oJi men diakriqentev idia
ekklhsiazon): <650122>Jude 1:22 according to the (preferable) reading of L T
Tr text elegcete diakrinomenouv, “those who separate themselves”
from you, i.e. “who apostatize”; instead of the Rec. elhite
diakrinomenoi, which is to be rendered, “making for yourselves a
selection”; cf. Huther at the passage; (others though adopting the reading
preferred above, refer diakrinw to the following head and translate it
“while they dispute” with you; but WH (see their Appendix) Tr marginal
reading follow manuscripts a B and a few other authorities in reading
eleate diakrinomenouv, according to which diakrinw is probably to
be referred to signification 3: R. V. text “on some have mercy, who are in
doubt”).

2. to separate oneself in a hostile spirit, “to oppose, strive with, dispute,
contend”: with the dative of person <650109>Jude 1:9 (Polybius 2, 22,11 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 1 g.; Buttmann, 177 (154)); prov tina,
<441102>Acts 11:2 (Herodotus 9, 58).

3. in a sense not found in secular authors, “to be at variance with oneself,
hesitate, doubt”: <402121>Matthew 21:21; <451423>Romans 14:23; <590106>James 1:6; en
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th kardia autou, <411123>Mark 11:23; en eJautw (i.e., eJautoiv), <590204>James
2:4 (others refer this to 1: “do ye not make distinctions among
yourselves”); mhden diakrinomenov, nothing doubting, i.e. wholly free
from doubt, <590106>James 1:6; without any hesitation as to whether it be lawful
or not, <441020>Acts 10:20 and according to R G in 11:12; ou diekriqh th
apistia, he did not hesitate through lack of faith, <450420>Romans 4:20.*

{1253} diakrisiv, diakrisewv, hJ (diakrinw), “a distinguishing,
discerning, judging”: pneumatwn, <461210>1 Corinthians 12:10; kalou te kai
kakou, <580514>Hebrews 5:14; mh eiv diakriseiv dialogismwn, not for the
purpose of passing judgment on opinions, as to which one is to be
preferred as the more correct, <451401>Romans 14:1 (see dialosmov, 1).
(Xenophon, Plato, others.)*

{1254} diakwluw: imperfect diekwluon; (dia in this compound does
not denote effort as is commonly said, but separation, Latin dis, cf.
German verhindern, Latin prohibere; cf. diakleiw, to separate by
shutting, shut out; cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part v., p.
17f); “to hinder, prevent”: tina, <400314>Matthew 3:14 (on the tense cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 40, 3 c.; Buttmann, 205 (178)). (From Sophocles
and Thucydides down.)*

{1255} dialalew: imperfect dielaloun; imperfect passive
dielaloumhn; “to converse together, to talk with,” (dia denoting by
turns, or one with another; see diakatelegcomai), ti, passive (were
talked of), <420165>Luke 1:65; prov allhlouv (as Polybius 23, 9, 6), ti an
poihseian (poihsaien, others), of the conference of men deliberating,
<420611>Luke 6:11. (Euripides, Cycl. 175.)*

{1256} dialegomai; imperfect dielegomhn; (1 aorist 3 person singular
dielexato (L T Tr WH in <441702>Acts 17:2; 18:19)); 1 aorist dielecqhn;
(middle of dialegw, to select, distingish);

1. “to think different things with oneself, mingle thought with thought” (cf.
dialogizomai); “to ponder, revolve in mind”; so in Homer.

2. as very frequent in Attic, “to converse, discourse with one, argue,
discuss”: absolutely, Acts (18:4); 19:8f; (20:9); peri tinov, <442425>Acts
24:25; tini, with one, <441717>Acts 17:17; 18:19; 20:7; <581205>Hebrews 12:5; apo
twn grafwn, drawing arguments from the Scriptures, <441702>Acts 17:2; prov
tina, <441711>Acts 17:11; 24:12; with the idea of “disputing” prominent: prov
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allhlouv, followed by the interrogative tiv, <410934>Mark 9:34; peri tinov,
<650109>Jude 1:9.*

{1257} dialeipw: (2 aorist dielipon); “to interpose a delay, to
intermit, leave off for a time something already begun”: ou dielipe (T
WH mrg, dieleipen) katafilousa (on the participle cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 45, 4 a.; (Buttmann, 300 (257))), she has not ceased
kissing, has continually kissed, <420745>Luke 7:45. (<230514>Isaiah 5:14; <241708>Jeremiah
17:8; often in Greek writings from Herodotus down.)*

{1258} dialektov, dialektou, hJ (dialegw);

1. “conversation, speech, discourse, language (Plato, Demosthenes,
others).

2. from Polybius (cf. Aristotle, probl. 10, 38 tou anqrwpou mia fwnh,
alla dialektoi pollai) down, “the tongue” or “language peculiar to
any people”: <440119>Acts 1:19; 2:6,8; 21:40; 22:2; 26:14. (Polybius 1, 80, 6; 3,
22, 3; 40, 6, 3f; meqermhneuein eiv thn EJllhnwn dialekton, Diodorus
1, 37; pasa men dialektov, hJ d’ eJllhnikh diaferontwv onomaatwn
ploutei, Philo, vit. Moys. ii. sec. 7; (cf. Muller on Josephus, contra Apion
1, 22, 4 at the end).)*

(dialimpanw (or dialumpanw): imperfect dielimpanon; “to intermit,
cease”: klaiwn ou dielimpanen, <440824>Acts 8:24 WH (rejected) marginal
reading; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 345f (323f); Buttmann, 300 (257). (Tobit
10:7; Galen in Hipp. Epid. 1, 3; cf. Bornem. on Acts, the passage cited;
Veitch, under the word limpanw.)*)

{1259} diallassw: 2 aorist passive dihllaghn; (see dia, C. 6);

1. “to change”: ti anti tinov (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 206 (194)).

2. “to change the mind of anyone, to reconcile” (so from (Aeschylus)
Thucydides down): tina tini. Passive “to be reconciled,” tini, “to renew
friendship with one”: <400524>Matthew 5:24; (<092904>1 Samuel 29:4; 1 Esdr. 4:31).
See Fritzsche’s learned discussion of this word in his Commentary on
Romans, vol. i., p. 276ff (in opposed to Tittmann’s view that it implies
mutual enmity; see katallassw, at the end); cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy
verb. comp. etc. Part v., pp. 7, 10; (Tholuck, Bergrede Christi, p. 171 (on
<400524>Matthew 5:24)).*
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{1260} dialogizomai; deponent middle; imperfect dielogizomhn; (1
aorist dielogisamhn, <422014>Luke 20:14 Lachmann); (dia as in
dialegomai); “to bring together different reasons, to reckon up the
reasons, to reason, revolve in one’s mind, deliberate”: simply, <420129>Luke
1:29; 5:21; en th kardia, <410206>Mark 2:6,8; <420522>Luke 5:22; with addition of
peri tinov, <420315>Luke 3:15; en eJautw (or eJautoiv), within himself, etc.,
<410208>Mark 2:8; <421217>Luke 12:17; en eJautoiv equivalent to en allhloiv
among themselves, <401607>Matthew 16:7f; prov eJautouv equivalent to prov
allhlouv, one turned toward another, one with another, <410933>Mark 9:33
Rec.; 11:31 L T Tr WH; <422014>Luke 20:14; prov allhlouv, <410816>Mark 8:16;
par’ eJautoiv (see para, II. c.), <402125>Matthew 21:25 (L Tr WH text en
eJautoiv); oJti, <431150>John 11:50 Rec.; oJti equivalent to peri toutou oJti,
<410817>Mark 8:17. (For bvæj; several times in the Psalms; 2 Macc. 12:43; in
Greek writings from Plato and Xenophon down.)*

{1261} dialogismov, dialogismou, oJ (dialogizomai), the Septuagint
for hb;v;j}mæ and Chaldean ˆwOy[]ræ, in Greek writings from Plato down, “the
thinking of a man deliberating with himself”; hence,

1. “a thought, inward reasoning”: <420235>Luke 2:35; 5:22; 6:8; 9:46f;
<451401>Romans 14:1 (yet some bring this under 2); “the reasoning” of those
who think themselves to be wise, <450121>Romans 1:21; <460320>1 Corinthians 3:20;
“an opinion”: kritai dialogismwn ponhrwn, judges with evil thoughts,
i.e. who follow perverse opinions, reprehensible principles, <590204>James 2:4
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 187 (176)); “purpose, design”: <401519>Matthew 15:19;
<410721>Mark 7:21.

2. “a deliberating, questioning,” about what is true: <422438>Luke 24:38; when
in reference to what ought to be done, “hesitation, doubting”: cwriv
goggusmwn kai dialogismwn, <504114>Philippians 2:14 (‘goggusmwn is the
moral, dialogismwn the intellectual rebellion against God’ Lightfoot);
cwriv orghv kai dialogismou, <540208>1 Timothy 2:8; (in the last two
passages others still advocate the rendering “disputing”; yet cf. Meyer on
Philippians the passage cited).*

{1262} dialuw: 1 aorist passive dieluqhn; “to dissolve” (cf. dia C. 4):
in <440536>Acts 5:36 of a body of men broken up and dispersed, as often in
Greek writings.*
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{1263} diamarturomai; deponent middle; imperfect diemarturomhn
(<440240>Acts 2:40 Rec.); 1 aorist diemarturamhn; in the Septuagint mostly
for dy[ihe; often in Greek writings from Xenophon down; see a multitude
of examples from them in Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part v.,
p. 20ff; “to call gods and men to witness” (dia, with the interposition of
gods and men; cf. Ellicott (after Winer’s) on <540521>1 Timothy 5:21);

1. “to testify,” i.e. “earnestly, religiously to charge”: followed by an
imperative <440240>Acts 2:40; enwpion tou Qeou kai Cristou Ihsou, <550401>2
Timothy 4:1 (<121713>2 Kings 17:13; Xenophon, Cyril 7, 1, 17 su mh
proteron emballe toiv polemioiv, diamarturomai, prin, etc.); also
with enwpion tou Qeou k.t.l. followed by iJna (cf. Buttmann, 237
(204)), <540521>1 Timothy 5:21 (followed by mh, <021921>Exodus 19:21); followed
by the infinitive <550214>2 Timothy 2:14 (not Lachmann) (<160926>Nehemiah 9:26).

2. “to attest, testify to, solemnly affirm”: <442023>Acts 20:23; <520406>1
Thessalonians 4:6; <580206>Hebrews 2:6; followed by oJti, <441042>Acts 10:42; with
the dative of person “to give solemn testimony to one,” <421628>Luke 16:28;
with the accusative of the object “to confirm a thing by” (the interposition
of) “testimony, to testify, cause it to be believed”: ton logon tou kuriou,
<440825>Acts 8:25; ton euaggelion, <442024>Acts 20:24; thn basileian tou
Qeou, <442823>Acts 28:23; for all the apostolic instruction came back finally to
testimony respecting things which they themselves had seen or heard, or
which had been disclosed to them by divine revelation (<440121>Acts 1:21f;
5:32; 10:41; 22:18); with the addition of eiv and an accusative of the place
unto which the testimony is borne: ta peri emou eiv IJerousalhm,
<442311>Acts 23:11; with the addition of a dative of the person to whom the
testimony is given: toiv Ioudaioiv ton Criston Ihsoun, the Messianic
dignity of Jesus, <441805>Acts 18:5; Ioudaioiv ... thn ... metanoian kai
pistin, the necessity of repentance and faith, <442021>Acts 20:21 (th
IJerousalhm tav anomiav, into what sins she has fallen, <261602>Ezekiel
16:2).*

{1264} diamacomai: imperfect diemacomhn; “to fight it out; contend
fiercely”: of disputants, <442309>Acts 23:9. (Sir. 8:1,3; very frequent in Attic
writings.)*

{1265} diamenw; (imperfect diemenon); 2 person singular future
diameneiv (<580111>Hebrews 1:11 Knapp, Bleek, others, for Rec. (G L T Tr
WH others) diameneiv); 1 aorist diemeina; perfect diamemenhka; “to
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stay permanently, remain permanently, continue,” (cf. “perdure”; dia, C.
2) (Philo de gigant. sec. 7 pneuma qeion menein dunaton en yuch,
diamenein de adunaton): <480205>Galatians 2:5; opposed to apollumai,
<580111>Hebrews 1:11 from <19A102>Psalm 101:27 (<19A227>Psalm 102:27); with an
adjective or adverb added denoting the condition: diemeine kwfov,
<420122>Luke 1:22; oJutw, as they are, <610304>2 Peter 3:4; “to perservere”: en tini,
<422228>Luke 22:28. (Xenophon, Plato, and subsequent writings.)*

{1266} diamerizw: imperfect diemerizon; 1 aorist imperative 2 person
plural diamerisate; passive (present diamerizomai); perfect participle
diamemerismenov; 1 aorist diemerisqhn; future diamerisqhsomai;
(middle, present diamerizomai; 1 aorist diemerisamhn); “to divide”;

1. “to cleave asunder, cut in pieces”: zwa diamerisqena namely, by the
butcher, Plato, legg. 8, p. 849 d.; according to a use peculiar to Luke in the
passive, “to be divided into opposing parts, to be at variance, in
dissension”: epi tina, against one, <421117>Luke 11:17f; epi tini, 12:52f.

2. “to distribute” (Plato, polit., p. 289 c.; in the Septuagint chiefly for
qlæj;): ti, <411524>Mark 15:24 Rec.; ti tini, <422217>Luke 22:17 (where L T Tr
WH eiv eJautouv for R G eJautoiv); <440245>Acts 2:45; passive <440203>Acts 2:3;
middle “to distribute among themselves”: ti, <402735>Matthew 27:35; <411524>Mark
15:24 G L T Tr WH; <422334>Luke 23:34; with eJautoiv added (<402735>Matthew
27:35 Rec.); <431924>John 19:24 from Pa. 21:19 (<192219>Psalm 22:19).*

{1267} diamerismov, diamerismou, oJ (diamerizw), “division”;

1. “a parting, distribution”: Plato, legg. 6, p. 771 d.; Diodorus 11, 47;
Josephus, Antiquities 10, 11, 7; the Septuagint <264829>Ezekiel 48:29; <330712>Micah
7:12.

2. “disunion, dissension”: opposite eirhnh, <421251>Luke 12:51; see
diamerizw, 1.*

{1268} dianemw: 1 aorist passive dienemeqhn; “to distribute, divide,”
(Aristophanes, Xenophon, Plato, and following): passive eiv ton laon, to
be disseminated, spread, among the people, <440417>Acts 4:17.*

{1269} dianeuw; “to express one’s meaning by a sign, nod to, beckon to,
wink at,” (dia, because “the sign is conceived of as passing through the
intervening space to him to whom it is made” Winer’s Deuteronomy verb.
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comp. etc. Part v., p. 4): <420122>Luke 1:22. (<193419>Psalm 34:19 (<193519>Psalm 35:19);
Sir. 27:22; Diodorus 3, 18; 17, 37; Lucian, ver. hist. 2, 44; Icarom. 15;
(others).)*

{1270} dianohma, dianohmatov, to (dianoew, to think), “a thought”:
<421117>Luke 11:17 (the Septuagint; Sirach (circa 132 B. C.?); often in Plato.)*

{1271} dianoia, dianoiav, hJ (dia and nwv), the Septuagint for blæ
and bb;læ; very frequent in Greek writings from (Aeschylus) Herodotus
down;

1. “the mind as the faculty qf understanding, feeling, desiring”: <402237>Matthew
22:37; <411230>Mark 12:30 (Tr marginal reading brackets); <421027>Luke 10:27;
<490118>Ephesians 1:18 Rec.; 4:18; <580810>Hebrews 8:10; 10:16; <600113>1 Peter 1:13.

2. “understanding”: <620520>1 John 5:20.

3. “mind,” i.e. “spirit” (Latin animus), “way of thinking and feeling”:
<510121>Colossians 1:21; <420151>Luke 1:51; <610301>2 Peter 3:1.

4. “thought”; plural contextually in a bad sense, evil thoughts:
<490203>Ephesians 2:3, as in <041539>Numbers 15:39 mnhsqhsesqe paswn twn
entolwn kuriou ... kai ou diastrafhsesqe opisw twn dianoiwn
uJmwn.*

{1272} dianoigw; imperfect dihnoigon; 1 aorist dihnoixa; passive, 1
aorist dihnoicqhn; (2 aorist dihnoighn); perfect participle dihnoigmenov
(<440756>Acts 7:56 L T Tr WH); (on variations of augment see references under
the word ampogpp); the Septuagint chiefly for jqæp; and jtæp;;
occasionally in secular authors from Plato, Lysias, p. 210 a. down; “to
open by dividing or drawing asunder” (dia), “to open thoroughly” (what
had been closed);

1. properly: arsen dianoigon mhtran, a male opening the womb (the
closed matrix), i.e. the first-born, <420223>Luke 2:23 (<021302>Exodus 13:2, etc.);
ouranouv, passive, <440756>Acts 7:56 L T Tr WH; “the ears, the eyes,” i.e. to
restore or to give hearing, sight: <410734>Mark 7:34,35 R G; <422431>Luke 24:31
(<010305>Genesis 3:5,7; <233505>Isaiah 35:5; <120617>2 Kings 6:17, etc.).

2. tropically: tav grafav, to open the sense of the Scriptures, explain
them, <422432>Luke 24:32; ton noun tinov, to open the mind of one, i.e. cause
him to understand a thing, <422445>Luke 24:45; thn kardian, to open one’s
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soul, i.e. to rouse in one the faculty of understanding or the desire of
learning, <441614>Acts 16:14 (2 Macc. 1:4; Themistius, orat. 2 de Constantio
imp. (p. 29, Harduin edition) dianoigetai mou hJ kardia kai
diaugestera ginetai hJ yuch); absolutely, followed by oJti, “to explain,
expound” namely, autav, i.e. tav grafav, <441703>Acts 17:3. Cf. Winer’s
Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part v., p. 19f.*

{1273} dianuktereuw; (opposed to dihmereuw); “to spend the night,
to pass the whole night,” (cf. dia C. 1): en tini, in any employment,
<420612>Luke 6:12. (Diodorus 13, 62; Antoninus 7, 66; Plutarch, mor., p. 950
b.; Herodian, 1, 16, 12 (5 Bekker); Josephus, Antiquities 6, 13, 9; b. j. 2,
14, 7 (<180209>Job 2:9; Philippians incorr. mund. sec. 2; in Flac. sec. 6); with
thn nukta added, Xenophon, Hell. 5, 4, 3.)*

{1274} dianuw: 1 aorist participle dianusav; “to accomplish fully, bring
quite to an end, finish”: ton ploun, <442107>Acts 21:7. (2 Macc. 12:17; from
Homer down.) (Cf. Field, Otium Norv. iii., p. 85f.)*

{1275} diapantov, see dia, A. II. 1. a.

diaparatribh, diaparatribhv, hJ, “constant contention, incessant
wrangling” or “strife,” (paratribh, attrition; contention, wrangling); a
word justly adopted in <540605>1 Timothy 6:5 by G L T Tr WH (for Rec.
paradiatribai, which see); not found elsewhere (except Clement of
Alexandria, etc.); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 102 (96). Cf. the double
compounds diaparathrein, <100330>2 Samuel 3:30; also (doubtful, it must be
confessed), diaparakuptomai, <110604>1 Kings 6:4 Aldine LXX;
diaparoxunw, Josephus, Antiquities 10, 7, 5. (Stephanus’ Thesaurus also
gives diaparagw, Gregory of Nyssa, ii. 177 b.; diaparalambanw;
diaparasiwpaw, Josephus, Genes., p. 9 a.; diaparasurw, Schol.
Lucian. ii. 796 Hemst.)*

{1276} diaperaw, diaperw; 1 aorist dieperasa; “to pass over, cross
over,” e.g. a river, a lake: <400901>Matthew 9:1; 14:34; <410653>Mark 6:53 (here T
WH follow with epi thn ghn, “for (to) the land” (cf. R. V. marginal
reading)); followed by eiv with the accusative of place, <410521>Mark 5:21;
<442102>Acts 21:2; prov with the accusative of person <421626>Luke 16:26.
((Euripides), Aristophanes, Xenophon, subsequent writings; the Septuagint
for rbæ[;.)*
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{1277} diaplew: 1 aorist participle diapleusav; (Pliny, pernavigo),
“to sail across”: pelagov (as often in Greek writings), <442705>Acts 27:5
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 8).*

{1278} diaponew: “to work out laboriously, make complete by labor”.
Middle (present diaponoumai); with 1 aorist passive dieponhqhn (for
which Attic writings dieponhsamhn); a. “to exert oneself, strive”; b. “to
manage with pains, accomplish with great labor”; in secular authors in both
senses (from Aeschylus down). c. “to be troubled, displeased, offended,
pained,” (cf. colloquial English to be “worked up”; Winer’s Grammar, 23
(22)): <440402>Acts 4:2; 16:18. (Aquila in <010606>Genesis 6:6; <092030>1 Samuel 20:30;
the Septuagint in <211009>Ecclesiastes 10:9 for bxæ[‘n,; Hesychius diaponhqeiv;
luphqeiv.)*

{1273} diaporeuw: “to cause one to pass through a place; to carry
across”; Pass (present diaporeuomai; imperfect dieporeuomhn); with
future middle ((not found in N.T.); from Herodotus down); “to journey
through a place, go through”: as in Greek writings followed by dia with
the genitive of place, <410223>Mark 2:23 L Tr WH text; <420601>Luke 6:1; followed
by an accusative (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 8) “to travel through”:
<441604>Acts 16:4; absolutely: <421836>Luke 18:36; <451524>Romans 15:24; with the
addition kata poleiv kai kwmav, <421322>Luke 13:22. (Synonym: see
ercomai.)*

{1280} diaporew: diaporw imperfect dihporoun; middle (present
infinitive diaporeisqai (<422404>Luke 24:4 R G)); imperfect dihporoumhn
(<440212>Acts 2:12 T Tr WH); in the Greek Bible only in (<270203>Daniel 2:3
Symmachus and) Luke; properly, “thoroughly” ((dia)aporew (which
see), “to be entirely at a loss, to be in perplexity”: absolutely <440212>Acts 2:12;
followed by dia to with an infinitive <420907>Luke 9:7; peri tinov, <422404>Luke
24:4 (here the middle is to be at a loss “with oneself,” for which L T Tr
WH read the simple aporeisqai); <440524>Acts 5:24; en eJautw followed by
indirect discourse, <441017>Acts 10:17. (Plato, Aristotle, Polybius, Diodorus,
Philo, Plutarch, others.)*

{1281} diapragmateuomai: 1 aorist diepragmateusamhn;
“thoroughly, earnestly (dia) to undertake a business,” Dionysius
Halicarnassus 3, 72; contextually, “to undertake a business for the sake of
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gain”: <421915>Luke 19:15. (In Plato, Phaedo, p. 77 d. 95 e. “to examine
thoroughly.”)*

{1282} diapriw: imperfect passive diepriomhn; “to saw asuuder” or “
in twain, to divide by a saw”: <132003>1 Chronicles 20:3; Plato, conv., p. 193 a.;
Aristophanes eqq. 768, and elsewhere. Passive tropically, “to be sawn
through mentally,” i.e. to be rent with vexation (A.V. “cut to the heart”),
<440533>Acts 5:33; with the addition taiv kardiaiv autwn, <440754>Acts 7:54 (cf.
<420235>Luke 2:35); megalwv ecalepainon kai dieprionto kaq’ hJmwn,
Eusebius, h. e. 5, 1, 6 (15, Heinich. edition; cf. Gataker, Advers. misc. col.
916 g.).*

{1283} diarpazw: future diarpasw; 1 aorist (subjunctive 3 person
singular diarpash), infinitive diarpasai; “to plunder”: <401229>Matthew
12:29{a} (where L T Tr WH aJrpasai), 29^b (R T Tr WH); Mark. 3:27.
(From Homer down.)*

{1284} diarrhgnumi and diarrhssw (<420829>Luke 8:29 (R G; see below));
1 aorist dierrhxa; imperfect passive 3 person singular dierrhgnuto
(<420506>Luke 5:6, where Lachmann text dierhgnuto and T Tr WH
dierhsseto (L marginal reading dierrhsseto), also L T Tr WH
diarhsswn in <420829>Luke 8:29; (WH have dierhxen in <402665>Matthew 26:65,
and diarhxav in <411468>Mark 14:68; see their Appendix, p. 163. and under
the word P, p)); “to break asunder, burst through, rend asunder”: ta
desma, <420829>Luke 8:29; to diktuon, passive, <420506>Luke 5:6; ta iJmatia,
citwnav, “to rend,” which was done by the Jews in extreme indignation or
in deep grief (cf. B. D. under the word Dress, 4): <402665>Matthew 26:65;
<411463>Mark 14:63; <441414>Acts 14:14, cf. <013729>Genesis 37:29,34, etc.; 1 Macc.
11:71; Josephus, b. j. 2, 15, 4. (the Septuagint (Homer), Sophocles,
Xenophon, subsequent writings.)*

{1285} diasafew, diasafw: 1 aorist diesafhsa; (safhv clear);

1. “to make clear or plain, to explain, unfold, declare”: thn parabolhn,
<401336>Matthew 13:36 L Tr text WH; (Euripides, Phoen. 398; Plato, legg. 6,
754 a.; others; Polybius 2, 1, 1; 3, 52, 5).

2. of things done, to declare, i.e. “to tell, announce, narrate”: <401831>Matthew
18:31; (2 Macc. 1, 18; Polybius 1, 46, 4; 2, 27, 3). Cf. Fischer,
Deuteronomy vitiis lexamples N.T., p. 622ff; Winer’s Deuteronomy verb.
comp. etc. Part v., p. 11.*
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{1286} diaseiw: 1 aorist dieseisa; in Greek writings from Herodotus
down; “to shake thoroughly”; tropically, “to make to tremble, to terrify”
(<180414>Job 4:14 for ryjip]hi) “to agitate”; like concurio in juridical Latin, “to
extort” from one “by intimidation” money or other property: tina,
<420314>Luke 3:14 (A.V. “do violence to”); 3 Macc. 7:21; the Basilica;
(Heinichen on Eusebius, h. e. 7, 30, 7).*

{1287} diaskorpizw; 1 aorist dieskorpisa; passive, perfect participle
dieskorpismenov; 1 aorist dieskorpisqhn; 1 future
dieskorpisqhsomai; often in the Septuagint, more rarely in Greek
writings from Polybius 1, 47, 4; 27, 2, 10 on (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 218;
(Winer’s Grammar, 25)); “to scatter abroad, disperse”: <431152>John 11:52
(opposed to sunagw); of the enemy, <420151>Luke 1:51; <440537>Acts 5:37
(<041035>Numbers 10:35, etc. Josephus, Antiquities 8, 15, 4; Aelian v. h. 13, 46
(1, 6) oJ drakwn touv men dieskorpise, touv de apekteine). Of a
flock of sheep: <402631>Matthew 26:31 (from <381307>Zechariah 13:7); <411427>Mark
14:27; of property, “to squander, waste”: <421513>Luke 15:13; 16:1 (like
diaspeirw in Sophocles El. 1291). like the Hebrew hr;z; (the Septuagint
<260502>Ezekiel 5:2,10,12 (Aldine LXX), etc.) of grain, to scatter, i.e. “to
winnow” (i.e., to throw the grain a considerable distance, or up into the
air, that it may be separated from the chaff; opposed to sunagw, to gather
the wheat, freed from the chaff, into the granary (cf. BB. DD. under the
word Agriculture)): <402524>Matthew 25:24,26.*

{1288} diaspaw: Passive (perfect infinitive diespasqai); 1 aorist
diespasqhn; “to rend asunder, break asunder”: tav aJluseiv, <410504>Mark
5:4 (tav neurav, <071609>Judges 16:9); of a man, “to tear in pieces”: <442310>Acts
23:10 (touv andrav kreourghdon, Herodotus 3, 13).*

{1289} diaspeirw: 2 aorist passive diesparhn; “to scatter abroad,
disperse”; passive of those who are driven to different places, <440801>Acts
8:1,4; 11:19. (In Greek writings from (Sophocles and) Herodotus down;
very often in the Septuagint.)*

{1290} diaspora, diasporav, hJ (diaspeirw, cf. such words as
agora, diafqora) (Vulgate dispersio), “a scattering, dispersion”:
atomwn, opposed to summixiv kai parazeuxiv, Plutarch, mor., p. 1105
a.; in the Septuagint used of the Israelites dispersed among foreign nations,
<052825>Deuteronomy 28:25; 30:4; especially of their Babylonian exile,
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<244117>Jeremiah 41:17 (<243417>Jeremiah 34:17); <234906>Isaiah 49:6; Judith 5:19;
abstract for concrete of the exiles themselves, <19E602>Psalm 146:2 (<19E702>Psalm
147:2) (equivalent to (µyjid]ni, expelled, outcasts); 2 Macc. 1:27; eiv thn
diasporan twn EJllhnwn, unto those dispersed among the Greeks
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 2 a.), <430735>John 7:35. Transferred to
“Christians” (i.e. “Jewish” Christians (?)) scattered abroad among the
Gentiles: <590101>James 1:1 (en th diaspora, namely, ousi); parepidhmoi
diasporav Pontou, sojourners far away from home, in Pontus, <600101>1
Peter 1:1 (see parepidhmov). (BB. DD. under the word Dispersion;
especially Schürer, N.T. Zeitgeseh. sec. 31.)*

{1291} diastellw: “to draw asunder, divide, distinguish, dispose,
order,” (Plato, Polybius, Diodorus, Strabo, Plutarch; often in the
Septuagint); passive to diastellomenon, “the injunction”: <581220>Hebrews
12:20 (2 Macc. 14:28). Middle, (present diastellomai); imperfect
diestellomhn; 1 aorist diesteilamhn; “to open oneself,” i.e. “one’s
mind, to set forth distinctly,” (Aristotle, Polybius); hence, in the N.T. (so
<260318>Ezekiel 3:18,19; Judith 11:12) “to admonish, order, charge”: tini,
<410815>Mark 8:15; <441524>Acts 15:24; followed by (iJna (cf. Buttmann, 237 (204)),
<401620>Matthew 16:20 R T Tr WH marginal reading; <410736>Mark 7:36; 9:9;
diesteilato polla, iJna etc. <410543>Mark 5:43.*

{1292} diasthma, diasthmatov, to ((diasthnai)), “an interval,
distance; space” of time: wJv wJrwn triwn diasthma, <440507>Acts 5:7 ((ek
pollou diasthmatov, Aristotle, de audib., p. 800{b}, 5 etc.); tetraetev
ddiasthma Polybius 9, 1, 1; (sumpav oJ cronov hJmerwn kai nuktwn
esti diasthma, Philo, alleg. leg. i. sec. 2 etc., see Siegfried under the
word, p. 66)).*

{1293} diastolh, diastolhv, hJ (diastellw, cf. anatolh), “a
distinction, difference”: <450322>Romans 3:22; 10:12; of the difference of the
sounds made by musical instruments, <461407>1 Corinthians 14:7. ((Aristotle,
Theophrastus), Polybius, Plutarch, others.)*

{1294} diastrefw; 1 aorist infinitive diastreyai; passive participle
diestrammenov (cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 170f); from Aeschylus down; a.
“to distort, turn aside”: tav oJdouv kuriou tav euqeiav, figuratively
(<201010>Proverbs 10:10), to oppose, plot against, the saving purposes and
plans of God, <441310>Acts 13:10. Hence, b. “to turn aside from the right path,
to pervert, corrupt”: to eqnov, <422302>Luke 23:2 (Polybius 5, 41, 1; 8, 24, 3);
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tina apo tinov, to corrupt and so turn one aside from, etc. <441308>Acts 13:8
(<020504>Exodus 5:4; voluptates animum detorquent a virtute, Cicero);
diestrammenov, “perverse, corrupt, wicked”: <401717>Matthew 17:17;
<420941>Luke 9:41; <442030>Acts 20:30; <504415>Philippians 2:15.*

{1295} diaswzw: 1 aorist dieswsa; 1 aorist passive dieswqhn; in
Greek writings from Herodotus down; often in the Septuagint, especially
for fLæmi and [yæviwOh; “to preserve through” danger, “to bring safe through;
to save,” i.e. “cure” one who is sick (cf. our colloquial, “bring him
through”): <420703>Luke 7:3; passive <401436>Matthew 14:36; “to save” i.e. “keep
safe, keep from perishing”: <442743>Acts 27:43; “to save out of danger, rescue”:
<442801>Acts 28:1; ek thv qalasshv, ibid. 4; — as very often in Greek
writings (see examples in Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part v., p.
9f) with specification of the person to whom or of the place to which one is
brought safe through: prov Fhlika, <442324>Acts 23:24; epi thn ghn,
<442744>Acts 27:44; eiv ti, <600320>1 Peter 3:20.*

{1296} diatagh, diataghv, hJ (diatassw), a purely Biblical (2 Esdr.
4:11) and ecclesiastical word (for which the Greeks use diataxiv), “ a
disposition, arrangement, ordinance”: <451302>Romans 13:2; elabete ton
nomon eiv diatagav aggelwn, <440753>Acts 7:53, ye received the law,
influenced by the authority of the ordaining angels, or because ye thought it
your duty to receive what was enjoined by angels (“at the ministration of
angels” (nearly equivalent to as being the ordinances etc.), similar to eiv
onoma decesqai, <401041>Matthew 10:41; see eiv, B. II 2 d.; (Winer’s
Grammar, 398 (372), cf. 228 (214), also Buttmann, 151 (131))). On the
Jewish opinion that angels were employed as God’s assistants in the
solemn proclamation of the Mosaic law, cf. <053302>Deuteronomy 33:2 the
Septuagint; <440738>Acts 7:38; <480319>Galatians 3:19; <580202>Hebrews 2:2; Josephus,
Antiquities 15, 5, 3; (Philo de somn. i. sec. 22; Lightfoot’s Commentary on
Galatians, the passage cited).*

{1296} diatagma, diatagmatov, to (diatassw), “an injunction,
mandate”: <581123>Hebrews 11:23 (Lachmann dogma). (2 Esdr. 7:11; Additions
to <170314>Esther 3:14 (in Tdf., chapter iii. at the end, line 14); Sap. 11:8; Philo,
decal. sec. 4; Diodorus 18, 64; Plutarch, Marcell. c. 24 at the end;
(others).)*
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{1298} diatarassw, or diatarattw: 1 aorist passive dietaracqhn;
“to agitate greatly, trouble greatly,” (Latin perturbare): <420129>Luke 1:29.
(Plato, Xenophon, others.)*

{1299} diatassw; 1 aorist dietaxa; perfect infinitive diatetacenai
(<441802>Acts 18:2 (not Tdf.)); passive, perfect preposition diatetacenai; 1
aorist participle diatetagmenov; 2 aorist participle diatacqeiv; middle,
present diatassomai; future diataxomai; 1 aorist dietaxamhn; (on the
force of dia cf. German verordnen, (Latin disponere, Winer’s
Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part v., p. 7f)); “to arrange, appoint, ordain,
prescribe, give order”: tini, <401101>Matthew 11:1; <461601>1 Corinthians 16:1;
followed by an accusative with an infinitive, <420855>Luke 8:55; <441802>Acts 18:2
(here T tetacenai Tr marginal reading brackets dia-; tini followed by an
infinitive <460914>1 Corinthians 9:14); ti, passive, oJ nomov diatageiv di’
aggelwn (see diatagh): <480319>Galatians 3:19 (Hesiod, Works, 274); tini
ti, passive: <420318>Luke 3:18; 17:9 (Rec.),10; <442331>Acts 23:31. Middle: <460717>1
Corinthians 7:17; oJutw hn diatetagmenov (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 262
(246); (Buttmann, 193 (167))), <442013>Acts 20:13; tini, <560105>Titus 1:5; ti, <461134>1
Corinthians 11:34; tini, followed by an infinitive: <440744>Acts 7:44; 24:23.
(Compare: epidiatassomai.)*

{1300} diatelew, diatelw; “to bring thoroughly to an end,
accomplish,” (cf. dia, C. 2); with the addition of ton bion, ton cronon,
etc., it is joined to participles or adjectives and denotes the continuousness
of the act or state expressed by the prcp. or adjective (as in Herodotus 6,
117; 7, 111; Plato, Apology, p. 31 a.); oftener, however, without the
accusative it is joined with the same force simply to the participles or
adjectives: thus, asitoi diateleite, “ye continue fasting, constantly
fast,” <442733>Acts 27:33 (so asfalesterov (others, asfalestatov)
diatelei, Thucydides 1, 34; often in Xenophon; Winer’s Grammar, 348
(326); (Buttmann, 304 (261))).*

{1301} diathrew, diathrw; 3 person singular imperfect diethrei; “to
keep continually” or “carefully” (see dia, C. 2): <420251>Luke 2:51 (<013711>Genesis
37:11); emauton ek tinov (cf. threin ek tinov, <431715>John 17:15), to keep
oneself (pure) from a thing, <441529>Acts 15:29; apo tinov for rmæv; followed

by ˆmi, Psalm 11:8 (<191208>Psalm 12:8). (Plato, Demosthenes, Polybius,
others.)*
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{1302} diati, see dia, B. II. 2 a., p. 134{b}.

{1303} diatiqhmi: “to place separately, dispose, arrange, appoint,” (cf.
dia, C. 3). In the N.T. only in the middle, present diatiqemai; 2 aorist
dieqemhn; future diaqhsomai;

1. “to arrange, dispose of, one’s own affairs”;

a. ti, “of something that belongs to one” (often so in secular authors from
Xenophon down); with the dative of person added, “in one’s favor, to
one’s advantage”; hence, “to assign a thing to another as his possession”:
tini basileian (to appoint), <422229>Luke 22:29.

b. “to dispose of by will, make a testament”: <580916>Hebrews 9:16f; (Plato,
legg. 11, p. 924 e.; with diaqhkhn added, ibid., p. 923 c., etc.).

2. diatiqemai diaqhkhn tini (træK; tyriB] ta, p, <243803>Jeremiah 38:31ff
(<243131>Jeremiah 31:31ff)), “to make a covenant, enter into covenant, with
one,” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 225 (211); Buttmann, 148 (129f)):
<580810>Hebrews 8:10, (<011518>Genesis 15:18); prov tina, <440325>Acts 3:25;
<581016>Hebrews 10:16 (<050702>Deuteronomy 7:2); meta tinov, 1 Macc. 1:11. The
Greeks said suntiqemai prov tina, aJi prov tina sunqhkai,
Xenophon, Cyril 3, 1, 21. (Compare: antidiatiqhmi.)*

{1304} diatribw; imperfect dietribon; 1 aorist dietriya; “to rub
between, rub hard,” (properly, Homer, Iliad 11, 847, others); “to wear
away, consume”; cronon or hJmerav, “to spend, pass time”: <441403>Acts
14:3,28; 16:12; 20:6; 25:6,14 (<031408>Leviticus 14:8; Aristophanes, Xenophon,
Plato, others); simply “to stay, tarry,” (cf. Buttmann, 145 (127); Winer’s
Grammar, 593 (552)): <430322>John 3:22; 11:54 (WH Tr text emeinen);
<441219>Acts 12:19; 14:18 (Lachmann edition min.); 15:35; (Judith 10:2; 2
Macc. 14:23, and often in secular authors from Homer, Iliad 19, 150
down).*

{1305} diatrofh, diatrofhv hJ (diatrefw, to support), “sustenance”:
<540608>1 Timothy 6:8. (Xenophon, vect. 4, 49; Menander quoted in Stobaeus,
floril. 61, 1 (vol. ii. 386, Gaisf. edition); Diodorus 19, 32; Epictetus ench.
12; Josephus, Antiquities 2, 5, 7; 4, 8, 21; often in Plutarch; 1 Macc.
6:49.)*
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{1306} diaugazw: 1 aorist dihugasa; “to shine through,” (Vulgate
elucesco), “to dawn”; of daylight breaking through the darkness of night
(Polybius 3, 104, 5 (cf. Act. Andr. 8, p. 116, Tdf. edition)): <610119>2 Peter
1:19. (Plutarch, de plac. philos. 3, 3, 2; others (see Sophocles’ Lexicon,
under the word).)*

diaughv, diaugev (augh), “translucent, transparent”: <662121>Revelation
21:21, for the Rec. diafanhv. ((Aristotle) Philo, Apoll. Rh., Lucian,
Plutarch, Themistius; often in the Anthol.)*

{1307} diafanhv, diafanev (diafainw, to show through),
“transparent, translucent”: <662121>Revelation 21:21 Rec.; see diaughv.
(Herodotus, Aristophanes, Plato, others.)*

{1308} diaferw; 2 aorist dihnegkon (but the subjunctive 3 person
singular dienegkh (<411116>Mark 11:16), the only aorist form which occurs,
can come as well from 1 aorist dihnegka; cf Veitch, under the word
ferw, at the end); passive (present diaferomai); imperfect dieferomhn;
(from Homer (h. Merc. 255), Pindar down);

1. “to bear or carry through” any place: skeuov dia tou iJerou, <411116>Mark
11:16.

2. “to carry different ways,” i.e.,

a. transitive, “to carry in different directions, to different places”: thus,
persons are said diaferesqai, who are carried hither and thither in a
ship, driven to and fro, <442727>Acts 27:27 (Strabo 3, 2, 7, p. 144; skafov uJp’
enantiwn pneumatwn diaferomenon, Philo, migr. Abr. sec. 27; Lucian,
Hermot. 28; often in Plutarch) metaphorically, “to spread abroad”:
diefereto oJ logov tou kuriou di’ oJlhv thv cwrav, <441349>Acts 13:49
(aggeliav, Lucian, dial. deor. 24, 1; fhmh diaferetai, Plutarch, mor.,
p. 163 d.).

b. intransitive (like the Latin differo) “to differ”: dokimazein ta
diaferonta, to test, prove, the things that differ, i.e. to distinguish
between good and evil, lawful and unlawful, <450218>Romans 2:18;
<500110>Philippians 1:10 (diakrisiv kalou te kai kakou, <580514>Hebrews
5:14); cf. Thol. Commentary on Romans, p. 111 edition 5.; Theoph. Ant.
ad Autol., p. 6, Otto edition dokimazontev ta diaferonta, htoi fwv, h
skotov, h leukon, h melan k.t.l.); (others, adopting a secondary sense
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of each verb in the above passages, translate (cf. A.V.) “to approve the
things that excel”; see Meyer (yet, cf. Weiss edition) on Romans, the
passage cited; Ellicott on Philippians, the passage cited). diaferw tinov,
“to differ from one,” i.e. “to excel, surpass one”: <400626>Matthew 6:26; 10:31;
12:12; <421207>Luke 12:7,24 (often so in Attic authors); tinov en tini, <461541>1
Corinthians 15:41; (tinov ouden, <480401>Galatians 4:1).

c. impersonally, diaferei, “it makes a difference, it matters, is of
importance”: ouden moi diaferei, it matters nothing to me, <480206>Galatians
2:6 (Plato, Prot., p. 316 b. hJmin ouden diaferei, p. 358 e.; de rep. 1, p.
340 c.; Demosthenes 124, 3 (in Philippians 3, 50); Polybius 3, 21, 9; Aelian
v. h. 1, 25; others; (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 394; Wetstein (1752) on
Galatians, the passage cited)).*

{1309} diafeugw: (2 aorist diefugon; from Herodotus down; “to flee
through” danger, “to escape”: <442742>Acts 27:42 (<201905>Proverbs 19:5; <060822>Joshua
8:22).*

{1310} diafhmizw; 1 aorist diefhmisa; 1 aorist passive diefhmisqhn;
“to spread abroad, blaze abroad”: ton logon, <410145>Mark 1:45; <402815>Matthew
28:15 (T WH marginal reading efhmisqh); tina, to spread abroad his
fame, verbally diffuse his renown, <400931>Matthew 9:31; in Latin diffamare
aliquem, but in a bad sense. (Rarely in Greek writings, as Aratus, phaen.
221; Dionysius Halicarnassus 11, 46; Palaeph. incred. 14, 4; (cf. Winer’s
Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part v., p. 14f).)*

{1311} diafqeirw; 1 aorist diefqeira; passive (present
diafqeiromai); perfect participle diefqarmenov; 2 aorist diefqarhn;
the Septuagint very often for tjevi, occasionally for lBeji; in Greek
writings from Homer down;

1. “to change for the worse, to corrupt”: minds, morals; thn ghn, i.e. the
men that inhabit the earth, <661118>Revelation 11:18; diefqarmenoi ton noun,
<540605>1 Timothy 6:5 (thn dianoian, Plato, legg. 10, p. 888 a.; ton gnwmhn,
Dionysius Halicarnassus Antiquities 5, 21; touv ofqalmouv, Xenophon,
an. 4, 5, 12).

2. “to destroy, ruin,” (Latin perdere);
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a. “to consume,” of bodily vigor and strength: oJ exw hJmwn anqrwpov
diafqeiretai (“is decaying”), <470416>2 Corinthians 4:16; of the worm or
moth that eats provisions, clothing, etc. <421233>Luke 12:33.

b. “to destroy” (Latin delere): <660809>Revelation 8:9; “to kill,”
diafqeirein touv, etc. <661118>Revelation 11:18.*

{1312} diafqora, diafqorav, hJ (diafqeirw), “corruption,
destruction”; in the N.T. that destruction which is effected by the decay of
the body after death: <440227>Acts 2:27,31; 13:34-37 (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 65, 10), see eidw, I 5 and uJpostrefw, 2. (the Septuagint for fjæv;; in
Greek writings from Aeschylus down.)*

{1313} diaforov, diaforon (diaferw);

1. “different, varying in kind,” (Herodotus and following): <451206>Romans
12:6; <580910>Hebrews 9:10.

2. “excellent, surpassing,” ((Diodorus), Polybius, Plutarch, others):
comparitive diaforwterov, <580104>Hebrews 1:4; 8:6.*

{1314} diafulassw: 1 aorist infinitive diafulaxai; from Herodotus
down; “to guard carefully”: tina, <420410>Luke 4:10 from <199011>Psalm 90:11
(<199111>Psalm 91:11). “The seventy chose to employ this term especially of
God’s providential care; cf. <012815>Genesis 28:15; <062417>Joshua 24:17; <194003>Psalm
40:3 (<194103>Psalm 41:3). Hence, it came to pass that the later writers at the
close of their letters used to write diafulattoi, diafulaxoi uJmav oJ
Qeov, cf. Theodoret. iii., pp. 800, 818, 826 (editions Schulze, Nosselt, etc.
Hal.).” Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part v., p. 16.*

{1315} diaceirizw: 1 aorist middle dieceirisamhn; “to move by the
use of the hands, take in hand, manage, administer, govern (from
(Andocides (405 B. C.), Lysias), Xenophon, and Plato down). Middle “to
lay hands on, slay, kill” (with one’s own hand): tina (Polybius 8, 23, 8;
Diodorus 18, 46; Josephus, Dionysius Halicarnassus, Plutarch, Herodian),
<440530>Acts 5:30; 26:21.*

diacleuazw; “to deride, scoff, mock (“deridere i.e. ridendo exagitare“
Winer’s): <440213>Acts 2:13 G L T Tr WH. (Plato, Ax., p. 364 b.;
Demosthenes, p. 1221, 26 (adverb Polycl. 49); Aeschines dial. 3, 2;
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Polybius 17, 4, 4; others; ecclesiastical writings) Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy
verb. comp. etc, Part v., p. 17.*

{1316} diacwrizw: “to separate thoroughly” or “wholly” (cf. dia, C. 2)
(Aristophanes, Xenophon, Plato, others; the Septuagint). Passive present
diacwrizomai ((in a reflexive sense) cf. apocwrizw) “to separate
oneself, depart,” (<011309>Genesis 13:9,11,14; Diodorus 4, 53): apo tinov,
<420933>Luke 9:33.*

{1317} didaktikov, didaktikh, didaktikon (equivalent to
didaskalikov in Greek writings), “apt and skillful in teaching”: <540302>1
Timothy 3:2; <550224>2 Timothy 2:24. (didaktikh areth, the virtue which
renders one teachable, docility, Philo, praem. et poen. sec. 4; (de congressu
erud. sec. 7).)*

{1318} didaktov, didakth, didakton (didaskw);

1. “that can be taught” (Pindar, Xenophon, Plato, others).

2. “taught, instructed,” followed by a genitive “by” one (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 189 (178); 194 (182); Buttmann, 169 (147)): tou Qeo, by God,
<430645>John 6:45 from <235413>Isaiah 54:13; pneumatov aJgiou (G L T Tr WH
omit aJgiou), by the (Holy) Spirit, <460213>1 Corinthians 2:13. (nouqethmata
keina didakta, Sophocles El. 344.)*

{1319} didaskalia, didaskaliav, hJ (didaskalov) (from Pindar
down);

1. “teaching, instruction”: <451207>Romans 12:7; 15:4 (eiv thn hJmeteran
didaskalian, that we might be taught (A.V. “for our learning”)); <540413>1
Timothy 4:13,16; 5:17; <550310>2 Timothy 3:10,16; <560207>Titus 2:7.

2. “teaching,” i.e. “that which is taught, doctrine”: <490414>Ephesians 4:14; <540110>1
Timothy 1:10; 4:6; 6:1,3; <550403>2 Timothy 4:3; <560109>Titus 1:9; 2:1,10; plural
didaskaliai, “teachings,” precepts (from <232913>Isaiah 29:13), <401509>Matthew
15:9; <410707>Mark 7:7; anqrwpwn, <510222>Colossians 2:22; daimoniwn, <540401>1
Timothy 4:1.*

{1320} didaskalov, didaskalou, oJ (didaskw), “a teacher”; in the
N.T. one who teaches concerning the things of God, and the duties of man:
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1. of one who is fitted to teach, or thinks himself so: <580512>Hebrews 5:12;
<450220>Romans 2:20.

2. of the teachers of the Jewish religion: <420246>Luke 2:46; <430310>John 3:10;
hence, the Hebrew bræ is rendered in Greek didaskalov: <430138>John 1:38
(39); 20:16; cf. below, under rabbi, and Pressel in Herzog xii., p. 471f;
(Campbell, Dissert. on the Gospels, diss. vii. part 2).

3. of those who by their great power as teachers drew crowds about them;

a. of John the Baptist: <420312>Luke 3:12.

b. of Jesus: <430138>John 1:38 (39); 3:2; 8:4; 11:28; 13:13f; 20:16; often in
the first three Gospels.

4. by preeminence used of Jesus by himself, as the one who showed men
the way of salvation: <402308>Matthew 23:8 L T Tr WH.

5. of the apostles: oJ didaskalov twn eqnwn, of Paul, <540207>1 Timothy 2:7;
<550111>2 Timothy 1:11.

6. of those who in the religious assemblies of Christians undertake the
work of teaching, with the special assistance of the Holy Spirit: <461228>1
Corinthians 12:28f; <490411>Ephesians 4:11; Acts. 13:1, cf. <590301>James 3:1.

7. of false teachers among Christians: <550403>2 Timothy 4:3. (Homer (h. Merc.
556), Aeschylus, others)

{1321} didaskw; imperfect edidaskon; future didaxw; 1 aorist
edidaxa; 1 aorist passive edidacqhn; (DAW (cf. Vanicek, p. 327)); (from
Homer down); the Septuagint for [æydiwOh, hr;wOh, and especially for dMæli;
“to teach”;

1. absolutely,

a. “to hold discourse with others in order to instruct them, deliver didactic
discourses”: <400423>Matthew 4:23; 21:23; <410121>Mark 1:21; 6:6; 14:49; <420415>Luke
4:15; 5:17; 6:6; <430659>John 6:59; 7:14; 18:20, and often in the Gospels; <540212>1
Timothy 2:12.

b. “to be a teacher” (see didaskalov, 6): <451207>Romans 12:7.

c. “to discharge the office of teacher, conduct oneself as a teacher”: <460417>1
Corinthians 4:17.
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2. in construction;

a. either in imitation of the Hebrew dMæli l] (<182122>Job 21:22) or by an
irregular use of the later Greeks (of which no well-attested example
remains except one in Plutarch, Marcell. c. 12), with the dative of person:
tw Balak, <660214>Revelation 2:14 (according to the reading now generally
accepted for the Rec. bez elz ton Balak); cf. Buttmann, 149 (130); Winer’s
Grammar, 223 (209), cf. 227 (213).

b. according to the regular use, with the accusative of person, “to teach
one”: used of Jesus and the apostles uttering in public what they wished
their hearers to know and remember, <400502>Matthew 5:2; <410122>Mark 1:22; 2:13;
4:2; <420503>Luke 5:3; <430802>John 8:2; <440402>Acts 4:2; 5:25; 20:20; touv EJllhnav,
to act the part of a teacher among the Greeks, <430735>John 7:35; used of those
who enjoin upon others to observe some ordinance, to embrace some
opinion, or to obey some precept: <400519>Matthew 5:19; <441501>Acts 15:1;
<580811>Hebrews 8:11; with especially reference to the addition which the
teacher makes to the knowledge of the one he teaches, “to impart
instruction, instill doctrine into one”: <441126>Acts 11:26; 21:28; <430934>John 9:34;
<450221>Romans 2:21; <510316>Colossians 3:16; <620227>1 John 2:27; <660220>Revelation 2:20.

c. the thing taught or enjoined is indicated by a following oJti: <410831>Mark
8:31; <461114>1 Corinthians 11:14; by a following infinitive, <421101>Luke 11:1;
<402820>Matthew 28:20; <660214>Revelation 2:14; peri tinov, <620227>1 John 2:27; en
Cristw didacqhnai, to be taught in the fellowship of Christ,
<490421>Ephesians 4:21; followed by an accusative of the thing, to teach i.e.
“prescribe a thing”: didaskaliav, entalmata anqrwpwn, precepts
which are commandments of men (from <232913>Isaiah 29:13), <401509>Matthew
15:9; <410707>Mark 7:7 (Buttmann, 148 (129)); thn oJdon tou Qeou,
<402216>Matthew 22:16; <411214>Mark 12:14; <422021>Luke 20:21; tauta, <540411>1 Timothy
4:11; aJ mh dei, <560111>Titus 1:11; “to explain, expound,” a thing: <441811>Acts
18:11,25; 28:31; apostasian apo Mwusewv, the necessity of forsaking
Moses, <442121>Acts 21:21. d. with the accusative of person and of thing, “to
teach one something” (Winer’s Grammar, 226f (212); Buttmann, 149
(130)): (ekeinov uJmav didaxei panta, <431426>John 14:26); tou didaskein
uJmav tina ta stoiceia, <580512>Hebrews 5:12 (where R G T Tr and others
read — not so well — tina; (but cf. Buttmann, 260 (224) note, 268 (230)
note)); eJterouv didaxai, namely, auta, <550202>2 Timothy 2:2; hence,
passive didacqhnai ti (Buttmann, 188 (163); Winer’s Grammar, 229
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(215)): <480112>Galatians 1:12 (edidacqhn, namely, auto), <530215>2 Thessalonians
2:15.

{1322} didach, didachv hJ (didaskw) (from Herodotus down);

1. “teaching,” viz. “that which is taught”: <410127>Mark 1:27; <430716>John 7:16;
<441719>Acts 17:19; Romans (6:17); 16:17; <630110>2 John 1:10; <660224>Revelation 2:24;
hJ didach tinov, one’s doctrine, i.e. what he teaches: <400728>Matthew 7:28;
16:12; 22:33; <410122>Mark 1:22; 11:18; <420432>Luke 4:32; <431819>John 18:19; <440528>Acts
5:28; <660214>Revelation 2:14f; hJ didach of God, tou kuriou, tou Cristou,
the doctrine which has God, Christ, the Lord, for its author and supporter:
<430717>John 7:17; <441312>Acts 13:12; <630109>2 John 1:9; with the genitive of the
object, “doctrine, teaching, concerning something”: <580602>Hebrews 6:2
(Winer’s Grammar, 187 (176); 192 (181); 551 (513)); plural <581309>Hebrews
13:9.

2. (the act of) “teaching, instruction,” (cf. didaskalia (on the supposed
distinction between the two words and their use in the N.T. see Ellicott on
<550402>2 Timothy 4:2; they are associated in <550402>2 Timothy 4:2,3; <560109>Titus
1:9)): <440242>Acts 2:42; <550402>2 Timothy 4:2; en th didach, “while he was
teaching,” a phrase by which the Evangelist indicates that he is about to
cite some of the many words which Jesus spoke at that time, <410402>Mark 4:2;
12:38; tou kata thn didachn pistou logou, the faithful word which is
in accordance with the received (<550314>2 Timothy 3:14) instruction, <560109>Titus
1:9; in particular, the teaching of the didaskalov (which see 6) in the
religious assemblies of Christians: lalein en didach, to speak in the way
of “teaching,” in distinction from other modes of speaking in public, <461406>1
Corinthians 14:6; ecw didachn, to have something to teach, <461426>1
Corinthians 14:26.*

{1323} didracmon, didracmou, to (neuter of the adjective didracmov,
didracmon, namely, nomisma; from div and dracmh), “a didrachmon” or
“double-drachma,” a silver coin equal to two Attic drachmas or one
Alexandrian, or half a shekel (about one third of a dollar) (see in
argurion, 3): <401724>Matthew 17:24. (the Septuagint often for lq,v,; (Pollux,
Galen).)*

{1324} didumov, didumh, didumon and Didumov, Didumon, “twofold,
twain,” (double, Homer, Odyssey 19, 227; as tridumov, triple;
tetradumov, quadruple, eJptadumov); hence, “twin” (namely, paiv, as
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tridumoi paidev, uJioi, German Drillinge, three born at a birth), Hebrew
µaOT], a surname of the apostle Thomas (cf. Luthardt on the first of the
following passages; B. D. under the word, Thomas): <431116>John 11:16; 20:24;
21:2. (Homer Iliad 23, 641.)*

{1325} didwmi (didw, <660309>Revelation 3:9 L T WH; (didw Tr, yet see
WH Appendix, p. 167)), 3 person plural didoasi (<661713>Revelation 17:13
(not Rec.)), imperative didou (<400542>Matthew 5:42 R G); imperfect 3 person
singular edidou, 3 person plural edidoun (edidosan, <431903>John 19:3 L T
Tr WH (see ecw)); future dwsw; 1 aorist edwka (2 person singular
edwkev, <431707>John 17:7 Tr marginal reading, 8 Tr marginal reading; cf.
references under the word kopiaw), subjunctive dwsh (and dwswmen)
from an imaginary indicative form edwsa (<410637>Mark 6:37 T Tr marginal
reading); <431702>John 17:2 (Tr marginal reading WH dwsei); <660803>Revelation
8:3 (L T Tr WH dwsei; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 720f; Buttmann, 36 (31);
Winer’s Grammar, 79 (76); (Veitch, under the word didwmi at the end,
also Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word, and especially the Introduction,
p. 40; WH’s Appendix, p. 172)); perfect dedwka (on the interchange
between the forms of the pf and of the aorist in this verb cf. Buttmann, 199
(172)); pluperfect ededwkein and without augment (Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 12, 9; Buttmann, 33 (29)) dedwkein, <411444>Mark 14:44; and L text T Tr
WH in <421915>Luke 19:15; 3 person plural dedwkeisan, <431157>John 11:57; 2
aorist subjunctive 3 person singular dw (dwh, <431516>John 15:16 Tr marginal
reading; <490117>Ephesians 1:17 WH marginal reading; <550225>2 Timothy 2:25 L
WH marginal reading; doi, <410837>Mark 8:37 T Tr WH; cf. Buttmann, 46
(40); WH’s Appendix, p. 168; Kuenen and Cobet, praef., p. lxi.), plural
dwmen, dwte, dwsin, optative 3 person singular dwh for doih,
<451505>Romans 15:5; (<530316>2 Thessalonians 3:16); <550116>2 Timothy 1:16,18; (2:25
T Tr WH text; <490117>Ephesians 1:17 R G; 3:16 R G) and elsewhere among
the variants ((cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 14, 1 g.; Buttmann, 46 (40), cf.
sec. 139, 37 and 62); see (WH’s Appendix, as above; Tdf. Proleg., p. 122;)
Lob. ad Phryn., p. 346; (Kühner, sec. 282 Anm. 2; Veitch, under the word
didwmi at the end)), imperative dov, dote, infinitive dounai, participle
douv; passive, perfect dedomai; 1 aorist edoqhn; 1 future doqhsomai; cf.
Buttmann, 45f (39f); (WH as above): In the Septuagint times without
number for ˆtæn;, sometimes for µWc; and for Chaldean bhæy]; (from Homer
down); “to give”;
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A. absolutely and generally: makarion esti mallon didonai, hJ
lambanein, <442035>Acts 20:35.

B. In construction;

I. tini ti, “to give something to some one — in various senses”;

1. “of one’s own accord to give one something,” to his advantage; “to
bestow, give as a gift”: <400409>Matthew 4:9; <420132>Luke 1:32; 12:32, and often
domata (cf. Buttmann, 148 (129)), <400711>Matthew 7:11; <421113>Luke 11:13;
<490408>Ephesians 4:8 (<196701>Psalm 67:19 (<196819>Psalm 68:19)); ta uJparconta
what thou hast toiv ptwcoiv, <401921>Matthew 19:21; crhmata, <442426>Acts
24:26.

2. “to grant, give to one asking, let have”: <401239>Matthew 12:39; 14:7f; 16:4;
20:23; <410622>Mark 6:22,25; 8:12; 10:40; <421129>Luke 11:29; 15:16; <431122>John
11:22; 14:16; 15:16; 16:23; <440306>Acts 3:6; <590105>James 1:5; (noteworthy is
<620516>1 John 5:16 dwsei (namely, probably oJ Qeov) autw zwhn toiv
aJmartanousin, etc., where autw seems to be an ethical dative and toiv
aJmartanousin dependent on the verb; see Buttmann, 133 (116) note, cf.
179 (156); Winer’s Grammar, 523 (487), cf. 530 (494)); in
contradistinction from what one claims: <430327>John 3:27; 19:11.

3. “to supply, furnish,” necessary things: as arton tini, <400611>Matthew 6:11;
<421103>Luke 11:3; <430632>John 6:32,51; trofhn, <402445>Matthew 24:45; brwsin,
<430627>John 6:27; besides in <402515>Matthew 25:15,28f; <410226>Mark 2:26; 4:25;
<420604>Luke 6:4; 8:18; 12:42; 19:24,26; <430410>John 4:10,14,15; <490619>Ephesians
6:19.

4. “to give over, deliver,” i.e.,

a. “to reach out, extend, present”: as <401419>Matthew 14:19; 17:27; <410641>Mark
6:41; 14:22f; <420916>Luke 9:16; 22:19; to ywmion, <431326>John 13:26; to
pothrion, <431811>John 18:11; <661619>Revelation 16:19; tav ceirav didonai, to
give one the hand, <440941>Acts 9:41; <480209>Galatians 2:9.

b. of a writing: apostasion, <400531>Matthew 5:31.

c. “to give to one’s care, intrust, commit”;

aa. something to be administered; universally: panti wJ edoqh polu,
<421248>Luke 12:48; property, money, <402515>Matthew 25:15; <421913>Luke
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19:13,15; ampelwna, a vineyard to be cultivated, <411209>Mark 12:9;
<422016>Luke 20:16; tav kleiv (kleidav) tesv basileiav. <401619>Matthew
16:19; thn krisin, <430522>John 5:22; krima, <662004>Revelation 20:4; thn
exousian eJautwn, <661713>Revelation 17:13 (not Rec.); ta erga, iJna
teleiwsw auta, <430536>John 5:36; to ergon, iJna poihsw, <431704>John
17:4; to onoma tou Qeou, to be declared, <431711>John 17:11 (not Rec.,
<431712>John 17:12 T Tr WH).

bb. “to give” or “commit to some one something to be religiously
observed”: diaqhkhn peritomhv, <440708>Acts 7:8; thn peritomhn, the
ordinance of circumcision, <430722>John 7:22; ton nomon, <430719>John 7:19;
logia zwnta, <440738>Acts 7:38.

5. “to give what is due or obligatory, to pay”: wages or reward,
<402004>Matthew 20:4,14; 26:15; <661118>Revelation 11:18; argurion, as a reward,
<411411>Mark 14:11; <422205>Luke 22:5; taxes, tribute, tithes, etc.: <401727>Matthew
17:27; 22:17; <411214>Mark 12:14 (15); <422022>Luke 20:22; 23:2; <580704>Hebrews 7:4;
qusian namely, tw kuriw, <420224>Luke 2:24 (qusian apodounai tw Qew,
Josephus, Antiquities 7, 9, 1); logon, “render account,” <451412>Romans 14:12
(L text Tr text apodounai).

6. didwmi is joined with nouns denoting an act or an effect; and

a. the act or effect of him who gives, in such a sense that what he is said
didonai (either absolutely or with the dative of person) he is conceived of
as effecting, or as becoming its author. Hence, didwmi joined with a noun
can often be changed into an active verb expressing the effecting of that
which the noun denotes. Thus, didonai ainon tw Qew is equivalent to
ainein ton Qeon, <421843>Luke 18:43; apokrisin tini equivalent to
apokrinesqai, <430122>John 1:22; 19:9; egkophn dounai tw euaggeliw
equivalent to enkoptein to euaggelion, to hinder (the progress of) the
gospel, <460912>1 Corinthians 9:12; entolhn tini equivalent to entellesqai
tini <431157>John 11:57; 12:49; 13:34; <620323>1 John 3:23; doxan tini equivalent
to doxazein tini (see doxa, II.); ergasian, after the Latin operam
dare,” take pains,” (A.V. “give diligence”), equivalent to ergazesqai,
<421258>Luke 12:58 (sumboulion, cf. the Latin consilium dare, equivalent to
sumbouleuesqai, <410306>Mark 3:6 Tr text WH text); diastolhn tini i. q
diastellein ti, <461407>1 Corinthians 14:7; paraggelian, <520402>1
Thessalonians 4:2 paraklhsin, <530216>2 Thessalonians 2:16; eleov
equivalent to elhin, <550116>2 Timothy 1:16,18 agaphn, show (A.V.
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“bestow”), <620301>1 John 3:1; ekdikhsin <530108>2 Thessalonians 1:8;
basanismon, <661807>Revelation 18:7; rapisma equivalent to rapizein
tina, <431822>John 18:22; 19:3; filhma equivalent to filein tina, <420745>Luke
7:45. or

b. the noun denotes something to be done by him to whom it is said to be
given: didonai tini metanoian, to cause him to repent, <440531>Acts 5:31;
11:18; gnwsin swthriav,<420177>Luke 1:77; elpida tini, <530216>2
Thessalonians 2:16.

7. Joined with nouns denoting strength, faculty, power, virtue, didwmi
(tini ti) is equivalent to: “to furnish, endue,” (one with a thing): <422115>Luke
21:15 (dwsw uJmin stoma kai sofian); <440710>Acts 7:10; exousian,
<400908>Matthew 9:8; 10:1; <421019>Luke 10:19; <431702>John 17:2; <660226>Revelation 2:26;
6:8; 13:7; dianoian, <620520>1 John 5:20; sunesin, <550207>2 Timothy 2:7; and in
the very common phrase didonai to pneuma. (I’. didonai tini tinov
“to give to one” (a part) of etc.: <660217>Revelation 2:17 (G L T Tr WH) dwsw
autw tou manna, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 198 (186); Buttmann, 159
(139).)

II. didwmi ti without a dative, and didwmi tina.

1. didwmi ti;

a. with the force of “to cause, produce, give forth from oneself”: uJeton,
from heaven, <590518>James 5:18; karpon, <401308>Matthew 13:8; <410407>Mark 4:7,8f
(<052519>Deuteronomy 25:19; Sir. 23:25); shmeia, <402424>Matthew 24:24;
<411322>Mark 13:22 (not Tdf.); <440219>Acts 2:19 (<020709>Exodus 7:9; <051301>Deuteronomy
13:1, etc.); uJpodeigma, <431315>John 13:15; feggov, <402429>Matthew 24:29;
<411324>Mark 13:24 (fwv, <231310>Isaiah 13:10); fwnhn, <461407>1 Corinthians 14:7f;
dia thv glwsshv logon, <461409>1 Corinthians 14:9; gnwmhn, to give one’s
opinion, to give advice, <460725>1 Corinthians 7:25; <470810>2 Corinthians 8:10.

b. didonai klhrouv (ˆtæn; lr;wOg, <031608>Leviticus 16:8), “to give,” i.e. “hand
out lots,” namely, to be cast into the urn (see klhrov, 1), <440126>Acts 1:26.

c. didwmi ti with the predicate accusative: <402028>Matthew 20:28; <411045>Mark
10:45 (to give up as a lutron); <401626>Matthew 16:26; <410837>Mark 8:37 (to pay
as an equivalent).

2. didwmi tina;
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a. where the noun refers to the office one bears, “to appoint”: kritav,
<441320>Acts 13:20.

b. “to cause to come forth”: didwmi ek thv sunagwghv tou Satana
twn legontwn (namely, tinav (cf. Buttmann, 158 (138); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 59, 4 b.)), <660309>Revelation 3:9; so also the sea, death, Hades,
are said to “give (up)” the dead who have been engulfed or received by
them, <662013>Revelation 20:13.

3. didwmi tina tini;

a. “to give one to some one as his own”: as the object of his saving care,
<580213>Hebrews 2:13; “to give one to someone,” to follow him as a leader and
master, <430637>John 6:37,39; 10:29; 17:6,9, 12 (but see B. I. 4. c. aa. above),
24; 18:9; in these passages God is said to have given certain men to Christ,
i.e. to have disposed them to acknowledge Christ as the author and
medium of their salvation, and to enter into intimate relations with him,
hence Christ calls them ‘his own’ (ta ema, <431014>John 10:14).

b. “to give one to some one to care for his interests”: <430316>John 3:16
(edwken namely, autw, i.e. tw kosmw); <441321>Acts 13:21.

c. “to give one to some one to whom he already belonged, to return”:
<420715>Luke 7:15 (9:42 apedwke (so L marginal reading in <420715>Luke 7:15)). d.
didwmi emauton tini, to one demanding of me something, “I give myself
up” as it were; an hyperbole for “disregarding entirely my private interests,
I give as much as ever I can”: <470805>2 Corinthians 8:5.

4. didwmi tina with a predicate accusative: eJauton tupon, to render or
set forth oneself as an example, <530309>2 Thessalonians 3:9; with a predicate of
dignity, office, function, and a dative of the person added “for whose
benefit” some one invested with said dignity or office “is given,” that is, “is
bestowed”: auton edwken kefalhn uJper panta th ekklhsia, head
over all things to the church, <490122>Ephesians 1:22; edwken touv men
apostolouv k.t.l., namely, th ekklhsia, <490411>Ephesians 4:11. For in
neither of these passages are we obliged, with many interpreters, to
translate the word “appointed, made,” after the use of the Hebrew ˆtæn;;
especially since in the second Paul seems wish to confirm the words quoted
in <490408>Ephesians 4:8, edwke domata toiv anqrwpoiv. Those in the
church whom Christ has endued with gifts and functions for the common
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advantage the apostle reckons among the domata given by him after his
ascension to heaven.

III. Phrases in which to the verb didwmi, either standing alone or joined
to cases, there is added:

1. an infinitive, either alone or with an accusative; didwmi tini followed
by an infinitive denoting the object: didwmi tini fagein, give, supply,
something to eat, give food (Buttmann, 261 (224); Winer’s Grammar, 318f
(299)), <401418>Matthew 14:18; 25:35,42; <410637>Mark 6:37; 5:43; <420855>Luke 8:55;
9:13; <660207>Revelation 2:7; piein, <430407>John 4:7,10; with the addition of an
object accusative depending on the fagein or piein: <402734>Matthew 27:34;
<411523>Mark 15:23 (R G L); with an accusative added depending on the verb
didwmi: <430631>John 6:31 <661606>Revelation 16:6; followed by an infinitive
indicating design (cf. Buttmann, as above), “to grant” or “permit one” to
etc.: <420173>Luke 1:73f (dounai hJmin afobwv latreuein autw); <430526>John
5:26; <440429>Acts 4:29; <451505>Romans 15:5; <490316>Ephesians 3:16; <660321>Revelation
3:21; 6:4; 7:2; (followed by eiv, with the infinitive: <451516>Romans 15:16, cf.
Buttmann, 265 (228)); by a construction borrowed from the Hebrew, kai
dwsw toiv ... kai profhteusousi, <661103>Revelation 11:3; in the passive,
<401312>Matthew 13:12; <410411>Mark 4:11 (uJmin dedotai gnwnai (G L T Tr WH
omit gnwnai) to you it has been granted etc.); followed by the accusative
and the infinitive: dwh (L T Tr WH dw) uJmin ... katoikhsai ton
Criston en taiv kardiaiv uJmwn, <490316>Ephesians 3:16f; edwken auton
emfanh genesqai, <441040>Acts 10:40; ou dwseiv ton oJsion sou idein
diafqoran (from <191501>Psalm 15:10 (<191610>Psalm 16:10), <440227>Acts 2:27; 13:35.

2. didwmi tini, followed by iJna, “to grant” or “permit,” that, etc.
(Buttmann, 238 (205) Winer’s Grammar, 337 (316), cf. 545 (507)):
<411037>Mark 10:37; <661908>Revelation 19:8. “to commission,” <660905>Revelation 9:5.

IV. didwmi ti, or tini ti, or tini or tina, followed by a preposition
with a noun (or pronoun);

1. tini ek tinov (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 28, 1; Buttmann, 159 (139)):
dote hJmin (a part) ek tou elaiou uJmwn, <402508>Matthew 25:8; ek twn
artwn, easily to be supplied from the context, <410226>Mark 2:26; <420604>Luke 6:4;
ek tou pneumatov autou edwken hJmin, <620413>1 John 4:13; otherwise in
<430334>John 3:34 oJ Qeov ou didwsi to pneuma ek metrou, by measure, i.e.
according to measure, moderately (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 51, 1 d.);
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otherwise in <660309>Revelation 3:9 didwmi ek thv sunagwghv (see II. 2 b.
above). tini apo tinov: <422010>Luke 20:10 iJna apo ti karpou tou
ampelwnov dwsin (L T Tr WH dwsousin) autw, namely, the portion
due. Ti followed by eiv with a noun, “to give something” to put “into,”
<420638>Luke 6:38 metron dwsousin eiv ton kolpon uJmwn (shall they give,
i.e. pour into your bosom), or “upon,” <421522>Luke 15:22 dote daktulion
eiv thn ceira autou (put a ring on his hand); eiv ton agron, “for the
field,” to pay its price, <402710>Matthew 27:10; tini ti eiv tav ceirav, “to
commit a thing to one, deliver it into one’s power”: <431303>John 13:3 (Hebrew
ˆtæn; dyæB] p, <010902>Genesis 9:2; 14:20; <020421>Exodus 4:21); eiv thn dianoian,
or epi tav kardiav (<243803>Jeremiah 38:33 (<243133>Jeremiah 31:33)), put into
the mind, fasten upon the heart, <580810>Hebrews 8:10; 10:16; or eiv thv
kardiav with an infinitive of the thing, <661717>Revelation 17:17; (Xenophon,
Cyril 8, 2, 20 didonai tini ti eiv thn yuchn). EJauton didonai eiv
with the accusative of place, to betake oneself somewhere, to go into some
place: <441931>Acts 19:31 (eiv topouv parabolouv, Polybius 5, 14, 9; eiv
topouv traceiv, Diodorus 14, 81; eiv tav erhmiav, Diodorus 5, 59;
Josephus, Antiquities 15, 7, 7; eiv kwmhn tina, Josephus, Antiquities 7, 9,
7).

2. didwmi ti en tini, i.e. to be or remain in, so that it is in (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 414 (386); Buttmann, 329 (283)): en th ceiri tinov, <430335>John
3:35; en taiv kardiaiv, <470122>2 Corinthians 1:22; en th kardia tinov,
<470816>2 Corinthians 8:16 (cf. <111024>1 Kings 10:24); eirhnhn dounai en th gh
to bring peace to be on earth, <421251>Luke 12:51.

3. didwmi ti uJper tinov, “give up for” etc. (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 383f
(358f)): <430651>John 6:51; eJauton uJper tinov, <560214>Titus 2:14; eJauton
antilutron uJper tinov, <540206>1 Timothy 2:6; eJauton peri (R WH text
uJper; cf. peri, the passage cited [d].) twn aJmartiwn, for sins, i.e. to
expiate them, <480104>Galatians 1:4.

4. didonai tini kata ta erga, thn praxin, to give one according to his
works, to render to one the reward of his deeds: <660223>Revelation 2:23
(<192704>Psalm 27:4 (<192804>Psalm 28:4)); (cf. apodwsei <401627>Matthew 16:27;
<450206>Romans 2:6).

5. Hebraistically, dedwka enwpion sou quran anewgmenhn I have set
before thee a door opened, i.e. have caused the door to be open to thee,
<660308>Revelation 3:8.
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(Synonyms: didonai, dwreisqai: didonai, “to give” in general,
antithetic to lambanein; dwreisqai specific, “to bestow, present”;
didonai might be used even of evils, but dwreisqai could be used of
such things only ironically; see doma, at the end. Compare: anadidwmi,
apodidwmi, antapodidwmi, diadiadwmi, ekdidwmi, epididwmi
metadidwmi, paradidwmi prodidwmi).

{1326} diegeirw; 1 aorist dihgeira; passive, imperfect dihgeiromhn
(but Tr WH (T editions 2, 7) diegeireto in <430618>John 6:18, cf. Buttmann,
34 (30); WH’s Appendix, p. 161); 1 aorist preposition diegerqeiv; “to
wake up, awaken, arouse” (from repose; differing from the simple egeirw,
which has a wider meaning); from sleep: tina, <410438>Mark 4:38 (here T Tr
WH egeirousin); <420824>Luke 8:24; passive, <420824>Luke 8:24 T Tr text WH;
<410439>Mark 4:39; with the addition apo tou uJpnou, <400124>Matthew 1:24 (L T
Tr WH egerqeiv); from repose, quiet: in passage of the sea, which begins
to be agitated, “to rise,” <430618>John 6:18. Metaphorically, “to arouse the
mind”; “stir up, render active”: <610113>2 Peter 1:13; 3:1, as in 2 Macc. 15:10,
tina toiv qumoiv. (Several times in the O.T. Apocrypha (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 102 (97)); Hipper. (Aristotle), Herodian; occasionally in
Anthol.)*

{1760} dienqumeomai, dienqumoumai; “to weigh in the mind,
consider”: peri tinov, <441019>Acts 10:19, for Rec. enqumeomai. (Besides,
only in ecclesiastical writings.)*

diexercomai: (2 aorist diexhlqon); “to go out through something”:
diexelqousa, namely, dia fruganwn, <442803>Acts 28:3 Tdf editions 2, 7.
(the Septuagint; in Greek writings from (Sophicles, Herodotus), Euripides
down.)*

{1327} diexodov, diexodou, hJ; from Herodotus down; “a way out
through, outlet, exit”: diexodoi twn oJdwn, <402209>Matthew 22:9, literally,
“ways through which ways go out,” i.e. according to the context and the
design of the parable places “before the city where the roads from the
country terminate,” therefore “outlets of the country highways,” the same
being also their “entrances”; (cf. Obad. 1:14; <262121>Ezekiel 21:21; the R. V.
renders it “partings of the highways”). The phrase figuratively represents
the territory of heathen nations, into which the apostles were about to go
forth (as is well shown by Fischer, Deuteronomy vitiis lexamples N.T., p.
634ff). Used of the boundaries of countries, it is equivalent to the Hebrew
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twOax;wOT, <043404>Numbers 34:4f,8f, and often in the book of Joshua (cf.
Rieder, Die zusammen gesetzten Verba as above with p. 18. Others
understand the crossings or thoroughfares here to represent the most
frequented spots.)*

diermhneia, diermhneiav, hJ (diermhneuw, which see), “interpretation”:
of obscure utterances, <461210>1 Corinthians 12:10 L text (not yet found
elsewhere.)*

{1328} diermhneuthv, diermhneutou, oJ (diermhneuw, which see), “an
interpreter”: <461428>1 Corinthians 14:28 (L Tr WH marginal reading
eJrmhneuthv.). (Ecclesiastical writings.)*

{1329} diermhneuw; imperfect dihrmhneuon and (without augment cf.
Buttmann, 34 (30)) diermhneuon (<422427>Luke 24:27 L Tr marginal reading);
1 aorist (also without augment; so “all early manuscripts” Hort)
diermhneusa (Luke, the passage cited T Tr text WH); (present passive
diermhneuomai); “to interpret” (dia intensifying by marking transition
(cf. German verdeutlichen); Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part
v., p. 10f);

1. “to unfold the meaning of what is said, explain, expound”: ti, <422427>Luke
24:27; absolutely, <461230>1 Corinthians 12:30; 14:5,13,27.

2. “to translate” into one’s native language: <440936>Acts 9:36 (2 Macc. 1:36;
Polybius 3, 22, 3, and several times in Philo (cf. Siegfried, Glossar.
Philippians under the word)).*

{1330} diercomai; imperfect dihrcomhn; future dieleusomai
(<420235>Luke 2:35; see Winer’s Grammar, 86 (82); (cf. Buttmann, 58 (50))); 2
aorist dihlqon; perfect participle dielhluqwv (<580414>Hebrews 4:14); (from
Homer down);

1. where dia has the force of “through” (Latin per; (cf. dia, C.)): “to go
through, pass through (on its constructions cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52,
4, 8);

a. dia tinov, “to go, walk, journey, pass through” a place (German den
Durchweg nehmen): <401243>Matthew 12:43; 19:24 R L Tr marginal reading
WH marginal reading; <411025>Mark 10:25 Rec.st eiselqein); <421124>Luke 11:24;
18:25 L Tr marginal reading; <430404>John 4:4; <461001>1 Corinthians 10:1; dia
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mesou autwn, through the midst of a crowd, <420430>Luke 4:30; <430859>John 8:59
Rec.; (dia mesou (L T Tr WH dia meson, see dia, B. I.) Samareiav,
<421711>Luke 17:11); di’ uJmwn, i.e. dia thv cwrav uJmwn, <470116>2 Corinthians
1:16 (where Lachmann text apelqein); (dia pantwn namely, twn aJgiwn
(see pav, II. 1), <440932>Acts 9:32).

b. with an accusative “to travel the road which leads through a place, go,
pass, travel through a region”: <421901>Luke 19:1; <441210>Acts 12:10; 13:6; 14:24;
15:3,41; 16:6; 17:23 (ta sebasmata); 18:23; 19:1,21; 20:2; <461605>1
Corinthians 16:5; <580414>Hebrews 4:14; of a thing: thn yuchn dieleusetai
romfaia, penetrate, pierce, <420235>Luke 2:35 (of a spear, dart, with the
genitive Homer, Iliad 20, 263; 23, 876).

c. absolutely: ekeinhv namely, oJdou (di’ before ekeinhv in Rec. is
spurious) hmelle diercesqai, for he was to pass that way, <421904>Luke 19:4.

d. with specification of the goal or limit, so that the prefix dia makes
reference to the intervening space to be passed through or gone over:
enqade, <430415>John 4:15 T WH Tr marginal reading; (eiv thn Acaian,
<441827>Acts 18:27); eiv to peran to go, cross, over to the farther shore,
<410435>Mark 4:35; <420822>Luke 8:22; oJ qanatov dihlqen eiv pantav
anqrwpouv, passed through unto all men, so that no one could escape its
power, <450512>Romans 5:12; eJwv tinov, go even unto, etc. <420215>Luke 2:15;
<440938>Acts 9:38; 11:19,22 R G (Winer’s Grammar, 609 (566)).

2. where dia answers to the Latin dis (cf. dia, C.); “to go to different
places” (<141709>2 Chronicles 17:9; <300602>Amos 6:2): <440804>Acts 8:4,40; (<441038>Acts
10:38); dielqontev apo thv Perghv having departed from Perga namely,
to various places, <441314>Acts 13:14 (others refer this to 1, understanding
dielqonev of “passing through” the extent of country); en oJiv dihlqon,
“among whom,” i.e. whose country “I went about,” or visited different
places, <442025>Acts 20:25; dihrconto kata tav kwmav, they went about in
various directions from one village to another, <420906>Luke 9:6; of a report,
“to spread, go abroad”: diercetai oJ logov, <420515>Luke 5:15; Thucydides 6,
46; Xenophon, an. 1, 4, 7. (Synonym: see ercomai.)*

{1331} dierwtaw: 1 aorist participle dierwthsav; “to ask through”
(i.e., ask many, one after another): ti, to find out by asking, to inquire out,
<441017>Acts 10:17. (Xenophon, Plato, Demosthenes, Polybius, Dio Cassius,
43, 10; 48, 8.) Cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part v., p. 15.*
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{1332} diethv, dietev (div and etov) (from Herodotus down), “of two
years, two years old”: apo dietouv namely, paidov, <400216>Matthew 2:16,
cf. Fritzsche at the passage; (others take dietouv here as neuter; see
Meyer).*

{1333} dietia, dietiav, hJ (from diethv, cf. trietia, tetraetia), “the
space of two years”: <442427>Acts 24:27; 28:30. (Philo in Flacc. sec. 16;
(Graecus Venutus, <014101>Genesis 41:1; 45:5).)*

{1334} dihgeomai, dihgoumai (imperative 2 person singular dihgou,
participle dihgoumenov); future dihghsomai; 1 aorist dihghsamhn; “to
lead or carry a narration through to the end,” (cf. the figurative use of
German durchfuhren); set forth, recount, relate in full: absolutely,
<581132>Hebrews 11:32; ti, “describe,” <440833>Acts 8:33 (see genea, 3); tini
followed by indirect discourse, pwv etc., <410516>Mark 5:16; <440927>Acts 9:27;
12:17 (here T omit; Tr brackets the dative); followed by aJ eidon, <410909>Mark
9:9; oJsa epoihse or epoihsan, <420839>Luke 8:39; 9:10. (Aristophanes,
Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, others; the Septuagint often for rpæs;.)
(Compare: ekdihgeomai.)*

{1335} dihghsiv, dihghsewv, hJ (dihgeomai), “a narration, narrative:
<420101>Luke 1:1; used of the Gospel narratives also in Eusebius, h. e. 3, 24, 7;
3, 39, 12; cf. Grimm in the Jahrbb. f. deutsche Theol. 1871, p. 36. (Plato,
Aristotle, Polybius; Sir. 6:35 (34); 9:15, etc.; 2 Macc. ii. 32; 6:17.)*

{1336} dihnekhv, dihnekev (from dihnegka, diaferw, as the simple
hnekhv from hnegka, ferw), from Homer down, “continuous”: eiv to
dihnekev, continally”), <580703>Hebrews 7:3; 10:1,12,14 (diktatwr ev to
dihnekev hJreqh, Appendix, b. c. 1, 4).*

{1337} diqalassov, diqalasson (div and qalassa)

1. “resembling” (or “forming) two seas”: thus of the Euxine Sea, Strabo 2,
5, 22; Dionysius Periegetes, 156.

2. “lying between two seas,” i.e. washed by the sea on both sides (Dio
Chrysostom 5, p. 83): topov diqalassov, “an isthmus or tongue of
land,” the extremity of which is covered by the waves, <442741>Acts 27:41;
others understand here a projecting reef or bar against which the waves
dash on both sides; in opposition cf. Meyer at the passage (In Clement,
hom., p. 20, Dressel edition (Ep. Petr. ad Jacob. sec. 14), men alogistoi
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kai endoiazontev peri twn thv alhqeiav epaggelmatwn are
allegorically styled topoi diqalassoi de kai qhriwdeiv.)*

{1338} diikneomai (L WH diikneomai. (see Iota)), diiknoumai; “to
go through, penetrate, pierce”: <580412>Hebrews 4:12. (<022628>Exodus 26:28;
Thucydides, Theophrastus, Plutarch, others; in Homer transitively, “to go
through in narrating”.)*

{1339} diisthmi: 1 aorist diesthsa; 2 aorist diesthn; (from Homer
down); “to place separately, put asunder, disjoin”; in the middle (or
passive) and the perfect and 2 aorist active “to stand apart, to part,
depart”: bracu de diasthsantev, namely, eJautouv or thn naun (cf.
Buttmann, 47 (41)), when they had gone a little distance, viz. from the
place before mentioned, i.e. having gone a little farther, <442728>Acts 27:28; of
time: diastashv wJrav miav one hour having intervened, <422259>Luke 22:59;
diesth ap’ autwn parted, withdrew from them, <422451>Luke 24:51.*

{1340} diiscurizomai (L WH diiscurizomai (see Iota)): imperfect
diiscurizomhn;

1. “to lean upon.”

2. “to affirm stoutly, to assert confidently”: <422259>Luke 22:59; <441215>Acts 12:15.
(Lysias, Isaeus, Plato, Demosthenes, Josephus, Antiquities 2, 6, 4; Aelian
hist. an. 7, 18; Dio Cassius, 57, 23; others.)*

(dikazw; 1 aorist passive edikasqhn; from Homer down; “to judge, pass
judgment: absolutely, <420637>Luke 6:37 Tr marginal reading (others,
katadikazw).*)

{1341} dikaiokrisia; dikaiokrisiav, hJ, “righteous judgment”:
<450205>Romans 2:5. (an uncertain translation in <280605>Hosea 6:5 (where the
Septuagint krima) Test. xii. patr. (test. Levi sec. 3), p. 547, and (sec. 15),
p. 581, Fabric. edition; Justin Martyr, resp. de resurrect. xi. (15) 28, p. 360
edition tert. Otto; (Hippolytus, p. 801 a. edition Migne); Basil, iii., p. 476
d., Garn. edition or, p. 694, Par. edition alt. 1839. (Cf. Winer’s Grammar,
25; 99 (94)).)*

{1342} dikaiov, dikaia, dikaion (from dikh right) (fr. Homer down),
properly, the Hebrew qyDixæ, “observant of hJ dikh, “righteous, observing
divine and human laws; one who is such as he ought to be”; (German
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rechtbeschaffen; in the earlier language, whence appropriated by Luther,
gerecht in a broad sense; in Greek writings used even of physical things, as
iJppov, Xenophon, mem. 4, 4, 5; ghdion dikaiotaton, most fertile,
Xenophon, Cyril 8, 3, 38; (aJrma dikaion, ibid. 2, 2, 26));

1. in a wide sense, “upright, righteous, virtuous, keeping the commands of
God”;

a. universally: <400119>Matthew 1:19 (the meaning is, it was not consistent with
his uprightness to expose his betrothed to public reproach); <401041>Matthew
10:41; 13:43,49; 23:28; 25:37,46; <420106>Luke 1:6,17; 14:14; 18:9; 20:20;
<450507>Romans 5:7 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 117 (111)); <540109>1 Timothy 1:9;
<590506>James 5:6, 16; <600312>1 Peter 3:12; <620307>1 John 3:7 (10 Lachmann);
<662211>Revelation 22:11; opposed to aJmartwloi kai asebeiv, <600418>1 Peter
4:18; dikaioi kai adikoi, <400545>Matthew 5:45; <442415>Acts 24:15; used of
O.T. characters noted for piety and probity: <401317>Matthew 13:17;
(<402329>Matthew 23:29); <581223>Hebrews 12:23; thus of Abel, <402335>Matthew 23:35;
<581104>Hebrews 11:4; of Lot, <610207>2 Peter 2:7f. (Sap. 10:4f); of those who seem
to themselves to be righteous, who pride themselves on their virtues,
whether real or imaginary: <400913>Matthew 9:13; <410217>Mark 2:17; <420532>Luke 5:32;
15:7 (<210717>Ecclesiastes 7:17 (16)). Joined with eulabhv, <420225>Luke 2:25 (hqh
eulabah kai dikaia, to dikaion kai eulabev, Plato, polit., p. 311 a.
b.); with aJgiov, <410620>Mark 6:20; with agaqov, <422350>Luke 23:50; with
foboumenov ton Qeon, <441022>Acts 10:22; erga dikaia, opposite ponhra,
<620312>1 John 3:12. Neuter to dikaion, “that which regard for duty demands,
what is right”: <610113>2 Peter 1:13; plural <500408>Philippians 4:8; dikaion esti,
<490601>Ephesians 6:1; <500107>Philippians 1:7; with the addition of enwpion tou
Qeou, God being judge, <440419>Acts 4:19.

b. the negative idea predominating: “innocent, faultless, guiltless,” (for
yqin;, <200111>Proverbs 1:11; <180923>Job 9:23, etc.); thus used of Christ in the speech
of Gentiles: <402719>Matthew 27:19,24 R G L brackets Tr brackets WH
marginal reading; <422347>Luke 23:47; aJima dikaion, (<200617>Proverbs 6:17;
<290319>Joel 3:19 (24); <320114>Jonah 1:14), <402335>Matthew 23:35; (27:4 Tr marginal
reading WH text); hJ entolh aJgia kai dikaia (having no fellowship with
sin (others besides, see the commentaries at the passage)) kai agaqh,
<450712>Romans 7:12.

c. preeminently, of him whose way of thinking, feeling, and acting is wholly
conformed to the will of God, and who therefore needs no rectification in
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heart or life; in this sense Christ alone can be called dikaiov: <440752>Acts
7:52; 22:14; <600318>1 Peter 3:18; <620201>1 John 2:1; aJgiov kai dikaiov, <440314>Acts
3:14; among the rest of mankind it is rightly denied that one dikaiov can
be found, <450310>Romans 3:10 (<210721>Ecclesiastes 7:21 (20) anqrwpov ouk
esti dikaiov en th gh, oJv poihsei agaqon kai ouc aJmarthsetai). of
God: “holy,” <450326>Romans 3:26 (where it is to be closely rendered “just or
righteous,” on account of the following kai ton dikaiounta, “and the
justifier or who pronounces righteous,” but the substantial meaning is
“holy,” that quality by virtue of which he hates and punishes sin); <620229>1
John 2:29.

d. contextually, “approved God, acceptable to God,” (German
gottwohlgefallig): <450519>Romans 5:19; with the addition ek pistewv,
acceptable to God by faith (Winer’s Grammar, 136 (129)): <450117>Romans
1:17; <480311>Galatians 3:11; <581038>Hebrews 10:38; dikaiov para tw Qew,
<450213>Romans 2:13.

2. In a narrower sense, “rendering to each his due”; and that in a judicial
sense, “passing just judgment on others,” whether expressed in words or
shown by the manner of dealing with them: <560108>Titus 1:8; so of God
recompensing men impartially according to their deeds, <661605>Revelation
16:5; in the same sense also in <431725>John 17:25 (who does not award the
same fate to the loving and faithful disciples of Christ and to ‘the world’);
<620109>1 John 1:9 (who executes the laws of his government, and therefore
also the law concerning the pardon of sins); oJ dikaiov krithv, of Christ,
<550408>2 Timothy 4:8; krisiv dikaia, <430530>John 5:30; 7:24; <530105>2
Thessalonians 1:5; plural, <661607>Revelation 16:7; 19:2; aJi oJdoi tou Qeou
dikaia kai alhqinai, <661503>Revelation 15:3; neuter to dikaion, what is
due to others, <510401>Colossians 4:1; what is agreeable to justice and law,
<421251>Luke 12:51; dikaion namely, estin, it is agreeable to justice, <530106>2
Thessalonians 1:6; accordant with deserts, <402004>Matthew 20:4, and 7 Rec.
(See references under the word dikaiow, at the end; cf. agaqov, at the
end.)*

{1343} dikaiosunh, dikaiosunhv, hJ (dikaiov); most frequently in the
Septuagint for qd,x, and hq;d;x], rarely for rs,j,; “the virtue or quality or
state of one who is dikaiov;”
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1. in the broad sense, “the state of him who is such as he ought to be,
righteousness” (German Rechtbeschaffenheit); “the condition acceptable to
God” (German Gottwohlgefalligkeit);

a. universally: logov thv dikaiosunhv (like logov thv katallaghv,
logov tou staurou), the doctrine concerning the way in which man may
attain to a state approved of God, <580513>Hebrews 5:13; basileuv
dikaiosunhv, the king who himself has the approbation of God, and who
renders his subjects acceptable to God, <580702>Hebrews 7:2; cf. Bleek at the
passage

b. “integrity, virtue, purity of life, uprightness, correctness in thinking,
feeling, and acting: <400315>Matthew 3:15; 5:6,10,20; 6:1 G L T Tr, WH;
<441310>Acts 13:10; 24:25; <450613>Romans 6:13,16,18-20 (opposed to aJmartia,
anomia, and akaqarsia); <450810>Romans 8:10 (opposed to aJmartia);
<451417>Romans 14:17 (? (see c.)); <470607>2 Corinthians 6:7,14 (opposed to
anomia, as in Xenophon, mem. 1, 2, 24); <471115>2 Corinthians 11:15;
<490509>Ephesians 5:9; 6:14; <500111>Philippians 1:11; <540611>1 Timothy 6:11; <550222>2
Timothy 2:22; 3:16; 4:8; <560305>Titus 3:5; <580109>Hebrews 1:9; 12:11; <590318>James
3:18; <600314>1 Peter 3:14; <610205>2 Peter 2:5, 21; 3:13, and very often in the O.T.;
en oJdw dikaiosunhv, walking in the way of righteousness equivalent to
an upright, righteous, man, <402108>Matthew 21:82; tou Qeou, the
righteousness which God demands, <400633>Matthew 6:33; <590120>James 1:20; of
righteousness which manifests itself in “beneficence: <470909>2 Corinthians 9:9f
(cf. Tobit 14:11; Gesenius, Thesaurus iii., p. 1151; so Chaldean hq;d]xi,
<270424>Daniel 4:24, and in the Talmud and rabbinical writings (Buxtorf. col.
1891 (p. 941, Fischer edition); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 32)); where dikaiov
kai oJsiothv are connected — <420175>Luke 1:75; <490424>Ephesians 4:24, (Sap.
9:3; Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 48, 4 and occasionally in secular
writings) — the former denotes right conduct toward men, the latter piety
toward God (cf. Plato, Gorgias, p. 507 b.; Grimm on Sap., p. 181f; (cf.
Trench, sec. 88, p. 328f; for additional examples see Wetstein (1752) on
Ephesians, the passage cited; cf. oJsiov); eusebeia kai dikaiosunh,
Diodorus 1, 2); poiein thn dikaiosunhn, to do righteousness, to live
uprightly: <620229>1 John 2:29; 3:7; 3:10 (not Lachmann); and in <662211>Revelation
22:11 according to the text now accepted; in like manner ergazesqai
dikaiosunhn, <441035>Acts 10:35; <581133>Hebrews 11:33; zhn th dikaiosunh,
to live, devote the life, to righteousness, <600224>1 Peter 2:24; plhroun pasan
dikaiosunhn, to perform completely whatever is right, <400315>Matthew 3:15.
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When affirmed of Christ, dikaiosunh denotes his perfect moral purity,
integrity, sinlessness: <431608>John 16:8,10; when used of God, his “holiness”:
<450305>Romans 3:5,25f.

c. in the writings of Paul hJ dikaiosunh has a peculiar meaning, opposed
to the views of the Jews and Judaizing Christians. To understand this
meaning, the following facts especially must be kept in view: the Jews as a
people, and very many who had become converts from among them to
Christianity, supposed that they secured the favor of God by works
conformed to the requirements of the Mosaic law, as though by way of
merit; and that they would thus attain to eternal salvation. But this law
demands perfect obedience to all its precepts, and threatens condemnation
to those who do not render such obedience (<480310>Galatians 3:10,12).
Obedience of this kind no one has rendered (<450310>Romans 3:10), neither
Jews nor Gentiles (<450124>Romans 1:24-2:1) — for with the latter the natural
law of right written on their souls takes the place of the Mosaic law
(<450214>Romans 2:14f). On this account Paul proclaims the love of God, in that
by giving up Christ, his Son, to die as an expiatory sacrifice for the sins of
men he has attested his grace and good-will to mankind, so that they can
hope for salvation as if they had not sinned. But the way to obtain this
hope, he teaches, is only through faith (see pistiv (especially 1 b. and d.)),
by which a man appropriates that grace of God revealed and pledged in
Christ; and this faith is reckoned by God to the man as dikaiosunh; that
is to say, dikaiosunh denotes “the state acceptable to God which
becomes a sinner’s possession through that faith by which he embraces the
grace of God offered him in the expiatory death of Jesus Christ (see
dikaiow, 3 b.). In this sense hJ dikaiosunh is used without an adjunct in
<450405>Romans 4:5f,11; 5:17,21; 9:30f; <451411>Romans 14:11 (? (see b.)); <460130>1
Corinthians 1:30; <480505>Galatians 5:5; dikaiosunh Qeou, hJ tou Qeou
dikaiosunh, the righteousness which God ascribes, what God declares to
be righteousness (Winer’s Grammar, 186 (175)), <450117>Romans 1:17; 3:21;
10:3; by a pregnant use, equivalent to that divine arrangement by which
God leads men to a state acceptable to him, <451004>Romans 10:4; as abstract
for concrete, equivalent to those whom God accounts righteous, <470521>2
Corinthians 5:21; dikaiosunh Qeou dia pistewv, <450322>Romans 3:22; hJ
dikaiosunh thv pistewv, which is acquired by faith, or seen in faith,
<450411>Romans 4:11,13; hJ ek Qeou dikaiosunh which comes from God, i.e.
is adjudged, imputed, <500309>Philippians 3:9 (wbere the addition epi th
pistei depends on ecwn, having ... founded upon faith (cf. Winer’s
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Grammar, 137 (130); 392 (367); yet cf. Ellicott, at the passage)); hJ ek
pistewv dikaiosunh which comes from faith, <450930>Romans 9:30; 10:6; hJ
dia pistewv Cristou, <500309>Philippians 3:9; hJ kata pistin dikaiosunh
according to, appropriate to, faith, <581107>Hebrews 11:7 (but it should be kept
in mind that the conception of ‘faith’ in the Epistle to the Hebrews is
broader than in Paul’s writings (cf. e.g. Kurtz, at the passage)); Christ is
called dikaiosunh, as being the one without whom there is no
righteousness, as the author of righteousness, <460130>1 Corinthians 1:30; eiv
dikaiosunhn, unto righteousness as the result, to obtain righteousness,
<451004>Romans 10:4,10; hJ pistiv logizetai tini eiv dikaiosunhn, faith is
reckoned to one for righteousness, i.e. is so taken into account, that
righteousness is ascribed to it or recognized in it: <450403>Romans 4:3,6,9,22;
<480306>Galatians 3:6; <590223>James 2:23; hJ diakonia thv dikaiosunhv (see
diakonia, 2 b.), <470309>2 Corinthians 3:9. Opposed to this dikaiosunh,
arising from faith, is hJ ek nomou dikaiosunh, a state acceptable to God
which is supposed to result from obedience to the law, <451005>Romans 10:5f; hJ
dikaiosunh en nomw relying on the law, i.e. on imaginary obedience to
it, <500306>Philippians 3:6; hJ idia dikaiosunh and hJ emh edikaiosunh, such
as one supposes that he has acquired for himself by his own works,
<451003>Romans 10:3 <500309>Philippians 3:9, cf. <480221>Galatians 2:21; 3:21.

2. in a closer sense, “justice, or the virtue which gives each one his due”; it
is said to belong to God and Christ, as bestowing isotimon pistin upon
all Christians impartially, <610101>2 Peter 1:1; of judicial justice, <450928>Romans
9:28 R G Tr marginal reading in brackets; krinein en dikaiosunh,
<441731>Acts 17:31; <661911>Revelation 19:11. (See references under the word
dikaiow at the end.)*

{1344} dikaiow, dikaiw; future dikaiwsw; 1 aorist edikaiwsa;
passive (present dikaioumai); perfect dedikaiwmai; 1 aorist
edikaiwqhn; future dikaiwqhsomai; (dikaiov); the Septuagint for
qDexi and qyDix]hi;

1. properly, (according to the analogy of other verbs ending in -ow, as
tuflow, doulow) “to make” dikaiov; “to render righteous or such as he
ought to be”; (Vulgatejustifico); but this meaning is extremely rare, if not
altogether doubtful; edikaiwsa thn kardian mou stands for ytiyKizi
ybib;l] in <197213>Psalm 72:13 (<197313>Psalm 73:13) (unless “I have shown my heart
to be upright” be preferred as the rendering of the Greek there).
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2. tina, “to show, exhibit, evince, one to be righteous, such as he is and
wishes himself to be considered” (<261651>Ezekiel 16:51f; thn yuchn autou,
<240311>Jeremiah 3:11, and, probably, dikaioun dikaion, <235311>Isaiah 53:11): hJ
sofia edikaiwqh apo twn teknwn authv, the wisdom taught and
exemplified by John the Baptist, and by Jesus, gained from its disciples (i.e.
from their life, character, and deeds) the benefit of being shown to be
righteous, i.e. true and divine (cf. Buttmann, 322 (277); others interpret,
was acknowledged to be righteous on the part of (nearly, equivalent to, by)
her children; cf. Buttmann, 325 (280); see apo, II. 2 d. bb.), <420735>Luke 7:35;
<401119>Matthew 11:19 (here T Tr text WH read ergwn, i.e. by her works);
passive, of Christ: edikaiwqh en pneumati, evinced to be righteous as to
his spiritual (divine ((?) cf. e.g. Ellicott at the passage or Meyer on
<450104>Romans 1:4)) nature, <540316>1 Timothy 3:16; of God: oJpwv dikaiwqhv en
toiv logoiv sou, <450304>Romans 3:4 from <195006>Psalm 50:6 (51:6) (kuriov
monov dikaiwqhsetai, Sir. 18:2); passive used reflexively, “to show
oneself righteous”: of men, <662211>Revelation 22:11 Rec.; (ti dikaiwqwmen;
<014416>Genesis 44:16).

3. tina, “to declare, pronounce, one to be just, righteous, or such as he
ought to be,” (cf. oJmoiow to declare to be like, liken, i.e. compare;
oJsiow, Sap. 6:11; axiow, which never means “to make” worthy, but “to
judge” worthy, “to declare” worthy, “to treat” as worthy; see also koinow,
2 b.); a. with the negative idea predominant, “to declare guiltless” one
accused or who may be accused, “acquitted of a charge or reproach,”
(<052501>Deuteronomy 25:1; Sir. 13:22 (21), etc.; an unjust judge is said
dikaioun ton asebh in <022307>Exodus 23:7; <230523>Isaiah 5:23): eJauton,
<421029>Luke 10:29; passive ou dedikaiwmai, namely, with God, <460404>1
Corinthians 4:4; pregnantly with apo twn aJmartiwn added, to be
declared innocent and therefore to be absolved from the charge of sins (cf.
Buttmann, 322 (277)), <441338>Acts 13:38 (39) (so apo aJmartiav, Sir. 26:29;
simply, “to be absolved,” namely, from the payment of a vow, Sir. 18:22
(21)); hence, figuratively, by a usage not met with elsewhere, “to be freed,”
apo thv aJmartiav, from its “dominion,” <450607>Romans 6:7, where cf.
Fritzsche or ((less fully) Meyer). b. with the positive idea predominant, “to
judge, declare, pronounce, righteous and therefore acceptable,” (God is
said dikaioun dikaion, <110832>1 Kings 8:32): eJauton, <421615>Luke 16:15;
edikaiwsan ton Qeon, declared God to be righteous, i.e. by receiving
the baptism declared that it had been prescribed by God rightly, <420729>Luke
7:29; passive by God, <450213>Romans 2:13; ex ergwn edikaiwqh, got his
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reputation for righteousness (namely, with his countrymen (but see Meyer
(edited by Weiss) at the passage)) by works, <450402>Romans 4:2; ek twn
logwn, by thy words, in contrast with katadikazesqai, namely, by God,
<401237>Matthew 12:37. Especially is it so used, in the technical phraseology of
Paul, respecting God who judges and declares such men as put faith in
Christ to be righteous and acceptable to him, and accordingly fit to receive
the pardon of their sins and eternal life (see dikaiosunh, 1 c.): thus
absolutely, dikaioun tina, <450326>Romans 3:26; 4:5; 8:30,33 (namely, hJmav,
opposed to egkalein); with the addition of ek (“in consequence of”)
pistewv, <450330>Romans 3:30; <480308>Galatians 3:8; of dia thv pistewv,
<450330>Romans 3:30; men are said dikaiousqai, dikaiwqhnai, th cariti
tou Qeou, <560307>Titus 3:7; dwrean th cariti tou Qeou, <450324>Romans 3:24
pistei, <450328>Romans 3:28; ek pistewv, by means of faith, <450501>Romans 5:1;
<480216>Galatians 2:16; 3:24; en tw aJimati tou Cristou (as the meritorious
cause of their acceptance, as the old theologians say, “faith” being the
apprehending or subjective cause), <450509>Romans 5:9; en tw onomati tou
kuriou Ihsou kai en tw pneumati tou Qeou hJmwn, by confessing the
name of the Lord (which implies faith in him, <451010>Romans 10:10, cf. <470413>2
Corinthians 4:13), and by the Spirit of God (which has awakened faith in
the soul), <460611>1 Corinthians 6:11; en Cristw through Christ, <480217>Galatians
2:17; <441339>Acts 13:39; it is vehemently denied by Paul, that a man
dikaioutai ex ergwn nomou, <480216>Galatians 2:16 — with the addition
enwpion autou, i.e. of God, <450320>Romans 3:20, cf. <450328>Romans 3:28; 4:2,
(see dikaiosunhn, 1 c. under the end) — a statement which is affirmed
by James in 2:21, 24f (though he says simply ex ergwn dikaioutai,
significantly omitting nomou); to the same purport Paul denies that a man
dikaioutai en nomw, in obeying the law, or by keeping it, <480504>Galatians
5:4; with the addition, para tw Qew, in the sight of God, <480311>Galatians
3:11. <421814>Luke 18:14 teaches that a man dikaioutai by deep sorrow for
his sins, which so humbles him that he hopes for salvation only from divine
grace.

The Pauline conceptions of dikaiov, dikaiosunh, dikaiow, are
elucidated especially by Winzer, Deuteronomy vocabulis dikaiov, etc., in
Ep. ad Rom., Lipsius 1831; Usteri, Paulin. Lehrbegriff, p. 86f edition 4
etc.; Neander, Gesch. der Pfianzung as above with ii., p. 567ff et passim,
edition 3 (Robinson’s translation of edition 4, pp. 382ff, 417ff); Baur,
Paulus, p. 572ff ((Zeller’s) edition 2, vol. ii 145-183; English translation,
vol. ii, p. 134ff); Rauwenhoff Disquisitio etc., Lugd. Bat. 1852; Lipsius,
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Die paulin. Rechtfertigungslehre, Lpz. 1853; Schmid, Biblical Theologie
des N.T., p. 562ff edition 2 (p. 558ff edition 4; English translation, p.
495f); Ernesti, Vom Ursprung der Sunde as above with i., p. 152ff;
Messner, Lehre der Apostel, p. 256ff (summary by S. R. Asbury in Bib.
Sacr. for 1870, p. 140f); Jul. Kostlin in the Jahrbb. fur deutsche Theol.
1856 fasc. 1, p. 85ff; Wieseler, Commentar u. d. Br. an d. Galater, pp.
176ff (see in Schaff’s Lange’s Rom., p. 122f); Kahnis, Lutherische
Dogmatik, Bd. i., p. 592ff; Philippi, Dogmatik, v. 1, p. 208ff; Weiss,
Biblical Theol. des N.T. sec. 65; Ritschl, Die christl. Lehre v. d.
Versohnung u. Rechtf. ii. 318ff; Pfleiderer, Paulinismus, p. 172ff (English
translation, vol. i., p. 171ff; but especially Dr. James Morison, Critical
Exposition of the Third Chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, pp. 163-198.
On the patristic usage see Reithmayr, Galaterbrief, p. 177f; Cremer,
Worterbuch, 4te Aufl., p. 285; Suicer, Thesaurus under the word).

In classic Greek dikaiow (Ionic dikaiew, Herodotus) is:

1. equivalent to dikaion nomizw, “to deem right” or “fair”: ti, often
followed by the infinitive; “to choose” what is “right and fair,” hence,
universally, “to choose, desire, decide”: Herodotus, Sophocles,
Thucydides, others.

2. with the accusative of person, to dikaion poiw tina “to do one
justice,” in a bad sense, viz. “to condemn, punish,” one: Herodotus,
Thucydides, Plato, others; hence, dikaiousqai, “to have justice done
oneself, to suffer justice, be treated rightly,” opposed to adikeisqai,
Aristotle, eth. Nic. 5, 9, 11, p. 1136{a}, 18ff (In like manner the German
rechtfertigen in its early forensic use bore a bad sense, viz. to try judicially
(so for anakrinein, <441219>Acts 12:19 Luther), then “condemn; execute
judgment,” especially “put to death.”)*

{1345} dikaiwma, dikaiwmatov, to (from dikaiow; oJ dedikaiwtai
or to dedikaiwmenon), the Septuagint very often for qjo, hq;ju, and

fp;v]mi; for hw;x]mi, <053016>Deuteronomy 30:16; <110203>1 Kings 2:3; plural

occasionally for µydiWQpi;

1. “that which has been deemed right so as to have the force of law”;

a. “what has been established and ordained by law, an ordinance”:
universally, of an appointment of God having the force of law, <450132>Romans
1:32; plural used of the divine precepts of the Mosaic law: tou kuriou,
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<420106>Luke 1:6; tou nomou, <450226>Romans 2:26; to dikaiwma tou nomou,
collectively, of the (moral) precepts of the same law, <450804>Romans 8:4;
dikaiwmata latreiav, precepts concerning the public worship of God,
<580901>Hebrews 9:1; dikaiwmata sarkov, laws respecting bodily purity ((?)
cf. <580716>Hebrews 7:16), <580910>Hebrews 9:10.

b. “a judicial decision, sentence”; “of God” — either the favorable
judgment by which he acquits men and declares them acceptable to him,
<450516>Romans 5:16; or unfavorable: “sentence of condemnation,”
<661504>Revelation 15:4, (“punishment,” Plato, legg. 9, 864 e.).

2. “a righteous act or deed”: ta dikaiwmata twn aJgiwn, <661908>Revelation
19:8 (twn paterwn, Baruch 2:19); eJnov dikaiwma, the righteous act of
one (Christ) in his giving himself up to death, opposed to the first sin of
Adam, <450518>Romans 5:18 (Aristotle, eth. Nic. 5, 7, 7, p. 1135{a}, 12f
kaleitai de mallon dikaiopraghma to koinon, dikaiwma de to
epanorqwma tou adikhmatov (cf. rhet. 1, 13, 1 and Cope’s note on 1,
3, 9)). (Cf. references in dikaiow.)*

{1346} dikaiwv, adverb (from Homer down);

1. “justly, agreeably to right”: krinein (see dikaiov, 2), <600223>1 Peter 2:23;
to suffer, <422341>Luke 23:41.

2. “properly, as is right”: 1 Corinthians 15:

3. “uprightly, agreeably to the law of rectitude”: <520210>1 Thessalonians 2:10
(oJsiwv kai dikaiwv, as Plato, rep. 1, p. 331 a. (cf. Trench, sec. 88, p.
328)); <560212>Titus 2:12.*

{1347} dikaiwsiv, dikaiwsewv, hJ (from dikaiow, equivalent to to
dikaioun, the act tou dikaiountov; in extra-biblical writings from
Thucydides on, the justification or defense of a cause; sentence of
condemnation; judgment in reference to what is just), “the act of God’s
declaring men free from guilt and acceptable to him”; “adjudging” to be
“righteous,” (A.V. “justification”): dia thn dikaiwsin hJmwn, because
God wished to declare us righteous <450425>Romans 4:25; eiv dikaiwsin
zwhv, unto acquittal, which brings with it the bestowment of life,
<450518>Romans 5:18. (Cf. references in dikaiow).*

{1348} dikasthv, dikastou, oJ (dikazw), “a judge, arbitrator, umpire”:
<421214>Luke 12:14 (here critical texts krithn); <440727>Acts 7:27 (from <020214>Exodus
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2:14); <440735>Acts 7:35. (the Septuagint for fpevo; in Greek writings
(Aeschylus and) Herodotus on.)*

(Synonyms: dikasthv, krithv: according to etymol. and classic usage
dikasthv is the more dignified and official term; krithv gives prominence
to the mental process, whether the ‘judge’ be a magistrate or not. Schmidt,
chapter 18, 6.)

{1349} dikh, dikhv, hJ (allied with deikhumi, Curtius, sec. 14), from
Homer down;

1. “custom, usage,” (cf. Schmidt, chapter 18, 4 cf. 3).

2. “right, justice.”

3. “a suit at law.”

4. “a judicial hearing, judicial decision, especially a sentence of
condemnation”; so in <442515>Acts 25:15 (L T Tr WH katadikhn).

5. “execution of the sentence, punishment,” (Sap. 18:11; 2 Macc. 8:11):
dikhn uJpecein, <650107>Jude 1:7; dikhn (Sophocles El. 298; Aj. 113;
Euripides, Or. 7), “to suffer punishment,” <530109>2 Thessalonians 1:9.

6. “the goddess Justice, avenging justice”: <442804>Acts 28:4, as in Greek
writings often from Hesiod theog. 902 on; (of the avenging justice of God,
personified, Sap. 1:8, etc.; cf. Grimm at the passage and commentary on 4
Macc., p. 318, (he cites 4 Macc. 4:13,21; 8:13,21 9:9; 11:3; 12:12; 18:22;
Philo adv. Flacc. sec. 18; Eusebius, h. e. 2, 6, 8)).*

{1350} diktuon, diktuou, to (perhaps from DIKEIN to cast, cf.
Etymologicum Magnum col. 275, 21), “a net”: <400420>Matthew 4:20f;
<410118>Mark 1:18f; <420502>Luke 5:2,4-6; <432106>John 21:6,8,11. (Homer and
following.)*

(Synonyms: diktuon, amfiblhstron, saghnh: diktuon seems to be the
general name for nets of all kinds; whereas amfiblhstron and saghnh
designate specifically nets for fishing: — the former a casting-net, generally
pear-shaped; the latter “a seine” or drag-net. Cf. Trench, sec. lxiv.; B. D.
under the word Net.)

{1351} dilogov, dilogon (div and legw);
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1. “saying the same thing twice, repeating”: Pollux 2, 118, p. 212, Hemst.
edition; whence dilogein and dilogia, Xenophon, de re equ. 8, 2.

2. “double-tongued, double in speech, saying one thing with one person,
another with another” (with intent to deceive): <540308>1 Timothy 3:8.*

{1352} dio, conjunction equivalent to di’ oJ (from Thucydides and Plato
down), “wherefore, on which account”: <402708>Matthew 27:8; <420135>Luke 1:35;
7:7; <441029>Acts 10:29; <450124>Romans 1:24; 2:1; <461203>1 Corinthians 12:3; <470617>2
Corinthians 6:17; <580307>Hebrews 3:7; <590121>James 1:21; <600113>1 Peter 1:13, and
often. (Cf. Winer’s Grammar, 445 (414); Buttmann, 233 (200); on Paul’s
use, see Ellicott on <480431>Galatians 4:31.)

{1353} diodeuw: imperfect diwdeuon; (1 aorist diwdeusa);

1. “to pass” or “travel through”: topon tina, <441701>Acts 17:1; (the
Septuagint, Polybius, Plutarch, others).

2. “to travel hither and thither, go about”: with kata polin kai kwmhn
added, through city and village, <420801>Luke 8:1.*

{1354} Dionusiov, Dionysiou, oJ, Dionysius, an Athenian, a member of
the Areopagus, converted to Christianity by Paul’s instrumentality: <441734>Acts
17:34. (Cf. B. D., under the word.)*

{1355} dioper, conjunction (from dio and the enclitic particle per
(which see)) (from Thucydides down); “on which very account” (A.V.
“wherefore”): <460813>1 Corinthians 8:13 (Treg. dio per); 10:14; 14:13 where
L T Tr WH dio.*

{1356} diopethv, diopetev (from Diov of Zeus, and petw for piptw; in
secular writings also diipethv), “fallen from Zeus,” i.e. “from heaven”: to
diopetev, namely, agalma (which is expressed in Euripides, Iph. T. 977;
Herodian, 1, 11, 2 (1, Bekker edition; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 234 (219);
592 (551)), an image of the Ephesian Artemis which was supposed to have
fallen from heaven, <441935>Acts 19:35; (cf. Meyer at the passage; Farrar, St.
Paul, 2:13f).*

{1357} diorqwma, diorqwmatov, to (from diorqow, to set right);
“correction, amendment, reform”: <442402>Acts 24:2 (3) L T Tr WH for R G
katorqwmatwn. (Hippocrates, Aristotle, Polybius 3, 13; Plutarch,
Numbers 17; Diogenes Laërtius 10, 121; (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 250f).)*
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{1357} diorqwsiv, diorqwsewv, hJ (from diorqow);

1. properly, in a physical sense, a making straight, restoring to its natural
and normal condition something which in some way protrudes or has got
out of line, as (in Hippocrates) broken or misshapen limbs.

2. of acts and institutions, “reformation”: kairov diorqwsewv a season
of reformation, or the perfecting of things, referring to the times of the
Messiah, <580910>Hebrews 9:10. (Aristotle, Pol. 3, 1, 4 (p. 1275{b}, 13);
nomou, de mund. 6, p. 400{b}, 29; (cf. Josephus, contra Apion 2, 20, 2);
Polybius 3, 118, 12 twn politeumatwn, Diodorus 1, 75 twn
aJmarthmatwn, Josephus, Antiquities 2, 4, 4; b. j. 1, 20, 1; others; (cf.
Lob. ad Phryn., p. 250f).)*

{1358} diorussw; passive, 1 aorist infinitive diorucqhnai
(<402443>Matthew 24:43 T Tr WH; <421239>Luke 12:39 T WH Trmarginal reading);
2 aorist infinitive diorughnai (cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 170; from Homer
down); “to dig through”: a house (Xenophon, symp. 4, 30; <182416>Job 24:16
the Septuagint), <402443>Matthew 24:43; <421239>Luke 12:39; absolutely,
<400619>Matthew 6:19f (Winer’s Grammar, 594 (552); Buttmann, 146 (127)).*

{2203} (Diov, see Div.)

{1359} Dioskouroi (Phrynichus prefers the form Dioskoroi; in earlier
Attic the dual tw Dioskorw was more usual, cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 235),
Dioskorwn, oJi (from Diov of Zeus, and kourov; or korov, boy, as
korh, girl), Dioscuri, the name given to Castor and ((Polydeuces, the
Roman)) Pollux, the twin sons of Zeus and Leda, tutelary deities of sailors:
<442811>Acts 28:11 (R. V. “The Twin Brothers”; cf. B. D. under the word
Castor and Pollux).*

{1360} dioti, conjunction, equivalent to dia touto, oJti;

1. “on this account that, because,” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 445 (415)):
<420207>Luke 2:7; 21:28; Acts (xiii. 35, where RG dio); 17:31 Rec.; 20:26 T
WH Tr marginal reading; 22:18; <461509>1 Corinthians 15:9; <480216>Galatians 2:16
(L T Tr WH oJti); <507726>Philippians 2:26; <520208>1 Thessalonians 2:8; 4:6;
<581105>Hebrews 11:5,23; <590403>James 4:3; <600116>1 Peter 1:16,24; 2:6 (Rec. dia
kai).
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2. “for” (cf. Fritzsche on <450119>Romans 1:19, vol. i., p. 57f; (per contra
Meyer at the passage; Ellicott on <480216>Galatians 2:16; (cf. Jebb in Vincent
and Dickson, Modern Greek etc. edition 2, Appendix, sec. 80, 3))):
<420113>Luke 1:13; <441020>Acts 10:20 Rec.; 18:10; <450119>Romans 1:19, 21; 3:20; 8:7;
(<520218>1 Thessalonians 2:18 L T Tr WH for R G dio); (<600116>1 Peter 1:16{b}
Tdf. From Herodotus down.)*

{1361} Diotrefhv (L WH Diotrefhv; cf. Chandler sections 634, 637), oJ
(from Diov and trefw, nourished by Zeus, or foster-child of Zeus),
“Diotrephes,” a Christian man, but proud and arrogant: <640109>3 John 1:9f (Cf.
B. D. (especially American edition) under the word.)*

{1362} diplwv (diplouv), diploh (diplh, diplwn, diploun (from
Homer down), “twofold, double”: <540517>1 Timothy 5:17; <661806>Revelation 18:6;
diploterov (a comparitive found also in Appian. hist. praef. sec. 10, from
the positive form diplov (Buttmann, 27 (24))) uJmwn, “twofold more than
yourselves,” <402315>Matthew 23:15 ((cf. Justin Martyr, dialog contra Trypho,
122)).*

{1363} diplow, diplw: (1 aorist ediplwsa); (diplwv); “to double”:
diplwsate auth (only R G) dipla (ta dipla T Tr WH brackets), i.e.
return to her double, repay in double measure the evils she has brought
upon you, <661806>Revelation 18:6 (R. V. “double” unto her “the double”).
(Xenophon, Hell. 6, 5, 19; Plutarch, Cam. 41; Diogenes Laërtius 6, 22.)*

{1364} div, adverb (Curtius, sec. 277; from Homer down), “twice”:
<411430>Mark 14:30,72; div tou sabbatou twice in the week, <421812>Luke 18:12;
kai aJpax kai div (see aJpax, c.), <500416>Philippians 4:16; <520218>1
Thessalonians 2:18. In the phrase div apoqanonta, <650112>Jude 1:12, div is
not equivalent to “completely, absolutely”; but the figure is so adjusted to
the fact, that men are represented as twice dead in a moral sense, first as
not having yet been regenerated, and secondly as having fallen from a state
of grace; see apoqnhskw, I. 4; (but compare the various interpretations as
given in (Meyer) Huther or in Schaff’s Lange (Fronm.) at the passage In
the Babylonian Talmud (Ber. 10 a.) we read, ‘Thou art dead here below,
and thou shalt have no part in the life to come’].*

{2203} Div, an unused nominative for Zeuv, genitive Diov, accusative
Dia (Dian, <441412>Acts 14:12 Tdf. edition 7; see in arrhn. and Buttmann, 14
(373)), “Zeus, Jupiter,” the supreme divinity in the belief of Greeks and
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Romans; the father of gods and men: <441412>Acts 14:12f. (2 Macc. 6:2.) (Cf.
Zeuv.)*

dismuriav, dismuriadov, hJ, “twice ten thousand, two myriads”:
<660916>Revelation 9:16 L T (WH div muriadev), for R G duo muriadev.*

{1365} distazw: 1 aorist edistasa (div); “to doubt, waver”:
<401431>Matthew 14:31; 28:17. (Plato (Sophocles), Aristotle, Plutarch,
others.)*

{1366} distomov, distomon (div and stoma), “having a double mouth,”
as a river, Polybius 34, 10, 5; (oJdoi i.e. branching, Sophocles O. C. 900).
As stoma is used of the edge of a sword and of other weapons, so
distomov has the meaning “two-edged”: used of a sword in <580412>Hebrews
4:12; <660116>Revelation 1:16; 2:12, and according to Schott in 19:15; also
<070316>Judges 3:16; <200504>Proverbs 5:4; <19E906>Psalm 149:6: Sir. 21:3; xifov,
Euripides, Hel. 983.*

{1367} discilioi, disciliai, discilia, “two thousand”: <410513>Mark
5:13. (From Herodotus down.)*

{1368} diulizw (R G T Tr diulizw (see Upsilon)); (uJlizw “to
defecate,” cleanse from dregs or filth); “to filter through, strain thoroughly,
pour through a filter”: ton kwnwpa, to rid wine of a gnat by filtering,
“strain out,” <402324>Matthew 23:24. (<300606>Amos 6:6 diulismenov oinov,
Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 4, 48 edoxan diulizein proteron [ton]
oinon, Diosor. 2, 86 dia rakouv linou diulisqen (et passim; Plutarch,
quaest. conviv. 6, 7, 1, 5); Archyt. quoted in Stab. floril. i., p. 13, 40
metaphorically, Qeov eilikrinh kai diulismenan ecei thn aretan.)*

{1369} dicazw: 1 aorist infinitive dicasai; (dica); “to cut into two
parts, cleave asunder, dissever”: Plato, polit., p. 264 d.; metaphorically,
dicazw tina kata tinov, “to set one at variance with (literally, against)
another”: <401035>Matthew 10:35. (Cf. Fischer, Deuteronomy vitiis lexamples
etc., p. 334f.)*

{1370} dicostasia, dicostasiav, hJ (dicostatewto stand apart),
“dissension, division”; plural: <451617>Romans 16:17; <460303>1 Corinthians 3:3
(Rec.); <480520>Galatians 5:20. (Occasionally in Greek writings from Solon in
Demosthenes, p. 423, 4 and Herodotus 5, 75 on; (1 Macc. 3:29).)*
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{1371} dicotomew, dicotomw: future dicotomhsw; (dicotomov cutting
in two); “to cut into two parts” (<022917>Exodus 29:17): <402451>Matthew 24:51;
<421246>Luke 12:46 — in these passages many suppose reference to be made to
that most cruel mode of punishment, in use among the Hebrews (<091533>1
Samuel 15:33) and other ancient nations (see Winer’s RWB under the
word Lebensstrafen; (B. D. under the word Punishments, III. b. 3;
especially Wetstein on Matthew, the passage cited)), by which criminals
and captives were cut in two. But in the text the words which follow, and
which imply that the one thus ‘cut asunder’ is still surviving, oppose this
interpretation; so that here the word is more fitly translated “cut up by
scourging, scourge severely,” (but see Meyer on Matthew, the passage
cited). (Occasionally in Greek writings from Plato down.)*

{1372} diyaw, diyw, subjunctive present 3 person singular diya
(<430737>John 7:37 <451220>Romans 12:20; often so from the Maced. age on for the
Attic diyh, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 3 b.; (Buttmann, 44 (38)); Lob.
ad Phryn., p. 61); future diyhsw; 1 aorist ediyhsa; (diya, thirst); (from
Homer down); “to thirst”;

1. absolutely, “to suffer thirst; suffer from thirst”: properly, <402535>Matthew
25:35,37, 42,44; <430415>John 4:15; 19:28; <451220>Romans 12:20; <460411>1 Corinthians
4:11; figuratively, those are said “to thirst” who painfully feel their want of,
and eagerly long for, those things by which the soul is refreshed,
supported, strengthened: <430413>John 4:13f; 6:35; 7:37; <660716>Revelation 7:16;
21:6; 22:17; (Sir. 24:21 (20); 51:21).

2. with an accusative of the thing desired: thn dikaiosunhn, <400506>Matthew
5:6, (<196202>Psalm 62:2 (<196302>Psalm 63:2) in the better Greek writings with the
genitive; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 10 b.; (Buttmann, 147 (129));
eleuqeriav, Plato, rep. 8, p. 562 c.; timhv, Plutarch, Cat. maj. 11; others;
cf. Winer’s Grammar, 17).*

diyov, diyhov (diyouv), to, “thirst”: <471127>2 Corinthians 11:27. (From
Thucydides down, for the older diya.)*

{1374} diyucov, diyucon (div and yuch), “double-minded”;

a. wavering, uncertain, doubting: <590108>James 1:8 (oJi diyucoi kai oJi
distazontev peri thv tou Qou dunamewv, Clement of Rome, 1
Corinthians 11, 2; talaipwroi eisin oJi diyucoi, oJi distazontev thn
yuchn (others th yuch), ibid. 23, 3; mh ginou diyucov en proseuch
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sou, ei estai h ou, Apostolic Constitutions 7, 11; mh ginou diyucov en
proseuch sou, makariov gar oJ mh distasav, Ignatius ad. Heron. 7;
(cf. references in Muller’s note on the Epistle of Barnabas, 19, 5)).

b. “divided in interest” namely, between God and the world: <590408>James 4:8.
Not found in secular writings. (Philo, fragment 2:663).*

{1375} diwgmov, diwgmou, oJ (diwkw), “persecution”: <401321>Matthew
13:21; <410417>Mark 4:17; 10:30; <440801>Acts 8:1; 13:50; <450835>Romans 8:35; plural,
<471210>2 Corinthians 12:10; <530104>2 Thessalonians 1:4; <550311>2 Timothy 3:11 (from
Aeschylus down).*

{1376} diwkthv, diwktou, oJ (diwkw), “a persecutor”: <540113>1 Timothy
1:13. Not found in secular writings.*

{1377} diwkw; imperfect ediwkon; future diwxw (<402334>Matthew 23:34;
<422112>Luke 21:12; <431520>John 15:20; <102238>2 Samuel 22:38; Sap. 19:2; a rarer form
for the more common Attic diwxomai, cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873)
Ausf. Spr: 2:154; Winer’s Grammar, 84 (80); (Buttmann, 53 (46);
especially Veitch, under the word; Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 377)); 1
aorist ediwxa; passive (present diwkomai); perfect participle
dediwgmenov; 1 future diwcqhsomai; (from diw, to flee); the Septuagint
commonly for ãdær;;

1. “to make to run or flee, put to flight, drive away”: (tina) apo polewv
eiv polin, <402334>Matthew 23:34, cf. 10:23 Griesbach

2. “to run swiftly in order to catch some person” or “thing, to run after”;
absolutely (Homer, Iliad 23, 344; Sophocles El. 738, etc.; diwkein
dromw, Xenophon, an. 6, 5, 25; cf. 7, 2, 20), “to press on”: figuratively, of
one who in a race runs swiftly to reach the goal, <500312>Philippians 3:12
(where distinguished from katalambanein (cf. Herodotus 9, 58; Lucian,
Hermot. 77)), <500314>Philippians 3:14. “to pursue” (in a hostile manner): tina,
<442611>Acts 26:11; <661213>Revelation 12:13.

3. Hence, in any way whatever “to harass, trouble, molest” one; “to
persecute,” (cf. Latin persequor, German verfolgen): <400510>Matthew 5:10-
12,44; 10:23; <422112>Luke 21:12; (11:49 WH Tr marginal reading); <430516>John
5:16; 15:20; <440752>Acts 7:52; 9:4f; 22:4,7f; 26:14f; <451214>Romans 12:14; <460412>1
Corinthians 4:12; 15:9; <470409>2 Corinthians 4:9; <480113>Galatians 1:13,23; 4:29;
5:11; <500306>Philippians 3:6; <550312>2 Timothy 3:12; passive with a dative denoting
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the cause, “to be maltreated, suffer persecution on account of something,”
<480612>Galatians 6:12 (here L marginal reading T read diwkontai (others,
diwkwntai), see WH’s Appendix, p. 169; on the dative see Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 31, 6 c.; Buttmann, 186 (161)).

4. without the idea of hostility, “to run after, follow after”: someone,
<421723>Luke 17:23.

5. metaphorically, with the accusative of thing, to pursue i.e. “to seek after
eagerly, earnestly endeavor to acquire”: <450930>Romans 9:30 (distinguished
here from katalambanein); <540611>1 Timothy 6:11; <550222>2 Timothy 2:22 (in
both passages opposed to feugein); nomon dikaiosunhv, <450931>Romans
9:31 (<201509>Proverbs 15:9; to dikaion, <051620>Deuteronomy 16:20; Sir. 27:8,
where distinguished from katalambanein); thn filoxenian,
<451213>Romans 12:13; ta thv eirhnhv, <451419>Romans 14:19 (here L marginal
reading Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading T read diwkomen (for
the diwkwmen of others), see (WH’s Appendix, p. 169); thn agaphn,
<461401>1 Corinthians 14:1; to agaqon, <520515>1 Thessalonians 5:15; eirhnhn,
<581214>Hebrews 12:14; <600311>1 Peter 3:11 (here joined with zhtein ti); times
without number in Greek writings (from Homer, Iliad 17, 75 diwkein
akichta on; as timav, arethn, ta kala (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 30.)).
(Compare: ekdiwkw, katadiwkw.)*

{1378} dogma, dogmatov, to (from dokew, and equivalent to to
dedogmenon), “an opinion, a judgment” (Plato, others), “doctrine, decree,
ordinance”;

1. of public “decrees” (as thv polewv, Plato, legg. 1, p. 644 d.; of the
Roman Senate (Polybius 6, 13, 2); Herodian, 7, 10, 8 (5, Bekker edition)):
of rulers, <420201>Luke 2:1; <441707>Acts 17:7; <581123>Hebrews 11:23 Lachmann
(Theodotion in <270213>Daniel 2:13; 3:10; iv; 3; 6:13, etc. — where the
Septuagint uses other words).

2. of the rules and requirements of the law of Moses, 3 Macc. 1:3;
diathrhsiv twn aJgiwn dogmatwn, Philo, alleg. legg. i., sec. 16; carrying
a suggestion of severity, and of threatened punishment, ton nomon twn
entolwn en dogmasi, the law containing precepts in the form of decrees
(A.V. “the law of commandments” contained “in ordinances”),
<490215>Ephesians 2:15; to kaq’ hJmwn ceirografon toiv dogmasi
equivalent to to toiv dogmasi (dative of instrument) by on kaq’ hJmwn,
the bond against us by its decrees, <510214>Colossians 2:14; cf. Winer’s
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Grammar, sec. 31, 10 Note 1 (Buttmann, 92 (80); on both passages see
Lightfoot on Colossians, the passage cited).

3. of certain decrees of the apostles relative to right living: <441604>Acts 16:4.
(Of all the precepts of the Christian religion: bebaiwqhnai en toiv
dogmasin tou kuriou kai twn apostolwn, Ignatius ad Magnes. 13, 1;
of the precepts (‘sentences’ or tenets) of philosophers, in the later secular
writings: Cicero, acad. 2, 9, 27 de suis decretis, quae philosophi vocant
dogmata.) (On the use of the word in general, see Lightfoot as above; (cf.
‘Teaching’ etc. 11, 3).)*

{1379} dogmatizw: “to decree, command, enjoin, lay down an
ordinance”: Diodorus 4, 83, etc.; Esth. 3:9; 2 Macc. 10:8 (etc.); the
Septuagint (not Theodotion) <270213>Daniel 2:13; passive (present
dogmatizomai); “ordinances are imposed upon me, I suffer ordinances to
be imposed upon me”: <510220>Colossians 2:20 (R. V. “do ye subject yourselves
to ordinances”; 150, Winer’s Grammar, sec. 39, 1 a.; Buttmann, 188 (163)
Meyer or Lightfoot at the passage).*

{1380} dokew, dokw; imperfect edokoun; 1 aorist edoxa; (akin to
decomai or dekomai, whence dokov an assumption, opinion (cf. Latin
decus, decet, dignus; Curtius, sec. 15; cf. his Das Verbum, i., pp. 376,
382)); (from Homer down);

1. “to be of opinion, think, suppose”: followed by an accusative with an
infinitive, <410649>Mark 6:49 (R G L Tr); <471116>2 Corinthians 11:16; <461223>1
Corinthians 12:23; with an infinitive relating to the same subject as that of
dokew itself, <420818>Luke 8:18 (oJ dokei ecein); <422437>Luke 24:37 (edokoun
pneuma qewrein); <430539>John 5:39; 16:2; <441209>Acts 12:9; 27:13; <460318>1
Corinthians 3:18; 7:40; 8:2; 10:12; 14:37; <480603>Galatians 6:3; <500304>Philippians
3:4; <590126>James 1:26; mh doxhte legein en eJautoiv do not suppose that ye
may think, <400309>Matthew 3:9; cf. Fritzsche at the passage followed by oJti,
<400607>Matthew 6:7; 26:53; (<410649>Mark 6:49 T WH); <421251>Luke 12:51; 13:2,4;
19:11; <430545>John 5:45; 11:13 (31 T Tr WH); 13:29; 20:15; <460409>1 Corinthians
4:9; <471219>2 Corinthians 12:19; <590405>James 4:5, so used that the object is easily
understood from the context: <402444>Matthew 24:44 (hJ wJra ou dokeite oJ
uJiov tou anqrwpou ercetai); <421240>Luke 12:40; 17:9 (R G L brackets Tr
marginal reading brackets); forming a parenthesis in the midst of a
question: posw, dokeite, ceironov axiwqhsetai timwriav;
<581029>Hebrews 10:29; (Aristophanes Aeharn. 12 pwv tout’ eseise mou,
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dokeiv, thn kardian; Anacreon (530 B. C.) 40, 15 (i.e., 35 (33), 16)
poson, dokeiv, ponousin, erwv, oJsouv su balleiv;). (Synonym: see
hJgeomai, at the end)

2. intransitive, “to seem, be accounted, reputed”: <421036>Luke 10:36; 22:24;
<441718>Acts 17:18; 25:27; <461222>1 Corinthians 12:22; <471009>2 Corinthians 10:9;
<581211>Hebrews 12:11; edoxa emautw dein praxai, I seemed to myself, i.e.
I thought, <442609>Acts 26:9 (cf. Buttmann, 111 (97)); oJi dokountev arcein
those that are accounted to rule, who are recognized as rulers, <411042>Mark
10:42; oJi dokountev einai ti those who are reputed to be somewhat (of
importance), and therefore have influence, <480206>Galatians 2:6 (9) (Plato,
Euthyd., p. 303 c.); simply, oJi dokountev those highly esteemed, of
repute, looked up to, influential, <480202>Galatians 2:2 (often in Greek writings
as Euripides, Hec. 295, where cf. Schafer; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 45,
7)). By way of courtesy, things certain are sometimes said dokein, as in
<580401>Hebrews 4:1 (cf. Cicero, offic. 3, 2, 6 ut tute tibi defuisse videare);
<461116>1 Corinthians 11:16 (but cf. Meyer at the passage); cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 65, 7 c.

3. impersonally, dokei moi, “it seems to me; i.e. a. “I think, judge”: thus in
questions, ti soi (uJmin) dokei; <401725>Matthew 17:25; 18:12; 21:28;
22:17,42; 26:66; <431156>John 11:56; kata to dokoun autoiv as seemed good
to them, <581210>Hebrews 12:10 (Lucian, Tim. sec. 25, and para to dokoun
hJmin, Thucydides 1, 84). b. edoxe moi “it seemed good to, pleased, me; I
determined”: followed by an infinitive, <420103>Luke 1:3; <441522>Acts
15:22,25,28,34 Rec.; also often in Greek writings. Compare: eudokew,
sundokew, eudokew.*

(Synonyms: dokein 2, fainesqai: fainesqai (primarily of luminous
bodies) makes reference to the actual external appearance, generally
correct but possibly deceptive; dokein refers to the subjective judgment,
which may or may not conform to the fact. Hence, such a combination as
dokei fainesqai is no pleonasm. Cf. Trench, sec. lxxx.; Schmidt,
chapter 15.)

{1381} dokimazw; (future dokimasw); 1 aorist edokimasa; passive,
(present dokimazomai); perfect dedokimasmai; (dokimov); the
Septuagint chiefly for ˆjæB;; as in Greek writings from (Herodotus,
Thucydides), Xenophon, and Plato onward, “to try”;
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1. “to test, examine, prove, scrutinize” (to see whether a thing be genuine
or not), as metals: crusion dia purov (Isocrates, p. 240 d. (i.e.
Panathen. sec. 14); ad Demon., p. 7 b. (here Bekker basanizomen); the
Septuagint, <200810>Proverbs 8:10; Sir. 2:5; Sap. 3:6; arguron, <201703>Proverbs
17:3 (cf. <381309>Zechariah 13:9)), <600107>1 Peter 1:7; other things: <421256>Luke 12:56;
14:19; <470808>2 Corinthians 8:8; <480604>Galatians 6:4; <520204>1 Thessalonians 2:4;
5:21; ta diaferonta, <450218>Romans 2:18; <500110>Philippians 1:10 (others refer
these passages to 2; see diaferw, 2 b.); men, <540310>1 Timothy 3:10 (in the
passive); eJauton, <461128>1 Corinthians 11:28; <471305>2 Corinthians 13:5 (cf.
exetazein eJauton, Xenophon, mem. 2, 5, 1 and 4); Qeon, <580309>Hebrews
3:9 (R G, from <199409>Psalm 94:9 (<199509>Psalm 95:9); on the sense of the phrase
see peirazw, 2 d. [b.]); ta pneumata, followed by ei “whether” etc.
<620401>1 John 4:1; followed by indirect discourse, <451202>Romans 12:2; <460313>1
Corinthians 3:13; <490510>Ephesians 5:10.

2. “to recognize as genuine” after examination, “to approve, deem
worthy”: <461603>1 Corinthians 16:3; tina spoudaion onta, <470822>2 Corinthians
8:22; en wJ dokimazei for en toutw, oJ dokimazei in that which he
approves, deems right, <451422>Romans 14:22; dedokimasmeqa uJpo tou
Qeou pisteuqhnai to euaggelion we have been approved by God to be
entrusted with the business of pointing out to men the way of salvation,
<520204>1 Thessalonians 2:4; our ouk edokimasan ton Qeon ecein en
epignwsei they did not think God worthy to be kept in knowledge,
<450128>Romans 1:28. (On dokimazw (as compared with peirazw) see
Trench, sec. lxxiv.; Cremer, under the word peirazw. Compare:
apodokimazw.)*

dokimasia, dokimasiav, hJ, “a proving, putting to the proof”:
peirazein en dokimasia to tempt by proving, <580309>Hebrews 3:9 L T Tr
WH. ((Lysias), Xenophon, Plato, Demosthenes, Polybius, Plutarch, others;
liqov dokimasiav, Sir. 6:21.)*

{1382} dokimh, dokimhv, hJ (dokimos];);

1. in an active sense, “a proving, trial”: qliyewv, through affliction, <470802>2
Corinthians 8:2.

2. “approvedness, tried character”: <450504>Romans 5:4; <470209>2 Corinthians 2:9;
<506522>Philippians 2:22; thv diakoniav, exhibited in the contribution, <470913>2
Corinthians 9:13.
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3. “a proof (objectively), “a specimen of” (Dioscorides (100 A. D.?) 4, 186
(183); occasionally in ecclesiastical writings.)*

{1383} dokimion, dokimiou, to dokimh;

1. equivalent to to dokimazein, the proving: thv pistewv, <590103>James 1:3.

2. “that by which something is tried” or “proved, a test”: Dionysius
Halicarnassus ars rhet. 11; glwssa geusewv dokimion, Longinus, de
sublima. 32, 5; dokimion de stratiwtwn kamatov, Herodian, 2, 10, 12
(6, Bekker edition); in the Septuagint of a crucible or furnace for smelting:
<202721>Proverbs 27:21; <191107>Psalm 11:7 (12:7).

3. equivalent to dokimh, 2: uJmwn thv pistewv, your proved faith, <600107>1
Peter 1:7. This word is treated of fully by Fritzsche in his Praliminarien as
above with, pp. 40, 44.*

{1384} dokimov, dokimon (decomai); from Herodotus down;

1. properly, “accepted,” particularly of coins and metals, <012316>Genesis 23:16;
<140917>2 Chronicles 9:17; Lucian, Herm. 68, etc.; hence, universally, “proved,
tried”: in the N.T. one who is of tried faith and integrity (R. V.
“approved”), <451610>Romans 16:10 (ton dokimon en Cristw, the approved
servant of Christ); <461119>1 Corinthians 11:19; <471018>2 Corinthians 10:18; 13:7;
<550215>2 Timothy 2:15 (paristanai eJauton dokimon tw Qew); <590112>James
1:12.

2. “accepted,” equivalent to “acceptable, pleasing”: euarestov tw Qew
kai dokimov (L marginal reading dokimoiv) toiv anqrwpoiv,
<451418>Romans 14:18.*

{1385} dokov, dokou, hJ (from dekomai for decomai in so far as it has
the idea of bearing (cf. Curtius, sec. 11)); from Homer down; “a beam”:
<400703>Matthew 7:3-5; <420641>Luke 6:41f.*

{1386} doliov, dolia, dolion (dolov); from Homer on, “deceitful”:
<471113>2 Corinthians 11:13.*

{1387} doliow: (doliov); “to deceive, use deceit”: in <450313>Romans 3:13,
from <190510>Psalm 5:10, imperfect edoliousan an Alexandrian form for
edolioun, see Lob. ad Phryn., p. 349; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 2 f.;
Mullach, p. 16; Buttmann, 43 (37); (cf. ecw). (Not found in secular
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writings; (<042518>Numbers 25:18; <19A425>Psalm 104:25 (105:25). Cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 26 (25)).)*

{1388} dolov, dolou, oJ (from delw, to catch with a bait ((?); Latin
dolus, cf. Curtius, sec. 271); see deleazw above); properly, “bait,”
Homer, Odyssey 12, 252; a lure, snare; hence, “craft, deceit, guile”:
<402604>Matthew 26:4; <411401>Mark 14:1; 7:22; <430147>John 1:47 (48); <441310>Acts 13:10;
<471216>2 Corinthians 12:16; <450129>Romans 1:29; <520203>1 Thessalonians 2:3 (ouk
esti en dolw, there is no deceit under it); 1 Peter 2:(1), 22, and
<661405>Revelation 14:5 Rec., after <235309>Isaiah 53:9; lalein dolon to speak
deceitfully (<193314>Psalm 33:14 (<193414>Psalm 34:14)), <600310>1 Peter 3:10.*

{1389} dolow, dolw; (dolov;

1. “to ensnare”: Hesiod, Herodotus and succeeding writers.

2. “to corrupt,” (bdellion and libanon, Dioscor. 1, 80. 81); ton oinon,
Lucian, Hermot. 59) ton logon tou Qeou, divine truth by mingling with it
wrong notions, <470402>2 Corinthians 4:2. (Cf. Trench, sec. 62, and see
kaphleuw.)*

{1390} doma, domatov, to (didwmi), “a gift”: <400711>Matthew 7:11; Luke.
11:13; <490408>Ephesians 4:8; <500417>Philippians 4:17. (Plato, def., p. 415 b.;
Plutarch; often in the Septuagint, chiefly for hn;T;mæ) Cf. Fritzsche on
Matthew, p. 291f (who quotes Varro de ling. Latin 1. i., p. 48, Bip. edition
“dos erit pecunia si nuptiarum causa data: haec Graece dwtinh, ita enim
hoc Siculi: ab eodem Donum. Nam Graece ut ipsi dwron, ut alii doma, et
ut Attici dosiv.”).*

(Synonyms: doma, dosiv, dwron, dwrea: dosiv active, a giving;
passive, a thing given, cf. medical “dose”; dwron specific “present,” yet
not always gratuitous or wholly unsuggestive of recompense; but dwrea
differs from dwron in denoting a gift which is also a gratuity, hence, of the
benefactions of a sovereign; a dosiv Qeou is what God confers as
possessor of all things; a dwrea Qeou is an expression of his favor; a
dwron Qeou is something which becomes the recipient’s abiding
possession. Philo de cherub. sec. 25, says: panu ekdhlwv paristav
(<042802>Numbers 28:2), oJti twn ontwn ta men caritov meshv hxiwtai, h
kaleitai dosiv, ta de ameinonov, hJv onoma oikeion dwrea. Again,
de leg. alleg. iii. sec. 70 (on the same Biblical passage), diathrhseiv oJti
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dwra domatwn diaferousi. Ta men gar emfasin megeqouv teleiwn
agaqwn dhlousin ... ta de eiv bracutaton estaltai k.t.l.. Hence,
doma, dosov, “gift”; dwrea, dwron, “benefaction, bounty,” etc.; yet cf.
e.g. Test xii. Patr. test. Zab. sec. 1 egw eimi Zaboulwn, dosiv agaqh
toiv goneusi mou, with <013020>Genesis 30:20 dedwrhtai oJ Qeov moi
dwron kalon ... kai ekalese to onoma autou Zaboulwn. Cf.
Schmidt, chapter 106.)

{1391} doxa, doxhv, hJ (dokew) (from Homer down), the Septuagint
most frequent for dwObK;, several times for dwOh, rd;h;, etc.;

I. “opinion, judgment, view”: in this sense very often in secular writ; but in
the Bible only in 4 Macc. 5:17 (18).

II. “opinion, estimate,” whether good or bad, concerning some one; but
(like the Latin existimatio) in secular writings generally, in the sacred
writings always, “good opinion” concerning one, and as resulting from
that, “praise, honor, glory”: <421410>Luke 14:10; <580303>Hebrews 3:3; <600504>1 Peter
5:4; opposed to atimia, <470608>2 Corinthians 6:8; opposed to aiscunh,
<500319>Philippians 3:19; joined with timh, <450207>Romans 2:7,10; <600107>1 Peter 1:7;
<610117>2 Peter 1:17; doxa tinov, praise or honor coming to someone,
<420232>Luke 2:32; <490313>Ephesians 3:13; coming from some one, <430854>John 8:54;
12:43; twn anqrwpwn, tou Qeou, <431243>John 12:43; <450323>Romans 3:23;
persons whose excellence is to redound to the glory of others are called
their doxa: thus, uJmeiv este hJ doxa hJmwn, <520220>1 Thessalonians 2:20;
adelfoi hJmwn doxa Cristou, <470823>2 Corinthians 8:23. Zhtein thn
idian doxan, or thn doxan autou, <430718>John 7:18; 8:50; of God, to
endeavor to promote the glory of God, <430718>John 7:18: zhtein doxan ex
anqrwpwn, <520206>1 Thessalonians 2:6; thn doxan thn para tou Qeou,
<430544>John 5:44; lambanein doxan (Latin captare honorem) to seek to
receive, catch at glory, <430541>John 5:41,44; to receive glory, <610117>2 Peter 1:17;
<660512>Revelation 5:12; thn doxan, the glory due (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 105f
(100f); Buttmann, 88 (77); Ellicott on <480105>Galatians 1:5, cf. Buttmann, 89
(78)), <660411>Revelation 4:11; didonai doxan tw Qew, µWc dwObK; hwO;hy]læ or

(<241316>Jeremiah 13:16) ˆtæn;, to give or ascribe glory to God, why and how
being evident in each case from the context: thus, by declaring one’s
gratitude to God for a benefit received, <421718>Luke 17:18; by not distrusting
God’s promises, <450420>Romans 4:20; by celebrating his praises, <660409>Revelation
4:9; 11:13; 14:7; (16:9); 19:7 (thn doxan, the glory due); by rendering its
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due honor to God’s majesty, <441223>Acts 12:23; dov doxan tw Qew,
acknowledge that God knows all things, and show that you believe it by
the confession you are about to make, <430924>John 9:24, cf. <090605>1 Samuel 6:5;
<060719>Joshua 7:19; Ev. Nicod. c. 14 (p. 622, Thilo edition, 296, Tdf. edition);
cf. Grimm on 4 Macc. 1:12. eiv doxan Qeou, so as to honor God, to
promote his glory (among men): <451507>Romans 15:7; <461031>1 Corinthians 10:31;
<500111>Philippians 1:11; 2:11; eiv thn doxan tou Qeou, <450307>Romans 3:7; <470415>2
Corinthians 4:15; tw Qew prov doxan, <470120>2 Corinthians 1:20; prov thn
tou kuriou doxan, <470819>2 Corinthians 8:19: uJper thv doxhv tou Qeou,
<431104>John 11:4; in doxologies: doxa en uJyistoiv Qew, <420214>Luke 2:14, cf.
<421938>Luke 19:38; autw hJ doxa, <451136>Romans 11:36; <490321>Ephesians 3:21; <610318>2
Peter 3:18; wJ hJ doxa, <451627>Romans 16:27; <480105>Galatians 1:5; <550418>2 Timothy
4:18; <581321>Hebrews 13:21; tw Qew hJ doxa, <500420>Philippians 4:20; timh kai
doxa, <540117>1 Timothy 1:17. (Even in classic Greek doxa is a word of wide
significance, ranging from one’s private opinion, fancy, to public opinion,
repute, renown (kleov; cf. the relation of (fhmh to fanai). Coupled with
timh it denotes rather the splendid condition (evident “glory”), timh, the
estimate and acknowledgment of it (paid “honor”).)

III. As a translation of the Hebrew dwObK;, in a use foreign to Greek
writing (Winer’s Grammar, 32), “splendor, brightness”;

1. properly: tou fwtov, <442211>Acts 22:11; of the sun, moon, stars, <461540>1
Corinthians 15:40f; used of the heavenly brightness, by which God was
conceived of as surrounded, <420209>Luke 2:9 <440755>Acts 7:55, and by which
heavenly beings were surrounded when they appeared on earth, <420931>Luke
9:31; <661801>Revelation 18:1; with which the face of Moses was once made
luminous, <470307>2 Corinthians 3:7, and also Christ in his transfiguration,
<420932>Luke 9:32; doxa tou kuriou, in the Septuagint equivalent to dwObK]
hwO;hy], in the Targum and Talmud hn;ykiv], “Shekinah” or “Shechinah” (see
BB. DD. under the word), “the glory of the Lord,” and simply hJ doxa, a
bright cloud by which God made manifest to men his presence and power
on earth (<022417>Exodus 24:17; 40:28 (34ff), etc.): <450904>Romans 9:4;
<661508>Revelation 15:8; 21:11,23; hence, oJ Qeov thv doxhv (God to whom
belongs doxa) wfqh, <440702>Acts 7:2; Ceroubein doxhv, on whom the
divine glory rests (so doxa, without the article, <024028>Exodus 40:28 (34);
<090422>1 Samuel 4:22; Sir. 49:8), <580905>Hebrews 9:5.
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2. “magnificence, excellence, preeminence, dignity, grace”: basileiai
tou kosmou kai hJ doxa autwn, i.e. their resources, wealth, the
magnificence and greatness of their cities, their fertile lands, their thronging
population, <400408>Matthew 4:8; <420406>Luke 4:6; hJ doxa twn basileiwn thv
ghv, Revelation 21:(24; twn eqnwn, ibid.) <662126>Revelation 21:26; used of
royal state, splendid apparel, and the like: <400629>Matthew 6:29; <421227>Luke
12:27 (Esth. 5:1; Josephus, Antiquities 8, 6, 5); glorious form and
appearance: e.g. of human bodies restored to life, opposed to hJ atimia
which characterized them when they were buried, <461543>1 Corinthians 15:43;
hJ doxa thv sarkov “omne id, quod in rebus humanis magnificum
dicitur“ (Calvin), <600124>1 Peter 1:24; einai tini doxa, to be a glory,
ornament, to one, <461115>1 Corinthians 11:15; universally, “preeminence,
excellence”: <470308>2 Corinthians 3:8-11.

3. “majesty”;

a. that which belongs to God; and

[a.] the kingly majesty which belongs to him as the supreme ruler; so in
passages where it is joined with basileia, dunamiv, kratov, exousia,
and the like: <400613>Matthew 6:13 Rec.; especially in doxologies, <600411>1 Peter
4:11; 5:11 R G; <650125>Jude 1:25; <660106>Revelation 1:6; these passage I have
preferred to distinguish from those cited above, II. at the end, and yet in
passages similar to each other in form it is not always clear whether doxa
is used to denote praise and honor, or regal majesty, as in <660712>Revelation
7:12 hJ eulogia kai hJ doka kai hJ sofia kai hJ eucaristia kai hJ
timh kai hJ iscuv, <661901>Revelation 19:1 hJ swthria kai hJ doxa kai hJ
timh kai hJ dunamiv; likewise in <660512>Revelation 5:12 (13). of the judicial
majesty of God as exhibited at the last day, <650124>Jude 1:24. anhr eikwn
kai doxa Qeou uJparcwn, whose function of government reflects the
majesty of the divine ruler, <461107>1 Corinthians 11:7; (hJ) gunh doxa androv,
because in her the preeminence and authority of her husband are
conspicuous, ibid.

[b.] “majesty in the sense of the absolute” perfection of the deity:
<450123>Romans 1:23; <470406>2 Corinthians 4:6; <580103>Hebrews 1:3; <610117>2 Peter 1:17;
<600414>1 Peter 4:14; en doxh, equivalent to endoxwv, i.e. as accords with his
divine perfection, <500419>Philippians 4:19 (cf. Meyer and Lightfoot at the
passage); of the majesty of his saving grace: <450923>Romans 9:23;
<490112>Ephesians 1:12,14,18; 3:16; <540111>1 Timothy 1:11; <610103>2 Peter 1:3
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(Winer’s Grammar, 381 (356)); more fully doxa thv caritov.
<490106>Ephesians 1:6; oJ pathr thv doxhv, the Father whose characteristic is
majesty, <490117>Ephesians 1:17; the majesty of God as exhibited in deeds of
power: <431140>John 11:40; <450604>Romans 6:4 (whence doxa for z[O, the
Septuagint <231202>Isaiah 12:2; 45:24); hence, to kratov thv doxhv autou,
the might in which His majesty excels, <510111>Colossians 1:11.

b. majesty which belongs to Christ; and

[a.] the kingly majesty of the Messiah, to which belongs his kingly state,
the splendor of His external appearance, the retinue of angels, and the like
(see in III. 1): <411037>Mark 10:37; in this sense it is said that Christ will come
hereafter to set up the Messianic kingdom en th doxh tou patrov,
clothed by the Father in kingly array, <401627>Matthew 16:27; <410838>Mark 8:38;
<420926>Luke 9:26; meta dunamewv kai doxhv pollhv, <402430>Matthew 24:30;
<411326>Mark 13:26; <422127>Luke 21:27 cf. <402531>Matthew 25:31; <560213>Titus 2:13; <600413>1
Peter 4:13; also kaqisai epi qronou doxhv autou, <401928>Matthew 19:28;
25:31, cf. <090208>1 Samuel 2:8; hJ doxa thv iscuov autou, the majesty of his
Messianic power with which he will punish his adversaries, <530109>2
Thessalonians 1:9.

[b.] “the absolutely perfect inward” or “personal excellence of Christ”:
<470318>2 Corinthians 3:18; 4:4; in which he excels by virtue of his nature as oJ
qeiov logov, <430114>John 1:14; 12:41; of which majesty he gave tokens in the
miracles he performed, <430211>John 2:11 cf. <431140>John 11:40; oJ kuriov thv
doxhv, <460208>1 Corinthians 2:8; <590201>James 2:1.

[g.] “the majesty (glory) of angels, as apparent in their exterior brightness,
<420926>Luke 9:26; in a wider sense, in which angels are called doxai as being
spiritual beings of preeminent dignity: <650108>Jude 1:8; <610210>2 Peter 2:10.

4. “a most glorious condition, most exalted state”;

a. of that condition with God the Father in heaven to which Christ was
raised after he had achieved his work on earth: <422426>Luke 24:26; <431705>John
17:5 (where he is said to have been in the same condition before his
incarnation, and even before the beginning of the world); <431722>John
17:22,24; <580207>Hebrews 2:7,9; <600111>1 Peter 1:11,21; to swma thv doxhv
autou, the body in which his glorious condition is manifested,
<500321>Philippians 3:21; anelhfqh en doxh, was taken np (into heaven) so
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that he is now en doxh, <540316>1 Timothy 3:16 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 413
(385); Buttmann, 328 (283)).

b. “the glorious condition of blessedness into which it is appointed and
promised that true Christians shall enter after their Saviour’s return from
heaven”: <450818>Romans 8:18,21; 9:23; <470417>2 Corinthians 4:17; <510127>Colossians
1:27 (twice; cf. Meyer at the passage); <510304>Colossians 3:4; <550210>2 Timothy
2:10; <580210>Hebrews 2:10; <600501>1 Peter 5:1; which condition begins to be
enjoyed even now through the devout contemplation of the divine majesty
of Christ, and its influence upon those who contemplate it, <470318>2
Corinthians 3:18; and this condition will include not only the blessedness of
the soul, but also the gain of a more excellent body (<461543>1 Corinthians
15:43; <500321>Philippians 3:21); cf. Lipsius, Paulin. Rechtfertigungslehre, p.
203ff; hJ doxa tou Qeou, which God bestows, <450502>Romans 5:2; <520212>1
Thessalonians 2:12; doxa tou kuriou hJmwn Ihsou Cristou, the same in
which Christ rejoices, <530214>2 Thessalonians 2:14 (cf. <450817>Romans 8:17 etc.);
eiv doxan hJmwn, to render us partakers of doxa, <460207>1 Corinthians 2:7.
Cf. Weiss, Biblical Theol. des N.T. sec. 76 d.*

{1392} doxazw; (imperfect edoxazon); future doxasw; 1 aorist
edoxasa; passive (present doxazomai); perfect dedoxasmai; 1 aorist
edoxasqhn; (doxa); Vulgate honorifico, glorifico, clarifico; the
Septuagint chiefly for dbæK;, several times for raepe (in <023429>Exodus

34:29f,35 doxazesqai stands for ˆræq;, to shine);

1. “to think, suppose, be of opinion,” (Aeschylus, Sophocles, Xenophon,
Plato, Thucydides, and following; nowhere in this sense in the sacred
writings).

2. from Polybius (6, 53, 10 dedoxasmenoi ep’ areth) on “to praise,
extol, magnify, celebrate”: tina, passive, <400602>Matthew 6:2; <420415>Luke 4:15;
eJauton, to glorify oneself, <430854>John 8:54; <661807>Revelation 18:7; ton logon
tou kuriou, <441348>Acts 13:48; to onoma tou kuriou, <661504>Revelation 15:4;
ton Qeon, <400516>Matthew 5:16; 9:8; 15:31; <410212>Mark 2:12; <420525>Luke 5:25f;
7:16; 13:13; 17:15; 18:43; 23:47; <441118>Acts 11:18; 21:20 (Rec. kurion);
<451506>Romans 15:6, 9 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 3 b.; 332 (311)); <600212>1
Peter 2:12; 4:14 Rec.; with the addition of epi tini, for something,
<420220>Luke 2:20; <440421>Acts 4:21; <470913>2 Corinthians 9:13; en emoi, on account
of me (properly, finding in me matter for giving praise (cf. Winer’s
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Grammar, 387f (362f))), <480124>Galatians 1:24; en tw onomati toutw, <600416>1
Peter 4:16 L T Tr WH.

3. “to honor, do honor to, hold in honor”: thn diakonian mou, by the
most devoted administration of it endeavoring to convert as many Gentiles
as possible to Christ, <451113>Romans 11:13; a member of the body, <461226>1
Corinthians 12:26; Qeon, “to worship,” <450121>Romans 1:21; with the adjunct
en tw swmati, by keeping the body pure and sound, <460620>1 Corinthians
6:20; tw qanatw, to undergo death for the honor of God, <432119>John 21:19.

4. By a use not found in secular writings “to make glorious, adorn with
lustre, clothe with splendor; a. to impart glory” to something, “render” it
“excellent”: perfect passive dedoxasmai, to excel, be preeminent;
dedoxasmenov, excelling, eminent, glorious, <470310>2 Corinthians 3:10;
dedoxasmenh cara, surpassing i.e. heavenly, joy (A.V. “full of glory”),
<600108>1 Peter 1:8. b. “to make renowned, render illustrious,” i.e. “to cause the
dignity and worth of some person” or “thing to become manifest and
acknowledged”: ton logon tou Qeou, <530301>2 Thessalonians 3:1 Christ, the
Son of God, <430854>John 8:54; 11:4; 16:14; 17:10; God the Father, <431331>John
13:31f; 14:13; 15:8; 17:1,4; <600411>1 Peter 4:11; to onoma tou Qeou,
<431228>John 12:28. c. “to exalt to a glorious rank” or “condition” (<234423>Isaiah
44:23; 55:5, etc.; joined to uJyoun, <230402>Isaiah 4:2; Esth. 3:1): ouc eJauton
edoxase did not assume to himself the dignity (equivalent to ouc eJautw
thn timhn elabe, <170304>Esther 3:4), the words genhqhnai arcierea being
added epexegetically (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 1), <580505>Hebrews 5:5;. of
God exalting, or rather restoring, Christ his Son to a state of glory in
heaven: <430739>John 7:39; 12:16 (23); 13:31f; 17:1,5; <440313>Acts 3:13; (see
doxa, III. 4 a.); of God bringing Christians to a heavenly dignity and
condition (see doxa, III. 4 b.): <450830>Romans 8:30. (Compare: endoxazw,
sundoxazw.)*

{1393} Dorkav, Dorkadov, hJ (properly, a wild she-goat a gazelle,
“para to derkw, to blepw. Oxuderkev gar to zown kai euommaton”
Etymologicum Magnum (284, 6)), “Dorcas,” a certain Christian woman:
<440936>Acts 9:36,39; see Tabiqa.*

{1394} dosiv, dosewv, hJ (didwmi);

1. “a giving” (from Herodotus down): logov dosewv kai lhyewv, an
account of giving and receiving (i.e. debit and credit accounts; cf. logov II.
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3), <500415>Philippians 4:15; here Paul, by a pleasant euphemism, refers to the
pecuniary gifts, which the church bestowing them enters in the account of
expenses, but he himself in the account of receipts; cf. Van Hengel at the
passage; so dosiv kai lhyiv, of money given and received, Sir. 41:19;
42:7; (Hermas, mand. 5, 2, 2), and plural Epictetus diss. 2, 9, 12.

2. “a gift,” (from Homer down): <590117>James 1:17. (Synonym: see doma, at
the end.)*

{1395} dothv, dotou, oJ (didwmi), for the more usual dothr, “a giver,
bestower”: <470907>2 Corinthians 9:7 from <202208>Proverbs 22:8. Not forrod
elsewhere.*

{1396} doulagwgew (Rec.st doulagagew), doulagwgw;
(doulagwgov, cf. paidagwgov; “to lead away into slavery, claim as one’s
slave,” (Diodorus Siculus 12, 24, and occasionally in other later writings);
“to make a slave” and “to treat as a slave, i.e. with severity, to subject to
stern and rigid discipline”: <460927>1 Corinthians 9:27. Cf. Fischer,
Deuteronomy vitiis lexicorum N.T., p. 472f*

{1397} douleia (Tdf. doulia (see Iota)), douleiav, hJ, (douleuw);
“slavery, bondage, the condition of a slave”: thv fqorav, the bondage
which consists in decay (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 59, 8 a., cf. Buttmann, 78
(68)), equivalent to the law, the necessity, of perishing, <450821>Romans 8:21;
used of the slavish sense of fear, devoid alike of buoyancy of spirit and of
trust in God, such as is produced by the thought of death, <580215>Hebrews
2:15, as well as by the Mosaic law in its votaries, <450815>Romans 8:15
(pneuma douleiav); the Mosaic system is said to cause douleia on
account of the grievous burdens its precepts impose upon its adherents:
<480424>Galatians 4:24; 5:1. (From Pindar down.)*

{1398} douleuw; future douleusw; 1 aorist edouleusa; perfect
dedouleuka; (doulov); the Septuagint for dbæ[;;

1. properly, “to be a slave, serve, do service”: absolutely, <490607>Ephesians
6:7; <540602>1 Timothy 6:2; tini <400624>Matthew 6:24; <421613>Luke 16:13; <450912>Romans
9:12; said of nations in subjection to other nations, <430833>John 8:33; <440707>Acts
7:7; men are said douleuein who bear the yoke of the Mosaic law,
<480425>Galatians 4:25 (see douleia).
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2. metaphorically, “to obey, submit to”; a. in a good sense: absolutely, “to
yield obedience,” <450706>Romans 7:6; tini, “to obey one’s commands and
render to him the services due,” <421529>Luke 15:29; God: <400624>Matthew 6:24;
<421613>Luke 16:13; <520109>1 Thessalonians 1:9; kuriw and tw kuriw, <442019>Acts
20:19; <451211>Romans 12:11 (not Rec.st, see below); <490607>Ephesians 6:7; Christ:
<451418>Romans 14:18; <510324>Colossians 3:24; nomw Qeou, according to the
context, “feel myself bound to,” <450725>Romans 7:25; toiv qeoiv, to worship
gods, <480408>Galatians 4:8; tw kairw (Anth. 9, 441, 6), wisely adapt oneself
to, <451211>Romans 12:11 Rec.st (see above), cf. Fritzsche at the passage;
perform services of kindness and Christian love: allhloiv, <480513>Galatians
5:13; used of those who zealously advance the interests of anything: wJv
patri teknon sun emoi edouleusen eiv to euaggelion equivalent to
wJv patri teknon douleuei, emoi edouleusen kai oJutw sun emoi
edouleusen, etc. <506522>Philippians 2:22 (Winer’s Grammar, 422 (393); 577
(537)). b. in a bad sense, of those who become slaves to some base power,
“to yield to, give oneself up to”: th aJmartia, <450606>Romans 6:6; nomw
aJmartiav, <450725>Romans 7:25; epiqumiaiv kai hJdonaiv, <560303>Titus 3:3,
(Xenophon, mem. 1, 5, 5; Apology Socrates 16; Plato, Phaedrus, p. 238 e.;
Polybius 17, 15, 16; Herodian, 1, 17, 22 (9, Bekker edition)); th koilia,
<451618>Romans 16:18, (gastri, Anthol. 11, 410, 4; Xenophon, mem. 1, 6, 8;
abdomini servire, Seneca, de benef. 7, 26, 4; ventri obedire, Sall. (Cat.
1:1)); mamwna, to devote oneself to getting wealth: <400624>Matthew 6:24;
<421613>Luke 16:13. toiv stoiceioiv tou kosmou, <480409>Galatians 4:9.*

{1399} doulov, doulh, doulon (derived by most from dew, to tie, bind;
by some from DELW, to ensnare, capture ((?) others besides; cf. Vanicek,
p. 322)); “serving, subject to”: paresthsate ta melh uJmwn doula th
akaqarsia, <450619>Romans 6:19. Then substantively, hJ doulh, “a female
slave, bondmaid, handmaid”: tou Qeou, tou kuriou, one who worships
God and submits to him, <440218>Acts 2:18 (from <290229>Joel 2:29 (<290302>Joel 3:2));
<420138>Luke 1:38,48. oJ doulov, the Septuagint for db,[,;

1. “a slave, bondman, man of servile condition”;

a. properly: opposed to eleuqerov, <460721>1 Corinthians 7:21; 12:13;
<480328>Galatians 3:28; <490608>Ephesians 6:8; <510311>Colossians 3:11; <660615>Revelation
6:15; 13:16; 19:18; opposed to kuriov, despothv, oikodespothv,
<401024>Matthew 10:24; 13:27f; <421246>Luke 12:46; <431515>John 15:15 <490605>Ephesians
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6:5; <510322>Colossians 3:22; 4:1; <540601>1 Timothy 6:1; <560209>Titus 2:9, and very
often.

b. metaphorically,

[a.] “one who gives himself up wholly to another’s will,” <460723>1 Corinthians
7:23; or dominion, thv aJmartiav, <430834>John 8:34; <450617>Romans 6:17,20; thv
fqorav, <610219>2 Peter 2:19, (twn hJdonwn, Athen. 12, p. 531 c.; twn
crhmatwn, Plutarch, Pelop. c. 3; tou pinein, Aelian v. h. 2, 41).

[b.] the douloi Cristou, tou Cristou, Ihsou Cristou, are those
whose service is used by Christ in extending and advancing his cause
among men: used of apostles, <450101>Romans 1:1; <480110>Galatians 1:10;
<500101>Philippians 1:1; <550224>2 Timothy 2:24; <560101>Titus 1:1; <590101>James 1:1; <610101>2
Peter 1:1; of other preachers and teachers of the gospel, <510412>Colossians
4:12; <550224>2 Timothy 2:24; <650101>Jude 1:1; of the true worshippers of Christ
(who is kuriov pantwn, <441036>Acts 10:36), <490606>Ephesians 6:6. The douloi
tou Qeou, ydeb][æ hwO;hy], are those whose agency God employs in executing
his purposes: used of apostles, <440429>Acts 4:29; 16:17; of Moses (<060101>Joshua
1:1), <661503>Revelation 15:3; of prophets (<240725>Jeremiah 7:25; 25:4),
<660101>Revelation 1:1; 10:7; 11:18; of all who obey God’s commands, his true
worshippers, <420229>Luke 2:29; <660220>Revelation 2:20; 7:3; 19:2,5; 22:3,6;
(<193302>Psalm 33:23 (<193402>Psalm 34:23); <196803>Psalm 68:37 (<196903>Psalm 69:37);
<198804>Psalm 88:4,21 (<198904>Psalm 89:4,21)).

[g.] doulov tinov, devoted to another to the disregard of one’s own
interests: <402027>Matthew 20:27; <411044>Mark 10:44; strenuously laboring for
another’s salvation, <470405>2 Corinthians 4:5.

2. “a servant, attendant,” (of a king): <401823>Matthew 18:23,26ff. (Synonym:
see diakonov.)

{1402} doulow, doulw: future doulwsw; 1 aorist edoulwsa; perfect
passive dedoulwmai; 1 aorist passive edoulwqhn; (doulov); (from
Aeschylus and Herodotus down); “to make a slave of, reduce to bondage”;
a. properly: tina, <440706>Acts 7:6; toutw kai (yet T WH omit; Tr brackets
kai) dedoulwtai to him he has also been made a bondman, <610219>2 Peter
2:19. b. metaphorically: emauton tini, give myself wholly to one’s needs
and service, make myself a bondman to him, <460919>1 Corinthians 9:19;
doulousqai tini, to be made subject to the rule of some one, e.g. th
dikaiosunh, tw Qew, <450618>Romans 6:18,22; likewise uJpo ti, <480403>Galatians
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4:3; dedoulwmenov oinw, wholly given up to, enslaved to, <560203>Titus 2:3
(douleuein oinw, Libanius, epist. 319); dedoulwmai en tini, to be
under bondage, held by constraint of law or necessity, in some matter, <460715>1
Corinthians 7:15. (Compare: katadoulow.)*

{1403} doch, dochv, hJ (decomai, to receive as a guest), “a feast,
banquet,” (cf. our “reception”]: dochn poiw, <420529>Luke 5:29; 14:13.
(equivalent to hT,v]mi, Genesis (21:8); 26:30; <170103>Esther 1:3; 5:4ff; Athen.
8, p. 348 f.; Plutarch, moral., p. 1102 b. (i.e. non posse suav. vivi etc. 21,
9).)*

{1404} drakwn, drakontov, oJ (apparently from derkomai, 2 aorist
edrakon; hence, drakwn, properly, equivalent to oxu blepwn
(Etymologicum Magnum 286, 7; cf. Curtius, sec. 13)); the Septuagint
chiefly for ˆyNiTæ; “a dragon,” a great serpent, a fabulous animal (so as early
as Homer, Iliad 2, 308f, etc.). From it, after <010301>Genesis 3:1ff, is derived the
figurative description of the devil in <661203>Revelation 12:3-17; 13:2,4,11;
16:13; 20:2. (Cf. Baudissin, Studien zur semitisch. Religionsgesch. vol. i.
(iv. 4), p. 281ff.)*

{5143} dramw, “to run,” see trecw.

{1405} drassomai; “to grasp with the hand, to take”: tina, <460319>1
Corinthians 3:19 (Buttmann, 291 (250); Winer’s Grammar, 352 (330)). (In
Greek writings from Homer down; the Septuagint.)*

{1406} dracmh, dracmhv, hJ (drassomai (hence, properly, a grip, a
handful)) (from Herodotus down), “a drachma,” a silver coin of (nearly)
the same weight as the Roman “denarius” (see dhnarion): <421508>Luke
15:8f.*

{1407} drepanon, drepanou, to (equivalent to drepanh, from drepw,
to pluck, pluck off), “a sickle, a pruning-hook, a hooked vine-knife,” such
as reapers and vine-dressers use: <410429>Mark 4:29; <661414>Revelation 14:14-19.
(Homer and subsequent writings; the Septuagint.)*

{1408} dromov, dromou, oJ (from DRAMW (which see); cf. nomov,
tromov, and the like), “a course” (Homer and following); in the N.T.
figuratively, “the course of life” or “of office”: plhrousqai ton dromon,
<441325>Acts 13:25; teleioun, <442024>Acts 20:24; telein, <550407>2 Timothy 4:7.*
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{1409} Drousilla (others Drousilla, cf. Chandler sec. 120),
Drousillhv, hJ, “Drusilla,” daughter of Agrippa the elder, wife of Felix,
the governor of Judaea, a most licentious woman (Josephus, Antiquities
20, 7, 1f): <442424>Acts 24:24; cf. Winer’s RWB (and B. D.) under the word;
Schürer, Neutest. Zeitgesch., sec. 19, 4.*

{1410} dunamai, deponent verb, present indicative 2 person singular
dunasai and, according to a rarer form occasional in the poets and from
Polybius on to be met with in prose writings also (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p.
359; (WH’s Appendix, p. 168; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 2 b.; Veitch,
under the word)), dunh (<410922>Mark 9:22f L T Tr WH; (<421602>Luke 16:2 T WH
Tr text); <660202>Revelation 2:2); imperfect edunamhn and Attic hdunamhn,
between which forms the manuscripts and editions are almost everywhere
divided (in <410619>Mark 6:19; 14:5; <420819>Luke 8:19; 19:3; <430933>John 9:33; 12:39
all editions read hdunamhn, so R G in <402609>Matthew 26:9; <420122>Luke 1:22;
<431137>John 11:37; <661403>Revelation 14:3; on the other hand, in <402246>Matthew
22:46; <420122>Luke 1:22; <431137>John 11:37; <661403>Revelation 14:3, L T Tr WH all
read edunamhn, so T WH in <402609>Matthew 26:9; R G in <402246>Matthew 22:46.
Cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 162; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 12, 1 b.; B, 33 (29));
future dunhsomai; 1 aorist hdunhqhn and (in <410724>Mark 7:24 T WH, after
manuscripts a B only; in <401716>Matthew 17:16 manuscript B) hdunasqhn
(cf. (WH as above and p. 169); Kühner, sec. 343, under the word; (Veitch,
under the word; Winer’s Grammar, 84 (81); Buttmann, 33 (29); Curtius,
Das Verbum, 2:402)); the Septuagint for lkoy;; “to be able, have power,”
whether by virtue of one’s own ability and resources, or of a state of mind,
or through favorable circumstances, or by permission of law or custom;

a. followed by an infinitive (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 3) present or aorist
(on the distinction between which, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 7).

[a.] followed by a present infinitive: <400624>Matthew 6:24; 9:15; <410207>Mark 2:7;
3:23; <420639>Luke 6:39; <430302>John 3:2; 5:19; <442715>Acts 27:15; <461021>1 Corinthians
10:21; <580507>Hebrews 5:7; <620309>1 John 3:9; <660920>Revelation 9:20, and often.

[b.] followed by an aorist infinitive: <400309>Matthew 3:9; 5:14; <410145>Mark 1:45;
2:4; 5:3; <420819>Luke 8:19; 13:11; <430303>John 3:3f; 6:52; 7:34,36; <440416>Acts 4:16
(RG); 5:39; 10:47; <450839>Romans 8:39; 16:25; <460214>1 Corinthians 2:14; 3:1;
6:5; <470307>2 Corinthians 3:7; <480321>Galatians 3:21; <490304>Ephesians 3:4,20; <520309>1
Thessalonians 3:9; <540607>1 Timothy 6:7,16; <550213>2 Timothy 2:13; 3:7,15;
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<580218>Hebrews 2:18; 3:19; (11:19 Lachmann); <590121>James 1:21; <660308>Revelation
3:8; 5:3; 6:17, and very often.

b. with an infinitive omitted, as being easily supplied from the context:
<401603>Matthew 16:3 (here T brackets WH reject the passage); 20:22;
<410619>Mark 6:19; 10:39; <420940>Luke 9:40; 16:26; 19:3; <450807>Romans 8:7.

c. joined with an accusative, dunamai ti, “to be able to do something” (cf.
German ich vermag etwas): <410922>Mark 9:22; <421226>Luke 12:26; <471308>2
Corinthians 13:8 (and in Greek writings from Homer on).

d. absolutely, like the Latin possum (as in Cues. b. gall. 1, 18, 6),
equivalent to “to be able, capable, strong, powerful”: <460302>1 Corinthians 3:2;
10:13. (<143213>2 Chronicles 32:13; 1 Macc. 5:40f; in 2 Macc. 11:13 manuscript
Alexandrian LXX, and often in Greek writings as Euripides, Or. 889;
Thucydides 4, 105; Xenophon, an. 4, 5, 11f; Isocrates, Demosthenes,
Aeschines)

{1411} dunamiv, dunamewv, hJ; (from Homer down); the Septuagint for
lyijæ, hr]Wbg], z[O, jæKo, ab;x; (an army, a host); “strength, ability, power”;

a. universally, “inherent power, power residing in a thing by virtue of its
nature, or which a person or thing exerts and puts forth”: <420117>Luke 1:17;
<440407>Acts 4:7; <460420>1 Corinthians 4:20; <470407>2 Corinthians 4:7; 12:9 (hJ dunamiv
en asqeneia teleitai (R G teleioutai)); 13:4; <520105>1 Thessalonians 1:5;
<580716>Hebrews 7:16; 11:34; <660116>Revelation 1:16; 17:13; idia dunamei,
<440312>Acts 3:12; megalh dunamei, <440433>Acts 4:33; eJkastw kata thn idian
dunamin, <402515>Matthew 25:15; uJper dunamin, beyond our power, <470108>2
Corinthians 1:8; en dunamei namely, wn, endued with power, <420436>Luke
4:36; <461543>1 Corinthians 15:43; so in the phrase ercesqai en dunamei,
<410901>Mark 9:1; “powerfully,” <510129>Colossians 1:29; <530111>2 Thessalonians 1:11;
contextually, equivalent to “evidently,” <450104>Romans 1:4; en dunamei
shmeiwn kai teratwn, through the power which I exerted upon their
souls by performing miracles, <451519>Romans 15:19; dunamiv eiv ti,
<581111>Hebrews 11:11; dunamiv epi ta daimonia kai nosouv
qerapeuein, <420901>Luke 9:1; hJ dunamiv thv aJmartiav oJ nomov, sin
exercises its power (upon the soul) through the law, i.e. through the abuse
of the law, <461556>1 Corinthians 15:56; thv anastasewv tou Cristou, the
power which the resurrection of Christ has, for instructing, reforming,
elevating, tranquilizing, the soul, <500310>Philippians 3:10; thv eusebeiav,
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inhering in godliness and operating upon souls, <550305>2 Timothy 3:5;
dunameiv mellontov aiwnov (see aiwn, 3), <580605>Hebrews 6:5; to
pneuma thv dunamewv (see pneuma, 5), <600414>1 Peter 4:14 Lachmann; <550107>2
Timothy 1:7; dunamiv is used of the power of angels: <490121>Ephesians 1:21
(cf. Meyer at the passage]) <610211>2 Peter 2:11; of the power of the devil and
evil spirits, <461524>1 Corinthians 15:24; tou ecqrou, i.e. of the devil, <421019>Luke
10:19; tou drakontov, <661302>Revelation 13:2; angels, as excelling in power,
are called dunameiv (cf. (Philo de mutat. nora. sec. 8 dunameiv
aswmatoi) Meyer as above; Lightfoot on <510116>Colossians 1:16; see
aggelov): <450838>Romans 8:38; <600322>1 Peter 3:22. hJ dunamiv tou Qeou,
universally, “the power of God”: <402229>Matthew 22:29; <411224>Mark 12:24;
<422269>Luke 22:69; <440810>Acts 8:10; <450120>Romans 1:20; 9:17; <460614>1 Corinthians
6:14; dunamiv uJyistou, <420135>Luke 1:35; hJ dunamiv, especially in
doxologies, the kingly power of God, <400613>Matthew 6:13 Rec.;
<660411>Revelation 4:11; 7:12; 11:17; 12:10; 15:8; 19:1; and the abstract for the
concrete (as hr;Wbg]hæ in Jewish writings; cf. Buxtorf Lex. talm. col. 385 (p.
201f, Fischer edition)) equivalent to oJ dunatov, <402664>Matthew 26:64;
<411462>Mark 14:62; dunamiv tou Qeou is used of the divine power
considered as acting upon the minds of men, <460205>1 Corinthians 2:5; <470607>2
Corinthians 6:7; <490307>Ephesians 3:7,20; (<550108>2 Timothy 1:8; <600105>1 Peter 1:5);
eiv tina, <471304>2 Corinthians 13:4 (but WH in brackets); <490119>Ephesians 1:19;
enduesqai dunamin ex uJyouv, <422449>Luke 24:49; by metonymy, things or
persons in which God’s saving power shows its efficacy are called
dunameiv Qeou: thus, oJ Cristov, <460124>1 Corinthians 1:24; oJ logov tou
staurou, <460118>1 Corinthians 1:18; to euaggelion, with the addition eiv
swthrian panti, etc. <450116>Romans 1:16 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 36, 3
b.). Dunamiv is ascribed to Christ, now in one sense and now in another: a
power to heal disease proceeds from him, <410530>Mark 5:30; <420517>Luke 5:17;
6:19; 8:46 the kingly power of the Messiah is his, <402430>Matthew 24:30;
(<411326>Mark 13:26); <422127>Luke 21:27; <610116>2 Peter 1:16; <660512>Revelation 5:12;
aggeloi thv dunamewv autou (see aggelov, 2), ministering to his
power, <530107>2 Thessalonians 1:7 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3 b. note);
metaphysical (or essential) power, viz. that which belongs to him as oJ
qeiov logov, in the expression to rhma thv dunamewv autou, the word
uttered by his power, equivalent to his most powerful will and energy,
<580103>Hebrews 1:3; moral power, operating on the soul, <471209>2 Corinthians
12:9 R G; and called hJ qeia autou dunamiv in <610103>2 Peter 1:3; hJ
dunamiv tou kuriou, the power of Christ invisibly present and operative
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in Christian church formally assembled, <460504>1 Corinthians 5:4. Dunamiv
tou aJgiou pneumatov: <440108>Acts 1:8 (Winer’s Grammar, 125 (119));
pneuma aJgion kai dunamiv, <441038>Acts 10:38; apodeixiv pneumatov kai
dunamewv (see apodeixiv, b.), <460204>1 Corinthians 2:4; en th dunamei tou
pneumatov, under or full of the power of the Holy Spirit, <420414>Luke 4:14;
en dunamei pneumatov aJgiou, by the power and influence of the Holy
Spirit, <451513>Romans 15:13; by the power which, under the influence of the
Holy Spirit, I exerted upon their souls, <451519>Romans 15:19.

b. specifically, “the power of performing miracles”: <440608>Acts 6:8; pasa
dunamiv, every kind of power of working miracles (with the addition of
kai shmeioiv kai terasi), <530209>2 Thessalonians 2:9; plural: (<401354>Matthew
13:54; 14:2; <410614>Mark 6:14); <461228>1 Corinthians 12:28f; <480305>Galatians 3:5;
energhmata dunamewn, <461210>1 Corinthians 12:10; by metonymy, of the
cause for the effect, “a mighty work” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 32; Trench,
sec. xci.): dunamin poiein, <410605>Mark 6:5; 9:39; so in the plural, <410602>Mark
6:2 <421937>Luke 19:37; joined with shmeia, <440813>Acts 8:13; with shmeia kai
terata, <440222>Acts 2:22; <471212>2 Corinthians 12:12; <580204>Hebrews 2:4 (?);
poiein dunameiv, <400722>Matthew 7:22; (13:58); <441911>Acts 19:11; ginontai
dunameiv, <401120>Matthew 11:20f,23; <421013>Luke 10:13.

c. “moral power and excellence of soul”: <460419>1 Corinthians 4:19; <470407>2
Corinthians 4:7; <490316>Ephesians 3:16; <510111>Colossians 1:11.

d. “the power and influence which belong to riches”; (pecuniary “ability”),
“wealth”: tou strhnouv, ‘riches ministering to luxury’ (Grotius),
<661803>Revelation 18:3; kata dunamin kai uJper (others, dunamin,
according to their means, yea, beyond their means, <470803>2 Corinthians 8:3;
(in this sense, for lyijæ, the Septuagint <050817>Deuteronomy 8:17f; <080411>Ruth
4:11; not infrequent Greek writings, as Xenophon, Cyril 8, 4, 34; an. 7, 7,
21 (36)).

e. “power” and resources arising from numbers: <660308>Revelation 3:8.

f. “power consisting in or resting upon armies, forces, hosts,” (so, both in
singular and in plural, often in Greek writings from Herodotus,
Thucydides, Xenophon, on; in the Septuagint and in Apocrypha); hence,
dunameiv tou ouranou, the “host of heaven,” Hebraistically the “stars”:
<402429>Matthew 24:29; <422126>Luke 21:26; and dunameiv en toiv ouranoiv,
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<411325>Mark 13:25; equivalent to ab;x] µyimæV;hæ, <121716>2 Kings 17:16; 23:4;
<233404>Isaiah 34:4; <240802>Jeremiah 8:2; <270810>Daniel 8:10, etc. (cf. sabawq).

g. Like the Latin vis and potestas, equivalent to the (“force” i.e.)
“meaning” of a word or expression: <461411>1 Corinthians 14:11; (Plato, Crat.,
p. 394 h.; Polybius 20, 9, 11; Dionysius Halicarnassus 1, 68; Dio Cuss. 55,
3; others).*

(Synonyms: bia, dunamiv, energeia, exousia, iscuv, kratov bia,
“force,” effective, often oppressive power, exhibiting itself in single deeds
of violence; dunamiv, “power,” natural ability, general and inherent;
energeia, “working,” power in exercise, operative power; exousia,
primarily liberty of action; then, “authority” — either as delegated power,
or as unrestrained, arbitrary power; iscuv, “strength,” power (especially
physical) as an endowment kratov, “might,” relative and manifested
power — in the N.T. chiefly of God; tw kratei thv iscuov, <490610>Ephesians
6:10, thn energeian thv dunammewv, <490307>Ephesians 3:7, thn energeian
tou kratouv thv iscuov, <490119>Ephesians 1:19. Cf. Schmidt, chapter 148;
Lightfoot on <510116>Colossians 1:16; Meyer on <490119>Ephesians 1:19.)

{1412} dunamow, dunamw: (present passive dunamoumai); “to make
strong, confirm, strengthen”: <510111>Colossians 1:11; (<490610>Ephesians 6:10 WH
marginal reading); 1 aorist edunamwqhsan, <581134>Hebrews 11:34 (R G
enedunamwqhsan). (<196702>Psalm 67:29 (<196829>Psalm 68:29); <211010>Ecclesiastes
10:10; <270927>Daniel 9:27 (Theodotion; <196404>Psalm 64:4 (<196504>Psalm 65:4)
Aquila; <183609>Job 36:9 Aquila) and occasionally in ecclesiastical and
Byzantine writings; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 605; (Winer’s Grammar, 26
(25)).) (Compare: endunamow.)*

{1413} dunasthv, dunastou, oJ (dunamai); from (Sophocles and)
Herodotus on; “powerful”;

1. “a prince, potentate”: <420152>Luke 1:52; used of God (Sir. 46:5; 2 Macc.
15:3, 23, etc.; of Zeus, Sophocles Ant. 608), <540615>1 Timothy 6:15.

2. “a courtier, high officer, royal minister”: <440827>Acts 8:27 (A.V. (“a eunuch)
of great authority”; but see Meyer at the passage) (dunastai Faraw,
<015004>Genesis 50:4).*

{1414} dunatew, dunatw; (dunatov); “to be powerful” or “mighty;
show oneself powerful”: <471303>2 Corinthians 13:3 (opposed to asqenw); “to
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be able, have power”: followed by an infinitive, <451404>Romans 14:4 L T Tr
WH <470908>2 Corinthians 9:8 L T Tr WH. Not found in secular writings nor in
the Septuagint*

{1415} dunatov, dunath, dunaton (dunamai); (from Pindar down),
the Septuagint for rwOBgi; “able, powerful, mighty, strong”;

1. absolutely; a. mighty in wealth and influence: <460126>1 Corinthians 1:26;
(<660615>Revelation 6:15 Rec.); oJi dunatoi, the chief men, <442505>Acts 25:5
(Josephus, b. j. 1, 12, 4 hJkon Ioudaiwn oJi dunatoi; Xenophon, Cyril 5,
4, 1; Thucydides 1, 89; Polybius 9, 23, 4). oJ dunatov, the preeminently
mighty one, almighty God, <420149>Luke 1:49. b. “strong in soul”: to bear
calamities and trials with fortitude and patience, <471210>2 Corinthians 12:10;
strong in Christian virtue, <471309>2 Corinthians 13:9; firm in conviction and
faith, <451501>Romans 15:1.

2. in construction;

a. dunatov eimi with an infinitive, “to be able (to do something;
(Buttmann, 260 (224); Winer’s Grammar, 319 (299))): <421431>Luke 14:31;
<441117>Acts 11:17; <450421>Romans 4:21; 11:23; 14:4 RG; <470908>2 Corinthians 9:8
RG; <550112>2 Timothy 1:12; <560109>Titus 1:9; <581119>Hebrews 11:19 (Lachmann
dunatai; <590302>James 3:2.

b. dunatov en tini, “mighty,” i.e. “excelling in something”: en ergw kai
logw, <422419>Luke 24:19; en logoiv kai ergoiv, <440722>Acts 7:22; en grafaiv:,
excelling in knowledge of the Scriptures, <441824>Acts 18:24.

c. prov ti, “mighty,” i.e. “having power for something”: <471004>2 Corinthians
10:4.

d. neuter dunaton (in passive sense, cf. Buttmann, 190 (165)) “possible”:
ei dunaton (esti), <402424>Matthew 24:24; 26:39; <411322>Mark 13:22; 14:35;
<451218>Romans 12:18; <480415>Galatians 4:15; ouk hn dunaton followed by
infinitive <440224>Acts 2:24; dunaton ti esti tini (Buttmann, 190 (165)),
<410923>Mark 9:23; 14:36; <442016>Acts 20:16; para Qew panta dunata esti,
<401926>Matthew 19:26; <411027>Mark 10:27; <421827>Luke 18:27. To dunaton autou,
what his power could do, equivalent to thn dunamin autou, <450922>Romans
9:22, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 2.*

{1416} dunw, duw; 2 aorist edun; 1 aorist (in Greek writings
transitively) edusa (<410132>Mark 1:32 L Tr WH), cf. Alexander Buttmann
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(1873) Ausf. Spr. ii., p. 156f; Winer’s Grammar, p. 84 (81); Buttmann, 56
(49); (Veitch, see under the words); “to go into, enter; go under, be
plunged into, sink in”: in the N.T. twice of the setting sun (sinking as it
were into the sea), <410132>Mark 1:32; <420440>Luke 4:40. So times without number
in Greek writings from Homer on; the Septuagint, <012811>Genesis 28:11;
<032207>Leviticus 22:7, etc.; Tobit 2:4; 1 Macc. 10:50. (Compare: ekdunw,
apekdunw (apekdunomai), endunw, ependunw, pareisdunw,
epidunw.)*

{1417} duo, genitive indeclinable duo (as in Epic, and occasionally in
Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Polybius, others for duoin, more
common in Attic (see Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 289f)); dative dusi,
dusin (dusi in <400624>Matthew 6:24; <421613>Luke 16:13; <442133>Acts 21:33 (Tr
dusin), dusin in <402240>Matthew 22:40; <411612>Mark 16:12; <421252>Luke 12:52 (R
G dusi; <441206>Acts 12:6 (R G L dusi); <581028>Hebrews 10:28; <661103>Revelation
11:3 (R G dusi); cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 98; WH’s Appendix, p. 147) — a
form not found in the older and better writings, met with in Hippocrates,
Aristotle, Theophrastus, frequent from Polybius on, for the Attic duoin);
accusative duo (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 210; Alexander Buttmann (1873)
Ausf. Spr. i., p. 276f; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 9, 2 b.; Passow, i., p. 729);
“two”: absolutely, ouk eti eisi duo, alla sarx mia, <401906>Matthew 19:6;
<411008>Mark 10:8; duo h treiv, <401820>Matthew 18:20; <461429>1 Corinthians 14:29;
treiv epi dusi kai duo epi trisi, <421252>Luke 12:52; ana and kata duo,
“two by two” (Winer’s Grammar, 398 (372); 401 (374); Buttmann, 30
(26)), <420903>Luke 9:3 (WH omits; Tr brackets ana); 10:1 (WH ana duo
(duo); cf. Acta Philip. sec. 36, Tdf. edition, p. 92); <430206>John 2:6 (apiece);
<461427>1 Corinthians 14:27; duo duo, “two and two,” <410607>Mark 6:7 (so, after
the Hebrew, in <010619>Genesis 6:19,20; but the phrase is not altogether foreign
even to the Greek poets, as Aesehyl. Pers. 981 muria muria for kata
muriadav, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 249 (234) (cf. 39 (38))); neuter eiv duo
into two parts, <402751>Matthew 27:51; <411538>Mark 15:38; with the genitive duo
twn maqhtwn (autou), <411101>Mark 11:1; 14:13; <421929>Luke 19:29;
(<401102>Matthew 11:2 R G); twn oiketwn, <441007>Acts 10:7. duo ex autwn,
<422413>Luke 24:13 (cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) 158 (138); Winer’s 203
(191)). with a noun or pronoun: duo daimonizomenoi, <400828>Matthew 8:28.
duo macairai, <422238>Luke 22:38; epi stomatov duo marturwn,
<401816>Matthew 18:16; <471301>2 Corinthians 13:1; dusi kurioiv, <400624>Matthew
6:24; <421613>Luke 16:13; eide duo adelfouv, <400418>Matthew 4:18; preceded by
the article, oJi duo, “the two, the twain”: <401905>Matthew 19:5; <411008>Mark 10:8;
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<460616>1 Corinthians 6:16; <490531>Ephesians 5:31; touv duo, <490215>Ephesians 2:15;
aJi (Rec. only) duo diaqhkai, <480424>Galatians 4:24; oJutoi (Lachmann
brackets oJutoi) oJi duo uioi mou, <402021>Matthew 20:21; peri twn duo
adelfwn, <402024>Matthew 20:24; en tautaiv taiv dusin entolaiv,
<402240>Matthew 22:40; touv duo icquav, <401419>Matthew 14:19; <410641>Mark 6:41;
<420916>Luke 9:16; duo dhnaria, <421035>Luke 10:35.

{1418} duv-, an inseparable prefix conveying the idea of difficulty,
opposition, injuriousness or the like, and corresponding to our “mis-,” “un-
” (Curtius, sec. 278); opposed to eu.

{1419} dusbastaktov, dusbastakton (bastazw), “hard” (A.V.
“grievous”) “to be borne”: <402304>Matthew 23:4 (T WH text omit; Tr brackets
dusbastaktov) and <421146>Luke 11:46 fortia dusbastakta, said of
precepts hard to obey, and irksome. (the Septuagint <202703>Proverbs 27:3;
Philo, omn. prob. book sec. 5; Plutarch, quaest. nat. c. 16, 4, p. 915 f.)*

{1420} dusenteria, dusenteriav, hJ (enteron, intestine), “dysentery”
(Latin tormina intestinorum, bowel-complaint): <442808>Acts 28:8 R G; see the
following word. (Hippocrates and medical writers; Herodotus, Plato,
Aristotle, Polybius, others.)*

{1420} dusenterion, dusenteriou, to, a later form for dusenteria,
which see: <442808>Acts 28:8 LT Tr WH. Cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 518.*

{1421} dusermhneutov, dusermhneuton (eJrmhneuw),” hard to
interpret, difficult of explanation”: <580511>Hebrews 5:11. (Diodorus 2, 52;
Philo de somn. sec. 32 at the end; Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 3, 66.)*

{1416} (dusiv, dusewv, hJ;

1. “a sinking or setting,” especially of the heavenly bodies;

2. of the quarter in which the sun sets, “the west”: Mark 16 WH (rejected)
‘Shorter Conclusion.’ (So both in singular and in plural: Aristotle, de
mund. 3, p. 393{a}, 17; 4, p. 394b, 21; Polybius 1, 42, 5 etc.)*)

{1422} duskolov, duskolon (kolon, food);

1. properly, “hard to find agreeable food for, fastidious about food.”
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2. “difficult to please, always finding fault”; (Euripides, Aristophanes,
Xenophon, Plato, others).

3. universally, “difficult” (Xenophon, oec. 15, 10 hJ gewrgia duskolov
esti maqein): pwv duskolon esti, followed by an accusative with an
infinitive, <411024>Mark 10:24.*

{1423} duskolwv, adverb (duskolov) (from Plato down), “with
difficulty”: <401923>Matthew 19:23; <411023>Mark 10:23; <421824>Luke 18:24.*

{1424} dusmh, dusmhv, hJ (from Aeschylus and Herodotus down), much
more often in plural (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 27, 3) dusmai, aJi (duw or
dunw, which see), namely, hJliou, “the setting of the sun”: <421254>Luke 12:54
(according to the reading of T WH Tr marginal reading epi dusmh may
possibly be understood of “time” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 375f (352)); see
epi, A. II.; others take the preposition locally, “over, in,” and give dusmh
the meaning which follows; see epi, A. I. 1 b.); “the region of sunset, the
west,” (anarthrous, Winer’s Grammar, 121 (115)): <662113>Revelation 21:13;
apo anatolwn kai dusmwn, from all regions or nations, <400811>Matthew
8:11; 24:27; <421329>Luke 13:29; in Hebrew awObm] vm,V,Hæ, <060104>Joshua 1:4.
Often in secular writings from Herodotus on, both with and without
hJliou.*

{1425} dusnohtov, dusnohton (noew), “hard to be understood”: <610316>2
Peter 3:16. (crhsmov, Lucian, Alex. 54; Diogenes Laërtius 9, 13
dusnohton te kai dusexhghton; (Aristotle, plant. 1, 1, p. 816{a}, 3).)

dusfhmew, dusfhmw: (present passive dusfhmoumai); (dusfhmov);
“to use ill words, defame”; passive “robe defamed,” <460413>1 Corinthians 4:13
T WH Tr marginal reading (1 Macc. 7:41; in Greek writings from
Aeschylus Agam. 1078 down.)*

{1426} dusfhmia, dusfhmiav, hJ, both “the condition of a” dusfhmov,
i.e. “of one who is defamed, viz. ill-repute,” and “the action of one who
uses opprobrious language,” viz. “defamation, reproach”: dia dusfhmiav
kai eufhmiav (A.V. “by evil report and good report”), <470608>2 Corinthians
6:8. (1 Macc. 7:38; 3 Macc. 2:26. Dionysius II. 6, 48; Plutarch, de gen.
Socrates sec. 18, p. 587f.)*

{1416} duw, see dunw.
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{1427} dwdeka, oJi, aJi, ta (from Homer down), “twelve”: <400920>Matthew
9:20; 10:1; (L T Tr WH in <441907>Acts 19:7; 24:11 for dekaduo);
<660705>Revelation 7:5 (R G i b’); <662121>Revelation 21:21, etc.; oJi dwdeka, “the
twelve” apostles of Jesus, so called by way of eminence: <410935>Mark 9:35;
10:32; 11:11; <402614>Matthew 26:14,20; <422203>Luke 22:3, etc.

{1428} dwdekatov, dwdekath, dwdekaton, “twelfth”: <662120>Revelation
21:20. (From Homer on.)*

{1429} dwdekafulon, dwdekafulou, to (from dwdeka, and fulh,
tribe), “the twelve tribes,” used collectively of the Israelitish people, as
consisting of twelve tribes: <442607>Acts 26:7. (Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians
55, 6; Protevangelium Jacobi, c. 1, 3; laov oJ dwdekafulov, Sibylline
Oracles Cf. dekafulov, tetrafulov, Herodotus 5, 66; (Winer’s
Grammar, 100 (95)).)*

{1430} dwma, dwmatov, to (demw, to build);

1. “a building, house,” (Homer and following).

2. a part of a building, “dining-room, hall,” (Homer and following).

3. in the Script. equivalent to gG; “house-top, roof” (Winer’s Grammar, 23):
<402417>Matthew 24:17; <411315>Mark 13:15; <420519>Luke 5:19; 17:31. The house-tops
of the Orientals were (and still are) level, and were frequented not only for
walking but also for meditation and prayer: <441003>Acts 10:3; hence, epi
dwmatwn, “on the house-tops,” i.e. “in public”: <401027>Matthew 10:27;
<421203>Luke 12:3; epi to dwma ... kat’ ofqalmouv pantov Israhl, <101622>2
Samuel 16:22.*

{1431} dwrea, dwreav, hJ (didwmi); from (Aeschyh and) Herodotus
down; “a gift”: <430410>John 4:10; <440820>Acts 8:20; 11:17; <450515>Romans 5:15; <470915>2
Corinthians 9:15; <580604>Hebrews 6:4; hJ cariv edoqh kata to metron thv
dwreav tou Cristou, according to the measure in which Christ gave it,
<490407>Ephesians 4:7; with an epexegetical genitive of the thing given, viz. tou
aJgiou pneumatov, <440238>Acts 2:38; 10:45; dikaiosunhv, <450517>Romans 5:17
(L WH Tr marginal reading brackets thv dwreav); thv caritov tou
Qeou, <490307>Ephesians 3:7. The accusative dwrean (properly, “as a gift, gift-
wise” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 230 (216); Buttmann, 153 (134))) is used
adverbially; the Septuagint for µG;ji;
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a. “freely, for naught, gratis, gratuitously”: <401008>Matthew 10:8; <450324>Romans
3:24; <471107>2 Corinthians 11:7; <530308>2 Thessalonians 3:8; <662106>Revelation 21:6;
22:17 (Polybius 18, 17, 7; <022111>Exodus 21:11; dwrean aneu arguriou,
<235203>Isaiah 52:3).

b. by a usage of which as yet no example has been noted from Greek
writings, “without just cause, unnecessarily”: <431525>John 15:25 (<196805>Psalm
68:5 (<196905>Psalm 69:5); <193419>Psalm 34:19 (<193519>Psalm 35:19); <480221>Galatians 2:21
(<180109>Job 1:9 (?); <193407>Psalm 34:7 (<193507>Psalm 35:7) (where Symmachus
anaitiwv); so the Latin gratuitus: Livy 2, 42 gratuitus furor, Seneca,
epistles 105, 3 (book xviii., epistle 2, sec. 3) odium aut est ex offensa ...
aut gratuitum). (Synonym: see doma, at the end.)*

{1432} dwrean, see dwrea.

{1433} dwrew, dwrw: “to present, bestow,” (Hesiod, Pindar, Herodotus,
others); passive <030705>Leviticus 7:5 (Hebrews text <030715>Leviticus 7:15). But
much more frequently as deponent middle dwreomai, dwroumai (Homer
and following): 1 aorist edwrhsamhn; perfect dedwrhmai; tini ti,
<411545>Mark 15:45; <610103>2 Peter 1:3,4.*

{1434} dwrhma, dwrhmatov, to (dwreomai); “a gift, bounty
benefaction”; <450516>Romans 5:16; <590117>James 1:17. ((Aesehyl.), Sophocles,
Xenophon, others) (Cf. doma, at the end.)*

{1435} dwron, dwrou, to (from Homer down), the Septuagint generally
for ˆB;r]q;, often also for hj;n]mi and djævo; “a gift, present”: <490208>Ephesians
2:8; <661110>Revelation 11:10; of gifts offered as an expression of honor,
<400211>Matthew 2:11; of sacrifices and other gifts offered to God, <400523>Matthew
5:23f; 8:4; 15:5; 23:18f; <410711>Mark 7:11; <580501>Hebrews 5:1; 8:3f; 9:9; 11:4; of
money cast into the treasury for the purposes of the temple and for the
support of the poor, <422101>Luke 21:1,(4). (Synonym: see doma, at the end.)*

dwroforia, dwroforiav, hJ (dwroforov, bringing gifts), “the offering
of a gift or of gifts”: <451531>Romans 15:31 L Tr marginal reading, cf.
diakonia, 3. (Alciphron 1, 6; Pollux 4, 47 (p. 371, Hemst. edition);
several times in ecclesiastical writings.)*
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EE
{1436} ea, an interjection expressive of indignation, or of wonder mixed
with fear (derived apparently from the imperative present of the verb ean
(according to others a natural instinctive, sound)), frequent in the Attic
poets, rare in prose writings (as Plato, Prot., p. 314 d.), “Ha! Ah!”:
<410124>Mark 1:24 RG; <420434>Luke 4:34; cf. Fritzsche on Mark, p. 32f.*

{1437} ean;

I. a conditional particle (derived from ei an), which makes reference to
time and to experience, introducing something future, but not determining,
before the event, whether it is certainly to take place; “if, in case,” (Latin
si; German wenn; im Fall, dass; falls; wofern); cf., among others,
Hermann ad Viger., p. 832; Klotz ad Devar. ii. 2, p. 450ff; Winer’s
Grammar, 291f (273f). “It is connected”:

1. with the subjunctive, according to the regular usage of the more ancient
and elegant classic writers.

a. with the subjunctive present: <400622>Matthew 6:22 (ean oun oJ ofqalmov
sou aJplouv h, if it be the case, as to which I do not know, that thine eye
etc.); <400623>Matthew 6:23; 17:20; <421006>Luke 10:6; <430717>John 7:17; 8:54 (R G L
marginal reading); 9:31; 11:9,10; <440538>Acts 5:38; 13:41; <450225>Romans 2:25f;
<460916>1 Corinthians 9:16; <480502>Galatians 5:2; <540108>1 Timothy 1:8 (not
Lachmann); <581323>Hebrews 13:23; <620109>1 John 1:9; 2:3,15 etc.

b. with the subjunctive aorist, corresponding to the Latin future perfect:
<400409>Matthew 4:9 (ean proskunhshv moi, if thou shalt have worshipped
me); <400546>Matthew 5:46; 9:21; <410324>Mark 3:24; 9:50 <421434>Luke 14:34; 17:4;
20:28; <430543>John 5:43; 11:57; <450702>Romans 7:2; 10:9; <460708>1 Corinthians 7:8,39;
8:10; 16:10 (ean elqh Timoqeov; for although he was already on his way
to Corinth, yet some hindrance might still prevent his arriving); <470904>2
Corinthians 9:4; <480601>Galatians 6:1; <590202>James 2:2; <620516>1 John 5:16
(Lachmann present); <660320>Revelation 3:20, and often; also in the oratio
obliqua, where the better Greek writers use the optative: <430922>John 9:22;
11:57; <440902>Acts 9:2 (Winer’s Grammar, 294 (276); (cf. Buttmann, 224
(193))). The difference between the present and the aorist may be seen
especially from the following passages: <550205>2 Timothy 2:5 ean de kai
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aqlh tiv, ou stefanoutai, ean mh nomimwv aqlhsh, <461423>1 Corinthians
14:23 ean oun sunelqh hJ ekklhsia ... kai pantev glwssaiv
lalwsin, eiselqwsi de idiwtai h ap istoi, <461424>1 Corinthians 14:24
ean de pantev profhteuwsin, eiselqh de tiv apistov, <402121>Matthew
21:21 ean echte pistin kai mh diakriqhte. Also ei (“quod per se nihil
significat praeter conditionem,” Klotz, the passage cited, p. 455) and ean
are distinguished in propositions subjoined the one to the other (Winer’s
Grammar, 296 (277f)): <431317>John 13:17 ei tauta oidate, makarioi este,
ean poihte auta, <430312>John 3:12; <460736>1 Corinthians 7:36; in statements
antithetic, <440538>Acts 5:38f; or parallel, <410324>Mark 3:24-26. Finally, where one
of the evangelists uses ei, another has ean, but so that each particle retains
its own force, inasmuch as one and the same thing is differently conceived
of by the different minds: <410943>Mark 9:43 ean skandalizh (skandalish
L marginal reading T WH text) hJ ceir sou, and <410947>Mark 9:47 ean oJ
ofqalmov sou skandalizh se, i.e. if so be that, etc.; on the other hand,
Matthew, in <401808>Matthew 18:8f and <400529>Matthew 5:29f concerning the same
thing says ei. c. irregularly, but to be explained as an imitation of the
Hebrew µai which is also a particle of time (cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus, under
the word, 4), ean with the subjunctive aorist is used of things which the
speaker or writer thinks will certainly take place, where oJtan, “when,
whenever,” should have been used: ean uJywqw, <431232>John 12:32; ean
poreuqw, <431403>John 14:3; ean fanerwqh, <620228>1 John 2:28 (L T Tr WH, for
oJtan R G); <620302>1 John 3:2; ean akoushte, <580307>Hebrews 3:7 from
<199408>Psalm 94:8 (<199508>Psalm 95:8); (ean eiselqhv eiv ton numfwna, Tobit
6:17 (16) (others, oJtan); ean apoqanw, qayon me, Tobit 4:3, cf. Tobit
4:4 oJtan apoqanh, qayon authn; for µai “when,” <232413>Isaiah 24:13;
<300702>Amos 7:2). d. sometimes when the particle is used with the subjunctive
aorist the futurity of a thing is not so much affirmed as imagined, it being
known to be something which never could happen: ean eiph oJ pouv, if
the foot should say, or were to say, <461215>1 Corinthians 12:15; ean elqw
prov uJmav glwssaiv lalwn, <461406>1 Corinthians 14:6.

2. by a somewhat negligent use, met with from the time of Aristotle on,
ean is connected also with the indicative (cf. Klotz, the passage cited, p.
468ff; Kühner, sec. 575 Anm. 5; Winer’s Grammar, 295 (277); Buttmann,
221f (191f); Tdf. Proleg., p. 124f; WH’s Appendix, p. 171; Sophocles’
Lexicon, under the word; Vincent and Dickson, Modern Greek, 2nd
edition, Appendix, sec. 77); and
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a. with the future indicative, in meaning akin, as is well known, to the
subjunctive: (ean duo sumfwnhsousin, <401819>Matthew 18:19 T Tr); ean
oJutoi siwphsousi, <421940>Luke 19:40 L T Tr WH; ean ... oJdhghsei,
<440831>Acts 8:31 T Tr WH (ean bebhlwsousin auta, <032209>Leviticus 22:9);
but also

b. with the present indicative: ean daneizete, <420634>Luke 6:34 L marginal
reading Tr text; ean sthkete, <520308>1 Thessalonians 3:8 T Tr text WH; ean
te apoqnhskomen, <451408>Romans 14:8 Lachmann with an preterite
indicative, but one having the force of a present: ean (Lachmann an)
oidamen, <620515>1 John 5:15 without variant.

3. ean joined with other particles;

a. ean de kai, “but if also, but even if,” (A.V. “but and if” (retained by R.
V. in 1 Cor.)); with the subjunctive: <401817>Matthew 18:17; <460711>1 Corinthians
7:11,28; <550205>2 Timothy 2:5.

b. ean kai: <480601>Galatians 6:1.

c. ean mh, “if not, unless, except”; with the subjunctive present:
<401013>Matthew 10:13; <421303>Luke 13:3 (Lachmann text aorist); <441501>Acts 15:1
(Rec.); <460808>1 Corinthians 8:8; 9:16 (R G L marginal reading T WH marginal
reading); <590217>James 2:17; <620321>1 John 3:21; with the subjunctive aorist:
<400615>Matthew 6:15; 18:35; <410327>Mark 3:27; <430308>John 3:8; 8:24; <461406>1
Corinthians 14:6f,9; <451015>Romans 10:15; (11:23 R L); <550205>2 Timothy 2:5;
<660205>Revelation 2:5, 22 (R L), and often. with the indicative present: ean mh
pisteuete, <431038>John 10:38 Tdf. In some passages, although the particles
ean mh retain their native force of “unless, if not,” yet, so far as the sense
is concerned, one may translate them, “but that, without”: <402642>Matthew
26:42 (the cup cannot pass by without my drinking. it); ou gar estin
krupton, ean mh fanerwqh (Treg.), there is nothing hid, but that it shall
be made manifest (properly, nothing whatever is hid, except that it should
be made manifest), <410422>Mark 4:22; oudeiv estin, oJv afhken oikian ...
ean mh labh, but that shall receive (properly, unless he shall receive ... it
cannot be said that anyone has left), <411029>Mark 10:29,30 (cf. Buttmann, sec.
149, 6. On the supposed use of ean mh (ei mh) as equivalent to alla, cf.
Meyer on <401204>Matthew 12:4; <480107>Galatians 1:7; 2:16; Fritzsche on
<451414>Romans 14:14 at the end; Ellicott and Lightfoot on Galatians, at the
passages cited. See ei, III. 8 c. [^b.])
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d. eanper (L Tr separately, ean per) “if only, if indeed”: <580306>Hebrews 3:6
(where L brackets per, and T Tr WH read ean), 14; 6:3; it occurs neither
in the Septuagint nor in the O.T. Apocrypha; on its use in Greek writings
cf. Klotz, the passage cited, p. 483f.

e. ean te ... ean te, sive ... sive, “whether ... or”: <451408>Romans 14:8; (often
in the Septuagint for µai ... µai, as <021913>Exodus 19:13; <030301>Leviticus 3:1;
<051803>Deuteronomy 18:3). Cf. Klotz, the passage cited, p. 479f; Kühner, sec.
541; (Buttmann, 221 (191)).

f. kan for kai ean, see kan.

II. The classic use of the conditional particle ean also in the contracted
form an (see p. 34{b} above) seems to have led the biblical writers of both
Testaments to connect ean, with relative pronouns and adverbs instead of
the potential particle an, as oJv ean (so Tdf. in 12 places), oJ ean (so Tdf.
uniformly), etc. (this use among secular writings is very doubtful, cf.
Winer’s Grammar, p. 310 (291); Buttmann, 72 (63)): <400519>Matthew 5:19;
10:14 (RG); 15:5; <410622>Mark 6:22f; <420948>Luke 9:48 (WH an); 17:33; <440707>Acts
7:7 (R G T); <460618>1 Corinthians 6:18; <490608>Ephesians 6:8 (R G L text); <640105>3
John 1:5, etc.; oJpou ean, <400819>Matthew 8:19; 26:13; <410610>Mark 6:10 (L Tr
an). OJsakiv ean, <661106>Revelation 11:6. OJu ean, <461606>1 Corinthians 16:6 (1
Macc. 6:36). Kaqo ean, <470812>2 Corinthians 8:12 (Tdf. an; oJstiv ean,
<480510>Galatians 5:10 T Tr WH; hJtiv ean, <440323>Acts 3:23 Tdf. For many other
examples see Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word, ean, 3.) In many places
the manuscripts vary between ean and an; cf. an, II., p. 34; (and
especially Tdf. Proleg., p. 96).

eanper, see ean I. 3 d.

{1438} eJautou, eJauthv, eJautou, etc. or (contracted) aJutou, aJuthv,
aJutou (see p. 87); plural eJautwn; dative eJautoiv, eJautaiv, eJautoiv,
etc.; reflexive pronoun of the 3rd person. It is used:

1. of the 3rd person singular and plural, to denote that the agent and the
person acted on are the same; as, swzein eJauton, <402742>Matthew 27:42;
<411531>Mark 15:31; <422335>Luke 23:35; uJyoun eJauton, <402312>Matthew 23:12, etc.
EJautw, eJauton are also often added to middle verbs: diemerisanto
eJautoiv, <431924>John 19:24 (Xenophon, mem. 1, 6, 13 poieisqai eJautw
filon); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 6; (Buttmann, sec. 135., 6). Of the
phrases into which this pronoun enters we notice the following: af’
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eJautou, see apo, II. 2 d. aa.; di’ eJautou, “of itself,” i.e. in its own
nature, <451414>Romans 14:14 (Tr L text read autou); en eJautw, see in
dialogizesqai, legein, eipein. Eiv eJauton ercesqai, to come to
oneself, to a better mind, <421517>Luke 15:17 (Diodorus 13, 95). Kaq’ eJauton,
“by oneself, alone”: <442816>Acts 28:16; <590217>James 2:17. Par’ eJautw, by him,
i.e. “at his home,” <461602>1 Corinthians 16:2 (Xenophon, mem. 3, 13, 3). Prov
eJauton, to himself i.e. “to his home,” <422412>Luke 24:12 (R G; T omits, WH
(but with aJuton) reject, L Tr (but the latter with auton) brackets, the
verse); <432010>John 20:10 (T Tr auton (see aJutou)); “with” (cf. our “to”)
“himself,” i.e. “in his own mind,” proseucesqai, <421811>Luke 18:11 (Tdf.
omits) (2 Macc. 11:13); in the genitive, joined with a noun, it has the force
of a possessive pronoun, as touv eJautwn nekrouv: <400822>Matthew 8:22;
<420960>Luke 9:60.

2. It serves as reflexive also to the 1st and 2nd person, as often in classic
Greek, when no ambiguity is thereby occasioned; thus, en eJautoiv
equivalent to en hJmin autoiv, <450823>Romans 8:23; eJautouv equivalent to
hJmav autouv, <461131>1 Corinthians 11:31; af’ eJautou equivalent to apo
seautou (read by L Tr WH), <431834>John 18:34; eJauton equivalent to
seauton (read by L T Tr WH), <451309>Romans 13:9; eJautoiv for uJmin
autoiv, <402331>Matthew 23:31, etc.; cf. Matthiae, sec. 489 II.; Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 22, 5; (Buttmann, sec. 127, 15).

3. It is used frequently in the plural for the reciprocal pronoun allhlwn,
allhloiv, allhlouv, “reciprocally, mutually, one another”: <401607>Matthew
16:7; 21:38; <411026>Mark 10:26 (Tr marginal reading WH auton); 16:3;
<422005>Luke 20:5; <490432>Ephesians 4:32; <510313>Colossians 3:13,16; <600408>1 Peter
4:8,10; see Matthine sec. 489 III.; Kühner, ii., p. 497f; Bernhardy (1829),
p. 273; (Lightfoot on <510313>Colossians 3:13).

{1439} eaw, ew; imperfect eiwn; future easw; 1 aorist eiasa; from
Homer down;

1. “to allow, permit, let”: followed by the infinitive, ouk an eiase
diorughnai (T Tr WH diorucqhnai), <402443>Matthew 24:43; by the
accusative of the person and the infinitive, <420441>Luke 4:41 (ouk eia auta
lalein); <441416>Acts 14:16; 23:32; 27:32; 28:4; <461013>1 Corinthians 10:13; by
the accusative alone, when the infinitive is easily supplied from the context,
ouk eiasen autouv, namely, poreuqhnai, <441607>Acts 16:7; ouk eiwn
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auton, namely, eiselqein, <441930>Acts 19:30; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 476
(444)].

2. tina, “to suffer one to do what he wishes, not to restrain, to let alone”:
<660220>Revelation 2:20 Rec.; <440538>Acts 5:38 R G; eate namely, autouv, is
spoken by Christ to the apostles, meaning, ‘do not resist them, let them
alone,’ (the following eJwv toutou is to be separated from what precedes;
(others connect the words closely, and render ‘suffer them to go even to
this extreme’; but cf. Meyer at the passage, Weiss edition)), <422251>Luke
22:51.

3. “To give up, let go, leave”: tav agkurav ... eiwn eiv thn qalassan,
they let down into the sea (i.e., abandoned; cf. B. D. American edition, p.
3009{a} bottom), <442740>Acts 27:40. (Compare: proseaw.)*

{1440} eJbomhkonta, oJi, aJi, ta (from Herodotus down), “seventy”:
<440714>Acts 7:14 (here Rev.^elz eJbdomhkontapente); 23:23; 27: 37; oJi
eJbdomhkonta (eJbdomhkonta duo, L brackets WH brackets), the seventy
disciples whom Jesus sent out in addition to the twelve apostles: <421001>Luke
10:1,17. (B. D. American edition, under the phrase Seventy Disciples.)*

(eJbdomhkontaex for eJbdomhkonta eJx, “seventy-six”: <442737>Acts 27:37
Rec.*)

{1441} eJbdomhkontakiv (<010424>Genesis 4:24), “seventy times”:
eJbdomhkontakiv eJpta, “seventy times seven times,” i.e. countless times,
<401822>Matthew 18:22 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 37, 5 Note 2; Buttmann, 30
(26) and see eJpta, at the end; others (cf. R. V. marginal reading) “seventy-
seven times,” see Meyer at the passage].*

eJbdomhkontapente, “seventy-five”: <440714>Acts 7:14 Rec.elz (<012507>Genesis
25:7; <023906>Exodus 39:6 (<023827>Exodus 38:27); 1 Esdr. 5:12).*)

{1442} eJbdomov, eJbdomh, eJbdomon, “seventh”: <430452>John 4:52;
<580404>Hebrews 4:4; <650114>Jude 1:14; <660801>Revelation 8:1; 11:15, etc. (From
Homer down.)

{1443} Eber (Rst G), more correctly (L T WH) Eber (on the accent in
manuscripts see Tdf. Proleg., p. 103; Treg. EJber, cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 107;
WH. Introductory sec. 408; cf. B. D. under the word Heber), oJ, “Eber or
Heber,” indeclinable proper name of a Hebrew: <420308>Luke 3:85 (<011024>Genesis
10:24f).*
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{1444} EJbraikov, EJbraikh, EJbraikon, Hebrew: <422338>Luke 23:38 (R G
L brackets Tr marginal reading brackets).*

{1445} EJbraiov (WH Ebraiov, see their Introductory sec. 408),
EJbraiou, oJ, “a Hebrew” (yrib][i a name first given to Abraham,
<011413>Genesis 14:13, afterward transferred to his posterity descended from
Isaac and Jacob; by it in the O.T. the Israelites are both distinguished from
and designated by foreigners, as afterward by Pausanias, Plutarch, others.
The name is now generally derived from rb,[e for rb,[e rh;N;hæ, i.e. “of the

region beyond the Euphrates,” whence yribi[i equivalent to “one who
comes from the region beyond the Euphrates”; <011413>Genesis 14:13 the
Septuagint oJ perathv. Cf. Gesenius, Gesch. d. hebr. Sprache u. Schrift, p.
11f; Thesaurus, ii., p. 987; Knobel, Volkertafel der Genesis, p. 176ff;
Bleek, Einl. in d. A. T. edition 1, p. 73f. (English translation, i. 76f); (B. D.
under the word Hebrew. For Synonym: see Ioudaiov.)).

1. In the N.T. anyone of the Jewish or Israelitish nation: <471122>2 Corinthians
11:22; <500305>Philippians 3:5. (In this sense Euscb. h. e. 2, 4, 3 calls Philo the
Alexandrian Jew, EJbraiov, although his education was Greek, and he had
little (if any) knowledge even of the Hebrew language; and in Praep. evang.
8, 8, 34 he applies the same word to Aristobulus, who was both an
Alexandrian, and a Greek-speaking Jew.)

2. In a narrower sense those are called EJbraioi, who lived in Palestine
and used the language of the country, i.e. Chaldee; from whom are
distinguished oJi EJllhnistai, which see That name adhered to them even
after they had gone over to Christianity: <440601>Acts 6:1. (Philo in his de conf.
lingg. sec. 26 makes a contrast between EJbraioi and hJmeiv; and in his de
congr. erud. grat. sec. 8 he calls Greek hJ hJmetera dialektov. Hence, in
this sense he does not reckon himself as a Hebrew.)

3. All Jewish Christians, whether they spoke Aramaic or Greek, equivalent
to pistoi ex EJbraiwn; so in the heading of the Epistle to the Hebrews;
called by Eusebius, h. e. 3, 4, 2 oJi ex EJbraiwn ontev. (Cf. K. Wieseler,
Unters. u. d. Hebraerbrief, 2te Halfte. Kiel, 1861, pp. 25-30.)*

{1446} EJbraiv (WH Ebraiv, see their Introductory sec. 408),
EJbraidov, hJ, “Hebrew,” the Hebrew language; not that however in which
the O.T. was written, but the Chaldee (not Syro-Chaldaic, as it is
commonly but incorrectly called; cf. A. Th. Hoffmann, Grammat. Syriac.,
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p. 14), which at the time of Jesus and the apostles had long superseded it in
Palestine: <442140>Acts 21:40; 22:2; 26:14; EJbraiv fwnh, 4 Macc. 12:7; 16:15.
(Cf. B. D., under the phrase, Shemitic Languages etc.; ibid. American
edition, under the phrase, Language of the New Testament.)*

{1447} EJbraisti (WH Ebraisti, see their Introductory sec. 408),
adverb, (eJbraizw), “in Hebrew,” i.e. “in Chaldee” (see the foregoing word
and references): <430502>John 5:2; 19:13,17,20; (xx. 16 T Tr WH L brackets);
<660911>Revelation 9:11; 16:16. (Sir. prol. line 13.)*

{1448} eggizw; imperfect hggizon; Attic future eggiw (<590408>James 4:8
(Alexander Buttmann (1873) 37 (32); with sec. 13, 1 c.)); 1 aorist hggisa;
perfect hggika (egguv); in Greek writings from Polybius and Diodorus on;
the Septuagint for vGæni and bræq;.

1. transitive, “to bring near, to join” one thing to another: Polybius 8, 6, 7;
the Septuagint, <014810>Genesis 48:10; <230508>Isaiah 5:8.

2. intransitive, “to draw or come near, to approach”; absolutely,
<402134>Matthew 21:34; <421840>Luke 18:40; (19:41); 21:28; 22:1; 24:15; <440717>Acts
7:17; 21:33; 23:15; (<581025>Hebrews 10:25); perfect hggike, “has come nigh,
is at hand”: hJ basileia tou Qeou, <400302>Matthew 3:2; 4:17; 10:7; <410115>Mark
1:15; <421011>Luke 10:11; with the addition ef’ uJmav, <421009>Luke 10:9; hJ
erhmwsiv, <422120>Luke 21:20; hJ wJra, <402645>Matthew 26:45; oJ paradidouv
me, <402646>Matthew 26:46; (<411442>Mark 14:42 (where Tdf. hggisen)); oJ kairov,
<422108>Luke 21:8; hJ hJmera, <451312>Romans 13:12; to telov, <600407>1 Peter 4:7; hJ
parousia tou kuriou, <590508>James 5:8. Construed with the dative of the
person or the place approached: <420712>Luke 7:12; 15:1,25; 22:47: <440903>Acts
9:3; 10:9; 22:6; eggizein tw Qew (in the Septuagint used especially of the
priests entering the temple to offer sacrifices or to perform other
ministrations there, <021922>Exodus 19:22; 34:30; <031003>Leviticus 10:3, etc.): to
worship God, <401508>Matthew 15:8 Rec., from <232913>Isaiah 29:13; to turn one’s
thoughts to God, to become acquainted with him, <580719>Hebrews 7:19; oJ
Qeov eggizei tini, God draws near to one in the bestowment of his grace
and help, <590408>James 4:8. Followed by eiv and the accusative of the place:
<402101>Matthew 21:1; <411101>Mark 11:1; <421835>Luke 18:35; 19:29; 24:28; (followed
by prov with the dative, <421937>Luke 19:37, see Buttmann, sec. 147, 28;
others regard this as a pregnant construction, cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sections 48, e.; 66, 2 d.); mecri qanatou hggise, to draw nigh unto, be at
the point of, death, <508930>Philippians 2:30 (eggizein eiv qanaton, <183322>Job
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33:22); with an adverb of place, oJpou klepthv ouk eggizei, <421233>Luke
12:33. (Compare: proseggizw.)*

{1451} (eggista, neuter plural superlative (from egguv) as adverb,
“nearest, next”: WH (rejected) marginal reading in <410636>Mark 6:36 (others,
kuklw).*

{1449} eggrafw (T WH eggrafw, see en, III. 3): perfect passive
eggegrammai; (from Aeschylus and Herodotus down); “to engrave;
inscribe, write in or on”: ti, passive with the dative of the means (with)
and followed by en, with the dative of the place (in minds, tablets), <470302>2
Corinthians 3:2,3; “to record, enrol”: ta onomata, passive <421020>Luke 10:20
T Tr WH.*

{1450} egguov, egguou, oJ, hJ, “a surety,” (Cicero and Vulgate “sponsor”):
kreittonov diaqhkhv egguov, he by whom we get full assurance of the
more excellent covenant made by God with us, and of the truth and
stability of the promises connected with it, <580722>Hebrews 7:22. (2 Macc.
10:28; Sir. xxix., 15f Xenophon, vect. 4, 20; Aeschines Epistles 11, 12, p.
128 a.; Aristotle, oec. 2, 22 (vol. ii., p. 1350{a}, 19), Polybius, Diodorus,
others.)*

{1451} egguv, adverb (from en and guion (limb, hand), at hand; (but
rather allied with agci, agcw, “anxious, anguish,” etc.; see Curtius sec.
166; Vanicek, p. 22)) (from Homer down), the Septuagint for bwOrq;;
“near”;

1. of place and position;

a. properly: absolutely, <431942>John 19:42 (cf. also 20 G L T Tr WH (but see
below)); with the genitive (Matthiae, sec. 339, 1, p. 812; Winer’s
Grammar, 195 (183); (471 (439); Buttmann, sec. 132, 24)), <421911>Luke
19:11; <430323>John 3:23; 6:19,23; 11:18,54; 19:20 (Rec., but see above);
<440112>Acts 1:12; with the dative (Matthiae, sec. 386, 6; Kühner, sec. 423, 13;
(Jelf, sec. 592, 2)), <440938>Acts 9:38; 27:8.

b. tropically; oJi egguv, those who are near of access to God, i.e. Jews, and
oJi makran, those who are alien from the true God and the blessings of the
theocracy, i.e. Gentiles: <490217>Ephesians 2:17 (cf. <235719>Isaiah 57:19); egguv
ginesqai, “to be brought near,” namely, to the blessings of the kingdom
of God, <490213>Ephesians 2:13 (so with the rabbis not infrequently “to make
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nigh” is equivalent to “to make a proselyte,” cf. Wetstein at the passage
cited; (Schottgen, Horae etc. i., 761f; Valck. Schol. 1:363)); egguv sou to
rhma estin, near thee, i.e. at hand, already, as it were, in thy mind,
<451008>Romans 10:8 from <053014>Deuteronomy 30:14 (cf. Buttmann, sec. 129, 11;
Winer’s Grammar, 465 (434)).

2. of Time; concerning things imminent and soon to come to pass:
<402432>Matthew 24:32; 26:18; <411328>Mark 13:28; <422130>Luke 21:30,31; <430213>John
2:13; 6:4; 7:2; 11:55; <660103>Revelation 1:3; 22:10; of the near advent of
persons: oJ kuriov egguv, of Christ’s return from heaven, <500405>Philippians
4:5 (in another sense, of God in <19E401>Psalm 144:18 (<19E518>Psalm 145:18); with
the addition epi quraiv, at the door, <402433>Matthew 24:33; <411329>Mark 13:29;
egguv katarav, near to being cursed, <580608>Hebrews 6:8; afanismou, soon
to vanish, <580813>Hebrews 8:13.*

{1452} egguteron, neuter of the comparitive egguterov (from egguv),
used adverbially, “nearer”: <451311>Romans 13:11.*

{1453} egeirw; future egerw 1 aorist hgeira; passive, present
egeiromai, imperative 2 person singular egeirou (<410209>Mark 2:9 Tr WH),
<420854>Luke 8:54 (where L Tr WH egeire), 2 person plural egeiresqe;
perfect eghgermai; 1 aorist hgerqhn (cf. Buttmann, 52 (45); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 38, 1); 1 future egerqhsomai; middle, 1 aorist imperative
egeirai Rec.; but, after good manuscripts, Griesbach has in many
passages and lately L T Tr WH have everywhere in the N.T. restored
egeire, present active imperative used intransitively and employed as a
formula for arousing; properly, “rise,” i.e. “Up! Come!” cf. age; so in
Euripides, Iph. A. 624; Aristophanes ran. 340; cf. Fritzsche on Mark, p.
55; (Buttmann, 56 (49), 144f (126f); Kühner, sec. 373, 2); the Septuagint
generally for ry[ihe and µyqihæ; “to arouse, cause to rise”;

1. as in Greek writings from Homer down, “to arouse from sleep, to
awake”: <441207>Acts 12:7; (<410438>Mark 4:38 T Tr WH); passive “to be awaked,
wake up,” (A.V. “arise,” often including thus the subsequent action (cf. 3
below)): <402507>Matthew 25:7; <410427>Mark 4:27; (apo tou uJpnou, <400124>Matthew
1:24 L T Tr WH); egerqeiv with the imperative <400213>Matthew 2:13,20; with
a finite verb, <400214>Matthew 2:14,21; 8:26; (<420824>Luke 8:24 R G L Tr marginal
reading); egeiresqe, <402646>Matthew 26:46; <411442>Mark 14:42. Metaphorically,
ex uJpnou egerqhnai, to arise from a state of moral sloth to an active life
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devoted to God, <451311>Romans 13:11; likewise egeire (Rec. egeirai)
“arise,” oJ kaqeudwn, <490514>Ephesians 5:14.

2. “to arouse from the sleep of death, to recall the dead to life”: with
nekrouv added, <430521>John 5:21; <442608>Acts 26:8; <470109>2 Corinthians 1:9. egeire
[Rec. egeirai) arise, <410541>Mark 5:41; passive egeirou, <420854>Luke 8:54
(RGT); egerqhti, “arise” from death, <420714>Luke 7:14; egeirontai oJi
nekroi, <401105>Matthew 11:5; <420722>Luke 7:22; 20:37; <461515>1 Corinthians
15:15,16,29,32 (<232619>Isaiah 26:19); egeirein ek nekrwn, from the
company of the dead (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 123 (117); Buttmann, 89
(78)), <431201>John 12:1,9; <440315>Acts 3:15; 4:10; 13:30; <450424>Romans 4:24; 8:11;
10:9; <480101>Galatians 1:1; <490120>Ephesians 1:20; <510212>Colossians 2:12; <520110>1
Thessalonians 1:10; <581119>Hebrews 11:19; <600121>1 Peter 1:21; passive,
<450604>Romans 6:4,9; 7:4; <461512>1 Corinthians 15:12,20; <430222>John 2:22; 21:14;
<410616>Mark 6:16 (T WH omits; Tr brackets ek nekrwn); <420907>Luke 9:7;
(<401709>Matthew 17:9 L T Tr WH text); apo twn nekrwn, <401402>Matthew 14:2;
27:64; 28:7 (nekron ek qanatou kai ex adou, Sir. 48:5; for xyqihe, <120431>2
Kings 4:31); egeirein simply: <440530>Acts 5:30; 10:40; 13:37; <460614>1
Corinthians 6:14; <470414>2 Corinthians 4:14; passive, <401621>Matthew 16:21; 17:23
(L WH marginal reading anasthsetai); (<402019>Matthew 20:19 T Tr text
WH text); 26:32; 27:63; Mark (6:16 T WH (see above)); 16:6; <422406>Luke
24:6 (WH reject the clause),34; <450425>Romans 4:25; <461504>1 Corinthians 15:4,
etc.

3. in later usage generally “to cause to rise, raise,” from a seat, bed, etc.;
passive and middle “to rise, arise”; used

a. of one sitting: egeiretai (L Tr WH hgerqh) tacu, <431129>John 11:29, cf.
<431120>John 11:20; present active imperative egeire (see above), <411049>Mark
10:49 (not Rec.), cf. <411046>Mark 10:46; hence (like the Hebrew µWq,
<012203>Genesis 22:3; <132219>1 Chronicles 22:19), in the redundant manner spoken
of under the word anisthmi, II. 1 c. it is used before verbs of going, etc.:
egerqeiv hkolouqei (hkolouqhsen R G) autw, <400919>Matthew 9:19;
egeire (R G egeirai) kai metrhson, <661101>Revelation 11:1.

b. of one reclining: egeiretai ek tou deipnou, <431304>John 13:4; egeiresqe,
<431431>John 14:31.

c. of one lying, “to raise up”: hgeiren auton, <441026>Acts 10:26; egerqhte
“arise,” <401707>Matthew 17:7; egeire (see above) <440306>Acts 3:6 (L Tr text
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brackets); hgerqh apo thv ghv, he rose from the earth, <440908>Acts 9:8; to
(raise up, i.e.) draw out an animal from a pit, <401211>Matthew 12:11.

d. of one ‘down’ with disease, lying sick: active, <410927>Mark 9:27; <440307>Acts
3:7; egerei auton oJ kuriov, will cause him to recover, <590515>James 5:15;
passive <400815>Matthew 8:15; egeire ((Rec. egeirai, so Griesbach
(doubtfully in Matt.)), see above) arise: <400905>Matthew 9:5; <430508>John 5:8;
<440306>Acts 3:6 (T WH omit; Tr brackets).

4. “To raise up, produce, cause to appear”;

a. “to cause to appear, bring before the public” (anyone who is to attract
the attention of men): hgeire tw Israhl swthra, <441323>Acts 13:23 Rec.;
hgeiren autoiv ton Daueid eiv basilea, <441322>Acts 13:22 (so µyqihæ,
<070218>Judges 2:18; 3:9,15); passive egeiromai, to come before the public, to
appear, arise”: <401111>Matthew 11:11; 24:11,24; <411322>Mark 13:22; <420716>Luke
7:16; <430752>John 7:52 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 266 (250); Buttmann, 204
(177)); contextually, “to appear before a judge”: <401242>Matthew 12:42;
<421131>Luke 11:31.

b. epi tina “to raise up, incite, stir up, against one”; passive “to rise
against”: <402407>Matthew 24:7; <411308>Mark 13:8; <422110>Luke 21:10.

c. “to raise up” i.e. “cause to be born”: tekna tini, <400309>Matthew 3:9;
<420308>Luke 3:8; kerav swthriav, <420169>Luke 1:69 (see anisthmi, I c.
exanisthmi, 1); qliyin toiv desmoiv mou, to cause affliction to arise to
my bonds, i.e. tire misery of my imprisonment to be increased by
tribulation, <500116>Philippians 1:16 (17) L T Tr WH.

d. of buildings, “to raise, construct, erect”: ton naon, <430219>John 2:19f (so
µyqihæ, <051622>Deuteronomy 16:22; <111632>1 Kings 16:32. Aelian de nat. an. 11,
10; Josephus, Antiquities 4, 6, 5; Herodian, 3, 15, 6 (3rd edition, Bekker);
8, 2, 12 (5th edition, Bekker); Lucian, Pseudomant. sec. 19; Anthol. 9,
696. 1 Esdr. 5:43; Sir. 49:13; Latin excito turrem, Caesar b. g. 5, 40;
sepulcrum, Cicero, legg. 2, 27, 68). (Ammonius: anasthnai kai
egerqhnai diaferei. anasthnai men gar epi ergon, egerqhnai de ex
uJpnou; cf. also Thomas Magister, Ritschl edition, p. 14, 10f. But see
examples above. Compare: diegeirw, exegeirw, epegeirw, sunegeirw.)
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{1454} egersiv), egersewv, hJ (egeirw “a rousing, excitation:” tou
qumou, Plato, Tim., p. 70 c.; “a rising up,” <19D802>Psalm 138:2 (<19D902>Psalm
139:2); “resurrection” from death; <402758>Matthew 27:58.*

{1455} egkaqetov (T WH enkaqetov, see en, III. 3), egkaqetou oJ hJ
(egkaqihmi (to send down in (secretly))), “suborned to lie in wait; a lier-
in-wait, a spy,” (cf. Latin insidiator; English “insidious): used in <422020>Luke
20:20 of one who is suborned by others to entrap a man by crafty words.
(Plato, Ax., p. 368 e.; Demosthenes, p. 1483, 1; Josephus, b. j. 6, 5, 2;
Polybius 13, 5, 1, others; the Septuagint, Job (19:12); 31:9.)*

{1456} egkainia (T WH eankainia, see en, III. 3), egkainiwn, ta
(from en and kainov); only in Biblical and ecclesiastical writings (on the
plural cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 27, 3; Buttmann, 23 (21)); “dedication,
consecration”; thus, in 2 Esdr. 6:16,17; <161227>Nehemiah 12:27 for hK;nuj}; in
particular (Vulgate encaeaium, i.e. renovation], an annual feast celebrated
eight days beginning on the 25th of Chislev (the middle of our December),
instituted by Judas Maccabaeus (B. C. 164) in memory of the cleansing of
the temple from the pollutions of Antiochus Epiphanes (aJi hJmerai
egkainismou tou qusiasqhriou, 1 Macc. 4:59): <431022>John 10:22. Cf.
Winer’s RWB (also Riehm, HWB) under the word Kirchweihfest; Oehler
in Herzog iv., p. 389; Grimm on 1 Macc. 1:54; 4:52; Dillmann in Schenkel
iii., 534f; (BB. DD. (especially Kitto) under the word Dedication, Feast of
the).*

{1457} egkainizw (T WH enkainizw, see en, III 3): 1 aorist
enekainisa; perfect passive egkekainismai; a word exclusively Biblical
and ecclesiastical (Winer’s Grammar, 33); “to innovate,” i.e.:

1. “to renew”: <141508>2 Chronicles 15:8.

2. “to do anew, again”: shmeia, Sir. 33:6 (Sir. 36:6).

3. “to initiate, consecrate, dedicate,” (<052005>Deuteronomy 20:5; <110863>1 Kings
8:63; <091114>1 Samuel 11:14, etc.): diaqhkhn, <580918>Hebrews 9:18; oJdon,
<581020>Hebrews 10:20.*

egkakew, egkakw ((see below); 1 aorist enekakhsa; (kakov); (properly,
to behave badly in; hence) “to be weary in” anything, or “to lose courage,
flag, faint”: adopted by L T Tr WH in place of R G ekkakew (which see)
in <421801>Luke 18:1; <470401>2 Corinthians 4:1, 16; <480609>Galatians 6:9; <490313>Ephesians
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3:13; <530313>2 Thessalonians 3:13 — except that T WH write enkakew in
<421801>Luke 18:1; <480609>Galatians 6:9; <490313>Ephesians 3:13; so WH in <530313>2
Thessalonians 3:13, also; see en, III. 3; (cf. Tdf.’s note on <470401>2 Corinthians
4:1; Meyer ibid., who thinks that ekkakew may have been a colloquial
form. See the full exhibition of the usage of the manuscripts given by Dr.
Gregory in his Proleg. to Tdf. edition 8, p. 78.) (Found a few times in
Symmachus (<012746>Genesis 27:46; <042105>Numbers 21:5; <230716>Isaiah 7:16; also
<200311>Proverbs 3:11 Theodotion); Clement of Rome, 2 Corinthians 2, 2; in
secular writings only in Polybius 4, 19, 10 to pempein tav bohqeiav
enekakhsan they culpably neglected to send aid (add Philo de confus.
lingg. sec. 13 (Mang. i., 412, 36) ouk ekkakoumenov; eknamfqhn.)*

{1458} egkalew (see en, III. 3) egkalw; future egkalesw; imperfect
enekaloun; (present passive egkaloumai); properly, “to call”
(something) “in” someone (en (i.e. probably “in his case”; or possibly, as
rooted in him)); hence, “to call to account, bring a charge against, accuse”:
as in classic Greek followed by the dative of the person (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 30, 9 a.), <441938>Acts 19:38; 23:28 (Sir. 46:19); kata with the
genitive of the person “to come forward as accuser against,” bring a charge
against: <450833>Romans 8:33. Passive “to be accused” (cf. Buttmann, sec. 134,
4 (sec. 133, 9; yet cf. Meyer on Acts as below, Winer’s Grammar, as
above)); with the genitive of the thing: stasewv, <441940>Acts 19:40,
(asebeiav ev ton Tiberion egklhqeiv, Dio Cassius, 58, 4; active with
the dative of the person and the genitive of the thing, Plutarch, Aristotle
10, 9; see Winer’s Grammar, as above; Matthiae, sec. 369); peri toutwn,
wJn egkaloumai, unless this is to be resolved into peri toutwn aJ, etc.,
according to the well-known construction egkalein tini ti, <442602>Acts
26:2; peri tinov (active, Diodorus 11, 83) <442329>Acts 23:29; 26:7
(Buttmann, sec. 133, 9). (In Greek writings from Sophocles and Xenophon
down.) (Synonym: see kathgorew, at the end.)*

{1459} egkataleipw (<440227>Acts 2:27,31, T WH enkataleipw.; T also in
<450929>Romans 9:29, see his note and cf. en, III. 3); (imperfect egkateleipon
(WH text in <550410>2 Timothy 4:10,16)); future egkataleiyw; 2 aorist
egkatelipon; passive (present egkataleipomai) 1 aorist
egkateleifqhn; the Septuagint for bzæ[;;

1. “to abandon, desert” (en equivalent to en tini, in some place or
condition), i.e. “to leave in straits, leave helpless,” (colloquial, “leave in the
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lurch”): tina, <402746>Matthew 27:46 and <411534>Mark 15:34 from <192102>Psalm 21:2
(<192202>Psalm 22:2); <581305>Hebrews 13:5; passive <470409>2 Corinthians 4:9; after the
Hebrew bzæ[; with l], tina eiv AJdou (or AJdhn), by forsaking one to let
hlm go into Hades, abandon unto Hades, <440227>Acts 2:27,31 (not R). “to
desert, forsake”: tina, <550410>2 Timothy 4:10,16; thn episunagwghn,
<581025>Hebrews 10:25.

2. “to leave behind among, to leave surviving”: hJmin sperma, <450929>Romans
9:29 from <230109>Isaiah 1:9. (Hesiod, Works, 376; Thucydides, and
following.)*

{1460} egkatoikew (T WH enkatoikew, see en, III. 3), egkatoikw;
“to dwell among”: en autoiv, among them, <610208>2 Peter 2:8. (Very rare in
secular writings as (Herodotus 4, 204); Euripides, fragment (188) quoted
in Dion Chrysostom or. 73 fin; Polybius 18, 26, 13.)*

egkaucaomai (T WH enkaucaomai, see en, III. 3); “to glory in”:
followed by en with the dative of the object (<195103>Psalm 51:3 (52:3); 96:7
(<199707>Psalm 97:7); <19A504>Psalm 105:47 (<19A647>Psalm 106:47), <530104>2 Thessalonians
1:4 L T Tr WH. (With simple dative of thing in ecclesiastical writings and
Aesop’s Fables.)*

{1461} egkentrizw (T WH enkentrizw, see en, III. 3): 1 aorist
enekentrisa; passive, 1 aorist enekentrisqhn; 1 future
egkentrisqhsomai; to cut into for the sake of inserting a scion; to
inoculate, “ingraft, graft in,” (Aristotle quoted in Athen. 14, 68 (p. 653 d.);
Theophrastus, h., p. 2, 2, 5; Antoninus 11, 8): tina, <451117>Romans 11:17,
19,23,24 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 5); in these passages Paul
likens the heathen who by becoming Christians have been admitted into
fellowship with the people for whom the Messianic salvation is destined, to
scions from wild trees inserted into a cultivated stock; (cf. Beet on verse
24; B. D. under the word Olive).*

{1462} egklhma (see en, III. 3), egklhmatov, to (egkalew),
“accusation”: the “crime” of which one is accused, <442516>Acts 25:16;
egklhma ecein, to have laid to one’s charge, be accused of a crime,
<442329>Acts 23:29. (Often in Attic writings from Sophocles and Thucydides
on.)*

(Synonym: see kathgorew; cf. Isocrates 16, 2 tav men gar dikav uJper
twn idiwn egklhmatwn lagcanousi, tav de kathgoriav uJper twn
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thv polewv pragmatwn poiountai, kai pleiw cronon diatribousi
ton patera mou diaballontev h k.t.l.).

{1463} egkombwmai (see en, III. 3), egkomboumai: (1 aorist middle
enekombwsamhn); (from en and kombow, to knot, tie, and this from
kombov, knot, band (German Schleife), by which two things are fastened
together), “to fasten or gird on oneself”; the egkombwma was the white
scarf or apron of slaves, which was fastened to the girdle of the vest
(exwmiv), and distinguished slaves from freemen; hence, <600505>1 Peter 5:5,
thn tapeinofrosunhn egkombwsasqe, gird yourselves with humility as
your servile garb (egkombwma) i.e. by putting on humility show your
subjection one to another. That this idea lies in the phrase is shown by C.
F. A. Fritzsche, with his usual learning, in Fritzschiorum Opuscc., p.
259ff.*

{1464} egkoph (WH enkoph T ekkoph, see en, III. 3), egkophv, hJ
(egkoptw, properly, “a cutting” (made in the road to impede an enemy in
pursuit ((?)), hence), “a hindrance”: <460912>1 Corinthians 9:12. (Diodorus 1,
32; Dionysius Halicarnassus, de comp. verb., p. 157, 15 (22); Longinus, de
sublim. 41, 3; (others).)*

{1465} egkoptw (in Acts T WH enkoptw, so T in 1 Peter where R
ekkoptw; see en, III. 3); 1 aorist enekoya; passive (present egkoptomai;
imperfect enekoptomhn; “to cut into, to impede one’s course by cutting
off his way”; hence, universally, “to hinder” (Hesychius: empodizw,
diakwluw); with the dative of the object, Polybius 24, 1, 12; in the N.T.
with the accusative of the object, <520218>1 Thessalonians 2:18; followed by an
infinitive, <480507>Galatians 5:7 (see anakoptw); an infinitive preceded by tou,
<451522>Romans 15:22; eiv to mh egkoptesqai tav proseucav uJmwn, that ye
be not hindered from praying (together), <600307>1 Peter 3:7; equivalent to to
detain (A.V. to be tedious unto) one, <442404>Acts 24:4 (cf. Valcken. Schol.
1:600f).*

{1466} egkrateia (see en III. 3), egkrateiav, hJ, (egkrathv), “self-
control,” Latin continentia, temperantia (the virtue of one who masters his
desires and passions, especially his sensual appetites): <442425>Acts 24:25;
<480523>Galatians 5:23 (22); <610106>2 Peter 1:6. (Xenophon, Plato, and following;
Sir. 18:29; 4 Macc. 5:34.)*
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{1467} egkrateuomai (see en, III. 3); depon, middle; “to be self-
controlled, continent” (egkrathv); to exhibit self-government, conduct
oneself temperately: (used absolutely in <014330>Genesis 43:30); with the dative
of respect, th glwssh, Sir. 19:6 variant; panta, in everything, every way,
<460925>1 Corinthians 9:25 (in a figure drawn from athletes, who in preparing
themselves for the games abstained from unwholesome food, wine, and
sexual indulgence); ouk egkrateuesqai, said of those who cannot curb
sexual desire, <460709>1 Corinthians 7:9. Though this word does not occur in
the earlier Greek writings that have come down to us (except in Aristotle,
eth. Eudem. 2, 7, p. 1223{b}, 13th edition, Bekker), yet its use is approved
of by Phrynichus; cf. Lob, ad Phryn., p. 442; (Winer’s Grammar, 25).*

{1468} egkrathv (see en, III. 3), egkratev (kratov);

1. properly, equivalent to oJ en kratei wn, “strong, robust”: Aeschylus,
Thucydides, and following.

2. “having power over, possessed of” (a thing), with a genitive of the
object; so from (Sophocles and) Herodotus down.

3. “mastering, controlling, curbing, restraining”: afrodisiwn, Xenophon,
mere. 1, 2, 1; hdwnhv, ibid. 4, 5, 10; eJautou, Plato; absolutely (without a
genitive), “controlling oneself, temperate, continent,” ((Aristotle, eth. Nic.
7, 4, p. 1146{b}, 10ff); Sir. 26:15; Sap. 8:21; Philo de Jos. sec. 11):
<560108>Titus 1:8.*

{1469} egkrinw (T WH enkrinw, see en, III. 3): (1 aorist enekrina);
“to reckon among, judge among”: tina tini, “to judge one worthy of
being admitted to” a certain class (A.V. to number with), <471012>2 Corinthians
10:12. (From Xenophon, and Plato down.)*

{1470} enkruptw: 1 aorist enekruya; “to conceal in” something, ti eiv
ti (Diodorus 3, 63; Apollod. 1, 5, 1 sec. 4); contextually, to mingle one
thing with another: <401333>Matthew 13:33; <421321>Luke 13:21 here T Tr WH
ekruyen. (ti tini, Homer, Odyssey 5, 488.)*

{1471} egkuov (WH enkuov, see en, III. 3.), egkuon, for the more usual
egkumwn (from en and kuw), “big with child, pregnant”: <420205>Luke 2:5.
(Herodotus 1, 5 etc.; Diodorus 4, 2; Josephus, Antiquities 4, 8, 33.)*
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{1472} egcriw (see en, III. 3): 1 aorist active imperative egcrison,
middle (in T Tr) encrisai (but L WH 1 aorist active infinitive encrisai,
(Griesbach egcrisai; cf. Veitch, under the word criw, at the end)); “to
rub in, besmear, anoint”; middle “to anoint for oneself”: touv ofqalmouv,
<660318>Revelation 3:18 (cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) 149f, 131); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 32, 4 a.). (Tobit 6:9; 11:7; Strabo, Anthol., Epictetus,
others.)*

{1473} egw, genitive emou, enclitic mou; dative emoi, enclitic moi;
accusative eme, enclitic me; plural hJmeiv, etc.;

personal pronoun,

I. 1. The nominatives egw and hJmeiv, when joined to a verb, generally
have force and emphasis, or indicate antithesis, as <400311>Matthew 3:11;
<410108>Mark 1:8; <420316>Luke 3:16 (egw men ... oJ de); <400314>Matthew 3:14 (egw ...
ecw, kai su); 5:22, 28,39, and often; hJmeiv, contrasted with God,
<400612>Matthew 6:12; hJmeiv kai oJi Farisaioi, <400914>Matthew 9:14; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 22, 6. But sometimes they are used where there is
no emphasis or antithesis in them, as <401016>Matthew 10:16; <431017>John 10:17;
and in many editions in <410102>Mark 1:2; <420727>Luke 7:27; cf. Buttmann, sec.

129, 12. idou egw, [~ hinnaniy], “behold me,” “here am I”: <440910>Acts 9:10
(<090308>1 Samuel 3:8). egw, like ynia}, “I am”: <430123>John 1:23; <440732>Acts 7:32 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 585 (544); Buttmann, 125 (109)).

2. The enclitic (and monosyllabic) genitive, dative, and accusative are
connected with nouns, verbs, adverbs, but not with prepositions:
emprosqen mou, <430115>John 1:15; opisw mou, <400311>Matthew 3:11;
iscuroterov mou, ibid.; tiv mou hJyato, <410531>Mark 5:31; legei moi,
<660505>Revelation 5:5; arnhshtai me, <401033>Matthew 10:33; <421209>Luke 12:9 (on
the accent in these expressions cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 6, 3; (Lipsius,
Gram. Untersuch., p. 59ff; Lob. Path. Elementa ii., p. 323f; Tdf. N.T.
edition 7, Proleg., p. 61f; edition 8, p. 104)); but di’ emou, kat’ emou,
pro emou, etc., en emoi, peri, di’, ep’, kat’, eiv eme. The only
exception is prov, to which the enclitic me is generally joined, <402536>Matthew
25:36; <410919>Mark 9:19, and very often; very rarely prov eme, <430637>John
6:37{a}, and according to L T Tr WH in <442208>Acts 22:8,13; 24:19; (also
<442322>Acts 23:22 T Tr WH; <430635>John 6:35 and 45 T Tr text WH; <420143>Luke
1:43 T WH; <401914>Matthew 19:14; <430637>John 6:37{b},65, Tdf.; <430644>John 6:44
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Tr text WH marginal reading; <461611>1 Corinthians 16:11 L Tr; but prov me,
<400314>Matthew 3:14 Tdf. and <401128>Matthew 11:28 Griesbach; cf. Lipsius as
above, p. 61 note). Moreover, the full forms emou, emoi, eme are used in
case of emphasis or antithesis; thus, emou, <421016>Luke 10:16; emoi, <430723>John
7:23; 10:38, etc.; eme, <411407>Mark 14:7; <430707>John 7:7, etc.

3. As in classic Greek, mou and hJmwn are very often used for the
possessive pronouns emov and hJmeterov (Buttmann, sec. 127, 21); and
when so used,

a. they are generally placed after their substantives, as oJ oikov mou, hJ zwh
hJmwn, etc. — the fuller form emou only for the sake of distinction or
antithesis (cf. Buttmann, sec. 127, 22), as mhtera autou kai emou,
<451613>Romans 16:13; pistewv uJmwn te kai emou, <450112>Romans 1:12.

b. But they are sometimes placed before substantives, even which have the
article, when no emphasis resides in the pronoun or antithesis is involved in
its use (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 22, 7 N. 1; Buttmann, as above): mou touv
logouv, <400724>Matthew 7:24,26; even before prepositions, mou uJpo thn
steghn, <400808>Matthew 8:8; less frequently hJmwn, as hJmwn thn polin,
<441620>Acts 16:20; it is prefixed for emphasis in hJmwn to politeuma,
<500320>Philippians 3:20, cf. Winer’s Grammar, as above; Rost sec. 99, 4, p.
452ff 7th edition adduces a multitude of examples from Greek authors; (cf.
Krüger, sec. 47, 9, 12 who states the rule as follows: when joined to a
substantive having the article the reflexive genitive, with autou ipsius, and
allhlwn, requires the attributive position, the personal genitive, and
autou ejus, the partitive position).

4. ti emoi (hJmin) kai soi (uJmin); “what have I (we) to do with thee
(you)?” (cf. Buttmann, 138 (121); Winer’s Grammar, 211 (198); 585
(544)): <400829>Matthew 8:29; <410124>Mark 1:24; 5:7; <420828>Luke 8:28; <430204>John 2:4;
Hebrews hmæ yLi Ël;w;, <071112>Judges 11:12; <120301>2 Kings 3:13; <101610>2 Samuel
16:10; <143521>2 Chronicles 35:21; 1 Esdr. 1:24; also in classic Greek; cf. Aulus
Gellius n. a. 1, 2; Epictetus diss. 2, 9, 16; ti hJmin kai autw, ibid. 1, 1, 16;
ti emoi kai autoiv, ibid. 1, 27, 13; 22, 15. ti gar moi, “what does it
concern me? what have I to do” etc.: <460512>1 Corinthians 5:12; cf. Bos,
Ellipses Graec., p. 599, Schaefer edition; Bernhardy (1829), p. 98; Krüger,
sec. 48, 3, 9; Kühner, 2:364f; (Buttmann, as above, also 394 (337);
Winer’s Grammar, 586 (545)).
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{1474} edafizo: Attic future edafiw (Buttmann, 37 (32); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 13, 1 c.); (see edafov); “to throw to the ground” — both
of cities, buildings, “to raze, level with the earth,” and of men; in both
applications in <421944>Luke 19:44 (by zeugma (?) cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
66, 2 e.). (<19D609>Psalm 136:9 (<19D709>Psalm 137:9); <230326>Isaiah 3:26; <263112>Ezekiel
31:12; <281401>Hosea 14:1 (<281316>Hosea 13:16); <300914>Amos 9:14 (Aldine LXX);
rare in secular writings, as (Aristotle, probl. 23, 29); Polybius 6, 33, 6.)*

{1475} edafov, edafeov (edafouv), to, “bottom, base, ground”:
piptein eiv to edafov, <442207>Acts 22:7. (the Septuagint; in classical
writings from Homer down.)*

{1476} eJdraiov (rarely feminine eJdraia (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 11,
1)), eJdraion (eJdra, seat, chair);

1. “sitting, sedentary,” (Xenophon, Plato, others).

2. “firm, immovable, steadfast,” (Euripides, Plato, others); in the N.T.
metaphorically, of those who are fixed in purpose: <461558>1 Corinthians 15:58;
<510123>Colossians 1:23; eJsthken en th kardia, <460737>1 Corinthians 7:37.*

{1477} eJdraiwma, eJdraiwmatov, to (eJdraiow, to make stable, settle
firmly), “a stay, prop, support,” (Vulgate firmamentum): <540315>1 Timothy
3:15 (A.V. “ground”). (Ecclesiastical writings.)*

{1478} Ezekiav (WH EJzekiav; L Ezekeiav, see Tdf. Proleg., p. 85,
(hy;qiz]ji, strength of Jehovah, i.e. strength given by Jehovah; Germ
Gotthard; the Septuagint Ezekiav) (genitive Ezekiou, cf. Buttmann, 17
(16) no. 8), Hezekiah, king of Judah (<121801>2 Kings 18:1ff; 20:1ff; <233801>Isaiah
38:1ff): <400109>Matthew 1:9,10.*

{1479} eqeloqrhskeia (T WH eqeloqrhskia, see Iota),
eqeloqrhskeiav, hJ (from eqelw and qrhskeia, which see (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 100 (95))), “voluntary, arbitrary worship,” (Vulgate superstitio)
(A.V. “will-worship”), i.e. worship which one devises and prescribes for
himself, contrary to the contents and nature of the faith which ought to be
directed to Christ; said of the misdirected zeal and practices of ascetics:
<510223>Colossians 2:23; Suidas eqeloqrhskei. Idiw qelhmati sebei to
dokoun. Cf. eqelodoulov, eqelodouleia, eqeloproxenov, one who
acts the part of a proxenus without having been appointed to the office,
etc. The explanation of others: “simulated, counterfeit religion” (cf. in
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Greek lexicons, eqelofilosofov, eqelokwfov, etc.), does not square so
well with the context. (The word is found besides in Mansi, Collect.
Concil. vol. iv., p. 1380, and in Theodoret, vol. iv., epistle clxi., p. (1460
b., Migne edition) 1831, Halle edition; (Eusebius, h. e. 6, 12, 1; Jerome,
epistle 121, vol. 1,1031, Migne edition). Epiphanius haer. 1, 16 (i., p. 318,
3rd edition, Dindorf) attributes eqeloperissoqrhskeia to the
Pharisees.)*

{2309} eqelw, see qelw.

{1480} eqizw: (eqov, which see); “to accustom”; passive “to be
accustomed”; perfect preposition to eiqismenon, “usage, custom”: tou
nomou, prescribed by the law, <420227>Luke 2:27. (Euripides, (Aristophanes),
Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, others.)*

{1481} eqnarchv, eqnarcou, oJ (from eqnov and arcw), [equivalent to
founder of a nation, Philo, quis rer. div. her. sec. 56), “an ethnarch,” one
set over a people as ruler, but without the authority and name of king
(Lucian, in Macrobius, sec. 17 anti eqnarcou basileuv anagoreuqeiv
Bosporou; so the governor whom the Alexandrian Jews used to have was
called eqnarchv, of whom Josephus says, Antiquities 14, 7, 2, oJv dioikei
te to eqnov kai diaita kriseiv kai sumbolaiwn epimeleitai kai
prostagmatwn, wJv anpoliteiav arcwn autotelouv; likewise Simon
Maccabaeus, 1 Macc. 14:47; 15:1,2; Josephus, Antiquities 13, 6, 6; cf. (19,
5, 2); b. j. 2, 6, 3): <471132>2 Corinthians 11:32 oJ eqnarchv Areta tou
basilewv, the governor of Damascene Syria, ruling in the name of king
Aretas ((which see); cf. B. D. under the word Governor, 11).*

{1482} eqnikov, eqnikh, eqnikon (ethnos]);

1. “adapted to the genius or customs of a people, peculiar to a people,
national”: Polybius, Diodorus, others.

2. “suited to the manners or language of foreigners, strange, foreign”; so in
the grammarians (cf. our ‘gentile’].

3. in the N.T. “savoring of the nature of pagans, alien to the worship of the
true God, heathenish”; substantively, oJ eqnikov, “the pagan, the Gentile”:
<401817>Matthew 18:17; plural, <400547>Matthew 5:47 G L T Tr WH; 6:7; and <640107>3
John 1:7 L T Tr WH.*
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{1483} eqnikwv, adverb (see eqnikov), “like the Gentiles”: <480214>Galatians
2:14 (Winer’s Grammar, 463 (431). Apollonius Dyscolus, p. 190, 5;
Diogenes Laërtius 7, 56).*

{1484} eqnov, eqnouv, to:

1. “a multitude” (whether of men or of beasts) “associated or living
together; a company, troop, swarm”: eqnov eJtairwn, eqnov Acaiwn,
eqnov lawn, Homer, Iliad; eqnov melissawn, 2, 87; muiawn eqnea,
ibid. 469.

2. “a multitude of individuals of the same nature or genus (to eqnov to
qhlu h arren, Xenophon, oec. 7, 26): pan eqnov anqrwpwn, “the
human race,” <441726>Acts 17:26 (but this seems to belong under the next
entry).

3. “race, nation”: <402143>Matthew 21:43; <441035>Acts 10:35, etc.; eqnov epi
eqnov, <402407>Matthew 24:7; <411308>Mark 13:8: oJi arcontev, oJi basileiv twn
eqnwn, <402025>Matthew 20:25; <422225>Luke 22:25; used (in the singular) of the
Jewish people, <420705>Luke 7:5; 23:2; <431148>John 11:48, 50-53; 18:35; <441022>Acts
10:22; 24:2 (3), 10; 26:4; 28:19.

4. (ta eqnh, like µyiwOGhæ in the O.T., “foreign nations not worshipping the
true God, pagans, Gentiles,” (cf. Trench, sec. xcviii.): <400415>Matthew 4:15
(Galilaia twn eqnwn), 6:32; (3 John 7 R G; cf. <661503>Revelation 15:3 G L
T Tr WH marginal reading after <431007>John 10:7), and very often; in plain
contradistinction to the Jews: <450329>Romans 3:29; 9:24; (<460123>1 Corinthians
1:23 G L T Tr WH): <480208>Galatians 2:8, etc.; oJ laov (tou Qeou, Jews) kai
ta eqnh, <420232>Luke 2:32; <442617>Acts 26:17,23; <451510>Romans 15:10.

5. Paul uses ta eqnh even of Gentile “Christians”: <451113>Romans 11:13;
15:27; 16:4; <480212>Galatians 2:12 (opposite <480213>Galatians 2:13 to oJi
Ioudaioi, i.e. Jewish Christians), <480214>Galatians 2:14; <490301>Ephesians 3:1, cf.
<490417>Ephesians 4:17 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 59, 4 a.; Buttmann, 130 (114)).

{1485} eqov, eqeov (hqov), to, from Aeschylus (Agam. 728 (?); better
from Sophocles) down, “custom”: <422239>Luke 22:39; eqov esti tini
followed by an infinitive, <431940>John 19:40; <442516>Acts 25:16; <581025>Hebrews
10:25; contextually, “usage prescribed by law, institute, prescription, rite”:
<420109>Luke 1:9; 2:42; <441621>Acts 16:21; 21:21; 26:3; 28:17; peritemnesqai tw
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eqei Mwusewv, <441501>Acts 15:1; allaxei ta eqh aJ paredwke Mwushv,
<440614>Acts 6:14.*

{1486} eqw (of the present only the participle eqwn is used, in Homer):
perfect eiwqa, “to be accustomed, used, wont”; (pluperfect as imperfect
(Winer’s Grammar, 274 (257f)) eiwqein; followed by an infinitive:
<402715>Matthew 27:15; <411001>Mark 10:1. Participle to eiwqov in a passive sense,
“that which is wont; usage, custom”: kata to eiwqov tini, as one’s
custom is, as is his wont, <420416>Luke 4:16; <441702>Acts 17:2.*

{1487} (ei, i: ei and i are frequent interchanged in N.T. spelling. This is
due partly to itacism, partly to the endeavor to mark the iota sound as long
or short. See the remarks on this subject in WH’s Appendix, p. 152f (cf.
Introductory sec. 399); Tdf Proleg., p. 83f; Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the
word ei. The use of iota i for ei is noticed under the word Iota; instances
in which ei is substituted for iota i are the folling: Abeilhnh WH; Addei
T Tr WH; Anteipav T; Areopageithv T; Beniamein L T Tr WH;
Daueid L T Tr WH; Ezekeiav L; Elameithv T WH; Eleisabet WH;
Eslei T Tr WH; Euneikh Rec.st; HJlei T Tr WH; Hleiav T WH;
IJereicw T WH; IJerosolumeithv T WH; Israhleithv T WH, so Tr in
<430147>John 1:47 (48); Iwseiav L T Tr WH; Keiv L T Tr WH; Kureinov Tr
marginal reading WH marginal reading; Leueiv T WH, so Tr except in
<410214>Mark 2:14; Leueithv T WH, so Tr except in <440436>Acts 4:36;
Leueitikov T WH; Melcei T Tr WH; Nhrei T Tr WH; Nineueithv T
WH, so Tr in <401241>Matthew 12:41; Ozeiav L T Tr WH; Peilatov T WH;
Semhin T Tr WH; Tabeiqa WH; Ceroubein L T Tr WH (Ceroubim R
G); Corazein T Tr WH; afeideia L; eideia T Tr WH; eparceia T
WH; epipoqeia WH; hJlei T; panoikei T WH; [rabbei] T WH;
rabbounei WH; sabacqane T Tr WH; taleiqa WH; taceion WH;
trapezeithv T WH.)

ei, is first a conditional particle, “if” (Latin si); secondly, an interrogative
particle, “whether,” (Latin an, num, ne).

I. ei Conditional (on the difference between it and ean, see ean, I. 1 b.) is
connected, according to the variety of conditions, with various tenses and
moods; viz.
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1. with the indicative of all tenses, when anything is simply and generally
assumed to be, or to be done, or to have been done, or to be about to be,
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 41 b., 2; cf. 42, 2; (Buttmann, 220 (190))).

a. with the present indicative

[a.] following in the apodosis by the present indicative: <401910>Matthew 19:10
(ei oJutwv estin hJ aitia ... ou sumferei gamhsai); 11:14; <450716>Romans
7:16,20; 8:25; 14:15; <460917>1 Corinthians 9:17; <480218>Galatians 2:18; 5:18;
<581208>Hebrews 12:8; <590208>James 2:8f, etc.

[b.] followed by an imperative in the apodosis — either the present, as
(<401917>Matthew 19:17 L Tr text WH text); <410423>Mark 4:23; 7:16 R G L;
<431518>John 15:18; <441315>Acts 13:15; 25:5; <460712>1 Corinthians 7:12,15; <590314>James
3:14, etc.; or the aorist, as <400529>Matthew 5:29, 30; 8:31; 19:17 (RG T Tr
marginal reading WH marginal reading); <410922>Mark 9:22 (cf. Buttmann, 55
(48)); <422267>Luke 22:67 (66); <460709>1 Corinthians 7:9.

[g]. followed by the future in the apodosis: 16:31; <440539>Acts 5:39 L T Tr
WH; 19:39; <450811>Romans 8:11,13; <471130>2 Corinthians 11:30, etc.

[d]. followed by the perfect or the aorist in the apodosis, where it is
declared that, if this or that is, something else has or has not occurred:
<401226>Matthew 12:26,28; <421120>Luke 11:20; <461516>1 Corinthians 15:16;
<480221>Galatians 2:21; <450414>Romans 4:14; <610220>2 Peter 2:20.

[e.] followed by the imperfect, either with or without an, where in the
protasis something is simply assumed to be, but the apodosis shows that
what has been assumed cannot be the case. Three passages falling under
this head have a doubtful or disputed text: ei ecete (T Tr WH, for the R G
L eicete) elegete an, etc. <421706>Luke 17:6; ei ... mnhmoneuousin (T Tr,
for R G L WH emnhmoneuon) ... eicon an, <581115>Hebrews 11:15 (where by
the present tense the writer refers to the language of the Jewish Fathers as
at present corded in the sacred Scriptures; cf. toiauta legontev <421714>Luke
17:14); ei tekna tou Abraam este (G L T Tr WH, for R hte) ...
epoieite ((WH text poieite.) R L add an), <430839>John 8:39; Alexander
Buttmann (1873) in Studien und Kritiken for 1858, p. 474ff (N.T. Gram.
sec. 139, 26; but cf. Meyer on Luke, the passage cited). But <471104>2
Corinthians 11:4 ei ... khrussei ... aneicesqe G T Tr WH marginal
reading (anecesqe L WH text) must not be referred to this head; here Paul
in the protasis supposes something which actually occurred, in the apodosis
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censures a thing which actually occurred viz. the readiness with which his
readers gave ear continually (this is indicated by the imperfect) to false
teachers. On the difficulty of the passage cf. Holsten in the Zeitschr. f.
wissensch. Theol. for 1874, p. 1ff; (cf. also Buttmann, 226 (195); but
Winer’s Grammar, 306 (287) and Meyer at the passage).

[z.] with a question as the apodosis: <400623>Matthew 6:23; <430547>John 5:47; 7:23;
8:46; <600220>1 Peter 2:20.

b. with the future indicative: <402633>Matthew 26:33; <590211>James 2:11 R G; <600220>1
Peter 2:20.

c. with the perfect indicative: <431112>John 11:12; <441615>Acts 16:15; <450605>Romans
6:5; 11:6 (where after ei supply leimma gegonen from what precedes),
<470205>2 Corinthians 2:5; 5:16; 7:14.

d. with the aorist indicative — followed by the present in the apodosis,
<421908>Luke 19:8; <450402>Romans 4:2; 15:27; followed by a question in the
apodosis, <421611>Luke 16:11,12; <431823>John 18:23; <460407>1 Corinthians 4:7; 9:11;
followed by the aorist in the apodosis, <662015>Revelation 20:15; by the Impv.
in the apodosis, <431823>John 18:23; 20:15; <451117>Romans 11:17f; <540509>1 Timothy
5:9,10; <570118>Philemon 1:18; by the future in the apodosis, <431332>John 13:32;
15:20; <581225>Hebrews 12:25 (where supply ouk ekfeuxomeqa in the
apodosis).

2. Not infrequently, when a conclusion is drawn from something that is
quite certain, ei with the indicative is used argumentatively so as to be
equivalent in sense to epei (cf. the use of German wenn) (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 448 (418)): <401228>Matthew 12:28; <422331>Luke 23:31; <430704>John 7:4;
<450517>Romans 5:17; 6:5; 8:31; 11:6,12; <510220>Colossians 2:20; 3:1, etc.

3. When it is said what would have been, or what would be now or in the
future, if something else were or had been, ei is used with the imperfect,
pluperfect, and aorist indicative; in the apodosis it is followed in direct
discourse by an with the imperfect or the pluperfect or the aorist;
sometimes an is omitted, (on the causes of the omission, see Buttmann,
sec. 139, 27); sometimes the apodosis is made a question (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 304f (285f)).

a. ei with the imperfect, followed in the apodosis by an with the imperfect:
<402330>Matthew 23:30; <420739>Luke 7:39 (ei oJutov hn profhthv, eginwsken
an, if this man were a prophet, he would know); <430546>John 5:46; 8:42; 9:41;
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15:19; <461131>1 Corinthians 11:31; <480110>Galatians 1:10; <580804>Hebrews 8:4,7 (if ...
were, etc., there would not be sought, etc., viz. in the O.T. passage quoted
<580808>Hebrews 8:8); by a question in the apodosis: <461219>1 Corinthians 12:19;
<580711>Hebrews 7:11; by an with the aorist, where the Latin uses the
pluperfect subjunctive: <431132>John 11:32 if thou hadst been here, ouk an
apeqane mou oJ adelfov, my brother would not have died (when he did
(cf. below); Buttmann, sec. 139, 25 regards the imperfect in protasis as
expressing duration)); <430410>John 4:10; 18:30 (ei mh hn oJutov kakopoiov,
ouk an soi paredwkamen auton, we would not have delivered him to
thee); <441814>Acts 18:14; by an with the pluperfect: <431121>John 11:21 (ei hv wJde
... ouk an eteqnhkei, would not have died (and be now dead; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 304 (285) and see above; but L T Tr text WH read the aorist
here also)); <620219>1 John 2:19.

b. ei with the pluperfect, followed in the apodosis by an with the
pluperfect or the aorist, in the sense of the Latin pluperfect subjunctive:
<401207>Matthew 12:7 (ei egnwkeite, if ye had understood, i.e., if ye knew,
ouk an katedikasate touv anaitiouv, ye would not have condemned
the guiltless); <402443>Matthew 24:43 and <421239>Luke 12:39 (ei hdei, if he had
perceived, i.e., if he knew, egrhgorhsen an, he would have watched,
namely, before the thief had approached (Tr text WH omit an in Luke, the
passage cited)); <430410>John 4:10; 8:19; 14:7 (R G L).

c. with the aorist in the same sense as the Latin pluperfect subjunctive: ei
edoqh nomov ... ontwv an ek nomou hn hJ dikaiosunh, if a law had been
given, righteousness would in truth come from the law, <480321>Galatians 3:21;
ei autouv Ihsouv katepausen, if Joshua had given them rest, ouk an
peri allhv elalei, he would not be speaking, namely, in the passage
quoted, <580408>Hebrews 4:8; apodosis without an, <431522>John 15:22, see an I. 3,
p. 33f.

4. As in classic Greek, ei with the indicative is often joined to verbs
expressing wonder, surprise, or other strong emotion (where oJti might
have been expected), when the thing spoken of is either not quite certain,
or, although certain, yet in accordance with the well-known Greek urbanity
is represented as not quite free from doubt (Matthiae, ii., p. 1474f; Kühner,
ii., p. 887f; (Jelf, sec. 804, 9); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 60, 6; (Buttmann,
sec. 139, 52]). Thus, it is joined — to the verb, qaumazw: eqaumazen, ei
hdh teqnhke, for the matter had not yet been investigated; hence, it is
added ephrwthsen auton, ei hdh [R G T Tr marginal reading WH
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marginal reading palai) apeqanen, <411544>Mark 15:44; mh qaumazete, ei
misei uJmav oJ kosmov (the thing is certain) <620313>1 John 3:13; to the phrase
apiston krinetai: <442608>Acts 26:8 (with paradoxon preceding, Lucian,
dial. mort. 13, 1); to kalon estin and lusitelei: <410942>Mark 9:42 and
<421702>Luke 17:2 (<401806>Matthew 18:6 has sumferei, iJna); <402624>Matthew 26:24
and <411421>Mark 14:21; to mega esti: <460911>1 Corinthians 9:11 (on which see 8
below); <471115>2 Corinthians 11:15; ti qelw, ei hdh anhfqh (to pur), how
would I if (i.e., that) it were already kindled (but it has not yet been
kindled), <421249>Luke 12:49 (others besides, but cf. Meyer at the passage; (so
B. 1. e.; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 448 (418); see tiv, i.e. [g.] at the end); Sir.
23:14 qelhseiv, ei mh egennhqhv; (in addition to the other interpretations
noticed by Winer’s and Meyer the passages cited mention may be made of
that which takes qelw as subjunctive: “what am I to choose if” (as I may
well assume) “it has already been kindled”; cf. Green, ‘Critical Notes’ at
the passage)).

5. Contrary to Greek usage, in imitation of the Hebrew µai, ei, with the
indicative is so used in oaths and asseverations that by aposiopesis the
formula of imprecation (constituting the apodosis) is suppressed (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 55 at the end; Buttmann, sec. 149, 4): amhn legw uJmin, ei
doqhsetai ... shmeion (fully expressed, ‘may God punish me, if it shall be
given,’ i.e. it shall by no means be given), <410812>Mark 8:12; wmosa, ei
eiseleusontai eiv thn katapausin mou (fully, ‘let my name no longer
be Jehovah, if they shall enter,’ etc.), <580311>Hebrews 3:11; 4:3, from <199411>Psalm
94:11 (<199511>Psalm 95:11) the Septuagint (Hebrew µai, <011423>Genesis 14:23;
<041430>Numbers 14:30; <091445>1 Samuel 14:45, etc.; we have the full expression in
<090317>1 Samuel 3:17; <220207>Song of Solomon 2:7, etc.).

6. Sometimes, as in classic Greek, after a protasis with ei and the
indicative, the apodosis is suppressed on account of mental agitation and
left to be supplied by the reader or the hearer from the context (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 599f (557)): ei boulei parenegkein to pothrion touto
(namely, parenegke (but here L Tr WH adopt the imperative in place of
the infinitive; yet cf. Buttmann, 396 (339))), <422242>Luke 22:42; ei de pneuma
elalhsen autw h aggelov, supply in place of an apodosis the question
“what then?” <442309>Acts 23:9 (the apodosis added in Rec., mh qeomacwmen
is spurious); ei egnwv ... ta prov eirhnhn sou, namely, episteuev an
emoi, <421942>Luke 19:42 (Buttmann, 396 (339)].
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7. The conditional ei is joined with the optative, to indicate that the
condition is merely thought of or stated as a possibility (cf. Klotz ad Devar.
ii. 2, p. 491ff; Winer’s Grammar, 293f (275f); Buttmann, sec. 139, 24). No
example of this construction is found in the Gospels; very few in the rest of
the N.T.

a. universally, in short intercalated clauses: ei tucoi, if it so chance, it may
be (see tugcanw 2), <461410>1 Corinthians 14:10; 15:37; ei qeloi to qelhma
tou Qeou, <600317>1 Peter 3:17 (Rec. qelei.

b. where it indicates that something may occur repeatedly (cf. Klotz, the
passage cited, p. 492f): ei kai pascoite, <600314>1 Peter 3:14 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, as above).

c. where the condition represents the mind and judgment of others: eiv oJ
ebouleuonto (R G ebouleusanto), ei dunainto exwsai (WH text
ekswsai (which see)) to ploion, into which bay (or rather ‘upon which
beach’; see exwqew) they determined to run the ship, if they could; as
though the navigators had said among themselves, exwsomen, ei
dunameqa, <442739>Acts 27:39; so also ei ti ecoien prov me, if they think
they have anything against me, <442419>Acts 24:19.

8. with the subjunctive, when it is assumed that something may take place,
but whether it will in reality is unknown before the event, in order to make
the event seem to be more certain than if ean were used (Klotz, the
passage cited, p. 500ff; Winer’s Grammar, 294f (276f); Buttmann, sec.
139, 22): ei ... qeriswmen, <460911>1 Corinthians 9:11 Tdf. editions 2, 7
(Lachmann marginal reading; others, qerisomen); (the Septuagint
<014303>Genesis 43:3f; Sir. 22:26; 4 Macc. 6:20). But see III. below, under ei
mh, ei mhti, ei pwv, eite ... eite, ei tiv.

II. ei Interrogative, “whether”. “The conditional particle gets this force if
a question is asked about anything, whether it is or is not so, and that about
which the question is put is uttered as it were conditionally” (Klotz, the
passage cited, p. 508; (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 57, I; Alexander Buttmann
(1873) 248ff (214ff); 254f (218f)).

1. As in Greek writings in an indirect question after verbs of seeing, asking,
deliberating, knowing, saying, etc.
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a. with the present indicative: as oud’ ei pneuma aJgion estin,
hkousamen (properly, according to the conditional force of the particle,
‘if there is (i.e. has appeared, been given; cf. eimi, I. 2) a Holy Spirit, we
did not even hear’), <441902>Acts 19:2; idwmen, ei ercetai, <402749>Matthew
27:49; <411536>Mark 15:36; bouleuetai (T WH L marginal reading
boulhsetai), ei dunatov estin, <421431>Luke 14:31; iJna eiphv, ei su ei,
<402663>Matthew 26:63; (iJna gnw thn dokimhn uJmwn ei (WH marginal
reading hJ) ... uJphkwi este, <470209>2 Corinthians 2:9 (see WH. Introductory
sec. 404)); after ouk oida, <430925>John 9:25; after krinate, <440419>Acts 4:19;
dokimazete ((?), peirazete), <471305>2 Corinthians 13:5.

b. with the future indicative (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 300 (282); Buttmann,
sec. 139, 61 b.): dheqhti, ei ara afeqhsetai soi, <440822>Acts 8:22; ti
oidav, ei ... swseiv, <460716>1 Corinthians 7:16; parethroun, ei
qerapeusei (Tdf. qerapeuei), <410302>Mark 3:2 and in <420607>Luke 6:7 (R G
WH marginal reading); hlqen (namely, to see), ei ara ti eJurhsei,
<411113>Mark 11:13.

c. with the aorist indicative: ouk oida, ei tina allon ebaptisa,
whether I baptized, <460116>1 Corinthians 1:16; ephrwthsan, ei palai (L Tr
text WH text hdh) apeqanen, whether he were long dead, <411544>Mark
15:44; eipe moi, ei ... apedosqe, <440508>Acts 5:8.

d. with the subjunctive aorist (cf. Buttmann, 255f (220); Winer’s
Grammar, 298f (280f)): diwkw, ei kai katalabw, I press on (namely,
peirwmenov or skopwn, trying to see), whether I may also lay hold,
<500312>Philippians 3:12. So si is used in Latin, e.g. Nepos, vit. Hann. 8
Hannibal ... African accessit in finibus Cyrenaeorum (namely, experturus),
si forte Carthaginienses ad bellum possent induci Caesar b. g. 1, 8, 4 si
perrumpere possent, conati; add Caesar b. g. 2, 9, 1. Cf. Kühner, ii., p.
1032f; (Jelf, sec. 877 b.).

2. Contrary to the usage of Greek authors, like the Hebrew µai and the

interrogative he (h), it is used in the Septuagint and the N.T. (especially by
Luke) also in direct questions (cf. the colloquial use of the German ob; e.g.
ob icb wohl thun soll?); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 57, 1; Buttmann, 248
(214), and, in opposition to those who have striven to absolve the sacred
writers from this misuse of the particle (especially Fritzsche and Meyer (see
the latter’s note on <401210>Matthew 12:10 and <421323>Luke 13:23; he quotes with
approval the language of Ast (Platonic Lexicon, vol. i. 601), ‘dubitanter
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interrogat, ita ut interrogatio videatur directa esse’)), cf. Lipsius, Paulin.
Rechtfertigungslehre, p. 30ff: — eipe tiv autw, kurie, ei ologoi oJi
swzomenoi; <421323>Luke 13:23; kurie, ei pataxomen en macaira
(macairh T Tr WH); <422249>Luke 22:49; kurie, ei ... apokaqistaneiv thn
basileian; <440106>Acts 1:6; cf. besides, <401210>Matthew 12:10; 19:3; <410823>Mark
8:23 (according to the reading of (Tdf. 2, 7) Tr (marginal reading WH
text) ei ti blepeiv for R G L T Tr text WH marginal reading blepei);
<441902>Acts 19:2, etc. (<011717>Genesis 17:17; 43:6; <091024>1 Samuel 10:24, etc.; in the
O.T. Apocrypha, 2 Macc. 7:7; 15:3; 4 Macc. 18:17 from <263703>Ezekiel 37:3
the Septuagint; Tobit 5:5).

III. ei with other particles and with the indefinite pronoun tiv, ti.

1. ei ara, see ara, 1.

2. eige, see ge, 3 c.

3. ei de kai,

a. “but if also,” so that kai belongs to some word that follows:
<421118>Luke 11:18 (but if Satan also).

b. “but though, but even if,” so that kai belongs to ei: <460407>1
Corinthians 4:7; <470403>2 Corinthians 4:3; 5:16 (R G; others omit de); <471106>2
Corinthians 11:6; see 6 below.

4. ei de mh, “but if not; if it is or were otherwise,” (Buttmann, 393 (336f),
cf. 345 (297); Winer’s Grammar, as below): <431402>John 14:2 (ei de mh,
namely, oJutwv hn), <431411>John 14:11 (ei de mh namely, emoi pisteuete, i.e.
my words). As in these passages so generally the phrase stands where a
word or clause must be repeated in thought from what immediately
precedes; it thus has the force of the Latin alioquin, “otherwise, or else,”
(Winer’s Grammar, 583 (543)): <660205>Revelation 2:5,16; also after negative
declarations, <410221>Mark 2:21f; cf. Matthiae, sec. 617 b.

5. ei de mhge, see ge, 3 d.

6. ei kai,

a. “if even, if also,” (cf. ei de kai, 3 a., (and 7 below)): <460721>1 Corinthians
7:21 (cf. Meyer at the passage; Lightfoot on Philemon, p. 324); <471115>2
Corinthians 11:15.
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b. “though, although”: <421108>Luke 11:8; <470416>2 Corinthians 4:16; 7:8,12;
<505017>Philippians 2:17; <510205>Colossians 2:5 (ei gar kai); <580609>Hebrews 6:9;
with the optative, <600314>1 Peter 3:14; see I. 7 b. above.

7. kai ei, “even if”: <411429>Mark 14:29 (T Tr WH ei kai); <600301>1 Peter 3:1; cf.
Klotz, the passage cited, p. 519 (who says, “In ei kai the conditional
particle ei has the greater force; in kai ei the conjunctive particle kai.
Hence, kai ei is used of what is only assumed to be true; ei kai, on the
other hand, of what is as it is said to be.” Bäumlein (Griech. Partikeln, p.
151) says, “In ei kai the kai naturally belongs to the conditional clause
and is taken up into it, “if even”; in the combination kai ei the kai
belongs to the consequent clause, “even if.” Sometimes however the
difference disappears.” Krüger (sec. 65, 5, 15): “with kai ei, the leading
clause is regarded as holding under every condition, even the one stated,
which appears to be the most extreme; with ei kai the condition, which
may also come to pass, is regarded as a matter of indifference in reference
to the leading clause;” Sauppe (on Demosthenes, Ol. 2 sec. 20) is very
explicit: “kai ei and ei kai both indicate that something conflicts with
what is expressed in the leading clause, but that that is (or is done)
notwithstanding. kai ei, however, represents the thing adduced in the
conditional sentence to be the only thing conflicting; but when the
conditional particle precedes (ei kai), the representation is that something
which is (or may be) accompanied by many others (kai) conflicts
ineffectually. Accordingly, the phrase kai ai greatly augments the force of
what follows, ei kai lays less emphasis upon it; although it is evident that
ei kai can often be substituted for kai ei.” Cf. Herm. Vig., p. 829f;
Winer’s Grammar, 444 (413); Ellicott on <505017>Philippians 2:17; Schmalfeld,
Griech. Syntax, sec. 41; Paley, Greek Particles, p. 31).

8. ei mh,

a. in a conditional protasis, with the same sequence of moods and tenses as
the simple ei see I. above, “if not, unless, except,” (Winer’s Grammar,
477ff (444ff); Buttmann, 345 (297)): <402422>Matthew 24:22; <430933>John 9:33;
15:22,24; <450707>Romans 7:7, etc.

b. it serves, with the entire following sentence, to limit or correct what has
just been said, “only, save that,” (Latin nisi quod) (Buttmann, 359 (308)):
<410605>Mark 6:5; <460717>1 Corinthians 7:17 (where Paul by the addition ei mh
eJkastw k.t.l. strives to prevent anyone in applying what had been said a
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little while before, viz. ou dedoulwtai ... en toioutoiv to his own case,
from going too far); in ironical answers, “unless perchance, save forsooth
that,” (Kühner, sec. 577, 7; (Jelf, sec. 860, 5 Obs.)): ei mh crhzomen
k.t.l., <470301>2 Corinthians 3:1 Rec.

c. ei mh very often coalesce into one particle, as it were, which takes the
same verb as the preceding negation: “unless,” equivalent to “except,
save,” (Kühner, sec. 577, 8; Buttmann, 359 (308));

[a.] universally: <401127>Matthew 11:27; 12:39; <410226>Mark 2:26; 8:14; <430313>John
3:13; <450707>Romans 7:7; 13:1,8; <460804>1 Corinthians 8:4; 12:3; <471205>2 Corinthians
12:5, etc. as in classic Greek, monov, monon, is added pleonastically:
<401708>Matthew 17:8; 21:19; 24:36; <441119>Acts 11:19; <500415>Philippians 4:15;
<661317>Revelation 13:17, etc.

[b.] after negatives joined to nouns it is so used as to refer to the negative
alone (hence, many have regarded it as used for alla (i.e. as being not
exceptive but adversative)), and can be rendered in Latin sed tantum, “but
only”: <401204>Matthew 12:4 (ouk exon hn autw fagein oude toiv met’
autou, ei mh toiv iJereusi monoiv, as if ouk exon hn fagein alone
preceded); <420426>Luke 4:26f; <451414>Romans 14:14; <660904>Revelation 9:4; 21:27
(ean mh is so used in <480216>Galatians 2:16; on <480119>Galatians 1:19 see
Iakwbov, 3); cf. Fritzsche on Romans, vol. iii., p. 195; (see ean, I. 3 c. and
references).

[g.] when preceded by the interrogative tiv in questions having a negative
force: <410207>Mark 2:7; <420521>Luke 5:21; <451115>Romans 11:15; <460211>1 Corinthians
2:11; <470202>2 Corinthians 2:2; 12:13; <580318>Hebrews 3:18; <620222>1 John 2:22; 5:5;
(Xenophon, oec. 9, 1; Aristophanes eqq. 615).

[d.] with other conjunctions: ei mh iJna <431010>John 10:10; ei mh oJtan,
<410909>Mark 9:9; ei mh oJti etc., <471213>2 Corinthians 12:13; <490409>Ephesians 4:9.

[e.] it has its own verb, and makes a phrase by itself: oJ ouk estin allo,
ei mh tinev eisin oJi tarassontev uJmav which means nothing else, save
that there are some who trouble you, <480107>Galatians 1:7 (so Winer
(commentary at the passage) et al.; but see Meyer))

d. ektov ei mh, arising from the blending of the two expressions ei mh and
ektov ei, like the Latin nisi si equivalent to praeterquam si, “except in
case, except”: <540519>1 Timothy 5:19; with the aorist indicative, <461502>1
Corinthians 15:2; with the subjunctive present <461405>1 Corinthians 14:5;
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(Lucian, de luctu c. 19; dial. meret. 1, 2, etc.). Cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 459;
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65, 3 c.; (Buttmann, index under the word ektov
ei mh).

9. ei mhn, “assuredly, surely,” in oaths: <580614>Hebrews 6:14 L T Tr WH (for
R G h mhn (which see)) and several times in the Septuagint as <263327>Ezekiel
33:27; 34:8; (cf. 36:5; 38:19; <112123>1 Kings 21:23 (<112023>1 Kings 20:23)), etc.;
here, if ei did not come from h by itacism, ei mhn must be explained as
confusion of the Hebraisic ei mh (see I. 5 above) and the Greek formula of
asseveration h mhn; cf. Bleek on Hebrews vol. 2:2, p. 248ff, and what
Fritzsche says on the other side, commentary on Baruch 2:29; Judith 1:12;
(cf. Kneucker on Baruch, the passage cited; Buttmann, 359 (308); Tdf.
Proleg., p. 59; WH’s Appendix, p. 151; B. D. under the word New
Testament, I. 31).

10. ei mh ti or mhti, “unless in some respect, unless perchance, unless
indeed”: ironically, with the present indicative, <471305>2 Corinthians 13:5;
hesitatingly, with the subjunctive aorist <420913>Luke 9:13; Meyer at the
passage (also Winer’s Grammar, 294 (276); Buttmann, 221 (191)); ti an:
<460705>1 Corinthians 7:5, see an, IV.

11. ei ou (fully discussed by Winer’s Grammar, sec. 55, 2 c. and
Buttmann, 345ff (297ff)), “if not”; this combination is used much more
frequently in the N.T. than in the more elegant Greek authors; it differs
from ei mh in this, that in the latter mh belongs to the particle ei, while in
ei ou the ou refers to some following word and denies it emphatically, not
infrequently even coalescing with it into a single idea.

a. when the idea to which ou belongs is antithetic

[a.] to a positive term, either preceding or following: ei de ou moiceueiv
foneueiv de, <590211>James 2:11 (in R G the future); ei gar oJ Qeov ... ouk
efeisato, ... alla ... paredwken eiv krisin, <610204>2 Peter 2:4f; ei kai
ou dwsei ... dia ge ... dwsei, <421108>Luke 11:8; ei ou poiw ... ei de poiw,
<431037>John 10:37f; ei gar episteuete ..., ei de ... ou pisteuete, <430546>John
5:46f; add, <411126>Mark 11:26 R G L; <450809>Romans 8:9; <460902>1 Corinthians 9:2;
11:6; <590302>James 3:2.

[b.] to some other idea which is negative (formally or virtually): ei ... ouk
akouousin, oude ... peisqhsontai, <421631>Luke 16:31; ei ... ouk
efeisato, oude sou feisetai (Rec. feishtai), <451121>Romans 11:21; add,
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<461513>1 Corinthians 15:13,15-17; <530310>2 Thessalonians 3:10; followed in the
apodosis by a question having the force of a negative: <421611>Luke 16:11f;
<430312>John 3:12; <540305>1 Timothy 3:5.

[g.] the ou denies with emphasis the idea to which it belongs: kalon hn
autw ei ouk egennhqh, good were it for him not to have been born,
<402624>Matthew 26:24; <411421>Mark 14:21.

[d.] the whole emphasis is placed on the negative itself: ei su ouk ei oJ
Cristov, <430125>John 1:25.

b. the ou coalesces, as it were, with the word to which it belongs into a
single idea: ei de ouk egkrateuontai if they are “incontinent,” <460709>1
Corinthians 7:9; ei tiv twn idiwn ou pronoei (or pronoeitai T Tr text
WH marginal reading), “neglects, <540508>1 Timothy 5:8; add, <421426>Luke 14:26;
<461622>1 Corinthians 16:22; <662015>Revelation 20:15, etc.

12. ei oun, “if then”: <400623>Matthew 6:23; 7:11; <421113>Luke 11:13,36; <431314>John
13:14; 18:8; <441101>Acts 11:1; <510301>Colossians 3:1; <570101>Philemon 1:1. (On ei
men oun see men II. 4.)

13. eiper (so T WH (except in <470503>2 Corinthians 5:3 marginal reading), but
L Tr ei per; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 45; Lipsius, Gram. Unters., p. 123) (ei
and per, and this apparently from peri), properly, “if on the whole; if
only, provided that,” is used “of a thing which is assumed to be, but
whether rightly or wrongly is left in doubt” (Herm. ad Vig., p. 831 (so
Winer’s Grammar, 448 (417); but cf. Bäumlein, Griech. Partikeln, p. 202
(cf. 64 bottom); Klotz ad Devar. 2:2, p. 528, and especially under the word
eige (in ge, 3 c.) and the references to Meyer, Lightfoot, Ellicott, there
given)): <450809>Romans 8:9,17; <460805>1 Corinthians 8:5; 15:15; <600203>1 Peter 2:3
(where L T Tr WH ei); by a species of rhetorical politeness it is used of
that about which there is no doubt: <530106>2 Thessalonians 1:6; <450330>Romans
3:30 L T Tr WH; <470503>2 Corinthians 5:3 L Tr WH marginal reading

14. ei pwv (LTr WH) or eipwv (G T), “if in any way, if by any means, if
possibly”: with the optative present (see I. 7 above), <442712>Acts 27:12;
interrogatively, with the future indicative, <450110>Romans 1:10; with the
subjunctive aorist, so that before ei the word skopwn or peirwmenov
must be mentally supplied (see II. 1 d. above): <451114>Romans 11:14;
<500311>Philippians 3:11.

15. eite ... eite,
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a. “whether ... or” (as disjunc. conjunc., sive ... sive; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
440 (409f); Buttmann, 221 (191)), without a verb following: <451206>Romans
12:6-8; <460322>1 Corinthians 3:22; 8:5; <470509>2 Corinthians 5:9f; <500118>Philippians
1:18,20,27; <530215>2 Thessalonians 2:15; <510116>Colossians 1:16,20; <600213>1 Peter
2:13f; eite oun ... eite, <461511>1 Corinthians 15:11; followed by the present
indicative, <461226>1 Corinthians 12:26; 13:8; <470106>2 Corinthians 1:6; followed by
the subjunctive present <520510>1 Thessalonians 5:10, where the use of the
subjunctive was occasioned by the subjunctive zhswmen in the leading
clause; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 294 (276); Buttmann, 221 (191).

b. “whether ... or” (as indirect interrogatives, utrum ... an; cf. Buttmann,
250 (215)) (see examples from Greek authors in Matthiae, p. 1476f): after
ouk oida, <471202>2 Corinthians 12:2f.

16. ei tiv, ei ti: examples of this combination have already been given
among the preceding; here may be added ei tiv eterov, ei ti eteron “and
if (there be) any other” person or thing — a phrase used as a conclusion
after the mention or enumeration of several particulars belonging to the
same class (in the classics ei tiv allov, ei kai tiv allov, kai ei ti
allo, etc., in Herodotus, Xenophon, Plato, others): <451309>Romans 13:9;
<540110>1 Timothy 1:10; ei tiv with subjunctive present <661105>Revelation 11:5
Rec.; with the subjunctive aorist, ibid. T Tr WH text

{1489} (eige, see ge, 3 c.)

{2397} eidea, eideav, hJ, <402803>Matthew 28:3 T Tr WH, a poetic form for
idea, which see (cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 153) (Baruch 6 (epistle of Jer.)
62; Aristophanes Thesm. 438 variant). Cf. Buttmann, 5; (Winer’s
Grammar, 48 (47); see ei i).*

{1491} eidov, eidouv, to (EIDW), in the Septuagint chiefly for ha,r]mæ
and raæTo; properly, that which strikes the eye, which is exposed to view;

1. “the external oppearance, form, figure, shape,” (so from Homer down):
<430537>John 5:37; swmatikw eidei, <420322>Luke 3:22; to eidov tou proswpou
autou, <420929>Luke 9:29; dia eidouv, as encompassed with the visible
appearance (of eternal things) (see dia, A. I. 2), <470507>2 Corinthians 5:7, —
commonly explained, “by sight” i.e. “beholding” (Luth.: im Schauen); but
no example has yet been adduced from any Greek writings in which eidov
is used actively, like the Latin species, of vision; (stoma kata stoma, en
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eidei, kai ou di’ oJramatwn kai enupniwn, Clement, homil. 17, 18; cf.
<041208>Numbers 12:8 the Septuagint).

2. “form, kind”: apo pantov eidouv ponhrou apecesqe, i.e. from every
kind of evil or wrong, <520522>1 Thessalonians 5:22 (cf.ponhrov, under the
end); (Josephus, Antiquities 10, 3, 1 pan eidov ponhriav. The Greeks,
especially Plato, oppose to eidov to to genov, as the Latin does “species
to genus”. Cf. Schmidt, chapter 182, 2).*

{1492} eidw, idw, Latin video (Sanskrit vid, perfect veda “know,” vind-
a-mi “find,” (cf. Vedas); Curtius, sec. 282), an obsolete form of the present
tense, the place of which is supplied by oJraw. The tenses coming from
eidw and retained by usage form two families, of which one signifies “to
see,” the other “to know.”

I. 2 aorist eidon, the common form, with the term. of the 1 aorist (see
references under the word apercomai, at the beginning) eida,
<661703>Revelation 17:3 L, 6 L T Tr; 1 person plural eidamen, L T Tr WH in
<440420>Acts 4:20; <410212>Mark 2:12; Tr WH in <402537>Matthew 25:37; WH in
<402538>Matthew 25:38; <410938>Mark 9:38; <420949>Luke 9:49; 3 person plural eidan, T
WH in <420932>Luke 9:32; Tr WH in <421024>Luke 10:24; <440615>Acts 6:15; 28:4; T Tr
WH in <410650>Mark 6:50; L T Tr WH in <430139>John 1:39 (40); <440935>Acts 9:35;
12:16; WH in <410633>Mark 6:33; add idan Tdf. in <401317>Matthew 13:17;
<421024>Luke 10:24; idon (an epic form, cf. Matthiae, i., p. 564; (Veitch, p.
215); very frequent in the Septuagint and in 1 Macc., cf. Grimm on 1
Macc., p. 54; on the frequent interchange of idon and idon in
manuscripts, cf. Jacobs ad Achilles Tatius 2, 24; (WH’s Appendix, pp. 162,
164; Tdf. the Septuagint Proleg., p. ix.; N.T. Proleg., p. 89; Buttmann, 39
(34))), Tdf. in <660401>Revelation 4:1; 6:1,2,5,8,9,12; 7:1, etc.; 3 person
singular iden, Tdf. in <420502>Luke 5:2; <660102>Revelation 1:2; 2 person plural
idete, <500130>Philippians 1:30 Rec.; 3 person plural idon, Tdf. in (<420220>Luke
2:20); <431906>John 19:6; subjunctive idw; imperative ide (Attic ide cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. G, 1 a.; (Buttmann, 62 (54); Göttling, Accentl. 52))
(2 person plural idete, <430139>John 1:39 (40) R G L); infinitive idein;
participle idwn; (the Septuagint mostly for ha;r; sometimes for hz;j; and

[dæy;); “to see” (have seen), “be seeing” (saw), i.e.

1. “to perceive” (with the eyes; Latin conspicere, German erblicken);
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a. universally, tina or ti: <400202>Matthew 2:2; 4:16; 14:14; 28:6; <410110>Mark
1:10,16; 2:14; <420526>Luke 5:26; 7:22; <430147>John 1:47f (48f); 6:26; 19:6;
<440935>Acts 9:35; 12:16; <480119>Galatians 1:19; <540616>1 Timothy 6:16, and very
often. oudepote oJutwv eidomen we never saw in such fashion, i.e. such a
sight never befell us, <410212>Mark 2:12, old German also hat man nicht
gesehen, seit etc.; cf. Kuinoel ad Mat., p. 280 edition 4. idein ti and
akousai ti are conjoined in <420722>Luke 7:22; <442214>Acts 22:14; <460209>1
Corinthians 2:9; <590511>James 5:11; idein and idein ti are also used by those
to whom something is presented in vision, as the author of the Apocalypse
relates that he saw this or that: <660112>Revelation 1:12,17; 4:1 (here eidon
kai idou a formula peculiar to Rev.; see idou, at the end); 5:1f,6,11; 6:9;
7:1,9, etc.; <431241>John 12:41; idein oJrama <441017>Acts 10:17; 16:10; idein en
oJramati, <440912>Acts 9:12 (R G); 10:3; en th oJrasei, <660917>Revelation 9:17;
elliptically idein ti tinov namely, ekporeuqen, <661613>Revelation 16:13, cf.
<660116>Revelation 1:16; Hebraistically (on which see Winer’s Grammar, sec.
45, 8; Buttmann, sec. 144, 30) idwn eidon “I have surely seen”: <440734>Acts
7:34 after <020307>Exodus 3:7. Frequent in the historical books of the N.T. is
the participleidwn, idontev, continuing the narrative, placed before a
finite verb, and either having an accusative added, as in <400210>Matthew 2:10;
3:7; 5:1; 8:34; <410522>Mark 5:22; 9:20; <420248>Luke 2:48; 7:13; <430506>John 5:6; 6:14;
<441312>Acts 13:12; 14:11, etc.; or the accusative is omitted, as being evident
from the context: <400908>Matthew 9:8,11; 21:20; <411014>Mark 10:14; <420112>Luke
1:12; 2:17; <440312>Acts 3:12; 7:31, etc.

b. with the accusative of a person or a thing, and a participle (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 45, 4 a.): <400307>Matthew 3:7, 16; 8:14; <410116>Mark 1:16; 6:33;
<420949>Luke 9:49; 21:2; <430133>John 1:33,47f (48f); <440309>Acts 3:9; 11:13; <460810>1
Corinthians 8:10; <620516>1 John 5:16; <660901>Revelation 9:1, and often.

c. followed by oJti: <410216>Mark 2:16 L T Tr WH; 9:25; <430622>John 6:22,24, etc.

d. followed by an indirect question with the indicative: with tiv, <421903>Luke
19:3; with ti, <410514>Mark 5:14; with phlikov, <480611>Galatians 6:11.

e. ercou kai ide, a formula of invitation, the use of which leaves the
object of the seeing to be inferred by the hearers from the matter under
consideration: <431134>John 11:34 (35); 1:46 (47) (here ide is equivalent to “by
seeing learn,” namely, that Jesus is the Messiah), and Griesbach in
<660601>Revelation 6:1,5; plural <430139>John 1:39 (40) (where T Tr WH ercesqe
kai oyesqe). The rabbis use the phrases at yzjw and ab harw to
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command attention. f. idein used absolutely and pisteuein are contrasted
in <432029>John 20:29.

2. like the Latin video, “to perceive by any of the senses”: <402754>Matthew
27:54; <411539>Mark 15:39; <421715>Luke 17:15.

3. universally, “to perceive, notice, discern, discover”: thn pistin autwn,
<400902>Matthew 9:2; tav enqumhseiv autwn, <400904>Matthew 9:4 (where L Tr
WH text eidwv for idwn); ton dialogismon thv kardiav autwn,
<420947>Luke 9:47 (T WH text Tr marginal reading eidwv); ide with the
accusative of the thing, <451122>Romans 11:22; followed by oJti, <402703>Matthew
27:3,24; <441203>Acts 12:3; 14:9; 16:19; <480207>Galatians 2:7,14; ide, oJti, <430752>John
7:52; idein tina, oJti, <411234>Mark 12:34 (Tr brackets the accusative).

4. “to see,” i.e. to turn the eyes, the mind, the attention to anything;

a. “to pay attention, observe”: followed by ei intertog. <402749>Matthew 27:49;
by potapov, <620301>1 John 3:1.

b. peri tinov (cf. Latin videre de allqua re), “to see about something”
(A.V. “to consider of”), i.e. to ascertain what must be done about it,
<441506>Acts 15:6.

c. “to inspect, examine”: ti, <421418>Luke 14:18.

d. tina, “to look at, behold”: <432121>John 21:21; <410833>Mark 8:33.

5. “to experience,” ti, any state or condition (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 17): as
ton qanaton, <420226>Luke 2:26; <581105>Hebrews 11:5 (Josephus, Antiquities 9, 2,
2 (oiden) cf. <430851>John 8:51 (<198804>Psalm 88:49 (<198949>Psalm 89:49) 49); thn
diafqoran, to pass into a state of corruption, be dissolved, <440227>Acts 2:27,
31; 13:35-37 (<191501>Psalm 15:10 (<191610>Psalm 16:10)); thn basileian tou
Qeou, to partake of salvation in the kingdom of God, <430303>John 3:3;
penqov, <661807>Revelation 18:7; thn doxan tou Qeou, by some marvelous
event get a signal experience of the beneficent power of God, <431140>John
11:40; stenocwriav, 1 Macc. 13:3 (alocou carin, Homer, Iliad 11,
243); on the same use of the verb ha;r; and the Latin videre, cf. Gesenius,
Thesaurus 3, p. 1246. hJmeran, to live to see a day (a time) and enjoy the
blessings it brings: hJmerav agaqav, <600310>1 Peter 3:10 from <193313>Psalm 33:13
(<193413>Psalm 34:13); thn hJmeran emhn (Christ’s language) the time when I
should exercise my saving power on earth, <430856>John 8:56; eide namely, thn
hJmeran thn emhn, from the abode of the blessed in paradise he in spirit
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saw my day, ibid. (see agalliaw, under the end); epiqumhsete mian
twn hJmerwn ... idein, ye will wish that even a single day of the blessed
coming age of the Messiah may break upon your wretched times, <421722>Luke
17:22; so in Greek writings, especially the poets, hJmar, hJmeran idein, in
Latin videre diem; cf. Kuinoel on <430856>John 8:56.

6. with the accusative of person “to see” i.e. “have an interview with, to
visit”: <420820>Luke 8:20; <431221>John 12:21; <441640>Acts 16:40; 28:20; <450111>Romans
1:11; <461607>1 Corinthians 16:7; <500127>Philippians 1:27; <520306>1 Thessalonians 3:6;
<550104>2 Timothy 1:4; <640114>3 John 1:14; to proswpon tinov: <520217>1
Thessalonians 2:17; 3:10 (Lucian, dial. d. 24, 2 (cf. Rutherford on Babrius
11, 9)); with an accusative of place, “to visit, go to”: <441921>Acts 19:21.
(Synonyms: ‘When eidon, idein are called “momentary preterites,” it
must not be supposed that thereby a quickly-past action is designated;
these forms merely present the action without reference to its duration ...
The unaugmented moods, too, are not exclusively past, but present or
future as well — the last most decidedly in the imperative. Now it is
obvious that when a perception is stated without regard to its duration, its
form or mode cannot have prominence; hence idein is much less physical
than oJran. idein denotes to perceive with the eyes; oJran (which see), on
the other hand, to see, i.e. it marks the use and action of the eye as the
principal thing. Perception as denoted by idean when conceived of as
completed, permits the sensuous element to be forgotten and abides merely
as an activity of the soul; for oida, eidenai, signifies not “to have seen,”
but “to know”’ Schmidt, chapter 11. Compare: apeidon, epeidon,
proeidon, suneidon eidon)

II. 2 perfect oida, oidav (<460716>1 Corinthians 7:16; <432115>John 21:15, for the
more common oisqa, oidamen (for ismen, more common in Greek),
oidate (iste, the more usual classic form, is found only in <490505>Ephesians
5:5 G L T Tr WH and <581217>Hebrews 12:17 (probably also in <590119>James 1:19
according to the reading of L T Tr WH; but see below)), oisasi (and
once the Attic isasi, <442604>Acts 26:4), imperative iste, once, <590119>James
1:19 L T Tr WH (but see above), subjunctive eidw, infinitive eidenai,
participle eidwv, eiduia (<410533>Mark 5:33; <440507>Acts 5:7); pluperfect hdein,
2 person everywhere hdeiv, 3 person hdei, plural 2 person hdeite, 3
person hdeisan (for the more common hdesan (Veitch, p. 218;
Buttmann, 43 (38))); future eidhsw (<580811>Hebrews 8:11); cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 84 (81); Buttmann, 51 (44); the Septuagint chiefly for yadda;
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like the Latin novi it has the signification of a present “to know,
understand”; and the pluperfect the significance of an imperfect; (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 274 (257)).

1. “to know”: with the accusative of the thing, <402513>Matthew 25:13;
<411019>Mark 10:19; <431004>John 10:4; 13:17; 14:4; <440507>Acts 5:7; <450707>Romans 7:7;
<460202>1 Corinthians 2:2; <660202>Revelation 2:2, 9, etc.; touto (Rec.; others have
panta) followed by oJti, etc. <650105>Jude 1:5; with the accusative of person,
<402672>Matthew 26:72,74; <430131>John 1:31; 6:42; <440316>Acts 3:16; <470516>2 Corinthians
5:16, etc.; ton Qeon, <560116>Titus 1:16, cf. <430819>John 8:19; 15:21; Gentiles are
called oi mh eidotev ton Qeon in <520405>1 Thessalonians 4:5; <530108>2
Thessalonians 1:8, cf. <480408>Galatians 4:8; the predicate of the person is
added (as often in Attic), eidwv auton andra dikaion, namely, onta,
<410620>Mark 6:20 (Buttmann, 304 (261)); in the form of a participle <471202>2
Corinthians 12:2. to an accusative of the object by attraction (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 66, 5 a.; Buttmann, 377 (323)) an epexegetical clause is
added (cf. especially Buttmann, 301 (258)), with oJti, <461615>1 Corinthians
16:15; <471203>2 Corinthians 12:3f; <441603>Acts 16:3; or an indirect question
(Buttmann, 250f (215f)), <410124>Mark 1:24; <420434>Luke 4:34; 13:25,27; <430727>John
7:27; 9:29. eidenai is used with the accusative and infinitive in <420441>Luke
4:41; <600509>1 Peter 5:9; followed by oJti, <400906>Matthew 9:6; <431935>John 19:35;
<440230>Acts 2:30; <450503>Romans 5:3, and very often; oidamen Pollux by oJti is
not infrequently, so far as the sense is concerned, equivalent to “it is well
known, acknowledged”: <402216>Matthew 22:16; <422021>Luke 20:21; <430302>John 3:2;
9:31; <450202>Romans 2:2; 3:19; 7:14; 8:22, 28; <470501>2 Corinthians 5:1; <540108>1
Timothy 1:8; <620302>1 John 3:2; 5:20; cf. Lightfoot (in his Horae Hebrew et
Talm.) and Baumg.-Crusius on <430302>John 3:2. frequent, especially in Paul, is
the interrogative formula ouk oidate and h ouk oidate oJti, by which
something well known is commended to one for his thoughtful
consideration: <451102>Romans 11:2; <460316>1 Corinthians 3:16; 5:6; 6:2f,9,15f,19;
9:13, 24; ouk oidate followed by an indirect question. <420955>Luke 9:55
(Rec.); ouk oidav oJti, <431910>John 19:10; ouk hdeite, <420249>Luke 2:49;
eidenai followed by an indirect question. (cf. Buttmann, as above],
<402670>Matthew 26:70; <430921>John 9:21,25,30; 14:5; 20:13; <460116>1 Corinthians
1:16; 7:16; <471202>2 Corinthians 12:2f; <450826>Romans 8:26; <490621>Ephesians 6:21;
<540315>1 Timothy 3:15, and very often.

2. “to know, i.e. get knowledge of, understand, perceive”; a. any fact: as,
tav enqumhseiv, <401225>Matthew 12:25; thn uJpokrisin, <411215>Mark 12:15;
touv dialogismouv autwn, <420608>Luke 6:8; 11:17; with the addition of en
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eJautw followed by oJti, <430661>John 6:61. b. the force and meaning of
something, which has a definite meaning: <460211>1 Corinthians 2:11f; thn
parabolhn, <410413>Mark 4:13; musthria, <461302>1 Corinthians 13:2; followed
by an indirect question. <490118>Ephesians 1:18. c. as in classical Greek,
followed by an infinitive in the sense of “to know how” (Latin calleo, “to
be skilled in”): <400711>Matthew 7:11; <421113>Luke 11:13; 12:56; <500412>Philippians
4:12; <520404>1 Thessalonians 4:4; <540305>1 Timothy 3:5; <590417>James 4:17; <610209>2 Peter
2:9; wJv oidate, namely, asfalisasqai, <402765>Matthew 27:65.

3. Hebraistically, eidenai tina “to have regard for one, cherish, pay
attention to”: <520512>1 Thessalonians 5:12 (the Septuagint <013906>Genesis 39:6 for
[dæy;). (Synonym: see ginwskw.)

{1493} eidwleion (eidwlion T WH; see Iota), eidwleiou, to
(eidwlon, which see; cf. ‘Asklhpeion, Apollwneion, HJrakleion etc.
(Winer’s Grammar, 95 (90))), “an idol’s temple, temple consecrated to
idols”: <460810>1 Corinthians 8:10 (1 Macc. 1:47; 10:83; 1 Esdr. 2:9; not found
in secular authors; for in the fragment from Sophocles (152 Dindorf) in
Plutarch, de amico et adul. c. 36 eJdwlia has of late been restored).*

{1494} eidwloqutov, eidwloquton (eidwlon and quw), a Biblical and
ecclesiastical word (Winer’s Grammar, 26; 100 (94)), “sacrificed to idols”;
to eidwloquton and ta eidwloquta denote the flesh left over from the
heathen sacrifices; it was either eaten at feasts, or sold (by the poor and the
miserly) in the market: <441529>Acts 15:29; 21:25; <460801>1 Corinthians 8:1,4,7,10;
10:19,28 (here L text T Tr WH read iJeroquton, which see);
<660214>Revelation 2:14,20. (Cf. Lightfoot on Galatians, p. 308f.)*

{1495} eidwlolatreia eidwlolatria WH; see Iota,
eidwlolatreiav, hJ (eidwlon, which see, and latreia) (Tertullian,
others have idololatria), “the worship of false gods, idolatry”: <480520>Galatians
5:20; used of the formal sacrificial feasts held in honor of false gods, <461014>1
Corinthians 10:14; of avarice, as a worship of Mammon (which see),
<510305>Colossians 3:5 (Lightfoot at the passage); in plural, the vices springing
from idolatry and peculiar to it, <600403>1 Peter 4:3. (Ecclesiastical writings (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 26).)*

{1496} eidwlolatrhv eidwlolatrou, oJ (eidwlon, and latriv i.e. a
hireling, servant, slave), “a worshipper of false gods, an idolater,”
(Tertullian idololatres): <460510>1 Corinthians 5:10; <662108>Revelation 21:8; 22:15;
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anyone, even a Christian, participant in any way in the worship of heathen,
<460511>1 Corinthians 5:11; 6:9; especially one who attends their sacrificial
feasts and eats of the remains of the offered victims, <461007>1 Corinthians 10:7;
a covetous man, as a worshipper of Mammon, <490505>Ephesians 5:5; cf. Meyer
at the passage (Ecclesiastical writings (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 100 (94f)).)*

{1497} eidwlon, eidwlou, to (eidov (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 96 (91);
Etymologicum Magnum 296, 9)), in Greek writings from Homer down,
“an image, likeness,” i.e. whatever represents the form of an object, either
real or imaginary; used of the shades of the departed (in Homer), of
apparitions, spectres, phantoms of the mind, etc.; in Biblical writings (“an
idol,” i.e.):

1. “the image of a heathen god”: <440741>Acts 7:41; <461202>1 Corinthians 12:2;
<660920>Revelation 9:20 (<233022>Isaiah 30:22; <142317>2 Chronicles 23:17, etc.; qewn h
daimonwn eidwla, Polybius 31, 3, 13);

2. “a false god”: <441520>Acts 15:20 (on which see alisghma); <450222>Romans
2:22; <460804>1 Corinthians 8:4,7; 10:19; <470616>2 Corinthians 6:16; <520109>1
Thessalonians 1:9 (often in the Septuagint); fulassein eJauton apo twn
eidwlwn, to guard oneself from all manner of fellowship with heathen
worship, <620521>1 John 5:21.*

{1500} eikh (L WH Relz eikh; cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr.
ii., p. 342; Buttmann, 69 (61); (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 4 e.; Jelf, sec.
324 Obs. 6; Kühner, sec. 336 Anm. 7; especially Etymologicum Magnum
78, 26f; and references under the word Iota)), adverb; in Greek writings
from Aeschylus down;

1. “inconsiderately, without purpose, without just cause”: <400522>Matthew
5:22 R G Tr brackets; <451304>Romans 13:4 (i.e. ‘not to hide it in the scabbard,
but to draw it’ Fritzsche); <510218>Colossians 2:18.

2. “in vain; without success or effect”: <461502>1 Corinthians 15:2; <480304>Galatians
3:4; 4:11. (From Xenophon, Aeschylus down.)*

{1501} eikosi (or eikosin; Tdf. uses eikosi ten times before a
consonant, and says eikosi “$$etiam ante vocalem fere semper in
manuscripts antiquiss.” Proleg., p. 98; WH everywhere eikosi. cf. their
Appendix, p. 148; Buttmann, 9), oJi, aJi, ta, “twenty”: <421431>Luke 14:31;
<440115>Acts 1:15, etc. (From Homer down.)
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{1502} eikw: 1 aorist eixa; “to yield,” (A.V. “give place”): tini,
<480205>Galatians 2:5. (From Homer down.) (Compare: uJpeikw.)*

{1503} EIKW: whence 2 perfect eoika with the force of a present
(Winer’s Grammar, 274 (257)); “to be like”: tini, <590106>James 1:6, 23. (From
Homer down.)*

{1504} eikwn, eikonov (accusative eikonan, <661314>Revelation 13:14
Lachmann; see arshn, hJ (EIKW which see); (from Aeschylus and
Herodotus down); the Septuagint mostly for µl,x,; “an image, figure,
likeness”; a. <402220>Matthew 22:20; <411216>Mark 12:16; <422024>Luke 20:24;
<450123>Romans 1:23; <461549>1 Corinthians 15:49; <661314>Revelation 13:14f; 14:9,11;
15:2; 16:2; 19:20; 20:4; hJ eikwn twn pragmatwn, the image of the things
(namely, the heavenly things), in <581001>Hebrews 10:1, is opposed to hJ skia,
just as in Cicero, de off. 3, 17 solida et expressa effigies is opposed to
umbra; eikwn tou Qeou is used of the moral likeness of renewed men to
God, <510310>Colossians 3:10; eikwn tou uJiou tou Qeou the image of the
Son of God, into which true Christians are transformed, is likeness not only
to the heavenly body (cf. <461549>1 Corinthians 15:49; <500321>Philippians 3:21), but
also to the most holy and blessed state of mind, which Christ possesses:
<450829>Romans 8:29; <470318>2 Corinthians 3:18. b. metonymically, eikwn tinov,
“the image of one; one in whom the likeness of anyone is seen”: eikwn
Qeou is applied to man, on account of his power of command (see doxa,
III. 3 a. [a.]), <461107>1 Corinthians 11:7; to Christ, on account of his divine
nature and absolute moral excellence, <510115>Colossians 1:15; <470404>2 Corinthians
4:4; (cf. Lightfoot and Meyer on Colossians, the passage cited).*

(Synonyms: eikwn, oJmoiwma: oJmoiwma denotes often not mere similarity
but “likeness” (see oJmoiwma, b. and cf. Meyer on <450123>Romans 1:23),
visible conformity to its object; eikwn adds to the idea of likeness the
suggestions of representation (as a derived likeness) and manifestation. Cf.
Trench, sec. xv.; Lightfoot as above)

{1505} eilikrineia (eilikrinia T (WH, see Iota; on the breathing see
WH’s Appendix, p. 144)), eilikrineiav, hJ (eilikrinhv, which see),
“purity, sincerity, ingenuousness”: <460508>1 Corinthians 5:8; <470217>2 Corinthians
2:17; tou Qeou, which God effects by the Holy Spirit, <470112>2 Corinthians
1:12 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 36, 3 b.). (Theophrastus, Sextus Empiricus,
Stobaeus)*
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{1506} eilikrinhv, eilikrinev ((on the breathing see WH’s Appendix,
p. 144; Liddell and Scott, under the word, at the end); commonly supposed
to be from eJilh or eJlh, sunlight, and krinw, properly, found pure when
unfolded and examined by the sun’s light; hence, some write eJilikrinhv.
(see references above); according to the conjecture of others from eilov,
eilein, properly, sifted and cleansed by rapid movement or rolling to and
fro), “pure, unsullied, sincere”; of the soul, an eilikrinhv man:
<500110>Philippians 1:10; dianoia, <610301>2 Peter 3:1. (Sap. 7:25, where cf.
Grimm, Exgt. Hdb.; (see, on the word, also Trench, sec. lxxxv.);
(Hippocrates), Xenophon, Plato (Aristotle, Plutarch), Polybius, Philo
(others).)*

(Synonyms: eilikrinhv, kaqarov: According to Trench as above the
former word expresses freedom from the falsehoods, the latter from the
defilements, of the flesh and of the world.)

{1507} eJilissw, Ionic and poetic and occasional in later prose for
eJissw (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 2, 1 a.): (present passive eJilissomai);
eilw to press close, to roll up (cf. Liddell and Scott, under the word, at
the end)), “to roll” up or together: <660614>Revelation 6:14 R G; but L T Tr
WH have restored eJlissomomai. (From Homer down.)*

{1510} eimi (from ew, whence emi in inscriptions (?); Aeolic, emmi
(Curtius, (yet emmi, so G. Meyer) sec. 564; Veitch, p. 228)), imperative
isqi, estw, less usual htw, <461622>1 Corinthians 16:22; <590512>James 5:12;
Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 48, 5; (1 Macc. 10:31; <19A303>Psalm 103:31
(104:31)); Plato, rep. 2, p. 361 c. (here it has given place to estw (or itw),
see Stallb. at the passage; Veitch, p. 200f; 3 person plural estwsan,
<421235>Luke 12:35; <540312>1 Timothy 3:12), infinitive einai; imperfect —
accusative, the more ancient and elegant form, hn, 2 person hsqa
(<402669>Matthew 26:69; <411467>Mark 14:67), rarer form hv (<402521>Matthew
25:21,23; <431121>John 11:21,32; 21:18; <660315>Revelation 3:15 G L T Tr WH), 3
person hn, 1 person plural hmen — according to the middle form, common
in later Greek (cf. Veitch, p. 226), hmhn (<402535>Matthew 25:35f; (on <441111>Acts
11:11 cf. WH. Introductory sec. 404); <480110>Galatians 1:10, etc.), plural
hmeqa (<402330>Matthew 23:30 G L T Tr WH; <442737>Acts 27:37 L T Tr WH;
(<480403>Galatians 4:3 T WH Tr marginal reading; <490203>Ephesians 2:3 T Tr WH;
Baruch 1:19)); cf. Lob. ad Phryn., pp. 149, 152; future esomai; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 14, 2; Buttmann, 49f (43); “to be”;
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I. eimi has the force of a predicate (i.e. is the substantive verb): “to be,”
i.e.

1. “to exist”;

a. passages in which the idea of the verb preponderates, and some person
or thing is said “to exist” by way of distinction from things non-existent:
estin oJ Qeov, <581106>Hebrews 11:6; oJ wn kai oJ hn (Winer’s Grammar, 68
(66), cf. 182 (172); Buttmann, 50 (43)), <660104>Revelation 1:4 (8; 4:8); 11:17;
16:5; en arch hn oJ logov, <430101>John 1:1; prin Abraam genesqai, egw
eimi, <430858>John 8:58 (so WH marginal reading in 24, 28; 13:19 (see II. 5
below)); pro tou ton kosmon einai, <431705>John 17:5; hn, kai ouk esti
kaiper estin Rec., according to the better reading kai parestai (G Tr
WH, but L T parestai, correctly; cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf.
Spr. sec. 108 Anm. 20; Chandler sec. 803), <661708>Revelation 17:8; esmen,
<441728>Acts 17:28; ta mh onta and ta onta things that are not, things that
are, <450417>Romans 4:17; things that have some or have no influence, of some
or of no account, <460128>1 Corinthians 1:28 (ekalesen uJmav ouk ontav kai
hqelhsen ek mh ontov einai hJmav, Clement of Rome, <470108>2 Corinthians
1:8 (cf. Gebh. and Harn. at the passage and especially on Hermas, vis. 1, 1,
6)). Hence,

b. equivalent to “to live”: ei hmeqa (or hmen Rec.) en taiv hJmeraiv twn
paterwn hJmwn if we had been (viz. living) in the days of our fathers,
<402330>Matthew 23:30; ouk einai is used (as in classical Greek, cf. Passow, i.,
p. 792 (Liddell and Scott, under A. I. 1)) of the dead (who “are not, are no
more”): <400218>Matthew 2:18.

c. equivalent to “to stay, remain, be in a place”: <400213>Matthew 2:13,15;
<410145>Mark 1:45 (L WH brackets hn); 5:21; <420180>Luke 1:80; see V. 4 below.

d. equivalent to “to be found,” the subject being anarthrous; as, hn
anqrwpov “there was” (found, German es gab) a man, etc.: <421601>Luke
16:1,19; 18:23; <430301>John 3:1; 4:6; 5:2; 6:10; <460805>1 Corinthians 8:5; 12:4-6;
14:10; 15:44; <620516>1 John 5:16, and often; esontai empaiktai <650118>Jude
1:18; esti, hn, estai with a negative: ouk esti dikaiov “there is not”
(namely, found) a righteous man, <450310>Romans 3:10; add <450312>Romans
3:12,18; cronov ouk estai eti there shall be no longer time,
<661006>Revelation 10:6; add, <662203>Revelation 22:3,5 (Rec. adds ekei);
<662125>Revelation 21:25 (here ekei stands) anastasiv nekrwn ouk estin,
<461512>1 Corinthians 15:12; mh einai anastasin, <402223>Matthew 22:23 and its
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parall.; <442308>Acts 23:8. Here belong also the phrases eisin, oJi etc., oJitinev
etc., “there are (some) who” etc.: <401628>Matthew 16:28; 19:12; <410901>Mark 9:1;
<420927>Luke 9:27; <430664>John 6:64; <441120>Acts 11:20; oudeiv estin oJv, <410939>Mark
9:39f; 10:29; <420161>Luke 1:61; 18:29; with a noun added, eJx hJmerai eisin,
en aiv etc. <421314>Luke 13:14; tiv estin, oJv, <400709>Matthew 7:9 (L Tr WH omit
estin); <401211>Matthew 12:11 (Tr omits; WH brackets estin): estin oJ with a
participle “there is” (viz., is not lacking) “one that” etc. <430532>John 5:32 (?),
45; 8:50.

e. when used of things, events, facts, etc., einai is equivalent to “to
happen, take place”: nun krisiv estin, <431231>John 12:31; goggusmov hn,
<430712>John 7:12 qorubov tou laou. <411402>Mark 14:2; scisma, scismata,
<430916>John 9:16; <460110>1 Corinthians 1:10; 12:25; eridev, <460111>1 Corinthians
1:11; aJireseiv, <461119>1 Corinthians 11:19: penqov, ponov, kraugh,
<662104>Revelation 21:4; esontai limoi kai loimoi (R G Tr marginal reading
in br:, others omit kai loimoi) kai seismoi <402407>Matthew 24:7; anagkh
megalh, <422123>Luke 21:23; anastasin mellein esesqai, <442415>Acts 24:15.
of times and seasons: ceimwn estin, <431022>John 10:22; nux, <431330>John 13:30
yucov, <431818>John 18:18; kauswn, <421255>Luke 12:55; eJspera <440403>Acts 4:3
prwia, <431828>John 18:28 (Rec.); skotia, <432001>John 20:1: esti, hn wJra — as
eJkth, <422344>Luke 23:44; <430406>John 4:6; 19:14 (L T Tr WH) 1:39 (40), etc.;
also of feasts: <430501>John 5:1,10; 9:14; <441203>Acts 12:3; <422354>Luke 23:54;
<411542>Mark 15:42. universally, to esomenon what will be, follow, happen:
<422249>Luke 22:49; pote tauta estai; <402403>Matthew 24:3; pwv estai touto;
<420134>Luke 1:34; after the Hebrew, kai estai (equivalent to hy;h;w]) followed
by the future of another verb: <440217>Acts 2:17 (from <290228>Joel 2:28 (3:1)); 21
(from <290232>Joel 2:32 (3:5)); <440323>Acts 3:23: <450926>Romans 9:26 (from <280110>Hosea
1:10 (2:1)). ti oun estin; “what then is it?” i.e. “how stands the case?
What follows therefore?” <442122>Acts 21:22; <461415>1 Corinthians 14:15,26.

2. equivalent to pareimi, “to be present; to be at hand; to be in store”:
oinov ouk estin, <430203>John 2:3 Tdf.; pampollou (Rec.) oclou ontov,
when there was present, <410801>Mark 8:1; add, 2:15; <401210>Matthew 12:10 R G;
<580804>Hebrews 8:4; oupw gar hn pneuma (aJgion), “was not yet” present,
i.e. had not yet been “given” (which some authorities add). <430739>John 7:39;
so also in the words ei pneuma aJgion estin (but R G Tr accent aJgion
estin., cf. Chandler sec. 938), <441902>Acts 19:2; akousav ... onta sita,
“that there was” an abundance of “grain,” <440712>Acts 7:12; dunamiv kuriou
hn eiv to iasqai autouv, was present to heal them, <420517>Luke 5:17.
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3. estin with an infinitive, as in Greek writings from Homer down (see
Passow, i., p. 792f; (Liddell and Scott, under the word, A. VI.); see
examples from the O.T. Apocrypha in Wahl, Clavis apocryph., p. 155), “it
is possible to” etc.; with a negative (as more common in classic Greek
also), “it is impossible”: <580905>Hebrews 9:5; <461120>1 Corinthians 11:20 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 2 b.).

II. eimi (as a copula) connects the subject with the predicate, where the
sentence shows who or what a person or thing is as respects character,
nature, disposition, race, power, dignity, greatness, age, etc.

1. universally: egw eimi presbuthv, <420118>Luke 1:18; egw eimi Gabrihl,
<420119>Luke 1:19; erhmov estin oJ topov, <401415>Matthew 14:15; profhthv ei
su, <430419>John 4:19; su ei oJ Cristov, <402663>Matthew 26:63; kaqaroi este,
<431310>John 13:10; uJmeiv este to aJlav thv ghv, <400513>Matthew 5:13;
Ioudaiouv einai eJautouv, <660309>Revelation 3:9, cf. <660209>Revelation 2:9, and
countless other examples

2. eimi, as a copula, indicates that the subject is or is to be compared to
the thing expressed by the predicate: hJ sfragiv mou thv apostolhv
uJmeiv este, ye are, as it were, the seal attesting my apostleship, i.e. your
faith is proof that the name of apostle is given me rightfully, <460902>1
Corinthians 9:2; hJ epistolh (namely, sustatikh, cf. <460901>1 Corinthians
9:1) uJmeiv este, i.e. ye yourselves are like a letter of recommendation for
me, or ye serve as a substitute for a letter of recommendation, <470302>2
Corinthians 3:2; touto esti to swma mou, this which I now hand to you
is, as it were, my body, <402626>Matthew 26:26; <411422>Mark 14:22; <422219>Luke
22:19; uJmeiv naov Qeou este (L text T Tr text WH hJmeiv ... esmen ye
(we) are to be regarded as the temple of God, <470616>2 Corinthians 6:16, cf.
<460619>1 Corinthians 6:19; oJ Qeov naov authv estin (esti R G Tr], kai to
arnion, they are to be regarded as its temple, they occupy the place of a
temple in the city because present with everyone in it, <662122>Revelation 21:22.
Hence,

3. einai, getting an explicative force, is often equivalent to “to denote,
signify, import,” as oJ agrov estin oJ kosmov, <401337>Matthew 13:37-39, 19f,
22f; <420811>Luke 8:11f, 14f; <480424>Galatians 4:24f; <661715>Revelation 17:15; 19:8,
(the Septuagint <014128>Genesis 41:28f; <263711>Ezekiel 37:11); tout’ estin (so T
WH uniformly, except that WH omits n. efelk. in <580214>Hebrews 2:14),
Lachmann toutestin (except in <451006>Romans 10:6,7,8; also Treg. except in
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<402746>Matthew 27:46; <410702>Mark 7:2; <440119>Acts 1:19; <450908>Romans 9:8; 10:6,7,8;
sometimes written touto estin, see Tdf. Proleg., p. 111; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 45; Buttmann, 11 (10)), an explanatory formula (equivalent to
touto shmainei) which is either inserted into the discourse as a
parenthesis, or annexed to words as an apposition (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
530 (493); Buttmann, 400 (342). It is to be distinguished from touto de
estin: tout’ estin introduces an incidental explanation for the most part
of the language; touto de estin subjoins an explanatory statement,
relating generally to the thought; (cf. our “that is to say,” and “that is”); see
<450112>Romans 1:12 and Fritzsche at the passage): <402746>Matthew 27:46;
<410702>Mark 7:2; <440119>Acts 1:19; <450718>Romans 7:18; 10:6-8; <570112>Philemon 1:12;
<580214>Hebrews 2:14; 7:5, etc.; likewise oJ esti, <410317>Mark 3:17; 7:11,34;
<580702>Hebrews 7:2; oJ esti meqermhneuomenon, “this signifies, when
interpreted,” etc. <411534>Mark 15:34; <440436>Acts 4:36; see 6 c. below.

4. In the Bible far more frequently than in secular authors, and in the N.T.
much more often in the historical than in the other books, a participle
without the article serves as the predicate, being connected with the subject
by the verb einai (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 45, 5 and especially
Buttmann, 309ff (265ff)); and a. so as to form a mere periphrasis of the
finite verb;

a. with the present participle is formed — a periphrasis of the present: esti
prosanaplhrousa ... kai perisseuousa, <470912>2 Corinthians 9:12; — a
periph. of the imperfect or of the aorist, mostly in Mark and Luke
(Buttmann, 312 (268)): hn kaqeuden, <410438>Mark 4:38; hn proagwn,
10:32; hn sugkaqhmenov, 14:54; hn dianeuwn, <420122>Luke 1:22; hsan
kaqhmenoi, 5:17; hn ekballwn, 11:14; hsan kaqezomenoi (Lachmann,
others, kaqhmenoi), <440202>Acts 2:2, and other examples; once in Paul,
<507726>Philippians 2:26 epipoqwn hn; — a periph. of the future: esontai
piptontev (ekpiptontev R G), <411325>Mark 13:25.

[b.] with the perfect participle is formed — a periph. of the aorist
(imperfect (?)): hn eJstwv, <420501>Luke 5:1; — a periph. of the pluperfect:
hsan elhluqotev, sunelhluquiai <420517>Luke 5:17; 23:55; especially with
the perfect passive participle: hn hJ epigrafh epigegrammenh, <411526>Mark
15:26; hn autw kecrhmatismenon, <420226>Luke 2:26; hn teqrammenov,
<420416>Luke 4:16; add, <420802>Luke 8:2; 23:51; <440117>Acts 1:17, etc.
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[g.] once with an aorist participle a periph. of the pluperfect is formed: hn
... blhqeiv (R G L Tr marginal reading beblhmenov) en th fulakh,
<422319>Luke 23:19 T Tr text WH; on the same use of the aorist sometimes in
Greek writings cf. Passow, i., p. 793; (Liddell and Scott, under the word,
B. 2; yet cf. Buttmann, sec. 144, 24 at the end).

b. so as to indicate continuance in any act or state (Buttmann, 310f (266)):
hn didaskwn was accustomed to teach, <410122>Mark 1:22; <420431>Luke 4:31;
19:47; hn (T Tr text WH hlqen) khrusswn, <410139>Mark 1:39; <420444>Luke
4:44; hsan nhsteuontev held their fast, <410218>Mark 2:18; hsan
sullalountev “were talking,” <410904>Mark 9:4;hn sugkuptousa, <421311>Luke
13:11; hn qelwn, <422308>Luke 23:8; hn prosdecomenov, <411543>Mark 15:43
(<422351>Luke 23:51 prosedeceto); once in Paul, <480123>Galatians 1:23 hsan
akouontev, with the future (cf. Buttmann, 311 (267)): estai dedemenon,
estai lelumenon, equivalent to shall remain bound, shall remain loosed,
<401619>Matthew 16:19; estai patoumenh shall continue to be trodden down,
<422124>Luke 21:24, and other examples

c. to signify that one is in the act of doing something: hn ercomenon was
in the act of coming, <430109>John 1:9 (cf. Meyer edition Weiss at the passage);
hn uJpostrefwn, <440828>Acts 8:28.

d. the combination of einai with participle seems intended also to give the
verbal idea more force and prominence by putting it in the form of a noun
(see Buttmann’s Grammar, and Winer’s Grammar, as above) hn ecwn
kthmata polla (German wohlhabend (English was “one that had”)),
<401922>Matthew 19:22; <411022>Mark 10:22; esh siwpwn, <420120>Luke 1:20; hn
uJpotassomenov (“obedient, in subjection”), <420251>Luke 2:51; isqi
exousian ecwn, be thou ruler over, <421917>Luke 19:17; hn suneudokwn
<440801>Acts 8:1; zwn eimi, <660118>Revelation 1:18, and in other examples three
times in Paul: ei ... hlpikotev esmen monon if we are those who have
only hoped, or to whom nothing is left but hope, <461519>1 Corinthians 15:19;
hn hn ... katallasswn, the reconciler, <470519>2 Corinthians 5:19; aJtina
esti logon econta sofiav, are things having a reputation of wisdom,
<510223>Colossians 2:23 (Matthiae, sec. 560 ((so Kühner, sec. 353 Anm. 3))
gives examples from secular authors in which several words intervene
between einai and the participle).

e. Of quite another sort are those examples in which einai has its own
force, being equivalent to “to be found, to be present, to stay,” (see I.
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above), and the participle is added to express an act or condition of the
subject (cf. Buttmann, sec. 144, 27): en toiv mnhmasi ... hn was i.e.
stayed) krazwn, <410505>Mark 5:5; hn de ekei (was kept there) ...
boskomenh, <410511>Mark 5:11; <400830>Matthew 8:30; hsan en th oJdw
anabainontev, Luther correctly, “they were in the road (going up” etc.
<411032>Mark 10:32; eisin andrev ... euchn econtev, <442123>Acts 21:23; add,
<401210>Matthew 12:10 (RG); 27:55; <410206>Mark 2:6, (in the last two examples
hsan “were present”); <420433>Luke 4:33; <430128>John 1:28; 3:23; <442514>Acts 25:14;
<450312>Romans 3:12, etc.; anwqen estin, katabainon etc. (insert a comma
after estin), “is from above,” katabainon etc. being added by way of
explanation, <590117>James 1:17 (cf. Buttmann, 310 (266)).

5. The formula egw eimi (“I am he”), frequent in the Gospels, especially in
John, must have its predicate supplied mentally, inasmuch as it is evident
from the context (cf. Krüger, sec. 60, 7); thus, egw eimi, namely, Ihsouv oJ
Nazwraion, <431805>John 18:5 (here L marginal reading expresses oJ Ihsouv,
WH marginal reading Ihsouv); <431806>John 18:6,8; “it is I” whom you see, not
another, <401427>Matthew 14:27; <410650>Mark 6:50; <422436>Luke 24:36 (Lachmann in
brackets); <430620>John 6:20; namely, oJ kaqhmenov kai prosaitwn, <430909>John
9:9; simply eimi, “I am” teacher and Lord, <431313>John 13:13; ouk eimi
namely, ex autwn, <422258>Luke 22:58; <431825>John 18:25; “I am not” Elijah,
<430121>John 1:21; specifically, I am the Messiah, <411306>Mark 13:6; 14:62;
<422108>Luke 21:8; <430426>John 4:26; 8:24,28; 13:19; I am the Son of God,
<422270>Luke 22:70 (like ynia} aWh, <053239>Deuteronomy 32:39; <234310>Isaiah 43:10);
cf. Keim, 3:320 (English translation, 6:34; Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, i. 63f).
The third person is used in the same way: ekeinov estin, namely, oJ uJiov
tou Qeou, <430937>John 9:37; namely, oJ paradwswn eme, <431326>John 13:26.

6. Of the phrases having a pronoun in place of a predicate, the following
deserve notice:

a. tiv eimi, ei, estin, a formula of inquiry, used by those desiring —
either to know what sort of a man one is whom they see, or what his name
is, <430119>John 1:19; 8:25; 21:12; <442615>Acts 26:15 — or that they may see the
face of some one spoken of, and that he may be pointed out to them,
<421903>Luke 19:3; <430936>John 9:36; su tiv ei oJ with a participle, “who” (i.e. how
petty) “art thou, that” etc.? the question of one administering a rebuke and
contemptuously denying another’s right to do a thing, <450920>Romans 9:20;
14:4 (Strabo 6, 2, 4, p. 271 su tiv ei oJ ton Omhron yegwn wJv
muqografon); egw tiv eimi; “who (how small) am I?” the language of
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one holding a modest opinion of himself and recognizing his weakness,
<441117>Acts 11:17, cf. <020311>Exodus 3:11.

b. eimi tiv, like sum aliquis in Latin, to be somebody (eminent): <440536>Acts
5:36; einai ti, like the Latin aliquid esse, “to be something” (i.e.,
something excellent): <480206>Galatians 2:6; 6:3; in these phrases tiv and ti are
emphatic; cf. Kühner, sec. 470, 3; (Winer’s Grammar, 170 (161);
Buttmann, 114 (100)); einai ti after a negative, “to be nothing,” <460307>1
Corinthians 3:7, cf. Meyer at the passage; also in questions having a
negative force, <461019>1 Corinthians 10:19 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 6, 2).
ouden eimi, <461302>1 Corinthians 13:2; <471211>2 Corinthians 12:11; ouden estin,
it is nothing, is of no account, <402316>Matthew 23:16,18; <430854>John 8:54;
<442124>Acts 21:24; <460719>1 Corinthians 7:19.

c. tiv esti, e.g. hJ parabolh, what does it mean? what is the explanation
of the thing? <420809>Luke 8:9 tiv eih hJ parabolh auth; <441017>Acts 10:17 ti
an ein to oJrama; <410127>Mark 1:27 ti esti touto; “what is this?” expressive
of astonishment, <421526>Luke 15:26 ti ein tauta; what might be the cause of
the noise he heard? <421836>Luke 18:36; <431006>John 10:6, tina hn, aJ elalei
autoiv. Ti esti what does it mean? <400913>Matthew 9:13; 12:7; <422017>Luke
20:17; <431617>John 16:17f; ti estin ei mh oJti, <490409>Ephesians 4:9; see II. 3
above.

d. oJutov, aJuth, touto estin followed by a noun, equivalent to in this is
seen, is contained, etc.

[a.] is so employed that the pronoun refers to something which has just
been said: oJutov gar esti oJ nomov, the law is summed up in what I have
just mentioned, comes to this, <400712>Matthew 7:12.

[b.]. in John’s usage it is so employed that the pronoun serves as the
subject, which is defined by a noun that follows, and this noun itself is a
substitute as it were for the predicate: auth estin hJ nikh ... hJ pistiv
hJmwn <620504>1 John 5:4; aJuth estin hJ marturia tou Qeou, hJn, etc. <620509>1
John 5:9 Rec. oJutov, aJuth, touto esti followed by oJti (Buttmann, 105
(92); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 161 (152)): <430319>John 3:19; <620105>1 John 1:5;
5:11,14; followed by iJna (to say that something ought to be done, or that
something is desired or demanded (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 338 (317);
Buttmann, 240 (207))): <430629>John 6:29,39f; 15:12; <620311>1 John 3:11,23; 5:3;
followed by oJte etc. <430119>John 1:19 (Winer’s Grammar, 438 (408)).
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7. The participle wn, ousa, on, ontev, onta, joined to a substantive or an
adjective, has the force of an intercalated clause, and may be translated
“since or although I am, thou art,” etc. (here the English use of the
participle agrees in the main with the Greek): eij oun uJmei~v ponhroi
ontev oidate <400711>Matthew 7:11; add, 12:34; <422036>Luke 20:36; <430304>John 3:4;
4:9; <441621>Acts 16:21; <450510>Romans 5:10; <460807>1 Corinthians 8:7; <480203>Galatians
2:3; <590304>James 3:4, and often; twice with other participles, used adjectivally
(Buttmann, 310 (266)): ontev aphllotriwmenoi, <510121>Colossians 1:21;
eskotismenoi (R G, others eskotwmenoi), <490418>Ephesians 4:18.

8. Sometimes the copula estin (with the accent (see Chandler sec. 938))
stands at the beginning of a sentence, to emphasize the truth of what the
sentence affirms or denies: <420811>Luke 8:11; <540606>1 Timothy 6:6; esti de
pistiv etc. <581101>Hebrews 11:1 (although some explain it here (as a
substantive verb), ‘but faith exists’ or ‘is found,’ to wit in the examples
adduced immediately after (see Winer’s Grammar, sec. 7, 3)); several times
so used in Philo in statements (quoted by Delitzsch on <581101>Hebrews 11:1)
resembling definitions. ouk estin: <401357>Matthew 13:57; <411227>Mark 12:27;
<441034>Acts 10:34; <461433>1 Corinthians 14:33; <590315>James 3:15.

III. eimi joined with adverbs;

1. with adverbs of place;

a. where? “to be, be busy, somewhere”: ekei, <400215>Matthew 2:15; 27:55;
<410301>Mark 3:1 (L omits; Tr brackets hn), etc.; enqade, <441628>Acts 16:28; esw,
<432026>John 20:26; oJu, <400209>Matthew 2:9; 18:20; <441613>Acts 16:13; oJpou,
<410204>Mark 2:4; 5:40; <430662>John 6:62; <441701>Acts 17:1, etc.; pou, <400202>Matthew
2:2; <430711>John 7:11, etc.; wJde, <402806>Matthew 28:6; <410905>Mark 9:5, etc.

b. with adverbs of distance: apenanti tinov, <450318>Romans 3:18 (<193502>Psalm
35:2 (<193602>Psalm 36:2)); ektov tinov, <471202>2 Corinthians 12:2 (3 cwriv tou
L T Tr WH); emprosqen tinov, <421402>Luke 14:2; entov tinov. <421721>Luke
17:21; enwpion tinov, <660104>Revelation 1:4; 7:15; makran apo tinov,
<432108>John 21:8; <411234>Mark 12:34; porrw, <421432>Luke 14:32; epanw, <430331>John
3:31{a} (31b G T WH marginal reading omits the clause); of the situation
of regions and places: antipera (or antipera etc. see under the word)
tinov, <420826>Luke 8:26; egguv — now standing absolutely, <431942>John 19:42;
now with the genitive, <431118>John 11:18; 19:20, etc.; now with the dative,
<440938>Acts 9:38; 27:8.
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c. whence? “to be from some quarter,” i.e. “to come, originate, from”:
poqen, <402125>Matthew 21:25; <421325>Luke 13:25,27; <430727>John 7:27; 9:29; 19:9;
2:9 (poqen estin namely, oJ oinov, whence the wine was procured);
enteuqen, <431836>John 18:36.

2. with adverbs of quality; oJutwv eimi, “to be thus or so, to be such”;
absolutely, <401349>Matthew 13:49; with en uJmin added, <402026>Matthew 20:26
(here R G T estai); oJutwv estai, so will it be, i.e. come to pass,
<401340>Matthew 13:40 (49 (see above)); oJutwv estin or estai, of things,
events, etc., “such is or will be the state of the case” (Winer’s Grammar,
465 (434)): <401910>Matthew 19:10; 24:27,37,39; <410426>Mark 4:26; <450418>Romans
4:18 (<011505>Genesis 15:5); so of persons, <430308>John 3:8. kaqwv estin as, even
as, he, etc. is, <620302>1 John 3:2,7; 4:17; eimi wJsper tiv to be, to do as one,
to imitate him, be like him, <400605>Matthew 6:5 (R G); <421811>Luke 18:11 (R G T
WH text); estw soi wJsper etc. regard him as a heathen and a publican,
i.e. have no fellowship with him, <401817>Matthew 18:17; eimi wJv or wJsei tiv,
to be as, i.e. like or equal to anyone, Matthew (6:5 L T Tr WH); 22:30
28:3; <421144>Luke 11:44; (18:11 L Tr WH marginal reading); 22:27; <460729>1
Corinthians 7:29f; ta splagcna perissoterwv eiv uJmav estin he is
moved with the more abundant love toward you, <470715>2 Corinthians 7:15. —
But see each adverb in its place.

IV. eimi with the oblique cases of substantives or of pronouns;

1. einai tinov, like the Latin alicuius esse, equivalent to “to pertain to” a
person or a thing, denotes any kind of possession or connection
(possessive genitive); cf. Krüger, sec. 47, 6, 4ff; Winer’s Grammar, sec.
30, 5 b.; Buttmann, sec. 132, 11. a. of things which one owns: estai sou
pasa (Rec. panta), <420407>Luke 4:7; oJu estin hJ zwnh aJuth, <442111>Acts
21:11; add, <411207>Mark 12:7; <431012>John 10:12; 19:24; — or for the possession
of which he is fitted: tinov estin hJ basileia tou ouranou or tou
Qeou, he is fit for a share in the kingdom of God, <400503>Matthew 5:3,10;
19:14; <411014>Mark 10:14; <421816>Luke 18:16. panta uJmwn esti, all things serve
your interests and promote your salvation, <460321>1 Corinthians 3:21. b. of
things which proceed from one: <470407>2 Corinthians 4:7. c. “to be of one’s
party, be devoted to one”: <460112>1 Corinthians 1:12; <550219>2 Timothy 2:19; tou
Cristou, <410941>Mark 9:41; <450809>Romans 8:9; <460112>1 Corinthians 1:12; <471007>2
Corinthians 10:7; hence also thv oJdou (namely, tou kuriou) einai,
<440902>Acts 9:2 (cf. Buttmann, 163 (142)). d. “to be subject to one; to be in his
hands or power”: <402228>Matthew 22:28; <442723>Acts 27:23; <450916>Romans 9:16;
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14:8; <460323>1 Corinthians 3:23; 6:19,20 Rec.; pneumatov, <420955>Luke 9:55 Rec.
Hence, e. “to be suitable, fit, for one”: <440107>Acts 1:7. f. “to be of a kind or
class”: einai nuktov, skotouv, hJmerav, <520505>1 Thessalonians 5:5,8; or “to
be of the number of” (a partitive genitive, cf. Buttmann, 159 (139)):
<442306>Acts 23:6; <540120>1 Timothy 1:20; <550115>2 Timothy 1:15. g. with a genitive of
“quality”: <581039>Hebrews 10:39; 12:11. h. with a genitive of “age”: <410542>Mark
5:42; <420323>Luke 3:23; <440422>Acts 4:22 (Tobit 14:11). With this use (viz. 1) of
einai, those examples must not be confounded in which a predicate
nominative is to be repeated from the subject (cf. Krüger, sec. 47, 6, 1):
ouk estin oJ Qeov nekrwn, alla zwntwn, namely, Qeov, <402232>Matthew
22:32, cf. <411227>Mark 12:27; <422038>Luke 20:38; tauta ta rhmata ouk esti
daimonizomenou, namely, rhmata, <431021>John 10:21; ouk estin
akatastasiav oJ Qeov, alla eirhnhv, <461433>1 Corinthians 14:33; allo
biblion, oJ esti thv zwhv, <662012>Revelation 20:12; add, <470203>2 Corinthians
2:3; <600303>1 Peter 3:3.

2. eimi with the dative (cf. Krüger, sec. 48, 3 (who appears to regard the
dative as expressing a less close or necessary relationship than the
genitive); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 2);

a. esti moi, hJmin, etc. “it is mine, ours,” etc., “I, we,” etc., “have”:
<420107>Luke 1:7; 2:7,10; 14:10; <431810>John 18:10,39; 19:40; <440705>Acts 7:5; 8:21;
10:6; <450902>Romans 9:2,9; <460916>1 Corinthians 9:16; <600411>1 Peter 4:11, and often.
ouk esti hJmin (others uJmin) hJ palh prov etc. we have not a struggle
against etc. <490612>Ephesians 6:12; eisin hJmin we have here etc. <442123>Acts
21:23; ti estai hJmin what shall we have? what will be given us?
<401927>Matthew 19:27; uJmin estin hJ epaggelia the promise belongs to you,
<440239>Acts 2:39.

b. einai tini ti “to be something to (or for) someone,” used of various
relations, as of service, protection, etc.: skeuov ekloghv esti moi oJutov
namely, tou with an infinitive <440915>Acts 9:15; esesqe moi marturev, Acts
(i. 8 R G, cf.) 22:15; esomai autw Qeov kai autov estai moi uJiov,
<662107>Revelation 21:7; esontai moi laov, <470616>2 Corinthians 6:16 (R G); eiv
to einai auton ... patera ... toiv etc. <450411>Romans 4:11.

c. einai tini ti, “to be to one as or for something, to pass for” etc.: <460118>1
Corinthians 1:18; 2:14; 9:2, cf. <401817>Matthew 18:17.

d. einai tini ti, “to be,” i.e. “conduce, redound to one for (or as)
something” (cf. Krüger, sec. 48, 3, 5): <461114>1 Corinthians 11:14f; <470215>2
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Corinthians 2:15; <500128>Philippians 1:28; ouai de moi esti, <460916>1 Corinthians
9:16 (<280912>Hosea 9:12). e. estai tini, “will come upon, befall, happen to,
one”: <401622>Matthew 16:22; <420145>Luke 1:45. f. <442411>Acts 24:11 ou pleiouv
eisi moi hJmerai h dekaduo (L T Tr WH omit h and read dwdeka) not
more than twelve days are (namely, passed) to me, i.e. it is not more than
twelve days. <420136>Luke 1:36 oJutov mhn eJktov estin auth this is the sixth
month to (with) her. Those passages must not be brought under this head
in which the dative does not belong to the verb but depends on an
adjective, as kalov, koinwnov, filov, etc.

V. eimi with prepositions and their cases.

1. apo oJ tinov (topou), “to come from, be a native of”: <430144>John 1:44
(45) (cf. apo, II. 1 a.).

2. eiv ti,

a. to have betaken oneself to some place and “to be” there, to have gone
“into” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50, 4 b.; (Buttmann, 333 (286)): eiv
oikon, <410201>Mark 2:1 (R G; others en); eiv ton agron, <411316>Mark 13:16 (R
G); eiv thn koithn, <421107>Luke 11:7; eiv ton kolpon, <430118>John 1:18, where
cf. Tholuck (Winer’s Grammar, 415 (387); Buttmann, as above); (on
<440820>Acts 8:20 see apwleia, 2 a.). metaphorically, “to come to”: eiv
colhn pikriav (hast fallen into), <440823>Acts 8:23.

b. “to be” directed “toward” a thing: wJste thn pistin uJmwn ... einai eiv
Qeon, <600121>1 Peter 1:21; “to tend to” anything: <451136>Romans 11:36 (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 50, 6).

c. “to be for,” i.e. conduce or inure to, serve for (Buttmann, 150f (131f);
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 29, 3 a.): <461422>1 Corinthians 14:22; <510222>Colossians
2:22; <590503>James 5:3; emoi eiv elaciston esti, it results for me in, i.e. I
account it, a very small thing, <460403>1 Corinthians 4:3, (eiv wfeleian, Aesop
fab. 124, 2).

d. In imitation of the Hebrew hy;j; followed by l], einai eiv tina or ti
stands where the Greeks use a nominative (Winer’s Grammar and
Buttmann, as above; especially Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word eiv,
3): <401905>Matthew 19:5 and <411008>Mark 10:8 and <460616>1 Corinthians 6:16 and
<490531>Ephesians 5:31 esontai eiv sarka mian (from <010224>Genesis 2:24);
<620508>1 John 5:8 eiv to en eisin, unite, conspire, toward one and the same
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result, agree in one; <470618>2 Corinthians 6:18 (<243801>Jeremiah 38:1 (<243101>Jeremiah
31:1)); <580105>Hebrews 1:5 (<100714>2 Samuel 7:14); 8:10.

3. ek tinov,

a. “to be of,” i.e. “a part of anything, to belong to,” etc. (Winer’s
Grammar, 368 (345); cf. Buttmann, 159 (139)): <461215>1 Corinthians 12:15f;
ek tinwn, “of the number of”: <402673>Matthew 26:73; <411469>Mark 14:69f;
<422258>Luke 22:58; <430124>John 1:24; 6:64,71 (R T); 7:50; 10:26; 18:17,25;
<442108>Acts 21:8; <550306>2 Timothy 3:6; <620219>1 John 2:19; <661711>Revelation 17:11
(Xenophon, mem. 3, 6, 17); ek tou ariqmou tinwn, <422203>Luke 22:3.

b. “to be of,” i.e. to have “originated, sprung, come, from” (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 51, 1 d.; Buttmann, 327 (281f)): <422307>Luke 23:7; <430146>John
1:46 (47); 3:31 (oJ wn ek thv ghv); 4:22; 7:52; 8:23; 18:36; <440406>Acts 4:6;
19:25; 23:34; <480321>Galatians 3:21; <620407>1 John 4:7; oJv estin ex uJmwn, your
fellow-countryman, <510409>Colossians 4:9.

c. “to be of,” i.e. “proceed from one as the author” (Winer’s Grammar,
366f (344f); Buttmann, 327 (281)): <400537>Matthew 5:37; <430717>John 7:17;
<440538>Acts 5:38f; <470407>2 Corinthians 4:7; <620216>1 John 2:16; <580211>Hebrews 2:11;
einai ex ouranou, ex anqrwpwn, to be instituted by the authority of
God, by the authority of men, <402125>Matthew 21:25; <411130>Mark 11:30; <422004>Luke
20:4; to be begotten of one, <400120>Matthew 1:20.

d. “to be of,” i.e. “be connected with one; to be related to,” (cf. Winer’s
sec. 51, 1 d.; cf. in ek, II. 1 a. and 7): oJ nomov ouk estin ek pistewv,
has no connection with faith, <480312>Galatians 3:12; ex ergwn nomou einai
(Luth. mit Werken umgehen), <480310>Galatians 3:10; especially in John’s
usage, “to depend on the power of one, to be prompted and governed by
one, and reflect his character”: thus einai ek tou diabolou, <430844>John
8:44; <620308>1 John 3:8; ek tou ponhrou, <620312>1 John 3:12; ek tou kosmou,
<431519>John 15:19; 17:14,16; <620405>1 John 4:5; when this expression is used of
wickedness, it is equivalent to produced by the world and pertaining to it,
<620216>1 John 2:16; opposed to ek tou Qeou einai, <430847>John 8:47; <620401>1 John
4:1-3; this latter phrase is used especially of true Christians, as begotten
anew by the Spirit of God (see gennaw, 2 d.): <620404>1 John 4:4,6; 5:19; <640111>3
John 1:11; ek thv alhqeiav einai, either to come from the love of truth
as an effect, as <620221>1 John 2:21, or, if used of a man, to be led and governed
by the love and pursuit of truth, as <431837>John 18:37; <620319>1 John 3:19; oJ wn
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ek thv ghv ek thv ghv esti, he who is from the earth as respects origin
bears the nature of this his earthly origin, is earthly, <430331>John 3:31.

e. “to be of,” i.e. “formed” from: <662121>Revelation 21:21; <461108>1 Corinthians
11:8.

4. en tini,

a. with the dative of place, “to be in,” i.e. “be present, to stay, dwell”; a
prop <402426>Matthew 24:26; <420249>Luke 2:49, etc.; on the surface of a place
(Germ auf), as en th oJdw, <411032>Mark 10:32 and elsewhere; en tw agrw,
<421525>Luke 15:25. “at”: en dexia tou Qeou, <450834>Romans 8:34; “to live,
dwell,” as in a city: <421803>Luke 18:3; <440910>Acts 9:10; <500101>Philippians 1:1; <460102>1
Corinthians 1:2, etc.; of God, en ouranoiv, <490609>Ephesians 6:9; of things
which are found, met with, in a place: <550220>2 Timothy 2:20, etc. [b.] things
so pertaining to locality that one can, in a proper sense, “be in” them or be
surrounded by them, are spoken of in the same way metaphorically and
improperly, as einai en tw fwti, en th skotia: <620209>1 John 2:9,11; <520504>1
Thessalonians 5:4; en sarki, <450705>Romans 7:5; 8:8 (see sarx, 4).

b. “to be in a state or condition” (see Buttmann, 330 (284); cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 29, 3 b. and en, I. 5 c.): en eirhnh, <421121>Luke 11:21; en
ecqra, <422312>Luke 23:12; en krimati, <422340>Luke 23:40; en peritomh, en
akrobustia, <450410>Romans 4:10; en doxh, <470308>2 Corinthians 3:8, etc.;
hence, spoken of ills which one is afflicted with: en rusei aJimatov,
<410525>Mark 5:25; <420843>Luke 8:43 (en th nosw, Sophocles Aj. 271; in morbo
esse, Cicero, Tusc. 3, 4, 9); of wickedness in which one is, as it were,
merged, en taiv aJmartiaiv, <461517>1 Corinthians 15:17; of holiness, in which
one perseveres, en pistei, <471305>2 Corinthians 13:5.

c. “to be in possession of, provided with a thing” (Winer’s Grammar, 386
(361)): <500411>Philippians 4:11; en exousia, <420432>Luke 4:32; en barei (see
barov, at the end), <520207>1 Thessalonians 2:7 (6).

d. “to be occupied in” a thing (Bernhardy (1829), p. 210; (see iv, I. 5 g.)):
en th eJorth, in celebrating the feast, <430223>John 2:23; “to be sedulously
devoted to” (A.V. “give oneself wholly to) a thing,” <540415>1 Timothy 4:15
(Horace, epistles 1, 1, 11 omnis in hoc sum).

e. a person or thing is said “to be in one,” i.e. “in his soul”: thus, God (by
his power and influence) in the prophets, <461425>1 Corinthians 14:25; Christ
(i.e. his holy mind and power) in the souls of his disciples or of Christians,
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<431726>John 17:26; <471305>2 Corinthians 13:5; to pneuma thv alhqeiav, <431417>John
14:17; friends are said to be en th kardia of one who loves them, <470703>2
Corinthians 7:3. vices, virtues, and the like, are said to be in one: as dolov,
<430147>John 1:47 (48); adikia, <430718>John 7:18; agnoia, <490418>Ephesians 4:18;
aJmartia, <620305>1 John 3:5; alhqeia, <430844>John 8:44; <471110>2 Corinthians 11:10;
<490421>Ephesians 4:21; <620108>1 John 1:8; 2:4, (alhqeia kai krisiv, 1 Macc.
7:18); agaph, <431726>John 17:26; <620215>1 John 2:15; oJ logov autou (tou
Qeou) ouk estin en hJmin, God’s word has not left its impress on our
souls, <620110>1 John 1:10; to fwv ouk estin en autw, the efficacy or
influence of the light is not in his soul (rather, an obvious physical fact is
used to suggest a spiritual truth: “the light is not in him,” does not shine
from within outward), <431110>John 11:10; skotia, <620105>1 John 1:5;
skandalon, <620210>1 John 2:10, i.e. there is nothing within him to seduce him
to sin (cf. Dusterdieck and Huther at the passage). <441315>Acts 13:15 (if ye
have in mind any word of exhortation etc. (Winer’s Grammar, 218 (204f)).

f. en tw Qew einai is said

[a.] of Christians, as being rooted, so to speak, in him, i.e. intimately
united to him, <620205>1 John 2:5; 5:20;

[b.] of all men, because the ground of their creation and continued
being is to be found in him alone, <441728>Acts 17:28.

g. with a dative of the person “to be in” — (i.e. either) “among the number
of”: <402756>Matthew 27:56; <411540>Mark 15:40; <420244>Luke 2:44; <450106>Romans 1:6; —
(or, “in the midst of”: <440229>Acts 2:29; 7:44 Rec., etc.) h. noteworthy,
further, are the following: esti ti en tini there is something (to blame) in
one, <442505>Acts 25:5; something is (founded (A.V. “stand”)) in a thing, <460205>1
Corinthians 2:5; ouk estin en oudeni allw hJ swthria salvation is (laid
up, embodied) in none other, can be expected from none, <440412>Acts 4:12;
with the dative of the thing, “is” (contained, wrapped up) “in” something:
<490518>Ephesians 5:18; <581003>Hebrews 10:3; <620418>1 John 4:18.

5. eimi epi

a. tinov, to be “on”: epi tou dwmatov, <421731>Luke 17:31; epi thv
kefalhv, <432007>John 20:7; to be (set) over a thing, <440827>Acts 8:27; to
preside, rule, over, <450905>Romans 9:5.

b. tini, “to be at” (Winer’s Grammar, 392 (367)): epi quraiv,
<402433>Matthew 24:33; <411329>Mark 13:29.
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c. tina, “to be upon” one: cariv hn epi tina, was with him, assisted
him, <420240>Luke 2:40; <440433>Acts 4:33; pneuma hn epi tina, had come
upon one, was impelling him, <420225>Luke 2:25, cf. <420418>Luke 4:18; the
Septuagint <236101>Isaiah 61:1; add, <480616>Galatians 6:16; einai epi to auto,
“to be” (assembled) “together” (cf. autov, III. 1), <440115>Acts 1:15;
2:1,44; of cohabitation, <460705>1 Corinthians 7:5 (according to the reading
hte for Rec. sunercesqe).

6. eimi kata

a. tinov, “to be against one, to oppose him”: <401230>Matthew 12:30;
<420950>Luke 9:50; 11:23; <480523>Galatians 5:23; <450831>Romans 8:31 (opposed to
uJper tinov, as in <410940>Mark 9:40).

b. kata ti, “according to something”: kata sarka, kata pneuma,
to bear the character, have the nature, of the flesh or of the Spirit,
<450805>Romans 8:5; [einai] kat’ anqrwpon, <480111>Galatians 1:11; kat’
alhqeian, <450202>Romans 2:2.

7. meta tinov,

a. “to be with” (i.e., to associate with) “one”: <401717>Matthew 17:17;
<410314>Mark 3:14; 5:18; <420603>Luke 6:3; <430326>John 3:26; 12:17; 16:32; <440939>Acts
9:39, and often in the Gospels; <662103>Revelation 21:3; of ships
accompanying one, <410436>Mark 4:36; of what is present with one for his
profit, <630102>2 John 1:2; <451620>Romans 16:20; Hebraistically, “to be with
one,” i.e. as a help (of God, becoming the companion, as it were, of the
righteous): <420166>Luke 1:66; <430302>John 3:2; 8:29; 16:32; <440709>Acts 7:9;
10:38; 11:21; 18:10; <471311>2 Corinthians 13:11; <500409>Philippians 4:9; <630103>2
John 1:3, cf. <402820>Matthew 28:20 (<012120>Genesis 21:20; <070612>Judges 6:12,
etc.).

b. “to be” (i.e. to cooperate) “with”: <401230>Matthew 12:30; <421123>Luke
11:23 (Xenophon, an. 1, 3, 5 (others ienai)).

8. eimi para

a. tinov, “to” (have come and so) “be from one”: Christ is said einai
para tou Qeou, <430646>John 6:46; 7:29; 9:16,33; ti para tinov, is from
i.e. given by one, <431707>John 17:7.
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b. tini, “to be with one”: <402225>Matthew 22:25; ouk einai para tw
Qew is used to describe qualities alien to God, as proswpolhmyia,
<450211>Romans 2:11; <490609>Ephesians 6:9; adikia, <450914>Romans 9:14.

c. tina (topon), by, “by the side of”: <410521>Mark 5:21; <441006>Acts 10:6.

9. prov tina (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 405 (378)),

a. “toward”: prov eJsperan esti it is toward evening, <422429>Luke 24:29.

b. “by” (turned toward): <410401>Mark 4:1.

c. “with one”: <401356>Matthew 13:56; <410603>Mark 6:3; 9:19; <420941>Luke 9:41;
<430101>John 1:1 (cf. Meyer at the passage).

10. sun tini,

a. “to associate with one”: <422256>Luke 22:56; 24:44; <441307>Acts 13:7;
<500123>Philippians 1:23; <510205>Colossians 2:5; <520417>1 Thessalonians 4:17.

b. “to be the companion of one, to accompany him”: <420712>Luke 7:12
(Relz T Tr brackets WH); 8:38; <440413>Acts 4:13; 22:9; <610118>2 Peter 1:18.

c. (“to be an adherent of one, be on his side”: <440517>Acts 5:17; 14:4 (A.V.
“to hold with”) (Xenophon, Cyril 5, 4, 37).

11. eimi uJper a. tinov, “to be for one, to favor his side”: <410940>Mark 9:40;
<420950>Luke 9:50; <450831>Romans 8:31 (opposed to eimi kata tinov). b. tina,
“to be abore one, to surpass, excel him”: <420640>Luke 6:40.

12. uJpo tina (cf. Buttmann, 341 (293)),

a. “to be under” (i.e., subject to) “one”: <400809>Matthew 8:9 R G T Tr;
<450309>Romans 3:9; 6:14f; <480310>Galatians 3:10,25; 5:18; <540601>1 Timothy 6:1.

b. “to be” (locally) “under a thing”: e.g. under a tree, <430148>John 1:48
(49); a cloud, <461001>1 Corinthians 10:1. Further, see each preposition in
its own place.

VI. As in classical Greek, so also in the N.T. eimi is very often omitted
(cf. Winer sec. 64, I. 2, who gives numerous examples (cf. 596 (555); 350
(328f)); Buttmann, 136f (119f)), estin most frequently of all the parts:
<420418>Luke 4:18; <451136>Romans 11:36; <460420>1 Corinthians 4:20; <550316>2 Timothy
3:16; <580513>Hebrews 5:13, etc.; in exclamations, <441928>Acts 19:28,34; in
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questions, <450914>Romans 9:14; <470614>2 Corinthians 6:14-16; ti gar,
<500118>Philippians 1:18; <450303>Romans 3:3; ti oun, <450309>Romans 3:9; 6:15; also ei,
<661504>Revelation 15:4; eimi, <471106>2 Corinthians 11:6; esmen, este, <460410>1
Corinthians 4:10; eisi, <450414>Romans 4:14; <461308>1 Corinthians 13:8, etc.; the
imperative estw, <451209>Romans 12:9; <581304>Hebrews 13:4f; este, <451209>Romans
12:9; <600308>1 Peter 3:8; ein in wishes, <401622>Matthew 16:22; <480616>Galatians 6:16,
etc.; even the subjunctive h after iJna, <450416>Romans 4:16; <470811>2 Corinthians
8:11 (after oJpwv), 13; often the participle wn, ontev, as (see Buttmann,
sec. 144, 18) in <410620>Mark 6:20; <442733>Acts 27:33; in the expressions oJi ek
peritomhv, oJ ek pistewv, oJi uJpo nomon, etc. (Compare: apeimi,
eneimi (exesti), pareimi, sumpareimi, suneimi.)

{1510} eimi, “to go,” approved of by some in <430734>John 7:34,36, for the
ordinary eimi, but cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 6, 2; (Buttmann, 50 (43).
Compare: apeimi, eiseimi, exeimi, epeimi, suneimi.)*

{1752} eJineken see eJneka, eJneken.

{1512} eiper, see ei, III. 13.

{3004} eipon, 2 aorist active from an obsolete present EPW (late epic
and in composition; see Veitch) (cf. epov (Curtius, sec. 620)), Ionic EIPW
(like erwtaw, eirwtaw; elissw, eilissw; subjunctive eipw,
imperative eipe, infinitive eipein, prcp. eipwn; 1 aorist eipa (<431034>John
10:34 R G T Tr WH, from <198106>Psalm 81:6 (<198206>Psalm 82:6); <442615>Acts 26:15
L T Tr WH; <580310>Hebrews 3:10 Lachmann from <199410>Psalm 94:10 (<199510>Psalm
95:10); add (<410918>Mark 9:18 T WH Tr text); <182918>Job 29:18; 32:8, etc.; Sir.
24:31 (29); 1 Macc. 6:11, etc.; cf. Kühner, 1:817 (especially Veitch, under
the word, pp. 232; 233)), 2 person eipav (<402625>Matthew 26:25,(64);
<411232>Mark 12:32 (not T WH; <430417>John 4:17 where T WH again eipev;
<422039>Luke 20:39)), 3 person plural eipan (often in L T Tr WH (i.e. out of
the 127 instances in which the choice lies between 3 person plural eipon of
the Rec. and eipan, the latter ending has been adopted by L in 56, by T in
82, by Tr in 74, by WH in 104, cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 123), e.g. <401202>Matthew
12:2; 27:6; <431830>John 18:30, etc.); impv: eipon (<411304>Mark 13:4 L T Tr WH;
<421040>Luke 10:40 T WH Tr marginal reading; <442826>Acts 28:26 G L T Tr WH
(also <400403>Matthew 4:3 WH; 18:17 T WH; 22:17 T WH Tr marginal
reading; 24:3 WH; <422002>Luke 20:2 T Tr WH; 22:(66) 67 T Tr WH; <431024>John
10:24 T WH), for the Attic eipon, cf. W sec. 6, 1 k.; (Chandler sec. 775);
Fritzsche on Mark, p. 515ff; (but Winer’s (p. 85 (81)) regards eipon as
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imperative of the 2nd aorist; cf., too, Lob. ad Phryn., p. 348; Buttmann, 57
(50); especially Fritzsche, the passage cited)), in the remaining persons
eipatw (<662217>Revelation 22:17), eipata (Matthew (10:27; 21:5); 22:4;
26:18, etc.; Mark (11:3); 14:14; 16:7; (<421010>Luke 10:10; 13:32; 20:3;
<510417>Colossians 4:17)), eipatwsan (<442420>Acts 24:20) also frequent in Attic
(Veitch, under the word; WH’s Appendix, p. 164; Rutherford, New
Phryn., p. 219); participle, after the form chiefly Ionic, eipav ((<431128>John
11:28 Tr WH); <440737>Acts 7:37 L T Tr WH (also 22:24; 24:22; 27:35)); the
future erw is from the epic present eirw (cf. Lob. Technol., p. 137); on
the other hand, from REOO come perfect eirhka, 3 person plural
eirhkasin (<441728>Acts 17:28), eirhkan (<661903>Revelation 19:3; see ginomai),
infinitive eirhkenai, <581015>Hebrews 10:15 L T Tr WH; passive, perfect 3
person singular eirhtai, preposition eirhmenon; pluperfect eirhkein 1
aorist erreqhn (<660611>Revelation 6:11; 9:4 and R G T WH in <400521>Matthew
5:21ff; L T Tr WH in <450912>Romans 9:12, 26; <480316>Galatians 3:16) (“strict” (cf.
Veitch, p. 575)) Attic errhqhn (<400521>Matthew 5:21ff L Tr; R G in
<450912>Romans 9:12,26; <480316>Galatians 3:16; (cf. Buttmann, 57 (50); WH’s
Appendix, p. 166)), participle rhqeiv, rhqen; the Septuagint for rmæa;; “to
speak, say,” whether orally or by letter;

1. with an accusative of the object;

a. with the accusative of the thing: eipein logon, <400808>Matthew 8:8 Rec.;
<430222>John 2:22 (L T Tr WH); 7:36; 18:9,32; rhma, <411472>Mark 14:72 (Knapp,
et al.); eipein logon eiv tina, equivalent to blasfhmein, <421210>Luke
12:10; also kata tinov, <401232>Matthew 12:32; wJv epov eipein, “so to say”
(a phrase frequent in classical Greek, cf. Weiske, Deuteronomy pleonasmis
gr., p. 47; Matthiae, sec. 545; Delitzsch on Hebrews as below; (Kühner,
sec. 585, 3; Krüger, sec. 55, 1, 2; Goodwin sec. 100; Winer’s Grammar,
449 (419); 317 (298))), <580709>Hebrews 7:9 (opposed to akribei logw,
Plato, rep. 1, 311 b.); thn alhqeian, <410533>Mark 5:33; alhqeian erw, <471206>2
Corinthians 12:6; touto alhqev eirhkav, <430418>John 4:18 (Winer’s
Grammar, 464 (433) n.); ti eipw; “what shall I say?” (the expression of
one who is in doubt what to say), <431227>John 12:27; pwv erei to amhn; ...
<461416>1 Corinthians 14:16; ti eroumen; or ti oun eroumen; “what shall we
say?” i.e. what reply can we make? or, to what does that bring us? only in
the Epistle to the Romans (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 40, 6) viz., <450305>Romans
3:5; 6:1; 7:7; 9:14,30; with prov tauta added, <450831>Romans 8:31; eipein
ti peri tinov, <430739>John 7:39; 10:41. Sayings from the O.T. which are
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quoted in the New are usually introduced as follows: to rhqen uJpo tou (L
T Tr WH omit tou) kuriou dia tou profhtou, <400122>Matthew 1:22; 2:15;
uJpo tou Qeou, <402231>Matthew 22:31; uJpo tou profhtou Rec. <402735>Matthew
27:35, cf. <400217>Matthew 2:17; to rhqen dia tinov, <400217>Matthew 2:17 L T
Tr WH, <400223>Matthew 2:23; 4:14; 8:17; 12:17; 13:35; 21:4; 27:9; to
eirhmenon dia tou profhtou. <440216>Acts 2:16; to eirhmenon, <420224>Luke
2:24; <441340>Acts 13:40; <450418>Romans 4:18; erreqh, <400521>Matthew 5:21, etc.;
kaqwv eirhken, <580403>Hebrews 4:3.

b. with the accusative of the person “to speak of, designate by words”: oJn
eipon, <430115>John 1:15 ((not WH text); Buttmann, 377 (323); cf. <450401>Romans
4:1 WH text (“say of”)); oJ rhqeiv, <400303>Matthew 3:3. eipein tina kalwv,
“to speak well of one, praise him,” <420626>Luke 6:26 (en eipein tina, Homer,
Odyssey 1, 302); kakwv, “to speak ill of one,” <442305>Acts 23:5 from
<022228>Exodus 22:28; cf. Kühner, sec. 409, 2; 411, 5; (Winer’s Grammar, sec.
32, 1 b. [^b.]; Buttmann, 146 (128)).

c. with an ellipsis of the accusative auto (see autov, II. 3): <422267>Luke
22:67; <430927>John 9:27; 21:4, etc. su eipav (namely, auto), i.e. you have
just expressed it in words; that’s it; it is just as you say: <402625>Matthew
26:25,64 (a rabbinical formula; for examples cf. Schoettgen or Wetstein on
<402625>Matthew 26:25; others seem to regard the answer as noncommittal, e.g.
Origen on <402664>Matthew 26:64 (Works, 3:910 Deuteronomy la Rue edition);
Wunsche, Erlaut. der Evang. aus Talmud, as above, with on <402625>Matthew
26:25; but cf. the egw eimi of <411462>Mark 14:62; in <402664>Matthew 26:64 WH
marginal reading take it interrogatively).

2. the person, to whom a thing is said, is indicated a. by a dative: eipein ti
tini, <420740>Luke 7:40, and very often; eipon uJmin namely, auto, “I (have
just) told it you; this is what I mean”; let this be the word: <402807>Matthew
28:7; cf. Bernhardy (1829), p. 381; (Jelf, sec. 403, 1; Godwin sec. 19, 5;
especially (for examples) Herm. Vig., p. 746). tini peri tinov (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 47, 4), <401713>Matthew 17:13; <431834>John 18:34. to say
anything to one by way of censure, <402103>Matthew 21:3; to cast in one’s
teeth, ereite moi thn parabolhn <420423>Luke 4:23. to tell what anything
means, e.g. to musthrion, <661707>Revelation 17:7. b. by the use of a
preposition: prov tina (cf. Buttmann, 172 (150); Krüger, sec. 48, 7, 13),
“to say” (a thing) “to one,” as <420423>Luke 4:23; 5:4; 12:16, and many other
places in Luke; “to say a thing in reference to one” (Winer’s Grammar, 405
(378)), <411212>Mark 12:12; <421809>Luke 18:9; 20:19.
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3. eipon, “to say, speak,” simply and without an accusative of the object,
i.e. merely “to declare in words, to use language”;

a. with the addition of an adverb or of some other adjunct: oJmoiwv,
<402635>Matthew 26:35; wJsautwv, <402130>Matthew 21:30; kaqwv, <402806>Matthew
28:6; <422424>Luke 24:24; <430123>John 1:23; 7:38; eipe dia parabolhv, making
use of a parable (see dia, A. III. 3) he spake, <420804>Luke 8:4; en
parabolaiv, <402201>Matthew 22:1; with an instrumental dative: eipe logw,
say in (using only) a (single) word, namely, that my servant shall be healed,
<400808>Matthew 8:8 (where Rec. logon); <420707>Luke 7:7.

b. with the words spoken added in direct discourse; so a hundred times in
the historical books of the N.T., as <400904>Matthew 9:4f; 8:32; (15:4 L Tr
WH), etc.; <461215>1 Corinthians 12:15; (<470406>2 Corinthians 4:6 L text T Tr WH
(cf. 4 below)); <580105>Hebrews 1:5; 3:10; 10:7 (15 L T Tr WH), 30; 12:21;
<590203>James 2:3,11; <650109>Jude 1:9; <660714>Revelation 7:14; pemyav eipen he said
by a messenger or messengers, <401102>Matthew 11:2f The following and other
phrases are frequent in the Synoptic Gospels: oJ de apokriqeiv eipen, as
<400404>Matthew 4:4; 15:13; kai apokriqeiv eipen <402404>Matthew 24:4;
apokriqeisa hJ mhthr eipen, <420160>Luke 1:60; apokriqeiv oJ Simwn
eipen, <420743>Luke 7:43, etc.; apokriqentev de eipon (eipan T Tr WH),
<422024>Luke 20:24; but John usually writes apekriqh kai eipen: <430148>John
1:48 (49); 2:19; 3:10; 4:10,13,17; 6:26,29; 7:16,20 (R G),52; 9:11 (R G L
brackets),30,36 (L Tr marginal reading omit; WH brackets kai eipen);
13:7; 14:23; 18:30; — (eipan autw legontev, <410828>Mark 8:28 T WH Tr
marginal reading, cf. 12:26).

c. followed by oJti: <402807>Matthew 28:7; <411607>Mark 16:7; <430636>John 6:36; 7:42;
8:55; 11:40; 16:15; 18:8; <620106>1 John 1:6, 8,10; <460115>1 Corinthians 1:15;
14:23; 15:27 (L brackets; WH marginal reading omits oJti.

d. followed by an accusative and infinitive: ti oun eroumen Abraam ton
patera hJmwn eJurhkenai (WH text omits; Tr marginal reading brackets
eurhkenai; cf. 1 b. above) kata sarka; <450401>Romans 4:1.

4. eipein sometimes involves in it the idea of “commanding” (cf.
Buttmann, 27f (237)): followed by the infinitive, eipe doqhnai auth
fagein, <410543>Mark 5:43; eipe tw adelfw mou merisasqai met’ emou
thn klhronomian, <421213>Luke 12:13; oJsa an eipwsin uJmin (namely,
threin (inserted in R G)), threite, <402303>Matthew 23:3 (Sap. 9:8). followed
by the accusative and infinitive, oJ eipon ek skotouv fwv lamyai, <470406>2
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Corinthians 4:6 (R G L marginal reading, cf. Buttmann, 273f (235); but L
text T Tr WH read lamyei, thus changing the construction from the
accusative with an infinitive to direct discourse, see 3 b. above); eipen
autw (for eJautw, see aJutou) fwnhqhnai touv doulouv toutouv, be
commanded to be called for him (i.e., to him) these servants, <421915>Luke
19:15; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 3 b.; Krüger, sec. 55, 3, 13. followed
by iJna with the subjunctive: <400403>Matthew 4:3; 20:21; <420403>Luke 4:3; to
eipein is added a dative of the person bidden to do something, <410309>Mark
3:9; <421040>Luke 10:40 cf. 4:3; <660611>Revelation 6:11; 9:4. “Moreover, notice
that iJna and ofra are often used by the later poets after verbs of
commanding;” Hermann ad Vig., p. 849; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 8;
(Buttmann, 237 (204)). 5 B a Hebraism eipein en eJautw (rmæa; wOBliB],
<050817>Deuteronomy 8:17; <191006>Psalm 10:6 (<190902>Psalm 9:27); <191301>Psalm 13:1
(<191401>Psalm 14:1); <170606>Esther 6:6) is equivalent to “to think” (because
thinking is a silent soliloquy): <400903>Matthew 9:3; <420739>Luke 7:39; 16:3; 18:4
(elsewhere also legein en eJautw); and eipein en th kardia autou
amounts to the same, <421245>Luke 12:45; <451006>Romans 10:6; but in other
passages eipon, elegon, en eJautoiv is, equivalent to en allhloiv:
<402138>Matthew 21:38; see legw, II. 1 d.

6. eipein tina with a predicate accusative, “to call, style, one”:ekeinouv
eipe Qeouv, <431035>John 10:35; uJmav eirhka filouv, <431515>John 15:15;
(Homer, Odyssey 19, 334; Xenophon, Apology Socrates sec. 15; Lucian,
Tim. sec. 20). (Compare: anteipon, apeipon, proeipon.)

{1513} eipwv, see ei, III. 14.

{1514} eirhneuw; (eirhnh);

1. “to make peace”: 1 Macc. 6:60; Dio Cassius, 77 12, etc.

2. “to cultivate or keep peace,” i.e. harmony; “to be at peace, live in
peace”: <471311>2 Corinthians 13:11; en allhloiv, <410950>Mark 9:50; en eJautoiv
(T Tr autoiv), <520513>1 Thessalonians 5:13; meta tinov, <451218>Romans 12:18;
(Plato, Theact., p. 180 b. Dio Cassius, 42, 15, etc.; the Septuagint).*

{1515} eirhnh, eirhnhv, hJ (apparently from eirw, to join; (others from
eirw equivalent to legw; Etymologicum Magnum 803, 41; Vanicek, p.
892; Lob. Path. Proleg., p. 194; Benfey, Wurzellex. ii., p. 7)), the
Septuagint chiefly for µwOlv;; (from Homer down); “peace,” i.e.
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1. “a state of national tranquility; exemption from the rage and havoc of
war”: <660604>Revelation 6:4; pollh eirhnh, <442402>Acts 24:2 (3); ta (WH text
omits ta) prov eirhnhn, things that look toward peace, as an armistice,
conditions for the restoration of peace <421432>Luke 14:32; aiteisqai
eirhnhn, <441220>Acts 12:20; ecein eirhnhn, of the church free from
persecutions, <440931>Acts 9:31.

2. “peace between individuals,” i.e. “harmony, concord”: <401034>Matthew
10:34; <421251>Luke 12:51; <440726>Acts 7:26; <451417>Romans 14:17; <460715>1 Corinthians
7:15; <480522>Galatians 5:22; <490217>Ephesians 2:17; 4:3; equivalent to the anthor
of peace, <490214>Ephesians 2:14 (cf. Buttmann, 125 (109)); en eirhnh, where
harmony prevails, in a peaceful mind, <590318>James 3:18; oJdov eirhnhv, way
leading to peace, a course of life promoting harmony, <450317>Romans 3:17
(from <235908>Isaiah 59:8); met’ eirhnhv, in a mild and friendly spirit,
<581131>Hebrews 11:31; poiein eirhnhn, to promote concord, <590318>James 3:18;
to effect it, <490215>Ephesians 2:15; zhtein, <600311>1 Peter 3:11; diwkein, <550222>2
Timothy 2:22; with meta pantwn added, <581214>Hebrews 12:14; ta thv
eirhnhv diwkein, <451419>Romans 14:19 (cf. Buttmann, 95 (83); Winer’s
Grammar, 109 (103f)). Specifically, “good order,” opposed to
akatastasia, <461433>1 Corinthians 14:33.

3. after the Hebrew µwOlv;, “security, safety, prosperity, felicity,” (because
peace and harmony make and keep things safe and prosperous): <421942>Luke
19:42; <580702>Hebrews 7:2; eirhnh kai asfaleia, opposed to oleqrov,
<520503>1 Thessalonians 5:3; en eirhnh esti ta uJparconta, autou, his
goods are secure from hostile attack, <421121>Luke 11:21; uJpage eiv eirhnhn,
<410534>Mark 5:34, and poreuou eiv eirhnhn <420750>Luke 7:50; 8:48, a formula
of wishing well, blessing, addressed by the Hebrews to departing friends
(Ële µwOlv; <090117>1 Samuel 1:17; 20:42, etc.; properly, “depart into a place or
state of peace”; (cf. Buttmann, 184 (160))); poreuesqai en eirhnh,
<441636>Acts 16:36, and uJpagete en eirhnh, <590216>James 2:16, “go in peace,” i.e.
“may happiness attend you”; apoluein tina met’ eirhnhv, to dismiss
one with good wishes, <441533>Acts 15:33; en eirhnh, with my wish fulfilled,
and therefore happy, <420229>Luke 2:29 (see apoluw, 2 a.); propempein tina
en eirhnh free from danger, safe, <461611>1 Corinthians 16:11 (others take it of
inward peace or of harmony; cf. Meyer at the passage). The Hebrews in
invoking blessings on a man called out µwOlv; Úl] (<070623>Judges 6:23;
<271019>Daniel 10:19); from this is to be derived the explanation of those
expressions which refer apparently to the Messianic blessings (see 4
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below): eirhnh tw oikw toutw, let peace, blessedness, come to this
household, <421005>Luke 10:5; uJiov eirhnhv, worthy of peace (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 34, 3 N. 2; Buttmann, 161f (141)), <421006>Luke 10:6; elqetw
hJ eirhnh ep’ auton, let the peace which ye wish it come upon it, i.e. be
its lot, <401013>Matthew 10:13; to the same purport epanapahsetai hJ eirhnh
uJmwn ep’ auton, <421006>Luke 10:6; hJ eirhnh uJmwn prov uJmav
epistrafhtw, let your peace return to you, because it could not rest upon
it, i.e. let it be just as if ye had not uttered the wish, <401013>Matthew 10:13.

4. Specifically, “the Messiah’s peace”: <420214>Luke 2:14; oJdov eirhnhv, the
way that leads to peace (salvation), <420179>Luke 1:79; eirhnhv en ouranw,
peace, salvation, is prepared for us in heaven, <421938>Luke 19:38;
euaggelizesqai eirhnhn, <441036>Acts 10:36.

5. according to a conception distinctly peculiar to Christianity, “the tranquil
state of a soul assured of its salvation through Christ, and so fearing
nothing from God and content with its earthly lot, of whatsoerer sort that
is”: <450806>Romans 8:6; en eirhnh namely, ontev; is used of those who,
assured of salvation, tranquilly await the return of Christ and the
transformation of all things which will accompany that event, <610314>2 Peter
3:14; (plhroun pashv ... eirhnhv en tw pisteuein, <451513>Romans 15:13
(where L marginal reading en pisteuein eirhnh)); ecein en Cristw
eirhnhn (opposed to en tw kosmw qliyin ecein), <431633>John 16:33; ecein
eirhnhn prov ton Qeon, with God, <450501>Romans 5:1, (eirhnh prov tina,
Plato, rep. 5, p. 465 b.; cf. Diodorus 21, 12; cf. Meyer on Romans, the
passage cited; Winer’s Grammar, 186 (175); 406 (379)));
euaggelizesqai eirhnhn, <451015>Romans 10:15 (R G Tr marginal reading in
brackets); to euaggelion thv eirhnhv, <490615>Ephesians 6:15; in the
expression eirhnhn afihmi k.t.l., <431427>John 14:27, in which Christ, with
allusion to the usual Jewish formula at leave-taking (see 3 above), says that
he not merely wishes, but gives peace; hJ eirhnh tou Cristou, which
comes, from Christ, <510315>Colossians 3:15 (Rec. qeou; tou Qeou,
<500407>Philippians 4:7 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 186 (175)). Comprehensively, of
every kind of peace (blessing), yet with a predominance apparently of the
notion of “peace with God,” eirhnh is used — in the salutations of Christ
after his resurrection, eirhnh uJmin (µwOlv; µk,l;), <422436>Luke 24:36 (T
omits; WH reject the clause); <432019>John 20:19,21,26; in the phrases oJ
kuriov thv eirhnhv, the Lord who is the author and promoter of peace,
<530316>2 Thessalonians 3:16; oJ Qeov thv eirhnhv <451533>Romans 15:33; 16:20;
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<471301>2 Corinthians 13:1; <500409>Philippians 4:9; <520523>1 Thessalonians 5:23;
<581320>Hebrews 13:20; in the salutations at the beginning and the close of the
apostolic Epistles: <450107>Romans 1:7; <460103>1 Corinthians 1:3; <470102>2 Corinthians
1:2; <480103>Galatians 1:3; 6:16; <490102>Ephesians 1:2; 6:23; <500102>Philippians 1:2;
<510102>Colossians 1:2; <520101>1 Thessalonians 1:1; <530102>2 Thessalonians 1:2; 3:16;
<540102>1 Timothy 1:2; <550102>2 Timothy 1:2; <560104>Titus 1:4; (<570103>Philemon 1:3);
<600102>1 Peter 1:2; 5:14; <610102>2 Peter 1:2; <630103>2 John 1:3; 3 <430115>John 1:15 (14);
(<650102>Jude 1:2); <660104>Revelation 1:4. Cf. Kling in Herzog iv., p. 596f under the
words Friede mit Gott; Weiss, Biblical Theol. d. N.T. sec. 83 b.; (Otto in
the Jahrbb. fur deutsch. Theol. for 1867, p. 678ff; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
549 (511)).

6. of “the blessed state” of devout and upright men “after death” (Sap.
3:3): <450210>Romans 2:10.*

{1516}eirhnikov, eirhnikh, eirhnikon,

1. “relating to peace”:episthmai, the arts of peace, Xenophon, oec. 1, 17;
erga, ibid. 6, 1; creiai, Diodorus 5, 31; often in 1 Maccabees (105-63 B.
C.).

2. “peaceable, pacific, loving peace”: <590317>James 3:17; (Plato, Isocrates,
others; the Septuagint).

3. “bringing peace with it, peaceful, salutary,” (see eirhnh, 3):
<581211>Hebrews 12:11.*

{1517} eirhnopoiew, eirhnopoiw (1 aorist eirhnopoihsa));
(eirhnopoiov); “to make peace, establish harmony”: <510120>Colossians 1:20.
(<201010>Proverbs 10:10; in the middle, Hermes quoted in Stobaeus, eclog. ph.
1, 52 (984).)*

{1518} eirhnopoiov, eirhnopoion, masculine “a peace-maker”
(Xenophon, Hell. 6, 3, 4; Dio Cassius); “pacific, loving peace”:
<400509>Matthew 5:9; (others (cf. A.V.) dispute this secondary meaning; see
Meyer at the passage).*

{3004} eirw, future erw, see eipon.

{1519} eiv, a preposition governing the accusative, and denoting entrance
into, or direction and limit: “into, to, toward, for, among.” It is used:
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A. Properly

I. of place, after verbs of going, coming, sailing, flying, falling, living,
leading, carrying, throwing, sending, etc.;

1. of a place entered, or of entrance into a place, “into”; and a. it stands
before nouns designating an open place, a hollow thing, or one in which an
object can be hidden: as eiv (thn) polin, <402618>Matthew 26:18; 28:11;
<410145>Mark 1:45, and often; eiv ton oikon, <400907>Matthew 9:7; sunagwghn,
<441710>Acts 17:10; ploion, <400823>Matthew 8:23; <430617>John 6:17; <442106>Acts 21:6;
qalassan, <401727>Matthew 17:27; abusson, <420831>Luke 8:31; ouranon,
<420215>Luke 2:15; kosmon, <430109>John 1:9; 3:19, etc.; ta idia, <430111>John 1:11;
16:32; <442106>Acts 21:6; apoqhkhn, <400312>Matthew 3:12; eiv ta wta, <420144>Luke
1:44; eiv tav zwnav or zwnhn, <401009>Matthew 10:9; <410608>Mark 6:8, etc.; eiv
aera, <461409>1 Corinthians 14:9; eiv pur, <410922>Mark 9:22, etc.; eiv auton, of
a demon entering the body of a man, <410925>Mark 9:25. with the accusative of
person (German zu jemand hinein), “into” the house of “one” (cf. Kühner,
sec. 432, 1, 1 a.; (Jelf, sec. 625, 1 a.)): eiv thn Ludian, <441640>Acts 16:40
Rec., but here more correctly prov with G L T Tr WH; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 49, a, [^a.] (eiv emauton, Sap. 8:18). ginomai eiv with
the accusative of place, see ginomai, 5 g. b. before names of cities,
villages, and countries, eiv may be rendered simply “to, toward,” (German
nach; as if it indicated merely motion toward a destination; (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 49, a, [^a.])); as eiv IJerosoluma eiv Damaskon, eiv
Beroian, etc.; eiv Spanian, Aigupton, Galilaian, etc.; but it is not to
be so translated in such phrases as eiv thn Ioudaian ghn, etc., <430322>John
3:22; <400212>Matthew 2:12 cf. Matthew 20,21; eiv ta merh thv Galilaiav,
<400222>Matthew 2:22, etc. c. elliptical expressions are — eiv AJdou, namely,
domon, <440227>Acts 2:27 (Rec.), 31 (not T WH); see AJdhv, 2. epistolai eiv
Damaskon, to be carried to D., <440902>Acts 9:2; hJ diakonia mou hJ eiv (L Tr
marginal reading en) IJerousalhm (see in diakonia, 3), <451531>Romans
15:31; cf. Bernhardy (1829), p. 216. d. eiv means “among (in among)”
before nouns comprising a multitude; as, eiv touv lhstav, <421036>Luke 10:36;
eiv (L marginal reading epi) tav akanqav, <410407>Mark 4:7 (for which
<420807>Luke 8:7 gives en mesw twn akanqwn); or before persons, <410819>Mark
8:19f; <421149>Luke 11:49; <432123>John 21:23; <441806>Acts 18:6; 20:29; 22:21,30;
26:17; see apostellw, 1 b.; or before a collective noun in the singular
number, as eiv ton dhmon, <441705>Acts 17:5; 19:30; eiv ton oclon, <441414>Acts
14:14; eiv ton laon, <440417>Acts 4:17.
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2. If the surface only of the place entered is touched or occupied, eiv, like
the Latin in, may (often) be rendered “on, upon,” (German auf)
(sometimes by “unto,” — (idioms vary)), to mark the limit reached, or
where one sets foot. Of this sort are eiv to peran (A.V. “unto”),
<400818>Matthew 8:18; 14:22; <410435>Mark 4:35; eiv thn ghn, <421249>Luke 12:49 (L T
Tr WH epi); <442614>Acts 26:14; <660805>Revelation 8:5,7; 9:3; 12:4,9 eiv thn
klinhn, <660222>Revelation 2:22; eiv oJdon, <401005>Matthew 10:5; <410608>Mark 6:8;
<420179>Luke 1:79; eiv thn oJdon, <411108>Mark 11:8{a} (L marginal reading en
with the dative, 8{b} R G L); eiv ton agron, <402205>Matthew 22:5; <411316>Mark
13:16; eiv to orov (or eiv orov; here A.V. uses “into”), <400501>Matthew 5:1;
14:23; 15:29; 17:1; <410313>Mark 3:13; 9:2; <420928>Luke 9:28; <430603>John 6:3, etc.;
eiv ta dexia, <432106>John 21:6; speirein eiv ti (thn sarka), <480608>Galatians
6:8 (here A.V. “unto”; cf. Ellicott at the passage); anapiptein eiv topon,
<421410>Luke 14:10; decomai eiv tav agkalav, <420228>Luke 2:28; tuptein eiv
thn kefalhn, <402730>Matthew 27:30 (eiv thn siagona, <420629>Luke 6:29 Tdf.;
rapizein eiv thn ... siagona, <400539>Matthew 5:39 L T Tr text WH, where
R G epi), and in other phrases.

3. of motion (not into a place itself, but) into the vicinity of a place; where
it may be rendered “to, near, toward,” (cf. Fritzsche on Mark, p. 81f (for
examples only)): eiv thn. qalassan, <410307>Mark 3:7 G L T Tr marginal
reading; eiv polin, <430405>John 4:5 cf. <430428>John 4:28; eiv to mnhmeion,
<431131>John 11:31,38; 20:1,3f,8; eggizeineiv etc. <402101>Matthew 21:1; <411101>Mark
11:1; <421835>Luke 18:35; 19:29; eiv touv fragmouv, <421423>Luke 14:23; piptein
eiv ti podav, “at,” <431132>John 11:32 (T Tr WH prov); klinein to
proswpon eiv thn ghn, <422405>Luke 24:5; eiv thn ceira, “on,” <421522>Luke
15:22.

4. of the limit to which; with the accusative of place, “as far as, even to”:
lampein ek ... eiv, <421724>Luke 17:24; with the accusative plural of person
“to, unto” <442315>Acts 23:15 (eiv uJmav, for R G prov); <450512>Romans 5:121
16:19; <470905>2 Corinthians 9:5 (L Tr prov); 10:14.

5. of local direction; a. after verbs of seeing: epairein touv ofqalmouv
eiv ti, tina, <420620>Luke 6:20 blepein, <420962>Luke 9:62; <431322>John 13:22;
<440304>Acts 3:4; anablepein, <410641>Mark 6:41; <420916>Luke 9:16; <442213>Acts 22:13;
emblepein, <400626>Matthew 6:26; atenizein, which see b. after verbs of
saying, teaching, announcing, etc. (cf. German die Rede richten an etc.;
Latin dicere ad or coram; (English “direct one’s remarks to or toward”);
examples from Greek authors are given by Bernhardy (1829), p. 217;
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Passow, i., p. 802{b}; (Liddell and Scott, under the word, I. b. 3); Krüger,
sec. 68, 21, 6): khrussein, as hn khrusswn eiv tav sunagwgav
autwn eiv oJlhn thn Galilaian, “preaching to the synagogues
throughout all Galilee,” <410139>Mark 1:39 (Rec. en taiv sunagwgaiv, as
<420444>Luke 4:44 (where T WH Tr text now eiv; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 416
(387); Buttmann, 333 (287); but in Mark, the passage cited T Tr text WH
now read hlqen khrusswn k.t.l.)); to euaggelion eiv oJlon ton
kosmon, <411409>Mark 14:9; eiv panta ta eqnh, <411310>Mark 13:10; <422447>Luke
24:47; eiv uJmav, <520209>1 Thessalonians 2:9; apaggellein (Rec.
anaggellein) ti eiv, <410514>Mark 5:14; <420834>Luke 8:34; gnwrizein,
<451626>Romans 16:26; euaggelizesqai, <471016>2 Corinthians 10:16; eiv uJmav,
<600125>1 Peter 1:25; legein (Rec.; others, lalein) eiv ton kosmon, <430826>John
8:26; (lalein ton logon eiv thn Perghn, <441425>Acts 14:25 T WH marginal
reading); diamarturesqai and marturein, <442311>Acts 23:11.

II. of Time;

1. it denotes entrance into period which is penetrated, as it were, i.e.
duration “through” a time (Latin in; German hinein, hinaus): eiv ton
aiwna and the like, see aiwn, 1 a.; eiv to dihnekev, <580703>Hebrews 7:3;
10:1,12,14; eiv polla, <421219>Luke 12:19; th epifwskoush (hJmera) eiv
mian sabbatwn, dawning into (A.V. “toward”) the first day of the week,
<402801>Matthew 28:1. Hence,

2. of the time in which a thing is done; because he who does or experiences
a thing at any time is conceived of as, so to speak, entering into that time:
eiv ton kairon autwn, in their season, <420120>Luke 1:20; eiv to mellon
namely, etov, the next year (but under the word mellw, 1. Grimm seems
to take the phrase indefinitely, “thenceforth” (cf. Greek text)), <421309>Luke
13:9; eiv to metaxu sabbaton, on “the next sabbath,” <441342>Acts 13:42; eiv
to palin, again (“for” the second, third, time), <471302>2 Corinthians 13:2.

3. of the (temporal) limit for which anything is or is done; Latin in; our
“for, unto”: <660915>Revelation 9:15; eiv thn aurion namely, hJmeran, for the
morrow, <400634>Matthew 6:34; <440403>Acts 4:3; eiv hJmeran krisewv, <610209>2 Peter
2:9; 3:7; eiv hJmeran Cristou, <500110>Philippians 1:10; 2:16; eiv hJmeran
apolutrwsewv, <490430>Ephesians 4:30.
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4. of the (temporal) limit to which; “unto,” i.e. “even to, until”: <442521>Acts
25:21; <520415>1 Thessalonians 4:15; eiv ekeinhn thn hJmeran, <550112>2 Timothy
1:12. On the phrase eiv telov, see telov, 1 a.

B. Used Metaphorically,

I. eiv retains the force of entering into anything,

1. where one thing is said to be changed into another, or to be separated
into parts, or where several persons or things are said to be collected or
combined into one, etc.: apobainein eiv ti, <500119>Philippians 1:19;
ginesqai eiv ti, see ginomai, 5 d.; einai eiv ti, see eimi, V. 2 (a. at the
end) c. and d.; strefein ti eiv ti <661106>Revelation 11:6; metastrefein,
<440220>Acts 2:20; <590409>James 4:9; metallasnein, <450126>Romans 1:26;
metaschmatizesqai, <471113>2 Corinthians 11:13f; sunoikodomeisqai,
<490222>Ephesians 2:22; ktizein tina eiv, <490215>Ephesians 2:15; lambanein ti
eiv, <581108>Hebrews 11:8; logizesqai eiv ti, see logizomai, 1 a. escisqh
eiv duo, <402751>Matthew 27:51; <411538>Mark 15:38 (Polybius 2, 16, 11 scizetai
eiv duo merh); dhin eiv desmav, <401330>Matthew 13:30 (G omits; Tr WH
brackets eiv); eiv en teleiousqai, <431723>John 17:23; sunagein eiv en,
<431152>John 11:52.

2. after verbs of going, coming, leading, etc., eiv is joined to nouns
designating the conditional state into which one passes, falls, etc.:
eisercesqai eiv thn basileian twn ouranwn or tou Qeou, see
basileia, 3, p. 97{b}; eiv thn zwhn, <401808>Matthew 18:8; 19:17; 25:46;
eiv thn caran, <402521>Matthew 25:21,23; eiv kolasin aiwnion,
<402546>Matthew 25:46; ercesqai eiv krisin, <430524>John 5:24; eisferein,
eisercesqai eiv peirasmon, <400613>Matthew 6:13; 26:41; <411438>Mark 14:38
(T WH elqhte); ercesqai eiv to ceiron, <410526>Mark 5:26; eiv
apelegmon, <441927>Acts 19:27; eiv prokophn, <500112>Philippians 1:12;
metabainein eiv thn zwhn, <430524>John 5:24; <620314>1 John 3:14; poreuesqai
eiv qanaton, <422233>Luke 22:33; uJpagein eiv apwleian, <661708>Revelation
17:8,11; uJpagein or poreuesqai eiv eirhnhn, see eirhnh, 3;
uJpostrefein eiv diaforan, <441334>Acts 13:34; suntrecein eiv
anacusin, <600404>1 Peter 4:4; ballein eiv qliyin, <660222>Revelation 2:22;
peritrepein eiv manian, <442624>Acts 26:24; metastrefein and strefein
eiv ti, <440220>Acts 2:20; <661106>Revelation 11:6; oJdhgein thn alhqeian (T en
th alhqeian), <431613>John 16:13; aicmalwtizein eiv uJpakohn, <471005>2
Corinthians 10:5; paradidonai eiv qliyin, <402409>Matthew 24:9; eiv
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qanaton, <470411>2 Corinthians 4:11; eiv krima qanatou, <422420>Luke 24:20;
sugkleiein eiv apeiqeian, <451132>Romans 11:32; empiptein eiv krima,
eiv oneidismon kai pagida, eiv peirasmon, <540306>1 Timothy 3:6f; 6:9.

3. it is used of the business which one enters into, i.e. of what he
undertakes: eisercesqai eiv ton kopon tinov, to take up and carry on a
labor begun by another, <430438>John 4:38; trecein eiv polemon,
<660909>Revelation 9:9; ercomai eiv apokaluyeiv, I come, in my narrative,
to revelations, i.e. to the mention of them, <471201>2 Corinthians 12:1.

II. eiv after words indicating motion or direction or end;

1. it denotes motion to something, after verbs of going, coming, leading,
calling, etc., and answers to the Latin ad, “to”: kalein tina eiv gamon,
gamouv, deipnon, etc. “to invite to,” etc., <402203>Matthew 22:3; <421408>Luke
14:8,10; <430202>John 2:2; kalein tina eiv metanoian, etc., <420532>Luke 5:32;
<530214>2 Thessalonians 2:14; agein tina eiv metanoian, <450204>Romans 2:4;
epistrefein eiv to fwv, <442618>Acts 26:18; ektrepesqai eiv
mataiologian, <540106>1 Timothy 1:6; metatiqesqai eiv eJteron
euaggelion <480106>Galatians 1:6; cwrhsai eiv metanoian, <610309>2 Peter 3:9,
etc.

2. of ethical direction or reference;

a. universally, of acts in which the mind is directed “toward,” or looks
“to,” something: blepein eiv proswpon tinov (see blepw, 2 c.);
apoblepein eiv thn misqapodosian, <581126>Hebrews 11:26; aforan eiv
... Ihsoun, <581202>Hebrews 12:2 (see A. I. 5 a. above); pisteuein eiv tina,
and the like, cf. under pisteuw, pistiv, elpizw (elpiv), etc.;
epiqumian ecein eiv ti, directed toward etc. <500123>Philippians 1:23; legein
eiv tina, to speak with reference to one, <440225>Acts 2:25 (Diodorus Siculus
11, 50); legein ti eiv ti, to say something in reference to something,
<490532>Ephesians 5:32; lalein ti eiv ti, to speak something relating to
something, <580714>Hebrews 7:14; omnuein eiv ti, to swear with the mind
directed toward, <400535>Matthew 5:35; eudokein eiv tina, <401218>Matthew
12:18 (R G); <610117>2 Peter 1:17.

b. for one’s advantage or disadvantage;

[a.] “for, for the benefit of, to the advantage of”: eiv hJmav, <490119>Ephesians
1:19; eiv uJmav, <471304>2 Corinthians 13:4 (but WH brackets); <490302>Ephesians
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3:2; <510125>Colossians 1:25; ploutein eiv qeon to abound in riches made to
subserve God’s purposes and promote his glory, <421221>Luke 12:21 (so too
Winer’s Grammar, 397 (371); but cf. Meyer edition Weiss, at the passage);
Christ is said ploutein eiv pantav, to abound in riches redounding to the
salvation of all men, <451012>Romans 10:12; pleonazein eiv ti, <500417>Philippians
4:17; elhemosunhn poiein eiv to eqnov, <442417>Acts 24:17; eiv touv
ptwcouv, for the benefit of the poor, <451526>Romans 15:26; eiv touv aJgiouv,
<470804>2 Corinthians 8:4; 9:1, cf. <470913>2 Corinthians 9:13; kopian eiv tina,
<451606>Romans 16:6; <480411>Galatians 4:11; eiv Criston, to the advantage and
honor of Christ, <570106>Philemon 1:6; ergazesqai ti eiv tina, <411406>Mark 14:6
Rec.; <640105>3 John 1:5; leitourgov eiv ta eqnh, <451516>Romans 15:16;
genomena eiv Kaqarnaoum (for Rec. en Kapernaoum (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 416 (388); Buttmann, 333 (286))), <420423>Luke 4:23.

[b.] “unto” in a disadvantageous sense (“against”): mhden atopon eiv
auton genomenon, <442806>Acts 28:6.

c. of the mood or inclination, affecting one toward any person or thing; of
one’s mode of action toward;

[a.] in a good sense: agaph eiv tina, unto, toward, one, <450508>Romans 5:8;
<470204>2 Corinthians 2:4, 8; <510104>Colossians 1:4; <520312>1 Thessalonians 3:12; to
auto eiv allhlouv fronein, <451216>Romans 12:16; filostorgov,
<451210>Romans 12:10; filoxenov, <600409>1 Peter 4:9; crhstov, <490432>Ephesians
4:32; apokatallassein eiv auton (others, auton see aJutou),
<510120>Colossians 1:20 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 397 (371)).

[b.] in a bad sense: aJmartanein eiv tina (see aJmartanw, b.); logon
eipein and blasqhmein eiv tina, <421210>Luke 12:10; <410329>Mark 3:29;
blasqhmov eiv tina, <440611>Acts 6:11; blasqhmwn legw eiv tina,
<422265>Luke 22:65; epiboulh eiv tina, <442330>Acts 23:30; ecqra, <450807>Romans
8:7; antilogia, <581203>Hebrews 12:3; qarrein eiv tina, <471001>2 Corinthians
10:1.

d. of reference or relation; “with respect to, in reference to; as regards,”
(cf. Kühner, 2:408 c.; (Jelf, sec. 625, 3 e.)): <420730>Luke 7:30; <442520>Acts 25:20
(T Tr WH omit eiv; <450420>Romans 4:20; 15:2; <471016>2 Corinthians 10:16; 13:3;
<480604>Galatians 6:4; <490316>Ephesians 3:16; <500105>Philippians 1:5; 2:22; <520518>1
Thessalonians 5:18; eiv ti edistasav; ‘(looking) unto what (i.e.
“wherefore”) didst thou doubt? <401431>Matthew 14:31; cf. Hermann ad Oed.
C. 528’ (Fritzsche). of the consideration influencing one to do anything:
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metanoein eiv khrugma tinov, at the preaching of one, i.e. out of regard
to the substance of his preaching, <401241>Matthew 12:41; decesqai tina eiv
onoma tinov, <401041>Matthew 10:41f; eiv diatagav aggelwn (see
diatagh), <440753>Acts 7:53. e. with the accusative of the person “toward”
(German nach einem hin), but in sense nearly equivalent to the simple
dative “to, unto,” after verbs of approving, manifesting, showing oneself:
apodedeigmenov eiv uJmav, <440222>Acts 2:22; endeixin endeiknusqai,
<470824>2 Corinthians 8:24; fanerwqentev eiv uJmav, <471106>2 Corinthians 11:6 (L
T Tr WH fanerwsantev namely, thn gnwsin).

3. it denotes the end; and

a. the end to which a thing reaches or extends, i.e. measure or degree:
(eferen eiv triakonta, <410408>Mark 4:8 T Tr text WH; cf. Buttmann, 80
(27); Liddell and Scott, under the word, A. III. 2); eiv ta ametra, <471013>2
Corinthians 10:13; eiv perisseian, <471015>2 Corinthians 10:15; eiv
uJperbolhn (often in Greek writings, as Euripides, Hipp. 939; Aeschines f.
leg. sec. 4), <470417>2 Corinthians 4:17. of the limit: eiv to swfronein, unto
moderation, modesty, i.e. not beyond it, <451203>Romans 12:3.

b. the end which a thing is adapted to attain (a use akin to that in B. II. 2
b.; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 213 (200))): argov kai akarpov eiv ti, <610108>2
Peter 1:8; eureJtov, <420962>Luke 9:62 R G; 14:35 (34); eucrhstov, <550411>2
Timothy 4:11; crhsimov, <550214>2 Timothy 2:14 R G, dunamoumenov,
<510111>Colossians 1:11; qeodidaktov, <520409>1 Thessalonians 4:9; braduv,
<590119>James 1:19; sofov, <661619>Revelation 16:19; fwv eiv apokaluyin,
<420232>Luke 2:32; dunamiv eiv etc. <450116>Romans 1:16; <581111>Hebrews 11:11;
anagennan eiv, <600103>1 Peter 1:3f; anakainow, <510310>Colossians 3:10;
sofizein tina eiv, <550315>2 Timothy 3:15; iscuein eiv, <400513>Matthew 5:13.

c. the end which one has in view, i.e. object, purpose;

[a.] associated with other prepositions (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50, 5):
ek pistewv eiv pistin, to produce faith <660117>Revelation 1:17, cf.
Fritzsche, Meyer, Van Hengel, at the passage; ex autou kai di’ autou
kai eiv auton, answering to his purposes (the final cause), <451136>Romans
11:36; ex oJu ta panta kai hJmeiv eiv auton, <460806>1 Corinthians 8:6; di’
autou kai eiv auton (see dia, A. III. 2 b. under the end), <510116>Colossians
1:16; di’ autou eiv auton, <510120>Colossians 1:20.
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[b.] shorter phrases: eiv touto, to this end, <410138>Mark 1:38; (<420443>Luke 4:43
R G Tr marginal reading); eiv auto touto (R. V. “for this very thing”),
<470505>2 Corinthians 5:5; eiv touto ... iJna etc. <431837>John 18:37; <620308>1 John 3:8;
<451409>Romans 14:9; <470209>2 Corinthians 2:9; <600406>1 Peter 4:6; eiv auto touto ...
oJpwv etc. <450917>Romans 9:17; iJna, <510408>Colossians 4:8; <490622>Ephesians 6:22;
eiv ti, to what purpose, <402608>Matthew 26:8; <411404>Mark 14:4; eiv oJ, to which
end, for which cause, <530111>2 Thessalonians 1:11; <510129>Colossians 1:29.

[g.] universally: baptizw eiv tina, ti (see baptizw, II. b. aa.);
paidagwgov eiv ton Criston, <480324>Galatians 3:24; sugkekleismenoi eiv
thn pistin, that we might the more readily embrace the faith when its
time should come, <480323>Galatians 3:23; frouroumenoi eiv thn swthrian,
that future salvation may be yours, <600105>1 Peter 1:5; agorazein eiv thn
eJorthn, <431329>John 13:29; eiv oleqron sarkov, <460505>1 Corinthians 5:5; eiv
thn hJmeteran didaskalian, <661504>Revelation 15:4, and in many other
examples especially after verbs of appointing, choosing, preparing, doing,
coming, sending, etc.: keimai, <420234>Luke 2:34; <500117>Philippians 1:17 (16);
<520303>1 Thessalonians 3:3; tasso, <461615>1 Corinthians 16:15; tassomai,
<441348>Acts 13:48; aforizw, <660101>Revelation 1:1; <441302>Acts 13:2; prwrizw,
<490105>Ephesians 1:5; <460207>1 Corinthians 2:7; aJireomai, <530213>2 Thessalonians
2:13; tiqemai, <540112>1 Timothy 1:12; <600208>1 Peter 2:8; katartizw,
<450922>Romans 9:22f; apostellw, <580114>Hebrews 1:14; pempw, <520302>1
Thessalonians 3:2,5; <510408>Colossians 4:8; <500416>Philippians 4:16 (L brackets
eiv); <600214>1 Peter 2:14; ercomai, <430939>John 9:39; poiein ti eiv, <461031>1
Corinthians 10:31; 11:24. Modeled after the Hebrew are the phrases,
egeirein tina eiv basilea, “to be” king, <441322>Acts 13:22;
anatrefesqai tina eiv uJion, <440721>Acts 7:21; teqeika se eiv fwv
eqnwn, <441347>Acts 13:47 (from <234906>Isaiah 49:6 Alexandrian LXX); cf.
Gesenius, Lehrgeb., p. 814; Buttmann, 150 (131); (Winer’s Grammar, sec.
32, 4b.).

[d.] eiv ti, indicating purpose, often depends not on anyone preceding
word with which it coalesces into a single phrase, but has the force of a
telic clause added to the already complete preceding statement; thus, eiv
doxan tou Qeou, <451507>Romans 15:7; <500111>Philippians 1:11; 2:11; eiv fobon,
that ye should fear, <450815>Romans 8:15; eiv endeixin, that he might show,
<450325>Romans 3:25; eiv zwhn, to procure eternal life (namely, for those
mentioned), <430414>John 4:14; 6:27 (in which passages the phrase is by many
interpretations (e.g. DeWette, Meyer, Lange; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 397
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(371) note) incorrectly joined with aJllesqai and menein (cf. Thol.,
Luthardt, others)); <450521>Romans 5:21; <540116>1 Timothy 1:16; <650121>Jude 1:21;
add, <400804>Matthew 8:4; 27:7; <410611>Mark 6:11; <441118>Acts 11:18; <451004>Romans
10:4; <500125>Philippians 1:25; 2:16; <550225>2 Timothy 2:25; <662202>Revelation 22:2,
etc.

[e.] eiv to followed by an infinitive, a favorite construction with Paul (cf.
Buttmann, 264f (227f); Harmsen in the Zeitschr. f. wissensch. Theol. for
1874, pp. 345-360), is like the Latin ad with the gerundive. It is of two
kinds; either

[aa.] eiv to combines with the verb on which it depends into a single
sentence, as paradwsousin auton ... eiv to empaixai (Vulgate ad
deludendum), <402019>Matthew 20:19; eiv to staurwqhnai, <402602>Matthew
26:2; oikodomhqhsetai eiv to ta eidwloquta esqiein (Vulgate
aedificabitur ad manducandum idolothyta), <460810>1 Corinthians 8:10; mh
oikiav ouk ecete eiv to esqiein kai pinein, <461122>1 Corinthians
11:22; eiv to prosferein dwra te kai qusiav kaqistatai
(Vulgate ad offerenda munera et hostias), <580803>Hebrews 8:3; add,
<580928>Hebrews 9:28; <520216>1 Thessalonians 2:16; 4:9; <500123>Philippians 1:23; or

[bb.] eiv to with the infinitive has the force of a separate telic clause
(equivalent to iJna with the subjunctive) (Meyer (on <450120>Romans 1:20)
asserts that this is its uniform force, at least in Romans (cf. his note on
<470806>2 Corinthians 8:6); on the other hand, Harmsen (u. s.) denies the
telic force of eiv to before an infinitive present; cf. also Winer’s
Grammar, 329 (309); especially Buttmann, as above and p. 265 note;
Ellicott on <520212>1 Thessalonians 2:12; and see below, d. at the end):
<422020>Luke 20:20 R G; <440319>Acts 3:19 (T WH prov); <450111>Romans 1:11;
4:16,18; 11:11; 12:2; 15:8,13; <460918>1 Corinthians 9:18; 10:6;
<480317>Galatians 3:17; <490112>Ephesians 1:12,18; <520212>1 Thessalonians 2:12,16;
3:5; <530105>2 Thessalonians 1:5; 2:2,10; <590118>James 1:18; <580217>Hebrews 2:17;
7:25; 9:14,28; 12:10; 13:21; eiv to mh, “lest,” <470404>2 Corinthians 4:4;
<600307>1 Peter 3:7. d. the end by which a thing is completed, i.e. the result
or effect: <441004>Acts 10:4; <660601>Revelation 6:19 (eiv thn anomian (but
WH brackets), so that iniquity was the result); <661010>Revelation 10:10;
13:14; <461117>1 Corinthians 11:17; <470216>2 Corinthians 2:16; <490502>Ephesians
5:2, etc.; eiv to with an infinitive “so that” (cf. [^bb.] above):
<450120>Romans 1:20; <470806>2 Corinthians 8:6.
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C. Constructions that are peculiar in some respects.

1. Various forms of pregnant and brachylogical construction (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 66, 2; (less fully, Buttmann, 327 (282)); Bernhardy (1829),
p. 348f): swzein tina eiv etc. to save by translating into etc. <550418>2
Timothy 4:18 (see swzw, b. under the end); diaswzein, <600320>1 Peter 3:20
(the Septuagint <011919>Genesis 19:19, and often in Greek writings);
misqousqai ergatav eiv thn ampelwna, to go into etc. <402001>Matthew
20:1; eleuqeroun eiv etc. <450821>Romans 8:21; apodidonai tina eiv
Aigupton, <440709>Acts 7:9; enocov eiv ghnnan, to depart into etc. [cf.
Buttmann, 170 (148) note], <400522>Matthew 5:22; klan eiv tinav, to break
and distribute among etc. <410819>Mark 8:19; asfalizesqai eiv to xulon,
<441624>Acts 16:24; ktasqai cruson eiv tav zwnav, <401009>Matthew 10:9;
entetuligmenon eiv eJna topon, rolled up and laid away in etc. <432007>John
20:7.

2. Akin to this is the very common use of eiv after verbs signifying rest or
continuance in a place, because the idea of a previous motion into the place
spoken of is involved (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50, 4b.; Buttmann, 332f
(286f); Kühner, ii., p. 317; (Jelf, sec. 646, 1); Bernhardy (1829), p. 215;
(yet cf. also examples in Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word eiv, 1)):
uJreqh eiv Azwton, namely, transferred or carried off to, <440840>Acts 8:40, cf.
<440839>Acts 8:39 pneuma kuriou hJrpase ton Filippon (Esth. 1:5, toiv
eqnesi toiv eJureqeisin eiv to polin; so faneisqai is followed by eiv
in 2 Macc. 1:33; 7:22). dei me thn eJorthn poihsai eiv IJerosoluma,
namely, by going, <441821>Acts 18:21 Rec.; likewise eJtoimwv ecw apoqanein
eiv IJerosoluma, <442113>Acts 21:13 (HJfaistiwn eiv Ekbatana apeqane,
Aelian v. h. 7, 8); sunebalen hJmin eiv Asson, <442014>Acts 20:14; hJ
mellousa doxa eiv hJmav apokalufqhnai, which shall be revealed
(and conferred) on us, <450818>Romans 8:18.katoikein eiv polin, eiv ghn, to
come into a city and dwell there, <400223>Matthew 2:23; 4:13; <440704>Acts 7:4 (cf.
<043533>Numbers 35:33; <141904>2 Chronicles 19:4 etc.); also paroikein,
<581109>Hebrews 11:9 (enoikein, Xenophon, an. 1, 2, 24); sthnai,
eJsthkenai (because it is nearly equivalent to “to have placed oneself”) eiv
ti, <420608>Luke 6:8; <432019>John 20:19, 26; <600512>1 Peter 5:12; kaqhsqai, to have
gone unto a place and to be sitting there, <411303>Mark 13:3; <530204>2
Thessalonians 2:4 (on this use of these two verbs in Greek authors cf.
Matthiae, ii., p. 1344f; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, and Buttmann, as above)).
einai eiv with the accusative of place see eimi, V. 2 a.; oJi eiv ton oikon
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mou namely, ontev, <420961>Luke 9:61; toiv eiv makran namely, ousi
(German ins Ferne hin befindlich), <440239>Acts 2:39. sunagesqai followed
by eiv with the accusative of place: to go to a place and assemble there,
<402603>Matthew 26:3 and <440405>Acts 4:5 R T, (1 Esdr. 5:46 (47); 9:3).
Sometimes a word implying motion, occurring in the same sentence, seems
to have occasioned the connection of a verb of rest with eiv, as it were by
a kind of attraction (Buttmann, as above): exercomenov hulizeto eiv to
orov, <422137>Luke 21:37; akousav ... onta sitia eiv Aigupton (Rec. sita
en Aigupton.) exapesteilen etc. <440712>Acts 7:12; paradwsousin uJmav
eiv sunedria kai eiv sunagwgav daarhsesqe, <411309>Mark 13:9 (Winer’s
Grammar, 416 (387), Buttmann, 333 (287)); uJpage, niyai (but L
brackets) eiv thn kolumbhqran, <430907>John 9:7, although niptesqai eiv ti
can also be used (as louesqai eiv to balaneion, Alciphron, epistles 3,
43; eiv loutrwnav, Athen. 10, p. 438 e.; louein tina eiv skafhn,
Epictetus diss. 3, 22, 71), since the water with which one bathes flows
down “into” the pool. Cf. Beyer, Deuteronomy praepositt. eiv; et en in
N.T. permutatione. Lipsius 1824, 4to.

D. Adverbial phrases (cf. Matthiae, sec. 578 d.): eiv telov (see telov 1
a.); eiv to palin, see A. II 2 above; eiv to pantelev, perfectly, utterly,
<421311>Luke 13:11 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 51, 1 c.); eiv kenon (see
kenov, 3); eiv uJpanthsin and eiv apanthsin, see each substantive.

In composition eiv is equivalent to the Latin in and ad.

{1520} eJiv, mia, en, genitive eJnov, miav, eJnov, a cardinal numeral,
“one.” Used:

1. universally,

a. in opposed to many; and

[a.] added to nouns after the manner of an adjective: <402515>Matthew 25:15
(opposed to pente duo); <450512>Romans 5:12 (opposed to pantev);
<402013>Matthew 20:13; 27:15; <421734>Luke 17:34 (but L WH brackets); <442813>Acts
28:13; <461008>1 Corinthians 10:8; <590413>James 4:13 (R G), and often; para mian
namely, plhghn (Winer’s Grammar, 589 (548); Buttmann, 82 (72)), save
one (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 49, g.), <471124>2 Corinthians 11:24; with the
article, oJ eiv anqrwpov, “the one man,” of whom I have spoken,
<450515>Romans 5:15.
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[b.] substantively, with a partitive genitive — to denote “one, whichever it
may be”: mian twn entolwn, “one” commandment, whichever of the
whole number it may be, <400519>Matthew 5:19; add, <400629>Matthew 6:29; 18:6;
<410942>Mark 9:42; <421227>Luke 12:27; 17:2,22; or, that one is required to be
singled out from a certain number: <422339>Luke 23:39; <431934>John 19:34, etc.
followed by ek with the genitive of a noun signifying a whole, to denote
that one of (“out of”) a company did this or that: <402235>Matthew 22:35;
26:21; 27:48; <411418>Mark 14:18; <421715>Luke 17:15; <430140>John 1:40 (41); 6:8,70;
12:2 (T WH Tr marginal reading in brackets), 4 (Tr omits ek); 13:21,23
(Rec. omits ek); 18:26; <660505>Revelation 5:5; 7:13.; 9:13; 13:3 (Rec. omits
ek).

[g] absolutely: <402308>Matthew 23:8-10; <580211>Hebrews 2:11; 11:12; and where it
takes the place of a predicate, <480320>Galatians 3:20 (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
593 (551)), <480328>Galatians 3:28 (ye that adhere to Christ make one person,
just as the Lord himself); sunagein eiv en, to gather together into one,
<431152>John 11:52; poiein ta amfotera en, <490214>Ephesians 2:14; with the
article, oJ eiv, “the one,” whom I have named, <450515>Romans 5:15,19.

b. in opposed to a division into parts, and in ethical matters to dissensions:
en swma polla melh, <451204>Romans 12:4f; <461212>1 Corinthians 12:12,20; en
einai, to be united most closely (in will, spirit), <431030>John 10:30; 17:11,21-
23; en eJni pneumati, mia yuch, <500127>Philippians 1:27 cf. <440432>Acts 4:32 (cf.
Cicero, Lael. 25 (92) amicitiae vis est in eo, ut unus quasi animus fiat ex
pluribus); apo miav (see apo, III., p. 59{b}), <421418>Luke 14:18. c. with a
negative following joined to the verb, eiv ... ou or mh (“one ... not,” i.e.)
“no one,” (more explicit and emphatic than oudeiv): en ex autwn ou
peseitai, <401029>Matthew 10:29; besides, <400518>Matthew 5:18; <421146>Luke 11:46;
12:6; this usage is not only Hebraistic (as that language has no particular
word to express the notion of “none”), but also Greek (Aristophanes
ecclesiastical 153: thesm. 549; Xenophon, an. 5, 6, 12; Dionysius
Halicarnassus, verb. comp. 18, etc.), cf. Winer’s Grammar, 172 (163);
(Buttmann, 121 (106)).

2. emphatically, so that others are excluded, and eiv is the same as 2. “a
single” (Latin unus equivalent to unicus); joined to nouns: <402124>Matthew
21:24; <410814>Mark 8:14 (ouk ... ei mh eJna arton); <411206>Mark 12:6; <421252>Luke
12:52; <431150>John 11:50; 7:21; <461219>1 Corinthians 12:19; <490405>Ephesians 4:5,
etc.; absolutely: <460924>1 Corinthians 9:24; <470514>2 Corinthians 5:14 (15); <540205>1
Timothy 2:5; <590412>James 4:12, etc.; oude eiv, “not even one”: <402714>Matthew
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27:14; <430103>John 1:3; <440432>Acts 4:32; <450310>Romans 3:10; <460605>1 Corinthians 6:5
(R G); ouk estin ewv eJnov (there is not so much as one), <450312>Romans
3:12 from <191303>Psalm 13:3 (<191403>Psalm 14:3); cf. Latin omnes ad unum, “all to
a man.” Neuter, en, “one thing, exclusive of the rest; one thing before all
others”: <411021>Mark 10:21; <421822>Luke 18:22; 10:42 (but WH only text);
<430925>John 9:25; <500313>Philippians 3:13 (14); <590210>James 2:10.

b. “alone”: oudeiv ... ei mh eiv oJ Qeov, <410207>Mark 2:7 (for which in
<420521>Luke 5:21 monov oJ Qeov); <411018>Mark 10:18; <421819>Luke 18:19.

c. “one and the same” (not at variance with, in accord with oneself):
<450330>Romans 3:30; <661713>Revelation 17:13,17 (L omits); 18:8; to en fronein,
<500502>Philippians 2:2 (WH marginal reading auto); eJn einai “are one,” i.e.
are of the same importance and esteem, <460308>1 Corinthians 3:8; eiv to en
einai (see eimi, V. 2 d.), <620508>1 John 5:8; more fully to en kai to auto.
<461211>1 Corinthians 12:11; en kai to auto tini, <461105>1 Corinthians 11:5.

3. the numerical force of eiv is often so weakened that it hardly differs
from the indefinite pronoun tiv, or from our indefinite article (Winer’s
Grammar, 117 (111) (cf. 29 note 2; Buttmann, 85 (74))): <400819>Matthew 8:19
eiv grammateuv); 19:16; 26:69; <430609>John 6:9 (paidarion en, where T Tr
WH omit and L brackets en); <660813>Revelation 8:13; 9:13 (Aristophanes av.
1292; Xenophon, mem. 3, 3, 12; Plato, de rep. 6, p. 494 d.; legg. 9, p. 855
d., etc.; especially later writings; (Tobit 1:19; 2:3; 3 Esdr. 4:18; <012115>Genesis
21:15; <100218>2 Samuel 2:18; Judith 14:6); so the Hebrew rj;a,, <270803>Daniel 8:3;
<012213>Genesis 22:13; <090102>1 Samuel 1:2; <112113>1 Kings 21:13 (<112013>1 Kings 20:13);
see Gesenius, Lchrgeb., p. 655); eiv tiv (Latin unus aliquis), “a certain
one”; one, I know not who; one who need not be named: with a
substantive, <411451>Mark 14:51 (L Tr WHomer eiv); or followed by a genitive
<411447>Mark 14:47 where L Tr omit; WH brackets tiv; followed by ek, ex,
with the genitive: <422250>Luke 22:50; <431149>John 11:49 (eJn ti twn rhmatwn,
Judith 2:13, and often in Greek writings; cf. Wetstein on <411451>Mark 14:51;
Matthiae, sec. 487).

4. it is used distributively (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 26, 2; especially
Buttmann, 102 (90));

a. eiv ... kai eiv, “one ... and one”: <401704>Matthew 17:4; 20:21; 24:40 L T
Tr WH, 41; 27:38; <410408>Mark 4:8 (R G L WH marginal reading); <410420>Mark
4:20 (R G L Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading in brackets); 9:5;
10:37; 15:27; <420933>Luke 9:33; <432012>John 20:12; <480422>Galatians 4:22; (in Greek
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authors, eiv men ... eiv de, as Aristotle, eth. 6, 1, 5; Xcn. Cyril 1, 2, 4);
with the article prefixed, oJ eiv “the one,” <422418>Luke 24:18 R G; followed by
oJ eiv, “the one ... the other,” <402440>Matthew 24:40 R G; followed by oJ
eJterov, <400624>Matthew 6:24; <420741>Luke 7:41; 16:13{b}; 17:34 R WH; 18:10 R
G T WH marginal reading; <442306>Acts 23:6; eiv (without the article ... oJ
eJterov: <421613>Luke 16:13{c}; 17:34 G L T Tr; 18:10 L Tr WH text; pente
... oJ eiv ... oJ allov, <661710>Revelation 17:10.

b. eiv eJkastov, “everyone”: <440206>Acts 2:6; 20:31; <490416>Ephesians 4:16;
<510406>Colossians 4:6; followed by a partitive genitive: <420440>Luke 4:40; 16:5;
<440203>Acts 2:3; 17:27; 21:26; <461218>1 Corinthians 12:18; <490407>Ephesians 4:7; <520211>1
Thessalonians 2:11; cf. Buttmann, 102f (89f); ana eiv eJkastov (see ana,
2), <662121>Revelation 21:21.

c. a solecism, common in later Greek (cf. Lucian, solace. (Pseudosoph.)
sec. 9; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 37, 3; Buttmann, 30f (26f); Fritzsche on
Mark, p. 613f; (Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word kaqeiv)), is kaq’
eiv, and in combination kaqeiv (so that either kata is used adverbially, or
eiv as indeclinablc): oJ kaq’ eiv, equivalent to eiv eJkastov, <451205>Romans
12:5 (where L T Tr WH to kaq’, “as respects each one, severally”; cf.
what is said against this reading by Fritzsche, commentary, iii., p. 44f, and
in its favor by Meyer); with a partitive genitive 3 Macc. 5:84; eiv kaq’ (T
WH Tr marginal reading kata) eiv, “everyone, one by one,” <411419>Mark
14:19; <430809>John 8:9; kaq’ eJna, kaq’ eJn (as in Greek writings), of a series,
“one by one, successively”: kaq’ en, “all in succession,” <432125>John 21:25
(not Tdf.); kaq’ eJna pantev, <461431>1 Corinthians 14:31 (Xenophon, venat.
6, 14); kaq’ eJn eJkaston, <442119>Acts 21:19 (Xenophon, Cyril 1, 6, 22 (27);
Ages. 7, 1); uJmeiv oJi kaq’ eJna eJkastov, “ye severally, every one,”
<490533>Ephesians 5:33.

5. like the Hebrew dj;a,, eiv is put for the ordinal prwtov, “first” (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 37, 1; Buttmann, 29 (26)): mia sabbatwn the first day of
the week, <402801>Matthew 28:1; <411602>Mark 16:2; <422401>Luke 24:1; <432001>John
20:1,19; <442007>Acts 20:7; <461602>1 Corinthians 16:2 (L T Tr WH mia
sabbatou); (in Greek writings so used only when joined with other
ordinal numbers, as eJiv kai trihkostov, Herodotus 5, 89: Diodorus 16.
71. Cicero, de senect. 5 uno et octogesimo anna. (Cf. Sophocles’ Lexicon,
under the word)).
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{1521} eisagw: 2 aorist eishgagon; (present passive eisagomai); (from
Homer down); the Septuagint chiefly for aybihe;

1. “to lead in”: tina followed by eiv with the accusative of place, <422254>Luke
22:54 (Tr marginal reading brackets); <440908>Acts 9:8; 21:28,29,37; 22:24 (for
Rec. agesqai); wJde <421421>Luke 14:21; the place into which not being
expressly noted: <431816>John 18:16 (namely, eiv thn aulhn); <580106>Hebrews 1:6
oJtan ... eisagagh, legei, God, having in view the time “when he shall
have again brought in the firstborn into the world” (i.e., at the time of the
parousia) says etc.

2. “to bring in,” the place into which not being expressly stated: <440745>Acts
7:45 (namely, eiv thn ghn); <420227>Luke 2:27 (namely, eiv to iJeron).
(Compare: pareisagw.)*

{1522} eisakouw: future eisakousomai; passive, 1 aorist
eishkousqhn; 1 future eisakousqhsomai; the Septuagint very often for
[mæv;, but also for hn;[; to answer; in (Greek writings from Homer Il. 8, 97
down; “to hearken unto, to give ear to”; i.e.

1. “to give heed to, comply with,” admonition; “to obey” (Latin obedio,
i.e. ob-audio): tinov, <461421>1 Corinthians 14:21 (<050143>Deuteronomy 1:43;
9:23; Sir. 3:6, etc.).

2. “to listen to, assent to,” a request; passive “to be heard,” to have one’s
request granted; a. of persons offering up prayers to God: <580507>Hebrews 5:7
(on which see apo, I. 3 d. at the end); <400607>Matthew 6:7. b. of the prayers
offered up: <420113>Luke 1:13; <441031>Acts 10:31 (<190402>Psalm 4:2; Sir. 31:29 (Sir.
34:26), etc.).*

{1523} eisdecomai: future eisdecomai; “to receive kindly,” i.e.
contextually, “to treat with favor”: tina, <470617>2 Corinthians 6:17. (From
Pindar and Sophocles down. Synonym: cf. decomai, at the end.)*

{1524} eiseimi, infinitive eisienai; imperfect eishein; (eimi (cf.
Buttmann, 50 (43))); (from Homer down); “to go into, enter”: followed by
eiv with the name of the place (cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc.
Part ii., p. 11), <440303>Acts 3:3; 21:26; <580906>Hebrews 9:6 (Winer’s Grammar,
267 (251)); prov tina, <442118>Acts 21:18.*
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{1525} eisercomai future eiseleusomai; 2 aorist eishlqon, 2 person
plural eishlqate (<421152>Luke 11:52, but Rec. eishlqete), imperative
eiselqate (<400713>Matthew 7:13 but R G eiselqete (3rd person singular
eiseqatw <411315>Mark 13:15, R G eiselqetw)); see apercomai, at the
beginning; perfect eiselhluqa, 3 person plural eiselhluqan (<590504>James
5:4, for R G eiselhluqasin, see ginomai, at the beginning); the
Septuagint mostly for awOB; “to go or come into or in; to enter”;

1. properly, of men and of animals: followed by eiv with specification of
the place (cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part ii., p. 12f), as
into a house, into a city, <400805>Matthew 8:5; 10:12; <410201>Mark 2:1; 11:11;
<442316>Acts 23:16,33, and often. without specification of place — when
mention of it has already been made, as <400925>Matthew 9:25; (<410725>Mark 7:25
Tdf.); <420745>Luke 7:45; 14:23; 15:28, cf. 15:25; 24:3; <440113>Acts 1:13; 5:7,10;
10:25; <461423>1 Corinthians 14:23f; or it can be easily supplied from the
context, as <421324>Luke 13:24; 17:7; eiv is also added to signify “among”:
<441930>Acts 19:30; 20:29; eisercesqai dia tinov, to enter (a place) through
something: dia thv pulhv, to enter the kingdom of God (compared to a
palace) through the gate, <400713>Matthew 7:13; <421324>Luke 13:24; dia thv
qurav eiv thn aulhn, <431001>John 10:1f; add, <401924>Matthew 19:24 G T Tr text
WH text; (<411025>Mark 10:25 Rst L marginal reading Tr marginal reading);
<421825>Luke 18:25 R G T Tr text WH; eisercesqai uJpo thn steghn, by
entering to come under the roof, i.e. enter my house, <400808>Matthew 8:8; with
adverbs: oJpou, <411414>Mark 14:14; <580620>Hebrews 6:20; wJde, <402212>Matthew
22:12; esw <402658>Matthew 26:58; eiv with the accusative of person, into
one’s house, <441640>Acts 16:40, but on this passage see eiv, A. I. 1

a. eisercesqai prov tina, “to one,” i.e. into his house, visit, <411543>Mark
15:43; <420128>Luke 1:28; <441003>Acts 10:3; 11:3; 16:40 G L T Tr WH; 28:8;
<660320>Revelation 3:20; to an assembly of persons, <441702>Acts 17:2. Moreover,
the following deserve notice: a. the phrase eisercesqai kai exercesqai,
“to go in and out,” (the Hebrew awOB taxew] or reversed taxe awObW, usually
denotes one’s whole mode of living and acting, <052806>Deuteronomy 28:6;
<092906>1 Samuel 29:6, etc.; cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus i., p. 184f), is used of
familiar contact with one: en panti cronw wJ eishlqe kai exhlqen ef’
hJmav oJ kuriov, equivalent to eishlqe ef’ hJmav kai. exhlqeaf’ hJm.
<440121>Acts 1:21 (Euripides, Phoen. 536 ev oikouv eishlqe kai exhlq’
(Winer’s Grammar, 624f (580); but cf. Buttmann, 390 (334))); figuratively,
of moral pursuits unimpeded by difficulties, <431009>John 10:9.
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b. eisercesqai eiv is joined with nouns designating not a place, but what
occurs in a place: eiv touv gamouv, <402510>Matthew 25:10; eiv thn caran
tou kuriou, 21, 23.

c. eiselqein eiv tina is used of demons or of Satan taking possession of
the body of a person: <410925>Mark 9:25; <420830>Luke 8:30; 22:3; <431327>John 13:27. d.
of things: — as of food, that enters into the eater’s mouth, <401511>Matthew
15:11; <441108>Acts 11:8; figuratively, hope is called agkura eisercomenh eiv
to eswteron tou katapetasmatov, i.e. we firmly rely on the hope that
we shall be received into heaven, <580619>Hebrews 6:19; cries of complaint are
said eisercesqai eiv ta wta tinov, i.e. to be heard, <590504>James 5:4; of
forces and influences: pneuma zwhv eishlqen en autoiv (Tr omits; WH
brackets en; Rec. ep’ autouv (Buttmann, 338 (291))), a pregnant
construction, “the breath of life entered” into and remained “in them,”
<661111>Revelation 11:11 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50, 4; Buttmann, 329 (283)).

2. Metaphorically used,

a. of entrance into any condition, state of things, society, employment: eiv
thn zwhn, <401808>Matthew 18:8f; 19:17; <410943>Mark 9:43,45; eiv thn
basileian twn ouranwn or tou Qeou (see basileia, 3, p. 97{b}):
touv eisercomenouv, that are trying to enter, or rather, that have taken
the road to enter, “are” (engaged in) “entering,” <402313>Matthew 23:13 (14);
<421152>Luke 11:52; used absolutely of those who “come into” (i.e. become
members of) the Christian church, <451125>Romans 11:25 (hence, in <460512>1
Corinthians 5:12f oJi esw and oJi exw are distinguished); eiv thn
katapausin, <580311>Hebrews 3:11, 18; 4:1,3,5f,10f; eiv thn doxan,
<422426>Luke 24:26; eiv peirasmon, to come (i.e., fall) into temptation,
<402641>Matthew 26:41; <411438>Mark 14:38 (T WH elqhte); <422240>Luke 22:40,46;
eiv ton kopon tinov (see eiv, B. I. 3), <430438>John 4:38. eisercesqesqai
eiv ton kosmon, “to enter the world” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 18), is

[a.] equivalent to “to arise, come into existence, begin to be” (i.e., among
men): used thus of sin and death, <450512>Romans 5:12; of death, Sap. 2:24;
Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 3, 4; of idols, Sap. 14:14.

[b.] of men, “to come into life”: whether by birth, Antoninus 6, 56; or by
divine creation, Philo, opif. mund. sec. 25.

[g.] “to come before the public”: <630107>2 John 1:7 (Rec.); “to come to men,”
of Christ, <431837>John 18:37; eisercomenov eiv ton kosmon, “when he
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cometh into the world,” i.e. when he was on the point of entering it, viz. at
his incarnation, <581005>Hebrews 10:5.

b. of thoughts “coming into the mind”: eishlqe dialogismov en autoiv,
a pregnant construction, “there came in” and established itself “within”
(others take en outwardly: “among” (cf. dialogeomai at the end))
“them,” <420946>Luke 9:46 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 413 (385)). The Greeks from
Homer down use eisercesqai tina of thoughts and feelings, as fobov,
menov, poqov, etc. (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 427 (398). Compare:
epercomai, parercomai, sunercomai, eisercomai.

{1528} eiskaleomai, eiskaloumai (middle of eiskalew): 1 aorist
participle eiskalesamenov; “to call in unto oneself, to invite in” to one’s
house: tina, <441023>Acts 10:23. (Polybius, others.)*

{1529} eisodov, eisodou, hJ (odov) (from Homer on), “an entrance,”
i.e. both “the place or way leading into a place” (as, a gate), and “the act of
entering”; only in the latter sense in the N.T. With the genitive of place,
twn aJgiwn, entrance into the holy place, i.e. reception into heaven,
<581019>Hebrews 10:19 (but in 20 apparently called oJdov); eiv thn basileian
tou kuriou, <610111>2 Peter 1:11; of the act of coming forward to administer
an office, <441324>Acts 13:24; with prov tina added, <520109>1 Thessalonians 1:9;
2:1.*

{1530} eisphdaw eisphdw: 1 aorist eisephdhsa; “to spring in”: eiv
ton oclon, <441414>Acts 14:14 Rec. (see ekphdaw); to rush in impetuously,
<441629>Acts 16:29. (Xenophon, Dem, others; the Septuagint <300519>Amos 5:19.)*

{1531} eisporeuomai (passive of eisporeuw to lead into, Euripides,
El. 1285); imperfect eiseporeuomhn (<410656>Mark 6:56); “to go into, enter”;

1. properly,

a. of persons: followed by eiv with the accusative of place, <410121>Mark 1:21;
6:56; 11:2; <440302>Acts 3:2; oJpou, <410540>Mark 5:40; oJu, <422210>Luke 22:10 (R G, cf.
Buttmann, 71 (62); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 7); without specification of
place where that is evident from the context, <420816>Luke 8:16; 11:33; 19:30;
kata touv oikouv, to enter house after house (A.V. “every house,” see
kata, II. 3 a. [a.]), <440803>Acts 8:3; prov tina, to visit one at his dwelling,
<442830>Acts 28:30; eisporeuesqai kai ekporeuesqai meta tinov, “to
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associate with one,” <440928>Acts 9:28 (enwpion tinov, Tobit 5:18; see
eisercomai, 1 a.).

b. when used of things it is, equivalent to “to be carried into or put into”:
so of food, which is put into the mouth, <410715>Mark 7:15,18, (19);
<401517>Matthew 15:17 (see eisercomai, 1 d.).

2. metaphorically: (eiv thn basileian tou Qeou, <421824>Luke 18:24 T Tr
text WH; see basileia, 3, p. 97{b}); of affections entering the soul,
<410419>Mark 4:19; see eisercomai, 2 b. (Of the earlier Greek writings
Xenophon, alone uses this verb, Cyril 2, 3, 21; the Septuagint often for
awOB.)*

{1532} eistrecw: 2 aorist eisedramon; “to run in”: <441214>Acts 12:14.
(Thucydides, Xenophon, others.)*

{1533} eisferw; 1 aorist eishnegka; 2 aorist eishnegkon; (present
passive eisferomai; from Homer down); “to bring into, in or to”;

a. ti, followed by eiv with the accusative of place, <540607>1 Timothy 6:7;
passive <581311>Hebrews 13:11; tina namely, eiv thn oikian, <420518>Luke 5:18f;
(tina epi tav sunagwgav etc. <421211>Luke 12:11 T Tr text WH); ti eiv tav
akoav tinov, i.e. “to tell one a thing,” <441720>Acts 17:20 (ferein ti eiv ta
wta tinov, Sophocles Aj. 149).

b. “to lead into”: tina eiv peirasmon, <400613>Matthew 6:13; <421104>Luke 11:4.
(Compare: pareisferw.)*

{1534} eita, adverb of time, “then; next; after that”: <410825>Mark 8:25;
<420812>Luke 8:12; <431305>John 13:5; 19:27; 20:27; <590115>James 1:15; with the
addition of a genitive absolutely to define it more precisely, <410417>Mark 4:17;
as in classic Greek, it stands in enumerations, to mark a sequence
depending either on temporal succession, as <410428>Mark 4:28 (see eiten);
<461505>1 Corinthians 15:5-7 (eita (T epeita, so in marginal reading Tr WH)
... epeita ... epeita ... eita (T epeita, so in marginal reading L Tr
WH)); <461524>1 Corinthians 15:24 (epeita ... eita); <540213>1 Timothy 2:13; or on
the nature of the things enumerated, <461228>1 Corinthians 12:28 (prwton ...
deuteron ... triton ... epeita ... eita for which L T Tr WH epeita);
(<540310>1 Timothy 3:10); in arguments it serves to add a new reason,
“furthermore” (German sodann): <581209>Hebrews 12:9.*
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{1535} eite, see ei, III. 15.

{1534} eiten a very rare (Ionic) form for eita (which see): <410428>Mark 4:28
T WH. (Cf. Kuenen et Cobet, Nov. Test. etc. praef., p. xxxiii.; Lob.
Phryn., p. 124, also Pathol. Gr. Element. 2:155; Stephanus’ Thesaurus
under the word eiten, also under the word epeiten.)*

{1486} eiwqa, see eqw.

{1537} ek, before a vowel ex, a preposition governing the genitive. Also,
it denotes exit or emission out of, as separation from, something with
which there has been close connection; opposed to the prepositions eiv
into and en in: “from out of, out from, forth from, from,” (Latin e, ex) (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 364, 366f (343f); Buttmann, 326f (281)). It is used

I. of place, and

1. universally, of the place from which; from a surrounding or enclosing
place, from the interior of: artov, aggelov, fwv ex ouranou, <430631>John
6:31f; <440903>Acts 9:3 (here R G apo); <480108>Galatians 1:8; anatolh, dunamiv
ex uJyouv, <420178>Luke 1:78; 24:49; especially after verbs of going, fleeing,
leading, calling, freeing, removing, releasing, etc.: hJkein ek thv Ioudaiav
eiv thn Galilaian, <430447>John 4:47; exercesqai ek tinov out of the body
of one (spoken of demons), <410125>Mark 1:25; 5:8 (here L marginal reading
apo); 7:29; of power emanating from the body, <410530>Mark 5:30 (cf.
Buttmann, 301 (258); Winer’s Grammar, 346 (324); Meyer edition Weiss
at the passage); ek twn mnhmeiwn, <400828>Matthew 8:28; 27:53;
ekporeuesqai, <401511>Matthew 15:11,18f; katabainein ek tou ouranou,
<402802>Matthew 28:2; <430132>John 1:32; 3:13; 6:33; exagein, <441217>Acts 12:17;
feugein, <442730>Acts 27:30; kalein, <400215>Matthew 2:15; metaphorically, ek
tou skotouv eiv to fwv, <600209>1 Peter 2:9; ekballein to karfov ek tou
ofqalmou, Matthew 7:(4 (R G apo)), 5; <420642>Luke 6:42 (opposed to en
tw ofqalmw); ti ek tou qhsaurou, <401235>Matthew 12:35 (but see under
II. 9 below); 13:52; to daimonion ek tinov, out of the body of one,
<410726>Mark 7:26; apokuliein ton liqon ek (L Tr text apo; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 364 (342) note) thv qurav, <411603>Mark 16:3; airein, <432001>John
20:1f; kinew, <660614>Revelation 6:14; [soozein] ek ghv Aiguptou, <650105>Jude
1:5; diaswzein ek thv qalasshv, <442804>Acts 28:4. Metaph, ek thv ceirov
tinov, out of the power of one (cf. Buttmann, 182 (158)): after
exercesqai, <431039>John 10:39; after apagein, <442407>Acts 24:7 (Rec.); after
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aJrpazein, <431028>John 10:28f; after exaireisqai, <441211>Acts 12:11; after
ruesqai, <420174>Luke 1:74; after swthria, <420171>Luke 1:71. after pinein, of
the thing out of which one drinks (differently in II. 9 below): ek tou
pothriou, <402627>Matthew 26:27; <411423>Mark 14:23; <461128>1 Corinthians 11:28; ek
petrav, <461004>1 Corinthians 10:4; ek tou freatov, <430412>John 4:12; after
esqiein, of the place whence the food is derived, ek tou iJerou, <460913>1
Corinthians 9:13 (but T Tr WH read ta ek k.t.l.). of the place forth from
which one does something: didaskein ek tou ploiou, <420503>Luke 5:3
(here Tdf. en etc.). It is joined also to nouns designating not a place, but
what is done in a place: egeiresqai ek tou deipnou, <431304>John 13:4;
analuein ek twn gamwn, <421236>Luke 12:36.

2. from the midst (of a group, number, company, community) of many;

a. after verbs of going, leading, choosing, removing, etc

[a.] before collective nouns, as exoleqreuw ek tou laou, <440323>Acts 3:23;
probibazw or sumbibazw ek tou oclou, <441933>Acts 19:33; eklegein ek
tou kosmou, <431519>John 15:19. mesou tinwn aforizein, <401349>Matthew
13:49; exercesqai, <441733>Acts 17:33; aJrpazein, <442310>Acts 23:10; exairein,
<460513>1 Corinthians 5:13; pashv fulhv kai glwsshv agorazein,
<660509>Revelation 5:9; ek pantov genouv sunagein, <401347>Matthew 13:47.

[b.] before plurals: anistanai tina ek tinwn, <440322>Acts 3:22; ek nekrwn,
<441731>Acts 17:31; anistatai tiv ek nekrwn, <441041>Acts 10:41; 17:3; egeirein
tina ek nekrwn, <431201>John 12:1,9,17; <440315>Acts 3:15; 4:10; 13:30;
<581119>Hebrews 11:19, etc.; hJ anastasiv ek nekrwn, <422035>Luke 20:35; <600103>1
Peter 1:3; anagein tina ek nekrwn, <451007>Romans 10:7; eklegein,
<440124>Acts 1:24; 15:22; kalein, <450924>Romans 9:24; egeneto zhthsiv ek twn
etc. <430325>John 3:25 (but cf. II. 1 b.; Winer’s Grammar, 368 (345)).

b. before words signifying quantity: after eiv, as <401029>Matthew 10:29; 26:21;
<421715>Luke 17:15, and often; polloi, <431119>John 11:19,45, etc.; oJi pleiouv
(pleionev), <461506>1 Corinthians 15:6; oudeiv, <430719>John 7:19; 16:5, and
elsewhere; ciliadev ek pashv fulhv, <660704>Revelation 7:4; after the
indefinite tiv, <421115>Luke 11:15; 12:13; <430664>John 6:64; 7:48; tiv gunh ek tou
oclou, <421127>Luke 11:27; with tinev to be added mentally (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 203 (191); Buttmann, 158 (138)): <430940>John 9:40 ((?) better,
7:40); 16:17; <661109>Revelation 11:9, (1 Esdr. 5:45 (44)); tinav: <402334>Matthew
23:34; <421149>Luke 11:49; 21:16; <630104>2 John 1:4; <660210>Revelation 2:10; cf.
Fritzsche, Conjectanea in N.T., p. 36 note; after the intertog. tiv, “who?”
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<400627>Matthew 6:27; <421105>Luke 11:5, etc.; tiv pathr, <421111>Luke 11:11 (L T Tr
WH); preceded by a generic noun: anqrwpov ek twn etc. <430301>John 3:1.

c. einai ek tinwn, to be of the number, company, fellowship, etc., of; see
eimi, V. 3 a.

3. from a local surfacc, as sometimes the Latin ex for de; “down from”:
katabainein ek tou orouv (Homer II. 13, 17; Xenophon, an. 7, 4, 12;
the Septuagint <021914>Exodus 19:14; 32:1; <050915>Deuteronomy 9:15; 10:5;
<060223>Joshua 2:23), <401709>Matthew 17:9 (for the more common apo tou orouv
of Rec. and the parallel passage <410909>Mark 9:9 (here L WH text Tr marginal
reading ek); <420937>Luke 9:37; (cf. <400801>Matthew 8:1)); qrix ek thv kefalhv
apollutai (unless we prefer to regard ek as prompted here by the
conception of the hair as fixed in the skin), <422118>Luke 21:18; <442734>Acts 27:34
(here L T Tr WH apo); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 364 (342) note); ekpiptein
ek twn ceirwn, of the chains with which the hands had been bound,
<441207>Acts 12:7; kremasqai ek tinov, <442804>Acts 28:4, (1 Macc. 1:61; 2
Macc. 6:10; so the Greeks from Homer down); fagein ek tou
qusiasthriou, the things laid upon the altar, <581310>Hebrews 13:10. Akin to
this is exelqein ek tou Qeou, from an abode with God (for the more
usual apo tou Qeou), <430842>John 8:42.

4. of the direction whence; ek dexiwn, Latin a dextra, literally, “from” i.e.
(German zu) “on the right,” see dexiov; so ek dexiav, ex aristerav,
namely, cwrav (or ceirov which is sometimes expressed; Winer’s
Grammar, 592 cf. 591; Buttmann, 82 (72)) (also in Greek writ, as
Xenophon, Cyril 8, 5, 15); ex enantiav, over against, <411539>Mark 15:39
(Herodotus 8, 6; Sir. 37:9; 1 Macc. 4:34; Sap. 4:20); metaphorically
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 51, 1 d.) oJ ex enantiav (A.V. “he that is of the
contrary part), our “opponent, adversary,” <560208>Titus 2:8; ek rizwn, from
the roots, i.e. utterly, <411120>Mark 11:20 (<182809>Job 28:9; 31:12).

5. of the conditon or state out of which one comes or is brought: swzein
ek qanatou <580507>Hebrews 5:7; <590520>James 5:20; ercesqai ek (Lachmann
apo) qliyewv, <660714>Revelation 7:14; metabainein ek tou qanatou eiv
thn zwhn, <430524>John 5:24; <620314>1 John 3:14; egerqhnai ex uJpnou,
<451311>Romans 13:11 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 366 (344) note); zwntev ek
nekrwn, alive from being dead (i.e. who had been dead and were alive
again), <450613>Romans 6:13; zwh ek nekrwn, i.e. of those that had been
nekroi, <451115>Romans 11:15 (eleuqerov ek doulou kai plousiov ek
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ptwcou gegonwv, Demosthenes, p. 270 at the end ek plousiou penhta
genesqai kai ek basilewv idiwthn fanhnai, Xenophon, an. 7, 7, 28;
gignomai tuflov ek dedorkotos, Sophocles O.T. 454; elafon ex
androv genesqai, Palaeph. 3, 2; add, Lysias, adv. Ergocl. at the
beginning; Tacitus, ann. 1, 74 ex pauperibus divites, ex contemtis
metuendi). Also of the state out of the midst of which one does something:
ek pollhv qlyewv grafein, <470204>2 Corinthians 2:4.

6. of any kind of separation or dissolution of connection with a thing or
person (cf. Buttmann, 157 (138)): anapauesqai ek (released from) twn
kopwn, <661413>Revelation 14:13; ananhfein ek (set free from) thv tou
diabolou pagidov, <550226>2 Timothy 2:26; metanown ek etc. <660221>Revelation
2:21f; 9:20f; 16:11;epistrefein (L T Tr WH uJytrefein) ek ((L apo),
by severing their connection with) thv entolhv, <610221>2 Peter 2:21; threin
tina ek etc. to keep one at a distance from etc. (cf. Buttmann, 327 (281)),
<431715>John 17:15; <660310>Revelation 3:10; also diathrein, <441529>Acts 15:29 nikan
ek tinov, by conquest to free oneself from the power of one (cf.
Buttmann, 147 (128); Winer’s Grammar, 367 (344)), <661502>Revelation 15:2;
uJyousqai ek thv ghv, to be so lifted up as to dissolve present relations to
the earth (‘taken out of the sphere of earthly action’ Westcott), <431232>John
12:32; eleuqerov ek pantwn (elsewhere always apo tinov), <460919>1
Corinthians 9:19.

7. Hebraistically: ekdikein to aJima tinov ek ceirov tinov (µQæni µD;
dY;mi, <120907>2 Kings 9:7), to avenge the blood (murder) of one at the hand of
(on) the slayer, <661902>Revelation 19:2 (Buttmann, 182 (158)); krinein to
krima tinov ek tinov, to judge one’s judgment on one, vindicate by
vengeance on (cf. Buttmann, as above), <661820>Revelation 18:20 (cf. the
Septuagint <19B808>Psalm 118:84 (<19B984>Psalm 119:84).

II. of the origin, source, cause;

1. of generation, birth, race, lineage, nativity; a. after verbs of begetting,
being born, etc.: en gastri ecein ek tinov, <400118>Matthew 1:18, cf.
<400120>Matthew 1:20; koithn ecein ek t., <450910>Romans 9:10; gennan tina ek
with the genitive of the woman, <400103>Matthew 1:3,5f,16; ginesqai ek
gunaikov to be born of a woman, <480404>Galatians 4:4 cf. <480422>Galatians 4:22f;
gennasqai ex aJimatwn, ek qelhmatov sarkov, <430113>John 1:13; ek thv
sarkov, <430306>John 3:6; ek porneiav, <430841>John 8:41; egeirein tini tekna
ek, <400309>Matthew 3:9; <420308>Luke 3:8; (tiv) ek karpou thv osfuov autou,
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<440230>Acts 2:30 (<19D101>Psalm 131:11 (<19D211>Psalm 132:11)); hJ ek fusewv
akrobustia, <450227>Romans 2:27. In a supernatural sense: to pneuma to ek
Qeou SC. on, from the divine nature (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 193 (182)),
<460212>1 Corinthians 2:12 cf. <660211>Revelation 2:11; men are said gennasqai ek
pneumatov, <430305>John 3:5f,8; gegennhmenoi einai ek Qeou (see gennaw
2 d.), and to the same purport einai ek Qeou, <620404>1 John 4:4, 6; 5:19 (see
eimi, V. 3 d. (and cf. 7 below)). b. einai, genesqai, ercesqai, etc., ek
with the name of the city, race, people, tribe, family, etc., “to spring or
originate from, come from”: ek Nazaret einai, <430146>John 1:46 (47); ek
polewv, <430144>John 1:44 (45); ex wJn, namely, paterwn (?), <450905>Romans 9:5;
ex oikou tinov, <420127>Luke 1:27; 2:4; ek genouv, <500305>Philippians 3:5;
<440406>Acts 4:6; EJbraiov ex EJbraiwn, <500305>Philippians 3:5; ek fulhv,
<420236>Luke 2:36; <441321>Acts 13:21; <451101>Romans 11:1; ex Iouda, <580714>Hebrews
7:14; ek spermatov tinov, <430742>John 7:42; <450103>Romans 1:3; 11:1; without a
verb: ex eqnwn aJmartwloi, sinners of Gentile birth, <480215>Galatians 2:15; of
the country to which anyone belongs: einai ek thv exousiav HJrwdou,
<422307>Luke 23:7; ex eparciav, <442334>Acts 23:34; oJ wn ek thv ghv, <430331>John
3:31.

2. of any other kind of origin: kapnov ek thv doxhv tou Qeou,
<661508>Revelation 15:8; ek twn Ioudaiwn esti, comes from the Jews,
<430422>John 4:22; einai ek tinov, to proceed from anyone as the author,
<400537>Matthew 5:37; <430717>John 7:17,22; <450229>Romans 2:29; <470407>2 Corinthians
4:7; <620216>1 John 2:16,21, etc.; with estin to be mentally supplied:
<451136>Romans 11:36; <460806>1 Corinthians 8:6 (see eiv, B. II. 3 c. a.) <461112>1
Corinthians 11:12; <470305>2 Corinthians 3:5; 5:18; <480508>Galatians 5:8; erga ek
tou patrov mou, works of which my father is the author, i.e. which I,
endued with my father’s power, have wrought, <431032>John 10:32; oikodomh
ek Qeou, whose author is God, <470501>2 Corinthians 5:1; carisma, <460707>1
Corinthians 7:7; dedomenon ek tou patrov, <430665>John 6:65; add, <431803>John
18:3; <460707>1 Corinthians 7:7. hJ ek Qeou dikaiosunh, that comes from
God, i.e. is adjudged by him, <500309>Philippians 3:9; hJ ex uJmwn en hJmin (WH
text hJmin en uJmin) agaph, love preceding from you and taking up its
abode in us, i.e. your love the influence of which we feel (Winer’s
Grammar, 193 (181f); Buttmann, 157 (137)), <470807>2 Corinthians 8:7; oJ ex
uJmwn zhlov, your zeal, <470902>2 Corinthians 9:2 (R G; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
as above note; Buttmann, as above); blasfhmia ek tinov, calumny from,
i.e. disseminated by, <660209>Revelation 2:9 (not Rec.); einai ex ouranou, ex
anqrwpwn see eimi, V. 3 c.; with the suggested idea of a nature and
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disposition derived from one’s origin: ouk estin ek tou kosmou toutou,
is not of earthly origin nor of earthly nature, <431836>John 18:36; ek thv ghv
estin, is of an earthly nature, <430331>John 3:31; ek thv ghv lalein, to speak
as an earthly origin prompts, ibid.; human virtues are said “to be from
God,” as having their prototype in God and being wrought in the soul by
his power, hJ agaph ek tou Qeou estin, <620407>1 John 4:7.

3. of the material out of which a thing is made, etc.: hJ gunh ek tou
androv, from “one of his ribs,” <461112>1 Corinthians 11:12; stefanon ex
akanqwn, <402729>Matthew 27:29; <431902>John 19:2; add, <430215>John 2:15; 9:6;
<450921>Romans 9:21; <461547>1 Corinthians 15:47; <661812>Revelation 18:12; 21:21.

4. Its use to note the price is related, because the money is as it were,
changed into that which is bought (the simple genitive of price is more
common, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 206 (194); (Buttmann, sec. 132, 13)):
agorazein ti ek tinov, <402707>Matthew 27:7 (Baruch 6 (i.e., epistle of
Jeremiah); <402724>Matthew 27:24); ktasqai ek, <440118>Acts 1:18 (wneisqai ek,
Palaeph. 46, 3f); sumfwnein ek dhnariou (because the agreement comes
from the promised denary (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 368 (345); Buttmann, as
above)), <402002>Matthew 20:2. Cognate to this is the phrase poiein eJautw
filouv ek tou mamwna <421609>Luke 16:9.

5. especially after neuter and passive verbs, ek is used of the cause
(whether thing or person) by which the act expressed by the accompanying
verb is aided, sustained, effected: wfeleisqai ek tinov, <401505>Matthew
15:5; <410711>Mark 7:11; zhmiousqai, <470709>2 Corinthians 7:9; lupeisqai, <470202>2
Corinthians 2:2; especially in the Apocalypse: adikeisqai, <660211>Revelation
2:11; apoqanein, <660811>Revelation 8:11; (apokteinesqai), <660918>Revelation
9:18; fwtizesqai, <661801>Revelation 18:1; skotizesqai (L T WH
skotousqai), <660902>Revelation 9:2; purousqai, <660318>Revelation 3:18;
gemizesqai <661508>Revelation 15:8 (cf. <230604>Isaiah 6:4); <430613>John 6:13; gemein,
<402325>Matthew 23:25 (where L omits; Tr brackets ex); plhrousqai,
<431203>John 12:3 (Treg. margin eplhsqh); cortazesqai, <661921>Revelation
19:21; ploutein, <661803>Revelation 18:3,19; mequskesqai, mequein
<661702>Revelation 17:2,6 (not Treg. margin); zhn ek, <450117>Romans 1:17; <460914>1
Corinthians 9:14; <480311>Galatians 3:11; auxhsin poieisqai, <490416>Ephesians
4:16; <510219>Colossians 2:19; teleiousqai, <590222>James 2:22; kekopiakwv,
<430406>John 4:6 (Aelian v. h. 3, 23 ek tou potou ekaqeuden). Also after
active verbs: gemizein, <430613>John 6:13; <660805>Revelation 8:5; potizein,
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<661408>Revelation 14:8; (on ek with the genitive after verbs of fullness, cf.
Buttmann, 163 (142f); Winer’s Grammar, 201 (189)).

6. of that on which a thing depends, or from which it results: ouk estin hJ
zwh ek twn uJparcontwn, does not depend upon possessions, i.e.
possessions cannot secure life, <421215>Luke 12:15; euporia hJmwn esti ek
thv ergasiav tauthv, <441925>Acts 19:25; to ex uJmwn, as far as depends on
you, <451218>Romans 12:18; in the Pauline phrases dikaiov, dikaiosunh,
dikaioun ek pistewv, ex ergwn, see (the several words, especially), p.
150; ex (as the result of, in consequence of) ergwn labein to pneuma,
<480302>Galatians 3:2, 5; ex anastasewv labein touv nekrouv, <581135>Hebrews
11:35; estaurwqh ex asqeneiav, <471304>2 Corinthians 13:4; add,
<451106>Romans 11:6; <480318>Galatians 3:18,21f; <490208>Ephesians 2:8f.

7. of the power on which anyone depends, by which he is prompted and
governed, whose character he reflects: ek Qeou (equivalent to
qeopneuston) lalein, <470217>2 Corinthians 2:17; in the Johannine
expressions, einai ek Qeou, <430847>John 8:47 (in a different sense above, II. 1
a.); ek tou diabolou, ek tou ponhrou, ek tou kosmou, see eimi, V. 3
d.; ek thv alhqeiav einai, to be led by a desire to know the truth, be a
lover of the truth, <431837>John 18:37; <620319>1 John 3:19; oJi ek nomou, the
subjects of the law, <450414>Romans 4:14; oJi ex eriqeiav equivalent to oJi
eriqeuomenoi (cf. eriqeia), <450208>Romans 2:8; oJ ek pistewv equivalent to
oJ pisteuwn, <450326>Romans 3:26; 4:16. einai ek tinov also means “to be
bound to one, connected with him; to have relations with him”; see eimi,
V. 3 d.; hence, the periphrasis oJi ek peritomhv, “the circumcised”:
<441102>Acts 11:2; <450412>Romans 4:12; <480212>Galatians 2:12; oJi ontev ek
peritomhv, <510411>Colossians 4:11; oJi ek peritomhv pistoi, Jewish
Christians, <441045>Acts 10:45.

8. of the cause for which: ek tou ponou, “for pain,” <661610>Revelation 16:10;
of the reason for (because of) which: <660813>Revelation 8:13; 16:11; ek
toutou, <430666>John 6:66; 19:12; cf. Meyer on these passages (who urges that
ek toutou used of time denotes “the point of departure of a temporal
series” (Winer’s Grammar, 367 (344)): “from this time on, thenceforth”.
This argument seems not to be decisive in the second example (<431912>John
19:12), for there the verb is in the imperfect. On the use of the phrase in
classic Greek see Liddell and Scott, under the word ek, II. 1; Krüger, sec.
68, 17, 7. Cf. our English “upon this, hereupon,” in which the temporal
sense and the causal often seem to blend. See below, IV. 1 at the end).
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9. of the supply out of (from) which a thing is taken, given, received, eaten,
drunk, etc. (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 7 and 8; Buttmann, 159ff
(139ff)): lambanein ek, <430116>John 1:16; 16:14f; didonai, diadidonai,
<402508>Matthew 25:8; <430611>John 6:11; <620413>1 John 4:13; esqiein, <460907>1
Corinthians 9:7; 11:28; fagein, <430626>John 6:26,50f; <660207>Revelation 2:7;
metecein, <461017>1 Corinthians 10:17 (but see metecw); pinein, <402629>Matthew
26:29; <411425>Mark 14:25; <430413>John 4:13f; <661410>Revelation 14:10; 18:3
(differently in I. 1 above); lalein ek twn idiwn, <430844>John 8:44; ek tou
perisseumatov thv kardiav, <401234>Matthew 12:34; ekballein,
<401235>Matthew 12:35 (this belongs here only in case qhsaurov is taken in the
sense of “treasure” not “treasury” (the contents as distinguished from the
repository); cf. I. 1 above, and under the word qhsaurov); ballein ek (a
part), <411244>Mark 12:44; <422104>Luke 21:4.

10. of that from which anything is obtained: sullegein ex akanqwn,
trugan ek batou, <420644>Luke 6:44; qerizein ek, <480608>Galatians 6:8.

11. of the whole of which anything is a part: <461215>1 Corinthians 12:15f (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 368 (345)).

12. of the source;

a. universally: ex emautou ouk elalhsa, <431249>John 12:49 (ouden ek
sauthv legeiv, Sophocles El. 344).

b. of the source of conduct, as to be found in the state of the soul, its
feelings, virtues, vices, etc.: ek kardiav, <450617>Romans 6:17; ek yuchv,
<490606>Ephesians 6:6; <510323>Colossians 3:23 (1 Macc. 8:27; ek thv yuchv
aspazesqai, Xenophon, oec. 10, 4); ek kaqarav kardiav, <540105>1
Timothy 1:5; <550222>2 Timothy 2:22; <600122>1 Peter 1:22 (L T Tr WH omit;
kaqarav); ex oJlhv thv kardiav ... yuchv ... dianoiav k.t.l. <411230>Mark
12:30ff (Sap. 8:21; 4 Macc. 7:18); ek pistewv, <451423>Romans 14:23; ex
eilikrineiav, <470217>2 Corinthians 2:17; ex eriqeiav, <500116>Philippians 1:16
(17) (yet see eriqeia).

c. of the source of knowledge: kathceisqai ek, <450218>Romans 2:18;
akouein ek, <431234>John 12:34; ginwskein, <401233>Matthew 12:33; <420644>Luke
6:44; <620406>1 John 4:6; epopteuein, <600212>1 Peter 2:12. deiknunai, <590218>James
2:18; oJrizein, to declare, prove to be, <450104>Romans 1:4 (cf. under the word
oJirzw, 2 and Meyer at the passage).
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13. of that from which a rule of judging or acting is derived; “after,
according to” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 368 (345)): krinein ek, <421922>Luke
19:22 (A.V. “out of” thine own mouth, etc.); <662012>Revelation 20:12
(Xenophon, Cyril 2, 2, 21 ek twn ergwn krinesqai); dikaioun,
katadikazein, <401237>Matthew 12:37; onomazein ek, <490315>Ephesians 3:15
(Homer, Iliad 10, 68; Sophocles O.T. 1036, etc.); ek tou ecein, according
to your ability, <470811>2 Corinthians 8:11.

III. By Attraction, common in classic Greek (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
66, 6; (Buttmann, 377f (323))), two prepositions coalesce as it were into
one, so that ek seems to be used for en, thus arai ta ek thv oikiav
autou concisely for ta en th oikia autou ex authv, <402417>Matthew 24:17;
oJ pathr oJ ex ouranou dwsei for oJ pathr oJ en ouranw dwsei ek tou
ouranou, <421113>Luke 11:13; thn ek Laodikeiav apistolhn for thn eiv
Laodikeiav gegrammenhn kai ek Laodikeiav komistean,
<510416>Colossians 4:16 (2 Macc. 3:18). (To this construction some would refer
epignouv en eJautw thn ex autou dunamin exelqousan, <410530>Mark
5:30, resolving thn en autw dunamin exelqousan ex autou; cf. Field,
Otium Norvicense, pars 3 at the passage)

IV. of Time (Winer’s Grammar, 367 (344));

1. of the (temporal) point from which; Latin ex, inde a; “from, from ... on,
since”: ek cronwn iJkanwn, <420827>Luke 8:27 (R G Tr marginal reading); ek
genethv, <430901>John 9:1 (Homer, Iliad 24, 535; Odyssey 18, 6); ek koiliav
mhtrov (see kolia, 4); ek neothtov, <401920>Matthew 19:20 (R G); <411020>Mark
10:20; <421821>Luke 18:21; <442604>Acts 26:4 (Homer, Iliad 14, 86); ek tou
aiwnov (see aiwn, 1 b.), <430932>John 9:32 (Aelian v. h. 6, 13; 12, 64 ex
aiwnov); ex archv, <430664>John 6:64; 16:4; ek genewn arcaiwn, <441521>Acts
15:21; ex etwn oktw, <440933>Acts 9:33; ek pollwn etwn, <442410>Acts 24:10; ex
authv (namely, wJrav), “forthwith, instantly” (see exauthv); ex iJkanou
((namely, cronou); but L T Tr WH here ex iJkanwn cronwn), of a long
time, <422308>Luke 23:8 (ek pollou, Thucydides 1, 68; 2, 88); with an adverb:
ek paidioqen, <410921>Mark 9:21 L T Tr WH (ek prwiqen, 1 Macc. 10:80),
cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65, 2; (Buttmann, 70 (62)). Many interpreters
translate ek toutou, <430666>John 6:66; 19:12, “from this time,” but cf. II. 8
above.

2. of succession in time, a temporal series: ek deuterou (as it were,
“proceeding from, beginning from the second”), “a second time” (see
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deuterov); ek tritou, <402644>Matthew 26:44 (L Tr marginal reading brackets
ek tritou); hJmeran ex hJmerav (diem ex die, Cicero, ad Att. 7, 26;
Caesar b. g. 1, 16, 4; diem de die, Livy 5, 48) “from day to day, day after
day,” <610208>2 Peter 2:8 (<013910>Genesis 39:10; <043015>Numbers 30:15; (<142411>2
Chronicles 24:11); Sir. 5:7; Euripides, Rhes. 437 (445) etc.; etov ex
etouv, <032550>Leviticus 25:50; eniauton ex eniautou, <051520>Deuteronomy
15:20).

V. Adverbial phrases (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 51, 1d.), in which lies the
idea

1. of direction whence: ex enantiav, cf. I. 4 above.

2. of source: ek sumfwnou, “by consent, by agreement,” <460705>1 Corinthians
7:5; ex anagkhv “of necessity,” i.e. by compulsion, <470907>2 Corinthians 9:7;
necessarily, <580712>Hebrews 7:12.

3. of the measure or standard: ek merouv, so that each is a part of the
whole, proportionately (R. V. marginal reading “each in his part”), <461227>1
Corinthians 12:27, cf. Meyer at the passage; “in part, partly,” <461309>1
Corinthians 13:9ff; ek metrou equivalent to metriwv, “by measure,
moderately, sparingly,” <430334>John 3:34; ex isothtov, “by equality,” in equal
proportion, <470813>2 Corinthians 8:13 (14) (ex isou, Herodotus 7, 135); ek
perissou, beyond measure, <410651>Mark 6:51 (WH omit; Tr. brackets).

VI. In Composition ek denotes

1. egress ekbainw, exercomai.

2. emission, removal, separation: ekballw, ekpempw, exairew.

3. origin: ekgonov.

4. publicity: exaggellw.

5. the unfolding, opening out, of something tied together or rolled up:
ekteinw, ekpetannumi.

6. is equivalent to “utterly, entirely,” pantelwv (cf. English “out and
out”), denoting completion and perfection: ekplhrow, ektelew. Cf.
Fritzsche on Matthew, p. 120f.
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{1538} eJkastov, eJkasth, eJkaston, the Septuagint for vyai (from
Homer down), “each, every”; a. joined to a substantive: eJkaston
dendron, <420644>Luke 6:44; eJkastw stratiwth, <431923>John 19:23; kata mhna
eJkaston, every month, <662202>Revelation 22:2 (not Rec.); kaq’ eJkasthn
hJmeran, <580313>Hebrews 3:13; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 111 (106); Buttmann,
sec. 127, 30. preceded by eJiv, Latin unusquisque, “every one”: with a
substantive, <490416>Ephesians 4:16; <662202>Revelation 22:2 Rec. b. used
substantively: <430753>John 7:53 (Rec.); <440435>Acts 4:35; <450206>Romans 2:6;
<480604>Galatians 6:4, etc.; once plural eJkastoi: <660611>Revelation 6:11 Rec. With
a partitive genitive added: hJmwn, <451412>Romans 14:12; uJmwn, <421315>Luke
13:15; <460112>1 Corinthians 1:12; <580611>Hebrews 6:11; autwn, <430607>John 6:7
(RG); twn spermatwn, <461538>1 Corinthians 15:38. eJiv eJkastov, “every
one” (see eJiv, 4 b.): without a partitive genitive, <442031>Acts 20:31;
<510406>Colossians 4:6; with a partitive genitive, <420440>Luke 4:40; <440203>Acts 2:3;
17:27; <461218>1 Corinthians 12:18, etc. eJkastov, when it denotes
“individually, every one of many,” is often added appositively to nouns and
pronouns and verbs in the plural number (Matthiae, ii., p. 764f; (Winer’s
Grammar, 516 (481); Buttmann, 131 (114))): hJmeiv akouomen eJkastov,
<440208>Acts 2:8; skorpisqhte eJkastov, <431632>John 16:32; eporeuonto
pantev ..., eJkastov ..., <420203>Luke 2:3; add, <440326>Acts 3:26; <600410>1 Peter 4:10;
<660508>Revelation 5:8; 20:13; likewise eJiv eJkastov, <440206>Acts 2:6; 21:26;
uJmeiv oJi kaq’ eJna eJkastov thn eJautou gunaika agapatw, you one
by one, each one of you severally, <490533>Ephesians 5:33. In imitation of the
Hebrew, eJkastov tw adelfw autou (vyai wyjia;l], <012631>Genesis 26:31),
<401835>Matthew 18:35; meta tou plhsion autou (vyai la, Wh[ere, <070629>Judges
6:29, etc.), <490425>Ephesians 4:25, cf. <580811>Hebrews 8:11 Rec.

{1539} eJkastote, adv, “at every time, always”: <610115>2 Peter 1:15.
(Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, others.)*

{1540} eJkaton, oJi, aJi, ta (from Homer down), “a hundred”:
<401308>Matthew 13:8 (namely, karpouv); 18:12; <431939>John 19:39, etc.

{1541} eJkatontaethv (R G T), eJkatontaetev, and eJkatontaethv (L
Tr WH), eJkatontaetev (from eJkaton and etov; on the want of
uniformity in accentuation among authors, copyists, and grammarians see
Lob. ad Phryn., p. 406f; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 6, 1 b.; Buttmann, 29 (26);
(Tdf. Proleg., p. 102; Ellendt, Lex. Sophocles under the word dekethv;
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especially Chandler sections 703, 709; Göttling, p. 323f)), centenarian, “a
hundred years old”: <450419>Romans 4:19. (Pindar Pythagoras 4, 502.)*

{1542} eJkatontaplasiwn, eJkatontaplasion, “a hundredfold, a
hundred times as much”: <401929>Matthew 19:29 (R G); <411030>Mark 10:30;
<420808>Luke 8:8. (<102403>2 Samuel 24:3; Xenophon, oec. 2, 3.)*

{1543} eJkatontarchv, eJkatontarcou, oJ (eJkaton and arcw; on the
terminations archv and arcov see the full exposition in Winer’s Grammar,
61 (60); cf. Buttmann, 73 (64); Bornemann, Schol. ad Luc., p. 151f; (Tdf.
Proleg., p. 117; WH’s Appendix, p. 156f)), “a centurion”: Matthew 8:(5
and 8 Tdf.), 13 G L T Tr WH; (<402754>Matthew 27:54 T); Luke 7:(2 (?)), 6 T
WH; (<422347>Luke 23:47 T Tr WH); <441001>Acts 10:1, 22; 21:32 L T Tr WH;
(<442226>Acts 22:26 L T WH); 24:23; 27:1, 6 L T Tr WH, 11 G L T Tr WH,
31, 43 L T Tr WH; genitive plural T WH in <442317>Acts 23:17, 23. (Aeschylus
quoted in Athen. 1, p. 11 d.; Herodotus 7, 81; Dionysius Halicarnassus,
Plutarch, others). See the following word.*

eJkatontarcov, eJkatontarcou, oJ, equivalent to eJkatontarchv, which
see: <400805>Matthew 8:5, 8 (in 5, 8, Tdf. eJkatontarchv), 13 Rec.; 27:54 (Tdf.
eJkatontarchv); <420702>Luke 7:2, 6 (T WH eJkatontarchv); 23:47 (T Tr WH
eJkatontarchv); <442132>Acts 21:32 R G; 22:25, 26 (L T WH eJkatontarchv);
<442706>Acts 27:6 (RG, 11 Rec., 43 RG), also 28:16 Rec.; genitive plural,
<442317>Acts 23:17 and 23 R G L Tr. (Xenophon, Cyril 5, 3, 41; Plutarch,
others) (Cf. Meisterhans, p. 53f.)*

ekbainw: 2 aorist exebhn; (from Homer down); “to go out”: <581115>Hebrews
11:15 L T Tr WH.*

{1544} ekballw; imperfect 3 person plural exeballon (<410613>Mark 6:13
(Tr marginal reading aorist)); future ekbalw; pluperfect ekbeblhkein
(without augment, <411609>Mark 16:9; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 12, 9;
Buttmann, 33 (29)); 2 aorist exebalon; (passive and middle present
ekballomai); 1 aorist passive exeblhqhn; future passive
ekblhqhsomai; (from Homer down); the Septuagint generally for vræg;,
occasionally for ayxiwOh, vyriwOh, Ëyliv]hi; “to cast out; to drive out; to send
out”;

1. with the included notion of more or less violence;
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a. “to drive out,” (“cast out”): a person, <402112>Matthew 21:12; <410915>Mark 9:15;
<430215>John 2:15 (ek); <422012>Luke 20:12, etc.; passive <400812>Matthew 8:12 (T WH
(rejected) marginal reading exeleusontai); daimonia, <400722>Matthew 7:22;
8:16, 31; 9:33; <410134>Mark 1:34, 39; <421120>Luke 11:20; 13:32, etc.; ek tinov,
<410726>Mark 7:26; apo, <411609>Mark 16:9 (L WH Tr text para); en tini, “by,
through” (Winer’s Grammar, 389 (364)), <400934>Matthew 9:34; 12:24, 27f;
<410322>Mark 3:22; <421115>Luke 11:15,19f; tw onomati tinov, <400722>Matthew 7:22;
(<410938>Mark 9:38 Rst G); epi tw onomati tinov, <420949>Luke 9:49 (WH Tr
marginal reading en; en tw onomati <410938>Mark 9:38 Relz L T Tr WH);
logw, <400816>Matthew 8:16; tina exw thv polewv, <420429>Luke 4:29; <440758>Acts
7:58.

b. “to cast out”: tina followed by exw, <430637>John 6:37; 9:34f; 12:31
(namely, out of the world, i.e. be deprived of the power and influence he
exercises in the world); <421328>Luke 13:28; exw with the genitive, <402139>Matthew
21:39; <411208>Mark 12:8; <422015>Luke 20:15. a thing: excrement from the belly
into the sink, <401517>Matthew 15:17; middle ekballomenoi (i.e. “for
themselves,” that they might the more easily save the ship and thereby their
lives) ton siton eiv thn qalassan, <442738>Acts 27:38.

c. “to expel” a person from a society: to banish from a family, <480430>Galatians
4:30 (<012110>Genesis 21:10); ek (Tdf. omits ek) thv ekklhsiav, <640110>3 John
1:10.

d. “to compel one to depart”: apo twn oJriwn, <441350>Acts 13:50; “to bid one
depart,” in stern though not violent language, <400925>Matthew 9:25; <410540>Mark
5:40; <440940>Acts 9:40; 16:37 (where distinguished from exagein); to bid one
go forth to do some business, <400938>Matthew 9:38; <421002>Luke 10:2.

e. so employed that the rapid motion of the one going is transferred to the
one sending forth; “to command” or “cause one to depart in haste”:
<410143>Mark 1:43; <590225>James 2:25; ta panta (namely, probata), to let them
out of the fold so that they rush forth (others, to thrust them forth by laying
hold of them), <431004>John 10:4.

f. “to draw out with force, tear out”: ti, <410947>Mark 9:47.

g. with the implication of force overcoming opposing force; “to cause a
thing to move straight on to its intended goal”: thn krisin eiv nikov,
<401220>Matthew 12:20.
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h. “to reject with contempt; to cast off or away”: to onoma tinov wJv
ponhron, <420622>Luke 6:22 (Plato, Crito, p. 46 b.; de rep. 2, p. 377 c.;
Sophocles O. C. 636,646; of actors driven from the stage, hissed and
hooted off, Demosthenes, p. 449, 19).

2. without the notion of violence;

a. “to draw out, extract,” one thing inserted in another: to karfov to en
tw ofqalmw, <420642>Luke 6:42; ek tou ofqalmou, ibid. and <400705>Matthew
7:5; apo tou ofqalmou 4 (where L T Tr WH ek).

b. “to bring out of, to draw or bring forth”: ti ek tou qhsaurou,
<401235>Matthew 12:35; 13:52; money from a purse, <421035>Luke 10:35.

c. “to except, to leave out,” i.e. “not receive”: ti, followed by exw (or
exwqen), <661102>Revelation 11:2 (leave out from the things to be measured,
equivalent to mh authn metrhshv).

d. followed by eiv with the accusative of place, “to lead one forth or away
somewhere with a force which he cannot resist”: <410112>Mark 1:12. (On the
pleonastic phrase ekballein exw (or exwqen) cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
65, 2.)

{1545} ekbasiv, ekbasewv, hJ (ekbainw);

1. “an egress, way out” (Homer, et al.): applied figuratively to the way of
escape from temptation into which one eisercetai or eisferetai (see
these words), <461013>1 Corinthians 10:13.

2. in a sense foreign to secular authors, “the issue” ((cf. its objective sense
e.g. Epictetus diss. 2, 7, 9)) equivalent to “end”: used of the end of life,
Sap. 2:17; ekbasiv thv anastrofhv tinwn, in <581307>Hebrews 13:7, is not
merely the end of their physical life, but the manner in which they closed a
well-spent life as exhibited by their spirit in dying; cf. Delitzsch, at the
passage.*

{1546} ekbolh, ekbolhv, hJ (ekballw); a. “a casting out”. b.
specifically, “the throwing overboard” of goods and lading whereby sailors
lighten a ship in a storm to keep her from sinking (Aeschylus sept. 769;
Aristotle, eth. Nic. 3, 1, 5 (p. 1110{a}, 9); Lucian, de merc. cond. 1):
poieisqai ekbolhn, Latin jacturam facere, “to throw” the cargo
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“overboard,” <442718>Acts 27:18; with twn skeuwn added, the Septuagint
<320105>Jonah 1:5; twn fortiwn, Pollux 1, 99, p. 70, Hemsterh edition.*

{1547} ekgamizw; passive (present ekgamizomai); imperfect
exegamizomhn; “to give away” (ek out of the house (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 102 (97))) “in marriage”: a daughter, <460738>1 Corinthians 7:38{a}
RG (<460738>1 Corinthians 7:38{b} Rec.); <402438>Matthew 24:38 R G Tr text,
passive, “to marry, to be given in marriage,” <402230>Matthew 22:30 R G (cf.
Tdf.’s note at the passage); <421727>Luke 17:27 RG; see gamizw. Not found
elsewhere.*

{1548} ekgamiskw, equivalent to ekgamizw, which see: passive (present
ekgamiskomai); <422034>Luke 20:34f. R G; cf. gamiskw and Fritzsche on
Mark, p. 529ff. Not found elsewhere.*

{1549} ekgonov, ekgonon (ekginomai), “sprung from one, born,
begotten” (Homer and following); commonly as a substantive, oJ, hJ
ekgonov, oJi ekgonoi, “a son, daughter, offspring, children, descendants”;
in the Septuagint common in neuter plural ekgona and ta ekgona, for
yrip], <050713>Deuteronomy 7:13 (Alexandrian LXX); 28:4, ete.; µyaix;a’x,,
<234819>Isaiah 48:19; 61:9; ˆBe, <234915>Isaiah 49:15; also in Sir. 40:15; 44:11, etc. In
the N.T. once: <540504>1 Timothy 5:4 tekna h ekgona, “grandchildren” ((A.V.
renders it by the obsolete, “nephews”; cf. Eastwood and Wright, Bible
Word-Book, or B.D. American edition under the word Nephew)).*

{1550} ekdapanaw: (future ekdapanhsw); 1 future passive
ekdapanaqhsomai; “to exhaust by expending, to spend wholly, use up”:
tav prosodouv, Polybius 25, 8, 4. Passive reflexively, “to spend oneself
wholly”: followed by uJper tinov, of one who consumes strength and life
in laboring for others’ salvation, <471215>2 Corinthians 12:15; cf. Kypke at the
passage; (Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word).*

{1551} ekdecomai; imperfect exedecomhn; (ek “from” some person or
quarter);

1. “to receive, accept” ((Homer), Aeschylus, Herodotus, and following).

2. “to look for, expect, wait for, await”: ti, <430503>John 5:3 R L; <581110>Hebrews
11:10; <590507>James 5:7; tina, <441716>Acts 17:16; <461611>1 Corinthians 16:11;
allhlouv ekdecesqe wait for one another, namely, until each shall have
received his food, <461133>1 Corinthians 11:33, cf. <461121>1 Corinthians 11:21;
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followed by eJwv etc. <581013>Hebrews 10:13; (absolutely, <600320>1 Peter 3:20 Rec.,
but see Tdf.’s note at the passage). Rarely with this meaning in secular
authors, as Sophocles Philippians 123; Apollod. 1, 9, 27 sec. 3; eJwv an
genhtai ti, Dionysius Halicarnassus 6, 67. (Compare: apekdecomai. Cf.
decomai, at the end.)*

{1552} ekdhlov, ekdhlon (dhlov), “evident, clear, conspicuous”: <550309>2
Timothy 3:9. (Homer, Iliad 5, 2; Demosthenes, p. 24, 10; Polybius)*

{1553} ekdhmew, ekdhmw; 1 aorist infinitive ekdhmhsai; (ekdhmov
away from home);

1. “to go abroad” (Herodotus, Sophocles, Plato, Josephus, others); hence,
universally, “to emigrate, depart”: ek tou swmatov, from the body as the
earthly abode of the spirit, <470508>2 Corinthians 5:8.

2. “to be or live abroad”: <470509>2 Corinthians 5:9; apo tou kuriou, abode
with whom is promised us, <470506>2 Corinthians 5:6; in these examples
opposed to endhmw, which see*

{1554} ekdidwmi: middle, future ekdwsomai; 2 aorist 3 person singular
exedoto, T WH exedeto (see apodidwmi); a common word in Greek
authors from Homer, Iliad 3, 459 on; “to give out of one’s house, power,
hand, stores; to give out, give up, give over”; hence, also “to let out for
hire, to farm out,” Herodotus 1, 68; gewrgiai de ekdedomenai douloiv,
Plato, legg. 7, p. 806 d.; others. In the N. T, middle “to let out for one’s
advantage”: <402133>Matthew 21:33, 41 (Rec. ekdosetai, cf. Tdf.’s note;
Buttmann, 47 (41)); <411201>Mark 12:1; <422009>Luke 20:9.*

{1555} ekdihgeomai, ekdihgoumai; deponent middle; properly, “to
narrate in full or wholly”; universally, “to relate, tell, declare”: ti, <441341>Acts
13:41 (<580105>Hebrews 1:5); 15:3. ((Aristotle, rhet. Alex. 23, p. 1434{b}, 4);
Josephus, (Philo), Galen (others); the Septuagint.)*

{1556} ekdikew, ekdikw; future ekdikhsw; 1 aorist exedikhsa;
(ekdikov, which see); the Septuagint for µqæn;, dqæp;, fpæv;;

a. tina, “to vindicate one’s right, do one justice” (A.V. “avenge”): Luke
18 (1 Macc. 6:22); tina apo tinov, “to protect, defend, one person from
another,” <421803>Luke 18:3; eJauton, “to avenge oneself,” <451219>Romans 12:19.
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b. ti, “to avenge a thing” (i.e. to punish a person for a thing): thn
parakohn, <471006>2 Corinthians 10:6; to aJima tinov apo or ek tinov, to
demand in punishment the blood of one from another, i.e. to exact of the
murderer the penalty of his crime (A.V. “avenge one’s blood on or at the
hand of”): <660610>Revelation 6:10; 19:2; see ek, I. 7. (In Greek authors from
(Apollod.), Diodorus down.)*

{1557} ekdikhsiv, ekdikhsewv, hJ (ekdikew, which see), the
Septuagint for hm;q;n] and µq;n;, hD;qup], fp;v]mi (<261638>Ezekiel 16:38; 23:45)

and µyfip;v]; “a revenging; vengeance, punishment”: <451219>Romans 12:19 and
<581030>Hebrews 10:30 from <053235>Deuteronomy 32:35; <470711>2 Corinthians 7:11;
<422122>Luke 21:22; poiein thn ekdikhsin tinov, to vindicate one from
wrongs, accomplish the avenging of, <421807>Luke 18:7f; tini, to avenge an
injured person, <440724>Acts 7:24 (<071136>Judges 11:36); ekdikhsiv tinov, objec.
genitive, “the punishment of one,” <600214>1 Peter 2:14; didonai ekdikhsin
tini, to inflict punishment on (render vengeance to) one, <530108>2
Thessalonians 1:8; cf. (Sir. 12:6); <262514>Ezekiel 25:14. (Polybius 3, 8, 10.)*

{1558} ekdikov, ekdikon (dikh right, justice, penalty);

1. “without law and justice (cf. Latin exlex), unjust”: Aeschylus,
Sophocles, Euripides, Aelian n. an. 16, 5.

2. “exacting penalty from” (ek) one; “an avenger, punisher”: <451304>Romans
13:4; peri tinov, <520406>1 Thessalonians 4:6; (Sap. 12:12; Sir. 30:6; 4 Macc.
15:26 (29); (Plutarch, de garrul. sec. 14, p. 509 f.); Herodian, 7, 4, 10 (5th
edition, Bekker; others)).*

{1559} ekdiwkw: future ekdiwxw; 1 aorist exediwxa;

1. “to drive out, banish”: tina, <421149>Luke 11:49 (here WH Tr marginal
reading diwxousin; some refer this to 2); (Thucydides 1, 24; Lucian, Tim.
10; the Septuagint <130813>1 Chronicles 8:13; <290220>Joel 2:20, etc.).

2. “to pursue” equivalent to “to persecute, oppress with calamities”: tina,
<520215>1 Thessalonians 2:15 (some refer this to 1); (<19B815>Psalm 118:157
(119:157); Sir. 30:19; Demosthenes, 883, 27).*

{1560} ekdotov, ekdoton (ekdidwmi), “given over, delivered up,” (to
enemies, or to the power, the will, of someone): lambanein tina
ekdoton, <440223>Acts 2:23 (but labontev is rejected by G L T Tr WH);
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didonai or poiein tina ekdotov Herodotus 3, 1; Demosthenes, 648, 25;
Josephus, Antiquities 6, 13, 9; Palaeph. 41, 2; others; Bel and the Dragon,
verse 22; eJauton ekdotov didonai tw qanatw, Ignatius ad Smyrn. 4,
2.*

{1561} ekdoch, ekdochv, hJ (ekdecomai), “the act” or “manner of
receiving from”; hence, in secular authors.

1. “reception”.

2. “succession”.

3. (a taking in a certain sense, i.e.) “interpretation”.

4. once in the sacred writings, “expectation, awaiting” (cf. ekdecomai, 2):
<581027>Hebrews 10:27.*

{1562} ekduw: 1 aorist exedusa; 1 aorist middle exedusamhn; (duw);
“to take off”: tina, “to strip one” of his garments, <402728>Matthew 27:28 (L
WH marginal reading enduv.); <421030>Luke 10:30; tina ti (as in Greek from
Homer down) (a thing “from” a person): <402731>Matthew 27:31; <411520>Mark
15:20; middle, “to take off from oneself, to put off one’s raiment”
(Xenophon, Ag. 1, 28; Hell. 3, 4, 19); figuratively, “to put off the body, the
clothing of the soul” (A.V. “be unclothed”): <470504>2 Corinthians 5:4; the
reading ekdusamenoi, adopted in <470503>2 Corinthians 5:3 by certain critics
(e.g. Mill, Tdf. 7, Reiche, others), is due to a correction by the copyists;
see gumnov, 1 d. (Compare: apekduomai.)*

{1563} ekei, adverb of place, “there”;

a. properly: <400213>Matthew 2:13,15; 5:24, and frequent. In <421328>Luke 13:28;
ekei is not used for en ekeinw tw kairw followed by oJtan (“at that time
... when” etc.), but means “in that place whither ye have been banished”;
cf. Meyer at the passage oJi ekei, namely, ontev, standing there,
<402671>Matthew 26:71 (Tr marginal reading autoi ekei). It answers to a
relative adverb: oJu to pneuma, ekei eleuqeria, <470317>2 Corinthians 3:17
Rec.; <400621>Matthew 6:21; 18:20; 24:28; <410610>Mark 6:10; <421234>Luke 12:34;
Hebraistically, where a preceding adverb or relative pronoun has already
attracted the verb, ekei is added to this verb pleonastically: <661206>Revelation
12:6 G T Tr WH (oJpou ecei ekei topon), <661214>Revelation 12:14 (oJpou
trefetai ekei); cf. <050405>Deuteronomy 4:5,14,26; 1 Macc. 14:34, and what
was said, p. 86{b}, 5 on the pronoun autov after a relative.
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b. by a negligent use common also in the classics it stands after verbs of
motion for ekeise, “thither”: so after apercomai, <400222>Matthew 2:22;
metabainw, <401720>Matthew 17:20; uJpagw, <431108>John 11:8; ercomai, <431803>John
18:3; propempomai, <451524>Romans 15:24; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., pp. 43f, 128;
Hermann on Sophocles Antig. 515; Trachin. 1006; Alexander Buttmann
(1873) on Philoct. 481; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 7; Buttmann, 71 (62)
and 378 (324).

{1564} ekeiqen, adverb of place, “thence, from that place” (A.V.
sometimes “from thence”): <400421>Matthew 4:21; <410601>Mark 6:1; <420904>Luke 9:4;
<430443>John 4:43; <441304>Acts 13:4; and often in the historical books of the N.T.
oJi ekeiqen elliptically for oJi ekeiqen, diabhnai, qelontev, <421626>Luke
16:26 (where L WH omit oJi).

{1565} ekeinov, ekeinh, ekeino (from ekei, properly, “the one there,”
cf. German dortig, der dort), demonstrative pronoun, “that” man, woman,
thing (Latin ille, illa, illud); properly of persons, things, times, places
somewhat remote from the speaker.

1. used absolutely,

a. in antithesis, referring to the more remote subject: opposed to oJutov,
<421814>Luke 18:14; <590415>James 4:15; uJmin ... ekeinoiv, <401311>Matthew 13:11;
<410411>Mark 4:11; ekeinoi ... hJmeiv, <581225>Hebrews 12:25; alloi ... alloi ...
ekeinov, <430909>John 9:9; ekeinon ... eme, <430330>John 3:30; oJi Ioudaioi ...
ekeinov de, <430220>John 2:20f; oJ men kuriov Ihsouv (R G T omit Ihsouv
WH Tr marginal reading brackets) ... ekeinoi de, <411619>Mark 16:19f, etc.

b. of noted persons (as in classic Greek): in a bad sense, “that notorious
man,” <430711>John 7:11; 9:28; in a good sense — of the Lord Jesus, <620206>1 John
2:6; 3:3,5,7,16; 4:17; of the Holy Spirit, with an apposition added,
ekeinov, to pneuma thv alhqeiav, <431613>John 16:13.

c. referring to a noun immediately preceding, “he, she, it,” (Latin is, ea, id,
German selbiger): <430745>John 7:45; 5:46; <411611>Mark 16:11; <440313>Acts 3:13, etc.;
cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 23, 1; (Buttmann, 104 (91). Here perhaps may
be noticed its use together with autov of the same subject in the same
sentence: ezwgrhmenoi uJp’ autou (i.e. the devil) eiv to ekeinou
qelhma, <550226>2 Timothy 2:26; cf. Thucydides 1, 132, 6; 4, 29, 3; Xenophon,
Cyril 4, 5, 20; see Riddell, the Apology of Plato, Appian, sec. 49; Kühner,
sec. 467, 12; cf. zwgrew 2); equivalent to an emphatic (German er) “he,”
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etc., <401727>Matthew 17:27; <430108>John 1:8; 5:43; <560307>Titus 3:7; equivalent to the
forcibly uttered German der (“that one” etc.), in which sense it serves to
recall and lay stress upon nouns just before used (cf. our resumptive “the
same”; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 23, 4): <430118>John 1:18; 5:39; 12:48; 14:26;
15:26; especially is it thus resumptive of a subject expressed participially
(Buttmann, 306 (262f)): <410715>Mark 7:15 (T WH omit; Tr brackets the
pronoun), <410720>Mark 7:20; <430133>John 1:33; 9:37 (ekeinov estin, namely, oJ
uJiov tou Qeou, see eimi, II. 5); <431001>John 10:1; 14:21; <451414>Romans 14:14;
<471018>2 Corinthians 10:18; (Xenophon, Cyril 6, 2, 33 oJ gar logchn akonwn,
ekeinov kai thn yuchn ti parakona). d. followed by oJti, <402443>Matthew
24:43; followed by oJv, <431326>John 13:26; <451415>Romans 14:15.

2. joined with nouns, and then the noun with the article either precedes, or
(somewhat more rarely) follows it (Winer’s Grammar, 162 (153))
(Buttmann, 119f (104f));

a. in contrasts: hJ prwth ekeinh, <580807>Hebrews 8:7.

b. used to distinguish accurately from others the things or the persons
spoken of, (German selbig): <400725>Matthew 7:25,27; 10:15; 18:32; <410324>Mark
3:24f; <420648>Luke 6:48f; <431815>John 18:15, and often; especially of Time — and
of time past: en taiv hJmeraiv ekeinaiv, µymiy;Bæ µheh;, “at that time which
has been spoken of”; said of time which the writer either cannot or will not
define more precisely and yet wishes to be connected with the time of the
events just narrated: <400301>Matthew 3:1; <410109>Mark 1:9; 8:1; <420201>Luke 2:1
(<020211>Exodus 2:11; <071801>Judges 18:1; <092801>1 Samuel 28:1); cf. Fritzsche on
Matthew, p. 106f; “at the time under consideration”: <420402>Luke 4:2; 9:36;
the same phrase is used of time future: <402419>Matthew 24:19; <440218>Acts 2:18
(from <290229>Joel 2:29 (<290302>Joel 3:2)); <660906>Revelation 9:6; likewise in the
singular, en ekeinh th hJmera, <421731>Luke 17:31; <431623>John 16:23,26. But the
solemn phrase ekeinh hJ hJmera, or hJ hJmera ekeinh, simply sets future
time in opposition to the present, “that fateful day,” that decisive day,
when the Messiah will come to judge: <400722>Matthew 7:22; <420623>Luke 6:23;
10:12; <530110>2 Thessalonians 1:10; <550112>2 Timothy 1:12,18; <661614>Revelation
16:14 (where L T Tr WH omit ekeinhv); so in the phrase oJ aiwn
ekeinov, <422035>Luke 20:35.

3. ekeinhv (in Rec. di’ ekeinhv), scil. oJdou, adverbially, (“by”) “that
way”: <421904>Luke 19:4; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 64, 5; (Buttmann, 171 (149);
see poiov, at the end). John’s use of the pronoun ekeinov is discussed by
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Steitz in the Studien und Kritiken for 1859, p. 497ff; 1861, p. 267ff, and by
Alex. Buttmann, ibid. 1860, p. 505ff and in Hilgenfeld’s Zeitsch. für
wissenschaftl. Theol. 1862, p. 204ff; Buttmann clearly proves in opposition
to Steitz that John’s usage deviates in no respect from the Greek; Steitz,
however, resorts to psychological considerations in the case of <431935>John
19:35 (regarding ekeinov there as expressing the writer’s inward
assurance. But Steitz is now understood to have modified his published
views.)

{1566} ekeise, adverb of place, “thither, toward that place”: <442103>Acts
21:3, on which see Winer’s Grammar, 349 (328); used for ekei in the
pregnant construction touv ekeise ontav, collected there, <442205>Acts 22:5
(Acta Thomae sec. 8); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 7.*

{1567} ekzhtew, ekzhtw; 1 aorist exezhthsa; passive, 1 aorist
exezhthqhn; 1 future ekzhthqhsomai; (ek “out” from a secret place,
from all sides); the Septuagint very often for ‘vræD;, also for vQeBi, etc.;

a. “to seek out, search for”: properly, tina, 1 Macc. 9:26; figuratively: ton
kurion, ton Qeon, to seek the favor of God, worship him, <441517>Acts 15:17;
<450311>Romans 3:11 (Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading zhtwn);
<581106>Hebrews 11:6 (<191302>Psalm 13:2 (<191402>Psalm 14:2); <193305>Psalm 33:5;
(<193405>Psalm 34:5); <196833>Psalm 68:33 (<196933>Psalm 69:33); <300504>Amos 5:4, etc.).

b. “to seek out” i.e. “investigate, scrutinize”: ti, Sir. 39:1, 3; peri tinov,
to examine into anything, <600110>1 Peter 1:10, where it is joined with
exereunan (to “seek out” and “search out”), as in 1 Macc. 9:26.

c. “to seek out for oneself, beg, crave”: <581217>Hebrews 12:17.

d. “to demand back, require”: to aJima twn profhtwn apo thv geneav
tauthv, to take vengeance on this generation for the slaughter of the
prophets (after the Hebrew, cf. <100411>2 Samuel 4:11; <260318>Ezekiel 3:18; see ek,
I. 7): <421150>Luke 11:50 (51). (In secular authors thus far only a single passage
has been noted in which this word appears, Aristid. or. 8, i., p. 488 (i.e.
orat. 38, i., p. 726, Dindorf edition).)*

{2214} ekzhthsiv (ekzhtew, which see), ekzhthsewv, hJ;

1. “an investigating”.
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2. “a subject of subtle inquiry and dispute” (R. V. “questioning”): <540104>1
Timothy 1:4 T Tr (WH; see Ellicott at the passage and cf. oikonomia).
(Basil Caesar, Didymus of Alexandria (circa 395 A. D.).)*

{1568} ekqambew, ekqambw: Passive (present ekqamboumai); 1 aorist
exeqambhqhn; (ekqambov, which see);

1. transitive, “to throw into amazement or terror; to alarm thoroughly, to
terrify”: Sir. 30:9; (<183307>Job 33:7 Aquila, Complutensian LXX).

2. intransitive, “to be struck with amazement; to be thoroughly amazed,
astounded”; in Greek writings once, the Orphica Arg. 1217. In the N.T.
only in the passive and by Mark: “to be amazed,” for joy at the unexpected
coming of Christ, 9:15; “to be struck with terror,” 16:5f; joined with
adhmonein, 14:33.*

{1569} ekqambov, ekqambon (qambov, cf. ekfobov), “quite astonished,
amazed”: <440311>Acts 3:11. (Polybius 20, 10, 9. Ecclesiastical and Byzantine
writings; “terrifying, dreadful,” <271207>Daniel 12:7 Theodotion.)*

ekqaumazw: (imperfect exeqaumazon); “to wonder or marvel greatly”
(see ek, VI. 6): epi tini, “at one,” <411217>Mark 12:17 T WH. (Sir. 27:23;
43:18; Dionysius Halicarnassus, Longinus, others.)*

{1570} ekqetov, ekqeton (ektiqhmi), “cast out, exposed”: poiein
ekqeta (equivalent to ektiqenai) ta brefh, <440719>Acts 7:19. (Euripides,
Andr. 70; (Manetho, apoteles. 6, 52).)*

{1571} ekkaqairw: 1 aorist exekaqara (on the a cf. Buttmann, 41
(35)); (ek either equivalent to “utterly” or for ek tinov); in Greek writings
from Homer, Iliad 2, 153 down; “to cleanse out, clean thoroughly”:
emauton apo tinov, to avoid defilement from one and so keep oneself
pure, <550221>2 Timothy 2:21; with the accusative of the thing by the removal of
which something is made clean (A.V. “purge out”), <460507>1 Corinthians 5:7.
(For ãræx; equivalent to “to cleanse,” <070704>Judges 7:4 variant; for r[eBi
equivalent to “to take away,” <052613>Deuteronomy 26:13.)*

{1572} ekkaiw: 1 aorist passive exekauqhn;

1. “to burn out”.
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2. “to set on fire”. passive “to be kindled, to burn” (Herodotus and
following; often in the Septuagint): properly, of fire; metaphorically, of the
fire and glow of the passions (of anger, <180317>Job 3:17; Sir. 16:6, and often in
Plutarch); of lust, <450127>Romans 1:27 (Alciphron 3, 67 oJutwv exekauqhn
eiv erwta).*

{1573} ekkakew, ekkakw; (1 aorist exekakhsa); (kakov); “to be
utterly spiritless, to be wearied out, exhausted”; see egkakew (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 25).

{1574} ekkentew, ekkentw: 1 aorist exekenthsa;

1. “to put out, dig out”: ta ommata, Aristotle, h. a. 2, 17 (p. 508{b}, 6);
6, 5.

2. “to dig through, transfix, pierce”: tina, <660107>Revelation 1:7; oyontai eiv
oJn (i.e. eiv touton, oJn (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 158 (150))) exekenthsan,
<431937>John 19:37. (Polybius 5, 56, 12; Polyaen. 5, 3, 8; for rqæD;, <070954>Judges

9:54; græh; to kill, <042229>Numbers 22:29. 2 Macc. 12:6. Cf. Fischer,
Deuteronomy vitiis lexicc. etc., p. 540f.)*

{1575} ekklaw: 1 aorist passive exeklasqhn; “to break off; to cut off”:
<451117>Romans 11:17, 19, 20 R G T WH (on this verse see klaw). (the
Septuagint <030117>Leviticus 1:17; Plato, rep. 10, p. 611 d.; Plutarch,
Alciphron, others.)*

{1576} ekkleiw: 1 aorist infinitive ekkleisai; 1 aorist passive
exekleisqhn; (from (Herodotus) Euripides down); “to shut out”:
<480417>Galatians 4:17 (viz. from contact with me and with teachers
cooperating with me); equivalent to “to turn out of doors”: to prevent the
approach of one, passive in <450327>Romans 3:27.*

{1577} ekklhsia, ekklesiav, hJ (from ekklhtov called out or forth,
and this from ekkalew); properly, “a gathering of citizens called out from
their homes into some public place; an assembly”; so used

1. among the Greeks from Thucydides (cf. Herodotus 3, 142) down, “an
assembly of the people” convened at the public place of council for the
purpose of deliberating: <441939>Acts 19:39.
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2. in the Septuagint often equivalent to lh;q;, “the assembly of the
Israelites,” <072108>Judges 21:8; <132901>1 Chronicles 29:1, etc., especially when
gathered for sacred purposes, <053130>Deuteronomy 31:30 (<053201>Deuteronomy
32:1); <060835>Joshua 8:35 (<060908>Joshua 9:8), etc.; in the N.T. thus in <440738>Acts
7:38; <580212>Hebrews 2:12.

3. “any gathering or throng of men assembled by chance or tumultuously”:
<441932>Acts 19:32,41.

4. in the Christian sense,

a. “an assembly of Christians gathered for worship”: en ekklhsia, in the
religious meeting, <461419>1 Corinthians 14:19,35; en taiv ekklhsiaiv, <461434>1
Corinthians 14:34; sunercesqai en ekklhsia, <461118>1 Corinthians 11:18;
cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50, 4a.

b. “a company of Christians,” or of those who, hoping for eternal Salvation
through Jesus Christ, observe their own religious rites, hold their own
religious meetings, and manage their own affairs according to regulations
prescribed for the body for order’s sake;

aa. those who anywhere, in city or village, constitute such a company
and are united into one body: <440511>Acts 5:11; 8:3; <460417>1 Corinthians 4:17;
6:4; <500415>Philippians 4:15; <640106>3 John 1:6 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 122
(116)); with specification of place, <440801>Acts 8:1; 11:22; <451601>Romans
16:1; <460417>1 Corinthians 4:17; 6:4; <660201>Revelation 2:1, 8, etc.;
Qessalonikewn, <520101>1 Thessalonians 1:1; <530101>2 Thessalonians 1:1;
Laodikewn, <510416>Colossians 4:16; with the genitive of the possessor,
tou Qeou (equivalent to lhæq] hwO;hy], <041603>Numbers 16:3; 20:4), <461122>1
Corinthians 11:22; and mention of the place, <460102>1 Corinthians 1:2; <470101>2
Corinthians 1:1. Plural, aJi ekklhsiai: <441541>Acts 15:41; <460717>1
Corinthians 7:17; <470819>2 Corinthians 8:19; <660104>Revelation 1:4; 3:6, etc.;
with tou Qeou added, <520214>1 Thessalonians 2:14; <530104>2 Thessalonians
1:4; tou Cristou, <451616>Romans 16:16; with mention of the place, as
thv Asiav, Galatiav, etc.: <461601>1 Corinthians 16:1, 19; <470801>2
Corinthians 8:1; <480102>Galatians 1:2; thv Ioudaiav taiv en Cristw,
joined to Christ (see en, I. 6b.), i.e. Christian assemblies, in contrast
with those of the Jews, <480122>Galatians 1:22; ekklhsiai twn eqnwn,
gathered from the Gentiles, <451604>Romans 16:4; twn aJgiwn, composed of
the saints, <461433>1 Corinthians 14:33. hJ ekklhsia kat’ oikon tinov,
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“the church in one’s house,” i.e. the company of Christians belonging
to a person’s family; others less aptly understand the phrase of the
Christians accustomed to meet for worship in the house of someone
(for as appears from <461423>1 Corinthians 14:23, the whole Corinthian
church was accustomed to assemble in one and the same place; (but see
Lightfoot on <510415>Colossians 4:15)): <451605>Romans 16:5; <461619>1 Corinthians
16:19; <510415>Colossians 4:15; <570102>Philemon 1:2. The name hJ ekklhsia is
used even by Christ while on earth of the company of his adherents in
any city or village: <401817>Matthew 18:17.

bb. the whole body of Christians scattered throughout the earth;
collectively, all who worship and honor God and Christ in whatever
place they may be: <401618>Matthew 16:18 (where perhaps the Evangelist
employs thn ekklhsian although Christ may have said thn
basileian mou); <461228>1 Corinthians 12:28; <490122>Ephesians 1:22; 3:10;
5:23ff,27,29,32; <500306>Philippians 3:6; <510118>Colossians 1:18,24; with the
genitive of the possessor: tou kuriou, <442028>Acts 20:28 (R Tr marginal
reading WH tou Qeou); tou Qeou, <480113>Galatians 1:13; <461509>1
Corinthians 15:9; <540315>1 Timothy 3:15.

cc. the name is transferred to the assembly of faithful Christians already
dead and received into heaven: <581223>Hebrews 12:23 (on this passage see
in apografw, b. and prwtotokov, at the end). (In general, see
Trench, sec. 1, and B. D. under the word Church, especially American
edition; and for patristic usage Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word.)

{1578} ekklinw (<451617>Romans 16:17 T Tr WH); 1 aorist exeklina; in
Greek writings from Thucydides down; the Septuagint chiefly for rWs and

hf;n;; intransitive, “to turn aside, deviate” (from the right way and course,
<390208>Malachi 2:8 (cf. <050532>Deuteronomy 5:32)); metaphorically and absolutely,
“to turn (oneself) away” (Buttmann, 144f (126f); Winer’s Grammar, 251
(236)), either from the path of rectitude, <450312>Romans 3:12 (<191303>Psalm 13:3
(<191403>Psalm 14:3)); or from evil (a malis declinare, Cicero, Tusc. 4, 6): apo
kakou, <600311>1 Peter 3:11 (<193315>Psalm 33:15 (<193415>Psalm 34:15); <193602>Psalm
36:27 (<193727>Psalm 37:27); <200307>Proverbs 3:7); apo with the genitive of person
“to turn away from, keep aloof from, one’s society; to shun one”:
<451617>Romans 16:17 (oJuv, Ignatius ad Ephesians 7, 1).*
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{1579} ekkolumbaw, ekkolumbw: 1 aorist participle ekkolumbhsav;
“to swim out of”: <442742>Acts 27:42. (Euripides, Hel. 1609; Diodorus,
Dionysius Halicarnassus).*

{1580} ekkomizw: imperfect passive exekomizomhn; “to carry out”; a
dead man for burial (Polybius 35, 6, 2; Plutarch, Agis 21; Herodian, 2, 1, 5
(2nd edition, Bekker), etc.; in Latin efferre): <420712>Luke 7:12.*

{1464} ekkoph, ekkophv, hJ (Polybius, Plutarch, others), see egkoph.

{1581} ekkoptw: future ekkoyw; 1 aorist imperative ekkoyon,
subjunctive ekkoyw; (passive, present ekkoptomai); 2 aorist exekophn;
2 future ekkophsomai; “to cut out, cut off”; a. properly: of a tree,
<400310>Matthew 3:10; 7:19; <420309>Luke 3:9; 13:7, 9 (Herodotus 9, 97, etc.); a
hand, an eye: <400530>Matthew 5:30; 18:8 (ton ofqulmon, Demosthenes, p.
744 (13) 17); passive ek tinov, a branch from a tree, <451122>Romans 11:22,
24. b. figuratively: thn aformhn, to cut off occasion, <471112>2 Corinthians
11:12 (thn elpida, <181910>Job 19:10). In <600307>1 Peter 3:7 read egkoptesqai;
see egkoptw.*

{1582} ekkremamai (middle of ekkremannumi, cf. Alexander Buttmann
(1873) Ausf. Spr. 2:224f; (Veitch, under the word, kremamai); Buttmann,
61 (53)): (imperfect exekremamhn); “to hang from”: exekremato autou
akouwn, hung upon his lips (Vergil Aen. 4, 79), <421948>Luke 19:48, where T
WH exekremeto, after manuscripts a B, a form which T conjectures “a
vulgari usu haud alienum fuisse;” (cf. Buttmann, as above; WH’s
Appendix, p. 168). (Plato, Philo, Plutarch, others.)*

{1582} ekkremomai, see the preceding word.

{1583} eklalew, eklalw: 1 aorist infinitive eklalhsai; “to speak out,
divulge”: tini, followed by oJti, <442322>Acts 23:22. (Judith 11:9;
Demosthenes, Philo, Dio Cassius, others.)*

{1584} eklampw: future eklamyw; “to shine forth”: <401343>Matthew 13:43;
<271203>Daniel 12:3 variant (Greek writings from Aeschylus down.)*

{1585} eklanqanw: “to cause to forget”; middle, “to forget”; perfect
eklelhsmai, followed by the genitive: <581205>Hebrews 12:5. (Homer and
following.)*
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{1586} eklegw: perfect passive participle eklelegmenov, once in
<420935>Luke 9:35 L marginal reading T Tr WH; middle, imperfect exelegomhn
(<421407>Luke 14:7); 1 aorist exelexamhn; in Greek writings from Herodotus
down; the Septuagint for rjæB;; “to pick out, choose”; in the N.T. (except
<420935>Luke 9:35, where the reading is doubtful) always middle, eklegomai,
“to pick or choose out for oneself”: ti, <421042>Luke 10:42; 14:7; tina, one
from among many (of Jesus choosing his disciples), <430670>John 6:70; 13:18;
15:16; <440102>Acts 1:2; apo tinwn, from a number of persons (Sir. 45:16),
<420613>Luke 6:13: ek tou kosmou, <431519>John 15:19; used of choosing one for
an office, <440605>Acts 6:5; followed by ek tinwn, <440124>Acts 1:24; to discharge
some business, <441522>Acts 15:22, 25; en hJmin (others uJmin) exelexato oJ
Qeov, followed by the accusative and infinitive denoting the end, “God
made choice among us” i.e. “in our ranks,” <441507>Acts 15:7, where formerly
many, misled by the Hebrew rjæB; B] (<091609>1 Samuel 16:9; <110816>1 Kings 8:16,
etc., and the Septuagint of these passages), wrongly regarded en hJmin as
the object on which the mind of the chooser was as it were fixed; (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 32, 3 a.; Buttmann, 159 (138)). Especially is God said
eklexasqai those whom he has judged fit to receive his favors and
separated from the rest of mankind to be peculiarly his own and to be
attended continually by his gracious oversight: thus of the Israelites,
<441317>Acts 13:17 (<051402>Deuteronomy 14:2 (cf. <050437>Deuteronomy 4:37); 2 Macc.
5:19); of Christians, as those whom he has set apart from among the
irreligious multitude as dear unto himself, and whom he has rendered,
through faith in Christ, citizens in the Messianic kingdom: <411320>Mark 13:20;
<460127>1 Corinthians 1:27f; with two accusatives, one of the object, the other
of the predicate (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 4 b.), <590205>James 2:5; tina en
Cristw, “so that the ground of the choice lies in Christ and his merits,”
followed by the accusative with an infinitive denoting the end,
<490104>Ephesians 1:4. In <420935>Luke 9:35 L marginal reading T Tr WH Jesus is
called oJ uJiov tou Qeou oJ eklelegmenov (R G L text agaphtov), as
being dear to God beyond all others and exalted by him to the preeminent
dignity of Messiah; but see eklektov, 1 b.*

{1587} ekleipw; future ekleiyw; 2 aorist exelipon;

1. transitive,

a. “to leave out, omit, pass by”.
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b. “to leave, quit” (a place): to zhn, ton bion, “to die,” 2 Macc. 10:13; 3
Macc. 2:23; Sophocles Electr. 1131; Polybius 2, 41, 2, others; Dionysius
Halicarnassus 1, 24; Luc. Macrobius, 12; Alciphron 3, 28.

2. intransitive, “to fail”; i.e. “to leave off, cease, stop”: ta eth, <580112>Hebrews
1:12 from Psalm 101: (cii.) 28 (where for µmæT;); hJ pistiv, <422232>Luke 22:32;
riches, according to the reading ekliph (L text T Tr WH), <421609>Luke 16:9
(often so in Greek writings, and the Septuagint as <240728>Jeremiah 7:28;
28:30(<245130>Jeremiah 51:30)). as often in classic Greek from Thucydides
down, it is used of the failing or eclipse of the light of the sun and the
moon: tou hJliou eklipontov (WH ekleipontov), “the sun having
failed” (or “failing”), <422345>Luke 23:45 Tdf.; on this (without doubt the true)
reading (see especially WH’s Appendix, at the passage, and) cf., besides
Tdf.’s note, Keim, iii. 440 (English translation, 6:173) (Sir. 17:31 (26)).
“to expire, die”; so according to R G L marginal reading ekliphte in
<421609>Luke 16:9 (Tobit 14:11; Sap. 5:13; the Septuagint for [wæg;, <012508>Genesis
25:8, etc.; <19A302>Psalm 103:29 (<19A429>Psalm 104:29); <250119>Lamentations 1:19; for
tWm, <244917>Jeremiah 49:17 (<244217>Jeremiah 42:17), 22. Plato, legg. 6, 759 e.;
9,856 e.; Xenophon, Cyril

{1588} eklektov, eklekth, eklekton (eklegw), “picked out, chosen”;
rare in Greek writ:, as Thucydides 6, 100; Plato, legg. 11, p. 938 b.; 12,
948 a., etc.; the Septuagint for rWjB; and ryjiB;; in the N.T.

1. “chosen by God,” and

a. “to obtain salvation through Christ” (see eklegw); hence, Christians are
called oJi eklektoi tou Qeou, “the chosen or elect of God” (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 35 (34); 234 (219)), (yreyjiB] hwO;hy], said of pious Israelites
<236509>Isaiah 65:9,15,23; <19A404>Psalm 104:43 (<19A543>Psalm 105:43), cf. Sap. 4:15):
<421807>Luke 18:7; <450833>Romans 8:33; <510312>Colossians 3:12; <560101>Titus 1:1; without
the genitive Qeou, <402422>Matthew 24:22,24; <411320>Mark 13:20,22; <600101>1 Peter
1:1; with the addition of tou Cristou, as the genitive of possessor,
<402431>Matthew 24:31; <411327>Mark 13:27 (T Tr omit the genitive); klhtoi kai
eklektoi kai pistoi, <661714>Revelation 17:14; genov eklekton, <600209>1 Peter
2:9 (from <234320>Isaiah 43:20, cf. Additions to <170804>Esther 8:40 (<170601>Esther 6:17,
p. 64, Fritzsche edition)); eklektoi, those who have become true
partakers of the Christian salvation are contrasted with klhtoi, those who
have been invited but who have not shown themselves fitted to obtain it
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(others regard the ‘called’ and the ‘chosen’ here as alike partakers of
salvation, but the latter as the ‘choice ones’ (see 2 below), distinguished
above the former; cf. James Morison or Meyer at the passage),
<402016>Matthew 20:16 (here T WH omit; Tr brackets the clause); 22:14;
finally, those are called eklektoi who are destined for salvation but have
not yet been brought to it, <550210>2 Timothy 2:10 (but cf. Huther or Ellicott at
the passage).

b. The Messiah is called preeminently oJ eklektov tou Qeou, as appointed
by God to the most exalted office conceivable: <422335>Luke 23:35, cf. <420935>Luke
9:35 L marginal reading T Tr WH; cf. Dillmann, Das Buch Henoch (übers.
u. erkhärt; allgem. Einl.), p. 23:

c. Angels are called eklektoi, as those whom God has chosen out from
other created beings to be peculiarly associated with him, and his highest
ministers in governing the universe: <540521>1 Timothy 5:21; see aJgiov, 1 b.;
marturomai de egw men uJmwn ta aJgia kai touv iJerouv aggelouv tou
Qeou, Josephus, b. j. 2, 16, 4 under the end; (yet others explain by <610204>2
Peter 2:4; <650106>Jude 1:6; cf. Ellicott on 1 Timothy, the passage cited).

2. universally, “choice, select,” i.e. the best of its kind or class, “excellent,
preeminent”: applied to certain individual Christians, <630101>2 John 1:1,13;
with en kuriw added, eminent as a Christian (see en, I. 6 b.), <451613>Romans
16:13; of things: liqov, <600204>1 Peter 2:4 (6) (<232816>Isaiah 28:16; 2 Esdr. 5:8;
Enoch, chapter 8 Greek text, Dillmann edition, p. 82f).*

{1589} eklogh, ekloghv, hJ (eklegw), “election, choice”;

a. “the act of picking out, choosing”: skeuov ekloghv (the genitive of
quality; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3 b.; (Buttmann, 161 (140f))),
equivalent to eklekton, namely, tou Qeou, <440915>Acts 9:15; specifically
used of that act of God’s free will by which before the foundation of the
world he decreed his blessings to certain persons; — hJ kat’ ekloghn
profesiv, the decree made from choice (A.V. “the purpose according to
election,” cf. Winer’s Grammar, 193 (182)), <450911>Romans 9:11 (cf. Fritzsche
at the passage, p. 298ff); — particularly that by which he determined to
bless certain persons through Christ, <451128>Romans 11:28; kat’ ekloghn
caritov, according to an election which is due to grace, or a gracious
election, <451105>Romans 11:5; with the genitive of the person elected, <520104>1
Thessalonians 1:4; <610110>2 Peter 1:10.
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b. “the thing or person chosen”: equivalent to eklektoi, <451107>Romans 11:7.
(Plato, Aristotle, Polybius, Diodorus, Josephus, Dionysius Halicarnassus,
others.)*

{1590} ekluw: (passive, present ekluomai); perfect participle
eklelumenov; 1 aorist exeluqhn; 1 future ekluqhsomai; often in Greek
writings from (Homer), Aeschylus down;

1. “to loose, unloose” (cf. German auslösen), “to set free”: tina tinov and
ek tinov.

2. “to dissolve”; metaphorically, “to weaken, relax, exhaust” (the
Septuagint <061006>Joshua 10:6; <244504>Jeremiah 45:4 (<243804>Jeremiah 38:4);
Aristotle, h. an. 9, 1 at the end (p. 610a, 27); Josephus, Antiquities 8, 11,
3; 13, 8, 1). Commonly in the passive

a. “to have one’s strength relaxed, to be enfeebled through exhaustion, to
grow weak, grow weary, be tired out” (often so in Greek writings): of the
body, <400936>Matthew 9:36 Rec.; 15:32; <410803>Mark 8:3; thus for ãye[;, <091428>1

Samuel 14:28; <101729>2 Samuel 17:29; for hp;r;, <100401>2 Samuel 4:1 etc.; of the
mind, <480609>Galatians 6:9 (mh ekluomenoi “if we faint not,” namely, in well-
doing). Cf. Grimm on 1 Macc. 3:17.

b. “to despond, become faint-hearted”: <581205>Hebrews 12:5
(<052003>Deuteronomy 20:3; <200311>Proverbs 3:11); with taiv yucaiv added,
<581203>Hebrews 12:3; toiv swmasi, taiv yucaiv, Polybius 20, 4, 7; th
yuch, 29, 6, 14; 40, 12, 7; cf. Grimm on 1 Macc. 9:8; 2 Macc. 3:24.*

{1591} ekmassw; imperfect exemasson; 1 aorist exemaxa; “to wipe off,
to wipe away”: with the accusative of object and dative of instrument,
<420738>Luke 7:38,44; <431102>John 11:2; 12:3; 13:5. (Sophocles, Euripides,
Hippocrates, Aristotle, others, Sir. 12:11; Baruch 6 (ep. Jer.) 12, 23 (13,
24).)*

{1592} ekmukthrizw: imperfect exemukthrizon; “to deride by turning
up the nose, to sneer at, scoff at”: tina, <421614>Luke 16:14; 23:35. (For g[æl;,
<190204>Psalm 2:4; (<193416>Psalm 34:16 (<193516>Psalm 35:16)); <121921>2 Kings 19:21 (here
the simple verb); 1 Esdr. 1:49 Alex.; Ev. Nicod. c. 10. Secular writings use
the simple verb (from mukthr the nose); (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 25).)*

{1593} ekneuw: 1 aorist exeneusa;
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1. “to bend to one side” (th kefalh, Xenophon, ven. 10, 12).

2. “to take oneself away, withdraw”: <430513>John 5:13, where Chrysostom says
that exeneuse is equivalent to exekline; but others derive the form from
eknew, which see (the Septuagint for rWs, <070418>Judges 4:18 Alexandrian

LXX; hn;p;, “to turn oneself,” <071826>Judges 18:26 Alexandrian LXX; <120224>2
Kings 2:24; 23:16; (add 3 Macc. 3:22; Josephus, Antiquities 7, 4, 2). In
secular authors also transitively, “to avoid a thing”; as ta belh, Diodorus
15, 87; plhghn, ibid. 17, 100.)*

{1593}eknew

1. properly, “to swim away, escape by swimming” (Thucydides 2, 90).

2. “to escape, slip away secretly” ((Pindar Ol. 13, 163); Euripides, Hipp.
470, etc.); in this sense many interpretations take exeneuse in <430513>John
5:13. But Jesus withdrew not to avoid danger but the admiration of the
people; for the danger first arose after his withdrawal.*

{1594} eknhfw: 1 aorist exenhya; a. properly, “to return to oneself
from drunkenness, become sober” (<010924>Genesis 9:24; (<092537>1 Samuel 25:37);
<290105>Joel 1:5; (Sir. 34:2 (Sir. 31:2)); Lynceus quoted in Ath. 4, 5, p. 130 b.).
b. metaphorically, “to return to soberness of mind” (cf. ananhfw): <461534>1
Corinthians 15:34 (Plutarch, Demosthenes 20).*

{1595} eJkousiov, eJkousion (eJkwn), “voluntary”: kata eJkousion, “of
free will,” <570114>Philemon 1:14. (<041503>Numbers 15:3; kaq’ eJkousian,
Thucydides 8, 27 — (“The word understood in the one case appears to be
tropon (Porphyry, de abst. 1, 9 kaq’ eJkousion tropon, comp.
Euripides, Med. 751 eJkousiw tropw); in the other, gnwmhn so eJkousia
(doubtful, see Liddell and Scott), ex eJkousiav, etc.;” cf. Lobeck, Phryn.,
p. 4; Lightfoot on Philemon, the passage cited; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 463
(432)).)*

{1596} eJkousiwv, adverb (from Euripides down), “voluntarily, willingly,
of one’s own accord”: <581026>Hebrews 10:26 (eJkousiwv aJmartanein (A.V.
“to sin willfully”) is tacitly opposed to sins committed inconsiderately, and
from ignorance or from weakness); <600502>1 Peter 5:2.*

{1597} ekpalai, adverb (from ek and palai, formed like ektote (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 24 (23); 422 (393); Buttmann, 321 (275))), “from of
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old; of a long time”: <610203>2 Peter 2:3; 3:5. (A later Greek word, from Philo
down; see Lob. ad Phryn., p. 45ff.)*

{1598} ekpeirazw; future ekpeirasw; (1 aorist exepeirasa, <461009>1
Corinthians 10:9b L marginal reading T WH marginal reading); a word
wholly biblical (put by Philo (de congr. erud. grat. sec. 30, Mang. 1:543)
for the Septuagint’s peirazw in quoting <050802>Deuteronomy 8:2); “to prove,
test, thoroughly” (A.V. “tempt”): tina his mind and judgment, <421025>Luke
10:25; ton Qeon, to put to proof God’s character and power: <400407>Matthew
4:7; <420412>Luke 4:12, after <050616>Deuteronomy 6:16, where for hS;ni; ton
Criston, by irreligion and immorality to test the patience or the avenging
power of Christ (exalted to God’s right hand), <461009>1 Corinthians 10:9a ((yet
L T WH Tr text kurion), 9b L marginal reading T WH marginal reading
Cf. <197718>Psalm 77:18 (<197818>Psalm 78:18).*

{1599} ekpempw: 1 aorist exepemya; 1 aorist passive participle
ekpemfqeiv; “to send forth, send away”: <441304>Acts 13:4; 17:10. (From
Homer down.)*

ekperisswv, adverb, “exceedingly, out of measure, the more”: used of
intense earnestness, <411431>Mark 14:31 L T Tr WH (for Rec. ek perissou);
not found elsewhere. But see uJperekperisswv.*

{1600} ekpetannumi: 1 aorist exepetasa; “to spread out, stretch
forth”: tav ceirav prov tina, <451021>Romans 10:21 from <236502>Isaiah 65:2.
(Euripides, Polybius, Plutarch, Anthol., others.)*

ekphdaw, ekphdw: 1 aorist exephdasa; “to spring out, leap forth”: eiv
ton oclon, <441414>Acts 14:14 G L T Tr WH. (eiv ton laon, Judith 14:17; in
Greek writings from (Sophocles and) Herodotus down. <053322>Deuteronomy
33:22.)*

{1601} ekpiptw; perfect ekpeptwka; 2 aorist exepeson; 1 aorist
exepesa (<441207>Acts 12:7 L T Tr WH; <480504>Galatians 5:4; on this aorist see
(piptw and) apercomai); (from Homer down); “to fall out of, to fall
down from”;

1. properly: aJi aJluseiv ek twn ceirwn (see ek, I. 3 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 427 (398) and Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part ii., p. 11)),
<441207>Acts 12:7 (ek thv qhkhv, <230613>Isaiah 6:13; ek tou ouranou, <231412>Isaiah
14:12); absolutely: <411325>Mark 13:25 R G; <442732>Acts 27:32; <590111>James 1:11;
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<600124>1 Peter 1:24; of navigators, ekpiptein eiv (i.e. from a straight course)
“to fall off,” i.e. “be driven into” [cf. Stallbaum on Plato’s Phileb., p. 106f;
others supply ‘from deep water,’ and render ekpiptein, “to be cast
away”), <442717>Acts 27:17,26,29, in this last verse L T Tr] WH have adopted
ekpiptein kata; (often in Greek writings, as eiv ghn, Euripides, Hel.
409; eiv ton limena, Thucydides 2, 92).

2. metaphorically,

a. tinov (Winer’s Grammar, 427 (398), and Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc.
as above), “to fall from a thing, to lose it”: thv caritov, <480504>Galatians 5:4;
tou idiou sthrigmou, <610317>2 Peter 3:17 (thv prov ton dhmon eunoiav,
Plutarch, Tib. Gracch. 21; basileiav, Josephus, Antiquities 7, 9, 2; also
with prepositions, ek twn eontwn, Herodotus 3, 14; apo twn elpidwn,
Thucydides 8, 81); poqen, <660205>Revelation 2:5 Rec. (ekeiqen, Aelian v. h.
4, 7).

b. absolutely, “to perish; to fail” (properly, to fall from a place which one
cannot keep, fall from its position): hJ agaph, <461308>1 Corinthians 13:8 R G;
“to fall powerless, fall to the ground, be without effect”: of the divine
promise of salvation by Christ, <450906>Romans 9:6.*

{1602} ekplew: (imperfect exepleon); 1 aorist exepleusa; “to sail
from sail away, depart by ship”: apo with the genitive of place, <442006>Acts
20:6; eiv with the accusative of place, <441539>Acts 15:39; 18:18. (Sophocles,
Herodotus, Thucydides, others.)*

{1603} ekplhrow: perfect ekpeplhrwka; “to fill full, to fill up
completely”; metaphorically, thn epaggelian, “to fulfill,” i.e. “make
good”: <441333>Acts 13:33 (32), as in Polybius 1, 67, 1. (From Herodotus
down.)*

{1604} ekplhrwsiv, ekplhrwsewv, hJ, “a completing, fulfillment”: twn
hJmerwn tou aJgnismou, the time when the days of purification are to end,
<442126>Acts 21:26. (Dionysius Halicarnassus, Strabo, Philo, others.)*

{1605} ekplhssw, ekplhttw: passive (present ekplhssomai or
ekplhttomai (so R G <401354>Matthew 13:54; Tr WH <441312>Acts 13:12));
imperfect exeplhssomhn; 2 aorist exeplaghn; common in Greek from
Homer down; properly, “to strike out, expel by a blow, drive out or away;
to cast off by a blow, to drive out”; commonly, “to strike one out of self-
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possession, to strike with panic, shock, astonish”; passive “to be struck
with astonishment, astonished, amazed”; absolutely: <401354>Matthew 13:54;
19:25; <410602>Mark 6:2; 10:26; <420248>Luke 2:48; used of the glad amazement of
the wondering people, <410737>Mark 7:37; epi th didach, <400728>Matthew 7:28;
22:33; <410122>Mark 1:22; 11:18; <420432>Luke 4:32; <441312>Acts 13:12; (epi th
megaleiothti, <420943>Luke 9:43), (epi tw kallei, Xenophon, Cyril 1, 4, 27;
epi th qea, Aelian v. h. 12, 41; (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 33, b.); by the
Greeks also with simple dative and with accusative of the thing, as Sap.
13:4; 2 Macc. 7:12). (Synonym: see fobew, at the end.)*

{1606} ekpnew: 1 aorist exepneusa; “to breathe out, breathe out one’s
life, breathe one’s last, expire”: <411537>Mark 15:37, 39; <422346>Luke 23:46, and
often in Greek writings, both without an object (from (Sophocles Aj. 1026)
Euripides down), and with bion or yuchn added (from Aeschylus down).*

{1607} ekporeuomai; imperfect exeporeuomhn; future ekporeusomai;
(passive (mid, cf. poreuw) of ekporeuw “to make to go forth, to lead
out,” with future middle); (from Xenophon down); the Septuagint for ax;y;;
“to go forth, go out, depart”;

1. properly, with mention of the place whence: apo, <402029>Matthew 20:29;
<411046>Mark 10:46; exo (thv polewv), <411119>Mark 11:19; ek, <411301>Mark 13:1;
ekeiqen, <410611>Mark 6:11; para tinov, from one’s abode, one’s vicinity,
<431526>John 15:26 (akouswmen ta ekporeuomena para kuriou,
<263330>Ezekiel 33:30); without mention of the place whence or whither, which
must be learned from the context: <420307>Luke 3:7; <442504>Acts 25:4; with
mention of the end to which: epi tina, <661614>Revelation 16:14; prov tina,
<400305>Matthew 3:5; <410105>Mark 1:5; ekporeuesqai eiv oJdon, “to go forth”
from some place “into the road” (or “on his way,” cf. oJdov, 1 b.), <411017>Mark
10:17; on <440928>Acts 9:28 see eisporeuomai, 1 a. demons, when expelled,
are said “to go out” (namely, from the human body): <401721>Matthew 17:21 R
G L; <441912>Acts 19:12 G L T Tr WH. (food (excrement)) “to go out” i.e. “be
discharged,” <410719>Mark 7:19. “to come forth,” ek twn mnhmeiwn, of the
dead who are restored to life and leave the tomb, <430529>John 5:29.

2. figuratively, “to come forth, to issue, to proceed”: with the adjuncts ek
tou anqrwpou, ek thv kardiav, ek tou stomatov, of feelings,
affections, deeds, sayings, <401511>Matthew 15:11,18; <410715>Mark 7:15 L T Tr
WH, 20; <420422>Luke 4:22; <490429>Ephesians 4:29; (eswqen ek thv kardiav,
<410721>Mark 7:21; with eswqen alone, <410723>Mark 7:23); pan rhma
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ekporeuomenw dia stomatov Qeou, every appointment whereby God
bids a man to be nourished and preserved, <400404>Matthew 4:4, from
<050803>Deuteronomy 8:3. “to break forth”: of lightnings, flames, etc., ek
tinov, <660405>Revelation 4:5; 9:17ff; 11:5. “to flow forth”: of a river (ek
tinov), <662201>Revelation 22:1. “to project,” from the month of one: of a
sword, <660116>Revelation 1:16; 19:15, 21 Rec. “to spread abroad,” of a rumor:
followed by eiv, <420437>Luke 4:37. (Synonym: cf. ercomai, at the end.)*

{1608} ekporneuw: 1 aorist participle feminine ekporneusasa; (the
prefix ek seems to indicate a lust that gluts itself, satisfies itself
completely); the Septuagint often for hn;z;; “to go a whoring, ‘give oneself
over to fornication’“ A.V.: <650107>Jude 1:7. Not found in secular writings.
(Test xii. Patr. test. Dan sec. 5; Pollux 6, 30 (126).)*

{1609} ekptuw: 1 aorist exeptusa; “to spit out” (Homer, Odyssey 5,
322, etc.); tropically, “to reject, spurn, loathe”: ti, <480414>Galatians 4:14, in
which sense the Greeks used kataptuein, prosptuein, ptuein, and
Philo paraptuein; cf. Kypke and Loesner (or Ellicott) on Galatians, the
passage cited; Lob. ad Phryn., p. 17.*

{1610} ekrizow, ekrizw: 1 aorist exerizwsa; passive, 1 aorist
exerizwqhn; 1 future ekrizwqhsomai; “to root out, pluck up by the
roots”: ti, <401329>Matthew 13:29; 15:13; <421706>Luke 17:6; <650112>Jude 1:12.
(<240110>Jeremiah 1:10; <360204>Zephaniah 2:4; Sir. 3:9; (Sap. 4:4); 1 Macc. 5:51
(Alexandrian LXX); 2 Macc. 12:7; (Sibylline fragment 2, 21; others);
Geoponica.)*

{1611} ekstasiv, ekstasewv, hJ (existhmi);

1. universally, in Greek writing, “any casting down of a thing from its
proper place or state; displacement” (Aristotle, Plutarch).

2. “a throwing of the mind out of its normal state, alienation of mind,”
whether such as makes a lunatic (dianoiav, <052828>Deuteronomy 28:28; twn
logismwn, Plutarch, Sol. 8), or that of the man who by some sudden
emotion is transported as it were out of himself, so that in this rapt
condition, although he is awake, his mind is so drawn off from all
surrounding objects and wholly fixed on things divine that he sees nothing
but the forms and images lying within, and thinks that he perceives with his
bodily eyes and ears realities shown him by God (Philo, quis rerum divin.
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heres sec. 53 (cf. 51; B. D. under the word, Trance; Delitzsch, Psychol.
5:5)): epepesen (Rec., others egeneto) ep’ ekstasiv, <441010>Acts 10:10;
eiden en ekstasei oJrama, <441105>Acts 11:5; genesqai en ekstasei,
<442217>Acts 22:17, cf. <471202>2 Corinthians 12:2f.

3. In the O.T. and the New “amazement” (cf. Longinus, 1, 4; Stobaeus,
flor. tit. 104, 7), the state of one who, either owing to the importance or
the novelty of an event, is thrown into a state of blended fear and wonder:
eicen autav tromov kai ekstasiv, <411608>Mark 16:8; exesthsan
ekstasei megalh, <410542>Mark 5:42 (<262616>Ezekiel 26:16); ekstasiv elaben
aJpantav, <420526>Luke 5:26; eplhsqhsan qambouv kai ekstasewv,
<440310>Acts 3:10; (for hd;r;j}, trembling, <012733>Genesis 27:33; <091415>1 Samuel

14:15, etc.; djæpæ, fear, <141414>2 Chronicles 14:14, etc.).*

{1612} ekstrefw: perfect passive exestrammai;

1. “to turn or twist out, tear up” (Homer, Iliad 17, 58).

2. “to turn inside out, invert”; tropically, “to change for the worse, pervert,
corrupt” (Aristophanes nub. 554; the Septuagint <053220>Deuteronomy 32:20):
<560311>Titus 3:11.*

(ekswzw: 1 aorist exeswsa; “to save from,” either to keep or to rescue
from danger (from Aeschylus and Herodotus down): eiv aigialon
ekswsai to ploion, to bring the ship safe to shore, <442739>Acts 27:39 WH
text; others exwsai, see exwqew, and ei I. 7 c.*)

{1613} ektarassw; post-classical; “to agitate, trouble, exceedingly”:
thn polin, <441620>Acts 16:20. (ton dhmon, Plutarch, Coriol. 19, and the like
often in Dion Cass. <191705>Psalm 17:5 (<191805>Psalm 18:5); Sap. 17:3, etc.)*

{1614} ekteinw; future ektenw; 1 aorist exeteina; (from Aeschylus,
Sophocles, Herodotus down); the Septuagint common for hf;n;, crip; and

jlæv;; “to stretch out, stretch forth”: thn ceira (often in the Septuagint),
<400803>Matthew 8:3; 12:13; 14:31; 26:51; <410141>Mark 1:41; 3:5; <420513>Luke 5:13;
6:10; <432118>John 21:18; <442601>Acts 26:1; with the addition of epi tina, “over,
toward, against one” — either to point out something, <401249>Matthew 12:49,
or to lay hold of a person in order to do him violence, <422253>Luke 22:53;
ekteinein thn ceira eiv iasin, spoken of God, <440430>Acts 4:30; agkurav,
properly, to carry forward (R. V. “lay out”) the cable to which the anchor
is fastened, i.e. “to cast anchor” (“the idea of extending the cables runs into
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that of carrying out and dropping the anchors” (Hackett); cf. B. D.
American edition, p. 3009a last paragraph), <442730>Acts 27:30. (Compare:
epteinw,

{1615} ektelew, ektelw: 1 aorist infinitive ektelesai; “to finish,
complete”: <421429>Luke 14:29f (From Homer down; equivalent to hL;Ki,
<053245>Deuteronomy 32:45.)*

{1616} ekteneia, ekteneiav, hJ (ektenhv), a later Greek word (cf. Lob.
ad Phryn., p. 311);

a. properly, “extension”.

b. “intentness (of mind), earnestness”: en ekteneia, “earnestly,” <442607>Acts
26:7. (2 Macc. 14:38; Judith 4:9. Cf. Grimm on 3 Macc. 6:41 (where he
refers to Cicero, ad Att. 10, 17, 1).)*

{1618} ektenhv, ektenev (ekteinw), properly, “stretched out”;
figuratively, “intent, earnest, assiduous”: proseuch, <441205>Acts 12:5 R G
(euch, Ignatius (interpolated) ad Ephesians 10; dhesiv kai iJkesia,
Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 59, 2); agaph, <600408>1 Peter 4:8. Neuter of
the comparitive ektenesteron, as adverb, “more intently, more earnestly,”
<422244>Luke 22:44 (L brackets WH reject the passage). (ektenhv filov,
Aeschylus suppl. 983; Polybius 22, 5, 4; then very often from Philo on; cf.
Lob. ad Phryn., p. 311.)*

{1619} ektenwv, adverb, “earnestly, fervently”: <441205>Acts 12:5 L T Tr
WH; agapan, <600122>1 Peter 1:22. (<320308>Jonah 3:8; <290114>Joel 1:14; 3 Macc. 5:9.
Polybius etc. Cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 311; (Winer’s Grammar, 25; 463
(431)).)*

{1620} ektiqhmi: 1 aorist passive participle ekteqeiv; middle, imperfect
exetiqemhn; 2 aorist exeqemhn; “to place or set out, expose”;

1. properly: an infant, <440721>Acts 7:21; (Sap. 18:5; (Herodotus 1, 112);
Aristophanes nub. 531; Aelian v. h. 2, 7; Lucian, de sacrif. 5, and often).

2. Middle metaphorically, “to set forth, declare, expound”: <441104>Acts 11:4;
ti, <441826>Acts 18:26; 28:23; ((Aristotle, passim); Diodorus 12, 18; Josephus,
Antiquities 1, 12, 2; Athen. 7, p. 278 d.; others).*
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{1621} ektinassw: 1 aorist imperative ektinaxate; 1 aorist middle
participle ektinaxamenov; “to shake off,” so that something adhering shall
fall: ton coun, <410611>Mark 6:11; ton koniorton, <401014>Matthew 10:14 (where
the genitive twn podwn does not depend on the verb but on the
substantive (L T WH marginal reading, however, insert ek)); by this
symbolic act a person expresses extreme contempt for another and refuses
to have any further contact with him (B. D. American edition under the
word Dust); middle “to shake off for” (the cleansing of) “oneself”: ton
koniorton ... epi tina, against one, <441351>Acts 13:51; ta iJmatia, dust
from garments, <441806>Acts 18:6; (cf. B. D. as above; <160513>Nehemiah 5:13). (“to
knock out,” touv odontav, Homer, Iliad 16, 348; Plutarch, Cat. maj. 14.)*

{1623} eJktov, eJkth, eJkton, “the sixth”: <402005>Matthew 20:5, etc. (From
Homer down.)

{1622} ektov, adverb (opposed to entov, which see), “outside, beyond”;

a. to ektov, “the outside, exterior,” with possessive the genitive,
<402326>Matthew 23:26 (cf. to exwqen tou pothriou, 25). On the pleonastic
phrase ektov ei mh, see ei, III. 8 d.

b. It has the force of a preposition (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 6), and
is followed by the genitive (so even in Homer);

[a]. “outside of”: ektov tou swmatov out of the body, i.e. freed from it,
<471202>2 Corinthians 12:2f. (in <471203>2 Corinthians 12:3 L T Tr WH read cwriv
for ektov); einai ektov tou swmatov (A.V. “without the body,” i.e.),
does not pertain to the body, <460618>1 Corinthians 6:18.

[b]. “beyond, besides, except”: <442622>Acts 26:22 (where the construction is
ouden legwn ektov toutwn, aJte oJi ... elalhsan etc. (cf. Buttmann,
287 (246); Winer’s Grammar, 158f (149f)); <461527>1 Corinthians 15:27. (the
Septuagint for dbæl] followed by ˆmi, <070826>Judges 8:26; dbæL]mi, <111013>1 Kings
10:13; <140912>2 Chronicles 9:12; 17:19.)*

{1624} ektrepw: passive (present ektrepomai); 2 aorist exetraphn; 2
future ektraphsomai;

1. “to turn or twist out”; passive in a medical sense, in a figurative sense of
the limbs: iJna mh to cwlon ektraph, lest it be wrenched out of (its
proper) place, dislocated (R. V. marginal reading “put out of joint”) (see
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examples of this use from medical writers in Stephanus’ Thesaurus iii. col.
607 d.), i.e. lest he who is weak in a state of grace fall therefrom,
<581213>Hebrews 12:13 (but Lünem., Delitzsch, others, still adhere to the
meaning “turn aside, go astray”; cf. A.V., R. V. text).

2. “to turn off or aside”; passive in a middle sense (cf. Buttmann, 192
(166f)), “to turn oneself aside, to be turned aside”; (intransitive) “to turn
aside”; Hesychius: exetraphsan. exeklinan (thv oJdou, Lucian, dial.
deor. 25, 2; Aelian v. h. 14, 49 (48); exw thv oJdou, Arrian exp. Al. 3, 21,
7 (4); absolutely Xenophon, an. 4, 5, 15; Aristophanes Plutarch, 837; with
mention of the place to which, Herodotus 6, 34; Plato, Sophocles, p. 222
a.; others); figuratively: eiv mataiologian, <540106>1 Timothy 1:6; epi touv
muqouv, <550404>2 Timothy 4:4; opisw tinov, to turn away from one in order
to follow another, <540515>1 Timothy 5:15 (eiv adikouv praxeiv, Josephus,
Antiquities 8, 10, 2). with the accusative “to turn away from, to shun” a
thing, “to avoid meeting or associating with” one: tav kenofwniav, <540620>1
Timothy 6:20, (ton elegcon, Polybius 35, 4, 14; Gallouv ektrepesqai
kai sunodon feugein thn met’ autwn, Josephus, Antiquities 4, 8, 40).*

{1625} ektrefw; from Aeschylus down;

1. “to nourish up to maturity”; then universally, “to nourish”: thn eJautou
sarka, <490529>Ephesians 5:29.

2. “to nurture, bring up”: ta tekna, <490604>Ephesians 6:4.*

(ektromov, adjective (cf. ekfobov), “trembling exceedingly, exceedingly
terrified”: <581221>Hebrews 12:21 Tr marginal reading WH mrg, after the
Sinaiticus and Claromontanus manuscripts (others entromov, which see).
Not found elsewhere.*)

{1626} ektrwma, ektrwtov, to (ektitrwskw to cause or to suffer
abortion; like ekbrwma from ekbibrwskw), “an abortion, abortive birth;
an untimely birth”: <461508>1 Corinthians 15:8, where Paul likens himself to an
ektrwma, and in <461509>1 Corinthians 15:9 explains in what sense: that he is as
inferior to the rest of the apostles as an immature birth comes short of a
mature one, and is no more worthy of the name of an apostle than an
abortion is of the name of a child. (<041212>Numbers 12:12; <210603>Ecclesiastes 6:3;
<180316>Job 3:16; in Greek first used by Aristotle, de gen. an. 4, 5, 4 (p. 773b,
18); but, as Phrynichus shows, p. 208f, Lob. edition (288f, edition
Rutherford), amblwma and examblwma are preferable; (Huxtable in
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“Expositor” for Apr. 1882, p. 277ff; Lightfoot Ignatius ad Romans 9, p.
230 f).)*

{1627} ekferw; future exoisw; 1 aorist exhnegka; 2 aorist exhnegkon;

1. “to carry out, to bear forth”: tina, <440515>Acts 5:15; the dead for burial,
<440506>Acts 5:6,9f (often so in Greek writings from Homer, Iliad 24, 786
down; see ekkomizw); ti, <421522>Luke 15:22; <540607>1 Timothy 6:7.

2. “to (bring i.e.) lead out”: tina, <410823>Mark 8:23 T Tr text WH.

3. “to bring forth i.e. produce”: of the earth bearing plants, <580608>Hebrews
6:8 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 45, 6 a.); (Herodotus 1,193; Xenophon,
oec. 16, 5; Aelian v. h. 3, 18 and often; the Septuagint, <010112>Genesis 1:12;
Hag. 1:11; <220213>Song of Solomon 2:13).*

{1628} ekfeugw: future ekfeuxomai; perfect ekpefeuga; 2 aorist
exefugon; (from Homer down); “to flee out of, flee away”;

a. “to seek safety in flight”; absolutely <441627>Acts 16:27; ek tou oikou,
<441916>Acts 19:16.

b. “to escape”: <520503>1 Thessalonians 5:3; <580203>Hebrews 2:3; ti, <422136>Luke
21:36; <450203>Romans 2:3; tina, <581225>Hebrews 12:25 L T Tr WH; (tav ceirav
tinov, <471133>2 Corinthians 11:33. Cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 4;
Buttmann, 146f (128f)).*

{1629} ekfobew, ekfobw; “to frighten away, to terri; to throw into
violent fright”: tina, <471009>2 Corinthians 10:9. (<052826>Deuteronomy 28:26;
<360313>Zephaniah 3:13, etc.; Thucydides, Plato, others.)*

{1630} ekfobov, ekfobon, “stricken with fear or terror, exceedingly
frightened, terrified”: <410906>Mark 9:6; <581221>Hebrews 12:21 from
<050919>Deuteronomy 9:19. (Aristotle, physiogn. 6 (p. 812b, 29); Plutarch, Fab.
6.)*

{1631} ekfuw; 2 aorist passive exefuhn (Winer’s Grammar, 90 (86);
Buttmann, 68 (60); Krüger, sec. 40, under the word fuw; (Veitch, ibid.));
(from Homer down); “to generate or produce from; to cause to grow out”:
oJtan oJ kladov ... ta fulla ekfuh (subjunctive present), when the
branch has become tender and “puts forth leaves,” R (not Rst) G T WH in
<402432>Matthew 24:32 and <411328>Mark 13:28; (others, retaining the same
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accentuation, regard it as 2 aorist active subjunctive intransitive, with ta
fulla as subject; but against the change of subject see Meyer or Weiss).
But Fritzsche, Lachmann, Treg., others have with reason restored (after
Erasmus) ekfuh (2 aorist passive subjunctive), which Griesbach had
approved: “when the leaves hare grown out” — so that ta fulla is the
subject.*

{1632} ekcew and (a form censured by the grammarians, see Lob. ad
Phryn., p. 726) ekcunw (whence present passive participle ekcunomenov
and, in L T Tr WH after the Aeolic form, ekcunnomenov (cf. Buttmann,
69 (61); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 2, 1 d.; Tdf. Proleg., p. 79): <402335>Matthew
23:35; 26:28; <411424>Mark 14:24; <421150>Luke 11:50 (where Tr text WH text
ekkecumenon for ekcunnomenon); 22:20 (WH reject the passage));
imperative plural ekchte (<661601>Revelation 16:1 L T WH; on which
uncontracted form cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Gram., p. 196 (p. 174
Robinson’s translation); Buttmann, 44 (38); (some would make it a 2
aorist, see WH, Appendix, p. 165)); future ekcew (<440217>Acts 2:17f;
<022912>Exodus 29:12), for which the earlier Greek used ekceusw (Winer’s
Grammar, 77 (74); (cf. 85 (82); especially Buttmann, 68 (60))); 1 aorist
execea, 3 person singular exech ((whereas the 3 singular of the imperfect
is contracted exech execei, cf. Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 299f); cf.
Alexander Buttmann (1873) Gram., p. 196 note*** (English translation as
above the dagger note)), infinitive ekceai (<450315>Romans 3:15; <235907>Isaiah
59:7; <260908>Ezekiel 9:8); passive (present ekceitai, <410222>Mark 2:22 R G L Tr
marginal reading brackets; imperfect 3 person singular execeito, <442220>Acts
22:20 R G, execunneto L T Tr WH); perfect ekkecumai; 1 aorist
execuqhn; 1 future ekcuqhsomai (see Buttmann, 69f (60f)); (from Homer
down); the Septuagint for Ëpæv;; “to pour out”; a. properly: fialhn, by
metonymy, of the container for the contained, <661601>Revelation 16:1-
4,8,10,12,17; of wine, which when the vessel is burst runs out and is lost,
<400917>Matthew 9:17; <410222>Mark 2:22 (R G L Tr marginal reading in brackets);
<420537>Luke 5:37; used of other things usually guarded with care which are
poured forth or cast out: of money, <430215>John 2:15; execuqh ta splagcna,
of the ruptured body of a man, <440118>Acts 1:18 (execuqh hJ koilia autou
eiv thn ghn, of a man thrust through with a sword, <102010>2 Samuel 20:10).
The phrase aJima ekcein or ekcun(n)ein is frequently used of bloodshed:
(<402335>Matthew 23:35; <421150>Luke 11:50; <442220>Acts 22:20; <450315>Romans 3:15;
<661606>Revelation 16:6a (where Tdf. aJimata)); see aJima, 2 a. b.
metaphorically, equivalent to “to bestow or distribute largely” (cf.
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Fritzsche on Tobit 4:17 and Sir. 1:8): to pneuma to aJgion or apo tou
pneumatov, i.e. the abundant bestowal of the Holy Spirit, <440233>Acts 2:33
from <290228>Joel 2:28,29 (<290301>Joel 3:1,2); epi tina, <440217>Acts 2:17f; 10:45;
<560306>Titus 3:6; hJ agaph tou Qeou ekkecutai en taiv kardiaiv hJmwn
dia pneumatov aJgiou, the Holy Spirit gives our souls a rich sense of the
greatness of God’s love for us, <450505>Romans 5:5; (orghn, Sir. 33:8 (Sir.
36:8) (cf. Sir. 16:11)). The passive, like the Latin effundor, me effundo, is
used of those wire give themselves up to a thing, rush headlong into it,
(gelwti, Alciphron; eiv eJtairav, Polybius 32, 11, 4): absolutely th
planh tou Balaam misqou execuqhsan, led astray by the hire of
Balaam (i.e. by the same love of reward as Balaam) they gave themselves
up, namely, to wickedness, <650111>Jude 1:11 (so ekcuqhnai in Aristophanes
vesp. 1469 is used absolutely of one giving himself up to joy. The passage
in Jude is generally explained thus: “for hire they gave themselves up to (R.
V. “ran riotously in”) the error of Balaam”; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 206
(194) (and Deuteronomy Wette (edited by Brückner) at the passage)).*

{1632} ekcunw, and (L T Tr WH) ekcunnw, see ekcew. (Compare:
uJpercunw ekcunw.)

{1633} ekcwrew, ekcwrw; (from Sophocles and Herodotus on); “to
depart from; to remove from” in the sense of “fleeing from”: <422121>Luke
21:21. (For jræB;, <300712>Amos 7:12.)*

{1634} ekyucw: 1 aorist exeyuxa; “to expire, to breathe out one’s life”
(see ekpnew): <440505>Acts 5:5,10; 12:23. (Hippocrates (430 B. C.),
Jamblichus.)*

{1635} eJkwn, eJkousa, eJkon, “unforced, voluntary, willing, of one’s own
will, of one’s own accord”: <450820>Romans 8:20; <460917>1 Corinthians 9:17. (From
Homer down.)*

{1636} elaia, elaiav, hJ (from Homer down), the Septuagint for tyizæ;

1. “an olive tree”: <451117>Romans 11:17, 24; plural <661104>Revelation 11:4. to
orov twn elaiwn (for rhæ µytiyZehæ, <381404>Zechariah 14:4), “the Mount of
Olives,” so called from the multitude of olive-trees which grew upon it,
distant from Jerusalem (Josephus, Antiquities 20, 8, 6) five stadia eastward
(cf. Winer’s RWB, under the word Oelberg; Arnold in Herzog x., p. 549ff;
Furrer in Schenkel iv. 354f; (Grove and Porter in BB. DD.)): <402101>Matthew
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21:1; 24:3; 26:30; <411101>Mark 11:1; 13:3; 14:26; <421937>Luke 19:37; 22:39;
<430801>John 8:1 Rec.; (on <421929>Luke 19:29; 21:37, see elaiwn).

2. “an olive,” the fruit of the olive-tree: <590312>James 3:12.*

{1637} elaion, elaiou, to (from Homer down), the Septuagint chiefly
for ˆm,v,, also for rh;x]yi; “olive-oil”: used for feeding lamps, <402503>Matthew
25:3f,8; for healing the sick, <410613>Mark 6:13; <421034>Luke 10:34; <590514>James 5:14;
for anointing the head and body at feasts (Athen. 15, c. 11) (cf. under the
word muron), <420746>Luke 7:46; <580109>Hebrews 1:9 (on which passage see
agalliasiv); mentioned among articles of commerce, <421606>Luke 16:6;
<660606>Revelation 6:6; 18:13. Cf. Winer’s RWB, under the word Oel; Furrer in
Schenkel 4:354; Schnedermann, Die Biblical Symbolik des Oelbaumes u. d.
Oeles, in the Zeitschr. f. d. luth. Theol. for 1874, p. 4ff; (B. D., under the
word Oil, II. 4; and Meyer edition Weiss on <410613>Mark 6:13).*

{1638} elaiwn, elaiwnov, oJ (the ending wn in derivative nouns
indicating a place set with trees of the kind designated by the primitive, as
dafnwn, itewn, drumwn kedrwn, cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf.
Spr. ii., p. 422ff: Kühner, i., p. 711; (Jelf, sec. 335 d.)); “an olive-orchard,”
a place planted with olive trees, i.e. the Mount of Olives (A.V. “Olivet”)
(see elaia, 1): <440112>Acts 1:12 (dia tou elaiwnov orouv, Josephus,
Antiquities 7, 9, 2). In <421929>Luke 19:29; 21:37 also we should write to orov
to kaloumenon elaiwn (so L T Tr (but WH with R G elaaiwn));
likewise in Josephus, Antiquities 20, 8, 6 prov orov to
prosagoreuomenon elaiwn; b. j. 2, 13, 5 and 5, 2, 3 eiv (kata)
elaiwn kaloumenon orov; 6, 2, 8 kata to elaiwn orov; (but in
Josephus the passages cited; Bekker editions, elaiwn). Cf. Fritzsche on
Mark, p. 794f; Buttmann, 22 (19f); Winer’s Grammar, 182 (171) n. 1; (but
see WH’s Appendix, p. 158b). (The Septuagint sometimes render tyizæ
freely by elaiwn, as <022311>Exodus 23:11; <050611>Deuteronomy 6:11; <090814>1
Samuel 8:14, etc.; not found in Greek writings.)*

{1639} Elamithv (T WH Elameithv (see under the word ei, i)),
Elamitou, oJ, “an Elamite,” i.e. an inhabitant of the province of Elymais, a
region stretching southward to the Persian Gulf, but the boundaries of
which are variously given (cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Elam;
Vaihinger in Herzog iii., p. 747ff; Dillmann in Schenkel ii., p. 91f; Schrader
in Rheim, p. 358f; Grimm on 1 Macc. 6:1; (BB. DD., see under the words,
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Elam, Elamites)): <440209>Acts 2:9. (<232102>Isaiah 21:2; in Greek writings
Elumaiov, and so Judith 1:6.)*

{1640} elasswn (in John and Romans) or elattwn (in Hebrews, 1
Timothy; cf. Buttmann, 7), elasson (comparitive of the epic adjective
elacuv equivalent to mikrov) (from Homer down), “less” — either in age
(“younger”), <450912>Romans 9:12; or in rank, <580707>Hebrews 7:7; or in
excellence, “worse” (opposed to kalov), <430210>John 2:10. Neuter elatton,
adverbially, “less” (namely, than etc., A.V. “under”; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
239 (225); 595f, (554); Buttmann, 127f (112)): <540509>1 Timothy 5:9.*

{1641} elattonew (Buttmann, 7), elattonw: 1 aorist hlattonhsa;
(elatton); not found in secular authors (yet see Aristotle, de plant. 2, 3, p.
825a, 23); “to be less, inferior” (in possessions): <470815>2 Corinthians 8:15
from <021618>Exodus 16:18. (<201124>Proverbs 11:24; Sir. 19:6 (Sir. 19:5); also
transitively, “to make less, diminish”: <010803>Genesis 8:3; <201434>Proverbs 14:34; 2
Macc. 13:19, etc.)*

{1642} elattow (Buttmann, 7), elattw: 1 aorist hlattwsa; passive,
(present elattoumai); perfect participle hlattwmenov; (elattwn); “to
make less or inferior”: tina, in dignity, <580207>Hebrews 2:7; passive “to be
made less or inferior”: in dignity, <580209>Hebrews 2:9; “to decrease” (opposed
to auxanw), in authority and popularity, <430330>John 3:30. (Many times in the
Septuagint; in Greek writings from Thucydides on.)*

{1643} elaunw; perfect participle elhlakwv; passive (present
elaunomai); imperfect hlaunomhn; “to drive”: of the wind driving ships
or clouds, <590304>James 3:4; <610217>2 Peter 2:17; of sailors propelling a vessel by
oars, “to row,” <410648>Mark 6:48; to be carried in a ship, to sail, <430619>John 6:19
(often so in Greek writings from Homer down; often also with nha or
naun added); of demons driving to some place the men whom they
possess, <420829>Luke 8:29. (Compare: apelaunw, sunelaunw.)*

{1644} elafria, elafriav, hJ (elafrov), “lightness”; used of levity
and fickleness of mind, <470117>2 Corinthians 1:17; a later word, cf. Lob. ad
Phryn., p. 343.*

{1645} elafrov, elafra, elafron, “light in weight, quick, agile”; a
light fortion is used figuratively concerning the commandments of Jesus,
easy to be kept, <401130>Matthew 11:30; neuter to elafron, substantively,
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“the lightness”: thv qliyewv (A.V. “our light affliction”), <470417>2
Corinthians 4:17. (From Homer down.)*

{1646} elacistov, elacisth, elaciston (superlative of the adjective
mikrov, but coming from elacuv) ((Homer h. Merc. 573), Herodotus
down), “smallest, least” — whether in size: <590304>James 3:4; in amount: of
the management of affairs, pistov en elacistw, <421610>Luke 16:10 (opposed
to en pollw); 19:17; en elacistw adikov, <421610>Luke 16:10; in
importance: what is of the least moment, <460602>1 Corinthians 6:2; in
authority: of commandments, <400519>Matthew 5:19; in the estimation of men:
of persons, <402540>Matthew 25:40, 45; in rank and excellence: of persons,
Matthew v, 19; <461509>1 Corinthians 15:9; of a town, <400206>Matthew 2:6. oude
(R G oute) elaciston, not even a very small thing, <421226>Luke 12:26; emoi
eiv elaciston, esti (see eimi, V. 2 c.), <460403>1 Corinthians 4:3.*

{1647} elacistoterov, elacistera, elacisteron (comparitive
formed from the superlative elacistov; there is also a superlative
elacistotatov; “it is well known that this kind of double comparison is
common in the poets; but in prose, it is regarded as faulty.” Lob. ad Phryn.,
p. 136; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 11, 2 b. (also 27 (26); Buttmann, 28
(25))), “less than the least, lower than the lowest”: <490308>Ephesians 3:8.*

{1643} elaw, see elaunw.

{1648} Eleazar (rz,[;l]a, whom God helps), oJ, indeclinable, “Eleazar,”
one of the ancestors of Christ: <400115>Matthew 1:15.*

{1653} eleaw, adopted for the more common elhw (which see) by L T
Tr WH in <450916>Romans 9:16 and <650123>Jude 1:23 (also by WH Tr marginal
reading in 22); (<202126>Proverbs 21:26 the Vaticanus manuscript; 4 Macc. 9:3
variant; Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 13, 2; Polycarp, ad Philip. 2, 2).
Cf. Winer’s Grammar, 85 (82); Buttmann, 57 (50); (Mullach, p. 252; WH’s
Appendix, p. 166; Tdf. Proleg., p. 122).*

elegmov, elegmou, oJ (elegcw), “correction, reproof, censure”: <550316>2
Timothy 3:16 L T Tr WH for R G elegcon. (Sir. 21:6; 35:17 (Sir. 32:17),
etc.; for hj;kewOT chastisement, punishment, <121903>2 Kings 19:3; <19E907>Psalm
149:7; (<233703>Isaiah 37:3; etc.). Not found in secular writings.)*

{1649} elegxiv, elegxewv, hJ (elegcw, which see), “refutation, rebuke”;
(Vulgate correptio; Augustine, convictio): elegxin escen idiav
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paranomiav, he was rebuked for his own transgression, <610216>2 Peter 2:16.
(Philostr. vit. Apoll. 2, 22 (p. 74, Olear. edition); the Septuagint, <182104>Job
21:4; 23:2, for jæyci complaint; (Protevangel. Jacob. 16, 1 to uJdwr thv
elegxewv kuriou (the Septuagint <040518>Numbers 5:18 to uJddor tou
elegmou)).)*

{1650} elegcov, elegcou, oJ (elegcw);

1. “a proof, that by which a thing is proved or tested” (to pragma ton
elegcon dwsei, Demosthenes 44, 15 (i.e. in <500115>Philippians 1:15); thv
euyuciav, Euripides, Herc. fur. 162; enqad’ oJ elegcov tou pragmatov,
Epictetus diss. 3, 10, 11; others): twn (or rather, pragmatwn) ou
blepomenwn, that by which invisible things are proved (and we are
convinced of their reality), <581101>Hebrews 11:1 (Vulgate argumentum non
apparentium (Tdf. rerum arg. non parentum)); (others take the word here
(in accordance with the preceding uJpostasiv, which see) of the inward
result of proving viz. “a conviction”; see Lünem, at the passage).

2. “conviction” (Augustine, convictio): prov elegcon, for convicting one
of his sinfulness, <550316>2 Timothy 3:16 R G. (Euripides, Plato, Demosthenes,
others; the Septuagint chiefly for tjækæwOT.)*

{1651} elegcw; future elegxw; 1 aorist infinitive elegxai, imperative
elegxon; (passive, present elegcomai; 1 aorist elegcqhn); the Septuagint
for jæykiwOh;

1. “to convict, refute, confute,” generally with a suggestion of the shame of
the person convicted (“elegcein hat eigentlich nicht die Bedeutung
‘tadeln, schmähen, zurechtweisen,’ welche ihm die Lexika zuschreiben,
sondern bedeutet nichts als überführen“ (Schmidt, chapter 4: sec. 12)):
tina, of crime, fault, or error; of sin, <461424>1 Corinthians 14:24;
elegcomenoi uJpo tou nomou wJv parabatai, <590209>James 2:9; uJpo thv
suneidhsewv, <430809>John 8:9 R G (Philo, Works, ii., p. 649 (ed. Mang., vi.
203, Richter edition, fragment peri anastasewv kai krisewv) to
suneidov elegcov adekastov kai pantwn ayeudestatov); followed
by peri with the genitive of thing, <430846>John 8:46; 16:8, and L T Tr WH in
<650115>Jude 1:15 (Aristophanes, Plutarch, 574); contextually, “by conviction to
bring to light, to expose”: ti, <430320>John 3:20, cf. 21; <490511>Ephesians 5:11, 13
(Aristophanes ecclesiastical 485; ta krupta, Artemidorus Daldianus,
oneir. 1, 68; epistamenov, wJv ei kai laqoi hJ epiboulh kai mh
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elegcqeih, Herodian, 3, 12, 11 (4th edition, Bekker); others); used of the
exposure and confutation of false teachers of Christianity, <560109>Titus 1:9,13;
tauta elegce, utter these things by way of refutation, <560215>Titus 2:15.

2. “to find fault with, correct”; a. by word; “to reprehend severely, chide,
admonish, reprove”: <650122>Jude 1:22 L T Tr text; <540520>1 Timothy 5:20; <550402>2
Timothy 4:2; tina peri tinov, <420319>Luke 3:19; contextually, “to call to
account, show one his fault,” demand an explanation: tina, from someone,
<401815>Matthew 18:15. b. by deed; “to chasten, punish” (according to the
translation of the Hebrew jæykiwOh, <193702>Psalm 37:2 (<193802>Psalm 38:2), etc.;
Sap. 12:2): <581205>Hebrews 12:5 (from <200311>Proverbs 3:11); <660319>Revelation 3:19.
(On this word cf. J. C. Hare, The Mission of the Comforter, note L;
Trench, sec. iv. Compare: exelegcw, diakatelegcw(-mai).)*

{1652} elhinov, elhinh, elhinon (eleov), from Homer down, “to be
pitied, miserable”: <660317>Revelation 3:17 (where WH have adopted the Attic
form eleinov, see their Appendix, p. 145); comparative, <461519>1 Corinthians
15:19. (Cf. Winer’s Grammar, 99 (94).)*

{1653} elhw, elew; future elhesw; 1 aorist hlhesa; passive, 1 aorist
hlheqhn; 1 future elheqhsomai; perfect participle hlhemenov; (eleov);
from Homer down; the Septuagint most frequently for ˆnæj; to be gracious,

also for µjæri to have mercy; several times for lmæj; to spare, and µjæni to
console; “to have mercy on”: tina (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 1 b. [^a.]),
“to succor” one afflicted or seeking aid, <400927>Matthew 9:27; 15:22; 17:15;
18:33; 20:30f; <410519>Mark 5:19 (here, by zeugma (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 66,
2 e.), the oJsa is brought over with an adverbial force (Winer’s Grammar,
463 (431f), “how”); 10:47f; <421624>Luke 16:24; 17:13; 18:38f; <508027>Philippians
2:27; <650122>Jude 1:22 Rec.; absolutely “to succor the afflicted, to bring help
to the wretched” (A.V. “to show mercy”), <451208>Romans 12:8; passive “to
experience” (A.V. “obtain”) “mercy,” <400507>Matthew 5:7. Specifically, of
God granting even to the unworthy favor, benefits, opportunities, and
particularly salvation by Christ: <450915>Romans 9:15,16 R G (see eleaw),
<450918>Romans 9:18; 11:32; passive, <451130>Romans 11:30f; <460725>1 Corinthians
7:25; <470401>2 Corinthians 4:1; <540113>1 Timothy 1:13,16; <600210>1 Peter 2:10.*

(Synonyms: elhw, oikteirw: elhw, to feel sympathy with the misery of
another, especially such sympathy as manifests itself in act, less frequent in
word; whereas oikteirw denotes the inward feeling of compassion which
abides in the heart. A criminal begs eleov of his judge; but hopeless
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suffering is often the object of oiktirmov. Schmidt, chapter 143. On the
other hand, Fritzsche (Commentary on Romans, vol. ii., p. 315) makes
oikteirw and its derivatives the stronger terms: elhw, the generic word
for the feeling excited by another’s misery; oikteirw the same, especially
when it calls (or is suited to call) out exclamations and tears.)

{1654} elhemosunh, elhemosunhv, hJ (elhemwn), the Septuagint for
rs,j, and hq;d;x] (see dikaiosunh, 1 b.);

1. “mercy, pity” (Callimachus (260 B. C.) in Del. 152; <233818>Isaiah 38:18; Sir.
17:22 (24), etc.), especially “as exhibited in giving alms, charity”:
<400604>Matthew 6:4; poiein elhemosunhn, to practise the virtue of mercy or
beneficence, to show one’s compassion (A.V. “do alms”) (cf. the similar
phrases dikaiosunhn, alhqeian, etc. poiein), <400601>Matthew 6:1 Rec., 2,
3, (Sir. 7:10; Tobit 4:7; 12:8, etc.; for hc;[; rs,j,, <014729>Genesis 47:29);
elhemosunav, acts of beneficence, benefactions (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
176 (166); Buttmann, 77 (67)), <441002>Acts 10:2; eiv tina, <442417>Acts 24:17.
Hence,

2. “the benefaction itself, a donation to the poor, alms” (the German
Almosen (and the English “alms”) being (alike) a corruption of the Greek
word): elhemosunhn didonai ((Diogenes Laërtius 5, 17)), <421141>Luke
11:41; 12:33; aitein, <440302>Acts 3:2; lambanein, <440303>Acts 3:3; prov thn
elhemosunhn for (the purpose of asking) alms, <440310>Acts 3:10; plural,
<440936>Acts 9:36; 10:4,31.*

{1655} elhemwn, elhemon, “merciful”: <400507>Matthew 5:7; <580217>Hebrews
2:17. (From Homer, Odyssey 5, 191 on; the Septuagint.)*

{1652} (eleinov, see elhinov.)

eleov, eleou, oJ, “mercy”: that of God toward sinners, <560305>Titus 3:5;
eleon lambanein, to receive i.e. experience, <580416>Hebrews 4:16; that of
men: readiness to help those in trouble, <400913>Matthew 9:13 and <401207>Matthew
12:7 (from <280606>Hosea 6:6); <402323>Matthew 23:23. But in all these passages L
T Tr WH have adopted the neuter form to eleov (which see), much more
common in Hellenistic writings than the masculine oJ eleov, which is the
only form in classic Greek (Sophocles (Lexicon, under the word) notes
eleov in Polybius 1, 88, 2; and Pape in Diodorus Siculus 3, 18 variant).
The Greek manuscripts of the O.T. also frequently waver between the two
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forms. Cf. (WH’s Appendix, p. 158); Winer’s Grammar, 66 (64);
Buttmann, 22 (20).*

eleov, eleouv, to (a form more common in Hellenistic Greek than the
classic oJ eleov, which see), “mercy; kindness or good will toward the
miserable and afflicted, joined with a desire to relieve them”;

1. of men toward men: <400913>Matthew 9:13; 12:7; 23:23 (in these three
passages, accusatives to L T Tr WH); <590213>James 2:13; 3:17; poiein eleov,
to exercise the virtue of mercy, show oneself merciful, <590213>James 2:13; with
the addition of meta tinov (in imitation of the very common Hebrew
phrase hc;[; rs,j, µ[i p, <012123>Genesis 21:23; 24:12; <070124>Judges 1:24, etc.; cf.
Thiersch, Deuteronomy Pentateuchi vers. Alex., p. 147; (Winer’s
Grammar, 33 (32); 376 (353))), to show, afford, mercy to one, <421037>Luke
10:37.

2. of God toward men; a. universally: <420150>Luke 1:50; in benedictions:
<480616>Galatians 6:16; <540102>1 Timothy 1:2; <550102>2 Timothy 1:2; ((probably)
<560104>Titus 1:4 R L); <630103>2 John 1:3; <650102>Jude 1:2. emegalune kuriov to
eleov autou met’ authv, magnified his mercy toward her, i.e. showed
distinguished mercy to her (after the Hebrew, see <011919>Genesis 19:19),
<420158>Luke 1:58. b. especially the mercy and clemency of God in providing
and offering to men salvation by Christ: <420154>Luke 1:54; <451509>Romans 15:9;
<490204>Ephesians 2:4; (<560305>Titus 3:5 L T Tr WH; <580416>Hebrews 4:16 L T Tr
WH); <600103>1 Peter 1:3; splagcna eleouv (the genitive of quality (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 611 (568))), wherein mercy dwells, as we should say,
“the heart of mercy,” <420178>Luke 1:78; poiein eleov meta tinov (see 1
above), <420172>Luke 1:72; skeuh eleouv, vessels (fitted for the reception) of
mercy, i.e. men whom God has made fit to obtain salvation through Christ,
<450923>Romans 9:23; tw uJmeterw elhi, by (in consequence of, moved by) the
mercy shown you in your conversion to Christ, <451131>Romans 11:31 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 22, 7 (cf. sec. 61, 3 a.); Buttmann, 157 (137)).

3. the mercy of Christ, whereby at his return to judgment he will bless true
Christians with eternal life: <650121>Jude 1:21; (<550116>2 Timothy 1:16,18 (on the
repetition of kuriov in <550118>2 Timothy 1:18 cf. <011924>Genesis 19:24; <090321>1
Samuel 3:21; 15:22; <140702>2 Chronicles 7:2; <010127>Genesis 1:27, etc. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 22, 2); but Prof. Grimm understands kuriov here as
referring to God; see kuriov, c. [a.]). (Cf. Trench, sec. xlvii.; and see
elhw at the end.)*
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{1657} eleuqeria, eleuqerav, hJ (eleuqerov), “liberty,” (from Pindar,
Herodotus down); in the N.T. a. liberty to do or to omit things having no
relation to salvation, <461029>1 Corinthians 10:29; from the yoke of the Mosaic
law, <480204>Galatians 2:4; 5:1,13; <600216>1 Peter 2:16; from Jewish errors so
blinding the mental vision that it does not discern the majesty of Christ,
<470317>2 Corinthians 3:17; freedom from the dominion of corrupt desires, so
that we do by the free impulse of the soul what the will of God requires: oJ
nomov thv eleuqeriav, i.e. the Christian religion, which furnishes that
rule of right living by which the liberty just mentioned is attained, <590125>James
1:25; 2:12; freedom from the restraints and miseries of earthly frailty: so in
the expression hJ eleuqeria thv doxhv (epexegetical genitive (Winer’s
Grammar, 531 (494))), manifested in the glorious condition of the future
life, <450821>Romans 8:21. b. fancied liberty, i.e. license, the liberty to do as one
pleases, <610219>2 Peter 2:19. J. C. Erler, Commentatio exeg. de libertatis
christianae notione in N.T. libris obvia, 1830 (an essay I have never had the
good fortune to see).*

{1658} eleuqerov, eleuqera, eleuqeron (ELEUQW equivalent to
ercomai (so Curtius, p. 497, after Etymologicum Magnum 329, 43;
Suidas col. 1202 a., Gaisf. edition; but others besides, cf. Vanicek, p. 61);
hence, properly, one who can go whither he pleases) (from Homer down),
the Septuagint for yvip]j;, “free”;

1. “freeborn”; in a civil sense, “one who is not a slave”: <430833>John 8:33; <460722>1
Corinthians 7:22; 12:13; <480328>Galatians 3:28; <490608>Ephesians 6:8;
<510311>Colossians 3:11; <660615>Revelation 6:15; 13:16; 19:18; feminine,
<480422>Galatians 4:22f,30f. (opposed to hJ paidiskh); “of one who ceases to
be a slave, freed, manumitted”: ginesqai eleuqeron, <460721>1 Corinthians
7:21.

2. “free, exempt, unrestrained, not bound by an obligation”: <460901>1
Corinthians 9:1; ek pantwn (see ek, I. 6 at the end), <460919>1 Corinthians
9:19; apo tinov, “free from” i.e. no longer under obligation to, so that one
may now do what was formerly forbidden by the person or thing to which
he was bound, <450703>Romans 7:3 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 196f (185);
Buttmann, 157f (138), 269 (231)); followed by an infinitive (Winer’s
Grammar, 319 (299); Buttmann, 260 (224)), eleuqera estin ...
gamhqhnai she is free to be married, has liberty to marry, <460739>1
Corinthians 7:39; exempt from paying tribute or tax, <401726>Matthew 17:26.
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3. in an ethical sense: free from the yoke of the Mosaic law, <480426>Galatians
4:26; <600216>1 Peter 2:16; from the bondage of sin, <430836>John 8:36; left to one’s
own will and pleasure, with the dative of respect, th dikaiosunh, so far
as relates to righteousness, “as respects righteousness,” <450620>Romans 6:20
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 1 k.; Buttmann, sec. 133, 12).*

{1659} eleuqerow, eleuqerw: future eleuqerwsw; 1 aorist
hleuqerwsa; passive, 1 aorist hleuqerwqhn; 1 future
eleuqerwqhsomai; (eleuqerov); (from Aeschylus down); “to make free,
set at liberty”: from the dominion of sin, <430832>John 8:32,36; tina apo
tinov, one from another’s control (Winer’s Grammar, 196f (185);
Buttmann, 157f (138)): apo tou nomou tav aJmartiav kai tou qanatou
(see nomov, 1), <450802>Romans 8:2; apo tav aJmartiav, from the dominion of
sin, <450618>Romans 6:18,22; apo tav douleiav thv fqorav eiv thn
eleuqerian, “to liberate from bondage” (see douleia) and to bring
(transfer) “into” etc. (see eiv, C. 1), <450821>Romans 8:21; with a dative
commodi, th eleuqeria, that we might be possessors of liberty,
<480501>Galatians 5:1; cf. Buttmann, sec. 133, 12 (and Lightfoot at the
passage).*

{1660} eleusiv, eleusewv, hJ (ercomai), “a coming, advent”
(Dionysius Halicarnassus 3, 59): <440752>Acts 7:52. (en th eleusei autou, i.e.
of Christ, kai epifaneia th uJstera, Act. Thom. 28; plural aJi
eleuseiv, of the first and the second coming of Christ to earth, Irenaeus 1,
10.)*

{1661} elefantinov, elefantinh, elefantinon (elefav), “of ivory”:
<661812>Revelation 18:12. (Alcaeus Mytilenaeus, Aristophanes, Polybius,
others.)*

{1662} Eliakeim (µyqiy;l]a, whom God set up), “Eliakim,” one of the
ancestors of Christ: <400113>Matthew 1:13; <420330>Luke 3:30.*

(eJligma, eJligmatov, to (eJlissw), “a roll”: <431939>John 19:39 WH text,
where others read migma, which see (Athen., Anth. P., others.)*)

{1663} Eliezer (rz,[,ylia, my God is help), “Eliezer,” one of the
ancestors of Christ: <420329>Luke 3:29.*
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{1664} Elioud (from laæ and dwOh glory (?)), “Eliud,” one of the
ancestors of Christ: <400114>Matthew 1:14f*

{1665} Elisabet (WH Eleisabet, see WH’s Appendix, p. 155, and
under the word ei, i) ([bæv,ylia’ my God is my oath, i.e. a worshipper of
God), “Elisabeth,” wife of Zacharias the priest and mother of John the
Baptist: <420105>Luke 1:5ff*

{1666} Elissaiov and (so L T) EJlisaiov (cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 107; Tr
WH Elisaiov, cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 159), Elissaiou, oJ, ([væylia’ my
God is salvation), “Elisha,” a distinguished O.T. prophet, the disciple,
companion, and successor of Elijah (<111916>1 Kings 19:16f; 2 Kings 1—13):
<420427>Luke 4:27.*

{1667} eJlissw: future eJlixw (Rec.st elissw); (present passive
eJlissomai; from Homer down); “to roll up, fold together”: <580112>Hebrews
1:12 (where T Tr marginal reading allaxeiv), and <660614>Revelation 6:14 L
T Tr WH; see eJilissw.*

{1668} eJlkov, eJlkeov (eJlkouv) (cf. Latin ulcus, ulcerare; perhaps akin
to eJlkw (Etymologicum Magnum 331, 3; 641, 3), yet cf. Curtius, sec. 23),
to;

1. “a wound,” especially “a suppurated wound”; so in Homer and earlier
writings.

2. from (Thucydides), Theophrastus, Polybius on, “a sore, an ulcer”:
<661602>Revelation 16:2; plural, <421621>Luke 16:21; <661611>Revelation 16:11. (for
ˆyjiv], <020909>Exodus 9:9; <180207>Job 2:7, etc.)*

{1669} eJlkow, eJlkw: “to make sore, cause to ulcerate” (Hippocrates
and medical writers); passive “to be ulcerated”; perfect participle passive
hJlkwmenov (L T Tr WH eJilkwmenov (WH’s Appendix, p. 161; Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 12, 8; Buttmann, 34 (30))), “full of sores”: <421620>Luke 16:20
(Xenophon, de re. eq. 1, 4; 5, 1).*

{1670} eJlkuw, see eJlkw.

eJlkw (and in later writings eJlkuw also (Veitch, under the word; Winer’s
Grammar, 86 (82))); imperfect eJilkon (<442130>Acts 21:30); future eJlkusw
(elkusw Rec.elz <431232>John 12:32); 1 aorist eJilkusa ((infinitive (<432106>John
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21:6) eJlkusai Rbez elz L T WH, eJlkusai R {s} G Tr); cf. Alexander
Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. sec. 114, vol. ii., p. 171; Krüger, sec. 40,
under the word; (Lob. Paralip., p. 35f; Veitch, under the word)); from
Homer down; the Septuagint for Ëvæm;; “to draw”;

1. properly: to diktuon, <432106>John 21:6, 11; macairan, i.e. unsheathe,
<431810>John 18:10 (Sophocles Ant. 1208 (1233), etc.); tina, a person forcibly
and against his will (our “drag, drag off”), exw tou iJerou, <442130>Acts 21:30;
eiv thn agoran, <441619>Acts 16:19; eiv krithria, <590206>James 2:6 (prov ton
dhmon, Aristophanes eqq. 710; and in Latin, as Caesar b. g. 1, 53 (54, 4)
cum trinis catenis vinctus traheretur, Livy 2, 27 cum a lictoribus jam
traheretur).

2. metaphorically, “to draw by inward power, lead, impel”: <430644>John 6:44
(so in Greek also; as epiqumiav ... eJlkoushv epi hJdonav, Plato,
Phaedr., p. 238 a.; uJpo thv hJdonhv eJlkomenoi, Aelian h. a. 6, 31;
likewise 4 Macc. 14:13; 15:8 (11). trahit sua quemque voluptas, Vergil,
ecl. 2, 65); pantav eJlkusw prov emauton, I by my moral, my spiritual,
influence will win over to myself the hearts of all, <431232>John 12:32. Cf.
Meyer on <430644>John 6:44; (Trench, sec. 21, Compare: exelkw.)*

{1671} EJllav, EJlladov, hJ, “Greece” i.e. Greece proper, as opposed to
Macedonia, equivalent to Acaia (which see) in the time of the Romans:
<442002>Acts 20:2 (cf. Wetstein at the passage; Meyer on <441812>Acts 18:12).*

{1672} EJllhn, EJllhnov, oJ;

1. “a Greek” by nationality, whether a native of the main land or of the
Greek islands or colonies: <441817>Acts 18:17 Rec.; EJllhnev te kai
barbaroi, <450114>Romans 1:14.

2. in a wider sense the name embraces all nations not Jews that made the
language, customs, and learning of the Greeks their own; so that where
EJllhnev are opposed to Jews, the primary reference is to a difference of
religion and worship: <430735>John 7:35 (cf. Meyer at the passage); <441120>Acts
11:20 G L T Tr (cf. B. D. American edition, p. 967); <441601>Acts 16:1,3;
(<442128>Acts 21:28); <460122>1 Corinthians 1:22, 23 Rec.; <480203>Galatians 2:3
(Josephus, Antiquities 20, 11, 2); Ioudaioi te kai EJllhnev, and the like:
<441401>Acts 14:1; 18:4; 19:10,17; 20:21; <450116>Romans 1:16; 2:9,10; 3:9; 10:12;
<460124>1 Corinthians 1:24; 10:32; 12:13; <480328>Galatians 3:28; <510311>Colossians
3:11. The word is used in the same wide sense by the Greek church
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Fathers, cf. Otto on Tatian, p. 2; (Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word).
The EJllhnev spoken of in <431220>John 12:20 and <441704>Acts 17:4 are Jewish
proselytes from the Gentiles; see proshlutov, 2. (Cf. B. D. under the
word Greece etc. (especially American edition).)*

{1673} EJllhnikov, EJllhnikh, EJllhnikon, “Greek, Grecian”: <422338>Luke
23:38 (T WH Tr text omit; L Tr marginal reading brackets the clause);
<660911>Revelation 9:11. (From Aeschylus, Herodotus down.)*

{1674} EJllhniv, EJllhnidov, hJ;

1. “a Greek woman”.

2. a Gentile woman; not a Jewess (see EJllhn, 2): <410726>Mark 7:26; <441712>Acts
17:12.*

{1675} EJllhnisthv, EJllhnistou, oJ (from eJllhnizw to copy the
manners and worship of the Greeks or to use the Greek language (Winer’s
Grammar, 94 (89f), cf. 28)), “a Hellenist,” i.e. one who imitates the
manners and customs or the worship of the Greeks, and uses the Greek
tongue; employed in the N.T. of Jews born in foreign lands and speaking
Greek (“Grecian Jews”): <441120>Acts 11:20 R (WH; see in EJllhn, 2); <440929>Acts
9:29; the name adhered to them even after they had embraced Christianity,
<440601>Acts 6:1, where it is opposed to oJi EJbraioi, which see Cf. Winer’s
RWB, under the word Hellenisten; Reuss in Herzog see p. 701ff; (BB.
DD., under the word Hellenist; Farrar, St. Paul, chapter vii.; Wetstein
(1752) on <440601>Acts 6:1).*

{1676} EJllhnisti, adverb (eJllhnizw), “in Greek,” i.e. in the Greek
language: <431920>John 19:20; <442137>Acts 21:37. (Xenophon, an. 7, 6, 8; others.)*

{1677} ellogaw, equivalent to ellogew, which see ellogew (see en,
III. 3), ellogw; (passive, 3 person singular present ellogeitai R G L txt
T Tr; imperfect ellogato L marginal reading WH; cf. WH’s Appendix, p.
166; Tdf. Proleg., p. 122; Mullach, p. 252; Buttmann, 57f (50); Winer’s
Grammar, 85 (82)); (logov a reckoning, account); “to reckon in, set to
one’s account, lay to one’s charge, impute”: touto emoi ellogei (L T Tr
WH elloga (see references above)), charge this to my account,
<570118>Philemon 1:18; sin the penalty of which is under consideration,
<450513>Romans 5:13, where cf. Fritzsche, p. 311. (Inscr. quoted in Boeckh i.,
p. 850 (no. 1732 a.; Lightfoot adds Edict. Diocl. in Corp. Inscriptions
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Latin iii., p. 836; see further his note on <570118>Philemon 1:18; cf. Buttmann,
57f (50)).)*

{1678} Elmwdam (Lachmann EJlmadam, T Tr WH ‘Elmadam (on the
breathing in manuscripts see Tdf. Proleg., p. 107)), oJ, “Elmodam or
Elmadam,” proper name of one of the ancestors of Christ: <420328>Luke 3:28.*

{1679} elpizw; imperfect hlpizon; Attic future elpiw (<401221>Matthew
12:21, and often in the Septuagint ((whence in <451512>Romans 15:12); cf.
Buttmann, 37 (32); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 1 c.); the common form
elpisw does not occur in Biblical Greek); 1 aorist hlpisa; perfect
hlpika; (present passive elpizomai); (elpiv, which see); the Septuagint
for jfæB; to trust; hs;j; to flee for refuge; ljeyi to wait, to hope; “to hope”
(in a religious sense, “to wait for salvation with joy and full of
confidence”): ti, <450824>Romans 8:24f; <461307>1 Corinthians 13:7; (ta)
elpizomena, things hoped for, <581101>Hebrews 11:1 (but WH marginal
reading connect elpizomenwn with the following pragmatwn); once with
the dative of the object on which the hope rests, “hopefully to trust in”: tw
onomati autou (as in secular authors once th tuch, Thucydides 3, 97, 2),
<401221>Matthew 12:21 G L T Tr WH (cf. Buttmann, 176 (153)); kaqwv, <470805>2
Corinthians 8:5. followed by an infinitive relating to the subject of the verb
elpizw (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 331 (311); Buttmann, 259 (223)): <420634>Luke
6:34; 23:8; <442607>Acts 26:7; <451524>Romans 15:24; <461607>1 Corinthians 16:7;
Philippians 2:(19),23; <540314>1 Timothy 3:14; <630112>2 John 1:12; <640114>3 John 1:14;
followed by a perfect infinitive <470511>2 Corinthians 5:11; followed by oJti with
a present <422421>Luke 24:21; oJti with a future, <442426>Acts 24:26; <470113>2
Corinthians 1:13; 13:6; <570122>Philemon 1:22. Peculiar to Biblical Greek is the
construction of this verb with prepositions and a case of noun or pronoun
(cf. Buttmann, 175f (152f) (cf. 337 (290); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 33, d.;
Ellicott on <540410>1 Timothy 4:10)): eiv tina, to direct “hope unto one,”
<430545>John 5:45 (perfect hlpikate, in whom you have put your hope, and
rely upon it (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 40, 4 a.)); <600305>1 Peter 3:5 L T Tr WH;
with addition of oJti with future <470110>2 Corinthians 1:10 (L text Tr WH
brackets oJti, and so detach the following clause); epi tini, to build “hope
on one,” as on a foundation (often in the Septuagint): <451512>Romans 15:12
(from <231110>Isaiah 11:10); <540410>1 Timothy 4:10; 6:17; en tini, to repose “hope
in one,” <461519>1 Corinthians 15:19; followed by infinitive <505619>Philippians 2:19;
epi with according to direct “hope toward” something: epi ti, to hope to
receive something, <600113>1 Peter 1:13; epi ton Qeon, of those who hope for
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something from God, <600305>1 Peter 3:5 R G; <540505>1 Timothy 5:5, (and often in
the Septuagint). (Compare: apelpizw, proelpizw.)*

{1680} elpiv (sometimes written eJlpiv; so WH in <450820>Romans 8:20; Tdf.
in <440226>Acts 2:26; see (in 2 below, and) the references under the word
afeidon), elpidov, hJ (elpw to make to hope), the Septuagint for jfæB,
and jfæb]mi, trust; hs,j]mæ that in which one confides or to which he flees for

refuge; hw;q]Ti expectation, hope; in the classics a vox media, i.e.
“expectation” whether of good or of ill;

1. rarely in a bad sense, “expectation of evil, fear”; as, hJ twn kakwn
elpiv, Lucian, Tyrannic. c. 3; tou fobou elpiv, Thucydides 7, 61; kakh
elpiv, Plato, rep. 1, p. 330 e. (cf. legg. 1, p. 644 c. at the end); ponhra
elpiv <232819>Isaiah 28:19, the Septuagint

2. much more frequent in the classics, and always in the N.T., in a good
sense: “expectation of good, hope”; and in the Christian sense, “joyful and
confident expectation of eternal salvation”: <442306>Acts 23:6; 26:7; <450504>Romans
5:4f; 12:12; 15:13; <461313>1 Corinthians 13:13; <600103>1 Peter 1:3; 3:15; agaqh
elpiv (often in secular authors, as Plato, Phaedo 67 c.; plural elpidev
agaqai, legg. 1, p. 649 b.; Xenophon, Ages. 1, 27), <530216>2 Thessalonians
2:16; elpiv blepomenh, hope whose object is seen, <450824>Romans 8:24; oJ
Qeov thv elpidov, God, the author of hope, <451513>Romans 15:13; hJ
plhroqoria thv elpidov, fullness, i.e. certainty and strength of hope,
<580611>Hebrews 6:11; hJ oJmologia thv elpidov, the confession of those
things which we hope for, <581023>Hebrews 10:23; to kauchma thv elpidov
hope wherein we glory, <580306>Hebrews 3:6; epeisagwgh kreittonov
elpidov, the bringing in of a better hope, <580719>Hebrews 7:19; elpiv with
the genitive of the subjunctive, <442820>Acts 28:20; <470107>2 Corinthians 1:7 (6);
<500120>Philippians 1:20; with the genitive of the object, <442720>Acts 27:20;
<450502>Romans 5:2; <460910>1 Corinthians 9:10; <520508>1 Thessalonians 5:8; <560307>Titus
3:7; with the genitive of the thing on which the hope depends, hJ elpiv thv
ergasiav autwn, <441619>Acts 16:19; thv klhsewv, <490118>Ephesians 1:18; 4:4;
tou euaggeliou, <510123>Colossians 1:23; with the genitive of the person in
whom hope is reposed, <520103>1 Thessalonians 1:3 (cf. Buttmann, 155 (136)).
ep’ (or ef’ — so <440226>Acts 2:26 L T; <450418>Romans 4:18 L; 8:20 (21) T WH;
cf. Scrivener, Introduction, etc., p. 565; (but see above, at the beginning))
elpidi, relying “on hope, having hope, in hope” (Euripides, Herc. fur.
804; Diodorus Siculus 13, 21; ep’ elpidi agaqh, Xenophon, mem. 2, 1,
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187 (Winer’s Grammar, 394 (368), cf. 425 (396); Buttmann, 337 (290)):
<440226>Acts 2:26 (of a return to life); <450418>Romans 4:18; with the genitive of the
thing hoped for added: zwhv aiwniou, <560102>Titus 1:2; tou metecein, <460910>1
Corinthians 9:10 (G L T Tr WH); “in hope,” followed by oJti, <450820>Romans
8:20 (21) (but Tdf. reads dioti); “on account of the hope, for the hope”
(Buttmann, 165 (144)), with the genitive of the thing on which the hope
rests, <442606>Acts 26:6. par’ elpida, “beyond, against, hope” (Winer’s
Grammar, 404 (377)): <450418>Romans 4:18 (i.e. where the laws of nature left
no room for hope). ecein elpida (often in Greek writings): <451504>Romans
15:4; <470312>2 Corinthians 3:12; with an infinitive belonging to the person
hoping, <471015>2 Corinthians 10:15; elpida ecein eiv (Tdf. prov) Qeon,
followed by an accusative with an infinitive <442415>Acts 24:15 (eiv Criston
ecein, tav elpidav, Acta Thomae sec. 28; (thn elpida eiv ton Ihsoun
en tw pneumati econtev, the Epistle of Barnabas 11, 11)); epi with the
dative of person <620303>1 John 3:3; elpida mh econtev (of the heathen)
having no hope (of salvation), <490212>Ephesians 2:12; <520413>1 Thessalonians 4:13;
h elpiv estin eiv Qeon, directed unto God, <600121>1 Peter 1:21. By
metonymy, it denotes a. the author of hope, or he who is its foundation,
(often so in Greek authors, as Aeschylus choëph. 776; Thucydides 3, 57;
(cf. Ignatius ad Ephesians 21, 2; ad Magn. 11 at the end; ad Philad. 11, 2;
ad Trall. inscr. and 2, 2, etc.)): <540101>1 Timothy 1:1; <520219>1 Thessalonians 2:19;
with the genitive of object added, thv doxhv, <510127>Colossians 1:27. b. the
thing hoped for: prosdecesqai thn makarian elpida, <560213>Titus 2:13;
elpida dikaiosunhv apekdecesqai, the thing hoped for, which is
righteousness (cf. Meyer edition Sieffert at the passage), <480505>Galatians 5:5
(prosdokwn tav uJpo Qeou elpidav, 2 Macc. 7:14); dia elpida thn
apokeimenhn en toiv ouranoiv, <510105>Colossians 1:5; krathsai thv
prokeimenhv elpidov, <580618>Hebrews 6:18 (cf. Bleek at the passage). —
Zöckler, Deuteronomy vi ac notlone vocis elpiv in N.T. Gissae 1856.*

{1681} Elumav, oJ (Buttmann, 20 (18)), “Elymas,” an appellative name
which Luke interprets as magov — derived either, as is commonly
supposed, from the Arabic ... (elymon), i.e. “wise”; or, according to the
more probable opinion of Delitzsch (Zeitschrift f. d. Luth. Theol. 1877, p.
7), from the Aramaic am;ylia “powerful”: <441308>Acts 13:8. (BB. DD., under
the word.)*
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{1682} elwi (L T EJlwi (WH elwi; see Iota)), “Eloi,” Syriac form (...
yhila’) for Hebrew yliaæ (<192102>Psalm 21:2 (<192202>Psalm 22:2); <411534>Mark 15:34.
(Cf. Kautzsch, Gram. d. Biblical-Aram., p. 11.)*

{1683} emautou, emauthv, emautou (from emou and autou, reflexive
pronoun of 1st person, “of myself,” used only in the genitive, dative, and
accusative singular (cf. Buttmann, 110ff (96ff)): ap’ emautou, see apo,
II. 2 d. aa.; uJp’ emauton, under my control, <400809>Matthew 8:9; <420708>Luke
7:8; emauton, “myself,” as opposed to Christ, the supposed minister of sin
(<420717>Luke 7:17), <480218>Galatians 2:18; tacitly opposed to an animal offered in
sacrifice, <431719>John 17:19; negligently for autov eme, <460403>1 Corinthians 4:3
(yet cf. Meyer at the passage). As in Greek writers (Matthiae, sec. 148
Anm. 2, i., p. 354; Passow, under the word, p. 883), its force is sometimes
so weakened that it scarcely differs from the simple person pronoun of the
first person (yet denied by Meyer), as <431232>John 12:32; 14:21; <570113>Philemon
1:13.

{1684} embainw (see en, III. 3); 2 aorist enebhn, infinitive embhnai,
participle embav; (from Homer down); “to go into, step into”: <430504>John 5:4
R L; eiv to ploion, to embark, <400823>Matthew 8:23, and often.

{1685} emballw (see en, III. 3): 2 aorist infinitive embalein; “to throw
in, cast into”: eiv, <421205>Luke 12:5. (From Homer down. Compare:
paremballw.)

{1686} embaptw (see en, III. 3): 1 aorist participle embayav; “to dip in”:
ti, <431326>John 13:26a Lachmann, 26b R G L text; thn ceira en tw
trubliw, <402623>Matthew 26:23; middle oJ embaptomenov met’ emou
(Lachmann adds thn ceira) eiv to (WH add eJn in brackets) trublion,
<411420>Mark 14:20. (Aristophanes, Xenophon, others.)*

{1687} embateuw (see en, III. 3); (embathv stepping in, going in); “to
enter”;

1. properly: polin, Euripides, El. 595; patridov, Sophocles O.T. 825;
eiv to orov, Josephus, Antiquities 2, 12, 1; “to frequent, haunt,” often of
gods frequenting favorite spots, as nhson, Aeschylus Pers. 449; tw
cwriw, Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 1, 77; often “to come into
possession of” a thing; thus eiv naun, Demosthenes, p. 894, 7 (6 Dindorf);
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thn ghn, <061951>Joshua 19:51 the Septuagint; “to invade, make a hostile
incursion into,” eiv with accusative of place, 1 Macc. 12:25, etc.

2. tropically (cf. German eingehen); a. “to go into details” in narrating:
absolutely 2 Macc. 2:30. b. “to investigate, search into, scrutinize
minutely”: taiv episthmaiv, Philo, plant. Noë sec. 19; aJ mh eJwrake
embateuwn, things which he has not seen, i.e. things denied to the sight
(cf. <620420>1 John 4:20), <510218>Colossians 2:18 — where, if with G L (in the
small edition, but in the major edition it was reinserted, yet in brackets) T
Tr WH Huther, Meyer, we expunge mh, we must render, “going into
curious and subtile speculation about things which he has seen in visions
granted him”; but cf. Baumg.-Crusius at the passage and Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 55, 3 e.; (also Reiche (critical commentary), Bleek, Hofm.,
others, defend the mh. But see Tdf. and WH. ad loc., and Lightfoot’s
‘detached note’; cf. Buttmann, 349 (300). Some interpret “(conceitedly)
taking his stand on the things which” etc.; see under 1); Phavorinus
embateusai. epibhnai ta endon exereunhsai h skophsai; (similarly
Hesychius 2293, vol. ii., p. 73, Schmidt edition, cf. his note; further see
references in Suidas, col. 1213 d.).*

{1688} embibazw: 1 aorist enebibasa; “to put in or on, lead in, cause to
enter”; as often in the Greek writings tina eiv to ploion: <442706>Acts 27:6.*

{1689} emblepw (see en, III. 3); imperfect eneblepon; 1 aorist
enebleya, participle embleyav; “to turn one’s eyes on; look at”;

1. properly: with the accusative <410825>Mark 8:25 (Auth. 11, 3; the Septuagint
<071627>Judges 16:27 (Alexandrian LXX)); tini (Plato, rep. 10, 608 d.;
Polybius 15, 28, 3, and elsewhere), <401926>Matthew 19:26; <411021>Mark 10:21, 27;
14:67; <422017>Luke 20:17; 22:61; <430136>John 1:36,42 (43) (in all these passages
embleyav autw or autoiv legei or eipen, cf. Xenophon, Cyril 1, 3, 2
emblepwn autw elegen) eiv ton ouranon <440111>Acts 1:11 R G L (eiv thn
ghn, <230530>Isaiah 5:30; 8:22; eiv ofqalmon, Plato, Alc. 1, p. 132 e.). Absol.,
ouk eneblepon, I beheld not, i.e. the power of looking upon (namely,
surrounding objects) was taken away from me, <442211>Acts 22:11 (Tr marginal
reading WH marginal reading eblepon) (<142024>2 Chronicles 20:24 (Aldine
LXX); Xenophon, mem. 3, 11, 10).
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2. figuratively, “to look at with the mind, to consider”: <400626>Matthew 6:26
(<235101>Isaiah 51:1f; Sir. 2:10; 36:15 (33:15); with the accusative only,
<230512>Isaiah 5:12; with the dative, 2 Macc. 12:45).*

{1690} embrimaomai (see en, III. 3), embrimwmai, deponent verb,
present participle embrimwmenov (<431138>John 11:38, where Tdf.
embrimoumenov; see erwtaw, at the beginning); imperfect 3 person plural
enebrimwnto (<411405>Mark 14:5, where Tdf. embrimounto, cf. erwtaw as
above); 1 aorist enebrimhsamhn, and (<400930>Matthew 9:30 L T Tr WH)
enebrimhqhn (Buttmann, 52 (46)); (brimaomai, from brimh, to be
moved with anger); “to snort in” (of horses; German darein schnauben):
Aeschylus sept. 461; “to be very angry, to be moved with indignation”:
tini (Libanius), <411405>Mark 14:5 (see above); absolutely, with addition of en
eJautw, <431138>John 11:38; with the dative of respect, <431133>John 11:33. In a
sense unknown to secular authors, “to charge with earnest admonition,
sternly to charge, threateningly to enjoin”: <400930>Matthew 9:30; <410143>Mark
1:43.*

{1692} emew, emw ((cf. Sanskrit vam, Latin vomere; Curtius, sec. 452;
Vanicek, p. 886f)): 1 aorist infinitive emesai; “to vomit, vomit forth,
throw up,” from Homer down: tina ek tou stomatov, i.e. to reject with
extreme disgust, <660316>Revelation 3:16.*

{1693} emmainomai (see en, III. 3); tini, “to rage against” (A.V. “to be
exceedingly mad against”) one: <442611>Acts 26:11; besides only in Joseph;
Antiquities 17, 6, 5.*

{1694} Emmanouhl, oJ, “Immanuel” (from WnM;[i and laæ; God with us),
equivalent to “savior,” a name given to Christ by Matthew, <400123>Matthew
1:23, after <230714>Isaiah 7:14. According to the orthodox interpretation the
name denotes the same as qeanqrwpov, and has reference to the personal
union of the human nature and the divine in Christ. (See BB. DD. under
the word.)*

{1695} Emmaouv (in Josephus also Ammaouv), hJ, “Emmaus” (Latin
genitive -untis), a village 30 stadia from Jerusalem (according to the true
reading (so Dindorf and Bekker) in Josephus, b. j. 7, 6, 6; not, as is
commonly said, following the authority of Luke, 60 stadia), apparently
represented by the modern Kulonieh (cf. Ewald, Gesch. des Volkes Israel,
2te Ausg. vi., p. 675f; (Caspari, Chronolog. and Geograph. Introduction to
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the Life of Christ sec. 191; Sepp, Jerus. u. d. heil. Land, 1:52)): <422413>Luke
24:13. There was a town of the same name in the level country of Judaea,
175 stadia from Jerusalem, noted for its hot springs and for the slaughter of
the Syrians routed by Judas Maccabaeus, 1 Macc. 3:40, 57; afterward
fortified by Bacchides, the Syrian leader, 1 Macc. 9:50, and from the 3rd
century on called Nicopolis (B. D., under the word Emmaus or Nicopolis).
A third place of the same name was situated near Tiberias, and was famous
for its medicinal springs. Cf. Keim, iii., p. 555f (English translation, vi.
306f); Wolff in Riehm, p. 376f; (especially Hackett in B. D. American
edition, p. 731).*

{1696} emmenw (Tdf. enmenw, <441422>Acts 14:22; see en, III. 3); 1 aorist
enemeina; from Aeschylus and Herodotus down; (Augustine, immaneo),
“to remain in, continue”; a. properly, in a place: en tini, <442830>Acts 28:30 T
Tr WH. b. “to persevere in” anything, a state of mind, etc.; “to hold fast,
be true to, abide by, keep”: th pistei, <441422>Acts 14:22 (nomw, oJrkoiv, etc.
in the Greek writings); en tini (more rarely so in the classics, as en taiv
spondaiv, Thucydides 4, 118; en th pistei, Polybius 3, 70, 4): en (so R
G only) toiv gegrammenoiv, <480310>Galatians 3:10 from <052726>Deuteronomy
27:26; en th diaqhkh, <580809>Hebrews 8:9 from <243803>Jeremiah 38:32
(<243132>Jeremiah 31:32). (Cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 5.)*

emmesw, equivalent to en mesw (see mesov, 2): <660113>Revelation 1:13; 2:1;
4:6; 5:6; 22:2, in Tdf. edition 7; (see his Proleg., p. xlviii. (but nowhere in
edition 8, see the Proleg., p. 76f); cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 150; B. 8).

{1697} Emmor (Emmwr L T Tr (but WH EJmmwr, see their Introductory
sec. 408)), oJ (rwOmj} i.e. ass), “Emmor” (or “Hamor,” according to the
Hebrew), proper name of a man: <440716>Acts 7:16; see concerning him,
<013319>Genesis 33:19; 34:2f*

{1699} emov, emh, emon (from emou), possessive pronoun of the first
person, “mine”;

a. “that which I have; what I possess”: <430434>John 4:34; 13:35; (15:11 hJ
cara hJ emh (see menw, I. 1 b. a.)); <431836>John 18:36; <451001>Romans 10:1;
<570112>Philemon 1:12, and often; th emh ceiri, with my own hand (B. 117
(102) note), <461621>1 Corinthians 16:21; <480611>Galatians 6:11; <510418>Colossians
4:18; as a predicate, <430716>John 7:16; 14:24; 16:15; substantively, to emon
that which is mine, mine own, especially my money, <402527>Matthew 25:27;
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divine truth, in the knowledge of which I excel, <431615>John 16:15; universally,
in plural ta ema my goods, <402015>Matthew 20:15; <421531>Luke 15:31.

b. “proceeding from me”: oJi emoi logoi, <410838>Mark 8:38; <420926>Luke 9:26
(here Tr marginal reading brackets logoi); oJ logov oJ emov, <430837>John 8:37;
hJ entolh hJ emh, <431512>John 15:12; hJ emh didach, <430716>John 7:16, and in
other examples

c. “pertaining or relating to me”;

[a]. “appointed for me”: oJ kairov oJ emov, <430706>John 7:6.

[b]. equivalent to a genitive of the object: hJ emh anamnhsiv, <422219>Luke
22:19; <461124>1 Corinthians 11:24; examples from Greek writings are given
by Winer’s Grammar, sec. 22, 7; (Kühner, sec. 454, Anm. 11; Krüger,
sec. 47, 7, 8).

[g]. estin emon “it is mine,” equivalent to, it rests with me:
<402023>Matthew 20:23; <411040>Mark 10:40. In connecting the article with this
pronoun the N.T. writings do not deviate from Attic usage; cf.
Buttmann, sec. 124, 6.

{1701} empaigmonh (see en, III. 3), empaigmonhv, hJ, (empaizw),
“derision, mockery”: <610303>2 Peter 3:3 G L T Tr WH. Not found elsewhere.*

{1701} empaigmov (see en, III. 3), empaigmou, oJ, (empaizw), unknown
to secular authors, “a mocking, scoffing”: <581136>Hebrews 11:36; <262204>Ezekiel
22:4; Sir. 27:23; Sap. 12:25; (<193708>Psalm 37:8 (<193808>Psalm 38:8)); torture
inflicted in mockery, 2 Macc. 7:7 (etc.).*

{1702} empaizw (see en, III. 3); imperfect enepaizon; future empaixw
(<411034>Mark 10:34 for the more common empaixoumai and empaixomai); 1
aorist enepaixa (for the older enepaisa); passive, 1 aorist enepaicqhn
(<400216>Matthew 2:16, for the older enepaisqhn); 1 future empaicqhsomai;
(cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 240f; Krüger, sec. 40 under the word paizw;
(Veitch, ibid.); Buttmann, 64f (56f)); “to play in,” tini, <19A302>Psalm 103:26
(<19A426>Psalm 104:26); Euripides, Bacch. 867. “to play with, trifle with” (Latin
illudere) i.e.

a. “to mock”: absolutely, <402019>Matthew 20:19; 27:41; <411034>Mark 10:34;
15:31; <422311>Luke 23:11; tini (Herodotus 4, 134), <402729>Matthew 27:29
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(31); <411520>Mark 15:20; <421429>Luke 14:29; 22:63; 23:36; in passive <421832>Luke
18:32.

b. “to delude,” deceive, (Sophocles Ant. 799); in passive <400216>Matthew
2:16 (<241015>Jeremiah 10:15).*

{1703} empaikthv (see en, III. 3), empaiktou, oJ, (empaizw), “a
mocker, a scoffer”: <610303>2 Peter 3:3; <650118>Jude 1:18; playing like children,
<230304>Isaiah 3:4. Not used by secular authors.*

{1704} emperipatew (T WH enperipatew, see en, III. 3),
emperipatw: future emperipathsw; “to go about in, walk in”: en tisi,
among persons, <470616>2 Corinthians 6:16 from <032612>Leviticus 26:12. (<180107>Job
1:7; Sap. 19:20; (Philo, Plutarch), Lucian, Achilles Tatius, others.)*

{1705} empiplhmi (not empimplhmi (see en, III. 3); for euphony’s sake,
Lob. ad Phryn., p. 95; Veitch, p. 536) and empiplaw (from which form
comes the present participle empiplwn, <441417>Acts 14:17 (Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 14,1 f.; Buttmann, 66 (58))); 1 aorist eneplhsa; 1 aorist passive
eneplhsqhn; perfect passive participle empeplhsmenov; the Septuagint
for alem; and in passive often for [bæc; to be satiated; in Greek writings
from Homer down; “to fill up, fill full”: tina tinov, to bestow something
bountifully on one, <420153>Luke 1:53; <441417>Acts 14:17 (<243814>Jeremiah 38:14
(<243114>Jeremiah 31:14); <19A609>Psalm 106:9 (<19A709>Psalm 107:9); <232919>Isaiah 29:19;
Sir. 4:12); to fill with food, i.e. “satisfy, satiate”; passive, <420625>Luke 6:25;
<430612>John 6:12 (<050611>Deuteronomy 6:11; 8:10; <080214>Ruth 2:14; <160925>Nehemiah
9:25, etc.); “to take one’s fill of, glut one’s desire for”: passive with the
genitive of person, one’s contact and companionship, <451524>Romans 15:24;
cf. Kypke at the passage; tou kallouv authv, gazing at her beauty,
Susanna 32.*

empipraw (see en, III. 3) (for the more common empiprhmi, from
pimprhmi to burn; on the dropping of the mu m, cf. empiplhmi, at the
beginning); from Herodotus down; “to burn, set on fire”; present infinitive
passive empiprasqai “to be” (inflamed, and so) “swollen” (Hesychius
pimpran ... fusan; Etymologicum Magnum 672, 23 pimprasai.
fuswsai; Josephus, Antiquities 3, 11, 6; etc.); of the human body “to
swell up”: from the bite of a viper, <442806>Acts 28:6 Tdf., for R G etc.
pimprasqai, which see (and Veitch, under the word pimprhmi).*
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{1706} empiptw (see en, III. 3); future empesoumai; 2 aorist enepeson;
(from Homer down); “to fall into”: eiv boqunon, <401211>Matthew 12:11, and
L text T Tr WH in <420639>Luke 6:39; eiv frear, <421405>Luke 14:5 (R G); to fall
among robbers, eiv touv lhstav, <421036>Luke 10:36, and in metaphorical
phrases, <540306>1 Timothy 3:6f; 6:9; eiv ceirav tinov, into one’s power: tou
Qeou, to incur divine penalties, <581031>Hebrews 10:31, as in <102414>2 Samuel
24:14; <132113>1 Chronicles 21:13; Sir. 2:18.*

{1707} emplekw (see en, III. 3): passive (present emplekomai); 2 aorist
participle emplakeiv; “to inweave”; tropically, in passive, with the dative
of thing, “to entangle, involve in”: <550204>2 Timothy 2:4; <610220>2 Peter 2:20.
(From Aeschylus down.)*

{1708} emplokh (see en, III. 3), emplokhv, hJ, (emplekw), “an
interweaving, braiding, a knot”: tricwn (Lachmann omits), an elaborate
gathering of the hair into knots, Vulgate capillatura, (A.V. “plaiting”),
<600303>1 Peter 3:3 (komhv, Strabo 17, p. 828).*

{1709} empnew (T WH enpnew, see en, III. 3);

1. “to breathe in or on” (from Homer down).

2. “to inhale” (Aeschylus, Plato, others); with partitive genitive, apeilhv
kai fonou, threatening and slaughter were so to speak the element from
which he drew his breath, <440901>Acts 9:1; see Meyer at the passage, cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 9c.; (Buttmann, 167 (146)); empneon zwhv,
the Septuagint <061040>Joshua 10:40.*

{1710} emporeuomai (see en, III. 3): deponent passive with future
middle emporeusomai; (from emporov, which see); “to go a trading, to
travel for business, to traffic, trade” (Thucydides and following; the
Septuagint): <590413>James 4:13 (Rst G here give the 1 aorist subjunctive
emporeuswmeqa); with the accusative of a thing, “to import for sale” (as
elaion eiv Aigupton, the Septuagint <281201>Hosea 12:1; porfuran apo
Foinikhv, Diogenes Laërtius 7, 2; glaukav, Lucian, Nigrin. at the
beginning); “to deal in; to use a thing or a person for gain” (A.V. “make
merchandise of”) (wJran tou swmatov, Josephus, Antiquities 4, 6, 8;
Aspasia eneporeueto plhqh gunaikwn, Athen. 13, p. 569 f.): <610203>2
Peter 2:3; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 223 (209); (Buttmann, 147 (129)).*
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{1711} emporia (see en, III. 3), emporiav, hJ (emporov), “trade,
merchandise”: <402205>Matthew 22:5. (Hesiod and following; the Septuagint.)*

{1712} emporion (see en, III. 3), emporiou, to (emporov), “a place
where trade is carried on,” especially “a seaport; a mart, emporium”;
(Pliny, forum nundinarium): oikov emporiou a market house
(epexegetical genitive (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 59, 8 a.; A.V. “a house of
merchandise”)), <430216>John 2:16. (From Herodotus down; the Septuagint.)*

{1713} emporov (see en, III. 3), emporou, oJ (porov);

1. equivalent to oJ ep’ allotriav newv plewn misqou, oJ epibathv; so
Hesychius, with whom agree Phavorinus and the Schol. ad Aristophanes,
Plutarch, 521; and so the word is used by Homer.

2. after Homer “one on a journey, whether by sea or by land,” especially
“for traffic”; hence,

3. “a merchant” (opposed to kaphlov a retailer, petty tradesman):
<661803>Revelation 18:3,11,15,23; anqrwpov emporov (see anqrwpov, 4 a.),
<401345>Matthew 13:45 (WH text omits anqrwpov). (the Septuagint for jjeso
and lkero.)*

{1714} emprhqw: 1 aorist eneprhsa; from Homer down; the Septuagint
for ãræc; and tyXihi; “to burn; destroy by fire”: thn polin, <402207>Matthew
22:7.*

{1715} emprosqen (Tdf. in <660406>Revelation 4:6 enprosqen (see en, III. 3;
cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) 8)), adverb of place and of time (from en
and prosqen, properly, in the fore part); (from Herodotus down); the
Septuagint chiefly for ynep]l]; “before”. In the N.T. used only of place;

1. adverbially, “in front, before”: <660406>Revelation 4:6 (opposed to opisqen,
as in Palaeph. 29, 2). “before”: poreuesqai, to precede, to go before,
<421928>Luke 19:28; prodramwn emprosqen, <421904>Luke 19:4 (T WH eiv to
emprosqen, cf. Herodotus 4, 61 (8, 89)), like proporeuesqai
emprosqen, Xenophon, Cyril 4, 2, 23 (figuratively, Plato, Gorgias, p. 497
a. proiqi eiv to emprosqen); ta emprosqen “the things” which lie
“before” one advancing, the goal set before one, <500313>Philippians 3:13 (14)
(opposed to ta opisw).
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2. it serves as a preposition, with the genitive (Buttmann, 319 (274);
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 6);

a. “before,” i.e. in that local region which is in front of a person or a thing:
<400524>Matthew 5:24; 7:6; <420519>Luke 5:19; 14:2; to prostrate oneself
emprosqen twn podwn tinov, <661910>Revelation 19:10; 22:8; gonupetein
emprosqen tinov, <402729>Matthew 27:29; poreuesqai emprosqen tinov,
to go before one, <431004>John 10:4; apostellesqai emprosqen tinov, to be
sent before one, <430328>John 3:28; salpizein emprosqen tinov, <400602>Matthew
6:2; thn oJdon kataskeuasai, where emprosqen tinov is nearly
equivalent to a dative (cf. Buttmann, 172 (150)), <401110>Matthew 11:10;
<410102>Mark 1:2 Rec.; <420727>Luke 7:27.

b. “before, in the presence of,” equivalent to “opposite to, over against”
one: sthnai, <402711>Matthew 27:11; oJmologein and arneisqai (Buttmann,
176 (153)), <401032>Matthew 10:32f; 26:70; <421208>Luke 12:8,(9 Lachmann); also
<480214>Galatians 2:14; <520103>1 Thessalonians 1:3; 2:19; 3:9,13; “before one,” i.e.
at his tribunal: <402532>Matthew 25:32; 27:11; <422136>Luke 21:36; <441817>Acts 18:17;
<470510>2 Corinthians 5:10; <520219>1 Thessalonians 2:19; (<620319>1 John 3:19). Here
belong the expressions eudokia, qelhma esti emprosqen Qeou, “it is
the good pleasure, the will of God,” <401126>Matthew 11:26; 18:14; <421021>Luke
10:21, formed after Chaldean usage; for in <091222>1 Samuel 12:22 the words
lyaiwOh hwO;hy], “God wills,” Jonathan the targumist renders aw;[}ræ µd;q’
hwO;hy]; cf. Fischer, Deuteronomy vitiis lexamples N.T. etc., p. 329f; (cf.
Buttmann, 172 (150)).

c. “before” i.e. “in the sight of” one: <400516>Matthew 5:16; 6:1; 17:2; 23:13
(14); <410212>Mark 2:12 T Tr marginal reading WH; 9:2; <421927>Luke 19:27;
<431237>John 12:37; <441004>Acts 10:4 L T Tr WH.

d. “before,” denoting rank: gegonenai emprosqen tinov, to have
obtained greater dignity than another, <430115>John 1:15, 30, also 27 R L
brackets; (<014820>Genesis 48:20 eqhke ton Efraim emprosqen tou
Manassh; (cf. Plato, legg. 1,631 d.; 5, 743 e.; 7, 805 d.)).*

{1716} emptuw (see en, III. 3); imperfect eneptuon; future emptusw; 1
aorist eneptusa; future passive emptusqhsomai; (from Herodotus
down); “to spit upon”: tini, <411034>Mark 10:34; 14:65; 15:19; eiv to
proswpon tinov, <402667>Matthew 26:67 (<041214>Numbers 12:14; Plutarch, ii., p.
189 a. (i.e. reg. et imper. apotheg. Phocylides, 17); kata to proswpon
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tini, <052509>Deuteronomy 25:9); eiv tina, <402730>Matthew 27:30; passive “to be
spit upon”: <421832>Luke 18:32. Musonius Rufus quoted in Stab. floril. 19, 16.
Cf. Lob. ad Phryn. 10:17; (Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 66).*

{1717} emfanhv (see en, III. 3), emfanev (emfainw to show in,
exhibit), “manifest”: ginomai tini, in its literal sense, <441040>Acts 10:40;
figuratively, of God giving proofs of his saving grace and thus manifesting
himself, <451020>Romans 10:20 from <236501>Isaiah 65:1. (From Aeschylus down.)*

{1718} emfanizw (see en, III. 3); future emfanisw (Buttmann, 37
(32)); 1 aorist enefanisa; 1 aorist passive enefanisqhn; from
Xenophon, and Plato down; (emfanhv);

1. “to manifest, exhibit to view”: eJauton tini, properly, to present oneself
to the sight of another, manifest oneself to (<023313>Exodus 33:13), <431422>John
14:22; metaphorically of Christ giving evidence by the action of the Holy
Spirit on the souls of the disciples that he is alive in heaven, <431421>John 14:21.
Passive “to Show oneself, come to view, appear, be manifest”: tini (of
spectres, Sap. 17:4; autoiv Qeouv emfanizesqai legontev, Diag.
Laërtius prooem. 7; so of God, Josephus, Antiquities 1, 13, 1),
<402753>Matthew 27:53; tw proswpw tou Qeou, of Christ appearing before
God in heaven, <580924>Hebrews 9:24; (of God imparting to souls the
knowledge of himself, Sap. 1:2; Theoph. Ant. ad Autol. 1, 2, 4).

2. “to indicate, disclose, declare, make known”: followed by oJti,
<581114>Hebrews 11:14; with the dative of person <442315>Acts 23:15; ti prov tina,
<442322>Acts 23:22; ti kata tinov, to report or declare a thing against a
person, to inform against one, <442401>Acts 24:1; 25:2; peri tinov, about one,
<442515>Acts 25:15. (Synonym: see dhlow.)*

{1719} emfobov (see en, III. 3), emfobon,(fobov), “thrown into fear,
terrified, affrighted”: <422405>Luke 24:5,(37); <441004>Acts 10:4; (<442209>Acts 22:9
Rec.); 24:25; <661113>Revelation 11:13. Theophrastus, char. 25 (24), 1; (1
Macc. 13:2; in a good sense, Sir. 19:24 (21)). (Actively, “inspiring fear,
terrible,” Sophocles O. C. 39.)*

{1720} emfusaw, emfusw (see en, III. 3): 1 aorist enefushsa; “to
blow or breathe on”: tina, <432022>John 20:22, where Jesus, after the manner
of the Hebrew prophets, expresses by the symbolic act of breathing upon
the apostles the communication of the Holy Spirit to them — having in
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view the primary meaning of the words jæWr and pneuma (cf. e.g.
<263705>Ezekiel 37:5). (the Septuagint; Dioscorides (100 A. D.?), Aretaeus (80
A. D.?), Geoponica, others; (“to inflate,” Aristotle, others).)*

{1721} emfutov (see en, III. 3), emfuton (emfuw to implant), in secular
authors (from Herodotus down) “inborn, implanted by nature”; cf. Grimm,
Exeget. Hdb. on Sap. (xii. 10), p. 224; “implanted by others’ instruction”:
thus <590121>James 1:21 ton emfuton logon, the doctrine implanted by your
teachers (others by God; cf. Brückner in DeWette, or Huther at the
passage), dexasqe en prauthti, receive like mellow soil, as it were.*

{1722} en, a preposition taking the dative after it; Hebrew B]; Latin in
with abl.; English “in, on, at, with, by, among”. (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 48
a.; Buttmann, 328f (282f)) It is used:

I. Locally;

1. of place proper;

a. in the interior of some whole; within the limits of some space: en
gastri, <400118>Matthew 1:18; en Bhqlhm, <400201>Matthew 2:1; en th polei,
<420737>Luke 7:37; en th Ioudaia, en th erhmw, en tw ploiw, en tw
ouranw, and innumerable other examples

b. “in” (on) the surface of a place (German auf): en tw orei, <430420>John
4:20f; <580805>Hebrews 8:5; en plaxi, <470303>2 Corinthians 3:3; en th agora,
<402003>Matthew 20:3; en th oJdw, <400525>Matthew 5:25, etc.

c. of proximity, “at, near, by”: en taiv gwniaiv twn plateiwn,
<400605>Matthew 6:5; en tw Silwam, at the fountain Siloam, <421304>Luke 13:4; en
tw gazofulakiw, <430820>John 8:20 (see B. D. American edition under the
word Treasury: and on this passage and the preceding cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 385 (360)); kaqizein en th dexia Qeou etc., at the right hand:
<580103>Hebrews 1:3; 8:1; <490120>Ephesians 1:20.

d. of the contents of a writing, book, etc.: en th epistolh, <460509>1
Corinthians 5:9; en kefalidi bibliou grafein, <581007>Hebrews 10:7; en th
biblw, tw bibliw, <661308>Revelation 13:8; <480310>Galatians 3:10; en tw nomw,
<422444>Luke 24:44; <430145>John 1:45 (46); en toiv profhtaiv, in the book of the
prophets, <441340>Acts 13:40; en HJlia, in that portion of Scripture which
treats of Elijah, <451102>Romans 11:2, cf. Fritzsche at the passage; (Delitzsch,
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Brief a. d. Römer, p. 12; Winer’s Grammar, 385 (360); Buttmann, 331
(285)); en Dauid, in the Psalms of David, <580407>Hebrews 4:7 (see Dabid, at
the end); en tw WJshe, in the prophecies of Hosea, <450925>Romans 9:25.

e. tropically, applied to things not perceived by the senses, as en th
kardia, en taiv kardiaiv, <400528>Matthew 5:28; 13:19; <470406>2 Corinthians
4:6, and often; en taiv suneidhsesi, <470511>2 Corinthians 5:11.

2. with the dative of a person, “in the person, nature, soul, thought of
anyone”: thus en tw Qew kekruptai hJ zwh uJmwn, it lies hidden as it
were in the bosom of God until it shall come forth to view, <510303>Colossians
3:3, cf. <490309>Ephesians 3:9; en autw, i.e. in the person of Christ, katoikei
pan to plhrwmaa etc., <510119>Colossians 1:19; 2:3 ((?), 9). phrases in which
hJ aJmartia is said to dwell in men, <450717>Romans 7:17f; or oJ Cristov (the
mind, power, life of Christ) einai, (<431726>John 17:26); <450810>Romans 8:10; <471305>2
Corinthians 13:5; menein, <430656>John 6:56; (<431504>John 15:4,5); zhn,
<480220>Galatians 2:20; morfousqai, <480419>Galatians 4:19; lalein, <471303>2
Corinthians 13:3; oJ logov tou Qeou einai, <620110>1 John 1:10; menein,
<430538>John 5:38; enoikein or oikein oJ logov tou Cristou, <510316>Colossians
3:16; to pneuma (of God, of Christ), <450809>Romans 8:9,11; <460316>1 Corinthians
3:16; <550114>2 Timothy 1:14; to en tini carisma, <540414>1 Timothy 4:14; <550106>2
Timothy 1:6; energein en tini, <401402>Matthew 14:2; <490202>Ephesians 2:2; <461206>1
Corinthians 12:6, etc.; energeisqai, <510129>Colossians 1:29;
katergazesqai, <450708>Romans 7:8. after verbs of revealing, manifesting:
apokaluyai en emoi, in my soul, <480116>Galatians 1:16; faneron estin en
autoiv, <450119>Romans 1:19. en eJautw, en eJautoiv, within oneself, i.e. “in
the soul, spirit, heart”: after the verbs eidenai, <430661>John 6:61; eipein,
<420739>Luke 7:39; 18:4; embrimasqai, <431138>John 11:38; stenazein,
<450823>Romans 8:23; dialogizesqai, <410208>Mark 2:8 (alternating there with en
taiv kardiaiv, cf. <410206>Mark 2:6); <421217>Luke 12:17; diaporein, <441017>Acts
10:17; legein, <400309>Matthew 3:9; 9:21; <420749>Luke 7:49; also <470109>2 Corinthians
1:9; for other examples of divers kinds, see eimi, V. 4 e.

3. It answers to the German an (“on”; often freely to be rendered “in the
case of, with,” etc. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 48, a. 3 a.), when used

a. of the person or thing on whom or on which some power is operative:
iJna oJutw genhtai en emoi, <460915>1 Corinthians 9:15; poiein ti en tini,
<401712>Matthew 17:12; <422331>Luke 23:31; cf. Matthiae, ii., p. 1341; (Winer’s
Grammar, as above and 218 (204f); Buttmann, 149 (130)).
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b. of that in which something is manifest (Winer’s Grammar, as above):
manqanein en tini, <460406>1 Corinthians 4:6; ginwskein, <422435>Luke 24:35;
<431335>John 13:35; <620319>1 John 3:19 (examples from the classics are given by
Passow, 1:2, p. 908b; (cf. Liddell and Scott, under the word, A. III.));
likewise of that in which a thing is sought: zhtein en tini, <460402>1
Corinthians 4:2.

c. after verbs of stumbling, striking: proskoptein, <451421>Romans 14:21;
ptaiein, <590210>James 2:10; ekandalizesqai, which see in its place.

4. “with, among, in the presence of,” with the dative of person (also often
in the classics; cf. Matthiae, ii., p. 1340; Winer’s Grammar, 385 (360) and
217f (204)): <460206>1 Corinthians 2:6; en ofqalmoiv hJmwn, <402142>Matthew
21:42; en emoi, in my judgment, <461411>1 Corinthians 14:11; (perhaps add
<650101>Jude 1:1 L T Tr WH; but cf. 6 b. below). To this head some refer en
uJmin, <460602>1 Corinthians 6:2, interpreting it “in your assembly,” cf. Meyer at
the passage; but see 5 d.[g].

5. used of that with which a person is surrounded, equipped, furnished,
assisted, or acts (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 48, a. 1 b.);

a. “in” equivalent to “among,” with collective nouns: en tw oclw,
<410530>Mark 5:30 (Winer’s Grammar, 414 (386)); en th genea tauth, among
the men of this age, <410838>Mark 8:38; en tw genei mou, in my nation i.e.
among my countrymen, <480114>Galatians 1:14; especially with the dative plural
of persons, as en hJmin, en uJmin, among us, among you, en allhloiv,
among yourselves, one with another: <400206>Matthew 2:6; 11:11; <410950>Mark
9:50; <420101>Luke 1:1; <430114>John 1:14; 13:35; <440229>Acts 2:29; <460318>1 Corinthians
3:18; 5:1, and often.

b. of the garments with (in) which one is clad: en endumasi and the like,
<400715>Matthew 7:15; <411238>Mark 12:38; <422404>Luke 24:4; <432012>John 20:12; <441030>Acts
10:30; <581137>Hebrews 11:37; <590202>James 2:2; <660304>Revelation 3:4; hmfiesmenon
en iJmatioiv, <401108>Matthew 11:8 (T Tr WH omit; L brackets iJmatioiv);
<420723>Luke 7:23; periballesqai en iJmatioiv, <660305>Revelation 3:5; 4:4 (L
WH text omit en).

c. of that which one either leads or brings with him, or with which he is
furnished or equipped; especially after verbs of coming (en of
accompaniment), where we often say “with”: en deka ciliasin
uJpantan, <421431>Luke 14:31; hlqen en muriasi, <650114>Jude 1:14; cf. Grimm
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on 1 Macc. 1:17; eisercesqai en aJimati, <580925>Hebrews 9:25; en tw
uJdati kai en tw aJimati, <620506>1 John 5:6 (i.e. with the water of baptism
and the blood of atonement, by means of both which he has procured the
pardon of our sins, of which fact we are assured by the testimony of the
Holy Spirit); en rabdw, <460421>1 Corinthians 4:21; en plhrwmati eulogiav,
<451529>Romans 15:29; fqanein en tw euaggeliw, <471014>2 Corinthians 10:14;
en pneumati kai dunamei HJlion, imbued or furnished with the spirit
and power of Elijah, <420117>Luke 1:17; en th basileia autou, furnished
with the regal power of the Messiah, possessed of his kingly power
(Buttmann, 330 (284)): <401628>Matthew 16:28; <422342>Luke 23:42 (WH text L
marginal reading Tr marginal reading eiv thn basileian). Akin is its use
d. of the instrument or means by or with which anything is accomplished,
owing to the influence of the Hebrew preposition B] much more common in
the sacred writers than in secular authors. (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 48,
a. 3 d.; Buttmann, 181 (157) and 329 (283f), where we say “with, by
means of, by” (through);

[a]. in phrases in which the primitive force of the preposition is discernible,
as en puri katakaiein, <661716>Revelation 17:16 (T omits; WH brackets en);
en aJlati aJlizein or artuein, <400513>Matthew 5:13; <410950>Mark 9:50; <421434>Luke
14:34; en tw aJimati leukanein, <660714>Revelation 7:14; en aJimati
kaqarizein, <580922>Hebrews 9:22; en uJdati baptizein, <400311>Matthew 3:11,
etc. (see baptizw, II. b. bb.).

[b]. with the dative, where the simple dative of the instrument might have
been used, especially in the Revelation: en macaira, en romfaia
apokteinein, <660608>Revelation 6:8; 13:10; patassein, <422249>Luke 22:49;
apollusqai, <402652>Matthew 26:52; katapatein en toiv posin,
<400706>Matthew 7:6; en bracioni autou, <420151>Luke 1:51; en daktulw Qeou,
<421120>Luke 11:20, and in other examples; of things relating to the soul, as en
aJgiasmw, <530213>2 Thessalonians 2:13 (Winer’s Grammar, 417 (388)); <600102>1
Peter 1:2; en th paraklhsei, <470707>2 Corinthians 7:7; en proseuch,
<401721>Matthew 17:21 (T WH omit; Tr brackets the verse); eulogein en
eulogia, <490103>Ephesians 1:3; dikaiousqai en tw aJimati, <450509>Romans
5:9.

[g]. more rarely with the dative of person, meaning “aided by one, by the
intervention or agency of someone, by (means of) one” (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 389 (364); Buttmann, 329f (283f)): en tw arconti twn
daimoniwn, <400934>Matthew 9:34; en eJteroglwssoiv, <461421>1 Corinthians
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14:21; krinein thn oikoumenhn en andri, <441731>Acts 17:31; en uJmin
krinetai oJ kosmov (preceded by oJi aJgioi ton kosmon krinousin),
<460602>1 Corinthians 6:2; ergazesqai en tini, Sir. 13:4; 30:13,34.

[d]. followed by an infinitive with the article, “in that” (German dadurch
dass), or like the Latin gerund (or English participial noun; cf. Buttmann,
264 (227)): <440326>Acts 3:26; 4:80; <580208>Hebrews 2:8; 8:13. e. of the state or
condition in which anything is done or anyone exists, acts, suffers; out of a
great number of examples (see also in ginomai, 5 f.; and eimi, V. 4 b.) it is
sufficient to cite: en basanoiv, <421623>Luke 16:23; en tw qanatw, <620314>1 John
3:14; en zwh, <450510>Romans 5:10; en toiv desmoiv, <570113>Philemon 1:13; en
peirasmoiv, <600106>1 Peter 1:6; en oJmoiwmati sarkov, <450803>Romans 8:3; en
pollw agwni, <520202>1 Thessalonians 2:2; en doxh, <500419>Philippians 4:19;
<470307>2 Corinthians 3:7f; speiretai en fqora k.t.l. it (namely, that which
is sown) is sown in a state of corruption, namely, oJn, <461542>1 Corinthians
15:42f; en eJtoimw ecein, to be prepared, in readiness, <471006>2 Corinthians
10:6; en ekstasei, <441105>Acts 11:5; 22:17; very often so used of virtues and
vices, as en eusebeia kai semnothti, <540202>1 Timothy 2:2; en aJgiasmw,
<540215>1 Timothy 2:15; en kainothti zwhv, <450604>Romans 6:4; en th anoch
tou Qeou, <450326>Romans 3:26 (25); en kakia kai fqonw, <560303>Titus 3:3; en
panourgia, <470402>2 Corinthians 4:2; also with an adverbial force: as en
dunamei, powerfully, with power (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 51, i.e.;
Buttmann, 330 (284)), <410901>Mark 9:1; <450104>Romans 1:4; <510129>Colossians 1:29;
<530111>2 Thessalonians 1:11; krinein en dikaiosunh, <441731>Acts 17:31;
<661911>Revelation 19:11; en cara, in joy, joyful, <451532>Romans 15:32; en
ekteneia, <442607>Acts 26:7; en spoudh, <451208>Romans 12:8; en cariti,
<480106>Galatians 1:6; <530216>2 Thessalonians 2:16; en tacei, <421808>Luke 18:8;
<451620>Romans 16:20; <660101>Revelation 1:1. (Here perhaps may be introduced the
noteworthy adverbial phrase en pasi toutoiv, with all this, <421626>Luke
16:26 L marginal reading T Tr marginal reading WH for R G epi pasi
toutoiv (see epi, B. 2 d.); also en pasin, in all things (R. V. “withal”),
<490616>Ephesians 6:16 L text T Tr WH.) A similar use occurs in speaking f. of
the form in which anything appears or is exhibited, where en may be
represented by the German als (English “as”); twice so in the N.T.:
sofian lalein en musthriw (“as a mystery” (here A.V. “in”)), <460207>1
Corinthians 2:7; en tw autw uJpodeigmati piptein, <580411>Hebrews 4:11
((A.V. “after”); others regard this as a pregnant construction, the en
marking rest after motion (R. V. marginal reading “into”); cf. Kurtz or
Lünem. at the passage; Buttmann, 329 (283); and 7 below); (didonai ti
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en dwrea, 2 Macc. 4:30; Polybius 23, 3, 4; 26, 7, 5; en meridi, Sir. 26:3;
lambanein ti en fernh, Polybius 28, 17, 9; examples from Plato are
given by Ast, Platonic Lexicon, i., p. 702; Latin in mandatis dare i.e. to be
considered as orders, Caesar b. g. 1, 43). (Here perhaps may be noticed the
apparent use of en to denote “the measure or standard” (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 48, a. 3b.; Bernhardy (1829), p. 211): en metrw,
<490416>Ephesians 4:16 (see metron, 2); eferen en exhkonta etc. <410408>Mark
4:8 WH text (note the eiv, which see B. II. 3 a.); karpoforousin en
triakonta etc. <410420>Mark 4:20 T Tr text WH text; but some would take en
here distributively, cf. Fritzsche on <410408>Mark 4:8.) g. of the things “in”
(with) which one is busied: <540415>1 Timothy 4:15; <510402>Colossians 4:2; en oJiv,
<442612>Acts 26:12; en autw, in preaching the gospel, <490620>Ephesians 6:20; en
th eJorth, in celebrating the feast, <430223>John 2:23 (L Tr brackets en); en th
didach, in giving instruction, while teaching, <410402>Mark 4:2; 12:38; see
eimi, V. 4 d.; Passow, i., p. 910b; (Liddell and Scott, under the word, II.
1). h. of that in which anything is embodied or summed up: en autw zwh
hn, i.e. that life of which created beings were made partakers was
comprehended in him, <430104>John 1:4; en toutw tw logw
anakefalaioutai, <451309>Romans 13:9 (on <490110>Ephesians 1:10 see
anakefalaiow); pasan thn suggeneian en yucaiv eJbdomhkonta
pente, comprised in, consisting of, seventy-five souls, <440714>Acts 7:14
(Winer’s Grammar, 391 (366)).

6. of that in which any person or thing is inherently fixed, implanted, or
with which it is intimately connected;

a. of the whole in which a part inheres: properly, menein en th ampelw,
<431504>John 15:4; en eJni swmati melh polla, <451204>Romans 12:4; figuratively,
kremasqai en tini, <402240>Matthew 22:40.

b. of a person to whom another is wholly joined and to whose power and.
influence he is subject, so that the former may be likened to the place in
which the latter lives and moves. So used in the writings of Paul and of
John particularly of intimate relationship with God or with Christ, and for
the most part involving contextually the idea of power and blessing
resulting from that union thus, einai or menein en tw patri or en tw
Qew, of Christ, <431038>John 10:38; 14:10f; of Christians, <620324>1 John 3:24;
4:13,15f; einai or menein “in Christ,” of his disciples and worshippers,
<431420>John 14:20; 15:4f; menein en tw uJiw kai en tw patri, <620224>1 John
2:24; en Qew, i.e. amplified and strengthened in the fellowship of God and
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the consciousness of that fellowship, ergazesqai ti, <430321>John 3:21;
parrhsiazesqai, <520202>1 Thessalonians 2:2. Of frequent use by Paul are
the phrases en Cristw, en Cristw Ihsou, en kuriw (cf. Fritzsche,
Commentary on Romans, vol. ii., p. 82ff; Winer’s Grammar, 389 (364);
Weiss, Biblical Theol. des N.T. sections 84 b., 149 c.), “ingrafted as it
were in Christ, in fellowship and union with Christ, with the Lord”:
<450324>Romans 3:24; 6:11,23; 8:39; <460104>1 Corinthians 1:4; <470314>2 Corinthians
3:14; <480204>Galatians 2:4; 3:14,26,28; 5:6; <490103>Ephesians 1:3 (Rec. omits en);
<490206>Ephesians 2:6f,10,13; <540114>1 Timothy 1:14; <550101>2 Timothy 1:1, 13; 2:1;
<600316>1 Peter 3:16; 5:10; sthkein en kuriw, <500401>Philippians 4:1; iJna
eJureqw en autw), that I may be found (by God and Christ) most
intimately united to him, <500309>Philippians 3:9; einai en Cristw Ihsou <460130>1
Corinthians 1:30; oJi en Cristw Ihsou, <450801>Romans 8:1; <600514>1 Peter 5:14;
koimasqai en Cristw, qnhskein en kuriw, to fall asleep, to die,
mindful of relationship to Christ and confiding in it (Winer’s Grammar, as
above), <461518>1 Corinthians 15:18; <661413>Revelation 14:13. Since such union
with Christ is the basis on which actions and virtues rest, the expression is
equivalent in meaning to “by virtue of spiritual fellowship or union with
Christ”; in this sense it is joined to the following words and phrases:
pepeismai, <451414>Romans 14:14 (Winer’s Grammar, as above and 390
note); pepoiqenai, <480510>Galatians 5:10; <500114>Philippians 1:14; <530304>2
Thessalonians 3:4; parrhsian ecein, <570108>Philemon 1:8; elpizein,
<505619>Philippians 2:19; kauchsin ecein, <451517>Romans 15:17; <461531>1 Corinthians
15:31; anhken, <510318>Colossians 3:18; to auto fronein, <500402>Philippians 4:2;
uJpakouein, <490601>Ephesians 6:1 (L omits; Tr WH brackets en kuriw); fwv,
<490508>Ephesians 5:8; auxei, 2:21; zowpoieisqai, <461522>1 Corinthians 15:22; oJ
kopov ouk esti kenov, <461558>1 Corinthians 15:58; aJgiov, <500101>Philippians
1:1; hJgiasmenov, <460102>1 Corinthians 1:2; lalein, <470217>2 Corinthians 2:17;
12:19; alhqeian legein, <450901>Romans 9:1; legein kai marturesqai,
<490417>Ephesians 4:17. Hence, it denotes the Christian aim, nature. quality of
any action or virtue; thus, eureston en kuriw, <510320>Colossians 3:20 G L T
Tr WH; prosdecesqai tina, <451602>Romans 16:2; <508629>Philippians 2:29;
aspazesqai tina, <451608>Romans 16:8, 22; <461619>1 Corinthians 16:19;
kopian, <451612>Romans 16:12 (Winer’s Grammar, 390 note; L brackets the
clause); gamhqhnai, <460739>1 Corinthians 7:39; cairein, <500301>Philippians 3:1;
4:4,10; parakalein, <520401>1 Thessalonians 4:1; proistasqai tinov, <520512>1
Thessalonians 5:12; — or is equivalent to “in things pertaining to Christ, in
the cause of Christ”: nhpiov, <460301>1 Corinthians 3:1; fronimov, <460410>1
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Corinthians 4:10; paidagwgoi, <460415>1 Corinthians 4:15; oJdoi mou, <460417>1
Corinthians 4:17; qurav moi anewgmenhv en kuriw, in the kingdom of
the Lord, <470212>2 Corinthians 2:12. dikaiousqai en Cristw, by faith in
Christ, <480217>Galatians 2:17. Finally, it serves as a periphrasis for “Christian”
(whether person or thing): touv ek twn Narkissou touv ontav en
kuriw (opposed to those of the family of Narcissus who were not
Christians), <451611>Romans 16:11; anqrwpov en Cristw, a Christian, <471202>2
Corinthians 12:2; aJi ekklhsiai aJi en Cristw <480122>Galatians 1:22; <520214>1
Thessalonians 2:14; oJi nekroi en Cristo those of the dead who are
Christians, <520416>1 Thessalonians 4:16; eklekton en kuriw, a Christian of
mark, <451613>Romans 16:13; dokimov en Cristw an approved Christian,
<451610>Romans 16:10; desmiov en kuriw, a Christian prisoner (tacitly
opposed to prisoners of another sort (Winer’s Grammar, 388 (363))),
<490401>Ephesians 4:1; pistov diakonov en kuriw <490621>Ephesians 6:21;
<510407>Colossians 4:7; diakonia, <510417>Colossians 4:17; en Cristw gennan
tina, “to be the author of one’s Christian life” or life devoted to Christ,
<460415>1 Corinthians 4:15; desmoi en Cristw, bonds occasioned by one’s
fellowship with Christ, <500113>Philippians 1:13 (others connect en Cristw
here with fanerouv); it might be freely rendered “as Christians, as a
Christian,” in <460901>1 Corinthians 9:1f; <570116>Philemon 1:16. en pneumati
(aJgiw) einai, “to be in the power of, be actuated by, inspired by, the Holy
Spirit”: <450809>Romans 8:9 (here in opposed to en sarki); ginesqai,
<660110>Revelation 1:10; 4:2; en pneumati Qeou lalein, <461203>1 Corinthians
12:3; en pneumati or en pneumati tw aJgiw or en pneumati Qeou,
namely, wn (being) “in” i.e. under the power of the Spirit, moved by the
Spirit (cf. Buttmann, 330 (283f); W 390 (364f)): <402243>Matthew 22:43;
<411236>Mark 12:36; <420227>Luke 2:27; <461203>1 Corinthians 12:3; <661703>Revelation 17:3;
21:10. anqrwpov en pneumati akaqartw, namely, wn, in the power of
an unclean spirit, possessed by one, <410123>Mark 1:23; en tw ponhrw
keisqai, to be held in the power of Satan, <620519>1 John 5:19. oJi en nomw,
subject to the control of the law, <450319>Romans 3:19, en tw Adam
apoqnhskein, through connection with Adam, <461522>1 Corinthians 15:22.

c. of that in which other things are contained and upheld, as their cause and
origin: en autw (i.e., in God) zwmen k.t.l. in God is found the cause why
we live, <441728>Acts 17:28; en autw (in Christ, as the divine hypostatic logov)
ektisqh ta panta, in him resides the cause why all things were originally
created, <510116>Colossians 1:16 (the cause both instrumental and final as well,
for en autw is immediately afterward resolved into di’ autou kai eiv
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auton (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50, 6 and Lightfoot at the passage)); ta
panta en autw sunesthke, <510117>Colossians 1:17; en Isaak klhqhsetai
soi sperma, <450907>Romans 9:7; <581118>Hebrews 11:18, from <012112>Genesis 21:12;
aJgiazesqai en, with the dative of thing, <581010>Hebrews 10:10, cf. <460611>1
Corinthians 6:11; en toutw pisteuomen, in this lies the reason why we
believe, <431630>John 16:30, cf. <460404>1 Corinthians 4:4; en wJ equivalent to en
toutw oJti (“in that”), “since”: <450803>Romans 8:3; <580218>Hebrews 2:18; 6:17
(see 8 e. below). Closely related is the use of en

d. of that which gives opportunity, the occasion: efugen en tw logw
toutw (“on” i.e. “at” this word; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 48, a. 3 c.),
<440729>Acts 7:29.

e. after certain verbs denoting an affection, because the affection inheres or
resides, as it were, in that to which it relates (cf. Buttmann, 185 (160f);
Winer’s Grammar, 232 (217f)); see eudokew, eudokia, eufrainomai,
kaucaomai, cairw, etc.; likewise sometimes after elpizw, pisteuw,
pistiv (which see in their proper places), because faith and hope are
placed in what is believed or hoped for.

7. after verbs implying motion en with the dative is so used as to seem,
according to our laws of speech, to be employed for eiv with the
accusative; but it indicates the idea of rest and continuance succeeding the
motion; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50, 4; Buttmann, 328f (282f): thus after
apostellw, <401016>Matthew 10:16; <421003>Luke 10:3; eisercesqai, <420946>Luke
9:46; <661111>Revelation 11:11 (not R Tr; WH brackets en); exercesqai,
<420717>Luke 7:17; <520108>1 Thessalonians 1:8 (but not after ercesqai in <422342>Luke
23:42, on which passage see 5 c. above); katabainein, <430504>John 5:4 (R L;
cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50, 4 a.); epistreyai apeiqeiv en fronhsei
dikaiwn, that they may abide “in” etc. <420117>Luke 1:17; kalein en eirhnh,
en aJgiasmw, en mia elpidi, equivalent to eiv to einai hJmav (uJmav) en
etc.: <460715>1 Corinthians 7:15; <520407>1 Thessalonians 4:7; <490404>Ephesians 4:4;
especially after tiqenai and iJstanai, which words see in their places. On
the same use of the preposition, common in Homer, somewhat rare in the
classic authors, but recurring frequently in writings of a later age, see
Winer’s Grammar, the passage cited; Passow, i. 2, p. 909a; (cf. Liddell and
Scott, under I. 8).

8. Constructions somewhat peculiar:
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a. en Aiguptou namely, gh (by an ellipsis common in Greek writings, cf.
Passow, i. 2, p. 908b; (Liddell and Scott, under I. 2); Winer’s Grammar,
384 (359); (Buttmann, 171 (149))): <581126>Hebrews 11:26 (Lachmann); but
see Aiguptov.

b. expressions shaped by the Hebrew idiom: agorazein en with the dative
of price (for the price is the means by which a thing is bought (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 48, a. 3 e.)), <660509>Revelation 5:9 (en arguriw, <132124>1
Chronicles 21:24). allassein ti en tini (see allassw), “to exchange
one thing for another” (properly, to change something and have the
exchange “in” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 388 (363) note; 206 (194))):
<450123>Romans 1:23,25 (here methllaxan. Omnumi en tini) [Bæv]ni B], cf.
Gesenius, Thesaurus iii., p. 1355; (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 1 b.;
Buttmann, 147 (128))), “to swear by” (i.e. the name of someone being
interposed), or as it were relying “on,” supported by, someone (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 389 (364)): <400534>Matthew 5:34-36; 23:16,18-22; <661006>Revelation
10:6.

c. oJmologw, en tini after the Syriac (... (not the tiebr., see Fritzsche on
Matthew, p. 386; Buttmann, 176 (153); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 3 b.,
yet cf. sec. 4, a.)), properly, “to confess in one’s case” (or “when one’s
cause is at stake” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, the passage cited; Fritzsche, the
passage cited; Weiss, Das Matthäusevang., p. 278 note 1 (and in Meyer on
Matthew, edition 7))), the nature of the confession being evident from the
context; as, “to confess one to be my master and lord, or to be my
worshipper”: <401032>Matthew 10:32; <421208>Luke 12:8; (cf. Westcott, Canon, p.
305 note 1).

d. on the very common phrase en onomati tinov, see onoma (especially
2). (e. the phrase en wJ varies in meaning according to the varying sense of
en. It may be,

[a]. local, “wherein” (equivalent to en toutw en wJ): <450201>Romans 2:1;
14:22; <471112>2 Corinthians 11:12.

[b]. temporal, “while” (cf. II. below; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 48, a. 2):
<410219>Mark 2:19; Lukev. 34; <430507>John 5:7; <421913>Luke 19:13 (Rec. eJwv, which
see).

[g]. instrumental, “whereby”: <451421>Romans 14:21.
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[d]. causal, English “in that” (see Mätzner, English Gram, translation by
Grece, 3:452 — concomitance passing over into causal dependence, or the
substratum of the action being regarded as that on which its existence
depends; cf. ‘in those circumstances I did so and so’), “on the ground of
this that, because”: <450803>Romans 8:3, etc.; see in 6 c. above. According to
the last two uses, the phrase may be resolved into en toutw oJti or en
toutw oJ (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 23, 2 b. and b.); on its use see
Winer’s Grammar, 387 (362) note; Buttmann, 331 (284f); Bernhardy
(1829), p. 211; especially Fritzsche on Romans, vol. ii., p. 93f.)

II. With the notion of Time en marks

a. periods and portions of time in which anything occurs, “in, on, at,
during”: en th hJmera, en th nukti, <431109>John 11:9f, etc.; en taiv hJmeraiv
ekeinaiv, <400301>Matthew 3:1, etc.; en sabbatw, <401202>Matthew 12:2, and in
many other examples; en tw deuterw, at the second time, <440713>Acts 7:13;
en tw kaqexhv, <420801>Luke 8:1; en tw metaxu, “in the meantime” (Winer’s
Grammar, 592f (551)), <430431>John 4:31; (en escatw cronw, <650118>Jude 1:18
Rec.).

b. before substantives signifying an event, it is sometimes equivalent to “at
the time of” this or that event (German bei); thus en th paliggenesia,
<401928>Matthew 19:28; en th parousia autou or mou, <461523>1 Corinthians
15:23; <520219>1 Thessalonians 2:19; 3:13 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50, 5);
<503512>Philippians 2:12; <620228>1 John 2:28; en th anastasei, <402228>Matthew
22:28; <411223>Mark 12:23; <421414>Luke 14:14; 20:33; en th escath salpiggi, at
(the sounding of) the last trumpet, <461552>1 Corinthians 15:52; en th
apokaluyei of Christ, <530107>2 Thessalonians 1:7; <600107>1 Peter 1:7,13; 4:13.

c. before infinitives with the article (Buttmann, 263f (226f); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 44, 6); before the infinitive present it signifies “while, as”:
<401304>Matthew 13:4 (en tw speirein); <401325>Matthew 13:25 (en ... tw
kaqeudein touv anqrwpouv); <402712>Matthew 27:12; <410648>Mark 6:48;
<420121>Luke 1:21 (cf. Buttmann, the passage cited); 24:51; <461121>1 Corinthians
11:21; <480418>Galatians 4:18, etc.; before the infinitive aorist, “when, after
that”: <420936>Luke 9:36; 19:15, etc.

d. “within, in the course of”: en trisin hJmeraiv, <402740>Matthew 27:40;
<411529>Mark 15:29 (L T Tr omit; WH brackets en); <430219>John 2:19 (Tr WH
brackets en), 20; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 48, a. 2; (Buttmann, sec. 133,
26).
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III. In Composition. Prefixed to adjectives en denotes lying or situated in
some place or condition, possessed of or noted for something; as in
enaliov, endoxov, emfobov. Prefixed to Verbs it signifies

1. remaining, staying, continuing “in” some place, state, or condition; as,
eneimi, emmenw, enoikew.

2. motion “into” something, entering into, mingling in; as, embainw,
embateuw, egkalew (summon to court), eggrafw, egkruptw.

3. in emfusaw, emprhqw, emptuw it answers to German an (on).

Before beta b, mu m, pi p, phi f, psi y, en changes to em-, before gamma g
kappa k xi x chi c, to egg-, before lambda l to el-, although this
assimilation is neglected also in the older manuscripts (in a “not often
changed,” Scrivener, Collation etc., p. lvi.; “in some words assimilation is
constant according to all or at least all primary manuscripts while in a
comparatively small number of cases authority is divided. Speaking
generally, assimilation is the rule in compounds of en, retention of the nu n
in those of sun” (Prof. Hort). Following manuscript authority T WH write
eggrafw, enkaqetov, enkainia, enkainizw, enkatoikew,
enkaucaomai, enkentrizw, enkrinw, enperipatew, enpnew; T
enkoptw; WH enkoph, enkuov; but L T Tr WH retain egkalew,
egklhma, egkombwmai, egkrateia, egkrateuomai, egkrathv, egcriw,
ellogew (ellogaw), embainw, emballw, embaptw, embateuw,
emblepw, embrimaomai, emmainomai, empaigmonh, empaigmov,
empaizw, empaikthv, empiplhmi, empiptw, emplekw, emplokh,
emporeuomai, emporia, emporion, emporov, emptuw, emfanhv,
emfanizw, emfobov, emfutov; L T Tr egkuov; L Tr WH emmenw,
emprosqen; L Tr eggrafw, egkaqetov, egkainia, egkainizw,
egkakew, egkataleipw, egkatoikew, egkaucaomai, egkentrizw,
egkoph, egkoptw, egkrinw, emperipatew, empnew; T empipraw; T
WH are not uniform in egkakew, egkataleipw; nor T in emmenw,
emprosqen; nor WH in egkoptw. — Add L T Tr WH anegklhtov,
paremballw, parembolh. See Gregory in the Proleg. to Tdf: edition 8,
p. 76ff; Hort in WH’s Appendix, p. 149; Alexander Buttmann (1873) in
Studien und Kritiken for 1862, p. 179f; especially Meisterhans, p. 46)

{1723} enagkalizomai: 1 aorist participle enagkalisamenov; (middle
equivalent to eiv tav agkalav decomai, <420228>Luke 2:28); “to take into the
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arms, embrace”: tina, <410936>Mark 9:36; 10:16. (<200610>Proverbs 6:10; 24:48
(33); Meleager, in Anth. 7, 476, 10; Plutarch; Alciphron, epistles 2, 4;
others.)*

{1724} enaliov, enalion, or enaliov, enalia, enalion (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 11, 1)) aJlv the sea), that which is “in the sea, marine”;
plural ta enalia marine animals, <590307>James 3:7. (Often in Greek writings;
the epic form einaliov as old as Homer.)*

{1725} enanti, adverb (en and anti, properly, “in” that part of space
which is “opposite”), “before”: as a preposition followed by a genitive
(Buttmann, 319 (273)); enanti tou Qeou, ynep]l] hwO;hy], “before God,” i.e.
in the temple, <420108>Luke 1:8 (Tr marginal reading enantion); in the
judgment of God, <440821>Acts 8:21 G L T Tr WH; (enanti Faraw, <440710>Acts
7:10 Tdf.; cf. Buttmann, 180 (156)). (Very often in the Septuagint, and in
the Palestin. Apocrypha of the O.T.;. but nowhere in secular authors)*

{1727} enantiov, enantia, enantion (antiov set against) (from Homer
down), properly, that which is “over against; opposite”; used:

1. primarily of place; “opposite, contrary”: of the wind (Xenophon, an. 4,
5, 3), <401424>Matthew 14:24; <410648>Mark 6:48; <442704>Acts 27:4; ex enantiav
(Winer’s Grammar, 591 (550); Buttmann, 82 (71)), opposite, “over
against” (see ek, I. 4), with the genitive <411539>Mark 15:39.

2. metaphorically, “opposed as an adrersary, hostile, antagonistic in feeling
or act”: <520215>1 Thessalonians 2:15 (on which passage (for confirmatory
references to ancient authors) cf. Grimm on 3 Macc. 7:4 (on the other
hand, see Lünem. on 1 Thessalonians l. c.)); oJ ex enantiav, “an
opponent” (A.V. “he that is of the contrary part”), <560208>Titus 2:8; enantion
poiein ti tini, to do something against one, <442817>Acts 28:17; enantia
prattein prov to onoma tinov, <442609>Acts 26:9. Neuter enantion, adverb,
as a preposition is construction with the genitive (Buttmann, 319 (273)),
“before, in the sight of, in the presence of,” one (so in Greek writings from
Homer down; the Septuagint often for ynep]l] and yney[eB] also for yney[el]):
<410212>Mark 2:12 (T Tr marginal reading WH emprosqen); <422026>Luke 20:26;
<440710>Acts 7:10 (enantion Faraw, when he stood before Pharaoh (here
Tdf. enanti, which see)); <440832>Acts 8:32; Hebraistically, “in the judgment,
estimation,” of one, <422419>Luke 24:19; (<420106>Luke 1:6 T Tr WH) (<011009>Genesis
10:9, etc.). (to enantion i.e. tounantion see in its place.)*
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{1728} enarcomai: 1 aorist enhrxamhn; “to begin, make a beginning”:
with the dative of the thing from which the beginning is made, <480303>Galatians
3:3; ti, <500106>Philippians 1:6; <470806>2 Corinthians 8:6 Lachmann edition min.
(Polybius, Dionysius Halicarnassus, Plutarch, Lucian; generally with the
genitive of the thing begun, as in Sir. 36:29 (26); 38:16; 1 Macc. 9:54. in
Euripides, with the accusative, of beginning sacrificial rites; at length, “to
govern, rule,” with the genitive <061024>Joshua 10:24 the Septuagint)
(Compare: pro-enarcomai.)*

{1766} enatov, see ennatov.

{1728} eggrafw, see en, III. 2 and 3.

{1729} endhev, endhv (from endew to lack, middle to be in need of),
“needy, destitute”: <440434>Acts 4:34. (From (Sophocles), Herodotus down; the
Septuagint.)*

{1730} endeigma, endeigtov, ta (endeiknumi, “token, evidence, proof”
(A.V. “manifest token”): <530105>2 Thessalonians 1:5 (cf. Buttmann, 153
(134)). (Plato, Critias, p. 110 b.; Demosthenes 423, 13.)*

{1731} endeiknumi: “to point out” (Latin indicare; German anzeigen),
from Pindar down; in middle first in Homer; in the N.T. only in the middle:
(present endeiknumai); 1 aorist enedeixamhn; properly, “to show
oneself” in something, “show” something “in oneself” (cf. Buttmann, 192
(166));

1. “to show, demonstrate, prove,” whether by arguments or by acts: ti,
<450922>Romans 9:22 (joined with gnwrisai); <490207>Ephesians 2:7; <560210>Titus
2:10; 3:2; <580611>Hebrews 6:11; with two accusatives, the one of the object,
the other of the predicate, <450215>Romans 2:15; ti en tini, the dative of the
person, <450917>Romans 9:17 (from <020916>Exodus 9:16 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 254
(238))); <540116>1 Timothy 1:16; ti eiv to onoma tinov, <580610>Hebrews 6:10;
thn endeixin endiknusqai (as in Plato, legg. 12, p. 966 b.; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 225 (211)); eiv tina, <470824>2 Corinthians 8:24.

2. “to manifest, display, put forth”: tini (dative of person) kaka, <550414>2
Timothy 4:14; <015015>Genesis 50:15,17.*

{1732} endeixiv, endeixewv, hJ (endeiknumi), “demonstration, proof”:
i.e. “manifestation,” made in act, thv dikaiosunhv, <450325>Romans 3:25f; thv
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agaphv, <470824>2 Corinthians 8:24; equivalent to “sign, evidence” (A.V.
“evident token”), apwleiav, <500128>Philippians 1:28. (Plato, others.)*

{1733} eJndeka, oJi, aJi, ta, “eleven”: oJi eJndeka, the eleven apostles of
Christ remaining after the death of Judas the traitor, <402816>Matthew 28:16;
<411614>Mark 16:14; <422409>Luke 24:9,33; <440126>Acts 1:26; 2:14. (From Homer
down.)*

{1734} endekatov, endekath, endekaton, “eleventh”: <402006>Matthew
20:6,9; <662120>Revelation 21:20. (From Homer down.)*

{1735} endecomai; “to receive, approve of, admit, allow” (as ton logon,
Herodotus 1, 60). Impersonally, endecetai “it can be allowed, is possible,
may be” (often thus in Greek prose from Thucydides down): followed by
an accusative with an infinitive <421333>Luke 13:33; cf. <421701>Luke 17:1. (Cf.
decomai, at the end.)*

{1736} endhmew, endhmw; 1 aorist infinitive endhmhsai; (endhmov one
who is among his own people or in his own land, one who does not travel
abroad; opposed to ekdhmov), properly, “to be among one’s own people,
dwell in one’s own country, stay at home” (opposed to ekdhmew,
apodhmew; see those words); equivalent to “to have a fixed abode, be at
home,” en tw swmati, of life on earth, <470506>2 Corinthians 5:6,9; prov ton
kurion, of life in heaven, <470508>2 Corinthians 5:8. (Rare in the classics, as
Lysias, p. 114, 36.)*

{1737} endiduskw (equivalent to enduw (cf. Buttmann, 56 (49)));
imperfect middle enediduskomhn; “to put on, clothe”: tina porfuran,
<411517>Mark 15:17 L T Tr WH; middle “to put on oneself, be clothed in” (with
the accusative Buttmann, 191 (166); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 5):
iJmation, <420827>Luke 8:27 (R G L Tr marginal reading); porfuran,
busson, <421619>Luke 16:19; (<100124>2 Samuel 1:24; 13:18; <202903>Proverbs 29:39
(<203121>Proverbs 31:21); Judith 9:1; Sir. 50:11; Josephus, b. j. 7, 2).*

{1738} endikov, endikon (dikh), “according to right, righteous, just”:
<450308>Romans 3:8; <580202>Hebrews 2:2. (Pindar, Trag., Plato.)*

{1739} endomhsiv (endomew to build in), and endwmhsiv T Tr WH
((see WH’s Appendix, p. 152) dwmaw to build), endomhsewv, hJ, “that
which is built in” (German Einbau): tou teicouv, the material built into
the wall, i.e. of which the wall was composed, <662118>Revelation 21:18;
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elsewhere only in Josephus, Antiquities 15, 9, 6, of a mole built into the sea
to form a breakwater and so construct a harbor.*

{1740} endoxazw: 1 aorist passive enedoxasqhn; “to make endoxov, to
glorify, adorn with glory” (Vulgate glorifico, clarifico): in passive <530112>2
Thessalonians 1:12; endoxasqhnai en toiv aJgioiv, that his glory may be
seen in the saints, i.e. in the glory, blessedness, conferred on them, <530110>2
Thessalonians 1:10. (<021404>Exodus 14:4; <262822>Ezekiel 28:22, etc.; Sir. 38:6.
Not found in secular authors.)*

{1741} endoxov, endoxon (doxa), held “in good” or “in great esteem, of
high repute”;

a. “illustrious, honorable, esteemed” (Xenophon, Plato, and following):
<460410>1 Corinthians 4:10 (thus in the Septuagint for dB;k]ni, <090906>1 Samuel 9:6;
22:14; <232308>Isaiah 23:8, etc.; Sir. 11:6; 44:1, etc.).

b. “notable, glorious”: ta endoxa, wonderful deeds (A.V. “glorious
things”), <421317>Luke 13:17; (for twOal;p]n;, <023410>Exodus 34:10).

c. “splendid”: of clothing (A.V. “gorgeous”), <420725>Luke 7:25; figuratively
equivalent to “free from sin,” <490527>Ephesians 5:27.*

{1742} enduma, endutov, to (enduw), “garment, raiment,” (Aulus
Gellius, Lactantius indumentum): <400625>Matthew 6:25,28; <421223>Luke 12:23;
specifically, “a cloak, an outer garment”: <400304>Matthew 3:4; 22:11f (enduma
gamou, a wedding garment); <402803>Matthew 28:3; enduma probatwn,
sheep’s clothing, i.e. the skins of sheep, <400715>Matthew 7:15 (others take the
phrase figuratively: ‘with a lamb-like exterior’). ((Strabo 3, 3, 7); Josephus,
b. j. 5, 5, 7; (Antiquities, 3, 7, 2); Plutarch, Sol. 8; the Septuagint for
vWbl].)*

{1743} endunamow, endunamw; 1 aorist enedunamwsa; passive
(present imperative 2 person singular endunamou, 2 person plural
endunamousqe); imperfect 3 person singular enedunamouto; 1 aorist
enedunamwqhn; (from endunamov equivalent to oJ en dunamei wn); “to
make strong, endue with strength, strengthen”: tina, <500413>Philippians 4:13;
<540112>1 Timothy 1:12; <550417>2 Timothy 4:17; passively, “to receive strength, be
strengthened, increase in strength”: Arts 9:22; en tini, in anything, <550201>2
Timothy 2:1; en kuriw in union with the Lord, <490610>Ephesians 6:10; with
the dative of respect, th pistei, <450420>Romans 4:20; apo asqeneiav, to
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recover strength from weakness or disease, <581134>Hebrews 11:34 R G; (in a
bad sense, “be bold, headstrong,” <195109>Psalm 51:9 (<195209>Psalm 52:9);
(<070634>Judges 6:34 Alexandrian LXX, Aldine LXX, Complutensian LXX;
<131218>1 Chronicles 12:18 Alexandrian LXX; <010720>Genesis 7:20 Aquila);
elsewhere only in ecclesiastical writings).*

{1744} endunw (<550306>2 Timothy 3:6) and enduw (<411517>Mark 15:17 R G); 1
aorist enedusa; 1 aorist middle enedusamhn; perfect participle middle or
passive endedumenov; the Septuagint for vbæl;; as in the classics,

1. transitive, (properly, “to envelop in, to hide in”), “to put on”: tina ti,

a. in a literal sense, “to put on, clothe with” a garment: <402731>Matthew 27:31;
(with tina alone, <402728>Matthew 27:28 L WH marginal reading); <411517>Mark
15:17 R G, 20; <421522>Luke 15:22. Middle “to put on oneself, be clothed
with”: ti (Buttmann, 191 (166); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32,5),
<400625>Matthew 6:25; <421222>Luke 12:22; (<420827>Luke 8:27 T WH Tr text); <410609>Mark
6:9; Arts 12:21; endedumenov with the accusative of a thing, <410106>Mark 1:6;
<402211>Matthew 22:11 (Buttmann, 148 (129); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32,
2); <660113>Revelation 1:13; 15:6; 19:14; endusamenov (opposed to gumnov)
“clothed” with a body, <470503>2 Corinthians 5:3, on which passage see ge, 3 c.
(Aristotle, de anima 1, 3 at the end, p. 407b, 23 yuchn ... enduesqai
swma).

b. in metaphorical phrases: of armor figuratively so called, enduesqai ta
oJpla (L marginal reading erga) tou fwtov, <451312>Romans 13:12; thn
panoplian tou Qeou, ton qwraka thv dikaiosunhv, <490611>Ephesians
6:11,14; qwraka pistewv, <520508>1 Thessalonians 5:8 (with double
accusative, of object and predicate, qwraka dikaiosunhn, Sap. 5:19
(18) (cf. <235917>Isaiah 59:17); properly, oJpla, Xenophon, Cyril 1, 4, 18; ton
qwraka, an. 1,8, 3). to be furnished with anything, adorned with a virtue,
as if clothed with a garment, enduesqai afqarsian, aqanasian, <461553>1
Corinthians 15:53f; (splagcna oiktirmou, <510312>Colossians 3:12);
dunamin, <422449>Luke 24:49 (iscun, <235109>Isaiah 51:9; (<235301>Isaiah 53:1);
dunamin, euprepeian, <199201>Psalm 92:1 (<199301>Psalm 93:1); aiscunhn,
<193402>Psalm 34:26 (35:26); <19D101>Psalm 131:18 (<19D218>Psalm 132:18); 1 Macc.
1:29; dikaiosunhn, <182914>Job 29:14; Psalm 131:9 (<19D209>Psalm 132:9);
swthrian, ibid. 16; etc.); duein alkhn, Homer, Iliad (9, 231); 19, 36;
eJnnusqai and epiennusqai alkhn, Iliad 20, 381; Odyssey 9, 214 etc.;
many similar examples in Hebrew and Arabic, cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus ii.,
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742; Latin induere novum ingenium, Livy 3, 33); ton kainon anqrwpon,
i.e. a new purpose and life, <490424>Ephesians 4:24; <510310>Colossians 3:10;
Ihsoun Criston, to become so possessed of the mind of Christ as in
thought, feeling, and action to resemble him and, as it were, reproduce the
life he lived, <451314>Romans 13:14; <480327>Galatians 3:27; (similarly the Greeks
and Romans said (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 30), ton Tarkunion enduesqai,
Dionysius Halicarnassus 11, 5, 5; riyav ton stratiwthn enedu ton
sofisthn, Libanius, epistle 968; proditorem et hostem induere, Tacitus,
ann. 16, 28; cf. Fritzsche on Romans, iii., p. 143f; Wieseler on Galatians, p.
317ff; (Gataker, Advers. misc. 1, 9, p. 223ff)).

2. intransitive, “to creep into, insinuate oneself into; to enter”: endunontev
eiv tav oikiav, <550306>2 Timothy 3:6. (Compare: ependuw.)*

{1745} endusiv, endusewv, hJ (enduw), “a putting on,” (German das
Anziehen, der Anzug): twn iJmatiwn, <600303>1 Peter 3:3; (“clothing,” <184104>Job
41:4; Athen. 12, p. 550c.; Dio Cassius, 78,3; “an entering,” Plato, Crat., p.
419 c.).*

{1746} enduw, see endunw.

{1739} endwmhsiv, see endomhsiv.

{5342} enegkw, see ferw.

{1747} enedra, enedrav, hJ (from en and eJdra a seat), “a lying in wait,
ambush”: <442316>Acts 23:16 (Rec.st to enedron, which see); enedran poiein,
<442503>Acts 25:3. (the Septuagint; Thucydides and following.)*

{1748} enedreuw; (enedra); “to lie in wait for, to lay wait for, prepare a
trap for”: tina, a person, <421154>Luke 11:54 (G omits enedreuw auton, T
omits auton); <442321>Acts 23:21. (Thucydides, Xenophon, and following; the
Septuagint.)*

{1749} enedron, enedrou, to, equivalent to enedra, “a lying in wait, an
ambush”: <442316>Acts 23:16 Rec.st (the Septuagint; Sap. 14:21; Sir. 11:29; 1
Macc. 9:40, etc.; not found in secular authors.)*

{1750} eneilew, eneilw: 1 aorist eneilhsa; “to roll in, wind in”: tina
tini, one in anything, <411546>Mark 15:46. (<092109>1 Samuel 21:9; (Aristotle,
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mund. 4, p. 396a, 14; Philo), Plutarch, Artemidorus Daldianus, Philostr.,
others.)*

{1751} eneimi; (eimi); (from Homer down); “to be in”: ta enonta “what
is within,” i.e. the soul, <421141>Luke 11:41 (equivalent to to eswqen uJmwn,
<421139>Luke 11:39); this is to be regarded as an ironical exhortation (similar to
that in <300404>Amos 4:4) adjusted to the Pharisees’ own views: ‘as respects
your soul (ta enonta accusative absolutely), give alms (to the needy), and
behold all things are clean unto you (in your opinion)’; cf. Bornemann at
the passage. Most interpreters think ta enonta to be “the things that are
within the cup and the platter” (object accusative after dote, with
elhemosunhn as predicate accusative), and to be spoken of unjustly
acquired riches to be expended in charity. (Still others (following the same
construction) take ta enonta (namely, dounai) in the sense of “the things
within your power,” (R. V. marginal reading “which ye can”); cf.
Stephanus’ Thesaurus, under the word, col. 1055 a.; but see Meyer edition
Weiss at the passage) Moreover, in the opinion of many eni, (<460605>1
Corinthians 6:5 G L T Tr WH; <590117>James 1:17;) <480328>Galatians 3:28;
<510311>Colossians 3:11 etc., is contracted from enesti; but see below under
eni.*

{1752} eJneka (only before consonants (Rec. three times (Griesbach
twice) out of twenty-five)), and eJneken (R G 19 times, L (out of 26) 21
times, Tr 20, WH 18, T 17), or in a form at first Ionic eJineken (<420418>Luke
4:18 (Rec. eJn.; 18:29 T WH; <442820>Acts 28:20 T WH); <470310>2 Corinthians 3:10
(R G L marginal reading eJneken); <470712>2 Corinthians 7:12 (R G), both the
last forms alike before consonants and vowels (cf. under the word Nu;
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 1 d. 1; Buttmann, 10 (9); Krüger (dialects), sec.
68, 19, 1; WH’s Appendix, p. 173)), a preposition followed by the
genitive, “on account of, for the sake of, for”: <400510>Matthew 5:10f; 16:25;
19:29; <410835>Mark 8:35; <420622>Luke 6:22.; <442820>Acts 28:20; <450836>Romans 8:36;
<470310>2 Corinthians 3:10; eJneken toutou, “for this cause, therefore,”
<401905>Matthew 19:5; toutwn, <442621>Acts 26:21; tinov eJneken, for what cause,
wherefore, <441932>Acts 19:32; before tou with an infinitive expressing purpose
(Winer’s Grammar, 329 (309); Buttmann, 266 (228)), <470712>2 Corinthians
7:12; oJu eJineken, “because,” <420418>Luke 4:18; cf. Meyer at the passage

{1768} enenhkonta, see ennenhkonta.

{1769} eneov, see enneov.
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{1753} energeia, energeiav, hJ (energhv, which see), “working,
efficiency”; in the N.T. used only of superhuman power, whether of God or
of the devil; of God: <490307>Ephesians 3:7; <510212>Colossians 2:12; hJ energeia hJ
energoumenh, <510129>Colossians 1:29; with a relative intervening, energein
energeian, <490119>Ephesians 1:19f; kat’ energeian en metrw eJnov
eJkastou merouv, according to the working which agrees with the
measure of (is commensurate with) every single part, <490416>Ephesians 4:16;
kata thn energeian tou dunasqai auton k.t.l. according to the
efficiency by which he is able to subject all things to himself, <500321>Philippians
3:21. energeia tou Satana, <530209>2 Thessalonians 2:9; planhv, the power
with which error works, <530211>2 Thessalonians 2:11. (Sap. 7:17, etc.; 2 Macc.
3:29; thv pronoiav, 3 Macc. 4:21; not found in the Septuagint; in the
classics first in Aristotle; (on energeia, energein, of diabolic influences,
cf. Müller on the Epistle of Barnabas 19, 6).) (Synonym: see dunamiv, at
the end.)*

{1754} energew, energw; 1 aorist enhrghsa; perfect enhrghka
(<490120>Ephesians 1:20 L T WH text Tr marginal reading); (energov (see
energhv));

1. intransitive, “to be operative, be at work, put forth power”: followed by
en with the dative of person, <401402>Matthew 14:2; <410614>Mark 6:14;
<490202>Ephesians 2:2; followed by the dative of advantage (dative commodi;
(cf. Lightfoot on Galatians, as below)), “to work for” one, “aid” one, eiv
ti, unto (the accomplishing of) something (Winer’s Grammar, 397 (371)):
eiv apostolhn, unto the assumption (or discharge) of the apostolic
office; eiv ta eqnh, equivalent to eiv apostolhn (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 66, 2 d.; Buttmann, sec. 147, 8) twn eqnwn, <480208>Galatians 2:8.

2. transitive, “to effect”: ti, <461211>1 Corinthians 12:11; (<490111>Ephesians 1:11);
energein energeian, <490119>Ephesians 1:19f; ti en tini, the dative of
person, <461206>1 Corinthians 12:6 (Buttmann, 124 (109)); <480305>Galatians 3:5;
<503813>Philippians 2:13.

3. Middle, present energoumai; (imperfect enhrgoumhn); (not found in
the O.T. or in secular auth, and in the N.T. used only by Paul and James
(cf. Lightfoot on Galatians, as below)); it is used only of things (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 38, 6 at the end; (Buttmann, 193 (167))), “to display one’s
activity, show oneself operative”: (<530207>2 Thessalonians 2:7 (see
musthrion, 2 at the end)); followed by en with the dative of the thing,
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where, <450705>Romans 7:5; en with the dative of the condition, <470106>2
Corinthians 1:6; en with the dative of person in whose mind a thing shows
itself active, <470412>2 Corinthians 4:12; <490320>Ephesians 3:20; <510129>Colossians 1:29;
<520213>1 Thessalonians 2:13; followed by dia with the genitive of thing,
<480506>Galatians 5:6. In <590516>James 5:16 energoumenh does not have the force
of an adjective, but gives the reason why the dhesiv of a righteous man
has outward success, viz. as due to the fact that it exhibits its activity
(“works”) (inwardly), i.e. is solemn and earnest. (The active (and passive)
in Greek writings from Aristotle down.) (On this word cf. (besides
Lightfoot on <480208>Galatians 2:8; 5:6) Fritzsche and Vaughan on <450705>Romans
7:5; Ellicott on Galatians, 2:8.)*

{1755} energhma, energhtov, to (energew), “thing wrought; effect,
operation”: plural (R. V. “workings”), <461206>1 Corinthians 12:6; with the
addition of the epexegetical genitive dunamewn, ibid. 10. (Polybius,
Diodorus, Antoninus (others).)*

{1756} energhv, energev (equivalent to energov, equivalent to oJ wn en
tw ergw (English “at work”)), “active”: <580412>Hebrews 4:12; by a somewhat
incongruous figuratively, in <461609>1 Corinthians 16:9 a qura energhv is
spoken of, ‘an opportunity for the working of the gospel’; energhv
ginomai en tini, in something, <570106>Philemon 1:6. ((Aristotle), Polybius,
Diodorus, Plutarch, others.)*

{1764} enestwv, see enisthmi.

{1757} eneulogew, eneulogw: 1 future passive eneuloghqhsomai;
(the preposition seems to refer to the person on whom the blessing is
conferred; cf. German einsegnen); “to confer benefits on, to bless”: passive
followed by en with the dative of that in which lies the ground of the
blessing received or expected, <440325>Acts 3:25 (where the Rec. gives tw
spermati, the dative of the instrument; (WH read the simple
euloghqhsontai)); <480308>Galatians 3:8, where Rec.bez elz has the simple
euloghqhsontai (<011203>Genesis 12:3; 18:18; 26:4 Alexandrian LXX;
(<197117>Psalm 71:17 (<197217>Psalm 72:17) Aldine LXX, Complutensian LXX); Sir.
44:21; not found in secular authors.)*

{1758} enecw; imperfect eneicon; (present passive enecomai); “to have
within, to hold in”; a. passive “to be held, be entangled, be held ensnared,”
with a dative of the thing in which one is held captive — very often in
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Greek writings, both literally (as th pagh, Herodotus 2, 121, 2) and
figuratively (as aggelia, Pindar Pythagoras 8, 69; filotimia, Euripides,
Iph. A. 527; kakw, Epictetus diss. 3, 22, 93): zugw douleiav,
<480501>Galatians 5:1; (qliyesin, <530104>2 Thessalonians 1:4 WH marginal
reading) (asebeiaiv, 3 Macc. 6:10). b. enecw tini, “to be enraged with,
set oneself against, hold a grudge against someone”: <410619>Mark 6:19;
<421153>Luke 11:53 (<014923>Genesis 49:23); the expression is elliptical, and occurs
in full (colon tini “to have anger in oneself against another”) in
Herodotus 1, 118; 8, 27; 6, 119; see a similar ellipsis under prosecw. (In
this last case the ellipsis supplied is ton noun, Winer’s Grammar, 593
(552); Buttmann, 144 (126); Meyer, et al., would supply the same after
enecein in Mark and Luke the passages cited and render the phrase “to
have (an eye) on, watch” with hostility; but DeWette, Bleek, others, agree
with Grimm. Many take the expression in Luke, the passage cited
outwardly, “to press upon” (R. V. text); see Stephanus’ Thesaurus, under
the word; Liddell and Scott, under the word; Hesychius enecei.
mnhsikakei. egkeitai.)*

{1759} enqade, adverb (from enqa and the enclitic de; Krüger, sec. 9, 8,
1 and 2; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 472 (440); Buttmann, 71 (62))) (from
Homer down); a. “here”: <422441>Luke 24:41; <441018>Acts 10:18; 16:28; 17:6;
25:24. b. “hither”: <430415>John 4:15f; <442517>Acts 25:17.*

enqen, adverb (from en and the syllable qen, indicating the place whence),
“hence”: <401720>Matthew 17:20 L T Tr WH; <421626>Luke 16:26 G L T Tr WH.
(From Homer down.)*

{1760} enqumeomai, enqumoumai; a deponent passive; 1 aorist
participle enqumhqeiv; from Aeschylus down, with the object now in the
genitive now in the accusative; cf. Matthiae, sec. 349, ii., p. 823; Kühner,
sec. 417 Anm. 9, ii., p. 310; (Jelf, sec. 485); Krüger, sec. 47, 11, 1 and 2;
(from en and qumov); “to bring to mind, revolve in mind, ponder”: ti,
<400120>Matthew 1:20; 9:4; “to think, to deliberate”: peri tinov, about
anything, <441019>Acts 10:19 Rec. (So also Sap. 6:16; Plato, rep. 10, p. 595 a.;
Isocrates, epistle 9, p. 614, sec. 9 Bekker) (Compare: dienqumeomai.)*

{1761} enqumhsiv, enqumhsewv, hJ, “a thinking, consideration”: <441729>Acts
17:29 (A.V. “device”); plural “thoughts”: <400904>Matthew 9:4; 12:25;
<580412>Hebrews 4:12 (here L marginal reading singular). (Rare in the classics;
Hippocrates, Euripides, Thucydides, Lucian.)*
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{1762} eni equivalent to eni, the accent being thrown back, same as en,
used adverbially (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 50, 7 N. 2) for enesti, “is in, is
among, has place, is present” (Homer, Odyssey 21, 218; Thucydides 2,
40): <480328>Galatians 3:28 (three times); <510311>Colossians 3:11; <590117>James 1:17;
with addition of en uJmin, <460605>1 Corinthians 6:5 (where Rec. estin); in
secular authors from Sophocles and Thucydides on very often, “it can be,
is possible, is lawful”; (here some would place James, the passage cited).
The opinion of many (e.g. Fritzsche on Mark, p. 642; Meyer on Galatians,
the passage cited; cf. Ellicott ibid.) that eni is a contracted form for enesti
is opposed by the like use of para, ana, which can hardly be supposed to
be contracted from paresti, anesti; cf. Krüger, sec. 9, 11, 4; Winer’s
Grammar, 80 (77); Göttling, Lehre v., Accent etc., p. 380; (Chandler sec.
917f; Buttmann, 72 (64); Lob. Path. Element. ii. 315).*

{1763} eniautov, eniautou, oJ, “a year”: <431149>John 11:49,51; 18:13;
<441126>Acts 11:26; 18:11; <590517>James 5:17; <660915>Revelation 9:15; plural, of the
Jewish years of Jubilee, <480410>Galatians 4:10 (cf. Ellicott at the passage);
poiein eniauton, to spend a year, <590413>James 4:13; aJpax tou eniautou,
<580907>Hebrews 9:7 (like eJptakiv thv hJmerav, <421704>Luke 17:4) (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 30, 8 N. 1; Krüger, sec. 47, 10, 4); kat’ eniauton,
“yearly,” <580925>Hebrews 9:25; 10:1,3 (Thucydides 1, 93; Xenophon, oec. 4,
6; an. 3, 2, 12); in a wider sense, for some fixed and definite period of time:
<420419>Luke 4:19 (from <236102>Isaiah 61:2), on which passage see dektov. (From
Homer down.)*

(Synonyms: eniautov, etov: originally eniautov seems to have denoted
(yet cf. Curtius, sec. 210) a year viewed as a cycle or period of time, etov
as a division or sectional portion of time.)

{1764} enisthmi: perfect enesthka, participle enesthkwv (<580909>Hebrews
9:9), and by syncope enestwv; future middle ensthsomai; “to place in or
among; to put in”; in perfect, pluperfect, 2 aorist, and in middle (properly,
as it were “to stand in sight, stand near”) “to be upon, impend, threaten”:
<530202>2 Thessalonians 2:2; future middle <550301>2 Timothy 3:1. perfect participle
“close at hand,” <460726>1 Corinthians 7:26; as often in Greek writings (in the
grammarians oJ enestwv namely, cronov is the present tense (cf. Philo de
plant. Noë sec. 27 trimerhv cronov, oJv eiv ton parelhluqota kai
enestwta kai mellonta temnesqai pefuken)), “present”: oJ kairov oJ
enestwv, <580909>Hebrews 9:9; ta enestwta opposed to ta mellonta,
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<450838>Romans 8:38; <460322>1 Corinthians 3:22; oJ enestwv aiwn ponhrov in
tacit contrast with tw mellonti aiwni, <480104>Galatians 1:4 (Basil., epistle
57 ad Melet (iii., p. 151 c., Benedict. edition) wfelima didagmata h
efodia prov te ton enestwta aiwna kai ton mellonta). (Many (so
R. V.) would adopt the meaning “present” in <530202>2 Thessalonians 2:2 and
<460726>1 Corinthians 7:26 also; but cf. Meyer on Galatians, the passage
cited.)*

{1765} eniscuw; 1 aorist eniscusa; (cf. Buttmann, 145 (127));

1. intransitive, “to grow strong, to receive strength”: <440919>Acts 9:19 (here
WH Tr marginal reading eniscuqh); (Aristotle, Theophrastus, Diodorus,
the Septuagint).

2. transitive, “to make strong, to strengthen” (<102240>2 Samuel 22:40; Sir.
50:4; Hippocrates leg., p. 2, 26 oJ cronov tauta panta eniscuei); to
strengthen one in soul, “to inspirit”: <422243>Luke 22:43 (L brackets WH reject
the passage).*

{1722} enk-, see egk- and under the word en, III. 3.

{3306} (enmenw, see emmenw and under the word en, III. 3.)

{1766} ennatov or enatov (which latter form, supported by the authority
alike of manuscripts and of insert., has been everywhere restored by L T Tr
WH; cf. (under Nu; Tdf. Proleg., p. 80); Krüger, sec. 24, 2,12; Winer’s
Grammar, 43; (found once (<662120>Revelation 21:20) in Rec.st)), ennath,
ennaton (from Homer down), “ninth”: <662120>Revelation 21:20; the enath
wJra, spoken of in <402005>Matthew 20:5; 27:45f; <411533>Mark 15:33f; <422344>Luke
23:44; <440301>Acts 3:1; 10:3,30, corresponds to our 3 o’clock in the afternoon;
for the sixth hour of the Jews coincides with the twelfth of the day as
divided by our method, and the first hour of the day with them is the same
as the sixth with us. (Cf. BB. DD., under the word, Hour.)*

{1767} ennea, oJi, aJi, ta (from Homer down), “nine”: <421717>Luke 17:17;
see the following word.*

{1768} ennenhkontaennea, more correctly enenhkonta ennea (i.e.
written separately, and the first word with a single nu n, as by L T Tr WH;
cf. (under Nu; Tdf. Proleg., p. 80; WH’s Appendix, p. 148); Winer’s
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Grammar, 43f; Bornemann, Scholia ad Luc., p. 95), “ninety-nine”:
<401812>Matthew 18:12f; <421504>Luke 15:4, 7.*

{1769} enneov, more correctly eneov (L T Tr WH (cf. the preceding
word)), enneou, oJ (it seems to be identical with anewv equivalent to
unused anauov, anaov, from aw, auw to cry out, hence, “without sound,
mute”), “dumb, mute, destitute of the power of speech” (Plato, Aristotle):
<235610>Isaiah 56:10, cf. <201728>Proverbs 17:28; eneon mh dunamenon lalhsai,
of an idol, Baruch 6:40 (Epistle Jer.); “unable to speak for terror, struck
dumb, astounded”: so eJisthkeisan eneoi, “stood speechless” (Vulgate
stabant stupefacti), <440907>Acts 9:7; Hesychius embronthqentev. eneoi
genomenoi. Cf. Alberti, Glossary in N.T., p. 69. In the same sense
aphnewqh, <270416>Daniel 4:16 Theodotion, from apeneow.*

{1770} enneuw: imperfect eneneuon; “to nod to, signify or express by a
nod or sign”: tini ti, <420162>Luke 1:62. (Aristophanes in Babyloniis fragment
58 (i.e. 22 edition Brunck, 16, p. 455 Didot); Lucian, dial. meretr. 12, 1;
with ofqalmw added, <200613>Proverbs 6:13; 10:10.)*

{1771} ennoia, ennoiav, hJ (nouv);

1. the act of “thinking, consideration, meditation”; (Xenophon, Plato,
others).

2. “a thought, notion, conception”; (Plato, Phaedo, p. 73 c., etc.; especially
in philosophical writings, as Cicero, Tusc. 1, 24, 57; Acad. 2, 7 and 10;
Epictetus diss. 2, 11, 2f, etc.; Plutarch, plac. philos. 4, 11, 1; Diogenes
Laërtius 3, 79).

3. “mind, understanding, will; manner of thinking and feeling”; German
Gesinnung (Euripides, Hel. 1026; Diodorus 2, 30 variant; toiauthn
ennoian empoiein tini, Isocrates, p. 112 d.; thrhson thn emhn boulhn
kai ennoian, <200321>Proverbs 3:21; fulassein ennoian agaqhn,
<200502>Proverbs 5:2): so <600401>1 Peter 4:1; plural with kardiav added (as in
<202319>Proverbs 23:19), <580412>Hebrews 4:12 (A.V. “intents” of the heart), cf.
Sap. 2:14.*

{1772} ennomov, ennomon (nomov);

1. “bound to the law; bound by the law”: Cristw, or more correctly
Cristou L T Tr WH, <460921>1 Corinthians 9:21 (cf. Buttmann, sec. 132, 23).
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2. as in Greek writings from (Pindar), Aeschylus down, “lawful, regular”:
<441939>Acts 19:39 (on which see Lightfoot in The Contemp. Revelation for
1878, p. 295; Wood, Ephesus etc., Appendix, p. 38).*

{1773} ennucov, ennucon (nux), “nightly, nocturnal” (Homer, Pindar,
Tragg.). Neuter adverbially, “by night”: <410135>Mark 1:35, where L T Tr WH
have neuter plural ennuca (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 463 (432); Buttmann,
sec. 128, 2).*

{1774} enoikew, enoikw; future enoikhsw; 1 aorist enwkhsa; the
Septuagint for bvæy;; “to dwell in”; in the N.T. with en tini, the dative of
person “in one,” everywhere metaphorically, “to dwell in one and influence
him” (for good): en tini, in a person’s soul, of the Holy Spirit, <450811>Romans
8:11; <550114>2 Timothy 1:14; of pistiv, <550105>2 Timothy 1:5; (of sin, <450717>Romans
7:17 T WH (for simple oikein)); en uJmin; in your assembly, of Christian
truth, <510316>Colossians 3:16; en autoiv, in a Christian church, of God, <470616>2
Corinthians 6:16, cf. <460316>1 Corinthians 3:16; (others understand the phrase
in Colossians and Corinthians, the passages cited, internally, “in your
hearts”; but see Meyer).*

{1751} enonta, ta, see eneimi.

enorkizw; “to adjure, put under oath, solemnly entreat,” with two
accusatives, one of him who is adjured, one of him by whom he is adjured
(Buttmann, 147 (128)): <520527>1 Thessalonians 5:27 L T Tr WH, for R G
oJrkizw (on the infinitive following, cf. Buttmann, 276 (237)). Elsewhere
not found except once (twice) in middle enorkizomai in Boeckh,
Inscriptions ii., p. 42, no. 1933; (and Josephus, Antiquities 8, 15, 4
Dindorf, also Bekker); the substantive enorkismov occurs in Synes. (1413
b. Migne); once also enorkew in Schol. ad Lucian, Catapl. c. 23 enorkw
se kata tou patrov; (to which Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word,
adds Porph. Adm. 208, 18 enorkw se eiv ton Qeon iJna apelqhv).*

{1775} eJnothv, eJnothtov, hJ (from eJiv, eJnov, one), “unity” (Aristotle,
Plutarch); equivalent to “unanimity, agreement”: with the genitive, thv
pistewv, <490413>Ephesians 4:13; tou pneumatov, <490403>Ephesians 4:3.*

{1776} enoclew, enoclw; (present passive participle enocloumenov);
(oclew, from oclov a crowd, annoyance); in the classics from
Aristophanes, Xenophon, Plato on; “to excite disturbance, to trouble,
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annoy,” (en, in a person); in Greek writings followed by both tina and
tini; passive with apo tinov, <420618>Luke 6:18 T Tr WH; absolutely of the
growth of a poisonous plant, figuratively representing the man who
corrupts the faith, piety, character, of the Christian church: <581215>Hebrews
12:15 from <052918>Deuteronomy 29:18 after manuscript Alexandrian LXX
which gives enoclh for en colh, which agreeably to the Hebrew text is
the reading of the Vaticanus manuscript (<014801>Genesis 48:1; <091914>1 Samuel
19:14, etc.) (Compare: parenoclew.)*

{1777} enocov, enocon, equivalent to oJ enecomenov, one who is “held
in” anything, so that he cannot escape; “bound, under obligation, subject
to, liable”: with the genitive of the thing by which one is bound, douleiav,
<580215>Hebrews 2:15; used of one who is held by, possessed with, love and
zeal for anything; thus twn bibliwn, Sir. prolog. 9; with the dative toiv
erwtikoiv, Plutarch; (on supposed distinctions in meaning between the
construction with the genitive and with the dative (e.g. ‘the construction
with the dative expresses liability, that with the genitive carries the meaning
further and implies either the actual or the rightful hold.’ Green) see
Schäfer on Demosth. see p. 323; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 28, 2;
Buttmann, 170 (148)). As in Greek writings, chiefly in a forensic sense,
denoting the connection of a person either with his crime, or with the
penalty or trial, or with that against whom or which he has offended; so a.
absolutely “guilty, worthy of punishment”: <032009>Leviticus 20:9,11,13,16,27;
1 Macc. 14:45. b. with the genitive of the thing by the violation of which
guilt is contracted, “guilty of anything”: tou swmatov kai tou aJimatov
tou kuriou, guilty of a crime committed against the body and blood of the
Lord, <461127>1 Corinthians 11:27 (see Meyer; Winer’s Grammar, 202 (190f));
pantwn, namely, entalmatwn, <590210>James 2:10; oJi enocoi sou, <235417>Isaiah
54:17. c. with the genitive of the crime: aiwniou aJmarthmatov (“an
eternal sin”), <410329>Mark 3:29 L T Tr text WH; (twn biaiwn, Plato, legg.
11, 914 e.; klophv, Philo de Jos. sec. 37; iJerosuliav, 2 Macc. 13:6;
Aristotle, oec. 2 (p. 1349{a}, 19), and in other examples; but much more
often in the classics with the dative of the crime; cf. Passow or (Liddell and
Scott) under the word). d. with the genitive of the penalty: qanatou,
<411464>Mark 14:64; <402666>Matthew 26:66; <012611>Genesis 26:11; aiwniou krisewv,
<410329>Mark 3:29 Rec.; desmou (others, dative), Demosthenes, p. 1229, 11. e.
with the dative of the tribunal; “liable to this or that tribunal” i.e. to
punishment to he imposed by this or that tribunal: th krisei, tw
sunedriw, <400521>Matthew 5:21f; enocov grafh, “to be indicted,”
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Xenophon, mem. 1, 2, 64; cf. Bleek, Br. an d. Hebrew ii. 1, p. 340f;
(Winer’s Grammar, 210 (198)). f. by a use unknown to Greek writers it is
connected with eiv and the accusative of the place where the punishment is
to be suffered: eiv thn ghnnan tou purov, a pregnant construction
(Winer’s Grammar, 213 (200); 621 (577)) (but cf. Buttmann, 170 (148)
(who regards it as a vivid circumlocution for the dative; cf. Green, Critical
Notes (at the passage) ‘liable as far’ in respect of penal consequence ‘as
the fiery G.’)) viz. to go away or be cast “into” etc. <400522>Matthew 5:22.*

{1722} enp- see emp- and under the word en, III. 3 fine print.

{1778} entalma, entalmatov, to (entellomai (see entellw)), “a
precept”: plural, <401509>Matthew 15:9; <410707>Mark 7:7; <510222>Colossians 2:22.
(<232913>Isaiah 29:13 didaskontev entalmata anqrwpwn; (<182311>Job
23:11,12). Not found in secular authors; (Winer’s Grammar, 25).)*

{1779} entafiazw; 1 aorist infinitive entafiasai; “to see to” ta
entafia (from en and tafov), i.e. “to prepare a body for burial,” by the
use of every requisite provision and funereal adornment, to wit, baths,
vestments, flowers, wreaths, perfumes, libations, etc.; to lay out a corpse
(Latin pollingere): <402612>Matthew 26:12; <431940>John 19:40. (<015002>Genesis 50:2f;
Anthol. 11, 125, 5; Plutarch, de esu earn. 1, 5, 7 mor., p. 995 c.)*

{1780} entafiasmov, entafiasmou, oJ (entafiazw, which see),
“preparation” of a body “for burial”: <411408>Mark 14:8; <431207>John 12:7. (Schol.
ad Euripides, Phoen. 1654; (Schol. ad Aristophanes, Plutarch, 1009).)*

{1781} entellw: (tellw equivalent to telew); several times in the poets
(Pindar Olymp. 7, 73) and the later writers (entetalke, Josephus,
Antiquities 7, 14, 5 (but Bekker entetalqai); kaqwv entetaltai soi,
passively, Sir. 7:31); generally, and so always in the N.T., deponent middle
entellomai; future enteloumai; 1 aorist eneteilamhn; perfect 3 person
singular entetaltai (<441347>Acts 13:47); the Septuagint very often for hW;xi;
“to order, command to be done, enjoin”: peri tinov, <581122>Hebrews 11:22;
eneteilato legwn, <401504>Matthew 15:4 (R T); tini, <440102>Acts 1:2; (with
legwn added, <401709>Matthew 17:9); with oJutw added, <441347>Acts 13:47;
kaqwv, (<411106>Mark 11:6 R L marginal reading); <431431>John 14:31 R G T;
followed by an infinitive <401907>Matthew 19:7; tini, followed by an infinitive
(Buttmann, sec. 141, 2; 275 (237)), <430805>John 8:5 Rec.; tini, iJna (cf.
Buttmann, 237 (204)), <411334>Mark 13:34 (Josephus, Antiquities 7, 14, 5; 8,
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14, 2); tini ti, <402820>Matthew 28:20; <411003>Mark 10:3; <431514>John 15:14,17; tini
peri tinov, the genitive of person, <400406>Matthew 4:6; <420410>Luke 4:10, from
<199011>Psalm 90:11ff (<199111>Psalm 91:11ff). diaqhkhn entellesqai prov
tina, to command to be delivered to one, <580920>Hebrews 9:20; cf.
eneteilato autw prov laon autou, Sir. 45:3; the phrase entellesqai
(tini) diaqhkhn occurs also in <062316>Joshua 23:16; <070220>Judges 2:20;
<241104>Jeremiah 11:4; Psalm 110:9 (<19B109>Psalm 111:9), but in another sense, as
appears from the full expression diaqhkhn, hJn eneteilato uJmin poiein,
<050413>Deuteronomy 4:13. (Synonym: see keleuw, at the end.)*

{1782} enteuqen, adverb of place, “from this place, hence” (as ekeiqen
thence): <401720>Matthew 17:20 RG; <420409>Luke 4:9; 13:31; 16:26 Rec.; <430216>John
2:16; (<430703>John 7:3); 14:31; 18:36; enteuqen kai enteuqen, “on the one
side and the other, on each side”: <431918>John 19:18; <662202>Revelation 22:2 Rec.
(cf. <042224>Numbers 22:24; <271205>Daniel 12:5 Theodotion); metaphorically,
“hence,” i.e. “from that cause or origin, from this source,” equivalent to ek
toutou (see ek, II. 8), <590401>James 4:1 (Winer’s Grammar, 161 (152);
Buttmann, 400 (342)).*

{1783} enteuxiv, enteuxewv, hJ (entugcanw, which see), “a falling in
with, meeting with” (aJi toiv lhstaiv enteuxeiv, Plato, politic., p. 298
d.); “an interview, a coming together,” to visit, converse, or for any other
cause; “that for which an interview is held, a conference or conversation”
(Polybius, Diodorus, others), “a petition, supplication” (Diodorus 16, 55;
Josephus, Antiquities 15, 3, 8; Plutarch, Tib. Gracch. 11); used of prayer to
God: <540405>1 Timothy 4:5; plural (A.V. “intercessions”), <540201>1 Timothy 2:1
(Plutarch, Numbers 14 poieisqai tav prov to Qeion enteuxeiv).
(Synonym: see dhesiv, at the end.)*

{1784} entimov, entimon (timh), held “in honor, prized”; hence,
“precious”: liqov, <600204>1 Peter 2:4,6 (<232816>Isaiah 28:16); “honorable, noble,”
<421408>Luke 14:8; tini, “dear to one,” <420702>Luke 7:2; entimon ecein tina “to
hold one dear or in honor, to value highly,” <508629>Philippians 2:29.
((Sophocles, Plato, others).)*

{1785} entolh, entolhv, hJ (entellw or entellomai, which see), from
Pindar and Herodotus down; the Septuagint often for hw;x]mi, in the Psalms

the plural entolai also for µydiWQpi; “an order, command, charge,
precept”;
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1. universally, “a charge, injunction”: <421529>Luke 15:29; entolhn
lambanein para tinov, <431018>John 10:18; prov tina, <441715>Acts 17:15;
labein entolav peri tinov, <510410>Colossians 4:10; that which is prescribed
to one by reason of his office, entolhn ecein followed by infinitive,
<580705>Hebrews 7:5; entolhn didonai tini, <431431>John 14:31 L Tr WH; with
ti eiph added, of Christ, whom God commanded what to teach to men,
<431249>John 12:49; hJ entolh autou, of God, respecting the same thing,
<431250>John 12:50.

2. “a commandment,” i.e. a prescribed rule in accordance with which a
thing is done;

a. universally, entolh sarkikh (sarkinh G L T Tr WH), a precept
relating to lineage, <580716>Hebrews 7:16; of the Mosaic precept concerning the
priesthood, <580718>Hebrews 7:18; of a magistrate’s order or edict: entolhn
didonai, iJna, <431157>John 11:57.

b. ethically;

[a]. used of the commandments of the Mosaic law: hJ entolh tou Qeou,
what God prescribes in the law of Moses, <401503>Matthew 15:3 (and R G in
<401506>Matthew 15:6); <410708>Mark 7:8f; especially of particular precepts of this
law as distinguished from oJ nomov (the law) their body or sum:
<402236>Matthew 22:36,38; <411005>Mark 10:5; 12:28ff; <450708>Romans 7:8-13; 13:9;
<490602>Ephesians 6:2; <580919>Hebrews 9:19; kata thn entolhn, according to the
precept of the law, <422356>Luke 23:56; plural, <400419>Matthew 4:19); 22:40;
<411019>Mark 10:19; (<421820>Luke 18:20); threin tav entolav, <401917>Matthew
19:17; poreuesqai en taiv entolaiv, <420106>Luke 1:6; oJ nomov twn
entolwn, the law containing the precepts, <490215>Ephesians 2:15 (see dogma,
2).

[b]. of the precepts of Jewish tradition: entolai anqrwpwn, <560114>Titus
1:14.

[g]. universally, of the commandments of God, especially as promulgated in
the Christian religion: <620323>1 John 3:23; 4:21; 5:3; entolhn didonai, <620323>1
John 3:23; entolhn ecein, iJna, <620421>1 John 4:21; entolhn labein para
tou patrov, <630104>2 John 1:4; thrhsiv entolwn Qeou, <460719>1 Corinthians
7:19; threin tav entolav autou, <620203>1 John 2:3f; <620322>1 John 3:22,24; 5:2
(here L T Tr WH poiwmen), 3; or tou Qeou, <661217>Revelation 12:17; 14:12;
poiein tav entolav autou, <662214>Revelation 22:14 R G; peripatein
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kata tav entolav autou, <630106>2 John 1:6; of those things which God
commanded to be done by Christ, <431510>John 15:10b; of the precepts of
Christ relative to the orderly management of affairs in religious assemblies,
<461437>1 Corinthians 14:37 R G L Tr WH; of the moral precepts of Christ and
his apostles: entolhn didonai, iJna, <431334>John 13:34; entolhn grafein,
<620207>1 John 2:7f; (<630105>2 John 1:5); tav entolav threin, John (<431415>John
14:15); 15:10a; ecein tav entolav kai threin autav, “habere in
memoria et servare in vita” (Augustine), <431421>John 14:21; aJuth estin hJ
entolh iJna, <431512>John 15:12, cf. <620323>1 John 3:23. hJ entolh, collectively, of
the whole body of the moral precepts of Christianity; <540614>1 Timothy 6:14;
<610221>2 Peter 2:21; 3:2 (thus hJ entolh tou Qeou, Polycarp, ad Philippians
5).*

{1786} entopiov, entopion (topov), a dweller “in a place; a resident or
native of a place”: <442112>Acts 21:12. (Sophocles (?), Plato, others.)*

{1787} entov, adverb ((from en), opposed to ektov), “within, inside”:
with the genitive entov uJmwn, “within you,” i.e. “in the midst of you,”
<421721>Luke 17:21 (entov autwn, Xenophon, an. 1, 10, 3 (but see the
passage); entov toutwn, Hell. 2, 3, 19; others); others, “within you” (i.e.
“in your souls”), a meaning which the use of the word permits (entov mou,
<193804>Psalm 38:4 (<193904>Psalm 39:4); <19A802>Psalm 108:22 (<19A922>Psalm 109:22), etc.;
(Hippolytus, ref. haer. 5, 7, 8; Petrus Alexandrinus, epistle can. 5)), but not
the context; to entov, the inside, <402326>Matthew 23:26.*

{1788} entrepw; (middle, present entrepomai; imperfect
enetrepomhn); 2 aorist passive enetraphn; 2 future middle (i.e. passive
with middle force, Buttmann, 52 (45)) entraphsomai; properly, “to turn
about,” so in passive even in Homer; tina, properly, to turn one upon
himself, i.e. “to shame one,” <460414>1 Corinthians 4:14 (Diogenes Laërtius 2,
29; Aelian v. h. 3, 17; the Septuagint); passive “to be ashamed”: <530314>2
Thessalonians 3:14; <560208>Titus 2:8. Middle, tina, “to reverence a person”:
<402137>Matthew 21:37; <411206>Mark 12:6; <421802>Luke 18:2,4; 20:13; <581209>Hebrews
12:9; <021003>Exodus 10:3; Sap. 2:10; Polybius 9, 36, 10; 30, 9, 2; Qeouv,
Diodorus 19, 7; so in Greek writings, especially from Plutarch on; the
earlier Greeks said entrepesqai tinov; so also Polybius 9, 31, 6; (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 1 b. [a].; Buttmann, 192 (166)).*

{1789} entrefw: (present passive participle entrefomenov); “to nourish
in”: tina tini, “a person in a thing”; metaphorically, “to educate, form the
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mind”: toiv logoiv thv pistewv, <540406>1 Timothy 4:6; toiv nomoiv, Plato,
legg. 7, p. 798 a.; Philo, vict. offer. sec. 10 under the end; toiv iJeroiv
grammasi, Philippians leg. ad Gai. sec. 29 under the end*

{1790} entromov, entromon (tromov, cf. emfobov), “trembling,
terrified”: <440732>Acts 7:32 and 16:29 entromov ... genomenov, becoming
tremulous, made to tremble; <581221>Hebrews 12:21 (Tr marginal reading WH
marginal reading ektromov, which see). (the Septuagint; 1 Macc. 13:2;
Plutarch, Fab. 3.)*

{1791} entroph, entrophv, hJ (entrepw, which see), “shame”: prov
entrophn uJmin legw (or lalw), to arouse your shame, <460605>1 Corinthians
6:5; 15:34. (<193402>Psalm 34:26 (<193526>Psalm 35:26); <196808>Psalm 68:8,20
(<196908>Psalm 69:8,20); “respect, reverence,” Sophocles, Polybius, Josephus,
others.)*

{1792} entrufaw, entrufw; (see trufaw and trufh); “to live in
luxury, live delicately or luxuriously, to revel in”: en taiv apataiv (L Tr
text WH marginal reading agapaiv, see agaph, 2) autwn (on the
meaning see apath), <610213>2 Peter 2:13 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 5).
(Xenophon, Hell. 4, 1, 30; Diodorus 19, 71; also “to take delight in”: en
agaqoiv, <235502>Isaiah 55:2; with the dative of thing, 4 Macc. 8:7; Herodian,
3, 5, 4 (2 edition, Bekker).)*

{1793} entugcanw; 2 aorist enetucon; generally with a dative either of
person or of thing;

1. “to light upon a person or a thing, fall in with, hit upon, a person or a
thing”; so often in Attic.

2. “to go to or meet a person,” especially “for the purpose of conversation,
consultation, or supplication” (Polybius, Plutarch, Aelian, others): with the
addition peri tinov, the genitive of person, “for the purpose of consulting
about a person,” <442524>Acts 25:24 (R. V. “made suit”); to make petition:
enetucon tw kuriw kai edheqhn autou, Sap. 8:21; enetucon tw
basilei thn apolusin ... aitoumenoi, 3 Macc. 6:37; hence, “to pray,
entreat”: uJper with the genitive of person “to make intercession for”
anyone (the dative of the person approached in prayer being omitted, as
evident from the context), <450821>Romans 8:21,34; <580725>Hebrews 7:25,
(followed by peri with the genitive of person, Clement of Rome, 1
Corinthians 56, 1); tini kata tinov (“to plead with one against anyone”),
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“to accuse one to anyone,” <451102>Romans 11:2, cf. 1 Macc. 8:32; 10:61,63f;
11:25. (Not found in the Septuagint) (Compare: uJperentugcanw.)*

{1794} entulissw: 1 aorist enetulixa; perfect passive participle
entetuligmenov; “to roll in, wrap in”: tina sindoni, <402759>Matthew 27:59
(en sindoni Tr (en) sindoni WH); <422353>Luke 23:53; Ev. Nicod. c. 11 at
the end, “to roll up, wrap together”: passive <432007>John 20:7. (Aristophanes,
Plutarch, 692; nub. 987; Athen. 3, p. 106f.)*

{1795} entupow, entupw: perfect passive participle entetupwmenov;
“to engrave, imprint” (a figure): (followed by the dative (Rec. with en)),
<470307>2 Corinthians 3:7 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 634f (589)). (Aristotle, Dio
Cassius, Plutarch, and in earlier fragment in Athen.)*

{1796} enubrizw: 1 aorist participle enubrisav; “to treat with
contumely”: <581029>Hebrews 10:29. (From Sophocles on.)*

{1797} enupniazw (enupnion, which see): “to dream” (Aristotle, h. an.
4, 10, etc.), and deponent enupniazomai (Hippocrates, Plutarch, Brut. c.
24); so always in the Bible, for µlæj;, with future passive
enupniasqhsomai, and common with aorist passive enupniasqhn, more
rarely middle enupniasamhn (<013709>Genesis 37:9; <070713>Judges 7:13);
enupnia enupniazesqai (in the Septuagint for µlæj; twOmwOlj}), “to
dream” (divinely suggested) “dreams”: <440217>Acts 2:17 from <290301>Joel 3:1
(<290228>Joel 2:28); but the reading enupnioiv (enupniazesqai) was long
ago restored, which reading also manuscript Alexandrian LXX gives in
Joel. Metaphorically, “to be beguiled with sensual images and carried away
to an impious course of conduct”: <650108>Jude 1:8.*

{1798} enupnion, enupniou, to (en and uJpnov, what appears “in
sleep”; from Aeschylus down), “a dream” (Latin insomnium), a vision
which presents itself to one in sleep: <440217>Acts 2:17, on which passage see
enupniazw. (the Septuagint for µwOlj}.)*

{1799} enwpion, neuter of the adjective enwpiov, enwpion (equivalent
to oJ en wpi wn, one who is “in sight,” Theocritus, 22, 152; the Septuagint
<023311>Exodus 33:11; artoi enwpioi, <022529>Exodus 25:29); used adverbially it
gets the force of a preposition (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 6; Buttmann,
319 (274)), and is joined with the genitive (hardly to be found so in any
secular authors), “before, in sight of” anyone; time and again in the
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Septuagint for yney[eB] and ynep]l], also for dg,n, and dg,n,l]; among N.T.
writings used most frequently by Luke and the author of the Book of
Revelation, but never by Matthew and Mark. It is used:

1. of occupied place: “in that place which is before,” or “over against,
opposite, anyone and toward which another turns his eyes”;

a. properly: einai enwpion tinov, <660104>Revelation 1:4; 7:15;
(<661405>Revelation 14:5 Rec.)); so that einai must be mentally supplied before
enwpion, <660405>Revelation 4:5f; 8:3; 9:13; after sthnai, <441030>Acts 10:30;
eJsthkenai, <660709>Revelation 7:9; 8:2; 11:4; 12:4; 20:12; paresthkenai,
<420119>Luke 1:19; <440410>Acts 4:10; iJstanai, <440606>Acts 6:6; kaqhsqai,
<661116>Revelation 11:16; qura anewgmenh enwpion tinov, equivalent to a
door opened for one (see qura, c. [g]. (Buttmann, 173 (150))),
<660308>Revelation 3:8; after verbs signifying motion to a place: tiqenai,
<420518>Luke 5:18; anabainein, <660804>Revelation 8:4; ballein, <660410>Revelation
4:10; piptein or pesein (of worshippers), <660410>Revelation 4:10; 5:8;
(<660711>Revelation 7:11); proskunein, <420407>Luke 4:7; <660309>Revelation 3:9; 15:4
(cf. Buttmann, as above; 147 (129); Winer’s Grammar, 214 (201)).

b. in metaphorical phrases after verbs signifying motion: bastazein to
onoma ... enwpion eqnwn (see bastazw, 3), <440915>Acts 9:15; skandala
ballein enwpion tinov, to cast stumbling-blocks (incitements to sin)
before one, <660214>Revelation 2:14; after proercesqai, to go before one like
a herald, <420117>Luke 1:17; (after proporeuesqai, <420176>Luke 1:76 WH). in
phrases in which something is supposed to be done by one while standing
or appearing in the presence of another (cf. Buttmann, 176 (153)): after
arneisqai, <421209>Luke 12:9 (Lachmann emprosqen); (aparneisqai,
ibid.); oJmologein, <660305>Revelation 3:5 (Rec. exomologhsomai);
kathgorein, <661210>Revelation 12:10; (adein, <661403>Revelation 14:3);
kaucasqai, to come before God and glory, <460129>1 Corinthians 1:29;
dikaioun eJauton, <421615>Luke 16:15.

c. equivalent to apud (with); “in the soul” of anyone: cara ginetai
enwpion twn aggelwn, <421510>Luke 15:10 (others understand this of God’s
joy, by reverent suggestion described as “in the presence of” the angels; cf.
en ouranw, <421507>Luke 15:7); estai soi doxa enwpion twn
sunanakeimenwn, <421410>Luke 14:10 (others take this outwardly; cf. 2
below); after verbs of remembering and forgetting: eiv mnhmosunon
enwpion (L T Tr WH emprosqen) tou Qeou, <441004>Acts 10:4; mnhsqhnai
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enwpion tou Qeou, <441031>Acts 10:31; <661619>Revelation 16:19;
epilelhsmenon enwpion tou Qeou, <421206>Luke 12:6 (cf. Buttmann, sec.
134, 3).

2. “before one’s eyes; in one’s presence and sight or hearing”;

a. properly: fagein enwpion tinov, <422443>Luke 24:43; this same phrase
signifies a living together in <421326>Luke 13:26 (<101113>2 Samuel 11:13; <110125>1
Kings 1:25); shmeia poiein, <432030>John 20:30; anakrinein, <422314>Luke
23:14; enwpion pollwn marturwn, <540612>1 Timothy 6:12; add Luke
(<420525>Luke 5:25); 8:47; <441909>Acts 19:9,19; 27:35; (<540520>1 Timothy 5:20); <640106>3
John 1:6; <660305>Revelation 3:5; (<661313>Revelation 13:13; 14:10).

b. metaphorically: pistin ece enwpion tou Qeou, have faith satisfied
with this that it is not hidden from the sight of God, <451422>Romans 14:22;
aJmartanein enwpion tinov (see aJmartanw at the end), <421518>Luke
15:18,21; especially in affirmations, oaths, adjurations: enwpion tou
Qeou, tou kuriou, etc., <480120>Galatians 1:20; <540521>1 Timothy 5:21; 6:13; <550214>2
Timothy 2:14; 4:1. Hence, those are said to do something “in the presence
of” one who have him present to their thought, who set him before their
mind’s eye: prowrwmhn (prwrwmhn L T Tr WH) ton kurion enwpion
mou, <440225>Acts 2:25; tapeinousqai enwpion tou kuriou, <590410>James 4:10
(Sir. 2:17).

c. “at the instance of” anyone, “by his power and authority”: <661312>Revelation
13:12,14; 19:20.

d. “before the eyes of one,” i.e. “if he turns his eyes thither”: <580413>Hebrews
4:13 (where ouk afanhv enwpion autou is explained by the following
gumna ... toiv ofqalmoiv autou; cf. <182606>Job 26:6 gumnov oJ aJdhv
enwpion autou, “before his look, to his view”).

e. “before one” i.e. “he looking on and judging, in one’s judgment”
(Winer’s Grammar, 32; Buttmann, 172 (150); sec. 133, 14): efanhsan
enwpion autwn wJsei lhrov, <422411>Luke 24:11 (cf. Greek HJrakleidh
lhrov panta dokei einai); so especially enwpion tou Qeou, tou
kuriou, after the following words: ta aresta, <620322>1 John 3:22;
bdelugma, <421615>Luke 16:15; dikaiov, <420106>Luke 1:6 (T Tr WH enantion);
<440419>Acts 4:19; dikaiousqai, <450320>Romans 3:20; euarestov, <581321>Hebrews
13:21; euquv, <440821>Acts 8:21 Rec.; kalon, apodekton, <540203>1 Timothy 2:3;
5:4; <451217>Romans 12:17; <470821>2 Corinthians 8:21; megav, <420115>Luke 1:15;
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polutelev, <600304>1 Peter 3:4; peplhrwmenov, <660302>Revelation 3:2;
areskein, <440605>Acts 6:5 (<050123>Deuteronomy 1:23 (Alexandrian LXX); <100336>2
Samuel 3:36; (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 33, f.)); “in the sight of God” i.e.
“God looking on and approving”: <420175>Luke 1:75; <441033>Acts 10:33; <470402>2
Corinthians 4:2; 7:12. “in the sight of God, or with God”: eJuriskein
carin (ax;m; ˆje often in the O.T.), to be approved by God, please him,
<440746>Acts 7:46.*

{1800} Enwv (vwOna’ (i.e. man, mortal)), “Enos,” son of Seth (<010426>Genesis
4:26): <420338>Luke 3:38.*

{1801} enwtizomai: in Biblical writings deponent middle; 1 aorist
imperative 2 person plural enwtisasqe; equivalent to en wtioiv decomai
(Hesychius), “to receive into the ear; give ear to”: ti, <440214>Acts 2:14; the
Septuagint for ˆyzia’h,; elsewhere only in ecclesiastical and Byzantine
writings, and in these also as deponent passive. Cf. Fischer, Deuteronomy
vitiis lexicc., p. 693f; (Sturz, Dial. Alex., p. 166; Winer’s Grammar, 33).*

{1802} Enwc (WH EJnwc, see their Introductory sec. 408) (Anwcov,
Anwcou, oJ, Josephus, Antiquities 1, 3, 4; Hebrew ËwOnj} initiated or
initiating (cf. B. D., under the word)), “Enoch,” father of Methuselah
(<420337>Luke 3:37); on account of his extraordinary piety taken up alive by
God to heaven (<010518>Genesis 5:18-24; <581105>Hebrews 11:5; (cf. Sir. 44:16;
Josephus, Antiquities 1, 3, 4)); in the opinion of later Jews the most
renowned antediluvian prophet; to whom, toward the end of the second
century before Christ, was falsely attributed an apocalyptical book which
was afterward combined with fragments of other apocryphal books, and
preserved by the Fathers in Greek fragments and entire in an Ethiopic
translation. This translation, having been found among the Abyssinian
Christians toward the close of the last century, has been edited by Richard
Laurence, archbishop of Cashel (“Libri Henoch versio aethiopica.” Oxon.
1838), and by A. Dillmann (“Liber Henoch, aethiopice.” Lipsius 1851); it
was translated into English by R. Laurence (lst edition 1821; 3rd edition
1838 (reprinted (Scribners, N. Y.) 1883; also (with notes) by G. H.
Schodde (Andover, 1882)), into German by A. G. Hoffman (Jen. 1833-38,
2 vols.) and by A. Dillmann (Lipsius 1853); each of the last two translators
added a commentary. From this book is taken the ‘prophecy’ in <650114>Jude
1:14f; (cf. B. D. (American edition), also Dict. of Chris. Biog., under the
word Enoch, The Book of).*
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{1537} ex, see ek.

{1803} eJx, oJi, aJi, ta, indeclinable numeral, “six”: <401701>Matthew 17:1;
<421314>Luke 13:14, etc.

{1804} exaggellw: 1 aorist subjunctive 2 person plural exaggeilhte;
first in Homer, Iliad 5, 390; properly, “to tell out or forth” (see ek, VI. 4),
“to declare abroad, divulge, publish”: (Mark 16 WH (rejected) ‘Shorter
Conclusion’); with Hebraistic emphasis, “to make known by praising or
proclaiming, to celebrate” (A.V. “show forth”): <600209>1 Peter 2:9. (For rpesi,
<197202>Psalm 72:28 (<197328>Psalm 73:28); <197813>Psalm 78:13 (<197913>Psalm 79:13), cf.
Sir. 44:15.)*

{1805} exagorazw: 1 aorist exhgorasa; (present middle
exagorazomai);

1. “to redeem” i.e. by payment of a price to recover from the power of
another, “to ransom, buy off” (cf. ek, VI. 2): properly, qerapainida,
Diodorus 36, 1, p. 530; metaphorically, of Christ freeing men from the
dominion of the Mosaic law at the price of his vicarious death (see
agorazw, 2 b.), tina, <480405>Galatians 4:5; with addition of ek thv katarav
tou nomou, <480313>Galatians 3:13.

2. “to buy up,” Polybius 3, 42, 2; Plutarch, Crass. 2; middle ti, “to buy up
for oneself, for one’s use” (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 2 b.; Buttmann, 192
(166f)): tropically, in the obscure phrase, exagorazomenoi ton kairon,
<490516>Ephesians 5:16 and <510405>Colossians 4:5, where the meaning seems to be
“to make a wise and sacred use of every opportunity for doing good,” so
that zeal and well-doing are as it were the purchase-money by which we
make the time our own; (active exagorazein kairon, to seek (“to gain
time” (A.V.) i.e.) delay, <270208>Daniel 2:8; middle with the accusative of thing,
‘by ransom to avert evil from oneself’, ‘to buy oneself off or deliver oneself
from evil’: dia miav wJrav thn aiwnion kolasin exagorazomenoi, of
the martyrs, Martyr Polycarp, 2, 3).*

{1806} exagw; 2 aorist exhgagon; the Septuagint often for ayxiwOh; “to
lead out” (cf. ek, VI. 1): tina (the place whence being supplied in
thought), <411520>Mark 15:20 (of the city to punishment (but Lachmann
agousin)); <441637>Acts 16:37,39; 5:19 and 16:39 (from prison); <440736>Acts 7:36
(from Egypt); <431003>John 10:3 (sheep from the fold); with exw added (in R G
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L brackets), <422450>Luke 24:50; exw thv kwmhv, <410823>Mark 8:23 R G L Tr
marginal reading (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 603 (561)); with the addition of
ek with the genitive of place, <440740>Acts 7:40; 12:17; 13:17; <580809>Hebrews 8:9;
followed by eiv; with the accusative of place, <442138>Acts 21:38.*

{1807} exairew, exairw: 2 aorist imperative exele; middle (present
participle exairoumenov); 2 aorist exeilomhn and in Alexandrian LXX
form (L T Tr WH) exeilamhn (<440710>Acts 7:10 (so Griesbach); 12:11 (so
Griesbach); 23:27; see references in (aJirew and) epercomai), infinitive
exelesqai (<440734>Acts 7:34); the Septuagint usually for lyXihi; “to take out”
(cf. ek, VI. 2);

1. “to pluck out, draw out,” i.e. “to root out”: ton ofqalmon,
<400529>Matthew 5:29; 18:9.

2. Middle

a. “to choose out” (for oneself), “select,” one person from many: <442617>Acts
26:17 (so for rjæB; in <234907>Isaiah 49:7 (but there the Septuagint has
exelexamhn; perhaps <234810>Isaiah 48:10 is meant) and sometimes in Greek
writings; first in Homer, Odyssey 14, 232) (others refer Acts, the passage
cited to the next head; (see Hackett at the passage)).

b. “to rescue, deliver” (properly, “to cause to be rescued,” but the middle
force is lost (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 253 (238))): tina, <440734>Acts 7:34;
23:27; tina ek tinov, <440710>Acts 7:10; 12:11; <480104>Galatians 1:4; (<020308>Exodus
3:8, etc.; Aeschylus suppl. 924; Herodotus 3, 137; Demosthenes, 256, 3;
Polybius 1, 11, 11).*

{1808} exairw: future exarw (<460513>1 Corinthians 5:13 Rec.); 1 aorist
imperative 2 person plural exarate (ibid., G L T Tr wit); 1 aorist passive
exhrqhn, “to lift up or take away out of a place; to remove” (cf. ek, VI.
2): tina ek, one from a company, <460502>1 Corinthians 5:2 Rec. (see airw, 3
c.); <460513>1 Corinthians 5:13 from <051919>Deuteronomy 19:19 or
<052409>Deuteronomy 24:9.*

{1809} exaitew, exaitw: 1 aorist middle exhthsamhn; “to ask from,
demand of” (cf. ek, VI. 2). Middle “to ask from (or beg) for oneself”:
tina, “to ask that one be given up to one from the power of another” — in
both senses, either for good, “to beg one from another, ask for the pardon,
the safety, of someone” (Xenophon, an. 1, 1, 3; Demosthenes, p. 546, 22;
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Plutarch, Per. 32; Palaeph. 41, 2); or in a bad sense, “for torture, for
punishment” (Plutarch, mor., p. 417 d. de defect. orac. 14; in secular
authors often with this sense in the active); so of Satan asking the apostles
out of the power and keeping of God to be tried by afflictions (allusion
being made to <180101>Job 1:1-12): <422231>Luke 22:31 (Test xii. Patr., p. 729 (test.
Benj. sec. 3) ean ta pneumata tou Beliar eiv pasan ponhrian
qliyewv exaithswntai uJmav).*

{1810} exaifnhv (WH exefnhv (except in <442206>Acts 22:6), see their
Appendix, p. 151), adverb (aifnhv, afnw, afnwv suddenly), “of a
sudden, suddenly, unexpectedly”: <411336>Mark 13:36; <420213>Luke 2:13; 9:39;
<440903>Acts 9:3; 22:6. (Homer, et al.; the Septuagint.)*

{1811} exakolouqew, exakolouqw: future exakolouqhsw; 1 aorist
participle exakolouqhsav; “to follow out or up, tread in one’s steps”;

a. th oJdw tinov, metaphorically, “to imitate one’s way of acting”: <610215>2
Peter 2:15, cf. <235611>Isaiah 56:11.

b. “to follow one’s authority”: muqoiv, <610116>2 Peter 1:16; Josephus,
Antiquities prooem. 4 (archgoiv, Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 14, 1;
dusi basileusi, Test xii. Patr., p. 643 (test. Zeb. sec. 9)).

c. “to comply with, yield to”: aselgeiaiv (Rec. apwleiaiv), <610202>2 Peter
2:2, (pneumasi planhv, Test xii. Patr., p. 665 (test. Napht. sec. 3; toiv
ponhroiv diaboulioiv, xii. Patr., p. 628 test. Isaiah sec. 6); cf. also
<300204>Amos 2:4; <183109>Job 31:9; Sir. 5:2). Among secular authors, Polybius,
Plutarch, occasionally use the word; (add Dionysius Halicarnassus, de
comp. verb. sec. 24, p. 188, 7; Epictetus diss. 1, 22, 16).*

{1812} eJxakosioi, eJxakosiai, eJxakosia, “six hundred”:
<661318>Revelation 13:18; 14:20.*

{1813} exaleifw: future exaleiyw; 1 aorist participle exaleiyav; 1
aorist passive infinitive exaleifqhnai ((WH exalifqhnai; see their
Appendix, p. 154, and under the word Iota));

1. (ex- denoting completeness (cf. ek, VI. 6)), “to anoint or wash in every
part,” hence, “to besmear”: equivalent to “cover with lime” (to whitewash
or plaster), to teicov, Thucydides 3, 20; touv toicouv tou iJerou (here to
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“overlay” with gold etc.), <132904>1 Chronicles 29:4; thn oikian, <031442>Leviticus
14:42 (for jWf).

2. (ex- denoting removal (cf. ek, VI. 2)), “to wipe off, wipe away”:
dakruon apo (G L T Tr WH ek) twn ofqalmwn, <660717>Revelation 7:17;
21:4 (R G WH marginal reading, others ek); “to obliterate, erase, wipe
out, blot out,” (Aeschylus, Herodotus, others; the Septuagint for hj;m;): ti,
<510214>Colossians 2:14; to onoma ek thv biblou, <660305>Revelation 3:5 (Psalm
68: (lxix.) 29, cf. <050914>Deuteronomy 9:14; 25:6); tav aJmartiav, the guilt of
sins, <440319>Acts 3:19 (<19A813>Psalm 108:13 (<19A913>Psalm 109:13); to anomhma,
tav anomiav, <234325>Isaiah 43:25; <195011>Psalm 50:11 (Psalm 51); Sir. 46:20; tav
aJmartiav apaleifein, 3 Macc. 2:19).*

{1814} exallomai; “to leap up”: <440308>Acts 3:8. (Xenophon, Cyril 7, 1, 27,
et others; the Septuagint <235512>Isaiah 55:12.)*

{1815} exanastasiv, exanastasewv, hJ (exanisthmi, which see), “a
rising up” (Polybius 3, 55, 4); “a rising again, resurrection”: twn nekrwn
or (L T Tr WH) hJ ek twn nekrwn, <500311>Philippians 3:11.*

{1816} exanatellw: 1 aorist exaneteila;

1. transitive, “to make spring up, cause to shoot forth”: <010209>Genesis 2:9,
etc.

2. intransitive, “to spring up”: <401305>Matthew 13:5; <410405>Mark 4:5. (Rare in
secular authors (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 102 (97)).)*

{1817} exanisthmi: 1 aorist exanesthsa; 2 aorist exanesthn;

1. “to make rise up, to raise up, to produce”: sperma, <411219>Mark 12:19;
<422028>Luke 20:28 (Hebrew µyqihæ [ræz,, <013808>Genesis 38:8).

2. 2 aorist active “to rise” in an assembly to speak (as in Xenophon, an. 6,
1, 30); <441505>Acts 15:5.*

{1818} exapataw, exapatw; 1 aorist exhpathsa; 1 aorist passive
participle feminine exapathqeisa; (ex- strengthens the simple verb (cf.
ek, VI. 6)), “to deceive”: <450711>Romans 7:11; 16:18; <460318>1 Corinthians 3:18;
<471103>2 Corinthians 11:3; <530203>2 Thessalonians 2:3; passive <540214>1 Timothy 2:14
(L T Tr WH). (From Homer down; twice in the O.T. viz. <020829>Exodus 8:29;
Susanna 56.)*
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{1819} exapina (a somewhat rare later Greek form for exapinhv,
exaifnhv, which see (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 2, 1 d.)), adverb,
“suddenly”: <410908>Mark 9:8. (the Septuagint; Jamblichus, Zonaras (1118 A.
D.), others; Byzantine.)*

{1820} exaporew and (so in the Bible) deponent passive exaporeomai,
exaporoumai; 1 aorist exhporhqhn; “to be utterly at a loss, be utterly
destitute of measures or resources, to renounce all hope, be in despair” (cf.
ek, VI. 6) (Polybius, Diodorus, Plutarch, others): <470408>2 Corinthians 4:8
(where it is distinguished from the simple aporeomai); tinov of anything:
tou zhn, <470108>2 Corinthians 1:8, on this genitive cf. Matthiae, ii., p. 828f
(tou arguriou, “to be utterly in want of,” Dionysius Halicarnassus 7, 18;
active with the dative of respect, toiv logismoiv, Polybius 1, 62, 1; once
in the O.T. absolutely, <198701>Psalm 87:16 (<198816>Psalm 88:16) 16).*

{1821} exapostellw; future exapostelw; 1 aorist exapesteila; (2
aorist passive exapestalhn); the Septuagint very often for jlæv;;
properly, “to send away” from oneself (apo) “out of” the place or out of
doors (ek (which see VI. 2));

1. “to send forth”: tina, with commissions, <440712>Acts 7:12; (<441211>Acts 12:11);
<480404>Galatians 4:4; followed by an infinitive of purpose, <441122>Acts 11:22 (but
L T Tr WH omit the infinitive); eiv eqnh, unto the Gentiles, <442221>Acts 22:21
(WH marginal reading apostellw); used also of powers, influences
things (see apostellw, 1 a.): thn epaggelian, the promised blessing,
<422449>Luke 24:49 T Tr WH; to pneuma eiv tav kardiav, to send forth i.e.
impart the Spirit to our hearts, <480406>Galatians 4:6; (to ... khrugma thv
aiwniou swthriav, Mark 16 WH in (rejected) ‘Shorter Conclusion’);
uJmin oJ logov ... exapestalh, the message was sent forth, i.e.
commanded to be announced, to you, <441326>Acts 13:26 L T Tr WH.

2. “to send away”: tina eiv etc. <440930>Acts 9:30; followed by an infinitive of
purpose, <441714>Acts 17:14; tina kenon, <420153>Luke 1:53; 20:10,11. (Desm.,
Polybius, Diodorus.)*

{1822} exartizw: 1 aorist infinitive exartisai; perfect passive
participle exhrtismenov; (see artiov, 2); rare in secular authors; “to
complete, finish”;
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a. “to furnish perfectly”: tina, passive, prov ti, <550317>2 Timothy 3:17
(polemein ... toiv aJpasi kalwv exhrtismenoi, Josephus, Antiquities 3,
2, 2).

b. tav hJmerav, “to finish, accomplish” (as it were, to render the days
complete): <442105>Acts 21:5 (so apartizein thn oktamhnon, Hipp. epid. ii.
180 (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 447f)).*

{1823} exastraptw.

1. properly, “to send forth lightning, to lighten”.

2. “to flash out like lightning, to shine, be radiant”: of garments, <420929>Luke
9:29; (of gleaming arms, <340303>Nahum 3:3; <260104>Ezekiel 1:4, 7; fobw kai
kallei pollw Tryphiodor. 103; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 102 (97))).*

{1824} exauthv and ex authv (so Rec. <410625>Mark 6:25) (scil. wJrav
(Winer’s Grammar, 591f (550); Buttmann, 82 (71))), “on the instant;
forthwith”: <410625>Mark 6:25; <441033>Acts 10:33; 11:11; 21:32; 23:30 (R G WH);
<506823>Philippians 2:23. (Cratin. in Bekker anecd. i., p. 94; Theogn:, Aratus,
Polybius, Josephus, others.)*

{1825} exegeirw (<460614>1 Corinthians 6:14 Lachmann text); future
exegerw; 1 aorist exhgeira; “to arouse, raise up” (from sleep; Sophocles,
Euripides, Xenophon, others); from the dead (Aeschylus cho. 495), <460614>1
Corinthians 6:14. “to rouse up, stir up, incite”: tina, to resistance,
<450917>Romans 9:17 (ton qumon tinov, 2 Macc. 13:4, cf. <143622>2 Chronicles
36:22), where some explain the words exhgeira se “I have raised thee up
into life, caused thee to exist, or I have raised thee to a public position, set
thee up as king” (Josephus, Antiquities 8, 11, 1 basileuv gar
exegeiretai uJp’ emou); but the objection to these interpretations lies in
the fact that Paul draws from <450917>Romans 9:17 what he says in <450918>Romans
9:18, and therefore exegeirein must be nearly synonymous with
sklhrunein (but see Meyer).*

{1876} exeimi; imperfect exhesan; (eimi); “to go out, go forth”:
followed in Rec. by ek with the genitive of place, <441342>Acts 13:42; without
mention of the place, that being known from the context, <441715>Acts 17:15;
20:7; epi thn ghn (from the water), to escape to the land, <442743>Acts 27:43.*

exeimi from eimi, see exesti.
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{1827} exelegcw: 1 aorist infinitive exelegxai; (ex strengthens the
simple verb (cf. ek, VI. 6)); “to prove to be in the wrong, convict,” (chiefly
in Attic writings): by punishing, tina peri tinov, <650115>Jude 1:15 Rec. (see
elegcw, 1) of God as judge, as in <230204>Isaiah 2:4; <330403>Micah 4:3 for jæykiwOh.*

{1828} exelkw: (present passive participle exelkomenov); “to draw
out,” (Homer, Pindar, Attic writings); metaphorically, equivalent to “to
lure forth” (A.V. “draw away”): uJpo thv ... epiqumiav exelkomenov,
<590114>James 1:14, where the metaphor is taken from hunting and fishing: as
game is lured from its covert, so man by lust is allured from the safety of
self-restraint to sin. (The language of hunting seems to be transferred here
(so elsewhere, cf. Wetstein (1752) at the passage) to the seductions of a
harlot, personated by epiqumia; see tiktw.)*

{1807} exelw, see exairew.

{1829} exerama, exeramatov, to (from exeraw to eject, cast forth,
vomit forth; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 64), “vomit; what is cast out by
vomiting”: <610222>2 Peter 2:22, cf. <202611>Proverbs 26:11. (Dioscor. de venenis c.
19 (p. 29, Spreng. edition) (an example of the verb. Cf. Wetstein (1752) on
Peter, the passage cited, and especially Gataker, Advers. misc. col.
853f).)*

{1830} (exeraunaw T Tr WH for exereunaw, which see; see
eraunaw.)

{1830} exereunaw, exereunw: 1 aorist exhreunhsa; “to search out,
search anxiously and diligently”: peri tinov, <600110>1 Peter 1:10 (where T Tr
WH exeraunaw which see). (1 Macc. 3:48; 9:26; the Septuagint;
Sophocles, Euripides, Polybius, Plutarch, others.)*

{1831} exercomai; imperfect exhrcomhn; future exeleusomai; 2 aorist
exhlqon, plural 2 person exhlqete, 3 person exhlqon, and in L T Tr WH
the Alexandrian LXX forms (see apercomai, at the beginning) exhlqate
(<401107>Matthew 11:7,8,9; 26:55; <411448>Mark 14:48, etc.), exhlqan (<620219>1 John
2:19; <630107>2 John 1:7 (here Tdf. exhlqon; <640107>3 John 1:7, etc.)); perfect
exelhluqa; pluperfect exelhluqein (<420838>Luke 8:38, etc.); the Septuagint
for ax;y; times without number; “to go or come out of”;

1. properly;
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a. with mention of the place out of which one goes, or of the point from
which he departs;

[a]. of those who leave a place of their own accord: with the genitive
alone, <401014>Matthew 10:14 (L T Tr WH insert exw); <441639>Acts 16:39 R G.
followed by ek: <410502>Mark 5:2; 7:31; <430430>John 4:30; 8:59; <440703>Acts 7:3f; <460510>1
Corinthians 5:10; <661804>Revelation 18:4, etc. followed by exw with the
genitive — with addition of eiv and the accusative of place, <402117>Matthew
21:17; <411468>Mark 14:68; or para with the accusative of place, <441613>Acts
16:13; or prov tina, the accusative of person, <581313>Hebrews 13:13.
exercesqai apo with the genitive of place, <401301>Matthew 13:1 R G;
<411112>Mark 11:12; <420905>Luke 9:5; <500415>Philippians 4:15; (<581115>Hebrews 11:15 R
G); exercesqai ekeiqen, <401521>Matthew 15:21; <410601>Mark 6:1, 10; <420904>Luke
9:4; (<421153>Luke 11:53 T Tr text WH text); <430443>John 4:43; oJqen exhlqon,
<401244>Matthew 12:44; <421124>Luke 11:24 (yet see [^b]. below). exercesqai ek
etc. “to come forth from, out of, a place”: <400828>Matthew 8:28; <661415>Revelation
14:15,17,18 (L omits; WH brackets exhlqen); 15:6; exelqein apo, “to
come out” (toward one) “from,” <401522>Matthew 15:22. In the Gospel of John
Christ, who by his incarnation left his place with God in heaven, is said
exelqein para tou Qeou: <431627>John 16:27 and R G L marginal reading in
<431628>John 16:28; apo tou Qeou, <431303>John 13:3; 16:30; ek tou Qeou, from
his place with God, from God’s abode, <430842>John 8:42 and L text T Tr WH
in <431628>John 16:28.

[b]. of those expelled or cast out (especially of demons driven forth from a
body of which they have held possession): ek tinov, the genitive of
person: <410125>Mark 1:25f; 5:8 (L marginal reading apo); 7:29; <420435>Luke 4:35
R Tr marginal reading; or apo tinov, <401243>Matthew 12:43; 17:18; <420435>Luke
4:35 L T Tr text WH; 8:29, 33, 35; 11:24 (yet see [a]. above); <441618>Acts
16:18; (<441912>Acts 19:12 Rec.).

[g]. of those who come forth, or are let go, from confinement in which they
have been kept (e.g. from prison): <400526>Matthew 5:26; <441640>Acts 16:40.

b. without mention of the place from which one goes out;

[a]. where the place from which one goes forth (as a house, city, ship) has
just been mentioned: Matthew (<400812>Matthew 8:12 Tdf.); 9:31f (from the
house, <400928>Matthew 9:28); <401011>Matthew 10:11 (namely, ekeiqen, i.e. ek
thv polewv h kwmhv ekeinhv); <401214>Matthew 12:14 (cf. <401209>Matthew
12:9); <401828>Matthew 18:28 (cf. <401824>Matthew 18:24); <401414>Matthew 14:14;
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<410145>Mark 1:45 (cf. <410143>Mark 1:43 exebalen auton); <420122>Luke 1:22 (from
the temple); <420827>Luke 8:27; 10:35 (Rec.); <431330>John 13:30,31 (30), etc.; so
also when the verb exercesqai refers to the departure of demons:
<400832>Matthew 8:32; <410513>Mark 5:13; 7:30; 9:29; <440807>Acts 8:7; 16:19 (where
for the name of the demon itself is substituted the descriptive clause hJ
elpiv tav ergasiav autwn; see 2 e. [d].).

[b]. where one is said to have gone forth to do something, and it is obvious
that he has gone forth from his home, or at least from the place where he
has been staying: followed by an infinitive, <401108>Matthew 11:8; 13:3
(infinitive with tou); <402001>Matthew 20:1; <410321>Mark 3:21; 4:3 (R G infinitive
with tou (Tr brackets tou)]; 5:14 Rec.; <420725>Luke 7:25f; <442001>Acts 20:1;
<662008>Revelation 20:8; with the addition of epi tina (against), <402655>Matthew
26:55; <411448>Mark 14:48; <422252>Luke 22:52; eiv touto, <410138>Mark 1:38; iJna,
<660602>Revelation 6:2; also without any infinitive or conjunction indicating the
purpose: <410612>Mark 6:12; 8:11; 14:16; 16:20; <420527>Luke 5:27; 9:6; <432103>John
21:3; <441023>Acts 10:23; 20:11; <470817>2 Corinthians 8:17; followed by eiv with
the accusative of place: <402210>Matthew 22:10; 26:30, 71; <410827>Mark 8:27;
11:11; <420612>Luke 6:12; 14:21, 23; <430143>John 1:43 (44); <441125>Acts 11:25; 14:20;
<470213>2 Corinthians 2:13; the place to which one goes forth being evident
either from what goes before or from the context: <402426>Matthew 24:26
(namely, eiv thn erhmon); <402732>Matthew 27:32 (from the city to the place
of crucifixion); exercomenoiv alone is used of a people quitting the land
which they had previously inhabited, <440707>Acts 7:7, cf. <581108>Hebrews 11:8; of
angels coming forth from heaven, <401349>Matthew 13:49. exhlqon eiv
apanthsin tinov, to meet one, <402501>Matthew 25:1 (L T Tr WH
uJpanthsin), <402506>Matthew 25:6; (eiv apanthsin or uJpanthsin) tini,
<431213>John 12:13; <442815>Acts 28:15 R G; eiv sunanthsin tini, <400834>Matthew
8:34 (L T Tr WH uJpanthsin). Agreeably to the oriental redundancy of
style in description (see anisthmi, II. 1 c.), the participle exelqwn is
often placed before another finite verb of departure: <400832>Matthew 8:32;
15:21; 24:1 (exelqwn (from the temple, see 21:23) eporeueto apo tou
iJerou, he departed from its vicinity); <411608>Mark 16:8; <422239>Luke 22:39;
<441209>Acts 12:9, 17; 16:36,40; 21:5,8.

2. figuratively;

a. ek tinwn, ek mesou tinwn, to go out from some assembly, i.e. to
forsake it: <620219>1 John 2:19 (opposed to memenhkeisan meq’ hJmwn); <470617>2
Corinthians 6:17.
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b. “to come forth from physically, arise from, to be born of”: ek with the
genitive of the place from which one comes by birth, <400206>Matthew 2:6
(from <330502>Micah 5:2); ek thv osfuov tinov, Hebrew ax;y; µyixæl;j}me;
(<013511>Genesis 35:11; <110819>1 Kings 8:19; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 33 (32))),
<580705>Hebrews 7:5.

c. ek ceirov tinov, “to go forth” from one’s power, escape from it in
safety: <431039>John 10:39.

d. eiv ton kosmon, “to come forth” (from privacy) “into the world,”
before the public (of those who by novelty of opinion attract attention):
<620401>1 John 4:1.

e. of things;

[a]. of report, rumors, messages, precepts, etc., equivalent to “to be
uttered, to be heard”: fwnh, <661617>Revelation 16:17; 19:5; equivalent to “to
be made known, declared”: oJ logov tou Qeou followed by apo tinwn,
from their city or church, <461436>1 Corinthians 14:36; equivalent to “to spread,
be diffused”: hJ fhmh, <400926>Matthew 9:26; <420414>Luke 4:14; hJ akoh, <410128>Mark
1:28; (<400424>Matthew 4:24 Tr marginal reading); oJ fqoggov, ta rhmata,
<451018>Romans 10:18; oJ logov the word, saying, <432123>John 21:23; <420717>Luke
7:17; hJ pistiv tinov, the report of one’s faith, <520108>1 Thessalonians 1:8;
equivalent to “to be proclaimed”: dogma, an imperial edict, para tinov,
the genitive person, <420201>Luke 2:1.

[b]. “to come forth” equivalent to “be emitted,” as from the heart, the
mouth, etc.: <401518>Matthew 15:18f; <590310>James 3:10; (cf. romfaia ek tou
stomatov, <661921>Revelation 19:21 G L T Tr WH); equivalent to “to flow
forth” from the body: <431934>John 19:34; equivalent to “to emanate, issue”:
<420846>Luke 8:46; <661420>Revelation 14:20.

[g]. exercesqai (ap’ anatolwn), used of a sudden flash of lightning,
<402427>Matthew 24:27.

[d]. that exercesqai in <441619>Acts 16:19 (on which see 1 b. [a]. above) is
used also of a thing’s “vanishing,” viz. of a hope which has disappeared,
arises from the circumstance that the demon that had gone out had been
the hope of those who complain that their hope has gone out. On the
phrase eisercesqai kai exercesqai see in eisercomai, 1 a. (Compare:
diexercomai.)
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{1832} exesti, an impersonal verb (from the unused exeimi), “it is
lawful”;

a. followed by the present infinitive: <401202>Matthew 12:2, 10 (Tdf. infinitive
aorist), 12; 14:4; <420602>Luke 6:2 (R G T); 14:3 (L T Tr WH infinitive aorist);
with the aorist infinitive: Matthew (15:26 L T); 22:17; 27:6; <410304>Mark 3:4;
12:14; <420609>Luke 6:9; <440229>Acts 2:29 (exon eipein scil. estw, “allow me”
(others supply esti, Buttmann, 318 (273); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 64, I. 2
a., cf. sec. 2, 1 d.)); with the infinitive omitted because readily suggested by
the context, <410224>Mark 2:24 and Rec. in <440837>Acts 8:37.

b. followed by the dative of person and a present infinitive: <410618>Mark 6:18;
<441621>Acts 16:21; 22:25; and an aorist infinitive: <401903>Matthew 19:3 (L T WH
omit the dative); <402015>Matthew 20:15; <410226>Mark 2:26 (R G L Tr text);
<411002>Mark 10:2; <422022>Luke 20:22 R G L; <430510>John 5:10; 18:31; <442137>Acts 21:37;
exon hn, <401204>Matthew 12:4; aJ ouk exon, namely, esti, <471204>2 Corinthians
12:4; with the infinitive omitted, as being evident from the context: panta
(moi) exestin, namely, poiein, <460612>1 Corinthians 6:12; 10:23.

c. followed by the accusative and infinitive: <420604>Luke 6:4; 20:22 T Tr WH;
so here and there even in classic writings; cf. Rost sec. 127 Anm. 2;
Kühner, sec. 475 Anm. 2; (Buttmann, sec. 142, 2).*

{1833} exetazw: 1 aorist imperative 2 person plural exetasate,
infinitive exetasai; “to search out; to examine strictly, inquire”: peri
tinov and with the adverb akribwv added, <400208>Matthew 2:8; followed by
an indirect question. <401011>Matthew 10:11; tina “inquire of someone,”
followed by a direct question, <432112>John 21:12. (the Septuagint; often in
Greek writings from Thucydides down.)*

{1810} (exefnhv, see exaifnhv.)

{1834} exhgeomai, exhgoumai; imperfect exhgoumhn; 1 aorist
exhghsamhn;

1. properly, “to lead out, be leader, go before” (Homer, et al.).

2. metaphorically, (cf. German ausführen) “to draw out in narrative, unfold
in teaching”; a. “to recount, rehearse”: (with the accusative of the thing
and the dative of person, <441008>Acts 10:8); with the accusative of thing,
<422435>Luke 24:35; <442119>Acts 21:19; without an accusative, followed by relative
pronoun or adverb, oJsa epoihsen, <441512>Acts 15:12; kaqwv, 14 (so in
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Greek writings from Herodotus down; the Septuagint for rpesi, <070713>Judges
7:13, etc.). b. “to unfold, declare”: <430118>John 1:18 (namely, the things
relating to God; also used in Greek writings of the interpretation of things
sacred and divine, oracles, dreams, etc.; cf. Meyer at the passage; Alberti,
Observationes etc., p. 207f).*

{1835} eJxhkonta, oJi, aJi, ta, “sixty”: <401308>Matthew 13:8, 23, etc.

{1836} eJxhv, adverb (from ecw, future eJxw; cf. ecomai tinov to cleave
to, come next to, a thing), “successively, in order,” (from Homer down); oJ,
hJ, to eJxhv, “the next following, the next in succession”: so hJ eJxhv hJmera,
<420937>Luke 9:37; elliptically en th eJxhv, namely, hJmera, <420711>Luke 7:11 (here
WH text Tr text L marginal reading en tw eJxhv namely, cronw, “soon
afterward”); th eJxhv, namely, hJmera, <442101>Acts 21:1; 25:17; 27:18.*

{1837} exhcew, exhcw: “to sound forth, emit sound, resound”; passive
exhceitai ti the sound of something is borne forth, is propagated: af’
uJmwn exhcetai oJ logov tou kuriou, from your city or from your church
the word of the Lord has sounded forth i.e. has been disseminated by
report, <520108>1 Thessalonians 1:8, cf. DeWette at the passage (<290314>Joel 3:14
(Joel 4:19); Sir. 40:13; 3 Macc. 3:2. Polybius 30, 4, 7 (not Dindorf); Philo
in Flacc. sec. 6; (quis rer. div. her. sec. 4); Byzantine.)*

{1838} eJxiv, eJxewv, hJ (ecw, future eJxw), “a habit,” whether “of body” or
“of mind” (Xenophon, Plato, Aristotle, others); “a power acquired by
custom, practice, use” (“firma quaedam facilitas, quae apud Graecos eJxiv
nominatur,” Quintilian 10, 1 at the beginning); so <580514>Hebrews 5:14 (en
toutoiv iJkanhn eJxin peripoihsamenov, Sir. prol. 7; eJxin ecein
grammatikhv, Polybius 10, 47, 7; en toiv polemikoiv, 21, 7, 3; en
astrologia megisthn, Diodorus 2, 31; logikhn eJxin peripoioumenov,
Philo, aleg. legg. 1, 4).*

{1839} existhmi: likewise existaw and existanw (<440809>Acts 8:9
participle existwn R G, existanwn L T Tr WH (see iJsthmi)); 1 aorist
exesthsa; 2 aorist exesthn; perfect infinitive exestakenai; middle
(present infinitive existasqai); imperfect 3 person plural existanto;

1. In present, imperfect, future, 1 aorist active “to throw out of position, to
displace”: tina tou fronein, to throw one out of his mind, drive one out
of his senses, Xenophon, mem. 1, 3, 12 frenwn, Euripides, Bacch. 850;
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hence, simply “to amaze, astonish, throw into wonderment”: tina,
<422422>Luke 24:22; <440809>Acts 8:9.

2. In perfect, pluperfect, 2 aorist active and also the middle, a. “to be
amazed, astounded”: <401223>Matthew 12:23; <410212>Mark 2:12; <420856>Luke 8:56;
<440207>Acts 2:7,12; 8:13; 9:21; 10:45; 12:16 (the Septuagint for dræj;, to
tremble, <021918>Exodus 19:18; <080308>Ruth 3:8, etc.); exesthsan ekstasei
megalh, they were amazed with a great amazement (see ekstasiv, 3),
<410542>Mark 5:42; en eJautoiv existanto, <410651>Mark 6:51; with the dative of
the thing: mageiaiv exestakenai, had been put beside themselves with
magic arts, carried away with wonder at them, <440811>Acts 8:11 (but “this”
form of the perfect is transitive; cf. Buttmann, 48 (41); Veitch, 339);
existanto epi with the dative of thing, <420247>Luke 2:47 side oneself,
insane”: <470513>2 Corinthians 5:13 (opposed to swfronein); <410321>Mark 3:21
(cf. Buttmann, 198 (171); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 40, 5 b.); (Greek
writings, where they use the word in this sense, generally add tou
fronein, twn frenwn: Isocrates, Euripides, Polybius, others).*

{1840} exiscuw: 1 aorist subjunctive 2 person plural exiscushte, “to be
eminently able, to have full strength” (cf. ek, VI. 6) followed by an
infinitive <490318>Ephesians 3:18. (Sir. 7:6; rare in Greek writings, as Dioscor.,
Strabo, Plutarch.)*

{1841} exodov, exodou, hJ (oJdov), “exit,” i.e. “departure”: <581122>Hebrews
11:22; metaphorically, hJ exodov tinov the close of one’s career, one’s
final fate, <420931>Luke 9:31; “departure from life, decease”: <610115>2 Peter 1:15, as
in Sap. 3:2; 7:6; (Philo de caritate sec. 4); with addition of tou zhn,
Josephus, Antiquities 4, 8, 2; (of tou biou, Justin Martyr, dialog contra
Trypho, sec. 105).*

{1842} exoloqreuw and (according to the reading best attested by the
oldest manuscripts of the Septuagint and received by L T Tr WH (see
oloqreuw)) exoleqreuw: future passive exoloqreuqhsomai; “to
destroy out of its place, destroy utterly, to extirpate”: ek tou laou,
<440323>Acts 3:23. (Often in the Septuagint, and in the O.T. Apocrypha, and in
Test xii. Patr.; Josephus, Antiquities 8, 11, 1; 11, 6, 6; hardly in native
Greek writings.)*

{1843} exomologew, exomologw: 1 aorist exwmologhsa; middle,
(present ex- omologoumai); future exomologhsomai; (1 aorist
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subjunctive 3 person singular exomologhshtai, <503211>Philippians 2:11 R G
L text Tr text WH); (ex either “forth from the heart, freely, or publicly,
openly” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 102 (97))); active and deponent middle “to
confess, to profess”;

1. “to confess”: tav aJmartiav, <400306>Matthew 3:6; <410105>Mark 1:5; (<590516>James
5:16 L T Tr WH) (Josephus, Antiquities 8, 4, 6; (cf. b. j. 5, 10, 5; Clement
of Rome, 1 Corinthians 51, 3; the Epistle of Barnabas 19, 12)); tav
praxeiv, <441918>Acts 19:18; ta paraptwmata, <590516>James 5:16 R G; (hJttan,
Plutarch, Eum. c. 17; thn alhqeian aneu basanwn, id. Anton. c. 59).

2. “to profess” i.e. “to acknowledge openly and joyfully”: to onoma tinov,
<660305>Revelation 3:5 Rec.; followed by oJti, <503211>Philippians 2:11; with the
dative of person (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 1 f.; Buttmann, 176 (153))
“to one’s honor,” i.e. “to celebrate, give praise to” (so the Septuagint for
hd;wOh l], <192905>Psalm 29:5 (<193005>Psalm 30:5); <19A504>Psalm 105:47 (<19A647>Psalm
106:47); <19C104>Psalm 121:4 (<19C204>Psalm 122:4), etc.; (Winer’s Grammar, 32)):
<451411>Romans 14:11; 15:9 from <191705>Psalm 17:50 (<191850>Psalm 18:50) (Clement
of Rome, 1 Corinthians 61, 3); tini (the dative of person) followed by oJti:
<401125>Matthew 11:25; <421021>Luke 10:21. “to profess that one will do something,
to promise, agree, engage”: <422206>Luke 22:6 (Lachmann omits); (in this sense
the Greeks and Josephus use oJmologein).*

{1832} exon, see exesti.

{1844} exorkizw;

1. “to exact an oath, to force to an oath” (Demosthenes, Polybius,
Apollod., Diodorus, Plutarch, others), for which the earlier Greeks used
exorkow (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 102 (97)).

2. “to adjure”: tina kata tinov, one by a person (cf. kata, I. 2 a.),
followed by iJna (Buttmann, 237 (205)), <402663>Matthew 26:63; (<012403>Genesis
24:3).*

{1845} exorkisthv, exorkistou, oJ (exorkizw);

1. “he who exacts an oath” of another.

2. “an exorcist,” i.e. one who employs a formula of conjuration for
expelling demons: <441913>Acts 19:13. (Josephus, Antiquities 8, 2, 5; Lucian,
epigr. in Anthol. 11,427; often in the church Fathers.)*
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{1846} exorussw: 1 aorist participle exoruxantev; from Herodotus
down;

1. “to dig out”: touv ofqalmouv (properly, “to pluck out the eyes”; so
<071621>Judges 16:21 (Alexandrian LXX); <091102>1 Samuel 11:2; Herodotus 8, 116;
Josephus, Antiquities 6, 5, 1; Lucian, dial. deor. 1, 1; others) kai didonai
tini, metaphorically, to renounce the most precious things for another’s
advantage, <480415>Galatians 4:15 (similar expressions see in Terence, adelph.
4, 5, 67; Horace sat. 2, 5, 35; (Wetstein at the passage)); in opposition to a
very few interpretaters who, assuming that Paul suffered from a weakness
of the eyes, understand the words literally, “Ye would have plucked out
your sound eyes and have put them into me,” see Meyer at the passage;
(cf. references under the word skoloy, at the end).

2. “to dig through”: thn steghn, <410204>Mark 2:4.*

{1847} exoudenew, exoudenw: 1 aorist passive subjunctive 3 person
singular exoudenhqh; perfect passive participle exoudenhmenov; “to hold
and treat s as of no account, utterly to despise”: ton logon, passive, <471010>2
Corinthians 10:10 Lachmann “to set at nought, treat with contumely”: a
person, passive, <410912>Mark 9:12 L Tr WH (<262110>Ezekiel 21:10). Cf. Lob. ad
Phryn., p. 182; (Buttmann, 28 (25); Winer’s Grammar, 91 (87); Sophocles’
Lexicon, under the word; WH’s Appendix, p. 166).*

{1847} exoudenow, exoudenw: (1 aorist passive subjunctive 3 person
singular exoudenwqh); equivalent to exoudenew, which see: <410912>Mark
9:12 R G; often in the Septuagint, especially for hz;B; and saæm;. (Cf.
references in the preceding word.)*

{1848} exouqenew, exouqenw; 1 aorist exouqenhsa; passive, perfect
participle exouqenhmenov; (1 aorist participle exouqenhqeiv); (see
oudeiv); “to make of no account, to despise utterly”: tina, <421809>Luke 18:9;
<451403>Romans 14:3,10; <461611>1 Corinthians 16:11; ti, <520520>1 Thessalonians 5:20;
<480414>Galatians 4:14 (where it is coupled with ekptuw); in passive oJi
exouqenenmenoi, <460604>1 Corinthians 6:4; ta exouqenhmena, <460128>1
Corinthians 1:28 (see agenhv); oJ logov exouqenhmenov, <471010>2 Corinthians
10:10 (here Lachmann has exoudenhmenov); oJ (liqov oJ) exouqenhqeiv
uJpo twn oikodomountwn, set at nought, i.e. rejected, cast aside, <440411>Acts
4:11. “To treat with contempt” (i.e. accusative to the context, “with
mockery”): <422311>Luke 23:11; (for zWB, <200107>Proverbs 1:7; hz;B;, <262208>Ezekiel
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22:8, etc.; saæm;, <090807>1 Samuel 8:7. Sap. 4:18; 2 Macc. 1:27; the Epistle of
Barnabas 7, 9; and other ecclesiastical writings). Cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p.
182; (and references under the word exoudenew, at the end).*

{1847} exouqenow, equivalent to exouqenew, which see: <410912>Mark 9:12
Tdf.*

{1849} exousia, exousiav, hJ (from exesti, exon, which see), from
Euripides, Xenophon, Plato down; the Septuagint for hl;v;m]m, and

Chaldean ˆf;l]v;; “power”.

1. “power of choice, liberty of doing as one pleases; leave or permission”:
<460912>1 Corinthians 9:12, 18; ecein exousian, <530309>2 Thessalonians 3:9; with
an infinitive added indicating the thing to be done, <431018>John 10:18; <460904>1
Corinthians 9:4f; <581310>Hebrews 13:10 (WH brackets exousia); followed by
an infinitive with tou, <460906>1 Corinthians 9:6 (L T Tr WH omit tou); with a
genitive of the thing or the person with regard to which one has the power
to decide: <450921>Romans 9:21 (where an explanatory infinitive is added
(Buttmann, 260 (224))); <460912>1 Corinthians 9:12; epi to xulon thv zwhv,
permission to use the tree of life, <662214>Revelation 22:14 (see epi, C. I. 2 e.);
exousian ecein peri tou idiou qelhmatov (opposed to anagkhn
ecein (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 3 N. 5)), <460737>1 Corinthians 7:37; en
th idia exousia (appointed, see tiqhmi, 1 a. sub at the end) according to
his own choice, <440107>Acts 1:7; en th sh exousia uJphrcen, i.e. at thy free
disposal, <440504>Acts 5:4; used of liberty under the gospel, as opposed to the
yoke of the Mosaic law, <460809>1 Corinthians 8:9.

2. “physical and mental power; the ability or strength with which one is
endued, which he either possesses or exercises”: <400908>Matthew 9:8; <440819>Acts
8:19; <660903>Revelation 9:3,19; 13:2,4; 18:1; followed by an infinitive of the
thing to be done, <410315>Mark 3:15; <421205>Luke 12:5; <430112>John 1:12;
<660910>Revelation 9:10; 11:6; 13:5; followed by tou with the infinitive
<421019>Luke 10:19; aJuth estin [hee] exousia tou skotouv, this is the
power that darkness exerts, <422253>Luke 22:53; poiein exousian to exert
power, give exhibitions of power, <661312>Revelation 13:12; en exousia
einai, to be possessed of power and influence, <420432>Luke 4:32; also
exousian ecein (both expressions refer to the ability and weight which
Jesus exhibited in his teaching) <400729>Matthew 7:29; (<410122>Mark 1:22); kat’
exousian “powerfully,” <410127>Mark 1:27; also en exousia, <420436>Luke 4:36.
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3. “the power of authority” (influence) “and of right”: <402123>Matthew 21:23;
<411128>Mark 11:28; <422002>Luke 20:2; spoken of the authority of an apostle, <471008>2
Corinthians 10:8; 13:10; of the divine authority granted to Jesus as
Messiah, with the infinitive of the thing to be done, <400906>Matthew 9:6;
<410210>Mark 2:10; <420524>Luke 5:24; <430527>John 5:27; en poia exousia; clothed in
what authority (i.e. thine own or God’s?), <402123>Matthew 21:23,24,27;
<411128>Mark 11:28,29,33; <422002>Luke 20:2,8; “delegated authority” (German
Vollmacht, authorization): para tinov, with the genitive of the person by
whom the authority is given, or received, <440914>Acts 9:14; 26:10, 12 (R G).

4. “the power of rule or government” (the power of him whose will and
commands must be submitted to by others and obeyed (generally translated
“authority”));

a. universally: <402818>Matthew 28:18; <650125>Jude 1:25; <661210>Revelation 12:10;
17:13; lambanein, exousian wJv basileuv, <661712>Revelation 17:12; eimi
uJpo exousian, I am under authority, <400809>Matthew 8:9; with tassomenov
added, (<400809>Matthew 8:9 L WH brackets); <420708>Luke 7:8; exousia tinov,
the genitive of the object, “authority” (to be exercised) “over,” as twn
pneumatwn twn akaqartwn, <410607>Mark 6:7; with wJste ekballein auta
added, <401001>Matthew 10:1; exousian pashv sarkov, authority over all
mankind, <431702>John 17:2 (pashv sarkov kureian, Bel and the Dragon,
verse 5); (the genitive of the subject, tou Satana, <442618>Acts 26:18); epi
tina, power over one, so as to be able to subdue, drive out, destroy,
<660608>Revelation 6:8; epi ta daimonia, <420901>Luke 9:1; or to hold submissive
to one’s will, <661307>Revelation 13:7; epi tav plhgav, the power to inflict
plagues and to put an end to them, <661609>Revelation 16:9; epi twn eqnwn,
over the heathen nations, <660226>Revelation 2:26; epi tinov, to destroy one,
<662006>Revelation 20:6; ecein exousian epi tou purov, to preside, have
control, over fire, to hold it subject to his will, <661418>Revelation 14:18; epi
twn uJdatwn, <661106>Revelation 11:6; epanw tinov exousian ecein, to be
ruler over a thing, <421917>Luke 19:17.

b. specifically, [a]. of the power of judicial decision; exousian ecein with
an infinitive of the thing decided: staurwsai and apolusai tina,
<431910>John 19:10; followed by kata tinov, the power of deciding against
one, <431911>John 19:11; paradounai tina ... th exousia tou hJgemonov,
<422020>Luke 20:20. [b]. of authority to manage domestic affairs: <411334>Mark
13:34.
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c. metonymically,

[a]. “a thing subject to authority or rule”: <420406>Luke 4:6; “jurisdiction”: ek
thv exousiav HJdwrou estin, <422307>Luke 23:7 (1 Macc. 6:11 (cf. <19B302>Psalm
113:2 (<19B402>Psalm 114:2); <233902>Isaiah 39:2)).

[b]. “one who possesses authority”; (cf. the Latin use of honestates,
dignitates, auctoritates (so the English “authorities, dignities,” etc.) in
reference to persons);

[aa]. a “ruler, human magistrate” (Dionysius Halicarnassus 8, 44; 11,
32): <451301>Romans 13:1-3; plural: <421211>Luke 12:11; <451301>Romans 13:1;
<560301>Titus 3:1.

[bb]. “the leading and more powerful among created beings superior to
man, spiritual potentates”; used in the plural of a certain class of angels
(see arch, dunamiv, qronov, kuriothv): <510116>Colossians 1:16; <600322>1
Peter 3:22 (cf. Fritzsche on Romans, vol. ii., p. 226f; (Lightfoot on
Colossians, the passage cited)); with en toiv epouranioiv added,
<490310>Ephesians 3:10; pasa exousia, <461524>1 Corinthians 15:24;
<490121>Ephesians 1:21; <510210>Colossians 2:10; used also of demons: in the
plural, <490612>Ephesians 6:12; <510215>Colossians 2:15; collectively (cf. Lob. ad
Phryn., p. 469), hJ exousia tou aerov (see ahr), <490202>Ephesians 2:2;
tou skotouv, <510113>Colossians 1:13 (others refer this to 4 a. (or c. [a].)
above (cf. <422253>Luke 22:53 in 2), and regard skotov as personified; see
skotov, b.).

d. “a sign of the husband’s authority over his wife,” i.e. the veil with which
propriety required a woman to cover herself, <461110>1 Corinthians 11:10 (as
basileia is used by Diodorus 1, 47 for the sign of regal power, i.e. a
crown). (Synonym: see dunamiv, at the end. On the infinitive after
exousia, and exousia ecein cf. Buttmann, 260 (223f).)*

{1850} exousiazw; 1 future passive exousiasqhsomai; (exousia);
equivalent to exousian ecw, “to have power or authority, use power”:
(en pleiosi exousiazein pollwn monarciwn, Aristotle, eth. Eud. 1, 5,
p. 1216a, 2); en atimoiv, Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 9, 44;
tinov, “to be master of anyone, exercise authority over one,” <422225>Luke
22:25; tou swmatov, to be master of the body, i.e. to have full and entire
authority over the body, to hold the body subject to one’s will, <460704>1
Corinthians 7:4. Passive followed by uJpo tinov, “to be brought under the
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power of anyone,” <460612>1 Corinthians 6:12. (the Septuagint several times in
Nehemiah and Ecclesiastes, chiefly for lvæm; and flæv;.) (Compare:
katexousiazw.)*

{1851} exoch, exochv, hJ (from execw to stand out, be prominent; cf.
uJperoch);

1. properly, in Greek writings “any prominence or projection,” as the peak
or summit of a mountain (ep’ exoch petrav, <183928>Job 39:28 the
Septuagint); in medical writings “a protuberance, swelling, wart,” etc.

2. metaphorically, “eminence, excellence, superiority” (Cicero, ad Att. 4,
15, 7 exoch in nullo est, pecunia omnium dignitatem exaequat); andrev oJi
kat’ exochn ontev thv polewv, the prominent men of the city, <442523>Acts
25:23.*

{1852} exupnizw: 1 aorist subjunctive exupnisw; (uJpnov); “to wake up,
awaken out of sleep”: (transitive, auton), <431111>John 11:11. ((<071614>Judges
16:14); <110315>1 Kings 3:15; <181412>Job 14:12; Antoninus 6, 31; Plutarch (de
solert. anim. 29, 4); Test xii. Patr. (Levi sec. 8; Jud. sec. 25, etc.); the
better Greeks said afupnizw, see Lob. ad Phryn., p. 224; (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 2, 1 d.).)*

{1853} exupnov, exupnon (uJpnov), “roused out of sleep”: <441627>Acts
16:27. (1 Esdr. 3:3; (Josephus, Antiquities 11, 3, 2).)*

{1854} exw, adverb (from ex, as esw and eisw from ev and eiv);

1. “without, out of doors”; a. adverbially: <411104>Mark 11:4; joined with verbs:
eJstanai, <401246>Matthew 12:46,47 (WH text omit the verse); <410331>Mark 3:31;
<420820>Luke 8:20; 13:25; <431816>John 18:16; 20:11 (Lachmann omits); kaqhsqai,
<402669>Matthew 26:69; or with some other verb declaring that the person
without is doing something, <410331>Mark 3:31. Preceded by the article oJ exw,
absolutely, “he who is without,” properly, of place; metaphorically, in
plural, “those who do not belong to the Christian church” (cf. Lightfoot on
Colossians as below; Meyer on Mark as below): <460512>1 Corinthians 5:12,13;
<510405>Colossians 4:5; <520412>1 Thessalonians 4:12; “those who are not of the
number of the apostles,” <410411>Mark 4:11 ((cf. Meyer) WH marginal reading
exwqen, which see). With a noun added: aJi exw poleiv, “foreign,”
<442611>Acts 26:11; oJ exw anqrwpov, the outer man, i.e. the body (see
anqrwpov, 1 e.), <470416>2 Corinthians 4:16. b. it takes the place of a
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preposition and is joined with the genitive, “without” i.e. “out of, outside
of” (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 6): <421333>Luke 13:33; <442105>Acts 21:5;
<581311>Hebrews 13:11,12.

2. after the verbs of going, sending, placing, leading, drawing, etc., which
commonly take prepositions or adverbs signifying rest in a place rather
than those expressive of motion toward a place, exw has the force of the
Latin foras (German hinaus, heraus), “forth out, out of”;

a. adverbially, after the verbs exercomai, <402675>Matthew 26:75; <411468>Mark
14:68; <422262>Luke 22:62; <431904>John 19:4,5; <660312>Revelation 3:12; agw, <431904>John
19:4,13; proagw, <441630>Acts 16:30; exagw, <422450>Luke 24:50 (R G L
brackets); ballw and ekballw, <400513>Matthew 5:13; 13:48; <420854>Luke 8:54
R G; 13:28; 14:35 (34); <430637>John 6:37; 9:34,35; 12:31; 15:6; <440940>Acts 9:40;
<620418>1 John 4:18; <661102>Revelation 11:2 RG; deuro exw, <431143>John 11:43; exw
poiein tina, <440534>Acts 5:34.

b. as a preposition with the genitive: after apelqein, <440415>Acts 4:15;
apostellein, <410510>Mark 5:10; ekballein, <411208>Mark 12:8; <420429>Luke 4:29;
20:15; <440758>Acts 7:58; exercesqai, <402117>Matthew 21:17; <441613>Acts 16:13;
<581313>Hebrews 13:13; ekporeuesqai, <411119>Mark 11:19; exagein, <410823>Mark
8:23 (R G L Tr marginal reading); surein tina, <441419>Acts 14:19; eJlkein
tina, <442130>Acts 21:30.

{1855} exwqen, adverb (from exw, opposed to eswqen from esw; cf.
anwqen, porrwqen), “from without, outward” (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
472 (440));

1. adverbially: (“outwardly”), <402327>Matthew 23:27f; <410718>Mark 7:18; <470705>2
Corinthians 7:5; to exwqen, the outside, the exterior, <402325>Matthew 23:25;
<421139>Luke 11:39f; ekballein exwqen (for R G exw), <661102>Revelation 11:2b
L T Tr WH; oJi exwqen for oJi exw, those who do not belong to the
Christian church, <540307>1 Timothy 3:7; (cf. <410411>Mark 4:11 WH marginal
reading and under the word exw, 1 a.); oJ exwqen kosmov the outward
adorning, <600303>1 Peter 3:3.

2. as a preposition with the genitive (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 6):
<410715>Mark 7:15; <661102>Revelation 11:2a (Rbez elz G L T Tr WH; 14:20 where
Rec. exw).*
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{1856} exwqew, exwqw: 1 aorist exwsa (so accented by G T edition 7
Tr, but L WH exwsa) and in Tdf. exewsa (WH’s Appendix, p. 162) (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, p. 90 (86); (Buttmann, 69 (61); Stephanus’ Thesaurus
and Veitch, under the word wqew)); “to thrust out; expel from one’s
abode”: <440745>Acts 7:45 (Thucydides, Xenophon, others). “to propel, drive”:
to ploion eiv aigialon, <442739>Acts 27:39 (WH text ekswsai; see
ekswzw) (the same use in Thucydides, Xenophon, others).*

{1857} exwterov, exwtera, exwteron (a comparative from exw, cf.
eswterov, anwterov, katwterov), “outer”: to skotov to exwteron,
the darkness outside the limits of the lighted palace (to which the
Messiah’s kingdom is here likened), <400812>Matthew 8:12; 22:13; 25:30. ((the
Septuagint; Strabo, others).)*

{1503} eoika, see EIKW.

{1858} eJortazw; (eJorth); “to keep a feast-day, celebrate a festival”:
<460508>1 Corinthians 5:8, on which passage see azumov. (the Septuagint for
ggæjæ; Euripides, Aristophanes, Xenophon, Plato, others; oJrtazw,
Herodotus.)*

{1859} eJorth, eJorthv, hJ, the Septuagint for gj;; Greek writings from
Homer down; in Herodotus oJrth; “a feast day, festival”: <420242>Luke 2:42;
<430501>John 5:1; 6:4; 7:2,37; <510216>Colossians 2:16; hJ eJorth tou pasca:
<420241>Luke 2:41 (Winer’s Grammar, 215 (202); Buttmann, 186 (161));
<431301>John 13:1; equivalent to hJ eJorth twn azumwn, <422201>Luke 22:1; en th
eJorth, during the feast, <402605>Matthew 26:5; <411402>Mark 14:2; <430445>John 4:45;
7:11; 12:20; einai en th eJorth, to be engaged in celebrating the feast,
<430223>John 2:23, cf. Baumg.-Crusius and Meyer at the passage; eiv thn
eJorthn, for the feast, <431329>John 13:29; anabainein (to Jerusalem) eiv thn
eJorthn, <430708>John 7:8,10; ercesqai eiv thn eJorthn, <430445>John 4:45; 11:56;
12:12; thv eJorthv mesoushv, in the midst of the feast, <430714>John 7:14;
kata eJorthn, at every feast (see kata, II. 3 a. [b].), <402502>Matthew 25:2:15;
<411506>Mark 15:6; <422317>Luke 23:17 (Rec.); thn eJorthn poiein to keep,
celebrate, the feast, <441821>Acts 18:21 (Rec.); kata to eqov thv eJorthv, after
the custom of the feast, <420242>Luke 2:42.*

{1860} epaggelia, epaggeliav, hJ (epaggellw);
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1. “announcement”: <620105>1 John 1:5 (Rec., where aggelia was long since
restored); kat’ epaggelian zwhv thv en Cristw Ihsou, to proclaim life
in fellowship with Christ, <550101>2 Timothy 1:1 (Winer’s Grammar, 402 (376);
cf. kata, II. at the end. But others give epaggelia here as elsewhere the
sense of “promise,” cf. 2 below).

2. “promise”; a. “the act of promising, a promise given or to be given”:
prosdecesqai thn apo tinov epaggelian (“assent”; the reference is to
a promise to surrender Paul to the power and sentence of the Jews),
<442321>Acts 23:21; (add, epaggeliav oJ logov oJutov, <450909>Romans 9:9). It is
used also of the divine promises of blessing, especially of the benefits of
salvation by Christ (cf. Lightfoot on Galatians, 3:14): <440717>Acts 7:17;
<450414>Romans 4:14,16; (plural <450904>Romans 9:4); <480317>Galatians 3:17f,21; 4:23;
<581117>Hebrews 11:17; <610309>2 Peter 3:9 (on which see bradunw, 2);
<580806>Hebrews 8:6; 11:9; followed by the infinitive <580401>Hebrews 4:1; ginetai
tini, <450413>Romans 4:13; prov tina, <441332>Acts 13:32; 26:6; errhqh tini,
<480316>Galatians 3:16; esti tini, belongs to one, <440239>Acts 2:39;
epaggellesqai thn epaggelian <620225>1 John 2:25; ecein epaggeliav, to
have received, <580706>Hebrews 7:6; <470701>2 Corinthians 7:1 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 177 (166)); to have linked to it, <540408>1 Timothy 4:8; einai en
epaggelia, joined with a promise (others besides; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
391 (366)), <490602>Ephesians 6:2; hJ gh thv epaggeliav, the promised land,
<581109>Hebrews 11:9; ta kata thv epaggeliav, born in accordance with the
promise, <450908>Romans 9:8; <480428>Galatians 4:28; to pneuma thv epaggeliav
to aJgion, the promised Spirit, <490113>Ephesians 1:13; aJi diaqhkai thv
epaggeliav, covenants to which was united the promise (of salvation
through the Messiah), <490212>Ephesians 2:12; hJ epaggelia tou Qeou, given
by God, <450420>Romans 4:20; in the plural <470120>2 Corinthians 1:20; aJi
epaggeliai twn paterwn, the promises made to the fathers, <451508>Romans
15:8; with the genitive of the object, thv zwhv, <540408>1 Timothy 4:8; thv
parousiav autou, <610304>2 Peter 3:4; kat’ epaggelian according to
promise, <441323>Acts 13:23; <480329>Galatians 3:29; di’ epaggeliav, <480318>Galatians
3:18. b. by metonymy, “a promised good or blessing” (cf. elpiv, under the
end): <480322>Galatians 3:22; <490306>Ephesians 3:6 (yet here cf. Meyer or Ellicott);
apostellein thn epaggelian tou patrov mou, the blessing promised
by my Father, <422449>Luke 24:49; perimenein, <440104>Acts 1:4; [komizesthai] thn
epaggelian, <581036>Hebrews 10:36; 11:39 (<581113>Hebrews 11:13 T Tr WH,
prosdecesqai L); lambanein tav epaggeliav, <581113>Hebrews 11:13 (R
G); epitugcanein epaggeliwn, <581133>Hebrews 11:33; klhronomein tav
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epaggeliav, <580612>Hebrews 6:12; epitugcanein thv epaggeliav,
<580615>Hebrews 6:15; klhronomoi thv epaggeliav, <580617>Hebrews 6:17 — (to
reconcile <580612>Hebrews 6:12,15,17 with <581113>Hebrews 11:13,39, which at first
sight seem to be in conflict, we must hold, in accordance with <581222>Hebrews
12:22-24, that the O.T. saints, after the expiatory sacrifice offered at length
to God by Christ, were made partakers of the heavenly blessings before
Christ’s return from heaven; (others explain the apparent contradiction by
the difference between the initial and the consummate reception of the
promise; see the commentaries at the passage)); with the epexegetical
genitive labein thn epaggelian tou aJgiou pneumatov, the promised
blessing, which is the Holy Spirit, <440233>Acts 2:33; <480314>Galatians 3:14 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3 a. at the end); thn epaggelian thv
aiwniou klhronomiav, <580915>Hebrews 9:15. ((Demosthenes 519, 8;
Aristotle, eth. Nic. 10, 1, p. 1164a, 29); Polybius 1, 43, 6, and often;
Diodorus 1, 5; Josephus, Antiquities 3, 5, 1; 5, 8, 11; 1 Macc. 10:15.)*

{1861} epaggellw: (present middle epaggellomai); perfect passive and
middle ephggelmai; 1 aorist middle ephggeilamhn; from Homer down;

1. “to announce”.

2. “to promise”: passive ephggeltai, to whom the promise hath been
made, <480319>Galatians 3:19.

Middle “to announce concerning oneself”; i.e.:

1. to announce that one is about to do or to furnish something, i.e. “to
promise” (of one’s own accord), “to engage” (voluntarily): oJ
epaggeilamenov, <581023>Hebrews 10:23; 11:11; ephggeltai, he hath
promised, followed by legwn, <581226>Hebrews 12:26; tini, to give a promise
to one, <580613>Hebrews 6:13; ti, <450421>Romans 4:21; <560102>Titus 1:2; tini ti,
<590112>James 1:12; 2:5; <610219>2 Peter 2:19; epaggelian, to give a promise, <620225>1
John 2:25 (Esth. 4:7; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 225 (211); Buttmann, 148
(129))); followed by the infinitive (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 7 c.):
<411411>Mark 14:11; <440705>Acts 7:5.

2. “to profess”; ti, e.g. an art, to profess oneself skilled in it (thn arethn,
Xenophon, mem. 1, 2, 7; thn stratian, Hell. 3, 4, 3; sofian, Diogenes
Laërtius prooem. 12; swfrosunhn, Clement of Alexandria, paedag. 3, 4,
p. 299, 27 edition Klotz; (cf. Liddell and Scott, under the word, 5)):
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qeosebeian, <540210>1 Timothy 2:10; gnwsin, 6:21. (Compare:
proepaggellw.)*

{1862} epaggelma, epaggelmatov, to (epaggellw), “a promise”: <610104>2
Peter 1:4; 3:13. (Demosthenes, Isocrates, others.)*

{1863} epagw (present participle epagwn); 1 aorist participle epaxav
(Winer’s Grammar, p. 82 (78); (Veitch, under the word agw)); 2 aorist
infinitive epagagein; from Homer down; the Septuagint chiefly for aybihe;
“to lead or bring upon”: tini ti, “to bring a thing on one,” i.e. to cause
something to befall one, usually something evil, <610201>2 Peter 2:1,5 (phma,
Hesiod, Works, 240; atan, Sophocles Ajax 1189; ghrav nosouv epagei,
Plato, Tim. 33 a.; eJautoiv douleian, Demosthenes, p. 424, 9; deina,
Palaeph. 6, 7; kaka, Baruch 4:29; ametrhton uJdwr, 3 Macc. 2:4, and in
other examples; in the Septuagint epi tina ti, as kaka, <240619>Jeremiah 6:19;
11:11, etc.; plhghn, <021101>Exodus 11:1; also in a good sense, as agaqa,
<243904>Jeremiah 39:42 (<243242>Jeremiah 32:42); tini eufrosunhn, Baruch 4:29).
epagein to aJima tinov epi tina, to bring the blood of one upon anyone,
i.e. lay upon one the guilt of, make him answerable for, the violent death
inflicted on another: <440528>Acts 5:28 (like epagein aJmartian epi tina,
<012009>Genesis 20:9; <023221>Exodus 32:21, 34; aJmartiav paterwn epi tekna,
<023407>Exodus 34:7).*

{1864} epagwnizomai; “to contend”: tini, for a thing, <650103>Jude 1:3. (tw
Anniba, against Hannibal, Plutarch, Fab. 23, 2; taiv nikaiv, added a new
contest to his victories, id. Cim. 13, 4; by others in different senses.)*

{1865} epaqroizw: (present passive participle epaqroizomenov); “to
gather together” (to others already present): passive in <421129>Luke 11:29.
(Plutarch, Anton. 44, 1.)*

{1866} Epainetov (so Winer’s Grammar, sec. 6, 1 50 (cf. Chandler sec.
325); Epainetov Rec.st T; see Tdf. Proleg., p. 103; Lipsius, Gram.
Unters., p. 30f; Roehl, Inscriptions index iii.) (epainew), Epainetou, oJ,
“Epaenetus,” the name of a Christian mentioned in <451605>Romans 16:5.*

{1867} epainew, epainw; future epainesw (<461122>1 Corinthians 11:22,
for the more common epainesomai, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 86 (82);
(Buttmann, 53 (46)); L text Tr marginal reading epainw); 1 aorist
ephnesa; (epainov); from Homer down; the Septuagint for lLehi and
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jBævi; “to approve, to praise” (with the epi cf. German be- in beloben
(Passow, under the word epi, IV. C. 3 cc.)): tina, <451511>Romans 15:11;
<461122>1 Corinthians 11:22; tina, followed by oJti (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
30, 9 b.), <421608>Luke 16:8; <461102>1 Corinthians 11:2; absolutely, followed by
oJti, <461117>1 Corinthians 11:17.*

{1868} epainov, epainou, oJ (epi and ainov (as it were, “a tale for”
another; cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Lexil. sec. 83, 4; Schmidt, chapter
155)); “approbation, commendation, praise”: <500408>Philippians 4:8; ek tinov,
bestowed by one, <450229>Romans 2:29; epainon ecein ek tinov, genitive of
person, <451303>Romans 13:3; oJ epainov genhsetai eJkastw apo tou Qeou,
<460405>1 Corinthians 4:5; with the genitive of the person to whom the praise is
given, <450229>Romans 2:29; <470818>2 Corinthians 8:18; eiv epainon, to the
obtaining of praise, <600107>1 Peter 1:7; eiv epainon tinov, that a person or
thing may be praised, <490106>Ephesians 1:6, 14; <500111>Philippians 1:11;
(pempesqai eiv ... epainon tinov, <600214>1 Peter 2:14); einai eiv epainon
tinov to be a praise to a person or thing, <490112>Ephesians 1:12.*

{1869} epairw; 1 aorist ephra, participle eparav, imperative 2 person
plural eparate, infinitive eparai; perfect ephrka (<431318>John 13:18 Tdf.);
(passive and middle, present epairomai); 1 aorist passive ephrqhn; (on
the omission of the iota subscript, see airw at the beginning); from
Herodotus down; the Septuagint chiefly for ac;n;, also for µyrije; “to lift
up, raise up, raise on high”: ton artemona, to hoist up, <442740>Acts 27:40 (ta
iJstia, Plutarch, mor., p. 870 (de Herod. malign. sec. 39)); tav ceirav, in
offering prayer, <540208>1 Timothy 2:8 (<160806>Nehemiah 8:6; <19D302>Psalm 133:2
(<19D402>Psalm 134:2)); in blessing, <422450>Luke 24:50 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
65, 4 c.) (<030922>Leviticus 9:22 (yet here exarav); Sir. 50:20); tav kefalav,
of the timid and sorrowful recovering spirit, <422128>Luke 21:28 (so aucena,
Philo de secular sec. 20); touv ofqalmouv, to look up, <401708>Matthew 17:8;
<421623>Luke 16:23; <430435>John 4:35; 6:5; eiv tina, <420620>Luke 6:20; eiv ton
ouranon, <421813>Luke 18:13; <431701>John 17:1; thn fwnhn, <421127>Luke 11:27;
<440214>Acts 2:14; 14:11; 22:22 (Demosthenes 449, 13; the Septuagint
<070204>Judges 2:4; 9:7; <101336>2 Samuel 13:36); thn pternan epi tina, to lift the
heel against one (see pterna), <431318>John 13:18. Passive ephrqh, was taken
up (of Christ, taken up into heaven), <440109>Acts 1:9; reflexively and
metaphorically, “to be lifted up with pride, to exalt oneself”: <471120>2
Corinthians 11:20 (<241315>Jeremiah 13:15; <194610>Psalm 46:10 (<194701>Psalm 47:10)
10; Sir. 11:4; 35:1 (Sir. 32:1); 1 Macc. 1:3; 2:63; Aristophanes nub. 810;
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Thucydides 4, 18; Aeschines 87, 24; with the dative of the thing of which
one is proud, <200305>Proverbs 3:5; <360111>Zephaniah 1:11; Herodotus 9, 49;
Thucydides 1, 120; Xenophon, Cyril 8, 5, 24); — on <471005>2 Corinthians 10:5
see uJywma.*

{1870} epaiscunomai; future epaiscunqhsomai; 1 aorist
ephscunqhn, and with neglect of augment epaiscunqhn (<550116>2 Timothy
1:16 L T Tr WH; cf. (WH’s Appendix, p. 161); Buttmann, 34 (30);
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 12 at the end)); from Aeschylus down; “to be
ashamed” (epi on account of (cf. <230129>Isaiah 1:29 Alexandrian LXX; Ellicott
on <550108>2 Timothy 1:8); see aiscunw): absolutely, <550112>2 Timothy 1:12; tina
(on the accusative, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 1 b. [a].; Buttmann, 192
(166)), of a person, <410838>Mark 8:38; <420926>Luke 9:26; ti, of a thing,
<450116>Romans 1:16; <550108>2 Timothy 1:8,16; epi tini, the dative of a thing,
<450621>Romans 6:21; followed by the infinitive <580211>Hebrews 2:11; with the
accusative of a person and the infinitive of a thing, <581116>Hebrews 11:16.
(Twice in the Septuagint: <230129>Isaiah 1:29 (Alexandrian LXX); <183419>Job
34:19.)*

{1871} epaitew, epaitw;

1. “to ask besides, ask for more”: Homer, Iliad 23, 593.

2. “to ask again and again, importunately”: Sophocles Oed. Tyr. 1416; “to
beg, to ask alms”: <421603>Luke 16:3; (<421835>Luke 18:35 L T Tr WH); (<19A810>Psalm
108:10 (<19A910>Psalm 109:10) 10; Sir. 40:28; Sophocles Oed. Colossians
1364).*

{1872} epakolouqew, epakolouqw; 1 aorist ephkolouqhsa; “to
follow” (close) “upon, follow after”; in the N.T. only metaphorically, toiv
icnesi tinov, to tread in one’s footsteps, i.e. to imitate his example, <600221>1
Peter 2:21; with the dative of a person <540524>1 Timothy 5:24 (opposed to
proagw, “to go before”; the meaning is, ‘the sins of some men are
manifest now, even before they are called to account, but the misdeeds of
others are exposed when finally judgment is held’; cf. Huther (or Ellicott)
at the passage); ergw agaqw, to be devoted to good works, <540510>1 Timothy
5:10; used, with the dative of the person to be mentally supplied, of the
miracles accompanying the preaching of Christ’s ministers, <411620>Mark 16:20.
(Aristophanes, Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, and following; occasionally
in the Septuagint.)*
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{1873} epakouw: 1 aorist ephkousa; from Homer down; the Septuagint
often for hn;[; and [mæv;;

1. “to give ear to, listen to; to perceive by the ear”.

2. “to listen to” i.e. “hear with favor, grant one’s prayer” (Aeschylus
choëph. 725; twn eucwn, Lucian, Tim. 34): tinov, “to hearken to one,”
<470602>2 Corinthians 6:2 from <234908>Isaiah 49:8; often so in the Septuagint*

{1874} epakroaomai, epakrwmai: 3 person plural imperfect
ephkrownto; “to listen to”: with the genitive of a person <441625>Acts 16:25.
(Comicus Plato in Bekker anecd., p. 360; Lucian, Icarom. 1; Test. xii.
Putt., p. 710, test. Jos. sec. 8.)*

{1875} epan, conjunction (from epei and an), “after, when”: with the
subjunctive present <421134>Luke 11:34; with the subjunctive aorist, answering
to the Latin future exact. (future perfect), <400208>Matthew 2:8; <421122>Luke 11:22.
Cf. Klotz ad Devar. 2:2, p. 547.*

{1876} epanagkev (anagkh (hence, literally, “on compulsion”)),
“necessarily”: plhn twn epanagkev toutwn, besides these things which
are necessarily imposed, <441528>Acts 15:28 (Buttmann, 27. (24)). (Herodotus,
Andocides (405 B. C.), Plato, Demosthenes, Aristotle, Dionysius
Halicarnassus, Plutarch, Aelian, Epictetus.)*

{1877} epanagw; 2 aorist infinitive epanagagein, imperative
epanagage (participle epanagagwn, <402118>Matthew 21:18 T WH text Tr
marginal reading);

1. literally, “to lead up upon,” namely, to ploion, a ship upon the deep,
i.e. “to put out,” <420503>Luke 5:3 (Xenophon, Hell. 6, 2, 28; 2 Macc. 12:4);
with eiv to baqov added, into the deep, ibid. 4.

2. “to lead back”; intransitive, “to return” (cf. Buttmann, 144 (126)):
<402118>Matthew 21:18; (2 Macc. 9:21; Xenophon, Cyril 4, 1, 3; Polybius,
Diodorus, Josephus, Herodian, others).*

{1878} epanamimnhskw; “to recall to mind again”: tina, reminding
one, <451515>Romans 15:15. (Rare; Plato, legg. 3, p. 688 a.; Demosthenes 74
(7) 9; (Aristotle).)*

{1879} epanapauw:
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1. “to cause to rest upon anything”: the Septuagint in <071626>Judges 16:26
according to manuscript Alexandrian LXX; Gregory of Nyssa.

2. Middle (present epanapauomai); future epanapausomai, and
(<421006>Luke 10:6 T WH after manuscripts a B) epanapahsomai (see
anapauw); “to rest upon anything”: tini, metaphorically, tw nomw, to
lean upon, trust to, <450217>Romans 2:17 (<330311>Micah 3:11; 1 Macc. 8:12). “to
settle upon, fix its abode upon”; epi tina, with the included idea of
antecedent motion toward (see eiv, C. 2, p. 186a): hJ eirhnh ep’ auton
i.e. shall rest, remain, upon him or it, <421006>Luke 10:6 (to pneuma epi tina,
<041125>Numbers 11:25; <120215>2 Kings 2:15; epi tini, <041126>Numbers 11:26
variant).*

{1880} epanercomai; 2 aorist epanhlqon; “to return, come back
again”: <421035>Luke 10:35; 19:15. (Herodotus; frequent in Attic writings.)*

{1881} epanisthmi: future middle epanasthsomai; “to cause to rise
up against, to raise up against”; middle “to rise up against” (Herodotus,
Aristophanes, Thucydides, Polybius, others): epi tina, <401021>Matthew 10:21;
<411312>Mark 13:12, as in <051911>Deuteronomy 19:11; 22:26; <330706>Micah 7:6.*

{1882} epanorqwsiv, epanorqwsewv, hJ (epanorqow), “restoration to
an upright or a right state; correction, improvement” (in Greek writings
from Demosthenes down): of life and character, <550316>2 Timothy 3:16 (cf.
ton Qeon ... cronon ge prov epanorqwsin (autoiv) prosizanein,
Plutarch, de sera num. vind. 6); with tou biou added, Polybius 1, 35, 1;
Epictetus diss. 3, 21, 15; seautou, id. ench. 51, 1; (hqikh de ta prov
anqrwpinwn epanorqwsin hqwn, Philo de ebriet. sec. 22; cf. de confus.
lingg. sec. 36 at the end); (cf. epanorqoun kai eiv metanoian apagein,
Josephus, Antiquities 4, 6, 10).*

{1883} epanw, adverb (epi and anw (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 102 (97);
Buttmann, 319 (273))), Herodotus and following; often in the Septuagint;
“above”;

1. adverbially, a. of place: <421144>Luke 11:44; b. of number; “beyond, more
than”: praqhnai epanw triakosiwn dhnariwn, sold for more than
three hundred denaries, <411405>Mark 14:5; wfqh epanw pentakosioiv
adelfoiv, by more than five hundred brethren, <461506>1 Corinthians 15:6; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 37, 5; (Buttmann, 168 (146)).
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2. as a preposition it is joined with the genitive (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54,
6), a. of place: <400209>Matthew 2:9; 5:14; 21:7 RG; 23:18,20,(22); 27:37;
28:2; <420439>Luke 4:39; (<421019>Luke 10:19); <660608>Revelation 6:8 (WH brackets the
genitive); 20:3 (11 Tr text). b. of dignity and power: exousian ecein
epanw tinov, <421917>Luke 19:17 (19); epanw pantwn esti, <430331>John 3:31a
(31b (but here G T WH marginal reading omit the clause)).*

eparatov, eparaton (eparaomai (to call down curses upon)),
“accursed”: <430749>John 7:49 L T Tr WH. (Thucydides, Plato, Aeschin, Dio
Cass., others.)*

{1884} eparkew, eparkw; 1 aorist (ephrkesa), subjunctive
eparkesw; properly, “to avail or be strong enough for” ... (see arkew);
hence, a. “to ward off or drive away,” ti tini, a thing for another’s
advantage equivalent to “a thing from” anyone (Homer), “to defend”. b.
“to aid, give assistance, relieve” (Herodotus, Aeschyl, others): tini, <540510>1
Timothy 5:10; middle, “to give aid from one’s own resources,” <540516>1
Timothy 5:16 according to the reading eparkeisqw (L text T Tr WH
marginal reading) for eparkeitw (R G L marginal reading WH text);
(kata dunamin allhloiv eparkein, Xenophon, mem. 2, 7, 1).*

{1885} eparceiov, eparceion, “belonging to an eparcov or prefect”;
eparceiov namely, exousia, equivalent to hJ eparcia (see the following
word), “a perfecture, province”: <442501>Acts 25:1 T WH marginal reading So
hJ eparciov, Eusebius, h. e. 2, 10, 3 (with the variant eparceion); 2, 26,
2; 3, 33, 3; de mart. Pal. 8, 1; 13, 11.*

{1885} eparcia eparceia T WH (see ei, i)), eparciav, hJ (from
eparcov i.e. oJ ep’ arch wn the one in command, prefect, governor),
“prefecture”; i.e.

1. the office of eparcov or prefect.

2. “the region subject to a prefect; a province” of the Roman empire, either
a larger province, or an appendage to a larger province, as Palestine was to
that of Syria (cf. Schürer, Zeitgesch., p. 144ff): <442334>Acts 23:34; 25:1 (see
the preceding word); (Polybius, Diodorus, Plutarch, Dio Cass.). Cf. Krebs,
Observations, etc., p. 256ff; Fischer, Deuteronomy vitiis Lexicons of the
N.T., p. 432ff; (BB. DD. (especially Kitto) under the word Province).*
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{1886} epauliv, epaulisewv, hJ (epi and auliv tent, place to pass the
night in; hence, a country-house, cottage, cabin, fold), “a farm; a dwelling”
(A.V. “habitation”): <440120>Acts 1:20 from <196826>Psalm 68:26 (<196926>Psalm 69:26).
(Diodorus, Plutarch, others; also “a camp,” military “quarters,” Plato,
Polybius)*

{1887} epaurion, adverb of time, equivalent to ep’ aurion), “on the
morrow”; in the N.T. th epaurion, namely, hJmera, the next day, on the
morrow: <402762>Matthew 27:62; <411112>Mark 11:12; <430129>John 1:29; <441009>Acts 10:9,
etc.; the Septuagint for tr;j’M;mi.

{1888} epautofwrw, see autofwrov, p. 87{b}.

{1889} Epafrav, Epafra (Buttmann, 20 (17f)), oJ, “Epaphras,” a
Christian man mentioned in <510107>Colossians 1:7; 4:12; <570123>Philemon 1:23.
The conjecture of some that the name is contracted from Epafroditov
(which see (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 103 (97))) and hence, that these two
names belong to one and the same man, is not probable; (see B. D.
American edition under the word Epaphras; Lightfoot’s Commentary on
Philippians, p. 61, note 4). The name is common in inscriptions.*

{1890} epafrizw; “to foam up” (Mosch. 5, 5); “to cast out as foam,
foam out”: ti, <650113>Jude 1:13 calls the godless and graceless set of whom he
speaks kumata epafrizonta tav eJautwn aiscunav, i.e. (dropping the
figure) impelled by their restless passions, they unblushingly exhibit, in
word and deed, their base and abandoned spirit; cf. <235720>Isaiah 57:20.*

{1891} Epafroditov, Epafroditou, oJ (from Afrodith, properly,
‘charming’), “Epaphroditus,” an associate with Paul in the ministry:
<507425>Philippians 2:25; 4:18. See Epafrav above.*

{1892} epegeirw: 1 aorist ephgeira; “to raise or excite against”: ti epi
tina, <441350>Acts 13:50 (diwgmon); kata tinov, to stir up against one: tav
yucav ... kata twn adelfwn, <441402>Acts 14:2.*

{1893} epei (from temporal epi and ei, literally, thereupon when;
Curtius, Erläut. etc., p. 182; cf. Etymologicum Magnum 356, 7),
conjunction (Latin cum), “when, since” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 1);
used:
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1. of time, “after”; so once in the N.T.: <420701>Luke 7:1 (where L T Tr text
WH text epeidh).

2. of cause, etc., “since, seeing that, because”: <401832>Matthew 18:32;
(<402140>Matthew 21:40 T Tr WH); 27:6; <411542>Mark 15:42; <420134>Luke 1:34;
<431329>John 13:29; 19:31; <461412>1 Corinthians 14:12; <471118>2 Corinthians 11:18;
13:3; <580502>Hebrews 5:2,11; 6:13; 9:17; 11:11; epei oun “since then,”
<580214>Hebrews 2:14; 4:6. Agreeably to a very common abbreviation of
speech, we must often supply in thought between epei and the proposition
depending upon it some such phrase as “if it is (or were) otherwise”; so
that the particle, although retaining the force of “since,” is yet to be
rendered “otherwise, else, or for then” (German sonst); so in <451106>Romans
11:6,22; <580926>Hebrews 9:26; epei ara, <460510>1 Corinthians 5:10; 7:14 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 8 a.); epei alone before a question (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 480 (417); Buttmann, 233 (200)): <450306>Romans 3:6; <461416>1
Corinthians 14:16; 15:29; <581002>Hebrews 10:2; (4 Macc. 1:33; 2:7,19; 6:34
(35); 7:21; 8:8). Cf. Matthiae, sec. 618; (Buttmann, sec. 149, 5).*

{1894} epeidh, conjunction (from epei and dh), Latin cum jam, “when
now, since now” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 434 (404), 448 (417); Ellicott on
<507726>Philippians 2:26);

1. of time; “when now, after that”; so once in the N.T.: <420701>Luke 7:1 L T
Tr text WH text

2. of cause; “since, seeing that, forasmuch as”: <402146>Matthew 21:46 (R G L);
<421106>Luke 11:6; <441346>Acts 13:46; 14:12; 15:24; <460121>1 Corinthians 1:21, 22;
14:16; 15:21; (<470504>2 Corinthians 5:4 Rec.st); <507726>Philippians 2:26.*

{1895} epeidhper (epeidh per Lachmann), conjunction (from epei, dh
and per), “seeing that, forasmuch as”; Itala and Vulgate quoniam quidem,
“since now” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 448 (417)): <420101>Luke 1:1. (Aristotle,
phys. 8, 5 (p. 256b, 25); Dionysius Halicarnassus 2, 72; Philo ad Gai. sec.
25, and Attic writings from Thucydides down.)*

{1896} epeidon (Tdf. 7 efeidon); imperative epide (Lachmann efide,
cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 1 d. 14; Buttmann, 7; (references under the
word afeidon); besides see eidw, I.); “to look upon, to regard”: followed
by a telic infinitive, epeiden afelein to oneidov mou ((R. V. “looked
upon” me to take away etc.), German hat hergeblickt), <420125>Luke 1:25; epi
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ti, “to look upon” (for the purpose of punishing, cf. Latin animadvertere),
<440429>Acts 4:29.*

epeimi; (epi, and eimi to go); “to come upon, approach”; of time, “to
come on, be at hand”; participle epiwn, epousa, epon, “next, following”:
th spioush, namely, hJmera, on the following day, <441611>Acts 16:11; 20:15;
21:18 (Polybius 2, 25, 11; 5, 13, 10; Josephus, Antiquities 3, 1, 6;
(<202701>Proverbs 27:1); etc.); with hJmera added (as in the earlier writings
from Herodotus down), <440726>Acts 7:26; th epioush nukti, <442311>Acts 23:11.
Cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 464.*

{1897} epeiper, conjunction (epei, per), “since indeed, since at all
events”; (it introduces a “known and unquestioned certainty”): <450330>Romans
3:30 R G (but L Tr ei per, T WH eiper). Cf. Hermann ad Vig., p. 784;
(Bäumlein, p. 204; Winer’s Grammar, 418 (417). From the Tragg. down.)*

{1898} epeisagwgh, epeisagwghv, hJ, “a bringing in besides or in
addition to what is or has been brought in”: kreittonov elpidov,
<580719>Hebrews 7:19. (In Josephus, Antiquities 11, 6, 2 used of the
introduction of a new wife in place of one repudiated; eJterwn ihtrwn,
Hippocrates, p. 27 (vol. i., p. 81, Kühn edition); proswpwn, of characters
in a play, Dionysius Halicarnassus, scr. cens. 2, 10; in the plural of places
for letting in the enemy, Thucydides 8, 92.)*

epeisercomai: future epeiseleusomai;

1. “to come in besides or to those who are already within; to enter
afterward” (Herodotus, Thucydides, Plato, others).

2. “to come in upon, come upon by entering; to enter against”: epi tina,
accusative of person, <422135>Luke 21:35 L T Tr text WH; with a simple dative
of person 1 Macc. 16:16.*

{1899} epeita, adverb (epi, eita), “thereupon, thereafter, then,
afterward”; used

a. of time: <410705>Mark 7:5 RG; <421607>Luke 16:7; <480121>Galatians 1:21; <590414>James
4:14; meta touto is added redundantly in <431107>John 11:7 (cf. Meyer at the
passage; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65, 2; (Buttmann, 397 (340))); a more
definite specification of time is added epexegetically, meta eth tria,
<480118>Galatians 1:18; dia dekatessarwn etwn, <480201>Galatians 2:1.
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b. in enumerations it is used

[a]. of time and order: prwton ... epeita, <461546>1 Corinthians 15:46; <520417>1
Thessalonians 4:17; proteron ... epeita, <580727>Hebrews 7:27; aparch ...
epeita, <461523>1 Corinthians 15:23; eita (but T Tr marginal reading WH
marginal reading epeita) ... epeita, <461505>1 Corinthians 15:5,6; epeita ...
epeita, <461507>1 Corinthians 15:7 L marginal reading T Tr marginal reading
WH marginal reading

[b]. of order alone: prwton ... epeita, <580702>Hebrews 7:2; triton ...
epeita ... epeita (R G eita), <461228>1 Corinthians 12:28.*

{1900} epekeina (equivalent to ep’ ekeina namely, merh (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 6, the passage cited at the end)), adv, “beyond”: with the
genitive, Babulwnov, <440743>Acts 7:43. (Often in Greek writings from
Herodotus down both with and without the genitive; in the Septuagint
<300527>Amos 5:27; <013516>Genesis 35:16; <242219>Jeremiah 22:19.)*

{1901} epekteinw: (present middle participle epekteinomenov); “to
stretch out to or toward”; middle, “to stretch” (oneself) “forward to”: with
the dative of thing indicating the direction (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4,
7), <500313>Philippians 3:13 (14) (see emprosqen, 1 at the end).*

{1903} ependuthv, ependutou, oJ (ependunw or ependuw, which see
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 25; 94 (90))), “an upper garment” (Tertullian
superindumentum): <432107>John 21:7, where it seems to denote a kind of linen
blouse or frock which fishermen used to wear at their work. (Sophocles
fragment 391 Dindorf ((248 Ahrens): Pollux 7, 45, p. 717); the Septuagint
twice (thrice) for ly[im], <091804>1 Samuel 18:4 (Alexandrian LXX); <101318>2
Samuel 13:18; (add <030807>Leviticus 8:7 Alexandrian LXX).)*

{1902} ependuw: 1 aorist middle infinitive ependusasqai; “to put on
over” (A.V. “to be clothed upon”): <470502>2 Corinthians 5:2, 4. (Plutarch,
Pelop. 11; actively, Josephus, Antiquities 5, 1, 12.)*

{1904} epercomai; future epeleusomai; 2 aorist ephlqon (3 person
plural ephlqan, <441419>Acts 14:19 L T Tr WH); the Septuagint chiefly for
awOB;

1. “to come to, to arrive”; a. universally, followed by apo with a genitive
of place, <441419>Acts 14:19. b. of time; “to come on, be at hand, be future”: en
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toiv aiwsi toiv epercomenoiv, <490207>Ephesians 2:7 (<234104>Isaiah 41:4,22,23;
in Greek writings from Homer down); of that which time will bring, “to
impend”: hJ talaipwria hJ epercomenh, <590501>James 5:1: tini, <422126>Luke
21:26 (<236304>Isaiah 63:4; also of things favorable, hJ eulogia, Sir. 3:8).

2. “to come upon, overtake,” one; so even in Homer, as of sleep, tina,
Odyssey 4, 793; 10, 31; tini, 12, 311: of disease, 11, 200: epi tina,

a. of calamities: <422135>Luke 21:35 RG; <440824>Acts 8:24; 13:40 (L T Tr text WH
omit; Tr marginal reading brackets ef’ uJmav) (<014221>Genesis 42:21;
<330311>Micah 3:11; <360202>Zephaniah 2:2; <142009>2 Chronicles 20:9; <240512>Jeremiah 5:12
(here hJxei)).

b. of the Holy Spirit, descending and operating in one: <420135>Luke 1:35;
<440108>Acts 1:8.

c. of an enemy attacking one: epelqwn nikhsh auton, <421122>Luke 11:22;
(Homer, Iliad 12, 136; <093023>1 Samuel 30:23; with the dative of person
Herodian, 1, 8, 12 (6 Bekker)).*

{1905} eperwtaw, eperwtw; imperfect ephrwtwn; future eperwthsw;
1 aorist ephrwthsa; 1 aorist passive participle eperwthqeiv; the
Septuagint mostly for lav;, sometimes for ‘vræD;;

1. “to accost one with an inquiry, put a question to, inquire of, ask,
interrogate” (epi directive, uniformly in the N.T.; Meyer on <411129>Mark
11:29 (cf. epi, D. 2)): tina, <410932>Mark 9:32; 12:34; <402246>Matthew 22:46;
<420246>Luke 2:46; <461435>1 Corinthians 14:35; <431821>John 18:21 R G; tina ti, ask
one anything, <410717>Mark 7:17 L T Tr WH; 11:29; <422040>Luke 20:40; tina
peri tinov, one about a thing, <410717>Mark 7:17 R G; (<420945>Luke 9:45
Lachmann) (Herodotus 1, 32; Demosthenes 1072, 12); followed by legwn
with the words used by the questioner, <401210>Matthew 12:10; 17:10; <410911>Mark
9:11; 12:18; <420310>Luke 3:10, 14; 20:27; 23:3 (R G L), and often in the
Synoptic Gospels; followed by ei, “whether,” <410823>Mark 8:23; 15:44;
<422306>Luke 23:6; or some other form of the indirect question, <442334>Acts 23:34;
ephrwtwn legontev (L T Tr WH omit legontev), tiv eih, <420809>Luke 8:9;
eperwtan Qeon “to consult God” (<042303>Numbers 23:3; <060920>Joshua 9:20
(14); <070101>Judges 1:1; 18:5; <231903>Isaiah 19:3, etc.; Thucydides 1, 118 (etc.)),
hence, “to seek to know God’s purpose and to do his will,” <451020>Romans
10:20 from <236501>Isaiah 65:1.
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2. by a usage foreign to the Greeks, “to address one with a request or
demand; to ask of or demand of one”: followed by the infinitive
<401601>Matthew 16:1 (so eperwtan tina ti, Hebrew lav;, in <19D603>Psalm
136:3 (<19D703>Psalm 137:3); (this sense is disputed by some; see Zezschwitz as
referred to at end of next word; cf. Weiss on Matthew, the passage cited,
and see erwtaw, 2)).

{1906} eperwthma, eperwtematov, to (eperwtaw);

1. “an inquiry, a question”: Herodotus 6,67; Thucydides 3, 53. 68.

2. “a demand”; so for the Chaldean al;aev] in <270414>Daniel 4:14 Theodotion;
see eperwtaw, 2.

3. As the terms of inquiry and demand often include the idea of desire, the
word thus gets the signification of “earnest seeking,” i.e. “a craving, an
intense desire” (so eperwtan eiv ti, “to long for something,” <101107>2
Samuel 11:7 — (but surely the phrase here (like lav; l]) means simply “to
ask in reference to, ask about”)). If this use of the word is conceded, it
affords us the easiest and most congruous explanation of that vexed
passage <600321>1 Peter 3:21: “which (baptism) now saves us (you) not because
in receiving it we (ye) have put away the filth of the flesh, but because we
(ye) have earnestly sought a conscience reconciled to God” (suneidhsewv
agaqhv genitive of the object, as opposed to sarkov rupou). It is
doubtful, indeed, whether eiv Qeon is to be joined with eperwthma, and
signifies a craving directed “unto God” (Winer’s Grammar, 194 (182) —
yet less fully and decidedly than in edition 5, p. 216f), or with suneidhsiv,
and denotes the attitude of the conscience “toward” (in relation to) “God”;
the latter construction is favored by a comparison of <442416>Acts 24:16
aproskopon suneidhsin ecein prov ton Qeon. The signification of
eperwthma which is approved by others, viz. “stipulation, agreement,” is
first met with in the Byzantine writers on law: “moreover, the formula
kata to eperwthma thv semnotathv boulhv, common in inscriptions of
the age of the Antonines and the following Caesars, exhibits no new sense
of the word eperwthma; for this formula does not mean ‘according to the
decree of the senate’ (ex senatus consulto, the Greek for which is kata ta
doxanta th boulh), but ‘after inquiry of or application to the senate,’ i.e.
‘with government sanction.’“ Zezschwitz, Petri quoted in de Christi ad
inferos descensu sententia (Lipsius 1857), p. 45; (Farrar, Early Days of
Christianity, i. 138 n.; Kähler, Des Gewissen, i. 1 (Halle 1878), pp. 331-
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338. Others would adhere to the (more analogical) passive sense of
eperwthma, viz. the thing asked (the demand) of a good convcience
toward God’ equivalent to the avowal of consecration unto Him).*

{1907} epecw; imperfect epeicon; 2 aorist epescon;

1. “to have or hold upon, apply”: namely, ton noun, “to observe, attend
to,” followed by an indirect question, <421407>Luke 14:7; tini, dative of person,
“to give attention to one,” <440305>Acts 3:5; <540416>1 Timothy 4:16 (with the dative
of a thing, Sir. 31:2 (Sir. 34:2); 2 Macc. 9:25; Polybius 3, 43, 2, etc.; fully
ofqalmon tini, Lucian, dial. mar. 1, 2).

2. “to hold toward, hold forth, present”: logon zwhv, as a light, by which
illumined ye are the lights of the world, <504716>Philippians 2:16 (others besides,
cf. Meyer or Ellicott at the passage).

3. “to check” ((cf. English “hold up”), German anhalten): namely,
emauton, “to delay, stop, stay,” <441922>Acts 19:22, and in Greek writings
from Homer down; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 1; Buttmann, 144
(126); Fritzsche on Sir. 5:1).*

{1908} ephreazw; (ephreia (spiteful abuse, cf. Aristotle, rhet. 2, 2, 4));
“to insult; to treat abusively, use despitefully; to revile”: tina, <400544>Matthew
5:44 R G; <420628>Luke 6:28 (with the dative of person, Xenophon, mem. 1, 2,
31; 3, 5, 16); in a forensic sense, “to accuse falsely”: with the accusative of
a thing, <600316>1 Peter 3:16. (Xenophon, Isaeus, Demosthenes, Philo, Plutarch,
Lucian, Herodian; “to threaten,” Herodotus 6, 9 (but cf. Cope on Aristotle,
as above).)*

{1909} epi (before a rough breathing ef’ (occasionally in manuscripts
ep’; see e.g. <19E503>Psalm 145:3 (<19E603>Psalm 146:3)), and also in some instances
before a smooth breathing (as ef’ elpidi, <440226>Acts 2:26 L; <450820>Romans
8:20 (21) Tdf.); see afeidon. It neglects elision before proper names
beginning with a vowel (except Aigupton <440710>Acts 7:10,18) and (at least in
Tdf.’s text) before some other words, see the Proleg., p. 94f; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 5, 1 a.; Buttmann, p. 10), a preposition (from the Sanskrit
local prefix ari; Curtius, sec. 335), joined to the genitive, the dative, and
the accusative; its primary signification is “upon” (Latin super; (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 374 (350) note)).
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A. with the genitive (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 47, g.; Buttmann, 336
(289));

I. of place; and

1. of the place on which;

a. “upon” the surface of (Latin in or super with the abl., German auf with
the dative); after verbs of a biding, remaining, standing, going, coming,
etc.; of doing anything: epi klinhv, <400902>Matthew 9:2; <421734>Luke 17:34; epi
tou dwmatov, <402417>Matthew 24:17; <421731>Luke 17:31; ep’ erhmiav (cf. “on”
a desert), <410804>Mark 8:4; epi twn nefelwn, <402430>Matthew 24:30; 26:64; epi
(thv) ghv, <400610>Matthew 6:10; 9:6; 23:9; 28:18; <422125>Luke 21:25; <440219>Acts
2:19, and very often; epi thv qalasshv, on (the surface of) the sea,
<401425>Matthew 14:25 RG; 26 L T Tr WH; <410648>Mark 6:48 (49); <660513>Revelation
5:13, and, according to the interpretations of many, <430619>John 6:19; but cf.
Baumg.-Crusius at the passage (per contra, cf. Lücke at the passage;
Meyer on Matthew, the passage cited) (<180908>Job 9:8; badizein ef’ uJdatov,
Lcian. philops. 13; epi tou pelagouv diaqeontev, v. h. 2, 4;
(Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 3, 16); on a different sense of the phrase
epi ghv qalasshv see 2 a. below (Winer’s Grammar, 374 (351)));
poiein shmeia epi twn asqenountwn, to be seen upon the bodies of
men, externally, (“on” the sick (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 375 (351))), <430602>John
6:2; ekaqisa and kaqhmai (kaqezomai) epi, <401928>Matthew 19:28; 23:2;
24:3; 25:31; 27:19; <431913>John 19:13; <442009>Acts 20:9; <660917>Revelation 9:17, etc.;
esthn, eJsthka epi, <420617>Luke 6:17; <442140>Acts 21:40; <661005>Revelation 10:5,8;
where parts of the body are spoken of: epi ceirwn, <400406>Matthew 4:6;
<420411>Luke 4:11; epi thv kefalhv, <432007>John 20:7; <461110>1 Corinthians 11:10;
<661001>Revelation 10:1 R G (others, accusative); 12:1; sindona epi gumnou,
<411451>Mark 14:51; epi tou metwpou (or metwpwn), <660703>Revelation 7:3; 9:4;
13:16 (Rec., others, accusative); <661409>Revelation 14:9.

b. Like the preposition en (see the exposition under the word en, I. 7, p.
212{a}), so also epi with the genitive is used after verbs expressing
motion to indicate the rest following the motion; thus after ballein,
<410426>Mark 4:26; <402612>Matthew 26:12; speirein, <410431>Mark 4:31; tiqenai,
<431919>John 19:19; <440515>Acts 5:15; (<420816>Luke 8:16 L T Tr WH); epitiqenai,
<420816>Luke 8:16 (R G); kaqienai, <441011>Acts 10:11; piptein, <410920>Mark 9:20;
14:35; epigrafein, <581016>Hebrews 10:16 R G; eJlkuein, <432111>John 21:11 R
G; ercesqai, <580607>Hebrews 6:7; <660310>Revelation 3:10; anatellein, <421254>Luke
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12:54 T Tr marginal reading WH); genomenov epi tou topou (cf. our
“having arrived on” the spot), <422240>Luke 22:40 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, p.
376 (352) and see below, C. I. 1 b. at the end). kreman tina epi (Hebrew
hl;T; l[æ, <014019>Genesis 40:19; <052122>Deuteronomy 21:22, etc.), for which the
Latin has suspendere ex, de, a, and alicui, <440530>Acts 5:30; 10:39;
<480313>Galatians 3:13.

c. figuratively used of that upon which anything rests (like our “upon”) (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 375 (351); Buttmann, 336 (289); Ellicott on 1 Timothy
as below): iJna staqh epi stomatov etc. (µWqy; l[æ ypi, <051915>Deuteronomy
19:15), resting on the declaration, etc., <401816>Matthew 18:16; <471301>2
Corinthians 13:1; more simply epi marturwn, <540519>1 Timothy 5:19; in the
adverb phrase ep’ alhqeiav (on the ground of truth), see alhqeia, I. 1.
(c. akin is its use (with a personal or a reflexive pronoun) to denote
dependence, as in logizesqw ef’ (others af’ which see II. 2 d. aa.)
eJautou, <471007>2 Corinthians 10:7 T Tr WH (“for himself,” i.e. apart from and
independently of others; R. V. “with himself”); cf. Kühner, 2:432; Liddell
and Scott, under the word A. I. 1 d.)

d. figuratively used of things, affairs, persons, which one is set over, over
which he exercises power; Latin supra, our “over” (cf. below, B. 2 b. and
C. I. 2 e.): epi pantwn, <450905>Romans 9:5; <490406>Ephesians 4:6 (where epi,
dia and en are distinguished); kaqisthmi tina epi tinov, <402445>Matthew
24:45; 25:21,23; <421242>Luke 12:42; <440603>Acts 6:3 (<013904>Genesis 39:4,5; 1 Macc.
6:14; 10:37, etc.; Plato, rep. 5, p. 460 b., etc.); didwmi tini exousian
epi tinov, <660226>Revelation 2:26; ecw exousian epi tinov, <662006>Revelation
20:6; basileuein epi tinov, <400222>Matthew 2:22 R G Tr brackets;
<660510>Revelation 5:10; ecein ef’ eJautou basilea, <660911>Revelation 9:11;
ecein basileian epi twn basilewn, <661718>Revelation 17:18; oJv hn ep thv
gazhv, who was over the treasury, <440827>Acts 8:27; oJ epi tou koitwnov, he
who presided over the bedchamber, the chamberlain, <441220>Acts 12:20
(Passow, i., 2, p. 1035a gives many examples from Greek authors (cf.
Liddell and Scott, under the word A. III. 1; Lob. ad Phryn., p. 474;
Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word); for examples from the O.T.
Apocrypha see Wahl, Clavis Apocr., p. 218a).

e. of that to which the mental act looks or refers: legein epi tinov, to
speak “upon” (of) a thing, <480316>Galatians 3:16 (Plato, Charm., p. 155 d.;
legg. 2, p. 662 d.; Aelian v. h. 1, 30; scribere super re, Cicero, ad Att. 16,
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6; disserere super, Tacitus, ann. 6, 28; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 375 (351);
(Buttmann, 336 (289))).

f. of one on whom an obligation has been laid: euchn ecein ef’ eJautou,
have (taken) on themselves a vow, have bound themselves by a vow,
<442123>Acts 21:23 (WH text ef’ eJautwn (see apo, II. 2 d. aa.)).

2. used of vicinity, i.e. of the place “at, near, hard by,” which (German bei,
an);

a. properly, kolpov oJ epi posidhiou, Herodotus 7, 115; epi twn
qurwn (<440523>Acts 5:23 L T Tr WH) (1 Macc. 1:55; (Plutarch, G. Gracch.
14, 3, p. 841 c.)); cf. Matthiae, ii., p. 1366 sec. 584; Passow, under the
word, p. 1034b; (Liddell and Scott, under the word, I. 1 a., at the end).
But the examples of this signification adduced from the N.T. (with the
exception of Acts, the passage cited) (and most of those from Greek
authors also) are such as to allow the rendering of epi by “super” also,
“over” or “above” (so Winer’s Grammar, 374f (351)): epi thv qalasshv
“at the sea,” upon the shore, or “above the sea,” for the shore overhung the
sea, <430619>John 6:19 (?(cf. 1 a. above)); 21:1 (<021402>Exodus 14:2;
<050140>Deuteronomy 1:40; 1 Macc. 14:34; 15:11; Polybius 1, 44, 4; cf. the
French Boulogne sur mer, Chalons sur Marne (English Stratford on
Avon), etc.; epi tou potamou <260101>Ezekiel 1:1; (Xenophon, an. 4, 3, 28);
epi tou Iordanou, <120207>2 Kings 2:7); esqiein epi thv trapezhv tinov
(German über Jemands Tische essen (cf. English “over” one’s food, “over”
one’s cups, etc.)), food and drink placed upon the table, <422230>Luke 22:30 cf.
<422221>Luke 22:21; sukhn epi thv oJdou, a fig tree above (i.e. higher than)
the way, <402119>Matthew 21:19.

b. “before,” with the genitive of a person, “in the presence of” one as
spectator, or auditor (Winer’s Grammar, 375 (351); Buttmann, 336 (289)):
<402814>Matthew 28:14 (L Tr WH marginal reading uJpo); <411309>Mark 13:9;
<442419>Acts 24:19,20; 25:9; 26:2; <460601>1 Corinthians 6:1,6; <470714>2 Corinthians
7:14; <540613>1 Timothy 6:13 (some bring this under II. below; see marturew);
epi tou bhmatov Kaisarov, <442510>Acts 25:10. c. epi tou (Rec. thv)
batou at the bush, i.e. at the place in the sacred volume where the bush is
spoken of, <411226>Mark 12:26 (see en, I. 1 d.).

II. of Time when; with the genitive of a person “in the time or age of” a
man (“in the days of”); “at the time when an office was held by one; under
the administration of” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 375 (352); Buttmann, 336
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(289)): <410226>Mark 2:26; <420302>Luke 3:2; 4:2; <441128>Acts 11:28; (1 Macc. 13:42;
14:27 (for other examples in which this phrase is equivalent to “in or of the
reign etc. of,” and is preceded by a specification of the year etc., see B. D.
American edition, p. 651 note{b}); 2 Macc. 8:19; 15:22; for numerous
examples from Greek writings see Passow, i., 2, p. 1035, floss fully in
Liddell and Scott, under the word, A. II.)). with the genitive of a tiring, “at
the time” of any occurrence: epi thv metoikesiav Babulwnov, at the
time of the deportation to Babylon, <400111>Matthew 1:11; (on <421254>Luke 12:54
T Tr marginal reading WH see dusmh); “of the time when any occupation
is (or was) carried on”: epi twn proseucwn mou, Latin in precibus meis,
at my prayers, when I am praying, <450110>Romans 1:10 (9); <490116>Ephesians 1:16;
<520102>1 Thessalonians 1:2; <570104>Philemon 1:4. of time itself, ep’ escatwn and
(according to another reading) escatou twn hJmerwn (literally, “at the end
of the days”): <610303>2 Peter 3:3; <580102>Hebrews 1:2 (1) (for the Hebrew
tyrij}aæB] µymiY;hæ, <014901>Genesis 49:1; <042414>Numbers 24:14; <243702>Jeremiah 37:24
(<243024>Jeremiah 30:24); <330401>Micah 4:1; <271014>Daniel 10:14); ep’ escatou tou
cronou, <650118>Jude 1:18 L T Tr WH; (twn cronwn, <600120>1 Peter 1:20 L T Tr
WH).

B. with the dative, used of place (Winer’s Grammar, 392f (366f);
Buttmann, 336f (289f)); and

1. properly;

a. of the place where or in which (Latin in with the abl., German auf with
the dative) (English “on,” etc.), where continuance, position, situation,
etc., are spoken of: ef’ wJ (L text T Tr WH oJpou) katekeito, <410204>Mark
2:4; liqov epi liqw (liqon T Tr WH), <411302>Mark 13:2; epi pinaki,
<401408>Matthew 14:8,11; <410625>Mark 6:25; epi tou krabbatoiv, <410655>Mark 6:55;
anaklinai pantav epi tw cortw, <410639>Mark 6:39; epekeito ep’ autw,
lay upon it, <431138>John 11:38; ef’ iJppoiv, <661914>Revelation 19:14.

b. of the place in which (Latin in with the abl., German auf with the
accusative), after verbs expressing motion toward a place, to denote a
remaining in the place after the motion (English “upon, at,” etc.): ballein
liqon epitini, the dative of person, <430807>John 8:7 Rec.; oikodomein,
<401618>Matthew 16:18; epoikodomein, <490220>Ephesians 2:20; epiballein,
<400916>Matthew 9:16 (<420536>Luke 5:36 epiballein epi ti); epirraptein,
<410221>Mark 2:21 (where L T Tr WH have epi with the accusative);
epipiptein, <440816>Acts 8:16.
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c. of the place above which (Latin super, German über (English “over”)):
ep’ autw, over his head, <422338>Luke 23:38 (for which <402737>Matthew 27:37
epanw thv kefalhv autou).

d. of the place “at,” or “by,” or “near” which: epi quraiv and epi th
qura, <402433>Matthew 24:33; <411329>Mark 13:29; <440509>Acts 5:9 (and often in Greek
writings; cf. Passow, under the word, p. 1037a; (Liddell and Scott, under
the word, B. I. 1 a.; cf. A. I. 2 a. above)); epi th probatikh, <430502>John 5:2;
epi tw potamw, <660914>Revelation 9:14; epi th stoa, <440311>Acts 3:11; ep’ (L T
Tr WH par’) autoiv epimeinai, <442814>Acts 28:14.

2. Metaphorically;

a. of that upon which any action, effect, condition, rests as a basis or
support; properly, “upon the ground of”; and

[a]. of that upon which anything is sustained or upheld: zhn epi tini, to
sustain life on (by) a thing, <400404>Matthew 4:4 (where L Tr, the second time,
en; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 389 (364) note)); <420404>Luke 4:4
(<050803>Deuteronomy 8:3 for hy;j; l[æ; Plato, Alcib. 1, p. 105 c.; Plutarch, de
cup. divit. 7, p. 526 d.; Alciphron, epistles 3, 7, etc.); sunienai epi toiv
artoiv, to understand by reasoning built upon the loaves, <410652>Mark 6:52
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 392 (367); Buttmann, 337 (290)).

[b]. of that upon which anything rests (our “upon”): ep’ elpidi (see in
elpiv, 2), supported by hope, “in hope” (cf; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 51,
2f.), <440226>Acts 2:26; <450418>Romans 4:18; <460910>1 Corinthians 9:10 (differently in
[e]. below); to do anything epi tw onomati tinov, relying upon the name
i.e. the authority of anyone (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 393 (367)):
eleusontai epi tw onomati mou, appropriating to themselves the name
of Messiah, which belongs to me, <402405>Matthew 24:5; <411306>Mark 13:6;
<422108>Luke 21:8 (in which passage legontev, oJti egw eimi oJ Cristov is
added by way of explanation); baptizesqai epi (L Tr WH en) tw
onomati Cristou, so as to repose your hope and confidence in his
Messianic authority, <440238>Acts 2:38; decesqai tina epi tw onomati mou,
to receive one because he bears my name, is devoted to my authority and
instruction, <401805>Matthew 18:5; <410937>Mark 9:37; <420948>Luke 9:48. to do anything
“upon the name of Christ,” his name being introduced, appeal being made
to his authority and command: as khrussein, didaskein, etc., <422447>Luke
24:47; <440417>Acts 4:17,18; 5:28,40; dunamin poiein, daimonia
ekballein, using his name as a formula of exorcism (cf. Winer’s
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Grammar, 393 (367)), <410939>Mark 9:39; <420949>Luke 9:49 (WH Tr marginal
reading en).

[g]. of that upon which as a foundation any superstructure is reared:
nomoqeteisqai, <580711>Hebrews 7:11 (ep’ auth, for which L T Tr WH have
ep’ authv); 8:6; after verbs of trusting, believing, hoping, etc.:
arkeisqai epi tini, <640110>3 John 1:10; parrhsiazesqai, <441403>Acts 14:3;
pepoiqenai, <402743>Matthew 27:43 L text WH marginal reading; <421122>Luke
11:22; 18:9; <411024>Mark 10:24 (T WH omit; Tr marginal reading brackets the
clause); <470109>2 Corinthians 1:9; <580213>Hebrews 2:13; pisteuein, <422425>Luke
24:25; <450933>Romans 9:33; 10:11, etc.; elpizein (see elpizw) (cf. C. I. 2 g.
[a]. below).

[d]. of the reason or motive underlying words and deeds, so that epi is
equivalent to “for, on account of” (Winer’s Grammar, 394 (368);
Buttmann, 337 (290)): <401909>Matthew 19:9 R G T Tr WH text; <420505>Luke 5:5
(epi tw rhmati sou, at thy word, German auf; (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 48, c. d.; in reliance on)); <440316>Acts 3:16 (WH omit); 4:9; 11:19 (L Tr
marginal reading have the genitive); 21:24; <460811>1 Corinthians 8:11
(apollusqai epi tini, German zu Grunde gehen über etc. (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 394 (368) note, but L T Tr WH read en)); <500309>Philippians 3:9;
after ainein, <420220>Luke 2:20; doxazein, <440421>Acts 4:21; <470913>2 Corinthians
9:13 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 381 (357)); marturein, <581104>Hebrews 11:4;
eucaristein etc. to give thanks “for,” <460104>1 Corinthians 1:4; <470915>2
Corinthians 9:15; <500105>Philippians 1:5; <520309>1 Thessalonians 3:9. ef’ wJ
(equivalent to epi toutw, oJti “for that, on the ground of this, that”)
“because that, because,” <450512>Romans 5:12 (on the various interpretations of
this passage see Dietzsch, Adam und Christus. Bonn 1871, p. 50ff); <470504>2
Corinthians 5:4 (Rec.st epeidh); <500312>Philippians 3:12 (ef’ wJ — oJ satanav
— ouk iscuse qanatwsai autouv, Theoph. ad Antol. 2, 29, p. 138,
Otto edition; ef’ wJ Gennadion egrayen, for the reason that he had
accused Gennadius, Synes. epistle 73; cf. Hermann ad Vig., p. 710; the
better Greeks commonly used ef’ oJiv in the same sense, cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 394 (368); (Fritzsche or Meyer on Romans, the passage cited;
Ellicott on Philippians, the passage cited)). Used especially after verbs
signifying a mental affection or emotion, where we also often say “over”
(for examples from Greek writings see Passow, i. 2, p. 1039b; Krüger, sec.
68, 41, 6; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 393 (368) c.)): as agallian, <420147>Luke
1:47; cairein, <401813>Matthew 18:13; <420114>Luke 1:14; 13:17; <451619>Romans
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16:19, etc.; cara estai, <421507>Luke 15:7; caran (Rec. carin) ecw,
<570107>Philemon 1:7; parakalein, parakaleisqai, <470104>2 Corinthians 1:4;
7:13; <520307>1 Thessalonians 3:7; klaiein, <421941>Luke 19:41 R G; kopeton
poiein, <440802>Acts 8:2; koptesqai, <661809>Revelation 18:9 (T Tr WH text the
accusative); odunasqai, <442038>Acts 20:38; ololuzein, <590501>James 5:1;
stugnazein, <411022>Mark 10:22; sullupeisqai, <410305>Mark 3:5; metanoein
epi, to grieve over, “repent of,” <471221>2 Corinthians 12:21;
splagcnizesqai, <401414>Matthew 14:14 G L T Tr WH; <410634>Mark 6:34 R G;
<420713>Luke 7:13 (Tdf. the accusative); makroqumein, <401826>Matthew 18:26 (Tr
the accusative), 29 (L Tr the accusative); <421807>Luke 18:7 (see
makroqumew, 2); <590507>James 5:7; orgizesqai, <661217>Revelation 12:17
(Lachmann omits epi); ekplhssesqai, <400728>Matthew 7:28; <410122>Mark 1:22;
<420432>Luke 4:32; <441312>Acts 13:12; diatarassesqai, <420129>Luke 1:29;
existasqai, <420247>Luke 2:47; qambeisqai, <411024>Mark 10:24; qambov,
<420509>Luke 5:9; <440310>Acts 3:10; qaumazein, <411217>Mark 12:17; <420233>Luke 2:33;
4:22; 9:43; 20:26; <440312>Acts 3:12; kaucasqai, <450502>Romans 5:2;
epaiscunesqai, <450621>Romans 6:21; parazhloun and parorgizein tina
epi tini, <451019>Romans 10:19.

[e]. of the rule, or condition (Winer’s Grammar, 394 (368) d.): ep’
elpidi, a hope being held out or given, <450820>Romans 8:20; <560102>Titus 1:2
(differently in [b]. above); epi dusin ... martusin, on condition that two
witnesses testify to the matter in question (at (the mouth of) two etc.; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 392 (367)), <581028>Hebrews 10:28; epi nekroiv,
equivalent to ontwn nekrwn (“in the case of the dead”), if anyone has
died, <580917>Hebrews 9:17.

[z]. of the purpose and end (“unto, for”; Winer’s Grammar, 394 (368) e.):
ep’ onomati autou, to worship and profess his name, <441514>Acts 15:14
Rec.; kalein tina epi tini, Latin ad aliquid, <480513>Galatians 5:13; <520407>1
Thessalonians 4:7 (epi xenia, Xenophon, an. 7, 6, 3; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, as above); ktisqente epi ergoiv agaqoiv, <490210>Ephesians 2:10;
fronein epi tini to take thought for a thing, <500410>Philippians 4:10; ef’ wJ
(by a later Greek impropriety for epi tini, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 24,
4; (Buttmann, sec. 139, 59; but on the extreme doubtfulness of this alleged
use of oJv in direct questions, see present T. D. Woolsey in the Bibliotheca
Sacra for Apr. 1874, p. 314ff)) parei; for what purpose art thou come?
Vulgate ad quid (others, quod) venisti? <402650>Matthew 26:50 R (but G L T
Tr WH ef’ oJ, see C. I. 2 g. [g]. [aa]. below) (Theoph. epi poiw skopw;
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cf. Herodotus 7, 146 puqomenov, ep’ oJisi hlqon; (but the view of many
ancient expositors which explains the passage by an aposiopesis: “that for
which thou hast come — do” is thoroughly established by Dr. Woolsey, as
above)). of the issue or undesigned result: logomacein epi katastrofh
twn akouontwn, <550214>2 Timothy 2:14; (toiv epi wfeleia pepoihmenoiv
epi blabh crhsqai, Xenophon, mem. 2, 3, 19). [ee]. of the pattern or
standard (A.V. “after”; Winer’s Grammar, 394 (368) f.): kalein tina epi
tw onomati tinov, to call one after the name of another, <420159>Luke 1:59
(<160763>Nehemiah 7:63 (Winer’s Grammar, 410 (382))); epi tw oJmoiwmati
tinov after the likeness of a thing, <450514>Romans 5:14.

b. of that over which one is placed, for its care or administration: epi toiv
uJparcousi tina kaqistanai, <421244>Luke 12:44 (cf. A. I. 1 d. above (also
C. I. 2 e. below); Lob. ad Phryn., p. 474f; Bernhardy (1829), p. 249;
(Winer’s Grammar, 393 (367) a.)).

c. used of a hostile aim, “against” (for examples from Greek writings from
Homer down, see Passow, i. 2, p. 1036a; (cf. Liddell and Scott, under the
word, B. I. 1 c.; Winer’s Grammar, 392 (367); Buttmann, 337 (290))):
<421252>Luke 12:52f; qliyiv genomenh epi Stefanw (Stefanou, L Tr
marginal reading), <441119>Acts 11:19 (A.V. “about”).

d. of that to which anything is added (so that it is, as it were, “upon” it);
“in addition to; over and above” (Winer’s Grammar, 393 (367f) b.): <470713>2
Corinthians 7:13 (L T Tr WH epi de th paraklhsei uJmwn (but L T Tr
WH hJmwn) perissoterwv k.t.l., but in addition to the comfort given
(us) by you, we rejoiced the more exceedingly etc. (A.V. “in” etc. (of
condition))); kerdainein ti epi tini, <402520>Matthew 25:20,22 R G; ecein
luphn epi luph, <508027>Philippians 2:27 Rec. (Euripides, Iph. T. 197 fonov
epi fonw, Troad. 596 epi d’ algesin algea, Sophocles O. C. 544 epi
nosw noson; (cf. Meyer on Philippians, the passage cited; but G L T Tr
WH give the accusative, see C. I. 2 e. below)); prostiqenai epi,
<420320>Luke 3:20; epi pasi toutoiv, besides all this, <421626>Luke 16:26 (L
marginal reading T Tr marginal reading WH en; see en, I. 5 e., p. 211a);
<490616>Ephesians 6:16 (L text T Tr WH en (and there is no toutoiv); see en,
as above); <510314>Colossians 3:14 (Sir. 37:15; 1 Macc. 10:42; (classic
examples in Wetstein (1752) on Luke, the passage cited)); add also
<580801>Hebrews 8:1 (see Lünem. at the passage); <580910>Hebrews 9:10; <461416>1
Corinthians 14:16.
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e. of that which is connected as an adjunct (especially of time) with the
principal matter under consideration (in German generally bei, i.e. “at, on,”
etc.) (Winer’s Grammar, 392 (367)): eucaristo tw Qew mou epi pash
th mneia uJmwn, at every mention of you, as often as I call you to mind,
<500103>Philippians 1:3 (but see Meyer, Ellicott, Lightfoot at the passage, and
under the word pav, I. 2); spendomai epi th qusia, while engaged in
(busied over) the sacrifice, <505017>Philippians 2:17; epi sunteleia twn
aiwnwn, <580926>Hebrews 9:26; epi th prwth diaqhkh, <504415>Philippians 2:15;
speirein and qerizein ep’ eulogiaiv, so that blessings attend, i.e.
bountifully, freely, <470906>2 Corinthians 9:6; epi pash th anagkh, <520307>1
Thessalonians 3:7; epi tw parorgismw uJmwn while your anger lasts,
<490426>Ephesians 4:26; epi toutw “meanwhile,” i.e. while this was going on
((?), “upon this”), <430427>John 4:27.

f. of the object of an action, and

[a]. where the German uses an (English “on” (nearly equivalent to “to”)):
prassein ti epi tini, <440535>Acts 5:35 (like dran ti epi tini, Herodotus
3, 14; Aelian n. an. 11, 11); cf. Bernhardy (1829), p. 250 bottom; (but see
Buttmann, 337 (290)); oJ gegonen ep’ auth, <410533>Mark 5:33 (T Tr WH
omit; L brackets epi); anaplhrousqai, <401314>Matthew 13:14 Rec.

[b]. where the German says über, (English “upon, of, concerning”), after
verbs of writing, speaking, thinking: gegrammena ep’ autw, <431216>John
12:16 (Herodotus 1, 66); profhteuein, <661011>Revelation 10:11; marturein,
22:16 R G T Tr text WH text (see marturew, a.) (doxa epi th
eusebeia, an opinion about, on, piety, 4 Macc. 5:17 (18)).

C. with the accusative (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 49,1.; Buttmann, 337f
(290f));

I. of place;

1. properly;

a. of the place above, over, which, our “up on, on to”: after verbs
signifying motion and continuance, elqein, peripatein epi ta uJdata,
<401428>Matthew 14:28f; epi thn qalassan, <401425>Matthew 14:25 L T Tr WH,
26 R G (plein epi ponton, Homer, Odyssey 1, 183); anapesein epi
thn ghn, <401535>Matthew 15:35; epi to sthqov tinov, <432120>John 21:20;
anakliqhnai epi touv cortouv, <401419>Matthew 14:19 R G; katoikein
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epi pan to proswpon (L T Tr WH pantov proswpou (cf. pav, I. 1 c.))
thv ghv, <441726>Acts 17:26; kaqhsqai, <422135>Luke 21:35; hlqe limov ef’
oJlhn thn ghn, <440711>Acts 7:11; skotov egeneto epi pasan thn ghn,
<402745>Matthew 27:45. “over” i.e. “along”: eJisthkei epi ton aigialon,
<401302>Matthew 13:2 (Winer’s Grammar, 408 (380); differently in d. below).

b. of motion to a place whose surface is occupied or touched (German auf
with the accusative), “upon, unto,” etc.; after verbs of going, coming,
ascending, descending, falling, etc.: poreuesqai epi thn oJdon, <440826>Acts
8:26; 9:11; epi tav diexodouv, <402209>Matthew 22:9; proercesqai, <442013>Acts
20:13 (here Tr WH marginal reading prosercesqai); feugein,
<402416>Matthew 24:16 (where L Tr WH text eiv); exercesqai, <420827>Luke 8:27;
exienai, <442743>Acts 27:43; epibainein, <402105>Matthew 21:5; anabainein,
<420519>Luke 5:19; 19:4; <441009>Acts 10:9; <662009>Revelation 20:9; katabainein,
<422244>Luke 22:44 (L brackets WH reject the passage); <661621>Revelation 16:21;
apercesqai, <422333>Luke 23:33 (L Tr WH ercesqai); piptein epi touv
podav, <441025>Acts 10:25; epi proswpon, to fall upon the face, <401706>Matthew
17:6; 26:39; <420512>Luke 5:12; 17:16; <461425>1 Corinthians 14:25; <660711>Revelation
7:11. After verbs of placing, leading, bringing, building, laying, throwing,
etc.: tiqenai, <400515>Matthew 5:15; <421133>Luke 11:33; epitiqenai,
<402304>Matthew 23:4; <421505>Luke 15:5; <441510>Acts 15:10, etc.; tiqenai ta gonata
epi, <442105>Acts 21:5; oikodomein, <400724>Matthew 7:24,26; <420649>Luke 6:49;
<451520>Romans 15:20; epoikodomein, <460312>1 Corinthians 3:12; qemelioun,
<420648>Luke 6:48; ballein, <430859>John 8:59; <660224>Revelation 2:24; 14:16; 18:19;
epiballein, <420536>Luke 5:36 (epiballein epi tini, <400916>Matthew 9:16);
epiballein tav ceirav epi tina, <402650>Matthew 26:50, etc. (see
epiballw, 1 a.); epirriptein, <421935>Luke 19:35 and tropically <600507>1 Peter
5:7; rapizein, <400539>Matthew 5:39 (L T Tr text WH eiv); tuptein, <420629>Luke
6:29 (Tdf. eiv); anabibazein, <401348>Matthew 13:48 (not Lachmann text);
epibibazein, <421034>Luke 10:34; katagein, <420511>Luke 5:11; swreuein,
<451220>Romans 12:20; didonai, <420744>Luke 7:44; 19:23; <660803>Revelation 8:3;
anaferein, <600224>1 Peter 2:24; kreman, <401806>Matthew 18:6 (L T Tr WH
peri); grafein, <660217>Revelation 2:17; 3:12; 19:16; epigrafein,
<580810>Hebrews 8:10. After verbs which include another verb signifying
motion, or transfer, or entrance into (where German uses auf or über; our
“on, to,” etc.): anatellein, <400545>Matthew 5:45; brecein, ibid.; pnhein,
<660701>Revelation 7:1 (here we see the difference between epi with the
genitive to blow “over” a thing, German über, and epi with the according
to blow “on” a thing, to come blowing upon it, German einen anwehen,
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wehend auf einen kommen); (apparently nearly the same view of the
distinction between the cases is take, by Thiersch sec. 274, 6; Hermann on
Euripides, Alcest. 845. But Krüger (sec. 68, 40, 3), Kühner, (ii. sec. 438, L
1 b.), others, regard epi with the accusative as denoting merely movement
toward a place, while epi with the genitive involves the idea of actual or
intended arrival; cf. Liddell and Scott, under the word, A. I. 1. Still others
hold the two expressions to be substantially synonymous: e.g. Alexander
Buttmann (1873) Gram. sec. 147 (p. 417 English translation); Matthiae,
sec. 584; Passow, p. 1034a; — especially in the N.T., see Winer’s
Grammar, 409f (382); 408 (381) note; Buttmann, 338 (291). On the
variations of case with this preposition in the Revelation cf. Alford on 4:2);
diaswqhnai epi thn ghn, <442744>Acts 27:44.

c. It is used of persons over whom anything is done, that thereby some
benefit may accrue to them (German über with the dative) (Winer’s
Grammar, 408 (381) note): onomazein to onoma Ihsou epi tina, to
name the name of Jesus (as a spell, a magic formula) over one, namely, that
help may come to him from that name, <441913>Acts 19:13; proseucesqai epi
tina, <590514>James 5:14.

d. As eiv (which see C. 2, p. 186a), so epi also stands after verbs of rest
and continuance (Buttmann, 337f (290f); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 49, 50:1):
kaqeudein epi ti, <410438>Mark 4:38; sthnai, <661111>Revelation 11:11;
staqhnai epi ti, <661201>Revelation 12:18 (<661301>Revelation 13:1); eJsthkenai,
<432104>John 21:4 (epi ton aigialon L T Tr marginal reading WH marginal
reading; otherwise where many are spoken of; see a. at the end, above);
<661401>Revelation 14:1; kaqhsqai, <431215>John 12:15; <660404>Revelation 4:4; 6:2
(Rec. dative); 11:16; 14:14,16 (L T Tr WH text genitive); 17:3; 19:11;
kekaqikenai, kaqisai, <411102>Mark 11:2; <421930>Luke 19:30; <431214>John 12:14;
<662004>Revelation 20:4; kaqisesqai, <401928>Matthew 19:28; skhnoun,
<660715>Revelation 7:15; keisqai, <470315>2 Corinthians 3:15; katakeisqai,
<420525>Luke 5:25 T Tr WH; einai epi to auto, to be together, assembled, in
the same place: <421735>Luke 17:35; <440115>Acts 1:15; 2:1,44 — “to come
together,” of sexual intercourse, <460705>1 Corinthians 7:5 G L T Tr WH;
sunelqein epi to auto have convened, come together, to the same
place, <461423>1 Corinthians 14:23 (L text elqein); simply epi to auto
namely, ontev, “together,” <440301>Acts 3:1 (but L T Tr WH (so R. V.) connect
epi thn [^a]. here with <440247>Acts 2:47); <100213>2 Samuel 2:13 (cf. Buttmann,
338 (291)).
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e. used of motion or arrival into the vicinity of a place (not to the place
itself); “near; to, as far as”; (German an, bei, zu, hin ... zu): epi to
mnhmeion (or mnhma), <411602>Mark 16:2; <422412>Luke 24:12 (L Tr brackets; T
omits; WH reject the verse), 22,24; epi touv anabaqmouv, <442135>Acts
21:35; ercesqai epi ti uJdwr, <440836>Acts 8:36; epi thn pulhn, <441210>Acts
12:10; episthnai epi ton pulwna, <441017>Acts 10:17; katabainein epi
thn qalassan, <430616>John 6:16, etc., etc.; with the accusative of a person
“to, near to one”: <431933>John 19:33; <442512>Acts 25:12; <530201>2 Thessalonians 2:1;
<661614>Revelation 16:14; especially to judges, kings, etc., equivalent to to their
tribunal: <401018>Matthew 10:18; <421258>Luke 12:58; 21:12; 23:1; <440921>Acts 9:21;
16:19. also in pregnant construction after verbs of sitting, standing, etc.:
kaqhsqai epi to telwnion, <400909>Matthew 9:9; <410214>Mark 2:14; eJsthkenai
epi, <660320>Revelation 3:20; 15:2; episthnai epi, <441017>Acts 10:17; 11:11; epi
thn dexian on the right hand, <660501>Revelation 5:1.

f. of mere direction toward a terminus (so that the terminus itself is not
reached): poreuesqai epi to apolwlov, to recover it (where we say
“after”), <421504>Luke 15:4; ekteinein tav ceirav epi, “against one,” to take
him, <422253>Luke 22:53; “toward one,” in pointing him out, <401249>Matthew
12:49; exercesqai epi lhsthn, to take a robber, <402655>Matthew 26:55;
<411448>Mark 14:48; <422252>Luke 22:52, cf. <421431>Luke 14:31.

2. It is used metaphorically,

a. with the accusative of a person after verbs of coming, falling, bringing,
etc.

[a]. of evils befalling (falling ‘upon’) one, and of perturbations coming
upon the mind: to aJima tinov (the penalty for slaying him) hJkei or
ercetai epi tina, <402335>Matthew 23:35f; 27:25; epagein to aJima tinov
epi tina, <440528>Acts 5:28; ercesqai and hJkein epi tina, of other evils,
<431804>John 18:4; <490506>Ephesians 5:6; <660303>Revelation 3:3; after ginesqai,
<420165>Luke 1:65; 4:36; <440505>Acts 5:5; epercesqai (epeisercesqai L T Tr
WH), <422135>Luke 21:35; epipiptein, <420112>Luke 1:12; <441311>Acts 13:11 (L T Tr
WH piptein); 19:17 (L Tr piptein); <451503>Romans 15:3 (from <196810>Psalm
68:10 (<196910>Psalm 69:10)); <661111>Revelation 11:11 (Rec. piptein);
episthnai, <422134>Luke 21:34.

[b]. of blessings coming upon one: after ercestai, <401013>Matthew 10:13;
epipiptein, of a trance, <441010>Acts 10:10 (L T Tr WH ginesqai);
episkhnoun, <471209>2 Corinthians 12:9; efqasen and hggiken, ef’ uJmav
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(“upon you” namely, from heaven (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 407 (380) note))
hJ basileia tou Qeou, <401228>Matthew 12:28; <421009>Luke 10:9; 11:20. the Holy
Spirit is said at one time epi tina ekceisqai, <440217>Acts 2:17f; 10:45;
<560306>Titus 3:6; at another, apostellesqai (or exapostellesqai T Tr
WH), <422449>Luke 24:49; again, epercesqai, <440108>Acts 1:8; once more,
katabainein, <410110>Mark 1:10 (L text T Tr WH eiv); <420322>Luke 3:22;
<430133>John 1:33; epesen oJ klhrov epi tina, <440126>Acts 1:26; after words of
rest and continuance: cariv hn epi tina, <420240>Luke 2:40; <440433>Acts 4:33;
epanapauesqai, <421006>Luke 10:6; the Holy Spirit is said at one time epi
tina menein, descending upon one to remain on him, <430132>John 1:32f
(Buttmann, 338 (291)); and again anapauesqai, <600414>1 Peter 4:14. b. of
one upon whom anything is imposed, as a burden, office, duty, etc.: thn
merimnan epirriptein epi Qeon, <600507>1 Peter 5:7; suntelein diaqhkhn
epi tina, to put a covenant UPON one, to be kept by him, <580808>Hebrews
8:8, (in <198206>Psalm 82:6 (<198306>Psalm 83:6) træK; tyriB] l[æ ... is to make a
covenant AGAINST one).

c. of that to which anything is added (English “upon” (nearly equivalent to
“after”)): luph epi luphn, <508027>Philippians 2:27 G L T Tr WH (<196827>Psalm
68:27 (<196927>Psalm 69:27); <260726>Ezekiel 7:26; (especially <232810>Isaiah 28:10,13;
cf. Latin super in Livy 1, 50; 22, 54 etc.); see above, B. 2 d.); (so some
take oikov ep’ oikon, <421117>Luke 11:17, Buttmann, 338 (291); see oikov,
2); epikalein onoma epi tina (see epikalew, 2 (and Buttmann, 338
(291))), to call (put) a name upon one, <441517>Acts 15:17; <590207>James 2:7.

d. of the number or degree reached; Latin usque ad (Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 49, 50:3 a.): epi stadiouv dwdeka, <662116>Revelation 21:16 (Rst T Tr
WH text, genitive) (Xenophon, mem. 1, 4, 17; an. 1, 7, 15; Polybius 3, 54,
7; Song of the Three 23); epi triv, Vulgate per ter, for three times,
“thrice”: <441016>Acts 10:16; 11:10 (so eiv triv, Herodotus 1, 86; Xenophon,
an. 6, 4, 16. 19; Cyril 7, 1, 4 etc. (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 422 (394))); epi
pleion “more widely, to a greater degree, further, the more” (differently
below, II. 1): <440417>Acts 4:17; (<442009>Acts 20:9 WH marginal reading); <550216>2
Timothy 2:16; 3:9; ef’ oJson, “forasmuch as, inasmuch as,” (differently II.
1 below): <402540>Matthew 25:40,45; <451113>Romans 11:13.

e. of care, power, control over anything (German über with the accusative)
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 49, 1. 3 b.) (cf. above, A. I. 1 d. and B. 2 b.):
basileuein epi tina (Hebrew lvæm; l[æ), <420133>Luke 1:33; 19:14,27;
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<450514>Romans 5:14; hJgoumenon ep’ Aigupton, <440710>Acts 7:10; kaqisthmi,
<580207>Hebrews 2:7 R ((from <190807>Psalm 8:7), L Tr WH brackets); epi ton
oikon autou namely, esti, <580306>Hebrews 3:6; iJerea megan epi ton
oikon tou Qeou namely, kaqesthkota, <581021>Hebrews 10:21;
katihstanai dikasthn epi, <421214>Luke 12:14 (arconta, Xenophon, Cyril
4, 5 at the end); exousia, <421019>Luke 10:19; <660608>Revelation 6:8; 16:9; 22:14;
fulassein fulakav, <420208>Luke 2:8; of usurped dignity: uJperairesqai
epi panta legomenon Qeon, <530204>2 Thessalonians 2:4 cf. <271136>Daniel 11:36f
(others refer the use in Thessalonians, the passage cited to g. [g]. [bb].
below). Akin to this is the expression pistov epi ti (because fidelity is as
it were spread over the things intrusted to its care), <402521>Matthew 25:21.

f. of the end which the mind reaches or to which it is led; Latin ad, “to,
unto”: epistrefein, epistrefesqai epi tina, especially to God,
<420117>Luke 1:17; <440935>Acts 9:35; 11:21; 14:15; 26:20; <480409>Galatians 4:9; <600225>1
Peter 2:25.

g. of direction toward a person or a thing;

[a]. after verbs of trusting and hoping (German auf, “upon”; see above, B.
2 a. [g.]): after elpizein, <600113>1 Peter 1:13; 3:5 RG; <540505>1 Timothy 5:5 (and
often in the Septuagint); pisteuein, <440942>Acts 9:42; 11:17; 16:31; 22:19;
<450424>Romans 4:24; pistov, <580601>Hebrews 6:1; pepoiqenai, <402743>Matthew
27:43 (where L text WH marginal reading epi with the dative).

[b]. of the feelings, affections, emotions, German über, “over”: koptomai,
<660107>Revelation 1:7; 18:9 (R G L WH marginal reading with the dative);
klaiw, <422328>Luke 23:28; <661809>Revelation 18:9; eufrainesqai,
<661820>Revelation 18:20 (G L T Tr WH with the dative). “unto, toward,” Latin
erga: splagcnizomai, <401532>Matthew 15:32; <410802>Mark 8:2; 9:22;
(makroqumew, <401826>Matthew 18:26 Tr, 29 L Tr); crhstov, <420635>Luke 6:35;
crhstothv, <451122>Romans 11:22; <490207>Ephesians 2:7.

[g]. of the direction of the will and action;

[aa]. of purpose and end (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 49, l. 3 d.): epi to
baptisma autou, to receive his baptism, <400307>Matthew 3:7; epi
qewrian tauthn, <422348>Luke 23:48; ef’ oJ parei, <402650>Matthew 26:50 G
L T Tr WH (see above, B. 2 a. [z].); where aim and result coalesce:
epi to sumferon, <581210>Hebrews 12:10.
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[bb]. of things done with hostility; “against”: after apotomia,
<451122>Romans 11:22; anasthnai, <410326>Mark 3:26; egeiresqai,
<402407>Matthew 24:7; <411308>Mark 13:8; <422110>Luke 21:10; epegeirein
diwgmon, <441350>Acts 13:50; merisqhnai, <401226>Matthew 12:26; <410324>Mark
3:24f; epairein ti epi, <431318>John 13:18; martur, <470123>2 Corinthians
1:23; marturion, <420905>Luke 9:5; aschmonein, <460736>1 Corinthians 7:36
(eiv tina, Dionysius Halicarnassus, 2, 26); moicasqai, <411011>Mark
10:11; tolman, <471002>2 Corinthians 10:2; brucein odontav, <440754>Acts
7:54.

[gg]. of that to which one refers in writing or speaking (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 49, 50 l. d.): after legein, <580713>Hebrews 7:13; oJ oun
makarismov ... akrobustian, namely, legetai (Winer’s Grammar,
587 (546), cf. Buttmann, 394 (338)), <450409>Romans 4:9; profhteia,
<540118>1 Timothy 1:18; on <410912>Mark 9:12f see grafw, 2 c.

[dd]. upon, i.e. “in reference to; for”: after ballein klhron, <411524>Mark
15:24; <431924>John 19:24; cf. Fritzsche on Mark, p. 686 (who compares
<192101>Psalm 21:19 (<192219>Psalm 22:19), and remarks that an Attic writer
would have said epi tini).

II. of Time (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 49, l. 2);

1. of time “during” or “for” (‘for the space of’) which (German auf,
während): epi eth tria, <420425>Luke 4:25 (R G T WH marginal reading); epi
hJmerav pleiouv, <441331>Acts 13:31; add also <441618>Acts 16:18; 17:2; 18:20;
19:10; <581130>Hebrews 11:30, etc., and often in Greek writings from Homer
down; cf. Passow, under the word, p. 1044 (Liddell and Scott, under the
word C. II.); ef’ oJson cronon “for so long time as,” <450701>Romans 7:1;
<460739>1 Corinthians 7:39; <480401>Galatians 4:1; and simply ef’ oJson “as long as”
(differently in I. 2 d. above), <400915>Matthew 9:15; <610113>2 Peter 1:13; ef’
iJkanon long enough, for a considerable time, <442011>Acts 20:11; epi pleion
somewhat long, too long (differently in I. 2 d. above): <442009>Acts 20:9 (not
WH marginal reading, see as above); 24:4.

2. “about, toward” (German gegen): epi thn aurion “on” the morrow,
<421035>Luke 10:35; <440405>Acts 4:5; epi thn wJran thv proseuchv, <440301>Acts 3:1;
epi to prwi <411501>Mark 15:1 (R G); rarely so in Greek writings, as Arrian
exp. Al. 3, 18, 11 (7) epi (others uJpo) thn eJw.

D. In Composition epi denotes:
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1. continuance, rest, influence upon or over any person or thing: epigeiov,
epouraniov, epidhmew, apanapauomai, etc.

2. motion, approach, direction toward or to anything: epakouw,
epiboaw, epiblepw, epekteinw, etc.

3. imposition: epikaqizw, epitiqhmi, epibibazw, epibarew,
epigrafw, epirriptw, epitassw, etc.

4. accumulation, increase, addition: epeisagwgh, episunagw,
episwreuw, epikalew (by a cognomen), etc.

5. repetition: epaitew, epanamimnhskw, etc.

6. “up, upward”: epairw, epanagw, epafrizw, etc.

7. “against”: epiboulh, epanisthmi, epiorkov, epiorkew, etc.

8. superintendence: epistathv.

{1910} epibainw; 2 aorist epebhn; perfect participle epibebhkwv;

1. “to get upon, mount”: ;epi ti, <402105>Matthew 21:5 (Xenophon, Hell. 3, 4,
1, etc.; <012461>Genesis 24:61); tw ploiw (“to embark in”), <442702>Acts 27:2
(Thucydides 7, 70); eiv to ploion, <442106>Acts 21:6 RG; used without a case,
of “going aboard” (a ship), <442102>Acts 21:2; “to go up”: eiv IJerosoluma,
<442104>Acts 21:4 L T Tr WH (yet others refer this to 2).

2. “to set foot in, enter”: eiv with the accusative of place, <442018>Acts 20:18;
with the dative of place (as also in Greek writings), <442501>Acts 25:1.*

{1911} epiballw; imperfect epeballon; future epibalw; 2 aorist
epebalon (3 person plural epebalan, <442127>Acts 21:27 T Tr WH; <411446>Mark
14:46 T WH (see apercomai, at the beginning));

1. Transitively, a. “to cast upon”: tini brocon, <460735>1 Corinthians 7:35;
tini ta iJmatia, <411107>Mark 11:7; (coun epi tav kefalav, <661819>Revelation
18:19, WH marginal reading); “to lay upon,” epi tina thn ceira or tav
ceirav, used of seizing one to lead him off as a prisoner: <402650>Matthew
26:50; <411446>Mark 14:46 R G L; <422019>Luke 20:19; 21:12; <430730>John 7:30 (L
marginal reading ebalen), 44 (L Tr WH the simple ballein); <440518>Acts
5:18; 21:27 (for the Hebrew jlæv; dy; la, ..., <012212>Genesis 22:12); also tav
ceirav tini, <411446>Mark 14:46 T Tr WH; <440403>Acts 4:3 (Polybius 3, 2, 8; 5, 5;
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Lucian, Tim. 4); epiballein tav ceirav followed by the infinitive
indicating the purpose, <441201>Acts 12:1; thn ceira ep’ arotron, to put the
hand to the plow (to begin work), <420962>Luke 9:62. b. “to put (i.e. sew) on”:
epiblhma epi iJmation, <420536>Luke 5:36; epi iJmatiw, <400916>Matthew 9:16.

2. Intransitive, (as in Greek writings from Homer down (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 251 (236); Buttmann, 144f (126f)) “to throw oneself upon, rush
upon”: eiv to ploion, of waves rushing into a ship, <410437>Mark 4:37; “to put
one’s mind upon a thing, attend to,” with the dative of the thing: toutw
gar epiballwn for if you think thereon, Antoninus 10, 30; mhdeni gar
epiballein mhdeteran (i.e. thn aisqhsin kai thn nohsin) cwriv
tou prospiptontov eidwlou, Plutarch, plac. phil. 4, 8; absolutely,
epibalwn, SC. tw rhmati tou Ihsou, when he had considered the
utterance of Jesus, <411472>Mark 14:72; cf. Kypke (Wetstein (1752),
McClellan) at the passage; Buttmann, 145 (127); (and for the different
interpretations see Meyer and especially Morison at the passage).

3. Impersonally, epiballei moi “it belongs to me, falls to my share”: to
epiballon (namely, moi) merov thv ousiav, <421512>Luke 15:12 (kthmatwn
to epiballon, Herodotus 4, 115; to epiballon autoiv merov,
Diodorus 14, 17, and the like often in other writings (see Meyer; soi
epiballei hJ klhronomia, Tobit 6:12 (cf. Tobit 3:17; 1 Macc. 10:30,
etc.))).*

{1912} epibarew, epibarw; 1 aorist infinitive epibarhsai; “to put a
burden upon, to load” (cf. epi, D. 3); tropically, “to be burdensome”; so in
the N.T.: tina, <520209>1 Thessalonians 2:9; <530308>2 Thessalonians 3:8;
absolutely, iJna mh epibarw ‘that I press not too heavily’ i.e. lest I give
pain by too severe language, <470205>2 Corinthians 2:5. (Dionysius
Halicarnassus, Appian.)*

{1913} epibibazw: 1 aorist epebibasa; “to cause to mount; to place
upon” (cf. epi, D. 3): tina or ti epi ti, <421034>Luke 10:34; 19:35; <442324>Acts
23:24. (Thucydides, Plato, Diodorus, others; the Septuagint several times
for byKir]hi.)*

{1914} epiblepw: 1 aorist epebleya; in the Septuagint often for fyBihi
and hn;p;, also for ha;r;; “to turn the eyes upon, to look upon, gaze upon”
(epi “upon” (cf. epi, D. 2)): epi tina, contextually, to look upon one
with a feeling of admiration and respect, “to look up to, regard,” <590203>James
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2:3; contextually, to look upon in pity for the sake of giving aid, equivalent
to “to have regard for, to regard,” <420938>Luke 9:38 (where for epibleyon
(RL) and epibleyai (G T) write (with Tr WH epibleyai, 1 aorist
active infinitive; cf. Bornemann, Schol. ad loc, and above in deomai, 3 a.
(also Buttmann, 273 (234) note)); epi thn tapeinwsin tinov, <420148>Luke
1:48; often in the O.T. in the same sense, as <090111>1 Samuel 1:11; 9:16;
<192401>Psalm 24:16 (<192516>Psalm 25:16); <196817>Psalm 68:17 (<196917>Psalm 69:17);
Tobit 3:3, etc. (In Greek writings from Sophocles and Plato down, both
literally and figuratively.)*

{1915} epiblhma, epiblhtov, to (epiballw), “that which is thrown or
put upon” a thing, or “that which is added to it; an addition”; specifically,
“that which is sewed on to cover a rent, a patch”; Vulgate assumentum
((also commissura)) (equivalent to epirrama): <400916>Matthew 9:16;
<410221>Mark 2:21; <420536>Luke 5:36. (the Septuagint, Plutarch, Arrian.)*

{1916} epiboaw, epibw; “to cry out to” (cf. epi, D. 2), “cry out”:
followed by the accusative with an infinitive <442524>Acts 25:24 R G (but L T
Tr WH boaw, which see 2, and at the end From Homer, Herodotus
down).*

{1917} epiboulh, hv, hJ, “a plan” formed “against” one (cf. epi, D. 7),
“a plot”: <440924>Acts 9:24; ginetai tina epiboulh uJpo tinov, <442003>Acts 20:3;
eiv tina, <442330>Acts 23:30; plural <442019>Acts 20:19. (From (Herodotus),
Thucydides down.)*

{1918} epigambreuw: future epigambreusw; “to be related to by
marriage, enter into affinity with”;

1. The Septuagint for ˆTejæt]hi, “to become anyone’s father-in-law or son-
in-law”: tini, <013409>Genesis 34:9; <091822>1 Samuel 18:22ff; <141801>2 Chronicles
18:1; 2 Esdr. 9:14; 1 Macc. 10:54,56.

2. tina, for µBeyi, “to marry the widow of a brother who has died
childless”: <013808>Genesis 38:8; <402224>Matthew 22:24, where allusion is made to
the levirate law recorded in <052505>Deuteronomy 25:5-10; cf. Winer’s RWB,
under the word Leviratsehe; (BB. DD., under the word Marriage). (Not
found in native Greek authors (except sehol. ad Euripides, Or. 574ff; cf.
with 26).)*
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{1919} epigeiov, epigeion (epi and gh), existing “upon the earth,
earthly, terrestrial”: oikia, the house we live in on earth, spoken of the
body with which we are clothed in this world, <470501>2 Corinthians 5:1;
swmata epigeia, opposed to epourania, <461540>1 Corinthians 15:40;
absolutely, oJi epigeioi (opposed to oJi epouranioi and oJi
katactonioi), those who are on earth, the inhabitants of the earth, men,
<502910>Philippians 2:10; ta epigeia, “things done on earth,” spoken of the
new birth wrought by the Holy Spirit, <430312>John 3:12; cf. Knapp, Scripta var.
Arg., p. 212f; ta epigeia fonein, to set the mind on the pleasures and
good things of earth, <500319>Philippians 3:19; sofia epigeiov (opposed to hJ
anwqen katercomenh), the wisdom of man, liable to error and
misleading, <590315>James 3:15. (From Plato down; nowhere in the O.T.)*

{1920} epiginomai: 2 aorist epegenomhn;

1. “to become or happen afterward; to be born after”.

2. “to come to, arrive”: of time, tessareskaidekath nux epegeneto,
<442727>Acts 27:27 L (stereotyped edition), T (editions 2, 7); (earov
epigignetai wJrh, Homer, Iliad 6,148).

3. “to arise, spring up, come on”: epigenomenou notou, a south wind
having sprung up, <442813>Acts 28:13; (Thucydides 3, 74; 4, 30).*

{1921} epiginwskw; (imperfect epeginwskon); future epignwsomai; 2
aorist epegnwn; perfect epegnwka; (passive, present epignwskomai; 1
aorist epegnwsqhn); epi denotes mental direction toward, application to,
that which is known); in the Septuagint chiefly for [dæy; and rKæni, ryKihi;

1. “to become thoroughly acquainted with, to know thoroughly; to know
accurately, know well” (see references under the word epignwsiv, at the
beginning): <461312>1 Corinthians 13:12 (where ginwskw ek merouv and
epiginwskw, i.e. to know thoroughly, know well, divine things, are
contrasted (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 39, 3 N. 2)); with an accusative of the
thing, <420104>Luke 1:4; <470113>2 Corinthians 1:13; thn carin tou Qeou,
<510106>Colossians 1:6; thn alhqeian, <540403>1 Timothy 4:3; thn oJdon thv
dikaiosunhv, <610221>2 Peter 2:21 (cf. Buttmann, 305 (262)); to dikaiwma
tou Qeou, <450132>Romans 1:32; ti followed by oJti (by the familiar attraction
(Winer’s Grammar, 626 (581); Buttmann, 376 (322); some bring this
example under 2 a. in the sense of “acknowledge”)), <461437>1 Corinthians
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14:37; tina, one’s character, will, deeds, deserts, etc., <461618>1 Corinthians
16:18; <470114>2 Corinthians 1:14; (passive opposed to agnwumenoi, <470609>2
Corinthians 6:9); tina apo tinov (the genitive of a thing), <400716>Matthew
7:16,20 (Lachmann ek) (“a Gallicis armis atque insignibus cognoscere,”
for the more common ex, Caesar b. g. 1, 22, 2 (cf. Buttmann, 324 (278f);
Winer’s Grammar, 372 (348))); by attraction tina, oJti etc. <471305>2
Corinthians 13:5; epiginwskei ton uJion, ton patera, <401127>Matthew
11:27.

2. universally, “to know”;

a. “to recognize”: tina, i.e. by sight, hearing, or certain signs, to perceive
who a person is, <401435>Matthew 14:35; <410654>Mark 6:54; <422416>Luke 24:16,31;
<410633>Mark 6:33 (R T, but G WH marginal reading without the accusative);
by attraction, tina, oJti, <440310>Acts 3:10; 4:13; tina, his rank and authority,
<401712>Matthew 17:12; with the accusative of the thing, “to recognize a thing
to be what it really is”: thn fwnhn tou Petrou, <441214>Acts 12:14 thn ghn,
<442739>Acts 27:39.

b. to know equivalent to “to perceive”: ti, <420522>Luke 5:22; en eJautw,
followed by the accusative of the thing with a participle (Buttmann, 301
(258)), <410530>Mark 5:30; followed by oJti, <420122>Luke 1:22; tw pneumati
followed by oJti, <410208>Mark 2:8. c. to know i.e. “to find out, ascertain”:
namely, auto, <440930>Acts 9:30; followed by oJti, <420737>Luke 7:37; 23:7; <441934>Acts
19:34; 22:29; 24:11 L T Tr WH; 28:1; ti, followed by an indirect question,
<442328>Acts 23:28 L T Tr WH; (di’ hJn aitian, etc. <442224>Acts 22:24); para
tinov (the genitive of person) peri tinov (the genitive of thing), <442408>Acts
24:8. d. to know i.e. “to understand”: <442510>Acts 25:10. (From Homer
down.)*

{1922} epignwsiv, epignwsewv, hJ (epiginwskw, which see (cf. also
Lightfoot on <510109>Colossians 1:9; Trench, sec. 75 at the end)), “precise and
correct knowledge”; used in the N.T. of the knowledge of things ethical
and divine: absolutely, <500109>Philippians 1:9; <510310>Colossians 3:10; kat’
epignwsin, <451002>Romans 10:2; with the genitive of the thing known,
<510109>Colossians 1:9; 2:2; <570106>Philemon 1:6; thv alhqeiav, <540204>1 Timothy
2:4; <550225>2 Timothy 2:25; 3:7; <560101>Titus 1:1; <581026>Hebrews 10:26; thv
aJmartiav, <450320>Romans 3:20; with the genitive of the person known; — of
God, especially the knowledge of his holy will and of the blessings which
he has bestowed and constantly bestows on men through Christ:
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<490117>Ephesians 1:17; <510110>Colossians 1:10; <610102>2 Peter 1:2; of Christ, i.e. the
true knowledge of Christ’s nature, dignity, benefits: <490413>Ephesians 4:13;
<610108>2 Peter 1:8; 2:20; of God and Christ: <610102>2 Peter 1:2; Qeon ecein en
epignwsei i.e. to keep the knowledge of the one true God which has
illumined the soul, <450128>Romans 1:28. (Polybius, Plutarch, Herodian,
(others); the Septuagint occasionally for t[æDæ; 2 Macc. 9:11.)*

{1923} epigrafh, epigrafhv, hJ (epigrafw), “an inscription, title”: in
the N.T. of an inscription in black letters upon a whitened tablet (B. D.
under the word Cross), <422338>Luke 23:38; with the genitive thv aitiav, i.e.
of the accusation, <411526>Mark 15:26 (grammata thn aitian thv
qanatwsewv autou dhlounta, Dio Cassius, 54, 3; cf. Sueton. Calig. 32;
Domit. 10); of the inscription on a coin: <402220>Matthew 22:20; <411216>Mark
12:16; <422024>Luke 20:24. (From Thucydides down.)*

{1924} epigrafw: future epigrayw; perfect passive participle
epigegrammenov; pluperfect 3 person singular epegegrapto; “to write
upon, inscribe”: epigrafhn, <411526>Mark 15:26 and L Tr brackets in <422338>Luke
23:38; onomata, <662112>Revelation 21:12; en tini, <441723>Acts 17:23;
figuratively, “to write upon the mind,” i.e. to fix indelibly upon it, cause to
cleave to it and to be always vividly present to it: nomouv epi kardiav
(kardian T WH marginal reading), <580810>Hebrews 8:10; epi twn
dianoiwn, <581016>Hebrews 10:16 R G, epi thn dianoian, ibid. L T Tr WH
(touv logouv epi to platov thv kardiav, <200703>Proverbs 7:3). (From
Homer down.)*

{1925} epideiknumi; 1 aorist epedeixa; (present middle
epideiknumai); “to exhibit, show” (as though for exposition or
examination (Schmidt, chapter 127, 5); from Pindar, Herodotus down.); a.
“to bring forth to view”: ti, <402219>Matthew 22:19; and <422024>Luke 20:24 Rec.;
ti tini, <422440>Luke 24:40 R G; eJauton tini, <421714>Luke 17:14; to show i.e.
“bid to look at,” ti tini, <402401>Matthew 24:1; to show i.e. “furnish to be
looked at,” produce what may be looked at: shmeion, <401601>Matthew 16:1;
Middle with the accusative of the thing, “to display something belonging to
oneself”: citwnav, the tunics “as their own,” <440939>Acts 9:39 (see Meyer). b.
“to prove, demonstrate, set forth to be known and acknowledged”:
<580617>Hebrews 6:17; followed by the accusative and the infinitive <441828>Acts
18:28.*

{1926} epidecomai; (from Herodotus down);
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1. “to receive hospitably”: tina, <640110>3 John 1:10 (Polybius 22, 1, 3).

2. “to admit,” i.e. not to reject”: tina, one’s authority, <640109>3 John 1:9
(touv logouv, 1 Macc. 10:46; paideian, Sir. 51:26). (Cf. decomai, at
the end.)*

{1927} epidhmew, epidhmw; (epidhmov);

1. “to be present among one’s people, in one’s city or in one’s native loud”
(cf. epi D. 1) (Thucydides, Plato, others; opposed to apodhmein,
Xenophon, Cyril 7, 5, 69; epidhmein en tw de tw biw, Theoph. ad Autol.
2, 12 (p. 88, Otto edition)).

2. “to be a sojourner,” a foreign resident, among any people, in any
country: <440210>Acts 2:10; oJi epidhmountev xenoi, <441721>Acts 17:21;
(Xenophon, Plato, Theophrastus, Lucian, Aelian, others).*

{1928} epidiatassomai; “to ordain besides, to add something to what
has been ordained” (cf. epi, D. 4): <480315>Galatians 3:15. Not found
elsewhere.*

{1929} epididwmi: 3 person singular imperfect epedidou; future
epidwsw; 1 aorist epedwka; 2 aorist participle plural epidontev; 1 aorist
passive epedoqhn; (from Homer down); “to give over”;

1. “to hand, give by handing”: tina ti, <400709>Matthew 7:9f; <421111>Luke 11:11f;
24:30,42; <431326>John 13:26 (R G L); <441530>Acts 15:30; passive <420417>Luke 4:17.

2. “to give over,” i.e. “give up to the power or will of one” (German
preisgeben): <442715>Acts 27:15 (namely, eJautouv or to ploion tw anemw).*

{1930} epidiorqow (see diorqwsiv): “to set in order besides or
further” (what still remains to be set in order (cf. epi, D. 4)): <560105>Titus 1:5,
where, for the common reading epidiorqwsh (1 aorist middle
subjunctive), Lachmann has adopted epidiorqwshv (1 aorist active
subjunctive). Found also in inscriptions (Boeckh ii. 409, 9), and in
ecclesiastical writings.*

{1931} epiduw; “to go down, set” (of the sun): <490426>Ephesians 4:26, on
which see epi, B. 2 e. (<052417>Deuteronomy 24:17 (15); <241509>Jeremiah 15:9;
(Philo de spec. legg. 28); and with tmesis, Homer, Iliad 2, 413.)*
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{1932} epieikeia (WH epieikia, see Iota), epieikeiav, hJ, (epieikhv,
which see), “mildness, gentleness, fairness” (‘sweet reasonableness’
(Matthew Arnold)): <442404>Acts 24:4; joined with praothv (which see), <471001>2
Corinthians 10:1; Plutarch, Pericl. 39; with filanqrwpia, Polybius 1, 14,
4; Philo, vit. Moys. i. sec. 36; with crhstothv, Herodian, 5, 1, 12 (6
edition Bekker). Cf. Plato, defin., p. 412 b. Aristotle, eth. Nic. 5, 10.
(Baruch 2:27; Sap. 2:19; 12:18; 2 Macc. 2:22; 3 Macc. 3:15.)*

(Synonyms: epieikeia, praothv: “praothv magis ad animum
epieikeia vero magis ad exteriorem conversationem pertinet“ (Estius on
<471001>2 Corinthians 10:1). “praothv virtus magis absoluta; epieikeia
magis refertur ad alios” (Bengel, ibid.). See at length Trench, sec. xliii.)

{1933} epieikhv, epieikev (eikov, what is reasonable);

1. “seemly, suitable” (from Homer down).

2. “equitable, fair, mild, gentle”: <540303>1 Timothy 3:3; <560302>Titus 3:2; <600218>1
Peter 2:18; <590317>James 3:17. Neuter to epieikev (as often in Greek writings
from Thucydides down) uJmwn equivalent to hJ epieikeia uJmwn,
<500405>Philippians 4:5. (See epieikeia, at the end.)*

{1934} epizhtew, epizhtw; imperfect epezhtoun; 1 aorist epezhthsa;
from Herodotus down; the Septuagint for ‘vræD; and in <092001>1 Samuel 20:1;
<210729>Ecclesiastes 7:29 (28) for vQeBi; “to inquire for, seek for, search for,
seek diligently” (German herbeisuchen (the epi- seems to be directive
rather than intensive)): tina, <420442>Luke 4:42 (for Rec. ezhtoun); <441219>Acts
12:19; equivalent to “to desire, wish for, crave”: ti, <400632>Matthew 6:32;
<421230>Luke 12:30; <451107>Romans 11:7; <500417>Philippians 4:17; <581114>Hebrews 11:14;
13:14; peri tinov, <441939>Acts 19:39 (R G T) (but if your inquiry or desire
has reference to other matters); with the infinitive, <441307>Acts 13:7 (as in
Polybius 3, 57, 7; Diodorus 19, 8); equivalent to “to demand, clamor for”:
shmeion, <401239>Matthew 12:39; 16:4; <410812>Mark 8:12 RG; <421129>Luke 11:29
(where T Tr WH zhtei (as L T Tr WH in Mark, the passage cited)).*

{1935} epiqanatiov, epiqanation (qanatov), “doomed to death”:
<460409>1 Corinthians 4:9. (Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 7, 35.)*

{1936} epiqesiv, epiqhsewv, hJ (epitiqhmi), “a laying on, imposition”:
twn ceirwn, <440818>Acts 8:18; <540414>1 Timothy 4:14; <550106>2 Timothy 1:6;
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<580602>Hebrews 6:2. The imposition of hands, ceiroqesia, was a sacred rite
transmitted by the Jews to the Christians, and employed in praying for
another, or in conferring upon him divine blessings, especially bodily
health, or the Holy Spirit (at the administration of baptism and the
inauguration to their office of the teachers and ministers of the church):
<014814>Genesis 48:14; <042718>Numbers 27:18,23; <053409>Deuteronomy 34:9; <120511>2
Kings 5:11, etc.; <401913>Matthew 19:13; <411618>Mark 16:18; <440606>Acts 6:6; 13:3;
19:6, etc. (See B. D. under the word Baptism (supplement); McCl. and
Strong and Dict. of Chris. Antiq. under the word Imposition of Hands.)*

{1937} epiqumew, epiqumw; (imperfect epequmoun); future
epiqumhsw; 1 aorist epequmhsa; (qumov); from Aeschylus down; the
Septuagint for hW;ai and dmæj;; properly, “to keep the qumov turned upon a
thing,” hence (cf. our “to set one’s heart upon”) “to have a desire for, long
for”; absolutely, “to desire” (A.V. “lust”), <590402>James 4:2; “to lust after,
covet,” of those who seek things forbidden, <450707>Romans 7:7; 13:9 (from
<022017>Exodus 20:17); <461006>1 Corinthians 10:6 (4 Macc. 2:6); kata tinov, to
have desires opposed to (A.V. “lust against”) a thing (<480517>Galatians 5:17
(Buttmann, 335 (288)); tinov, to long for, covet a thing, <442033>Acts 20:33;
<540301>1 Timothy 3:1; of sexual desire, gunaikov, <400528>Matthew 5:28 Rec. (see
below) (paidov h gunaikov, Xenophon, an. 4, 1, 14; with the genitive
also in <023424>Exodus 34:24; <202126>Proverbs 21:26; 23:3,6; Sap. 6:12; Sir. 24:19
(18), etc.); contrary to the usage of the better Greek writings with the
accusative of the object, <400528>Matthew 5:28 L Tr (WH brackets), and
without an object Tdf. (<022017>Exodus 20:17; <050521>Deuteronomy 5:21;
<330202>Micah 2:2; Sap. 16:3; Sir. 1:26 (23), etc.; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
30, 10 b.); as often in Greek writings, followed by the infinitive:
<401317>Matthew 13:17; <421516>Luke 15:16; (<421621>Luke 16:21); 17:22; <600112>1 Peter
1:12; <660906>Revelation 9:6; followed by the accusative with the infinitive
<580611>Hebrews 6:11; epiqumia epequmhsa I have greatly desired, <422215>Luke
22:15; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 3; Buttmann, sec. 133, 22 a.*

{1938} epiqumhthv, epiqumhtou, oJ (epiqumew), “one who longs for, a
craver, lover, one eager for”: kakwn, <461006>1 Corinthians 10:6 (<041104>Numbers
11:4). In Greek writings from Herodotus down.*

{1939} epiqumia, epiqumiav, hJ (epiqumew) (from Herodotus on), the
Septuagint chiefly for hw;a}Ti, aW;aæ, dWmj}; “desire, craving, longing”:
<422215>Luke 22:15 (on which sevin epiqumew, at the end); <661814>Revelation
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18:14; thn epiqumian ecein eiv ti, the desire directed toward,
<500123>Philippians 1:23; en pollh epiqumia with great desire, <520217>1
Thessalonians 2:17; plural aJi peri ta loipa epiqumiai, <410419>Mark 4:19
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 3 N. 5); specifically, “desire for what is
forbidden, lust” (Vulgate concupiscentia): <450707>Romans 7:7f; <590114>James
1:14f; <610104>2 Peter 1:4; paqov epiqumiav, <520405>1 Thessalonians 4:5;
epiqumia kakh, <510305>Colossians 3:5 (<202126>Proverbs 21:26; (<201212>Proverbs
12:12); Plato, legg. 9, p. 854 a.; ponhra, Xenophon, mem. 1, 2, 64;
agaqh, Sir. 14:14 where see Fritzsche (who cites also <201123>Proverbs 11:23;
13:12)); plural, <480524>Galatians 5:24; <540609>1 Timothy 6:9; <550222>2 Timothy 2:22;
4:3; <600114>1 Peter 1:14; 4:2; with a genitive of the object, epiqumia
miasmou, for unclean contact, <610210>2 Peter 2:10 (others with Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 34, 3 b. take miasmou as the genitive of quality); with a
genitive of the subject, aJi epiqumiai twn kardiwn, <450124>Romans 1:24;
with a genitive of the thing by which the desire is excited, hJ epiqumia tou
kosmou, <620217>1 John 2:17; tou swmatov, <450612>Romans 6:12; thv apathv
(see apath), <490422>Ephesians 4:22; thv sarkov, twn ofqalmwn, <620216>1 John
2:16 (cf. Huther ad loc.); <610218>2 Peter 2:18; telein sarkov, <480516>Galatians
5:16; aJi sarkikai epiqumiai, <600211>1 Peter 2:11 (yucikai, swmatikai,
4 Macc. 1:32); aJi kosmikai epiqumiai, <560212>Titus 2:12; eiv epiqumiav
to arouse lusts, <451314>Romans 13:14; poiein tav epiqumiav, <430844>John 8:44;
uJpakouein taiv epiqumiaiv, <450612>Romans 6:12 (L T Tr WH);
douleuein epiqumiaiv (see douleuw, 2 b.), <560303>Titus 3:3; agesqai
epiqumiaiv, <550306>2 Timothy 3:6; poreuesqai en epiqumiaiv, <600403>1 Peter
4:3; poreuesqai kata tav epiqumiav, <650116>Jude 1:16,18; <610303>2 Peter 3:3;
anastrefesqai en taiv epiqumiaiv thv sarkov, <490203>Ephesians 2:3.
(Synonym: cf. paqov, and see Trench, sec. lxxxvii.)*

{1940} epikaqizw: 1 aorist epekaqisa;

1. “to cause to sit upon, to set upon”: <402107>Matthew 21:7 Rec.elz

2. intransitive, “to sit upon”: Matthew, the passage cited (Rec.st) G L T Tr
WH, others*

{1941} epikalew, epikalw: 1 aorist epekalesa; (passive and middle,
present epikaloumai); perfect passive epikeklhmai; pluperfect 3
person singular epekeklhto, and with neglect of augment (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 12, 5; Buttmann, 33 (29)) epikeklhto (<442632>Acts 26:32
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Lachmann); 1 aorist passive epeklhqhn; future middle epikalesomai; 1
aorist middle epekalesamhn; the Septuagint very often for hr;q;;

1. “to put a name upon, to surname”: tina (Xenophon, Plato, others),
<401025>Matthew 10:25 G T Tr WH (Rec. ekalesan); passive oJ
epikaloumenov, he who is surnamed, <422203>Luke 22:3 R G L; <441018>Acts
10:18; 11:13; 12:12; 15:22 R G; also oJv epikaleitai, <441005>Acts 10:5,32; oJ
epiklhqeiv, <401003>Matthew 10:3 (R G); <440436>Acts 4:36; 12:25; equivalent to
oJv epeklhqh, <440123>Acts 1:23. Passive with the force of a middle (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 3), “to permit oneself to be surnamed”:
<581116>Hebrews 11:16; middle with tina: <600117>1 Peter 1:17 ei patera
epikaleisqe ton etc. i.e. if ye call (for yourselves) on him as father, i.e. if
ye surname him your father.

2. epikaleitai to onoma tinov epi tina, after the Hebrew ar;q]ni µvi ...
l[æ ..., “the name of one is named upon some one, i.e. he is called by his
name or declared to be dedicated to him” (cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus iii., p.
1232a): <441517>Acts 15:17 from <300912>Amos 9:12 (the name referred to is “the
people of God”); <590207>James 2:7 (the name oJi tou Cristou).

3. tini with the accusative of the object; properly, “to call something to
one” (cf. English “to cry out upon (or against) one”); “to charge something
to one as a crime or reproach; to summon one on any charge, prosecute
one for a crime; to blame one for, accuse one of” (Aristophanes pax 663;
Thucydides 2, 27; 3, 36; Plato, legg. 6, 761 e.; 7, 809 e.; Dio Cass. 36, 28;
40, 41 and often in the orators (cf. under the word kathgorew)): ei tw
oikodespoth Bhlzeboul epekalesan (i.e. accused of commerce with
Beelzebul, of receiving his help, cf. <400934>Matthew 9:34; 12:24; <410322>Mark
3:22; <421115>Luke 11:15), posw mallon toiv oikiakoiv autou,
<401025>Matthew 10:25 L WH marginal reading after the Vaticanus manuscript
(see 1 above), a reading defended by Rettig in the Studien und Kritiken for
1838, p. 477ff and by Alexander Buttmann (1873) in the same journal for
1860, p. 343, and also in his N.T. Gram. 151 (132); (also by Weiss in
Meyer edition 7 at the passage). But this expression (Beelzebul for the help
of Beelzebul) is too hard not to be suggestive of the emendation of some
ignorant scribe, who took offence because (with the exception of this
passage) the enemies of Jesus are nowhere in the Gospels said to have
called him by the name of Beelzebul.
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4. “to call upon” (like German anrufen), “to invoke”; middle, “to call upon
for oneself,” in one’s behalf: anyone as a helper, <440759>Acts 7:59, where
supply ton kurion Ihsoun (bohqon, Plato, Euthyd., p. 297 c.; Diodorus
5, 79); tina martura, as my witness, <470123>2 Corinthians 1:23 (Plato, legg.
2, 664 c.); as a judge, i.e. “to appeal to one, make appeal unto”:
Kaisara, <442511>Acts 25:11f; 26:32; 28:19; (ton Sebaston, <442525>Acts 25:25);
followed by the infinitive passive <442521>Acts 25:21 (to be reserved).

5. Hebraistically (like hr;q; µveB] hwO;hy] to call upon by pronouncing the
name of Jehovah, <010426>Genesis 4:26; 12:8; <120511>2 Kings 5:11, etc.; cf.
Gesenius, Thesaurus, p. 1231{b} (or his Hebrew Lexicon, under the word
hr;q;); an expression finding its explanation in the fact that prayers
addressed to God ordinarily began with an invocation of the divine name:
<190302>Psalm 3:2; 6:2; 7:2, etc.) epikaloumai to onoma tou kuriou, “I call
upon (on my behalf) the name of the Lord,” i.e. “to invoke, adore,
worship, the Lord,” i.e. Christ: <440221>Acts 2:21 (from <290232>Joel 2:32 (<290305>Joel
3:5)); 9:14,21; 22:16; <451013>Romans 10:13f; <460102>1 Corinthians 1:2; ton
kurion, <451012>Romans 10:12; <550222>2 Timothy 2:22; (often in Greek writings
epikaleisqai touv Qeouv, as Xenophon, Cyril 7, 1, 35; Plato, Tim., p.
27 c.; Polybius 15, 1, 13).*

{1942} epikalumma, epikalumtov, to (epikaluptw), “a covering,
veil”; properly, in the Septuagint: <022614>Exodus 26:14; 36:19 Complutensian
LXX (cf. 39:21 Tdf.); metaphorically, equivalent to “a pretext, cloak”: thv
kakiav, <600216>1 Peter 2:16 (ploutov de pollwn epikalumm’ esti
kakwn, Menander quoted in Stobaeus, flor. 91, 19 (iii. 191, Gaisf.
edition); “quaerentes libidinibus suis patrocinium et velamentum,” Seneca,
vita beata 12).*

{1943} epikaluptw: (1 aorist epekalufqhn); “to cover over”: aJi
aJmartiai epikaluptontai, are covered over so as not to come to view,
i.e. are pardoned, <450407>Romans 4:7 from <193101>Psalm 31:1 (<193201>Psalm 32:1).*

{1944} epikataratov, epikataraton (epikataraomai to imprecate
curses upon), only in Biblical and ecclesiastical use, “accursed, execrable,
exposed to divine vengeance, lying under God’s curse”: <430749>John 7:49 R G;
<480310>Galatians 3:10 (<052726>Deuteronomy 27:26); <480313>Galatians 3:13
(<052123>Deuteronomy 21:23); (Sap. 3:12 (13); 14:8; 4 Macc. 2:19; in the
Septuagint often for rWra;).*
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{1945} epikeimai; imperfect epekeimhn; “to lie upon or over, rest upon,
be laid or placed upon”;

a. properly: epi tini, <431138>John 11:38; namely, on the burning coals,
<432109>John 21:9.

b. figuratively,

[a]. of things: of the pressure of a violent tempest, ceimwnov
epikeimenou, <442720>Acts 27:20 (Plutarch, Timol. 28, 7); anagkh moi
epikeitai, is laid upon me, <460916>1 Corinthians 9:16 (Homer, Iliad 6, 458);
epikeimena, of observances imposed on a man by law, <580910>Hebrews 9:10
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 635 (589)].

[b]. of men; “to press upon, to be urgent”: with the dative of person
<420501>Luke 5:1; epekeinto aitoumenoi, <422323>Luke 23:23 (pollw mallon
epekeito axiwn, Josephus, Antiquities 18, 6, 6; mallon epekeinto
blasfhmountev, 20, 5, 3).*

epikellw: (1 aorist epekeila); “to run a ship ashore, to bring to land”;
so from Homer, Odyssey 9, 148 down; epekeilan (R G epwkeilan) thn
naun, <442741>Acts 27:41 L T Tr WH; but in opposition see Meyer at the
passage (Cf. B. D. American edition, p. 3009.)*

(epikefalaion, epikefalaiou, to, “head-money, poll-tax,” (Aristotle,
oec. 2, p. 1346{a}, 4 and 1348{a}, 32): <411214>Mark 12:14 WH (rejected)
marginal reading for khnson (others).*)

{1946} Epikoureiov (Epikouriov T WH; see Iota), Epikoureiou, oJ,
“Epicurean,” belonging to the sect of Epicurus, the philosopher: <441718>Acts
17:18.*

{1947} epikouria, epikouriav, hJ (epikourew to aid), “aid, succor”:
<442622>Acts 26:22. (Sap. 13:18; from Thucydides and Euripides down.)*

{1948} epikrinw: 1 aorist epekrina; “to adjudge, approve by one’s
decision, decree, give sentence”: followed by the accusative with an
infinitive, <422324>Luke 23:24. (Plato, Demosthenes, Plutarch, Herodian,
others.)*
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{1949} epilambanw; 2 aorist middle epelabomhn; “to take in addition”
(cf. epi, D. 4), “to take, lay hold of, take possession of, overtake, attain
to”. In the Bible only in the middle; the Septuagint for zhæa; and qyz,j’h,;

a. properly, “to lay hold of or to seize upon anything with the hands”
(German sich an etwas anhalten): twn aflastwn nhov, Herodotus 6,
114; hence, universally, “to take hold of, lag hold of”: with the genitive of
person, <401431>Matthew 14:31; <420947>Luke 9:47. (Tr WH accusative); (<422326>Luke
23:26 R G); <441719>Acts 17:19; 21:30,33; with the accusative of person,
<422326>Luke 23:26 L T Tr WH, but in opposition see Meyer; for where the
participle epilabomenov is in this sense joined with an accusative, the
accusative, by the schma apo koinou, depends also upon the
accompanying finite verb (cf. Buttmann, sec. 132, 9; (so Winer’s Grammar,
(edited by Lünem.) 202 (190))): <440927>Acts 9:27; 16:19; 18:17, cf. <421404>Luke
14:4. with the genitive of a thing: thv ceirov tinov, <410823>Mark 8:23;
<442319>Acts 23:19; of a leader, and thus metaphorically, of God, <580809>Hebrews
8:9 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 571 (531); Buttmann, 316 (271)); with the
genitive of a person and of a thing: epilambanein tinov logou,
rhmatov, to take anyone in his speech, i.e. to lay hold of something said
by him which can be turned against him, <422020>Luke 20:20 (Tr logon), 26
(WH Tr marginal reading tou for autou); epilambanein thv aiwniou
(others, ontwv) zwhv, to seize upon, lay hold of, i.e. to struggle to obtain
eternal life, <540612>1 Timothy 6:12,19 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 312 (293))

b. by a metaphor drawn from laying hold of another to rescue him from
peril, “to help, to succor” (cf. German sich eines annehmen): tinov,
<580216>Hebrews 2:16; in this sense used besides only in Sir. 4:11 and Schol. ad
Aeschylus Pers. 739. In Appian. bel. civ. 4, 96 the active is thus used with
the dative: hJmin to daimonion epilambanei.*

{1950} epilanqanomai; perfect passive epilelhsmai; 2 aorist middle
epelaqomhn; the Septuagint often for jkæv;; “to forget”: followed by the
infinitive, <401605>Matthew 16:5; <410814>Mark 8:14; followed by an indirect
question. <590124>James 1:24; in the sense of “neglecting, no longer caring for”:
with the genitive, <580610>Hebrews 6:10; 13:2,16; with the accusative (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 10 c.; Matthiae, sec. 347 Anm. 2, ii., p. 820f),
<500313>Philippians 3:13 (14); with a passive signification (<232316>Isaiah 23:16; Sir.
3:14; 32:9 (Sir. 35:9); Sap. 2:4, etc. (cf. Buttmann, 52 (46))):
epilelhsmenov “forgotten,” given over to oblivion, i.e. “uncared for,”
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enwpion tou Qeou before God i.e. by God (Sir. 23:14), <421206>Luke 12:6.
((From Homer on.))*

{1951} epilegw: (present passive participle epilegomenov); 1 aorist
middle participle epilexamenov;

1. “to say besides” (cf. epi, D. 4) (Herodotus, et al.); “to surname” (Plato,
legg. 3, p. 700 b.): in passive <430502>John 5:2 (Tdf. to legomenh), unless the
meaning “to name” (put a name upon) be preferred here; cf. eponomazw.

2. “to choose for” (Herodotus and following; the Septuagint); middle “to
choose for oneself”: <441540>Acts 15:40 (<101009>2 Samuel 10:9; Herodotus 3, 157;
Thucydides 7, 19; Diodorus 3, 73 (74); 14, 12; Josephus, Antiquities 4, 2,
4, and others).*

{1952} epileipw: future epileiyw; “to fail, not to suffice for” (any
purpose, for the attainment of an end): tina oJ cronov, time fails one,
<581132>Hebrews 11:32 and many like examples in Greek writings from
Demosthenes down; see Bleek, Brief an d. Hebrew 2:2, p. 818.*

epileicw: imperfect epeleicon; “to lick the surface of, lick over” ((cf.
epi, D. 1); German belecken): with the accusative of a thing, <421621>Luke
16:21 L T Tr WH; (in Long. past. 1, 24 (11) a variant for epitrecw).*

{1953} epilhsmonh, epilhsmonhv, hJ (epilhsmwn forgetful (Winer’s
Grammar, 93 (89))), “forgetfulness”: akroathv epilhsmonhv, a forgetful
hearer (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3b.; Buttmann, 161 (140)),
<590125>James 1:25. (Sir. 11:27 (25).)*

{1954} epiloipov, epiloipon (loipov), “remaining besides, left over”
(cf. epi, D. 4): <600402>1 Peter 4:2. (the Septuagint; Greek writings from
Herodotus down.)*

{1955} epilusiv, epilusewv, hJ (epiluw, which see), “a loosening,
unloosing” (German Auflösung); metaphorically, “interpretation”: <610120>2
Peter 1:20, on which passage see ginomai, 5 e. [^a]. (<014008>Genesis 40:8
Aquila; Heliodorus 1, 18; but not Philo, vita contempl. sec. 10, where
epideixewv was long ago restored.)*

{1956} epiluw: imperfect epeluon; 1 future passive epiluqhsomai;
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a. properly, “to unloose, untie” (German auflösen) anything knotted or
bound or sealed up; (Xenophon, Theocr, Herodian).

b. “to clear” (a controversy), “to decide, settle”: <441939>Acts 19:39; “to
explain” (what is obscure and hard to understand): <410434>Mark 4:34 (as in
<014112>Genesis 41:12 variant; Philo, vita contempl. sec. 10; de agricult. sec. 3;
Sextus Empiricus, 2, 246; grifouv, Athen. 10, p. 449 e.; also in middle,
Athen. 10, p. 450 f.; Josephus, Antiquities 8, 6, 5, and often by the
Scholiasts).*

{1957} epimarturew, epimarturw; “to bear witness to, establish by
testimony”: followed by the accusative with an infinitive, <600512>1 Peter 5:12.
(Plato, Josephus, Plutarch, Lucian, others) (Compare:
sunepimarturew.)*

{1958} epimeleia, epimeleiav, hJ (epimelhv careful), “care, attention”:
<442703>Acts 27:3. (<200308>Proverbs 3:8; 1 Macc. 16:14; 2 Macc. 11:23; very
common in Greek prose writing, not used in the poets.)*

{1959} epimeleomai, epimeloumai, and epimelomai: future
epimelhsomai; 1 aorist epemelhqhn; with the genitive of the object, “to
take care of” a person or thing (epi denoting direction of the mind toward
the object cared for (cf. epi, D. 2)): <421034>Luke 10:34f; <540305>1 Timothy 3:5.
(<014421>Genesis 44:21; 1 Macc. 11:37; 1 Esdr. 6:26; used by Greek writers
especially of prose from Herodotus down.)*

{1960} epimelwv, adverb, “diligently, carefully”: <421508>Luke 15:8.*

{1961} epimenw; (imperfect epemenon); future epimenw; 1 aorist
epemeina; “to stay at or with; to tarry still; still to abide, to continue,
remain”;

a. properly, of tarrying in a place: en Efesw, <461608>1 Corinthians 16:8; en th
sarki, to live still longer on earth <500124>Philippians 1:24 (G T WH omit en);
autou, “there,” <441534>Acts 15:34 (Rec.); 21:4 (Lachmann autoiv); with the
dative of thing: th sarki, to abide as it were a captive to life on earth,
<500124>Philippians 1:24 G T WH; epi tini, with one, <442814>Acts 28:14 (L T Tr
WH par’); prov tina, with one, <461607>1 Corinthians 16:7; <480118>Galatians
1:18; with specification of time how long: <441048>Acts 10:48; 21:4,10;
28:12,14; <461607>1 Corinthians 16:7.
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b. tropically, “to persevere, continue”; with the dative of the thing
continued in (cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc. Part ii., p. 10f): th
aJmartia, <450601>Romans 6:1; th apistia, <451123>Romans 11:23; th pistei,
<510123>Colossians 1:23; in the work of teaching, <540416>1 Timothy 4:16 (tw mh
adikein, Xenophon, oec. 14, 7; th mnhsteia, Aelian v. h. 10, 15); with
the dative of the blessing for which one keeps himself fit: th cariti,
<441343>Acts 13:43 Rec.; th crhstothti, <451122>Romans 11:22; with a participle
denoting the action persisted in: <430807>John 8:7 Rec.; <441216>Acts 12:16; cf.
Buttmann, 299f (257); (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 4).*

{1962} epineuw: 1 aorist epeneusa; from Homer down; “to nod to”;
tropically, (by a nod) “to express approval, to assent”: <441820>Acts 18:20, as
often in Greek writings.*

{1963} epinoia, epinoiav, hJ (epinoew to think on, devise), “thought,
purpose”: <440822>Acts 8:22. (<242010>Jeremiah 20:10; Sap. 6:17, etc.; often in
Greek writings from Sophocles and Thucydides down.)*

{1964} epiorkew, epiorkw: future epiorkhsw, cf. Krüger, sec. 40,
under the word, and sec. 39, 12, 4; (Veitch, under the word; Buttmann, 53
(46)); (epiorkov, which see); “to swear falsely, forswear oneself”:
<400533>Matthew 5:33. (Sap. 14:28; 1 Esdr. 1:46; by Greek writings from
Homer down.)*

{1965} epiorkov, epiorkon (from epi (which see D. 7) against, and
oJrkov); (masculine as a substantive) “a false swearer, a perjurer”: <540110>1
Timothy 1:10. (From Homer down.)*

{1966} epiousa, see epeimi.

{1967} epiousiov, epiousion, a word found only in <400611>Matthew 6:11
and <421103>Luke 11:3, in the phrase artov epiousiov ((Peshitta) Syriac ... ...
“the bread of our necessity,” i.e. “necessary for us” (but the Curetonian
(earlier) Syriac reads ... “continual”; cf. Lightfoot as below, I. 3, p. 214ff;
Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, p. 139f); Itala (Old Latin) panis
quotidianus). Origen testifies (de orat. 27) that the word was not in use in
ordinary speech, and accordingly seems to have been coined by the
Evangelists themselves. Many commentators, as Beza, Kuinoel, Tholuck,
Ewald, Bleek, Keim, Cremer, following Origen, Jerome (who in Matthew
only translates by the barbarous phrase panis supersubstantialis),
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Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, explain the word by “bread for
sustenance, which serves to sustain life,” deriving the word from ousia,
after the analogy of exousiov, enousiov. But ousia very rarely, and only
in philosophic language, is equivalent to uJparxiv, as in Plato, Theact., p.
185 c. (app. to to mh einai), Aristotle, de part. anim. i. 1 (hJ gar genesiv
eJneka thv ousiav estin, all’ ouc hJ ousia eJneka thv genesewv; for
other examples see Bonitz’s Index to Aristotle, p. 544), and generally
denotes either “essence, real nature, or substance, property, resources”. On
this account Leo Meyer (in Kuhn, Zeitschr. f. vergleich. Sprachkunde, vii.,
pp. 401-430), Kamphausen (Gebet des Herrn, pp. 86-102), with whom
Keim (ii. 278f. (English translation, iii. 340)), Weiss (Matthew, the passage
cited), Delitzsch (Zeitschr. f. d. luth. Theol. 1876, p. 402), agree, prefer to
derive the word from epeinai (and in particular from the participle epwn,
epousiov for epontiov, see below) “to be present,” and to understand it
bread “which is ready at hand or suffices,” so that Christ is conjectured to
have said in Chaldean am;j]læ an;Q;jud] (cf. µj,l, yQiju my allowance of
bread, <203008>Proverbs 30:8) or something of the sort. But this opinion, like
the preceding, encounters the great objection (to mention no other) that,
although the iota i in epi is retained before a vowel in certain words (as
epiorkov, epiorkew, epiossomai, etc. (cf. Lightfoot, as below, I. sec.
1)), yet in epeinai and words derived from it, epousia, epousiwdhv, it
is always elided. Therefore much more correctly do Grotius, Scaliger,
Wetstein, Fischer (Deuteronomy vitiis lexamples etc., p. 306ff),
Valckenaer, Fritzsche (on Matthew, p. 267ff), Winer (97 (92)),
Bretschneider, Wahl, Meyer (Lightfoot (Revision etc., Appendix)) and
others, comparing the words eJkousiov, eqelousiov, gerousiov (from
eJkwn, eqelwn, gerwn, for eJkontiov, eqelontiov, gerontiov, cf.
Kühner, 1: sec. 63, 3 and sec. 334, 1 Anm. 2), conjecture that the adjective
epiousiov is formed from epiwn, epiousa, with reference to the familiar
expression hJ epiousa (see apeimi), and artov epiousiov is equivalent
to artov thv epioushv hJmerav, “food for the morrow,” i.e. “necessary or
sufficient food”. Thus, epiousion, and shmeron, admirably answer to
each other, and that state of mind is portrayed which, piously contented
with “food sufficing from one day to the next,” in praying to God for
sustenance does not go beyond the absolute necessity of the nearest future.
This explanation is also recommended by the fact that in the Gospel
according to the Hebrews, as Jerome testifies, the word epiousiov was
represented by the Aramaic rjæm], “quod dicitur crastinus”; hence, it would
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seem that Christ himself used the Chaldaic expression am;j]læ ydi rjæm]li.
Nor is the prayer, so understood, at variance with the mind of Christ as
expressed in <400634>Matthew 6:34, but on the contrary harmonizes with it
finely; for his hearers are bidden to ask of God, in order that they may
themselves be relieved of anxiety for the morrow. (See Lightfoot, as above,
pp. 195-234; McClellan, The New Testament, etc., pp. 632-647; Tholuck,
Bergpredigt, Matthew, the passage cited, for earlier references.)*

{1968} epipiptw; 2 aorist epepeson, 3 person plural epepesan,
<451503>Romans 15:3 L T Tr WH (cf. apercomai at the beginning); perfect
participle epipeptwkwv; (see piptw); the Septuagint for lpæn;; “to fall
upon; to rush or press upon”; a. properly: tini, upon one, <410310>Mark 3:10;
“to lie upon” one, <442010>Acts 20:10; epi ton trachlon tinov, to fall into
one’s embrace, <421520>Luke 15:20; <442037>Acts 20:37 (<014629>Genesis 46:29; Tobit
11:8,12; 3 Macc. 5:49); “to fall back upon,” epi to sthqov tinov,
<431325>John 13:25 R G T. b. metaphorically, epi tina, “to fall upon one,” i.e.
“to seize, take possession of” him: fobov, <420112>Luke 1:12; <441917>Acts 19:17 (L
Tr epesen); <661111>Revelation 11:11 L T Tr WH; ekstasiv, <441010>Acts 10:10
Rec.; acluv, <441311>Acts 13:11 (R G). used also of the Holy Spirit, in its
inspiration and impulse: epi tini, <440816>Acts 8:16; epi tina, 10:44
(Lachmann epese); 11:15 (<261105>Ezekiel 11:5); of reproaches cast upon one:
<451503>Romans 15:3. (Noteworthy is the absolutely use in <442307>Acts 23:7 WH
marginal reading epepesen (others, egeneto) stasiv. (From Herodotus
down.))*

{1969} epiplhssw: 1 aorist epeplhxa; a. properly, “to strike upon,
beat upon”: Homer, Iliad 10, 500. b. tropically, “to chastise with words, to
chide, upbraid, rebuke”: <540501>1 Timothy 5:1. (Homer, Iliad 12, 211;
Xenophon, Plato, Polybius, others.)*

{1971} epipoqew, epipoqw; 1 aorist epepoqhsa; properly, poqon ecw
epi ti (i.e. epi is directive, not intensive; cf. epi, D. 2) (cf. Fritzsche on
Romans, vol. i., p. 30f); “to long for, desire”: followed by the infinitive
<470502>2 Corinthians 5:2; idein tina, <450111>Romans 1:11; <520306>1 Thessalonians
3:6; <550104>2 Timothy 1:4; <507726>Philippians 2:26 L brackets WH text brackets;
ti, <600202>1 Peter 2:2 (epi ti, <194102>Psalm 41:2 (<194202>Psalm 42:2)); tina to be
possessed with a desire for, long for (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 10 b.),
<507726>Philippians 2:26 R G T Tr WH marginal reading; “to pursue with love,
to tong after”: <470914>2 Corinthians 9:14; <500108>Philippians 1:8 (tav entolav
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Qeou, <19B813>Psalm 118:131 (119:131)); absolutely “to lust” (i.e. harbor
forbidden desire): <590405>James 4:5, on which passage see fqonov.
(Herodotus, Plato, Diodorus, Plutarch, Lucian.)*

{1972} epipoqhsiv, epipoqhsewv, hJ, “longing”: <470707>2 Corinthians
7:7,11. (<262311>Ezekiel 23:11 Aquila; Clement of Alexandria, strom. 4, 21,
131, p. 527 a.)*

{1973} epipoqhtov, epipoqhton, “longed for”: <500401>Philippians 4:1.
((Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 65, 1; the Epistle of Barnabas 1, 3);
Appendix Hisp. 43; Eustathius; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3).)*

{1974} epipoqia (WH epipoqeia, see under the word ei, i),
epipoqiav, hJ, “longing”: <451523>Romans 15:23; aJpax legomenon. (On the
passage cf. Buttmann, 294 (252).)*

{1975} epiporeuomai; “to go or journey to”: prov tina, <420804>Luke 8:4;
(followed by epi with the accusative Epistle Jeremiah 61 (62); Polybius 4,
9, 2; frequently used by Polybius with the simple accusative of place: both
“to go to, traverse” regions, cities (so thn ghn, <263914>Ezekiel 39:14 for rbæ[;;
tav dunameiv, 3 Macc. 1:4), and also “to make a hostile inroad, overrun,
march over”).*

{1976} epirraptw (T Tr WH epiraptw, see Rho); (raptw to sew);
“to sew upon, sew to”: epi tini (R G; others tina), <410221>Mark 2:21.*

{1977} epirriptw (L T Tr WH epiriptw, see Rho): 1 aorist
eperriya; (riptw); “to throw upon, place upon”: ti epi ti, <421935>Luke
19:35; (Vulgate projicere, to throw away, throw off): thn merimnan epi
Qeon, i.e. to cast upon, give up to, God, <600507>1 Peter 5:7, from <195402>Psalm
54:23 (<195523>Psalm 55:23). (Occasionally from Homer, Odyssey 5, 310
down.)*

{1978} epishmov, epishmon (shma a sign, mark);

1. properly, “having a mark on it, marked, stamped, coined”: argurion,
crusov (Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Polybius, Josephus).

2. tropically, “marked” (Latin insignis), both in a good and bad sense; in a
good sense, “of note, illustrious”: <451607>Romans 16:7 (Herodotus and
following); in a bad sense, “notorious, infamous”: <402716>Matthew 27:16
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(Euripides, Or. 249; Josephus, Antiquities 5, 7, 1; Plutarch, Fab. Max. 14;
others).*

{1979} episitismov, episitismou, oJ (epistizomai to provision
oneself);

1. “a foraging, providing food” (Xenophon, Plutarch, others).

2. “supplies, provisions, food” (A.V. “victuals”): <420912>Luke 9:12 (the
Septuagint, Xenophon, Demosthenes, Herodian, others).*

{1980} episkeptomai; future 3 person singular episkeyetai, <420178>Luke
1:78 Tr marginal reading WH; 1 aorist epeskeyamhn; from Herodotus
down; the Septuagint often for dqæp;; “to look upon or after, to inspect,
examine with the eyes”;

a. tina, in order to see how he is, i.e. “to visit, go to see” one: <440723>Acts
7:23; 15:36, (<071501>Judges 15:1); the poor and afflicted, <590127>James 1:27; the
sick, <402536>Matthew 25:36,43, (Sir. 7:35; Xenophon, mem. 3, 11, 10;
Plutarch, mor., p. 129 c. (de sanirate praecept. 15 at the beginning);
Lucian, philops. 6, and in medical writers).

b. Hebraistically, “to look upon in order to help or to benefit,” equivalent
to “to look after, have a care for, provide for,” of God: tina, <420716>Luke
7:16; <580206>Hebrews 2:6 (<012101>Genesis 21:1; <020431>Exodus 4:31; <190805>Psalm 8:5;
79:15 (<198015>Psalm 80:15); Sir. 46:14; Jud. 8:33, etc.); followed by a telic
infinitive <441514>Acts 15:14; absolutely (Sir. 32:21 (Sir. 35:21)) yet with a
statement of the effect and definite blessing added, <420168>Luke 1:68;
epeskeyato (WH Tr marginal reading episkeyetai) hJmav anatolh ex
uJyouv a light from on high hath looked (others, shall look) upon us (cf.
our “the sun looks down on us,” etc.), i.e. salvation from God has come to
us, <420178>Luke 1:78. (In the O.T. used also in a bad sense of God as
punishing, <198803>Psalm 88:33 (<198933>Psalm 89:33); <240925>Jeremiah 9:25; 11:22,
etc.)

c. “to look (about) for, look out” (one to choose, employ, etc.): <440603>Acts
6:3.*

episkeuazw: “to furnish with things necessary”; middle, “to furnish
oneself or for oneself”: episkeuasamenoi, having gathered and made
ready the things necessary for the journey, <442115>Acts 21:15 L T Tr WH, for
R G aposkeuasamenoi (which see in its place).*
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{1981} episkhnow, episkhnw: 1 aorist epeskhnwsa; “to fix a tent or
habitation on”: epi tav oikiav, to take possession of and live in the
houses (of the citizens), Polybius 4, 18, 8; taiv oikiaiv, 4, 72, 1;
tropically, epi tina, of the power of Christ descending upon one, working
within him and giving him help (A.V. “rest upon”), <471209>2 Corinthians 12:9.*

{1982} episkiazw; (imperfect epeskiazon, <420934>Luke 9:34 L marginal
reading T Tr text WH); future episkiasw; 1 aorist epeskiasa; “to
throw a shadow upon, to envelop in shadow, to overshadow”: tini,
<440515>Acts 5:15. From a vaporous cloud that casts a shadow the word is
transferred to a shining cloud surrounding and enveloping persons with
brightness: tina, <401705>Matthew 17:5; <420934>Luke 9:34; tini, <410907>Mark 9:7.
Tropically, of the Holy Spirit exerting creative energy upon the womb of
the virgin Mary and impregnating it (a use of the word which seems to
have been drawn from the familiar O.T. idea of a cloud as symbolizing the
immediate presence and power of God): with the dative <420135>Luke 1:35. (In
secular authors generally with an accusative of the object and in the sense
of “obscuring”: Herodotus 1, 209; Sophocles, Aristotle, Thcophr., Philo,
Lucian, Herodian, Geoponica. the Septuagint for Ëkæs; to cover, <199004>Psalm

90:4 (<199104>Psalm 91:4); <19D908>Psalm 139:8 (<19E008>Psalm 140:8); for ˆkæv;,
<024029>Exodus 40:29 (35) epeskiazen epi thn skhnhn hJ nefelh; (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 7).)*

{1983} episkopew, episkopw; “to look upon, inspect, oversee, look
after, care for”: spoken of the care of the church which rested upon the
presbyters, <600502>1 Peter 5:2 (T WH omit) (with thn ekklhsian added,
Ignatius ad Romans 9, 1); followed by mh (which see II. 1 a.) equivalent to
Latin caveo, “to look carefully, beware”: <581215>Hebrews 12:15. (Often by
Greek writings from Aeschylus down.)*

{1984} episkoph, episkophv, hJ (episkopew), “inspection, visitation”
(German Besichtigung);

a. properly: eiv episkophn tou paidov, to visit the boy, Lucian, dial.
deor. 20, 6; with this exception no example of the word in secular writings
has yet been noted.

b. In biblical Greek, after the Hebrew hD;qup], that act by which God looks
into and searches out the ways, deeds, character, of men, in order to
adjudge them their lot accordingly, whether joyous or sad; “inspection,
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investigation, visitation” (Vulgate usually visitatio): so universally, en
episkoph yucwn, when he shall search the souls of men, i.e. in the time
of divine judgment, Sap. 3:13; also en wJra episkophv, Sir. 18:20 (19);
so perhaps en hJmera episkophv, <600212>1 Peter 2:12 (see below); in a good
sense, of “God’s gracious care”: ton kairon thv episkophv sou, i.e.
ton kairon en wJ epeskeyato se oJ Qeov, in which God showed himself
gracious toward thee and offered thee salvation through Christ (see
episkeptomai, b.), <421944>Luke 19:44; en kairw episkophv, in the time of
divine reward, <600506>1 Peter 5:6 Lachmann; also, in the opinion of many
commentators, <600212>1 Peter 2:12 (others, associate this passage with
<421944>Luke 19:44 above; cf. DeWette (edited by Brückner) or Huther at the
passage); from the O.T. cf. <015024>Genesis 50:24f; <183409>Job 34:9; Sap. 2:20; 3:7,
etc. with a bad reference, of “divine punishment”: <020316>Exodus 3:16;
<231003>Isaiah 10:3; <241015>Jeremiah 10:15; Sap. 14:11; 19:14 (15); (etc.; cf.
Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word).

c. after the analogy of the Hebrew hD;qup] (<040416>Numbers 4:16; <132419>1
Chronicles 24:19 (here the Septuagint episkeyiv), etc.), “oversight” i.e.
“overseership, office, charge”; Vulgate episcopatus: <440120>Acts 1:20, from
<19A808>Psalm 108:8 (<19A908>Psalm 109:8); specifically, the office of a bishop (the
overseer or presiding officer of a Christian church): <540301>1 Timothy 3:1, and
in ecclesiastical writings*

{1985} episkopov, episkopou, oJ (episkeptomai), “an overseer,” a
man charged with the duty of seeing that things to be done by others are
done rightly, “any curator, guardian,” or “superintendent”; the Septuagint
for dyqip;, <070928>Judges 9:28; <161109>Nehemiah 11:9,14,22; <121115>2 Kings 11:15,
etc.; 1 Macc. 1:51. The word has the same comprehensive sense in Greek
writings from Homer Odys. 8, 163; Iliad 22, 255 down; hence, in the N.T.
episkopon twn yucwn, guardian of souls, one who watches over their
welfare: <600225>1 Peter 2:25 ((ton pantov pneumatov ktisthn kai
episkopon, Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 59,3); arciereuv kai
prostathv twn yucwn hJmwn Ihsouv Cristov, ibid. 61, 3; (cf. Sir. 1:6)),
cf. <581317>Hebrews 13:17. specifically, “the superintendent, head or overseer
of any Christian church”; Vulgate episcopus: <442028>Acts 20:28; <500101>Philippians
1:1; <540302>1 Timothy 3:2; <560107>Titus 1:7; see presbuterov, 2 b.; (and for the
later use of the word, see Dict. of Chris. Antiq. under the word Bishop).*
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{1986} epispaw, epispw: from Aeschylus down; “to draw on”: mh
epispasqw, namely, akrobustian, let him not draw on his foreskin
(Hesychius mh epispasqw. Mh eJlkuetw to derma) (A.V. “let him not
become uncircumcised”), <460718>1 Corinthians 7:18. From the days of
Antiochus Epiphanes (175-164 B. C.) down (1 Macc. 1:15; Josephus,
Antiquities 12, 5, 1), there had been Jews who, in order to conceal from
heathen persecutors or scoffers the external sign of their nationality, sought
artificially to compel nature to reproduce the prepuce, by extending or
drawing forward with an iron instrument the remnant of it still left, so as to
cover the glans. The rabbis called such persons µykiWvm], from Ëvæm; “to
draw out,” see Buxtorf, Lex. Talm., p. 1274 ((edited by Fischer ii., 645f).
Cf. BB. DD. under the word Circumcision, especially McClintock and
Strong’s Cyclopaedia, ibid. II. 2.)*

epispeirw: 1 aorist epespeira; “to sow above or besides”: <401325>Matthew
13:25 L T Tr WH. (Herodotus, Theophrastus, (others).)*

{1987} epistamai (seems to be the Ionic form of the middle of
efisthmi. Isocrates, Aristotle, others, also use episthsai thn
dianoian, ton noun, eJauton for “to put one’s attention on, fix one’s
thoughts on”; indeed, the simple episthsai is used in the same sense, by
an ellipsis analogous to that of ton noun with the verbs prosecein,
epecein, and of thn oyin with prosballein; see Lobeck ad Phryn., p.
281f Hence, epistamai is properly, “to turn oneself or one’s mind to, put
one’s thought upon” a thing); from Homer down; the Septuagint chiefly for
[dæy;; (cf. German sich worauf verstehen);

a. “to be acquainted with”: ti, <441825>Acts 18:25; <590414>James 4:14; <650110>Jude
1:10; tina, <441915>Acts 19:15; with reference to what is said or is to be
interpreted, “to understand”: <411468>Mark 14:68; <540604>1 Timothy 6:4.

b. “to know”: peri tinov, <442626>Acts 26:26; followed by an accusative with
a participle <442410>Acts 24:10 (Winer’s Grammar, 346 (324); Buttmann, 301
(258)); followed by oJti, <441507>Acts 15:7; 19:25; 22:19; followed by wJv,
<441028>Acts 10:28; by pwv, <442018>Acts 20:18; by pou, <581108>Hebrews 11:8.
(Synonym: see ginwskw.)*

epistasiv, epistasewv, hJ (efisthmi, efistamai), “an advancing,
approach; incursion, onset, press”: thv kakiav (Vulgate malorum
incursio), 2 Macc. 6:3, where cf. Grimm; used of the pressure of a
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multitude asking help, counsel, etc., tini (on which dative cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 31, 3; (Buttmann, 180 (156)); Kühner, sec. 424, 1) to one,
<471128>2 Corinthians 11:28 L T Tr WH (but others would have us translate it
here by “oversight, attention, care,” a common meaning of the word in
Polybius); used of a tumultuous gathering in <442412>Acts 24:12 L T Tr WH.
Cf. Buttmann, as above*

{1988} epistathv, epistatou, oJ (efisthmi), “any sort of a
superintendent or overseer” (often so in secular writings, and several times
in the Septuagint, as <020111>Exodus 1:11; 5:14; <110516>1 Kings 5:16; <122519>2 Kings
25:19; <243626>Jeremiah 36:26 (<242926>Jeremiah 29:26); <140202>2 Chronicles 2:2;
31:12); “a master,” used in this sense for yBiræ by the disciples (cf. <421713>Luke
17:13) when addressing Jesus, who called him thus “not from the fact that
he was a teacher, but because of his authority” (Bretschneider); found only
in <420505>Luke 5:5; 8:24,45; 9:33,49; 17:13.*

{1989} epistellw 1 aorist epesteila; properly, “to send to” one a
message, command (Herodotus and following); epistolav, to send by
letter, write a letter, Plato, epistles, p. 363 b., hence, simply “to write a
letter” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 3, 1 b.): tini, <581322>Hebrews 13:22
(Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 7, 1; 47, 3; 62, 1; and often in Greek
writings); “to enjoin by letter, to write instructions”: <442125>Acts 21:25 R G T
Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading; followed by tou with an
infinitive expressing purpose (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 326 (306); Buttmann,
270 (232)): <441520>Acts 15:20.*

{1990} episthmwn, episthmon, genitive episthmonov, (epistamai),
“intelligent, experienced” (especially one having the knowledge of an
expert; cf. Schmidt, chapter 13 sections 10, 13): <590313>James 3:13. (From
Homer down; the Septuagint.)*

{1991} episthrizw; 1 aorist epesthrixa; a later word; “to establish
besides, strengthen more; to render more firm, confirm”: tina, one’s
Christian faith, <441422>Acts 14:22; 15:32,41; 18:23 R G.*

{1992} epistolh, epistolhv, hJ (epistellw), “a letter, epistle”:
<441530>Acts 15:30; <451622>Romans 16:22; <460509>1 Corinthians 5:9, etc.; plural,
<440902>Acts 9:2; <471010>2 Corinthians 10:10, etc.; epistolai sustatikai, letters
of commendation, <470301>2 Corinthians 3:1 (Winer’s Grammar, 176 (165). On
the possible use of the plural of this word interchangeably with the singular
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(cf. Thomas Magister, Ritschl edition, p. 113, 8), see Lightfoot and Meyer
on <500301>Philippians 3:1. (Euripides, Thucydides, others)).

{1993} epistomizw; (stoma); properly, “to bridle or stop up the
mouth”; metaphorically, “to stop the mouth, reduce to silence”: <560111>Titus
1:11. (Plato, Gorgias, p. 482 e.; Demosthenes 85, 4; often in Plutarch, and
Lucian.)*

{1994} epistrefw; future epistreyw; 1 aorist epestreya; 2 aorist
passive epestrafhn; from Homer down; the Septuagint for Ëpæh;, bbæs;
and bsehe, hn;p;, and times without number for bWv and byvihæ;

1. transitively,

a. “to turn to”: epi ton Qeon, to the worship of the true God, <442620>Acts
26:20.

b. “to cause to return, to bring back”; figuratively, tina epi kurion ton
Qeon, to the love and obedience of God, <420116>Luke 1:16; epi tekna, to
love for the children, <420117>Luke 1:17; en fronhsei dikaiwn, that they may
be in (R. V. to walk “in”) the wisdom of the righteous, <420117>Luke 1:17; tina
epi tina, supply from the context epi thn alhqeian and epi thn oJdon,
<590519>James 5:19f.

2. intransitive, (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 1 (compare p. 26; Buttmann,
144 (126f)));

a. “to turn,” “to turn oneself”: epi ton kurion and epi ton Qeon, of
Gentiles passing over to the religion of Christ, <440935>Acts 9:35; 11:21; 14:15;
15:19; 26:20, cf. <600225>1 Peter 2:25; prov ti, <440940>Acts 9:40; prov ton Qeon,
<520109>1 Thessalonians 1:9; <470316>2 Corinthians 3:16; apo tinov eiv ti, <442618>Acts
26:18.

b. “to turn oneself about, turn back”: absolutely, <441618>Acts 16:18; followed
by an infinitive expressing purpose, <660112>Revelation 1:12.

c. “to return, turn back, come back”;

[a]. properly: <420220>Luke 2:20 Rec.; 8:55; <441536>Acts 15:36; with the addition
of opisw (as in Aelian v. h. 1, 6 (variant)), followed by an infinitive of
purpose, <402418>Matthew 24:18: followed by eiv with the accusative of place,
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<401244>Matthew 12:44; (<420239>Luke 2:39 T WH Tr marginal reading); eiv ta
opisw, <411316>Mark 13:16; <421731>Luke 17:31; epi ti, “to,” <610222>2 Peter 2:22.

[b]. metaphorically: epi ti, <480409>Galatians 4:9; epi tina, <421704>Luke 17:4
Rec., but G omits epi se; prov tina, ibid. L T Tr WH; ek thv entolhv,
to leave the commandment and turn back to a worse mental and moral
condition, <610221>2 Peter 2:21 R G; absolutely, to turn back morally, “to
reform”: <401315>Matthew 13:15; <410412>Mark 4:12; <422232>Luke 22:32; <440319>Acts 3:19;
28:27. In the middle and 2 aorist passive a. “to turn oneself about, to turn
around”: absolutely, <400922>Matthew 9:22 R G; <410530>Mark 5:30; 8:33; <432120>John
21:20.

d. “to return”: followed by prov (WH text epi) tina, <401013>Matthew 10:13
(on which passage see eirhnh, 3 at the end); epi ton Qeon, <600225>1 Peter
2:25 (see 2 a. above); to return to a better mind, repent, <431240>John 12:40 (R
G).*

{1995} epistrofh, epistrofhv, hJ (epistrefw), “conversion” (of
Gentiles from idolatry to the true God (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 26)):
<441503>Acts 15:3. (Cf. Sir. 49:2; 18:21 (20); in Greek writings in many other
senses.)*

{1996} episunagw; future episunaxw; 1 aorist infinitive episunaxai;
2 aorist infinitive episunagagein; passive, perfect participle
episunhgmenov; 1 aorist participle episunacqeiv; (future
episunacqhsomai, <421737>Luke 17:37 T Tr WH); Sept several times for

Ãsæa;, xbæq;, lhæq;;

1. “to gather together besides, to bring together to others already
assembled” (Polybius).

2. “to gather together against” (<330411>Micah 4:11; <381203>Zechariah 12:3; 1
Macc. 3:58, etc.).

3. “to gather together in one place” (epi “to”): <402337>Matthew 23:37; 24:31;
<411327>Mark 13:27; <421334>Luke 13:34; passive: <410133>Mark 1:33; <421201>Luke 12:1;
17:37 T Tr WH (<19A102>Psalm 101:23 (<19A223>Psalm 102:23); 105:47 (<19A647>Psalm
106:47); 2 Macc. 1:27, etc.; Aesop 142).*

{1997} episunagwgh, episunagwghv, hJ (episunagw, which see);
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a. “a gathering together in one place,” equivalent to to episunagesqai (2
Macc. 2:7): epi tina, to one, <530201>2 Thessalonians 2:1.

b. (the religious) “assembly” (of Christians): <581025>Hebrews 10:25.*

{1998} episuntrecw; “to run together besides” (i.e. to others already
gathered): <410925>Mark 9:25. Not used by secular writers.*

{1999} episustasiv, episustasewv, hJ (episunistamai to collect
together, conspire against) “a gathering together or combining against or
at”. Hence,

1. “a hostile banding together or concourse”: poiein episustasin, to
excite a riotous gathering of the people, make a mob, <442412>Acts 24:12 R G;
1 Esdr. 5:70 Alexandrian LXX; Sextus Empiricus, adv. eth., p. 127 (p.
571, 20 edition, Bekker; cf. Philo in Flac. sec. 1); tinov, against one,
<042609>Numbers 26:9; a conspiracy, Josephus, contra Apion 1, 20.

2. a troublesome throng of persons seeking help, counsel, comfort: tinov,
thronging to one, <471128>2 Corinthians 11:28 R G (see epistasiv); Luther,
dass ich werde angelaufen.*

{2000} episfalhv, epifalev (sfallw to cause to fall), “prone to
fall”: plouv, a dangerous voyage, <442709>Acts 27:9. (Plato, Polybius, Plutarch,
others.)*

{2001} episcuw: (imperfect episcuon);

1. transitive, “to give additional strength; to make stronger” (Sir. 29:1;
Xenophon, oec. 11, 13).

2. intransitive, “to receive greater strength, grow stronger” (1 Macc. 6:6;
Theophr, Diodorus): episcuon legontev, they were the more urgent
saying, i.e. they alleged the more vehemently, <422305>Luke 23:5.*

{2002} episwreuw: future episwreusw; “to heap up, accumulate in
piles”: didaskalouv, to choose for themselves and run after a great
number of teachers, <550403>2 Timothy 4:3. (Plutarch, Athen., Artemidorus
Daldianus, others.)*

{2003} epitagh, epitaghv, hJ (epitassw), “an injunction, mandate,
command”: <451626>Romans 16:26; <460725>1 Corinthians 7:25; <540101>1 Timothy 1:1;
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<560103>Titus 1:3; meta pashv epitaghv, with every possible form of
authority, <560215>Titus 2:15; kat’ epitaghn, by way of command, <460706>1
Corinthians 7:6; <470808>2 Corinthians 8:8. (Sap. 14:16, etc.; Polybius,
Diodorus.)*

{2004} epitassw; 1 aorist epetaxa; (tassw); “to enjoin upon, order,
command, charge”: absolutely, <421422>Luke 14:22; tini, <410127>Mark 1:27; 9:25;
<420436>Luke 4:36; 8:25; tini to anhkon, <570108>Philemon 1:8; tini followed by
the infinitive, <410639>Mark 6:39; <420831>Luke 8:31; <442302>Acts 23:2; followed by an
accusative and infinitive <410627>Mark 6:27; followed by direct discourse,
<410925>Mark 9:25. (Several times in the Septuagint; Greek writings from
Herodotus down.) (Synonym: see keleuw, at the end.)*

{2005} epitelew, epitelw; future epitelesw; 1 aorist epetelesa;
(present middle and passive epiteloumai);

1. “to bring to an end, accomplish, perfect, execute, complete”:
substantively, to epitelesai, <470811>2 Corinthians 8:11; ti, <421332>Luke 13:32
(R G); <451528>Romans 15:28; <470701>2 Corinthians 7:1; 8:6,11; <500106>Philippians 1:6;
<580805>Hebrews 8:5; tav latreiav, to perform religious services, discharge
religious rites, <580906>Hebrews 9:6 (similarly in secular writings, as
qrhskeiav, Herodotus 2, 37; oJrtav, 4, 186; qusian, qusiav, 2, 63; 4,
26; Herodian, 1. 5, 4 (2 edition, Bekker); leitourgiav, Philo de som. i.
sec. 37). Middle (in Greek writings “to take upon oneself”: ta tou ghrwv,
the burdens of old age, Xenophon, mem. 4, 8, 8; qanaton, Xenophon,
Apology 33; with the force of the act.: ti, Polybius 1, 40, 16; 2, 58, 10)
“to make an end for oneself,” i.e. “to leave off” (cf. pauw): th sarki, so
as to give yourselves up to the flesh, stop with, rest in it, <480303>Galatians 3:3
(others take it passively here: “are ye perfected in” etc., cf. Meyer).

2. “to appoint to, impose upon”: tini paqhmata, in passive <600509>1 Peter
5:9 (thn dikhn, Plato, legg. 10 at the end).*

{2006} epithdeiov, epithdeia, epithdeion, also epithdeiov,
epithdeion (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 11, 1) (epithdev, adv, enough;
and this according to Buttmann from epi tade (? cf. Vanicek, p. 271));

1. “fit, suitable, convenient, advantageous”.
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2. “needful”; plural ta epithdeia especially “the necessaries of life”
(Thucydides and following): with addition of tou swmatov, <590216>James
2:16.*

{2007} epitiqhmi, 3 person plural epitiqeasi (<402304>Matthew 23:4; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 14, 1 b.; Buttmann, 44 (38); Alexander Buttmann
(1873) Ausf. Spr. i., p. 505; Kühner, i., p. 643; (Jelf, sec. 274; and on this
and following forms see Veitch, see under the words, tiqhmi, tiqew)),
imperative epitiqei (<540522>1 Timothy 5:22; see Matthiae, sec. 210, 2 and 6;
Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. i., p. 508; Kühner, sec. 209, 5;
(Jelf, sec. 274 obs. 4)); imperfect 3 person plural epetiqoun (<440817>Acts 8:17
R G), epetiqesan, (ibid., L T Tr WH; cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873)
Ausf. Spr. i., p. 509; Buttmann, 45 (39)); future epiqhsw; 1 aorist
epeqhka; 2 aorist epeqhn, imperative epiqev (<400918>Matthew 9:18;
<014818>Genesis 48:18; <071819>Judges 18:19); middle (present epitiqemai); future
epiqhsomai; 2 aorist epeqemhn; (1 aorist passive epeteqhn (<410421>Mark
4:21 R G)); in the Septuagint chiefly for ˆtæn;, µWc and µycihe;

1. Active: a. “to put or lay upon”: ti epi ti, <402304>Matthew 23:4; 27:29 R G
L; <410421>Mark 4:21 R G; <421505>Luke 15:5; John 9: (6 WH text Tr marginal
reading), 15; (19:2 L marginal reading, see below); <441510>Acts 15:10 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 318 (298); Buttmann, 261 (224)); 28:3; ti epi tinov,
the genitive of thing, <402729>Matthew 27:29 T Tr WH; en with the dative of
thing, <402729>Matthew 27:29 L T Tr WH; thn ceira (or tav ceirav or
ceirav) epi tina, <400918>Matthew 9:18; <410825>Mark 8:25 ((WH Tr text
eqhken)); 16:18; <440817>Acts 8:17; (<440917>Acts 9:17); <660117>Revelation 1:17 Rec.;
epi tina plhgav, calamities, <662218>Revelation 22:18 (but see b. below);
epanw tinov, <402107>Matthew 21:7 R G; 27:37; epi tinov, <420816>Luke 8:16 R
G; ti tini, <422326>Luke 23:26; <431902>John 19:2 (not L marginal reading, see
above); <441528>Acts 15:28; tini onoma, <410316>Mark 3:16f; tini tav ceirav,
<401913>Matthew 19:13 (cf. Buttmann, 233 (201); Winer’s Grammar, 288
(270f)), 15; <410523>Mark 5:23; (<410823>Mark 8:23, here Tr marginal reading
autou); <420440>Luke 4:40; 13:13; <440606>Acts 6:6; 8:19; 13:3; 19:6; 28:8; <540522>1
Timothy 5:22; (tini thn ceira, <410732>Mark 7:32); ceira (R G, ceirav or
tav ceirav L T Tr WH), <440912>Acts 9:12; tini plhgav, to inflict blows, lay
stripes on one, <421030>Luke 10:30; <441623>Acts 16:23. b. “to add to”:
<662218>Revelation 22:18 (opposed to afairein <662219>Revelation 22:19).
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2. Middle; a. “to have put on, bid to be laid on”; ti epi ti (Xenophon,
Cyril 8, 2, 4): ta prov thn creian, namely, tini, to provide one with the
things needed (others, “put on board” namely, the ship), <442810>Acts 28:10. b.
“to lay or throw oneself upon”; with the dative of person “to attack one, to
make an assault on one”: <441810>Acts 18:10; <022114>Exodus 21:14; 18:11; <142313>2
Chronicles 23:13, and often in secular writings; cf. Kuinoel at the passage;
(Winer’s Grammar, 593 (552). Compare: sunepitiqhmi.)*

{2008} epitimaw, epitimw; imperfect 3 person singular epetima, 3
person plural epetimwn; 1 aorist epetimhsa; the Septuagint for r[æG;; in
Greek writings

1. “to show honor to, to honor”: tina, Herodotus 6, 39.

2. “to raise the price of”: oJ sitov epetimhqh, Demosthenes 918, 22;
others.

3. “to adjudge, award” (from timh in the sense of “merited penalty”): thn
dikhn, Herodotus 4, 43.

4. “to tax with fault, rate, chide, rebuke, reprove, censure severely,” (so
Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, Demosthenes, others): absolutely, <550402>2
Timothy 4:2; tini, charge one with wrong, Luke (9:55); 17:3; 23:40; to
rebuke — in order to curb one’s ferocity or violence (hence, many
formerly gave the word the meaning “to restrain”; against whom cf.
Fritzsche on Matthew, p. 325), <400826>Matthew 8:26; 17:18; <410439>Mark 4:39;
<420439>Luke 4:39,41; 8:24; 9:42; <650109>Jude 1:9 (where Rec.elz strangely
epitimhsai (1 aorist active infinitive) for epitimmhsai (optative 3
person singular)); or to keep one away from another, <401913>Matthew 19:13;
<421815>Luke 18:15; <411013>Mark 10:13; followed by iJna (with a verb expressing
the opposite of what is censured): <402031>Matthew 20:31; <411048>Mark 10:48;
<421839>Luke 18:39; with the addition of legwn (kai legei, or the like) and
direct discourse: <410125>Mark 1:25 (T omits; WH brackets legwn); 8:33; 9:25;
<420435>Luke 4:35; 23:40 (cf. <19A509>Psalm 105:9 (<19A609>Psalm 106:9); <19B821>Psalm
118:21 (<19B921>Psalm 119:21); <380302>Zechariah 3:2; and the use of r[æG; in Nah.
1:4; <390311>Malachi 3:11). Elsewhere in a milder sense, “to admonish or charge
sharply”: tini, <401622>Matthew 16:22; <410830>Mark 8:30; <420921>Luke 9:21
(epitimhsav autoiv parhggeilen, followed by the infinitive), <421939>Luke
19:39; with iJna added, <401620>Matthew 16:20 L WH text; <410830>Mark 8:30; iJna
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mh, <401216>Matthew 12:16; <410312>Mark 3:12. (Cf. Trench, sec. iv; Schmidt,
chapter 4, 11.)*

{2009} epitimia, epitimiav, hJ (epitimaw), “punishment” (in Greek
writings to epitimion): <470206>2 Corinthians 2:6; (Buttmann, sec. 147, 29).
(Sap. 3:10; (others).)*

(epitoauto, Rec.st in <440115>Acts 1:15; 2:1, etc.; see autov, III. 1, and cf.
Lipsius, Gramm. Unters., p. 125f)

{2010} epitrepw; 1 aorist epetreya; passive (present epitrepomai); 2
aorist epetraphn; perfect 3 person singular epitetraptai (<461434>1
Corinthians 14:34 R G); from Homer down;

1. “to turn to, transfer, commit, intrust”.

2. “to permit, allow, give leave”: <461607>1 Corinthians 16:7; <580603>Hebrews 6:3;
tini, <410513>Mark 5:13; <431938>John 19:38; with an infinitive added, <400821>Matthew
8:21; 19:8; <420832>Luke 8:32; 9:59,61; <442139>Acts 21:39f; <540212>1 Timothy 2:12;
and without the dative <411004>Mark 10:4; followed by an accusative with an
infinitive <442703>Acts 27:3 (where L T Tr WH poreuqenti); cf. Xenophon,
an. 7, 7, 8; Plato, legg. 5, p. 730 d. Passive epitrepetai tini, with an
infinitive: <442601>Acts 26:1; 28:16; <461434>1 Corinthians 14:34.*

(epitropeuw; (from Herodotus down); “to be epitropov or procurator”:
of Pontius Pilate in <420301>Luke 3:1 WH (rejected) marginal reading; see their
Appendix at the passage.*)

{2011} epitroph, epitrophv, hJ (epitrepw), “permission, power,
commission”: <442612>Acts 26:12. (From Thucydides down.)*

{2012} epitropov, epitropou, oJ (epitrepw), universally, “one to
whose care or honor anything has been intrusted; a curator, guardian,”
(Pindar Ol. 1, 171, et al.; Philo de mundo sec. 7 oJ Qeov kai pathr kai
tecnithv kai epitropov twn en ouranw te kai en kosmw).
Specifically,

1. “a steward or manager of a household, or of lands; an overseer”:
<402008>Matthew 20:8; <420803>Luke 8:3; Xenophon, oec. 12, 2; 21, 9; (Aristotle,
oec. 1, 5 (p. 1344a, 26) doulwn de eidh duw, epitropov kai ergathv).
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2. “one who has the care and tutelage of children,” either where the father
is dead (“a guardian of minors”: 2 Macc. 11:1; 13:2; epitropov
orqanwn, Plato, legg. 6, p. 766 c.; Plutarch, Lyc. 3; Cam. 15), or where
the father still lives (Aelian v. h. 3, 26): <480402>Galatians 4:2.*

{2013} epitugcanw: 2 aorist epetucon;

1. “to light or hit upon any person or thing” (Aristophanes, Thucydides,
Xenophon, Plato).

2. “to attain to, obtain”: <590402>James 4:2; with the genitive of thing,
<580615>Hebrews 6:15; 11:33; with the accusative of thing: touto, <451107>Romans
11:7 (where Rec. toutou). Cf. Matthiae, sec. 328; (Winer’s Grammar, 200
(188)).*

{2014} epifainw; 1 aorist infinitive epifanai (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p.
24ff; Winer’s Grammar, 89 (85); Buttmann, 41 (35); (the Septuagint
<193001>Psalm 30:17 (<193117>Psalm 31:17); <19B702>Psalm 117:27 (<19B827>Psalm 118:27),
cf. <196602>Psalm 66:2 (<196702>Psalm 67:2))); 2 aorist passive epefanhn; from
Homer down;

1. transitive, “to show to” or “upon; to bring to light”.

2. intransitive and in the passive “to appear, become visible”; a. properly:
of stars, <442720>Acts 27:20 (Theocritus, 2, 11); tini, to one, <420179>Luke 1:79. b.
figuratively equivalent to “to become clearly known, to show oneself”:
<560304>Titus 3:4; tini, <560211>Titus 2:11.*

{2015} epifaneia, epifaneiav, hJ (epifanhv), “an appearing,
appearance” (Tertullian apparentia); often used by the Greeks of a
glorious manifestation of the gods, and especially of their advent to help; in
2 Macc. of signal deeds and events betokening the presence and power of
God as helper; cf. Grimm on Maccabees, p. 60f, 75 (but especially the
thorough exposition by Prof. Abbot (on <560213>Titus 2:13 Note B) in the
Journal of the Society for Biblical Literature and Exegesis, i., p. 16f
(1882)). In the N.T. the ‘advent’ of Christ — not only that which has
already taken place and by which his presence and power appear in the
saving light he has shed upon mankind, <550110>2 Timothy 1:10 (note the word
fwtisantov in this passage); but also that illustrious return from heaven
to earth hereafter to occur: <540614>1 Timothy 6:14; <550401>2 Timothy 4:1,8;
<560213>Titus 2:13 (on which see especially Prof. Abbot as above); hJ
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epifaneia (i.e. the breaking forth) thv parousiav autou, <530208>2
Thessalonians 2:8. (Cf. Trench, sec. xciv.)*

{2016} epifanhv, epifanev (epifainw), “conspicuous, manifest,
illustrious”: <440220>Acts 2:20 (Tdf. omits) from <290231>Joel 2:31 (<290304>Joel 3:4); the
Septuagint here and in <071306>Judges 13:6 (Alexandrian LXX); <350107>Habakkuk
1:7; <390114>Malachi 1:14 thus render the word ar;wOn “terrible,” deriving it

incorrectly from ha;r; and so confounding it with ha’r]ni.*

{2017} epifauskw (equivalent to the epifwskw of Greek writings, cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 90 (85); Buttmann, 67 (59)): future epifausw; “to
shine upon”: tini, <490514>Ephesians 5:14, where the meaning is, Christ will
pour upon thee the light of divine truth as the sun gives light to men
aroused from sleep. (<182505>Job 25:5; 31:26; (<184109>Job 41:9); Acta Thomae sec.
34.)*

{2018} epiferw; (imperfect epeferon); 2 aorist infinitive epenegkein;
(present passive epiferomai);

1. “to bring upon, bring forward”: aitian, of accusers (as in Herodotus 1,
26, and in Attic writings from Thucydides down; Polybius 5, 41, 3; 40, 5,
2; Josephus, Antiquities 2, 6, 7; 4, 8, 23; Herodian, 3, 8, 13 (6 edition,
Bekker)), <442518>Acts 25:18 (where L T Tr WH eferon); krisin, <650109>Jude
1:9.

2. “to lay upon, to inflict”: thn orghn, <450305>Romans 3:5 (plhghn, Josephus,
Antiquities 2, 14, 2).

3. “to bring upon” i.e. “in addition, to add, increase”: qliyin toiv
desmoiv, <500116>Philippians 1:16 (17) Rec., but on this passage see egeirw, 4
c.; (pur epiferein puri, Philo, leg. ad Gaium sec. 18; (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 7)).

4. “to put upon, cast upon, impose” (farmakon, Plato, epistle 8, p. 354
b.): ti epi tina, in passive, <441912>Acts 19:12, where L T Tr WH
apoferesqai, which see*

{2019} epifwnew, epifwnw: (imperfect epefwnoun); “to call out to,
shout”: followed by direct discourse, <422321>Luke 23:21; <441222>Acts 12:22;
followed by the dative of a person, <442224>Acts 22:24; ti, <442134>Acts 21:34 L T
Tr WH. ((Sophocles on.))*
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{2020} epifwskw; (imperfect epefwskon); “to grow light, to dawn”
(cf. Buttmann, 68 (60)): <422354>Luke 23:54; followed by eiv, <402801>Matthew
28:1, on which see eiv, A. II. 1.*

{2021} epiceirew, epiceirw: imperfect epeceiroun; 1 aorist
epeceirhsa; (ceir);

1. properly, “to put the hand to” (Homer, Odyssey 24, 386, 395).

2. often from Herodotus down, “to take in hand, undertake, attempt”
(anything to be done), followed by the infinitive: <420101>Luke 1:1; <440929>Acts
9:29; 19:13; (2 Macc. 2:29; 7:19). Grimm treats of this word more at
length in the Jahrbb. f. deutsche Theol. for 1871, p. 36f.*

{2022} epicew; from Homer down; “to pour upon”: ti, <421034>Luke 10:34
(namely, epi ta traumata; <012818>Genesis 28:18; <030511>Leviticus 5:11).*

{2023} epicorhgew, epicorhgw; 1 aorist imperative epicorhghsate;
passive (present epicorhgoumai); 1 future epicorhghqhsomai; (see
corhgew); “to supply, furnish, present” (German darreichen): tini ti,
<470910>2 Corinthians 9:10; <480305>Galatians 3:5; equivalent to to show or afford by
deeds: thn arethn, <610105>2 Peter 1:5; in passive, eisodov, furnished,
provided, <610111>2 Peter 1:11; passive “to be supplied, ministered unto,
assisted” (so the simple corhgeisqai in Xenophon, rep. Athen. 1, 13;
Polybius 3, 75, 3; 4, 77, 2; 9, 44, 1; Sir. 44:6; 3 Macc. 6:40):
<510219>Colossians 2:19, where Vulgate sabministratum. (Rare in secular
writings as Dionysius Halicarnassus 1, 42; Phalaris, epistle 50; Diogenes
Laërtius 5, 67; (Alex. Aphr. probl. 1, 81).)*

{2024} epicorhgia, epicorhgiav, hJ (epicorhgew, which see) (Vulgate
subministratio), “a supplying, supply”: <490416>Ephesians 4:16; <500119>Philippians
1:19. (Ecclesiastical writers.)*

{2025} epicriw: 1 aorist epecrisa; “to spread on, anoint”: ti epi ti,
anything upon anything, <430906>John 9:6 (WH text Tr marginal reading
epeqhken); ti, “to anoint” anything (namely, with anything), ibid. 11.
(Homer, Odyssey 21, 179; Lucian, hist. scrib. 62.)*

{2026} epoikodomew, epoikodomw; 1 aorist epwkodomhsa, and
without augment epoikodomhsa (<460314>1 Corinthians 3:14 T Tr WH; cf.
Tdf.’s note on <440747>Acts 7:47 (see oikodomew)); passive, present
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epoikodomoumai; 1 aorist participle epoikodomhqentev; in the N.T.
only in the figurative which likens a company of Christian believers to an
edifice or temple; “to build upon, build up” (Vulgate superaedifico);
absolutely (like our English “build up”) viz. ‘to finish the structure of
which the foundation has already been laid,’ i.e. in plain language, to give
constant increase in Christian knowledge and in a life conformed thereto:
<442032>Acts 20:32 (where L T Tr WH oikodomhsai (Vulgate aedifico));
<460310>1 Corinthians 3:10; (<600205>1 Peter 2:5 Tdf.); epi ton qemelion, <460312>1
Corinthians 3:12; ti, <460314>1 Corinthians 3:14; en Cristw, with the passive,
in fellowship with Christ to grow in spiritual life, <510207>Colossians 2:7;
epoikodomhqentev epi tw qemeliw twn apostolwn, on the foundation
laid by the apostles, i.e. (dropping the figurative) gathered together into a
church by the apostles’ preaching of the gospel, <490220>Ephesians 2:20;
epoikodomein eJauton th pistei, <650120>Jude 1:20, where the sense is,
‘resting on your most holy faith as a foundation, make progress, rise like an
edifice higher and higher.’ (Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, others.)*

{2027} epokellw: 1 aorist epwkeila; “to drive upon, strike against”:
thn naun (i.e. “to run the ship ashore”), <442741>Acts 27:41 RG; see
epikellw. (Herodotus 6, 16: 7, 182; Thucydides 4, 26.)*

{2028} eponomazw: (present passive eponomazomai); from Herodotus
down; the Septuagint for hr;q;; “to put a name upon, name”; passive “to be
named”: <450217>Romans 2:17; cf. Fritzsche at the passage.*

{2029} epopteuw (participle <600212>1 Peter 2:12 L T Tr WH); 1 aorist
participle epopteusantev;

1. “to be an overseer” (Homer, Hesiod).

2. universally, “to look upon, view attentively; to watch” (Aeschylus,
Demosthenes, others): ti, <600302>1 Peter 3:2; ek tinov, namely, thn
anastrofhn, <600212>1 Peter 2:12.*

{2030} epopthv, epoptou, oJ (from unused epoptw);

1. “an overseer, inspector,” see episkopov; (Aeschylus, Pindar, others; of
God, in 2 Macc. 3:39; 7:35; 3 Macc. 2:21; Additions to <170501>Esther 5:1;
anqrwpinwn ergwn, Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 59,3).
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2. “a spectator, eye-witness” of anything: so in <610116>2 Peter 1:16; inasmuch
as those were called epoptai by the Greeks who had attained to the third
(i.e. the highest) grade of the Eleusinian mysteries (Plutarch, Alcib. 22, and
elsewhere), the word seems to be used here to designate those privileged
to be present at the heavenly spectacle of the transfiguration of Christ.*

{2031} epov, epeov (epouv), to, “a word”: wJv epov eipein (see eipon,
1 a., p. 181a), <580709>Hebrews 7:9.*

(Synonyms: epov seems primarily to designate a word as an articulate
manifestation of a mental state, and so to differ from rhma (which see), the
mere vocable; for its relation to logov see logov I. 1.)

{2032} epouraniov, epouranion (ouranov), properly, existing “in or
above heaven, heavenly”;

1. “existing in heaven”: oJ pathr epouraniov, i.e. God, <401835>Matthew
18:35 Rec. (Qeoi, Qeov, Homer, Odyssey 17, 484; Iliad 6, 131, etc.; 3
Macc. 6:28; 7:6); oJi epouranioi the heavenly beings, the inhabitants of
heaven, (Lucian, dial. deor. 4, 3; of the gods, in Theocritus, 25, 5): of
angels, in opposition to epigeioi and katacqonioi, <502910>Philippians 2:10;
Ignat. ad Trall. 9, (cf. Polycarp, ad Philipp. 2); swmata, the bodies of the
stars (which the apostle, according to the universal ancient conception,
seems to have regarded as animate (cf. Lightfoot on Colossians, p. 376;
Gfrorer, Philo etc. 2te Aufl., p. 349f; Siegfried, Philo von Alex., p. 306; yet
cf. Meyer ed. Heinrici, at the passage), cf. <183807>Job 38:7; Enoch 18:14ff) and
of the angels, <461540>1 Corinthians 15:40; hJ basileia hJ epouraniov (on
which see p. 97), <550418>2 Timothy 4:18; substantially the same as hJ patriv hJ
epouraniov <581116>Hebrews 11:16 and IJerousalhm epouraniw,
<581222>Hebrews 12:22; klhsiv, a calling made (by God) in heaven,
<580301>Hebrews 3:1 (others would include a reference to its end as well as to
its origin; cf. Lunem. at the passage), cf. <500314>Philippians 3:14 (Lightfoot
cites Philo, plant. Noe sec. 6). The neut. ta epourania denotes (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 2)

a. “the things that take place in heaven,” i.e. the purposes of God to grant
salvation to men through the death of Christ: <430312>John 3:12 (see epigeiov).

b. “the heavenly regions,” i.e. heaven itself, the abode of God and angels:
<490103>Ephesians 1:3,20 (where Lachmann text ouranoiv); <490206>Ephesians 2:6;
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3:10; the lower heavens, or the heaven of the clouds, <490612>Ephesians 6:12
(cf. B. D. American edition, under the word Air).

c. “the heavenly temple or sanctuary”: <580805>Hebrews 8:5; 9:23.

2. “of heavenly origin and nature”: <461548>1 Corinthians 15:48f (opposite to
coikov); hJ dwrea hJ epouraniov. <580604>Hebrews 6:4.*

{2033} eJpta, oJi, aJi, ta, “seven”: <401245>Matthew 12:45; 15:34; <410805>Mark
8:5f; <420236>Luke 2:36; <440603>Acts 6:3, etc.; often in the Apocalypse; oJi eJpta,
namely, diakonoi, <442108>Acts 21:8. In <401822>Matthew 18:22 it is joined
(instead of eJptakiv) to the numeral adv. eJbdomhkontakiv, in imitation of
the Hebrew [bæv,, <19B816>Psalm 118:164 (<19B9164>Psalm 119:164); <202416>Proverbs
24:16; (see eJbdomhkontakiv, and cf. Keil, Commentary on Matthew, the
passage cited).

{2034} eJptakiv, (eJpta), “seven times”: <401821>Matthew 18:21f; <421704>Luke
17:4. (Pindar, Aristophanes, others.)*

{2035} eJptakiscilioi, eJptakisciliai, eJptakiscilia, “seven
thousand”: <451104>Romans 11:4. (Herodotus)*

{2036} epw, see eipon.

{2037} Erastov, Erastou, oJ, “Erastus,” (erastov beloved, (cf.
Chandler sec. 325; Lipsius, Gram. Untersuch., p. 30)), the name of two
Christians:

1. the companion of the apostle Paul, <441922>Acts 19:22;

2. the city treasurer of Corinth, <451623>Romans 16:23. Which of the two is
meant in <550420>2 Timothy 4:20 cannot be determined.*

eraunaw, a later and especially Alexandrian (cf. Sturz, Dial. Maced. et
Alex., p. 117) form for ereunaw, which see. Cf. Tdf. edition 7 min.
Proleg., p. 37; (the major edition, p. 34; especially ed. 8 Proleg., p. 81f);
Buttmann, 58 (50).

{2038} ergazomai; deponent middle; imperfect eirgazomhn
(hrgazomhn, <441803>Acts 18:3 L T Tr WH; (so elsewhere at times; this variant
in augment is found in the aorist also); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec 12, 8;
Buttmann, 33 (29f); Stephanus’ Thesaurus iii. 1970 c.; (Curtius, Das
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Verbum, i. 124; Cramer, Anecd. 4, 412; Veitch, under the word)); 1 aorist
eirgasamhn (hrgasato, <402516>Matthew 25:16; (26:10); <411406>Mark 14:6, in T
WH, (add, <630108>2 John 1:8 WH and <581133>Hebrews 11:33 T Tr WH; cf.
references as above)); pf. eirgasmai, in a pass. sense (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 38, 7 e.), <430321>John 3:21, as often in Greek writings (cf.
Veitch, under the word); (ergon); Sept. for l[æp;, dbæ[;, sometimes for

hc;[;.;

1. absolutely,

a. “to work, labor, do work”: it is opposite to inactivity or idleness,
<421314>Luke 13:14; <430517>John 5:17; 9:4; <530310>2 Thessalonians 3:10; with addition
of taiv cersi, <460412>1 Corinthians 4:12; <520411>1 Thessalonians 4:11; with the
accusative of time: nukta kai hJmeran, <530308>2 Thessalonians 3:8 (but L text
T Tr WH the genitive, as in <520209>1 Thessalonians 2:9 (see hJmera, 1 a.); cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 11 and Ellic. on <540505>1 Timothy 5:5); with the
predominant idea of working for pay, <402128>Matthew 21:28 (en tw
ampelwni); <441803>Acts 18:3; <460906>1 Corinthians 9:6; <530312>2 Thessalonians 3:12;
according to the conception characteristic of Paul, oJ ergazomenov he that
does works conformed to the law (Germ. der Werkthatige): <450404>Romans
4:4f.

b. “to trade, to make gains by trading,” (cf. our “do business”): en tini,
with a thing, <402516>Matthew 25:16 (often so by Demosthenes).

2. transitive,

a. (“to work,” i.e.) “to do, work out”: ti, <510323>Colossians 3:23; <630108>2 John
1:8 (with which (according to reading of L T Tr text) cf. <461558>1 Corinthians
15:58 end); mhden, <530311>2 Thessalonians 3:11 ergon, <441341>Acts 13:41 (l[æp;
l[æpo, <350105>Habakkuk 1:5); ergon kalon eiv tina, <402610>Matthew 26:10; en
tini (the dative of person (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 218 (205))), <411406>Mark
14:6 (Rec. eiv eme); erga, “wrought,” passive, <430321>John 3:21; ta erga tou
Qeou, what God wishes to be done, <430628>John 6:28; 9:4; tou kuriou, to
give one’s strength to the work which the Lord wishes to have done, <461610>1
Corinthians 16:10; to agaqon, (<450210>Romans 2:10); <490428>Ephesians 4:28;
prov tina, <480610>Galatians 6:10; kakon tini ti, <451310>Romans 13:10 (tina ti
is more common in Greek writings. (Kühner, sec. 411, 5)); ti eiv tina,
<640105>3 John 1:5, with the accusative of virtues or vices, (“to work, i.e.) “to
exercise, perform, commit”: dikaiosunhn, <441035>Acts 10:35; <581133>Hebrews
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11:33, (<191402>Psalm 14:2 (<191502>Psalm 15:2); <360203>Zephaniah 2:3); thn anomian,
<400723>Matthew 7:23 (<190506>Psalm 5:6 and often in Sept.); aJmartian, <590209>James
2:9. shmeion, bring to pass, effect, <430630>John 6:30; ta iJera, to be busied
with the holy things, i.e. to administer those things that pertain to worship,
which was the business of priests and among the Jews of the Levites also,
<460913>1 Corinthians 9:13; thn qalassan literally, “work the sea” (mare
exerceo, Justin Martyr, hist. 43, 3), i.e. to be employed on (cf. “do business
on,” <19A723>Psalm 107:23) and make one’s living from it, <661817>Revelation 18:17
(so of sailors and fishermen also in native Greek writings, as Aristot. probl.
38, 2 (p. 966{b}, 26); Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 3, 46; App.
Punic. 2; (Lucian, de elect. 5; Winer’s Grammar, 223 (209))). “to cause to
exist, produce”: ti, so (for R G katergazetai) <470710>2 Corinthians 7:10 L T
Tr WH; <590120>James 1:20 L T Tr WH.

b. “to work for, earn by working, to acquire,” (cf. Germ. erarbeiten): thn
brwsin, <430627>John 6:27 (crhmata, Herodotus 1, 24; ta epithdeia,
Xenophon, mem. 2, 8, 2; Demosthenes 1358, 12; argurion, Plato, Hipp.,
major edition, p. 282 d.; bion, Andocides (405 B. C.) myst. (18, 42) 144
Bekker; qhsaurouv, Theodotion, <202106>Proverbs 21:6; brwma, Palaeph. 21,
2; others); according to many interpreters also <630108>2 John 1:8; but see 2 a.
above. (Compare: katergazomai, periergazomai, prosergazomai.)*

{2039} ergasia, ergasiav, hJ, (ergazomai;

1. equivalent to to ergazesqai, “a working, performing”: akaqarsiav,
<490419>Ephesians 4:19.

2. “work, business”: <441925>Acts 19:25 (Xenophon, oec. 6, 8, et al.).

3. “gain got by work, profit”: <441619>Acts 16:19; parecein ergasian tini,
<441616>Acts 16:16; 19:24 (yet others refer this to 2 above); (Xenophon, mem.
3, 10, 1; cyneg. 3, 3; Polybius 4, 50, 3).

4. “endeavor, pains” (A.V. “diligence”): didwmi ergasian, after the
Latinism operam do, <421258>Luke 12:58 (Hermog. de invent. 3, 5, 7).*

{2040} ergathv, ergatou, oJ (ergazomai);

1. as in Greek writings “a workman, a laborer”: usually one who works for
hire, <401010>Matthew 10:10; <421007>Luke 10:7; <540518>1 Timothy 5:18; especially an
agricultural laborer, <400937>Matthew 9:37f; 20:1f,8; <421002>Luke 10:2; <590504>James
5:4 (Sap. 17:16); those whose labor artificers employ (i.e. “workmen” in
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the restricted sense), <441925>Acts 19:25 (opposed to toiv tecnitaiv (A.V.
“craftsmen”), <441924>Acts 19:24), cf. Bengel at the passage; those who as
teachers labor to propagate and promote Christianity among men: <471113>2
Corinthians 11:13; <500302>Philippians 3:2; <550215>2 Timothy 2:15, cf. <400937>Matthew
9:37f; <421002>Luke 10:2.

2. “one who does, a worker, perpetrator”: thv adikiav, <421327>Luke 13:27
(thv anomiav, 1 Macc. 3:6; twn kalwn kai semnwn, Xenophon, mem.
2, 1, 27).*

{2041} ergon, ergou, to, anciently Fergon (German Werk, (English
“work”; cf. Vanicek, p. 922)); the Septuagint for l[æpo, hd;bo[} and

countless times for hk;al;m] and hc,[}mæ; “work,” i.e.

1. “business, employment, that with which anyone is occupied”: <411334>Mark
13:34 (didonai tini to ergon autou); <441426>Acts 14:26 (plhroun); <540301>1
Timothy 3:1; thus of the work of salvation committed by God to Christ:
didonai and teleioun, <431704>John 17:4; of the work to be done by the
apostles and other Christian teachers, as well as by the presiding officers of
the religious assemblies, <441302>Acts 13:2; 15:38; <520513>1 Thessalonians 5:13;
<500122>Philippians 1:22; to ergon tinov, genitive of the subjunctive, the work
which one does, service which one either performs or ought to perform,
<520513>1 Thessalonians 5:13; ergon poiein tinov to do the work of one (i.e.
incumbent upon him), euaggelistou, <550405>2 Timothy 4:5; to ergon tinov
i.e. assigned by one and to be done for his sake: to ergon tou Qeou
teleioun, used of Christ, <430434>John 4:34; (tou) Cristou (WH text Tr
marginal reading kuriou), <508930>Philippians 2:30; tou kuriou, <461558>1
Corinthians 15:58; 16:10; with genitive of thing, eiv ergon diakoniav,
<490412>Ephesians 4:12, which means either to the work in which the ministry
consists, the work performed in undertaking the ministry, or to the
execution of the ministry. of that which one undertakes to do, “enterprise,
undertaking”: <440538>Acts 5:38 (<051510>Deuteronomy 15:10; Sap. 2:12).

2. “any product whatever, anything accomplished by hand, art, industry,
mind” (equivalent to poihma, ktisma): <460313>1 Corinthians 3:13-15; with
the addition of twn ceirwn, things formed by the hand of man, <440741>Acts
7:41; of the works of God visible in the created world, <580110>Hebrews 1:10,
and often in the Septuagint; ta en th gh erga, the works of nature and of
art (Bengel), <610310>2 Peter 3:10; of the arrangements of God for men’s
salvation: <441518>Acts 15:18 Rec.; to ergon tou Qeou, what God works in
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man, i.e. a life dedicated to God and Christ, <451420>Romans 14:20; to the same
effect, substantially, ergon agaqon, <500106>Philippians 1:6 (see agaqov, 2);
ta erga tou diabolou, sins and all the misery that springs from them,
<620308>1 John 3:8.

3. “an act, deed, thing done”: the idea of working is emphasized in
opposed to that which is less than work, <590125>James 1:25; <560116>Titus 1:16; to
ergon is distinguished from oJ logov: <422419>Luke 24:19; <451518>Romans 15:18;
<471011>2 Corinthians 10:11; <510317>Colossians 3:17; <530217>2 Thessalonians 2:17; <620318>1
John 3:18 (Sir. 3:8); plural en logoiv kai en ergoiv, <440722>Acts 7:22 (4
Macc. 5:38 (37); for the same or similar contrasts, common in Greek
writings, see Fritzsche on Romans, iii., p. 268f; Bergler on Alciphron, p.
54; Bornemann and Kühner, on Xenophon, mem. 2, 3, 6; Passow, under
the word, p. 1159; (Liddell and Scott, under the word, I. 4; Lob. Paralip.,
pp. 64f, 525f)). erga is used of the acts of God — both as creator,
<580410>Hebrews 4:10; and as governor, <430903>John 9:3; <441341>Acts 13:41;
<661503>Revelation 15:3; of sundry signal acts of Christ, to rouse men to believe
in him and to accomplish their salvation: <401102>Matthew 11:2 (cf. erga thv
sofiav <401119>Matthew 11:19 T WH Tr text), and especially in the Gospel of
John, as <430520>John 5:20,36; 7:3; 10:38; 14:11f; 15:24, (cf. Grimm, Instit.
theol. dogmat., p. 63, edition 2); they are called ta erga tou patrov, i.e.
done at the bidding and by the aid of the Father, <431037>John 10:37; 9:3f, cf.
<431025>John 10:25,32; 14:10; kala, as beneficent, <431032>John 10:32f; and
connected with the verbs deiknunai, poiein, ergazesqai, teleioun.
erga is applied to the conduct of men, measured by the standard of
religion and righteousness — whether bad, <402303>Matthew 23:3; <421148>Luke
11:48; <430320>John 3:20; <660206>Revelation 2:6; 16:11, etc.; or good, <430321>John
3:21; <590214>James 2:14,17f,20-22,24-26; 3:13; <660205>Revelation 2:5,9 (Rec.),19;
3:8; nomov ergwn, the law which demands good works, <450327>Romans 3:27;
with a suggestion of toil, or struggle with hindrances, in the phrase
katapauein apo twn ergwn autou, <580410>Hebrews 4:10; to recompense
one kata ta erga autou, <450206>Romans 2:6; <550414>2 Timothy 4:14;
<660223>Revelation 2:23 (<196101>Psalm 61:13 (<196201>Psalm 62:13)), cf. <471115>2
Corinthians 11:15; <661806>Revelation 18:6; 20:12f; the singular to ergon is
used collectively of an aggregate of actions (German das Handeln),
<590104>James 1:4; tinov, the genitive of person and subjunctive, his whole way
of feeling and acting, his aims and endeavors: <480604>Galatians 6:4; <600117>1 Peter
1:17; <662212>Revelation 22:12; to ergon tou nomou, the course of action
demanded by the law, <450215>Romans 2:15. With epithets: agaqon ergon, i.e.
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either “a benefaction,” <470908>2 Corinthians 9:8; plural <440936>Acts 9:36; or every
good work springing from piety, <450207>Romans 2:7; <510110>Colossians 1:10; <530217>2
Thessalonians 2:17; <560116>Titus 1:16; <550221>2 Timothy 2:21; 3:17; <581321>Hebrews
13:21 (T WH omit ergon); plural <490210>Ephesians 2:10; or “what harmonizes
with the order of society,” <451303>Romans 13:3; <560301>Titus 3:1; ergon kalon,
“a good deed, noble action” (see kalov, b. and c.): <402610>Matthew 26:10;
<411406>Mark 14:6; plural (often in Attic writings), <400516>Matthew 5:16; <540510>1
Timothy 5:10,25; 6:18; <560207>Titus 2:7; 3:8,14; <581024>Hebrews 10:24; <600212>1
Peter 2:12; ta erga ta en dikaiosunh equivalent to ta dikaia,
<560305>Titus 3:5; ta erga tou Qeou, the works required and approved by
God, <430628>John 6:28 (<243110>Jeremiah 31:10 (<244810>Jeremiah 48:10); 1 Esdr. 7:9,
15), in the same sense erga mou i.e. of Christ, <660226>Revelation 2:26; ergon
pistewv, wrought by faith, the course of conduct which springs from
faith, <520103>1 Thessalonians 1:3; <530111>2 Thessalonians 1:11; erga axia thv
metanoiav, <442620>Acts 26:20; erga peplhrwmena enwpion tou Qeou,
<660302>Revelation 3:2; erga ponhra, <510121>Colossians 1:21; <630111>2 John 1:11, cf.
<430319>John 3:19; 7:7; <620312>1 John 3:12; erga nekra, works devoid of that life
which has its source in God, works so to speak unwrought, which at the
last judgment will fail of the approval of God and of all reward:
<580601>Hebrews 6:1; 9:14; akarpa, <490511>Ephesians 5:11 (acrhsta, Sap. 3:11;
the wicked man meta twn ergwn autou sunapoleitai, the Epistle of
Barnabas 21, 1); anoma, <610208>2 Peter 2:8; erga asebeiav, <650115>Jude 1:15;
tou skotouv, done in darkness, <451312>Romans 13:12; <490511>Ephesians 5:11;
(opposed to erga tou fwtov, <451312>Romans 13:12 L marginal reading); in
Paul’s writings erga nomou, works demanded by and agreeing with the
law (cf. Wieseler, commentary iib. d. Br. an d. Gal., p. 194ff): <450320>Romans
3:20,28; 9:32 Rec.; <480216>Galatians 2:16; 3:2,5,10; and simply erga:
<450402>Romans 4:2,6; 9:12 (11); <450932>Romans 9:32 G L T Tr WH; <451106>Romans
11:6; <490209>Ephesians 2:9; <550109>2 Timothy 1:9 (see dikaiow, 3 b.). ta erga
tinov poiein, to do works the same as or like to those of another, to
follow in action another’s example: Abraham’s, <430839>John 8:39; that of the
devil, <430841>John 8:41.

{2042} ereqizw; 1 aorist hreqisa; (ereqw to excite); “to stir up, excite,
stimulate”: tina, in a good sense, <470902>2 Corinthians 9:2; as common in
Greek writings from Homer down, in a bad sense, “to provoke”:
<510321>Colossians 3:21, where Lachmann parorgizete.*
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{2043} ereidw: “to fix, prop firmly”; intransitive, 1 aorist participle
ereisasa (hJ prwra), “stuck” (R. V. “struck”), <442741>Acts 27:41. (From
Homer down.)*

{2044} ereugomai: future ereuxomai;

1. “to spit or spue out” (Homer).

2. “to be emptied, discharge itself,” used of streams (Appendix Mithr. c.
103); with the accusative “to empty, discharge, cast forth,” of rivers and
waters: <031110>Leviticus 11:10 the Septuagint

3. by a usage foreign to classic Greek (Winer’s Grammar, 23 (22f)), “to
pour forth words, to speak out, utter”: <401335>Matthew 13:35 (<197702>Psalm 77:2
(<197802>Psalm 78:2); cf. <191803>Psalm 18:3 (<191903>Psalm 19:3); 144:7 (Alexandrian
LXX)). The word is more fully treated of by Lobeck ad Phryn., p. 63; (cf.
Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 138).*

{2045} ereunaw, ereunw; 1 aorist imperative ereunhson; (hJ ereuna
“a search”); from Homer down; “to search, examine into”: absolutely,
<430752>John 7:52; ti, <430539>John 5:39; <450827>Romans 8:27; <460210>1 Corinthians 2:10;
<660223>Revelation 2:23 with which passage cf. <241120>Jeremiah 11:20; 17:10;
20:12; followed by an indirect question, <600111>1 Peter 1:11 (<101003>2 Samuel
10:3; <202027>Proverbs 20:27). The form eraunaw (which see in its place) T Tr
WH have received everywhere into the text, but Lachmann only in
<660223>Revelation 2:23. (Compare: exereunaw.)*

{2047} erhmia, erhmiav, hJ (erhmov), “a solitude, an uninhabited region,
a waste”: <401533>Matthew 15:33; <410804>Mark 8:4; <581138>Hebrews 11:38; opposed to
poliv, <471126>2 Corinthians 11:26, as in Josephus, Antiquities 2, 3, 1.*

{2048} erhmov, erhmon (in classic Greek also erhmov, erhmh, erhmon,
cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 11, 1; (Buttmann, 25 (23); on its accent cf.
Chandler sections 393, 394; Winer’s Grammar, 52 (51)));

1. adjective “solitary, lonely, desolate, uninhabited”: of places, <401413>Matthew
14:13,15; <410135>Mark 1:35; 6:32; <420442>Luke 4:42; 9:10 (R G L), 12; <440120>Acts
1:20, etc.; hJ oJdov, leading through a desert, <440826>Acts 8:26 (<100224>2 Samuel
2:24 the Septuagint), see Gaza, under the end of persons: “deserted by
others; deprived of the aid and protection of others, especially of friends,
acquaintances, kindred; bereft”; (so often by Greek writers of every age, as
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Aeschylus Ag. 862; Pers. 734; Aristophanes pax 112; erhmov te kai uJpo
pantwn kataleifqeiv, Herodian, 2, 12, 12 (7 edition, Bekker); of a
flock deserted by the shepherd, Homer, Iliad 5, 140): gunh, a woman
neglected by her husband, from whom the husband withholds himself,
<480427>Galatians 4:27, from <235401>Isaiah 54:1; of Jerusalem, bereft of Christ’s
presence, instruction and aid, <402338>Matthew 23:38 (L and WH texts omit);
<421335>Luke 13:35 Rec.; cf. Bleek, Erklär. d. drei ersten Evv. ii., p. 206 (cf.
Baruch 4:19; Additions to <170802>Esther 8:27 (6:13); 2 Macc. 8:35).

2. a substantive, hJ erhmov, namely, cwra; the Septuagint often for rB;d]mi;
“a desert, wilderness” (Herodotus 3, 102): <402426>Matthew 24:26;
<661206>Revelation 12:6,14; 17:3; aJi erhmoi, desert places, lonely regions:
<420180>Luke 1:80; 5:16; 8:29. an uncultivated region fit for pasturage, <421504>Luke
15:4. used of the desert of Judaea (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 18, 1),
<400301>Matthew 3:1; <410103>Mark 1:3f; <420180>Luke 1:80; 3:2,4; <430123>John 1:23; of the
desert of Arabia, <440730>Acts 7:30,36,38,42,44; <461005>1 Corinthians 10:5;
<580308>Hebrews 3:8,17. Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Wüste; Furrer in
Sehenkel see 680ff; (B. D., see under the words, Desert and Wilderness
(American edition)).

{2049} erhmow, erhmw: passive (present 3 person singular (cf.
Buttmann, 38 (33)) erhmoutai); perfect participle hrhmwmenov; 1 aorist
erhmwqhn; (erhmov); from Herodotus down; the Septuagint usually for
bræj;, byrij’h,, µmev;; “to make desolate, lay waste”; in the N.T. only in the
passive: polin, <661819>Revelation 18:19; to ruin, bring to desolation:
basileian, <401225>Matthew 12:25; <421117>Luke 11:17; to reduce to naught:
plouton, <661817>Revelation 18:17 (16); hrhmwmenhn kai gumnhn poiein
tina, to despoil one, strip her of her treasures, <661716>Revelation 17:16.*

{2050} erhmwsiv, erhmewv, hJ (erhmow), “a making desolate,
desolation”: <402415>Matthew 24:15; <411314>Mark 13:14; <422120>Luke 21:20; see
bdelugma, c. (Arrian exp. Alexandrian LXX 1, 9, 13; the Septuagint
several times for hB;r]j;, hM;væ, etc.)*

{2051} erizw: (future erisw, cf. Buttmann, 37 (32)); (eriv); “to
wrangle, engage in strife” (Latin rix ari): <401219>Matthew 12:19, where by the
phrase ouk erisei the Evangelist seems to describe the calm temper of
Jesus in contrast with the vehemence of the Jewish doctors wrangling
together about tenets and practices. ((From Homer down.))*
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{2052} eriqeia (not eriqeia, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 6, 1 g.;
(Chandler sec. 99)) (eriqia WH; see Iota and Tdf. Proleg., p. 88),
eriqeiav, hJ (eriqeuw to spin wool, work in wool, Heliodorus 1, 5;
middle in the same sense, Tobit 2:11; used of those who electioneer for
office, courting popular applause by trickery and low arts, Aristotle, polit.
5, 3; the verb is derived from eriqov working for hire, a hireling; from the
Maced. age down, a spinner or weaver, a worker in wool, <233812>Isaiah 38:12
the Septuagint; a mean, sordid fellow), “electioneering or intriguing for
office,” Aristotle, pol. 5, 2 and 3 (pp. 1302b, 4 and 1303a, 14); hence,
apparently, in the N.T. “a courting distinction, a desire to put oneself
forward, a partisan and factious spirit which does not disdain low arts;
partisanship, factiousness”: <590314>James 3:14,16; kat’ eriqeian,
<500803>Philippians 2:3; Ignatius ad Philadelph. sec. 8; oJi ex eriqeiav (see ek,
II. 7), <500116>Philippians 1:16 (17) (yet see ek, II. 12 b.); equivalent to
contending against God, <450208>Romans 2:8 (yet cf. Meyer (edited by Weiss)
at the passage); in the plural aJi eriqeiai (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 27, 3;
Buttmann, sec. 123, 2): <471220>2 Corinthians 12:20; <480520>Galatians 5:20. See the
very full and learned discussion of the word by Fritzsche in his
Commentary on Romans, i., p. 143f; (of which a summary is given by
Ellicott on <480520>Galatians 5:20. See further on its derivation, Lobeck, Path.
Proleg., p. 365; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 94 (89)).*

{2053} erion, eriou, to (diminutive of to erov or eirov), “wool”:
<580919>Hebrews 9:19; <660114>Revelation 1:14. (From Homer down.)*

{2054} eriv, eridov, hJ, accusative erin (<500115>Philippians 1:15), pl. eridev
(<460111>1 Corinthians 1:11) and ereiv (<471220>2 Corinthians 12:20 (R G Tr text;
<480520>Galatians 5:20 R G WH marginal reading); <560309>Titus 3:9 (R G L Tr); see
(WH’s Appendix, p. 157); Lob. ad Phryn., p. 326; Matthiae, sec. 80 note
8; Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr., p. 191f; (Winer’s Grammar, 65
(63); Buttmann, 24 (22))); “contention, strife, wrangling”: <450129>Romans
1:29; 13:13; <460111>1 Corinthians 1:11; 3:3; <471220>2 Corinthians 12:20;
<480520>Galatians 5:20; <500115>Philippians 1:15; <540604>1 Timothy 6:4; <560309>Titus 3:9.
(From Homer down.)*

{2055} erifion, erifiou, to, and eriqov, erifiou, oJ, “a kid, a young
goat”: <402532>Matthew 25:32f; <421529>Luke 15:29. (Ath. 14, p. 661 b.)*

{2057} EJrmav, accusative EJrman (cf. Buttmann, 20 (18)), oJ (Doric for
EJrmhv), “Hermas,” a certain Christian (whom Origen and others thought
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to be the author of the book entitled “The Shepherd” (cf. Salmon in Dict.
of Chris. Biog. under the word Hennas 2)): <451614>Romans 16:14.*

{2058} eJrmhneia (WH eJrmhnia; see Iota), eJrmhneiav, hJ (eJrmhneuw),
“interpretation” (of what has been spoken more or less obscurely by
others): <461210>1 Corinthians 12:10 (L text dierm. which see); <461426>1
Corinthians 14:26. (From Plato down.)*

eJrmhneuthv, eJrmhneutou, oJ (eJrmhneuw, which see), “an interpreter”:
<461428>1 Corinthians 14:28 L Tr WH marginal reading (Plato, politic., p. 290
c.; for xylime in <014223>Genesis 42:23.)*

{2059} eJrmhneuw: (present passive eJrmhneuomai); (from EJrmhv, who
was held to be the god of speech, writing, eloquence, learning);

1. “to explain in words, expound”: (Sophocles, Euripides), Xenophon,
Plato, others.

2. “to interpret,” i.e. to translate what has been spoken or written in a
foreign tongue into the vernacular (Xenophon, an. 5, 4, 4): <430138>John 1:38
(39) R G T, 42 (43); 9:7; <580702>Hebrews 7:2. (2 Esdr. 4:7 for µGer]Tæ.)
(Compare: diermhneuw, meqermhneuw.)*

{2060} EJrmhv, accusative EJrmhn, oJ, proper name, “Hermes”;

1. a Greek deity called by the Romans Mercurius (“Mercury”): <441412>Acts
14:12.

2. a certain Christian: <451614>Romans 16:14.*

{2061} EJrmogenhv (i.e. born of Hermes; Tdf. Ermogenhv), EJrmogenouv,
oJ, “Hermogenes,” a certain Christian: <550115>2 Timothy 1:15.*

{2062} eJrpeton, eJrpetou, to (from eJrpw to creep, crawl, (Latin serpo;
hence, serpent, and from same root, reptile; Vanicek, p. 1030f)), “a
creeping thing, reptile”; by secular writings used chiefly of serpents; in
Homer, Odyssey 4, 418; Xenophon, mem. 1, 4, 11 an animal of any sort; in
Biblical Greek opposed to quadrupeds and birds, <441012>Acts 10:12; 11:6;
<450123>Romans 1:23; and to marine animals also, <590307>James 3:7; on this last
passage cf. <010903>Genesis 9:3. (the Septuagint for cm,r, and xr,v,.)*
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{2063} eruqrov, eruqra, eruqron, “red”; from Homer down; in the
N.T. only in the phrase hJ eruqra qalassa “the Red Sea” (from
Herodotus down (cf. Rawlinson’s Herod. vol. i., p. 143)), i.e. the Indian
Ocean washing the shores of Arabia and Persia, with its two gulfs, of
which the one lying on the east is called the Persian Gulf, the other on the
opposite side the Arabian. In the N.T. the phrase denotes the upper part of
the Arabian Gulf (the Heroopolite Gulf, so called (i.e. Gulf of Suez)),
through which the Israelites made their passage out of Egypt to the shore
of Arabia: <440736>Acts 7:36; <581129>Hebrews 11:29. (the Septuagint for µyæ ãWs,
“the sea of sedge or sea-weed” (cf. B. D. as below). Cf. Win: RWB under
the word Meer rothes; Pressel in Herzog ix., p. 239ff; Furrer in Sehenkel
iv. 150ff; (B. D., see under the words, Red Sea and Red Sea, Passage of;
Trumbull, Kadesh-Barnea, p. 352ff).)*

{2064} ercomai, imperative ercou, ercesqe (for the Attic iqi, ite from
eimi); imperfect hrcomhn (for hein and ha more common in Attic); future
eleusomai; — (on these forms cf. (especially Rutherford, New Phryn., p.
103ff; Veitch, under the word); Matthiae, sec. 234; Alexander Buttmann
(1873) Ausf. Spr. ii. 182f; Krüger, sec. 40 under the word; Kühner, sec.
343; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 15 under the word; (Buttmann, 58 (50)));
perfect elhluqa; pluperfect elhluqein; 2 aorist hlqon and (occasionally
by L T Tr WH (together or severally) — as <400610>Matthew 6:10;
(<400725>Matthew 7:25,27; 10:13; 14:34; 25:36; <410129>Mark 1:29; 6:29; <420159>Luke
1:59; 2:16; 5:7; 6:17; 8:35; 11:2; 23:33; 24:1,23); John (<430139>John 1:39 (40);
3:26); 4:27; (<431209>John 12:9); <441210>Acts 12:10; (<441424>Acts 14:24); 28:14f etc.)
in the Alexandrian form hlqa (see apercomai at the beginning for
references); the Septuagint for awOB, rarely for ht;a; and Ëlæy;; (from Homer
down);

I. “to come”;

1. properly,

a. of persons;

[a]. universally, “to come from one place into another,” and used both of
persons arriving — as in <400809>Matthew 8:9; 22:3; <420708>Luke 7:8; 14:17 (here
WH marginal reading read the infinitive, see their Introductory sec. 404),
20; <430507>John 5:7; <441029>Acts 10:29; <662207>Revelation 22:7, and very often; oJi
ercomenoi kai oJi uJpagontev, <410631>Mark 6:31; — and of those returning,
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as in <430427>John 4:27; 9:7; <450909>Romans 9:9. Constructions: followed by apo
with the genitive of place, <410701>Mark 7:1; 15:21; <441802>Acts 18:2; <471109>2
Corinthians 11:9; with the genitive of person, <410535>Mark 5:35; <430302>John 3:2;
<480212>Galatians 2:12, etc.; followed by ek with the genitive of place, <420517>Luke
5:17 (L text sunercomai); <430331>John 3:31, etc.; followed by eiv with the
accusative of place, “to come into”: as eiv thn oikian, ton oikon,
<400211>Matthew 2:11; 8:14; <410129>Mark 1:29; 5:38, etc.; eiv thn polin,
<400901>Matthew 9:1, and many other examples; followed by eiv “to, toward,”
<432003>John 20:3f; eiv to peran, of persons going in a boat, <400828>Matthew
8:28; of persons departing ek ... eiv, <430454>John 4:54; dia with the genitive
of place followed by eiv (Rec. prov) “to,” <410731>Mark 7:31; eiv thn eJorthn,
to celebrate the feast, <430445>John 4:45; 11:56; en with the dative of the thing
with which one is equipped, <451529>Romans 15:29; <460421>1 Corinthians 4:21;
followed by epi with the accusative of place (German über, “over”),
<401428>Matthew 14:28; (German auf), <410653>Mark 6:53; (German an), <421905>Luke
19:5; (<422333>Luke 23:33 L Tr); <441210>Acts 12:10,12; to with the accusative of
the thing, <400307>Matthew 3:7; 21:19; <411113>Mark 11:13; 16:2; <422401>Luke 24:1;
with the accusative of person, <431933>John 19:33; “to one’s tribunal,” <442408>Acts
24:8 Rec.; “against” one, of a military leader, <421431>Luke 14:31; kata with
the accusative, <421033>Luke 10:33; <441607>Acts 16:7; para with the genitive of
person, <420849>Luke 8:49 (Lachmann apo); with the accusative of place, “to”
(the side of), <401529>Matthew 15:29; prov “to,” with the accusative of person,
<400314>Matthew 3:14; 7:15; (<401425>Matthew 14:25 L T Tr WH); <410914>Mark 9:14;
<420143>Luke 1:43; <430129>John 1:29; <471301>2 Corinthians 13:1, and very often,
especially in the Gospels; apo tinov (the genitive of person) prov tina,
<520306>1 Thessalonians 3:6; with a simple dative of person (properly, dative
commodi or incommodi (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 22, 7 N. 2; Buttmann,
179 (155))): <402105>Matthew 21:5; <660205>Revelation 2:5,16 (examples from
Greek authors in Passow, under the word, p. 1184a bottom; (Liddell and
Scott, under II. 4)). with adverbs of place: poqen, <430308>John 3:8; 8:14;
<660713>Revelation 7:13; anwqen, <430331>John 3:31; opisqen, <410527>Mark 5:27; wJde,
<400829>Matthew 8:29; <440921>Acts 9:21; enqade, <430415>John 4:15 (R G L Tr), 16;
ekei, <431803>John 18:3 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 472 (440)); pou, <581108>Hebrews
11:8; eJwv tinov, <420442>Luke 4:42; acri tinov, <441105>Acts 11:5. The purpose
for which one comes is indicated — either by an infinitive, Mark (<410514>Mark
5:14 L T Tr WH); 15:36; <420159>Luke 1:59; 3:12; <430415>John 4:15 (T WH
diercwmai), and very often; or by a future participle, <402749>Matthew 27:49;
<440827>Acts 8:27; or by a following iJna, <431209>John 12:9; eiv touto, iJna,
<440921>Acts 9:21; or by dia tina, <431209>John 12:9. As one who is about to do
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something in a place must necessarily come thither, in the popular narrative
style the phrases ercetai kai, hlqe kai, etc., are usually placed before
verbs of action: <401319>Matthew 13:19, 25; <410218>Mark 2:18; 4:15; 5:33; 6:29;
12:9; 14:37; <420812>Luke 8:12, 47; <430615>John 6:15; 11:48; 12:22; 19:38;
20:19,26; 21:13; <640103>3 John 1:3; <660507>Revelation 5:7; 17:1; 21:9; ercou kai
ide (or blepe), <430146>John 1:46 (47); 11:34; (and Rec. in) <660601>Revelation
6:1,3,5,7 (also Griesbach except in <660603>Revelation 6:3); plural <430139>John 1:39
(40) ((T Tr WH oyesqe), see eidw, I. 1 e); — or elqwn is used, followed
by a finite verb: <400208>Matthew 2:8; 8:7; 9:10, 18; 12:44; 14:12,33 (R G L);
18:31; 27:64; 28:13; <410725>Mark 7:25 (Tdf. eiselqein); 12:14,42; 14:45;
16:1; <441637>Acts 16:37,39; — or ercomenov, followed by a finite verb:
<421314>Luke 13:14; 16:21; 18:5. in other places elqwn must be rendered
“when I (thou, he, etc.) am come”: <431608>John 16:8; <471220>2 Corinthians 12:20;
<500127>Philippians 1:27 (opposed to apwn).

[b]. “to come” i.e. “to appear, make one’s appearance, come before the
public”: so kat’ exochn of the Messiah, <420316>Luke 3:16; <430425>John 4:25;
7:27,31; <581037>Hebrews 10:37, who is styled preeminently oJ ercomenov, i.e.
he that cometh (i.e. is about to come) according to prophetic promise and
universal expectation, “the coming one” (Winer’s Grammar, 341 (320);
Buttmann, 204 (176f)): <401103>Matthew 11:3; <420719>Luke 7:19f; with eiv ton
kosmon added, <430614>John 6:14; 11:27; en tw onomati tou kuriou, “he
who is already coming clothed with divine authority” i.e. “the Messiah” —
the shout of the people joyfully welcoming Jesus as he was entering
Jerusalem — taken from <19B702>Psalm 117:25f (<19B826>Psalm 118:26f):
<402109>Matthew 21:9; 23:39; <411109>Mark 11:9; <421335>Luke 13:35; 19:38 (Tdf. omits
ercomenov (so WH in their first marginal reading)); <431213>John 12:13.
ercesqai used of Elijah who was to return from heaven as the forerunner
of the Messiah: <401114>Matthew 11:14; 17:10; <410911>Mark 9:11-13; of John the
Baptist, <401118>Matthew 11:18; <420733>Luke 7:33; <430131>John 1:31; with eiv
marturian added, <430107>John 1:7; of Antichrist, <620218>1 John 2:18; of “false
Christs” and other deceivers, false teachers, etc.: <402405>Matthew 24:5;
<411306>Mark 13:6; <422108>Luke 21:8 (in these passages with the addition epi tw
onomati mou, “relying on my name,” i.e. arrogating to themselves and
simulating my Messianic dignity); <431008>John 10:8; <471104>2 Corinthians 11:4;
<610303>2 Peter 3:3; <661710>Revelation 17:10; with the addition en tw onomati tw
idiw in his own authority and of his own free-will, <430543>John 5:43. of the
Holy Spirit, who is represented as a person coming to be the invisible
helper of Christ’s disciples after his departure from the world: <431526>John
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15:26; 16:7,13. of the appearance of Jesus among men, as a religious
teacher and the author of salvation: <401119>Matthew 11:19; <420734>Luke 7:34;
<430543>John 5:43; 7:28; 8:42; with the addition of eiv ton kosmon followed by
iJna, <431246>John 12:46; 18:37; eiv krima, iJna, <430939>John 9:39; followed by a
telic infinitive <540115>1 Timothy 1:15; ercesqai opisw tinov, after one,
<400311>Matthew 3:11; <410107>Mark 1:7; <430115>John 1:15,27,30; oJ elqwn di’ uJdatov
kai aJimatov, a terse expression for, ‘he that publicly appeared and
approved himself (to be God’s son and ambassador) by accomplishing
expiation through the ordinance of baptism and the bloody death which he
underwent’ (compare p. 210a bottom), <620506>1 John 5:6; ercesqai followed
by a telic infinitive, <400517>Matthew 5:17; 10:34f; <421910>Luke 19:10; followed by
iJna, <431010>John 10:10; elhluqenai and ercesqai en sarki are used of the
form in which Christ as the divine Logov appeared among men: <620402>1 John
4:2,3 (Rec.); <630107>2 John 1:7. of the return of Jesus hereafter from heaven in
majesty: <401023>Matthew 10:23; <440111>Acts 1:11; <460405>1 Corinthians 4:5; 11:26;
<520502>1 Thessalonians 5:2; <530110>2 Thessalonians 1:10; with en th doxh autou
added, <401627>Matthew 16:27; 25:31; <410838>Mark 8:38; <420926>Luke 9:26; epi twn
nefelwn (borne on the clouds) meta dunamewv kai doxhv, <402430>Matthew
24:30; en nefelaiv, en nefelh k.t.l., <411326>Mark 13:26; <422127>Luke 21:27;
en th basileia autou (see en, I. 5 c., p. 210b top), <401628>Matthew 16:28;
<422342>Luke 23:42 (eiv thn basileian L marginal reading Tr marginal
reading WH text)

b. of time. like the Latin venio: with nouns of time, as ercontai hJmerai,
in a future sense, “will come” (cf. Buttmann, 204 (176f); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 40, 2 a.), <422329>Luke 23:29; <580808>Hebrews 8:8 from <243803>Jeremiah
38:31 (<243131>Jeremiah 31:31); eleusontai hJmerai, <400915>Matthew 9:15;
<410220>Mark 2:20; <420535>Luke 5:35; 17:22; 21:6; hlqen hJ hJmera, <422207>Luke 22:7;
<660617>Revelation 6:17; ercetai wJra, oJte, <430421>John 4:21,23; 5:25; 16:25;
followed by iJna, <431602>John 16:2,32; hlqen, is come, i.e. is present, <431604>John
16:4,21; <661407>Revelation 14:7,15; elhluqe hJ wJra, iJna, <431223>John 12:23;
13:1 (L T Tr WH hlqen); 16:32; 17:1; elhluqei hJ wJra autou, had
come (Latin aderat), <430730>John 7:30; 8:20; ercetai nux, <430904>John 9:4; hJ
hJmera tou kuriou, <520502>1 Thessalonians 5:2; kairoi, <440319>Acts 3:19. with
names of events that occur at a definite time: oJ qerismov, <430435>John 4:35; oJ
gamov tou arniou, <661907>Revelation 19:7; hlqen hJ krisiv, <661810>Revelation
18:10. in imitation of the Hebrew aB;hæ, oJ, hJ, to ercomenov, ercomenh,
ercomenon, is equivalent to “to come, future” (cf. Buttmann’s Grammar
and Winer’s Grammar, as above): oJ aiwn, <411030>Mark 10:30; <421830>Luke 18:30;
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hJ eJorth, <441821>Acts 18:21 (Rec.); hJ orgh, <520110>1 Thessalonians 1:10; ta
ercomena, things to come, <431613>John 16:13 (µyaiB;hæ the times to come,
<232706>Isaiah 27:6); in the periphrasis of the name of Jehovah, oJ wn kai oJ hn
kai oJ ercomenov, it is equivalent to esomenov, <660104>Revelation 1:4; 4:8. c.
of things and events (so very often in Greek authors also); of the advent of
natural events: potamoi, <400725>Matthew 7:25 (R G); kataklusmov,
<421727>Luke 17:27; limov, <440711>Acts 7:11; of the rain coming down epi thv
ghv, <580607>Hebrews 6:7; of alighting birds, <401304>Matthew 13:4,32; <410404>Mark
4:4; of a voice that is heard (Homer, Iliad 10, 139), followed by ek with
the genitive of place, <400317>Matthew 3:17 (?); <410907>Mark 9:7 (T WH Tr
marginal reading egeneto); <431228>John 12:28; of things that are brought: oJ
lucnov, <410421>Mark 4:21 (epistolh, Libanius, epistle 458; other examples
from Greek writings are given in Kypke, Kuinoel, others, on Mark, the
passage cited).

2. metaphorically,

a. of Christ’s invisible return from heaven, i.e. of the power which through
the Holy Spirit he will exert in the souls of his disciples: <431418>John 14:18,23;
of his invisible advent in the death of believers, by which be takes them to
himself into heaven, <431403>John 14:3.

b. equivalent to “to come into being, arise, come forth, show itself, find
place or influence”: ta skandala, <401807>Matthew 18:7; <421701>Luke 17:1; ta
agaqa <450308>Romans 3:8 (<241706>Jeremiah 17:6); to teleion, <461310>1 Corinthians
13:10; hJ pistiv, <480323>Galatians 3:23,25; hJ apostasia, <530203>2 Thessalonians
2:3; hJ basileia tou Qeou, equivalent to “be established,” <400610>Matthew
6:10; <421102>Luke 11:2; 17:20, etc.; hJ entolh, equivalent to “became known,”
<450709>Romans 7:9. c. with prepositions: ek thv (Lachmann apo) qliyewv,
suffered tribulation, <660714>Revelation 7:14. followed by eiv, “to come (fall)
into or unto”: eiv to ceiron, into a worse condition, <410526>Mark 5:26; eiv
peirasmon, <411438>Mark 14:38 T WH; eiv apelegmon (see apelegmov),
<441927>Acts 19:27; eiv thn wJran tauthn, <431227>John 12:27; eiv krisin, to
become liable to judgment, <430524>John 5:24; eiv epignwsin, to attain to
knowledge, <540204>1 Timothy 2:4; <550307>2 Timothy 3:7; eiv to faneron, to
come to light, <410422>Mark 4:22; eiv prokophn elhluqe, has turned out for
the advancement, <500112>Philippians 1:12; ercesqai eiv ti, “to come to a
thing,” is used of a writer who after discussing other matters passes on to a
new topic, <471201>2 Corinthians 12:1; eiv eJauton, to come to one’s senses,
return to a healthy state of mind, <421517>Luke 15:17 (Epictetus diss. 3, 1, 15;
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Test xii. Patr., test. Jos. sec. 3, p. 702, Fabric edition.). ercesqai epi
tina “to come upon one”: in a bad sense, of calamities, <431804>John 18:4; in a
good sense, of the Holy Spirit, <400316>Matthew 3:16; <441906>Acts 19:6; “to
devolve upon one,” of the guilt and punishment of murder, <402335>Matthew
23:35. ercesqai prov ton Ihsoun, to commit oneself to the instruction
of Jesus and enter into fellowship with him, <430540>John 5:40;
6:35,37,44,45,65; prov to fwv, to submit oneself to the power of the
light, <430320>John 3:20f.

II. “to go”: opisw tinov (Ëlæh; yræj}aæ), to follow one, <401624>Matthew
16:24; (<410834>Mark 8:34 R L Tr marginal reading WH); <420923>Luke 9:23; 14:27
(<012405>Genesis 24:5,8; 37:17, and elsewhere); prov tina, <421520>Luke 15:20;
sun tini, to accompany one, <432103>John 21:3 (cf. Buttmann, 210 (182));
oJdon ercesqai, <420244>Luke 2:44 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 226 (212)).
(Compare: anercomai, epanercomai, apercomai, diercomai,
eisercomai, epeisercomai, pareisercomai, suneisercomai,
exercomai, diexercomai, epercomai, katercomai, parercomai,
antiparercomai, periercomai, proercomai, prosercomai,
sunercomai.)

(Synonyms: ercesqai (bainein) poreuesqai, cwrein with the N.T. use
of these verbs and their compounds it may be interesting to compare the
distinctions ordinarily recognized in classic Greek, where ercesqai
denotes motion or progress generally, and of any sort, hence, to come and
(especially elqein) arrive at, as well as to go (bainein). Bainein
primarily signifies “to walk, take steps,” picturing the mode of motion; to
go away. poreuesqai expresses motion in general — often confined
within certain limits, or giving prominence to the bearing; hence, the
regular word for the march of an army cwrein always emphasizes the idea
of separation, change of place, and does not, like e.g. poreuesqai, note
the external and perceptible motion — (a man may be recognized by his
poreia). Cf. Schmidt, chapter xxvii.)

{3004} erw, see eipon.

{2065} erwtaw, erwtw ((infinitive erwtan L T Tr, erwtan R G WH;
see Iota); imperfect 3 person plural hrwtwn and (in <401523>Matthew 15:23 L
T Tr WH, <410410>Mark 4:10 Tdf.) hrwtoun, cf. Buttmann, 44 (38); (Winer’s
Grammar, 85 (82); Tdf. Proleg., p. 122; Sophocles’ Lexicon, p. 41; WH’s
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Appendix, p. 166; Mullach, Griech. Vulgarspr., p. 252); future erwthsw;
1 aorist hrwthsa; the Septuagint for lav;; “to ask,” i.e.:

1. as in Greek writings from Homer down “to question”: absolutely,
<422268>Luke 22:68; <430807>John 8:7 (R); tina, <430921>John 9:21; 16:19,30; (<431821>John
18:21 where Rec. eperwtav), etc.; with the addition of legwn and the
words of the questioner: <401613>Matthew 16:13; <421931>Luke 19:31 (om. legwn;
23:3 T Tr WH); <430119>John 1:19,21; 5:12; 9:19; 16:5; tina ti (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 32, 4 a.), <402124>Matthew 21:24; <410410>Mark 4:10; <422003>Luke 20:3;
<431623>John 16:23 (others refer this to 2); tina peri tinov, <420945>Luke 9:45
(Lachmann, eperwthsai); <431819>John 18:19.

2. “to ask” i.e. “to request, entreat, beg, beseech,” after the Hebrew lav;,
in a sense very rare in secular authors (Josephus, Antiquities 5, 1, 14 (but
here the text is uncertain; substitute Antiquities 7, 8, 1; cf. Dr. Ezra Abbot
in No. American Revelation for 1872, p. 173 note); Babrius fab. (42, 3);
97, 3; Apoll. synt., p. 289, 20; cf. Winer’s Grammar, pp. 30 and 32): tina,
<431416>John 14:16; with the addition of legwn and the words of the asker,
<401523>Matthew 15:23; <431221>John 12:21; followed by imperative alone
(Buttmann, 272f (234)), <421418>Luke 14:18f; <500403>Philippians 4:3; followed by
iJna (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 8 a.; R. 237 (204)), <410726>Mark 7:26;
<420736>Luke 7:36; 16:27; <430447>John 4:47; 17:15; 19:31,38; <630105>2 John 1:5; <520401>1
Thessalonians 4:1; by oJpwv, <420703>Luke 7:3; 11:37; <442320>Acts 23:20; by the
infinitive (Buttmann, 258 (222); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 335 (315)),
<420503>Luke 5:3; 8:37; <430440>John 4:40; <440303>Acts 3:3; 10:48; 23:18; <520512>1
Thessalonians 5:12; tina peri tinov, <420438>Luke 4:38; <431609>John 16:9,20;
<620516>1 John 5:16; uJper tinov (followed by eiv with an infinitive; cf.
Buttmann, 265 (228)), <530201>2 Thessalonians 2:1f; erwtan ta (WH text
omits ta) prov eirhnhn (see eirhnh, 1), <421432>Luke 14:32. (Synonym: see
aitew, at the end. Compare: dierwtaw, eperwtaw.)

{2066} esqhv, esqhtov, hJ (from eJnnumi, esqhn, hence, it would be
more correctly written eJsqhv (so Rec.^elz in Luke), cf. Kühner, i., p. 217,
3), formerly Fesqhv (cf. Latin vestis, German Weste, English “vest,” etc.),
“clothing, raiment, apparel”: <422311>Luke 23:11; 24:4 L T Tr WH; <440110>Acts
1:10 R G; 10:30; 12:21; <590202>James 2:2f (From Homer down.)*

{2067} esqhsiv (Rec.^elz esqhsiv), esqhsewv, hJ (from esqew, and
this from esqhv, which see), “clothing, apparel”: plural, <422404>Luke 24:4 R
G; <440110>Acts 1:10 L T Tr WH; (cf. Philo, vit. Moys. iii. sec. 18; Eusebius, h.
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e. 2, 6, 7 and Heinichen’s note). (Rare in secular writings (Aristotle, rhet.
2, 8, 14 variant); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 2, 1 c.)*

{2068} esqiw and esqw, which see (lengthened forms of edw (cf.
Curtius, Das Verbum, ii., p. 429)); imperfect hsqion; 2 aorist efagon
(from FAGW); future fagomai (2 person fagesai, <421708>Luke 17:8
(references under the word katakaucaomai, at the beginning)), for the
classic edomai, see Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii, p. 185;
Kühner, i., p. 824; (Winer’s Grammar, 89 (85); Buttmann, 58 (51); but
especially Veitch, under the word); the Septuagint for lkæa;; (from Homer
down); “to eat”; Vulgate manduco, (edo, etc.); (of animals, “to devour”);

a. absolutely: <401420>Matthew 14:20f; 15:37,38; 26:26; <410631>Mark 6:31; 8:8;
<430431>John 4:31, and often; en tw fagein, in eating (the supper), <461121>1
Corinthians 11:21; didonai tini fagein, to give one (something) to eat,
<401416>Matthew 14:16; 25:35,42; <410543>Mark 5:43; 6:37; <420913>Luke 9:13 (and with
addition of an accusative of the thing to be eaten, <430631>John 6:31,52; ek
tinov, <660207>Revelation 2:7; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 198f (187f))); ferein
tini fagein, to bring one (something) to eat, <430433>John 4:33; specifically in
opposition to abstinence from certain kinds of food, <451403>Romans 14:3,20;
esqiein kai pinein (and fagein kai piein), to use food and drink to
satisfy one’s hunger and thirst, <461122>1 Corinthians 11:22; contextually, to be
supported at the expense of others, <460904>1 Corinthians 9:4; not to shun
choice food and in a word to be rather a free-liver, opposed to the narrow
and scrupulous notions of those who abstain from the use of wine and
certain kinds of food, <401119>Matthew 11:19; <420734>Luke 7:34; opposed to fasting
(to nhsteuein), <420533>Luke 5:33; of those who, careless about other and
especially graver matters, lead an easy, merry life, <421219>Luke 12:19; 17:27f;
<461532>1 Corinthians 15:32 (<232213>Isaiah 22:13); of the jovial use of a sacrificial
feast, <461007>1 Corinthians 10:7 from <023206>Exodus 32:6; preceded by a negative,
to abstain from all nourishment, <442312>Acts 23:12,21; to use a spare diet,
spoken of an ascetic mode of life, <401118>Matthew 11:18; of fasting, <440909>Acts
9:9; esqiein (kai pinein) meta tinov, to dine, feast (in company) with
one, <400911>Matthew 9:11; <410216>Mark 2:16; <420530>Luke 5:30; with one (he
providing the entertainment), i.e. “at his house,” <420736>Luke 7:36; meta twn
mequontwn etc., of luxurious revelling, <402449>Matthew 24:49; <421245>Luke
12:45; epi trapezhv tou Cristou, the food and drink spread out on
Christ’s table, i.e. to enjoy the blessings of the salvation procured by Christ
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(which is likened to a banquet), <422230>Luke 22:30; esqiein tini, to one’s
honor, <451406>Romans 14:6.

b. construed with an accusative of the thing, “to eat (consume) a thing”
(Winer’s Grammar, 198 (187) note): <400625>Matthew 6:25; <410106>Mark 1:6;
<430432>John 4:32; 6:31; <451402>Romans 14:2; <460813>1 Corinthians 8:13; 10:25, etc.;
arton, “to take food, eat a meal” (after the Hebrew lkæa; µj,l,,
<014325>Genesis 43:25; <020220>Exodus 2:20; <092024>1 Samuel 20:24; <202307>Proverbs 23:7),
<401502>Matthew 15:2; <410320>Mark 3:20; <421401>Luke 14:1,15; ton eJautou arton,
obtained by his own labor, <530312>2 Thessalonians 3:12; arton para tinov
(the genitive of person) to be supported by one, <530308>2 Thessalonians 3:8; ta
para tinov, the things supplied by one, <421007>Luke 10:7, equivalent to ta
paratiqemena in <421008>Luke 10:8 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 366 (343)); <461027>1
Corinthians 10:27; mh esqiwn arton mhte pinwn oinon, to live frugally,
<420733>Luke 7:33; to kuriakon deipnon fagein, to celebrate the Lord’s
supper, <461120>1 Corinthians 11:20; to pasca, to eat the paschal lamb,
celebrate the paschal supper, <402617>Matthew 26:17; <411412>Mark 14:12,14;
<422208>Luke 22:8,11,15,16 L T Tr WH; <431828>John 18:28; tav qusiav, to
celebrate the sacrificial feasts, said of Jews, <461018>1 Corinthians 10:18; of
animals, in <421516>Luke 15:16 (where wJn stands by attraction for aJ, because
esqiein with a simple genitive of thing is nowhere found in the N.T.
(Winer’s Grammar, 198 (187) note)) by a usage hardly to be met with in
classical Greek (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 28, 1; (Buttmann, 159 (139))), ek
tinov, to (take and) eat of a thing: <422216>Luke 22:16 (R G); <430626>John
6:26,50f; <461128>1 Corinthians 11:28; on the other hand, ek tou karpou (L T
Tr WH ton karpon), ek tou galaktov esqiein, in <460907>1 Corinthians 9:7,
is to support oneself by the sale of the fruit and the milk (but cf. Buttmann,
as above, and Meyer at the passage). ek with the genitive of place: ek tou
iJerou, draw their support from the temple, i.e. from the sacrifices and
offerings, <460913>1 Corinthians 9:13 (but T Tr WH read ta ek tou iJerou);
also ek qusiasthriou, i.e. from the things laid on the altar, <581310>Hebrews
13:10 (Winer’s Grammar, 366 (344)). by a Hebraism (lkæa; ˆmi), apo
tinov (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 199 (187)): <401527>Matthew 15:27; <410728>Mark
7:28. Metaphorically, “to devour, consume”: tina, <581027>Hebrews 10:27; ti,
<661716>Revelation 17:16; of rust, <590503>James 5:3. (Compare: katesqiw,
sunesqiw.)

{2068} esqw, equivalent to esqiw, a poetic form in use from Homer
down, very rare in prose writings; from it are extant in the N.T. the
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participle esqwn in <410106>Mark 1:6 T Tr WH; (<421007>Luke 10:7 L T Tr WH);
<420733>Luke 7:33 L Tr WH, (also 34 WH); the present subjunctive 2 person
plural esqhte in <422230>Luke 22:30 L T Tr WH; (cf. katesqiw). It occurs
several times in the Septuagint, as <031710>Leviticus 17:10; <071409>Judges 14:9
(Alexandrian LXX); <230920>Isaiah 9:20; Sir. 20:16; esqete, <031926>Leviticus
19:26. Cf. (Tdf. Proleg., p. 81); Buttmann, 58 (51).

{2069} Eslei (T Tr WH (see WH’s Appendix, p. 155, and under the
word ei, i)) or Esli, oJ, “Esli,” one of Christ’s ancestors: <420325>Luke 3:25.*

{2072} esoptron, esoptrou, to (OPTW), “a mirror”: <461312>1 Corinthians
13:12; <590123>James 1:23. (Sap. 7:26; Sir. 12:11; Pindar Nem. 7, 20; Anacreon
(530 B. C.) 11, (7 (6)) 3; Plutarch; others) The mirrors of the ancients
were made, not of glass (cf. B. D. under the word Glass, at the end), but of
steel; Pliny, h. n. 33 (9) 45; 34, (17) 48 (but see the passages just referred
to, and B. D. under the word “mirror”).*

{2073} eJspera, eJsperav, hJ (eJsperov of or at evening), “evening, even-
tide”: <440403>Acts 4:3; 28:23; prov eJsperan estin, it is toward evening,
<422429>Luke 24:29. (From Pindar and Herodotus down.)*

(eJsperinov, eJsperinh, eJsperinon, “belonging to the evening, evening”:
fulakh, <421238>Luke 12:38 WH (rejected) marginal reading (the Septuagint;
Xenophon, Dio Cassius, Athen., others.)*)

{2074} Esrwm (or Esrwn in Luke Relz L text Tr marginal reading; WH
EJsrwm, see their Introductory sec. 408), oJ, “Esrom or Hezrom or
Hesron,” one of Christ’s ancestors: <400103>Matthew 1:3; <420333>Luke 3:33.*

{2074} (Esrwn or EJsrwn see the preceding word.)

{2078} escatov, escath, escaton (from ecw, escon adhering, clinging
close; (according to others (Curtius, sec. 583 b.) superlative from ex, “the
outermost”)), the Septuagint for ˆwOrj}aæ, tyrij}aæ; (from Homer down);
“extreme, last in time or in place”;

1. joined to nouns: topov, the last in a series of places (A.V. “lowest”),
<421409>Luke 14:9f; in a temporal succession, “the last”: escatov ecqrov, that
remains after the rest have been conquered, <461526>1 Corinthians 15:26;
kodranthv, that remains when the rest have one after another been spent,
<400526>Matthew 5:26; so lepton, <421259>Luke 12:59; hJ escath salpigx, the
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trumpet after which no other will sound, <461552>1 Corinthians 15:52, cf. Meyer
ad loc.; aJi escatai plhgai, <661501>Revelation 15:1; 21:9; hJ escath hJmera
thv eJorthv, <430737>John 7:37. When two are contrasted it is equivalent to “the
latter,” opposed to oJ prwtov “the former” (<052401>Deuteronomy 24:1-4): thus
ta erga (opposed to twn prwtwn), <660219>Revelation 2:19; hJ planh,
<402764>Matthew 27:64 (where the meaning is, ‘lest the latter deception, caused
by the false story of his resurrection, do more harm than the former, which
was about to produce belief in a false Messiah’); oJ escatov Adam, the
latter Adam, i.e. the Messiah (see Adam, 1), <461545>1 Corinthians 15:45. hJ
escath hJmera, “the last day” (of all days), denotes that with which the
present age (µl;wO[h; hZ,hæ, see aiwn, 3) which precedes the times of the
Messiah or the glorious return of Christ from heaven will be closed:
<430639>John 6:39f,44 (54); 11:24; 12:48. of the time nearest the return of
Christ from heaven and the consummation of the divine kingdom, the
following phrases are used: escath wJra, <620218>1 John 2:18; en kairw
escatw <600105>1 Peter 1:5; en escatw cronw, <650118>Jude 1:18 Rec., ep’
escatou cronou <650110>Jude 1:10. Tr WH; en escataiv hJmeraiv, <440217>Acts
2:17; <590503>James 5:3; <550301>2 Timothy 3:1; for other phrases of the sort see 2 a.
below; ep’ escatwn twn cronwn, <600120>1 Peter 1:20 R G, see below.

2. oJ, hJ, to escaton absolutely or with the genitive,

a. of time: oJi escatoi, who had come to work last, <402008>Matthew
20:8,12,(14); the meaning of the saying esontai prwtoi escatoi kai
escatoi prwtoi is not always the same: in <421330>Luke 13:30 it signifies,
those who were last invited to enter the divine kingdom will be first to
enter when the opportunity comes, i.e. they will be admitted forthwith,
while others, and those too who were first among the invited, will be shut
out then as coming too late; in <401930>Matthew 19:30; 20:16 it means, the
same portion in the future kingdom of God will through his goodness be
assigned to those invited last as to those invited first, although the latter
may think they deserve something better; cf. <411031>Mark 10:31. oJ prwtov
kai oJ escatov i.e. “the eternal,” <660111>Revelation 1:11 Rec., 17; 2:8; 22:13.
escatov as a predicate joined to a verb adverbially (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
131 (124); sec. 54, 2): <411206>Mark 12:6; escath (R G; but see below)
pantwn apeqane, <411222>Mark 12:22. escaton, escata, used substantively
(cf. Buttmann, 94 (82) sec. 125, 6) in phrases, of the time immediately
preceding Christ’s return from heaven and the consummation of the divine
kingdom: ep’ escatou or escatwn twn hJmerwn, <580102>Hebrews 1:2 (1);
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<610303>2 Peter 3:3 (the Epistle of Barnabas 16, 5); twn cronwn, <600120>1 Peter
1:20; ep’ escatou tou cronou, <650118>Jude 1:18 L T (see 1 above, and epi,
A. II. at the end), cf. Riehm, Lehrbegr. d. Hebrärbriefes, p. 205f ta
escata with the genitive of person “the last” state of one: <401245>Matthew
12:45; <421126>Luke 11:26; <610220>2 Peter 2:20 (but without the genitive of
person). Neuter escaton, adverb, “lastly”: (with the genitive of person,
<411222>Mark 12:22 L T Tr WH); <461508>1 Corinthians 15:8.

b. of space: to escaton thv ghv, the uttermost part, the end, of the earth,
<440108>Acts 1:8; 13:47.

c. of rank, grade of worth, “last” i.e. “lowest”: <410935>Mark 9:35; <430809>John 8:9
Rec.; <460409>1 Corinthians 4:9.*

{2079} escatwv, adverb, “extremely” (Xenophon, an. 2, 6, 1; Aristotle,
others); escatwv ecein (in extremis esse), “to be in the last gasp, at the
point of death”: <410523>Mark 5:23. Diodorus excerpt Vales. p. 242 (i.e. from l.
10 sec. 2, 4 Dindorf); Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 3, 60. The phrase is
censured by the Atticists; cf. Fischer, Deuteronomy vitiis lexamples etc., p.
704f; Lob. ad Phryn., p. 389; Fritzsche on Mark, p. 178f; (Winer’s 26).*

{2080} esw, adverb (from ev, for eisw (fr. Homer on) from eiv; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 52; (Buttmann, 72 (63); Rutherford, New Phryn., p.
432));

1. “to within, into”: <402658>Matthew 26:58; <411454>Mark 14:54; with the genitive
<411516>Mark 15:16 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54,6).

2. “within”: <432026>John 20:26; <440523>Acts 5:23; oJ esw anqrwpov, the internal,
inner man, i.e. the soul, conscience (see anqrwpov, 1 e.), <470416>2 Corinthians
4:16 L T Tr WH; <450722>Romans 7:22; <490316>Ephesians 3:16; oJi esw, those who
belong to the Christian brotherhood (opposed to oJi exw (which see in
exw, 1 a.)), <460512>1 Corinthians 5:12.*

{2081} eswqen (esw), adverb of place, from Aeschylus and Herodotus
down; (1. adverbially;) a. “from within” (Vulgate de intus, ab intus,
intrinsecus, (etc.)): <410721>Mark 7:21,23; <421107>Luke 11:7; <470705>2 Corinthians 7:5.
b. “within” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 7): <400715>Matthew 7:15;
23:25,27,28; <660408>Revelation 4:8; 5:1 (cf. grafw, 3); oJ eswqen anqrwpov,
<470416>2 Corinthians 4:16 R G (see esw, 2); to eswqen, that which is within,
the inside, <421140>Luke 11:40; with the genitive of person equivalent to “your
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soul,” <421139>Luke 11:39. (2. as a preposition with the genitive (W sec. 54, 6):
<661102>Revelation 11:2 Rec.st (see exwqen, 2).)*

{2082} eswterov, eswtera, eswteron (comparative of esw (cf.
Buttmann, 28 (24f))), “inner”: <441624>Acts 16:24; to eswteron tou
katapetasmatov, the inner space which is behind the veil, i.e. “the shrine,
the Holy of holies,” said of heaven by a figurative expression drawn from
the earthly temple, <580619>Hebrews 6:19.*

{2083} eJtairov, eJtairou, oJ (from Homer down), the Septuagint [ære; “a
comrade, mate, partner” (A.V. “fellow”): <401116>Matthew 11:16 (where T Tr
WH toiv eJteroiv (which see 1 b., and cf. WH. Introductory sec. 404));
vocative in kindly address, “friend” (my good friend): <402013>Matthew 20:13;
22:12; 26:50.*

{2084} eJteroglwssov, eJteroglwssou, oJ (eJterov and glwssa), “one
who speaks” (another i.e.) “a foreign tongue” (opposed to oJmoglwssov):
<19B301>Psalm 113:1 (<19B401>Psalm 114:1) Aquila; Polybius 24, 9, 5; Strabo 8, p.
333; (Philo, confus. lingg. sec. 3; others); but differently in <461421>1
Corinthians 14:21, viz. one who speaks what is utterly strange and
unintelligible to others unless interpreted see what is said about ‘speaking
with tongues’ under glwssa, 2.*

{2085} eJterodidaskalew, eJterodidaskalw; (eJterov and
didaskalov, cf. kakodidaskalein, Clement of Rome, 2 Corinthians
10, 5); “to teach other or different doctrine” i.e. deviating from the truth:
<540103>1 Timothy 1:3; 6:3. (Ignatius ad Polycarp, 3, and others ecclesiastical
writings.)*

{2086} eJterozugew, eJterozugw; (eJterozugov yoked with a different
yoke; used in <031919>Leviticus 19:19 of the union of beasts of different kinds,
e.g. an ox and an ass), “to come under an unequal or different yoke”
(Beza, impari jugo copulor), “to be unequally yoked”: tini (on the dative
see Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 10 N. 4; Buttmann, sec. 133, 8), tropically,
“to have fellowship with one who is not an equal”: <470614>2 Corinthians 6:14,
where the apostle is forbidding Christians to have contact with idolaters.*

{2087} eJterov, eJtera, eJteron, “the other; another, other”; (from Homer
on); the Septuagint chiefly for rjeaæ. It refers:
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1. to number, as opposed to some former person or thing; a. without the
article, “other”: joined to a noun (which noun denotes some number or
class within which others are distinguished from the one), <401245>Matthew
12:45 and <421126>Luke 11:26, eJpta eJtera pneumata, i.e. from the number of
the pneumata or demons seven others, to be distinguished from the one
already mentioned; add, <411612>Mark 16:12; <420606>Luke 6:6; 9:56, etc.; <431937>John
19:37; <440240>Acts 2:40; 4:12, etc.; <450703>Romans 7:3; 8:39; 13:9; eJterai
geneai, “other” than the present, i.e. past generations, <490305>Ephesians 3:5;
as in classical Greek allov, so sometimes also eJterov is elegantly joined
to a noun that is in apposition: twice so in Luke, viz. eJteroi duo
kakourgoi two others, who were malefactors (Alexander Buttmann
(1873) differently sec. 150, 3), <422332>Luke 23:32; eJterouv eJbdomhkonta
equivalent to eJterouv maqhtav, oJitinev hsan eJbdomhkonta <421001>Luke
10:1; reliqua privata aedificia for ‘the rest of the buildings, which were
private’ Caesar b. g. 1, 5; cf. Bornemann, Scholia ad Luc., p. 147f; Winer’s
Grammar, 530 (493); (Josephus, contra Apion 1, 15, 3 and Müller’s note).
simply, without a noun, equivalent to allov tiv “another,” <420959>Luke 9:59;
22:58; <440120>Acts 1:20; <450704>Romans 7:4; eJteroi polloi, <401530>Matthew 15:30;
<420803>Luke 8:3; <441535>Acts 15:35; ouden eJteron, <441721>Acts 17:21; eJtera, other
matters, <441939>Acts 19:39 R G T; polla kai eJtera, many other things also
(hardly “also,” see kai, I. 3; cf. remark under the word poluv, d. a. at the
end), <420318>Luke 3:18; eJterov with the genitive of person <480119>Galatians 1:19;
ta eJterwn (opposed to ta eJautou), <501104>Philippians 2:4; eJterwn with tiv
added, <440834>Acts 8:34; neuter <540110>1 Timothy 1:10; (en eJterw, introducing a
quotation, <580506>Hebrews 5:6, cf. Winer’s 592 (551) — but in <441335>Acts 13:35
supply yalmw). in partitive formulas: alloi ... eJteroi de, <581136>Hebrews
11:36 cf. <440213>Acts 2:13; oJ prwtov ... eJterov, <421419>Luke 14:19f; 16:7; oJ
deuterov ... eJterov, <421920>Luke 19:20 (where L T Tr WH oJ eJterov); tinev
... eJteroi de, <421116>Luke 11:16; wJ men ... allw de ... eJterw de ... allw
de, <461209>1 Corinthians 12:9f; oJi men ... alloi (L oJi) de ... eJteroi de,
<401614>Matthew 16:14. b. with the article, “the other” (of two): oJi eJteroi, the
others, the other party, <401116>Matthew 11:16 T Tr WH (see eJtairov).
distinctively: eJiv or eJiv ... oJ eJterov, <400624>Matthew 6:24; <420741>Luke 7:41;
16:13; 17:34f; 18:10; 23:40; to eJteron ploion, <420507>Luke 5:7; hJ de eJtera
namely, hJmera, the next day, the day after, <442015>Acts 20:15; 27:3
(Xenophon, Cyril 4, 6, 10 (others)). oJ eJterov, “the other,” when the
relation of conduct to others is under consideration is often put by way of
example for “any other person whatever,” and stands for ‘the other
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affected by the action in question’ (and may be transitive, “thy neighbor,
thy fellow,” etc.): <450201>Romans 2:1; 13:8; <460601>1 Corinthians 6:1; 10:24,29;
14:17; <480604>Galatians 6:4; (<590412>James 4:12 R G); plural oJi, aJi, ta eJteroi,
eJterai, eJtera, “the others” i.e. the “rest,” <420443>Luke 4:43. It refers:

2. to quality; “another” i.e. “one not of the same nature, form, class, kind;
different” (so in Greek writings from Homer down): <450723>Romans 7:23; <461421>1
Corinthians 14:21; 15:40; <471104>2 Corinthians 11:4; <480106>Galatians 1:6;
<580711>Hebrews 7:11,13,15; <590225>James 2:25; <650107>Jude 1:7. (Synonym: see
allov.)

{2088} eJterwv, adverb, “otherwise, differently”: <500315>Philippians 3:15.
(From Homer (apparently) down.)*

{2089} eti, adverb, “as yet, yet, still”;

1. of time;

a. of a thing which went on formerly, whereas now a different state of
things exists or has begun to exist: added to a participle, <402763>Matthew
27:63; <422406>Luke 24:6,44; <440901>Acts 9:1; 18:18; <530205>2 Thessalonians 2:5; with
the gen absolute: eti (de) autou lalountov, <401246>Matthew 12:46; 17:5;
26:47; <411443>Mark 14:43; <420849>Luke 8:49; 22:47; add, <420942>Luke 9:42; 24:41;
<432001>John 20:1; <441044>Acts 10:44; <450508>Romans 5:8; <580908>Hebrews 9:8; with a
finite verb, <580710>Hebrews 7:10; transposed so as to stand at the beginning of
a sentence: eti gar Cristov ontwn hJmwn asqenwn ... apeqane,
<450506>Romans 5:6; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 61, 5, p. 553 (515); (Buttmann,
389 (333)); with another notation of time, so that it may be translated
“even” (cf. Latin jam): eti ek koiliav mhtrov, <420115>Luke 1:15 (eti ek
brefeov, Anthol. 9, 567, 1; eti ap’ archv, Plutarch, consol. ad Apoll. 6,
p. 104 d.).

b. of a thing which continues at present, “even now”: <410817>Mark 8:17 R G;
<421422>Luke 14:22; <480110>Galatians 1:10; <461517>1 Corinthians 15:17; with nun
added, <460302>1 Corinthians 3:2 (L WH brackets eti); “farther, longer” (where
it is thought strange that, when one thing has established itself, another has
not been altered or abolished, but is still adhered to or continues):
<450307>Romans 3:7; 6:2; 9:19; <480511>Galatians 5:11.

c. with negatives: ou ... eti, ouk eti, “no longer, no more,” <421602>Luke 16:2;
20:36; 21:1,4; 22:3; iJna mh eti “lest longer, that ... no more,”
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<662003>Revelation 20:3; ou mh eti, <660312>Revelation 3:12; 18:21-23; oudeiv,
mhdeiv, oudemia, ouden eti, “nobody, nothing more,” <400513>Matthew 5:13;
<581002>Hebrews 10:2 (see mhketi, ouketi).

2. of degree and increase; with the comparative, “even, yet”: <500109>Philippians
1:9; <580715>Hebrews 7:15 (Winer’s Grammar, 240 (225)). of what remains
(“yet”): <430435>John 4:35; 7:33; 12:35; 13:33; <401920>Matthew 19:20; <411206>Mark
12:6; <421822>Luke 18:22; of what is added, “besides, more, further”: eti aJpax,
<581226>Hebrews 12:26f; eti eJna h duo, <401816>Matthew 18:16; add, <402665>Matthew
26:65; <581132>Hebrews 11:32; eti de “yea moreover, and further” (Latin
praeterea vero), <581136>Hebrews 11:36 (Xenophon, mem. 1, 2, 1; Diodorus 1,
74; cf. Grimm on 2 Macc. 6:4); eti de kai (“but” or) “yea moreover also”
(Latin praeterea vero etiam), <421426>Luke 14:26 R G T L marginal reading;
<440226>Acts 2:26; eti te kai “and moreover too” (Latin insuperque adeo),
<421426>Luke 14:26 L text Tr WH; <442128>Acts 21:28 (cf. Buttmann, sec. 149, 8;
Winer’s Grammar, 578 (537) note).

{2090} eJtoimazw; future eJtoimasw; 1 aorist hJtoimasa; perfect
hJtoimaka (<402204>Matthew 22:4 L T Tr WH); passive, perfect hJtoimasmai;
1 aorist hJtoimasqhn; (eJtoimov); from Homer down; the Septuagint very
often for ˆnewOK and ˆykihe; “to make ready, prepare”: absolutely, “to make
the necessary preparations, get everything ready,” <421247>Luke 12:47; of
preparing a feast, <422209>Luke 22:9,12 (<014315>Genesis 43:15; <131239>1 Chronicles
12:39); with the dative of person, for one: of preparing a lodging, <420952>Luke
9:52 (Winer’s Grammar, 594 (552); Buttmann, sec. 130, 5); a supper,
<411415>Mark 14:15; also with a telic infinitive added, <402617>Matthew 26:17;
followed by iJna (cf. Buttmann, 237 (205)), <411412>Mark 14:12; with the
accusative of the thing: aJ hJtoimasav the things which thou hast prepared
(as a store), <421220>Luke 12:20; (ti dipnhsw, <421708>Luke 17:8); to ariston,
<402204>Matthew 22:4; to pasca, <402619>Matthew 26:19; <411416>Mark 14:16; <422208>Luke
22:8,13; arwmata, <422356>Luke 23:56; 24:1; topon tini, <431402>John 14:2f;
xenian, <570122>Philemon 1:22; (sumboulion, <411501>Mark 15:1 T WH marginal
reading, cf. sumboulion); thn oJdon kuriou (by a figurative expression
drawn from the oriental custom of sending on before kings on their
journeys persons to level the roads and make them passable), to prepare
the minds of men to give the Messiah a fit reception and secure his
blessings: <400303>Matthew 3:3; <410103>Mark 1:3; <420304>Luke 3:4 (from <234003>Isaiah
40:3); 1:76; (iJna eJtoimasqh hJ oJdov twn basilewn, <661612>Revelation
16:12); with the accusative of person, stratiwtav, <442323>Acts 23:23; tini
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tina, one for one, <420117>Luke 1:17; eJauton, <661907>Revelation 19:7; followed by
iJna (cf: Buttmann, 237 (205)), <660806>Revelation 8:6; hJtoimasmenh wJv
numfh, i.e. beautifully adorned, <662102>Revelation 21:2; hJtoimasmenh eiv ti,
prepared i.e. fit for accomplishing anything, <550221>2 Timothy 2:21;
<660907>Revelation 9:7; prepared i.e. kept in readiness, eiv thn wJran kai
hJmeran etc., for the hour and day namely, predetermined, <660915>Revelation
9:15. In a peculiar sense God is said eJtoimasai ti for men, i.e. to have
caused good or ill to befall them, almost equivalent to “to have ordained”;
of blessings: ti, <420231>Luke 2:31; <661206>Revelation 12:6; tini ti, <402023>Matthew
20:23; 25:34; <411040>Mark 10:40; (<460209>1 Corinthians 2:9); <581116>Hebrews 11:16;
of punishment: tini ti, <402541>Matthew 25:41. (Compare: proetoimazw.)*

{2091} eJtoimasia, eJtoimasiav, hJ (eJtoimazw), cf. qaumasia,
eikasia, ergasia);

1. “the act of preparing”: thv trofhv, Sap. 13:12; twn klinariwn,
Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 2, 57.

2. equivalent to eJtoimothv, “the condition of a person or thing so far forth
as prepared, preparedness, readiness”: Hipp., p. 24 (i. 74, Kühn edition);
Josephus, Antiquities 10, 1, 2; readiness of mind (German Bereitwilligkeit),
thv kardiav, <190903>Psalm 9:38 (<191017>Psalm 10:17): en eJtoimasia tou
euaggeliou, with the promptitude and alacrity which the gospel produces,
<490615>Ephesians 6:15.*

{2092} eJtoimov (on the accent cf. (Chandler sec. 394); Winer’s
Grammar, 52 (51)), eJtoimh (<470905>2 Corinthians 9:5; <600105>1 Peter 1:5),
eJtoimon, and eJtoimov, eJtoimon (<402510>Matthew 25:10 (cf. WH’s Appendix,
p. 157a; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 11, 1; Buttmann, 25 (22))); from Homer
down; “prepared, ready”;

a. of things: <402204>Matthew 22:4,8, ((<421417>Luke 14:17)); <411415>Mark 14:15 (L
brackets eJtoimasate); <470905>2 Corinthians 9:5; “ready to hand”: ta eJtoima,
the things (made) ready (in advance by others), i.e. the Christian churches
already founded by them, <471016>2 Corinthians 10:16; equivalent to
“opportune, seasonable,” oJ kairov, <430706>John 7:6; swthria eJtoimh
apokaloufqhnai, on the point of being revealed, <600105>1 Peter 1:5.

b. of persons; “ready, prepared”: to do something, <442321>Acts 23:21; to
receive one coming, <402444>Matthew 24:44; 25:10; <421240>Luke 12:40; prov ti,
for (the doing of) a thing, <560301>Titus 3:1; <600315>1 Peter 3:15; followed by the
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infinitive (cf. Buttmann, 260 (224)), <422233>Luke 22:33; by tou with an
infinitive, <442315>Acts 23:15 (Buttmann, sec. 140, 15; Winer’s Grammar, sec.
44, 4 a.); en eJtoimw ecw, to be in readiness, followed by the infinitive
(Philo, leg. ad Gai. sec. 34 under the end): <471006>2 Corinthians 10:6 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 332 (311)). (For ˆwOkn;, <021911>Exodus 19:11,15; <060804>Joshua
8:4, etc.)*

{2093} eJtoimwv, adverb (from Thucydides on), “readily”; eJtoimwv ecw
“to be ready”: followed by an infinitive, <442113>Acts 21:13; <471214>2 Corinthians
12:14; <600405>1 Peter 4:5 ((not WH)). (the Septuagint <270315>Daniel 3:15;
Diodorus 16, 28; Josephus, Antiquities 12, 4, 2; 13, 1, 1.)*

{2094} etov, etouv (the genitive plural etwn, cf. Buttmann, 14 (13)), to,
(from Homer down), Hebrew hn;v;, “a year”: <420301>Luke 3:1; <440730>Acts 7:30;
<580112>Hebrews 1:12; <610308>2 Peter 3:8; <662003>Revelation 20:3, etc.; eth ecein, to
have passed years, <430857>John 8:57; with en asqeneia added, <430505>John 5:5
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 6); einai, ginesqai, gegonenai etwn,
e.g. dwdeka, to be twelve years old (cf. English (a boy) “of twelve
years”): <410542>Mark 5:42; <420242>Luke 2:42; 3:23 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 349
(328)); 8:42; <440422>Acts 4:22; gegonuia elatton etwn eJxhkonta, less than
sixty years old, <540509>1 Timothy 5:9 (Winer’s Grammar, 590 (549)); dative
plural, of the space of time within which a thing is done (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 31, 9 a.; Buttmann, sec. 133, 26), <430220>John 2:20; <441320>Acts
13:20; accusative, in answer to the questtion, “How long?”: <400920>Matthew
9:20; <410525>Mark 5:25; <420236>Luke 2:36; 13:7f,11,16; 15:29; <440706>Acts 7:6,36,42;
<580310>Hebrews 3:10 (9),17; <662002>Revelation 20:2,4,6. preceded by a
preposition: aop, “from ... on, since,” <420843>Luke 8:43; <451523>Romans 15:23; in
the same sense ek, <440933>Acts 9:33; 24:10 (A.V. “of many years”); dia with
the genitive, ... “years having intervened,” i.e. “after” [see dia, II. 2):
<442417>Acts 24:17; <480201>Galatians 2:1; eiv, “for ... years,” <421219>Luke 12:19; epi
with the accusative (see epi, C. II. I, p. 235b bottom), “for” (the space of),
<441910>Acts 19:10; meta with the accusative, “after,” <480118>Galatians 1:18; 3:17;
pro with the genitive, “before” (English “ago”; cf. pro, b.), <471202>2
Corinthians 12:2; kat’ etov, “yearly,” <420241>Luke 2:41. (Synonym: cf.
eniautov.)

{2095} eu, adverb (properly, eu, the unused neuter of the adjective euv in
Homer), “well”: eu prassw, not as many interpreters take it, contrary to
ordinary Greek usage, “to do well” i.e. “act rightly” (which in Greek is
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expressed by orqwv or kalwv prassw), but “to be well off, fare well,
prosper,” <441529>Acts 15:29 (R. V. “it shall be well with you”) (Xenophon,
mem. 1, 6, 8; 2, 4, 6; 4, 2, 26; oec. 11, 8; Josephus, Antiquities 12, 4, 1;
oJstiv kalwv prattei, ouci kai eu prattei; Plato, Alc. i., p. 116 b.; ei
eu prattousi adikountev, Prot., p. 333 d.; ei tiv allov eu men
epoihsen uJmav eu prattwn, Demosthenes 469, 14; and some began their
letters with eu prattein, cf. 2 Macc. 9:19; Diogenes Laërtius 3, 61 and
Menagius (Menage) in the place cited. In one passage alone, Xenophon,
mem. 3, 9, 14, the drift of the discussion permits Socrates to deviate from
common usage by attaching to the phrase the notion of right conduct,
“acting well”; (yet this sense occurs in ecclesiastical Greek, see e.g. Justin
Martyr, Apology 1, 28 and Otto’s note; cf. Liddell and Scott, under the
word prassw, IV.)); iJna eu soi genhtai that it may be well, things may
turn out well, with thee, <490603>Ephesians 6:3 (<011213>Genesis 12:13; (<022012>Exodus
20:12); <050440>Deuteronomy 4:40; (<050416>Deuteronomy 4:16); Orat. Az. (i.e.
Song of the Three Children) verse 6); eu poiein tina, to do one good,
<411407>Mark 14:7 (here T omits the accusative; L Tr WH read the dative)
(Judith 10:16; Baruch 6:37 (38) (i.e. Epistle Jer.); Sir. 14:11; Xenophon,
Cyril 1., 6, 30). In commendations, eu (doule agaqe), “Well! Well done!”
<402521>Matthew 25:21,23; <421917>Luke 19:17 RG; Xenophon, venat. 6, 20; see
euge.*

{2096} Eua (WH EJua (see their Introduction, sec. 408); Rec. Eua, so G
Tr in <540213>1 Timothy 2:13, where Rst EJua), Euav (Buttmann, 17 (15)), hJ,
(hW;jæ, explained <010320>Genesis 3:20), “Eve,” the wife of Adam: <471103>2
Corinthians 11:3; <540213>1 Timothy 2:13.*

{2097} euaggelizw: 1 aorist euhggelisa (<661007>Revelation 10:7; 14:6;
<093109>1 Samuel 31:9; <101819>2 Samuel 18:19; Winer’s Grammar, 71 (69);
(Buttmann, 35 (30))); passive, present euaggelizomai; perfect participle
euhggelismenoi (<580402>Hebrews 4:2); 1 aorist euhggelisqhn; middle,
present euaggelizomai; imperfect euhggelizomhn (<440825>Acts 8:25 L T Tr
WH); 1 aorist euhggelisamhn; (euaggelov bringing good news); the
Septuagint for rCeBi; “to bring good news, to announce glad tidings”;
Vulgate evangelizo (etc.); used in the O.T. of any kind of good news: <093109>1
Samuel 31:9; <100120>2 Samuel 1:20; <131009>1 Chronicles 10:9; of the joyful tidings
of God’s kindnesses, <193910>Psalm 39:10 (40:10); to swthrion Qeou,
<199502>Psalm 95:2 (<199602>Psalm 96:2); in particular, of the Messianic blessings:
<234009>Isaiah 40:9; 52:7; 60:6; 61:1, etc.; in the N.T. used especially of the
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glad tidings of the coming kingdom of God, and of the salvation to be
obtained in it through Christ, and of what relates to this salvation.

I. In the active (rare in Greek authors also, in fact found only in later
Greek, as Polyaen. 5, 7; euhggelikei autw, Dio Cassius, 61, 13; cf. Lob.
ad Phryn., p. 268; (Winer’s Grammar, 24)): with the dative of the person
to whom the news is brought, <661007>Revelation 10:7 Rec.; with the accusative
of the person to whom the announcement is made, ibid. G L T Tr WH,
<661406>Revelation 14:6 R G; by a construction not found elsewhere, epi tina
(cf. German die Borschaft an einen bringen), ibid. G L T Tr WH.

II. Passive (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 229 (215); Buttmann, 188 (163)); of
persons, “glad tidings are brought to one, one has glad tidings proclaimed
to him”: <401105>Matthew 11:5; <420722>Luke 7:22; <580402>Hebrews 4:2,6; of things, “to
be proclaimed”: euaggelizetai hJ basileia tou Qeou, the glad tidings
are published of the kingdom of God close at hand, <421616>Luke 16:16; to
euaggelion, the joyful announcement of man’s salvation is delivered,
<480111>Galatians 1:11 (Buttmann, 148 (129f)); to rhma to euaggelisqen eiv
uJmav, the word of good tidings brought unto you (see eiv, A. I. 5 b. (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 213 (200))), <600125>1 Peter 1:25; impersonally,
euhggelisqh tini, the good news of salvation was declared, <600406>1 Peter
4:6.

III. as deponent middle (in Greek writings from Aristophanes eqq. 643
down), “to proclaim glad tidings”; specifically, “to instruct (men)
concerning the things that pertain to Christian salvation”: simply, <420906>Luke
9:6; 20:1; <441407>Acts 14:7; <451520>Romans 15:20; <460117>1 Corinthians 1:17; 9:16,18;
tini logw euhggelisamhn uJmin ei katecete, if ye hold fast in your
minds with what word (i.e. with what interpretation; for he contrasts his
own view of Christian salvation with his opponents’ doctrine of the
resurrection) I preached to you the glad tidings of salvation, <461502>1
Corinthians 15:2. with the dative of person (as common in Greek writings),
to anyone: <420418>Luke 4:18 from <236101>Isaiah 61:1; specifically, to bring to one
the good tidings concerning Jesus as the Messiah: <480108>Galatians 1:8; 4:13;
<450115>Romans 1:15; euaggelizein with the accusative of the thing:
universally, thn pistin tinov, to bring good tidings of the faith in which
one excels, <520306>1 Thessalonians 3:6; of Messianic blessings: eirhnhn,
<441036>Acts 10:36; <451015>Romans 10:15 (R G Tr marginal reading brackets)
(from <235207>Isaiah 52:7); thn basileian tou Qeou, <420801>Luke 8:1; ta peri
thv basileiav tou Qeou, <440812>Acts 8:12 (where G L T Tr WH omit ta;
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cf. Josephus, Antiquities 15, 7, 2 oJ men ... th gunaiki peri toutwn
euhggelizeto); thn pistin, the necessity of having faith in Christ,
<480123>Galatians 1:23. ti tini (Buttmann, 150 (131)), <420119>Luke 1:19; 2:10;
<441718>Acts 17:18 (T Tr WH omit the dative); <490217>Ephesians 2:17; tini thv
basileiav tou Qeou, <420443>Luke 4:43; euaggelizein Ihsoun ton
Criston or (so L T Tr WH) ton Criston Ihsoun, to proclaim the glad
news of Jesus the Christ, <440542>Acts 5:42, and (which comes to the same
thing) ton kurion Ihsoun, <441120>Acts 11:20; ton uJion tou Qeou en toiv
eqnesi, among the Gentiles, <480116>Galatians 1:16; ton Ihsoun tini, <440835>Acts
8:35; with kai thn anastasin tini added, <441718>Acts 17:18 (where T Tr
WH omit autoiv); ton logon, to announce the glad tidings of the
Messiah, or of the kingdom of God, or of eternal salvation offered through
Christ, <440804>Acts 8:4; ton logon tou kuriou, <441535>Acts 15:35; to
euaggelion, <461501>1 Corinthians 15:1; with the dative of the person added to
whom it is preached, <471107>2 Corinthians 11:7; ton plouton (to ploutov)
tou Cristou en toiv eqnesi, among the Gentiles (but L T Tr WH omit
en), <490308>Ephesians 3:8. By a construction unknown to the earlier Greeks
(cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 268), with the accusative of the person to whom the
announcement is made (Winer’s Grammar, 223 (209)): <420318>Luke 3:18;
<441610>Acts 16:10; <480109>Galatians 1:9 (where it is interchanged with
euaggelizein tini, <480108>Galatians 1:8); <600112>1 Peter 1:12 (Justin Martyr,
Apology 1, 33); tina ti, accusative of the thing (Alciphron, epistles 3, 12;
Heliodorus 2, 10; Eusebius, h. e. 3, 4; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 227 (213);
Buttmann, 150 (131))), followed by oJti etc. <441332>Acts 13:32; tina followed
by an infinitive <441415>Acts 14:15; tav kwmav, tav poleiv, <440825>Acts 8:25,40;
14:21; (eiv ta uJperekeina, <471016>2 Corinthians 10:16 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 213 (200), and II. above). Compare: proeuaggelizomai.)*

{2098} euaggelion, euaggeliou, to (euaggelov (cf. euaggelizw)),
Hebrew hr;wOcB] and hr;cB];

1. “a reward for good tidings” (cf. ta didaskalia, the fees given the
didaskalov), Homer, Odyssey 14, 152; Cicero, ad Att. 2, 3 and 12; 13,
40; Plutarch, Demetr. 17; Ages. 33; the Septuagint <100410>2 Samuel 4:10.

2. “good tidings”: Lucian, asin. 26; Appendix, b. civ. 4, 20; Plutarch;
others; plural the Septuagint <101822>2 Samuel 18:22,25, common text; but in
each place euaggelia should apparently be restored, on account of <101820>2
Samuel 18:20 anhr euaggeliav. In the N.T., specifically,
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a. “the glad tidings of the kingdom of God soon to be set up,” and
subsequently also “of Jesus, the Messiah, the founder of this kingdom”:
<410115>Mark 1:15; 8:35; 10:29; 13:10; 14:9; 16:15; <402613>Matthew 26:13; with a
genitive of the object added: thv basileiav, <400423>Matthew 4:23; 9:35;
24:14; <410114>Mark 1:14 R L brackets After the death of Christ the term to
euaggelion comprises also the preaching of (concerning) Jesus Christ as
having suffered death on the cross to procure eternal salvation for men in
the kingdom of God, but as restored to life and exalted to the right hand of
God in heaven, thence to return in majesty to consummate the kingdom of
God; so that it may be more briefly defined as “the glad tidings of salvation
through Christ; the proclamation of the grace of God manifested and
pledged in Christ; the gospel” (A-S. god-spell (see Skeat, Etymological
Dictionary, under the word)): <441507>Acts 15:7; <450116>Romans 1:16 G L T Tr
WH; 10:16; 11:28; <460415>1 Corinthians 4:15; 9:14, 18 (G L T Tr WH), 23;
15:1; <470818>2 Corinthians 8:18; <480202>Galatians 2:2; <490306>Ephesians 3:6; 6:19 (L
WH brackets euagelion); <500105>Philippians 1:5,7,12,17 (16); (2:22, cf. eiv,
B. II. 2 d.); <500403>Philippians 4:3 (15, cf. Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 47,
2); <520204>1 Thessalonians 2:4; <550108>2 Timothy 1:8,10; with a genitive of the
object, the gospel concerning etc.: tou Cristou (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
186f (175f)), <450116>Romans 1:16 Rec.; 15:19,29 Rec.; <460912>1 Corinthians
9:12,18 (Rec.); <470212>2 Corinthians 2:12; 9:13; 10:14; <480107>Galatians 1:7;
<500127>Philippians 1:27; <520302>1 Thessalonians 3:2; tou kuriou hJmwn Ihsou
Cristou, <530108>2 Thessalonians 1:8 (T Tr WH omit; L brackets Cristou);
tou uJiou tou Qeou, <450109>Romans 1:9 cf. <410101>Mark 1:1; thv swthriav
uJmwn, <490113>Ephesians 1:13; thv eirhnhv, <490615>Ephesians 6:15; thv caritov
tou Qeou, <442024>Acts 20:24; thv doxhv tou makariou Qeou, <540111>1 Timothy
1:11; thv doxhv tou Cristou, <470404>2 Corinthians 4:4. hJ alhqeia tou
euaggeliou, the truth contained in the gospel (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 236
(221f)), <480205>Galatians 2:5,14; <510105>Colossians 1:5; hJ elpiv tou euaggeliou,
the hope which the gospel awakens and strengthens, <510123>Colossians 1:23; hJ
pistiv tou euaggeliou the faith given the gospel, <500127>Philippians 1:27; oJi
desmoi tou euaggeliou (see desmov, at the end), <570113>Philemon 1:13;
eJteron euaggelion of another sort, i.e. different from the true doctrine
concerning Christian salvation, <480106>Galatians 1:6; <471104>2 Corinthians 11:4;
aiwnion euaggelion, the contents of which were decreed by God from
eternity, <661406>Revelation 14:6. with the genitive of the author; and that

[a]. of the author of the subject-matter or facts on which the glad tidings
of man’s salvation rest, and who wished these glad tidings to be conveyed
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to men: to euaggelion tou Qeou, <451516>Romans 15:16; <471107>2 Corinthians
11:7; <520202>1 Thessalonians 2:2,8f; <600417>1 Peter 4:17; more fully tou Qeou
peri tou uJiou autou, <450101>Romans 1:1-3.

[b]. of the author of the particular mode in which the subject-matter of the
gospel is understood (conception of the gospel) and taught to others; thus
Paul calls his exposition of the gospel (and that of the teachers who agree
with him), in opposition to that of those teaching differently, to
euaggelion hJmwn: <470403>2 Corinthians 4:3 (cf. to euaggelion to
euaggelisqen uJp’ emou, <480111>Galatians 1:11); kata to euaggelion mou,
as I expound it, <450216>Romans 2:16; 16:25; <550208>2 Timothy 2:8.

[g]. of him who preaches the gospel: hJmwn, <520105>1 Thessalonians 1:5; <530214>2
Thessalonians 2:14. with the genitive of those to whom it is announced:
thv peritomhv (i.e. twn peritetmhmenwn), to be preached to the
circumcised or Jews; and to euaggelion thv akrobustiav, to be carried
to the Gentiles, <480207>Galatians 2:7.

b. As the Messianic rank of Jesus was proved by his words, his deeds, and
his death, “the narrative of the sayings, deeds, and death of Jesus Christ”
came to be called euaggelion: so perhaps in <410101>Mark 1:1; for the passage
may also mean, ‘glad tidings concerning Jesus Christ began to be
proclaimed even as it is written,’ viz. by John the Baptist; cf. DeWette at
the passage At length the name was given to a written narrative of the glad
tidings; so in the titles of the Gospels, on which see kata, II. 3 c. [a]. (On
the ecclesiastical senses of the word, see Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the
word.)*

{2099} euaggelisthv, euaggelistou, oJ (euaggelizw), a Biblical and
ecclesiastical word, “a bringer of good tidings, an evangelist” (Vulgate
evangelista). This name is given in the N.T. to those heralds of salvation
through Christ who are not apostles: <442108>Acts 21:8; <490411>Ephesians 4:11;
<550405>2 Timothy 4:5. (B. D. under the word Evangelist.)*

{2100} euarestew, euarestw: 1 aorist infinitive euaresthsai; perfect
infinitive euhresthkenai, and without augment euaresthkenai
<581105>Hebrews 11:5 L WH (cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 162; Buttmann, 35 (30));
“to be well-pleasing”: tw Qew (the Septuagint for ËLehæt]hi ta, µyhiloa’h;
µ[æ, <010522>Genesis 5:22,24; 6:9), <581105>Hebrews 11:5f. (Sir. 44:16; Philo de
Abr. sec. 6; de exsecr. sec. 9; tini, Diodorus 14, 4). Passive present
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euarestoumai; tini (Buttmann, 188 (163); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 39, 1
a.), “to be well pleased with a thing”: <581316>Hebrews 13:16 (Diodorus 3, 55;
20, 79; Diogenes Laërtius 10, 137).*

{2101} euarestov, euareston (from eu and arestov), “well-pleasing,
acceptable”: <451202>Romans 12:2; tini, to one, <451201>Romans 12:1; 14:18; <470509>2
Corinthians 5:9; <490510>Ephesians 5:10; <500418>Philippians 4:18; en tini, in
anything, <560209>Titus 2:9; en kuriw (see en I. 6 b., p. 211b middle),
<510320>Colossians 3:20 (Romans en); enwpion with the genitive of person, in
one’s judgment: <581321>Hebrews 13:21. (Sap. 4:10; 9:10; Clement of
Alexandria (strom. 2, 19, p. 481, 21 etc.; Justin Martyr, Apology 1, 44,
under the end; Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 49, 5).) See the following
word.*

{2102} euarestwv, adverb, “in a manner well-pleasing to one,
acceptably”: tw Qew, <581228>Hebrews 12:28. (Xenophon, mem. 3, 5, 5;
gladly, willingly, Epictetus diss. 1, 12, 21; fragment 11.)*

{2103} Euboulov, Euboulou, oJ (literally, of good counsel), “Eubulus,”
a Christian: <550421>2 Timothy 4:21.*

euge, used in commendation, “Well done!” <421917>Luke 19:17 L T Tr WH.
(Aristophanes, Plato, others; the Septuagint for ja;h,.) Cf. eu, at the end*

{2104} eugenhv, eugenev (from eu and genov);

1. “well-born, of noble race”: <421912>Luke 19:12 (of a prince); <460126>1
Corinthians 1:26.

2. “noble-minded”: comparitive eugenesterov, <441711>Acts 17:11. (the
Septuagint; often in Greek writings from Aristophanes and Tragg. down.)*

{2105} eudia, eudiav, hJ (from eudiov, eudion, and this from eu and
Zeuv, genitive Diov, Zeus, the ruler of the air and sky), “a serene sky, fair
weather”: <401602>Matthew 16:2 (T brackets WH reject the passage). (Sir. 3:15;
Pindar, Aeschylus, Hippocrates, Xenophon, and following.)*

{2106} eudokew, eudokw; imperfect 1 person plural eudokoumen (<520208>1
Thessalonians 2:8 (where WH after the Vaticanus manuscript
hudokoumen; Winer’s Grammar, and Buttmann, as below)); 1 aorist
eudokhsa and (in <581006>Hebrews 10:6,8, L T Tr; <461005>1 Corinthians 10:5 L Tr
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WH; <451526>Romans 15:26,27 and <520301>1 Thessalonians 3:1 T Tr WH;
<401218>Matthew 12:18 T Tr; <400317>Matthew 3:17 T; <510119>Colossians 1:19 L
marginal reading) hudokhsa, cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 456 and 140; Winer’s
Grammar, 71 (69); (Buttmann, 34 (30); Tdf. Proleg., p. 120; WH’s
Appendix, p. 162); (from eu aud dokew, cf. Fritzsche on Romans, ii., p.
370, who treats of the word fully and with his usual learning (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 101 (95))); the Septuagint mostly for hx;r;; among Greek
writers used especially by Polybius, Diodorus, and Dionysius
Halicarnassus;

1. as in secular authors, followed by an infinitive, “it seems good to one, is
one’s good pleasure; to think it good, choose, determine, decide”: <421232>Luke
12:32; <460121>1 Corinthians 1:21; <480115>Galatians 1:15; once followed by the
accusative with an infinitive, <510119>Colossians 1:19 (cf. Lightfoot; Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 64, 3 b.; Buttmann, sec. 129, 16); with the included idea of
kindness accompanying the decision, <451526>Romans 15:26f; “to do willingly”
what is signified by the infinitive, “to be ready to,” <520208>1 Thessalonians 2:8;
“to prefer, choose rather” (A.V. “we thought it good”), <520301>1 Thessalonians
3:1; Sir. 25:16; more fully mallon eudokw, <470508>2 Corinthians 5:8.

2. by a usage peculiar to Biblical writers, followed by en tini, “to be well
pleased with, take pleasure in,” a person or thing (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
38, 232 (218); Buttmann, 185 (160)): <400317>Matthew 3:17; 12:18 Tr; 17:5;
<410111>Mark 1:11; <420322>Luke 3:22 (on the tense in the preceding passage cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 278 (261); Buttmann, 198 (171)); <461005>1 Corinthians
10:5; <471210>2 Corinthians 12:10; <530212>2 Thessalonians 2:12 R G L brackets;
<581038>Hebrews 10:38 (xpej; B], <102220>2 Samuel 22:20; <390217>Malachi 2:17; hx;r; B],
<19E904>Psalm 149:4). followed by eiv tina (i.e. when directing the mind,
turning the thoughts, “unto”), “to be favorably inclined toward one” (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 5; Buttmann, sec. 133, 23): <401218>Matthew 12:18
R G; <610117>2 Peter 1:17; with a simple accusative of person to be favorable
to, take pleasure in (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 222 (209)): <401218>Matthew 12:18
L T WH; with the accusative of the thing: <581006>Hebrews 10:6,8 (<195018>Psalm
50:18,21 (<195118>Psalm 51:18,21); <198402>Psalm 84:2 (<198502>Psalm 85:2); <013310>Genesis
33:10; <032634>Leviticus 26:34,41); as in Greek writings also, with the dative of
the person or thing with which one is well pleased: <530212>2 Thessalonians
2:12 T Tr WH (see above); 1 Macc. 1:43; 1 Esdr. 4:39. (Compare:
suneudokew.)*
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{2107} eudokia, eudokiav, hJ (from eudokew, as eulogia from
eulogew), unknown to secular authors (Boeckh, Inscriptions 5960), found
in the O.T. in some of the Psalms (for ˆwOxr;) and often in Sir.; on it cf.
Fritzsche on Romans, ii., p. 371f; (especially Lightfoot on <500115>Philippians
1:15); properly, beneplacitum (Vulgate (edited by Clement.) <490109>Ephesians
1:9);

1. “will, choice”: <401126>Matthew 11:26; <421021>Luke 10:21 (on both passages see
emprosqen, 2 b.); Sir. 1:27 (24); 36:13, etc.; in particular, “good-will,
kindly intent, benevolence”: <490105>Ephesians 1:5,9; <503813>Philippians 2:13
(<195020>Psalm 50:20 (<195102>Psalm 51:20); Sir. 2:16; 11:17 (15) etc.); di’
eudokian, prompted by good will, <500115>Philippians 1:15.

2. “delight, pleasure, satisfaction”: with the genitive of the thing that
pleases, <530111>2 Thessalonians 1:11; en anqrwpoiv eudokia, either “among
men pleasure” produced by salvation, or God’s “pleasure in men,” <420214>Luke
2:14 R G Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading; anqrwpoi
eudokiav, men in whom God is well pleased (i.e. not a particular class of
men (viz. believers), but the whole race, contemplated as blessed in
Christ’s birth), <420214>Luke 2:14. L T Tr text WH text (see WH’s Appendix at
the passage; Field, Otium Norv. iii. at the passage) (<19E401>Psalm 144:16
(<19E516>Psalm 145:16); Sir. 9:12).

3. “desire” (for delight in any absent thing easily begets a longing for it):
<451001>Romans 10:1; cf. Philippi and Tholuck at the passage.*

{2108} euergesia, euergesiav, hJ (euergethv); “a good deed, benefit”:
<540602>1 Timothy 6:2 (on which see antilambanw, 2); with the genitive of
the person on whom the benefit is conferred (Winer’s Grammar, 185
(174)), <440409>Acts 4:9. (2 Macc. 6:13; 9:26; Sap. 16:11,24; in Greek authors
from Homer down.)*

{2109} euergetew, euergetw; (euergethv), “to do good, bestow
benefits”: <441038>Acts 10:38. (the Septuagint; often in Attic writings.)*

{2110} euergethv, euergetou, oJ, “a benefactor” (from Pindar and
Herodotus down); it was also a title of honor, conferred on such as had
done their country service, and upon princes; equivalent to Sorer, Pater
Patriae: <422225>Luke 22:25. (Cf. Herodotus 8, 85; Thucydides 1, 129;
Xenophon, vect. 3, 11; Hell. 6, 1, 4; Plato, de virt., p. 379 b.; others; cf. 2
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Macc. 4:2; joined with swthr, Josephus, b. j. 3, 9, 8; Additions to
<170612>Esther 6:12 (Tdf. viii. 1,25); Diodorus 11, 26.)*

{2111} euqetov, euqeton (from eu and qetov), Greek writings from
Aeschylus and Hippocrates down; properly, “well-placed”; a. “fit”: eiv ti,
<420962>Luke 9:62 RG; 14:35 (34) (Diodorus 2, 57, et al.); with the dative of
the thing for which: <420962>Luke 9:62 L T Tr WH (tw pragmati, Nicolaus
Damascenus, Stobaeus, fl. 14, 7 (149, 4)). b. “useful”: tini, <580607>Hebrews
6:7 (some would make the dative here depend on the participle); (of time,
“seasonable,” <193106>Psalm 31:6 (<193206>Psalm 32:6); Susanna, 15).*

{2112} euqewv, adverb (from euquv), “straightway, immediately,
forthwith”: <400420>Matthew 4:20,22; 8:3, and often in the historical books,
especially Mark’s Gospel (where, however, T Tr WH have substituted
euquv in some 35 out of 41 cases); elsewhere only in <480116>Galatians 1:16;
<590124>James 1:24; <660402>Revelation 4:2, (for µaot]pi, <180503>Job 5:3). “shortly,
soon”: <640114>3 John 1:14. (From Sophocles down.)

{2113} euqudromew, euqudromw: 1 aorist euqudromhsa (see
eudokew); (euqudromov, i.e. euquv and dromov); “to make a straight
course, run a straight course”: followed by eiv with the accusative of
place, <441611>Acts 16:11; euqudromhsav hlqon eiv, <442101>Acts 21:1. (Philo,
alleg. legg. iii. sec. 79; de agricult. sec. 40.)*

{2114} euqumew, euqumw; (euqumov);

1. transitive, “to put in good spirits, gladden, make cheerful” (Aeschylus in
Plato, de rep. 2, 383 b.). Middle “to be of good spirits, to be cheerful,”
(Xenophon, Plato).

2. intransitive, “to be joyful, be of good cheer, of good courage”: <442722>Acts
27:22,25; <590513>James 5:13. (Euripides, Cycl. 530; Plutarch, de tranquill.
anim. 2 and 9.)*

{2115} euqumov, euqumon (eu and qumov)

1. “well-disposed, kind” (Homer, Odyssey 14, 63).

2. “of good cheer, of good courage”: <442736>Acts 27:36; (comparitive as
adverb 24:10 Rec. (see euqumwv)) (Greek writings from Aesehyl. and
Pindar down; 2 Macc. 11:26).*
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euqumwv, adverb (Aeschylus, Xenophon, others), “cheerfully”: <442410>Acts
24:10 L T Tr WH, for Rec. euqumoteron “the more confidently”.*

{2116} euqunw; 1 aorist imperative 2 person plural euqunate; (euquv);
a. “to make straight, level, plain”: thn oJdon, <430123>John 1:23 (Sir. 2:6;
37:15). b. “to lead” or “guide straight, to keep straight, to direct,” (often
so in Greek writings): oJ euqunwn, the steersman, helmsman of a ship,
<590304>James 3:4. (Euripides, Cycl. 15; of a charioteer, <042223>Numbers 22:23;
Isocrates, p. 9; others) (Compare: kateuqunw.)*

{2117} euquv, euqeia, euqu, the Septuagint for yv;y; (from Pindar
down), “straight”; a. properly, “straight, level”: of a way (<400303>Matthew
3:3); <410103>Mark 1:3; <420304>Luke 3:4; <440911>Acts 9:11; eiv euqeian (L T Tr WH
eiv euqeiav), namely, oJdon (an ellipsis common also in classical Greek cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 64, 5), <420305>Luke 3:5; euqeia oJdov “the straight,
the right way,” is figuratively used of true religion as a rule of life leading
to its goal, i.e. to salvation, <610215>2 Peter 2:15; aJi oJdoi kuriou, the right
and saving purposes of God, <441310>Acts 13:10 (Song of the Three Children,
verse 3). b. tropically, “straightforward, upright, true, sincere” (as often in
secular authors): kardia, <440821>Acts 8:21 (euqeiv th kardia often in the
Psalms, as <190711>Psalm 7:11; 31:11 (<193211>Psalm 32:11); 35:11 (<193611>Psalm
36:11)).*

{2117} euquv, adverb (from Pindar down), equivalent to euqewv, with
which it is often interchanged in the manuscripts (see euqewv);
“straightway, immediately, forthwith”: <400316>Matthew 3:16; 13:20; <431332>John
13:32, etc. (Cf. Phryn. edition Lob., p. 145.)

{2118} euquthv, euquthtov, hJ (from the adjective euquv), “rectitude,
uprightness”: tropically, rabdov euquthtov, an impartial and righteous
government, <580108>Hebrews 1:8 from <194407>Psalm 44:7 (<194507>Psalm 45:7).*

{2119} eukairew, eukairw: imperfect eukairoun (so L T Tr WH in
<410631>Mark 6:31; R G in <441721>Acts 17:21) and hukairoun (R G in Mark, the
passage cited; L T Tr WH in Acts, the passage cited) (between which the
manuscripts vary, see eudokew, at the beginning); 1 aorist subjunctive
eukairhsw; (eukairov); a later word, from Polybius onward (cf. Lob. ad
Phryn., p. 125f; (Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 205; Sophocles’ Lexicon,
under the word)); “to have opportunity”: <461612>1 Corinthians 16:12; “to have
leisure,” followed by an infinitive, “to do something,” <410631>Mark 6:31
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((Plutarch, ii., p. 223 d. Cleomedes (100 A. D.?) Anax. sec. 9)); “to give
one’s time to a thing,” eiv ti, <441721>Acts 17:21.*

{2120} eukairia, eukairiav, hJ (eukairov), “seasonable time,
opportunity”: zhtein eukairian, followed by (iJna Buttmann, 237
(205)), <402616>Matthew 26:16; (<422206>Luke 22:6 Lachmann marginal reading); by
tou with an infinitive <422206>Luke 22:6. (the Septuagint; in Greek writings first
in Plato, Phaedr., p. 272 a.)*

{2121} eukairov, eukairon (eu and kairov), “seasonable, timely,
opportune”: bohqeia, <580416>Hebrews 4:16; hJmerav eukairou, a convenient
day, <410621>Mark 6:21. (2 Macc. 14:29; (<19A302>Psalm 103:27 (<19A427>Psalm 104:27);
Sophocles O. C. 32); Theophrastus, Polybius, others.)*

{2122} eukairwv, adverb, “seasonably, opportunely; when the
opportunity occurs”: <411411>Mark 14:11; opposed to akairwv (which see),
<550402>2 Timothy 4:2. (Xenophon, Ages. 8, 3; Plato and following; Sir.
18:22.)*

{2123} eukopov, eukopon (eu and kopov), that can be done “with easy
labor; easy”: Polybius, et al.; Sir. 22:15; 1 Macc. 3:18; in the N.T. only in
the phrase eukopwteron esti — followed by an infinitive, <400905>Matthew
9:5; <410209>Mark 2:9; <420523>Luke 5:23; by an accusative with an infinitive,
<401924>Matthew 19:24; <411025>Mark 10:25; <421617>Luke 16:17; 18:25.*

{2124} eulabeia, eulabeiav, hJ, “the character and conduct of one who
is eulabhv” (which see);

1. “caution, circumspection, discretion”: Sophocles, Euripides, Plato,
Demosthenes, following; the Septuagint <202814>Proverbs 28:14; joined with
pronoia, Plutarch, Marcell. 9; used of the prudent delay of Fabius
Maximus, Polybius 3, 105, 8; hJ eulabeoa swzei panta, Aristophanes
an. 377; equivalent to “avoidance,” plhgwn, Plato, legg. 7, p. 815 a., et al.
(in which sense Zeno the Stoic contrasts hJ eulabeia, “caution,” as a
eulogov ekklisiv, “a reasonable shunning,” with oJ fobov, Diogenes
Laërtius 7, 116, cf. Cicero, Tusc. 4, 6, 13).

2. “reverence, veneration”: hJ prov to Qeion eulabeia Diodorus 13, 12;
Plutarch, Camill. 21; de ser. hum. vind. c. 4, and elsewhere; prov touv
nomouv, Plutarch, Ages. 15; Qeou, objec. genitive, Philo, Cherub. sec. 9;
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simply “reverence toward God, godly fear, piety”: <581228>Hebrews 12:28 and,
in the opinion of many, also 5:7 (cf. apo, II. 2 b.; see below).

3. “fear, anxiety, dread”: Sap. 17:8; for hg;a;D], <062224>Joshua 22:24; Josephus,
Antiquities 11, 6, 9; Plutarch, Fab. 1 (the euboulia of Fabius seemed to
be eulabeia); so, most probably, in <580507>Hebrews 5:7 (see (above and)
apo, I. 3 d.), for by using this more select word the writer, skilled as he
was in the Greek tongue, speaks more reverently of the Son of God than if
he had used fobov. (Synonym: see deilia, at the end; cf. Trench, sec.
xlviii.; Delitzsch on <580507>Hebrews 5:7.)*

{2125} eulabeomai, eulaboumai: 1 aorist participle eulabhqeiv;
properly, “to show oneself eulabhv,” i.e.:

1. “to act cautiously, circumspectly” (Tragg., Xenophon, Plato, and
following).

2. “to beware, fear”: as in 1 Macc. 3:30; 12:40 (Alexandrian LXX etc.) and
often in secular authors, followed by mh “lest” (Buttmann, 241f (208)),
<442310>Acts 23:10 R G (<050204>Deuteronomy 2:4; <091829>1 Samuel 18:29; <181325>Job
13:25; <240522>Jeremiah 5:22; <270402>Daniel 4:2; 2 Macc. 8:16; Sir. 41:3).

3. “to reverence, stand in awe of” (ton Qeon, Plato, legg. 9, p. 879e.; the
Septuagint <200208>Proverbs 2:8; 24:28 (<203005>Proverbs 30:5); Nah. 1:7): God’s
declaration, <581107>Hebrews 11:7.*

{2126} eulabhv, eulabev (eu and labein), in Greek writings from
Plato down;

1. “taking hold well,” i.e. “carefully and surely; cautious”.

2. “reverencing God, pious, religious” (A.V. “devout”): <440205>Acts 2:5; 8:2,
(<330702>Micah 7:2 (Alexandrian LXX etc.)); joined with dikaiov (as in Plato,
polit., p. 311 b.): <420225>Luke 2:25; eulabhv kata ton nomon, <442212>Acts 22:12
L T Tr WH. (Cf. references under the word eulabeia, at the end.)*

{2127} eulogew, eulogw; future euloghsw; imperfect eulogoun and
hulogoun (<411016>Mark 10:16, where the manuscripts fluctuate between the
two forms (cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 162)); 1 aorist euloghsa (huloghsa,
<401419>Matthew 14:19 L Tr; <422430>Luke 24:30 L; <581120>Hebrews 11:20 and 21 L);
perfect euloghka (huloghka, <580706>Hebrews 7:6 L; see eudokew at the
beginning (cf. Veitch, under the word; Tdf. on Luke, the passage cited));
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passive, perfect participle eulogh menov; 1 future euloghqhsomai;
(eulogov); the Septuagint very often for ËræB] and ËræBe; Vulgate
benedico; mostly with the accusative of the object, “to bless one”;

1. as in Greek writings, “to praise, celebrate with praises”: ton Qeon,
<420164>Luke 1:64; 2:28; 24:51,53 (Tdf. omits); <590309>James 3:9; absolutely, in the
giving of thanks: <401419>Matthew 14:19; 26:26 (cf. 3 below); <410641>Mark 6:41;
8:7 R G T (?); 14:22 (cf. 3 below); <422430>Luke 24:30; <461416>1 Corinthians
14:16. (When used in this sense eulogein differs from eucaristein in
referring rather to the form, eucaristein referring to the substance of the
thanksgiving.) By a usage purely Biblical and ecclesiastical like the Hebrew
ËræB],

2. “to invoke blessings”: tina, upon one, <400544>Matthew 5:44 Rec.; <420628>Luke
6:28; <451214>Romans 12:14; absolutely, <460412>1 Corinthians 4:12; <600309>1 Peter 3:9;
of one taking leave, <422450>Luke 24:50f; of one at the point of death,
<581120>Hebrews 11:20f (<014809>Genesis 48:9); in congratulations, <580701>Hebrews
7:1,6f (<011419>Genesis 14:19); <411016>Mark 10:16 R G L; <420234>Luke 2:34;
euloghmenov (ËWrB;), praised, blessed (cf. euloghtov): <402109>Matthew
21:9; 23:39; <411109>Mark 11:9f; <421335>Luke 13:35; 19:38; <431213>John 12:13 (in all
which passages it is an acclamation borrowed from: <19B702>Psalm 117:26
(<19B826>Psalm 118:26)).

3. with the accusative of a thing, “to consecrate a thing with solemn
prayers; to ask God’s blessing on a thing, pray him to bless it to one’s use,
pronounce a consecratory blessing on”: icqudia, <410807>Mark 8:7 L Tr WH;
touv artouv, <420916>Luke 9:16; to pothrion, <461016>1 Corinthians 10:16; thn
qusian, <090913>1 Samuel 9:13; and perhaps ton arton, <402626>Matthew 26:26;
<411422>Mark 14:22 (but see above under 1); cf. Rückert, Das Abendmahl, p.
220f.

4. of God, “to cause to prosper, to make happy, to bestow blessings on,”
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 32): tina, <440326>Acts 3:26; followed by en with the
dative of the blessing, en pash eulogia, with every kind of blessing,
<490103>Ephesians 1:3 (en agaqoiv, Test xii. Patr. (test. Jos. sec. 18), p. 722
(en eulogiaiv ghv, en prwtogenhmasi karpwn, test. Isach. sec. 5, p.
626f)); eulogwn euloghsw se (after the Hebrew, <012217>Genesis 22:17; see
eidw, I. 1 a. (for references)), I will bestow on thee the greatest blessings,
<580614>Hebrews 6:14; <480308>Galatians 3:8 Rec.elz bez (see eneulogew),
<480309>Galatians 3:9; euloghmenov “favored of God, blessed,” <420142>Luke 1:42b
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(cf. <052804>Deuteronomy 28:4); en gunaixi, blessed among women, i.e.
before all other women, <420128>Luke 1:28 R G L Tr text brackets; 42a (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 246 (231); (Buttmann, 83 (73))); euloghmenoi tou
patrov (equivalent to uJpo tou patrov, like euloghmenoi uJpo Qeou,
<236109>Isaiah 61:9; 65:23; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 189 (178) and sec. 30, 4; (cf.
Buttmann, sec. 132, 23)), appointed to eternal salvation by my father,
<402534>Matthew 25:34. (Compare: eneulogew, kateulogew.)*

{2128} euloghtov, euloghton (eulogew), the Septuagint for ËWrB;, a
Biblical and ecclesiastical word; “blessed, praised,” Vulgate benedictus:
applied to God, <420168>Luke 1:68; <450125>Romans 1:25; 9:5 (on its position here
cf. Winer’s Grammar, 551 (512f); <196820>Psalm 68:20 (<196702>Psalm 67:20);
<012729>Genesis 27:29; Psalms of Solomon 8, 40. 41; also <111009>1 Kings 10:9;
<140908>2 Chronicles 9:8; <180121>Job 1:21; <19B202>Psalm 112:2 (<19B302>Psalm 113:2);
<080219>Ruth 2:19; <270220>Daniel 2:20, and especially the elaborate discussion of
Romans, the passage cited by Professors Dwight and Abbot in the Journal
of the Society for Biblical Literature, etc. i., pp. 22-55, 87-154 (1882));
<470103>2 Corinthians 1:3; 11:31; <490103>Ephesians 1:3; <600103>1 Peter 1:3; cf.
Buttmann, sec. 129, 22 Rem. (contra, Winer’s Grammar, 586 (545); Meyer
on <480105>Galatians 1:5); absolutely oJ euloghtov, of God: <411461>Mark 14:61.
(The distinction between euloghtov and euloghmenov is thus stated by
Philo (de migr. Abr. sec. 19, 1:453 Mang.): euloghtov, ou monon
euloghmenov ... to men gar tw pefukenai, to de tw nomizesqai
legetai monon ... tw pefukenai eulogiav axion ... oJper euloghton
en toiv crhsmoiv adetai. Cf. <011419>Genesis 14:19,20; <092532>1 Samuel
25:32,33; Tobit 11:16, the Sinaiticus manuscript; contra, Jud. 13:18.
Euloghtov is applied to men in <012431>Genesis 24:31; 26:29; <050714>Deuteronomy
7:14; <071702>Judges 17:2; <091513>1 Samuel 15:13; <080220>Ruth 2:20; Judith and Tobit
as above etc. See Prof. Abbot’s careful exposition as above, p. 152f.)*

{2129} eulogia, eulogiav, hJ (eulogov); the Septuagint for hk;r;B];
Vulgate benedictio; as in classical Greek:

1. “praise, laudation, panegyric”: of God or Christ, <660512>Revelation 5:12,13;
7:12.

2. “fine discourse, polished language”: Plato, rep. 3, p. 400 d.; Luc.
Lexiph. 1; in a bad sense, language artfully adapted to captivate the hearer,
“fair speaking, fine speeches”: <451618>Romans 16:18 (joined with
crhstologia, the latter relating to the substance, eulogia to the
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expression); plural in Aesop, fab. 229, p. 150 edition Cor. ean su
eulogiav euporhv, egwge sou ou khdomai (but why not genitive
singular?). By a usage unknown to native Greeks.

3. “an invocation of blessings, benediction”: <581217>Hebrews 12:17; <590310>James
3:10, (<012735>Genesis 27:35f,38, others; Sir. 3:8; 37:24; Josephus, Antiquities
4, 8, 44); see eulogew, 2.

4. “consecration”: to pothrion thv eulogiav, the consecrated cup (for
that this is the meaning is evident from the explanatory adjunct oJ
eulogoumen, see eulogew 3 (others besides; cf. Meyer edition Heinrici at
the passage; Winer’s Grammar, 189 (178))), <461016>1 Corinthians 10:16.

5. “a (concrete) blessing, benefit” (<051126>Deuteronomy 11:26, etc.; Sir. 7:32;
39:22, etc.); universally, <600309>1 Peter 3:9; of the blessings of Christianity,
<451529>Romans 15:29; <490103>Ephesians 1:3; hJ eulogia tou Abraam the
salvation (by the Messiah) promised to Abraham, <480314>Galatians 3:14; of the
continual fertility of the soil granted by God, <580607>Hebrews 6:7 (<032521>Leviticus
25:21; uJetov eulogiav, <263426>Ezekiel 34:26; cf. eulogein agron,
<012727>Genesis 27:27); of the blessing of a collection sent from Christians to
their brethren, <470905>2 Corinthians 9:5 (of the gifts of men, <013311>Genesis 33:11;
<070115>Judges 1:15; <092527>1 Samuel 25:27); ep’ eulogiaiv, that blessings may
accrue, “bountifully” (opposed to feidomenwv), <470906>2 Corinthians 9:6 (see
epi, B. 2 e., p. 234a top).*

{2130} eumetadotov, eumetadoton (eu and metadidwmi), “ready or
free to impart; liberal”: <540618>1 Timothy 6:18 (A.V. “ready to distribute”).
(Antoninus 1, 14; 6, 48.)*

{2131} Eunikh (Rst Euneikh (see ei, i); literally, conquering well),
Eunikhv, hJ, “Eunice,” the mother of Timothy: <550105>2 Timothy 1:5.*

{2132} eunoew, eunow; (eunwv); “to wish (one) well; to be well-
disposed, of a peaceable spirit”: tini, toward anyone, <400525>Matthew 5:25. (3
Macc. 7:11; Sophocles, Aristophanes, Xenophon, Polybius, Plutarch,
Herodian)*

{2133} eunoia, eunoiav, hJ (eunwv), “good-will, kindness”: <460703>1
Corinthians 7:3 Rec.; met’ eunoiav, <490607>Ephesians 6:7. (From Aeschylus
down.)*
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{2134} eunoucizw: 1 aorist eunoucisa; 1 aorist passive eunoucisqhn;
(on the augment cf. Buttmann, 34 (30); WH’s Appendix, p. 162); “to
castrate, unman”: passive uJpo tinov, <401912>Matthew 19:12a; metaphorically,
eunoucizein eJauton, to make oneself a eunuch, viz. by abstaining (like a
eunuch) from marriage, <401912>Matthew 19:12b. (Josephus, Antiquities 10, 2,
2; Lucian, Dio Cassius, others.)*

{2135} eunoucov, eunoucou, oJ (from eunh a bed, and ecw), the
Septuagint syris;; from Herodotus down; properly, “a bed-keeper, bed-
guard, superintendent of the bedchamber, chamberlain,” in the palace of
oriental monarchs who support numerous wives; “the superintendent of the
women’s apartment or harem,” an office held by eunuchs; hence, a. “an
emasculated man, a eunuch”: <401912>Matthew 19:12b. But eunuchs in oriental
courts held other offices of greater or less importance, like the oversight of
the treasury, held by the Ethiopian eunuch mentioned in <440827>Acts
8:27,34,36,38f; cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus, ii., p. 973; (B. D. under the word
Eunuch). b. “one naturally incapacitated — either for marriage,”
<401912>Matthew 19:12a; or “for begetting children,” Sap. 3:14, cf. Grimm,
exgt. Hdb. at the passage c. “one who voluntarily abstains from marriage”:
<401912>Matthew 19:12c. Fischer, Deuteronomy vitiis lexamples N.T. etc., p.
485ff treats of the word more fully.*

{2136} Euodia ((literally, prosperous journey), Euwdia Rst (literally,
fragrant)), Euodiav, hJ, “Euodia,” a Christian woman (transformed by
A.V. into a man, “Euodias”): <500402>Philippians 4:2 (see Lightfoot at the
passage).*

{2137} euodow, euodw: (passive, present euodoumai; future
euodwqhsomai; 1 aorist subjunctive euodwqh, <461602>1 Corinthians 16:2
WH marginal reading who regard the euodwtai of the text here as perfect
(either indicative or subjunctive) see their Appendix, p. 172); (euodov); the
Septuagint principally for jlæx; and jiylix]hi; “to grant a prosperous and
expeditious journey, to lead by a direct and easy way”: <012448>Genesis 24:48:
much more frequent tropically, “to grant a successful issue, to cause to
prosper”: ti, as thn oJdon tinov, <012421>Genesis 24:21,40; <235511>Isaiah 55:11,
etc.; ta erga tinov, Sap. 11:1; in the passive always tropical, “to prosper,
be successful”: of persons, <060108>Joshua 1:8; <202813>Proverbs 28:13; <141312>2
Chronicles 13:12; 18:11, etc.; <640102>3 John 1:2; eipwv euodwqhsomai
elqein “if haply I shall be so fortunate as to come,” <450110>Romans 1:10; of
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things: 2 Esdr. 5:8; Tobit 4:19; 1 Macc. 3:6, etc.; tw Kleomenei
euwdwqh to prhgma, Herodotus 6, 73; oJ, ti an euodwtai (see above, at
the beginning) whatever (business) has prospered, i.e. (contextually) its
gains, <461602>1 Corinthians 16:2.*

euparedrov, euparedron (eu, and paredrov (sitting beside)), sitting
constantly by; assiduous:” prov to euparedron tw kuriw, that ye may
be constantly devoted to the Lord and his cause, <460735>1 Corinthians 7:35, for
Rec. euprosedron, which does not differ in sense (A.V. “attend upon”).
(Hesychius euparedron kalwv paramenon.)*

{2138} eupeiqhv, eupeiqev (eu, and peiqomai to comply with, obey),
“easily obeying, compliant” (A.V. “easy to be intreated”): <590317>James 3:17.
(Aeschylus, Xenophon, Plato, and following.)*

{2139} euperistatov, euperistaton (from eu and peristhmi),
“skilfully surrounding” i.e. “besetting,” namely, to prevent or retard
running: <581201>Hebrews 12:1 (some passively (cf. Isocrates 135 e.), “well or
much admired” (cf. R. V. marginal reading)). (Not found elsewhere.)*

{2140} eupoiia (eupoiia WH (cf. Iota, at the end)), eupoiiav, hJ
(eupoiov), “a doing good, beneficence”: <581316>Hebrews 13:16; Arrian exp.
Alex. 7, 28, 8; Alciphron 1, 10; Lucian, imag. 21; a benefit, kindness,
Josephus, Antiquities 2, 11, 2; (plural, ibid. 19, 9, 1).*

{2141} euporew, and (especially in later Greek) middle euporeomai,
euporoumai: imperfect 3 person singular huporeito (R G) and euporew
(L T Tr WH; for references see eudokew, at the beginning); (euporov,
well off); “to be well off, have means”: <441129>Acts 11:29 (A.V. according to
his ability). (<032526>Leviticus 25:26,28,49; often in the classics.)*

{2142} euporia, euporiav, hJ (euporov, see the preceding word),
“riches, means, wealth”: <441925>Acts 19:25. (Xenophon, Plato, others; in
different senses in different authors.)*

{2143} euprepeia, euprepeiav, hJ (euprephv well-looking), “goodly
appearance, shapeliness, beauty, comeliness”: tou proswpou, <590111>James
1:11. (Thucydides, Plato, Aeschines, Polybius, Plutarch; the Septuagint.)*

{2144} euprosdektov, euprosdekton (eu and prosdecomai), “well-
received, accepted, acceptable”: <451516>Romans 15:16; <470602>2 Corinthians 6:2;
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8:12; tini, <451531>Romans 15:31; <600205>1 Peter 2:5. (Plutarch, praecept. rei publ.
ger. c. 4, 17, p. 801 c.; ecclesiastical writings.)*

{2145} euprosedrov, euprosedron (eu, and prosedrov (sitting
near)), see euparedrov.

{2146} euproswpew, euproswpw: 1 aorist infinitive euproswphsai;
(euproswpov fair of face, of good appearance); “to make a fair show; to
please” (a weak translation (?); yet Vulgate placere): en, sarki, in things
pertaining to the flesh, <480612>Galatians 6:12. (Elsewhere only in Chrysost.
hom. ad Ephesians 22 sec. 5, Works, xi. 173 c., Montf. edition (variant)
and several times in Byzantine writings (cf. Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the
word).)*

{2148} eurakulwn, eurakulwnov, oJ (from eurov and Latin aquilo,
like euronotov, and euroauster (Buttmann, 16 (15))), Vulgate euroaquilo;
the “Euraquilo,” a “N. E. wind”: <442714>Acts 27:14 L T Tr WH, for Rec.
eurokludwn (Griesbach, euruklwn) which see. (Not found elsewhere.)
(B. D., see under the word, Euroclydon.)*

{2147} eJuriskw; imperfect eJuriskon (<411455>Mark 14:55 (R G T);
<421948>Luke 19:48 (R G T); <440711>Acts 7:11 (except Tr WH)) and more rarely
hJuriskon (cf. Kühner, sec. 343, i. 825f (especially Veitch, under the word
at the end) and references under eudokew); future eJurhsw; perfect
eJurhka; 1 aorist eJurhsa (which aorist, unknown to the earlier Greeks,
occurs in Aesop fab. 131 (f. 41 edition Furia, p. 333 edition Cor.);
Manetho, 5, 137 and in Byzantine writings; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 721;
Winer’s Grammar, 86 (82); (cf. Buttmann, 36 (31))), <661814>Revelation 18:14
Rec.; 2 aorist eJuron, 1 person plural in Alexandrian LXX form L WH’s
Appendix, p. 164; Buttmann, 39 (34); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 1 (see
apercomai)) eJuramen, <422302>Luke 23:2 T Tr WH, 3 person plural eJuran,
<420835>Luke 8:35 Tr WH; <440510>Acts 5:10 Tr (in the Septuagint often eJurosan);
passive, present eJuriskomai; imperfect 3 person singular eJurisketo,
<581105>Hebrews 11:5 R G, hJurisketo L T Tr WH (cf. Bleek and Delitzsch at
the passage (Veitch, as above)); 1 aorist eJureqhn; future eJureqhsomai; 2
aorist middle eJuromhn and later eJuramhn (<580912>Hebrews 9:12 (cf.
references above (on 2 aorist active))); the Septuagint numberless times for
ax;m;, sometimes for giCihi to attain to, and for Chaldean jkæv]; (from
Homer down); “to find”; i.e.
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1. properly, “to come upon, hit upon, to meet with”; a. after searching, “to
find a thing sought”: absolutely, opposed to zhtein, <400707>Matthew 7:7f;
<421109>Luke 11:9f (zhtei kai eJurhseiv, Epictetus diss. 4, 1, 51); tina,
<400208>Matthew 2:8; <410137>Mark 1:37; <420245>Luke 2:45; <441126>Acts 11:26 (25); 13:22;
<470213>2 Corinthians 2:13 (12); <550117>2 Timothy 1:17; <662015>Revelation 20:15, etc.;
ouc eJurisketo, he had vanished, <581105>Hebrews 11:5; with a specification of
place added: peran with the genitive <430625>John 6:25; en with the dative
<440522>Acts 5:22; eJureqh eiv, <440840>Acts 8:40 (see eiv, C. 2); with the
accusative of the thing, <400714>Matthew 7:14; 13:46; 18:13; <422403>Luke 24:3;
<431009>John 10:9; <440711>Acts 7:11; <450718>Romans 7:18 Rec., etc.; followed by
indirect discourse, <420519>Luke 5:19; ouc eJureqhsan, had disappeared,
<661620>Revelation 16:20, cf. <661821>Revelation 18:21; with the dative of
advantage, <662011>Revelation 20:11; followed by en with the dative of place,
<402119>Matthew 21:19; <661208>Revelation 12:8. tina or ti zhtein kai ouc
eJuriskein: <401243>Matthew 12:43; 26:60; <411455>Mark 14:55; <421124>Luke 11:24;
13:6f; <430734>John 7:34; <660906>Revelation 9:6 (<120217>2 Kings 2:17; <160764>Nehemiah
7:64; <190903>Psalm 9:36 (<191015>Psalm 10:15); <210729>Ecclesiastes 7:29; <262230>Ezekiel
22:30; 26:21 Aldine LXX; Complutensian LXX; <280207>Hosea 2:7); gh kai ta
en auth erga eJureqhsetai “shall be found” namely, for destruction, i.e.
will be unable to hide themselves from the doom decreed them by God,
<610310>2 Peter 3:10 Tr WH, after the strange but improbable reading of
manuscripts a B and other authorities; (see WH. Introductory sec. 365 and
Appendix at the passage). b. without previous search, “to find (by chance),
to fall in with”: tina, <401828>Matthew 18:28; 27:32; <430141>John 1:41 (42), 45
(46); 5:14; 9:35; <441306>Acts 13:6; 18:2; 19:1; 28:14; followed by en with the
dative of place, <430214>John 2:14. ti, <401344>Matthew 13:44; 17:27; <420417>Luke 4:17;
<431214>John 12:14; <441723>Acts 17:23; followed by en, with the dative of place,
<400810>Matthew 8:10; <420709>Luke 7:9. c. eJuriskw tina or ti with a predicate
accusative is used of those who come or return to a place, the predicate
participle or adjective describing the state or condition in which the person
or thing met with is found, or the action which one is found engaged in:
with an adjective, <440510>Acts 5:10; <470904>2 Corinthians 9:4; 12:20; with a
participle (cf. Buttmann, 301 (258)), <401244>Matthew 12:44; 20:6; 21:2; 24:46;
26:40,43; <411102>Mark 11:2; 13:36; 14:37,40; <420212>Luke 2:12; 7:10; 8:35;
11:25; 12:37,43; 19:30; 23:2; 24:2,33; <440523>Acts 5:23; 9:2; 10:27; 21:2;
24:12,18; 27:6; followed by kaqwv, <411416>Mark 14:16; <421932>Luke 19:32;
22:13; followed by a predicate substantive to which onta must be
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supplied, <442405>Acts 24:5 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 45, 6 b.; Buttmann, 304
(261)).

2. tropically, “to find by inquiry, thought, examination, scrutiny,
observation, hearing; to find out by practice and experience,” i.e. “to see,
learn, discover, understand”: kathgorian, <420607>Luke 6:7 (T Tr text WH
kathgorein); tina followed by participle in the predicate, <442329>Acts 23:29;
by oJti, <450721>Romans 7:21; after an examination (peirazein), tina (ti) with
a predicate adjective (participle), <660302>Revelation 3:2; of a judge: aitian
qanatou, <441328>Acts 13:28; aitian, kakon, adikhma en tini, <431838>John
18:38; 19:4,6; <442309>Acts 23:9; 24:20; after a computation, with an accusative
of the price or measure, <441919>Acts 19:19; 27:28; after deliberation, to ti
poihswsi, <421948>Luke 19:48; to pwv kolaswntai autouv, <440421>Acts 4:21.
Passive eJuriskomai “to be found,” i.e. “to be seen, be present”: <420936>Luke
9:36 (<011831>Genesis 18:31); often like the Hebrew ax;m]ni “to be discovered,
recognized, detected, to show oneself out,” of one’s character or state as
found out by others (men, God, or both) (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65,
8): eJureqh en gastri ecousa, <400118>Matthew 1:18; iJna eJureqwsi kaqwv
kai hJmeiv, <471112>2 Corinthians 11:12; eJureqh moi hJ entolh eiv qanaton
namely, ousa, the commandment, as I found by experience, brought death
to me, <450710>Romans 7:10; add, <421718>Luke 17:18 (none showed themselves as
having returned); <440539>Acts 5:39; <460402>1 Corinthians 4:2; 15:15; <470503>2
Corinthians 5:3; <480217>Galatians 2:17; <600107>1 Peter 1:7; <660504>Revelation 5:4;
tini, the dative of the person taking cognizance and judging (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 31, 10; Buttmann, 187 (162)), <610314>2 Peter 3:14 (add <471220>2
Corinthians 12:20, yet cf. Buttmann, the passage cited and sec. 133, 14;
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 4 a.); iJna eJureqw en autw i.e. en Cristw,
namely, wn, <500309>Philippians 3:9; schmati eJureqeiv wJv anqrwpov,
<502007>Philippians 2:7 (8) (Josephus, b. j. 3, 6, 1; so the Latin incenior, Cicero,
de amic. 19, 70; reperior, Tuscul. i. 39, 94). eJuriskein Qeon (opposed to
zhtein auton, see zhtew, 1 c. (cf. ekzhtew, a.)), “to get knowledge of,
come to know, God,” <441727>Acts 17:27; eJurisketai (oJ Qeov) tini,
discloses the knowledge of himself to one, Sap. 1:2; cf. Grimm, exgt. Hdb.
at the passage (who refers to Philo, monarch. i. sec. 5; Origen contra
Celsus 7, 42). On the other hand, in the O.T. eJurisketai oJ Qeov is used
“of God heaving prayer, granting aid implored” (<132809>1 Chronicles 28:9;
<141502>2 Chronicles 15:2,4,15; <243613>Jeremiah 36:13 (<242913>Jeremiah 29:13)); hence,
eJureqhn (L and Tr in brackets WH marginal reading add en) toiv eme mh
zhtousi, <451020>Romans 10:20 from <236501>Isaiah 65:1, means, according to
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Paul’s conception, “I granted the knowledge and deliverance of the
gospel”.

3. Middle, as in Greek writings, “to find for oneself, to acquire, get, obtain,
procure”: lutrwsin, <580912>Hebrews 9:12; contrary to better Greek usage,
the active is often used in the Scriptures in the same sense (cf. Buttmann,
193 (167); Winer’s Grammar, 18; 33 (32) n.): thn yuchn, <401039>Matthew
10:39; 16:25; anapausin, (Sir. 11:19) taiv yucaiv uJmwn, <401129>Matthew
11:29; metanoiav topon, place for recalling the decision, changing the
mind (of his father), <581217>Hebrews 12:17 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 147 (139));
skhnwma tw Qew, opportunity of building a house for God, <440746>Acts
7:46; carin eJurwmen, grace, favor, <580416>Hebrews 4:16; carin para tw
Qew, <420130>Luke 1:30; enwpion, tou Qeou, <440746>Acts 7:46; eleov para
kuriou, <550118>2 Timothy 1:18; (ax;m; ˆje yney[eB], <010608>Genesis 6:8; 18:3; 30:27;
32:6; <023312>Exodus 33:12; <052401>Deuteronomy 24:1, etc.; 1 Esdr. 8:4).
(Compare: aneuriskw.)

{2148} Eurokludwn, Eurokludwnov, oJ (from Eurov the southeast
wind, and kludwn a wave), “a southeast wind raising mighty waves”:
<442714>Acts 27:14 Rec. But respectable authorities read eurukludwn,
preferred by Griesbach, et al., from euruv broad, and kludwn, “a wind
causing broad waves” (German der Breitspülende, the “Wide-washer”);
Etymologicum Magnum, p. 772, 30 under the word tufwn. “tufwn gar
estin hJ tou anemou sfodra pnoh, oJv kai eurukludwn kaleitai.”
Others eurakulwn, which see*

{2149} eurucwrov, eurucwron (euruv broad, and cwra), “spacious,
broad”: <400713>Matthew 7:13. (the Septuagint; Aristotle, h. anim. 10, 5 (p.
637a, 32); Diodorus 19, 84; Josephus, Antiquities 1, 18, 2; (8, 5, 3; contra
Apion 1, 18, 2).)*

{2150} eusebeia, eusebeiav, hJ (eusebhv), “reverence, respect”; in the
Bible everywhere “piety toward God, godliness”: <440312>Acts 3:12; <540202>1
Timothy 2:2; 4:7,8; 6:5f,11; <550305>2 Timothy 3:5; <610103>2 Peter 1:3,6f; hJ kat’
eusebeian didaskalia, the doctrine that promotes godliness, <540603>1
Timothy 6:3 (see kata, II. 3 d.); hJ alhqeia hJ kat’ eusebeian, the truth
that leads to godliness, <560101>Titus 1:1; to musthrion thv eusebeiav, the
mystery which is held by godliness and nourishes it, <540316>1 Timothy 3:16; in
plural, aims and acts of godliness, <610311>2 Peter 3:11; cf. Pfieiderer,
Paulinism., p. 477f (English translation, ii. 209f). (Aeschylus, Sophocles,
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Xenophon, Plato, and following; often in Josephus; the Septuagint
<200107>Proverbs 1:7; 13:11; <231102>Isaiah 11:2; Sap. 10:12; often in 4 Macc.; prov
ton Qeon, Josephus, Antiquities 18, 5, 2; (peri to Qeion) contra Apion
1, 22, 2; eiv Qeouv kai goneav, Plato, rep. 10, p. 615 c.) (Cf. Schmidt,
chapter 181.)*

{2151} eusebew, eusebw (eusebhv); “to be eusebhv (pious), to act
piously or reverently” (toward God, one’s country, magistrates, relations,
and all to whom dutiful regard or reverence is due); in secular authors
followed by eiv, peri, prov tina; rarely also transitive, as Aeschylus Ag.
338 (touv Qeouv) and in the Bible: ton idion oikon, <540504>1 Timothy 5:4;
Qeon, to worship God, <441723>Acts 17:23; 4 Macc. 5:24 (23) variant; 11:5;
(Josephus, contra Apion 2, 11, 1).*

{2152} eusebhv, eusebev (eu and sebomai), “pious, dutiful” (toward
God (A.V. “devout, godly”); eusebew): <441002>Acts 10:2,7; 22:12 R G; <610209>2
Peter 2:9. ((Theognis), Pindar, Tragg., Aristophanes, Plato, others; thrice
in the Septuagint for bydin; noble, generous, <233208>Isaiah 32:8; for qyDixæ,
<232416>Isaiah 24:16; 26:7; often in Sirach (circa 132 B. C.? and 4 Maccabees
(1st century B. C.?)) (Cf. Trench, sec. xlviii.)*

{2153} eusebwv, adverb, “piously, godly”: zhn, <550312>2 Timothy 3:12;
<560212>Titus 2:12. (Pindar (eusebewv), Sophocles, Xenophon, Plato, others; 4
Macc. 7:21 (Fritzsche omits).)*

{2154} eushmov, eushmon (eu and shma a sign), “well-marked, clear
and definite, distinct”: logov, <461409>1 Corinthians 14:9 (A.V. “easy to be
understood”). (Aeschylus (Sophocles), Theophrastus, Polybius, Plutarch.)*

{2155} eusplagcnov, eusplagcnon (eu and splagcnon, which see),
properly, “having strong bowels”; once so in Hippocrates (430 B. C.), p.
89 c. (edited by Foës., i. 197, Kühn edition); in Biblical and ecclesiastical
lang. “compassionate, tender-hearted”: <490432>Ephesians 4:32; <600308>1 Peter 3:8;
prec. Manass. 7 ((see the Septuagint, Tdf. edition, Proleg. sec. 29); Test
xii. Putt. test. Zab. sec. 9; cf. Harnack’s note on Hermas, vis. 1, 2).*

{2156} euschmonwv, adverb (see euschmwn), “in a seemly manner,
decently”: <461440>1 Corinthians 14:40; peripatein, <451313>Romans 13:13; <520412>1
Thessalonians 4:12. (Aristophanes vesp. 1210; Xenophon, mem. 3, 12, 4;
Cyril 1, 3, 8f; others.)*
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{2157} euschmosunh, euschmosunhv, hJ (euschmwn, which see),
“charm or elegance of figure, external beauty, decorum, modesty,
seemliness” (Xenophon, Plato, Polybius, Diodorus, Plutarch); of external
charm, comeliness: <461223>1 Corinthians 12:23.*

{2158} euschmwn, euschmon (eu, and schma the figure, Latin habitus);

1. “of elegant figure, shapely, graceful, comely, bearing oneself becomingly
in speech or behavior” (Euripides, Aristophanes, Xenophon, Plato): ta
euschmona hJmwn, the comely parts of the body that need no covering
(opposed to ta aschmona hJmwn, verse 23), <461224>1 Corinthians 12:24; of
morals: prov to euschmon, to promote decorum, <460735>1 Corinthians 7:35.

2. in later usage (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 333), “of good standing, honorable,
influential, wealthy, respectable” (R. V. “of honorable estate”): <411543>Mark
15:43; <441350>Acts 13:50; 17:12. (Josephus, de vita sua sec. 9; Plutarch,
parallel. Graec. et Romans c. 15, p. 309 b.)*

{2159} eutonwv, adverb (from eutonov, and this from eu and teinw to
stretch (cf. “at full stretch, well strung,” etc.)), “vehemently, forcibly”:
<422310>Luke 23:10; <441828>Acts 18:28. (<060608>Joshua 6:8; 2 Macc. 12:23; Xenophon,
Hier. 9, 6; Aristophanes, Plutarch, 1095; Diodorus, others.)*

{2160} eutrapelia, eutrapeliav, hJ (from eutrapelov, from eu, and
trepw to turn: easily turning; nimble-witted, witty, sharp), “pleasantry,
humor, facetiousness” ((Hippocrates), Plato, rep. 8, p. 563a.; Diodorus 15,
6; 20, 63; Josephus, Antiquities 12, 4, 3; Plutarch, others); in a bad sense,
“scurrility, ribaldry, low jesting” (in which there is some acuteness):
<490504>Ephesians 5:4; in a milder sense, Aristotle, eth. 2, 7, 13; (hJ
eutrapelia pepaideumenh uJbriv estin, rhet. 2, 12, 16 (cf. Cope, in
the place cited); cf. Trench, sec. xxxiv.; Matthew Arnold, Irish Essays etc.,
p. 187ff (Speech at Eton) 1882).*

{2161} Eutucov (i.e. fortunate; on accent cf. Winer’s Grammar, 51;
Chandler sec. 331f), Eutucou, oJ, “Eutychus,” a young man restored to life
by Paul: <442009>Acts 20:9.*

{2162} eufhmia, eufhmiav, hJ (eufhmov, which see), properly, “the
utterance of good or auspicious words”; hence, “good report, praise”: <470608>2
Corinthians 6:8 (opp: to dusfhmia), as in Diodorus 1, 2 (4 edition,
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Dindorf); Aelian v. h. 3, 47. (In different senses in other authors from
Pindar, Sophocles, and Plato down.)*

{2163} eufhmov, eufhmon (eu and fhmh), “sounding well; uttering
words of good omen, speaking auspiciously”: neuter plural eufhma, things
spoken in a kindly spirit, with good-will to others, <500408>Philippians 4:8 (A.V.
“of good report” (R. V. marginal reading “gracious”)). (In very diverse
senses common in Greek writings from Aeschylus down.)*

{2164} euforew, euforw: 1 aorist euforhsa (Lachmann huforhsa,
see references in eudokew, at the beginning); (euforov (bearing well));
“to be fertile, bring forth plentifully”: <421216>Luke 12:16. (Josephus, b. j. 2, 21,
2; Hippocrates, Geoponica, others.)*

{2165} eufrainw; passive, present eufrainomai; imperfect
eufrainomhn (<440741>Acts 7:41, where a few manuscripts have hufrainw
(cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 162)); 1 aorist eufranqhn and L T Tr WH
hufranqhn (<440226>Acts 2:26; see references in eudokew, at the beginning);
1 future eufranqhsomai; (eu and frhn); in the Septuagint very often
actively for jMæcito make joyful, and passive for jmæc; to be joyful,

sometimes for ˆnær; to sing; in Greek writings from Homer down; “to
gladden, make joyful”: tina, <470202>2 Corinthians 2:2 (opposed to lupein).
Passive “to be glad, to be merry, to rejoice”: absolutely, <421603>Luke 16:32;
<440226>Acts 2:26 (from Psalm 15:9 (<191609>Psalm 16:9)); <451510>Romans 15:10 (fr.
<053243>Deuteronomy 32:43); <480427>Galatians 4:27 (from <235401>Isaiah 54:1);
<661110>Revelation 11:10; 12:12; en tini, “to rejoice in,” be delighted with, a
thing, <440741>Acts 7:41 (Xenophon, Hier. 1, 16); epi tini, <661820>Revelation
18:20 L T Tr WH (for Rec. ep’ authn); of the merriment of a feast,
<421219>Luke 12:19; 15:23f,29 (<051425>Deuteronomy 14:25 (26); 27:7); with
lamprwv added, to live sumptuously: <421619>Luke 16:19 (Homer, Odyssey 2,
311; Xenophon, Cyril 8, 7, 12).*

{2166} Eufrathv, Eufratou, oJ, “Euphrates,” a large and celebrated
river, which rises in the mountains of Armenia Major, flows through
Assyria, Syria, Mesopotamia and the city of Babylon, and empties into the
Persian Gulf (Hebrew tr;p] (i.e. (probably) ‘the great stream’ (<010118>Genesis
1:18); cf. Fried. Delitzsch, Wo lag d. Par., p. 169)): <660914>Revelation 9:14;
16:12. (B. D. under the word and references there.)*
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{2167} eufrosunh, eufrosunhv, hJ (eufrwn (well-minded, cheerful)),
from Homer down; “good cheer, joy, gladness”: <440228>Acts 2:28 (<191501>Psalm
15:11 (<191611>Psalm 16:11)); 14:17.*

{2168} eucaristew, eucaristw; 1 aorist eucaristhsa (<442735>Acts
27:35) and hucaristhsa (<450121>Romans 1:21 G L T Tr WH; see references
in eudokew, at the beginning); 1 aorist passive subjunctive 3 person
singular eucaristhqh (<470111>2 Corinthians 1:11); (eucaristov, which see);

1. “to be grateful, feel thankful”; so in the decree of the Byzantines in
Demosthenes pro cor., p. 257, 2.

2. “to give thanks” (so Posid. quoted in Athen. 5, p. 213 e.; Polybius,
Diodorus, Philo, Josephus, Plutarch, Epictetus, others; cf. Lob. ad Phryn.,
p. 18 (Winer’s Grammar, 23 (22))): tini, especially tw Qew, <421716>Luke
17:16; <442735>Acts 27:35; 28:15; <451406>Romans 14:6; 16:4; <461418>1 Corinthians
14:18 (see below); <500103>Philippians 1:3; <510103>Colossians 1:3,12; <570104>Philemon
1:4; (with the accusative (hence, as the nominative) in the passive, iJna ...
uJper twn agaqwn oJ Qeov eucaristhtai, Philo, quis rer. div. her. sec.
36). simply, so that tw Qew must be added mentally: <450121>Romans 1:21;
(<461417>1 Corinthians 14:17); <520518>1 Thessalonians 5:18; especially where the
giving of thanks customary at the beginning of a feast, or in general before
eating, is spoken of: <401530>Matthew 15:30; 26:27; <410806>Mark 8:6; 14:23;
<422217>Luke 22:17,19; <430611>John 6:11,23; <461124>1 Corinthians 11:24; eucaristein
tw Qew dia Ihsou Cristou, through Christ i.e. by Christ’s help (because
both the favors for which thanks are given and the gratitude which prompts
the thanks are due to Christ (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 378 (354) note)):
<450108>Romans 1:8; 7:2.) R WH marginal reading; <510317>Colossians 3:17; tw
Qew en onomati Cristou (see onoma, 2 c.), <490520>Ephesians 5:20. Of that
for or on account of which thanks are given to God, we find — peri
tinov, the genitive of person, concerning, with regard to one (<520102>1
Thessalonians 1:2); <530103>2 Thessalonians 1:3 (cf. Ellicott, in the place cited);
with oJti added epexegetically, <450108>Romans 1:8 (where R G uJper); <530213>2
Thessalonians 2:13; with addition of epi and the dative of the thing for, on
account of, which, <460104>1 Corinthians 1:4; uJper tinov, the genitive of
person, <490116>Ephesians 1:16; uJper with the genitive of the thing, “for, on
account of,” <461030>1 Corinthians 10:30; <490520>Ephesians 5:20; the matter or
ground of the thanksgiving is expressed by a following oJti: <421811>Luke
18:11; <431141>John 11:41; <460114>1 Corinthians 1:14; <520213>1 Thessalonians 2:13;
<661117>Revelation 11:17; or is added asyndetically without oJti, <461418>1
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Corinthians 14:18 (lalw L T Tr WH, for which R G lalwn, the
participle declaring the cause which prompts to thanksgiving (Winer’s
Grammar, 345f (324); Buttmann, 300 (258))). Once eucaristein ti, “for
a thing,” in the passage <470111>2 Corinthians 1:11 (cf. Buttmann, 148 (130);
Winer’s Grammar, 222 (209)); in the Fathers eucaristein ti is “to
consecrate a thing by giving thanks, to ‘bless’“: oJ eucaristhqeiv artov
kai oinov, Justin Martyr, Apology 1, 65 at the end; eucaristhqeisa
trofh, ibid. c. 66; eisin oJi eucaristousi yilon uJdwr, Clement of
Alexandria, strom. i., p. 317, Sylb. edition; (cf. Suicer, Thesaurus i., 1269.
“The words eucaristov, eucaristein, eucaristia, occur in St. Paul’s
writings alone of the apostolic Epistles” (Lightfoot; cf. Ellicott on
<510112>Colossians 1:12)).*

{2169} eucaristia, eucaristiav, hJ (eucaristov, which see);

1. “thankfulness”: decree of the Byzantines in Demosthenes, p. 256, 19;
Polybius 8, 14, 8; Additions to <170604>Esther 6:4, Fritzsche edition; 2 Macc.
2:27; Sir. 37:11; prov tina, Diodorus 17, 59; Josephus, Antiquities 3, 3.

2. “the giving of thanks”: <442403>Acts 24:3; for God’s blessings, <461416>1
Corinthians 14:16; <470415>2 Corinthians 4:15; <490504>Ephesians 5:4 (cf. <520518>1
Thessalonians 5:18); <500406>Philippians 4:6; <510207>Colossians 2:7; 4:2; <520309>1
Thessalonians 3:9; <540403>1 Timothy 4:3f; <660409>Revelation 4:9; 7:12; with the
dative of the person to whom thanks are given: tw Qew (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 31, 3; (Buttmann, 180 (156)); Kühner, sec. 424, 1), <470911>2
Corinthians 9:11 (tou Qeou, Sap. 16:28); in plural, <470912>2 Corinthians 9:12;
<540201>1 Timothy 2:1.*

{2170} eucaristov, eucariston (eu and carizomai), “mindful of
favors, grateful, thankful”: to God, <510315>Colossians 3:15 (Xenophon, Cyril 8,
3, 49; Plutarch; others); “pleasing, agreeable” (cf. English “grateful” in its
secondary sense): eucaristoi logoi, pleasant conversation, Xenophon,
Cyril 2, 2, 1; “acceptable to others, winning”: gunh eucaristov egeirei
andri doxan, <201116>Proverbs 11:16; “liberal, beneficent,” Diodorus 18, 28.*

{2171} euch, euchv, hJ (eucomai (from Homer down);

1. “a prayer to God”: <590515>James 5:15.

2. “a vow” (often so in the Septuagint for rd,næ and rd,n,, also for rz,ne
consecration, see aJgnizw): euchn ecein, to have taken a vow, <441818>Acts
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18:18; with ef’ eJautwn added (see epi, A. I. 1 f., p. 232a), <442123>Acts
21:23.*

{2172} eucomai; imperfect hucomhn (<450903>Romans 9:3) and eucomhn
(<442729>Acts 27:29 T Tr, see eudokew at the beginning (cf. Veitch, under the
word; Tdf. Proleg., p. 121)); (1 aorist middle euxamhn <442629>Acts 26:29
Tdf., where others read the optative eucaimhn; deponent verb, cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 38, 7);

1. “to pray to God” (the Septuagint in this sense for lLepæt]hi and rtæ[;):
tw Qew (as very often in classical Greek from Homer down (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 212 (199); Buttmann, 177 (154))), followed by the accusative
with an infinitive, <442629>Acts 26:29; prov ton Qeon (Xenophon, mem. 1, 3,
2; symp. 4, 55; often in the Septuagint), followed by the accusative with
infinitive <471307>2 Corinthians 13:7; uJper with the genitive of person, “for
one,” <590516>James 5:16 where L WH text Tr marginal reading proseucesqe
(Xenophon, mem. 2, 2, 10). (Synonym: see aitew, at the end)

2. “to wish”: ti, <471309>2 Corinthians 13:9; followed by the accusative with an
infinitive <640102>3 John 1:2 (others, adhere to the religious sense, “to pray,
pray for,” in both the preceding passages); <442729>Acts 27:29; hucomhn (on
this use of the imperfect cf. Winer’s Grammar, 283 (266); Buttmann, sec.
139, 15; (Lightfoot on <570113>Philemon 1:13)) einai, I could wish to be,
<450903>Romans 9:3. (Compare: proseucomai.)*

{2173} eucrhstov, eucrhston (eu and craomai), “easy to make use of,
useful”: with the dative of person <550221>2 Timothy 2:21; opposed to
acrhstov, <570111>Philemon 1:11; eiv ti, for a thing, <550411>2 Timothy 4:11.
(Diodorus 5, 40; Sap. 13:13; prov ti, Xenophon, mem. 3, 8, 5.)*

{2174} euyucew, euyucw; (euyucov); “to be of good courage, to be of
a cheerful spirit”: <505619>Philippians 2:19. (Josephus, Antiquities 11, 6, 9;
(Pollux 3, 28 sec. 135 at the end); in epitaphs, euyucei! equivalent to
Latin have pia anima!)*

{2175} euwdia, euwdiav, hJ (from euwdhv; and this from eu and ozw,
perfect odwda);

a. “a sweet smell, fragrance,” (Xenophon, Plato, Plutarch, Herodian,
others); metaphorically, Cristou euwdia esmen tw Qew, i.e. (dropping
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the figurative) our efficiency in which the power of Christ himself is at
work is well-pleasing to God, <470215>2 Corinthians 2:15.

b. “a fragrant or sweet-smelling thing, incense”: Diodorus 1, 84; 1 Esdr.
1:11, etc.; hence, osmh euwdiav, “an odor of something sweet-smelling,”
in the Septuagint often for jæyræ jæwOjyni, “an odor of acquiescence,
satisfaction; a sweet odor,” spoken of the smell of sacrifices and oblations,
<022918>Exodus 29:18; <030109>Leviticus 1:9,13,17, etc., agreeably to the ancient
(anthropopathic) notion that God smells and is pleased with the odor of
sacrifices, <010821>Genesis 8:21; in the N.T. by a metaphor borrowed from
sacrifices, “a thing well-pleasing to God”: <490502>Ephesians 5:2; <500418>Philippians
4:18 (Winer’s Grammar, 605 (562) cf. 237 (222)).*

(Euwdia, Euwdiav, <500402>Philippians 4:2 Rec.st for Euodia, which see)

{2176} euwnumov, euwnumon (eu and onoma);

1. “of good name” (Hesiod, Pindar), and “of good omen” (Plato, polit., p.
302 d.; legg. 6, p. 754 e.); in the latter sense used in taking auguries; but
those omens were euphemistically called euwnuma which in fact were
regarded as unlucky, i.e. which came “from the left, sinister” omens (for
which a “good name” was desired); hence,

2. “left” (so from Aeschylus and Herodotus down): <442103>Acts 21:3;
<661002>Revelation 10:2; ex euwnumwn (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 27, 3; sec.
19 under the word dexia; Buttmann, 89 (78)), on the left hand (to the
left): <402021>Matthew 20:21,23; 25:33,41; 27:38; <411037>Mark 10:37 (R G L), 40;
15:27.*

{2177} efallomai; 2 aorist participle efalomenov L T Tr WH; (epi
and aJllomai, which see); from Homer down; “to leap upon, spring
upon”: epi tina, <441916>Acts 19:16 (here RG present participle); (<091006>1
Samuel 10:6; 11:6; 16:13).*

{2178} efapax (Treg. in Hebrews ef’ aJpax; cf. Lipsius, gram. Unters.,
p. 127), adverb (from epi and aJpax (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 422 (393);
Buttmann, 321 (275))), “once; at once” i.e. a. our “all at once”: <461506>1
Corinthians 15:6. b. our “once for all”: <450610>Romans 6:10; <580727>Hebrews 7:27;
9:12; 10:10. (Lucian, Dio Cassius, others.)*

{1896} efeidon, see epeidon.
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{2179} Efesinov, Efesinh, Efesinon, “Ephesian”: <660201>Revelation 2:1
Rec.*

{2180} Efesiov, Efesia, Efesion (an) “Ephesian,” i.e. a native or
inhabitant of Ephesus: <441928>Acts 19:28,34f; 21:29.*

{2181} Efesov, Efesou, hJ, “Ephesus,” a maritime city of Asia Minor,
capital of Ionia and, under the Romans of proconsular Asia (see Asia),
situated on the Icarian Sea between Smyrna and Miletus. Its chief splendor
and renown came from the temple of Artemis, which was reckoned one of
the wonders of the world. It was burned down B. C. 356 by Herostratus,
rebuilt at the common expense of Greece under the supervision of
Deinocrates (Pausanias, 7, 2, 6f; Livy 1, 45; Pliny, h. n. 5, 29 (31); 36, 14
(21)), and in the middle of the third century after Christ utterly destroyed
by the Goths. At Ephesus the apostle Paul founded a very flourishing
church, to which great praise is awarded in <660201>Revelation 2:1ff The name
of the city occurs in <441819>Acts 18:19,21,24; 19:1,17,26; 20:16f; <461532>1
Corinthians 15:32; 16:8; <490101>Ephesians 1:1 (where en Efesw is omitted by
the Sinaiticus manuscript and other ancient authorities (bracketed by T WH
Tr marginal reading; see WH’s Appendix at the passage; B. D. American
edition under the word Ephesians, The Epistle to the)); <540103>1 Timothy 1:3;
<550118>2 Timothy 1:18; 4:12; <660111>Revelation 1:11, and (according to G L T Tr
WH) 2:1. Cf. Zimmermann, Ephesus im 1. christl. Jahrh., Jena 1874;
(Wood, Discoveries at Ephesus (1877)).*

{2182} efeurethv, efeuretou, oJ (efeuriskw to find out), “an
inventor, contriver” (Anacreon (530 B. C.) 41 (36), 3; Schol. ad
Aristophanes ran. 1499): kakwn, <450130>Romans 1:30 (kakwn eJuretai,
Philo in Flacc. sec. 4 middle; oJ kainwn adikhmatwn eJurethv, ibid. sec.
10; pashv kakiav eJurethv, 2 Macc. 7:31; Sejanus facinorum omalum
repertor, Tacitus, ann. 4, 11).*

{2183} efhmeria, efhmeriav, hJ (efeemerios], efhmerion, by day,
lasting or acting for a day, daily), a word not found in secular authors; the
Septuagint in Chronicles and Nehemiah;

1. “a service limited to a stated series of days” (cf. German Tagdienst,
Wochendienst); so used of the service of the priests and Levites:
<161330>Nehemiah 13:30; <132508>1 Chronicles 25:8; <141310>2 Chronicles 13:10, etc.
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2. “the class or course itself of priests who for a week at a time performed
the duties of the priestly office” (German Wöchnerzunft): <132306>1 Chronicles
23:6; 28:13, etc.; 1 Esdr. 1:2,15; so twice in the N.T.: <420105>Luke 1:5,8. For
David divided the priests into twenty-four classes, each of which in its turn
discharged the duties of the office for an entire week from sabbath to
sabbath, <132404>1 Chronicles 24:4; <140814>2 Chronicles 8:14; <161224>Nehemiah 12:24;
these classes Josephus calls patriai and efhmeridev, Antiquities 7, 14,
7; de vita sua 1; Suidas, efhmeria. HJ patria legetai de kai hJ thv
hJmerav leitourgia. Cf. Fritzsche, commentary on 3 Esdras, p. 12. (BB.
DD. under the word Priests; Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, book ii.,
chapter iii.)*

{2184} efhmerov, efhmeron (equivalent to oJ epi hJmeran wn);

1. “lasting for a day” (Pindar, Hippocrates, Plutarch, Galen.; others).

2. “daily”: hJ trofh (Diodorus 3, 32; Dionysius Halicarnassus 8, 41;
Aristid. ii., p. 398 Jebb edition; 537, Dindorf edition)), <590215>James 2:15.*

{1896} efide, see epeidon.

{2185} efikneomai, efiknoumai; 2 aorist infinitive efikesqai; (from
Homer down); “to come to”: acri with the genitive of person <471013>2
Corinthians 10:13; “to reach”: eiv tina, <471014>2 Corinthians 10:14.*

{2186} efisthmi: 2 aorist epesthn, participle epistav, imperative
episthqi; perfect participle efestwv; “to place at, place upon, place
over”; in the N.T. only in the middle (present indicative 3 person singular
epistatai (for efistatai), <520503>1 Thessalonians 5:3 T Tr WH; see
references under the word afeidon) and the intransitive tenses of the
active, viz. perfect and 2 aorist (see anisthmi); “to stand by, be present”:
<420238>Luke 2:38; <442220>Acts 22:20; epanw with the genitive of person “to stand
over” one, “place oneself above,” <420439>Luke 4:39; used especially of persons
coming upon one suddenly: simply, <421040>Luke 10:40; 20:1; <440612>Acts 6:12;
22:13; 23:27; of an angel, <441207>Acts 12:7; with the dative of person, <440401>Acts
4:1; 23:11; of the advent of angels, <420209>Luke 2:9; 24:4 (of Hephaestus,
Lucian, dial. deor. 17, 1; frequently of dreams, as Homer, Iliad 10, 496; 23,
106; Herodotus 1, 34; others); with the dative of place, <441705>Acts 17:5;
followed by epi; with the accusative of place, <441017>Acts 10:17; 11:11; of
evils coming upon one: with the dative of person, <520503>1 Thessalonians 5:3
(see above); epi tina, <422134>Luke 21:34 (Sap. 6:9; 19:1; Sophocles O. R.
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777; Thucydides 3, 82). equivalent to “to be at hand” i.e. “be ready”: <550402>2
Timothy 4:2, cf. Leo at the passage (Euripides, Andr. 547; Demosthenes,
p. 245, 11). “to be at hand” i.e. “impend”: of time, <550406>2 Timothy 4:6. “to
come on,” of rain, <442802>Acts 28:2. (Compare: katefisthmi,
sunefisthmi.)*

{160} (efnidiov, see aifnidiov.)

{2187} Efraim or (so R Tr) Efraim (cf. Iota, at the end) (a L H
Efrem, Vulgate Ephrem, Efrem), “Ephraim,” proper name of a city
situated, according to Eusebius, eight (but edition Larsow and Parthey, p.
196, 18, twenty), according to Jerome twenty miles from Jerusalem;
according to Josephus, b. j. 4, 9, 9 not far from Bethel; conjectured by
Robinson (Palest. i. 444f (cf. Bib. Sacr. for May 1845, p. 398f)), Ewald, et
al., dissenting, to be the same as the village now called “et-Taiyibeh,” a
short day’s journey N. E. of Jerusalem: <431154>John 11:54. Cf. Winer’s RWB
under the word; Keim, iii., p. 7f (English translation, 5:9).*

{2188} effaqa, “ephphatha,” Aramaic jtæp;t]a, (the ethpaal imperative

of the verb jtæp], Hebrew jtæp;, to open), “be thou opened” (i.e. receive
the power of hearing; the ears of the deaf and the eyes of the blind being
considered as closed): <410734>Mark 7:34. (See Kautzsch, Gram. d. Biblical-
Aram., p. 10.)*

{5504} ecqev and (Rec., so Griesbach in Acts and Heb.) cqev (on which
forms cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 323f; (especially Rutherford. New Phryn., p.
370f); Bleek, Br. an d. Hebrew ii. 2, p. 1000; (Tdf. Proleg., p. 81; Winer’s
Grammar, pp. 24, 45; Buttmann, 72 (63))), adverb, “yesterday”: <430452>John
4:52; <440728>Acts 7:28; of time just past, <581308>Hebrews 13:8. (From Sophocles
down.)*

{2189} ecqra, ecqrav, hJ (from the adjective ecqrov), “enmity”: <422312>Luke
23:12; <490214>Ephesians 2:14 (15),16; plural, <480520>Galatians 5:20; ecqra
(Lachmann ecqra feminine adjective (Vulgate inimica)) Qeou, toward
God, <590404>James 4:4 (where Tdf. tw Qew); eiv) Qeon, <450807>Romans 8:7; by
metonymy, equivalent to “cause of enmity,” <490214>Ephesians 2:14 (15) (but
cf. Meyer. (From Pindar down.))*
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{2190} ecqrov, ecqra, ecqron (ecqov hatred); the Septuagint
numberless times for byewao, also for rxæ, several times for anewOc and aNæcæm],
a hater;

1. passively, “hated, odious, hateful” (in Homer only in this sense):
<451128>Romans 11:28 (opposed to agaphtov).

2. actively, “hostile, hating and opposing” another: <461525>1 Corinthians 15:25;
<530315>2 Thessalonians 3:15; with the genitive of the person hated or opposed,
<590404>James 4:4 Lachmann; <480416>Galatians 4:16, cf. Meyer or Wieseler on the
latter passage used of men as at enmity with God by their sin: <450510>Romans
5:10 (cf. <450807>Romans 8:7; <510121>Colossians 1:21; <590404>James 4:4) (but many
take ecqrov here (as in 11:28, see 1 above) passively; cf. Meyer); th
dianoia, opposing (God) in the mind, <510121>Colossians 1:21; ecqrov
anqrwpov, a man that is hostile, a certain enemy, <401328>Matthew 13:28; oJ
ecqrov, the hostile one (well known to you), i.e. kat’ exochn the devil,
the most bitter enemy of the divine government: <421019>Luke 10:19, cf.
<401339>Matthew 13:39 (and ecclesiastical writings). oJ ecqrov (and ecqrov)
substantively, “enemy” (so the word, whether adjective or a substantive, is
translated in A.V., except twice (R. V. once) “foe”: escatov ecqrov, <461526>1
Corinthians 15:26): with the genitive of the person to whom one is hostile,
<400543>Matthew 5:43f; 10:36; 13:25; Luke 1:(71),74; 6:27,35; 19:27,43;
<451220>Romans 12:20; <661105>Revelation 11:5,12; in the words of <19A901>Psalm 109:1
(<19B001>Psalm 110:1), quoted in <402244>Matthew 22:44; <411236>Mark 12:36; <422043>Luke
20:43; <440235>Acts 2:35; <461525>1 Corinthians 15:25 (L brackets; others omit the
genitive (see above)); <580113>Hebrews 1:13; 10:13. with the genitive of the
thing: <441310>Acts 13:10; tou staurou tou Cristou, who given up to their
evil passions evade the obligations imposed upon them by the death of
Christ, <500318>Philippians 3:18.*

{2191} ecidna, ecidnhv, hJ, “a viper”: <442803>Acts 28:3 (Hesiod, Herodotus,
Tragg., Aristophanes, Plato, others); gennhmata ecidnwn “offspring of
vipers” (anguigenae, Ovid, metam. 3,531), addressed to cunning,
malignant, wicked men: <400307>Matthew 3:7; 12:34; 23:33; <420307>Luke 3:7.*

{2192} ecw; future eJxw; imperfect eicon (1 person plural eicamen, <630105>2
John 1:5 T Tr WH), 3 person plural eican (<410807>Mark 8:7 L T Tr WH;
<660908>Revelation 9:8 L T Tr WH; but cf. (Sophocles’ Lexicon, Introduction,
p. 38; Tdf. Proleg., p. 123; WH’s Appendix, p. 165); Buttmann, 40 (35))
and eicosan (L T Tr WH in <431522>John 15:22,24; but cf. Alexander
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Buttmann (1873) in Theol. Studien und Kritiken 1858, pp. 485ff 491; see
his N.T. Gr., p. 43 (37); (Sophocles’ Lexicon, Introduction, p. 39; Tdf.
Proleg., p. 124; WH’s Appendix, p. 165; cf. doliow)); present middle
participle ecomenov; “to have” — with 2 aorist active escon; perfect
eschka;

I. Transitively.

1. “to have” equivalent to “to hold”;

a. “to have (hold) in the hand”: ti en th ceiri, <660116>Revelation 1:16; 6:5;
10:2; 17:4; and simply, <660508>Revelation 5:8; 8:3,6; 14:6, etc.; <580803>Hebrews
8:3.

b. in the sense of “wearing” (Latin gestare); of garments, arms and the
like: to enduma, <400304>Matthew 3:4; 22:12; kata kefalhv ecwn, namely,
ti, having a covering hanging down from the head, i.e. having the head
covered (Buttmann, sec. 130, 5; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 47, k. cf. 594
(552)), <461104>1 Corinthians 11:4; qwrakav, <660917>Revelation 9:17; macairan,
<431810>John 18:10; add <402607>Matthew 26:7; <411403>Mark 14:3; of a tree having
(bearing) leaves, <411113>Mark 11:13; en gastri ecein, namely, embruon, to
be pregnant (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 594 (552); Buttmann, 144 (126)) (see
gasthr, 2). Metaphorically, en eJautw ecein to apokrima, <470109>2
Corinthians 1:9; thn marturian, <620510>1 John 5:10; en kardia ecein tina,
to have (carry) one in one’s heart, to love one constantly, <500107>Philippians
1:7.

c. tropically, “to have (hold) possession of” the mind; said of alarm,
agitating emotions, etc.: eicein autav tromov kai ekstasiv, <411608>Mark
16:8 (<182106>Job 21:6; <231308>Isaiah 13:8, and often in secular authors; cf. Passow,
under the word, p. 1294f; (Liddell and Scott, under the word, A. I. 8)).

d. “to hold fast, keep”: hJ mna sou, hJn eicon apokeimenhn en
soudariw, <421920>Luke 19:20; tropically, ton Qeon ecein en epignwsei,
<450128>Romans 1:28; to keep in mind, tav entolav, <431421>John 14:21 (see
entolh, under the end); thn marturian, <660609>Revelation 6:9; 12:17; 19:10;
to musthrion thv pistewv en kaqara suneidhsei, <540309>1 Timothy 3:9;
uJpotupwsin uJgiainontwn logwn, <550113>2 Timothy 1:13.

e. “to have” (in itself or as a consequence), “comprise, involve”: ergon,
<590104>James 1:4; 2:17; kolasin, <620418>1 John 4:18; misqapodosian,
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<581035>Hebrews 10:35 (Sap. 8:16). See examples from Greek authors in
Passow, under the word, p. 1296f; (Liddell and Scott, see A. I. 8 and 10).

f. by a Latinism equivalent to aestimo, “to regard, consider, hold as” (but
this sense is still denied by Meyer, on Luke as below; <401405>Matthew 14:5):
tina with the accusative of the predicate, ece me parhthmenon, have me
excused, <421418>Luke 14:18; tina wJv profhthn, <401405>Matthew 14:5; 21:26
(ecein Iannhn kai Iambrhn wJv Qeouv, Ev. Nicod. 5); tina entimon
(see entimov), <508629>Philippians 2:29; thn yuchn mou (G omits mou) timian
emautw, <442024>Acts 20:24 R G; tina eiv profhthn (a Hebraism (see eiv,
B. II. 3 c. y. at the end)), for a prophet, <402146>Matthew 21:46 L T Tr WH, cf.
Buttmann, sec. 131, 7; tina, oJti ontwv (T Tr WH ontwv, oJti etc.)
profhthv hn, <411132>Mark 11:32, cf. Buttmann, sec. 151, 1 a.; (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 66, 5 a.).

2. to have equivalent to “to own, possess”;

a. external things such as pertain to property, riches, furniture, utensils,
goods, food, etc.: as ton bion, <422104>Luke 21:4; <620317>1 John 3:17; kthmata,
<401922>Matthew 19:22; <411022>Mark 10:22; qhsauron, <401921>Matthew 19:21;
<411021>Mark 10:21; agaqa, <421219>Luke 12:19; probata <421504>Luke 15:4; <431016>John
10:16; dracmav, <421508>Luke 15:8; ploia, <661819>Revelation 18:19;
klhronomian, <490505>Ephesians 5:5; (cf. <402138>Matthew 21:38 LT Tr WH,
where R G katascwmen); merov followed by en with the dative of the
thing, <662006>Revelation 20:6; qusiasthrion, <581310>Hebrews 13:10; oJsa eceiv,
<411021>Mark 10:21; 12:44; <401344>Matthew 13:44,46; 18:25; mhden, <470610>2
Corinthians 6:10; ti de eceiv, oJ etc. <460407>1 Corinthians 4:7; with a predicate
accusative added, eicon aJpanta koina, <440244>Acts 2:44; absolutely ecein,
“to have” property, to be rich: ouk and mh ecein (A.V. “to have not”), to
be destitute, be poor, <401312>Matthew 13:12; 25:29; <410425>Mark 4:25; <420818>Luke
8:18; 19:26; <461122>1 Corinthians 11:22; <470812>2 Corinthians 8:12 (<160810>Nehemiah
8:10; 1 Esdr. 9:51,54; Sir. 13:5; examples from Greek authors in Passow,
under the word, p. 1295b; (Liddell and Scott, under the word, A. I. l; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 594 (552))); ek tou ecein, in proportion to your means
(see ek, II. 13 at the end), <470811>2 Corinthians 8:11.

b. Under the head of possession belongs the phrase ecein tina as
commonly used of those joined to anyone by the bonds of nature, blood,
marriage, friendship, duty, law, compact, and the like: patera, <430841>John
8:41; adelfouv, <421628>Luke 16:28; andra (a husband), <430417>John 4:17f;
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<480427>Galatians 4:27; gunaika, <460702>1 Corinthians 7:2,12f,29; tekna,
<402128>Matthew 21:28; 22:24; <540304>1 Timothy 3:4; <560106>Titus 1:6; uJiouv,
<480422>Galatians 4:22; sperma, offspring, <402225>Matthew 22:25; chrav, <540516>1
Timothy 5:16; asqenountav, <420440>Luke 4:40; filon, <421105>Luke 11:5;
paidagwgouv, <460415>1 Corinthians 4:15; ecein kurion, to have (be subject
to) a master, <510401>Colossians 4:1; despothn, <540602>1 Timothy 6:2; basilea,
<431915>John 19:15; with ef’ eJautwn added, <660911>Revelation 9:11; ecei ton
krinonta auton, <431248>John 12:48; ecein oikonomon, <421601>Luke 16:1;
doulon, <421707>Luke 17:7; arcierea, <580414>Hebrews 4:14; 8:1; poimena,
<400936>Matthew 9:36; ecwn uJp’ emauton stratiwtav, <421208>Luke 12:8; ecein
ton uJion kai ton patera, to be in living union with the Son (Christ) and
the Father by faith, knowledge, profession, <620223>1 John 2:23; (<620512>1 John
5:12); <630109>2 John 1:9. With two accusatives, one of which serves as a
predicate: patera ton Abraam, “Abraham for our father,” <400309>Matthew
3:9; add, <441305>Acts 13:5; <500317>Philippians 3:17; <581209>Hebrews 12:9; ecein tina
gunaika, to have (use) a woman (unlawfully) as a wife, <401404>Matthew 14:4;
<410618>Mark 6:18; <460501>1 Corinthians 5:1 (where see Meyer) (of lawful
marriage, Xenophon, Cyril 1, 5, 4).

c. of attendance or companionship: ecein tina meq’ eJautou, <401530>Matthew
15:30; 26:11; <410219>Mark 2:19; 14:7; <431208>John 12:8.

d. ecein ti “to have” a thing “in readiness, have at hand, have in store”:
ouk ecomen ei mh pente artouv, <401417>Matthew 14:17; add, <401534>Matthew
15:34; <430203>John 2:3 (not Tdf.); 4:11; 12:35; <461122>1 Corinthians 11:22; 14:26;
ouk ecw, oJ paraqhsw autw, <421106>Luke 11:6; pou sunaxw touv
karpouv mou, <421217>Luke 12:17; ti (cf. Buttmann, sec. 139, 58) fagwsi,
<410801>Mark 8:1f; ecein tina, “to have one at hand,” be able to make use of:
Mwusea kai tav profhtav, <421629>Luke 16:29; paraklhton, <620201>1 John
2:1; marturav, <581201>Hebrews 12:1; oudena ecw etc. <505920>Philippians 2:20;
anqrwpon, iJna etc. <430507>John 5:7.

e. a person or thing is said ecein those things which are its parts or are
members of his body: as ceirav, podav, ofqalmouv, <401808>Matthew 18:8f;
<410943>Mark 9:43,45,47; ouv, <660207>Revelation 2:7,11, etc.; wta, <401115>Matthew
11:15; <410716>Mark 7:16 (T WH omit; Tr brackets the verse); <410818>Mark 8:18;
melh, <451204>Romans 12:4; <461212>1 Corinthians 12:12; sarka kai ostea,
<422439>Luke 24:39; akrobustian, <441103>Acts 11:3; an animal is said ecein
head, horns, wings, etc.: <660407>Revelation 4:7f; 5:6; 8:9; 9:8ff; 12:3, etc.; a
house, city, or wall, ecein qemeliouv, <581110>Hebrews 11:10; <662114>Revelation
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21:14; stasin, <580908>Hebrews 9:8; (add epistolhn ecousan (R G
periecousan) ton tupon touton, <442325>Acts 23:25).

f. one is said “to have” the diseases or other ills with which he is affected
or afflicted: mastigav, <410310>Mark 3:10; asqeneiav, <442809>Acts 28:9; wounds,
<661314>Revelation 13:14; qliyin, <431633>John 16:33; <460728>1 Corinthians 7:28;
<660210>Revelation 2:10. Here belong the expressions daimonion ecein, to be
possessed by a demon, <401118>Matthew 11:18; <420733>Luke 7:33; 8:27; <430720>John
7:20; 8:48f,52; 10:20; Bhlzeboul, <410322>Mark 3:22; pneuma akaqarton,
<410330>Mark 3:30; 7:25; <420433>Luke 4:33; <440807>Acts 8:7; pneuma ponhron,
<441913>Acts 19:13; pneuma asqeneiav, i.e. a demon causing infirmity,
<421311>Luke 13:11; pneuma alalon, <410917>Mark 9:17; legewna, <410515>Mark
5:15.

g. one is said “to have” intellectual or spiritual faculties, endowments,
virtues, sensations, desires, emotions, affections, faults, defects, etc.:
sofian, <661709>Revelation 17:9; gnwsin, <460801>1 Corinthians 8:1,10;
carismata, <451206>Romans 12:6; profhteian, <461302>1 Corinthians 13:2;
pistin, <401720>Matthew 17:20; 21:21; <411122>Mark 11:22; <421706>Luke 17:6; <441409>Acts
14:9; <451422>Romans 14:22; <540119>1 Timothy 1:19; <570105>Philemon 1:5;
pepoiqhsin, <470304>2 Corinthians 3:4; <500304>Philippians 3:4; parrhsian,
<570108>Philemon 1:8; <581019>Hebrews 10:19; <620228>1 John 2:28; 3:21; 4:17; 5:14;
agaphn, <430542>John 5:42; 13:35; 15:13; <620416>1 John 4:16; <461301>1 Corinthians
13:1ff; <470204>2 Corinthians 2:4; <500502>Philippians 2:2; <570105>Philemon 1:5; <600408>1
Peter 4:8; elpida (see elpiv, 2, p. 206a middle); zhlon, zeal, <451002>Romans
10:2; envy, jealousy (en th kardia), <590314>James 3:14; carin tini, to be
thankful to one, <421709>Luke 17:9; <540112>1 Timothy 1:12; <550103>2 Timothy 1:3;
qumon, <661212>Revelation 12:12; uJpomonhn, <660203>Revelation 2:3; fobon, <540520>1
Timothy 5:20; caran, <570107>Philemon 1:7 (Rec.st carin); <640104>3 John 1:4 (WH
text carin); luphn, <431621>John 16:21; <470203>2 Corinthians 2:3; <508027>Philippians
2:27; epiqumian, <500123>Philippians 1:23; epipoqian, <451523>Romans 15:23;
mneian tinov, <520306>1 Thessalonians 3:6. suneidhsin kalhn, agaqhn,
aproskopon: <442416>Acts 24:16; <540119>1 Timothy 1:19; <600316>1 Peter 3:16;
<581318>Hebrews 13:18; suneidhsin aJmartiwn, <581002>Hebrews 10:2;
agnwsian Qeou, <461534>1 Corinthians 15:34; asqeneian, <580728>Hebrews 7:28;
aJmartian, <430941>John 9:41; 15:22, etc.

h. of age and time: hJlikian, mature years (A.V. “to be of age”), <430921>John
9:21, 23; eth, to have (completed) years, be years old, <430857>John 8:57; with
en tini added: in a state or condition, <430505>John 5:5 (Winer’s Grammar, 256
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(240) note{3}; Buttmann, sec. 147, 11); in a place, tessarav hJmerav en
tw mnhmeiw, <431117>John 11:17; beginning or end, or both, <580703>Hebrews 7:3;
<410326>Mark 3:26; <422237>Luke 22:37 (see telov, 1 a.).

i. ecein ti is said of opportunities, benefits, advantages, conveniences,
which one enjoys or can make use of: baqov ghv, <401305>Matthew 13:5; ghn
pollhn, <410405>Mark 4:5; ikmada, <420806>Luke 8:6; kairon, <480610>Galatians 6:10;
<581115>Hebrews 11:15; <661212>Revelation 12:12; exousian, see exousia, passim;
eirhnhn dia tinov, <450501>Romans 5:1 (where we must read ecomen, not
(with T Tr WH L marginal reading (cf. WH. Introductory sec. 404))
ecwmen); eleuqerian, <480204>Galatians 2:4; pneuma Qeou, <460740>1 Corinthians
7:40; pneuma Cristou, <450809>Romans 8:9; noun Cristou, <460216>1
Corinthians 2:16; zwhn, <430540>John 5:40; 10:10; 20:31; thn zwhn, <620512>1 John
5:12; zwhn aiwnion, <401916>Matthew 19:16; <430315>John 3:15f,36 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 266 (249)); 5:24,39; 6:40,47,54; <620513>1 John 5:13; epaggeliav,
<470701>2 Corinthians 7:1; <580706>Hebrews 7:6; misqon, <400546>Matthew 5:46; 6:1;
<460917>1 Corinthians 9:17; ta aithmata, the things which we have asked,
<620515>1 John 5:15; epainon, <451303>Romans 13:3; timhn, <430444>John 4:44;
<580303>Hebrews 3:3; logon sofiav, a reputation for wisdom, <510223>Colossians
2:23 (see logov, I. 5 at the end); karpon, <450113>Romans 1:13; 6:21f; carin,
benefit, <470115>2 Corinthians 1:15 (where Tr marginal reading WH text
caran); carisma, <460707>1 Corinthians 7:7; prosagwghn, <490218>Ephesians
2:18; 3:12; anapausin, <660408>Revelation 4:8; 14:11; apolausin tinov,
<581125>Hebrews 11:25; profasin, <431522>John 15:22; kauchma, that of which
one may glory, <450402>Romans 4:2; <480604>Galatians 6:4; kauchsin, <451517>Romans
15:17.

k. ecein ti is used of one on whom something has been laid, on whom it is
incumbent as something to be borne, observed, performed, discharged:
anagkhn, <460737>1 Corinthians 7:37; anagkhn followed by an infinitive,
<421418>Luke 14:18; 23:17 (R L brackets Tr marginal reading brackets);
<580727>Hebrews 7:27; creian tinov (see creia, 1); euchn ef’ eJautwn,
<442123>Acts 21:23; nomon, <431907>John 19:7; entolhn, <630105>2 John 1:5;
<580705>Hebrews 7:5; epitaghn, <460725>1 Corinthians 7:25; diakonian, <470401>2
Corinthians 4:1; praxin, <451204>Romans 12:4; agwna, <500130>Philippians 1:30;
<510201>Colossians 2:1; egklhma, <442329>Acts 23:29; krima, <540512>1 Timothy 5:12. l.
ecein ti is used of one to whom something has been intrusted: tav kleiv,
<660118>Revelation 1:18; 3:7; to glwssokomon, <431206>John 12:6; 13:29. m. in
reference to complaints and disputes the following phrases are used: ecw
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ti (or without an accusative, cf. Buttmann, 144 (126)) kata tinov, “to
have something” to bring forward “against one,” to have something to
complain of in one, <400523>Matthew 5:23; <411125>Mark 11:25; followed by oJti,
<660204>Revelation 2:4; ecw kata sou oliga, oJti etc. <660214>Revelation 2:14
(here L WH marginal reading omit oJti), <660220>Revelation 2:20 (here G L T
Tr WH omit oliga); ecw ti prov tina, “to have” some accusation to
bring “against” one, <442419>Acts 24:19; suzhthsin en eJautoiv, <442829>Acts
28:29 (Rec.); zhthmata prov tina, <442519>Acts 25:19; logon ecein prov
tina, <441938>Acts 19:38; pragma prov tina, <460601>1 Corinthians 6:1; momfhn
prov tina, <510313>Colossians 3:13; krimata meta tinov, <460607>1 Corinthians
6:7. n. phrases of various kinds: ecein tina kata proswpon, to have one
before him, in his presence (A.V. “face to face”; see proswpon, 1 a.),
<442516>Acts 25:16; koithn ek tinov, to conceive by one, <450910>Romans 9:10;
touto eceiv, oJti etc. thou hast this (which is praiseworthy (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 595 (553))) that etc. <660206>Revelation 2:6; en emoi ouk ecei
ouden, “hath nothing in me” which is his of right, equivalent to no power
over me (German er hat mir nichts an), <431430>John 14:30; oJ estin ...
sabbatou econ oJdon, a sabbath-day’s journey distant (for the distance is
something which the distant place “has,” as it were), <440112>Acts 1:12; cf.
Kypke at the passage o. ecw, with an infinitive (Winer’s Grammar, 333
(313); Buttmann, 251 (216)),

[a]. like the Latin habeo quod with the subjunctive, equivalent to “to be
able”: ecw apodounai, <401825>Matthew 18:25; <420742>Luke 7:42; 14:14; ti
poihsai, <421204>Luke 12:4; ouden eicon anteipein, they had nothing to
oppose (could say nothing against it), <440414>Acts 4:14; kat’ oudenov eice
meizonov oJmosai, <580613>Hebrews 6:13; add, <430806>John 8:6 (Rec.); <442526>Acts
25:26 (cf. Buttmann, as above); <490428>Ephesians 4:28; <560208>Titus 2:8; <610115>2
Peter 1:15; the infinitive is omitted and to be supplied from the context: oJ
escen, namely, poihsai, <411408>Mark 14:8; see examples from Greek authors
in Passow, under the word, p. 1297a; (Liddell and Scott, see A. III. 1).

[b]. is used of what there is a certain necessity for doing: baptisma ecw
baptisqhnai, <421250>Luke 12:50; ecw soi ti eipein, 7:40; apaggeilai,
<442317>Acts 23:17,19; lalhsai, 18; kathgorhsai, <442819>Acts 28:19; polla
grafein, <630112>2 John 1:12; <640113>3 John 1:13.

II. Intransitively.
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a. (Latin me habeo) “to hold oneself” or “find oneself” so and so, “to be”
in such or such a condition: eJtoimwv ecw, to be ready, followed by an
infinitive, <442113>Acts 21:13; <471214>2 Corinthians 12:14; <600405>1 Peter 4:5 (not
WH); escatwv (see escatwv), <410523>Mark 5:23; kakwv, to be sick,
<400424>Matthew 4:24; 8:16; 9:12; (17:15 L Tr text WH text), etc.; kalwv, to
be well, <411618>Mark 16:18; komyoteron, to be better, <430452>John 4:52; pwv,
<441536>Acts 15:36; en eJtoimw, followed by an infinitive, <471006>2 Corinthians
10:6.

b. impersonally: allwv ecei, it is otherwise, <540525>1 Timothy 5:25; oJutwv,
<440701>Acts 7:1; 12:15; 17:11; 24:9; to nun, econ, as things now are, for the
present, <442425>Acts 24:25 (Tobit 7:11, and examples from later secular
authors in Kypke, Observations, 2, p. 124; cf. Vig. edition Herm., p. 9; (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 463 (432))).

III. Middle ecomai tinov (in Greek writings from Homer down),
properly, “to hold oneself” to a thing, “to lay hold of” a thing, “to adhere”
or “cling to; to be closely joined to” a person or thing (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 202 (190); Buttmann, 192 (166f), 161 (140)): ta ecomena thv
swthriav, Vulgate viciniora saluti, connected with salvation, or which
lead to it, <580609>Hebrews 6:9, where cf. Bleek; oJ ecomenov, “near, adjoining,
neighboring, bordering, next”: of place, kwmopoleiv, <410138>Mark 1:38
(nhsov, Isocrates paneg. sec. 96; oJi ecomenoi, neighbors, Herodotus 1,
134); of time, th ecomenh namely, hJmera, the following day, <421333>Luke
13:33; <442015>Acts 20:15 (1 Macc. 4:28; Polybius 3, 112, 1; 5, 13, 9); with
hJmera added, <442126>Acts 21:26; sabbatw, <441344>Acts 13:44 (where R T Tr
WH text ercomenw); eniautw, 1 Macc. 4:28 (with variant ercomenw
eniautw); tou ecomenou etouv, Thucydides 6, 3. (Compare: anecw,
prosanecw, antecw, apecw, enecw, epecw, katecw, metecw, parecw,
periecw, proecw, prosecw, sunecw, uJpercw, uJpecw.)

{2193} eJwv, a particle marking a limit, and

I. as a conjunction signifying

1. the temporal terminus ad quem, “till, until” (Latin donee, usque dum); as
in the best writings

a. with an preterite indicative, where something is spoken of which
continued up to a certain time: <400209>Matthew 2:9 (eJwv ... esth (estaqh L T
Tr WH)); 24:39 (1 Macc. 10:50; Sap. 10:14, etc.).
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b. with an and the aorist subjunctive (equivalent to the Latin future
perfect), where it is left doubtful when that will take place till which it is
said a thing will continue (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 42, 5): isqi ekei,
eJwv an eipw soi, <400213>Matthew 2:13; add, 5:18; 10:11; 22:44; <410610>Mark
6:10; 12:36; <421708>Luke 17:8; 20:43; <440205>Acts 2:55; <580113>Hebrews 1:13; after a
negative sentence: <400518>Matthew 5:18,26; 10:23 (T WH omit an); 12:20;
16:28; 23:39; 24:34; <410901>Mark 9:1; <420927>Luke 9:27; 21:32; <460405>1 Corinthians
4:5; with the aorist subjunctive without the addition of an: <410645>Mark 6:45
R G; 14:32 (here Tr marginal reading future); <421504>Luke 15:4; (12:59 T Tr
WH; 22:34 L T Tr WH); <530207>2 Thessalonians 2:7; <581013>Hebrews 10:13;
<660611>Revelation 6:11 (Rec. eJwv oJu); ouk anezhsan eJwv telesqh ta
cilia eth, did not live again till the thousand years had been finished
(elapsi fuerint), <662005>Revelation 20:5 Rec. Cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 41 b.
3.

c. more rarely used with the present indicative where the aorist subjunctive
might have been expected (Winer’s Grammar, as above; Buttmann, 231
(199)): so four times eJwv ercomai, <421913>Luke 19:13 (where L T Tr WH en
wJ for eJwv, but cf. Bleek at the passage); <432122>John 21:22f; <540413>1 Timothy
4:13; eJwv apoluei, <410645>Mark 6:45 L T Tr WH, for R G apolush (the
indicative being due to a blending of direct and indirect discourse; as in
Plutarch, Lycurgus 29, 3 dein oun ekeinouv emmenein toiv kaqestwsi
nomoiv ... eJwv epaneisin). d. once with the future indicative, according
to an improbable reading in <421335>Luke 13:35: eJwv hJxei Tdf., eJwv an hJxei
Lachmann, for R G eJwv an hJxh; (but WH (omitting an hJxh oJte) read eJwv
eiphte; Tr omits an and brackets hJxh oJte; cf. Buttmann, 231f (199f)).

2. as in Greek writings from Homer down, “as long as, while,” followed by
the indicative in all tenses — in the N.T. only in the present: eJwv hJmera
estin, <430904>John 9:4 (Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading wJv); eJwv (L
T Tr WH wJv) to fwv ecete, <431235>John 12:35f (eJwv eti fwv estin, Plato,
Phaedo, p. 89 c.); (<410645>Mark 6:45 (cf. c. above)).

II. By a usage chiefly later it gets the force of an adverb, Latin usque ad;
and

1. used of a temporal terminus ad quem, “until” (unto);

a. like a preposition, with a genitive of time (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 6;
Buttmann, 319 (274)): eJwv aiwnov, <420155>Luke 1:55 Griesbach (<262515>Ezekiel
25:15 Alexandrian LXX; <131716>1 Chronicles 17:16; Sir. 16:26, Fritzsche;
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24:9, etc.); thv hJmerav, <402629>Matthew 26:29; 27:64: <420180>Luke 1:80; <440122>Acts
1:22 (Tdf. acri); <451108>Romans 11:8, etc.; wJrav, <402745>Matthew 27:45;
<411533>Mark 15:33; <422344>Luke 23:44; thv penthkosthv, <461608>1 Corinthians 16:8;
telouv, <460108>1 Corinthians 1:8; <470113>2 Corinthians 1:13; thv shmeron
namely, hJmerav, <402708>Matthew 27:8; tou nun, <402421>Matthew 24:21; <411319>Mark
13:19 (1 Macc. 2:33); chra eJwv etwn ogdohkonta tessarwn a widow
(who had attained) even unto eighty-four years, <420237>Luke 2:37 L T Tr WH;
before the names of illustrious men by which a period of time is marked:
<400117>Matthew 1:17; 11:13; <421616>Luke 16:16 (where T Tr WH mecri); <441320>Acts
13:20; before the names of events: <400117>Matthew 1:17 (eJwv metoikesiav
Babulwnov); 2:15; 23:35; 28:20; <421151>Luke 11:51; <590507>James 5:7; eJwv tou
elqein, <440840>Acts 8:40 (Buttmann, 266 (228); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
44, 6; Judith 1:10; 11:19, etc.).

b. with the genitive of the neuter relative pronoun oJu or oJtou it gets the
force of a conjunction, “until, till” (the time when);

[a]. eJwv oJu (first in Herodotus 2, 143; but after that only in later authors,
as Plutarch, et al. (Winer’s Grammar, 296 (278) note; Buttmann, 230f
(199))): followed by the indicative, <400125>Matthew 1:25 (WH brackets oJu);
13:33; <421321>Luke 13:21; <442126>Acts 21:26 (see Buttmann); followed by the
subjunctive aorist, equivalent to Latin future perfect, <401422>Matthew 14:22;
26:36 (where WH brackets oJu and Lachmann has eJwv oJu an); <421250>Luke
12:50 (Rec.; <421508>Luke 15:8 Tr WH); <422449>Luke 24:49; <442521>Acts 25:21; <610119>2
Peter 1:19; after a negative sentence, <401709>Matthew 17:9; <421259>Luke 12:59 (R
G L; <422218>Luke 22:18 Tr WH); <431338>John 13:38; <442312>Acts 23:12,14,21.

[b]. eJwv oJtou,

[aa]. “until, till” (the time when): followed by the indicative, <430918>John
9:18; followed by the subjunctive (without an), <421308>Luke 13:8; 15:8 (R
G L T); after a negation, <422216>Luke 22:16,18 (R G L T).

[bb]. “as long as, whilst” (<220112>Song of Solomon 1:12), followed by the
present indicative, <400525>Matthew 5:25 (see acri, 1 d. at the end).

c. before adverbs of time (rarely so in the earlier and more elegant writings,
as eJwv oye, Thucydides 3, 108; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 6 at the
end; Buttmann, 320 (275))): eJwv arti, up to this time, “until now” (Vig.
edition Herm., p. 388), <401112>Matthew 11:12; <430210>John 2:10; 5:17; 16:24;
<620209>1 John 2:9; <460413>1 Corinthians 4:13; 8:7; 15:6; eJwv pote; “how long?”
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<401717>Matthew 17:17; <410919>Mark 9:19; <420941>Luke 9:41; <431024>John 10:24;
<660610>Revelation 6:10 (<191202>Psalm 12:2f (<191302>Psalm 13:2f); <100226>2 Samuel 2:26; 1
Macc. 6:22); eJwv shmeron, <470315>2 Corinthians 3:15.

2. according to a usage dating from Aristotle down, employed of the local
terminus ad quem, “unto, as far as, even to”;

a. like a preposition, with a genitive of place (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 6;
Buttmann, 319 (274)): eJwv aJdou, eJwv tou ouranou, <401123>Matthew 11:23;
<421015>Luke 10:15; add, <402431>Matthew 24:31; 26:58; <411327>Mark 13:27; <420215>Luke
2:15; 4:29; <440108>Acts 1:8; 11:19,22; 17:15; 23:23; <471202>2 Corinthians 12:2;
with the genitive of person, “to the place where one is”: <420442>Luke 4:42;
<440938>Acts 9:38 (eJwv UJperborewn, Aelian v. h. 3, 18).

b. with adverbs of place (Winer’s Grammar, and Buttmann, as in c. above):
eJwv anw, <430207>John 2:7; eJwv esw, <411454>Mark 14:54; eJwv katw, <402751>Matthew
27:51; <411538>Mark 15:38; eJwv wde, <422305>Luke 23:5 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
66, 1 c.).

c. with prepositions: eJwv exw thv polewv, <442105>Acts 21:5; eJwv eiv,
<422450>Luke 24:50 (R G L marginal reading, but L text T Tr WH eJwv prov
“as far as to” (Polybius 3, 82, 6; 12, 17, 4; <013801>Genesis 38:1)); Polybius
1:11, 14; Aelian v. h. 12, 22.

3. of the limit (terminus)of quantity; with an adverb of number: eJwv
eJptakiv, <401821>Matthew 18:21; with numerals: <402226>Matthew 22:26 (eJwv twn
eJpta); cf. <402008>Matthew 20:8; <430809>John 8:9 (Rec.); <440810>Acts 8:10;
<580811>Hebrews 8:11; ouk estin eJwv eJnov, there is not so much as one,
<450312>Romans 3:12 from <191301>Psalm 13:1 (<191401>Psalm 14:1).

4. of the limit of measurement: eJwv hJmisouv, <410623>Mark 6:23; Esth. 5:3,6
Alexandrian LXX

5. of the end or limit in acting and suffering: eJwv toutou, <422251>Luke 22:51
(see eaw, 2); eJwv tou qerismou, <401330>Matthew 13:30 L Tr WH text; eJwv
qanatou, even to death, so that I almost die, <411434>Mark 14:34; <402638>Matthew
26:38 (Sir. 4:28; 31:13 (Sir. 34:13); 37:2; 4 Macc. 14:19).
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ZZ
(Zeta z, on its substitution for sigma s see Sigma.)

{2194} Zaboulwn, oJ, indeclinable (ˆwOlbuz] (but on the Hebrew form see
B. D.) habitation, dwelling, <013020>Genesis 30:20), Vulgate Zabulon;
“Zebulun,” the tenth son of Jacob; by metonymy, “the tribe of Zebulun”:
<400413>Matthew 4:13,15; <660708>Revelation 7:8.*

{2195} Zakcaiov, Zakcaiou, oJ (yKæzæ pure, innocent; cf. 2 Esdr. 2:9;
<160714>Nehemiah 7:14), “Zacchaeus,” a chief tax-collector: <421902>Luke 19:2,5,8.
(B. D., under the word.)*

{2196} Zara, oJ (jræz, a rising (of light)), indeclinable, “Zarah” (better
“Zerah”), one of the ancestors of Christ: <400103>Matthew 1:3; cf. <013830>Genesis
38:30.*

{2197} Zacariav, Zacariou, oJ (hy;r]kæz] and Why;r]kæz] i.e. whom
Jehovah remembered), “Zacharias” or “Zachariah” or “Zechariah”;

1. a priest, the father of John the Baptist: <420105>Luke 1:5,12f,18,21,40,59,67;
3:2.

2. a prophet, the son of Jehoiada the priest, who was stoned to death in the
middle of the ninth century before Christ in the court of the temple: <142419>2
Chronicles 24:19ff; <402335>Matthew 23:35; <421151>Luke 11:51. Yet this Zachariah
is called in Matthew, the passage cited the son not of Jehoiada but of
Barachiah. But most interpreters now think (and correctly) that the
Evangelist confounded him with that more noted Zachariah the prophet
who lived a little after the exile, and was the son of Barachiah (cf.
<380101>Zechariah 1:1), and whose prophecies have a place in the canon. For
Christ, to prove that the Israelites throughout their sacred history had been
stained with the innocent blood of righteous men, adduced the first and the
last example of the murders committed on good men; for the books of the
Chronicles stand last in the Hebrew canon. But opinions differ about this
Zachariah. For according to an ancient tradition, which the Greek church
follows (and which has been adopted by Chronicles W. Müller in the
Theol. Studien und Kritiken for 1841, p. 673ff, and formerly by Hilgenfeld,
krit. Untersuchungen üb. die Evangg. Justins, etc., p. 155 and die Evangg.
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nach ihrer Entstehung, p. 100), Zachariah the father of John the Baptist is
meant (cf. Protevangelium Jacobi, c. 23); others think (so quite recently
Keim, iii. 184 (English translation, see 218), cf. Weiss, das
Matthäusevang., p. 499) a certain Zachariah son of Baruch (according to
another reading Bariskaiou), who during the war between the Jews and
the Romans was slain by the zealots en mesw tw iJerw, as Josephus, b. j.
4, 5, 4 relates. Those who hold this opinion believe, either that Jesus
divinely predicted this murder and in the prophetic style said efoneusate
for foneusete (cf. Buttmann, sec. 137, 4; Winer’s Grammar, 273 (256)
n.; sec. 40, 5 b.), or that the Evangelist, writing after the destruction of
Jerusalem, by an anachronism put this murder into the discourse of Jesus.
These inventions are fully refuted by Fritzsche on Matthew, the passage
cited, and Bleek, Erklär. der drei ersten Evangg. ii., p. 177ff; cf. Hilgenfeld,
Einl. in d. N.T., p. 487f; (and Dr. James Morison, Commentary on
Matthew, the passage cited; B. D., under Zechariah 6, and under Zechariah
11).*

{2198} zaw, zw, zhv, zh, infinitive zhn (so L T, but R G WH -h-, Tr also
(except <460914>1 Corinthians 9:14; <470108>2 Corinthians 1:8); cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 5, 4 c.; WH. Introductory sec. 410; Lipsius Gram. Unters.,
p. 5f), participle zwn; imperfect ezwn (<450709>Romans 7:9, where the
Vaticanus manuscript has the inferior form ezhn (found again
<510307>Colossians 3:7 ezhte); cf. Fritzsche on Romans, ii., p. 38; (WH’s
Appendix, p. 169; Veitch, under the word)); future in the earlier form
zhsw (<450602>Romans 6:2 (not L marginal reading); <581209>Hebrews 12:9; L T Tr
WH also in John (<430525>John 5:25); 6:57,58 (51 T WH), (not L; 14:19 T Tr
WH); <471304>2 Corinthians 13:4; <590415>James 4:15), and much oftener ((?) five
times, quotations excepted, viz. <400918>Matthew 9:18; <421028>Luke 10:28; <431125>John
11:25; <450813>Romans 8:13; 10:5; cf. Moulton’s Winer, p. 105) the later form,
first used by (Hippocrates 7, 536 (see Veitch, under the word))
Demosthenes, zhsomai; 1 aorist (unused in Attic (Hipp., Anth. Pal.,
Plutarch, others (see Veitch))) ezhsa (<442605>Acts 26:5, etc.); cf. Alexander
Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Sprachl. ii. 191f; Buttmann, 58 (51); Krüger, i., p.
172; Kühner, i. 829; Winer’s Grammar, 86 (83); (Veitch, under the word);
Hebrew hy;j;; (from (Homer) Theognis, Aeschylus down); “to live”;

I. properly,

1. “to live, be among the living, be alive (not lifeless, not dead)”: <442012>Acts
20:12; <450701>Romans 7:1-3; <460739>1 Corinthians 7:39; <470108>2 Corinthians 1:8;
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4:11; <520415>1 Thessalonians 4:15,17; <661920>Revelation 19:20, etc.; yuch zwsa,
<461545>1 Corinthians 15:45 and R Tr marginal reading <661603>Revelation 16:3; dia
pantov tou zhn, during all their life (on earth), <580215>Hebrews 2:15
(diatelein panta ton tou zhn cronon, Diodorus 1, 74 (cf. Buttmann,
262 (225))); eti zwn (participle imperfect (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 341
(320))), while he was yet alive, before his death, <402763>Matthew 27:63; with
en sarki added, of the earthly life, <500122>Philippians 1:22; oJ de nun zw en
sarki, that life which I live in an earthly body, <480220>Galatians 2:20
(Buttmann, 149 (130); Winer’s Grammar, 227 (213)); en autw zwmen, in
God is the cause why we live, <441728>Acts 17:28; zwsa teqnhke, <540506>1
Timothy 5:6; emoi to zhn Cristov, my life is devoted to Christ, Christ is
the aim, the goal, of my life, <500121>Philippians 1:21; zwntev are opposed to
nekroi, <402232>Matthew 22:32; <411227>Mark 12:27; <422038>Luke 20:38; zwntev kai
nekroi, <441042>Acts 10:42; <451409>Romans 14:9; <550401>2 Timothy 4:1; <600405>1 Peter
4:5; in the sense of living and thriving, <470609>2 Corinthians 6:9; <520308>1
Thessalonians 3:8; zh en emoi Cristov, Christ is living and operative in
me, i.e. the holy mind and energy of Christ pervades and moves me
<480220>Galatians 2:20; ek dunamewv Qeou zhn eiv tina, through the power
of God to live and be strong toward one (namely, in correcting and
judging), <471304>2 Corinthians 13:4; in the absolute sense, God is said to be oJ
zwn: <401616>Matthew 16:16; 26:63; <430657>John 6:57; 6:69 Rec.; <441415>Acts 14:15;
<450926>Romans 9:26; <470303>2 Corinthians 3:3; 6:16; <520109>1 Thessalonians 1:9; <540315>1
Timothy 3:15; 4:10; 6:17 RG; <580312>Hebrews 3:12; 9:14; 10:31; 12:22;
<660702>Revelation 7:2 (<060310>Joshua 3:10; <121904>2 Kings 19:4,16; <233704>Isaiah 37:4,17;
<280110>Hosea 1:10; <270620>Daniel 6:20 Theodotion, 26, etc.); with the addition of
eiv touv aiwnav twn aiwnwn, <660409>Revelation 4:9; 15:7; zw egw (yjæ ynia;,
<041421>Numbers 14:21; <234918>Isaiah 49:18, etc.) “as I live” (by my life), the
formula by which God swears by himself, <451411>Romans 14:11. equivalent to
“to continue to live, to be kept alice” (oJstiv zhn epiqumei, peirasqw
nikan, Xenophon, an. 3, 2, 26 (39)): ean oJ kuriov qelhsh kai
zhswmen (zhsomen L T Tr WH), <590415>James 4:15 (Buttmann, 210 (181);
Winer’s Grammar, 286 (268f)); zhn ep’ artw (<400404>Matthew 4:4, etc.) see
epi, B. 2 a. [a]. (Tobit 5:20); zhn ek tinov, to get a living from a thing,
<460914>1 Corinthians 9:14; also when used of convalescents, <430450>John 4:50f,53;
with ek thv arrwstiav added, <120102>2 Kings 1:2; 8:8f, figuratively, “to live
and be strong”: en toutoiv (for Rec. en autoiv) in these vices, opposed
to the ethical death by which Christians are wholly severed from sin (see
apoqnhskw, II. 2 b.), <510307>Colossians 3:7; cf. Meyer at the passage
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equivalent to “to be no longer dead, to recover life, be restored to life”:
<400918>Matthew 9:18; <440941>Acts 9:41; so of Jesus risen from the dead, <411611>Mark
16:11; <422405>Luke 24:5,23; <440103>Acts 1:3; 25:19; <450610>Romans 6:10; <471304>2
Corinthians 13:4; opposed to nekrov, <660118>Revelation 1:18; 2:8; ezhsen
came to life, lived again, <451409>Romans 14:9 G L T Tr WH (opposed to
apeqane); <661314>Revelation 13:14; 20:4,5 (Rec. anezhsen) (<263709>Ezekiel
37:9f; on the aorist as marking entrance upon a state see basileuw, at the
end); zhn ek nekrwn, tropically, out of moral death to enter upon a new
life, dedicated and acceptable to God, <450613>Romans 6:13; (similarly in
<421532>Luke 15:32 T Tr WH). equivalent to “not to be mortal,” <580708>Hebrews
7:8 (where anqrwpoi apoqnhskontev “dying men” i.e. whose lot it is to
die, are opposed to oJ zwn).

2. emphatically, and in the Messianic sense, “to enjoy real life,” i.e. “to
have true life and worthy of the name — active, blessed, endless in the
kingdom of God” (or zwh aiwniov; see zwh, 2b.): <421028>Luke 10:28;
<430525>John 5:25; 11:25; <450117>Romans 1:17; 8:13; 14:9 ((?) see above);
<480312>Galatians 3:12; <581209>Hebrews 12:9; with the addition of ek pistewv,
<581038>Hebrews 10:38; of eiv ton aiwna, <430651>John 6:51,58; sun Cristw, in
Christ’s society, <520510>1 Thessalonians 5:10; this life in its absolute fullness
Christ enjoys, who owes it to God; hence, he says zw dia ton patera,
<430657>John 6:57; by the gift and power of Christ it is shared in by the faithful,
who accordingly are said zhsein di’ auton, <430657>John 6:57; di’ autou,
<620409>1 John 4:9. with a dative denoting the respect, pneumati, <600406>1 Peter
4:6; onoma eceiv oJti zhv kai nekrov ei, thou art said to have life (i.e.
vigorous spiritual life bringing forth good fruit) and (yet) thou art dead
(ethically), <660301>Revelation 3:1. In the O. T: zhn denotes “to live most
happily in the enjoyment of the theocratic blessings”: <031805>Leviticus 18:5;
<050401>Deuteronomy 4:1; 8:1; 30:16.

3. “to live” i.e. “pass life,” of the manner of living and acting; of morals or
character: meta androv with the accusative of time, of a married woman,
<420236>Luke 2:36; cwriv nomou, without recognition of the law, <450709>Romans
7:9; Farisaiov, <442605>Acts 26:5; also en kosmw, <510220>Colossians 2:20; with
en and a dative indicating the act or state of the soul: en pistei,
<480220>Galatians 2:20; en th aJmartia, to devote life to sin, <450602>Romans 6:2;
with adverbs expressing the manner: eusebwv, <550312>2 Timothy 3:12;
<560212>Titus 2:12; aswtwv, <421513>Luke 15:13; eqnikwv, <480214>Galatians 2:14;
adikwv, Sap. 14:28; zhn tini (the dative of person, a phrase common in
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Greek authors also, in Latin vivere alicui; cf. Fritzsche on Romans, vol. iii.,
p. 176ff), to devote, consecrate, life to one; so to live that life results in
benefit to someone or to his cause: tw Qew, <422038>Luke 20:38; <450610>Romans
6:10f; <480219>Galatians 2:19 (4 Macc. 16:25); tw Cristw, <470515>2 Corinthians
5:15; that man is said eJautw zhn who makes his own will his law, is his
own master, <451407>Romans 14:7; <470515>2 Corinthians 5:15; with the dative of the
thing to which life is devoted: th dikaiosunh, <600224>1 Peter 2:24;
pneumati, to be actuated by the Spirit, <480525>Galatians 5:25; kata sarka,
as the flesh dictates, <450812>Romans 8:12f.

II. Metaphorically, of inanimate things; a. uJdwr zwn, µyYijæ µyimæ
(<012619>Genesis 26:19; <031405>Leviticus 14:5; etc.), “living water,” i.e. bubbling
up, gushing forth, flowing, with the suggested idea of refreshment and
salubrity (opposed to the water of cisterns and pools (cf. our “spring
water”)), is figuratively used of the spirit and truth of God as satisfying the
needs and desires of the soul: <430410>John 4:10f; 7:38; epi zwsav phgav
uJdatwn, <660717>Revelation 7:17 Rec. b. “having vital power in itself and
exerting the same upon the soul”: elpiv zwsa, <600103>1 Peter 1:3; logov
Qeou, <600123>1 Peter 1:23; <580412>Hebrews 4:12; logia namely, tou Qeou,
<440738>Acts 7:38, cf. <053247>Deuteronomy 32:47; oJdov zwsa, <581020>Hebrews 10:20
(this phrase describing that characteristic of divine grace, in granting the
pardon of sin and fellowship with God, which likens it to a way leading to
the heavenly sanctuary). In the same manner the predicate oJ zwn is applied
to those things to which persons are compared who possess real life (see I.
2 above), in the expressions liqoi zwntev, <600204>1 Peter 2:4; artov oJ zwn
(see artov, at the end), <430651>John 6:51; qusia zwsa (tacitly opposed to
slain victims), <451201>Romans 12:1. (Compare: anazaw, suzaw.)

{4570} zbennumi, see sbennumi and under the word Sigma.

{2199} Zebedaiov, Zebedaiou, oJ, “Zebedee” (ydæb]zæ for yDib]zæ (i.e. my
gift), a form of the proper name which occurs a few times in the O.T., as
<132727>1 Chronicles 27:27 (the Septuagint Zabdi), munificent (others for
hy;d]bæz] gift of Jehovah); from cbæz; to give), a Jew, by occupation a
fisherman, husband of Salome, father of the apostles James and John:
<400421>Matthew 4:21; 10:2 (3); 20:20; 26:37; 27:56; <410119>Mark 1:19f; 3:17;
10:35; <420510>Luke 5:10; <432102>John 21:2.*
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{2200} zestov, zesth, zeston (zew), “boiling hot, hot,” (Strabo, Appian,
Diogenes Laërtius, others); metaphorically, of fervor of mind and zeal:
<660315>Revelation 3:15f.*

{2201} zeugov, zeugeov (zeugouv), to (zeugnumi to join, yoke),

1. “two draught-cattle” (horses or oxen or mules) “yoked together, a pair
or yoke of beasts”: <421419>Luke 14:19 (dm,x,, <111919>1 Kings 19:19, etc.; often in
Greek Writ; from Homer, Iliad 18, 543 down).

2. universally, “a pair”: <420224>Luke 2:24 (Herodotus 3, 130; Aeschylus Ag.
44; Xenophon, oec. 7, 18, and often in Greek writings).*

{2202} zeukthria, zeukthriav, hJ (from the adjective zeukthriov, fit
for joining or binding together), “a band, fastening”: <442740>Acts 27:40. Found
nowhere else.*

{2203} Zeuv (but genitive, Diov (dative Dii), are. Dia (or Dian) (from
old nominative Div), “Zeus,” corresponding to Latin Jupiter (A.V.):
<441412>Acts 14:12 (see Div); oJ iJereuv tou Diov tou ontov pro thv polewv,
“the priest of Zeus whose temple was before the city,” <441413>Acts 14:13 (cf.
Meyer at the passage)). See Div.*

{2204} zew; “to boil with heat, be hot”; often in Greek writings; thus of
water, Homer, Iliad 18, 349; 21, 362 (365); metaphorically, used of
‘boiling’ anger, love, zeal for what is good or bad, etc. (Tragg., Plato,
Plutarch, others); zewn (on this uncontracted form cf. Alexander Buttmann
(1873) Ausf. Spr. (or his School Gram. (Robinson’s translation)) sec. 105
N. 2, i., p. 481; Matthiae, i., p. 151; (Hadley sec. 371 b.)) tw pneumati,
“fervent in spirit,” said of zeal for what is good, <441825>Acts 18:25; <451211>Romans
12:11; cf. especially Rückert and Fritzsche on Romans, the passage cited*

{2206} zhleuw; equivalent to zhlow, which see;

1. “to envy, be jealous”: Simplicius in Epictetus c. 26, p. 131, Salinas
edition. (c. 19, 2, p. 56, 34 Didot) oudeiv twn t’ agaqon to
anqrwpinon zhtountwn fqonei h zhleuei pote.

2. in a good sense, “to imitate emulously, strive after”: erga arethv, ou
logouv, Demosthenes quoted in Stab. flor. app. 14, 7, iv. 384, Gaisf.
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edition; intransitive, “to be full of zeal for good, be zealous”: <660319>Revelation
3:19 L T Tr text WH, for Rec. zhlwson (cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 171).*

{2205} zhlov, zhlou, oJ, and (in <500306>Philippians 3:6 L T Tr WH; (<470902>2
Corinthians 9:2 T Tr WH)) to zhlov (Ignatius ad Trall. 4; dia zhlov,
Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 4, 8 (“in Clement of Rome, sections 3, 4,
5, 6 the masculine and neuter seem to be interchanged without any law”
(Lightfoot). For facts see especially Clement of Rome, edition 2 Hilgenfeld
(1876), p. 7; cf. Wit. Appendix, p. 158; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 9, N. 2;
Buttmann, 23 (20)); (from zew (Curtius, sec. 567; Vanicek, p. 757)); the
Septuagint for ha;n]qi; “excitement of mind, ardor, fervor of spirit”;

1. “zeal, ardor in embracing, pursuing, defending anything”: <471211>2
Corinthians 12:11; 9:2; kata zhlov, as respects zeal (in maintaining
religion), <500306>Philippians 3:6; with the genitive of the object, “zeal in behalf
of, for” a person or thing, <430217>John 2:17 from <196810>Psalm 68:10 (<196910>Psalm
69:10); <451002>Romans 10:2 (1 Macc. 2:58; Sophocles O. C. 943); uJper
tinov, genitive of person, <470707>2 Corinthians 7:7; <510413>Colossians 4:13 Rec.
with subject. genitive zhlw Qeou, with a jealousy such as God has, hence,
most pure and solicitous for their salvation, <471102>2 Corinthians 11:2; “the
fierceness of indignation, punitive zeal,” purov (of penal fire, which is
personified (see pur, at the end)), <581027>Hebrews 10:27 (<232611>Isaiah 26:11;
Sap. 5:18).

2. “an envious and contentious rivalry, jealousy”: <451313>Romans 13:13; <460303>1
Corinthians 3:3; <590314>James 3:14,16; eplhsqhsan zhlou, <440517>Acts 5:17;
13:45; plural zhloi, now the stirrings or motions of zhlov, now its
outbursts and manifestations: <471220>2 Corinthians 12:20; <480520>Galatians 5:20;
but in both passages L T Tr (WH, yet in Galatians, the passage cited WH
only in text) have adopted zhlov (zhloi te kai fqonoi, Plato, legg. 3, p.
679 c.). (On the distinction between zhlov (which may be used in a good
sense) and fqonov (used only in a bad sense) cf. Trench, Synonyms, sec.
xxvi.; Cope on Aristotle, rhet. 2, 11,

{2206} zhlow, zhlw; 1 aorist ezhlwsa; present passive infinitive
zhlousqai; (zhlov, which see); the Septuagint for aNæqi; “to burn with
zeal”;

1. absolutely, “to be heated” or “to boil” (A.V. “to be moved”) “with envy,
hatred, anger”: <440709>Acts 7:9; 17:5 (where Griesbach omits zhlwsantev);
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<461304>1 Corinthians 13:4; <590402>James 4:2; in a good sense, “to be zealous in the
pursuit of good,” <660319>Revelation 3:19 R G Tr marginal reading (the aorist
zhlwson marks the entrance into the mental state, see basileuw, at the
end; ezhlwse, he was seized with indignation, 1 Macc. 2:24).

2. transitive, ti, “to desire earnestly, pursue”: <461231>1 Corinthians 12:31;
14:1, 39, (Sir. 51:18; Thucydides 2, 37; Euripides, Hec. 255; Demosthenes
500, 2; others); mallon de, namely, zhloute, followed by iJna, <461401>1
Corinthians 14:1 (Buttmann, 237 (205); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 577 (537)).
tina, a. “to desire one earnestly, to strive after, busy oneself about” him:
to exert oneself for one (that he may not be torn from me), <471102>2
Corinthians 11:2; to seek to draw over to one’s side, <480417>Galatians 4:17 (cf.
iJna, II. 1 d.); to court one’s good will and favor, <202317>Proverbs 23:17; 24:1;
<193601>Psalm 36:1 (<193701>Psalm 37:1)1; so in the passive “to be the object of the
zeal of others, to be zealously sought after”: <480418>Galatians 4:18 (here Tr
marginal reading zhlousqe, but cf. WH. Introductory sec. 404). b. “to
envy one”: <012614>Genesis 26:14; 30:1; 37:11; Hesiod app. 310; Homer Cer.
168, 223; and in the same sense, according to some interpretations, in
<440709>Acts 7:9; but there is no objection to considering zhlwsantev here as
used absolutely (see 1 above (so A.V. (not R. V.))) and ton Iwshf as
depending on the verb apedonto alone. (Compare: parazhlow.)*

{2207} zhlwthv, zhlwtou, oJ (zhlow), “one burning with zeal; a
zealot”;

1. absolutely, for the Hebrew aN;qæ, used of God as jealous of any rival and
sternly vindicating his control: <022005>Exodus 20:5; <050424>Deuteronomy 4:24, etc.
From the time of the Maccabees (105-63 B. C.) there existed among the
Jews a class of men, called “Zealots,” who rigorously adhered to the
Mosaic law and endeavored even by a resort to violence, after the example
of Phinehas (<042511>Numbers 25:11, zhlwthv Finhv 4 Macc. 18:12), to
prevent religion from being violated by others; but in the latter days of the
Jewish commonwealth they used their holy zeal as a pretext for the basest
crimes, Josephus, b. j. 4, 3, 9; 4, 5, 1; 4, 6, 3; 7, 8; 1. To this class perhaps
Simon the apostle had belonged, and hence, got the surname oJ zhlwthv:
<420615>Luke 6:15; <440113>Acts 1:13; (cf. Schürer, Neutest. Zeitgesch., Index under
the word Zeloten; Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, i. 237ff).

2. with the genitive of the object: with the genitive of the thing, “most
eagerly desirous of, zealous for, a thing”; a. to acquire a thing (zealous of)
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(see zhlow, 2): <461412>1 Corinthians 14:12; <560214>Titus 2:14; <600313>1 Peter 3:13 L
T Tr WH (arethv, Philo, praem. et poen. sec. 2; thv eusebeiav, de
monarch. 50:1, sec. 3; eusebeiav kai dikaiosunhv, de poenit. sec. 1;
twn polemikwn ergwn, Diodorus 1, 73; peri twn anhkontwn eiv
swthrian, Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 45,1). b. to defend and
uphold a thing, vehemently contending for a thing (zealous for): nomou,
<442120>Acts 21:20 (2 Macc. 4:2); twn patrikwn paradosewn, <480114>Galatians
1:14 (twn aiguptiakwn plasmatwn, Philo, vit. Moys. iii. sec. 19; thv
arcaiav kai swfronov agwghv, Diodorus excerpt., p. 611 (from 50:37,
vol. 2:564 Didot)); with the genitive of person: Qeou, intent on protecting
the majesty and authority of God by contending for the Mosaic law,
<442203>Acts 22:3. (In secular authors also “an emulator, admirer, imitator,
follower of anyone”.)*

{2209} zhmia, zhmiav, hJ, “damage, loss” (Sophocles, Herodotus down):
<442710>Acts 27:10,21; hJgeisqai zhmian (Xenophon, mem. 2, 4, 3; tina,
accusative of person, 2, 3, 2), ti, to regard a thing as a loss: <500307>Philippians
3:7 (opposed to kerdov), 8.*

{2210} zhmiow, zhmiw: (zhmia), “to affect with damage, do damage to”:
tina ((Thucydides), Xenophon, Plato); in the N.T. only in the passive,
future zhmiwqhsomai ((Xenophon, mem. 3, 9, 12, others; but “as often”)
in secular authors (future middle) zhmiwsomai in passive sense; cf.
Krüger, sec. 39, 11 Anm.; Kühner, on Xenophon, mem. as above; (Liddell
and Scott, under the word; Veitch, under the word)); 1 aorist ezhmiwqhn;
absolutely, “to sustain damage, to receive injury, suffer loss”: <460315>1
Corinthians 3:15; en tini ek tinov, in a thing from one, <470709>2 Corinthians
7:9; with the accusative of the thing: (one from whom another is taken
away (as a penalty) by death, is said thn yuchn tinov zhmiousqai,
Herodotus 7, 39), thn yuchn autou, to forfeit his life, i.e. according to
the context, eternal life, <401626>Matthew 16:26; <410836>Mark 8:36, for which
Luke, in <420925>Luke 9:25, eJauton i.e. himself, by being shut out from the
everlasting kingdom of God. panta ezhmiwqhn, reflexive (yet see
Meyer), I forfeited, gave up all things, I decided to suffer the loss of all
these ((?)) things, <500308>Philippians 3:8.*

{2211} Zhnav (cf. Lightfoot on <510415>Colossians 4:15; Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 16 N. 1), Zhnan, (Buttmann, 20 (18)), oJ, “Zenas,” at first a teacher of
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the Jewish law, afterward a Christian: <560313>Titus 3:13. (B. D. under the
word.)*

{2212} zhtew, zhtw; imperfect 3 person singular ezhtei, plural ezhtoun;
future zhthsw; 1 aorist ezhthsa; passive, present zhtoumai; imperfect 3
person singular ezhteito (<580807>Hebrews 8:7); 1 future zhthqhsomai
(<421248>Luke 12:48); (from Homer on); the Septuagint for ‘vræD;, and much

more often for vQeBi; “to seek,” i.e.

1. “to seek in order to find”;

a. universally and absolutely: <400707>Matthew 7:7f; <421109>Luke 11:9f (see
eJuriskw, 1 a); tina, <410137>Mark 1:37; <420248>Luke 2:48 (<420245>Luke 2:45 R L
marginal reading), (<420442>Luke 4:42 Rec.); <430624>John 6:24; 18:4,7; <441019>Acts
10:19, and often; followed by en with the dative of place, <440911>Acts 9:11;
with the accusative of the thing (margaritav), of buyers, <401345>Matthew
13:45; something lost, <401812>Matthew 18:12; <421910>Luke 19:10; ti en tini, as
fruit on a tree, <421306>Luke 13:6f; anapausin, a place of rest, <401243>Matthew
12:43; <421124>Luke 11:24; after the Hebrew (vQeBi ta, vp,n, ... (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 33 (32); 18)) yuchn tinov, to seek, plot against, the life of one,
<400220>Matthew 2:20; <451103>Romans 11:3, (<020419>Exodus 4:19, etc.); universally, ti
zhteiv; what dost thou seek? what dost thou wish? <430138>John 1:38 (39);
(<430427>John 4:27).

b. “to seek” (i.e. “in order to find out”) “by thinking, meditating,
reasoning; to inquire into”: peri tinov zhteite met’ allhlwn; <431619>John
16:19; followed by indirect discourse, pwv, ti, tina: <411118>Mark 11:18;
14:1,11; <421229>Luke 12:29; 22:2; <600508>1 Peter 5:8; ton Qeon, to follow up the
traces of divine majesty and power, <441727>Acts 17:27 (universally, to seek the
knowledge of God, Sap. 1:1; 13:6; (Philo, monarch. i. sec. 5)).

c. “to seek after, seek for, aim at, strive after”: eukairian, <402616>Matthew
26:16; <422206>Luke 22:6; yeudomarturian, <402659>Matthew 26:59; <411455>Mark
14:55; ton qanaton, an opportunity to die, <660906>Revelation 9:6; lusin,
<460727>1 Corinthians 7:27; thn basileian tou Qeou, <400633>Matthew 6:33;
<421231>Luke 12:31; ta anw, <510301>Colossians 3:1; eirhnhn, <600311>1 Peter 3:11;
afqarsian etc. <450207>Romans 2:7; doxan ek tinov, <520206>1 Thessalonians
2:6; thn doxan thn para tinov, <430544>John 5:44; ta tinov, the property of
one, <471214>2 Corinthians 12:14; thn doxan Qeou, to seek to promote the
glory of God, <430718>John 7:18; 8:50; to qelhma tinov, to attempt to
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establish, <430530>John 5:30; to sumforon tinov, to seek to further the profit
or advantage of one, <461033>1 Corinthians 10:33, equivalent to zhtein ta
tinov, <461024>1 Corinthians 10:24; 13:5; <506221>Philippians 2:21; uJmav, to seek to
win your souls, <471214>2 Corinthians 12:14; ton Qeon, to seek the favor of
God (see ekzhtew, a.), <451020>Romans 10:20; (<450311>Romans 3:11 Tr marginal
reading WH marginal reading). followed by an infinitive (Buttmann, 258
(222); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 3) “to seek” i.e. “desire, endeavor”:
<401246>Matthew 12:46 (47 (WH in marginal reading only)); 21:46; <410419>Mark
4:19 (L Tr marginal reading); <411212>Mark 12:12; <420518>Luke 5:18; 6:19; 9:9;
<430518>John 5:18; 7:4 (Buttmann, sec. 142, 4); <430519>John 5:19f; <441308>Acts 13:8;
16:10; <451003>Romans 10:3; <480110>Galatians 1:10; 2:17; followed by iJna
(Buttmann, 237 (205)), <461412>1 Corinthians 14:12.

2. “to seek” i.e. “require, demand”: (shmeion, <410812>Mark 8:12 L T Tr WH;
<421129>Luke 11:29 T Tr WH); sofian, <460122>1 Corinthians 1:22; dokimhn, <471303>2
Corinthians 13:3; ti para tinov, to crave, demand something from
someone, <410811>Mark 8:11; <421116>Luke 11:16; 12:48; en tini, the dative of
person, to seek in one, i.e. to require of him, followed by iJna, <460402>1
Corinthians 4:2. (Compare: anazhtew, ekzhtew, epizhtew, suzhtew.)

{2213} zhthma, zhthtov, to (zhtew), “a question, debate”: <441502>Acts
15:2; 26:3; nomou, about the law, <442329>Acts 23:29; peri tinov, <441815>Acts
18:15; 25:19. (From Sophocles down.)*

{2214} zhthsiv, zhthsewv, hJ (zhtew);

a. “a seeking”: (Herodotus), Thucydides 8, 57; others;

b. “inquiry” (German die Frage): peri tinov, <442520>Acts 25:20.

c. “a questioning, debate”: <441502>Acts 15:2 (for Rec. suzhthsiv); 7 T Tr text
WH; peri tinov, <430325>John 3:25.

d. “a subject of questioning or debate, matter of controversy”: <540104>1
Timothy 1:4 R G L; 6:4; <550223>2 Timothy 2:23; <560309>Titus 3:9.*

{2215} zizanion, zizaniou, to (doubtless a word of Semitic origin;
Arabic ..., Syriac ... (see Schaaf, Lex. under the word, p. 148), Talmud
ˆyniw;z] or ˆyniWz; Suidas zizanion. hJ en tw sitw aira), “zizanium” (A.V.
“tares”), a kind of darnel, bastard wheat (but see references below),
resembling wheat except that the grains are black: <401325>Matthew 13:25-
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27,29f,38,38,40. (Geoponica (for references see B. D. American edition, p.
3177 note)). Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Lolch; Furrer in Schenkel
B. L. 4:57; (B. D., and Tristram, Nat. Hist. of the Bible, under the word
Tares).*

{4667} Zmurna, so Tdf. in <660111>Revelation 1:11, etc., for Smurna, which
see.

{2216} Zorobabel, in Josephus, Zorobabhlov, Zorobabelou, oJ,
(lb,B;ruz], i.e. either for lb,b;Wrz] dispersed in Babylonia or for [æWrz] lb,B;
begotten in Babylonia), “Zerubbabel,” Vulgate Zorobabel, a descendant of
David, the leader of the first colony of the Jews on their return from the
Babylonian exile: <400112>Matthew 1:12f; <420327>Luke 3:27.*

{2217} zofov, zofou, oJ (akin to gnofov, dnofov, nefov, knefav, see
Alexander Buttmann (1873) Lexil. ii., p. 266 (Fishlake’s translation, p.
378); cf. Curtius, p. 706), “darkness, blackness”: <581218>Hebrews 12:18 L T Tr
WH; as in Homer Iliad 15, 191; 21, 56, etc., used of the darkness of the
nether world (cf. Grimm on Sap. 17:14), <610204>2 Peter 2:4; <650106>Jude 1:6;
zofov tou skotouv (cf. Ëv,j hl;pea}, <021022>Exodus 10:22), the blackness of
(i.e. the densest) darkness, <610217>2 Peter 2:17; <650113>Jude 1:13. (Cf. Trench, sec.
c.)*

{2218} zugov, zugou, oJ, for which in Greek writings before Polybius to
zugon was more common (from zeugnumi);

1. “a yoke”; a. properly, such as is put on draught-cattle. b. metaphorically,
used of any burden or bondage: as that of slavery, <540601>1 Timothy 6:1
(<032613>Leviticus 26:13), douleiav, <480501>Galatians 5:1 (Sophocles Aj. 944;
doulosunhv, Demosthenes 322, 12); of troublesome laws imposed on
one, especially of the Mosaic law, <441510>Acts 15:10; <480501>Galatians 5:1; hence,
the name is so transferred to the commands of Christ as to contrast them
with the commands of the Pharisees which were a veritable ‘yoke’; yet
even Christ’s commands must be submitted to, though easier to be kept:
<401129>Matthew 11:29f (less aptly in Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 16, 17
Christians are called oJi uJpo ton zugon thv caritov elqontev (cf.
Harnack at the passage)).

2. “a balance, pair of scales”: <660605>Revelation 6:5 (as in <234012>Isaiah 40:12;
<031936>Leviticus 19:36; Plato, rep. 8, 550 e.; Aelian v. h. 10, 6; others).*
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{2219} zumh, zumhv, hJ (zew (but cf. Curtius, p. 626f; Vanicek, p. 760)),
“leaven”: <401333>Matthew 13:33; <421321>Luke 13:21 (<021215>Exodus 12:15;
<030211>Leviticus 2:11; <051603>Deuteronomy 16:3, etc.; Aristotle, gen. an. 3, 4;
Josephus, Antiquities 3, 10, 6; Plutarch, mor., p. 289f (quaest. Romans
109)); tou artou, <401612>Matthew 16:12; metaphorically, of inveterate mental
and moral corruption, 1 Corinthians 5:(7),8 (Ignatius ad Magnes. 10);
viewed in its tendency to infect others, zumh twn Farisaiwn:
<401606>Matthew 16:6, 11; <410815>Mark 8:15; <421201>Luke 12:1, which fig.
<401612>Matthew 16:12 explains of the teaching of the Pharisees, Luke, the
passage cited more correctly (definitely?) of their hypocrisy. It is applied to
that which, though small in quantity, yet by its influence thoroughly
pervades a thing: either in a good sense, as in the parable <401333>Matthew
13:33; <421321>Luke 13:21 (see zumow); or in a bad sense, of a pernicious
influence, as in the proverb mikra zumh oJlon to furama zumoi, “a little
leaven leaveneth the whole lump,” which is used variously, according to
the various things to which it is applied, viz. a single sin corrupts a whole
church, <460506>1 Corinthians 5:6; a slight inclination to error (respecting the
necessity of circumcision) easily perverts the whole conception of faith,
<480509>Galatians 5:9; but many interpretations explain the passage ‘even a few
false teachers lead the whole church into error.’*

{2220} zumow, zumw; 1 aorist passive ezumwqhn; (zumh); “to leaven”
(to mix leaven with dough so as to make it ferment): <460506>1 Corinthians 5:6;
<480509>Galatians 5:9 (on which passage see zumh); eJwv ezumwqh oJlon,
namely, to aleuron, words which refer to the saving power of the gospel,
which from a small beginning will gradually pervade and transform the
whole human race: <401333>Matthew 13:33; <421321>Luke 13:21. (the Septuagint,
Hipp., Athen., Plutarch.)*

{2221} zwgrew, zwgrw; perfect passive participle ezwgrhmenov; (zowv
alive, and agrew (poetic form of agreuw, which see));

1. “to take alive” (Homer, Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, others; the
Septuagint).

2. universally, “to take, catch, capture”: ezwgrhmenoi uJp’ autou (i.e.
tou diabolou) eiv to ekeinou qelhma, if they are held captive to do his
will, <550226>2 Timothy 2:26 (others make ezwgrhmenoi uJp’ autou
parenthetic and refer ekeinou to God; see ekeinov, 1 c.; cf. Ellicott, in the
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place cited); anqrwpouv esh zwgrwn, thou shalt catch men, i.e. by
teaching thou shalt win their souls for the kingdom of God, <420510>Luke 5:10.*

{2222} zwh, zwhv, hJ (from zaw, zw), the Septuagint chiefly for µyYijæ;
“life”;

1. universally, “life,” i.e. “the state of one who is possessed of vitality or is
animate”: <600310>1 Peter 3:10 (on which see agapaw); <580703>Hebrews 7:3,16;
autov (oJ Qeov) didouv pasin zwhn kai pnohn, <441725>Acts 17:25;
pneuma zwhv ek tou Qeou, the vital spirit, the breath of (i.e. imparting)
life, <661111>Revelation 11:11 (<263705>Ezekiel 37:5); pasa yuch zwhv, genitive of
possess, “every living soul,” <661603>Revelation 16:3 G L T Tr text WH; spoken
of earthly life: hJ zwh tinov, <421215>Luke 12:15; <440833>Acts 8:33 (see airw, 3
h.); <590414>James 4:14; en th zwh sou, whilst thou wast living on earth,
<421625>Luke 16:25 (en th zwh autou, Sir. 30:5; 50:1); en th zwh tauth,
<461519>1 Corinthians 15:19; pasai aJi hJmerai thv zwhv tinov, <420175>Luke 1:75
Rec. (<010314>Genesis 3:14; <19C705>Psalm 127:5 (<19C805>Psalm 128:5); Sir. 22:12 (10)).
epaggelia zwhv thv nun kai thv melloushv, a promise looking to the
present and the future life, <540408>1 Timothy 4:8; zwh and qanatov are
contrasted in <450838>Romans 8:38; <460322>1 Corinthians 3:22; <500120>Philippians 1:20;
of a life preserved in the midst of perils, with a suggestion of vigor, <470412>2
Corinthians 4:12 (the life of Paul is meant here, which exerts a saving
power on the Corinthians by his discharge of his apostolic duties); of the
life of persons raised from the dead: en kainothti zwhv, figuratively
spoken of a new mode of life, dedicated to God, <450604>Romans 6:4; of the life
of Jesus after his resurrection, <440228>Acts 2:28; <450510>Romans 5:10; of the same,
with the added notion of vigor, <470410>2 Corinthians 4:10f.

2. used emphatically,

a. “of the absolute fullness of life, both essential and ethical, which belongs
to God, and through him both to the hypostatic logov and to Christ” in
whom the logov put on human nature: wJsper oJ pathr ecei zwhn en
eJautw, oJutwv edwken kai tw uJiw zwhn ecein en eJautw, <430526>John 5:26;
en autw (namely, tw logw) zwh hn kai hJ zwh hn to fwv twn
anqrwpwn, in him life was (comprehended), and the life (transfused from
the Logos into created natures) was the light (i.e. the intelligence) of men
(because the life of men is self-conscious, and thus a fountain of
intelligence springs up), <430104>John 1:4; oJ logov thv zwhv, the Logos having
life in itself and communicating it to others, <620101>1 John 1:1; hJ zwh
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efanerwqh, was manifested in Christ, clothed in flesh, <620102>1 John 1:2.
From this divine fountain of life flows forth that life which is next to be
defined: viz.

b. “life real and genuine,” “vita quae sola vita nominanda” (Cicero, de sen.
21, 77), “a life active and vigorous, devoted to God, blessed, the portion
even in this world of those who put their trust in Christ, but after the
resurrection to be consummated by new accessions (among them a more
perfect body), and to last forever” (the writers of the O.T. have anticipated
the conception, in their way, by employing µyYijæ to denote a happy life and
every kind of blessing: <053015>Deuteronomy 30:15,19; <390205>Malachi 2:5;
<193313>Psalm 33:13 (<193413>Psalm 34:13) 13; <200835>Proverbs 8:35; 12:28, etc.):
<430651>John 6:51,63; 14:6; <450710>Romans 7:10; 8:6, 10; <470216>2 Corinthians 2:16;
<504716>Philippians 2:16; (<510304>Colossians 3:4); <610103>2 Peter 1:3; <620511>1 John
5:11,16,20; with the addition of tou Qeou, supplied by God (Winer’s
Grammar, 186 (175)), <490418>Ephesians 4:18; hJ en Cristw, to be obtained in
fellowship with Christ, <550101>2 Timothy 1:1; metabebhkenai ek tou
qanatou eiv zwhn, <430524>John 5:24; <620314>1 John 3:14; oyesqai thn zwhn,
<430336>John 3:36; ecein zwhn, <430540>John 5:40; 10:10; <620512>1 John 5:12; with en
eJautw (or eJautoiv) added, <430526>John 5:26; (6:53); didonai, <430633>John 6:33;
cariv zwhv, the grace of God evident in the life obtained, <600307>1 Peter 3:7;
to pneuma thv zwhv en Cristw Ihsou, the Spirit, the repository and
imparter of life, and which is received by those united to Christ,
<450802>Romans 8:2; oJ artov thv zwhv (see artov, at the end), <430635>John
6:35,48; to fwv thv zohv, the light illumined by which one arrives at life,
<430812>John 8:12. more fully zwh aiwniov and hJ zwh hJ aiwniov ((cf.
Buttmann, 90 (79)); see below): <430436>John 4:36; (<431250>John 12:50); 17:3; <620102>1
John 1:2; 2:25; (rhmata zwhv aiwniou, <430668>John 6:68); eiv zwhn
aiwnion, unto the attainment of eternal life (cf. eiv, B. II. 3 c. [^d]., p.
185a), <430414>John 4:14; 6:27; didonai zwhn aiwnion, <431028>John 10:28; 17:2;
<620511>1 John 5:11; ecein zwhn aiwnion, <430315>John 3:15 (and <430316>John 3:16)
(opposed to apollusqai), <430336>John 3:36; 5:24,39; 6:40,47,54; 20:31 L
brackets; <620513>1 John 5:13; ouk ecein zwhn aiwnion en eJautw, <620315>1 John
3:15; (in Enoch 15:4,6 the wicked angels are said before their fall to have
been “spiritual” and “partakers of eternal and immortal life”). zwh and hJ
zwh, without epithet, are used of the blessing of “real life after the
resurrection,” in <400714>Matthew 7:14; <431125>John 11:25; <440315>Acts 3:15; 5:20;
11:18; <450517>Romans 5:17,18 (on which see dikaiwsiv, at the end); <470504>2
Corinthians 5:4; <510303>Colossians 3:3; <550110>2 Timothy 1:10; <560102>Titus 1:2; 3:7;
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zwh ek nekrwn, life breaking forth from the abode of the dead,
<451115>Romans 11:15; eiselqein eiv thn zwhn, <401808>Matthew 18:8f; 19:17;
<410943>Mark 9:43,45; anastasiv zwhv equivalent to eiv zwhn (2 Macc.
7:14), <430529>John 5:29 (on the genitive, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 188 (177));
stefanov thv zwhv equivalent to hJ zwh wJv stefanov, <590112>James 1:12;
<660210>Revelation 2:10; xulon thv zwhv, the tree whose fruit gives and
maintains eternal life, <660207>Revelation 2:7; 22:2,14,19 (G L T Tr WH) (cf.
<010209>Genesis 2:9; <200318>Proverbs 3:18; dendron zwhv, <201130>Proverbs 11:30;
13:12); cf. Bleek, Vorless. üb. d. Apokalypse, p. 174f; uJdwr zwhv, water
the use of which serves to maintain eternal life, <662106>Revelation 21:6;
22:1,17; in the same sense zwhv phgai uJdatwn, <660717>Revelation 7:17 G L
T Tr WH; hJ biblov and to biblion thv zwhv, the book in which the
names of those are recorded to whom eternal life has been decreed:
<500403>Philippians 4:3; <660305>Revelation 3:5; 13:8; 17:8; 20:12,15; 21:27;
(<662219>Revelation 22:19 Rec.; cf. Lightfoot on Philippians, the passage cited),
more fully hJ ontwv (Rec. aiwniov) zwh, <540619>1 Timothy 6:19; zwh
aiwniov (cf. above) (Justin Martyr, de resurr. i., p. 588 c. oJ logov ...
didouv hJmin en eJautw thn ek nekrwn anastasin kai thn meta
tauta zwhn aiwnion), <402546>Matthew 25:46 (opposed to kolasiv
aiwniov); <441346>Acts 13:46,48; <450207>Romans 2:7; 6:22f; <480608>Galatians 6:8;
<540612>1 Timothy 6:12; after en tw aiwni tw ercomenw, <411030>Mark 10:30;
<421830>Luke 18:30; ecein zwhn aiwnion <401916>Matthew 19:16; klhronomein,
<401929>Matthew 19:29; <411017>Mark 10:17; <421025>Luke 10:25; 18:18; eiv zwhn
aiwnion, unto the attainment of life eternal, <431225>John 12:25; <450521>Romans
5:21; <540116>1 Timothy 1:16; <650121>Jude 1:21 (<271202>Daniel 12:2; 4 Macc. 15:2;
aennaov zwh, 2 Macc. 7:36; aidiov zwh, Ignatius ad Ephesians 19). Cf.
Köstlin, Lehrbegriff des Ev. Johann. etc., pp. 234ff, 338ff; Reuss, Johann.
Theologie (in Beiträge zu d. theol. Wissenschaften, vol. i.), p. 76ff (cf. his
Hist. de la Theol. Chret., book vii., chapter xiv.); Lipsius, Paulin.
Rechtfertigungslehre, pp. 152ff 185f; Güder in Herzog viii. 254 (2nd
edition, 509ff); B. B. Brückner, Deuteronomy notione vocis zwh in N.T.
Lipsius 1858; Huther, d. Bedeut. d. Begriffe zwh u. pisteuein im N.T., in
the Jahrbb. f. deutsche Theol. 1872, p. 1ff (For the relations of the term to
heathen conceptions cf. G. Teichmüller, Aristotle, Forsch. iii., p. 127ff)
Some, as Bretschneider, Wahl, Wilke, especially Käuffer (in his book
Deuteronomy biblica zwhv aiwniou notione. Dresd. 1838), maintain that
zwh aiwniov everywhere even in John’s writings refers to “life after the
resurrection”; but in this way they are compelled not only to assume a
prophetic use of the perfect in the saying ek tou qanatou
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metabebhkenai eiv thn zwhn (<430524>John 5:24; <620314>1 John 3:14), but also to
interpret the common phrase ecei zwhn aiwnion as meaning “he has
eternal life as his certain portion though as yet only in hope,” as well as to
explain zwhn aiwnion ouk ecein en eJautw menousan (<620315>1 John 3:15)
of “the hope” of eternal life. (Synonym: see biov, at the end.)*

{2223} zwnh, zwnhv, hJ (zwnnumi (from Homer down), “a girdle, belt,”
serving not only to gird on flowing garments, <400304>Matthew 3:4; <410106>Mark
1:6; <442111>Acts 21:11; <660113>Revelation 1:13; 15:6; but also, since it was hollow,
to carry money in (A.V. “purse”): <401009>Matthew 10:9; <410608>Mark 6:8;
Plutarch, mor., p. 665 b. quaest. conviv. 4:2, 3, 2; “argentum in zonis
habentes,” Livy 33, 29. (B. D. under the word Girdle.)*

{2224} zwnnumi and zwnnuw: imperfect 2 person singular ezwnuev; fut,
zwsw; 1 aorist middle imperative zwsai; “to gird”: tina, <432118>John 21:18;
Middle “to gird oneself”: <441208>Acts 12:8 L T Tr WH. (<022909>Exodus 29:9;
Homer, et al.) (Compare: anazwnnumi, diazwnnumi, perizwnnumi,
uJpozwnnumi.)*

{2225} zowgonew, zowgonw; future zowgonhsw; present infinitive
passive zowgoneisqai; (from zowgonov viviparous, and this from zowv
and GENW);

1. properly, “to bring forth alive” (Theophrastus, Diodorus, Lucian,
Plutarch, others).

2. “to give life” (Theophrastus, de caus. pl. 4, 15, 4; Ath. 7, p. 298 c.): ta
panta, of God, <540613>1 Timothy 6:13 L T Tr WH ((<090206>1 Samuel 2:6)).

3. in the Bible “to preserve alive”: thn yuchn, <421733>Luke 17:33; passive
<440719>Acts 7:19. (For hy;j’h,, <020117>Exodus 1:17; <070819>Judges 8:19; (<092709>1 Samuel
27:9,11; <112103>1 Kings 21:31 (<112031>1 Kings 20:31).)*

{2226} zown (or zown (so L WH uniformly, Treg. in Hebrews and Rev.;
see Etymologicum Magnum 413, 24, and references under the word Iota)),
zowu, to, (zowv alive);

1. “a living being”.

2. “an animal, brute, beast”: <581311>Hebrews 13:11; <610212>2 Peter 2:12; <650110>Jude
1:10; <660406>Revelation 4:6-9 (on <660408>Revelation 4:8 cf. Buttmann, 130 (114)),
etc.
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(Synonyms: zown differs from qhrion (at least etymologically; but cf.
Schmidt as below) in giving prominence to the vital element, while qhrion
emphasizes the bestial element. Hence, in Revelation as above zown is fitly
rendered “living creature” in contradistinction to the qhrion “beast,” cf.
<661107>Revelation 11:7; 13:1, etc. See Trench, sec. lxxxi.; Schmidt ii., chapter
70.)

{2227} zowpoiew; zowpoiw; future zowpoihsw; 1 aorist infinitive
zwpoihsai; passive, present zowpoioumai; 1 future zowpoihqhsomai;
1 aorist participle zowpoihqeiv; (zowpoiov making alive);

1. “to produce alive, beget or bear living young” (Aristotle, Theophrastus).

2. “to cause to live, make alive, give life”: ta panta, of God, <540618>1
Timothy 6:18 R G (cf. <160906>Nehemiah 9:6; <120507>2 Kings 5:7; Diogn., epistle 5
at the end); by spiritual power to arouse and invigorate, <470306>2 Corinthians
3:6; <480321>Galatians 3:21; to give zwh aiwniov (in the Johannine sense),
<430663>John 6:63; of the dead, “to reanimate, restore to life”: <461545>1 Corinthians
15:45; tina, <430521>John 5:21; <450417>Romans 4:17; 8:11; passive <461522>1
Corinthians 15:22; equivalent to “to give increase of life”: thus of physical
life, prwton to paidion meliti, eita galakti zowpoieitai, the
Epistle of Barnabas 6, 17; of the spirit, zowpoihqeiv pneumati,
quickened as respects the spirit, endued with new and greater powers of
life, <600318>1 Peter 3:18, on which cf. Lechler, Das apost. u. nachapost.
Zeitalter, p. 182 edition 2; (Zezschwitz, Deuteronomy Christi ad inferos
descensu (Lipsius 1857), p. 20). metaphorically (Geoponica 9, 11, 7) of
seeds quickening into life, i.e. germinating, springing up, growing: <461536>1
Corinthians 15:36. (Compare: suzowpoiew.)*
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HH
{2228} h, a disjunctive conjunction (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 6).
Used

1. to distinguish things or thoughts which either mutually exclude each
other, or one of which can take the place of the other: “or” (Latin aut, vel);

a. to distinguish one thing from another in words of the same construction:
<400517>Matthew 5:17 (ton nomon h touv profhtav), <400536>Matthew 5:36
(leukhn h melainan); <400631>Matthew 6:31; 7:16; <410656>Mark 6:56; 7:11f;
<420224>Luke 2:24; 9:25; <430748>John 7:48; 13:29; <440107>Acts 1:7; 3:12; 4:7;
<450121>Romans 1:21; 3:1; <460403>1 Corinthians 4:3; 5:10f; <461019>1 Corinthians 10:19;
<480110>Galatians 1:10, etc.

b. after an interrogative or a declarative sentence, before a question
designed to prove the same thing in another way: <400704>Matthew 7:4,9;
12:29; 16:26; 26:53; <410837>Mark 8:37; <421304>Luke 13:4; 14:31; 15:8;
<450921>Romans 9:21; 14:10; <460616>1 Corinthians 6:16.

c. before a sentence contrary to the one just preceding, to indicate that if
one be denied or refuted the other must stand: <402015>Matthew 20:15 (i.e.
“or,” if thou wilt not grant this, “is thine eye” etc.); <450329>Romans 3:29; <460906>1
Corinthians 9:6; 10:22; 11:14 (Rec.); 14:36; <471107>2 Corinthians 11:7; h
agnoeite etc., <450603>Romans 6:3; 7:1 (cf. <450614>Romans 6:14); h ouk oikate
etc., <451102>Romans 11:2; <460609>1 Corinthians 6:9, 16,19.

d. h ... h, “either ... or,” <400624>Matthew 6:24; 12:33; <421613>Luke 16:13; <442420>Acts
24:20f; <461406>1 Corinthians 14:6.

2. in a disjunctive question it corresponds to the Latin an after utrum;

a. preceded by poteron, <430717>John 7:17; cf. Klotz ad Dev. 2:2, p. 574f;
preceded by the interrogative mh, <460908>1 Corinthians 9:8; preceded by mhti,
<470117>2 Corinthians 1:17.

b. without an intertog. particle in the first member of the interrogation: ti
esti eukopwteron, eipein ... h eipein, <400905>Matthew 9:5; <410209>Mark 2:9;
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<420523>Luke 5:23; add, <402125>Matthew 21:25; 23:17, 19; 27:17; <410304>Mark 3:4;
<420719>Luke 7:19; <440834>Acts 8:34.

c. h ... h ... h, <411335>Mark 13:35.

3. as a comparative conjunction, “than”;

a. after comparatives: <401015>Matthew 10:15; 11:22; <420913>Luke 9:13; 16:17;
<430319>John 3:19; 4:1 (Tr marginal reading omits; WH brackets h); <440419>Acts
4:19; <451311>Romans 13:11, and often. h is lacking after pleiouv followed by
a noun of number: <402653>Matthew 26:53 T Tr WH; <440422>Acts 4:22; 23:13, 21;
24:11 (where Rec. adds h); cf. Matthiae, sec. 455 note 4; Kühner, ii., p.
847; (Jelf, sec. 780 Obs. 1); Winer’s Grammar, 595 (554); (Buttmann, 168
(146)); Lob. ad Phryn., p. 410f.

b. after eJteron: <441721>Acts 17:21.

c. prin h, “before that, before,” followed by accusative with an infinitive
(cf. Buttmann, sec. 139, 35; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 6, also, p. 297
(279)): <400118>Matthew 1:18; <411430>Mark 14:30; <440220>Acts 2:20 R G WH marginal
reading; <440702>Acts 7:2; followed by the aorist subjunc, <420226>Luke 2:26 Tr text
omits; WH brackets h; 22:34 R G (others eJwv); followed by present
optative, <442516>Acts 25:16.

d. after qelw equivalent to “to prefer”: <461419>1 Corinthians 14:19 (followed
by hper, 2 Macc. 14:42); examples from Greek authors are given in Klotz
ad Devar. 2:2, p. 589f; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 35, 2 c.; (Buttmann, sec.
149, 7); Kühner, ii., p. 841; (Jelf, sec. 779 Obs. 3).

e. after ou: <431310>John 13:10 R G, where after ou creian ecei the sentence
goes on as though the writer had said ouk allou tinov creian ecei, (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 508 (478)).

f. after positive notions, to which in this way a comparative force is given:
after kalon esti (“it is good ... rather than”) equivalent to “it is better,”
<401808>Matthew 18:8f; <410943>Mark 9:43,45,47; cf. Menander’s saying kalon to
mh zhn, h zhn aqliwv, and Plautus rud. 4, 4, 70 tacita mulier est bona
semper, quam loquens; similar examples in the O.T. are <014912>Genesis 49:12;
Psalm 117:8 (<19B808>Psalm 118:8); <320403>Jonah 4:3,8; Tobit 6:13; 12:8; Sir.
20:25; 22:15; 4 Macc. 9:1; also after lusitelei (“it is gain ... rather
than”) equivalent to “it is better” (Tobit 3:6), <421702>Luke 17:2; after cara
esti (“there will be joy ... more than”), <421507>Luke 15:7; see examples from
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Greek authors in Alexander Buttmann (1873) Gram. sec. 149, 7;
(Buttmann, p. 360 (309)); Winer, Kühner, others, as above.

4. with other particles;

a. all’ h, see alla, I. 10, p. 28a.

b. h gar, see gar, I. at the end

c. h kai (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 6 note),

[a]. “or even, or also” (Latin aut etiam, vel etiam): (<400710>Matthew 7:10 L T
Tr WH); <421111>Luke 11:11 G L T Tr WH; <421112>Luke 11:12; 18:11; <450215>Romans
2:15; <461606>1 Corinthians 16:6; <470113>2 Corinthians 1:13.

[b]. “or also” (Latin an etiam) (in a disjunctive question): <421241>Luke 12:41;
<450409>Romans 4:9.

d. hper, “than at all” (Latin quam forte; German als etwa), after a
comparitive (cf. Jelf, sec. 779 Obs. 5): <431243>John 12:43 (L h per, WH
marginal reading uJper) (2 Macc. 14:42; Homer, Hesiod).

e. htoi ... h, “either indeed” [cf. Kühner, sec. 540, 5) ... “or”: <450616>Romans
6:16 (Sap. 11:19; Herodotus and following).

{2229} h mhn, “assuredly, most certainly, full surely” (a particle used in
asseverations, promises, oaths (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 7 b.; Paley,
Greek Particles, p. 38f)): <580614>Hebrews 6:14 R G; see ei, III. 9. (the
Septuagint; very often in classical Greek from Homer down.)*

{2230} hJgemoneuw; (hJgemwn); (from Homer down);

a. “to be leader, to lead the way”.

b. “to rule, command”: with the genitive of a province (cf. Buttmann,
169 (147)), “to be governor of a province,” said of a proconsul,
<420202>Luke 2:2; of a procurator, <420301>Luke 3:1.*

{2231} hJgemonia, hJgemoniav, hJ (hJgemwn) (Herodotus, Thucydides,
Plato, others), “chief command, rule, sovereignty”: of the reign of a Roman
emperor, <420301>Luke 3:1; Josephus, Antiquities 18, 4, 2.*
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{2232} hJgemwn, hJgemonov, oJ (hJgeomai), in classical Greek a word of
very various signification: “a leader of any kind, a guide, ruler, prefect,
president, chief, general, commander, sovereign”; in the N.T. specifically:

1. “a ‘legatus Caesaris,’ an officer administering a province in the name and
with the authority of the Roman emperor; the governor of a province”:
<401018>Matthew 10:18; <411309>Mark 13:9; <422112>Luke 21:12; <600214>1 Peter 2:14.

2. “a procurator” (Vulgate praeses; Luth. Landpfleger), an officer who
was attached to a proconsul or a propraetor and had charge of the imperial
revenues; in causes relating to these revenues he administered justice,
(called epitropov, dioikhthv, in secular authors). In the smaller
provinces also, which were so to speak appendages of the greater, he
discharged the functions of governor of the province; and such was the
relation of the procurator of Judaea to the proconsul of Syria (cf. Krebs,
Observations, p. 61ff; Fischer, Deuteronomy vitiis lexamples etc., p. 432ff;
Winer’s RWB under the word Procuratoren; Sieffert in Herzog 2 under the
word Landpfleger; Krenkel in Schenkel 4:7; (BB. DD. under the word
Procurator)); so of Pilate, Felix, Festus: <402702>Matthew 27:2,11,14f 21,23 (R
G L Tr marginal reading),27; 28:14; <422020>Luke 20:20; <442324>Acts 23:24,26,33;
24:1,10; 26:30; Pilatov oJ thv Ioudaiav hJgemwn, Josephus, Antiquities
18, 3, 1; (Tacitus, ann. 15, 44 Christus Tiberio imperitante per
procuratorem Pontium Pilatum supplicio adfectus erat).

3. “first, leading, chief”: so of a principal town as “the capital” of the
region, <400206>Matthew 2:6, where the meaning is, ‘Thou art by no means least
among the chief cities of Judah;’ others less aptly (Bleek also ((where?); in
his (posthumous) Synoptative Erklärung etc. 1:119 he repudiates this
interpretation (ascribed by him to Hofmann, Weiss. u. Erfüll. 2:56))),
‘Thou shalt by no means be regarded as least among i.e. by the princes, the
nobles, of the state.’ The saying is taken from <330502>Micah 5:2 (1), where the
Hebrew ypel]aæB] (which the Septuagint give correctly, en ciliasi) seems

to have been read ypeLuaæB] by the Evangelist (cf. Edersheim, Jesus the
Messiah, i. 206).*

{2233} hJgeomai, hJgoumai; perfect hJghmai; 1 aorist hJghsamhn; (from
agw (cf. Curtius, p. 688)); deponent middle; from Homer down;

1. “to lead,” i.e. a. “to go before”; b. “to be a leader; to rule, command; to
have authority over”: in the N.T. so only in the present participle
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hJgoumenov, “a prince,” of regal power (<264307>Ezekiel 43:7 for Ël,m,; Sir.
17:17), <400206>Matthew 2:6; “a (royal) governor, viceroy,” <440710>Acts 7:10;
“chief,” <422226>Luke 22:26 (opposed to oJ diakonwn); “leading as respects
influence, controlling in counsel,” en tisi, among any, <441522>Acts 15:22;
with the genitive of the person over whom one rules, so of the overseers or
leaders of Christian churches: <581307>Hebrews 13:7,17,24 (oikou, <143113>2
Chronicles 31:13; twn patriwn, 1 Esdr. 5:65 (66), 67 (68); thv polewv,
<070951>Judges 9:51 Alexandrian LXX; a military leader, 1 Macc. 9:30; 2 Macc.
14:16; used also in Greek writings of any kind of a leader, chief,
commander, Sophocles Philippians 386; often in Polybius; Diodorus 1, 4
and 72; Lucian, Alex. 44; others); with the genitive of the thing, tou
logou, the leader in speech, chief speaker, spokesman: <441412>Acts 14:12 of
Mercury, who is called also tou logou hJgemwn in Jamblichus’ de myster.,
at the beginning

2. (like the Latin duco) equivalent to “to consider, deem, account, think”:
with two accusatives, one of the objects, the other of the predicate,
<442602>Acts 26:2; <500803>Philippians 2:3,6 (on which see aJrpagmov,
<500502>Philippians 2:2 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 3 c.)); <500307>Philippians 3:7
(cf. Buttmann, 59 (51); Winer’s Grammar, 274 (258)); <540112>1 Timothy 1:12;
6:1; <581029>Hebrews 10:29; 11:11,26; <610113>2 Peter 1:13; 2:13; 3:9,15. tina wJv
tina, <530315>2 Thessalonians 3:15 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65, 1 a.); tina
uJperekperissou, to esteem one exceedingly, <520513>1 Thessalonians 5:13
(peri pollou, Herodotus 2, 115; peri pleistou, Thucydides 2, 89);
with accusative of the thing followed by oJtan, <590102>James 1:2; anagkaion,
followed by an infinitive, <470905>2 Corinthians 9:5; <507425>Philippians 2:25;
dikaion, followed by an infinitive, <610113>2 Peter 1:13; followed by an
accusative with an infinitive, <500308>Philippians 3:8. (Compare: dihgeomai,
ekhgeomai, dihgeomai, exhgeomai, prohgeomai.*

Synonyms: dokew I, hJgeomai 2, nomizw 2, oiomai: hJgeomai and
nomizw denote a belief resting not on one’s inner feeling or sentiment, but
on the due consideration of external grounds, the weighing and comparing,
of facts; dokew and oiomai, on the other hand, describe a subjective
judgment growing out of inclination or a view of facts in their relation to
us. hJgeomai denotes a more deliberate and careful judgment than nomizw;
oiomai, a subjective judgment which has feeling rather than thought
(dokew) for its ground. Cf. Schmidt, chapter 17.)
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{2234} hdewv, adverb (from hJduv sweet, pleasant), “with pleasure,
gladly”: <410620>Mark 6:20; 12:37; <471119>2 Corinthians 11:19. (From Sophocles,
Plato down.)*

{2235} hdh, adverb (from Homer down; on the derivation see Vanicek, p.
745; Peile, p. 395), in the N.T. everywhere of time, “now, already” (Latin
jam): <400310>Matthew 3:10; 5:28; 14:15; <410437>Mark 4:37; 11:11; <420706>Luke 7:6;
12:49; (<422429>Luke 24:29 T WH Tr text, L Tr marginal reading brackets);
<430435>John 4:35 (36),51; 19:28 (that all things were now finished and that
nothing further remained for him to do or to suffer); <442709>Acts 27:9;
<451311>Romans 13:11 (that it is already time to wake up and indulge no longer
in sleep); <460408>1 Corinthians 4:8, and often; nun ... hdh, “now already”
(Latin jam nunc): <620403>1 John 4:3; hdh pote, “now at last, at length now”:
with future <450110>Romans 1:10; (with aorist Phil 4:10. Synonym: see arti, at
the end)

{2236} hJdista (neuter plural of the superlative hJdistov from hJduv),
adverb, “most gladly” (cf. hJdewv): <471209>2 Corinthians 12:9,15. (Sophocles,
Xenophon, Plato, others.)*

{2237} hJdonh, hJdonhv, hJ (hJdomai) (Simonides 117, Herodotus down),
“pleasure”: <610213>2 Peter 2:13; plural, <420814>Luke 8:14 (aJi hJdonai tou biou);
<560303>Titus 3:3; <590403>James 4:3; by metonymy, desires for pleasure (Grotius,
cupiditates rerum voluptariarum), <590401>James 4:1.*

{2238} hJduosmov, hJduosmon (hJduv and osmh), “sweet-smelling”
(Pliny, jucunde olens); neuter to hJduosmov as a substantive “garden-mint”
(equivalent to minqh, Strabo 8, 3, 14, p. 344; Theophrastus, hist. plant. 7,
7; cf. caus. plant. 6, 22 (20)), a kind of small odoriferous herb, with which
the Jews used to strew the floors of their houses and synagogues; (it was
called by them aT;n]ymi, see Buxtorf, Lex. talm. under the word, p. 1228 (p.
623, Fischer edition)): <402323>Matthew 23:23; <421142>Luke 11:42. (BB. DD.)*

{2239} hqov, hqeov (eqouv), to (akin to eqov, probably from EW,
whence hJmai, eJzw (cf. Vanicek, p. 379));

1. “a customary abode, dwelling-place, haunt, customary state” (Homer,
Hesiod, Herodotus, others).

2. “custom, usage” (cf. German Sitzen, Sitte); plural ta hqh “morals,
character” (Latin mores) <461533>1 Corinthians 15:33 from Menander; cf.
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Menander fragment, Meineke edition, p. 75. (Sir. 20:26 (25); 4 Macc.
1:29; 2:7, 21.)*

{2240} hJkw; imperfect hJkon (<442823>Acts 28:23, where L T Tr WH hlqon);
future hJxw; 1 aorist hJxa (<421335>Luke 13:35 R G; <660225>Revelation 2:25; 3:9
Rec.); perfect hJka (often in the Septuagint, as <014207>Genesis 42:7, 9; 45:16;
(<014704>Genesis 47:4); <060912>Joshua 9:12 (7); <181622>Job 16:22, etc.; in the N.T.
once, <410803>Mark 8:3 Rst L T Tr text, see, WH’s Appendix, p. 169; the older
and more elegant writers (Aeschylus, Herodotus, Thucydides, others) use
only the present imperfect and future; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 743f;
Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii. 205; (Veitch, under the word);
Winer’s Grammar, 87 (83); (Buttmann, 59 (51))); the Septuagint for awOB;
“to have come, have arrived, be present” (Winer’s Grammar, 274 (258);
Buttmann, 203 (176)); hence, imperfect with force of pluperfect (cf.
Matthiae, ii., p. 1136; Krüger, sec. 53, 1, 4): absolutely of persons,
<402450>Matthew 24:50; <410803>Mark 8:3; <421246>Luke 12:46; 15:27; <430842>John 8:42;
<581007>Hebrews 10:7,9,37; <620520>1 John 5:20; <660225>Revelation 2:25; 3:9; 15:4;
followed by apo with the genitive of place, <400811>Matthew 8:11; <421329>Luke
13:29; by ek with the genitive of place, <451126>Romans 11:26; with addition of
eiv with accusative of place, <430447>John 4:47; makroqen, <410803>Mark 8:3; prov
tina, <442823>Acts 28:23 Rec.; metaphorically, “to come to one” i.e. seek an
intimacy with one, become his follower: <430637>John 6:37; epi tina, “to come
upon one” (unexpectedly), <660303>Revelation 3:3. of time and events:
absolutely, <402414>Matthew 24:14; <430204>John 2:4; <610310>2 Peter 3:10;
<661808>Revelation 18:8; eJwv an hJxh (L T WH Tr in brackets hJxei; see above
and Buttmann, 231 (199)) (namely, oJ kairov), oJte eiphte, <421335>Luke
13:35; epi tina, metaphorically, “to come upon one,” of things to be
endured (as evils, calamitous times): <402336>Matthew 23:36; <421943>Luke 19:43.
(Compare: anhkw,

{2241} hli; (L hJli, T hJlei (see WH’s Appendix, p. 155, and under the
word ei, i; on the breathing cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 107; WH. Introductory
sec. 408; WH elwi)), a Hebrew word, yliaæ, “my God”: <402746>Matthew
27:46. (Cf. elwi, and the reference there.)*

{2242} HJli (Rst Hli (on the breathing in manuscripts see Tdf Proleg., p.
107), T Tr WH HJlei (see WH’s Appendix, p. 155, and under the word ei,
i)), indeclinable, “Heli,” the father of Joseph, the husband of Mary:
<420323>Luke 3:23.*
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{2243} Hliav ((so Rst^elz G; WH Hleiav cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 155;
Tdf. Proleg., p. 84 and see ei, i, but) L Tr HJliav, Tdf. HJleiav (on the
breathing in manuscripts see Tdf. Proleg., p. 107; WH. Introductory sec.
408; current edd, are not uniform)), Hliou (Buttmann, 17 (16), 8; but
once (viz. <420117>Luke 1:17 T Tr marginal reading WH) Hlia), oJ (hY;liae or

WhYlaæ i.e. either ‘strength of Jehovah’ or ‘my God is Jehovah’), “Elijah,”
a prophet born at Thisbe (but see B. D. under the word, also under the
word Tishbite), the unflinching champion of the theocracy in the reigns of
the idolatrous kings Ahab and Ahaziah. He was taken up to heaven without
dying, whence the Jews expected he would return just before the advent of
the Messiah, whom he would prepare the minds of the Israelites to receive
(1 Kings 17—19; <120206>2 Kings 2:6ff; <142112>2 Chronicles 21:12; <390404>Malachi 4:4
(<390302>Malachi 3:22); Sir. 48:1,4,12 (cf. Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah,
Appendix viii.)): <401114>Matthew 11:14; 16:14; 17:3f,10-12; 27:47,49;
<410615>Mark 6:15; 8:28; 9:4f; 9:11-13; 15:35f; <420117>Luke 1:17; 4:25f;
9:8,19,30,33,54 (R G L); <430121>John 1:21,25; <590517>James 5:17; en HJlia, in the
narrative concerning Elijah, <451102>Romans 11:2 (see en, I. 1 d.).*

{2244} hJlikia, hJlikiav, hJ (hJlix mature, of full age, Homer, Odyssey
18, 373 (others of the same age; cf. Ebeling, Lex. Homer under the word;
Pape’s Lexicon under the word)); from Homer down;

1. “age, time of life”; a. universally: <400621>Matthew 6:21; <421225>Luke 12:25 (in
these passages, ‘term or length of life’; but others refer them to 2 below;
see Field, Otium Norv. Pars iii., p. 4; James Morison, Commentary on
Matthew, the passage cited) cf. phcuv, and DeWette, Meyer, Bleek on
Matthew, the passage cited; para kairon hJlikiav, beyond the proper
stage of life (A.V. “past age”), <581111>Hebrews 11:11 (2 Macc. 4:40; 4 Macc.
5:4). b. “adult age, maturity”: ecein hJlikian (A.V. “to be of age”),
<430921>John 9:21, 23. c. “suitable age” for anything; with the genitive of the
thing for which it is fit: tou gamou, Demosthenes; tou hdh fronein,
Plato, Eryx., p. 396 b.; metaphorically, of an attained state of mind fit for a
thing: tou plhrwmatov tou Cristou, the age in which we are fitted to
receive the fullness (see plhrwma, 1) of Christ, <490413>Ephesians 4:13 (others
refer this to 2; cf. Ellicott, in the place cited).

2. “stature” (Demosthenes, Plutarch, others): th hJlikia mikrov, <421903>Luke
19:3; prokoptein hJlikia, i.e. in height and comeliness of stature
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(Bengel, justam proceritatem nactus est et decoram), <420252>Luke 2:52; cf.
Meyer, Bleek, at the passage.*

{2245} hJlikov, hJlikh, hJlikon (hJlix, see hJlikia), properly, “as old as,
as tall as”; universally, (Latin quantus): “how great,” <510201>Colossians 2:1;
<590305>James 3:5 (cf. Buttmann, 253 (217)); “how small” (Lucian, Hermot. 5),
hJlikon pur, <590305>James 3:5 L T Tr WH (Buttmann, the passage cited).*

{2246} hJliov, hJliou, oJ (often anarthrous, Winer’s Grammar, 120 (114);
Buttmann, 89 (78)) (eJlh (root us to burn, cf. Curtius, sec. 612)); the
Septuagint for vm,v,; “the sun”: <400545>Matthew 5:45; 13:43; <411324>Mark 13:24;
<420440>Luke 4:40; 21:25; <442613>Acts 26:13; <461541>1 Corinthians 15:41;
<660116>Revelation 1:16, etc. equivalent to “the rays of the sun,” <660716>Revelation
7:16; equivalent to “the light of day”: mh blepwn ton hJlion, of a blind
man, <441311>Acts 13:11.

{2247} hlov, hlou, oJ, “a nail”: <432025>John 20:25. ((From Homer on.)).*

{2249} hJmeiv, see egw.

{2250} hJmera, hJmerav, hJ (from hJmerov, hJmoron, properly, hJmera wJra
the mild time, cf. Lob. Paral., p. 359; (but cf. Curtius, p. 594f; Vanicek, p.
943)); Hebrew µwy; “day”; used

1. of “the natural day,” or the interval between sunrise and sunset, as
distinguished from and contrasted with night; a. properly, hJmerav, by day,
in the daytime (cf. colloquial English “of a day”; Winer’s Grammar, sec.
30, 11; Buttmann, sec. 132, 26), <662125>Revelation 21:25; hJmerav kai
nuktov, day and night (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 552 (513f); Lob. Paralip., p.
62f; Ellicott on <540505>1 Timothy 5:5), <410505>Mark 5:5; <421807>Luke 18:7; <440924>Acts
9:24; <520209>1 Thessalonians 2:9; 3:10; (<530308>2 Thessalonians 3:8 L text T Tr
WH); <540505>1 Timothy 5:5; <550103>2 Timothy 1:3; <660408>Revelation 4:8; 7: 15;
12:10; 14:11; 20:10; hJmerav meshv, at midday, <442613>Acts 26:13; nukta
kai hJmeran (Winer’s Grammar, 230 (216); Buttmann, sec. 131, 11),
<410427>Mark 4:27; <442031>Acts 20:31; <530308>2 Thessalonians 3:8 R G; hyperbolically
equivalent to “without intermission,” latreuein, <420237>Luke 2:37; <442607>Acts
26:7; hJmerav oJdov, a day’s journey, <420244>Luke 2:44 (<013123>Genesis 31:23
(miav hJmerav oJdon, Josephus, contra Apion 2, 2, 9; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 188 (177); B. D. American edition, under the phrase, Day’s
Journey)); tav hJmerav, accusative of time (Winer’s Grammar, and
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Buttmann’s Grammar, as above), “during the days,” <422137>Luke 21:37;
ekeinhn thn hJmeran, <430139>John 1:39 (40); pasan hJmeran, daily, <440542>Acts
5:42; ek dhnariou thn hJmeran, so sometimes we say, “for a shilling the
day,” <402002>Matthew 20:2; dwdeka sisin wJrai thv hJmerav, <432009>John 20:9;
to the number of days are added as many nights, <400402>Matthew 4:2; 12:40;
ginetai hJmera, day dawns, it grows light, <420442>Luke 4:42; 6:13; 22:66;
<441218>Acts 12:18; 16:35; 23:12; 27:29,33,39 (Xenophon, an. 2, 2, 13; 7, 2,
34); peripatein en thn hJmera, <431109>John 11:9; hJ hJmera fainei,
<660812>Revelation 8:12; hJ hJmera klinei, the day declines, it is toward
evening, <420912>Luke 9:12; 24:29. b. metaphorically, the ‘day’ is regarded as
the time for abstaining from indulgence, vice, crime, because acts of the
sort are perpetrated at night and in darkness: <520505>1 Thessalonians 5:5,8;
hence oJ aiwn oJutov (see aiwn, 3) is likened to “the night,” aiwn
mellwn, to day, and Christians are admonished to live decorously as
though it were light, i.e. as if oJ aiwn oJ mellwn were already come,
<451312>Romans 13:12f eJwv hJmera estin while it is day, i.e. while life gives
one an opportunity to work, <430904>John 9:4. of the light of knowledge, <610119>2
Peter 1:19.

2. of “the civil day,” or the space of twenty-four hours (thus including the
night): <400634>Matthew 6:34; <410621>Mark 6:21; <421314>Luke 13:14, etc.; opposed to
an hour, <402513>Matthew 25:13; to hours, months, years, <660915>Revelation 9:15;
<480410>Galatians 4:10; hJ en hJmera trufh, the revelling of a day, i.e.
ephemeral, very brief, <610213>2 Peter 2:13 (others refer this to 1 b. above);
eJptakiv thv hJmerav seven times in the (space of a) day, <421704>Luke 17:4;
the dative hJmera of the day “on (in) which” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
31, 9; Buttmann, sec. 133 (26)): as trith hJmera, <401621>Matthew 16:21;
<410931>Mark 9:31 (Rec.); <421729>Luke 17:29f; <440241>Acts 2:41, etc.; hJmera kai
hJmera, day by day, every day, <470416>2 Corinthians 4:16 (after the Hebrew
µwy µwOyw; Esth. 3:4, where the Septuagint kaq’ eJkasthn hJmeran, and µwy
µwy <196702>Psalm 67:20 (<196820>Psalm 68:20), where the Septuagint hJmeran kaq’
hJmeran; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 463 (432))); hJmeran ex hJmerav (see ek,
IV. 2), <610208>2 Peter 2:8; as an accusative of time (Winer’s Grammar, 230
(215f); Buttmann, sec. 131, 11): oJlhn thn hJmeran, <450836>Romans 8:36;
10:21; mian hJmeran, <442107>Acts 21:7; and in the plural, <430212>John 2:12; 4:40;
11:6; <440919>Acts 9:19; 10:48; 16:12; 20:6; 21:4,10; 25:6,14; 28:7, 12 (L
dative), 14; <480118>Galatians 1:18; <661103>Revelation 11:3,9. joined with
prepositions: apo with the genitive “from ... forth, from ... on,”
<402246>Matthew 22:46; <431153>John 11:53; <441030>Acts 10:30; 20:18; <500105>Philippians
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1:5; acri with the genitive “until, up to,” <402438>Matthew 24:38; <420120>Luke
1:20; 17:27; <440102>Acts 1:2; (22 Tdf.); 2:29; 23:1; 26:22; acri pente
hJmerwn, until five days had passed, i.e. after five days, <442006>Acts 20:6;
mecri with the genitive “until,” <402815>Matthew 28:15 (L Tr, WH in brackets);
eJwv with the genitive “until,” <402764>Matthew 27:64; <440122>Acts 1:22 (T acri);
<451108>Romans 11:8; dia with the genitive, see dia, A. II.; pro with the
genitive “before,” <431201>John 12:1 (on which see pro, b.); en with the dative
singular, <402450>Matthew 24:50; <420159>Luke 1:59; <430509>John 5:9; <461008>1 Corinthians
10:8 (L T Tr WH text omit en); <580404>Hebrews 4:4, etc.; en with the dative
plural, <402740>Matthew 27:40; <411529>Mark 15:29 (L T Tr omit; WH brackets en);
<430219>John 2:19 (Tr WH brackets en), 20, etc.; eiv, “unto” (against), <431207>John
12:7; <660915>Revelation 9:15; epi with the accusative “for,” (German auf ...
hin), <441331>Acts 13:31 (for many days successively); 16:18; 27:20;
<581130>Hebrews 11:30; kaq’ hJmeran, daily (Winer’s Grammar, 401 (374f)),
<402655>Matthew 26:55; <411449>Mark 14:49; <421619>Luke 16:19; 22:53; <440246>Acts 2:46f;
<440302>Acts 3:2; 16:5; 19:9; <461531>1 Corinthians 15:31; <471128>2 Corinthians 11:28;
<580727>Hebrews 7:27; 10:11; also to kaq’ hJmeran, <421103>Luke 11:3; 19:47;
<441711>Acts 17:11 (L T Tr text omit; WH brackets to), (Polybius 4, 18, 2; cf.
Matthiae, ii., p. 734; (Jelf, sec. 456); Bernhardy (1829), p. 329; Buttmann,
96 (84)); kaq’ eJkasthn hJmeran, every day, <580313>Hebrews 3:13
(Xenophon, mem. 4, 2, 12); also kata pasan hJmeran, <441717>Acts 17:17;
meta, “after,” <401701>Matthew 17:1; 26:2; 27:63; <410831>Mark 8:31; <420124>Luke
1:24; <430443>John 4:43; 20:26; <440105>Acts 1:5; 15:36, etc. ou pleiouv eisin
emoi hJmerai af’ hJv, namely, hJmerav, <442411>Acts 24:11. A specification of
the number of days is thrust into the discourse in the nominative, as it were
adverbially and without any grammatical connection (cf. Fritzsche on
Mark, p. 310f; Winer’s Grammar, 518 (481) and sec. 62, 2; (Buttmann,
139 (122))): hdh hJmerai (Rec. hJmerav, by correction) treiv,
<401532>Matthew 15:32; <410802>Mark 8:2; wJsei hJmerai oktw, <420928>Luke 9:28.
hJmerwn diagenomenwn tinwn, certain days having intervened, <442513>Acts
25:13. hJmera and hJmerai are used with the genitive of a noun denoting a
festival or some solemnity usually celebrated on a fixed day: twn azumwn,
<441203>Acts 12:3; thv pentekosthv, <440201>Acts 2:1; 20:16; tou sabbatou,
<421314>Luke 13:14,16; <431931>John 19:31; hJ kuriakh hJmera, the Lord’s day, i.e.
the day on which Christ returned to life, Sunday therefore, <660110>Revelation
1:10; the following phrases also have reference to sacred or festival days:
krinein hJmeran par’ hJmeran, to exalt one day above another, and
krinein pasan hJmeran, to esteem every day sacred, <451405>Romans 14:5;
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fronein thn hJmeran, to regard a particular day that is selected for
religious services, <451406>Romans 14:6; hJmerav parathreisqai, to observe
days, <480410>Galatians 4:10. After the Hebrew usage, which in reference to a
definite period of time now elapsed speaks of a certain number of days as
fulfilled or completed (see Gesenius under the word alem;), we have the
phrases eplhsqhsan aJi hJmerai thv leitourgiav, the days spent in
priestly service, <420123>Luke 1:23 (when he had been employed in sacred
duties for the appointed time); tou peritemein auton, for him to be
circumcised, <420221>Luke 2:21; tou kaqarismou autwn, <420222>Luke 2:22;
suntelesqeiswn hJmerwn, <420402>Luke 4:2; teleiwsantwn tav hJmerav,
when they had spent there the time appointed, <420243>Luke 2:43; en tw
sumplhrousqai tav hJmerav thv analhyewv autou, when the number
of days was now being completed which the reception of Jesus into heaven
required, i.e. before which that reception could not occur, <420951>Luke 9:51; hJ
ekplhrwsiv twn hJmerwn tou aJgnismou, the fulfilment of the days
required for the purification, <442126>Acts 21:26; suntelountai aJi hJmerai,
<442127>Acts 21:27; en tw sumplhrousqai thn hJmeran thv Pentekosthv,
when the measure of time needed for the day of Pentecost was being
completed, i.e. on the very day of Pentecost, <440201>Acts 2:1. As in some of
the examples just adduced hJmera is joined to the genitive of a thing to be
done or to happen on a certain day, so also in hJmeran tou entafiasmou,
<431207>John 12:7; anadeixewv, <420180>Luke 1:80. with the genitive of person, en
th hJmera sou (but L T Tr WH omit sou) in the day favorable for thee,
the day on which salvation is offered thee and can be obtained, <421942>Luke
19:42 (Polybius 18, 5, 8 mh parhv ton kairon ... sh nun estin hJmera,
sov oJ kairov; “meus dies est, tempore accepto utimur” Seneca, Med.
1017).

3. of “the lust day of the present age” (see aiwn, 3), the day in which
Christ will return from heaven, raise the dead, hold the final judgment, and
perfect his kingdom, the following expressions are used: hJ hJmera, simply,
<451312>Romans 13:12; <581025>Hebrews 10:25, cf. <520504>1 Thessalonians 5:4; (hJ)
hJmera tou kuriou, Cristou, Ihsou Cristou, tou uJiou tou
anqrwpou, <421724>Luke 17:24 R G T Tr WH marginal reading; <460108>1
Corinthians 1:8; 5:5; <470114>2 Corinthians 1:14; <500106>Philippians 1:6,10; <520502>1
Thessalonians 5:2; <530202>2 Thessalonians 2:2; <610310>2 Peter 3:10; hJmera
kuriou hJ megalh, <440220>Acts 2:20 (from <290231>Joel 2:31 (<290304>Joel 3:4)); hJmera
hJ oJ uJiov tou anqrwpou apokaluptetai, <421730>Luke 17:30; hJ hJmera tou
Qeou, <610312>2 Peter 3:12; hJ hJmera ekeinh hJ megalh tou pantokratorov,
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<661614>Revelation 16:14 (even in the prophecies of the O.T. “the day of
Jehovah” is spoken of, in which Jehovah will execute terrible judgment
upon his adversaries, as <290115>Joel 1:15; 2:1,11; <230212>Isaiah 2:12; 13:6, 9;
<300518>Amos 5:18,20; <242610>Jeremiah 26:10 (<244610>Jeremiah 46:10); <261305>Ezekiel
13:5; 30:2ff; Obad. 1:15; <360107>Zephaniah 1:7ff; <390317>Malachi 3:17); hJ hJmera
ekeinh and ekeinh hJ hJmera, <400722>Matthew 7:22; <420623>Luke 6:23; 10:12;
21:34; <530110>2 Thessalonians 1:10; <550112>2 Timothy 1:12, 18; 4:8; hJ escath
hJmera, <430639>John 6:39f,44,54; 11:24; 12:48; hJmera apolutrwsewv,
<490430>Ephesians 4:30; episkophv (see episkoph, b.), <600212>1 Peter 2:12;
krisewv, <401015>Matthew 10:15; 11:22,24; 12:36; <410611>Mark 6:11 R L
brackets; <610209>2 Peter 2:9; 3:7, cf. <441731>Acts 17:31; thv krisewv, <620417>1 John
4:17; orghv kai apokaluyewv dikaiokrisiav tou Qeou, <450205>Romans
2:5 (µwy µ[æzæ, <262224>Ezekiel 22:24; µwy ãaæ hwO;hy], <360203>Zephaniah 2:3f; (µwy
hr;b][,, <201104>Proverbs 11:4.; <360115>Zephaniah 1:15,18, etc.)); hJ hJmera hJ
megalh thv orghv autou, <660617>Revelation 6:17; hJmera sfaghv, of
slaughter (of the wicked), <590505>James 5:5 ((<241203>Jeremiah 12:3, etc.)). Paul, in
allusion to the phrase hJmera kuriou, uses the expression anqrwpinh
hJmera for a tribunal of assembled judges on the day of trial (A.V. “man’s
judgment”) (cf. the German Landtag, Reichstag), <460403>1 Corinthians 4:3.

4. By a Hebraistic usage (though one not entirely unknown to Greek
writers; cf. Sophocles Aj. 131, 623; Euripides, Ion 720) it is used of time in
general (as the Latin dies is sometimes): <431420>John 14:20; 16:23,26;
<580809>Hebrews 8:9 (cf. Buttmann, 316 (271); Winer’s Grammar, 571 (531));
thn emhn hJmeran, the time when I should appear among men as Messiah,
<430856>John 8:56; en th hJmera th ponhra, in the time of troubles and
assaults with which demons try Christians, <490613>Ephesians 6:13; hJmera
swthriav, the time when anyone is or can be saved, <470602>2 Corinthians 6:2;
eiv hJmeran aiwnov, for all time, forever (see aiwn, 1 a.), <610318>2 Peter
3:18; much more often in the plural: hJmerai ponhrai, <490516>Ephesians 5:16;
af’ hJmerwn arcaiwn, <441507>Acts 15:7; aJi proteron hJmerai <581032>Hebrews
10:32; pasav tav hJmerav, through all days, always, <402820>Matthew 28:20
(lK; µymiY;hæ, <050440>Deuteronomy 4:40; 5:26 (29), and very often; hmata
panta, Homer, Iliad 8, 539; 12, 133; 13, 826, etc.); aJi escatai hJmerai
(see escatov, 1 under the end), <440217>Acts 2:17; <550301>2 Timothy 3:1; <590503>James
5:3; aJi hJmerai aJutai, the present time, <440324>Acts 3:24; the time now
spoken of, <420139>Luke 1:39; 6:12; <440115>Acts 1:15, etc.; en taiv hJmeraiv
ekeinaiv (see ekeinov, 2 b., p. 195a); pro toutwn twn hJmerwn,
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<440536>Acts 5:36; 21:38; prov oligav hJmerav, for a short time, <581210>Hebrews
12:10; eleusontai ... hJmerai oJtan etc., <400915>Matthew 9:15; <410220>Mark
2:20; <420535>Luke 5:35; oJte etc. <421722>Luke 17:22; hJxousin hJmerai epi se,
kai, followed by a future, <421943>Luke 19:43; ercontai hJmerai, kai,
followed by future, <580808>Hebrews 8:8; eleusontai or ercontai hJmerai,
en aJiv etc., <422106>Luke 21:6; 23:29, with a genitive of the thing done or to
happen: thv apografhv, <440537>Acts 5:37; thv fwnhv, <661007>Revelation 10:7;
thv sarkov autou, of his earthly life, <580507>Hebrews 5:7. AJi hJmerai with
the genitive of a person, “one’s time, one’s days,” i.e. in which he lived, or
held office: <400201>Matthew 2:1; 11:12; 23:30; 24:37; <420105>Luke 1:5; 4:25;
17:26,28; <440745>Acts 7:45; 13:41; <600320>1 Peter 3:20 (<012601>Genesis 26:1; <091710>1
Samuel 17:10; <102101>2 Samuel 21:1; <111021>1 Kings 10:21; Esth. 1:1; Sir. 44:7;
46:7; Tobit 1:2; 1 Macc. 14:36, etc.); aJi hJmerai tou uJiou tou
anqrwpou, the time immediately preceding the return of Jesus Christ from
heaven, <421726>Luke 17:26; mian twn hJmerwn tou uJiou tou anqrwpou, a
single day of that most blessed future time when, all hostile powers
subdued, the Messiah will reign, <421722>Luke 17:22. Finally, the Hebrews and
the Hellenists who imitate them measure the duration and length also of
human life by the number of days: pasav tav hJmerav (L mrg Tr marginal
reading WH dative) thv zwhv (G L T Tr WH omit) hJmwn, during all our
life, <420175>Luke 1:75 Rec. (<014708>Genesis 47:8f; Judith 10:3; Tobit 1:2 (3); Sir.
22:12; 30:32 (24); 1 Macc. 9:71); probebhkwv en taiv hJmeraiv autou,
far advanced in age, <420107>Luke 1:7,18; 2:36 (aB; µymiy;Bæ (the Septuagint,
probebhkwv hJmerwn or hJmeraiv), <011811>Genesis 18:11; 24:1; <061301>Joshua
13:1; (<062301>Joshua 23:1; <110101>1 Kings 1:1; see probainw, at the end)); arch
hJmerwn, beginning of life, <580703>Hebrews 7:3 (aJi escatai hJmerai tinov,
one’s last days, his old age, Protevangelium Jacobi, c. 1); hJmerai agaqai,
<600310>1 Peter 3:10.

{2251} hJmeterov, hJmetera, hJmeteron (hJmeiv), possessive pronoun of
the 1 person plural (from Homer down), “our”: with a substantive, <440211>Acts
2:11; 24:6 (Rec.); 26:5; <451504>Romans 15:4; (<461531>1 Corinthians 15:31
Rec.st^bez); <550415>2 Timothy 4:15; <620103>1 John 1:3; 2:2; oJi hJmeteroi,
substantively, ‘our people,’ (the brethren): <560314>Titus 3:14. (Neuter, to
hJmeteron substantively: <421612>Luke 16:12 WH text Cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 22, 7ff; Buttmann, sec. 127, 19ff.)*

{2252} h mhn, see h.
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{2253} hJmiqanhv, hJmiqanev (from hJmi half, and qnhskw, 2 aorist
eqanon), “half dead”: <421030>Luke 10:30. ((Dionysius Halicarnassus 10, 7);
Diodorus 12, 62; Strabo 2, p. 98; Anthol. 11, 392, 4; (4 Macc. 4:11);
others.)*

{2255} hJmisuv, hJmiseia, hJmisu; genitive hJmisouv (<410623>Mark 6:23 (the
Septuagint <022509>Exodus 25:9; etc.), for the uncontracted form hJmiseov
which is more common in the earlier and more elegant Greek writings
(from Herodotus down)); neuter plural hJmish, <421908>Luke 19:8 R G, a form
in use from Theophrastus down, for the earlier hJmisea adopted by
Lachmann (cf. Passow (also Liddell and Scott), under the word; Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 9, 2 d.; hJmiseia in T Tr (hJmisia WH) seems due to a
corruption of the copyists, see Stephanus’ Thesaurus iv., p. 170; Alexander
Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. i., p. 248; Alex. Alexander Buttmann (1873)
in Studien und Kritiken for 1862, p. 194f; (N.T. Gram. 14 (13); Tdf.
Proleg., p. 118; but especially WH’s Appendix, p. 158)); the Septuagint for
tyxij}mæ, much more often yxij}; “half”; it takes the gender and number of
the annexed substantive (where to hJmisu might have been expected): ta
hJmish twn uJparcontwn, <421908>Luke 19:8 (so Greek writings say oJ hJmisuv
tou biou, oJi hJmiseiv twn iJppewn, see Passow, under the word; (Liddell
and Scott, under the word, L 2; Kühner, sec. 405, 5 c.); tav hJmiseiv twn
dunamewn, 1 Macc. 3:34,37); neuter to hJmisu, substantively, “the half”;
without the article “a half”: eJwv hJmisouv thv basileiav mou (Esth. 5:3;
7:2), <410623>Mark 6:23; hJmisu kairou, <661214>Revelation 12:14; as in classical
Greek, kai hJmisu is added to cardinal numbers even where they are
connected with masculine and feminine substantives, as treiv hJmerav kai
hJmisu, “three days and a half,” <661109>Revelation 11:9,11 (oywnein duoin
dracmwn kai hJmisouv, Ath. 6, p. 274 c.; duo or eJnov phcewn kai
hJmisouv, <022516>Exodus 25:16; 26:16; 38:1 (Alexandrian LXX)); with kai
omitted: <661109>Revelation 11:9 Tdf. edition 7 (muriadwn eJpta hJmisouv,
Plutarch, Mar. 34).*

{2256} hJmiwrion and (L T Tr WH) hJmiwron (cf. Kühner, sec. 185, 6, 2;
(Jelf, sec. 165, 6, 1 a.)), hJmiwriou, to (from hJmi and wJra, cf. to
hJmikotulion, hJmimoirion, hJmikosmion, hJmicoinikion, hJmiwbolion,
etc.), “half an hour”: <660801>Revelation 8:1. (Strabo 2, p. 133; Geoponica;
others (cf. Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word).)*
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{2259} hJnika, a relative adverb of time (from Homer down), “at which
time; when”: followed by the present indicative, of a thing that actually
takes place, <470315>2 Corinthians 3:15 R G; followed by an with subjunctive
present, “whensoever”: ibid. L T Tr WH; followed by an and the aorist
subjunctive with the force of the Latin future perfect, “at length when”
(whensoever it shall have etc.): <470316>2 Corinthians 3:16; <020110>Exodus 1:10;
<050712>Deuteronomy 7:12; Judith 14:2. (On its construction see Winer’s
Grammar, 296f (278f); 308 (289); Buttmann, sec. 139, 33.)*

{2260} hper, see h, 4 d.

{2261} hpiov, hpia, hpion, rarely of two terminations, (apparently
derived from epov, eipein, so that it properly means “affable” (so
Etymologicum Magnum 434, 20; but cf. Vanicek, p. 32)); from Homer
down; “mild, gentle”: <520207>1 Thessalonians 2:7 (where L WH nhpiov, which
see at the end); prov tina, <550224>2 Timothy 2:24.*

{2262} Hr, Lachmann HJr (on the breathing in manuscripts see Tdf.
Proleg., p. 107) (r[e watchful, from rW[ to be awake), “Er,” one of the
ancestors of Christ: <420328>Luke 3:28.*

{2263} hremov, hremon, “quiet, tranquil”: hremon kai hJsucion bion,
<540202>1 Timothy 2:2. (Lucian, trag. 207; Eustathius, Hesychius; comparative
hremesterov, from an unused hremhv, Xenophon, Cyril 7, 5, 63; more
common in the earlier Greek writings is the adverb hrema. (Cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 11 at the end; Buttmann, 28 (24).))*

{2264} HJrwdhv, HJrwdou, oJ (equivalent to HJrwidhv, sprung from a
hero: hence, the Etymologicum Magnum, pp. 165, 43; 437, 56 directs it to
be written HJrwdhv (so WH), as it is found also in certain inscriptions (cf.
Lipsius, Gram. Unters., p. 9; WH. Introductory sec. 410; Tdf. Proleg. 109;
Pape, Eigennamen, under the word)), “Herod,” the name of a royal family
that flourished among the Jews in the time of Jesus and the apostles. In the
N.T. are mentioned,

1. the one who gave the family its name, “Herod” surnamed “the Great,” a
son of Antipater of Idumaea. Appointed king of Judaea in 40 B. C. by the
Roman senate at the suggestion of Antony and with the consent of
Octavian, he at length overcame the great opposition which the country
made to him and took possession of the kingdom in 37 B. C.; and, after the
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battle of Actium, he was confirmed in it by Octavian, whose favor he ever
after enjoyed. He was brave and skilled in war, learned and sagacious; but
also extremely suspicious and cruel. Hence, he destroyed the entire royal
family of the Hasmonaeans, put to death many of the Jews that opposed his
government, and proceeded to kill even his dearly beloved wife Mariamne
of the Hasmonaean line and the two sons she had borne him. By these acts
of bloodshed, and especially by his love and imitation of Roman customs
and institutions and by the burdensome taxes imposed upon his subjects, he
so alienated the Jews that he was unable to regain their favor by his
splendid restoration of the temple and other acts of munificence. He died in
the 70th year of his age, the 37th of his reign, the 4th before the Dionysian
era. Cf. Josephus, Antiquities 14, 14, 4; 15, 6, 7; 7, 4; 8, 1; 16, 5, 4; 11, 6,
etc. In his closing years John the Baptist and Christ were born,
<400201>Matthew 2:1; <420105>Luke 1:5; Matthew narrates in chapter 2 (cf.
Macrobius, sat. 2, 4) that he commanded the male children in Bethlehem
from two years old and under to be slain. Cf. especially Keim in Schenkel
3:27ff; Schürer, Neutest. Zeitgesch. sec. 15, and the books there
mentioned.

2. “Herod” surnamed “Antipas,” son of Herod the Great and Malthace, a
Samaritan woman. After the death of his father he was appointed by the
Romans tetrach of Galilee and Peraea. His first wife was a daughter of
Aretas, king of Arabia; but he subsequently repudiated her and took to
himself Herodias, the wife of his brother Herod (see Filippov, 1); and in
consequence Aretas, his father-in-law, made war against him and
conquered him. He cast John the Baptist into prison because John had
rebuked him for this unlawful connection; and afterward, at the instigation
of Herodias, he ordered him to be beheaded. Induced by her, too, he went
to Rome to obtain from the emperor the title of king. But in consequence
of accusations brought against him by Herod Agrippa I., Caligula banished
him (A. D. 39) to Lugdunum in Gaul, where he seems to have died. (On
the statement of Josephus (b. j. 2, 9, 6) that he died in Spain see the
conjecture in B. D. under the word Herodias.) He was light-minded,
sensual, vicious (Josephus, Antiquities 17, 1, 3; 8, 1; 11, 4; 18, 5, 1; 7, 1f;
b. j. 2, 9, 6). In the N.T. he is mentioned by the simple name of Herod in
<401401>Matthew 14:1,3,6; <410616>Mark 6:16-18,20-22; 8:15; <420301>Luke 3:1,19; 8:3;
9:7,9; 13:31; 23:7f,11f,15; <440427>Acts 4:27; 13:1; once, <410614>Mark 6:14, he is
called basileuv, either improperly, or in the sense “of royal lineage” (see
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basileuv). Cf. Keim, the passage cited, p. 42ff; Schürer, the passage
cited, p. 232ff

3. “Herod Agrippa I” (who is called by Luke simply Herod, by Josephus
everywhere Agrippa), son of Aristobulus and Berenice, and grandson of
Herod the Great. After various changes of fortune, he gained the favor of
the emperors Caligula and Claudius to such a degree that he gradually
obtained the government of all Palestine, with the title of king. He died at
Caesarea, A. D. 44, at the age of 54, in the seventh (or 4th, reckoning from
the extension of his dominions by Claudius) year of his reign (Josephus,
Antiquities 17, 1, 2; 18, 6; 19, 4, 5; 6, 1; 7, 3; b. j. 2, 11, 6), just after
having ordered James the apostle, son of Zebedee, to be slain, and Peter to
be cast into prison: <441201>Acts 12:1, 6, 11, 19-21. Cf. Keim, the passage
cited, p. 49ff; Schürer, the passage cited, p. 290ff; (Farrar, St. Paul, vol. ii.
Excurs. vi.).

4. “(Herod) Agrippa II,” son of the preceding. When his father died he was
a youth of seventeen. In A. D. 48 he received from Claudius Caesar the
government of Chalcis, with the right of appointing the Jewish high priests,
together with the care and oversight of the temple at Jerusalem. Four years
later Claudius took from him Chalcis and gave him instead a larger
dominion, viz. Batanaea, Trachonitis, and Gaulanitis, with the title of king.
To these regions Nero, in A. D. 53, added Tiberias and Tarichaeae and the
Peraean Julias, with fourteen neighboring villages. Cf. Josephus,
Antiquities 19, 9, 1f; 20, 1, 3; 5, 2; 7, 1; 8, 4; b. j. 2, 12, 1 and 8. In the
N.T. he is mentioned in <442513>Acts 25:13,22-26; 26:1f,(7),19,27,32. In the
Jewish war, although, he strove in vain to restrain the fury of the seditious
and bellicose populace, he did not desert the Roman side. After the fall of
Jerusalem, he was vested with praetorian rank and kept the kingdom entire
until his death, which took place in the third year of the emperor Trajan
(the 73rd of his life, and 52nd of his reign). He was the last representative
of the Herodian dynasty. Cf. Keim, the passage cited, p. 56ff; Schürer, the
passage cited, p. 315ff (Less complete accounts of the family may he found
in BB. DD.; Sieffert in Herzog edition 2 under the word; an extended
narrative in Hausrath, Neutest. Zeitgesch. vol. i. Abschn. v. Cf. also
Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, book ii., chapter ii. and Appendix iv.)

{2265} HJrwdianoi (WH HJrwdianoi, see HJrwdhv and Iota; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 16, 2 [g.]), HJrwdianiwn, oJi, “Herodians,” i.e. Herod’s
partisans (oJi ta HJrwdou fronountev, Josephus, Antiquities 14, 15, 10):
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<402216>Matthew 22:16; <410306>Mark 3:6; 12:13. Cf. Keim, Jesu von Naz. iii.,
130ff. (English translation, see p. 156f), and in Schenkel iii. 65ff; (cf. B. D.,
under the word; Edersheim, Index under the word).*

{2266} HJrwdiav (WH HJrwdiav, see HJrwdhv and Iota), HJrwdiadov,
hJ, “Herodias,” daughter of Aristobulus and granddaughter of Herod the
Great. She was first married to Herod (Philip (see Filippov, 1)), son of
Herod the Great, a man in private life; but she afterward formed an
unlawful union with Herod Antipas, whom she induced not only to slay
John the Baptist but also to make the journey to Rome which ruined him;
at last she followed him into exile in Gaul (see HJrwdhv, 2): <401403>Matthew
14:3,6; <410617>Mark 6:17,19,22; <420319>Luke 3:19.*

{2267} HJrwdiwn (WH HJrwdiwn, see Hrwdhv and Iota), HJrwdiwnov,
oJ, “Herodion,” a certain Christian (Paul’s “kinsman” (see suggenhv)):
<451611>Romans 16:11.*

{2268} HJsaiav (Lachmann, Hsaiav (cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 107; WH
Hsaiav, see Iota), Hsaiou (Buttmann, 17 (16), 8), oJ (so the Septuagint
for Why;[}væy], Jehovah’s help, from [væy, and Hy;), “Isaiah” (Vulgate “Isaias,”
in the Fathers also “Esaias”), a celebrated Hebrew prophet, who
prophesied in the reigns of Uzziah, Jetham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah:
<400303>Matthew 3:3; 4:14; 8:17; 12:17; 13:14; (13:35 according to the reading
of the Sinaiticus manuscript and other authorities, rightly approved of by
Bleek (Hort (as below), others), and received into the text by Tdf. (noted
in marginal reading by WH, see their Appendix at the passage; per contra
cf. Meyer or Ellicott (i.e. Plumptre in N.T. commentary) at the passage));
15:7; <410706>Mark 7:6; <420304>Luke 3:4; 4:17; <430123>John 1:23; 12:38f,41; <442825>Acts
28:25; <450927>Romans 9:27,29; 10:16,20; 15:12; equivalent to the book of the
prophecies of Isaiah, <440828>Acts 8:28,30; en (tw) HJsaia, <410102>Mark 1:2 G L
text T Tr WH.*

{2269} Hsau (HJsau <450913>Romans 9:13 Rst Tr; <581216>Hebrews 12:16 Rst;
<581120>Hebrews 11:20 Relz), oJ (wc;[e i.e. hairy (<012525>Genesis 25:25; Josephus,
Antiquities 1, 18, 1)), indeclinable, “Esau,” the firstborn son of Isaac:
<450913>Romans 9:13; <581120>Hebrews 11:20; 12:16.*

{2274} hJssaomai, see hJttaw and under the word Sigma.

{2276} (hJsswn, see hJttwn.)
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{2270} hJsucazw; 1 aorist hJsucasa; (hJsucov (equivalent to hJsuciov));
as in Greek writings from Aeschylus down, “to keep quiet,” i.e. a. “to rest,
to cease from labor”: <422356>Luke 23:56. b. “to lead a quiet life,” said of those
who are not running hither and thither, but stay at home and mind their
business: <520411>1 Thessalonians 4:11. c. “to be silent,” i.e. “to say nothing,
hold one’s peace”: <421404>Luke 14:4 (3); <441118>Acts 11:18; 21:14 (<183207>Job 32:7;
hJsucasan kai ouc eJurosan logon, <160508>Nehemiah 5:8).*

(Synonyms: hJsucazein, sigan, siwpan: hJssucazein describes a quiet
condition in the general, inclusive of silence; sigan describes a mental
condition and its manifestation, especially in speechlessness (silence from
fear, grief, awe, etc.); siwpan, the more external and physical term,
denotes abstinence from speech, especially as antithetic to loquacity.
Schmidt i., chapter 9; iv., chapter 175.)

{2271} hJsucia, hJsuciav, hJ (from the adjective hJsuciov, which see; the
feminine expresses the general notion (Winer’s Grammar, 95 (90)), cf.
aitia, areth, ecqra, etc.) (from Homer down);

1. “quietness”: descriptive of the life of one who stays at home doing his
own work, and does not officiously meddle with the affairs of others, <530312>2
Thessalonians 3:12.

2. “silence”: <442202>Acts 22:2; <540211>1 Timothy 2:11f*

{2272} hJsuciov, hJsucia, hJsucion ((perhaps akin to hJmai to sit, Latin
sedatus; cf. Curtius, sec. 568; Vanicek, p. 77)); from Homer down; “quiet,
tranquil”: <600304>1 Peter 3:4; biov, <540202>1 Timothy 2:2; Josephus, Antiquities
13, 16, 1.*

{2273} htoi, see h, 4 e.

{2274} hJttaw: (hJttwn); “to make less, inferior, to overcome” (the active
is only in Polybius, Diodorus, Josephus, Antiquities 12, 7, 1 (other
examples in Veitch, under the word)); passive hJttaomai, from (Sophocles
and) Herodotus down; perfect hJtthmai; 1 aorist hJtthqhn (hJsswqhn,
<471213>2 Corinthians 12:13 L T Tr WH; in opposed to which form cf.
Fritzsche, Deuteronomy conform. N.T. crit. quam Lachmann edition, p. 32
(yet see Kuenen and Cobet, N.T. ad fid. the Vaticanus manuscript, p. xc.;
WH’s Appendix, p. 166; Buttmann, 59 (52); Veitch, under the word)); “to
be made inferior; to be overcome, worsted”: in war, uJpo tinov, 2 Macc.
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10:24; universally, tini (cf. Buttmann, 168 (147); Winer’s Grammar, 219
(206)), to be conquered by one, forced to yield to one, <610219>2 Peter 2:19;
absolutely, <610220>2 Peter 2:20. ti uJper tina, equivalent to hJtton ecw ti, “to
hold a thing inferior, set below” (on the accusative (oJ) cf. Buttmann, sec.
131, 10; and on the comparitive use of uJper see uJper, II. 2 b.), <471213>2
Corinthians 12:13.*

{2275} hJtthma (cf. Buttmann, 7; WH’s Appendix, p. 166), hJthmatov,
to, (hJttaomai);

1. “a diminution, decrease”: i.e. “defeat,” <233108>Isaiah 31:8; autwn, brought
upon the Jewish people in that so few of them had turned to Christ,
<451112>Romans 11:12 (R. V. “loss”).

2. “loss,” namely, as respects salvation, <460607>1 Corinthians 6:7 (R. V. text
“defect”). Cf. Meyer (but cf. his 6te Aufl.) on each passage. (Elsewhere
only in ecclesiastical writ:)*

{2276} hJttwn or (so L T Tr WH, see Sigma) hJsswn, hJsson, “inferior”;
neuter adverbially (from Homer down) “less,” <471215>2 Corinthians 12:15; eiv
to hJsson, “for the worse” (that ye may be made worse; opposed to eiv to
kreitton), <461117>1 Corinthians 11:17.*

{2278} hcew (hcw); (hcov, which see); (from Hesiod down); “to sound”:
<461301>1 Corinthians 13:1; used of the roaring of the sea, <422125>Luke 21:25 Rec.
(Compare: exhcew, kathcew.)*

{2279} hcov (cf. Latin echo, vox, German sprechen, etc.; Vanicek, p.
858), hcou, oJ, and (<422125>Luke 21:25 G L T Tr WH) to hcov, ecouv (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 65 (64); (Buttmann, 23 (20)); Delitzsch on <581219>Hebrews
12:19, p. 638; (or hcouv may come from hcw, hcouv, see especially WH’s
Appendix, p. 158b; Meyer on Luke as below));

1. “a sound, noise”: <440202>Acts 2:2; <581219>Hebrews 12:19; spoken of the roar of
the sea’s waves,” <422125>Luke 21:25 G L T Tr WH.

2. “rumor, report”: peri tinov, <420437>Luke 4:37.*
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QQ
{2280} Qaddaiov, Qaddaiou, oJ (yDætæ, perhaps “large-hearted or

courageous,” although it has not been shown that dTæ equivalent to the

Hebrew dvæ can mean pectus as well as mamma; (some would connect the
terms by the fact that the ‘child of one’s heart’ may be also described as a
‘bosom-child’; but see B. D. under the word Jude)), “Thaddeus,” a
surname of the apostle Jude; he was also called Lebbaeus and was the
brother of James the less: <401003>Matthew 10:3 R G L Tr WH; <410318>Mark 3:18.
(Cf. B. D. under the word; Keil on Matthew, the passage cited; WH’s
Appendix, p. 11b. The latter hold the name Lebbaiov to be due to an early
attempt to bring Levi (Leueiv) the publican (<420527>Luke 5:27) within the
Twelve.)*

{2281} qalassa (cf. Buttmann, 7), qalasshv, hJ (akin to aJlv (better,
allied to tarassw etc., from its tossing; cf. Vanicek, p. 303); the
Septuagint for µy;) (from Homer down), “the sea”; (on its distinction from
pelagov see the latter word);

a. universally: <402315>Matthew 23:15; <411123>Mark 11:23; <421702>Luke 17:2,6; 21:25;
<450927>Romans 9:27; <471126>2 Corinthians 11:26; <581112>Hebrews 11:12; <590106>James
1:6; <650113>Jude 1:13; <660701>Revelation 7:1-3, etc.; ergazesqai thn qalasshn
(see ergazomai, 2 a.), <661817>Revelation 18:17; to pelagov thv qalasshv
(see pelagov, a.), <401806>Matthew 18:6; joined with gh and ouranov it forms
a periphrasis for the whole world, <440424>Acts 4:24; 14:15; <660513>Revelation
5:13; 10:6 (L WH brackets); 14:7 (<370207>Haggai 2:7; <19E506>Psalm 145:6
(<19E606>Psalm 146:6); Josephus, Antiquities 4, 3, 2; (contra Apion 2, 10, 1));
among the visions of the Apocalypse a glassy sea or sea of glass is spoken
of; but what the writer symbolized by this is not quite clear: <660406>Revelation
4:6; 15:2.

b. specifically used (even without the article, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 121
(115); Buttmann, sec. 124, 8b.) of the Mediterranean Sea: <441006>Acts
10:6,32; 17:14; of the Red Sea (see eruqrov), hJ eruqra qalassa,
<440736>Acts 7:36; <461001>1 Corinthians 10:1f; <581129>Hebrews 11:29. By a usage
foreign to native Greek writings (cf. Aristotle, meteor. 1, 13, p. 351a, 8 hJ
uJpo ton Kaukason limnh hJn kalousin oJi ekei qalattan, and
Hesychius defines limnh: hJ qalassa kai oJ wkeanov) employed like the
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Hebrew µy; (e.g. <043411>Numbers 34:11), by Matthew, Mark, and John
(nowhere by Luke) of the Lake of Gennhsaret (which see): hJ qalassa
thv Galilaiav, <400418>Matthew 4:18; 15:29; <410116>Mark 1:16; 7:31 (similarly
Lake Constance, der Bodensee, is called mare Suebicum, the Suabian Sea);
thv Tiberiadov, <432101>John 21:1; thv Galilaiav thv Tiberiadov (on
which twofold genitive cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 3 N. 3; (Buttmann,
400 (343))), <430601>John 6:1; more frequently simply hJ qalassa:
<400415>Matthew 4:15,18; 8:24,26f,32; 13:1, etc.; <410213>Mark 2:13; 3:7; 4:1,39;
5:13, etc.; <430616>John 6:16-19,22,25; 21:7. Cf. Furrer in Schenkel ii. 322ff;
(see Gennhsaret).

{2282} qalpw;

1. properly, “to warm, keep warm” (Latin foveo): Homer and following

2. like the Latin foveo, equivalent to “to cherish” with tender love, “to
foster” with tender care: <490529>Ephesians 5:29; <520207>1 Thessalonians 2:7;
((Theocritus, 14, 38): Alciphron 2, 4; Antoninus 5, 1).*

{2283} Qamar (Treg. Qamar), hJ (rm;T; (i.e. palm-tree)), “Tamar,”
proper name of a woman, the daughter-in-law of Judah, son of the
patriarch Jacob (<013806>Genesis 38:6): <400103>Matthew 1:3.*

{2284} qambew, qambw; passive, imperfect eqamboumhn; 1 aorist
eqambhqhn; (qambov, which see);

1. “to be astonished”: <440906>Acts 9:6 Rec. (Homer, Sophocles, Euripides)

2. “to astonish, terrify”: <102205>2 Samuel 22:5; passive “to be amazed”:
<410127>Mark 1:27; 10:32; followed by epi with the dative of the thing,
<411024>Mark 10:24; “to be frightened,” 1 Macc. 6:8; Sap. 17:3; Plutarch,
Caesar 45; Brut. 20. (Compare: qambov (allied with tafov amazement,
from a Sanskrit root signifying “to render immovable”; Curtius, sec. 233;
Vanicek, p. 1130), qambouv, to; from Homer down; “amazement”:
<420436>Luke 4:36; 5:9; <440310>Acts 3:10.*

{2286} qanasimov, qanasimon (qanein, qanatov), “deadly”: <411618>Mark
16:18. ((Aeschylus), Sophocles, Euripides, Plato, and following.)*

{2287} qanathforov, qanathforon (qanatov and ferw), “death-
bringing, deadly”: <590308>James 3:8. (<041822>Numbers 18:22; <183323>Job 33:23; 4
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Macc. 8:17, 25; 15:26; Aeschylus, Plato, Aristotle, Diodorus, Xenophon,
Plutarch, others.)*

{2288} qanatov, qanatou, oJ (qanein); the Septuagint for tw,m; and

tWm, also for rb,D, pestilence (Winer’s Grammar, 29 note); (one of the
nouns often anarthrous, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 19, 1 under the word;
(Buttmann, sec. 124, 8 c.); Grimm, commentary on Sap., p. 59); “death”;

1. properly, “the death of the body,” i.e. “that separation” (whether natural
or violent) “of the soul from the body by which the life on earth is ended”:
<431104>John 11:4 (13); <440224>Acts 2:24 (Tr marginal reading aJdou) (on this see
wdin); <508027>Philippians 2:27,30; <580723>Hebrews 7:23; 9:15f; <660906>Revelation 9:6;
18:8; opposed to zwh, <450838>Romans 8:38; <460322>1 Corinthians 3:22; <470109>2
Corinthians 1:9; <500120>Philippians 1:20; with the implied idea of future misery
in the state beyond, <461521>1 Corinthians 15:21; <550110>2 Timothy 1:10;
<580214>Hebrews 2:14f; equivalent to the power of death, <470412>2 Corinthians
4:12. Since the nether world, the abode of the dead, was conceived of as
being very dark, cwra kai skia qanatou (tw,m;l]xæ) is equivalent to the
region of thickest darkness, i.e. figuratively, a region enveloped in the
darkness of ignorance and sin: <400416>Matthew 4:16; <420179>Luke 1:79 (from
<230902>Isaiah 9:2); qanatov is used of the punishment of Christ, <450510>Romans
5:10; 6:3-5; <461126>1 Corinthians 11:26; <500310>Philippians 3:10; <510122>Colossians
1:22; Hebrews 2:(9),14; swzein tina ek qanatou, to free from the fear
of death, to enable one to undergo death fearlessly, <580507>Hebrews 5:7 (but
others besides); ruesqai ek qanatou, to deliver from the danger of
death, <470110>2 Corinthians 1:10; plural qanatoi, “deaths” (i.e. mortal perils)
of various kinds, <471123>2 Corinthians 11:23; perilupov eJwv qanatou, even
unto death, i.e. so that I am almost dying of sorrow, <402638>Matthew 26:38;
<411434>Mark 14:34 (leluphmai eJwv qanatou, <320409>Jonah 4:9; luph eJwv
qanatou, Sir. 37:2, cf, <071616>Judges 16:16); mecri qanatou, so as not to
refuse to undergo even death, <502308>Philippians 2:8; also acri qanatou,
<660210>Revelation 2:10; 12:11; esfagmenov eiv qanaton, that has received a
deadly wound, <661303>Revelation 13:3; plhgh qanatou, a deadly wound
(“death-stroke,” cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3 b.), <661303>Revelation
13:3,12; idein qanaton, to experience death, <420226>Luke 2:26; <581105>Hebrews
11:5; also geuesqai qanatou (see geuw, 2), <401628>Matthew 16:28; <410901>Mark
9:1; <420927>Luke 9:27; diwkein tina acri qanatou, even to destruction,
<442204>Acts 22:4; katakrinein tina qanatw, to condemn one to death (ad
mortem damnare, Tacitus), <402018>Matthew 20:18 (here Tdf. eiv qanaton);
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<411033>Mark 10:33, (see katakrinw, a.); poreuesqai eiv qanaton, to
undergo death, <422233>Luke 22:33; paradidonai tina eiv qanaton, that he
may be put to death, <401021>Matthew 10:21; <411312>Mark 13:12; passive, to be
given over to the peril of death, <470411>2 Corinthians 4:11; paredwkan ... eiv
krima qanatou, <422420>Luke 24:20; apokteinai tina en qanatw (a
Hebraism (cf. Buttmann, 184 (159f))), <660223>Revelation 2:23; 6:8 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 29 note); aitia qanatou (see aitia, 2), <441328>Acts 13:28; 28:18;
axion ti qanatou, some crime worthy of the penalty of death, <442329>Acts
23:29; 25:11,25; (<442631>Acts 26:31); <422315>Luke 23:15,22 (here aition (which
see 2 b.) qanatov); enocov qanatou, worthy of punishment by death,
<402666>Matthew 26:66; <411464>Mark 14:64; qanatw teleutatw, let him surely be
put to death, <401504>Matthew 15:4; <410710>Mark 7:10, after <022117>Exodus 21:17 the
Septuagint (Hebrew fwOm tm;Wy); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44 at the end
N. 3; (Buttmann, as above); qanatou ... staurou, <502308>Philippians 2:8;
poiw qanatw, by what kind of death, <431233>John 12:33; 18:32; 21:19. The
inevitable necessity of dying, shared alike by all men, takes on in the
popular imagination the form of a person, a tyrant, subjugating men to his
power and confining them in his dark dominions: <450609>Romans 6:9; 1
Corinthians 15:(26),54,56; <662104>Revelation 21:4; Hades is associated with
him as his partner: <461555>1 Corinthians 15:55 R G; <660118>Revelation 1:18 (on
which see kleiv); 6:8; 20:13,(14a) (<191705>Psalm 17:5 (<191805>Psalm 18:5);
<19B403>Psalm 114:3 (116:3); <281314>Hosea 13:14; Sir. 14:12).

2. metaphorically, “the loss of that life which alone is worthy of the name,”
i.e. “the misery of soul arising from sin, which begins on earth but lasts and
increases after the death of the body”: <470307>2 Corinthians 3:7; <590115>James 1:15
(Clement of Rome, 2 Corinthians 1, 6 says of life before conversion to
Christ, oJ biov hJmwn oJlov allo ouden hn ei mh qanatov (cf. Philo,
praem. et poenis sec. 12, and references in 4 below)); opposed to hJ zwh,
<450710>Romans 7:10,13; <470216>2 Corinthians 2:16; opposed to swthria, <470710>2
Corinthians 7:10; equivalent to the cause of death, <450713>Romans 7:13;
swzein yuchn ek qanatou, <590520>James 5:20; metabebhkenai ek tou
qanatou eiv thn zwhn, <430524>John 5:24; <620314>1 John 3:14; menein en tw
qanatw, <620314>1 John 3:14; qewrein qanaton, <430851>John 8:51; geuesqai
qanatou, <430852>John 8:52 (see 1 above); aJmartia and aJmartanein prov
qanaton (see aJmartia, 2 b.), <620516>1 John 5:16f (in the rabbinical writers
af]je tWml; — after <041822>Numbers 18:22, the Septuagint aJmartia
qanathforov — is a crimen capitale).
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3. “the miserable state of the wicked dead in hell” is called — now simply
qanatov, <450132>Romans 1:32 (Sap. 1:12f; 2:24; Tatian or. ad Graec. c. 13;
the author of the epistle ad Diognet. c. 10, 7 distinguishes between oJ
dokwn enqade qanatov, the death of the body, and oJ ontwv qanatov,
oJv fulassetai toiv katakriqhsomenoiv eiv to pur to aiwnion);
now oJ deuterov qanatov and oJ qanatov oJ deuterov (as opposed to the
former death, i.e. to that by which life on earth is ended), <660211>Revelation
2:11; 20:6,14b; 21:8 (as in the Targums on <053306>Deuteronomy 33:6;
<194811>Psalm 48:11 (<194911>Psalm 49:11); <232214>Isaiah 22:14; 66:15; (for the Greek
use of the phrase cf. Plutarch, de fade in orbe lunae 27, 6, p. 942 f.);
qanatov aiwniov, the Epistle of Barnabas 20, 1 and in ecclesiastical
writings (oJ aidiov qanatov, Philo, post. Cain. sec. 11 at the end; see also
Wetstein on <660211>Revelation 2:11)).

4. In the widest sense, “death” comprises “all the miseries arising from
sin,” as well “physical death as the loss of a life consecrated to God and
blessed in him on earth” (Philo, alleg. legg. i. sec. 33 oJ yuchv qanatov
arethv men fqora esti, kakiav de analhyiv (de profug. sec. 21
qanatov yuchv oJ meta kakiav esti biov, especially sections 10, 11;
qued det. pot. insid. sections 14, 15; de poster. Cain. sec. 21, and de
praem. et poen. as in 2 above)), “to be followed by wretchedness in the
lower world” (opposed to zwh aiwniov): qanatov seems to be so used in
<450512>Romans 5:12; 6:16,21 (<450623>Romans 6:23; yet others refer these last
three examples to 3 above); <450724>Romans 7:24; 8:2,6; death, in this sense, is
personified in <450514>Romans 5:14,17,21; 7:5. Others, in all these passages as
well as those cited under 2, understand physical death; but see Philippi on
<450512>Romans 5:12; Messner, Lehre der Apostel, p. 210ff*

{2289} qanatow, qanatw; future qanatwsw; 1 aorist infinitive
qanatwsai (3 person plural subjunctive qanatwswsi, <402659>Matthew
26:59 R G); passive (present qanatoumai); 1 aorist eqanatwqhn; (from
qanatov); from Aeschylus and Herodotus down; the Septuagint for tymihe,
græh;, etc.

1. properly, “to put to death”: tina, <401021>Matthew 10:21; 26:59; 27:1;
<411312>Mark 13:12; 14:55; <422116>Luke 21:16; <470609>2 Corinthians 6:9; <600318>1 Peter
3:18; passive, by rhetorical hyperbole, to be in the state of one who is
being put to death, <450836>Romans 8:36.

2. metaphorically,
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a. “to make to die” i.e. “destroy, render extinct” (something vigorous),
Vulgate mortifico (A.V. “mortify”): ti, <450813>Romans 8:13.

b. passive with the dative of the thing, “by death to be liberated from the
bond of” anything (literally, “to be made dead” in relation “to”; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 210 (197); Buttmann, 178 (155)): <450704>Romans 7:4.*

{2290} qaptw: 1 aorist eqaya; 2 aorist passive etafhn; from Homer
down; the Septuagint for rbæq;; “to bury, inter” (BB. DD. under the word
Burial; cf. Recker, Charicles, namely, ix. Excurs., p. 390f): tina,
<400821>Matthew 8:21f; 14:12; <420959>Luke 9:59f; 16:22; <440229>Acts 2:29; 5:6,9f; <461504>1
Corinthians 15:4. (Compare: sunqaptw.)*

{2291} Qara (WH Qara), oJ (jræT, a journey, or a halt on a journey
(others, ‘loiterer’)), indeclinable proper name, “Terah,” the father of
Abraham: <420334>Luke 3:34.*

{2292} qarrew (a form current from Plato on for the Ionic and earlier
Attic qarsew), qarrw; 1 aorist infinitive qarrhsai; (from Homer on);
“to be of good courage, to be hopeful, confident”: <470506>2 Corinthians 5:6,8;
<581306>Hebrews 13:6; “to be bold”: th pepoiqhsei, with the confidence, <471002>2
Corinthians 10:2; eiv tina, toward (against) one, <471001>2 Corinthians 10:1;
en tini, the ground of my confidence is in one, I am made of good
courage by one, <470716>2 Corinthians 7:16. (Synonym: see tolmaw.)*

{2293} qarsew, qarsw; (see qarrew); “to be of good courage, be of
good cheer”; in the N.T. only in the imperative: qarsei, <420848>Luke 8:48 R
G; <400902>Matthew 9:2,22; <411049>Mark 10:49; <442311>Acts 23:11 (the Septuagint for
laæ ar;yTi, <013517>Genesis 35:17, etc.); qarseite, <401427>Matthew 14:27;
<410650>Mark 6:50; <431633>John 16:33 (the Septuagint for laæ War]yTi, <021413>Exodus
14:13; <290222>Joel 2:22, etc.). (Synonym: see tolmaw.)*

{2294} qarsov, qarsouv, to, “courage, confidence”: <442815>Acts 28:15.*

{2295} qauma, qaumatov, to (QAOMAI (to wonder at), to gaze at, cf.
Alexander Buttmann (1873) Gram. sec. 114 under the word; Ausf. Spr. ii.,
p. 196; Curtius, sec. 308);

1. “a wonderful thing, a marvel”: <471114>2 Corinthians 11:14 L T Tr WH.
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2. “wonder”: qaumazein qauma mega (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 2;
(Buttmann, sec. 131, 5)), to wonder (with great wonder i.e.) exceedingly,
<661706>Revelation 17:6. (In both senses in Greek writings from Homer down;
the Septuagint <181708>Job 17:8; 18:20.)*

{2296} qaumazw; imperfect eqaumazon; future qaumasomai
(<661708>Revelation 17:8 R G T Tr, a form far more common in the best Greek
writings also than qaumasw; cf. Krüger, sec. 40, under the word; Kühner,
sec. 343, under the word; (Veitch, under the word)); 1 aorist eqaumasa;
1 aorist passive eqaumasqhn in a middle sense (<661303>Revelation 13:3 Rst L
Tr text); also 1 future passive, in the sense of the middle,
qaumasqhsomai (<661708>Revelation 17:8 L WH; but the very few examples
of the middle use in secular authors are doubtful; cf. Stephanus, Thesaurus
iv., p. 259f; (yet see Veitch, under the word)); “to wonder, wonder at,
marvel”: absolutely, <400810>Matthew 8:10,27; 9:8 Rec., 33; 15:31; 21:20;
22:22; 27:14; <410520>Mark 5:20; 6:51 (Rec.; L brackets Tr marginal reading
brackets); <411505>Mark 15:5; <420121>Luke 1:21 (see below),63; 8:25; 11:14; 24:41;
<430520>John 5:20; 7:15; <440207>Acts 2:7; 4:13; 13:41; <661707>Revelation 17:7f; with
the accusative of the person <420709>Luke 7:9; with the accusative of the thing,
<422412>Luke 24:12 (T omits; L Tr brackets; WH reject the verse (see prov, I.
1 a. at the beginning and 2 b.)); <430528>John 5:28; <440731>Acts 7:31; qauma mega
(see qauma, 2), <661706>Revelation 17:6; proswpon, to admire, pay regard to,
one’s external appearance, i.e. to be influenced by partiality, <650116>Jude 1:16
(the Septuagint for ac;n; µynip;, <051017>Deuteronomy 10:17; <181310>Job 13:10;
<201805>Proverbs 18:5; <230914>Isaiah 9:14, etc.); followed by dia ti, <410606>Mark 6:6;
<430721>John 7:21 where dia touto (omitted by Tdf.) is to be joined to
<410721>Mark 7:21 (so G L Tr marginal reading; cf. Meyer (edited by Weiss) at
the passage; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 7, 3) (Isocrates, p. 52 d.; Aelian v. h.
12, 6; 14, 36); (followed by en with the dative of object, according to the
construction adopted by some in <420121>Luke 1:21, eqaumazon en tw
cronizein ... auton, at his tarrying; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 33, b.;
Buttmann, 264 (227); 185 (160f); Sir. 11:19 (21); evang. Thom. 15, 2; but
see above); followed by epi with the dative of person <411217>Mark 12:17 (R G
L Tr); by epi with the dative of the thing, <420233>Luke 2:33; 4:22; 9:43; 20:26;
(<440312>Acts 3:12) (Xenophon, Plato, Thucydides, others; the Septuagint);
peri tinov, <420218>Luke 2:18; by a pregnant construction (cf. Buttmann, 185
(161)) eqaumasen hJ gh opisw tou qhriou, followed the beast in
wonder, <661303>Revelation 13:3 (cf. Buttmann, 59 (52)); followed by oJti, to
marvel that, etc., <421138>Luke 11:38; <430307>John 3:7; 4:27; <480106>Galatians 1:6; by
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ei (see ei, I. 4), <411544>Mark 15:44; <620313>1 John 3:13. Passive “to be wondered
at, to be had in admiration” (Sir. 38:3; Sap. 8:11; 4 Macc. 18:3), followed
by en with the dative of the person whose lot and condition gives matter
for wondering at another, <530110>2 Thessalonians 1:10; en with the dative of
the thing, <236106>Isaiah 61:6. (Compare: ekqaumazw.)*

{2297} qaumasiov, qaumasia, qaumasion, rarely of two terminations
(qauma) (from Hesiod, Homer (h. Merc. 443) down), “wonderful,
marvellous”; neuter plural qaumasia (the Septuagint often for twOal;p]n;,
also for al,K,), “wonderful deeds, wonders”: <402115>Matthew 21:15. (Cf.
Trench, sec. xci.; better, Schmidt, chapter 168, 6.)*

{2298} qaumastov, qaumasth, qaumaston (qaumazw), in Greek
writings from (Homer (h. Cer. etc.)), Herodotus, Pindar down;
(interchanged in Greek writings with qaumasiov, cf. Lob. Path. Elem.
2:341); “wonderful, marvellous”; i.e.,

a. “worthy of pious admiration, admirable, excellent”: <600209>1 Peter 2:9
(Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 36, 2; for ryDiaæ, <190802>Psalm 8:2; 92:4
(<199304>Psalm 93:4) (5)).

b. “passing human comprehension”: <402142>Matthew 21:42 and <411211>Mark
12:11, (from <19B702>Psalm 117:22 ff (<19B822>Psalm 118:22 ff), where for al;p]ni, as
<181303>Job 13:3; <330715>Micah 7:15, etc.).

c. “causing amazement joined with terror”: <661501>Revelation 15:1,3, (so for
ar;wOn, <021511>Exodus 15:11, etc.).

d. “marvellous” i.e. “extraordinary, striking, surprising”: <471114>2 Corinthians
11:14 R G (see qauma, 1); <430930>John 9:30.*

{2299} qea, qeav, hJ (feminine of qeov) (from Homer down), “a
goddess”: <441927>Acts 19:27, and Rec. also in 35, 37.*

{2300} qeaomai, qewmai: 1 aorist eqeasamhn; perfect teqeamai; 1
aorist passive eqeaqhn in passive sense (<400601>Matthew 6:1; 23:5; <411611>Mark
16:11; Thucydides 3, 38, 3; cf. Krüger, sec. 40, under the word; (but
Krüger himself now reads drasqen in Thucydides, the passage cited; see
Veitch, under the word; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 7 c.; Buttmann, 52
(46))); deponent verb; (from qea, QAOMAI, with which qauma is
connected, which see); “to behold, look upon, view attentively,
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contemplate,” (in Greek writings often used of public shows; cf. qea,
qeama, qeatron, qeatrizw, etc. (see below)): ti, <401107>Matthew 11:7;
<420724>Luke 7:24; <430435>John 4:35; 11:45; of august things and persons that are
looked on with admiration: ti, <430114>John 1:14,32; <620101>1 John 1:1; <442209>Acts
22:9 (2 Macc. 3:36); tina, with a participle, <411614>Mark 16:14: <440111>Acts 1:11;
followed by oJti, <620414>1 John 4:14; qeaqhnai uJpo tinov, <411611>Mark 16:11;
prov to qeaqhnai autoiv, in order to make a show to them, <400601>Matthew
6:1; 23:5; “to view, take a view of”: ti, <422355>Luke 23:55; tina, <402211>Matthew
22:11; in the sense of visiting, meeting with a person, <451524>Romans 15:24
(<142206>2 Chronicles 22:6; Josephus, Antiquities 16, 1, 2); “to learn by
looking”: followed by oJti, <440818>Acts 8:18 Rec.; “to see with the eyes,” <620412>1
John 4:12; equivalent to (Latin conspicio) “to perceive”: tina, <430810>John
8:10 R G; <442127>Acts 21:27; followed by an accusative with participle,
<420527>Luke 5:27 (not L marginal reading); <430138>John 1:38; followed by oJti,
<430605>John 6:5.*

Cf. O. F. Fritzsche, in Fritzschiorum Opuscc., p. 295ff (According to
Schmidt, Syn., i., chapter 11, qeasqai in its earlier classic use denotes
often a wondering regard (cf. even in Strabo 14, 5, ta eJpta qemata
equivalent to qaumata). This specific shade of meaning, however,
gradually faded out, and left the more general signification of such a
looking as seeks merely the satisfaction of the sense of sight. Cf. qewrew.)

{2301} qeatrizw: (qeatron, which see); properly, “to bring upon the
stage”; hence, “to set forth as a spectacle, expose to contempt”; passive,
present participle qeatrizomenov (A.V. “being made a gazing-stock”),
<581033>Hebrews 10:33. (Several times also in ecclesiastical and Byzantine
writings (cf. Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word); but in the same sense
ekqeatrizw in Polybius 3, 91, 10; others; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 25 (24)
note; also Tdf. edition 7 Proleg., p. 59 ff).)*

{2302} qeatron, qeatrou, to (qeaomai);

1. “a theatre,” a place in which games and dramatic spectacles are
exhibited, and public assemblies held (for the Greeks used the theatre also
as a forum): <441929>Acts 19:29,31.

2. equivalent to qea and qeama, “a public show” (Aeschines dial. socr. 3,
20; Achilles Tatius 1, 16, p. 55), and hence, metaphorically, “a man who is
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exhibited to be gazed at and made sport of”: <460409>1 Corinthians 4:9 (A.V. “a
spectacle”).*

{2303} qeion, qeiou, to (apparently the neuter of the adjective qeiov
equivalent to divine incense, because burning brimstone was regarded as
having power to purify, and to ward off contagion (but Curtius, sec. 320
allies it with quw; cf. Latin fumus, English “dust”)), “brimstone”: <421729>Luke
17:29; <660917>Revelation 9:17f; <661410>Revelation 14:10; 19:20; (20:10); 21:8.
(<011924>Genesis 19:24; <191006>Psalm 10:6 (<191106>Psalm 11:6); <263822>Ezekiel 38:22;
Homer, Iliad 16, 228; Odyssey 22, 481, 493; (Plato) Tim. Locr., p. 99 c.;
Aelian v. h. 13, 15 (16); Herodian, 8, 4, 26 (9 edition, Bekker).)*

{2304} qeiov, qeia, qeion (Qeov) (from Homer down), “divine”: hJ qeia
dunamiv, <610103>2 Peter 1:3; fusiv (Diodorus 5, 31), <610104>2 Peter 1:4; neuter
to qeion, “divinity, deity” (Latin numen divinum), not only used by the
Greeks to denote the divine nature, power, providence, in the general,
without reference to any individual deity (as Herodotus 3, 108; Thucydides
5, 70; Xenophon, Cyril 4, 2, 15; Hell. 7, 5, 13; mem. 1,4, 18; Plato,
Phaedr., p. 242c.; Polybius 32, 25, 7; Diodorus 1, 6; 13, 3; 12; 16, 60;
Lucian, de sacrif. 1; pro imagg. 13, 17. 28), but also by Philo (as in mundi
opff. sec. 61; de agric. 17; leg. ad Galatians 1), and by Josephus
(Antiquities, 1, 3, 4; 11, 1; 2, 12, 4; 5, 2, 7; 11, 5, 1; 12, 6, 3; 7, 3; 13, 8, 2;
10, 71 14, 9, 5; 17, 2, 4; 20, 11, 2; b. j. 3, 8, 3; 4, 3, 10), of the one, true
God; hence, most appositely employed by Paul, out of regard for Gentile
usage, in <441729>Acts 17:29.*

{2305} qeiothv, qeiothtov, hJ, “divinity, divine nature”: <450120>Romans
1:20. (Sap. 18:9; Philo in opif. sec. 61 at the end; Plutarch, symp. 665 a.;
Lucian, calumn. c. 17.) (Synonym: see qeothv.)*

{2306} qeiwdhv, qeiwdev (from qeion brimstone (which see)), “of
brimstone, sulphurous”: <660917>Revelation 9:17; a later Greek word; cf. Lob.
ad Phryn., p. 228; (Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word).*

{2307} qelhma, qelhmatov, to (qelw), a word purely Biblical and
ecclesiastical (yet found in Aristotle, de plant. 1, 1, p. 815b, 21); the
Septuagint for xp,je and ˆwOxr;; “will,” i.e., a. “what one wishes or has
determined shall be done” (i.e. objectively, “thing willed”): <421247>Luke 12:47;
<430530>John 5:30; <460737>1 Corinthians 7:37; <520518>1 Thessalonians 5:18; <550226>2
Timothy 2:26; <581010>Hebrews 10:10; <660411>Revelation 4:11; qelhma tou Qeou
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is used — of the purpose of God to bless mankind through Christ, <442214>Acts
22:14; <490109>Ephesians 1:9; <510109>Colossians 1:9; of what God wishes to be
done by us, <451202>Romans 12:2; <510412>Colossians 4:12 (Winer’s Grammar, 111
(105)); <600402>1 Peter 4:2; and simply to qelhma, <450218>Romans 2:18 (Winer’s
Grammar, 594 (553)) (Sir. 43:16 (17) (but here the better text now adds
autou, see Fritzsche; in patristic Greek, however, qelhma is so used even
without the article; cf. Ignatius ad Romans 1,1; ad Ephesians 20, 1,etc.));
tou kuriou, <490517>Ephesians 5:17; plural “commands, precepts”: (<410335>Mark
3:35 WH. marginal reading); <441322>Acts 13:22 (<19A207>Psalm 102:7 (<19A307>Psalm
103:7); 2 Macc. 1:3); esti to qelhma tinov, followed by iJna, <430639>John
6:39f; <461612>1 Corinthians 16:12, cf. <401814>Matthew 18:14; followed by an
infinitive, <600215>1 Peter 2:15; by an accusative with an infinitive <520403>1
Thessalonians 4:3. (Cf. Buttmann, 237 (204); 240 (207); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 44, 8.) b. equivalent to to qelein (i.e. the abstract act of
willing, the subjective) “will, choice”: <600317>1 Peter 3:17 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 604 (562)); <610121>2 Peter 1:21; poiein to qelhma tinov
(especially of God), <400721>Matthew 7:21; 12:50; 21:31; <410335>Mark 3:35 (here
WH marginal reading the plural, see above); <430434>John 4:34; 6:38; 7:17;
9:31; <490606>Ephesians 6:6; <581007>Hebrews 10:7,9,36; 13:21; <620217>1 John 2:17; to
qelhma (L T Tr WH boulhma) tinov katergazesqai, <600403>1 Peter 4:3;
ginetai to qelhma tinov, <400610>Matthew 6:10; 26:42; <421102>Luke 11:2 L R;
22:42; <442114>Acts 21:14; hJ boulh tou qelhmatov, <490111>Ephesians 1:11; hJ
eudokia tou qelhmatov <490105>Ephesians 1:5; en tw qelhmatw tou Qeou,
if God will, <450110>Romans 1:10; dia qelhmatov Qeou, <451532>Romans 15:32;
<460101>1 Corinthians 1:1; <470101>2 Corinthians 1:1; 8:5; <490101>Ephesians 1:1;
<510101>Colossians 1:1; <550101>2 Timothy 1:1; kata to qelhma tou Qeou,
<480104>Galatians 1:4; (<600419>1 Peter 4:19); <620514>1 John 5:14. equivalent to
“pleasure”: <422325>Luke 23:25; equivalent to “inclination, desire”: sarkov,
androv, <430113>John 1:13; plural <490203>Ephesians 2:3. (Synonym: see qelw, at
the end.)*

{2308} qelhsiv, qelhsewv, hJ (qelw), equivalent to to qelein, “a
willing, will”: <580204>Hebrews 2:4. (<261823>Ezekiel 18:23; <141515>2 Chronicles 15:15;
<200835>Proverbs 8:35; Sap. 16:25; (Tobit 12:18); 2 Macc. 12:16; 3 Macc. 2:26;
(plural in) Melissa epist. ad Char., p. 62 Orell.; according to Pollux (l. 5 c.
47) a vulgarism (idiwtikon); (cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 353).)*

{2309} qelw (only in this form in the N.T.; in Greek authors also eqelw
(Veitch, under the word; Lob. ad Phryn., p. 7; Buttmann, 57 (49)));
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imperfect hqelon; (future 3 person singular qelhsei, <661105>Revelation 11:5
WH marginal reading); 1 aorist hqelhsa; (derived apparently from eJlein
with a fuller aspiration, so that it means properly, to seize with the mind;
but Curtius, p. 726, edition 5, regards its root as uncertain (he inclines,
however, to the view of Pott, Fick, Vanicek, and others, which connects it
with a root meaning to hold to)); the Septuagint for hb;a; and xpej;; “to
will (have in mind) intend”; i.e.:

1. “to be resolved or determined, to purpose”: absolutely, oJ qelwn,
<450916>Romans 9:16; tou Qeou qelontov if God will, <441821>Acts 18:21; ean oJ
kuriov qelhsh. (in Attic ean qeov qelh, hn oJi Qeoi qelwsin (cf. Lob.
as above)), <460419>1 Corinthians 4:19; <590415>James 4:15; kaqwv hqelhse, <461218>1
Corinthians 12:18; 15:38; ti, <450715>Romans 7:15f,19f; <460736>1 Corinthians 7:36;
<480517>Galatians 5:17; with the aorist infinitive, <402014>Matthew 20:14; 26:15;
<430621>John 6:21 (where the meaning is, they were willing to receive him into
the ship, but that was unnecessary, because unexpectedly the ship was
nearing the land; cf. Lücke, B-Crusius, Ewald (Godet), others at the
passage; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 4; (Buttmann, 375 (321))); <431244>John
12:44; <442509>Acts 25:9; <510127>Colossians 1:27; <520218>1 Thessalonians 2:18;
<661105>Revelation 11:5, etc.; with the present infinitive, <421029>Luke 10:29 RG;
<430667>John 6:67; 12:17; 8:44; <442406>Acts 24:6 (Rec.); <450721>Romans 7:21;
<480409>Galatians 4:9 (here T Tr text WH text 1 aorist infinitive); with an
infinitive suggested by the context, <430521>John 5:21 (oJuv qelei, namely,
zowpoihsai); <400802>Matthew 8:2; Marsk 3:13; 6:22; <450918>Romans 9:18;
<661106>Revelation 11:6, etc. ou qelw “to be unwilling”: with the aorist
infinitive, <400218>Matthew 2:18; 15:32; 22:3; <410626>Mark 6:26; <421528>Luke 15:28;
<430540>John 5:40; <440739>Acts 7:39; <461607>1 Corinthians 16:7; <660221>Revelation 2:21
(not Rec.), etc.; with the present infinitive, <430701>John 7:1; <441413>Acts 14:13;
17:18; <530310>2 Thessalonians 3:10, etc.; with the infinitive omitted and to be
gathered from the context, <401830>Matthew 18:30; 21:29; <421804>Luke 18:4, etc.;
qelw and ou qelw followed by the accusative with an infinitive, <420162>Luke
1:62; <461020>1 Corinthians 10:20; on the Pauline phrase ou qelw uJmav
agnoein, see agnoew, a.; corresponding to qelw uJmav eidenai, <461103>1
Corinthians 11:3; <510201>Colossians 2:1. qelein, used of a purpose or
resolution, is contrasted with the carrying out of the purpose into act:
opposed to poiein, prassein, <450715>Romans 7:15,19; <470810>2 Corinthians
8:10f (on which latter passage cf. DeWette and Meyer; Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 61, 7b.); to energein, <503813>Philippians 2:13, cf. <410619>Mark 6:19; <430744>John
7:44. One is said also qelein that which he is on the point of doing:
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<410648>Mark 6:48; <430143>John 1:43 (44); and it is used thus also of things that
tend or point to some conclusion (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 42, 1 b.;
Buttmann, 254 (219)): <440212>Acts 2:12; 17:20. lanqanei autouv touto
qelontav this (viz., what follows, oJti etc.) escapes them of their own will,
i.e. they are purposely, “wilfully,” ignorant, <610305>2 Peter 3:5, where others
interpret as follows: this (viz. what has been said previously) desiring (i.e.
holding as their opinion (for examples of this sense see Sophocles’
Lexicon, under the word, 4)), they are ignorant etc.; but cf. DeWette at the
passage and Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54, 4 note; (Buttmann, sec. 150, 8
Rem.). tav epiqumiav tou patrov uJmwn qelete poiein it is your
“purpose” to fulfil the lusts of your father, i.e. ye are actuated by him of
your own free knowledge and choice, <430844>John 8:44 (Winer’s Grammar, as
above; Buttmann, 375 (321)).

2. equivalent to “to desire, to wish”: ti, <402021>Matthew 20:21; <411436>Mark
14:36; <420539>Luke 5:39 (but WH in brackets); <431507>John 15:7; <460421>1 Corinthians
4:21; <471112>2 Corinthians 11:12; followed by the aorist infinitive, <400540>Matthew
5:40; 12:38; 16:25; 19:17; <411043>Mark 10:43f; <420820>Luke 8:20; 13:8; <430506>John
5:6,35 (ye were desirous of rejoicing); 12:21; <480302>Galatians 3:2; <590220>James
2:20; <600310>1 Peter 3:10; followed by the present infinitive, <430927>John 9:27;
<480420>Galatians 4:20 (hqelon “I could wish,” on which imperfect see
eucomai, 2); the infinitive is lacking and to be supplied from the
neighboring verb, <401712>Matthew 17:12; 27:15; <410913>Mark 9:13; <432118>John
21:18; followed by the accusative and infinitive, <410724>Mark 7:24; <420162>Luke
1:62; <432122>John 21:22f; <451619>Romans 16:19; <460707>1 Corinthians 7:7,32; 14:5;
<480613>Galatians 6:13; ou qelw “to be unwilling (desire not)”: followed by the
aorist infinitive, <402304>Matthew 23:4; <421914>Luke 19:14, 27; <461020>1 Corinthians
10:20; followed by iJna, <400712>Matthew 7:12; <410625>Mark 6:25; 9:30; 10:35;
<420631>Luke 6:31; <431724>John 17:24; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 8 b.;
(Buttmann, sec. 139, 46); followed by the deliberative subjunctive (aorist):
qeleiv sullexwmen auta (cf. the German willst du, sollen wir
zusammenlesen? (Goodwin sec. 88)), <401328>Matthew 13:28; add, <402032>Matthew
20:32 (where L brackets adds iJna); 26:17; 27:17,21; <411051>Mark 10:51;
14:12; 15:9,12 (Tr brackets qeleiv); <420954>Luke 9:54; 18:41; 22:9 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 41 a. 4 b.; Buttmann, sec. 139, 2); followed by ei,
<421249>Luke 12:49 (see ei, I. 4); followed by h, “to prefer,” <461419>1 Corinthians
14:19 (see h, 3 d.).
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3. equivalent to “to love”; followed by an infinitive, “to like to do a thing,
be fond of doing”: <411238>Mark 12:38; <422046>Luke 20:46; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 54, 4; (Buttmann, sec. 150, 8).

4. in imitation of the Hebrew xpej;, “to take delight, have pleasure”
(opposite by Buttmann, sec. 150, 8 Rem.; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 33,
a.; but see examples below): en tini, in a thing, <510218>Colossians 2:18 (en
kalw, to delight in goodness, Test xii. Patr., p. 688 (test. Ash. 1; (cf. eiv
zwhn, p. 635, test. Zeb. 3); <19B101>Psalm 111:1 (<19B201>Psalm 112:1); <19E610>Psalm
146:10 (<19E710>Psalm 147:10)); en tini, the dative of the person, <091822>1 Samuel
18:22; <101526>2 Samuel 15:26; (<111009>1 Kings 10:9); <140908>2 Chronicles 9:8; for
hx;r; B], <132804>1 Chronicles 28:4). tina, to love one: <402743>Matthew 27:43
(<192109>Psalm 21:9 (<192209>Psalm 22:9); (<191702>Psalm 17:20 (<191820>Psalm 18:20);
<194012>Psalm 40:12 (<194112>Psalm 41:12); <261832>Ezekiel 18:32, cf. Ezek 18:23; Tobit
13:6; epp. to misein, Ignatius ad Romans 8, 3; qelhqhnai is used of
those who find favor, ibid. 8, 1). ti, <400913>Matthew 9:13 and <401207>Matthew
12:7 (from <280606>Hosea 6:6); <581005>Hebrews 10:5,8 (fr. <193907>Psalm 39:7
(<194007>Psalm 40:7)). As respects the distinction between boulomai and
qelw, the former seems to designate the will which follows deliberation,
the latter the will which proceeds from inclination. This appears not only
from <400119>Matthew 1:19, but also from the fact that the Septuagint express
the idea of “pleasure, delight,” by the verb qelein (see just above). The
reverse of this distinction is laid down by Alexander Buttmann (1873)
Lexil. i., p. 26 (English translation, p. 194); Delitzsch on <580617>Hebrews 6:17.
According to Tittmann (Syn., i., p. 124) qelein denotes mere “volition,”
boulesqai “inclination”; (cf. Whiston on Demosthenes 9, 5; 124, 13).

(Philip Buttmann’s statement of the distinction between the two words is
quoted with approval by Schmidt (Syn., iii., chapter 146), who adduces in
confirmation (besides many examples) the assumed relationship between
boulomai and Felpiv, elpiv; the use of qelw in the sense of ‘resolve’ in
such passages as Thucydides 5, 9; of qelwn equivalent to hJdewv in the
poets; of boulomai as parallel to epiqumew in Demosthenes 29, 45, etc.;
and passages in which the two words occur together and boulomai is
apparently equivalent to ‘wish’ while qelw stands for ‘will’ as Xenophon,
an. 4, 4, 5; Euripides, Alc. 281, etc., etc. At the same time it must be
confessed that scholars are far from harmonious on the subject. Many
agree with Prof. Grimm that qelw gives prominence to the emotive
element, boulomai emphasizes the rational and volitive; that qelw
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signifies the “choice,” while boulomai marks the choice as “deliberate and
intelligent”; yet they acknowledge that the words are sometimes used
indiscriminately, and especially that qelw as the less sharply-defined term
is put where boulomai would be proper; see Ellendt, Lex. Sophocles;
Pape, Handwörterb.; Seiler, Wörterb. d. Homer, under the word
boulomai; Suhle und Schneidewin, Handwörterb.; Crosby, Lex. to
Xenophon, an., under the word eqelw; (Arnold’s) Pillon, Greek Syn. sec.
129; Webster, Synt. and Syn. of the Greek Testament, p. 197; Wilke,
Clavis N.T., edition 2, 2:603; Schleusner, N.T. Lex. see under the word,
boulomai; Munthe, Observations, phil. in N.T. ex Diodorus Siculus, etc.,
p. 3; Valckenaer, Scholia etc. ii. 23; Westermann on Demosthenes 20, 111;
the commentators generally on Matthew as above; Lightfoot on
<570113>Philemon 1:13,14; Riddle in Schaff’s Lange on Eph., p. 42; this seems
to be roughly intended by Ammonius also: boulesqai men epi monou
lekteon tou logikou. to de qelein kai epi alogou zowu; (and
Eustathius on Iliad 1, 112, p. 61, 2, says ouc’ aJplwv qelw, alla
boulomai, oJper epitasiv tou qelein estin). On the other hand,
Liddell and Scott (under the word eqelw); Passow, edition 5; Rost,
Wörterb. edition 4; Schenkl, Schulwörterb.; Donaldson, Crat. sec. 463f;
Wahl; Clay. Apocrypha, under the word boulomai; Cremer, under the
words, boulomai and qelw; especially Stallb. on Plato’s de repub. 4, 13,
p. 437 b. (cf. too Cope on Aristotle, rhet. 2, 19, 19); Franke on
Demosthenes 1, 1, substantially reverse the distinction, as does Ellicott on
<540514>1 Timothy 5:14; Wordsworth on <520218>1 Thessalonians 2:18. Although the
latter opinion may seem to be favored by that view of the derivation of the
words which allies boulomai with voluptas (Curtius, sec. 659, compare p.
726), and makes qelw signify ‘to hold to something,’ ‘form a fixed
resolve’ (see above, at the beginning), yet the predominant usage of the
N.T. will be evident to one who looks up the passages referred to above
(Fritzsche’s explanation of <400119>Matthew 1:19 is hardly natural); to which
may be added such as <400218>Matthew 2:18; 9:13; 12:38; 15:28; 17:4
(20:21,32); 26:15,39 (cf. <422242>Luke 22:42); <410619>Mark 6:19; 7:24; 9:30;
10:35; 12:38; 15:9 (cf. <431839>John 18:39), <411515>Mark 15:15 (where R. V.
“wishing” is questionable; cf. <422320>Luke 23:20); <421024>Luke 10:24; 15:28;
16:26; <430506>John 5:6; 6:11; 12:21; <441010>Acts 10:10; 18:15; <450719>Romans 7:19
(cf. <450715>Romans 7:15, its opposed to misw, and indeed the use of qelw
throughout this chapter); <460736>1 Corinthians 7:36,39; 14:35; <490111>Ephesians
1:11; <530310>2 Thessalonians 3:10, etc. Such passages as <540204>1 Timothy 2:4;
<610309>2 Peter 3:9 will be ranged now on one side, now on the other; cf. <461211>1
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Corinthians 12:11,18. qelw occurs in the N.T. about five times as often as
boulomai (on the relative use of the words in classic writers see Tycho
Mommsen in Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 415f). The usage of the
Septuagint (beyond the particular specified by Prof. Grimm) seems to
afford little light; see e.g. <012405>Genesis 24:5,8; <052507>Deuteronomy 25:7;
<193907>Psalm 39:7,9 (<194007>Psalm 40:7,9), etc. In modern Greek qelw seems to
have nearly driven boulomai out of use; on qelw as an auxiliary cf. Jebb
in Vincent and Dickson’s Handbook, Appendix sections 60, 64. For
examples of the associated use of the words in classic Greek, see
Stephanus’ Thesaurus under the word boulomai, p. 366 d.; Lightfoot,
Cremer, and especially Schmidt, as above.)

{2310} qemeliov, qemelion (qema (i.e. thing laid down)), “laid down as
a foundation, belonging to a foundation” (Diodorus 5, 66; qemelioi
liqoi, Aristophanes av. 1137); generally as a substantive, oJ qemeliov
(namely, liqov) (<460311>1 Corinthians 3:11f; <550219>2 Timothy 2:19;
<662119>Revelation 21:19), and to qemelion (rarely so in Greek writings, as
(Aristotle, phys. auscult. 2, 9, p. 200a, 4); Pausanias, 8, 32, 1; (others)),
“the foundation” (of a building, wall, city): properly, <420649>Luke 6:49;
tiqenai qemelion, <420648>Luke 6:48; 14:29; plural oJi qemelioi (chiefly so in
Greek writings), <581110>Hebrews 11:10; <662114>Revelation 21:14,19; neuter to
qemelia, <441626>Acts 16:26 (and often in the Septuagint); metaphorically, the
foundations, beginnings, first principles, of an institution or system of truth:
<460310>1 Corinthians 3:10,12; the rudiments, first principles, of Christian life
and knowledge, <580601>Hebrews 6:1 (metanoiav genitive of apposition
(Winer’s Grammar, 531 (494))); a course of instruction begun by a
teacher, <451520>Romans 15:20; Christ is called the qemeliov, i.e. faith in him,
which is like a foundation laid in the soul on which is built up the fuller and
richer knowledge of saving truth, <460311>1 Corinthians 3:11; twn apostolwn
(genitive of apposition, on account of what follows: ontov ... Cristou
(others say genitive of origin, see epoikodomew; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 30, 1; Meyer or Ellicott at the passage)), of the apostles as preachers
of salvation, upon which foundation the Christian church has been built,
<490220>Ephesians 2:20; a solid and stable spiritual possession, on which resting
as on a foundation they may strive to lay hold on eternal life, <540619>1 Timothy
6:19; the church is apparently called qemeliov as the foundation of the
‘city of God,’ <550219>2 Timothy 2:19, cf. <550220>2 Timothy 2:20 and <540315>1 Timothy
3:15. (the Septuagint several times also for ˆwOmr]aæ, a palace, <232502>Isaiah
25:2; <240605>Jeremiah 6:5; Amos 1:4, etc.)*
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{2311} qemeliow: future qemeliwsw; 1 aorist eqemeliwsa; passive,
perfect participle teqemeliwmenov; pluperfect 3 person singular
teqemeliwto (<400725>Matthew 7:25; <420648>Luke 6:48 R G; without augment cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 12, 9; (Buttmann, 33 (29); Tdf. Proleg., p. 121));
the Septuagint for dsæy;; (from Xenophon down); “to lay the foundation, to
found”: properly, thn ghn, <580110>Hebrews 1:10 (<19A102>Psalm 101:26 (<19A226>Psalm
102:26) <200319>Proverbs 3:19; <234813>Isaiah 48:13, others); ti epi ti, <400725>Matthew
7:25; <420648>Luke 6:48. metaphorically, (Diodorus 11, 68; 15, 1) “to make
stable, establish” (A.V. “ground”): of the soul (1 aorist optative 3 person
singular) <600510>1 Peter 5:10 (Rec.; but T, Tr marginal reading in brackets, the
future); passive, <490317>Ephesians 3:17 (18); <510123>Colossians 1:23.*

{2312} qeodidaktov, qeodidakton (Qeov and didaktov), “taught of
God”: <520409>1 Thessalonians 4:9. ((the Epistle of Barnabas 21, 6 (cf.
Harnack’s note)); ecclesiastical writings.)*

qeologov, qeologou, oJ (Qeov and legw), in Greek writings (from
Aristotle on) “one who speaks (treats) of the gods and divine things,
versed in sacred science”; (Grossmann, Quaestiones Philoneae, i., p. 8,
shows that the word is used also by Philo, especially of Moses (cf. de
praem. et poen. sec. 9)). This title is given to John in the inscription of the
Apocalypse, according to the Rec. text, apparently as “the publisher and
interpreter of divine oracles,” just as Lucian styles the same person
qeologov in Alex. 19 that he calls profhthv in c. 22. The common
opinion is that John was called qeologov in the same sense in which the
term was used of Gregory of Nazianzus, viz. because he taught the qeothv
of the logov. But then the wonder is, why the copyists did not prefer to
apply the epithet to him in the title of the Gospel.*

{2313} qeomacew, qeomacw; (qeomacov); “to fight against God”:
<442309>Acts 23:9 Rec. (Euripides, Xenophon, Diodorus, others; 2 Macc.
7:19.)*

{2314} qeomacov, qeomacou, oJ (Qeov and macomai), “fighting against
God, resisting God”: <440539>Acts 5:39. (Symm, <182605>Job 26:5; <200918>Proverbs
9:18; 21:16; Heracl. Pont. alleg. Homer. 1; Lucian, Jup. tr. 45.)*

{2315} qeopneustov, qeopneuston (Qeov and pnew), “inspired by
God”: grafh, i.e. the contents of Scripture, <550316>2 Timothy 3:16 (see pav,
I. 1 c.); sofih (pseudo-) Phocyl. 121; oneiroi, Plutarch, de plac. phil. 5,
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2, 3, p. 904 f.; (Sibylline Oracles 5, 406 (cf. 308); Nonnus, paraphr. ev.
Ioan. 1, 99). (empneustov also is used passively, but apneustov,
eupneustov, puripneustov (dusdiapneustov), actively (and
dusanapneustov; apparently either active or passive; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 96 (92) note).)*

{2316} Qeov, Qeou, oJ and hJ, vocative Qh, once in the N.T., <402746>Matthew
27:46; besides in <050324>Deuteronomy 3:24; <071628>Judges 16:28; 21:3; (<100725>2
Samuel 7:25; <233820>Isaiah 38:20); Sir. 23:4; Sap. 9:1; 3 Macc. 6:3; 4 Macc.
6:27; Act. Thom. 44f, 57; Eus. h. e. 2, 23, 16; (5, 20, 7; vit. Const. 2, 55,
1. 59); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 8, 2 c.; (Buttmann, 12 (11)); ((on the
eight or more proposed derivations see Vanicek, p. 386, who follows
Curtius, (after Döderlein), p. 513ff in connecting it with a root meaning to
supplicate, implore; hence, “the implored”; per contra cf. Max Müller,
Chips etc. 4:227f; Liddell and Scott, under the word, at the end)); (from
Homer down); the Septuagint for laæ, µyhiloa’ and hwO;hy]; “a god, a
goddess”;

1. a general appellation of “deities or divinities”: <442806>Acts 28:6; <460804>1
Corinthians 8:4; <530204>2 Thessalonians 2:4; once hJ Qeov, <441937>Acts 19:37 G L
T Tr WH; Qeou fwnh kai ouk anqrwpou, <441222>Acts 12:22; anqrwpov
wn poieiv seauton Qeon, <431033>John 10:33; plural, of the gods of the
Gentiles: <441411>Acts 14:11; 19:26; legomenoi qeoi, <460805>1 Corinthians 8:5a;
oJi fusei mh ontev qeoi, <480408>Galatians 4:8; tou Qeou Refan (which see),
<440743>Acts 7:43; of angels: eisi qeoi polloi, <460805>1 Corinthians 8:5b (on
which cf. Philo de somn. i. sec. 39 oJ men alhqeia Qeov eiv estin, oJi d’
en katacrhsei legomenoi pleiouv). (On the use of the singular Qeov
(and Latin deus) as a generic term by (later) heathen writers, see Norton,
Genuineness of the Gospels, 2nd edition iii. addit. note D; cf. Dr. Ezra
Abbot in Chris. Exam. for Nov. 1848, p. 389ff; Huidekoper, Judaism at
Rome, chapter i. sec. ii.; see Bib. Sacr. for July 1856, p. 666f, and for
addit. examples Nagelsbach, Homer. Theol., p. 129; also his
Nachhomerische Theol., p. 139f; Stephanus’ Thesaurus, under the word;
and references (by Prof. Abbot) in the Journal of the Society for Biblical
Literature and Exegesis, i., p. 120 note.)

2. Whether Christ is called God must be determined from <430101>John 1:1;
20:28; <620520>1 John 5:20; <450905>Romans 9:5; <560213>Titus 2:13; <580108>Hebrews 1:8f,
etc.; the matter is still in dispute among theologians cf. Grimm, Institutio
theologiae dogmaticae, edition 2, p. 228ff (and the discussion (on
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<450905>Romans 9:5) by Professors Dwight and Abbot in the Journal of the
Society for Biblical Literature, etc. as above, especially, pp. 42ff, 113ff).

3. spoken of “the only and true” God: with the article, <400309>Matthew 3:9;
<411319>Mark 13:19; <420213>Luke 2:13; <440211>Acts 2:11, and very often; with
prepositions: ek tou Qeou, <430842>John 8:42,47 and often in John’s writings;
uJpo tou Qeou <420126>Luke 1:26 (T Tr WH apo); <442606>Acts 26:6; para tou
Qeou, <430840>John 8:40; 9:16 (L T Tr WH here omit the article); para tw
Qeou, <450213>Romans 2:13 (Tr text omits, and L WH Tr marginal reading
brackets the article); 9:14; en tw Qeou, <510303>Colossians 3:3; epi tw Qew,
<420147>Luke 1:47; eiv ton Qeon, <442415>Acts 24:15 (Tdf. prov); epi ton Qeon,
<441519>Acts 15:19; 26:18,20; prov ton Qeon, <430102>John 1:2; Acts 24:(15
Tdf.),16, and many other examples without the article: <400624>Matthew 6:24;
<420302>Luke 3:2; 20:38; <450808>Romans 8:8,33; <470121>2 Corinthians 1:21; 5:19; 6:7;
<520205>1 Thessalonians 2:5, etc.; with prepositions: apo Qeou, <430302>John 3:2;
16:30; <451301>Romans 13:1 (L T Tr WH uJpo) para Qeou, <430106>John 1:6; ek
Qeou, <440539>Acts 5:39; <470501>2 Corinthians 5:1; <500309>Philippians 3:9; para Qew,
<530106>2 Thessalonians 1:6; <600204>1 Peter 2:4; kata Qeon, <450827>Romans 8:27;
<470709>2 Corinthians 7:9f; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 19, under the word oJ
Qeov tinov (genitive of person), “the (guardian) God of anyone,” blessing
and protecting him: <402232>Matthew 22:32; <411226>Mark 12:26f (<411229>Mark 12:29
WH marginal reading (see below)); <422037>Luke 20:37; <432017>John 20:17;
<440313>Acts 3:13; 13:17; <470616>2 Corinthians 6:16; <581116>Hebrews 11:16;
<662103>Revelation 21:3 (without oJ; but G T Tr WH text omit the phrase); oJ
Qeov mou, equivalent to oJu eimi, wJ kai latreuw (<442723>Acts 27:23):
<450108>Romans 1:8; <460104>1 Corinthians 1:4 (Tr marginal reading brackets the
genitive); <471221>2 Corinthians 12:21; <500103>Philippians 1:3; 4:19; <570104>Philemon
1:4; kuriov oJ Qeov sou, hJmwn, uJmwn, autwn (in imit. of Hebrew hwO;hy]
Úyh,l’, hwO;hy] Wnyhæla’, hwO;hy] µk,yheloa’, hwO;hy] µh,yhela’): <400407>Matthew 4:7;
22:37; <411229>Mark 12:29 (see above); <420408>Luke 4:8,12; 10:27; <440239>Acts 2:39;
cf. Thilo, Cod. apocr. Nov. Test., p. 169; (and Lightfoot as quoted under
the word kuriov, c. [a.] at the beginning); oJ Qeov kai pathr tou
kuriou hJmwn Ihsou Cristou: <451506>Romans 15:6; <470103>2 Corinthians 1:3;
11:31 (L T Tr WH omit hJmwn and Cristou); <490103>Ephesians 1:3;
<510103>Colossians 1:3 (L WH omit kai); <600103>1 Peter 1:3; in which combination
of words the genitive depends on oJ Qeov as well as on pathr, cf.
Fritzsche on Romans, iii., p. 232f; (Oltramare on Romans, the passage
cited; Lightfoot on <480104>Galatians 1:4; but some would restrict it to the
latter; cf. e.g. Meyer on Romans, the passage cited; also on Ephesians, the
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passage cited; Ellicott on Galatians, the passage cited; also, Ephesians, the
passage cited); oJ Qeov tou kuriou hJmwn Ihsou Cristou, <490117>Ephesians
1:17; oJ Qeov kai pathr hJmwn, <480104>Galatians 1:4; <500420>Philippians 4:20;
<520103>1 Thessalonians 1:3; 3:11, 13; Qeov oJ pathr, <460806>1 Corinthians 8:6; oJ
Qeov kai pathr, <461524>1 Corinthians 15:24; <490520>Ephesians 5:20; <590127>James
1:27; 3:9 (Rec.; others kuriov kai pathr); apo Qeou patrov hJmwn,
<450107>Romans 1:7; <460103>1 Corinthians 1:3; <470102>2 Corinthians 1:2; <490102>Ephesians
1:2; <500102>Philippians 1:2; <510102>Colossians 1:2; <530102>2 Thessalonians 1:2; <540102>1
Timothy 1:2 (Rec., others omit hJmwn); <570103>Philemon 1:3; (oJ Qeov pathr,
<510317>Colossians 3:17 L T Tr WH (cf. Lightfoot at the passage); elsewhere
without the article as) Qeou patrov (in which phrase the two words have
blended as it were into one, equivalent to a proper name, German
Gottvater (A.V. “God the Father”)): <503211>Philippians 2:11; <600102>1 Peter 1:2;
apo Qeou patrov, <480103>Galatians 1:3; <490623>Ephesians 6:23; <550102>2 Timothy
1:2; <560104>Titus 1:4; para Qeou patrov, <610117>2 Peter 1:17; 2 John 3; cf.
Wieseler, commentary üb. d. Brief a. d. Galat., p. 10ff oJ Qeov with the
genitive of the thing of which God is the author (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
30, 1): thv uJpomonhv kai thv paraklhsewv, <451505>Romans 15:5; thv
eplidov, Rom 15:13; thv eirhnhv, <451533>Romans 15:33; <520523>1 Thessalonians
5:23; thv paraklhsewv, <470103>2 Corinthians 1:3. ta tou Qeou, “the things
of God,” i.e.

[a]. his counsels, <460201>1 Corinthians 2:1 L

[b.] his interests, <401623>Matthew 16:23; <410833>Mark 8:33.

[g.] things due to God,

<402221>Matthew 22:21; <411217>Mark 12:17; <422025>Luke 20:25. ta prov ton Qeon,
things respecting, pertaining to, God — contextually equivalent to the
sacrificial business of the priest, <451517>Romans 15:17; <580217>Hebrews 2:17; 5:1;
cf. Xenophon, rep. Lac. 13, 11; Fritzsche on Romans, iii., p. 262f Nom. oJ
Qeov for the vocative: <411534>Mark 15:34; <421811>Luke 18:11,13; <432028>John 20:28;
<440424>Acts 4:24 (R G; <580108>Hebrews 1:8 ?); 10:7; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
29, 2; (Buttmann, 140 (123)). tw Qew, God being judge (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 31, 4 a.; 248 (232f); Buttmann, sec. 133, 14): after
dunatov, <471004>2 Corinthians 10:4; after asteiov, <440720>Acts 7:20 (after
amemptov, Sap. 10:5; after megav, <320303>Jonah 3:3; see asteiov, 2). For the
expressions anqrwpov Qeou, dunamiv Qeou, uJiov Qeou, etc., Qeov thv
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elpidov etc., oJ zwn Qeov etc., see under anqrwpov 6, dunamiv a., uJiov
tou Qeou, elpiv 2, zaw I. 1, etc.

4. Qeov is used of “whatever can in any respect be likened to God, or
resembles him in any way”: Hebraistically, equivalent to “God’s
representative or vicegerent,” of magistrates and judges, <431034>John 10:34f
after <198106>Psalm 81:6 (<198206>Psalm 82:6) (of the wise man, Philo de mut. nom.
sec. 22; quod omn. prob. book sec. 7; (oJ sofov legetai Qeov tou
afronov ... Qeov prov fantasian kai dokhsin, quod det. pot. insid.
sec. 44); pathr kai mhthr emfaneiv eisi qeoi, mimoumenoi ton
agennhton en tw zowplastein, de decal. sec. 23; wnomasqh (i.e.
Moses) oJlou tou eqnouv Qeov kai basileuv, de vita Moys. i. sec. 28;
(de migr. Abr. sec. 15; de alleg. leg. i. sec. 13)); of the devil, oJ Qeov tou
aiwnov toutou (see aiwn, 3), <470404>2 Corinthians 4:4; the person or thing
to which one is wholly devoted, for which alone he lives, e.g. hJ koilia,
<500319>Philippians 3:19.

{2317} qeosebeia, qeosebeiav, hJ (qeosebhv), “reverence toward God,
godliness”: <540210>1 Timothy 2:10. (Xenophon, an. 2, 6, 26; Plato, epin., p.
985 d.; the Septuagint <012011>Genesis 20:11; <182828>Job 28:28; Baruch 5:4; Sir.
1:25 (22); 4 Macc. 1:9 (Fritzsche); 7:6, 72 (variant).)*

{2318} qeosebhv, qeosebev (Qeov and sebomai), “worshipping God,
pious”: <430931>John 9:31. (the Septuagint; Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes,
Xenophon, Plato, others; (cf. Trench, sec. xlviii.).)*

{2319} qeostughv, qeostugev (Qeov and stugew; cf. qeomishv,
qeomushv, and the substantive, qeostugia, omitted in the lexamples,
Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 35, 5), “hateful to God, exceptionally
impious and wicked”; (Vulgate deo odibilis): <450130>Romans 1:30 (Euripides,
Troad. 1213 and Cyclop. 396, 602; joined with adikoi in Clement, hom.
1, 12, where just before occurs oJi Qeon misountev). Cf. the full
discussion of the word by Fritzsche, Commentary on Romans, i., p. 84ff;
(and see Winer’s Grammar, 53f (53)).*

{2320} qeothv, qeothtov, hJ (deitas, Tertullian, Augustine (de 104: Dei 7,
1)), “deity” i.e. the state of being God, “Godhead”: <510209>Colossians 2:9.
(Lucian, Icar. 9; Plutarch, de defect. orac. 10, p. 415 c.)*

(Synonyms: qeothv, qeiothv: qeothv “deity” differs from qeiothv
“divinity,” as essence differs from quality or attribute; cf. Trench, sec. ii.;
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Lightfoot or Meyer on Colossians, the passage cited; Fritzsche on
<450120>Romans 1:20.)

{2321} Qeofilov, Qeofilou (Qeov and filov), “Theophilus,” a
Christian to whom Luke inscribed his Gospel and Acts of the Apostles:
<420103>Luke 1:3; <440101>Acts 1:1. The conjectures concerning his family, rank,
nationality, are reviewed by (among others) Winer’s RWB, under the
word; Bleek on <420103>Luke 1:3; (B. D., under the word); see also under
kratistov.*

{2322} qerapeia, qerapeiav, hJ (qerapeuw);

1. “service,” rendered by anyone to another.

2. special medical service, “curing, healing”: <420911>Luke 9:11; <662202>Revelation
22:2, ((Hippocrates), Plato, Isocrates, Polybius).

3. by metonymy, “household,” i.e. “body of attendants, servants,
domestics”: <402445>Matthew 24:45 R G; <421242>Luke 12:42 (and often so in Greek
writings; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 469; for µydib;[}, <014516>Genesis 45:16).*

{2323} qerapeuw; imperfect eqerapeuon; future qerpeusw; 1 aorist
eqerapeusa; passive, present qerapeuomai; imperfect eqerapeuomhn;
perfect participle teqerapeumenov; 1 aorist eqerapeuqhn; (qeray,
equivalent to qerapwn); from Homer down;

1. “to serve, do service”: tina, to one; passive, qerapeuetai uJpo tinov,
<441725>Acts 17:25.

2. “to heal, cure, restore to health”: <401210>Matthew 12:10; <410605>Mark 6:5;
<420607>Luke 6:7; 9:6; 13:14; 14:3; tina, <400424>Matthew 4:24; 8:7,16, etc.;
<410134>Mark 1:34; 3:10; <420423>Luke 4:23; 10:9; passive, <430510>John 5:10; <440414>Acts
4:14; 5:16, etc.; tina apo tinov, to cure one of any disease, <420721>Luke
7:21; passive, <420515>Luke 5:15; 8:2; qerapeuein nosouv, malakian:
<400423>Matthew 4:23; 9:35; 10:1; <410315>Mark 3:15 (R G L, Tr marginal reading
in brackets); <420901>Luke 9:1; a wound, passive, <661303>Revelation 13:3,12.

{2324} qerapwn, qerapontov, oJ (perhaps from a root “to hold, have
about one”; cf. English “retainer”; Vanicek, p. 396; from Homer down),
the Septuagint for db,[,, “an attendant, servant”: of God, spoken of Moses
discharging the duties committed to him by God, <580305>Hebrews 3:5 as in
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<041207>Numbers 12:7f; <060102>Joshua 1:2; 8:31,33 (<060904>Joshua 9:4,6); Sap. 10:16.
(Synonym: see diakonov.)*

{2325} qerizw; future qerisw (Buttmann, 37 (32), cf. WH’s Appendix,
p. 163f); 1 aorist eqerisa; 1 aorist passive eqerisqhn; (qerov); the
Septuagint for rxæq;; (from Aeschylus, Herodotus down); “to reap,
harvest”; a. properly: <400626>Matthew 6:26; <421224>Luke 12:24; <590504>James 5:4;
(figuratively, <430436>John 4:36 (twice)). b. in proverbial expressions about
sowing and reaping: allov ... oJ qerizwn, one does the work, another gets
the reward, <430437>John 4:37f (where the meaning is ‘ye hereafter, in winning
over a far greater number of the Samaritans to the kingdom of God, will
enjoy the fruits of the work which I have now commenced among them’
(others do not restrict the reference to converted Samaritans)); qerizwn
oJpou ouk espeirav, unjustly appropriating to thyself the fruits of others’
labor, <402524>Matthew 25:24,26; <421921>Luke 19:21f; oJ ean ... qerisei, as a man
has acted (on earth) so (hereafter by God) will he be requited, either with
reward or penalty (his deeds will determine his doom), <480607>Galatians 6:7 (a
proverb: ut sententem feceris, ita metes, Cicero, de orat. 2, 65; (su de
tauta aiscrwv men espeirav kakwv de eqerisav, Aristotle, rhet. 3, 3,
4; cf. Plato, Phaedr. 260 d.; see Meyer on Galatians, the passage cited));
ti, to receive a thing by way of reward or punishment: ta sarkika, <460911>1
Corinthians 9:11; fqoran, zwhn aiwnion, <480608>Galatians 6:8, (speirein
purouv, qerizein akanqav, <241213>Jeremiah 12:13; oJ speirwn faula
qerisei kaka, <202208>Proverbs 22:8; ean speirhte kaka, pasan tarachn
kai qliyin qerisete, Test xii. Patr., p. 576 (i.e. test. Levi sec. 13));
absolutely: of the reward of well-doing, <480609>Galatians 6:9; <470906>2 Corinthians
9:6. c. As the crops are cut down with the sickle, qerizein, is figuratively
used for “to destroy, cut off”: <661415>Revelation 14:15; with the addition of
thn ghn, to remove the wicked inhabitants of the earth and deliver them up
to destruction, <661416>Revelation 14:16 (thn Asian, Plutarch, reg. et. imper.
apophthegm. (Antig. 1), p. 182 a.).*

{2326} qerismov, qerismou, oJ (qerizw), “harvest”: equivalent to the
act of reaping, <430435>John 4:35; figuratively, of the gathering of men into the
kingdom of God, ibid. equivalent to the time of reaping, i.e. figuratively,
the time of final judgment, when the righteous are gathered into the
kingdom of God and the wicked are delivered up to destruction,
<401330>Matthew 13:30,39; <410429>Mark 4:29. equivalent to the crop to be reaped,
i.e. figuratively, a multitude of men to be taught how to obtain salvation,
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<400937>Matthew 9:37f; <421002>Luke 10:2; exhranqh oJ qerismov, the crops are
ripe for the harvest, i.e. the time is come to destroy the wicked,
<661415>Revelation 14:15. (the Septuagint for ryxiq; rare in Greek writings, as
Xenophon, oec. 18, 3; Polybius 5, 95, 5.)

{2327} qeristhv, qeristou, oJ (qerizw), “a reaper”: <401330>Matthew
13:30,39. (Bel and the Dragon, 33; Xenophon, Demosthenes, Aristotle,
Plutarch, others.)*

{2328} qermainw: middle, present qermainomai; imperfect
eqermainomhn; (qermov); from Homer down; “to make warm, to heat”;
middle “to warm oneself”: <411454>Mark 14:54,67; <431818>John 18:18,25; <590216>James
2:16.*

{2329} qermh (and qerma; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 331 (Rutherford, New
Phryn., p. 414)), qermhv, hJ, “heat”: <442803>Acts 28:3. (<210411>Ecclesiastes 4:11;
<180617>Job 6:17; <191807>Psalm 18:7 (<191907>Psalm 19:7); Thucydides, Plato,
Menander, others.)*

{2330} qerov, qerouv, to (qerw to heat), “summer”: <402432>Matthew 24:32;
<411328>Mark 13:28; <422130>Luke 21:30. (From Homer down; Hebrew xyiqæ,
<200608>Proverbs 6:8 <010822>Genesis 8:22.)*

{2331} Qessalonikeuv, Qessalonikewv, oJ, “a Thessalonian”:
<442004>Acts 20:4; 27:2; <520101>1 Thessalonians 1:1; <530101>2 Thessalonians 1:1.*

{2332} Qessalonikh, Qessalonikhv, hJ, “Thessalonica” (now
Saloniki), a celebrated and populous city, situated on the Thermaic Gulf,
the capital of the second ((there were four; cf. Livy 45:29)) division of
Macedonia and the residence of a Roman governor and quaestor. It was
anciently called Therme, but was rebuilt by Cassander, the son of
Antipater, and called by its new name (which first appears in Polybius 23,
4, 4) in honor of his wife Thessalonica, the sister of Alexander the Great;
cf. Strabo 7, 330. Here Paul the apostle founded a Christian church:
<441701>Acts 17:1,11,13; <500416>Philippians 4:16; <550410>2 Timothy 4:10. (BB. DD.
under the word; Lewin, St. Paul, i., 225ff.)*

{2333} Qeudav (probably contracted from qeodwrov, Winer’s
Grammar, 103 (97); especially Lightfoot on <510415>Colossians 4:15; on its
inflection cf. Buttmann, 20 (18)), oJ, “Theudas,” an impostor who
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instigated a rebellion which came to a wretched end in the time of
Augustus: <440536>Acts 5:36. Josephus (Antiquities, 20, 5, 1) makes mention of
one Theudas, a magician, who came into notice by pretending that he was
a prophet and was destroyed when Cuspius Fadus governed Judaea in the
time of Claudius. Accordingly, many interpreters hold that there were two
insurgents by the name of Theudas; while others, with far greater
probability, suppose that the mention of Theudas is ascribed to Gamaliel by
an anachronism on the part of Luke. On the different opinions of others cf.
Meyer on Acts, the passage cited; Winer’s RWB, under the word; Keim in
Schenkel see 510f; (especially Hackett in B. D., under the word).*

{2334} qewrew, qewrw; imperfect eqewroun; (future qewrhsw,
<430703>John 7:3 T Tr WH); 1 aorist eqewrhsa; (qewrov a spectator, and this
from qeaomai, which see (cf. Vanicek, p. 407; Liddell and Scott, under
the word; Allen in the American Journ. of Philol. i., p. 131f)); (from
Aeschylus and Herodotus down); the Septuagint for ha;r; and Chaldean

hz;j;;

1. “to he a spectator, look at, behold,” German schauen (the qewroi were
men who attended the games or the sacrifices as public deputies; cf. Grimm
on 2 Macc. 4:19); absolutely: <402755>Matthew 27:55; <411540>Mark 15:40; <422335>Luke
23:35; followed by indirect discourse, <411241>Mark 12:41; 15:47; used
especially of persons and things looked upon as in some respect
noteworthy: tina, <430640>John 6:40; 16:10,16ff,19; <440316>Acts 3:16; 25:24;
<661111>Revelation 11:11f; oJ qewrwn ton uJion qewrei ton patera, the
majesty of the Father resplendent in the Son, <431245>John 12:45; tina with
participle (Buttmann, 301 (258): <410515>Mark 5:15); <421018>Luke 10:18; <430619>John
6:19; (10:12); 20:12,14; (<620317>1 John 3:17); ti, <421429>Luke 14:29; 21:6; 23:48;
<440413>Acts 4:13; ta shmeia, <430223>John 2:23; 6:2 L Tr WH; <440813>Acts 8:13,
(qaumasta terata, Sap. 19:8); ta erga tou Cristou, <430703>John 7:3; ti
with participle, <432006>John 20:6; <440756>Acts 7:56; 10:11; followed by oJti,
<441926>Acts 19:26; “to view attentively, take a view of, survey”: ti,
<402801>Matthew 28:1; “to view mentally, consider”: followed by orat. obliq.,
<580704>Hebrews 7:4.

2. “to see”; i.e.

a. “to perceive with the eyes”: pneuma, <422437>Luke 24:37; tina with a
participle, <422439>Luke 24:39; tina, oJti, <430908>John 9:8; to proswpon tinov
(after the Hebrew; see proswpon, 1 a.), equivalent to to enjoy the
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presence of one, have contact with him, <442038>Acts 20:38; ouketi qewrein
tina, used of one from whose sight a person has been withdrawn, <431419>John
14:19; ou qewrei oJ kosmov to pneuma, i.e. so to speak, has no eyes with
which it can see the Spirit; he cannot render himself visible to it, cannot
give it his presence and power, <431417>John 14:17.

b. “to discern, descry”: ti, <410538>Mark 5:38; tina, <410311>Mark 3:11; <440907>Acts
9:7.

c. “to ascertain, find out, by seeing”: tina with a predicate accusative,
<441722>Acts 17:22; ti with participle, <441716>Acts 17:16; 28:6; oJti, <411604>Mark 16:4;
<430419>John 4:19; 12:19; <441926>Acts 19:26; 27:10; followed by indirect discourse,
<442120>Acts 21:20; Hebraistically (see eidw, I. 5) equivalent to “to get
knowledge of”: <430662>John 6:62 (ton uJion tou anqrwpou anabainonta
“the Son of Man” by death “ascending”; cf. Lücke, Meyer (yet cf. Weiss in
the 6te Aufl.), Baumg.-Crusius, in the place cited); ton qanaton i.e. to
die, <430851>John 8:51; and on the other hand, thn doxan tou Cristou, to be
a partaker of the glory, i.e. the blessed condition in heaven, which Christ
enjoys, <431724>John 17:24, cf. <431722>John 17:22. (Compare: anaqewrew,
paraqewrew.)*

(Synonyms: qewrein, qeasqai, oJran, skopein: qewrein is used
primarily not of an indifferent spectator, but of one who looks at a thing
with interest and for a purpose; qewrein would be used of a general
officially reviewing or inspecting an army, qeasqai of a lay spectator
looking at the parade. qewrein as denoting the careful observation of
details can even be contrasted with oJran in so far as the latter denotes
only perception in the general; so used qewrein quite coincides with
skopein Schmidt 1:11; see also Green, ‘Critical Note’ on <400703>Matthew
7:3. Cf. under the words, oJraw, skopew.)

{2335} qewria, qewriav, hJ (qewrov, on which see qewrew at the
beginning); from (Aeschylus), Herodotus down;

1. “a viewing, beholding”.

2. “that which is viewed; a spectacle, sight”: <422348>Luke 23:48 (3 Macc.
5:24).*

{2336} qhkh, qhkhv, hJ (tiqhmi); from (Aeschylus), Herodotus down;
“that in which a thing is put or laid away, a receptacle, repository, chest,
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box”: used of the sheath of a sword, <431811>John 18:11; Josephus, Antiquities
7, 11, 7; Pollux 10 (31) 144.*

{2337} qhlazw; 1 aorist eqhlasa; (qhlh a breast (cf. Peile, Etym., p.
124f));

1. transitive, “to give the breast, give suck, to suckle”: <402419>Matthew 24:19;
<411317>Mark 13:17; <422123>Luke 21:23 (Lysias, Aristotle, others; the Septuagint
for qyniyhæ); mastoi eqhlasan, <422329>Luke 23:29 R G.

2. intransitive, “to suck”: <402116>Matthew 21:16 (Aristotle, Plato, Lucian,
others; the Septuagint for qney;); mastouv, <421127>Luke 11:27; <180312>Job 3:12;
<220801>Song of Solomon 8:1; <290216>Joel 2:16; Theocritus, 3:16.*

{2338} qhluv, qhleia, qhlu (cf. qhlazw, at the beginning), “of the
female sex”; hJ qhleia, a substantive, “a woman, a female”: <450126>Romans
1:26f; also to qhlu, <401904>Matthew 19:4; <411006>Mark 10:6; <480328>Galatians 3:28.
(<010127>Genesis 1:27; 7:2; <020116>Exodus 1:16, euc.; in Greek writings from
Homer down.)*

{2339} qhra (Latin fera; perhaps from root to run, spring, prey, Vanicek,
p. 415; cf. Curtius, sec. 314), qhrav, hJ; from Homer down; “a hunting of
wild beasts” to destroy them; hence, figuratively, of preparing destruction
for men (A.V. “a trap”), <451109>Romans 11:9, on which cf. Fritzsche.*

{2340} qhreuw: 1 aorist infinitive qhreusai; (from qhra, as agreuw
from agra (cf. Schmidt, chapter 72, 3)); from Homer down; “to go a
hunting, to hunt, to catch in hunting”; metaphorically, “to lay wait for,
strive to ensnare; to catch artfully”: ti ek stomatov tinov, <421154>Luke
11:54.*

{2341} qhriomacew, qhriomacw: 1 aorist eqhriomachsa;
(qhriomacov); “ to fight with wild beasts” (Diodorus 3, 43, 7;
Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 2, 54; 5, 49); ei eqhriomachsa en Efesw,
<461532>1 Corinthians 15:32 — these words some take literally, supposing that
Paul was condemned to fight with wild beasts; others explain them
tropically of a fierce contest with brutal and ferocious men (so
qhriomacein in Ignatius ad Romans 5 (etc.); oJioiv qhrioiv macomeqa
says Pompey, in the Appendix, bell. 104:2,61; see qhrion). The former
opinion encounters the objection that Paul would not have omitted this
most terrible of all perils from the catalog in <471123>2 Corinthians 11:23ff*
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{2342} qhrion, qhriou, to (diminutive of qhr; hence, “a little beast,
little animal”; Plato, Theact., p. 171 e.; of bees, Theocritus, 19, 6; but in
usage it had almost always the force of its primitive; the later diminutive is
qhridion (cf. Epictetus diss. 2, 9, 6)); (from Homer down); the
Septuagint for hY;jæ and hm;hæB], “an animal; a wild animal, wild beast,
beast”: properly, <410113>Mark 1:13; <441012>Acts 10:12 Rec.; 11:6; 28:4f;
<581220>Hebrews 12:20; (<590307>James 3:7); <660608>Revelation 6:8; in <661107>Revelation
11:7 and Revelation 13—20, under the figurative of a ‘beast’ is depicted
Antichrist, both his person and his kingdom and power (see anticristov);
metaphorically, a brutal, bestial man, savage, ferocious, <560112>Titus 1:12
(colloquial, ‘ugly dogs’) (so in Aristophanes eqq. 273; Plutarch, 439; nub.
184; (cf. Schmidt, chapter 70, 2; apparently never with allusion to the
stupidity of beasts); still other examples are given by Kypke, Observations,
ii., p. 379; qhria anqrwpomorfa, Ignatius Smyrn. 4, cf. ad Ephes. 7).
(Synonym: see zown.)*

{2343} qhsaurizw; 1 aorist eqhsaurisa; perfect passive participle
teqhsaurismenov; (qhsaurov); from Herodotus down; “to gather and
lay up, to heap up, store up”: to accumulate riches, <590503>James 5:3; tini,
<421221>Luke 12:21; <471214>2 Corinthians 12:14; ti, <461602>1 Corinthians 16:2;
qhsaurouv eaJutw, <400619>Matthew 6:19f; equivalent to “to keep in store,
store up, reserve”: passive <610307>2 Peter 3:7; metaphorically, so to live from
day to day as to increase either the bitterness or the happiness of one’s
consequent lot: orghn eJautw, <450205>Romans 2:5; kaka, <200118>Proverbs 1:18;
zwhn, Psalms of Solomon 9, 9 (eutucian, Appendix, Samn. 4, 3 (i.e. vol.
i., p. 23, 31 edition, Bekker); teqhsaurismenov kata tinov fqonov,
Diodorus 20, 36). (Compare: apoqhsaurizw.)*

{2344} qhsaurov, qhsaurou, oJ (from QEW (tiqhmi) with the paragog.
term. qhsaurov); the Septuagint often for rx;wOa; Latin thesaurus; i.e.

1. “the place in which goods and precious things are collected and laid up”;

a. “a casket, coffer, or other receptacle, in which valuables are kept”:
<400211>Matthew 2:11.

b. “a treasury” (Herodotus, Euripides, Plato, Aristotle, Diodorus, Plutarch,
Herodian; 1 Macc. 3:29).
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c. “storehouse, repository, magazine” (<161312>Nehemiah 13:12;
<052812>Deuteronomy 28:12, etc.; Appendix, Pun. 88, 95): <401352>Matthew 13:52
(cf. palaiov, 1); metaphorically, of the soul, as the repository of
thoughts, feelings, purposes, etc.: (<401235>Matthew 12:35a G L T Tr WH,
35b); with epexegetical genitive thv kardiav, ibid. 12:35a Rec.; <420645>Luke
6:45.

2. “the things laid up in a treasury; collected treasures”: <400619>Matthew 6:19-
21; <421233>Luke 12:33f; <581126>Hebrews 11:26. Qhsauron ecein en ouranw,
“to have treasure” laid up for themselves “in heaven,” is used of those to
whom God has appointed eternal salvation: <401921>Matthew 19:21; <411021>Mark
10:21; <421822>Luke 18:22; “something precious,” <401344>Matthew 13:44; used
thus of the light of the gospel, <470407>2 Corinthians 4:7; with an epexegetical
genitive thv sofiav (Xenophon, mem. 4, 2, 9; Plato, Phil., p. 15 e.) kai
gnwsewv, equivalent to pasa hJ sofia kai gnwsiv wJv qhsauroi,
<510203>Colossians 2:3.*

{2345} qigganw (probably akin to teicov, fingo, fiction, etc.; Curtius,
sec. 145): 2 aorist eqigon; “to touch, handle”: mhde qighv touch not
namely, impure things, <510221>Colossians 2:21 (cf. aJptw, 2 c.); tinov,
<581220>Hebrews 12:20 ((Aeschylus), Xenophon, Plato, Tragg., others); like the
Hebrew [gæg;, “to do violence to, injure”: tinov, <581128>Hebrews 11:28
(Euripides, Iph. Aul. 1351; wJn aJi blabai aJutai qigganousi, Act.
Thom. sec. 12). (Synonym: see aJptw, 2 c.)*

{2346} qlibw; passive, present qlibomai; perfect participle
teqlimmenov; (allied with flogrum, affliction; from Homer down); “to
press” (as grapes), “press hard upon”: properly, tina (A.V. “throng”),
<410309>Mark 3:9; oJdov teqlimmenh “a compressed way,” i.e. “narrow,
straitened, contracted,” <400714>Matthew 7:14; metaphorically, “to trouble,
afflict, distress” (Vulgate, tribulo): tina, <530106>2 Thessalonians 1:6; passive
(Vulgate tribulor (also augustior); tribulationem patior): <470106>2 Corinthians
1:6; 4:8; 7:5; (<520304>1 Thessalonians 3:4; <530107>2 Thessalonians 1:7); <540510>1
Timothy 5:10; <581137>Hebrews 11:37. (oJi qlibontev for µyrix; in the
Septuagint) (Compare: apoqlibw, sunqlibw.)*

{2347} qliyiv, or qliyiv (so L Tr) (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 6, 1 e.;
Lipsius, Grammat. Untersuch., p. 35), qliyewv, hJ (qlibw), properly, “a
pressing, pressing together, pressure” (Strabo, p. 52; Galen); in Biblical
and ecclesiastical writings, a Greek metaphor, “oppression, affliction,
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tribulation, distress, straits”; Vulgate tribulatio, also pressura (<470104>2
Corinthians 1:4b; John 16:(21),33; (<500116>Philippians 1:16 (17); and in
<510124>Colossians 1:24 passio)); (the Septuagint for hr;x;, also for rxæ, xjælæ,
etc.): <402409>Matthew 24:9; <440711>Acts 7:11; 11:19; <451212>Romans 12:12; <470104>2
Corinthians 1:4, 8; 4:17; 6:4; 7:4; 8:2; <530106>2 Thessalonians 1:6;
<660109>Revelation 1:9; 2:9, 22; 7:14; joined with stenocwria (cf. Trench, sec.
lv.), <450209>Romans 2:9; 8:35 (<052853>Deuteronomy 28:53f; Isaiah (8:22); 30:6);
with anagkh, <520307>1 Thessalonians 3:7; with diwgmov, <401321>Matthew 13:21;
<410417>Mark 4:17; <530104>2 Thessalonians 1:4; of the afflictions of those hard
pressed by siege and the calamities of war, <402421>Matthew 24:21,29; <411319>Mark
13:19,24; of the straits of want, <470813>2 Corinthians 8:13; <500414>Philippians 4:14
(here others give the word a wider reference); <590127>James 1:27; of the
distress of a woman in childbirth; <431621>John 16:21. qliyin ecw (equivalent
to qlibomai), <431633>John 16:33; <460728>1 Corinthians 7:28; <660210>Revelation 2:10;
qliyiv epi tina ercetai, <440711>Acts 7:11; en qliyei, <520106>1 Thessalonians
1:6. plural: <440710>Acts 7:10; 14:22; 20:23; <450503>Romans 5:3; <490313>Ephesians
3:13; <520303>1 Thessalonians 3:3; <581033>Hebrews 10:33; tou Cristou, the
afflictions which Christ had to undergo (and which, therefore, his followers
must not shrink from), <510124>Colossians 1:24 (see antanaplhrow); qliyiv
thv kardiav (kai sunoch), “anxiety, burden of heart,” <470204>2 Corinthians
2:4; qliyin epiferein (L T Tr WH egeirein, see egeirw, 4 c.) toiv
desmoiv tinov, to increase the misery of my imprisonment by causing me
anxiety, <500116>Philippians 1:16 (17).*

{2348} qnhskw: perfect teqnhka, infinitive teqnanai and L T Tr WH
teqnhkenai (in <441419>Acts 14:19), participle teqnhkwv; pluperfect 3 person
singular eteqnhkei (<431121>John 11:21 Rec.); (from Homer down); the
Septuagint for tWm; “to die”; perfect “to be dead”: <400220>Matthew 2:20;
<411544>Mark 15:44; <420712>Luke 7:12 (L brackets); 8:49; <431121>John 11:21, Rec. in
39 and 41,44; <431201>John 12:1 (T WH omit; L Tr brackets); <431933>John 19:33;
<441419>Acts 14:19; 25:19; metaph, of the loss of spiritual life: zwsa teqnhke,
i.e. kan dokh zhn tauthn thn aisqhthn zwhn, teqnhke kata pneuma
(Theoph.): <540506>1 Timothy 5:6 (Philo de secular sec. 10 zwntev enioi
teqnhkasi kai teqnhkotev zwsi). (Compare: apoqnhskw,
sunapoqnhskw.)*

{2349} qnhtov, qnhth, qnhton (verbal adjective from qnhskw) (from
Homer down), “liable to death, mortal”: <450612>Romans 6:12; 8:11; <461553>1
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Corinthians 15:53f; <470411>2 Corinthians 4:11; 5:4. (qnhtov “subject to death,”
and so still living; nekrov actually “dead”.)*

qorubazw: (qorubov, which see); “to trouble, disturb” (i.e. turbazw,
which see); passive present 2 person singular qorubazh in <421041>Luke 10:41
L T Tr WH after manuscripts a B C L etc. (Not found elsewhere
(Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word, quotes Eusebius of Alexandria
(Migne, Patr. Graec. vol. 86:1), p. 444 c.).)*

{2350} qorubew, qorubw: imperfect eqoruboun; present passive
qoruboumai; (qorubov); from Herodotus down;

1. “to make a noise or uproar, be turbulent”.

2. transitive, “to disturb, throw into confusion”: thn polin, to “set the city
on an uproar,” <441705>Acts 17:5; passive “to be troubled in mind,” <442010>Acts
20:10 (others here adhere to the outward sense); “to wail tumultuously,”
<400923>Matthew 9:23; <410539>Mark 5:39.*

{2351} qorubov, qorubou, oJ (akin to qrwv, turbh, trubazw (but
turbh etc. seem to come from another root; cf. Curtius, sec. 250)), “a
noise, tumult, uproar”: of persons wailing, <410538>Mark 5:38; of a clamorous
and excited multitude, <402724>Matthew 27:24; of riotous persons, <442001>Acts
20:1; 21:34; a tumult, as a breach of public order, <402605>Matthew 26:5;
<411402>Mark 14:2; <442418>Acts 24:18. (In Greek writings from Pindar and
Herodotus down; several times in the Septuagint.)*

{2352} qrauw: perfect passive participle teqrausmenov; from
(Herodotus), Aeschylus down, “to break, break in pieces, shatter, smite
through” (<021506>Exodus 15:6; <042417>Numbers 24:17, etc.; 2 Macc. 15:16):
teqrausmenoi, broken by calamity (A.V. “bruised”), <420418>Luke 4:18 (19)
from <235806>Isaiah 58:6 for µyxiWxr]. (Synonym: see rhgnumi.)*

{2353} qremma, qremmatov, to (trefw), “whatever is fed or nursed”;
hence:

1. “a ward, nursling, child” (Sophocles, Euripides, Plato, others).

2. “a flock, cattle,” especially sheep and goats: <430412>John 4:12. (Xenophon,
oec. 20, 23; Plato, Diodorus, Josephus, Plutarch, Lucian, Aelian, others.)*
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{2354} qrhnew, qrhnw: imperfect eqrhnoun; future qrhnhsw; 1 aorist
eqrhnhsa; (qrhnov, which see); from Homer down; the Septuagint for
lyliyhæ, ˆnewOq, etc.;

1. “to lament, to mourn”: <431620>John 16:20; of the singers of dirges (to wail),
<401117>Matthew 11:17; <420732>Luke 7:32.

2. “to bewail, deplore”: tina, <422327>Luke 23:27.*

(On qrhnew “to lament,” loptomai “to smite the breast in grief,”
lupeomai “to be pained, saddened,” penqew “to mourn,” cf. Trench, sec.
65, and see klaiw at the end; yet note that in classic Greek lupesqai is
the most comprehensive word, designating every species of pain of body or
soul; and that penqew expresses a self-contained grief, never violent in its
manifestations; like our English word “mourn” it is associated by usage
with the death of kindred, and like it used pregnantly to suggest that event.
See Schmidt, vol. ii., chapter 83.)

{2355} qrhnov, qrhnou, oJ (qreomai to cry aloud, to lament; cf. German
Thräne ((?), rather drönen; Curtius, sec. 317)), “a lamentation”:
<400218>Matthew 2:18 Rec. (Sept; for hn;yqi, also yhin]; O.T. Apocrypha; Homer,
Pindar, Tragg., Xenophon, Ages. 10, 3; Plato, others.)*

{2356} qrhskeia Tdf. qrhskia (see Iota) (a later word; Ionic qrhskih
in Herodotus (2, 18. 37)), qrhskeiav, hJ (from qrhskeuw, and this from
qrhskov, which see; hence, apparently primarily “fear of the gods”);
“religious worship,” especially “external, that which consists in
ceremonies”: hence, in plural qrhskiav epitelein muriav, Herodotus 2,
37; kaqistav aJgneiav te kai qrhskeiav kai kaqarmouv, Dionysius
Halicarnassus 2, 63; universally, “religious worship,” <590126>James 1:26f; with
the genitive of the object (Winer’s Grammar, 187 (176)) twn aggelwn,
<510218>Colossians 2:18 (twn eidwlwn, Sap. 14:27; twn daimonwn,
Eusebius, h. e. 6, 41, 2; twn Qewn, ibid. 9, 9, 14; tou Qeou, Herodian, 4,
8, 17 (7 edition, Bekker); often in Josephus (cf. Krebs, Observations, etc.,
p. 339f); Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 45, 7); “religious discipline,
religion”: hJmetera qrhskeia, of Judaism, <442605>Acts 26:5 (thn emhn
qrhskeian katalipwn, put into the mouth of God by Josephus,
Antiquities 8, 11, 1; with the genitive of the subjunctive twn Ioudaiwn, 4
Macc. 5:6, 13 (12); Josephus, Antiquities 12, 5, 4; qrhskeia kosmikh,
i.e. worthy to be embraced by all nations, “a world religion,” b. j. 4, 5, 2;
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“piety,” peri ton Qeon, Antiquities 1, 13, 1; kata thn emfuton
qrhskeian twn barbarwn prov to basilikon onoma, Chariton 7, 6,
p. 165, 18 edition, Reiske; of the reverence of Antiochus the Pious for the
Jewish religion, Josephus, Antiquities 13, 8, 2). Cf. Grimm on 4 Macc. 5:6;
(especially Trench, sec. xlviii.).*

{2357} qrhskov (T WH qrhskov, cf. (Tdf. Proleg., p. 101); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 6, 1 e.; Lipsius, Grammat. Untersuch., p. 28), qrhskou, oJ,
“fearing or worshipping God; religious” (apparently from trew to tremble;
hence, properly, “trembling, fearful”; cf. J. G. Müller in Theol. Studien und
Kritiken for 1835, p. 121; on the different conjectures of others, see
Passow, under the word (Curtius, sec. 316 connects with qra; hence, ‘to
adhere to,’ ‘be a votary of’; cf. Vanicek, p. 395)): <590126>James 1:26. (Cf.
Trench, sec. xlviii.)*

{2358} qriambeuw; 1 aorist participle qriambeusav; (qriambov, a
hymn sung in festal processions in honor of Bacchus; among the Romans, a
triumphal procession (Latin triumphus, with which word it is thought to be
allied; cf. Vanicek, p. 317));

1. “to triumph, to celebrate a triumph” (Dionysius Halicarnassus,
Appendix, Plutarch, Hdian, others); tina, over one (as Plutarch, Thes. and
Romans comp. 4): <510215>Colossians 2:15 (where it signifies the victory won
by God over the demoniacal powers through Christ’s death).

2. by a usage unknown to secular authors, with a Hiphil or cuasative force
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, p. 23 and sec. 38,1 (cf. Buttmann, 147 (129))), with
the accusative of a person, “to cause one to triumph,” i.e. metaphorically,
to grant one complete success, <470214>2 Corinthians 2:14 (but others reject the
causative sense; see Meyer at the passage; Lightfoot on Colossians, the
passage cited).*

{2359} qrix, tricov, dative plural qrixi, hJ (from Homer down), “the
hair”;

a. “the hair of the head: <400536>Matthew 5:36; <420744>Luke 7:44; 21:18; <431102>John
11:2; 12:3; <442734>Acts 27:34; <600303>1 Peter 3:3 (Lachmann omits);
<660114>Revelation 1:14; with thv kefalhv added (Homer, Odyssey 13, 399.
431), <401030>Matthew 10:30; <420738>Luke 7:38; 12:7.
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b. “the hair of animals”: <660908>Revelation 9:8; endedumenov tricav
kamhlou, with a garment made of camel’s hair, <410106>Mark 1:6, cf.
<400304>Matthew 3:4; en ... tricwn kamhleiwn plegmasin periepathsan,
Clement of Alexandria, strom. 4, p. 221, Sylb. edition.*

{2360} qroew, qrow: (qrwv clamor, tumult); in Greek writings “to cry
aloud, make a noise by outcry”; in the N.T. “to trouble, frighten”; passive
present qrwumai “to be troubled in mind, to be frightened, alarmed”:
<402406>Matthew 24:6 (Buttmann, 243 (209)); <411307>Mark 13:7; <530202>2
Thessalonians 2:2; (1 aorist participle qrohqentev, <422437>Luke 24:37 Tr
marginal reading WH marginal reading). (<220504>Song of Solomon 5:4.)*

{2361} qrombov, qrombou, oJ (allied with trefw in the sense “to
thicken”; Vanicek, p. 307), “a large thick drop,” especially “of clotted
blood” (Aeschylus Eum. 184); with aJimatov added (Aeschylus choeph.
533, 546; Plato, Critias, p. 120a.), <422244>Luke 22:44 (L brackets WH reject
the passage (see WH’s Appendix at the passage)).*

{2362} qronov, qronou, oJ (QRAW to sit; cf. Curtius, sec. 316) (from
Homer down), the Septuagint for aSeKi, “a throne, seat,” i.e. a chair of
state having a footstool; assigned in the N.T. to kings, hence, by
metonymy, for “kingly power, royalty”: <420132>Luke 1:32,52; <440230>Acts 2:30.
metaphorically, to God, the governor of the world: <400534>Matthew 5:34;
23:22; <440749>Acts 7:49 (<236601>Isaiah 66:1); <660104>Revelation 1:4; 3:21; 4:2-6,9,10,
etc.; <580416>Hebrews 4:16; 8:1; 12:2. to the Messiah, the partner and assistant
in the divine administration: <401928>Matthew 19:28; 25:31; <660321>Revelation 3:21;
20:11; 22:3; hence, the divine power belonging to Christ, <580108>Hebrews 1:8.
to judges, equivalent to “tribunal or bench” (Plutarch, mar., p. 807 b.):
<401928>Matthew 19:28; <422230>Luke 22:30; <662004>Revelation 20:4. to elders:
<660404>Revelation 4:4; 11:16. to Satan: <660213>Revelation 2:13; cf. Bleek at the
passage to the beast (concerning which see qhrion): <661610>Revelation 16:10.
qronov is used by metonymy, of one who holds dominion or exercises
authority; thus in plural of angels: <510116>Colossians 1:16 (see Lightfoot at the
passage).

{2363} Quateira, Quateirwn, ta (and once Quateirav, hJ,
<660111>Revelation 1:11 Lachmann Quateiran (cf. Tdf. at the passage; WH’s
Appendix, p. 156; Buttmann, 18 (16))), “Thyatira,” a city of Lydia,
formerly Pelopia and Euhippia (Pliny, h. n. 5, 31), now Akhissar, a colony
of Macedonian Greeks, situated between Sardis and Pergamum on the
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river Lycus; its inhabitants gained their living by traffic and the art of
dyeing in purple: <441614>Acts 16:14; <660111>Revelation 1:11; 2:18,24. (B. D. under
the word.)*

{2364} qugathr, genitive qugatrov, dative qugatri, accusative
qugatera, vocative qugater, plural qugaterev, accusative qugaterav, hJ
(of the same root as Gothic dauhtar, English “daughter,” German Tochter
(Curtius, sec. 318; Vanicek, p. 415)); Hebrew tBæ; (from Homer down); “a
daughter”: properly, <400918>Matthew 9:18; 10:35,37; 15:22; <440721>Acts 7:21, etc.
improperly,

a. the vocative (or nominative as vocative cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 29, 2;
Buttmann, sec. 129 a. 5; WH’s Appendix, p. 158) in kindly address:
<400922>Matthew 9:22; <410534>Mark 5:34 (L Tr WH qugathr); <420848>Luke 8:48 (Tr
WH qugathr) (see uJiov 1 a. at the end, teknon, b. [a].).

b. in phrases modeled after the Hebrew:

[a]. “a daughter of God” i.e. acceptable to God, rejoicing in God’s
peculiar care and protection: <470618>2 Corinthians 6:18 (<234306>Isaiah 43:6; Sap.
9:7; see uJiov tou Qeou 4, teknon b. [g].).

[b]. with the name of a place, city, or region, it denotes collectively all its
inhabitants and citizens (very often so in the O.T., as <233722>Isaiah 37:22;
<242619>Jeremiah 26:19 (<244619>Jeremiah 46:19); <360314>Zephaniah 3:14, etc.); in the
N.T. twice hJ qugathr Siwn, i.e. inhabitants of Jerusalem: <402105>Matthew
21:5; <431215>John 12:15 (<230108>Isaiah 1:8; 10:32; <380909>Zechariah 9:9, etc.; see
Siwn, 2).

[g]. qugaterev IJerousalhm, women of Jerusalem: <422328>Luke 23:28.

[d]. “female descendant”: aJi qugaterv Aarwn, women of Aaron’s
posterity, <420105>Luke 1:5; qugatter Abraam daughter of Abraham, i.e. a
woman tracing her descent from Abraham, <421316>Luke 13:16 (4 Macc 15:28
(25); <012808>Genesis 28:8; 36:2; <071140>Judges 11:40; <231602>Isaiah 16:2, etc.).

{2365} qugatrion, qugatriou, to, “a little daughter”: <410523>Mark 5:23;
7:25. (Strattis Incert. 5; Menander, Athen., Plutarch, reg. et imper.
Apophtheg., p. 179 e. (Alex. 6); others.)*

{2366} quella, quellhv, hJ (quw to boil, foam, rage, as aella from
aw, ahmi), “a sudden storm, tempest, whirlwind”: <581218>Hebrews 12:18.
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(<050411>Deuteronomy 4:11; 5:22; Homer, Hesiod, Tragg., others) (Cf.
Schmidt, chapter 55, 11; Trench, sec. 73 at the end.)*

{2367} quinov (WH omit the diaeresis (cf. Iota, at the end)), quinh,
quinon (from quia or qua, the “citrus,” an odoriferous North African
tree used as incense (and for inlaying; B. D. under the word Thyine wood;
Tristram, Nat. Hist. of the Bible, p. 401f)), thyine (Latin citrinus): xulon,
<661812>Revelation 18:12 as in Dioscorides (100 A. D.?) 1, 21; cf. Pliny, h. n.
13, 30 (16).*

{2368} qumiama, qumiamatov, to (qumiaw), the Septuagint mostly for
tr,foq], “an aromatic substance burnt, incense”: generally in plural,
<660508>Revelation 5:8; 8:3f; 18:13; hJ wJra tou Qeou, when the incense is
burned, <420110>Luke 1:10; qusiasthrion tou qumiamatov, <420111>Luke 1:11.
(Sophocles, Herodotus, Aristophanes, Plato, Diodorus, Josephus; the
Septuagint.)*

{2369} qumiathrion, qumiathriou, to (qumiaw), properly, “a utensil
for fumigating or burning incense” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 96 (91)); hence:

1. “a censer”: <142619>2 Chronicles 26:19; <260811>Ezekiel 8:11; Herodotus 4, 162;
Thucydides 6, 46; Diodorus 13, 3; Josephus, Antiquities 4, 2, 4; 8, 3, 8;
Aelian v. h. 12, 51.

2. “the altar of incense”: Philo, rer. div. haer. sec. 46; vit. Moys. iii. sec. 7;
Josephus, Antiquities 3, 6, 8; 3, 8, 3; b. j. 5, 5, 5; Clement of Alexandria;
Origen; and so in <580904>Hebrews 9:4 ((where Tr marginal reading brackets),
also 2 Tr marginal reading in brackets), where see Bleek, Lünemann,
Delitzsch, Kurtz, in opposed to those ((A.V. included)) who think it means
“censer”; (yet cf. Harnack in the Studien und Kritiken for 1876, p. 572f).*

{2370} qumiaw, qumiw: 1 aorist infinitive qumiasai (R G qumasai);
(from quma, and this from quw, which see); in Greek writings from Pindar,
Herodotus, Plato down; the Septuagint for rFeqi and ryfiq]hi; “to burn
incense”: <420109>Luke 1:9.*

{2371} qumomacew, qumomacw; (qumov and macomai); “to carry on
war with great animosity” (Polybius, Diodorus, Dionysius Halicarnassus,
Plutarch); “to be very angry, be exasperated” (A.V. “highly displeased”):
tini, with one, <441220>Acts 12:20. Cf. Kypke, Observations, ii, p. 62f*
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{2372} qumov, qumou, oJ (from quw to rush along or on, be in a heat,
breathe violently; hence, Plato correctly says, Cratyl., p. 419 e., qumov
apo thv qusewv kai zesewv thv yuchv; accordingly it signifies both “the
spirit” panting as it were in the body, and the “rage” with which the man
pants and swells) (from Homer down), the Septuagint often for ãaæ anger,

and hk;je excandescentia; also for ˆwOrj; aestus. In the N.T.:

1. “passion, angry heat” (excandescentia, Cicero, Tusc. 4, 9, 21), “anger
forthwith boiling up and soon subsiding again” (orgh, on the other hand,
denotes “indignation which has arisen gradually and become more settled”;
(cf. (Plato) deff. 415 e. qumov. oJrmh biaiov aneu logismou. nosov
taxewv yuchv alogistou. orgh. paraklhsiv tou qumikou eiv to
timwreisqai, Gregory of Nazianzus, carm. 34 qumov men estin aqrwv
zesiv frenov, orgh de qumov emmenwn, Hermas, mand. 5, 2, 4 ek de thv
pikriav qumov, ek de tou qumou orgh; cf. Aristotle, rhet. 2, 2, 1 and
Cope’s note); hence, we read in Sir. 48:10 kopasai orghn pro qumou,
before it glows and bursts forth; (see further, on the distinction between
the two words, Trench, sec. xxxvii., and especially Schmidt vol. iii.,
chapter 142)): <420428>Luke 4:28; <441928>Acts 19:28; <490431>Ephesians 4:31;
<510308>Colossians 3:8; <581127>Hebrews 11:27; oJ qumou tou Qeou, <661419>Revelation
14:19; 15:1,7; 16:1; ecein qumon, to be in a passion, <661212>Revelation 12:12
(Aelian v. h. 1, 14); orgh kai qumov (as the Septuagint <330515>Micah 5:15;
Isocrates, p. 249 c.; Herodian, 8, 4, 1; others): <450208>Romans 2:8 (Rec. in the
inverse order; so <050919>Deuteronomy 9:19; 29:23, 28 (cf. Trench, as above));
plural qumoi impulses and outbursts of anger (Winer’s Grammar, 176
(166); Buttmann, 77 (67)): <471220>2 Corinthians 12:20; <480520>Galatians 5:20 (2
Macc. 4:25,38; 9:7; 10:35; 14:45; 4 Macc. 18:20; Sap. 10:3; Sophocles Aj.
718 (where see Lob.); Plato, Protag., p. 323 e.; (Phileb., p. 40 e.; Aristotle,
rhet. 2, 13, 13); Polybius 3, 10, 5; Diodorus 13, 28; Josephus, b. j. 4, 5, 2;
Plutarch, Cor. 1; others).

2. “glow, ardor”: oJ oinov tou qumou (see oinov, b.) the wine of passion,
inflaming wine, German Glutwein (which either drives the drinker mad or
kills him with its deadly heat; cf. <235117>Isaiah 51:17, 22; <243201>Jeremiah 32:1
(<242515>Jeremiah 25:15ff): <661408>Revelation 14:8; 18:3; with tou Qeou added,
which God gives the drinker, <661410>Revelation 14:10; with thv orghv tou
Qeou added (A.V. “fierceness”), <661619>Revelation 16:19; 19:15; cf. Ewald,
Johann. Schriften, Bd. ii., p. 269 note.*
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{2373} qumow, qumw: 1 aorist passive equmwqhn; (qumov); “to cause
one to become incensed, to invoke to anger”; passive (the Septuagint often
for hr;j;) “to be wroth”: <400216>Matthew 2:16. (In Greek writings from
(Aeschylus), Herodotus down.)*

{2374} qura, qurav, hJ (from quw to rush in, properly, that through
which a rush is made; hence, German Thür (English “door”; Curtius, sec.
319)) (from Homer down), the Septuagint for tl,D, and jtæp,, sometimes

also for r[ævæ; “a (house) door”; (in plural equivalent to Latin fores,
“folding doors”; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 176 (166); Buttmann, 24 (21); cf.
pulh);

a. properly: kleiein, etc. thn quran, <400606>Matthew 6:6; <421325>Luke 13:25;
passive, <402510>Matthew 25:10; <421107>Luke 11:7; <432019>John 20:19,26; <442130>Acts
21:30; anoigein, <440519>Acts 5:19; passive <441626>Acts 16:26f; krouein, <441213>Acts
12:13; dia thv qurhv, <431001>John 10:1f; prov thn quran, <410133>Mark 1:33;
11:4 (Tr WH omit thn; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 123 (116)); <440302>Acts 3:2; ta
prov thn quran the vestibule (so Buttmann, sec. 125, 9; others the space
or parts at (near) the door), <410202>Mark 2:2; prov th qura <431816>John 18:16;
epi th qura, <440509>Acts 5:9; pro thv qurav, <441206>Acts 12:6; epi twn
qurwn, <440523>Acts 5:23 (R G pro).

b. qura is used of any opening like a door, “an entrance, way or passage
into”: hJ qura tou mnhmeiou, of the tomb, <402760>Matthew 27:60; 28:2 R G;
<411546>Mark 15:46; 16:3, (Homer, Odyssey 9, 243; 12, 256; others).

c. in parable and metaphorically, we find

[a]. hJ qura twn probatwn, the door through which the sheep go out and
in, the name of him who brings salvation to those who follow his guidance,
<431007>John 10:7,9; cf. Christ. From Fritzsche in Fritzschiorum opuscc., p.
20ff; (in Ignatius ad Philad. 9 Christ is called hJ qura tou patrov, di’ hJv
eisercontai Abraam ... kai oJi profhtai; cf. Harnack on Clement of
Rome, 1 Corinthians 48, 3f).

[b]. ‘an open door’ is used of the “opportunity” of doing something: thv
pistewv, of getting faith, <441427>Acts 14:27; open to a teacher, i.e. the
opportunity of teaching others, <470212>2 Corinthians 2:12; <510403>Colossians 4:3;
by a bold combination of metaphor and literal language, the phrase qura
megalh kai energhv (A.V. a great door and effectual) is used of a large
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opportunity of teaching a great multitude the way of salvation, and one
encouraging the hope of the most successful results: <461609>1 Corinthians 16:9.

[g]. “the door of the kingdom of heaven” (likened to a palace) denotes the
conditions which must be complied with in order to be received into the
kingdom of God: <421324>Luke 13:24 (for Rec. pulhv); power of entering,
access into, God’s eternal kingdom, <660308>Revelation 3:8 cf. <660307>Revelation
3:7 (but others besides; add here <660401>Revelation 4:1).

[d]. he whose advent is just at hand is said epi quraiv einai,
<402433>Matthew 24:33; <411329>Mark 13:29, and pro qurwn eJsthkenai,
<590509>James 5:9.

[e]. eJsthkwv epi thn quran kai krouwn is said of Christ seeking
entrance into souls, and they who comply with his entreaty are said
anoigein thn quran, <660320>Revelation 3:20.*

{2375} qureov, qureou, oJ (from qura, because shaped like a door (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 23)), “a shield” (Latin scutum); it was large, oblong,
and four-cornered: ton qureon thv pistewv, equivalent to thn pistin
wJv qureon, <490616>Ephesians 6:16. It differs from aspiv (Latin clipeus),
which was smaller and circular. (Polybius, Dionysius Halicarnassus,
Plutarch, others.)*

{2376} quriv, quridov, hJ (diminutive of qura, properly, “a little door”;
Plato, Dio Cassius), “a window”: <442009>Acts 20:9; <471133>2 Corinthians 11:33.
(Aristophanes, Theophrastus, Diodorus, Josephus, Plutarch, others; the
Septuagint.)*

{2377} qurwrov, qurwrou, oJ, hJ (from qura, and wra care; cf.
akruwrov, pulwrov, timwrov; cf. Curtius, sec. 501, cf. p. 101;
(Vanicek, p. 900; Allen in American Journ. of Philol. i., p. 129)), “a
doorkeeper, porter”; male or female “janitor”: masculine, <411334>Mark 13:34;
<431003>John 10:3; feminine, <431816>John 18:16f ((Sappho), Aeschylus, Herodotus,
Xenophon, Plato, Aristotle, Josephus, others; the Septuagint.)*

{2378} qusia, qusiav, hJ (quw) (from Aeschylus down), the Septuagint
for hj;n]mi an offering, and jbæz,; “a sacrifice, victim”;

a. properly: <400913>Matthew 9:13 and <401207>Matthew 12:7, from <280606>Hosea 6:6;
<410940>Mark 9:40 ((R G L Tr text brackets), see aJlizw); <490502>Ephesians 5:2;
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<581005>Hebrews 10:5, 28; plural, <411233>Mark 12:33; <421301>Luke 13:1; <580923>Hebrews
9:23; (<581001>Hebrews 10:1,8 (here Rec. singular)); anagein qusian tini,
<440741>Acts 7:41; anaferein, <580727>Hebrews 7:27 (see anagw, and anaferw
2); (dounai qusian, <420224>Luke 2:24); prosferein, <440742>Acts 7:42;
<580501>Hebrews 5:1; 8:3; 10:(11),12; (11:4); passive <580909>Hebrews 9:9; dia thv
qusiav autou, by his sacrifice, i.e. by the sacrifice which he offered (not,
“by offering up himself”; that would have been expressed by dia thv
qusiav thv eJautou, or dia thv eJautou qusiav), <580926>Hebrews 9:26;
esqiein tav qusiav, to eat the flesh left over from the victims sacrificed
(viz. at the sacrificial feasts; cf. (<030715>Leviticus 7:15ff; <051207>Deuteronomy
12:7f,17f, etc.) Winer’s RWB under the word Opfermahlzeiten), <461018>1
Corinthians 10:18.

b. in expressions involving a comparison: qusiai pneumatikai (see
pneumatikov, 3 a.), <600205>1 Peter 2:5; qusia, a free gift, which is likened to
an offered sacrifice, <500418>Philippians 4:18; <581316>Hebrews 13:16 (toiautaiv
qusiaiv, i.e. with such things as substitutes for sacrifices God is well
pleased); qusia zwsa (see zaw, II. b. at the end), <451201>Romans 12:1;
anaferein qusian ainesewv, <581315>Hebrews 13:15 (if this meant, as it can
mean, ainesin wJv qusian, the author would not have added, as he has,
the explanation of the words; he must therefore be supposed to have
reproduced the Hebrew phrase yjeb]zi hd;wOT, and then defined this more
exactly; <030703>Leviticus 7:3 (<030713>Leviticus 7:13) (cf. <030702>Leviticus 7:2
(<030712>Leviticus 7:12)); <19A622>Psalm 106:22 (<19A722>Psalm 107:22); see ainesiv);
epi th qusia ... thv pistewv uJmwn (epexegetical genitive), in the work
of exciting, nourishing, increasing, your faith, as if in providing a sacrifice
to be offered to God (cf. epi, p. 233b bottom), <505017>Philippians 2:17.*

{2379} qusiasthrion, qusiasthriou, to (neuter of the adjective
qusiasthriov (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 96 (91)), and this from qusiazw to
sacrifice), a word found only in Philo (e.g. vita Moys. iii. sec. 10, cf. sec. 7;
Josephus, Antiquities 8, 4, 1) and the Biblical and ecclesiastical writings;
the Septuagint times without number for jæBez]mi; properly, an “altar for the
slaying and burning of victims”; used of:

1. “the altar of whole burnt-offerings” which stood in the court of the
priests in the temple at Jerusalem (B. D. under the word Altar):
<400523>Matthew 5:23f; <402318>Matthew 23:18-20,35; <421151>Luke 11:51; <460913>1
Corinthians 9:13; 10:18; <580713>Hebrews 7:13; <661101>Revelation 11:1.
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2. “the altar of incense,” which stood in the sanctuary or Holy place (B. D.
as above): to qusiasthrion tou qumiamatov, <420111>Luke 1:11 (<023001>Exodus
30:1); (symbolically) in Heaven: <660609>Revelation 6:9; 8:3,5; 9:13; 14:18;
16:7.

3. any other altar, <590221>James 2:21; plural <451103>Romans 11:3; metaphorically,
the cross on which Christ suffered an expiatory death: “to eat of this altar”
i.e. to appropriate to oneself the fruits of Christ’s expiatory death,
<581310>Hebrews 13:10.*

{2380} quw; imperfect equon; 1 aorist equsa; passive, present infinitive
quesqai; perfect participle tequmenov; 1 aorist etuqhn (<460507>1 Corinthians
5:7, where Rec.bez elz equqhn, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 1 d. 12); (from
Homer down); the Septuagint mostly for jbæz;, also for fjæv;, to slay;

1. “to sacrifice, immolate”: absolutely, <441413>Acts 14:13; tini, the dative of
person (in honor of one), <441418>Acts 14:18; tini ti, <461020>1 Corinthians 10:20.

2. “to slay, kill”: absolutely, <441013>Acts 10:13; 11:7; ti, <421523>Luke 15:23,27,30;
passive <402204>Matthew 22:4; to pasca, the paschal lamb, <411412>Mark 14:12;
passive, <422207>Luke 22:7; <460507>1 Corinthians 5:7 (<051602>Deuteronomy 16:2,6).

3. “to slaughter”: absolutely, <431010>John 10:10; tina, Sir. 31:24 (Sir. 34:24);
1 Macc. 7:19.*

{2381} Qwmav, Qwma, oJ (µwOaT] (i.e. twin), see didumov), “Thomas,”
one of Christ’s apostles: <401003>Matthew 10:3; <410318>Mark 3:18; <420615>Luke 6:15;
<431116>John 11:16; 14:5; 20:24-29 (in 29 Rec. only); <432102>John 21:2; <440113>Acts
1:13. (B. D. under the word.)*

{2382} qwrax, qwrakov, oJ;

1. “the breast,” the part of the body from the neck to the navel, where the
ribs end (Aristotle, hist. an. 1, 7 (cf. 8, p. 491a, 28); Euripides, Plato,
others): <660909>Revelation 9:9 (some refer this to the next entry).

2. “a breast-plate or corselet” consisting of two parts and protecting the
body on both sides from the neck to the middle (Homer, Herodotus,
Xenophon, Plato, others): <660909>Revelation 9:9,17; enduesqai ton qwraka
thv dikaiosunhv, i.e. dikaiosunhn wJv qwraka, <490614>Ephesians 6:14;
qwraka pistewv, i.e. pistin wJv qwraka, <520508>1 Thessalonians 5:8,
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(enduesqai dikaiosunhn wJv qwraka, <235917>Isaiah 59:17; endqwraka
dikaiosunhn, Sap. 5:19 (Sap. 5:18)).*
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II
I, Iota: on the iota subscript in manuscripts and editions of the N.T. see
Lipsius, Gram. Untersuch., p. 3ff; Scrivener, Introduction, etc., p. 42, and
Index II, under the word; Kuenen and Cobet, N.T. Vat., praef., p. xi f; Tdf.
Proleg., p. 109; WH. Introductory sec. 410; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 4;
Buttmann, pp. 11, 44f, 69; and see under the words, aqowv, zown,
HJrwdhv etc., prwra, Trwav, own. I is often substituted for ei, especially
in nouns ending in -eia (-ia; on their accent, see Chandler sec. 95ff), in
proper names, etc.; cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 153; Introductory sec. 399; Tdf.
Proleg., pp. 83, 86f; Scrivener, Introduction, etc., p. 10f; Sophocles’
Lexicon, under the word EI; Meisterhans, p. 23f; (on the usage of the
manuscripts cf. Tdf. Conlatio critica the Sinaiticus manuscript; c. text. Elz.
etc., p. xviii.; Scrivener, Full Collation of the Sinaiticus manuscript, etc.
2nd edition, p. lii.). Examples of this spelling in recent editions are the
following: aJgnia WH, alazonia T WH, anaidia T WH, apeiqia WH
(except <580406>Hebrews 4:6,11), areskia T WH, doulia T, eqeloqrhskia
T WH, eidwlolatria WH, eilikrinia T WH, epieikia WH, eriqia
WH, eJrmhnia WH, qrhskia T, iJeratia WH, kakohqia WH,
kakopaqia WH, kolakia T WH, kubia T WH, magia T WH,
meqodia T WH, ofqalmodoulia T WH, paidia T (everywhere; see his
note on <581205>Hebrews 12:5), pragmatia T WH, praupaqia T WH,
farmakia T WH (except <480520>Galatians 5:20), wfelia WH, Attalia T
WH, Kaisaria T WH, Laodikia T WH, Samaria T WH (Samarithv,
Samaritiv, T), Seleukia T WH, filadelfia T WH; occasionally the
same substitution occurs in other words: e.g. aigiov WH, Ariov (pagov)
T, danizw T WH, danion WH, danisthv T WH, eidwlion T WH,
exalifqhnai WH, Epikouriov T WH, hJmisia WH (see hJmisuv),
katalelimmenov WH, limma WH, Nefqalim WH in <660706>Revelation 7:6,
orinov WH, piqov WH, skotinov WH, uJpolimma WH, fwtinov WH,
creofilethv (T?) WH; also in augment, as iJsthkein WH, idon (see
eidw I. at the beginning); cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 162b. On iota -i as a
demonstrative addition to adverbs, etc., see nuni at the beginning On the
use and the omission of the mark of diaeresis with i in certain words, see
Tdf. Proleg., p. 108; Lipsius, Gram. Untersuch., p. 136ff)
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{2383} Iaeirov, Iaeirou (cf. Buttmann, 18 (16)), oJ (ryaiy; (i.e. whom
Jehovah enlightens), <043241>Numbers 32:41), “Jairus” (pronoun, Ja-i’-rus), a
ruler of the synagogue, whose daughter Jesus restored to life: <410522>Mark
5:22; <420841>Luke 8:41. (Cf. B. D. American edition, under the word.)*

{2384} Iakwb, oJ (bq[}yæ (i.e. heel-catcher, supplanter)), “Jacob”;

1. the second of Isaac’s sons: <400102>Matthew 1:2; 8:11; <430405>John 4:5f; <440708>Acts
7:8; <450913>Romans 9:13, etc. Hebraistically equivalent to “the descendants of
Jacob”: <451126>Romans 11:26 (<042307>Numbers 23:7; <234108>Isaiah 41:8; Jeremiah
(Hebrew text) 38:26; Sir. 23:12; 1 Macc. 3:7, and often).

2. the father of Joseph, the husband of Mary the mother of the Saviour:
<400115>Matthew 1:15f.

{2385} Iakwbov, Iakwbou, oJ (see the preceding word (and cf.
Buttmann, 6, 18 (16))), “James”;

1. son of Zebedee, an apostle, and brother of the apostle John (commonly
called “James the greater or elder”). He was slain with the sword by the
command of king Herod Agrippa I. (circa A. D. 44): <400421>Matthew 4:21;
10:2 (3); 17:1; <410119>Mark 1:19,29; 3:17; 5:37; 9:2; 10:35,41; 13:3; 14:33;
<420510>Luke 5:10; 6:14; 8:51; 9:28,54; <440113>Acts 1:13; 12:2.

2. “James” (commonly called “the less”), an apostle, son of Alphaeus:
<401003>Matthew 10:3; <410318>Mark 3:18; <420615>Luke 6:15; <440113>Acts 1:13; apparently
identical with Iakwbov oJ mikrov “James the little” (A.V. “the less”), the
son of Mary, <411540>Mark 15:40 (<402756>Matthew 27:56); 16:1, wife of Cleophas
(i.e. Clopas, which see) or Alphaeus, <431925>John 19:25; see in Alfaiov, and
in Maria, 3.

3. “James,” the brother of our Lord (see adelfov, 1): <401355>Matthew 13:55;
<410603>Mark 6:3; <480119>Galatians 1:19 (where ei mh is employed according to a
usage illustrated under ei, III. 8 c. b.); 2:9,12; <441201>Acts 12:1?; 15:13;
21:18; <461507>1 Corinthians 15:7 (?); <590101>James 1:1, the leader of the Jewish
Christians, and by them surnamed oJ dikaiov “the Just,” the overseer (or
bishop) of the church at Jerusalem down to the year 62 or 63 (or according
to Hegesippus in Eusebius, h. e. 2, 23 (translated in B. D., p. 1206) down
to 69, which is hardly probable (see Heinichen’s note at the passage)), in
which year he suffered martyrdom, Josephus, Antiquities 20, 9, 1. In
opposition to the orthodox opinion (defended in B. D. under the word
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James), which identifies this James with James the son of Alphaeus, and
understands oJ adelfov tou kuriou to mean his cousin, cf. especially
Clemen in Winer’s Zeitschr. f. wissensch. Theol. for 1829, p. 351ff; Blom,
Diss. de toiv adelfoiv ... tou kuriou. Lugd. 1839; Wilib. Grimm in
Ersch u. Gruber’s Encycl., Sect. 2, vol. 23, p. 80ff; Schaff, Das Verhältniss
des Jacobus, Bruders des Herrn, zu Jacobus Alphäi. Beth 1842 (also his
Church Hist. (1882) i., 272f); Hilgenfeld, Galaterbrief etc., p. 138ff;
Hausrath in Sehenkel iii., p. 175ff; (Sieffert in Herzog edition 2, vi., 464ff;
and references under the word adelfov, 1 (especially Lightfoot)).

4. An unknown “James,” father of the apostle Judas (or Jude): <420616>Luke
6:16; <440113>Acts 1:13, according to the opinion of those interpreters who
think that not adelfon but uJion must be supplied in the phrase Ioudan
Iakwbou; see Ioudav, 8.

{2386} iama, iamatov, to (iaomai);

1. “a means of healing, remedy, medicine”; (Sap. 11:4; 16:9; Herodotus 3,
130; Thucydides 2, 51; Polybius 7, 14, 2; Plutarch, Lucian, others).

2. “a healing”: plural, <461209>1 Corinthians 12:9,28,30; (<244006>Jeremiah 40:6
(<243306>Jeremiah 33:6), etc.; Plato, legg. 7, p. 790 d.).*

{2387} Iambrhv, oJ, and oJ Iannhv (cf. Buttmann, 20 (18)), “Jambres” (for
which the Vulgate seems to have read Mambrhv, as in the Babylonian
Talmud tract. Menach. c. 9 in the Gemara; cf. Buxtorf, Lex. Talm., p. 945f
(p. 481f, Fischer edition)), and “Jannes,” two Egyptian magicians who in
the presence of Pharaoh imitated the miracles of Aaron in order to destroy
his influence with the king: <550308>2 Timothy 3:8 (cf. <020711>Exodus 7:11f). The
author of the Epistle derived their names from the tradition of the
Talmudists and the rabbis (cf. B. D. article “Jannes and Jambres”). These
Magi are mentioned not only in the tract of the Babyl. Talmud just referred
to, but also in the Targ. of Jonath. on <020711>Exodus 7:11; the book Sohar on
<042222>Numbers 22:22; Numenius peri tagaqou in Origen contra Celsus 4,
51; Eusebius, praep. evang. 9, 8; Evang. Nicod. c. 5, and other writings
enumerated by Thilo in his Cod. apocr., p. 552f; (and Wetstein on 2
Timothy, the passage cited; Holtzmann ibid., p. 140f).*

{2388} Ianna (L T Tr WH Iannai); “Jannai,” Vulgate Janne (Tdf. text
(cod. Amiat.) Iannae), indeclinable proper name of one of the ancestors of
Jesus: <420324>Luke 3:24.*
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{2389} Iannhv, oJ, see Iambrhv.

{2390} iaomai, iawmai; (perhaps from iov, Lob. Technol., p. 157f; cf.
Vanicek, p. 87); a deponent verb, whose present, imperfect iwmhn, future
iasomai, and 1 aorist middle iasamhn have an active significance, but
whose perfect passive iamai, 1 aorist passive iaqhn, and 1 future passive
iaqhsomai have a passive significance (cf. Krüger, sec. 40, under the
word; (Veitch, under the word; Buttmann, 52 (46); Winer’s Grammar, sec.
38, 7 c.)); (from Homer down); the Septuagint for ap;r;; “to heal, cure”:
tina, <420418>Luke 4:18 R L brackets; 5:17; 6:19; 9:2 (here T WH omit; Tr
brackets the accusative), <420911>Luke 9:11,42; 14:4; 22:51; <430447>John 4:47;
<440934>Acts 9:34; 10:38; 28:8; passive, <400808>Matthew 8:8,13; 15:28; <420707>Luke
7:7; 8:45; 17:15; <430513>John 5:13 (Tdf. asqenwn); and <440311>Acts 3:11 Rec.;
tina apo tinov, to cure (i.e. by curing to free) one of (literally, “from”;
cf. Buttmann, 322 (277)) a disease: passive, <410529>Mark 5:29; <420618>Luke 6:18
(17). tropically, “to make whole” i.e. to free from errors and sins, “to bring
about (one’s) salvation”: <401315>Matthew 13:15; <431240>John 12:40; <442827>Acts 28:27
(from <230610>Isaiah 6:10); passive, <600224>1 Peter 2:24; <590516>James 5:16; in
figurative discourse, in passive: <581213>Hebrews 12:13.*

{2391} Iared (T WH Iaret, Lachmann Iareq; (on the accent in
manuscripts see Tdf. Proleg., p. 103)), oJ (Hebrews dr,y, descent), “Jared,”
indeclinable proper name (Iaradhv (Iaredev, Bekker edition) in Josephus,
Antiquities 1, 2, 2), the father of Enoch (<010515>Genesis 5:15,18; <130102>1
Chronicles 1:2 (here A.V. “Jered”)): <420337>Luke 3:37.*

{2392} iasiv, iasewv, hJ, “a healing, cure”: <421332>Luke 13:32; <440422>Acts
4:22,30. (<200308>Proverbs 3:8; 4:22; (Archilochus (700 B. C.)), Hippocrates
(430 B. C.), Sophocles, Plato, Lucian, others.)*

{2393} iaspiv, iaspidov, hJ (from Plato down), “jasper”; a precious
stone of divers colors (for some are purple, others blue, others green, and
others of the color of brass; Pliny, h. n. 37, 37 (8)): <660403>Revelation 4:3;
21:11,18f. (But many think (questionably) the “diamond” to be meant here;
others the “precious opal”; see Riehm, HWB, under the word Edelsteine, 8
and 10; B. D. under the word Jasper; cf. ‘Bible Educator’ 2:352.)*

{2394} Iaswn, Iasonov, oJ, “Jason,” a Thessalonian, Paul’s host: <441705>Acts
17:5-7,9; whether he is the same who is mentioned in <451621>Romans 16:21 as
a kinsman of Paul is uncertain.*
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{2395} iatrov, iatrou, oJ (iaomai) (from Homer down), “a physician”:
<400912>Matthew 9:12; <410217>Mark 2:17; 5:26; <420531>Luke 5:31; 8:43 (here WH
omits; Tr marginal reading brackets the clause); <510414>Colossians 4:14;
iatre, qerapeuson seauton, a proverb, applied to Christ in this sense:
‘come forth from your lowly and mean condition and create for yourself
authority and influence by performing miracles among us also, that we may
see that you are what you profess to be,’ <420423>Luke 4:23.*

{2396} ide (so occasionally Griesbach and Rec.bez elz; e.g. <480502>Galatians
5:2; <451122>Romans 11:22) and (later) ide (ide attikwv wJv to eipe, labe,
eJure. ide eJllhnikwv, Moeris (p. 193, Pierson edition); cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 6, 1 a.; (Buttmann, 62 (54))), imperative from eidon, which
see; (from Homer down). In so far as it retains the force of an imperative it
is illustrated under eidw, I. 1 e. and 3. But in most places in the N.T. it
stands out of construction like an interjection, even when ninny are
addressed (cf. Buttmann, 70 (61); and especially 139 (121f)); Latin en,
ecce; “See! Behold! Lo!” a. at the beginning of sentences: as the utterance
of one who wishes that something should not be neglected by another,
<402665>Matthew 26:65; <410224>Mark 2:24; 11:21; 13:1; <430514>John 5:14; 18:21;
<450217>Romans 2:17 Rec.; equivalent to German sieh’ doch (“see, pray; yet
see”), <431136>John 11:36; 16:29; 19:4; <480502>Galatians 5:2; or of one who brings
forward something new and unexpected, <430726>John 7:26; 11:3; 12:19; or of
one pointing out or showing, German hier ist, da ist, dieses ist: ide oJ
topov (French, voici le lieu), <411606>Mark 16:6; add, <410334>Mark 3:34 (L Tr
marginal reading idou); <430129>John 1:29,36,47 (48); 19:5 (T Tr WH idou),
14,26f (where some idou); where we (might) use simply “here,”
<402525>Matthew 25:25; with adverbs of place: ide (R G L [idou]) wJde oJ
Cristov, ide (R G idou) ekei, <411321>Mark 13:21. b. inserted into the midst
of a sentence, in such a way that the words which precede it serve to
render the more evident the strangeness of what follows: <402520>Matthew
25:20, 22; <430326>John 3:26.

{2397} idea, ideav, hJ (from eidon, idein), “form, external appearance;
aspect, look”: <402803>Matthew 28:3 (T Tr WH eidea, which see), cf. Alberti,
Observations, at the passage; (Tdf. Proleg., p. 81). (Greek writings from
Pindar and Herodotus down; 2 Macc. 3:16; for tWmD] <010503>Genesis 5:3.) (Cf.
Schmidt, chapter 182, 3.)*
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{2398} idiov, idia, idion (in secular authors (especially Attic) also of
two term.) (from Homer down);

1. “pertaining to oneself, one’s own”; used

a. universally, of “what is one’s own” as opposed to “belonging to
another”: ta idia probata, <431003>John 10:3ff,12; ta iJmatia ta idia,
<411520>Mark 15:20 R G Tr (for which T ta idia iJmatia autou, L WH ta
iJmatia autou); to idion (for his own use) kthnov, <421034>Luke 10:34; dia
tou idiou aJimatov, <580912>Hebrews 9:12; 13:12 (idiw aJimati, 4 Macc.
7:8); to idion misqwma, which he had hired for himself (opposed to hJ
xenai (which see), 23), <442830>Acts 28:30; add, <430543>John 5:43; 12:18; <440312>Acts
3:12; 13:36; <451124>Romans 11:24; 14:4f; <460308>1 Corinthians 3:8 (idion
kopon); 6:18; 7:4, 37; 9:7; 11:21; <480605>Galatians 6:5; <540304>1 Timothy 3:4,12;
5:4; <550109>2 Timothy 1:9; 4:3; prassein ta idia, to do one’s own business
(and not intermeddle with the affairs of others), <520411>1 Thessalonians 4:11;
idia epilusiv, an interpretation which one thinks out for himself,
opposed to that which the Holy Spirit teaches, <610120>2 Peter 1:20 (see
ginomai, 5 e. [a].); thn idian dikaiosunhn, which one imagines is his
due, opposed to dikaiosunh Qeou, awarded by God, <451003>Romans 10:3;
idia epiqumia, opposed to divine prompting, <590114>James 1:14; kata tav
idiav epiqumiav, opposed to God’s requirements, <550403>2 Timothy 4:3;
with the possessive pronoun autwn added (Buttmann, 118 (103); cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 154 (146)), <610303>2 Peter 3:3; idiov autwn profhthv,
<560112>Titus 1:12; with autou added, <411520>Mark 15:20 Tdf. (see above); ta
idia (cf. Buttmann, sec. 127, 24), those things in which one differs from
others, his nature and personal character — in the phrase ek twn idiwn
lalein, <430844>John 8:44; (cf. the figurative, ta idia tou swmatov, <470510>2
Corinthians 5:10 L marginal reading (cf. Tr marginal reading); see dia, A.
I. 2); idiov, “my own”: taiv idiaiv cersi (unassisted by others), <460412>1
Corinthians 4:12; “thine own”: en tw idiw ofqalmw, <420641>Luke 6:41.

b. of “what pertains to one’s property, family, dwelling, country,” etc.; of
property, oude eiv ti twn uJparcontwn autw elegen idion einai,
<440432>Acts 4:32; ta idia, res nostrae, our own things, i.e. house, family,
property, <421828>Luke 18:28 L T Tr WH (cf. Buttmann, sec. 127, 24; Winer’s
Grammar, 592 (551)); th idia genea, “in his own generation,” i.e. in the
age in which he lived, <441336>Acts 13:36; hJ idia poliv, the city of which one
is a citizen or inhabitant, <420203>Luke 2:3 (R G Tr marginal reading);
<400901>Matthew 9:1; th idia dialektw, in their native tongue, <440119>Acts 1:19
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(WH omits; Tr brackets idia); <440206>Acts 2:6,8; hJ idia disidaimonia,
their own (national) religion, <442519>Acts 25:19; oJi idioi, “one’s own” people
(German die Angehörigen), one’s fellow-countrymen, associates, <430111>John
1:11, cf. 2 Macc. 12:22; one’s household, persons belonging to the house,
family, or company, <431301>John 13:1; <440423>Acts 4:23; 24:23; <540508>1 Timothy 5:8;
eiv ta idia (German in die Heimat), to one’s native land, home, <430111>John
1:11 (meaning here, the land of Israel); <431632>John 16:32; 19:27 (3 Macc.
6:27; 1 Esdr. 5:46 (47); for la, wOtyBe, Esth. 5:10; 6:12); oJ idiov anhr, a
husband, <460702>1 Corinthians 7:2 (Buttmann, 117 (102) note; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 154 (146)); plural, <490522>Ephesians 5:22; <560205>Titus 2:5; <600301>1 Peter
3:1,5; <490524>Ephesians 5:24 R G; <510318>Colossians 3:18 R; oJi idioi sepotai
(of slaves), <560209>Titus 2:9. of “a person who may be said to belong to one,
above all others”: uJiov, <450832>Romans 8:32; pathr, <430518>John 5:18; maqhtai,
<410434>Mark 4:34 T WH Tr marginal reading

c. “harmonizing with, or suitable or assigned to, one’s nature, character,
aims, acts; appropriate”: th idia exousia, <440107>Acts 1:7; ton idion,
misqon, due reward, <460308>1 Corinthians 3:8; to idion swma, <461538>1
Corinthians 15:38; kata thn idian dunamin, <402515>Matthew 25:15; en tw
idiw tagmati, <461523>1 Corinthians 15:23; to idion oikhthrion, <650106>Jude
1:6; eiv ton topon ton idion, to the abode after death assigned by God
to one according to his deeds, <440125>Acts 1:25 (Ignatius ad Magnes. 5; Baal
Turim on <042425>Numbers 24:25 Balaam ivit in locum suum, i.e. in Gehennam;
see topov, 1 a. at the end); kairw idiw, at a time suitable to the matter in
hand (A.V. “in due season”), <480609>Galatians 6:9; plural, <540206>1 Timothy 2:6;
6:15; <560103>Titus 1:3.

d. By a usage foreign to the earlier Greeks, but found in the church Fathers
and the Byzantine writings (see Winer’s Grammar, sec. 22, 7; cf. Fritzsche
on Romans, ii., p. 208f; (Buttmann, 117f (103))), it takes the place of the
possessive pronoun autou: <402205>Matthew 22:5; 25:14; <430141>John 1:41 (42)
(Sap. 10:1).

2. “private” (in classical Greek opposed to dhmosiov, koinov): idia (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 591 (549) note) adverb “severally, separately,” <461211>1
Corinthians 12:11 (often in Greek writings). kat’ idian (namely, cwran),

[a]. “apart”: <401413>Matthew 14:13; 17:19; 20:17; 24:3; <410631>Mark 6:31f; 7:33;
9:2,28; 13:3; <420910>Luke 9:10; 10:23; <442319>Acts 23:19 (Polybius 4, 84, 8); with
monov added, <410902>Mark 9:2;
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[b]. “in private, privately”: <410434>Mark 4:34; <480202>Galatians 2:2 (Diodorus 1,
21, opposed to koinh, 2 Macc. 4:5; Ignatius ad Smyrn. 7, 2). The word is
not found in the book of Revelation.

{2399} idiwthv, idiwtou, oJ (idiov), very common in Greek writings
from Herodotus down; properly, “a private person,” opposed to a
magistrate, ruler, king; but the noun has many other meanings also, each
one of which is understood from its antithesis, as e.g. “a common soldier,”
as opposed to a military officer; “a writer of prose,” as opposed to a poet.
In the N.T. “an unlearned, illiterate, man,” opposed to the learned, the
educated: <440413>Acts 4:13; as often in classical Greek, “unskilled in any art”:
in eloquence (Isocrates, p. 43 a.), with the dative of respect, tw logw,
<471106>2 Corinthians 11:6 (A.V. “rude in speech”); a Christian who is “not a
prophet,” <461424>1 Corinthians 14:24; “destitute of the ‘gift of tongues,’“ <461416>1
Corinthians 14:16,23. (Cf. Trench, sec. lxxix.)*

{2400} idou, a demonstrative particle (in Greek writings from Sophocles
down), found in the N.T. especially in the Gospels of Matthew and of
Luke, used very often in imitation of the Hebrew hNehi, and giving a
peculiar vivacity to the style by bidding the reader or hearer to attend to
what is said: “Behold! See! Lo!” It is inserted in the discourse after a
genitive absolutely, <400120>Matthew 1:20; 2:1,13; 9:18; 12:46; 17:5; 26:47;
28:11. kai idou is used, when at the close of a narrative something new is
introduced, <400209>Matthew 2:9; 3:16; 4:11; 8:2,24,29,32,34; 9:2ff,20; 12:10;
15:22; 17:3; 19:16; 26:51; 27:51; 28:2,7; <420120>Luke 1:20,31,36; 2:9 (R G L
Tr brackets),25; 9:30,38f; 10:25; 14:2; 24:13; <441207>Acts 12:7; 16:1; when a
thing is specified which is unexpected yet sure, <470609>2 Corinthians 6:9 (kai
idiou zwmen, and nevertheless we live), cf. <400704>Matthew 7:4; when a thing
is specified which seems impossible and yet occurs, <421141>Luke 11:41;
<442724>Acts 27:24. The simple idou is the exclamation of one pointing out
something, <401202>Matthew 12:2,47 (WH here in marginal reading only);
<401303>Matthew 13:3; 24:26; <410332>Mark 3:32; <420234>Luke 2:34; and calling
attention, <411535>Mark 15:35 (T Tr WH ide); <422210>Luke 22:10; <430435>John 4:35;
<461551>1 Corinthians 15:51; <470517>2 Corinthians 5:17; <590509>James 5:9; <650114>Jude
1:14; <660107>Revelation 1:7; 9:12; 11:14; 16:15; 22:7 (Rec.); in other places it
is equivalent to “observe or consider”: <401016>Matthew 10:16; 11:8; 19:27;
20:18; 22:4; <411028>Mark 10:28,33; 14:41; <420248>Luke 2:48; 7:25; 18:28,31, etc.;
also kai idou, <402820>Matthew 28:20; <421330>Luke 13:30; idou gar, <420144>Luke
1:44,48; 2:10; 6:23; 17:21; <440911>Acts 9:11; <470711>2 Corinthians 7:11; idou
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where examples are adduced: <590304>James 3:4ff; 5:4,7,11; for the Hebrew
ynin]hi, so that it includes the copula: <420138>Luke 1:38; equivalent to “here I
am”: <440910>Acts 9:10; <580213>Hebrews 2:13. idou is inserted in the midst of a
speech, <402334>Matthew 23:34 (here WH marginal reading Idou (see the
commentaries)); <421316>Luke 13:16; <440207>Acts 2:7; 13:11; 20:22,25. The
passages of the O.T. containing the particle which are quoted in the New
are these: <400123>Matthew 1:23; 11:10; 12:18; 21:5; <410102>Mark 1:2; <420727>Luke
7:27; <431315>John 13:15; <450933>Romans 9:33; <580213>Hebrews 2:13; 8:8; 10:7,9; <600206>1
Peter 2:6. Like the Hebrew hNehi, idou and kai idou stand before a
nominative which is not followed by a finite verb, in such a way as to
include the copula or predicate (cf. Buttmann, 139 (121f)): e. g, “was
heard,” <400317>Matthew 3:17; “is, is or was here, exists,” etc., <401210>Matthew
12:10 L T Tr WH, 41; <411321>Mark 13:21 R G L; <420512>Luke 5:12,18; 7:37;
11:31; 13:11 (R G add hn); 17:21; 19:2,20; 22:38,47; 23:50; <431926>John
19:26 (Rec., 27 R G); <440827>Acts 8:27,36; <470602>2 Corinthians 6:2;
<660602>Revelation 6:2,5,8; 7:9 (not L); 12:3; 14:14; 19:11; 21:3; “is
approaching,” <402506>Matthew 25:6 G L T Tr WH (Rec. adds ercetai); but
also in such a way as to have simply a demonstrative force: <401119>Matthew
11:19; <420734>Luke 7:34.

{2401} Idoumaia, Idoumaiav, hJ, “Idumaea,” the name of a region
between southern Palestine and Arabia Petraea, inhabited by Esau or Edom
(<013630>Genesis 36:30) and his posterity (the Edomites) (<061501>Joshua 15:1,21;
11:17; 12:7). The Edomites were first subjugated by David; but after his
death they disputed Solomon’s authority and in the reign of Joram
recovered their liberty, which they maintained, transmitting from
generation to generation their hatred of Israel, until they were conquered
again by Hyrcanus and subjected to the government of the Jews: <410308>Mark
3:8. (For details of boundary and history, see Bertheau in Schenkel and
Porter in B. D. under the word Edom; also the latter in Kitto’s Cycl. under
the word Idummaea.)*

{2402} iJdrwv, iJdrwtov, oJ (allied with Latin sudor, English sweat;
Curtius, sec. 283; from Homer down), “sweat”: <422244>Luke 22:44 (L brackets
WH reject the passage; (Tr accents iJdrwv, yet cf. Chandler sec. 667)).*

{2403} Iezabel ((so G T WH, L IJezabel; Tr Iezabel); Rec. Iezabhl),
hJ (lb,z,yai (‘perhaps intact, chaste; cf. Agnes’ (Gesenius))), “Jezebel”
(modern: “Isabel”), wife of Ahab (circa B. C. 917-897; <111629>1 Kings 16:29),
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an impious and cruel queen, who protected idolatry and persecuted the
prophets (<111631>1 Kings 16:31 — <120930>2 Kings 9:30); in <660220>Revelation 2:20
equivalent to “a second Jezebel,” the symbolic name of a woman who
pretended to be a prophetess, and who, addicted to antinomianism, claimed
for Christians the liberty of eating things sacrificed to idols, <660220>Revelation
2:20.*

{2404} IJerapoliv (WH IJera Poliv; cf. Buttmann, 74; Lob. ad Phryn.
604f), IJereapolewv, hJ, “Hierapolis,” a city of Greater Phrygia, near the
river Maeander (or rather, near the Lycus a few miles above its junction
with the Maeander), not far from Colossae and Laodicea, now Pambuck
Kulasi (for references see Lightfoot on Col., p. 1f; B. D. American edition,
under the word): <510413>Colossians 4:13.*

{2405} iJerateia (WH iJeratia; cf. Iota), iJerateiav, hJ (iJerateuw),
“the priesthood, the office of priest”: <420109>Luke 1:9; <580705>Hebrews 7:5. (the
Septuagint for hN;huK]; Aristotle, pol. 7, 8; Dionysius Halicarnassus;
Boeckh, Inscriptions ii., pp. 127, 23; 363, 27.)*

{2406} iJerateuma, iJerateumatov, to (iJerateuw), (“priesthood” i.e.)
a. “the office of priest”. b. “the order or body of priests” (see adelfothv,
aicmalwsia, diaspora, qerapeia); so Christians are called, because
they have access to God and offer not external but ‘spiritual’
(pneumatika) sacrifices: <600205>1 Peter 2:5; also basileion iJerateuma,
<600209>1 Peter 2:9 (after <021906>Exodus 19:6, the Septuagint), priests of kingly
rank, i.e. exalted to a moral rank and freedom which exempts them from
the control of everyone but God and Christ. (<022322>Exodus 23:22, etc.; 2
Macc. 2:17); not found in secular authors.)*

{2407} iJerateuw; (from iJeraomai and the verbal adjective iJeratov,
though this adjective does not occur); “to be priest, discharge the priest’s
office, be busied in sacred duties”: <420108>Luke 1:8. (Josephus, Antiquities 3,
8, 1; Herodian, 5, 6, 6 (3 edition, Bekker); Pausanias, Heliodorus,
Inscriptions (see Liddell and Scott); the Septuagint for ˆheKi.)*

{2410} IJereicw, see IJericw.

{2408} IJeremiav (WH Ieremiav (see their Introductory sec. 408); so
Rec.st in <402709>Matthew 27:9), IJeremiou (Buttmann, 17 (16), 8), oJ (hy;m]r]yi or

Why;m]r]yi, equivalent to hm,r]yi Hy; ‘Jehovah casts forth’ (his enemies?), or
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‘Jehovah hurls’ (his thunderbolts?); cf. Bleek, Einl. in das A. T. sec. 206, p.
469 (cf. B. D. under the word Jeremiah)), “Jeremiah” (A.V. also “Jeremias,
Jeremy”), a famous Hebrew prophet, who prophesied from (circa) B. C.
627 until the destruction of Jerusalem (B. C. 586). Afterward, he departed
into Egypt, where he appears to have died; (cf. B. D. under the word
Jeremiah, I. 6): <400217>Matthew 2:17; 16:14; 27:9 (in the last passage his name
is given by mistake, for the words quoted are found in <381112>Zechariah
11:12f; (cf. Prof. Brown in the Journal of the Society for Biblical Literature
and Exegesis for December, 1882, p. 101ff; Toy, Quot. in N.T., p. 68ff; for
a history of attempted explanations, see Dr. James Morison, Commentary
on Matthew, the passage cited)).*

{2409} iJereuv, iJerewv, oJ (iJerov) (from Homer down), Hebrew ˆheKo, “a
priest”; one who offers sacrifices and in general is busied with sacred rites;

a. properly, of the priests of the Gentiles, <441413>Acts 14:13; of the priests of
the Jews, <400804>Matthew 8:4; 12:4f; <410144>Mark 1:44; (<410226>Mark 2:26); <420105>Luke
1:5; 5:14; <430119>John 1:19; Hebrews 7:(14 L T Tr WH), 20 (21); 8:4, etc.; of
“the high priest,” <440524>Acts 5:24 R G (<023518>Exodus 35:18; <110108>1 Kings 1:8; 1
Macc. 15:1; Josephus, Antiquities 6, 12, 1); and in the same sense Christ is
called iJereuv in <580506>Hebrews 5:6 (from <19A904>Psalm 109:4 (<19B004>Psalm 110:4);
<580717>Hebrews 7:17; also iJereuv megav, <581021>Hebrews 10:21 (see arciereuv,
3) (others take the adjective here not as blending with iJereuv into a
technical or official appellation, but as descriptive, “great”; cf. <580414>Hebrews
4:14).

b. metaphorically, of Christians, because, purified by the blood of Christ
and brought into close contact with God, they devote their life to him alone
(and to Christ): <660106>Revelation 1:6; 5:10; 20:6, cf. <660105>Revelation 1:5; 5:9.

{2410} IJericw (Tdf. IJereicw (see his Proleg., p. 85; WH’s Appendix, p.
155, and under the word ei, i; WH Iericw; see their Introductory sec.
408; on its accent in manuscripts cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 103)), hJ, indeclinable
(on its declension in other writings cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 10, 2; in
Strabo IJerikouv IJerikountov; IJericouv, IJericountov in Josephus, cf.
Winer’s Grammar, the passage cited; Hebrew wOjyriy], from jæyri, to smell,
so called from its fertility in aromatics), “Jericho,” a noted city, abounding
in balsam (i.e. perhaps the opobalsamum; cf. Tristram, Nat. Hist. etc., p.
337; B. D. under the word Balm), honey, cyprus (probably Arabic: el-
henna; cf. Tristram as above, under the word Camphire), myrobalanus
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(Arabic: zukkum), roses, and other fragrant productions. It was situated
not far from the northern shore of the Dead Sea, in the tribe of Benjamin,
between the city of Jerusalem and the river Jordan, 150 stadia from the
former and 60 from the latter. Josephus, b. j. 4, 8, 3 calls its territory qeion
cwrion. It is mentioned in the N.T. in <402029>Matthew 20:29; <411046>Mark 10:46;
<421030>Luke 10:30; 18:35; 19:1; <581130>Hebrews 11:30. As balsam was exported
thence to other countries, we read <421902>Luke 19:2 that telwnai were
stationed there, with an arcitelwnhv, for the purpose of collecting the
revenues. For a fuller account of the city see Winer’s RWB, under the
word; Arnold in Herzog vi., p. 494f; Furrer in Schenkel iii., 209f; Keim,
iii., 17f (English translation, 5:21f; BB. DD. under the word; cf. also
Robinson, Researches etc. i. 547ff).*

iJeroqutov, iJeroquton (from iJerov and quw, cf. eidwloqutov),
“sacrificed, offered in sacrifice,” to the gods; as in Plutarch, symp. 8, 8, 3
at the beginning, used of the “flesh of animals offered in sacrifice”: <461028>1
Corinthians 10:28 L text T Tr WH. On the use of the word in Greek
writings cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 159.*

{2411} iJeron, iJerou, to (neuter of the adjective iJerov, iJera, iJeron; cf.
to aJgion) (from Herodotus on), “a sacred place, temple”: of the temple of
Artemis at Ephesus, <441927>Acts 19:27; of the temple at Jerusalem twice in the
Septuagint, <264519>Ezekiel 45:19; <132904>1 Chronicles 29:4; more frequent in the
O.T. Apocrypha; in the N.T. often in the Gospels and Acts; once
elsewhere, viz. <460913>1 Corinthians 9:13. to iJeron and oJ naov differ, in that
the former designates the whole compass of the sacred enclosure,
embracing the entire aggregate of buildings, balconies, porticos, courts
(viz., that of the men or Israelites, that of the women, that of the priests),
belonging to the temple; the latter designates the sacred edifice properly so
called, consisting of two parts, the ‘sanctuary’ or ‘Holy place’ (which no
one except the priests was allowed to enter), and the ‘Holy of holies’ or
‘most holy place’ (see aJgiov, 1 a.) (which was entered only on the great
day of atonement by the high priest alone); (cf. Trench, Synonyms, sec.
iii.). iJeron is employed in the N.T. either explicitly of the whole temple,
<401206>Matthew 12:6; 24:1; <411303>Mark 13:3; <422105>Luke 21:5; 22:52; <440401>Acts 4:1;
24:6; 25:8; <460913>1 Corinthians 9:13, etc.; or so that certain definite parts of it
must be thought of, as the courts, especially where Jesus or the apostles
are said to have gone up, or entered, ‘into the temple,’ to have taught or
encountered adversaries, and the like, ‘in the temple,’ <402112>Matthew
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21:12,14; 26:55; <411449>Mark 14:49; <421947>Luke 19:47; 21:37; 22:53; 24:53;
<430514>John 5:14; 7:14,28; 8:20; 18:20; <440302>Acts 3:2; 5:20; 21:26, etc.; of the
courts and sanctuary, <401205>Matthew 12:5; of the court of the Gentiles, out of
which Jesus drove the buyers and sellers and money-changers, <402112>Matthew
21:12; <411115>Mark 11:15; <421945>Luke 19:45; <430214>John 2:14ff; of the court of the
women, <420237>Luke 2:37; of any portico or apartment, <420246>Luke 2:46, cf.
<431023>John 10:23. On the phrase to pterugion tou iJerou see pterugion, 2.

{2412} iJeroprephv, iJeroprepev (from iJerov, and prepei it is
becoming), “befitting men, places, actions or things sacred to God;
reverent”: <560203>Titus 2:3. (4 Macc. 9:25; 11:19; Plato, Philo, Josephus,
Lucian, others) (Cf. Trench, sec. 92, under the end.)*

{2413} iJerov, iJera, iJeron (its primary sense is thought to be “mighty”;
cf. Curtius, sec. 614; Vanicek, p. 88; yet see Schmidt as below; fr, Homer
down), “sacred, consecrated to the deity, pertaining to God”: iJera
grammata, “sacred Scriptures,” because inspired by God, treating of
divine things and therefore to be devoutly revered, <550315>2 Timothy 3:15
(Josephus, Antiquities prooem. 3; (10, 10, 4 at the end); b. j. 6, 5, 4; contra
Apion 1 (10, 3; 18, 6); 26, 1; iJerai bibloi, Antiquities 2, 16, 5; (c. Apion
1, 1; 23, 4), etc.; ouk enetrafhv oude enhskhqhv toiv iJeroiv
grammasi, Philo, leg. ad Gaium sec. 29, Mang. edition ii., p. 574);
(khrugma, Mark 16 WH in (rejected) ‘Shorter Conclusion’); neuter plural
as a substantive, ta iJera, “the holy things,” those which pertain to the
worship of God in the temple, <460913>1 Corinthians 9:13, cf. ergazomai, 2 a.
(See references under the word aJgiov, at the end; especially Schmidt,
chapter 181.)*

{2414} IJerosoluma (WH Ierosoluma, see their Introductory sec. 408),
IJerosolumwn, ta (the invariable form in Mark and John, almost
everywhere in Matthew and Josephus (c. Apion 1, 22, 13, etc.; Philo, leg.
ad Gaium sec. 36; (cf. Polybius 16, 39, 4); others)), and IJerousalhm (WH
Ierousalhm (see reference as above)), hJ, indeclinable (the invariable form
in the Septuagint (<061001>Joshua 10:1, etc.; Philo de somn. 2:39 at the
beginning; so Aristotle, in Josephus, contra Apion 1, 22, 7 (where see
Müller)); in the N.T. where a certain sacred emphasis, so to speak, resides
in the very name, as <480425>Galatians 4:25f (see Lightfoot at the passage);
<581222>Hebrews 12:22; Rev 3:12; 21:2,10; thus in direct address: <402337>Matthew
23:37; <421334>Luke 13:34; both forms are used promiscuously (yet with a
marked preference for the indeclinable form) in the O.T. Apocrypha, and in
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the writings of Luke and of Paul; (cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 119; WH’s
Appendix, p. 160). Whether there is also a third and unusual form
IJerosoluma, IJerosolumhv, hJ, in <400203>Matthew 2:3; 3:5, is extremely
doubtful; for in the phrase exeporeueto ... IJerosoluma, <400305>Matthew 3:5,
the noun can be taken as a neuter plural with a singular verb, cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 58, 3 a.; and in the former passage, <400203>Matthew 2:3, the
unusual coupling of the feminine pasa with the neuter plural IJerosoluma
is easily explained by the supposition that the appellative idea, hJ poliv,
was in the writer’s mind; see Fritzsche and Bleek at the passage; cf.
Buttmann, 18 (16); (yet see Pape, Eigennamen, under the word). Hebrew
µilæv;Wry] and µyilæv;Wry], Chaldean µl,v]Wry], Syriac .... Many suppose that

the Hebrew name is composed of vWry] possession, and µlæv], so that it
signifies “tranquil possessions, habitation of peace”; but the matter is very
uncertain and conjectures vary; cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus, ii., p. 628f; (B. D.
under the word); on the earlier name of the city see below in Salhm; Latin
Hierosolyma, Hierosolymorum, also (Vulgate e.g. manuscripts Amiat. and
Fuld. <402337>Matthew 23:37; but especially) in the church fathers Hierusalem,
but the form Hierosolyma, Hierosolymae, is uncertain (yet see even Old
Latin manuscripts in <400201>Matthew 2:1,3)), — “Jerusalem” (A.V.
“Hierusalem” and “Ierusalem”), the capital of Palestine, situated nearly in
the center of the country, on the confines of the tribes of Benjamin and
Judah, in a region so elevated that anabainein, hl;[;, “to go up,” fitly
describes the approach to it from any quarter. The name is used in the
N.T.:

1. to denote, either the city itself, <400201>Matthew 2:1; <410308>Mark 3:8; <430119>John
1:19, etc.; or its inhabitants, <400203>Matthew 2:3; 3:5; 23:37; <421334>Luke 13:34.

2. hJ nun IJerousalhm (“the Jerusalem that now is”), with its present
religious institutions, i.e. the Mosaic system, so designated from its primary
external location, <480425>Galatians 4:25, with which is contrasted hJ anw
IJerousalhm (after the rabbinical phrase µylvwry lv hl[m, “Jerusalem
that is above,” i.e. existing in heaven, according to the pattern of which the
earthly Jerusalem µylvwry lv hfm was supposed to be built (cf.
Schöttgen, Horae Hebrew i., 1207ff)), i.e. metaphorically, “the City of
God founded by Christ,” now wearing the form of the church, but after
Christ’s return to put on the form of the perfected Messianic kingdom,
<480426>Galatians 4:26; IJerousalhm epouraniov, “the heavenly Jerusalem,”
i.e. the heavenly abode of God, Christ, the angels, beatified men (as well
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the saints of the O.T. as Christians), and as citizens of which true
Christians are to be regarded while still living on earth, <581222>Hebrews 12:22;
hJ kainh IJerousalhm in the visions of John ‘the Revelator,’ “the new
Jerusalem,” a splendid visible city to be let down from heaven after the
renovation of the world, the future abode of the blessed: <660312>Revelation
3:12; 21:2,10.

{2415} IJerosolumithv (Tdf. IJerosolumeithv, see ei, i; WH
Ierosolumeithv, see their Introductory sec. 408), IJerosolumitou, oJ, a
citizen or inhabitant of Jerusalem: <410105>Mark 1:5; <430725>John 7:25. (Josephus,
Antiquities 5, 1, 17, etc.)*

{2416} iJerosulew, iJerosulw; (iJerosulov, which see); “to commit
sacrilege, to rob a temple”: <450222>Romans 2:22, where the meaning is, ‘thou
who abhorrest idols and their contamination, dost yet not hesitate to
plunder their shrines’; cf. Fritzsche (and Delitzsch) at the passage
(Aristophanes, Plato, Demosthenes, others.)*

{2417} iJerosulov, iJerosulon (from iJeron and sulaw), “guilty of
sacrilege”: <441937>Acts 19:37 (A.V. “robbers of temples”; cf. Lightfoot in The
Contemp. Revelation for 1878, p. 294f). (2 Macc. 4:42; Aristophanes,
Xenophon, Plato, Polybius, Diodorus, others.)*

{2418} iJerourgew, iJerourgw; (from iJerourgov, and this from iJerov
and ERGW); “to be busied with sacred things; to perform sacred rites”
(Philo, Herodian); used especially of persons sacrificing (Josephus,
Antiquities 7, 13, 4, etc.); translated, “to minister in the manner of a priest,
minister in priestly service”: ton nomon, of those who defend the sanctity
of the law by undergoing a violent death, 4 Macc. 7:8; to euaggelion, of
the preaching of the gospel, <451516>Romans 15:16 (where Fritzsche treats the
word fully; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 222f (209))).*

{2419} IJerousalhm, see IJerosoluma.

{2420} iJerwsunh (on the omega w see agaqwsunh, init), iJerwsunhv,
hJ (iJerov), “priesthood, the priestly office”: <580711>Hebrews 7:11f,14, R G, 24.
(Sir. 45:24; 1 Esdr. 5:38; 1 Macc. 2:54; 3:49; 4 Macc. 5:34; Herodotus,
Plato, Demosthenes, Diodorus, Joseph, Plutarch, Herodian, others.)*

{2421} Iessai (Iessaiov in Josephus), oJ (yvæyi (cf. B. D. American
edition, under the word)), “Jesse,” the father of David the king (<091601>1
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Samuel 16:1,10; 17:12 Alexandrian LXX; 20:27): <400105>Matthew 1:5f;
<420332>Luke 3:32; <441322>Acts 13:22; <451512>Romans 15:12.*

{2422} Iefqae (Iefqhv, Iefqou, in Josephus), oJ, (jT;p]yi (future 3

singular masculine), from jtæp; to open), “Jephthah,” the son of Gilead (cf.
B. D. American edition, under the word Gilead, 4), and a judge of Israel
(Judges 11f): <581132>Hebrews 11:32.*

{2423} Ieconiav, Ieconiou, oJ (ˆykiy;wOhy] Jehoiakin, i.e. whom Jehovah
appointed; the Septuagint Iwacin ((?) see B. D. American edition uner the
word, Jehoiachin)), “Jechoniah,” king of Judah, carried off into exile by
Nebuchadnezzar (circa) B. C. 600 after a reign of three months, <122408>2
Kings 24:8-17; <143609>2 Chronicles 36:9f; <245231>Jeremiah 52:31. He is mentioned
in <400111>Matthew 1:11f. But he was not, as is there stated, the son of Josiah,
but of Jehoiakim; nor did he have “brethren,” but his father had them.
Accordingly, in the Evangelist’s geneaology the names µyqiy;wOhy] and

ˆykiy;wOhy] have been confounded; (cf. B. D. as above, and references
there).*

{2424} Ihsouv, Ihsou, dative Ihsou, accusative Ihsoun, vocative Ihsou
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 10, 1), oJ, “Jesus” ([ævuwOh and according to a later

form, [æWvyæ, Syriac ..., i.e. whose “help is Jehovah”; German Gotthilf; but

later writings gave the name the force of h[;Wvy], see <400121>Matthew 1:21, cf.
Sir. 46:1 Ihsouv oJv egeneto kata to onoma autou megav epi swthria
eklektwn autou, of Joshua, the successor of Moses; Philo, nom. mutat.
sec. 21 Ihsouv eJrmhneuetai swthria kuriou), a very common proper
name among the Israelites; cf. Delitzsch, Der Jesusname, in the Zeitschr. f.
d. luth. Theol. for 1876, p. 209f (or Talmudic Studies xv.). In the N.T.:

1. “Joshua” (fully “Jehoshua”), the famous captain of the Israelites, Moses’
successor: <440745>Acts 7:45; <580408>Hebrews 4:8.

2. “Jesus,” son of Eliezer, one of Christ’s ancestors: <420329>Luke 3:29 L T Tr
WH.

3. “Jesus,” the Son of God, the Saviour of mankind: <400121>Matthew 1:21,25;
<420131>Luke 1:31; 2:21, and very often; see kuriov and Cristov.

4. “Jesus Barabbas”; see Barabbav.
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5. “Jesus,” surnamed “Justus,” a Jewish Christian, an associate with Paul in
preaching the gospel: <510411>Colossians 4:11.

{2425} iJkanov, iJkanh, iJkanon (from iJkw, iJkanw; properly, ‘reaching
to’, ‘attaining to’; hence, ‘adequate’); as in Greek writings from Herodotus
and Thucydides down, “sufficient”;

a. of number and quantity; with nouns, “many enough, or enough” with a
genitive: oclov iJkanov, a great multitude (A.V. often “much people”),
<411046>Mark 10:46; <420712>Luke 7:12; <441124>Acts 11:24, 26; 19:26; laov, <440537>Acts
5:37 R G; klauqmov, <442037>Acts 20:37; arguria iJkana (A.V. “large
money,” cf. the colloquial, ‘money enough’), <402812>Matthew 28:12;
lampadev, <442008>Acts 20:8; logoi, <422309>Luke 23:9; fwv iJkanon, a
considerable light (A.V. “a great light”), <442206>Acts 22:6. of time: iJkanw
cronw (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 9; Buttmann, sec. 133, 26) for a
long time (<420827>Luke 8:27 T Tr text WH); <440811>Acts 8:11; also iJkanon
cronon, <441403>Acts 14:3; and plural <422009>Luke 20:9; ex iJkanou, of a long
time, now for a long time, <422308>Luke 23:8 R G; also ek cronwn, iJkanwn,
<420827>Luke 8:27 R G L Tr marginal reading; <422308>Luke 23:8 L T Tr WH; (apo
iJkanwn etwn, “these many years,” <451523>Romans 15:23 WH Tr text);
iJkanou ... cronou diagenomenou, much time having elapsed, <442709>Acts
27:9; ef’ iJkanon for a long while, <442011>Acts 20:11 (2 Macc. 8:25; Diodorus
13, 100; Palaeph. 28); hJmerai (cf. Lightfoot on Galatians, p. 89 n.),
<440923>Acts 9:23,43; 18:18; 27:7. absolutely, iJkanoi, many, a considerable
number: <420711>Luke 7:11 (R G L brackets T Tr marginal reading brackets);
<441212>Acts 12:12; 14:21; 19:19; <461130>1 Corinthians 11:30 (1 Macc. 13:49, etc.).
iJkanon estin, “it is enough,” equivalent to enough has been said on this
subject, <422238>Luke 22:38 (for Jesus, saddened at the paltry ideas of the
disciples, breaks off in this way the conversation; the Jews, when a
companion uttered anything absurd, were accustomed to use the phrase
bræ µk,l; (A.V. “let it suffice thee,” etc.), as in <050326>Deuteronomy 3:26,
where the Septuagint iJkanousqw) iJkanon tw toioutw hJ epitimia
aJuth, SC. esti, sufficient ... is this punishment, <470206>2 Corinthians 2:6; after
the Latin idiom satisfacere alicui, to iJkanon poiein tini, to take away
from one every ground of complaint (A.V. “to content”), <411515>Mark 15:15
(Polybius 32, 7, 13; Appendix, Puff., p. 68, Toll. edition (sec. 74, i., p. 402
edition Schweig.); Diogenes Laërtius 4, 50); to iJkano lambanw (Latin
satis accipio), “to take security” (either by accepting sponsors, or by a
deposit of money until the case had been decided), <441709>Acts 17:9.
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b. sufficient in ability, i.e. “meet, fit” (German tüchtig (A.V. “worthy,
able,” etc.)): prov ti, for something, <470216>2 Corinthians 2:16; followed by
an infinitive (Buttmann, 260 (223f)), <400311>Matthew 3:11; <410107>Mark 1:7;
<420316>Luke 3:16; <461509>1 Corinthians 15:9; <470305>2 Corinthians 3:5; <550202>2 Timothy
2:2; followed by iJna with subjunctive (Buttmann, 240 (207); cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 335 (314)): <400808>Matthew 8:8; <420706>Luke 7:6.*

{2426} iJkanothv, iJkanhtov, hJ, “sufficiency, ability or competency to do
a thing”: <470305>2 Corinthians 3:5. (Plato, Lysias (p. 215. a.) quoted in Pollux;
(others).)*

{2427} iJkanow, iJkanw: 1 aorist iJkanwsa; (iJkanov); “to make
sufficient, render fit”; with two accusatives, one of the objects, the other of
the predicate: to equip one with adequate power to perform the duties of
one, <470306>2 Corinthians 3:6; tina eiv ti, <510112>Colossians 1:12. (Sept;
Dionysius Halicarnassus, others.)*

{2428} iJkethriov, iJkethria, iJkethrion (iJkethv a suppliant),
“pertaining to a suppliant, fit for a suppliant”; hJ iJkethria, as a
substantive, namely, elaia or rabdov;

1. “an olive-branch”; for suppliants approached the one whose aid they
would implore holding an olive-branch entwined with white wool and
fillets, to signify that they came as suppliants (cf. Trench, sec. 51, under the
end): lambanein iJkethrian, Herodotus 5, 51; iJkethrian tiqenai or
proballesqai para tini, etc.

2. equivalent to iJkesia, “supplication” (Isocrates, p. 186 d. vat.; Polybius;
2 Macc. 9:18): plural joined with dheseiv (Polybius 3, 112, 8; singular
<184022>Job 40:22, the Septuagint), <580507>Hebrews 5:7.*

{2429} ikmav, ikmadov, hJ, “moisture”: <420806>Luke 8:6. (the Septuagint
<241708>Jeremiah 17:8; Homer, Iliad 17, 392; Josephus, Antiquities 3, 1, 3, and
often in other authors.)*

{2430} Ikonion, Ikoniou, to, “Iconium,” a celebrated city of Asia
Minor, which in the time of Xenophon, (an. 1, 2, 19) was ‘the last city of
Phrygia,’ afterward the capital of Lycaonia (Strabo 12, p. 568; Cicero, ad
divers. 15, 4); now Konia (or Konieh): <441351>Acts 13:51; 14:1,19,21; 16:2;
<550311>2 Timothy 3:11. Cf. Overbeck in Schenkel, iii. 303f; (B. D. (especially
American edition) under the word; Lewin, St. Paul, i., 144ff).*
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{2431} iJlarov, iJlara, iJlaron (iJlaov propitious), “cheerful, joyous,
prompt to do anything”: <470907>2 Corinthians 9:7; <201912>Proverbs 19:12; 22:8;
Sir. 13:26 (25); 26:4; 3 Macc. 6:35; Aristophanes, Xenophon, others.*

{2432} iJlarothv, iJlarhtov, hJ, “cheerfulness, readiness of mind”:
<451208>Romans 12:8. (<201822>Proverbs 18:22; (Diodorus, Philo (de plant. Noë sec.
40), Plutarch, others); Acta Thom. sec. 14.)*

{2433} iJlaskomai; (see below); in classical Greek the middle of an act.
iJlaskw (“to render propitious, appease”) never met with;

1. “to render propitious to oneself, to appease, conciliate to oneself” (from
iJlaov gracious, gentle); from Homer down; mostly with the accusative of
a person, as Qeon, Aqhnhn, etc. (ton Qeon iJlasasqai, Josephus,
Antiquities 6, 6, 5); very rarely with the accusative of the thing, as thn
orghn, Plutarch, Cat. min. 61 (with which cf. exilaskesqai qumon,
<201614>Proverbs 16:14 the Septuagint). In Biblical Greek used passively, “to
become propitious, be placated or appeased”; in 1 aorist imperative
iJlasqhti, “be propitious, be gracious, be merciful” (in secular authors
iJlhqi and Doric, iJlaqi, which the gramm. regard as the present of an
unused verb iJlhmi, to be propitious; cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf.
Sp. ii., p. 206; Kühner, sec. 343, i., p. 839; Passow, (or Liddell and Scott,
or Veitch) under the word iJlhmi), with the dative of the thing or the
person: <421813>Luke 18:13 (taiv aJmartiaiv, <197809>Psalm 78:9 (<197909>Psalm 79:9);
<198703>Psalm 87:38 (<198803>Psalm 88:38); th aJmartia, <192401>Psalm 24:11 (<192511>Psalm
25:11); iJlasqh oJ kuriov peri thv kakiav, <023214>Exodus 32:14
Alexandrian LXX; iJlasqhsetai kuriou tw doulw sou, <120518>2 Kings
5:18).

2. by an Alexandrian usage, “to expiate, make propitiation for” (as
exilaskesqai in the O.T.): tav aJmaritav, <580217>Hebrews 2:17 (hJmwn tav
yucav, Philo, alleg. leg. 3, 61). (Cf. Kurtz, Commentary on Hebrews, at
the passage cited; Winer’s Grammar, 227 (213); Westcott, Epistles of St.
John, p. 83f.)*

{2434} iJlasmov, iJlasmou, oJ (iJlaskomai);

1. “an appeasing, propitiating,” Vulgate propitiatio (Plutarch, de sera num.
vind. c. 17; plural joined with kaqarmoi, Plutarch, Sol. 12; with the
genitive of the object twn Qewn, the Orphica Arg. 39; Plutarch, Fab. 18;
Qewn mhnin iJlasmou kai caristhriwn deomenhn, vit. Camill. 7 at the
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end; poieisqai iJlasmon, of a priest offering an expiatory sacrifice, 2
Macc. 3:33).

2. in Alexandrian LXX usage “the means of appeasing, a propitiation”:
Philo, alleg. leg. 3: sec. 61; prosoisousin iJlasmon, for taF;jæ,
<264427>Ezekiel 44:27; peri twn aJmartiwn, of Christ, <620202>1 John 2:2; 4:10
(kriov tou iJlasmou, <040508>Numbers 5:8; (cf. hJmera tou iJlasmou,
<032509>Leviticus 25:9); also for hj;ylis], forgiveness, <19C904>Psalm 129:4
(<19D004>Psalm 130:4); <270909>Daniel 9:9, Theodotion). (Cf. Trench, sec. lxxvii.)*

{2435} iJlasthriov, iJlasthria, iJlasthrion (iJlaskomai, which
see), “relating to appeasing or expiating, having placating or expiating
force, expiatory”: mnhma iJlasthrion, a monument built to propitiate
God, Josephus, Antiquities 16, 7, 1; iJlasthriov qanatov, 4 Macc.
17:22; ceirav iJkethriouv, ei boulei de iJlasthriouv, ekteinav Qew,
Niceph. in act. SS. edition Mai, vol. v., p. 335, 17. Neuter to iJlasthrion,
as a substantive, “a means of appeasing or expiating, a propitiation”
(German Versöhnungs- oder Sühnmittel); cf. Winer’s Grammar, 96 (91);
(592 (551)). So used of:

1. the well-known cover of the ark of the covenant in the Holy of holies,
which was sprinkled with the blood of the expiatory victim on the annual
day of atonement (this rite signifying that the life of the people, the loss of
which they had merited by their sins, was offered to God in the blood as
the life of the victim, and that God by this ceremony was appeased and
their sins were expiated); hence, “the lid of expiation, the propitiatory,”
Vulgate propitiatorium; Luth. Gnadensruhl (A.V. “mercy-seat”):
<580905>Hebrews 9:5 (the Septuagint <022518>Exodus 25:18ff; <031602>Leviticus 16:2,
etc.; more fully iJlasthrion epiqema, <022517>Exodus 25:17; 38:7 (<023706>Exodus
37:6), for the Hebrew tr,poKæ, from rp,Ki to cover, namely, sins, i.e. to
pardon). Theodoret, Theophylact, Oecumenius, Luther, Grotius, Tholuck,
Wilke, Philippi, Umbreit (Cremer (4te Aufl.)) and others give this meaning
to the word also in <450325>Romans 3:25, viz. that Christ, besprinkled with his
own blood, was truly that which the cover or ‘mercy-seat’ had been
typically, i.e., the sign and pledge of expiation; but in opposed to this
interpretation see Fritzsche, Meyer, Van Hengel (Godet, Oltramare) and
others at the passage

2. “an expiatory sacrifice; a piacular victim” (Vulgate propitiatio):
<450325>Romans 3:25 (after the analogy of the words caristhria sacrifices
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expressive of gratitude, “thank-offerings,” swthria sacrifices for safety
obtained. On the other hand, in Dion Chrysostom or. 11, 121, p. 355,
Reiske edition, the reference is not to a sacrifice but to a monument, as the
preceding words show: kataleiyein gar autouv anaqhma kalliston
kai megiston th Aqhna kai epigrayein, iJlasthrion Acaioi th
Iliadi). (See the full discussion of the word in Dr. Jets. Morison, Critical
Exposition of the Third Chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, pp. 281-
303.)*

{2436} iJlewv, iJlewn (Attic for iJlaov (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 22), from
Homer down), “propitious, merciful”: esomai iJlewv taiv adikiaiv, i.e.
I will pardon, <580812>Hebrews 8:12; <243803>Jeremiah 38:34 (<243134>Jeremiah 31:34);
<244303>Jeremiah 43:3 (<243603>Jeremiah 36:3); also taiv aJmartiaiv, <110834>1 Kings
8:34; <140625>2 Chronicles 6:25, 27, etc.; iJlewv soi, namely, estw (or eih,
Buttmann, sec. 129, 22) oJ Qeov, i.e. God avert this from thee, <401622>Matthew
16:22; the Septuagint for hl;ylij; followed by l], “be it far from” one, <102020>2
Samuel 20:20; 23:17.*

{2437} Illurikon, Illurikou, to, “Illyricum,” a region lying between
Italy, Germany, Macedonia and Thrace, having on one side the Adriatic
Sea, and on the other the Danube: <451519>Romans 15:19 (cf. B. D. American
edition).*

{2438} iJmav, iJmantov, oJ (from iJhmi to send; namely, a vessel, which
was tied to thongs of leather and let down into a well for the purpose of
drawing water; hence, iJmaw also, to draw something made fast to a thong
or rope (recent etymol. connect it with Skt. si to bind; cf. Curtius, sec. 602;
Vanicek, p. 1041)); from Homer down; “a thong of leather, a strap”; in the
N.T. of the thongs with which captives or criminals were either bound or
beaten (see proteinw), <442225>Acts 22:25 (4 Macc. 9:11; Sir. 30:35); of the
thongs or ties by which sandals were fastened to the feet, <410107>Mark 1:7;
<420316>Luke 3:16; <430127>John 1:27 (so also in <230527>Isaiah 5:27; Xenophon, anab. 4,
5, 14; Plutarch, symp. 4, 2, 3; Suidas iJmav. sfairwthr sandaliou,
zanicion, oJion to lwrion tou uJpodhmatov).*

{2439} iJmatizw: perfect passive participle iJmatismenov; (iJmation); “to
clothe”: <410515>Mark 5:15; <420835>Luke 8:35. (Found neither in the Septuagint nor
in secular authors (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 26 (25)).)*
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{2440} iJmation, iJmatiou, to (diminutive of iJma equivalent to eJima, an
article of clothing, garment; and this from eJnnumi to clothe, cf. German
Hemd); (from Herodotus down); the Septuagint mostly for dg,B,, also for

hl;k]ci, hm;l]cæ, etc.;

1. “a garment” (of any sort): <400916>Matthew 9:16; 11:8 (R G L brackets;
others omit; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 591 (550); Buttmann, 82 (72));
<410221>Mark 2:21; 15:20; <420536>Luke 5:36; 7:25; <580111>Hebrews 1:11; plural
“garments,” i.e. the cloak or mantle and the tunic (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
176 (166); Buttmann, 24 (23)): <401702>Matthew 17:2; 24: 18 (Rec.); 27:31,
35; <431923>John 19:23; Acts yii. 58; <590502>James 5:2, etc.; to rend ta iJmatia (see
diarrhgnumi), <402665>Matthew 26:65; <441414>Acts 14:14; 22:23.

2. the upper garment, “the cloak or mantle” (which was thrown over the
tunic, oJ citwn) (Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 22): <400920>Matthew 9:20; (xxiv.
18 L T Tr WH); <410502>Mark 5:2; <420844>Luke 8:44; <431902>John 19:2; <661916>Revelation
19:16; it is distinguished from the citwn in <400540>Matthew 5:40; <420629>Luke
6:29; (cf. <431923>John 19:23); <440939>Acts 9:39. (Cf. Trench, sec. l.; BB. DD.
under the word Dress; Edersheim, Jewish Social Life, chapter xiii.;
especially ‘Jesus the Messiah,’ 1:620ff) iJmatismov, iJmatismou, oJ
(iJmatizw), “clothing, apparel”: universally, <420725>Luke 7:25; <442033>Acts 20:33;
<540209>1 Timothy 2:9; of the tunic, <402735>Matthew 27:35 Rec.; <431924>John 19:24; of
the cloak or mantle, <420929>Luke 9:29. (The Septuagint; Theophrastus,
Polybius, Diodorus, Plutarch, Athen.) (Cf. Trench, sec. l.)*

{2442} iJmeirw: middle iJmeiromai; (iJmerov desire, longing, (allied with
iJlewv; Vanicek, p. 88); cf. oikteirw); “to desire, long for,” especially of
the longing of love: uJmwn (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 10 b.), i.e. your
souls, to win them to Christ, <520208>1 Thessalonians 2:8 Rec.; see oJmeiromai.
(the Septuagint <180321>Job 3:21; in Greek writings from Homer down.)*

{2443} iJna,

I. an adverb of place, from Homer down, especially in the poets;

a. “where; in what place”.

b. “to what place; whither”. Of the former signification C. F. A. Fritzsche
(on Matthew, p. 836; differently in Fritzschiorum Opusco., p. 186ff)
thought he had found two examples in Biblical Greek, and H. A. W. Meyer
agrees with him. The first, viz. iJna mh fusiousqe, <460406>1 Corinthians 4:6,
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they explain thus: “where” (i.e. “in which state of things,” viz. when ye
have learned from my example to think humbly of yourselves) “the one is
not exalted to the other’s disadvantage”; the second, iJna autouv
zhloute, <480417>Galatians 4:17, thus: “where ye zealously court them”; but
see II. 1 d. below.

II. a final conjunction (for from local direction, indicated by the adverb, the
transition was easy to mental direction or intention) denoting purpose and
end: “to the intent that; to the end that, in order that”; iJna mh, “that not,
lest”; it is used:

1. properly, of the purpose or end;

a. followed by the optative; only twice, and then preceded by the present of
a verb of praying or beseeching, where the wish (optatio) expressed by the
prayer gave occasion for the use of the optative: <490117>Ephesians 1:17 but
WH marginal reading subjunctive; <490316>Ephesians 3:16 RG; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 290 (273); Buttmann, 233 (201); and yet in both instances the
relic force of the particle is so weakened that it denotes the substance
rather than the end of the prayer; see 2 below.

b. followed by the subjunctive, not only (according to the rule observed by
the best Greek writers) after the primary tenses (present, perfect, future) or
the imperative, but (in accordance with that well-known negligence with
which in later times and especially by Hellenistic writers the distinction
between the subjunctive and the optative was disregarded) after preterites
even where the more elegant Greek writers were accustomed to use the
optative; cf. Hermann ad Vig., p. 847ff; Klotz ad Der. ii., 2 p. 616ff;
Winer’s Grammar, 287ff (270ff); Buttmann, 233 (201).

[a]. after a present: <410421>Mark 4:21; 7:9; <420634>Luke 6:34; 8:12; 16:28;
<430315>John 3:15; 5:34; 6:30; <440225>Acts 2:25; 16:30; <450111>Romans 1:11; 3:19;
11:25; <460729>1 Corinthians 7:29; 9:12; <470117>2 Corinthians 1:17; <480613>Galatians
6:13; <500308>Philippians 3:8; <580501>Hebrews 5:1; 6:12; 9:25; <620103>1 John 1:3;
<660318>Revelation 3:18; 11:6, and often.

[b]. after a perfect: <400122>Matthew 1:22; 21:4; <430523>John 5:23; (36 T Tr WH;
cf. e.); 6:38; 12:40,46; 14:29; 16:1,4; 17:4; 20:31; <460922>1 Corinthians 9:22;
<620520>1 John 5:20 (here T Tr WH present indicative; see d.).

[g]. after an imperative (either present or aorist): <400701>Matthew 7:1; 9:6;
14:15; 17:27; 23:26; <411125>Mark 11:25; 13:18; <430415>John 4:15; 5:14; 7:3 (R G
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L); 10:38; <460705>1 Corinthians 7:5; 11:34; <540415>1 Timothy 4:15; <560313>Titus 3:13,
etc.; also after a hortative or deliberative subjunctive: <410138>Mark 1:38;
<422014>Luke 20:14; <430605>John 6:5 (Rbez L T Tr WH); <431116>John 11:16;
<580416>Hebrews 4:16, etc.

[d]. after a future: <421604>Luke 16:4; 18:5; <430520>John 5:20 (here Tdf. present
indicative; see d.); <431403>John 14:3,13,16; <461528>1 Corinthians 15:28;
<500126>Philippians 1:26.

[e]. after Historic tenses: after the imperfect, <410302>Mark 3:2 (here L Tr
future indicative; see c.); <410641>Mark 6:41; 8:6; <420607>Luke 6:7; 18:15, etc.; after
the pluperfect, <430408>John 4:8; after the aor, <401913>Matthew 19:13; <410314>Mark
3:14; 11:28; 14:10 (R. sec. 139, 37); <421904>Luke 19:4,15; <430536>John 5:36 (R G
L; cf. [b].); <430732>John 7:32; 12:9; <441904>Acts 19:4 (?); <450604>Romans 6:4; <470809>2
Corinthians 8:9; <580214>Hebrews 2:14; 11:35; <540116>1 Timothy 1:16; <620305>1 John
3:5,8, etc.

c. As secular authors join the final particles ofra, mh, and especially
oJpwv, also with the future indicative (cf. Matthiae, sec. 519, 8 ii., p.
1186ff), as being in nature akin to the subjunctive, so the N.T. writings,
according to a usage extremely doubtful among the better Greek writings
(cf. Klotz, the passage cited, p. 629f), also join iJna with the same (cf.
WH’s Appendix, p. 171{b} following; Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word
iJna, 17): iJna qhsw, <460918>1 Corinthians 9:18; L T Tr WH in the following
instances: staurwsousin, <411520>Mark 15:20 (not WH (see as above)),
dwsousin, <422010>Luke 20:10; kenwsei, <460915>1 Corinthians 9:15 (not
Lachmann) (katadoulwsousin, <480204>Galatians 2:4 (but cf. Hort in WH as
above, p. 167a)); kerdhqhsontai, <600301>1 Peter 3:1; sfaxousin,
<660604>Revelation 6:4; dwsei, <660803>Revelation 8:3; proskunhsousin
(<660920>Revelation 9:20); 13:12 ((cf. 2 a. at the end below));
(anapahsontai, <661413>Revelation 14:13 (see anapauw) cf. 4 b.); L Tr in
the following: kathgorhsousin, <410302>Mark 3:2 (cf. b. e. above);
proskunhsousin, <431220>John 12:20; T Tr WH in (qewrhsousin, <430703>John
7:3); xurhsontai, <442124>Acts 21:24; L T WH Tr marginal reading in
adikhsousin, <660904>Revelation 9:4 ((cf. 2 b. below)); (add, erei, <421410>Luke
14:10 T WH Tr text; exomologhsetai, <503211>Philippians 2:11 T L marginal
reading Tr marginal reading; kauqhsomai, <461303>1 Corinthians 13:3 T;
dwsei, <431702>John 17:2 WH Tr marginal reading; anapausontai,
<660611>Revelation 6:11 WH; dwsei, <661316>Revelation 13:16 WH marginal
reading) (iJna katarghsei ton qanaton kai thn ek nekrwn
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anastasin deixei, the Epistle of Barnabas 5, 6 (so manuscript a, but
Hilgenf., Müller, Gebh., others, adopt the subjunctive; yet see
Cunningham’s note at the passage)); so that the future alternates with the
subjunctive: iJna estai ... kai eiselqwsin, <662214>Revelation 22:14;
genhtai kai esh (Vulgate sis), <490603>Ephesians 6:3; in other passages L T
Tr WH have restored the indicative, as iJna hJxousi kai
proskunhsousin ... kai gnwsin, <660309>Revelation 3:9; iJna ... pinhte ...
kai kaqisesqe or kaqhsesqe (but WH text kaqhsqe) (Vulgate et
sedeatis), <422230>Luke 22:30; kamyh kai exomologhsetai, <503211>Philippians
2:11 (T L marginal reading Tr marginal reading); cf. Buttmann, sec. 139,
88; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 41 b. 1 b.

d. By a solecism frequently in the ecclesiastical and Byzantine writings.
iJna is joined with the indicative present: <460406>1 Corinthians 4:6
(fusiousqe); <480417>Galatians 4:17 (zhloute); (cf. Test xii. Patr., test. Gad
sec. 7; the Epistle of Barnabas 6, 5; 7, 11; Ignatius ad Ephesians 4, 2; ad
Trall. 8, 2, and other examples in Winer’s and Alexander Buttmann (1873)
as below; but see Hort in WH’s Appendix, p. 167{a}, cf., pp. 169b, 171f);
but the indicative is very doubtful in the following passages: (<430415>John 4:15
Tr text); 5:20 (Tdf. qaumazete); 17:3 T Tr text; <480612>Galatians 6:12 T L
marginal reading; (<520413>1 Thessalonians 4:13 L marginal reading); <560204>Titus
2:4 T Tr L marginal reading; <610110>2 Peter 1:10 L; (<620520>1 John 5:20 T Tr WH
(cf. b. [b.] above)); <661206>Revelation 12:6 (T Tr trefousin); (<661317>Revelation
13:17 WH marginal reading); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 41 b. 1 c.;
Buttmann, sec. 139, 39; Meyer on <460406>1 Corinthians 4:6; Wieseler on
<480417>Galatians 4:17; (Sophocles as above). (In the earlier Greek writings iJna
is joined with the indicative of the past tenses alone, ‘to denote something
which would have been, if something else had been done, but now has not
come to pass’ Hermann ad Vig. p. 847, cf. Klotz ad Dev. ii., 2, p. 630f;
Kühner, sec. 553, 7 ii., 903; (Jelf, sec. 813; cf. Jebb in the Appendix to
Vincent and Dickson’s Modern Greek, sec. 79).)

e. the final sentence is preceded by preparatory demonstrative expressions
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 23, 5): eiv touto, “to this end,” <431837>John 18:37;
<620308>1 John 3:8; <451409>Romans 14:9; <470209>2 Corinthians 2:9; <600221>1 Peter 2:21;
3:9; 4:6 (the Epistle of Barnabas 5, 1, 11; (14, 5)); eiv auto touto,
<490622>Ephesians 6:22; <510408>Colossians 4:8; dia touto, <430131>John 1:31; <471310>2
Corinthians 13:10; <570115>Philemon 1:15; <540116>1 Timothy 1:16; toutou carin,
<560105>Titus 1:5.
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2. In later Greek, and especially in Hellenistic writers, the final force of the
particle iJna is more or less weakened, so that it is frequently used where
the earlier Greeks employed the infinitive, yet so that the leading and the
dependent sentence have each its own subject. The first extant instance of
this use occurs in the Amphictyonic decree in (pseudo-) Demosthenes, p.
279, 8 (i.e. de coron. sec. 155): presbeusai prov Filippon kai
axioun iJna bohqhsh (cf. Odyss. 3, 327 lissesqai ... iJna nhmertev
enisph (cf. 3, 19)), but it increased greatly in subsequent times; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 44, 8; R. 237 (204); (Green 171f; Goodwin sec. 45
N. 5 b.; Jebb in the Appendix to Vincent and Dickson’s Modern Greek,
sec. 55). Accordingly, iJna stands with the subjunctive in such a way that it
denotes the purport (or object) rather than the purpose of the action
expressed by the preceding verb. This occurs

a. after verbs of caring for, deciding, desiring, striving: blepein, <461610>1
Corinthians 16:10; <510417>Colossians 4:17; <630108>2 John 1:8; zhtw, <460402>1
Corinthians 4:2; 14:12; fulassomai, iJna mh, <610317>2 Peter 3:17;
merimnaw, <460734>1 Corinthians 7:34; zhlow, <461401>1 Corinthians 14:1;
bouleuomai, <431153>John 11:53 (R G Tr marginal reading sumbouleuomai);
<431210>John 12:10; afihmi, <411116>Mark 11:16; <431207>John 12:7 L T Tr WH;
qelhma esti, <401814>Matthew 18:14; <430639>John 6:39f; qelw, <400712>Matthew 7:12;
<410625>Mark 6:25; 9:30; 10:35; <420631>Luke 6:31; so that it alternates with the
infinitive, <461405>1 Corinthians 14:5; didwmi, “to grant, that,” <411037>Mark 10:37;
<660905>Revelation 9:5, etc.; poiw, <661312>Revelation 13:12 (here L T Tr WH
future indicative (cf. 1 c. above)).

b. after verbs of saying (commanding, asking, exhorting; but by no means
after keleuein (cf. Buttmann, 275 (236))): eipein, in the sense of “to
bid,” <400403>Matthew 4:3; <410309>Mark 3:9; <420403>Luke 4:3; also legein, <441904>Acts
19:4; <620516>1 John 5:16; errhqh, <660611>Revelation 6:11 (WH future indicative);
<660904>Revelation 9:4 (L T Tr marginal reading WH indicative future (see 1 c.
above)); diamarturomai, <540521>1 Timothy 5:21 (otherwise (viz. telic) in
<421628>Luke 16:28); erwtw, “to ask, beseech,” <410726>Mark 7:26; <420736>Luke 7:36;
16:27; <430447>John 4:47; 17:15,21; 19:31; <630105>2 John 1:5; parakalw,
<401436>Matthew 14:36; <410510>Mark 5:10,18; 7:32; 8:22; <420832>Luke 8:32; <460110>1
Corinthians 1:10; 16:12,15f; <470806>2 Corinthians 8:6; 9:5; 12:8; <520401>1
Thessalonians 4:1; <530312>2 Thessalonians 3:12, (Josephus, Antiquities 12, 3,
2); proseucomai (which see), <402420>Matthew 24:20; (<411318>Mark 13:18);
<411435>Mark 14:35; deomai, <420940>Luke 9:40; 22:32 (Dionysius Halicarnassus,
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Antiquities 1, 83); epitimw, <401216>Matthew 12:16; (<401620>Matthew 16:20 L
WH text); 20:31; <410312>Mark 3:12; 8:30; 10:48; <421839>Luke 18:39;
entellomai, <411334>Mark 13:34; <431517>John 15:17; entolhn didwmi or
lambanw, <431157>John 11:57; 13:34; 15:12; grafw, with the involved idea of
prescribing, <410912>Mark 9:12 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 462 (430) and the text of
L T); 12:19; <422028>Luke 20:28; diastellomai, <401620>Matthew 16:20 (L WH
text epitimw (see above)); <410543>Mark 5:43; 7:36; 9:9; paraggellw,
<410608>Mark 6:8 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 578 (538)); suntiqemai, <430922>John
9:22; aggareuw, <402732>Matthew 27:32; <411521>Mark 15:21; khrussw, <410612>Mark
6:12; apaggellw, <402810>Matthew 28:10; exorkizw, <402663>Matthew 26:63.
(For examples (of its use with the above verbs and others) drawn from the
later Greek writings, see Sophocles, Glossary etc. sec. 88, 1.)

c. after words by which judgment is pronounced concerning that which
someone is about to do (or which is going to happen), as to whether it is
expedient, befitting, proper, or not; as sumferei, <401806>Matthew 18:6; 5:29f;
<431150>John 11:50; 16:7; lusitelei, <421702>Luke 17:2; arketon, esti,
<401025>Matthew 10:25; also after axiov, <430127>John 1:27; iJkanov, <400808>Matthew
8:8; <420706>Luke 7:6; elaciston moi estin, iJna, <460403>1 Corinthians 4:3;
hgalliasato iJna idh, <430856>John 8:56; creian ecw, <430225>John 2:25; 16:30;
<620227>1 John 2:27; edei, iJna epi xulou paqh, the Epistle of Barnabas 5, 13.
(For other examples see Sophocles as above sec. 88, 3, 4.)

d. after substantives, to which it adds a more exact definition of the thing;
after a substantive of time: cronon, iJna metanohsh, <660221>Revelation 2:21;
after wJra, <431223>John 12:23; 13:1; 16:2,32 (elsewhere oJte, <430423>John 4:23;
5:25); in these examples the final force of the particle is still apparent; we
also can say “time that she should repent” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 389
(318); Buttmann, 240 (207)); but in other expressions this force has almost
disappeared, as in estin sunhqeia uJmin, iJna ... apolusw, <431839>John
18:39; after misqov, <460918>1 Corinthians 9:18.

e. it looks back to a demonstrative pronoun; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 338
(317); (Buttmann, sec. 139, 45): poqen moi touto, iJna elqh k.t.l. for to
elqein thn etc. <420143>Luke 1:43; especially in John, cf. <430629>John 6:29,50;
15:13; 17:3 (here T Tr text indicative; see 1 d. above); <620311>1 John 3:11,23;
5:3; <630106>2 John 1:6; <500109>Philippians 1:9; en toutw, <431508>John 15:8; <620417>1 John
4:17 (Qeou de to dunaton en toutw deiknutai, iJna ... ex ouk ontwn
poih ta ginomena, Theophil. ad Autol. 2, 13; after tode, Epictetus diss.
2, 1, 1; (other examples in Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word 6)).
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3. According to a very ancient tenet of the grammarians, accepted by
Kühner, sec. 563, 2 Anm. 3; (T. S. Green, N.T. Gram., p. 172f), and not
utterly rejected by Alex. Alexander Buttmann (1873) N.T. Gr., p. 238f
(206), iJna is alleged to be used not only telikwv, i.e. of design and end,
but also frequently ekbatikwv, i.e. of the result, signifying “with the issue,
that; with the result, that; so that” (equivalent to wJste). But C. F. A.
Fritzsche on Matthew, p. 836ff and Winer’s 338 (317) and 457ff (426ff)
have clearly shown, that in all the passages adduced from the N.T. to prove
this usage the telic (or final) force prevails: thus in iJna mh luqh oJ nomov
Mwusewv, that the law of Moses may not be broken (which directs a man
to be circumcised on the eighth and on no other day), <430723>John 7:23; ouk
este en skotei, iJna hJ hJmera uJmav ... katalabh, that the day should
overtake you (cf. the final force as brought out by turning the sentence into
the passive form in German um vom Tage erfusst zu werden), <520504>1
Thessalonians 5:4; proseucesqw, iJna diermhneuh, let him pray (intent
on this, or with this aim), that (subsequently) he may interpret, <461418>1
Corinthians 14:18; likewise epenqhsate, iJna etc. <460502>1 Corinthians 5:2,
and metenohsan, iJna mh, <660920>Revelation 9:20; metaqesin, ... iJna etc.
that the change may be to this end, that etc. <581227>Hebrews 12:27; iJna mh ...
poihte, that ye may not do, <480517>Galatians 5:17 (where hJ sarx and to
pneuma are personified antagonistic forces contending for dominion over
the will of the Christian; cf. Wieseler at the passage); the words iJna ...
fragh k.t.l. in <450319>Romans 3:19 describe the end aimed at by the law. In
many passages where iJna has seemed to interpreters to be used
ekbatikwv, the sacred writers follow the dictate of piety, which bids us
trace all events back to God as their author and to refer them to God’s
purposes (Jo. Damascen. orthod. fid. 4, 19 eqov th grafh, tina
ekbatikwv ofeilonta legesqai, aitiologikwv legein); so that, if we
are ever in doubt whether iJna is used of design or of result, we can easily
settle the question when we can interpret the passage ‘that, by God’s
decree,’ or ‘that, according to divine purpose’ etc.; passages of this sort
are the following: <410412>Mark 4:12; <420945>Luke 9:45; 11:50; 14:10; <430436>John
4:36; 9:2; 12:40; 19:28; <450520>Romans 5:20; 7:13; 8:17; 11:31f; <460729>1
Corinthians 7:29; <470407>2 Corinthians 4:7; 7:9; also the phrase iJna plhrwqh,
accustomed to be used in reference to the O.T. prophecies: <400122>Matthew
1:22; 2:15; 4:14; 12:17 L T Tr WH; <402104>Matthew 21:4; 26:56; 27:35 Rec.;
<431318>John 13:18; 17:12; 19:24,36; iJna plhrwqh oJ logov, <431238>John 12:38;
15:25, cf. 18:9,32. (Cf. Winer’s 461 (429). Prof Sophocles although giving
(Lex. under the word iJna, 19) a copious collection of examples of the
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ecbatic use of the word, defends its telic sense in the phrase iJna plhrwqh,
by calling attention not merely to the substitution of oJpwv plhrwqh in
<400817>Matthew 8:17; 13:35 (cf. <400223>Matthew 2:23), but especially to 1 Esdr.
1:54 (eiv anaplhrwsin rhmatov tou kuriou en stomati IJeremiou); 1
Esdr. 2:1 (eiv sunteleian rhmatov kuriou k.t.l.); 2 Esdr. 1:1 (tou
telesqhnai logon kuriou apo stomatov IJeremiou); Josephus,
Antiquities 8, 8, 2 at the end tauta d’ epratteto kata thn tou Qeou
boulhsin iJna labh telov aJ proefhteusen Aciav; cf. Bib. Sacr. 1861,
p. 729ff; Luthardt’s Zeitschr. 1883, p. 632ff)

4. The elliptical use of the particle;

a. the telic iJna often depends on a verb not expressed, but to be repeated
or educed from the context (cf. Fritzsche on Matthew, p. 840f; Winer’s
Grammar, 316 (297); (Buttmann, sec. 139, 47)): all’ (namely, hlqen, cf.
verse 7) iJna marturhsh, <430108>John 1:8; all’ (namely, egeneto
apokrufon) iJna eiv faneron elqh, <410422>Mark 4:22; all’ (namely,
krateite me) iJna etc. <411449>Mark 14:49; add, <431525>John 15:25; <620219>1 John
2:19.

b. the weakened iJna (see 2 above) with the subjunctive (or indicative
future (cf. 1 c.), <661413>Revelation 14:13 L T Tr WH) denotes something
which one wishes to be done by another, so that before the iJna a verb of
commanding (exhorting, wishing) must be mentally supplied (or, as is
commonly said, it forms a periphrasis for the imperative): iJna ... epiqhv
tav ceirav auth, <410523>Mark 5:23; hJ gunh iJna fobhtai ton andra,
<490533>Ephesians 5:33; <480210>Galatians 2:10; add <470807>2 Corinthians 8:7; iJna
anapauswntai (L T Tr WH anapahsontai (see anapauw at the
beginning)), German sie sollen ruhen (A.V. “that they may rest” etc.),
<661413>Revelation 14:13; (perhaps also <510416>Colossians 4:16, cf. Lightfoot at the
passage) (2 Macc. 1:9; Epictetus ench. 23 (17); diss. 4,1,41; among the
earlier Greeks once so, Sophocles O. C. 155; in Latin, Cicero, ad divers.
14, 20 ‘ibi ut sint omnia parata’; in German stern commands: ‘dass du
gehest!’ ‘dass du nicht säumest!’ cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 43, 5 a.;
(Buttmann, 241 (208))).

c. iJna without a verb following — which the reader is left to gather from
the context; thus we must mentally supply euaggelizwmeqa,
euaggelizwntai in <480209>Galatians 2:9, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 587 (546);
(Buttmann, 394 (338)); iJna kata carin, namely, h, that the promise may
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be a gift of grace, <450416>Romans 4:16 (Winer’s Grammar, 598 (556);
Buttmann, 392 (336)); iJna alloiv anesiv namely, genhtai, <470813>2
Corinthians 8:13 (Winer’s Grammar, 586 (545); Buttmann, sec. 129, 22);
iJna namely, genhtai, <460131>1 Corinthians 1:31, unless preference be given
there to an anacoluthon (Winer’s Grammar, 599 (557); Buttmann, 234
(201)): iJna ... kaucasqw for kaucatai. (iJna wJv anqrwpov, namely,
ergazh, Epictetus diss. 3, 23, 4.)

5. Generally iJna stands first in the final sentence; sometimes, however, it is
preceded by those words in width the main force of the sentence lies
(Winer’s Grammar, 550 (511); Buttmann, sec. 151, 18): <441904>Acts 19:4;
<451131>Romans 11:31 (join tw uJmeterw elhi iJna); <460915>1 Corinthians 9:15 at
the end (R G); <470204>2 Corinthians 2:4; 12:7; <480210>Galatians 2:10; to loipon
iJna k.t.l., <460729>1 Corinthians 7:29 Rec.elz L T. Among N.T. writers, John
uses this particle more often, Luke more rarely, than the rest; (on John’s
use see Winer’s Grammar, 338f (317f); 461 (430); Buttmann, 236 (203);
244 (210) note; sec. 140, 10 and 12; on Luke’s cf. Buttmann, 235f (203)).
It is not found in the Epistle of Jude. (For Schaeffer’s references to Greek
usage (and editions) see the Lond. (Valpy’s) edition of Stephanus under
the word, col. 4488.)

{2444} iJna ti (so L WH uniformly, also Tr except (by mistake?) in
<402746>Matthew 27:46), and written unitedly iJnati (so Rec.st ^bez G T
uniformly; see Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 2); Latin ut quid? i.e. “for what
purpose? wherefore? why?” an elliptical formula, due to the fact that a
questioner begins an answer to his own question with the word iJna, but
not knowing how to complete it reverts again to the question, as if to ask
what will complete the answer: “that (what?) may or might happen” (ut
(quid?) fiat or fieret); see Herm. ad Vig., p. 847; Kühner, sec. 587,5 ii., p.
1020; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 25, 1 at the end; (Buttmann, sec. 149, 2):
<400904>Matthew 9:4; 27:46; <421307>Luke 13:7; <440425>Acts 4:25; 7:26; <461029>1
Corinthians 10:29. Add, from the Septuagint, <010406>Genesis 4:6; 25:32;
27:46; <041403>Numbers 14:3; 22:32 (Aldine LXX); <070613>Judges 6:13
(Alexandrian LXX, Aldine LXX, Complutensian LXX); <090108>1 Samuel 1:8;
<100324>2 Samuel 3:24; 15:19; <180312>Job 3:12; 10:18; <240229>Jeremiah 2:29; 14:19;
15:18; <271020>Daniel 10:20 (Theodotion); <230201>Isaiah 2:1; 10:1 (<230902>Isaiah 9:22);
<232102>Isaiah 21:2 (<232202>Isaiah 22:2), etc.; Sir. 14:3; 1 Macc. 2:7. (Aristophanes,
nub. 1192; Plato, Apology c. 14, p. 26 c.; others.)*
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{2445} Iopph (to which common spelling the ancient lexicographers
prefer Ioph, cf. Movers, Phönizier, ii. 2, p. 176 Anm.), Iopphv, hJ,
(Hebrew wOpy; i.e. beauty, from hp;y; to shine, be beautiful; (others make the
name mean ‘an eminence’; others besides)), “Joppa,” a city of Palestine on
the Mediterranean, lying on the border of the tribes of Dan and Ephraim. It
was subject to the Jews from the time of the Maccabees (105-63 B. C.). It
had a celebrated but dangerous port and carried on a flourishing trade; now
Yafa (not Jaffa): <440936>Acts 9:36,38,42f; 10:5,8,23,32; 11:5,13. Cf. Winer’s
RWB under the word Joppe; Rüetschi in Herzog vii., p. 4f; Fritzsche in
Schenkel iii., 376f; (BB. DD.).*

{2446} Iordanhv, Iordanou (Buttmann, 17), oJ (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 18, 5 a.), (ˆDer]yæ, from dræy; to descend; for other opinions about the
origin of the name see Gesenius, Thesaurus, ii., p. 626 (cf. Alex.’s Kitto
under the word Jordan)), “the Jordan,” the largest and most celebrated
river of Palestine, which has its origin in numerous torrents and small
streams at the foot of Anti-Lebanon, flows at first into Lake Samochonitis
(Merom so-called; (modern: el-Huleh; see BB. DD. under the word
Merom (Waters of))), and issuing thence runs into the Lake of Tiberius
(the Sea of Galilee). After quitting this lake it is augmented during its
course by many smaller streams, and finally empties into the Dead Sea:
<400305>Matthew 3:5ff,13; 4:15,25; 19:1; <410105>Mark 1:5,9; 3:8; 10:1; <420303>Luke
3:3; 4:1; <430128>John 1:28; 3:26; 10:40; cf. Winer’s RWB (and BB. DD.)
under the word Jordan; Arnold in Herzog vii., p. 7ff; Furrer in Schenkel,
iii., p. 378ff; (Robinson, Phys. Geogr. of the Holy Land, pp. 144-186).*

{2447} iov, iou, oJ (on its very uncertain derivation see Kreussler in
Passow, under the word; Curtius, sec. 591; (Vanicek, p. 969));

1. “poison” (of animals): iov aspidwn uJpo ta ceilh autwn, the poison
of asps is under their lips, spoken of men given to reviling and calumniating
and thereby injuring others, <450313>Romans 3:13 (from <19D903>Psalm 139:3
(<19E004>Psalm 140:4)); by the same figure, (glwssa) mesth iou
qanathforou, <590308>James 3:8; (in Greek writings from Pindar down).

2. “rust”: <590503>James 5:3; (<262406>Ezekiel 24:6,11f; Baruch 6:11,23 (Epistle
Jeremiah 12,24); Theognis, Theocritus, Plato, Theophrastus, Polybius,
Lucian, others).*
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{2448} Iouda (see Ioudav, at the beginning and 1), indeclinable, “Judah,”
a proper name; in the Septuagint:

1. the fourth son of the patriarch Jacob;

2. the tribe that sprang from him.

3. the region which this tribe occupied (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 114 (108));
so in the N.T. in <400206>Matthew 2:6 (twice); poliv Iouda (<071708>Judges 17:8),
a city of the tribe of Judah, <420139>Luke 1:39, where it is a matter of dispute
what city is meant; the most probable conjecture seems to be that Hebron
is referred to — a city assigned to the priests, situated ‘in the hill country’
(Cebrwn en tw orei Iouda, <062111>Joshua 21:11), the native place of John
the Baptist according to Jewish tradition. (Cf. B. D. American edition
under the word Juda, a City of.)*

{2449} Ioudaia, Ioudaiav, hJ (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 18, 5 a.)
(namely, gh, which is added <430322>John 3:22, or cwra, <410105>Mark 1:5; from the
adjective Ioudaiov, which see), “Judaea” (Hebrew hd;Why]); in the O.T. a
region of Palestine, named after the tribe of Judah, which inhabited it:
<071707>Judges 17:7-9; <080101>Ruth 1:1f; <100201>2 Samuel 2:1, etc. Its boundaries are
laid down in <061501>Joshua 15:1ff After the time of David, when the kingdom
had been rent asunder, the name was given to “the kingdom of Judah,” to
which were reckoned, besides the tribes of Judah and Benjamin, certain
cities of the tribes of Dan and Simeon, together with the metropolis of
Jerusalem: <111421>1 Kings 14:21,29; 15:7, etc. In the N.T. the name is given:

1. in a narrower sense, to the southern part of Palestine lying on this side of
the Jordan and the Dead Sea, to distinguish it from Samaria, Galilee,
Peraea, Idumaea (<410308>Mark 3:8): <400201>Matthew 2:1,5,22; 3:5; 4:25; 24:16;
<410307>Mark 3:7; 13:14; <420204>Luke 2:4; <430403>John 4:3,47,54; <440108>Acts 1:8; 8:1,
etc.; it stands for its inhabitants in <400305>Matthew 3:5; <410105>Mark 1:5 (<143233>2
Chronicles 32:33; 35:24).

2. in a broader sense, to “all Palestine”: <420105>Luke 1:5; (<420444>Luke 4:44 WH
Tr marginal reading); <420711>Luke 7:11; 23:5; <440209>Acts 2:9; 10:37; 11:1,29
(and perhaps <470116>2 Corinthians 1:16; <480122>Galatians 1:22); pasa hJ cwra thv
Ioudaiav, <442620>Acts 26:20; eiv ta oJria thv Ioudaiav peran tou
Iordanou, “into the borders of Judaea” (in the broader sense) “beyond the
Jordan,” i.e. into Peraea, <401901>Matthew 19:1; on the contrary, in the parallel
passage, <411001>Mark 10:1 R G, eiv ta oJria thv Ioudaiav dia tou peran
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tou Iordanou, Jesus is said to have come “into the borders of Judaea” (in
the narrower sense) “through Peraea”; but according to the reading of L T
Tr WH, viz. kai peran tou Iordanou “and (in particular that part of
Judaea which lay) beyond the Jordan,” Mark agrees with Matthew; (others
regard peran tou Iordanou here as parallel with thv Ioudaiav and like
it dependent upon oJria). Ioudaizw; (from Ioudaiov, cf. EJllhnisthv
(Winer’s Grammar, 92 (87))), “to adopt Jewish customs and rites, imitate
the Jews, Judaize”: of one who observes the ritual law of the Jews,
<480214>Galatians 2:14. (Esth. 8:17; Ignatius ad Magnes. 10, 3; Evang. Nicod.
c. 2; Plutarch, Cicero 7; “to favor the Jews,” Josephus, b. j. 2, 18, 2.)*

{2451} Ioudaikov, Ioudaikh, Ioudaikon, “Jewish”: <560114>Titus 1:14. (2
Macc. 8:11; 13:21; Josephus, Antiquities 20, 11, 1; Philo (in Flac. sec.
8).)*

{2452} Ioudaikwv, adverb, “Jewishly, after the manner of the Jews”:
<480214>Galatians 2:14. ((Josephus, b. j. 6, 1, 3.))*

{2453} Ioudaiov, Ioudaia, Ioudaion (Iouda) (Aristotle (in Josephus,
contra Apion 1, 22, 7 where see Müller), Polybius, Diodorus, Strabo,
Plutarch, others; the Septuagint; (cf. Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the
word)), “Jewish”; a. joined to nouns, “belonging to the Jewish race”:
anhr, <441028>Acts 10:28; 22:3 (1 Macc. 2:23); anqrwpov, <442139>Acts 21:39;
yeudoprofhthv, <441306>Acts 13:6; arciereuv, <441914>Acts 19:14; gunh,
<441601>Acts 16:1; 24:24; gh, <430322>John 3:22; cwra, <410105>Mark 1:5. b. without a
noun, substantively, “Jewish as respects birth, race, religion; a Jew”:
<430409>John 4:9; <441802>Acts 18:2,24; <450223>Romans 2:23f; plural, <660209>Revelation 2:9;
3:9; oJi Ioudaioi (µydiWhy], before the exile “citizens of the kingdom of
Judah”; after the exile “all the Israelites” (cf. Wright in B. D. under the
word Jew)), “the Jews, the Jewish race”: <400202>Matthew 2:2; 27:11,29;
<410703>Mark 7:3; 15:2; <430206>John 2:6; 4:22; 5:1; 18:33, etc.; Ioudaioi te kai
EJllhnev, <441401>Acts 14:1; 18:4; 19:10; <460124>1 Corinthians 1:24; Ioudaioi te
kai proshlutoi, <440211>Acts 2:11 (10); eqnh te kai Ioudaioi, <441405>Acts
14:5; singular, <450116>Romans 1:16; 2:9; oJi kata ta eqnh Ioudaioi, who
live in foreign lands, among the Gentiles, <442121>Acts 21:21; Ioudaioi is used
of converts from Judaism, “Jewish Christians” (see eqnov, 5) in
<480213>Galatians 2:13.

(Synonyms: EJbraiov, Ioudaiov, Israhlithv: “restricting ourselves to
the employment of these three words in the N.T. we may say that in the
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first is predominantly noted language; in the second, nationality; in the third
(the augustest title of all), theocratic privileges and glorious vocation”
(Trench, sec. xxxix.); cf. B. D. under the word Hebrew, Israelite, Jew.)

The apostle John, inasmuch as agreeably to the state of things in his day he
looked upon the Jews as a body of men hostile to Christianity, with whom
he had come to see that both he and all true Christians had nothing in
common as respects religious matters, even in his record of the life of Jesus
not only himself makes a distinction between the Jews and Jesus, but
ascribes to Jesus and his apostles language in which they distinguish
themselves from the Jews, as though the latter sprang from an alien race:
<431108>John 11:8; 13:33. And those who (not only at Jerusalem, but also in
Galilee, cf. <430641>John 6:41,52) opposed his divine Master and his Master’s
cause — especially the rulers, priests, members of the Sanhedrin, Pharisees
— he does not hesitate to style oJi Ioudaioi, since the hatred of these
leaders exhibits the hatred of the whole nation toward Jesus: <430119>John 1:19;
2:18,20; 5:10,15ff,18; 6:41,52; 7:1,11,13; 9:18,22; 10:24,31,33; 18:14.
(Cf. B. D. under the word Jew; Franke, Stellung d. Johannes z. Volke d.
alt. Bundes. (Halle, 1882).) Ioudaismov, Ioudaismou, oJ, (Ioudaizw),
“the Jewish faith and worship, the religion of the Jews, Judaism”:
<480113>Galatians 1:13ff (2 Macc. 2:21, etc.; cf. Grimm, commentary on 2
Maccabees, p. 61. (B. D. American edition under the word Judaism).)*

{2455} Ioudav, Iouda, dative Iouda, accusative, Ioudan (Buttmann, 20
(18)), oJ (hd;Why], from the Hoph. of hd;y;, praised, celebrated; see
<012935>Genesis 29:35), “Judah or Judas” (see below);

1. the fourth son of the patriarch Jacob: <400102>Matthew 1:2f; <420333>Luke 3:33;
<660505>Revelation 5:5; 7:5; by metonymy, the tribe of Judah, the descendants
of Judah: <580714>Hebrews 7:14; oJ oikov Iouda, citizens of the kingdom of
Judah, <580808>Hebrews 8:8.

2. “Judah” (or Judas) an unknown ancestor of Christ: <420326>Luke 3:26 R G L.

3. another of Christ’s ancestors, equally unknown: <420330>Luke 3:30.

4. “Judas” surnamed the Galilaean, a man who at the time of the census
under Quirinus (better Quirinius), excited a revolt in Galilee: <440537>Acts 5:37
(Josephus, Antiquities 18, 1, 1, where he is called oJ Gaulanithv because
he came from the city Gamala, near the Lake of Galilee in lower Gaulanitis;
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but he is called also oJ Galilaiov by Josephus, Antiquities 18, 1, 6; 20, 5,
2; b. j. 2, 8, 1).

5. (“Judas”) a certain Jew of Damascus: <440911>Acts 9:11.

6. Judas surnamed Iskariwthv (which see), “of Carioth” (from the city of
Kerioth, <061525>Joshua 15:25; <243104>Jeremiah 31:41 (<244841>Jeremiah 48:41);
<300202>Amos 2:2; (but see BB. DD. under the word Kerioth); some
manuscripts in <430671>John 6:71 (cf. Tdf.’s note at the passage cited); <431204>John
12:4, read apo Kariwtou instead of Iskariwthv), the son of one Simon
(who in <430671>John 6:71 L T Tr WH; 13:26 T Tr WH, is himself surnamed
Iskariwthv), one of the apostles of Jesus, who betrayed him: <401004>Matthew
10:4; 26:14,25,47; 27:3; <410319>Mark 3:19; 14:10,43; <420616>Luke 6:16; 22:3,47f;
<430671>John 6:71; 12:4; 13:2,26,29; 18:2ff,5; <440116>Acts 1:16,25. Matthew
(<402705>Matthew 27:5), Luke (<440118>Acts 1:18), and Papias (cf. Wendt in
Meyer’s Apostelgesch. 5te Aufl., p. 23 note) in a fragment quoted by
Oecumenius on <440118>Acts 1:18 differ in the account of his death (see B. D.
American edition under the word); on his avarice cf. <431206>John 12:6.

7. “Judas,” surnamed Barsabas (or Barsabbas, see the word), a prophet of
the church at Jerusalem: <441522>Acts 15:22,27,32.

8. “Judas,” an apostle, <431422>John 14:22, who is called Ioudav Iakwbou in
<420616>Luke 6:16; <440113>Acts 1:13 (see Iakwbov, 4), and, as it should seem, was
surnamed Lebbaeus or Thaddaeus (see Qaddaiov). According to the
opinion of the church that he wrote the Epistle of Jude.

9. “Judas,” the brother of our Lord: <401355>Matthew 13:55; <410603>Mark 6:3, and
very probably <650101>Jude 1:1; see Iakwbov, 3.*

{2456} Ioulia, Iouliav, hJ, “Julia,” a Christian woman (cf. Lightfoot on
Philip., p. 177): <451615>Romans 16:15 (L marginal reading Iounian).*

{2457} Iouliov, Iouliou, oJ, “Julius,” a Roman centurion: <442701>Acts 27:1,
3.*

{2458} Iouniav (others, Iouniav, as contracted from Junianus; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 102f (97)), Iounia (but cf. Buttmann, 17f (16)), oJ,
“Junias,” a convert from Judaism, Paul’s kinsman and fellow-prisoner:
<451607>Romans 16:7 ((here A.V. “Junia” (a woman’s name) which is possible).
The name occurs again as the name of a Christian at Rome in <451615>Romans
16:15 Lachmann marginal reading (where others, Ioulian).)*
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{2459} Ioustov, Ioustou, oJ, “Justus” (cf. Lightfoot on <510411>Colossians
4:11), the surname

1. of Joseph, a convert from Judaism, who was also surnamed Barsabas
(better Barsabbas which see): <440123>Acts 1:23.

2. of Titus, a Corinthian (a Jewish proselyte): <441807>Acts 18:7.

3. of a certain Jesus (a Jewish Christian): <510411>Colossians 4:11.*

{2460} iJppeuv, iJppewv, oJ (iJppov), “a horseman”: <442323>Acts 23:23, 32.
(From Homer down.)*

{2461} iJppikov, iJppikh, iJppikon, “equestrian”; to iJppikon, “the
horse(-men),” “cavalry”: <660916>Revelation 9:16 (as Herodotus 7, 87;
Xenophon, Plato, Polybius, others; more fully to iJppikon strateuma,
Xenophon, Cyril 3, 3, 26; so to pezikon, the foot(-forces), infantry,
Xenophon, Cyril 5, 3, 38).*

{2462} iJppov, iJppou, oJ (Curtius, sec. 624; Peile, Greek and Latin
Etymol., Index under the word), “a horse”: <590303>James 3:3; <660602>Revelation
6:2,4ff,8; 9:7,9,17, (19 G L T Tr WH); 14:20; 18:13; 19:11-21. (From
Homer down.)*

{2463} iriv, iridov, hJ (Iris), “a rainbow”: <660403>Revelation 4:3; 10:1.
(Homer, Aristotle, Theophrastus, others).*

{2464} Isaak, oJ, indeclinable (qj;x]yi, from qjæx; to laugh: <012106>Genesis
21:6; 17:17; in Josephus, Isakov, Isakou), “Isaac,” the son of Abraham
by Sarah: <400102>Matthew 1:2; 8:11; 22:32; <450907>Romans 9:7,10; <480428>Galatians
4:28; <581109>Hebrews 11:9,17ff,20; <590221>James 2:21, etc. isaggelov,
isaggelon (isov and aggelov, formed like isoqeov (cf. isadelfov
(Euripides, Or. 1015), isasterov (4 Macc. 17:5), and other compounds in
Koumanoudes, Sunagwgh k.t.l., p. 166f)), “like the angels”: <422036>Luke
20:36. (Ecclesiastical writings; (cf. isov aggeloiv gegonwv, Philo de sacr.
Ab. et Cain. sec. 2; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3 cf., p. 100 (95)).)*

{2466} Isascar (Rec.^elz) and Isacar (Rst G L) (Issacar Tdf.,
Issacar Tr WH), oJ (rk;c;v]yi, from vye there is, and rk;c; a reward ((cf.
<243116>Jeremiah 31:16) yet cf. Mühlau u. Volck under the word); Josephus,
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Isascariv (Isacariv)), “Issachar,” the son of the patriarch Jacob by
Leah (<013018>Genesis 30:18): <660707>Revelation 7:7.*

{2467} ishmi, found only in the Doric form isami, “to know”; from
which some derive the forms iste and ismen, contracted from isate and
isamen; but these forms are more correctly derived from eidw, ismen
equivalent to idmen, etc. (cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. i., p.
548); on the phrase iste (R este) ginwskontev, <490505>Ephesians 5:5, see
ginwskw, I. 2 b.

{2469} Iskariwthv, and (Lachmann in <401004>Matthew 10:4; T WH in
<411410>Mark 14:10; L T Tr WH in <410319>Mark 3:19; <420616>Luke 6:16) Iskariwq,
i.e. vyai twOyrq]; see Ioudav, 6 and Simwn, 5. isov (not isov (yet often so
Rst ^elz G Tr), which is Epic; cf. Bornemann, Scholia in Luc., p. 4;
Göttling, Lehre vom Accent, p. 305; (Chandler sec. 406); Lipsius,
Grammat. Untersuch., p. 24; (Liddell and Scott, under the word at the end;
Winer’s Grammar, 52)), ish, ison, “equal,” in quality or in quantity: hJ
ish dwrea, the same gift, <441117>Acts 11:17; isai marturiai, agreeing
testimonies, <411456>Mark 14:56,59; ison poiein tina tini, to make one
equal to another, in the payment of wages, <402012>Matthew 20:12; eJauton tw
Qew, to claim for oneself the nature, rank, authority, which belong to God,
<430518>John 5:18; ta isa apolabein, <420634>Luke 6:34. The neuters ison and
isa are often used adverbially from Homer down (cf. Passow, under the
word, p. 1505a; (Liddell and Scott, under the word IV. 1); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 27, 3 at the end): isa einai (Buttmann, sec. 129, 11), of
measurement, <662116>Revelation 21:16; of state and condition, tw Qew,
<501706>Philippians 2:6 (on which see in morfh).*

{2471} isothv, isothtov, hJ (isov);

1. “equality”: ex isothtov (cf. ek, V. 3) by equality, <470813>2 Corinthians 8:13
(14), equivalent to oJpwv genhtai isothv, 14.

2. “equity, fairness, what is equitable,” joined with to dikaion:
<510401>Colossians 4:1. (Euripides, Plato, Aristotle, Polybius, others; (cf.
Lightfoot on Colossians, the passage cited, yet per contra Meyer).)*

{2472} isotimov, isotimon (isov and timh), “equally precious; equally
honored”: tini, to be esteemed equal to, isotimon hJmin pistin (“a like-
precious faith with us”), concisely for pistin th hJmwn pistei isotimon
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(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 66, 2f.; Buttmann, sec. 133, 10): <610101>2 Peter 1:1.
(Philo, Josephus, Plutarch, Lucian, Aelian, others.)*

{2473} isoyucov, isoyucon (isov and yuch), “equal in soul” (A.V.
“like-minded”) (Vulgate unanimus): <505920>Philippians 2:20. (<195401>Psalm 54:14
(<195514>Psalm 55:14); Aeschylus Ag. 1470.)*

{2474} Israhl (Josephus, Israhlov, Israhlou), oJ, indeclinable,
(laer;c]yi, from hr;c; and laæ, wrestler with God, <013228>Genesis 32:28;
<281204>Hosea 12:4, cf. <013510>Genesis 35:10), “Israel,” a name given to the
patriarch Jacob (and borne by him in addition to his former name from
<013228>Genesis 32:28 on): oJ oikov Israhl, the family or descendants of
Israel, the race of Israel (A.V. “the house of Israel”), <401006>Matthew 10:6;
15:24; <440742>Acts 7:42 (<021631>Exodus 16:31; <090702>1 Samuel 7:2, and often); oJi
uJioi Israhl the (sons, i.e. the children, the) posterity of Israel, <420116>Luke
1:16; <440521>Acts 5:21; 7:23,37; <450927>Romans 9:27; aJi fulai tou Israhl,
<401928>Matthew 19:28; <422230>Luke 22:30; <660704>Revelation 7:4. By metonymy, for
“the posterity of Israel i.e. the Israelites” (a name of especially honor
because it made reference to the promises of salvation through the
Messiah, which were given to Jacob in preference to Esau, and to be
fulfilled to his posterity (see Ioudaiov, b.)): <400206>Matthew 2:6; 8:10; 9:33;
<420154>Luke 1:54,68,80; <440408>Acts 4:8 (R G); <490212>Ephesians 2:12; <451102>Romans
11:2,7,26, etc. (<020502>Exodus 5:2; 11:7, and often); oJ laov Israhl, <440410>Acts
4:10,27; gh Israhl i.e. Palestine ((<091319>1 Samuel 13:19, etc.)), <400220>Matthew
2:20f; basileuv Israhl, <402742>Matthew 27:42; <430149>John 1:49 (50); hJ elpiv
tou Israhl <442820>Acts 28:20; oJ Israhl tou Qeou (genitive of possession),
i.e. Christians, <480616>Galatians 6:16; oJ Israhl kata sarka, Israelites by
birth, i.e. Jews, <461018>1 Corinthians 10:18; in an emphatic sense, ou gar
pantev oJi ex Israhl k.t.l., for not all those that draw their bodily
descent from Israel are true Israelites, i.e. are those whom God pronounces
to be Israelites and has chosen to salvation, <450906>Romans 9:6.

{2475} Israhlithv (T WH Israhleithv, Tr only in <430147>John 1:47 (48);
(see Tdf. Proleg., p. 86, and cf. under the word ei, i)), Israhelitou, oJ
(Israhl, which see), “an Israelite” (Hebrew yliaer]cyi; the Septuagint
Iezrahlithv, <101725>2 Samuel 17:25), one of the race of Israel, a name held in
honor (see Israhl): <430147>John 1:47 (48); <450904>Romans 9:4; 11:1; <471122>2
Corinthians 11:22; andrev Israhlitai (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65, 5 d.;
Buttmann, 82 (72)), <440222>Acts 2:22; 3:12; 5:35; 13:16; (<442128>Acts 21:28) (4
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Macc. 18:1; Josephus, Antiquities 2, 9, 1). (Cf. B. D. (American edition)
under the word Synonym: see Ioudaiov, b.)*

{2466} (Issacar, Issacar, see Isascar.)

{2476} iJsthmi, more rarely iJstaw (((from Herodotus down; cf. Veitch,
under the word)) iJstwmen, <450331>Romans 3:31 R G) and istanw (((late; cf.
Veitch, under the word)) iJstanomen, <450331>Romans 3:31 L T Tr WH) (cf.
Buttmann, 44f (38f); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 14,1f.; 87 (83); WH’s
Appendix, p. 168; Veitch, p. 337f); future sthsw; 1 aorist esthsa; 2
aorist esthn, imperative sthqi, infinitive sthnai, participle stav; perfect
eJsthka (with present force; Winer’s Grammar, 274 (257)), infinitive
eJstanai (Relz st bez G Tr eJstanai in <441214>Acts 12:14) (nowhere
eJsthkenai), participle masculine eJsthkwv with neuter eJsthkov, and in
the shorter form eJstwv, eJstwsa (<430809>John 8:9), with neuter eJstwv and (L
T Tr WH in <402415>Matthew 24:15 (here Rst also); <661401>Revelation 14:1) eJstov
(cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii., p. 208; (Rutherford,
Babrius, p. 39f; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 14, 1 i.; Buttmann, 48 (41)));
pluperfect eJisthkein ((but WH uniformly iJst.; see Iota) with force of
imperfect Winer’s Grammar, 274 (257)), 3 person plural eJisthkeisan
(<401246>Matthew 12:46; <431818>John 18:18; <440907>Acts 9:7 and L T Tr WH in
<660711>Revelation 7:11) and eJsthkesan (<660711>Revelation 7:11 R G (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 14, 1 a.; yet Buttmann, 43 (38))); passive, 1 aorist
estaqhn; 1 future staqhsomai; 1 future middle sthsomai
(<661815>Revelation 18:15);

I. Transitively in the present, imperfect, future, and 1 aorist active; likewise
in the tenses of the passive (cf. Buttmann, 47 (41) contra Winer’s
Grammar, 252 (237)) (the Septuagint for dymi[,h,, µyqihæ, byXhi); (from
Homer down); “to cause or make to stand; to place, put, set”;

1. universally,

[a]. properly, tina, “to bid to stand by” (set up): <440123>Acts 1:23; 6:13; in
the presence of others: en mesw, in the midst, <430803>John 8:3, and en tw
mesw, <440407>Acts 4:7; enwpion tinov, <440606>Acts 6:6; before judges: eiv
autouv, before the members of the Sanhedrin, <442230>Acts 22:30; en tw
sunedriw, <440527>Acts 5:27; epi with the genitive of the judge, passive
staqhsesqe, <411309>Mark 13:9; tina amwmon katenwpion tinov, to (set
one i.e.) cause one to make his appearance faultless before etc. <650124>Jude
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1:24; “to place” (i.e. designate the place for one to occupy): en mesw
tinwn, <401802>Matthew 18:2; <410936>Mark 9:36; par’ eJautw, <420947>Luke 9:47; ek
dexiwn, <402533>Matthew 25:33; epi ti (accusative of place), <400405>Matthew 4:5;
<420409>Luke 4:9. Middle “to place oneself, to stand” (German sich hinstellen,
hintreten): apo makroqen, <661815>Revelation 18:15; likewise in the passive:
staqeiv, <421811>Luke 18:11, 40; 19:8; (estaqhsan skuqrwpoi “they stood”
still, “looking sad,” <422417>Luke 24:17 T WH Tr text (cf. II. 1 b. [b.]));
<440214>Acts 2:14; 11:13; with en mesw tinov, tinwn, added, <441722>Acts 17:22;
27:21; staqentev, when they had appeared (before the judge), <442518>Acts
25:18.

[b]. tropically, “to make firm, fix, establish”: ti, tina, “to cause a person
or thing to keep his or its place”; passive “to stand, be kept intact” (of a
family, a kingdom): <401225>Matthew 12:25ff; <421118>Luke 11:18; equivalent to “to
escape in safety,” <660617>Revelation 6:17; with emprosqen tou uJiou tou
anqrwpou added, <422136>Luke 21:36; sthsai tina, to cause one to preserve
a right state of mind, <451404>Romans 14:4 (see Meyer); passive staqhsetai,
shall be made to stand, i.e. shall be kept from falling, ibid. ti, “to establish
a thing, cause it to stand,” i.e. “to uphold or sustain the authority or force
of anything”: <581009>Hebrews 10:9 (opposed to anairein); thn paradosin,
<410709>Mark 7:9; thn idian dikaiosunhn, <451003>Romans 10:3; ton nomon
(opposed to katargw), <450331>Romans 3:31 (ton oJrkon, <012603>Genesis 26:3;
thn diaqhkhn, <020604>Exodus 6:4; 1 Macc. 2:27). equivalent to “to ratify,
confirm”: staqh, staqhsetai pan rhma, <401816>Matthew 18:16; <471301>2
Corinthians 13:1. “to appoint” (cf. colloquial English “set”): hJmeran,
<441731>Acts 17:31; cf. Grimm on 1 Macc. 4:59.

2. “to set or place in a balance; to weigh”: money to one (because in very
early times, before the introduction of coinage, the metals used to be
weighed) i.e. “to pay,” <402615>Matthew 26:15 (so in Greek writings from
Homer down; cf. Passow, under the word, p. 1508b; (Liddell and Scott,
under the word A. IV.); the Septuagint for lqæv;, <234606>Isaiah 46:6;
<243909>Jeremiah 39:9ff (<243209>Jeremiah 32:9ff); <381112>Zechariah 11:12; Esdr. 8:25ff;
etc.); this furnishes the explanation of the phrase mh sthshv autoiv thn
aJmartian tauthn, do not reckon to them, call them to account for, this
sin (A.V. “lay not this sin to their charge”), <440760>Acts 7:60 ((cf. Meyer at the
passage)).
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II. Intransitively in the perfect and pluperfect (having the sense of a
present and an imperfect (see above)), also in 2 aorist active, “to stand”;
the Septuagint for bXæni dmæ[; µWq;

1. properly,

a. followed by prepositions or adverbs of place: followed by en with the
dative of place (cf. Buttmann, 329 (283)), <400605>Matthew 6:5; 20:3; 24:15;
<422436>Luke 24:36; <430809>John 8:9; 11:56; <440525>Acts 5:25; 7:33 (L T Tr WH epi
with the dative); <660506>Revelation 5:6; 19:17; enwpion tinov, <441030>Acts 10:30;
<660709>Revelation 7:9; 8:2; 11:4; 12:4; prov with the dative of place, <431816>John
18:16; epi with the genitive of place (German auf, “upon”), <420617>Luke 6:17;
<442140>Acts 21:40; <661005>Revelation 10:5,8; with the genitive of the judge or
tribunal, “before” (cf. epi, A. I. 2 b.), <442420>Acts 24:20; 25:10; peran with
the genitive of place, <430622>John 6:22; pro, <440523>Acts 5:23 (R G; but L T Tr
WH epi twn qurwn (“at,” German an; cf. above and see epi, A. I. 2 a.));
12:14; emprosqen tinov, before one as judge, <402711>Matthew 27:11; kuklw
(tinov), around, <660711>Revelation 7:11; mesov uJmwn, in the midst of you,
living among you, <430126>John 1:26; ek dexiwn tinov, <420111>Luke 1:11; <440755>Acts
7:55f; en mesw, <430809>John 8:9; prov with the accusative (G L T Tr WH
with the dative (see prov, II.)) of place, <432011>John 20:11; epi with the
accusative of place (see epi, C. I.), <401302>Matthew 13:2; <660320>Revelation 3:20;
7:1; 14:1; 15:2; epi touv podav, to stand upright, <442616>Acts 26:16;
<661111>Revelation 11:11; para with the accusative, <420502>Luke 5:2; 7:38; eiv,
<432104>John 21:4 (L T Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading epi (see epi,
C. I. 1 d.)); ekei, <402747>Matthew 27:47; <411105>Mark 11:5; <590203>James 2:3; wJde,
<401628>Matthew 16:28; 20:6; <410901>Mark 9:1; <420927>Luke 9:27 (here T Tr WH
autou, which see); oJpou, <411314>Mark 13:14; exw, <401246>Matthew 12:46,47
(here WH in marginal reading only); <410331>Mark 3:31; <420820>Luke 8:20; 13:25;
makroqen, <421813>Luke 18:13; 23:49 (R G Tr text); apo, makroqen,
<661810>Revelation 18:10,17; (<422349>Luke 23:49 L T WH Tr marginal reading (but
apo in brackets)); porrwqen, <421712>Luke 17:12.

b. absolutely;

[a]. “to stand by, stand near” (in a place already mentioned, so that the
reader readily understands where): <402673>Matthew 26:73; <430135>John 1:35; 3:29;
7:37; 12:29; 18:18,25; 20:14; <441609>Acts 16:9; 22:25; with a participle or
adjective (indicating the purpose or act or condition of the one standing):
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<402006>Matthew 20:6; <422310>Luke 23:10; <440111>Acts 1:11; 9:7; 26:6; opposed to
kaqizein, <581011>Hebrews 10:11f

[b]. if what is said to stand had been in motion (walking, flowing, etc.), “to
stop, stand still”: <400209>Matthew 2:9 (Rec. esth, L T Tr WH estaqh (cf. I. 1
a.)); <402032>Matthew 20:32; <411049>Mark 10:49; <420844>Luke 8:44; <440838>Acts 8:38.

[g.] contextually, “to stand immutable, stand firm,” of the foundation of a
building: <550219>2 Timothy 2:19.

2. metaphorically,

a. “to stand,” i.e. “continue safe and sound, stand unharmed”: <442622>Acts
26:22.

b. “to stand ready or prepared”: with a participle, <490614>Ephesians 6:14.

c. “to be of a steadfast mind”; so in the maxim in <461012>1 Corinthians 10:12.

d. followed by a participle of quality, <510412>Colossians 4:12; oJv eJsthken
eJdraiov, who does not hesitate, does not waver, <460737>1 Corinthians 7:37; in
a figure, of one who vanquishes his adversaries and holds the ground,
<490613>Ephesians 6:13; also of one who in the midst of the fight holds his
position prov tina, against the foe, <490611>Ephesians 6:11 (cf. <021413>Exodus
14:13; <193513>Psalm 35:13 (<193601>Psalm 36:13). “to persist, continue, persevere”:
th pistei, dative commodi (so as not to fall from thy faith (others take the
dative instrumentally, by thy faith; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 6 c.;
Buttmann, sec. 133, 24)), <451120>Romans 11:20; en th alhqeia, <430844>John
8:44 (where the meaning is, his nature abhors, is utterly estranged from,
the truth; Vulgate incorrectly, in veritate non stetit; Luther, ist nicht
bestanden (A.V. “abode not” etc.); but the Zürich version correctly,
besteht nicht (WH read esthken, imperfect of sthkw, which see)); en th
cariti, <450502>Romans 5:2; en tw euaggeliw, <461501>1 Corinthians 15:1; eiv hJn
(namely, carin) eJsthkate, into which ye have entered, that ye may stand
fast in it, <600512>1 Peter 5:12 (but L T Tr WH read sthte (2 aorist active
imperative 2 person plural) enter and “stand fast”; Buttmann, sec. 147, 16,
cf. p. 329 (283)). Note: From eJsthka is formed the verb sthkw, which
see in its place. (Compare: anisthmi, epanisthmi, exanisthmi,
anqisthmi, afisthmi, diisthmi, enisthmi, existhmi, episthmi
(episthmai), efisthmi, katefisthmi, sunefisthmi, kaqisthmi,
antikaqisthmi, apokaqisthmi, meqisthmi, paristhmi, periisthmi,
prosthmi, sunisthmi.)
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{2477} iJstorew: 1 aorist infinitive iJstorhsai; (iJstwr (allied with oida
(istw), videre (visus), etc.; Curtius, sec. 282), iJstorov, one that has
inquired into, knowing, skilled in); from Aeschylus and Herodotus down;

1. “to inquire into, examine, investigate”.

2. “to find out, learn, by inquiry”.

3. “to gain knowledge of by visiting”: something (worthy of being seen),
thn cwran, Plutarch, Thes. 30; Pomp. 40; tina, some distinguished
person, “to become personally acquainted with, know face to face”:
<480118>Galatians 1:18; so too in Josephus, Antiquities 1, 11, 4; b. j. 6, 1, 8 and
often in the Clement, homilies; cf. Hilgenfeld, Galaterbrief, p. 122 note;
(Ellicott on Galatians, the passage cited).*

{2478} iscurov, iscura, iscuron (iscuw) (from Aeschylus down), the
Septuagint mostly for laæ, rwOBgi, qz;j;, µWx[;, and Chaldean ãyqiTæ;
“strong, mighty”;

a. of living beings: strong either in body or in mind, <401229>Matthew 12:29;
<410327>Mark 3:27; <421121>Luke 11:21f; <660502>Revelation 5:2; 10:1; 18:21; en
polemw, mighty i.e. valiant, <581134>Hebrews 11:34, cf. <661918>Revelation 19:18;
of one who has strength of soul to sustain the assaults of Satan, <620214>1 John
2:14; universally strong, and therefore exhibiting many excellences, <460410>1
Corinthians 4:10 (opposed to asqenhv); comparitive, <400311>Matthew 3:11;
<410107>Mark 1:7; <420316>Luke 3:16; “mighty,” — of God, <460125>1 Corinthians 1:25;
<661808>Revelation 18:8 (<051017>Deuteronomy 10:17; 2 Macc. 1:24, etc.); of Christ
raised to the right hand of God, <461022>1 Corinthians 10:22; of those who
wield great influence among men by their rank, authority, riches, etc., ta
iscura equivalent to touv iscurouv (on the neuter cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 27, 5), <460127>1 Corinthians 1:27 (oJi iscuroi thv ghv, <122415>2 Kings
24:15); joined with plousioi, <660615>Revelation 6:15 (Rec. oJi dunatoi).

b. of inanimate things: “strong equivalent to violent,” anemov, <401430>Matthew
14:30 (T WH omit iscuron); “forcibly uttered,” fwnh, <661802>Revelation
18:2 (Rec. megalh) (<021919>Exodus 19:19); kraugh, <580507>Hebrews 5:7;
brontai, <661906>Revelation 19:6; limov, great, <421514>Luke 15:14; epistolai
(stern (forcible)), <471010>2 Corinthians 10:10; “strong” equivalent to “firm,
sure,” paraklhsiv, <580618>Hebrews 6:18; fitted to withstand a forcible
assault, poliv, well fortified, <661810>Revelation 18:10 (teicov, 1 Macc. 1:33;
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Xenophon, Cyril 7, 5, 7; purgov, <070951>Judges 9:51). (Cf. dunamiv, at the
end.)*

{2479} iscuv, iscuov, hJ (iscw (allied with escon; to hold in check))
(from Hesiod down), the Septuagint especially for jæKo, lyijæ, z[O, hr]Wbg];
“ability, force, strength, might”: <610211>2 Peter 2:11 (joined with dunamiv);
<660512>Revelation 5:12; 7:12; to kratov thv iscuov, “power” (over external
things) afforded “by strength,” <490119>Ephesians 1:19, 6:10 (<234026>Isaiah 40:26);
hJ doxa thv iscuov (see doxa, III. 3 b. [a]. at the end), <530109>2
Thessalonians 1:9; krazein en iscuei, with strength, mightily,
<661802>Revelation 18:2 Rec.; ex iscuov, of one’s strength, to the extent of
one’s ability, <600411>1 Peter 4:11; with oJlhv added, <411230>Mark 12:30,33;
<421027>Luke 10:27 (here L text T Tr WH read en oJlh th iscui). (Synonym:
see dunamiv, at the end.)*

{2480} iscuw; imperfect iscuon; future iscusw; 1 aorist iscusa;
(iscuv); the Septuagint for qzæj;, xmea;, µxæ[;, etc.; “to be strong,” i.e.:

1. “to be strong in body, to be robust, to be in sound health”: oJi
iscuontev, as a substantive, <400912>Matthew 9:12; <410217>Mark 2:17 (Sophocles
Tr. 234; Xenophon, Cyril 6, 1, 24; joined with uJgiainein, id. mem. 2, 7,
7).

2. “to have power” (from Aeschylus down), i.e.

a. to have a power evinced in extraordinary deeds, i.e. “to exert, wield,
power”: so of the gospel, <441920>Acts 19:20; Hebraistically, “to have strength
to overcome”: ouk iscusan (A.V. “prevailed not” i.e.) succumbed, were
conquered (so alo lkoy;, <013226>Genesis 32:26 (25)), <661208>Revelation 12:8; kata
tinov, against one, i.e. to use one’s strength against one, to treat him with
violence, <441916>Acts 19:16.

b. equivalent to “to be of force, avail” (German gelten): <580917>Hebrews 9:17;
ti, <480506>Galatians 5:6, and Rec. in <480615>Galatians 6:15.

c. “to be serviceable”: eiv ti (A.V. “good for”), <400513>Matthew 5:13.

d. followed by an infinitive “to be able, can”: <400828>Matthew 8:28; 26:40;
<410504>Mark 5:4; (<410918>Mark 9:18 (infinitive to be supplied)); <411437>Mark 14:37;
<420648>Luke 6:48; 8:43; (13:24); 14:6,29f; 16:3; 20:26; <432106>John 21:6; <440610>Acts
6:10; 15:10; 25:7; 27:16 (Plutarch, Pomp. 58). with the accusative, panta,
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<500413>Philippians 4:13; polu, <590516>James 5:16. (Compare: eniscuw, exiscuw,
episcuw, katiscuw.)*

{2481} iswv (isov, which see), adverb (from Sophocles down);

1. “equally, in like manner”.

2. agreeably to expectation, i.e. “it may be, probably”; frequently an urbane
expression of one’s reasonable hope (German wohl, hoffentlich): <422013>Luke
20:13, and often in Attic writings.*

{2482} Italia, Italiav, hJ, “Italy”: <441802>Acts 18:2; 27:1,6; <581324>Hebrews
13:24.*

{2483} Italikov, Italikh, Italikon (Italia) (from Plato down),
“Italian”: speira Italikh, the Italian cohort (composed of Italian, not
provincial, soldiers), <441001>Acts 10:1; cf. Schürer, in the Zeitschrift f.
wissensch. Theol. for 1875, p. 422ff; (Hackett, in B. D. American edition
under the word Italian Band).*

{2484} Itouraia, Itouraiav, hJ, “Ituraea,” a mountainous region, lying
northeast of Palestine and west of Damascus (Strabo 16, p. 756 sec. 18;
Pliny, h. n. 5 (23) 19). According to Luke (<420301>Luke 3:1), at the time when
John the Baptist made his public appearance it was subject to Philip the
tetrarch, son of Herod the Great, although it is not mentioned by Josephus
(Antiquities 17, 8, 1; 11, 4, 18; 4, 6 and b. j. 2, 6, 3) among the regions
assigned to this prince after his father’s death; (on this point cf. Schürer in
the Zeitschr. f. wissensch. Theol. for 1877, p. 577f). It was brought under
Jewish control by king Aristobulus circa B. C. 100 (Josephus, Antiquities
13, 11, 3). Its inhabitants had been noted for robbery and the skilful use of
the bow (Vergil geor. 2, 448; Cicero, Philippians 13, 8, 18; Strabo 16, p.
755f; Lucan, Phar. 7,230, 514). Cf. Münter, Progr. de rebus Ituraeorum,
Hafn. 1824; Winer’s RWB, under the word Ituraea; Kneucker in Schenkel
iii., p. 406f; (B. D. American edition under the word).*

{2485} icqudion, icqudiou, to (diminutive from icquv), “a little fish”:
<401534>Matthew 15:34; <410807>Mark 8:7. (From Aristophanes on.)*

{2486} icquv, icquov, oJ (from Homer down), “a fish”: <400710>Matthew 7:10;
<410638>Mark 6:38; <420506>Luke 5:6; <432111>John 21:11, etc.; <461539>1 Corinthians 15:39.
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{2487} icnov, icneov (icnouv), to (from iJkw equivalent to iJkneomai,
to go) (from Homer down), “a footprint, track, footstep”: in the N.T.
metaph, of imitating the example of anyone, we find stoicein toiv icnesi
tinov, <450412>Romans 4:12; periepathsamen ... toiv autoiv icnesi, <471218>2
Corinthians 12:18; epakolouqein toiv icnesi tinov, <600221>1 Peter 2:21,
(en icnesi tinov eJon poda nemein, Pindar Nem. 6, 27); cf. Latin
insistere vestigiis alicuius.*

{2488} Iwaqam (Iwaqam WH), oJ (µt;wOy i.e. Jehovah is perfect),
indeclinable, “Jotham” (A.V. (1611) “Joatham”], king of Judah, son of
Uzziah, B. C. 758-757 to 741, or 759 to 743: <400109>Matthew 1:9.*

{2489} Iwanna (Tr WH Iwana; cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 79; WH’s Appendix,
p. 159; under the word Nu), Iwannhv, hJ (see Iwannhv), “Joanna,” the
wife of Chuzas, Herod’s steward, and a follower of Jesus: <420803>Luke 8:3;
24:10.*

{2490} Iwannav, Iwanna, and (according to L T Tr WH) Iwanan,
indeclinable (see Iwannhv), oJ, “Joannas” (or “Joanan”), one of the
ancestors of Christ: <420327>Luke 3:27.*

{2491} Iwannhv and ((so WH uniformly, except in <440406>Acts 4:6; 13:5;
<662208>Revelation 22:8) Tr in the Gospels of Luke and John (in the Acts,
excluding <440406>Acts 4:6) and the Revelation (excluding <662208>Revelation 22:8))
Iwanhv (cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 79; WH’s Appendix, p. 159; Scrivener,
Introduction, p. 562 (cf. under the word Nu)), genitive Iwannou, dative
Iwannh and (in (<401104>Matthew 11:4 WH; <660101>Revelation 1:1 WH); <420718>Luke
7:18 T Tr WH (22 T Tr WH) Iwannei (cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 158;
Buttmann, 17 (16), 7)), accusative Iwannhn, 6 (ˆn;j;wOy and ˆnij;wOhy], to
whom Jehovah is gracious (others whom Jehovah has graciously given),
German Gotthold; the Septuagint Iwannan (Tdf. Iwanan), <130324>1
Chronicles 3:24; Iwna, <122523>2 Kings 25:23; Iwanhv, <142812>2 Chronicles 28:12
(cf. B. D. American edition, under the word Johanan)), “John”; in the N.T.
the men of this name are:

1. “John the Baptist,” the son of Zacharias the priest and Elisabeth, the
forerunner of Christ. By order of Herod Antipas he was cast into prison
and afterward bebeaded: <400301>Matthew 3:1; 14:3, and often in the historical
books of the N.T.; Josephus, Antiquities 18, 5, 2 (B. D. American edition,
under the word Machaerus).
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2. “John the apostle, the writer of the Fourth Gospel,” son of Zebedee and
Salome, brother of James the elder: <400421>Matthew 4:21; 10:2 (3); <410119>Mark
1:19; 9:2, 38; <420510>Luke 5:10; 6:14; <440113>Acts 1:13, and often; <480209>Galatians
2:9. He is that disciple who (without mention by name) is spoken of in the
Fourth Gospel as especially dear to Jesus (<431323>John 13:23; 19:26; 21:7,20),
and according to the traditional opinion is the author of the Apocalypse,
<660101>Revelation 1:1,4,9; 21:2 Rec.; 22:8. In the latter part of his life he had
charge of the churches in Asia Minor, and died there at a very advanced
age. That be never came into Asia Minor, but died in Palestine somewhat
in years, the following writers among others have attempted to prove,
though by considerations far from satisfactory: Lützelberger, Die kirchl.
Tradition üb. d. Ap. Johannes as above Schriften. Lpz. 1840; Keim, i., p.
161ff (English translation, i. 218ff); Holtzmann in Sehenkel iii., p. 332ff;
Scholten, Der Ap. Johannes in Kleinasien. Aus. d. Holland. deutsch 5:
Spiegel. Berl. 1872. On the other side cf., besides others, Grimm in Ersch
u. Gruber’s Encyklop. 2nd sect. vol. xxii., p. 6ff; Steitz, Die Tradition üb.
die Wirksamkeit des Job. in Ephesus, in the Theol. Studien und Kritiken
for 1868, 3rd Heft; Krenkel, Der Apost. Johannes. Berl. 1868; Hilgenfeld
in the Zeitschr. f. wissensch. Theol. for 1872, p. 372ff, and for 1877, p.
508ff; (also Einl. in d. N.T., p. 394ff); Luthardt, Der johann. Ursprung des
4ten Evang. (Lpz. 1874), p. 93ff (English translation, p. 115ff; Godet,
Commentaire etc. 3rd edition vol. i. Introduction, 50:1; sec. iv., p. 57ff;
Bleek, Einl. in d. N.T. (edited by Mangold), p. 167ff; Fisher, The
Beginnings of Christianity, p. 327ff).

3. the father of the apostle Peter: Tdf. in <430142>John 1:42 (43) and <432115>John
21:15ff (in both passages, R G Iwna, L Tr WH Iwanou) (see Iwnav, 2).

4. a certain man ek genouv arcieratikou, a member of the Sanhedrin
(cf. arciereuv, 2): <440406>Acts 4:6.

5. “John” surnamed Mark, the companion of Barnabas and Paul: <441212>Acts
12:12,25; 13:5,13; 15:37 (Tr everywhere with one nu n; so WH except in
<441305>Acts 13:5); see Markov.

6. “John,” according to the testimony of Papias in Eusebius, h. e. 3, 39 (cf.
Westcott, Canon, 5th edition, p. 70), a disciple of Christ and afterward a
Christian presbyter in Asia Minor, whom not a few at the present day,
following the opinion of Dionysius of Alexandria (in Eusebius, h. e. 7, 25)
regard as the author of the Apocalypse, and accordingly, esteem him as an
eminent prophet of the primitive Christians and as the person referred to in
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<660101>Revelation 1:1,4,9; 21:2 Rec.; <662208>Revelation 22:8. Full articles
respecting him may be found — by Grimm in Ersch u. Gruber’s Encyklop.
2nd sect. vol. xxiv., p. 217f; Gass in Herzog vi., p. 763ff; Holtzmann in
Schenkel iii., p. 352f; (Salmon in Dict. of Chris. Biog. iii. 398ff; cf. C. L.
Leimbach, Das Papiasfragment (Gotha, 1875), especially, p. 114ff).

{2492} Iwb, oJ, indeclinable (bwOYai i.e. harassed, afflicted (but questioned;
see Gesenius, Lex. (8th edition, by Mühlau and Volck) under the word)),
“Job,” the man commended in the didactic poem which bears his name in
the canon of the O.T. (cf. <261414>Ezekiel 14:14,20) for his piety, and his
constancy and fortitude in the endurance of trials: <590511>James 5:11.*

{5601} Iwbhd, oJ, indeclinable, “Jobed”: <400105>Matthew 1:5 and <420332>Luke
3:32 in L T Tr (WH; (yet WH in Luke, the passage cited Iwbhl)) for R G
Wbhd, which see.*

{5601} (Iwbhl, see the preceding word.) Iwda, oJ, indeclinable, “Joda”:
<420326>Luke 3:26 T Tr WH, for R G L Iouda, see Ioudav, 2.*

{2493} Iwhl, oJ, indeclinable (laewOy whose God is Jehovah, equivalent to
a worshipper of God (others, ‘Jehovah is God’)), “Joel,” the eminent
prophet who according to the opinion of very many recent writers
prophesied in the reign of Uzziah (cf. B. D. under the word Joel, 3):
<440216>Acts 2:16.*

{2494} Iwnan and (so T Tr WH) Iwnam, oJ, indeclinable (see Iwannhv),
“Jonah” (or “Jonam”), one of the ancestors of Christ: <420330>Luke 3:30.*

{2495} Iwnav, Iwna (Buttmann, 20 (17f)), oJ (hn;wOy a dove), “Jonah” (or
“Jonas”);

1. “Jonah,” the O.T. prophet, a native of Gath-hepher in the tribe of
Zebulun. He lived during the reign of Jeroboam II, king of Israel (<121425>2
Kings 14:25). The narrative of his miraculous experiences, constructed for
a didactic purpose, is given in the book which bears his name (on the
historic character of which cf. B. D. (especially Arh. edition) or
McClintock and Strong’s Cyclopaedia, under the word; also Ladd, Doctr.
of Sacr. Script. i. 65ff): <401239>Matthew 12:39-41; 16:4; <421129>Luke 11:29ff,32.

2. “Jonah” (or “Jonas”), a fisherman, father of the apostle Peter:
<401617>Matthew 16:17 (L T WH here Bariwna, see bariwnav); <430142>John
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1:42 (43) (R G L marginal reading Tr marginal reading, and R G in)
<432115>John 21:15,(16,17) (see Iwannhv, 3).*

{2496} Iwram, oJ, indeclinable (µr;wOjy] i.e. whom Jehovah exalted),
“Joram,” the son and successor of Jehoshaphat on the throne of Judah,
from (circa) B. C. 891 to 884 (<120816>2 Kings 8:16ff; <142102>2 Chronicles 21:2ff):
<400108>Matthew 1:8.*

{2497} Iwreim, oJ, indeclinable, “Jorim,” one of the ancestors of Christ:
<420329>Luke 3:29.*

{2498} Iwsafat, oJ, indeclinable (fp;v;wOhy] i.e. Jehovah judges),
“Jehoshaphat,” king of Judah from (circa) B. C. 914 to 889 (<112241>1 Kings
22:41ff; 2 Chronicles 17—20): <400108>Matthew 1:8.*

{2499} (Iwsh (A.V. “Jose,” incorrectly), see Iwshv, at the beginning)
Iwshv, genitive Iwsh (R G in <420329>Luke 3:29 Iwsh (which A.V. incorrectly
takes as the nominative “Jose”)) and (L T Tr WH in <410603>Mark 6:3;
15:40,47) Iwshtov (cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. i., p. 199;
Buttmann, 19f (17f); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 10, 1; (WH’s Appendix, p.
159a)), oJ, “Joses”;

1. one of the ancestors of Christ: <420329>Luke 3:29 ((see above); L T Tr WH
Ihsou, which see 2).

2. the brother of Jesus: <410603>Mark 6:3, and R G in <401355>Matthew 13:55 (where
L T Tr WH Iwshf, which see 6); see Iakwbov, 3.

3. the son of Mary, the sister of the mother of Jesus (see Mariam, 3):
<402756>Matthew 27:56 (where T Tr marginal reading WH text Iwshf (Iwshv
and Iwshf seem to have been different forms of one and the same name;
cf. Renan in the Journ. Asiat., 1864, ser. vi. T. iv., p. 536; Frankel,
Hodeget in Misch., p. 31 note; Böhl, Volksbibel as above with, p. 15));
<411540>Mark 15:40,47.

4. a Levite, surnamed Barnabav (which see): <440436>Acts 4:36 (where L T Tr
WH Iwshf).*

{2501} Iwshf, indeclinable (in Josephus (e.g. contra Apion 1, 14, 16; 32,
3; 33, 5) Iwshpov), oJ (ãsewOy, from ãsæy; to add, <013023>Genesis 30:23f (cf. B.
D. under the word Joseph)), “Joseph”;
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1. the patriarch, the eleventh son of Jacob: <430405>John 4:5; <440709>Acts
7:9,13f,18; <581121>Hebrews 11:21f; fulh Iwshf, i.e. the tribe of Ephraim,
<660708>Revelation 7:8.

2. the son of Jonan (or Jonam), one of Christ’s ancestors: <420330>Luke 3:30.

3. the son of Judah (or Judas; better Joda) another ancestor of Jesus:
<420326>Luke 3:26 (where L marginal reading T Tr WH Iwshc, which see).

4. the son of Mattathias, another of the same: <420324>Luke 3:24.

5. the husband of Mary, the mother of Jesus: <400116>Matthew 1:16,18-20,24;
2:13,19; <420127>Luke 1:27; 2:4,16,33 R L, 43 R G L marginal reading; 3:23;
4:22; <430145>John 1:45 (46); 6:42.

6. an own brother of our Lord: <401355>Matthew 13:55 L T Tr WH (for R G
Iwshv (which see 2)).

7. “Joseph of Arimathaea,” a member of the Sanhedrin, who favored Jesus:
<402757>Matthew 27:57,59; <411543>Mark 15:43,45; <422350>Luke 23:50; <431938>John 19:38.

8. “Joseph,” surnamed Barnabav (which see): <440436>Acts 4:36 L T Tr WH
(for R G Iwshv (which see <440504>Acts 5:4)).

9. “Joseph called Barsabas” (better “Barsabbas”; see the word), and
surnamed Justus: <440123>Acts 1:23. (See Iwshv, 3)

Iwshc, “Josech,” see Iwshf, 3.

{2502} Iwsiav (L T Tr WH Iwseiav (see WH’s Appendix, p. 155; under
the word ei, i)), Iwsiou, oJ (WhY;viayO i.e. whom ‘Jehovah heals’), “Josiah,”
king of Judah, who restored among the Jews the worship of the true God,
and after a reign of thirty-one years was slain in battle circa B. C. 611 (2
Kings 22f; 2 Chronicles 34f): <400110>Matthew 1:10f.*

{2503} iwta, to, “iota” (A.V. “jot”), the Hebrew letter, yodh y, the
smallest of them all; hence equivalent to the minutest part: <400518>Matthew
5:18. (Cf. Iota.)*
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KK
{2504} kagw (so the recent editions usually (in opposed to the kagw etc.
of Griesbach, et al., cf. Herm. Vig., p. 526; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 4 a.;
Lipsius, Gram. Untersuch., p. 4; cf. Iota)) (by crasis from kai egw
(retained e.g. in <402615>Matthew 26:15 T; <420248>Luke 2:48 WH; 16:9 T Tr WH;
<441026>Acts 10:26 T Tr WH; 26:29 WH, etc.; cf. Buttmann, 10; Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 5, 3; WH’s Appendix, p. 145; especially Tdf. Proleg., p.
96f), for the first time in Homer, Iliad 21, 108 (variant, cf. Odyssey 20, 296
variant (h. Merc. 17, 3); cf. Ebeling, Lex. Homer, p. 619)), dative kamoi
(kai emoi <441028>Acts 10:28 R G), accusative kame;

1. “and I,” the kai simply connecting: <431021>John 10:21, etc.; “and I”
(together), <420248>Luke 2:48; distributively, “and I” (in like manner): <430656>John
6:56; 15:4; 17:26; “and I” (on the other hand), <590218>James 2:18 (kago erga
ecw); <422229>Luke 22:29; <442219>Acts 22:19; “and I” (indeed), <430657>John 6:57;
<451103>Romans 11:3. at the beginning of a period, Latin et equidem, “and I”
(to speak of myself): <430131>John 1:31,33f; 12:32; <460201>1 Corinthians 2:1; with
the kai used consecutively (see under kai, I. 2 d.), cf. our “and so”:
<401128>Matthew 11:28; <432015>John 20:15; <442213>Acts 22:13; <470617>2 Corinthians 6:17;
kagw ... kai, “both ... and”: kame oidate, kai oidate poqen eimi, both
me (my person) and my origin, <430728>John 7:28.

2. “I also; I as well; I likewise; in like manner I:” so that one puts himself
on a level with others, <400208>Matthew 2:8; 10:32; <421109>Luke 11:9; 16:9;
<431509>John 15:9,(10 Tdf.); 17:18; <441026>Acts 10:26; <460740>1 Corinthians 7:40; <471116>2
Corinthians 11:16,18,21f; in the second member of a comparison, after
oJpoiov, wJv, kaqwv, <442629>Acts 26:29; <460708>1 Corinthians 7:8; 11:1;
<660228>Revelation 2:28 (27); see under kai, II. 1 a. with a suppression of the
mention of those with whom the writer compares himself: <490115>Ephesians
1:15 (as well as others); <520305>1 Thessalonians 3:5 (as well as my companions
at Athens; cf. Lünemann at the passage). kamoi: <420103>Luke 1:3; <440819>Acts
8:19; <461508>1 Corinthians 15:8; kame: <461604>1 Corinthians 16:4. equivalent to “I
in turn”: <401618>Matthew 16:18; 21:24; <422003>Luke 20:3; <480614>Galatians 6:14.

3. “even I, this selfsame I,” the kai pointing the statement: <450307>Romans
3:7; cf. Herm. ad Vig., p. 835.
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{2505} kaqa, adverb for kaq’ aJ, “according as, just as”: <402710>Matthew
27:10. (Xenophon, Polybius, Diodorus, others; O.T. Apocrypha; the
Septuagint for rv,a}Kæ, <010709>Genesis 7:9,16, etc., and for K], <011908>Genesis 19:8;
<021235>Exodus 12:35, etc.)*

{2506} kaqairesiv, kaqairesewv, hJ (kaqairew, which see), “a
pulling down, destruction, demolition”: ocurwmatwn (A.V. “of
strongholds”), <471004>2 Corinthians 10:4 (twn teicwn, Xenophon, Hell. 2, 2,
15; 5, 1, 35; Polybius 23, 7, 6; Diodorus excerpt. leg. 13; destructio
murorum, Suetonius, Galba 12); eiv oikodomhn kai ouk eiv
kaqairesin uJmwn, for building up (increasing) not for casting down (the
extinction of) the godly, upright, blessed life you lead in fellowship with
Christ (see oikodomh, 1): <471008>2 Corinthians 10:8; 13:10. (From
Thucydides down.)*

{2507} kaqairew, kaqairw; future kaqelw (<421218>Luke 12:18 (see
afairew, at the beginning)); 2 aorist kaqeilon (from the obsolete eJlw);
present passive kaqairoumai; from Homer down; the Septuagint for
dyriwOh, to cause to go down; sræh;, xtæn;, xræp;;

1. “to take down”: without the notion of violence, tina, to detach from
the cross one crucified, <411536>Mark 15:36,46; <422353>Luke 23:53 (Polybius 1, 86,
6; Philo in Flacc. sec. 10); tina apo tou xulou, <441323>Acts 13:23 (the
Septuagint <060829>Joshua 8:29; 10:27); with the use of force, “to throw down,
cast down”: tina apo qronou, <420152>Luke 1:52.

2. “to pull down, demolish”: tav apoqhkav, opposed to oikodomein,
<421218>Luke 12:18; logismouv, the (subtle) reasonings (of opponents) likened
to fortresses, equivalent to “to refute,” <471004>2 Corinthians 10:4 (5); “to
destroy,” eqnh, <441319>Acts 13:19 (<242406>Jeremiah 24:6; Thucydides 1, 4; Aelian
v. h. 2, 25); thn megaleiothta tinov, <441927>Acts 19:27, where if preference
is given (with L T Tr WH) to the reading thv megaleiothtov authv, it
must be taken as a partitive genitive “somewhat of her magnificence”; cf.
Buttmann, 158 (138) note (so Meyer; cf. Xenophon, Hell. 4, 4, 13. Al.
translate “that she should even be deposed from her magnificence”; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 6; Buttmann, sec. 132, 5).*

{2508} kaqairw; perfect passive participle kekaqarmenov; (kaqarov);
“to cleanse,” properly, from filth, impurity, etc.; trees and vines (from
useless shoots), “to prune,” <431502>John 15:2 (dendra ... uJpotemnomena
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kaqairetai, Philo de agric. sec. 2 (cf. de somniis ii. sec. 9 middle));
metaphorically, from guilt, “to expiate”: passive <581002>Hebrews 10:2 R G (see
kaqarizw, at the beginning) (<241327>Jeremiah 13:27; and so in Greek writings
from Herodotus down). (Compare: diakaqairw, ekkaqairw.)*

{2509} kaqaper (kaq’ aJper), “according as, just as, even as,” ((“kaqa
marking the comparison, per (akin to the preposition peri) the latitude of
the application”): <450913>Romans 9:13 WH text; 10:15 WH text; also) 11:8
and <461010>1 Corinthians 10:10 in T Tr WH; <470313>2 Corinthians 3:13,18 (here
WH marginal reading kaqwsper); <520211>1 Thessalonians 2:11; kaqaper
kai, <450406>Romans 4:6; <470114>2 Corinthians 1:14; <520306>1 Thessalonians 3:6,12;
4:5; <580402>Hebrews 4:2, and R G in <580504>Hebrews 5:4; kaqaper followed by
oJutw (or oJutwv), <451204>Romans 12:4; <461212>1 Corinthians 12:12; <470811>2
Corinthians 8:11. ((From Aristophanes down); the Septuagint for rv,a}Kæ,
<020706>Exodus 7:6,10.)*

{2510} kaqaptw: 1 aorist kaqhya;

1. “to fit or fasten to, bind on”.

2. “to lay hold of, fasten on” (hostilely): thv ceirov autou, <442803>Acts 28:3
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 257 (241)); tou trachlou, Epictetus diss. 3, 20,
10. (In middle from Homer down (with the genitive from Herodotus on).)*

{2511} kaqarizw (Hellenistic for kaqairw, which classic writings use);
Attic future (cf. Buttmann, 37 (32); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 1 c.; WH’s
Appendix, p. 163) kaqariw (<580914>Hebrews 9:14); 1 aorist ekaqarisa (see
below); present passive kaqarizomai; 1 aorist passive ekaqarisqhn;
perfect passive participle kekaqarismenov (<581002>Hebrews 10:2 T Tr WH;
on the forms ekaqerisqh, T WH in <400803>Matthew 8:3; <410142>Mark 1:42
(ekaqerisen, Tr in <441015>Acts 10:15; 11:9) and kekaqerismenov
Lachmann in <581002>Hebrews 10:2, cf. (Tdf. Proleg., p. 82; WH’s Appendix, p.
150); Sturz, Deuteronomy dial. Maced. etc., p. 118; Delitzsch on
<581002>Hebrews 10:2; Krüger, Part ii. sec. 2, 2, 6, p. 4; (Buttmann, 29 (25f);
Winer’s Grammar, 43)); (kaqarov; the Septuagint mostly for rhæfi;

1. “to make clean, to cleanse”; a. from physical stains and dirt: e.g. utensils,
<402325>Matthew 23:25 (figuratively, <402326>Matthew 23:26); <421139>Luke 11:39; food,
<410719>Mark 7:19; tina, a leper, “to cleanse by curing,” <400802>Matthew 8:2f;
10:8; 11:5; <410140>Mark 1:40-42; <420427>Luke 4:27; 5:12f; 7:22; 17:14,17
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(<031408>Leviticus 14:8); “to remove by cleansing”: hJ lepra ekaqarisqh,
<400803>Matthew 8:3 (kaqarieiv to aJima to anaition ex Israhl,
<051913>Deuteronomy 19:13; ekaqarize thn peri tauta sunhqeian, the
custom of marrying heathen women, Josephus, Antiquities 11, 5, 4;
kaqairein aJima, Homer, Iliad 16, 667; cf. ekkaqairw). b. in a moral
sense; [^a]. “to free from the defilement of sin and from faults; to purify
from wickedness”: eJauton apo molusmou sarkov, <470701>2 Corinthians
7:1; th pistei tav kardiav, <441509>Acts 15:9 (kardian apo aJmartiav,
Sir. 38:10); tav ceirav, to abstain in future from wrong-doing, <590408>James
4:8. [^b]. “to free from the guilt of sin, to purify”: tina apo pashv
aJmartiav, <620107>1 John 1:7; (tina apo pashv adikiav, <620109>1 John 1:9);
thn suneidhsin apo nekrwn ergwn, <580914>Hebrews 9:14; thn ekklhsian
tw loutrw tou uJdatov (instrumental dative), <490526>Ephesians 5:26; laon
eJautw, <560214>Titus 2:14. [^g]. “to consecrate by cleansing or purifying”: ti
en tini, dative of instrumentality (Winer’s Grammar, 388 (363)),
<580922>Hebrews 9:22; equivalent to “to consecrate, dedicate,” ti tini (dative
of instrumentality), ibid. 23.

2. “to pronounce clean” in a levitical sense: <441015>Acts 10:15; 11:9
(<031313>Leviticus 13:13,17,23,28). (Compare: diakaqarizw.)*

{2512} kaqarismov, kaqarismou, oJ (kaqarizw), “a cleansing,
purification; a ritual purgation or washing” (Vulgate purgatio, pnrifcatio,
emundatio): used with a genitive of the subjunctive, twn Ioudaiwn, of the
washings of the Jews before and after their meals, <430206>John 2:6; without a
genitive, of baptism (a symbol of moral cleansing), <430325>John 3:25; with a
genitive of the object, and that a person — of the levitical purification of
women after childbirth, <420222>Luke 2:22; and of lepers, <410144>Mark 1:44;
<420514>Luke 5:14; with a genitive of the thing, aJmartiwn or aJmarthmatwn,
“a cleansing from the guilt of sins” (see kaqarizw, 1 b. [^b].): wrought
now by baptism, <610109>2 Peter 1:9, now by the expiatory sacrifice of Christ,
<580103>Hebrews 1:3 on which cf. Kurtz, Commentary, p. 70; (<023010>Exodus
30:10; thv aJmartiav mou, <180721>Job 7:21; of an atonement, Lucian, asin.
22).*

{2513} kaqarov, kaqara, kaqaron; (akin to Latin castus, incestus,
English “chaste, chasten”; Curtius, sec. 26; Vanicek, p. 177); from Homer
down; the Septuagint mostly for rwOhf;; “clean, pure” (free from the
admixture or adhesion of anything that soils, adulterates, corrupts);
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a. physically: <402326>Matthew 23:26; 27:59; <581022>Hebrews 10:22 (23);
<661506>Revelation 15:6; 19:8,14, and Rec. in <662201>Revelation 22:1; crusion,
purified by fire, <662118>Revelation 21:18,21; in a similitude, like a vine cleansed
by pruning and so fitted to bear fruit, <431503>John 15:3; oJ leloumenov ...
kaqarov oJlov (where the idea winch Christ expresses figuratively is as
follows: ‘he whose inmost nature has been renovated does not need radical
renewal, but only to be cleansed from every several fault into which he may
fall through contact with the unrenewed world’), <431310>John 13:10.

b. in a levitical sense; “clean,” i.e. the use of which is not forbidden,
imparts no uncleanness: panta kaqara, <451420>Romans 14:20; <560115>Titus
1:15.

c. ethically; “free from corrupt desire, from sin and guilt”: <560115>Titus 1:15;
uJmeiv kaqaroi, <431310>John 13:10 (11); oJi kaqaroi th kardia (as respects
heart (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 6 a.)), <400508>Matthew 5:8 (kaqarov
ceirav, Herodotus 1, 35; kata to swma kai kata thn yuchn, Plato,
Crat., p. 405 b.); “free from every admixture of what is false, sincere,” ek
kaqarav kardiav, <540105>1 Timothy 1:5; <550222>2 Timothy 2:22, and R G in
<600122>1 Peter 1:22; en kaqara suneidhsei, <540309>1 Timothy 3:9; <550103>2
Timothy 1:3; “genuine” (joined with amiantov) qrhskeia, <590127>James
1:27; “blameless, innocent,” <441806>Acts 18:6. Hebraistically with the addition
of apo tinov, pure from, i.e. unstained with the guilt of, anything (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 30, 6 a.; Buttmann, 157f (137f)): apo tou aJimatov,
<442026>Acts 20:26; Susanna 46 Alexandrian LXX, cf. <012408>Genesis 24:8; Tobit
3:14; kaqarav ecein tav ceirav apo tou fonou, Josephus, Antiquities
4, 8, 16; in classical Greek with a simple genitive, as fonou, Plato, legg. 9,
p. 864 e.; cf. Passow, under the word, p. 1528{a}; (Liddell and Scott,
under the word, 3); Kühner, sec. 421, 4 ii., p. 344.

d. in a levitical and ethical sense: panta kaqara uJmin, <421141>Luke 11:41,
on which see eneimi. (Synonym: see eilikrinhv; cf. Westcott on <620303>1
John 3:3.)*

{2514} kaqarothv, kaqarothtov, hJ (kaqarov), “cleanness, purity”; in
a levitical sense, tinov, <580913>Hebrews 9:13. (Xenophon, mem. 2, 1, 22;
Plato, others.)*

{2515} kaqedra, kaqedrav, hJ (kata and eJdra), “a chair, seat”:
<402112>Matthew 21:12; <411115>Mark 11:15 (Sir. 12:12; Herodian, 2, 3, 17 (7
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edition, Bekker)); of the exalted seat occupied by men of eminent rank or
influence, as teachers and judges: epi thv Mwusewv kaqedrav
ekaqisan, sit on the seat which Moses formerly occupied, i.e. bear
themselves as Moses’ successors in explaining and defending his law,
<402302>Matthew 23:2. (the Septuagint for bv;wOm and tb,v,. (Xenophon,
Aristotle, others.))*

{2516} kaqezomai; imperfect ekaqezomhn; (from Homer down); “to sit
down, seat oneself, sit”: <432012>John 20:12; followed by en with the dative of
place, <402655>Matthew 26:55; <420246>Luke 2:46; <431120>John 11:20; <440615>Acts 6:15;
followed by epi with the genitive, <442009>Acts 20:9 L T Tr WH; by epi with
the dative, <430406>John 4:6; ekei, <430603>John 6:3 Tdf.; (oJu where, <440202>Acts 2:2
Lachmann Cf. Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 336f; Buttmann, 56 (49); 60
(52). Compare: parakaqezomai.)*

kaqeiv, more correctly kaq’ eJiv, see eJiv, 4 c., p. 187{a}.

{2517} kaqexhv (kata and eJxhv, which see), adverb, “one after another,
successively, in order”: <420103>Luke 1:3; <441104>Acts 11:4; 18:23; twn kaqexhv
those that follow after, <440324>Acts 3:24 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 633 (588)); en
tw kaqexhv namely, cronw (R. V. “soon afterward”), <420801>Luke 8:1.
(Aelian v. h. 8, 7; Plutarch, symp. 1, 1, 5; in earlier Greek eJxhv and efexhv
are more usual.)*

{2518} kaqeudw; imperfect 3 person plural ekaqeudon; from Homer
down; the Septuagint mostly for bkæv;;

1. “to fall asleep, to drop off to sleep”: <402505>Matthew 25:5.

2. “to sleep”;

a. properly: <400824>Matthew 8:24; 9:24 (on this and its parallels, cf. B. D.
American edition, p. 1198{a}); 13:25; 26:40,43,45; <410427>Mark 4:27,38;
5:39; 13:36; 14:37,40f; <420852>Luke 8:52; 22:46; <520507>1 Thessalonians 5:7.

b. euphemistically, “to be dead”: <520510>1 Thessalonians 5:10; (<198706>Psalm 87:6
(<198806>Psalm 88:6); <271202>Daniel 12:2). c. metaphorically, “to yield to sloth and
sin, and be indifferent to one’s salvation”: <490514>Ephesians 5:14; <520506>1
Thessalonians 5:6.*

{2519} kaqhghthv, kaqhghtou, oJ (kaqhgeomai to go before, lead); a.
properly, “a guide”: Numen. quoted in Ath. 7, p. 313 d. b. “a master,
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teacher”: <402308>Matthew 23:8 R G, 10. (Dionysius Halicarnassus jud. de
Thucydides 3, 4; several times in Plutarch (cf. Wetstein (1752) on
Matthew, the passage cited.))*

{2520} kaqhkw; (from Aeschylus, Sophocles down);

1. “to come down”.

2. “to come to, reach to”; impersonally, kaqhkei, “it is becoming, it is fit”
(cf. German zukommen), <262127>Ezekiel 21:27; ou kaqhken (Revelation
kaqhkon), followed by the accusative with an infinitive, <442222>Acts 22:22
(Winer’s Grammar, 282 (265); Buttmann, 217 (187)); ta mh kaqhkonta,
things not fitting, i.e. forbidden, shameful, <450128>Romans 1:28; 2 Macc. 6:4.
Cf. anhkw.*

{2521} kaqhmai, 2 person singular kaqh a later form for kaqhsai
(<442303>Acts 23:3), imperative kaqou for kaqhso (yet cf. Kühner, as below)
(cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 359; Krüger, sec. 38, 6f i., p. 147; Kühner, sec. 301
i., p. 671; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 14, 4; (Buttmann, 49 (42))) (subjunctive
2 person plural kaqhsqe, <422230>Luke 22:30 Tr marginal reading; but WH
text kaqhsqe; see Veitch, under the word; Krüger, sec. 38, 6, 1 (cf.
kaqizw), infinitive kaqhsqai, participle kaqhmenov); imperfect
ekaqhmhn; and once the rare (cf. Veitch, p. 347) future kaqhsomai,
<422230>Luke 22:30 T Tr text WH marginal reading (so WH in <401928>Matthew
19:28 also; cf. kaqizw, at the end); (hJmai); a verb of which only the
present and imperfect are in use in classical Greek (cf. Buttmann, 60 (52));
the Septuagint for bvæy;;

1. “to sit down, seat oneself”: followed by en with the dative of place (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 52, 4, 9), <410401>Mark 4:1; <422255>Luke 22:55 (here T Tr
WH mesov); eiv, <411303>Mark 13:3 (Buttmann, sec. 147, 16); meta with the
genitive of person, <402658>Matthew 26:58; kaqou ek dexiwn mou, i.e. be a
partner of my power, <402244>Matthew 22:44; <411236>Mark 12:36 (Tr text WH
marginal reading kaqison); <422042>Luke 20:42; <440234>Acts 2:34; <580113>Hebrews
1:13 (<19A901>Psalm 109:1 (<19B001>Psalm 110:1)); kaqou wJde uJpo with the
accusative, <590203>James 2:3. para with the accusative of place, <401301>Matthew
13:1; epanw with the genitive of place, <402802>Matthew 28:2; with ekei,
<401529>Matthew 15:29; <430603>John 6:3 (Tdf. ekaqezeto); the place to be supplied
from the context, <401302>Matthew 13:2.
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2. “to sit, be seated,” of a place occupied: followed by en with the dative
of place (Winer’s Grammar, as under 1), <401116>Matthew 11:16; 26:69; en th
dexia tou Qeou, <510301>Colossians 3:1; en toiv dexioiv, <411605>Mark 16:5; epi
tinov, <402403>Matthew 24:3; 27:19; (<442009>Acts 20:9 R G); epi tou qronou
(but also, especially in the critical editions, with the dative and the
accusative (see below); cf. Alford on the following passages),
<660402>Revelation 4:2 etc.; thv nefelhv (or with the accusative),
<661415>Revelation 14:15, and in other examples; epi tini, <440310>Acts 3:10; epi
ti (cf. Buttmann, 338 (291)), <400909>Matthew 9:9; <410214>Mark 2:14; <420527>Luke
5:27; <431215>John 12:15; <660404>Revelation 4:4; 6:2 (R dative (as in the following))
<660604>Revelation 6:4f; 11:16; 17:3; 19:11; para thn oJdon, <402030>Matthew
20:30; <411046>Mark 10:46; <421835>Luke 18:35; prov to fwv, <422256>Luke 22:56;
epanw tinov, <402322>Matthew 23:22; <660608>Revelation 6:8; peri tina, <410332>Mark
3:32,34; apenanti tinov, <402761>Matthew 27:61; ek dexiwn tinov,
<402664>Matthew 26:64; <411462>Mark 14:62; <422269>Luke 22:69; ekei, <410206>Mark 2:6;
oJu, where, <440202>Acts 2:2 (L kaqezomenoi); <661715>Revelation 17:15; without
specification of place, <410515>Mark 5:15; <420517>Luke 5:17; 8:35; <430214>John 2:14;
9:8; <461430>1 Corinthians 14:30. kaqhmai as descriptive of a certain state or
condition is used of those who sit in discharging their office, as judges,
kaqh krinwn, <442303>Acts 23:3; of a queen, equivalent to to occupy the
throne, to reign (A.V. “I sit a queen”), <661807>Revelation 18:7; of money-
changers, <430214>John 2:14; of mourners and penitents: en sakkw, clothed in
sackcloth, en spodw, covered with ashes, <421013>Luke 10:13; of those who,
enveloped in darkness, cannot walk about, <400416>Matthew 4:16; <420179>Luke 1:79
(<234207>Isaiah 42:7); of a lame man, <441408>Acts 14:8. equivalent to “to have a
fixed abode, to dwell”: epi proswpon thv ghv, <422135>Luke 21:35;
<661406>Revelation 14:6 (where Rec. katoikountav); epi qronon,
<662011>Revelation 20:11 G T (WH marginal reading; but see above); en
IJerousalhm, <161106>Nehemiah 11:6; (en orei Samareiav, Sir. 50:26.
Compare: sugkaqhmai).

kaqhmeran, equivalent to kaq’ hJmeran, see hJmera, 2, p. 278{a}.

{2522} kaqhmerinov, kaqhmerinh, kaqhmerinon (from kaq’
hJmeran), “daily”: <440601>Acts 6:1. (Judith 12:15; Theophrastus, Athen.,
Plutarch, Alciphron, epistles 1:5;. Josephus, Antiquities 3, 10, 1; (11, 7, 1);
Polyaen. 4, 2, 10.) Cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 53 ((yet see Liddell and Scott);
W, 25 (25f)).*
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{2523} kaqizw; future kaqisw (Buttmann, 37 (32)); 1 aorist ekaqisa
(impv. 2 singular kaqison once, <411236>Mark 12:36 Tr text WH marginal
reading); perfect kekaqika (<411102>Mark 11:2 (not WH Tr marginal reading;
<581202>Hebrews 12:2 L T Tr WH; a late form, see Veitch, under the word)); 1
aorist middle subjunctive 2 person plural kaqishsqe (<422230>Luke 22:30
Rec.); future middle kaqisomai; from Homer down; (cf. Buttmann, 60
(52));

1. transitive, “to make to sit down” (kata; which see III. 1), “to set,
appoint”; the Septuagint for bvæy;: tina epi qronou (L T Tr WH ton
qronon), to confer the kingdom upon one, <440230>Acts 2:30; tina en dexia
autou, <490120>Ephesians 1:20; tina, to appoint one to act as judge, <460604>1
Corinthians 6:4 (dikasthn, Plato, legg. 9, p. 873 e.; Polybius 40, 5, 3;
sunedrion kritwn, Josephus, Antiquities 20, 9, 1).

2. intransitive; the Septuagint for bvæy;; a. “to sit down”; universally,
<400501>Matthew 5:1; 13:48; <410935>Mark 9:35; <420420>Luke 4:20; 5:3; 14:28,31; 16:6;
<430802>John 8:2; <441314>Acts 13:14; 16:13; with a telic infinitive <461007>1 Corinthians
10:7; with specification of the place or seat: en dexia tinov, <580103>Hebrews
1:3; 8:1; 10:12; 12:2; epi tini, <411107>Mark 11:7 (Rec.); eiv ton naon, <530204>2
Thessalonians 2:4 (Buttmann, sec. 147, 16; Winer’s Grammar, 415 (386));
epi with the accusative (cf. Buttmann, 338 (290)), <662004>Revelation 20:4;
<431214>John 12:14; <411102>Mark 11:2 (7 L T Tr WH); <421930>Luke 19:30; (add
<440203>Acts 2:3, see Buttmann, sec. 129, 17; Winer’s Grammar, 516 (481));
epi tou bhmatov, of a judge, <431913>John 19:13; <441221>Acts 12:21; 25:6,17;
katenanti (or apenanti Tr etc.) tinov, <411241>Mark 12:41; with adverbs of
place, <411432>Mark 14:32; <402636>Matthew 26:36. b. “to sit”: (absolutely (of a
dead man restored to life) ekaqisen “sat, sat up,” <420715>Luke 7:15 L
marginal reading WH marginal reading); en tw qronw, <660321>Revelation
3:21; epi with the genitive of the seat, <402302>Matthew 23:2; 25:31; ek
dexiwn sou kai eJiv ex euwnumwn sou, <402021>Matthew 20:21,23; <411037>Mark
10:37,40. equivalent to “to have fixed one’s abode, i.e. to sojourn” (cf. our
“settle, settle down”), <441811>Acts 18:11; followed by en with the dative of
place, <422449>Luke 24:49 (here A.V. “tarry”) (<021629>Exodus 16:29; <243011>Jeremiah
30:11 (<244933>Jeremiah 49:33); (<161125>Nehemiah 11:25)). Middle (passive? cf.
Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 336f) “to sit”: epi qronwn, <422230>Luke 22:30 (R
G L: see kaqhmai); epi qronouv, <401928>Matthew 19:28 (WH kaqhsesqe;
see kaqhmai. Compare: anakaqizw, epikaqizw, parakaqizw,
perikaqizw, sugkaqizw.)
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{2524} kaqihmi: 1 aorist kaqhka; (from Homer on); “to send down, let
down”: eiv, <420519>Luke 5:19; dia with the genitive of place, ibid. and
<440925>Acts 9:25; present passive participle kaqiemenov “let down,” epi thv
ghv, <441011>Acts 10:11; ek tou ouranou, <441105>Acts 11:5.*

{2525} kaqisthmi (also kaqistaw, whence the participle kaqistwntev
<441715>Acts 17:15 R G; and kaqistanw, whence kaqistanontev <441715>Acts
17:15 L T Tr WH; see iJsthmi, at the beginning); future katasthsw; 1
aorist katesthsa; passive, present kaqistamai; 1 aorist katestaqhn; 1
future katastaqhsomai; the Septuagint for µycihe, µyqihæ, dyqip]hi,
bXeyæt]hi, dymi[,h,, ˆtæn;; (properly, “to set down, put down”), “to set, place,
put”: a. tina epi tinov, to set one over a thing (in charge of it),
<402445>Matthew 24:45; 25:21,23; <421242>Luke 12:42; <440603>Acts 6:3; also epi tini,
<402447>Matthew 24:47; <421244>Luke 12:44; epi ti, <580207>Hebrews 2:7 Rec. from
<190807>Psalm 8:7. b. tina, “to appoint one to administer an office” (cf.
German bestellen): presbuterouv, <560105>Titus 1:5; tina eiv to with an
infinitive, to appoint to do something, <580803>Hebrews 8:3; ta prov ton Qeon
to conduct the worship of God, <580501>Hebrews 5:1; followed by iJna, ibid.;
tina with a predicate accusative indicating the office to be administered
(“to make one” so and so; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 4b.; Buttmann,
sec. 131, 7) (so very often in Greek writings from Herodotus down),
<421214>Luke 12:14; <440710>Acts 7:10,27,35; <580728>Hebrews 7:28. c. “to set down as,
constitute (Latin sisto), equivalent to to declare, show to be”: passive with
aJmartwlov, dikaiov, <450519>Romans 5:19 (cf. Prof. T. Dwight in New
Englander for 1867, p. 590ff; Dietzsch, Adam u. Christus (Bonn, 1871), p.
188). d. “to constitute (Latin sisto) equivalent to to render, make, cause to
be”: tina ouk argon, oude akarpon, i.e. (by litotes) laborious and
fruitful, <610108>2 Peter 1:8. e. “to conduct or bring” to a certain place: tina,
<441715>Acts 17:15 (<142815>2 Chronicles 28:15 for aybihe; <060623>Joshua 6:23; <090503>1
Samuel 5:3; Homer, Odyssey 13, 274; Xenophon, an. 4, 8, 8 and in other
secular authors). f. Middle “to show or exhibit oneself; come forward as”:
with a predicate nominative, <590404>James 4:4; hJ glwssa ... hJ spilousa,
<590306>James 3:6. (Compare: antikaqisthmi, apokaqisthmi.)*

{2526} kaqo (i.e. kaq’ oJ), adverb (from Lysias, and Plato down),
“according to what,” i.e.:

1. “as”: <450826>Romans 8:26.
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2. “according as; in so far as, so far forth as”: <600413>1 Peter 4:13 (Rec.^elz
kaqwv); <470812>2 Corinthians 8:12 (Winer’s Grammar, 307 (288); cf.
Buttmann, sec. 139, 30).*

kaqolikov, kaqolikh, kaqolikon (kaqolou, which see), “general,
universal” (occasionally in secular authors from (Aristotle, and) Polybius
down, as kaqolikh kai koinh iJstoria, Polybius 8, 4, 11; often in
ecclesiastical writings; the title hJ kaqolikh ekklhsia first in Ignatius ad
Smyrn. c. 8 and often in Polycarp, Martyr. (see edition (Gebh. Harn.)
Zahn, p. 133 note); cf. kaqolikh anastasiv (Justin contra Trypho, 81
under the end); Theoph. ad Autol. (l. i. sec. 13), p. 40, Otto edition);
epistolai kaqolikai, or simply kaqolikai, in the title of the Epistles
of James, Peter, John, and Jude (R G L; cf. twn eJpta legomenwn
kaqolikwn SC. epistolwn, Eus. h. e. 2, 23, 25), most probably because
they seemed to be written not to any one church alone, but to all the
churches. (Cf. Dict. of Chris. Antiq. under the word Catholic.)*

{2527} kaqolou (i.e. kaq’ oJlou (“ as it is written in authors before
Aristotle” (Liddell and Scott))), adverb, “wholly, entirely, at all”: <440418>Acts
4:18. ((<022211>Exodus 22:11); <261303>Ezekiel 13:3,22; <300303>Amos 3:3,4; Xenophon,
Plato, Demosthenes, Aristotle, and following.)*

{2528} kaqoplizw: perfect passive participle kaqwplismenov; “to arm
(fully (cf. kata, III. 1 at the end)), furnish with arms”: <421121>Luke 11:21.
(Xenophon, Plutarch, and others; the Septuagint.)*

{2529} kaqoraw, kaqorw:

1. “to look down, see from above, view from on high” (Homer, Herodotus,
Xenophon, Plato, others).

2. “to see thoroughly (cf. kata, III. 1 at the end), perceive clearly,
understand” (German erschauen): present passive 3 person singular
kaqoratai, <450120>Romans 1:20 (3 Macc. 3:11, and often in classical Greek).
Cf. Fritzsche, Ep. ad Romans, i., p. 61.*

{2530} kaqoti (i.e. kaq’ oJ ti), “according to what,” i.e.

1. “so far as, according as”: <440245>Acts 2:45; 4:35 (Polybius 18, 19 (36), 5;
for rv,a}Kæ, <020112>Exodus 1:12,17))
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2. “because that, because” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 8): <420107>Luke 1:7;
19:9; <440224>Acts 2:24, and L T Tr WH (for Rcc. dioti) in <441731>Acts 17:31
(Tobit 1:12; 13:4; Polybius 18, 21 (38),6).

3. “as, just as”: Baruch vi. (Epistle Jer.) 1; Judith 2:13,15; 10:9, and often
in Thucydides, et al.*

{2531} kaqwv (i.e. kaq’ wJv), a particle found occasionally in secular
authors from Aristotle down for the Attic kaqa and kaqo, but
emphatically censured by Phryn. and the Atticists; cf. Sturz, Deuteronomy
dial. Maced. etc., p. 74ff; Lob. ad Phryn., p. 425f; (Winer’s Grammar, 26
(25));

1. “according as, just as, even as”: in the first member of a comparison,
<420631>Luke 6:31; <620227>1 John 2:27; followed by oJutwv in the second member
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 5), <421130>Luke 11:30; 17:26; <430314>John 3:14;
<470105>2 Corinthians 1:5; 10:7; <510313>Colossians 3:13; <620206>1 John 2:6; followed by
kai “also,” <431509>John 15:9; 17:18; 20:21; <620218>1 John 2:18; 4:17; <461549>1
Corinthians 15:49; it is annexed to preceding words after the demonstrative
oJutwv, <422424>Luke 24:24; with oJutwv unexpressed, <402106>Matthew 21:6; 28:6;
<411607>Mark 16:7; <420102>Luke 1:2,55,70; 11:1; <430123>John 1:23; 5:23; <441047>Acts
10:47 (here L T Tr WH wJv); 15:8; <450113>Romans 1:13; 15:7; <460802>1
Corinthians 8:2; 10:6; <470114>2 Corinthians 1:14; 9:3; 11:12; <490417>Ephesians
4:17, and often; kaqwv didaskw, agreeably to my method of teaching,
<460417>1 Corinthians 4:17; kaqwv gegraptai, <402624>Matthew 26:24; <410913>Mark
9:13; <440742>Acts 7:42; 15:15; <450117>Romans 1:17, and often in Paul; the
apodosis lacking, and to be gathered from the context: kaqwv
parekalesa se ... en pistei, namely, oJutw kai nun parakalw, <540103>1
Timothy 1:3, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 570 (530); (Buttmann, 386 (331));
hrxato aiteisqai (namely, oJutw poiein autoiv), kaqwv k.t.l..
<411508>Mark 15:8 (Buttmann, sec. 151, 23 b.; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 584
(543f)); in comparison by contrary we find the negligent use: agapwmen
allhlou, ou kaqwv Kain k.t.l., <620311>1 John 3:11f, cf. DeWette at the
passage and Winer’s Grammar, 623 (579); oJutov estin oJ artov ... ou
kaqwv etc., not such as they ate etc., <430658>John 6:58. with the verb eimi,
equivalent to Latin qualis, “such as,” <620302>1 John 3:2; in a parenthesis, <520213>1
Thessalonians 2:13 (as it is in truth).
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2. “according as i.e. in proportion as, in the degree that”: <410433>Mark 4:33;
<440717>Acts 7:17 (cf. Meyer at the passage); 11:29; <461211>1 Corinthians 12:11,18;
<600410>1 Peter 4:10.

3. “since, seeing that, agreeably to the fact that” (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 53, 8; 448 (417)): <431702>John 17:2; <450128>Romans 1:28 (yet here others
regard kaqwv as corresponsive rather than causal or explanatory); <460106>1
Corinthians 1:6; 5:7; <490104>Ephesians 1:4; <500107>Philippians 1:7.

4. it is put for the simple wJv, a. after verbs of speaking, in indirect
discourse, <441514>Acts 15:14; it serves to add an epexegesis, <640103>3 John 1:3 (to
sou th alhqeia). b. of time, “when, after that” (cf. Latin ut): 2 Macc.
1:31; (<160506>Nehemiah 5:6); here many bring in <440717>Acts 7:17; but see 2
above.

kaqwsper (Tr kaqwv per), “just as, exactly as”: <580504>Hebrews 5:4 T Tr
WH (also <470318>2 Corinthians 3:18 WH marginal reading). (Himerius, Psellus,
Tzetzes)*

{2532} kai, a conjunction, “and”; the most frequent by far of all the
particles in the N.T. (On its uses see Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 3ff;
Buttmann, 361 (310ff), and cf. Ellicott on <500412>Philippians 4:12; on the
difference between it and te see under the word te at the beginning)

I. It serves as a copulative i.e. to connect (Latin et, atque, German und);

1. it connects single words or terms:

a. universally, as oJi Farisaioi kai Saddoukaioi, <401601>Matthew 16:1; oJ
Qeov kai pathr, he who is God and Father (see Qeov, 3); en kardia
kalh kai agaqh, <420815>Luke 8:15; polumerwv kai polutropwv,
<580101>Hebrews 1:1; it is repeated before single terms, to each of which its
own force and weight is thus given: hJ uJioqesia kai hJ doxa kai aJi
diaqhkai kai hJ nomoqesia kai hJ latreia kai aJi epaggeliait,
<450904>Romans 9:4; aJtia kai diakaia kai agaqh, <450712>Romans 7:12; add,
<402323>Matthew 23:23; <421421>Luke 14:21; <431608>John 16:8; <441520>Acts 15:20, 29;
21:25; <580910>Hebrews 9:10; <660512>Revelation 5:12; 18:12f; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 519f (484).

b. it connects numerals; and so that (contrary to the more common usage)
the greater number precedes: deka kai oktw, <421304>Luke 13:4,11 (but in
both passages, L and Tr brackets, WH omits kai; Tdf. dekaoktw), 16;
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tessarakonta kai eJx, <430220>John 2:20; add, <430505>John 5:5 G T; <441320>Acts
13:20; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 37, 4; (Lightfoot on <480118>Galatians 1:18;
noteworthy also is its use in <471301>2 Corinthians 13:1 (cf. <051915>Deuteronomy
19:15, the Septuagint) epi stomatov duo marturwn kai triwn (in
<401816>Matthew 18:16 h triwn cf. Winer’s Grammar, 440 (410) note) “at the
mouth of two witnesses and (should there be so many) of three”; a similar
use of kai, to lend a certain indefiniteness to the expression, occurs
occasionally with other than numerical specifications, as <590413>James 4:13
shmeron kai (Rst G; but L T Tr WH hJ) aurion; cf. Kühner, sec. 521, 2;
Ebeling, Lex. Homer, under the word, p. 614a).

c. it joins to partitive words the general notion; so that it is equivalent to
“and in general, and in a word, in short”: oJ Petrov kai oJi apostoloi,
<440529>Acts 5:29; oJi arciereiv (kai oJi presbuteroi Rec.) kai to
sunedrion oJlon, <402659>Matthew 26:59; kai dikaiwmasi sarkov,
<580910>Hebrews 9:10 Rec. Tr brackets WH marginal reading; kai epi ton
Israhl tou Qeou, <480616>Galatians 6:16, and often in Greek writings; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 437f (407); 520f (485); (Buttmann, 363 (311f); 400
(343)); with te preceding, hJ te ... autou dunamiv kai qeiothv,
<450120>Romans 1:20 (see te, 2 a.); and, on the other hand, it joins to a general
idea something particular, which is already comprised indeed in that
general notion but by this form of expression is brought out more
emphatically (which Strabo 8 (1), p. 340 calls sunkatalegein to merov
tw oJlw); so that it is equivalent to “and especially” (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
as above): ta panta kai ta twn daimonizomenwn, <400833>Matthew 8:33;
toiv maqhtaiv autou kai tw Petrw, <411607>Mark 16:7; aJi fwnai autwn
kai twn arcierewn, <422323>Luke 23:23 (R G); sun gunaixi kai Mariam,
<440114>Acts 1:14; en Iouda kai IJerousalhm, 1 Macc. 2:6; pav Iouda kai
IJerousalhm, <143524>2 Chronicles 35:24, cf. 32:33; often so in Greek writings
also.

2. It connects clauses and sentences;

a. universally, as diakaqariei thn aJlwna autou kai sunaxei ton
siton k.t.l., <400312>Matthew 3:12; eishlqon ... kai edidaskon, <440521>Acts
5:21; and in innumerable other examples

b. In accordance with the simplicity of the ancient popular speech, and
especially of the Hebrew tongue, it links statement to statement, the logical
relations of which the more cultivated language expresses either by more
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exact particles, or by the use of the participial or the relative construction
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 60, 3; Buttmann, 288 (248ff); 361f (310f)): e.g.
that very frequent formula egeneto ... kai (see ginomai, 2 b.); kai eidon
kai (equivalent to oJti) seismov egeneto, <660612>Revelation 6:12; texetai
uJion kai kaleseiv to onoma autou (equivalent to oJu onoma
kaleseiv), <400121>Matthew 1:21; kalon estin hJmav wJde einai, kai
(equivalent to oJqen) poihswmen skhnav, <410905>Mark 9:5; clauses are thus
connected together in clusters; as, <400725>Matthew 7:25,27 (an example of six
clauses linked together by kai); <401409>Matthew 14:9ff; <410112>Mark 1:12-14;
<421832>Luke 18:32-34; <430213>John 2:13-16; 10:3; <461205>1 Corinthians 12:5-6;
<660602>Revelation 6:2,8,12-16; 9:1-4 (where nine sentences are strung together
by kai), etc. after a designation of time kai annexes what will be or was
done at that time: hggiken hJ wJra kai paradidotai k.t.l., <402645>Matthew
26:45; hn de wJra trith kai estaurwsan auton, <411525>Mark 15:25; egguv
hn to pasca ... kai anebh eiv IJerosoluma oJ Ihsouv, <430213>John 2:13;
hJmerai ercontai kai suntelesw, <580808>Hebrews 8:8; add, <422344>Luke 23:44;
<430435>John 4:35; 5:1; 11:55; <440507>Acts 5:7; and not infrequent so in Greek
writings, as hdh de hn oye kai oJi Korinqioi exapinhv prumnan
akrouonto, Thucydides 1, 50; cf. Matthiae, sec. 620, 1 a., p. 1481;
Winer’s Grammar, 430 (405f); (Buttmann, 301 (310)).

c. it joins affirmative to negative sentences, as mh sunkofanthsate kai
arkeisqe, <420314>Luke 3:14; oute antlhma eceiv kai to frear esti
baqu, <430411>John 4:11; oute ... epidecetai kai ... kwluei, <640110>3 John 1:10
(rarely so in Greek writings, as Euripides, Iph. Taur. 578; cf. Klotz ad
Devar. ii. 2, p. 714); much more often it annexes a clause depending on the
preceding negative: mhpote se paradw ... kai oJ krithv se paradw ...
kai eiv fulakhn blhqhsh, <400525>Matthew 5:25; add, <400706>Matthew 7:6;
10:38; 13:15; 27:64; <421258>Luke 12:58; 21:34; <430653>John 6:53; 12:40; <442827>Acts
28:27; <520305>1 Thessalonians 3:5; <540601>1 Timothy 6:1; <581215>Hebrews 12:15;
<661615>Revelation 16:15; (see Buttmann, 368 (315) d.; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 56, 2 a.).

d. it annexes what follows from something said before (kai consecutive),
so as to be equivalent to “and so”: <400515>Matthew 5:15 (kai lampei);
<402332>Matthew 23:32 (kai plhrwsate); <471109>2 Corinthians 11:9 (kai en
panti); <580319>Hebrews 3:19; <620319>1 John 3:19 (kai emprosqen); <610119>2 Peter
1:19 (kai ecomen); so in statements after imperatives and words having
the force of an imperative: deute opisw mou, kai poihsw uJmav etc.
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<400419>Matthew 4:19; eipe logw, kai iaqhsetai oJ paiv mou, <400808>Matthew
8:8; <420707>Luke 7:7; (antishte tw diabolw kai feuxetai af’ uJmwn,
<590407>James 4:7; add, <400707>Matthew 7:7; <410622>Mark 6:22; <421028>Luke 10:28;
<431416>John 14:16; <660401>Revelation 4:1; cf. Fritzsche on Matthew, pp. 187 (and
416) (cf. Sir. 2:6; 3:17).

e. with a certain rhetorical emphasis, it annexes something apparently at
variance with what has been previously said; so that it is equivalent to “and
yet” (cf. Stallbaum on Plato, Apology, p. 29 b.); so the Latin atque (cf.
Beier on Cicero, de off. 3, 11, 48): <400314>Matthew 3:14 (kai su erch prov
me); <400626>Matthew 6:26; 10:29; <411212>Mark 12:12; <430105>John 1:5 (kai hJ skotia
k.t.l.); <430110>John 1:10 (kai oJ kosmov); <430311>John 3:11,32; 5:40 (kai ou
qelete); <430670>John 6:70; 7:28; 8:49,55 (kai ouk egnwkate); <430930>John 9:30;
<460502>1 Corinthians 5:2; <470609>2 Corinthians 6:9; <580309>Hebrews 3:9; <660301>Revelation
3:1 ( ... zhv, kai nekrov ei), etc. when a vain attempt is spoken of:
<401243>Matthew 12:43 (zhtei kai ouc eJuriskei); 13:17; 26:60; <421307>Luke
13:7; <520218>1 Thessalonians 2:18. f. like the Hebrew w (see Gesenius,
Thesaurus, i., p. 396{a}), it begins an apodosis, which is thus connected
with the protasis, cf. the German da (or English “then”) (in classical Greek
sometimes de; see de, 8) (cf. Buttmann, 362 (311) d.; Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 53, 3 f.; Ellicott on <500122>Philippians 1:22): with oJte or a temporal wJv
preceding in the protasis (as sometimes in Greek prose (e.g. Thucydides 2,
93, where see Krüger)), <420221>Luke 2:21; <441318>Acts 13:18f (here WH text omit
kai; see wJv, I. 7); wJv ... kai idou, <420712>Luke 7:12; <440110>Acts 1:10; 10:17 (R
G Tr marginal reading brackets); ean ... kai eiseleusomai,
<660320>Revelation 3:20 T WH marginal reading, although here kai may be
rendered “also” (I also will come in, etc.), declaring that, if the first thing
(expressed in the protasis) be done, the second (expressed in the apodosis)
will be done also. g. as in classical Greek, it begins a question thrown out
with a certain impassioned abruptness and containing an urgent rejoinder to
another’s speech (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 3 a.; Matthiae, sec. 620, 1
d.; Kühner, sec. 521, 3 ii., p. 791f): kai tiv dunatai swqhnai; <411026>Mark
10:26; kai tiv esti mou plhsion; <421029>Luke 10:29; kai tiv estin k.t.l.,
<430936>John 9:36 (G T Tr WH); add, <431422>John 14:22 (G T). Peculiar is <470202>2
Corinthians 2:2: ei gar egw lupw uJmav, kai tiv ... emou (a swarm of
examples of this form of speech occur in Clement, homil. 2, 43, e.g. ei oJ
Qeov yeudetai, kai tiv alhqeuei;) where the writer after the
conditional protasis, interrupting himself as it were, utters the substance of
the negative apodosis in a new question, where we render “who then is he
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that” etc., for “then there is no one who” etc. h. it introduces parentheses
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 62, 1): kai ekwluqhn acriJ tou deuro,
<450113>Romans 1:13 (Demosthenes, Lept., p. 488, 9; so the Latin et, e.g.
praeda — et aliquantum ejus fuit — militi concessa, Livy 27, 1); cf.
Fritzsche, Ep. ad Romans, i., p. 35f.

3. It annexes epexegetically both words and sentences (kai epexegetical or
‘explicative’), so that it is equivalent to “and indeed, namely” (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 53, 3 e.; cf. sec. 66, 7 at the end): carin kai apostolhn,
<450105>Romans 1:5, where cf. Fritzsche; peri elpidov kai anastasewv
nekrwn, <442306>Acts 23:6; polla ... kai eJtera, <420318>Luke 3:18; polla ...
kai alla shmeia, <432030>John 20:30; polla kai barea aitiwmata,
<442507>Acts 25:7; polloi kai anupotaktoi, <560110>Titus 1:10 (R G; on the
preceding use of kai cf. poluv, d. [a]. at the end); kai (L brackets kai)
oJtan aparqh, and indeed (i.e. viz.) when he shall be taken away etc.
<420535>Luke 5:35 (others find here an aposiopesis; cf. Meyer at the passage
(edited by Weiss)); kai carin, anti caritov, <430116>John 1:16; kai
perisson ecwsin, <431010>John 10:10, add 33 (where the words kai oJti
k.t.l. show what kind of blasphemy is meant); <440521>Acts 5:21 (on which see
gerousia); <450215>Romans 2:15 (where kai metaxu k.t.l. adds an
explanation respecting the testimony of conscience); <460305>1 Corinthians 3:5;
15:38, etc.; cf. Bornemann, Scholia, p. 38; Fritzsche, Quaest. Lucian, p.
9ff; so the Latin et in Cicero, Tusc. 3, 20, 48 laudat, et saepe, virtutem;
pro Mil. 25 te enim jam appello et ea voce ut me exaudire possis; cf.
Ramshorn, Latin Gram. ii., p. 809; (Harpers’ Latin Dict. under the word et,
II. A.); equivalent to “and indeed,” to make a climax, for “and besides”:
kai akatakriton, <442225>Acts 22:25; kai touton estaurwmenon, <460202>1
Corinthians 2:2; kai touto, Latin idque (Cicero, off. 1, 1, 1 te ...
audientem Cratippum idque Athenis), our “and this, and that, and that
too,” equivalent to “especially”: <451311>Romans 13:11; <460606>1 Corinthians 6:6,
and L T Tr WH in 8 (4 Macc. 14:9); also kai tauta (common in Greek
writings), <460608>1 Corinthians 6:8 Rec.; <581112>Hebrews 11:12; cf. Klotz, Devar.
i., p. 108; it. 2, p. 652f; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 162 (153)).

4. it connects whole narratives and expositions, and thus forms a transition
to new matters: <400423>Matthew 4:23; 8:14,23 28; 9:1,9,27,35; 10:1; <410501>Mark
5:1,21; 6:1,6; <420826>Luke 8:26; <430119>John 1:19 (cf. 15); <620104>1 John 1:4, etc.;
especially in the very common kai egeneto, <400728>Matthew 7:28; <420711>Luke
7:11; 8:1, etc. (see ginomai, 2 b.).
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5. kai ... kai, a repetition which indicates that of two things one takes
place no less than the other: “both ... and, as well ... as, not only ... but
also” (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 4): it serves to correlate — not only
single terms, as kai (L brackets kai) yuchn kai swma, <401028>Matthew
10:28; add, <410441>Mark 4:41; <430436>John 4:36 (here Tr WH omit first kai);
<451133>Romans 11:33; <503813>Philippians 2:13; 4:12, etc.; kai en oligw kai
pollw (L T Tr WH megalw) both with little effort and with great (but
see megav, 1 a. [^g]. at the end), <442629>Acts 26:29; but also clauses and
sentences, as <410913>Mark 9:13; <430728>John 7:28; 9:37; 12:28; <460122>1 Corinthians
1:22; and even things that are contrasted (cf. Winer’s Grammar, as above;
Buttmann, sec. 149, 8 b.): <431524>John 15:24; <442303>Acts 23:3; kai ... kai ou,
<420536>Luke 5:36; <430636>John 6:36; “now ... now,” <410922>Mark 9:22; kai ou ... kai,
<431725>John 17:25.

6. te ... kai, see te, 2.

II. It marks something added to what has already been said, or that of
which something already said holds good; accordingly it takes on the
nature of an adverb, “also” (Latin etiam, quoque, German auch (cf.
Winer’s Grammar and Buttmann’s Grammar, as at the beginning In this use
it generally throws an emphasis upon the word which immediately follows
it; cf. Klotz, Devar. ii. 2, p. 638.));

1. used simply,

a. “also, likewise”: <400539>Matthew 5:39f; 12:45; <410228>Mark 2:28; <420314>Luke
3:14; <430819>John 8:19; <450817>Romans 8:17; <460729>1 Corinthians 7:29; 11:6, etc.;
very frequent with pronouns: kai uJmeiv, <402004>Matthew 20:4,7; <422131>Luke
21:31; <430747>John 7:47, etc.; kagw, kai egw, see kagw, 2; kai autov, see
autov, I. 1 a. preceded by an adverb of comparison in the former part of
the sentence: kaqwv ... kai, <420631>Luke 6:31 (WH text omit; L Tr marginal
reading brackets, kai uJmeiv); <430657>John 6:57; 13:15,33; <620218>1 John 2:18;
4:17; <461549>1 Corinthians 15:49; wJsper ... oJutw kai, <451130>Romans 11:30f;
<461522>1 Corinthians 15:22; <480429>Galatians 4:29; kaqaper ... oJutw kai, <470811>2
Corinthians 8:11; wJv ... kai, <400610>Matthew 6:10; <421102>Luke 11:2 R L
brackets; <440751>Acts 7:51 (L kaqwv; <471302>2 Corinthians 13:2 see wJv, L 1 at the
end); <480109>Galatians 1:9; <500120>Philippians 1:20 (Thucydides 8, 1; wJsper ...
kai, Xenophon, mem. (2, 2, 2 (and Kühner, at the passage)); 3, 1, 4; (4, 4,
7; cf. Buttmann, 362 (311) c.)); with ei; preceding, <480407>Galatians 4:7.
sometimes kai stands in each member of the comparison: <520214>1
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Thessalonians 2:14; <450113>Romans 1:13; <510313>Colossians 3:13 (2 Macc. 2:10;
6:14; also in Greek writings, cf. Klotz ad Dev. ii. 2, p. 635; Kühner, on
Xenophon, mem. 1, 1, 6 (also in his Greek Gram. sec. 524, 2 vol. ii. 799;
cf. Ellicott on <490523>Ephesians 5:23; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 5)).

b. equivalent to “even” (A.V. sometimes “yea”) (Latin vel, adeo; German
sogar, selbst): <400546>Matthew 5:46f; 10:30; <410127>Mark 1:27; <421017>Luke 10:17;
<460210>1 Corinthians 2:10; <480217>Galatians 2:17; <490512>Ephesians 5:12, etc. c. before
a comparative it augments the gradation, “even, still” (German noch):
<401109>Matthew 11:9; (<431412>John 14:12); <580806>Hebrews 8:6 (Buttmann, 363 (311)
g.; others regard the kai in this passage as corresponsive (also) rather than
ascensive, and connect it with oJsw). d. with a participle equivalent to
“although” (cf. Krüger, sec. 56, 13, 2): <421807>Luke 18:7 R G (see
makroqumew, 2).

2. joined with pronouns and particles, “also”;

a. with comparative adverbs: wJv kai, <441111>Acts 11:11; <460707>1 Corinthians 7:7;
9:5, etc.; kaqwv kai, <451507>Romans 15:7; <461312>1 Corinthians 13:12; <470114>2
Corinthians 1:14; <490417>Ephesians 4:17,32; 5:2, etc.; oJutw kai, <450515>Romans
5:15 (WH brackets kai), 18f; 6:11; <461112>1 Corinthians 11:12, etc.; oJmoiwv
kai, <430611>John 6:11; wJsautwv kai, <422220>Luke 22:20 (R G L Tr marginal
reading, T Tr text WH kai wJv. (but WH reject the passage)); <461125>1
Corinthians 11:25; kaqaper kai (see kaqaper).

b. added to words designating the cause, it marks something which follows
of necessity from what has been previously said: dio kai, <420135>Luke 1:35;
<441029>Acts 10:29; <450124>Romans 1:24 Rec.; <581312>Hebrews 13:12; (<600206>1 Peter 2:6
R); dia touto kai, <421149>Luke 11:49; <431218>John 12:18 (here Tr text omit; Tr
marginal reading brackets kai).

c. after the interrogative ti, kai (which belongs not to ti, but to the
following word (to the whole sentence, rather; cf. Bäumlein, Partikeln: p.
152)) points the significance of the question, and may be rendered
“besides, moreover,” (German noch) (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 53, 3 a. at
the end; especially Krüger, sec. 69, 32, 16): ti kai baptizontai; (A.V.
“why then” etc.), <461529>1 Corinthians 15:29; ti kai elpizei; (properly, why
doth he “also or yet” hope for, and not rest in the “sight”?), <450824>Romans
8:24 (R G T); iJna ti kai, <421307>Luke 13:7. d. alla kai, “but also”:
<422422>Luke 24:22; <430518>John 5:18; <450132>Romans 1:32; 5:3,11; 8:23; 9:10; <470707>2
Corinthians 7:7; 8:10,19,21; 9:12; <620202>1 John 2:2, etc.; equivalent to Latin
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at etiam (in an apodosis after ei): <450605>Romans 6:5 (Winer’s Grammar, 442
(412)). e. de kai, and de ... kai, “but also, and also”: <400310>Matthew 3:10
(R G); 18:17; 27:44; <411431>Mark 14:31 (WH brackets de); <420204>Luke 2:4; 9:61;
14:12,26 (L text Tr WH eti te kai, see eti, 2 at the end); 18:1 (R G), 9
(L brackets kai); <430202>John 2:2; 3:23; 18:2,5; <440516>Acts 5:16; <460116>1
Corinthians 1:16; 4:7; 14:15; 15:15; <470403>2 Corinthians 4:3, etc. kai ... gar,
ean kai, ei kai, h kai, kaige, kai ... de, see gar II. 10, ean I. 3, ei III.
6f, h 4 c., ge 3 e., de 9. The examples of crasis with kai in the N.T., viz.
kagw (kamoi, kame), kakei, kakeiqen, kakeinov, kan, are noticed
each in its place; for references see especially kagw, at the beginning

{2533} Kaiafav (WH Kaiafav; (cf. Iota, at the end); Lachmann in
<420302>Luke 3:2 Kaifav), Kaiafa (Buttmann, 20 (18); Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 8, 1), oJ (supposed by many to be the same as ap;yKe, a stone, a rock;

others more correctly equivalent to ap;y]K;, depression, Targ. on
<201626>Proverbs 16:26 (according to Delitzsch (Brief and. Röm. ins Hebrew
etc., p. 28) ap;y;qæ)), “Caiaphas”; according to Josephus (Antiquities 18, 2,
2) Iwshpov, oJ kai Kaiafav (Iwshpon, ton kai Kaiafan
epikaloumenon, Antiquities 18, 4, 3), high priest of the Jews. He was
appointed to that office by Valerius Gratus, governor of Judaea, after the
removal of Simon, son of Camith, A. D. 18 (cf. Schürer, N.T. Zeitgesch.
sec. 23 iv.), and was removed A. D. 36 by Vitellius, governor of Syria,
who appointed Jonathan, son of the high priest Ananus (i.e. Annas, father-
in-law of Caiaphas, <431813>John 18:13), his successor (Josephus, Antiquities
18, 4, 3): <402603>Matthew 26:3,57; <420302>Luke 3:2; <431149>John 11:49; 18:13f,24,28;
<440406>Acts 4:6. Cf. Hausrath, in Schenkel iii. 463f.*

{2534} kaige, see ge, 3 e.

{2535} Kain (WH Kain (cf. I, i at the end)), oJ, indeclinable (in Josephus
with a Greek ending, Kaiv, Kaitov; Hebrew ˆyiqæ i.e. a spear, although the

author of Genesis, 4:1, derives it from hn;q; to produce, beget, acquire, so

that it is equivalent to ˆy;n]qi, <19A424>Psalm 104:24 (cf. B. D. American edition
under the word)), “Cain,” the fratricide, the first-born son of Adam:
<581104>Hebrews 11:4; <620312>1 John 3:12; <650111>Jude 1:11.*

{2536} Kainan (so R G L both 1 and 2; Tr Kainan in 1 and Tr text in 2,
but Tr marginal reading Kainam in 2, WH Kainam 1 and 2; T Kainam
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both 1 and 2), oJ (Hebrew ˆn;yqe a lance-maker (others, ‘possessor’ or
‘possession’)), “Cainan”;

1. son of Enos (<010509>Genesis 5:9f): <420337>Luke 3:37.

2. son of Arphaxad, according to the Septuagint of <011024>Genesis 10:24;
11:12; (<130118>1 Chronicles 1:18 Alexandrian LXX), which Luke follows in
3:36. (See B. D., under the word.)*

{2537} kainov, kainh, kainon (from Aeschylus and Herodotus down);
the Septuagint for vd;j;; “new,” i.e

a. as respects form; “recently made, fresh, recent, unused, unworn”
(opposed to palaiov old, antiquated): as askov, <400911>Matthew 9:11;
<410222>Mark 2:22 (T omits; Tr WH brackets the clause); <420538>Luke 5:38
iJmation, <420536>Luke 5:36; plhrwma, <410221>Mark 2:21; mnhmeion,
<402760>Matthew 27:60; with en wJ oudepw oudeiv eteqh added, <431941>John
19:41; kaina kai palaia, <401352>Matthew 13:52; “new, which as recently
made is superior to what it succeeds”: diaqhkh, <402628>Matthew 26:28 (T
WH omit kaina); <411424>Mark 14:24 R L; <422220>Luke 22:20 (WH reject the
passage); <461125>1 Corinthians 11:25; <470306>2 Corinthians 3:6; <580808>Hebrews
8:8,13; 9:15 (<243803>Jeremiah 38:31 (<243131>Jeremiah 31:31)); kainoi ouranoi,
kainh gh, <610313>2 Peter 3:13; <662101>Revelation 21:1 (<236517>Isaiah 65:17; 66:22);
IJerousalhm (see IJerosoluma, at the end), <660312>Revelation 3:12; 21:2;
anqrwpov (see the word, 1 f.), <490215>Ephesians 2:15; 4:24 (kardia,
pneuma, <261831>Ezekiel 18:31; 36:26); kaina panta poiw, I bring all things
into a new and better condition, <662105>Revelation 21:5; gennhma thv
ampelou, <402629>Matthew 26:29; <411425>Mark 14:25.

b. as respects substance; “of a new kind; unprecedented, novel,
uncommon, unheard of” (eJtera kai kaina daimonia, Xenophon, mem.
1, 1, 1): didach, <410127>Mark 1:27; <441719>Acts 17:19; entolh, given now for the
first time, <431334>John 13:34; <620207>1 John 2:7f; <630105>2 John 1:5; onoma, with the
added explanation oJ oudeiv oiden (egnw Rec.), <660217>Revelation 2:17
(<236202>Isaiah 62:2; 65:15); wdh, <660509>Revelation 5:9; 14:3 (<19E309>Psalm 143:9
(<19E409>Psalm 144:9); uJmnov, <234210>Isaiah 42:10; asma, <193203>Psalm 32:3
(<193303>Psalm 33:3); 39:4 (<194004>Psalm 40:4), etc.); legein ti kai (h L T Tr
WH) akouein kainoteron, <441721>Acts 17:21 (“newer” namely, than that
which is already; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 244 (228f))); ktisiv, <480615>Galatians
6:15; kaina ta panta, all things are new, previously non-existent, begin
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to be far different from what they were before, <470517>2 Corinthians 5:17 (L T
Tr WH omit ta panta); mhketi oushv thv anomiav, kainwn de
gegonotwn pantwn uJpo kuriou, the Epistle of Barnabas 15, 7.
glwssai (see glwssa, 2): <411617>Mark 16:17 (Tr text WH text omit; Tr
marginal reading brackets kainwn)*

(Synonyms: kainov, neov: neov denotes the new primarily in reference to
time, the young, recent; kainov denotes the new primarily in reference to
quality, the fresh, unworn; ‘neov ad tempus refertur, kainov ad rem;’ see
Trench, sec. lx.; Tittmann i., p. 59f; Green, ‘Critical Note’ on <400917>Matthew
9:17 (where the words occur together). The same distinction, in the main,
holds in classic usage; cf. Schmidt ii., chapter 47.)

{2538} kainothv, kainothtov, hJ (kainov), “newness”: en kainothti
pneumatov, in the new state (of life) in which the Holy Spirit places us,
<450706>Romans 7:6; en kainothti zwhv in a new condition or state of (moral)
life, <450604>Romans 6:4 (eiv kainothta aidiou zwhv, so as to produce a
new state which is eternal life, Ignatius ad Ephesians 19; among secular
writers it is used by Thucydides 3, 38; Isocrates, Athen., others; often by
Plutarch (applied to the ‘novelties’ of fashion (French nouveaute))).*

{2539} kaiper (Treg. kai per in Heb.; from Homer, Odyssey 7, 224
down), conjunc. (originally “even very much,” cf. Donaldson sec. 621;
Bäumlein, p. 200f; Krüger, sec. 56, 13, 2; Buttmann, sec. 144, 23; Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 45, 2 at the end), “although”; it is joined to a participle (in
Greek writings sometimes also to an adjective, so that wn must be
supplied): <500304>Philippians 3:4; <580508>Hebrews 5:8; 7:5; 12:17; <610112>2 Peter 1:12;
contrary to ordinary usage (yet so occasionally in Greek writings) with a
finite verb, kaiper estin, <661708>Revelation 17:8 Rec.; but since Griesbach
kai parestai (correctly parestai (see in pareimi)) has been restored
after the best manuscripts*

{2540} kairov, kairou, oJ (derived by some from kara or karh, to,
the head, summit (others besides; cf. Vanicek, p. 118)); the Septuagint for
t[e and d[ewOm; in Greek writings (from Hesiod down):

1. “due measure”; nowhere so in the Biblical writings.

2. “a measure of time”; a larger or smaller portion of time; hence,
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a. universally, “a fixed and definite time”: <451311>Romans 13:11; <470602>2
Corinthians 6:2; uJsteroi kairoi, <540401>1 Timothy 4:1; acri kairou, up to
a certain time, for a season, <420413>Luke 4:13 (but in acri, 1 b. referred
apparently to b. below; cf. Fritzsche, Romans, i., p. 309f); <441311>Acts 13:11;
prov kairon, for a certain time only, for a season, <420813>Luke 8:13; <460705>1
Corinthians 7:5; prov kairon wJrav, for the season of an hour, i.e. for a
short season, <520217>1 Thessalonians 2:17; kata kairon, at certain seasons
(“from time to time”), <430504>John 5:4 (R G L); at the (divinely) appointed
time, <450506>Romans 5:6 (others bring this under b.); before the time
appointed, <400829>Matthew 8:29; <460405>1 Corinthians 4:5; estai kairov, oJte
etc. <550403>2 Timothy 4:3; oligon kairon ecei, a short time (in which to
exercise his power) has been granted him, <661212>Revelation 12:12; en ekeinw
tw kairw, <401125>Matthew 11:25; 12:1; 14:1; <490212>Ephesians 2:12; kat’
ekeinon tw kairw, <441201>Acts 12:1; 19:23; kata tw kairw touton,
<450909>Romans 9:9; en autw tw kairw <421301>Luke 13:1; en wJ kairw, <440720>Acts
7:20; en tw nun kairw, <450326>Romans 3:26; 11:5; <470814>2 Corinthians 8:14
(13); en panti kairw always, at every season (Aristotle, top. 3, 2, 4, p.
117{a}, 35), <422136>Luke 21:36; <490618>Ephesians 6:18; eiv tina kairon, <600111>1
Peter 1:11. with the genitive of a thing, “the time of” etc. i.e. at which it
will occur: thv emhv analusewv, <550406>2 Timothy 4:6; thv episkophv,
<600506>1 Peter 5:6 Lachmann; <421944>Luke 19:44; periasmou, <420813>Luke 8:13; tou
arxasqai to krima, for judgment to begin, <600417>1 Peter 4:17; kairoi twn
logwn, of the time when they shall be proved by the event, <420120>Luke 1:20;
— or when a thing usually comes to pass: tou qerismou, <401330>Matthew
13:30; twn karpwn, when the fruits ripen, <402134>Matthew 21:34, 41;
sukwn, <411113>Mark 11:13. with the genitive of a person: kaipoi eqnwn, the
time granted to the Gentiles, until God shall take vengeance on them,
<422124>Luke 21:24; oJ eJautou (T Tr WH autou) kairw, the time when
antichrist shall show himself openly, <530206>2 Thessalonians 2:6; oJ kairov
mou, the time appointed for my death, <402618>Matthew 26:18; twn nekrwn
kriqhnai, the time appointed for the dead to be recalled to life and
judged, <661118>Revelation 11:18 (Buttmann, 260 (224)); oJ emov, oJ uJmeterov,
the time for appearing in public, appointed (by God) for me, for you,
<430706>John 7:6, 8; kairw idiw, the time suited to the thing under
consideration, at its proper time, <480609>Galatians 6:9; plural, <540206>1 Timothy
2:6; 6:15; <560103>Titus 1:3. oJ kairov alone, “the time when things are brought
to a crisis, the decisive epoch waited for”: so of the time when the Messiah
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will visibly return from heaven, <411333>Mark 13:33; oJ kairov hggiken,
<422108>Luke 21:8; egguv estin, <660103>Revelation 1:3; 22:10.

b. “opportune or seasonable time”: with verbs suggestive of the idea of
advantage, kairon metalambanein, <442425>Acts 24:25; ecein, <480610>Galatians
6:10 (Plutarch, Luc. 16); exagorazesqai, <490516>Ephesians 5:16;
<510405>Colossians 4:5, see exagorazw, 2; followed by an infinitive,
opportunity to do something, <581115>Hebrews 11:15; para kairon hJlikiav,
past the opportunity of life (A.V. “past age”), <581111>Hebrews 11:11 (simply
para kairon, Pindar Ol. 8, 32; several times in Plato, cf. Ast, Platonic
Lexicon, ii., p. 126).

c. “the right time”: en kairw (often in classical Greek), in due season,
<402445>Matthew 24:45; <421242>Luke 12:42; 20:10 R G L ((stereotype edition
only)); <600506>1 Peter 5:6; also kairw, <422010>Luke 20:10 L T Tr WH; to kairw,
<411202>Mark 12:2.

d. “a (limited) period of time”: (<460729>1 Corinthians 7:29); plural the periods
prescribed by God to the nations, and bounded by their rise and fall,
<441726>Acts 17:26; kairoi karpoforoi, the seasons of the year in which the
fruits grow and ripen, <441417>Acts 14:17 (cf. <010114>Genesis 1:14, the Septuagint);
kairon kai kairouv kai hJmisu kairou, a year and two years and six
months (A.V. “a time, and times, and half a time”; cf. Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 27, 4), <661214>Revelation 12:14 (cf. 6; from <270725>Daniel 7:25; 12:7); stated
seasons of the year solemnly kept by the Jews, and comprising several
days, as the passover, pentecost, feast of tabernacles, <480410>Galatians 4:10
(<140813>2 Chronicles 8:13; cf. Baruch 1:14). in the divine arrangement of time
adjusted to the economy of salvation: kairov (peplhrwtai), the
preappointed period which according to the purpose of God must elapse
before the divine kingdom could be founded by Christ, <410115>Mark 1:15;
plural, the several parts of this period, <490110>Ephesians 1:10; oJ kairov oJ
enestwv, the present period, equivalent to oJ aiwn oJutov (see aiwn, 3),
<580909>Hebrews 9:9, opposed to kairov diorqwsewv, the time when the
whole order of things will be reformed (equivalent to aiwn mellwn),
<580910>Hebrews 9:10; oJ kairov oJutov, equivalent to oJ aiwn oJutov (see
aiwn, 3), <411030>Mark 10:30; <421830>Luke 18:30; oJ nun kairov, <450818>Romans
8:18; en kairw escatw, the last period of the present age, the time just
before the return of Christ from heaven (see escatov, 1 under the end,
etc.), <600105>1 Peter 1:5; kairoi anayuxewv apo proswpou tou kuriou,
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denotes the time from the return of Christ on, the times of the
consummated divine kingdom, <440320>Acts 3:20 (19).

e. as often in Greek writings, and like the Latin tempus, kairov; is
equivalent to “what time brings, the state of the times, the things and
events of time”: <421256>Luke 12:56; douleuein tw kairw, Latin tempori
servire (see douleuw, 2 a.), <451211>Romans 12:11 Rec.st; ta shmeia twn
kairwn, equivalent to aJ oJi kairoi shmainousi, <401603>Matthew 16:3 (here
T brackets WH reject the passage); kairoi calepoi, <550301>2 Timothy 3:1;
cronoi h kairoi (“times or seasons,” German Zeitumstände), <440107>Acts
1:7; oJi cronoi kai oJi kairoi <520501>1 Thessalonians 5:1; and in the opposite
order, <270221>Daniel 2:21 the Septuagint; Sap. 8:8.*

(Synonyms: kairov, cronov: cronov time, in general; kairov a definitely
limited portion of time, with the added notion of suitableness. Yet while,
on the one hand, its meaning may be so sharply marked as to permit such a
combination as cronou kairov ‘the nick of time,’ on the other, its
distinctive sense may so far recede as to allow it to be used as nearly
equivalent to cronov; cf. Thomas Magister, Ritschl edition, p. 206, 15ff
(after Ammonius under the word); p. 215, 10ff kairov ou monon epi
cronou aJplwv tiqetai, alla kai epi tou aJrmodiou kai prepontov,
k.t.l.; Schmidt, chapter 44; Trench, sec. lvii.; Tittmann i. 41ff; Cope on
Aristotle, rhet. l, 7, 32. “In modern Greek kairov means “weather,”
cronov “year”. In both words the kernel of meaning has remained
unaltered; this in the case of kairov is changeableness, of cronov
duration.” Curtius, Etym., p. 110f)

{2541} Kaisar, Kaisarov (Alexander Buttmann (1873) 16 (15)), oJ,
“Caesar” (properly, the surname of Julius Caesar, which being adopted by
Octavianus Augustus and his successors afterward became an appellative,
and was appropriated by the Roman emperors as a part of their title (cf.
Dict. of Biogr. and Mythol. under the word Caesar)): <402217>Matthew
22:17,21; <411214>Mark 12:14,16f; <420201>Luke 2:1; 3:1; 20:22; 23:2; <431912>John
19:12; <441128>Acts 11:28 (Rec.); 17:7, etc.; <500422>Philippians 4:22.*

{2542} Kaisareia (Kaisaria Tdf. (cf. his note on <440930>Acts 9:30), WH;
see Iota), Kaisariav, hJ, “Caesarea”; there were two cities of this name in
Palestine:
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1. “Caesarea Philippi” (Kaisareia hJ Filippou), situated at the foot of
Lebanon near the sources of the Jordan in Gaulanitis, and formerly called
Paneas (hJn Paneada Foinikev prosagoreuousin, Eus. h. e. 7, 17);
but after being rebuilt by Philip the tetrarch, it was called by him Caesarea
in honor of Tiberius Caesar (Josephus, Antiquities 18, 2, 1f); subsequently
it was called Neronias by Agrippa II., in honor of Nero (Josephus,
Antiquities 20, 9, 4); now Banias, a village of about 150 ((?) “about 50”
(Bädeker), “some forty” (Murray)) houses: <401613>Matthew 16:13; <410827>Mark
8:27.

2. “Caesarea” (more fully Caesarea of Palestine (modern Kaisariyeh)), built
near the Mediterranean by Herod the Great on the site of Strato’s Tower,
between Joppa and Dora. It was provided with a magnificent harbor and
had conferred upon it the name of Caesarea, in honor of Augustus. It was
the residence of the Roman procurators, and the majority of its inhabitants
were Greeks (Josephus, Antiquities 13, 11, 2; 15, 9, 6; 19, 8, 2; b. j. 2, 9,
1): <440840>Acts 8:40; 9:30; 10:1,24; 11:11; 12:19; 18:22; 21:8,16; 23:23,33;
25:1,4,6,13. Cf. Winer’s RWB (and BB. DD.) under the word Caesarea;
Arnold in Herzog ii., p. 486ff; Overbeck in Schenkel i., p. 499f; (Schürer
sec. 23, i. 9; and for ether references cf. McClintock and Strong’s
Cyclopaedia under the word).*

{2543} kaitoi (from kai and toi), conjunction, with a participle (but in
classical Greek with a finite verb also (as in Acts below); Krüger, sec. 56,
13, 2; cf. references under the word kaiper), “and yet, although”:
<580403>Hebrews 4:3 (although the work of creation had been finished long ago,
so that the rest spoken of cannot be understood to be that of God himself
resting from that work (cf. Kurtz, in the place cited)); (<441417>Acts 14:17 L T
Tr Wit (but Tr kai toi)).*

{2544} kaitoige, see ge, 3 f.

{2533} (Kaifav, see Kaiafav.)

{2545} kaiw (Vanicek, p. 98); passive, present kaiomai; perfect
participle kekaumenov; 1 future kauqhsomai (<461303>1 Corinthians 13:3
Tdf., where R G L Tr give the solecistic future subjunctive kauqhswmai,
on which cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 720f; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 1 e.;
Buttmann, 35f (31)); (Sophocles’ Lexicon, Introduction, p. 40; WH’s
Appendix, p. 172; Tdf Proleg., p. 122. WH text, Lachmann’s stereotypeed
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edition read kauchswmai (with a A B etc.); on this reading see WH’s
Appendix, ad loc.; A. W. Tyler in Bib. Sacr. for July 1873, p. 502f; cf.
Scrivener, Introduction, etc., p. 629f; Tregelles, Printed Text etc., p. 191f;
Tdf. ad loc.); the Septuagint for r[eBi, ãræc; etc.; (from Homer down);

1. “to set fire to, light”: lucnon, <400515>Matthew 5:15; passive participle
kaiomenov, “burning,” <421235>Luke 12:35; <660405>Revelation 4:5; 8:10; 19:20;
with puri added, <581218>Hebrews 12:18; <660808>Revelation 8:8; 21:8; in figurative
discourse lucnov kaiomenov, a light showing the right way, <430535>John 5:35
(a comparison pointed at the Jews, to whom John the Baptist had been as a
torch lighted for a merry-making); metaphorically, hJ kardia hn
kaiomenh was glowing, burning, i.e. was greatly moved, <422432>Luke 24:32
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 45, 5; Buttmann, sec. 144, 28).

2. “to burn, consume with fire”: passive, <431506>John 15:6; <461303>1 Corinthians
13:3 (see above); with puri added (cf. igni cremare, Caesar b. g. 1, 4),
<401340>Matthew 13:40 G Tr for R L T WH katakaietai. (Compare:
ekkaiw, katakaiw.)*

{2546} kakei; (Griesbach kakei; cf. kagw and references) (by crasis
from kai and ekei (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 3; Buttmann, p. 10;
especially Tdf. Proleg., p. 96));

1. “and there”: <400528>Matthew 5:28 (Tr marginal reading kai ekei); 10:11;
28:10 (Tdf. kai ekei); <410135>Mark 1:35 (Lachmann kai ekei); <431154>John
11:54; <441407>Acts 14:7; 22:10; 25:20; 27:6.

2. “there also”: <410138>Mark 1:38 (G WH kai ekei); <441713>Acts 17:13.*

{2547} kakeiqen (Griesbach kakeiqen; see kagw and references) (by
crasis from kai and ekeiqen (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 3; Buttmann,
10; especially Tdf. Proleg. 96f)); Latin et inde;

a. of place, “and from thence, and thence”: <410930>Mark 9:30 (R G kai
ekeiqen); <411001>Mark 10:1 (L T Tr WH kai ekeiqen; <421153>Luke 11:53 T Tr
text WH); <440704>Acts 7:4; 14:26; 16:12 (ekeiqen ti R G); 20:15; 21:1;
27:4,12 (L T Tr WH ekeiqen); 28:15.

b. of time, “and thereafter, and afterward” (cf. Bornem. Scholia in Luc., p.
90f): <441321>Acts 13:21.*
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{2548} kakeinov (Griesbach kakeinov; see kagw and references),
kakeinh, kakeino (by crasis from kai and ekeinov (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 5, 3; especially Tdf. Proleg., p. 97));

1. ekeinov referring to the more remote subject;

a. “and he” (Latin et ille): <421107>Luke 11:7; 22:12; <441819>Acts 18:19; tauta ...
kakeina (A.V. “the other”), <402323>Matthew 23:23; <421142>Luke 11:42.

b. “he also”: <441511>Acts 15:11; <451123>Romans 11:23 (Rec.st kai ekeinov); <461006>1
Corinthians 10:6.

2. ekeinov referring to the nearer subject (cf. ekeinov, 1 c.);

a. “and he” (Latin et is, German und selbiger): <401518>Matthew 15:18; <430729>John
7:29; 19:35 (L Tr WH kai ekeinov).

b. “he also” (German auch selbiger): <402004>Matthew 20:4 (T WH kai
ekeinov); <411204>Mark 12:4f; 16:11,13; <422212>Luke 22:12; <431412>John 14:12; 17:24.

{2549} kakia, kakiav, hJ (kakov) (from Theognis down), the
Septuagint chiefly for [ræ, and h[;r;;

1. “malignity, malice, ill-will, desire to injure”: <450129>Romans 1:29;
<490431>Ephesians 4:31; <510308>Colossians 3:8; <560303>Titus 3:3; <590121>James 1:21; <600201>1
Peter 2:1.

2. “wickedness, depravity”: <460508>1 Corinthians 5:8 (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
120 (114)); 14:20; <440822>Acts 8:22 (cf. 21); wickedness that is not ashamed
to break the laws, <600216>1 Peter 2:16.

3. Hellenistically, “evil, trouble”: <400634>Matthew 6:34 (as <300306>Amos 3:6; (<090609>1
Samuel 6:9); <210715>Ecclesiastes 7:15 (14); 12:1; Sir. 19:6; 1 Macc. 7:23,
etc.).*

(Synonyms: kakia, ponhria: associated <450129>Romans 1:29; <460508>1
Corinthians 5:8. According to Trench, Synonyms, sec. xi., endorsed by
Ellicott (on <490431>Ephesians 4:31) and Lightfoot (on <510308>Colossians 3:8),
kakia denotes rather the vicious disposition, ponhria the active exercise
of the same; cf. Xenophon, mem. 1, 2, 28 ei men autov (i.e. Swkrathv)
epoiei ti faulon, eikotwv an edokei ponhrov einai. Ei d’ autov
swfronwn dietelei, pwv an dikaiwv thv ouk enoushv autw kakiav
aitian ecoi; But Fritzsche, Meyer (on Romans, the passage cited; yet cf.
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Weiss in edition 6), others dissent — seeming nearly to reverse this
distinction; cf. Suidas under the word kakia. Estin hJ tou kakwsai ton
pelav spoudh, para tw apostolw; see ponhrov, 2 b.)

{2550} kakohqeia (kakohqia WH; see Iota), kakohqeiav, hJ (from
kakohqhv, and this from kakov and hqov), “bad character, depravity of
heart and life,” Xenophon, Plato, Isocrates, others; 4 Macc. 1:4, where cf.
Grimm, p. 299; specifically used of “malignant subtlety, malicious
craftiness”: <450129>Romans 1:29 (3 Macc. 3:22; Additions to <170801>Esther 8:1.
12; Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 35, 5; Josephus, Antiquities 1, 1,4; 16,
3,1; (contra Apion 1, 24, 4); Polybius 5, 50, 5, etc.). On the other hand,
Aristotle, rhet. 2, 13 (3, p. 81) defines it to epi to ceiron
uJpolambanein panta (“taking all things in the evil part,” Genevan N.T.
Cf. Trench, sec. xi.).*

{2551} kakologew, kakologw; 1 aorist infinitive kakologhsai;
(kakologov); equivalent to kakwv legw (which the old grammarians
prefer, see Lob. ad Phryn., p. 200);

1. “to speak ill of, revile, abuse, one; to calumniate, traduce”: tina,
<410939>Mark 9:39; ti, <441909>Acts 19:9; (2 Macc. 4:1; Lysias, Plutarch, others).

2. Hellenistically, “to imprecate evil on, curse”: tina, <401504>Matthew 15:4;
<410710>Mark 7:10 (so for lLeqi, <202020>Proverbs 20:20; <262207>Ezekiel 22:7;
<022228>Exodus 22:28).*

{2552} kakopaqeia (kakopaqia WH; see Iota), kakopaqeiav, hJ
(kakopaqhv suffering evil, afflicted), properly, the suffering of evil, i.e.
“trouble, distress, affliction”: <590510>James 5:10 (<390113>Malachi 1:13; 2 Macc.
2:26f; (Antiphon); Thucydides 7, 77; Isocrates, Polybius, Diodorus,
others).*

{2553} kakopaqew, kakopaqw; 1 aorist imperative 2 singular
kakopaqhson; (kakopaqhv); “to suffer (endure) evils (hardship,
troubles); to be afflicted”: <550209>2 Timothy 2:9; <590513>James 5:13 (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 41 a. 3 at the end; cf. sec. 60, 4 c.; Buttmann, sec. 139, 28)
(the Septuagint <320410>Jonah 4:10; Xenophon, Plutarch, others); used
frequently of the hardships of military service (Thucydides 4, 9; Polybius 3,
72, 5; Josephus, Antiquities 10, 11, 1; b. j. 1, 7, 4); hence, elegantly
kakopaqhson (L T Tr WH sugkakopaqew (T WH sun- (which see at
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the end)) kakopaqhson) wJv kalov stratiwthv, <550203>2 Timothy 2:3; 4:5.
(Compare: sugkakopaqew.)*

{2554} kakopoiew, kakopoiw; 1 aorist infinitive kakopoihsai;
(kakopoiov);

1. “to do harm”: <410304>Mark 3:4; <420609>Luke 6:9.

2. “to do evil, do wrong”: <600317>1 Peter 3:17; <640111>3 John 1:11. ((Aeschylus,
Aristophanes), Xenophon, Polybius, Antoninus, Plutarch; the Septuagint.)*

{2555} kakopoiov, kakopoion (kakon and poiew), “doing evil”; a
substantive, “an evil-doer, malefactor”: <431830>John 18:30 (but L marginal
reading T Tr WH kakon poiwn); <600212>1 Peter 2:12,14; 3:16 (T Tr marginal
reading WH omit the clause); 4:15. (<201204>Proverbs 12:4; Pindar, Aristotle,
Polybius, Plutarch.)*

{2556} kakov, kakh, kakon, the Septuagint for [~raa’] (from Homer
down), “bad” (A.V. (almost uniformly) “evil”);

1. universally, “of a bad nature; not such as it ought to be”.

2. (morally, i.e.) of a mode of thinking, feeling, acting; “base, wrong,
wicked”: of persons, <402141>Matthew 21:41 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 637 (592);
also Buttmann, 143 (126)); 24:48; <500302>Philippians 3:2; <660202>Revelation 2:2.
dialogismoi;, <410721>Mark 7:21; oJmiliai, <461533>1 Corinthians 15:33;
epiqumia, <510305>Colossians 3:5 (<201212>Proverbs 12:12); erga (better ergon),
<451303>Romans 13:3. neuter kakon, to kakon, “evil” i.e. what is contrary to
law, either divine or human, “wrong, crime”: (<431823>John 18:23); <442309>Acts
23:9; <450721>Romans 7:21; 14:20; 16:19; <461305>1 Corinthians 13:5; <580514>Hebrews
5:14; <600310>1 Peter 3:10f; <640111>3 John 1:11; plural (“evil things”): <450130>Romans
1:30; <461006>1 Corinthians 10:6; <540610>1 Timothy 6:10 (panta ta kaka “all
kinds of evil”); <590113>James 1:13 (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 4; Buttmann,
sec. 132, 24); kakon poiein, to do, commit evil: <402723>Matthew 27:23;
<411514>Mark 15:14; <422322>Luke 23:22; <471307>2 Corinthians 13:7; <600312>1 Peter 3:12; to
kakon, <451304>Romans 13:4; ta kaka, 3:8; kakon, to kakon prassein,
<450719>Romans 7:19; 9:11. (Rec.); 13:4; (<470510>2 Corinthians 5:10 R G L Tr
marginal reading); to kakon katergazesqai, <450209>Romans 2:9. specifically
of “wrongs inflicted”: <451221>Romans 12:21; kakon ergazomai tini (“to
work ill to one”), <451310>Romans 13:10; endeiknumi, <550414>2 Timothy 4:14;
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poiw, <440913>Acts 9:13; apodidwmi kakon anti kakou, <451217>Romans 12:17;
<520515>1 Thessalonians 5:15; <600309>1 Peter 3:9.

3. “troublesome, injurious, pernicious, destructive, baneful”: neuter
kakon, “an evil,” that which injures, <590308>James 3:8 (Winer’s Grammar, sec.
59, 8 b.; Buttmann, 79 (69)); with the suggestion of wildness and ferocity,
qhria, <560112>Titus 1:12; substantially equivalent to “bad,” i.e. distressing,
whether to mind or to body: eJlkov kakon kai ponhron (A.V. “a
noisome and grievous sore”), <661602>Revelation 16:2; kakon prassw
emautw, Latin vim mihi infero, “to do harm to oneself,” <441628>Acts 16:28;
kakon ti pascw, to suffer some harm, <442805>Acts 28:5; ta kaka, evil
things, the discomforts which plague one, <421625>Luke 16:25 (opposed to ta
agaqa, the good things, from which pleasure is derived). (Synonym: cf.
kakia.)*

{2557} kakourgov, kakourgon (contracted from kakoergov, from
kakon and ERGW; cf. panourgov, and on the accent of both see Göttling,
Lehre v. Accent, p. 321; (Chandler sec. 445)), as a substantive, “a
malefactor”: <550209>2 Timothy 2:9; of a robber, <422332>Luke 23:32f (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 530 (493); Buttmann, sec. 150, 3), 39. (<202115>Proverbs 21:15; in
Greek writings from (Sophocles and) Herodotus down.)*

{2558} kakoucew, kakoucw: (from the obsolete kakoucov, from
kakon and ecw); “to treat ill, oppress, plague”: tina; present passive
participle kakoucomenoi, maltreated, tormented, <581137>Hebrews 11:37;
13:3. (<110226>1 Kings 2:26; 11:39 Alexandrian LXX; Diodorus 3, 23; 19, 11;
Dio C. 35 (36), 9 (11); Plutarch, mor., p. 114 e.) (Compare:
sugkakoucew.)*

{2559} kakow, kakw: future kakwsw; 1 aorist ekakwsa; (kakov);

1. “to oppress, afflict, harm, maltreat”: tina, <440706>Acts 7:6,19; 12:1; 18:10;
<600313>1 Peter 3:13 (<020522>Exodus 5:22; 23:9 Alexandrian LXX; in Greek
writings from Homer down).

2. by a usage foreign to the classics, “to embitter” (Vulgate ad iracundiam
concito); “render evil affected” (<19A532>Psalm 105:32 (<19A632>Psalm 106:32);
Josephus, Antiquities 16, 1, 2; 7, 3; 8, 6): thn yuchn tinov kata tinov,
against one, <441402>Acts 14:2.*

{2560} kakwv (kakov), adverb (from Homer on down), “badly, ill,” i.e.
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a. (in a physical sense) “miserably”: ecein, “to be ill,” sick (see ecw, II. a.),
<400424>Matthew 4:24; 8:16; 9:12; 14:35; (<401715>Matthew 17:15 L Tr text WH
text); Mark (<410132>Mark 1:32,34); 2:17; (<410655>Mark 6:55); <420531>Luke 5:31; 7:2,
etc.; pascein, <401715>Matthew 17:15 (R G T Tr marginal reading WH
marginal reading); daimonizesqai, <401522>Matthew 15:22; kakouv kakwv
apolesei, <402141>Matthew 21:41, on this combination of words with verbs of
destroying, perishing, etc., which is frequent in Greek writings also, cf.
Kuinoel at the passage; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 68, 1.

b. (morally) “improperly, wrongly”: <431823>John 18:23; kakwv eipein tina,
to speak ill of, revile, one, <442305>Acts 23:5; with bad intent, aiteisqai,
<590403>James 4:3.*

{2561} kakwsiv, kakwsewv, hJ (kakow), “ill-treatment, ill-usage”
(Vulgate afflictio): <440734>Acts 7:34. (<191701>Psalm 17:19 (<191819>Psalm 18:19);
<020307>Exodus 3:7,17; <183129>Job 31:29 (Symmachus); Thucydides, Xenophon,
Plutarch, others.)*

{2562} kalamh, kalamhv, hJ, “a stalk of grain or of a reed, the stalk”
(left after the ears are cut off), “stubble”: <460312>1 Corinthians 3:12.
(<020512>Exodus 5:12; 15:7; <231706>Isaiah 17:6; Homer and following.)*

{2563} kalamov, kalamou, oJ, from Pindar down, Latin calamus, i.e.

a. “a reed”: <401107>Matthew 11:7; 12:20 (from <234203>Isaiah 42:3); <420724>Luke 7:24.

b. “a staff made of a reed, a reed-staff” (as in <121821>2 Kings 18:21):
<402729>Matthew 27:29f,48; <411519>Mark 15:19,36.

c. “a measuring reed or rod”: <661101>Revelation 11:1; 21:15f (<264003>Ezekiel 40:3-
6; 42:16-19).

d. “a writer’s reed, a pen”: <640113>3 John 1:13; (see Gardthausen, Griech.
Palaeogr., p. 71f).*

{2564} kalew, kalw; imperfect ekaloun; future kalesw (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 13, 3 c.); 1 aorist ekalesa; perfect keklhka; passive,
present kaloumai; perfect 3 person singular keklhtai (<460718>1 Corinthians
7:18 L T Tr WH; (<661913>Revelation 19:13 L T Tr WH)), participle
keklhmenov; 1 aorist eklhqhn; 1 future klhqhsomai; (from Homer
down); Hebrew hr;q;; Latin voco; i.e.:
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1. “to call” (German rufen (cf. boaw, at the end));

a. “to call aloud, utter in a loud voice”: acriv oJu to shmeron kaleitai,
as long as the word ‘today’ is called out or proclaimed, <580313>Hebrews 3:13;
tina, to call one to approach or stand before one, <402008>Matthew 20:8; 22:3
(where eiv touv gamouv seems to belong to touv keklhmenov);
<402514>Matthew 25:14; (<410331>Mark 3:31 L T Tr WH); <421913>Luke 19:13; ta idia
probata kat’ onoma, his own sheep each by its name, <431003>John 10:3
(where L T Tr WH fwnei); used of Christ, calling certain persons to be
his disciples and constant companions, <400421>Matthew 4:21 (note what
precedes in 19: deute opisw mou); <410120>Mark 1:20; to order one to be
summoned, <400215>Matthew 2:15 (see just below); before the judges, <440418>Acts
4:18; 24:2; followed by ek with the genitive of place, equivalent to “to call
out, call forth from”: <400215>Matthew 2:15, cf. <581108>Hebrews 11:8.
metaphorically, “to cause to pass from one state into another”: tina ek
skotouv eiv to fwv, <600209>1 Peter 2:9.

b. like the Latin voco equivalent to “to invite”; properly: eiv touv gamouv,
<402203>Matthew 22:3,9; <421408>Luke 14:8f; <430202>John 2:2; to a feast, <421416>Luke
14:16; <461027>1 Corinthians 10:27 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 593 (552));
<661909>Revelation 19:9; oJ kalesav, <420739>Luke 7:39; 14:9; oJ keklhkwv tina,
<421410>Luke 14:10,12; oJi keklhmenoi, <402208>Matthew 22:8; <421407>Luke
14:7,17,24; (<101323>2 Samuel 13:23; <170512>Esther 5:12; and often so in Greek
writings from Homer, Odyssey 4, 532; 11,187 down). [b]. metaphorically:
“to invite one,” eiv ti, to something i.e. to participate in it, enjoy it; used
thus in the Epistles of Paul and Peter of God as inviting men by the
preaching of the gospel (dia tou euaggeliou, <530214>2 Thessalonians 2:14)
to the blessings of the heavenly kingdom: eiv thn basileian tou Qeou,
<520212>1 Thessalonians 2:12; eiv zwhn aiwnion, <540612>1 Timothy 6:12; eiv
doxan aiwnion, <600510>1 Peter 5:10; eiv thn koinwnian tou uJiou autou,
<460109>1 Corinthians 1:9; so kalein tina used alone: <450830>Romans 8:30; 9:24f;
<460717>1 Corinthians 7:17f,20-22,24; tina kalein klhsei, <550109>2 Timothy 1:9;
en wJ eklhqhmen, in whom lies the reason why we were called, who is the
ground of our having been invited, <490111>Ephesians 1:11 Lachmann; axiov
thv klhsewv, hJv (by attraction for hJ (or perhaps hJn; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 24, 1; Buttmann, 287 (247); Ellicott, in the place cited))
eklhqhte, <490401>Ephesians 4:1; God is styled oJ kalwn tina (he that calleth
one, “the caller,” cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 45, 7), <480508>Galatians 5:8; <520524>1
Thessalonians 5:24; and oJ kalesav tina, <480106>Galatians 1:6; <510112>Colossians
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1:12 Lachmann; <600115>1 Peter 1:15; <610103>2 Peter 1:3. oJi keklhmenoi,
<580915>Hebrews 9:15; kalein and kaleisqai are used with a specification of
the mediate end (for the highest or final end of the calling is eternal
salvation): ep’ eleuqeria, <480513>Galatians 5:13; ouk ep’ akaqarsia all’
en aJgiasmw, <520407>1 Thessalonians 4:7; en eirhnh, <460715>1 Corinthians 7:15;
en eJni elpidi, that ye might come into one hope, <490404>Ephesians 4:4 (see
en, I. 7 (yet cf. Winer’s Grammar, 417 (389); Buttmann, 329 (283);
especially Ellicott in loc.), and epi, Buttmann, 2 a. z.); eiv eirhnhn tou
Cristou en eJni swmati, that ye may be in one body i.e. be members of
one and the same body, <510315>Colossians 3:15; eiv touto (which refers to
what precedes) followed by iJna, <600221>1 Peter 2:21; 3:9; (but everywhere in
the N.T. Epistles only those are spoken of as called by God who have
listened to his voice addressed to them in the gospel, hence those who have
enlisted in the service of Christ — see <450830>Romans 8:30 and Rückert’s
Commentary, at the passage cited, p. 464, cf. <460124>1 Corinthians 1:24; those
who have slighted the invitation are not reckoned among the called); Christ
also is said kalein tina, namely, to embrace the offer of salvation by the
Messiah, in <400913>Matthew 9:13 and <410217>Mark 2:17 (in both passages Rec.
adds eiv metanoian). God is said to call those who are not yet born, viz.
by promises of salvation which have respect to them, so that kalein is for
substance equivalent to “to appoint one to salvation,” <450912>Romans 9:12
(11); kalountov ta mh onta wJv onta, <450417>Romans 4:17, where cf.
Fritzsche (others besides, cf. Meyer (especially Weiss edition) at the
passage). “to call” (equivalent to “to select”) “to assume some office,”
tina, of God appointing or committing an office to one (German berufen):
<480115>Galatians 1:15; <580504>Hebrews 5:4 (<234206>Isaiah 42:6; 49:1; 51:2). “to invite”
equivalent to “to rouse, summon”: to do something, eiv metanoian,
<420532>Luke 5:32, added in Rec. also in <400913>Matthew 9:13 and <410217>Mark 2:17.

2. “to call i.e. to name, call by name”;

a. “to give a name to”; with two accusatives, one of the object the other of
the name as a predicate (to call one (by) a name: <401025>Matthew 10:25 Rec.;
cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 4 b.; Buttmann, 151 (132) note); passive
with the nominative of the name, “to receive the name of, receive as a
name”: <400223>Matthew 2:23; 27:8; <420132>Luke 1:32,60,62; 2:4, etc.;
kaloumenov, “called, whose name or surname is,” <420711>Luke 7:11; 9:10;
10:39; <440758>Acts 7:58; 27:8,16; oJ kaloumenov (on its position cf.
Buttmann, sec. 144, 19): <420615>Luke 6:15; 8:2; (<422203>Luke 22:3 T Tr WH);
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23:33; <440123>Acts 1:23; 10:1; 13:1; (<441522>Acts 15:22 L T Tr WH); 27:14;
<661209>Revelation 12:9; 16:16; with onomati added, <421902>Luke 19:2;
kaleisqai onomati tini, to be called by a name, <420161>Luke 1:61; kalein
tina epi tw onomati tinov, <420159>Luke 1:59 (see epi, Buttmann, 2 a. h., p.
233{b}); after the Hebrew hr;q; ta, wOmv], kalein to onoma tinov, with
the name in the accusative, “to give some name to one, call his name”:
<400121>Matthew 1:21,23,25; <420113>Luke 1:13,31; passive, <420221>Luke 2:21;
<661913>Revelation 19:13; <011719>Genesis 17:19; <090120>1 Samuel 1:20, etc. (similarly
sometimes in Greek writings, cf. Fritzsche on Matthew, p. 45 (Buttmann,
151 (132))).

b. Passive kaloumai with predicate nominative “to be called i.e. to bear a
name or title” (among men) (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65, 8): <420135>Luke
1:35; 22:25; <440810>Acts 8:10 (Rec. omits kaloumai); <461509>1 Corinthians 15:9;
“to be said to be” (equivalent to “to be acknowledged, pass as,” the
nominative expressing the judgment passed on one): <400509>Matthew 5:9,19;
<420132>Luke 1:32,35,76; 2:23; 15:19; <450926>Romans 9:26; <590223>James 2:23;
opposed to einai, <620301>1 John 3:1 L T Tr WH; Hebraistically (<012112>Genesis
21:12) en Isaak klhqhsetai soi sperma, through (better “in,” cf. en, I.
6 c. and Meyer (edited by Weiss) ad Romans, the passage cited) Isaac shall
a seed be called for thee, i.e. Isaac (not Ishmael) is the one whose posterity
shall obtain the name and honor of thy descendants, <450907>Romans 9:7 and
<581118>Hebrews 11:18.

c. kalw tina, with an accusative of the predicate or a title of honor, “to
salute one by a name”: <402309>Matthew 23:9; passive, <402307>Matthew 23:7f,10;
<661911>Revelation 19:11 (but Tr marginal reading WH brackets kalw); to give
a name to one and mention him at the same time, <402243>Matthew 22:43,45;
<422044>Luke 20:44. (Compare: antikalew, enkalew, eiskalew
(kaleomai), epikalew, metakalew, parakalew, sunparakalew,
prokalew, proskalew, sugkalew.)

{2565} kallielaiov, kallielaiou, hJ (from kallov and elaia), “the
garden olive” (A.V. “good olive tree”) (opposed to agrielaiov the wild
olive): <451124>Romans 11:24. Aristotle, de plant. 1, 6, p. 820{b}, 40.*

{2566} kalliwn, see kalov, at the end.

{2567} kalodidaskalov, kalodidaskalou, oJ, hJ (didaskalov and
kalon, cf. iJerodidaskalov, nomodidaskalov, corodidaskalov),
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“teaching that which is good, a teacher of goodness”: <560203>Titus 2:3.
Nowhere else.*

{2568} Kaloi Limenev (kalov and limhn), “Fair Havens” (German
Schönhafen; Luth. Gutfurt), a bay of Crete, near the city Lasaea; so called
because offering good anchorage; now Limenes kali (BB. DD.): <442708>Acts
27:8.*

{2569} kalopoiew, kalopoiw; (equivalent to kalwv poiw, cf. Lob.
ad Phryn., p. 199f (Winer’s Grammar, 25)); “to do well, act uprightly”:
<530313>2 Thessalonians 3:13. (Etymologicum Magnum 189, 24; (<030504>Leviticus
5:4 Aldine LXX (as quoted in) Philo de somn. l. ii. sec. 44).)*

{2570} kalov, kalh, kalon (probably primarily ‘sound,’ ‘hale,’
‘whole;’ cf. Vanicek, p. 140f; Curtius, sec. 31), the Septuagint for hp,y;
beautiful, but much more often for bwOf good; “beautiful,” applied by the
Greeks to everything so distinguished in form, excellence, goodness,
usefulness, as to be “pleasing”; hence (according to the context) equivalent
to “beautiful, handsome, excellent, eminent, choice, surpassing, precious,
useful, suitable, commendable, admirable”;

a. “beautiful to look at, shapely, magnificent”: liqoiv kaloiv
kekosmhtai (A.V. “goodly”), <422105>Luke 21:5.

b. “good, excellent in its nature and characteristics, and therefore well
adapted to its ends”: joined to the names of material objects, universally,
<540404>1 Timothy 4:4 (equivalent to pure); especially of things so constituted
as to answer the purpose for which that class of things was created; good
of its kind: ta kala, of fish, opposed to such as are thrown away (ta
sapra), <401348>Matthew 13:48; sperma, <401324>Matthew 13:24,21,37f; karpov,
<400310>Matthew 3:10; 7:17-19; 12:33; <420309>Luke 3:9 (L WH brackets kalon);
6:43; dendron, opposed to sapron, <401233>Matthew 12:33; <420643>Luke 6:43;
gh, <401308>Matthew 13:8,23; <410408>Mark 4:8,20; <420815>Luke 8:15; kalon to aJlav
(is an excellent thing), <410950>Mark 9:50; <421434>Luke 14:34; so too oJ nomov,
good in its substance and nature, and fitted to beget good, <450716>Romans
7:16; <540108>1 Timothy 1:8; didaskalia, true and approved teaching, <540406>1
Timothy 4:6; kardia kalh kai agaqh, <420815>Luke 8:15; paraqhkh
(which see) (containing (rather, consisting of) kala), <550114>2 Timothy 1:14;
metron, ample measure (rabbinical, hdm hbwf; English “good measure”),
<420638>Luke 6:38; baqmov (firm (but see baqmov)), <540313>1 Timothy 3:13; also
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qemeliov, <540619>1 Timothy 6:19; equivalent to “genuine, approved,” panta
dokimazete, to kalon katecete, <520521>1 Thessalonians 5:21; equivalent to
“precious” (A.V. “goodly”), margaritai, <401345>Matthew 13:45; equivalent
to “superior” to other kinds, oinov, <430210>John 2:10; joined to names of men
designated by their office, “competent, able, such as one ought to be”:
poimhn, <431011>John 10:11,14; diakonov, <540406>1 Timothy 4:6; oikonomov,
<600410>1 Peter 4:10; stratiwthv, <550203>2 Timothy 2:3; joined to nouns denoting
an effect estimated by the power it involves, or by its constancy, or by the
end aimed at by its author, equivalent to “praiseworthy, noble”: strateia,
<540118>1 Timothy 1:18; agwn, <540612>1 Timothy 6:12; <550407>2 Timothy 4:7;
oJmologia, <540612>1 Timothy 6:12f; ergon, <402610>Matthew 26:10; <411406>Mark 14:6;
<431033>John 10:33; <540301>1 Timothy 3:1; plural <431032>John 10:32. kalon estin, “it
is expedient, profitable, wholesome”: followed by an infinitive as subject,
<460701>1 Corinthians 7:1; with tini added (so in 1 Corinthians, the passage
cited also), <401808>Matthew 18:8f (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 241 (226);
Buttmann, sec. 149, 7); <410943>Mark 9:43,45,47, R G (also L Tr marginal
reading in 47); <460726>1 Corinthians 7:26; 9:15; kalon estin followed by the
accusative and infinitive, <410943>Mark 9:43,45,47, L (but see above) T Tr (but
not marginal reading, see above) WH; <581309>Hebrews 13:9; followed by ei
(cf. Buttmann, 217 (187f); Winer’s Grammar, 282 (265)), <402624>Matthew
26:24; <410942>Mark 9:42; 14:21; followed by ean (Buttmann and Winer’s
Grammar, as above), <460708>1 Corinthians 7:8; “it is pleasant, delightful,”
followed by an accusative with an infinitive: <401704>Matthew 17:4; <410905>Mark
9:5; <420933>Luke 9:33.

c. “beautiful by reason of purity of heart and life, and hence praiseworthy;
morally good, noble,” (Latin honestus; (cf. Aristotle, to kaq’ aJuto
kalon)): diakrisiv kalou te kai kakou, <580514>Hebrews 5:14; erga,
<400516>Matthew 5:16; <540510>1 Timothy 5:10,25; 6:18; <560207>Titus 2:7,14; 3:8,14;
<581024>Hebrews 10:24; <600212>1 Peter 2:12, and Lachmann in <610110>2 Peter 1:10;
anastrofh, <590313>James 3:13; <600212>1 Peter 2:12; kalh suneidhsiv,
consciousness of good deeds (A.V. “a good conscience”), <581318>Hebrews
13:18; kala, kalon enwpion tinov, in one’s judgment, <451217>Romans
12:17; <470821>2 Corinthians 8:21; <540203>1 Timothy 2:3 and Rec. in <540504>1 Timothy
5:4; zhlousqai en kalw, <480418>Galatians 4:18; to kalon katergazesqai,
<450718>Romans 7:18; poiein, <450721>Romans 7:21; <471307>2 Corinthians 13:7;
<480609>Galatians 6:9; <590417>James 4:17; kalon estin, “it is right, proper,
becoming,” followed by an infinitive: <401526>Matthew 15:26 (L T exestin);
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(<410727>Mark 7:27); <480418>Galatians 4:18 (here Tr marginal reading imperative);
<451421>Romans 14:21.

d. “honorable, conferring honor”: marturia, <540307>1 Timothy 3:7; onoma,
<590207>James 2:7; ou kalon to kauchma uJmwn, <460506>1 Corinthians 5:6.

e. “affecting the mind agreeably, comforting and confirming”: Qeou rhma
(the Septuagint for rb;D; bwOf, which is spoken of the divine promises,
<062145>Joshua 21:45; <380113>Zechariah 1:13), the gospel and its promises full of
consolation, <580605>Hebrews 6:5. Compar. kalliwn, kallion, “better”:
neut, adverbially, su kallion epiginwskeiv, i.e. better than by thy
question thou seemest to know, <442510>Acts 25:10 (Winer’s Grammar, 242
(227)). The word is not found in the Apocalypse. (Cf. Trench, sec. cvi. at
the end; Zezschwitz, Profangräcität as above with, p. 60f (cf. agaqov, at
the end); Westcott on <431011>John 10:11.)*

{2571} kalumma, kalummatov, to (kaluptw), “a veil, a covering”:
<470313>2 Corinthians 3:13 (<023533>Exodus 35:33); (kalumma, or its equivalent, is
suggested to the reader by the context in <461104>1 Corinthians 11:4 kata
kefalhv ecwn; see ecw, I. 1 b.); metaphorically, <470314>2 Corinthians 3:14-
16, of that which prevents a thing from being understood. (Homer, Tragg.,
Aristophanes, others; the Septuagint.)*

{2572} kaluptw; future kaluyw; 1 aorist ekaluya; passive, present
infinitive kaluptesqai; perfect participle kekalummenov; (allied with
kruptw; Vanicek, p. 1091; Curtius, Das Verbum, i. 242 ;) the Septuagint
for hS;Ki; often in Homer, Tragg. and other poets, more rarely in prose; “to
cover, cover up”; properly: tina, <422330>Luke 23:30; ti tini, a thing with
anything, <420816>Luke 8:16; passive <400824>Matthew 8:24; tropically, “to hide,
veil, i.e. to hinder the knowledge of a thing”: perfect passive, <401026>Matthew
10:26; <470403>2 Corinthians 4:3; plhqov aJmartiwn, not to regard or impute
them, i.e. to pardon them, <600408>1 Peter 4:8; to procure pardon of them from
God, <590520>James 5:20; cf. <198403>Psalm 84:3 (<198503>Psalm 85:3) (2); 31:1f
(<193201>Psalm 32:1f) (Compare: anakaluptw, apokaluptw, epikaluptw,
katakaluptw, parakaluptw, perikaluptw, sugkaluptw.)*

{2573} kalwv (kalov), adverb (from Homer down), “beautifully, finely,
excellently, well”: (universally, dia to kalwv oikodomhsqai (Tr
oikodomeisqai, which see), <420648>Luke 6:48 T Tr WH); specifically,
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a. “rightly, so that there shall be no room for blame”: joined to verbs of
speaking (apokrinesqia, lalein, legein, profhteuein, etc.), “well,
truly,” <401507>Matthew 15:7; <410706>Mark 7:6; <422039>Luke 20:39; <430417>John 4:17;
8:48; 13:13; (<431823>John 18:23); <442825>Acts 28:25; “fitly,” i.e. agreeably to the
facts and words of the case, <411228>Mark 12:28; kalwv “Right! Well!” an
expression of approval: <411232>Mark 12:32; <451120>Romans 11:20; of deeds:
kalwv poiein, “to do well, act uprightly,” <590219>James 2:19; <460737>1
Corinthians 7:37f (where the teaching is, that one can do kalwv, but
another kreisson); kalwv poiein with participle “to do well that,” etc.
(Buttmann, sec. 144, 15 a.; Winer’s Grammar, 345 (323)), <441033>Acts 10:33;
<500414>Philippians 4:14; <610119>2 Peter 1:19; <640106>3 John 1:6. (1 Macc. 12:18,22; 2
Macc. 2:16, etc.); with verbs denoting a duty or office which one fulfils
well: <540304>1 Timothy 3:4,12f; 5:17; specifically “honestly, uprightly”:
<480417>Galatians 4:17; anastrefesqai, <581318>Hebrews 13:18; poiein,
<590208>James 2:8.

b. “excellently, nobly, commendably”: <461417>1 Corinthians 14:17;
<480507>Galatians 5:7; kalwv panta pepoihke, <410737>Mark 7:37; with bitter
irony, <410709>Mark 7:9 (where cf. Fritzsche, p. 271f); <471104>2 Corinthians 11:4.

c. “honorably, in honor”: <590203>James 2:3 (others give it here an outward
reference, equivalent to “in a good place, comfortably”).

d. kalwv eipein tina, to speak well of one, <420626>Luke 6:26; kalwv
poiein tina, to do good to, benefit one, <400544>Matthew 5:44 Rec.; tini
(Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 1 [b].; Buttmann, 146 (128)), <420627>Luke 6:27;
kalwv poiein, simply, “to do good”: <401212>Matthew 12:12. e. kalwv
ecein, to be well (of those recovering health): <411618>Mark 16:18.*

{2504} (kame, see kagw.)

{2574} kamhlov, kamhlou, oJ, oJ, Hebrew lm;G; (from Herodotus down),
“a camel” (BB. DD. under the word; Tristram, Nat. Hist. etc., p. 58ff):
<400304>Matthew 3:4; <410106>Mark 1:6; in proverbs, <401924>Matthew 19:24; <411025>Mark
10:25; <421825>Luke 18:25, (meaning, ‘something almost or altogether
impossible’ (cf. Farrar in The Expositor for 1876 i., p. 369ff; especially
Wetzstein in the Sitzungsberichte d. Akad. d. Wissensch. zu München,
1873, pp. 581-596)); <402324>Matthew 23:24 (of one who is careful not to sin in
trivial matters, but pays no heed to the more important matters).*
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{2574} kamilov, kamilou, oJ, “a cable”; the reading of certain
manuscripts in <401924>Matthew 19:24 and <421825>Luke 18:25 (see Tdf.’s notes).
The word is found only in Suidas (1967 c.) and the Schol. on Aristophanes
reap. (1030): “kamilov to pacu scoinion dia tou i.” Cf. Passow (or
Liddell and Scott), under the word; (WH’s Appendix, p. 151b).*

{2575} kaminov, kaminou, oJ, hJ (Homer, epistle 14, 2 etc., Herodotus
on), “a furnace” (either for smelting, Xenophon, vectig. 4, 49, or for
burning earthen ware, or baking bread, <011928>Genesis 19:28; <021918>Exodus
19:18; <241104>Jeremiah 11:4; <270306>Daniel 3:6): <401342>Matthew 13:42,50;
<660115>Revelation 1:15; 9:2.*

{2576} kammuw, a form which passed over from the epic (cf. Homer
batrach. 191) and common language (Apoll. Dysc. synt. 323, 22; 326, 9)
into the Alexandrian and decaying Greek; condemned by Phryn. (as
below); derived by syncope and assimilation from katamuw (which the
earlier and more elegant Greeks use) (cf. kammen, kammonh, kammorov,
from kata men, katamonh, katamorov, cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873)
Gram. sec. 117, 2 Anm. 2; Ausf. Gram. ii., p. 373; Fischer, Deuteronomy
vitiis lexamples N.T., p. 678f; Sturz, Deuteronomy dial. Maced. etc., p.
173f; Lob. ad Phryn., p. 339f; Schäfer ad Lamb. Bos, p. 368; (cf.
Buttmann, 62 (55); Winer’s Grammar, 24, 46)): 1 aorist ekammusa; “to
shut the eyes, close the eyes”: often with touv ofqalmouv added; so
<401315>Matthew 13:15 and <442827>Acts 28:27 (from the Septuagint <230610>Isaiah 6:10,
for [væh;, i.e. to besmear), in both passages the phrase designates the
inflexible pertinacity and obstinacy of the Jews in their opposition to the
gospel. (<232910>Isaiah 29:10; <250343>Lamentations 3:43; kammuein to thv yuchv
omma, Philo de somn. i. sec. 26.)*

{2577} kamnw; 2 aorist ekamon; perfect kekmhka;

1. “to grow weary, be weary” (so from Homer down): <660203>Revelation 2:3
Rec.; <581203>Hebrews 12:3.

2. “to be sick”: <590515>James 5:15 (Sophocles (Herodotus), Aristophanes,
Euripides, Xenophon, Plato, Aristotle, Diodorus, Lucian, others).*

{2504} (kamoi, see kagw.)

{2578} kamptw; future kamyw; 1 aorist ekamya; a. “to bend, bow”: to
gonu (and ta gounata), “the knee” (the knees), used by Homer of those
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taking a seat or sitting down to rest (Iliad 7, 118; 19, 72); in Biblical Greek
with the dative of person “to one i.e. in honor of one,” in religious
veneration; used of worshippers: <451104>Romans 11:4 and <111918>1 Kings 19:18
(where for [ræK; followed by l]); prov tina, toward (unto) one,
<490314>Ephesians 3:14. b. reflexively, “to bow oneself”: kamyei pan gonu
emoi, shall bow to me (in honor), i.e. everyone shall worship me,
<451411>Romans 14:11 (from <234523>Isaiah 45:23); en tw onomati Ihsou, in
devout recognition of the name (of kuriov) which Jesus received from
God, <502910>Philippians 2:10 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 390 (365); Lightfoot,
Meyer, in the place cited; also onoma, especially sub at the end. Compare:
anakamptw, sugkamptw).*

{2579} kan (Griesbach kan; see kagw, at the beginning), by crusts for
kai ean (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 3; Buttmann, p. 10; Tdf Proleg., p.
97; WH’s Appendix, p. 145{b}); hence joined with the subjunctive;

1. “and if”: <401023>Matthew 10:23 G L; <411618>Mark 16:18; (<421238>Luke 12:38 (bis)
T Tr text WH; <430855>John 8:55 L T Tr WH; <461302>1 Corinthians 13:2{a} L WH,
2b Tr text WH, 3a L Tr WH, 3b L WH); <590515>James 5:15; by aposiopesis
with the suppression of the apodosis, kan men poihsh karpon, namely,
eu ecei “it is well” (or some such phrase), <421309>Luke 13:9; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 600 (558); (Buttmann, sec. 151, 26).

2. “also or even if”;

a. “if only, at least,” in abridged discourse: kan ton iJmatiwn autou,
namely, aJywmai, <410528>Mark 5:28; also iJna (namely, aJywntai autou)
kan tou kraspedou ... aJywntai, <410656>Mark 6:56: iJna ercomenou
Petrou (namely, ti autou episkiash autwn) kan hJ skia etc. <440515>Acts
5:15; kan wJv afrona namely, dexhsqe me, <471116>2 Corinthians 11:16; (Sap.
14:4; 15:2). Cf. Buttmann, sec. 149, 6; (Winer’s Grammar, 584 (543);
Green, Gram. of the N.T., p. 230; Klotz ad Devar. ii. 1, p. 139f; Liddell
and Scott, under the word; Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word).

b. “even if”: <402121>Matthew 21:21; 26:35; <430814>John 8:14; 10:38; (<431125>John
11:25); <581220>Hebrews 12:20.*

{2580} Kana (Kana WH; cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 103; Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 6, 1 m.), hJ (Buttmann, 21 (19)), “Cana,” indeclinable (Winer’s
Grammar, 61 (60); but dative Kana Rec.st in <430201>John 2:1,11), proper name
of a village of Galilee about three hours distant from Nazareth toward the
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northwest, surviving at present in a place (partly uninhabited and partly
ruinous) called Kana el-Jelil; cf. Robinson, Biblical Researches, ii. 346f;
also his Later Biblical Researches, p. 108; cf. Ewald, Gesch. Christus as
above with, p. 147 (1st edition); Rüetschi in Herzog vii. 234; (Porter in
Alex.’s Kitto under the word. Several recent writers are inclined to reopen
the question of the identification of Cana; see e.g. B. D. American edition
under the word; Zeller, in Quart. Statem. of Palest. Expl. Fund, No. iii., p.
71f; Arnaud, Palestine, p. 412f; Conder, Tent Work etc. i. 150f) <430201>John
2:1,11; 4:46; 21:2.*

Kananaiov L T Tr WH in <401004>Matthew 10:4 and <410318>Mark 3:18 (for R G
Kananithv, which see); according to the interpretation of Bleek (Erklär.
d. drei ersten Evv. i., p. 417), et al. “a native of Cana” (see Kana); but
then it ought to be written Kanaiov. The reading Kananaiov seems to be
a clerical error occasioned by the preceding Qaddaiov (or Lebbaiov); cf.
Fritzsche on <401004>Matthew 10:4. (But -aiov is a common ending of the
Grecized form of names of sects (cf. Assidaiov, Farisaiov,
Saddoukaiov, Essaiov). Hence, the word is probably derived from the
Aramaic ˆa;n]qæ (see next word) and corresponds to zhlwthv, which see
(cf. <420615>Luke 6:15; <440113>Acts 1:13). See Lightfoot Fresh Revision etc., p.
138f.)*

{2581} Kananithv, Kananitou, oJ (from Chaldean ˆa;n]qæ, Hebrew an;q;),
equivalent to oJ zhlwthv (according to the interpr. of Luke in 6:15,
<440113>Acts 1:13), which see, “the Zealot,” a surname of the apostle Simon R
G (the latter with a small kappa k) in <401004>Matthew 10:4 and <410318>Mark
3:18.*

{2582} Kandakh, Kandakhv, hJ, “Candace,” a name common to the
queens of a region of Ethiopia whose capital was Napata; just as the proper
name Ptolemy was common to the Egyptian kings, and Henry to the Reuss
princes (Strabo 17, 1, 54, p. 820; Pliny, h. n. 6, 35; Dio Cassius, 54, 5):
<440827>Acts 8:27; cf. Laurent, Die Königin Kandake, in the Zeitschr. f. d. luth.
Theol. for 1862, p. 632ff (reprinted in his N.T. Studien, p. 140f; cf.
especially B. D. American edition, under the word).*

{2583} kanwn, kanonov, oJ (kanna, Hebrew hn,q; a cane, reed; Arabic:
... a reed, and a spear, and a straight stick or staff (cf. Vanicek,
Fremdwörter etc., p. 21)), properly, a rod or straight piece of rounded
wood to which anything is fastened to keep it straight; used for various
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purposes (see Passow (or Liddell and Scott), under the word); a measuring
rod, rule; a carpenter’s line or measuring tape, Schol. on Euripides,
Hippolytus, 468; hence, equivalent to to metron tou phdhmatov (Pollux,
Onom. 3, 30, 151), the measure of a leap, as in the Olympic games;
accordingly in the N.T.

1. “a definitely bounded or fixed space within the limits of which one’s
power or influence is confined; the province assigned one; one’s sphere of
activity”: <471013>2 Corinthians 10:13,15f.

2. Metaphorically, “any rule or standard, a principle or law” of
investigating, judging, living, acting (often so in classical Greek, as tou
kalou, Euripides, Hec. 602; oJroi twn agaqwn kai kanonev,
Demosthenes, pro cor., p. 324, 27): <480616>Galatians 6:16; <500316>Philippians 3:16
Rec. Cf. Credner, Zur Gesch. des Kanons (Hal., 1847), pp. 6ff; (especially
Westcott, The Canon of the N.T., Appendix A; briefly in B. D. under the
word Canon of Scripture; for examples of later usage see Sophocles’
Lexicon, under the word).*

{2584} Kapernaoum or more correctly (with L T Tr WH (cf. WH’s
Appendix, p. 160; Scrivener, Introduction, p. 561)) Kafarnaoum (rp;K; a
village, and µWjnæ consolation; hence ‘the village of consolation,’ (others,
‘village of Nachum’ (a proper name)); Kaparnaoum, Ptolemy, 5, 16, 4),
hJ, “Capernaum or Capharnaum,” a flourishing city of Galilee (<401123>Matthew
11:23; <421015>Luke 10:15), situated on the western shore of the Sea of Galilee
or Lake of Gennesaret (<430617>John 6:17,24; hence hJ paraqalassia,
<400413>Matthew 4:13), near the place where the Jordan flows into the lake.
Being nowhere mentioned in the O.T. it seems to have been built after the
exile (cf. also B. D. under the word Caphar). Josephus mentions (b. j. 3,
10, 8) a fountain in Galilee called by the neighboring residents
Kafarnaoum, and (vita 72) ‘kwmhn Kefarnwmhn’, and it is quite
probable that he meant the town we are speaking of. It is mentioned in the
N.T. (besides the passage already cited) in <400805>Matthew 8:5; 17:24;
<410121>Mark 1:21; 2:1; 9:33; <420423>Luke 4:23,31; 7:1; <430212>John 2:12; 4:46; 6:59.
Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word; Vaihinger in Herzog vii. 369; Furrer in
Schenkel iii. 493f; (the last named writing gives at length (see also
Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Palaest.-Vereins for 1879, p. 63ff) his reasons for
preferring (contra Robinson, Sepp, etc.) to identify C. with Tell Hum; so
(after earlier writings; cf. Arnaud, p. 414), Winer as above, Dr. Wilson,
Lynch, Ritter, Delitzsch, Tristram (Land of Israel, edition 3, p. 428ff) and
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more recently Capt. Wilson (‘Our Work in Palestine,’ p. 186f and
‘Recovery of Jerusalem,’ p. 266f (292ff)). But Conder (Tent Work in
Palestine ii. 182ff) argues from Jewish authorities in favor of Khan Minyeh;
see B. D. American edition under the word).*

{2585} kaphleuw; (kaphlov, i.e. a. an inn-keeper, especially a vintner;
b. a petty retailer, a huckster, pedler; cf. Sir. 26:29 ou dikaiwqhsetai
kaphlov apo aJmartiav);

a. “to be a retailer, to peddle”;

b. with the accusative of the thing, “to make money by selling anything; to
get sordid gain by dealing in anything, to do a thing for base gain” (oJi ta
maqhmata periagontev kata poleiv kai pwlountev kai
kaphleuontev, Plato, Prot., p. 313 d.; machn, Aeschylus the Septuagint
551 (545); Latin cauponari bellum, i.e. to fight for gain, trade in war,
Ennius quoted in Cicero, offic. 1, 12, 38; eJtairan to thv wJrav anqov
kaphleuousan, Philo de caritat. sec. 14, cf. leg. ad Gaium sec. 30, and
many other examples in other authors). Hence, some suppose that
kaphleuein ton logon tou Qeou in <470217>2 Corinthians 2:17 is equivalent
to “to trade in the word of God,” i.e. to try to get base gain by teaching
divine truth. But as pedlers were in the habit of adulterating their
commodities for the sake of gain (oJi kaphloi sou misgousi ton oinon
uJdati, <230122>Isaiah 1:22 the Septuagint; kaphloi, oJi ton oinon
kerannuntev, Pollux, onomast. 7, 193; oJi filosofoi apodidontai ta
maqhmata, wJsper oJi kaphloi, kerasamenoi ge oJi polloi kai
dolwsantev kai kakometrountev, Lucian. Hermot. 59), kaphleuein
ti was also used as synonymous with “to corrupt, to adulterate”
(Themistius, or. 21, p. 247, Hard. edition says that the false philosophers
to qeiotaton twn anqrwpinwn agaqwn kibdhleuein te kai
aiscunein kai kaphleuein); and most interpreters rightly decide in
favor of this meaning (on account of the context) in <470217>2 Corinthians 2:17,
cf. doloun ton logon tou Qeou, <470402>2 Corinthians 4:2. (Cf. Trench, sec.
lxii.)*

{2586} kapnov; kapnou, oJ (fr Homer down), “smoke”: <660804>Revelation
8:4; 9:2f,17,18; 14:11; 15:8; 18:9,18; 19:3; atmiv kapnou, A.V. “vapor
of smoke,” <440219>Acts 2:19 after <290230>Joel 2:30 (<290303>Joel 3:3).*
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{2587} Kappadokia, Kappadokiav, hJ, “Cappadocia,” a region of Asia
Minor, bounded under the Roman empire on the north by Pontus, on the
east by Armenia Minor, on the south by Cilicia and Commagene, on the
west by Lycaonia and Galatia (BB. DD., under the word): <440209>Acts 2:9;
<600101>1 Peter 1:1.*

{2588} kardia, kardiav, hJ, poetic kradia and kardih (in the latter
form almost always in Homer (only at the beginning of a line in three
places; everywhere else by metathesis kradih; Ebeling, Lex. Homer,
under the word)) (from a root signifying to quiver or palpitate; cf. Cartius
sec. 39; Vanicek, p. 1097 (Etymologicum Magnum 491, 56 para to
kradainw, to seiw. aeikinhtov gar hJ kardia); allied with Latin cor;
English “heart”); the Septuagint for blæ and bb;læ; “the heart”;

1. properly, that organ in the animal body which is the center of the
circulation of the blood, and hence, was regarded as the seat of physical
life: <101814>2 Samuel 18:14; <120924>2 Kings 9:24; Tobit 6:5 (4), 7f (6f), 17 (16).
Hence,

2. universally, kardia denotes the seat and center of all physical and
spiritual life; and

a. “the vigor and sense of physical life” (<19A105>Psalm 101:5 (<19A205>Psalm 102:5);
sthrison thn kardian sou ywmw artou, <071905>Judges 19:5; to which
add <19A315>Psalm 103:15 (<19A415>Psalm 104:15)): trefein tav kardiav,
<590505>James 5:5; empiplwn tav kardiav trofhv, <441417>Acts 14:17; barein
thv kardiav kraipalh kai meqh, <422134>Luke 21:34; (but see b. [d].
below);

b. the center and seat of spiritual life, “the soul or mind, as it is the fountain
and seat of the thoughts, passions, desires, appetites, affections, purposes,
endeavors” (so in English “heart, inner man,” etc.);

[a]. universally: <400508>Matthew 5:8; 6:21; <410719>Mark 7:19; <420151>Luke 1:51; 2:51;
8:12,15; <440503>Acts 5:3; <451009>Romans 10:9f; <461425>1 Corinthians 14:25; <470611>2
Corinthians 6:11; <490605>Ephesians 6:5; <510322>Colossians 3:22; <600304>1 Peter 3:4,
etc.; plural: <400904>Matthew 9:4; <410206>Mark 2:6,8; 4:16 (R L text Tr marginal
reading); <420117>Luke 1:17; 2:35; 5:22; (<422438>Luke 24:38 R G L marginal
reading; <440751>Acts 7:51 L T Tr WH text); <450215>Romans 2:15; 16:18; <470302>2
Corinthians 3:2; <480406>Galatians 4:6; <500407>Philippians 4:7; <490519>Ephesians 5:19
Lachmann; <580810>Hebrews 8:10 (T WH marginal reading singular);
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<581016>Hebrews 10:16, etc. hJ kardia is distinguished from to stoma or from
ta ceilea: <401508>Matthew 15:8,18f; <410706>Mark 7:6; <470611>2 Corinthians 6:11;
<451008>Romans 10:8f; from to proswpon: <470512>2 Corinthians 5:12; <520217>1
Thessalonians 2:17; peritomh kardiav, <450229>Romans 2:29; aperitmhtoi
th kardia, <440751>Acts 7:51 (L T Tr WH text kardiaiv, WH marginal
reading genitive kardiav, cf. Buttmann, 170 (148)). of things done “from
the heart i.e. cordially or sincerely, truly” (without simulation or pretence)
the following phrases are used: ek kardiav (Aristophanes nub. 86),
<450617>Romans 6:17; and L T Tr WH in <600122>1 Peter 1:22, where R G ek
kaqarav kardiav, as in <540105>1 Timothy 1:5; <550222>2 Timothy 2:22; apo twn
kardiwn, <401835>Matthew 18:35 (apo kardiav eucaristov toiv qeoiv,
Antoninus 2, 3); en oJlh th kardia and ex oJlhv thv kardiav,
<402237>Matthew 22:37; <411230>Mark 12:30,33; <421027>Luke 10:27, and Rec. in
<440837>Acts 8:37 (<050605>Deuteronomy 6:5; 26:16; <19B803>Psalm 118:34 (<19B934>Psalm
119:34)); met’ alhqinhv kardiav, <581022>Hebrews 10:22. ereunan tav
kardiav, <450827>Romans 8:27; <660223>Revelation 2:23; dokimazein, <520204>1
Thessalonians 2:4; ginwskein, <421615>Luke 16:15 (etazein, <241710>Jeremiah
17:10; <190710>Psalm 7:10); dianoigein thn kardian (see dianoigw, 2),
<441614>Acts 16:14; hn hJ kardia kai hJ yuch mia, there was perfect
unanimity, agreement of heart and soul, <440432>Acts 4:32; tiqenai ti en th
kardia (bleB] and µWc l[æ blæ, <092112>1 Samuel 21:12; <390202>Malachi 2:2;
<270108>Daniel 1:8; tiqenai en sthqessin, en fresin, etc., in Homer), “to
lay a thing up in the heart” to be considered more carefully and pondered,
<420166>Luke 1:66; “to fix in the heart” i.e. to purpose, plan, to do something,
<440504>Acts 5:4 (A.V. “conceived in thy heart”); also eiv thn kardian (L T
Tr WH en thn kardian) followed by the infinitive, <422114>Luke 21:14;
ballein eiv thn kardian tinov, followed by iJna, to put into one’s
mind the design of doing a thing, <431302>John 13:2; also didonai followed by
an infinitive, <661717>Revelation 17:17; anabainei epi thn kardian tinov,
followed by an infinitive, the purpose to do a thing comes into the mind,
<440723>Acts 7:23; en th kardia joined to verbs of thinking, reflecting upon,
doubting, etc.: enqumeisqai, dialogizesqai, <400904>Matthew 9:4; <410206>Mark
2:6,8; <420315>Luke 3:15; 5:22; legein, eipein (rmæa; wOBliB]), to think,
consider with oneself, <402448>Matthew 24:48; <421245>Luke 12:45; <451006>Romans
10:6; <661807>Revelation 18:7 (<050817>Deuteronomy 8:17; 9:4); sumballein, to
revolve in mind, <420219>Luke 2:19; diakrinesqai, to doubt, <411123>Mark 11:23;
dialogismoi anabainousi, of persons in doubt, <422438>Luke 24:38 (R G L
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marginal reading plural); anabainei ti epi kardian, the thought of a
thing enters the mind, <460209>1 Corinthians 2:9.

[b]. specifically, “of the understanding, the faculty and seat of intelligence”
(often so in Homer also (cf. Nägelsbach, Homer. Theol., p. 319f;
Zezschwitz, Profangräcität as above with, pp. 25f, 50); “cor domicilium
sapientiae,” Lactantius, de opif. dei c. 10, cf. Cicero, Tusc. 1, 9; blæ, <111002>1
Kings 10:2; <181203>Job 12:3; 17:4, etc.; (cf. Meyer on <490118>Ephesians 1:18 and
references)): <450121>Romans 1:21; <470406>2 Corinthians 4:6; <490118>Ephesians 1:18
(Rec. dianoiav); <610119>2 Peter 1:19; sunienai th kardia, <401315>Matthew
13:15; <442827>Acts 28:27; noein th kardia, <431240>John 12:40. of the dullness of
a mind incapable of perceiving and understanding divine things the
following expressions occur: epacunqh hJ kardia, <401315>Matthew 13:15;
<442827>Acts 28:27, (from <230610>Isaiah 6:10); pwroun thn kardian, <431240>John
12:40; pepwrwmenh kardia, <410652>Mark 6:52; 8:17; hJ pwrwsiv thv
kardiav, <410305>Mark 3:5; <490418>Ephesians 4:18; braduv th kardia, slow of
heart, <422425>Luke 24:25; kalumma epi thn kardian keitai, <470315>2
Corinthians 3:15.

[g]. “of the will and character”: aJgnizein kardiav, <590408>James 4:8;
kaqarizein tav kardiav, <441509>Acts 15:9 rerrantismenoi tav kardiav,
<581022>Hebrews 10:22; kardia euqeia (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 32), <440821>Acts
8:21; ponhra, <580312>Hebrews 3:12 (cf. 11. sec. 132, 24; Winer’s Grammar,
194 (183)); ametanohtov, <450205>Romans 2:5; gegumnasmenh pleonexiav,
<610214>2 Peter 2:14; sthrizein tav kardiav, <520313>1 Thessalonians 3:13;
bebaioun, in passive, <581309>Hebrews 13:9; sklhrunein, <580308>Hebrews 3:8; hJ
epinoia thv kardiav, <440822>Acts 8:22; aJi boulai twn kardiwn <460405>1
Corinthians 4:5; proaireisqai th kardia, <470907>2 Corinthians 9:7;
krinein (to determine) and eJdraiov en th kardia, <460737>1 Corinthians
7:37.

[d]. “of the soul so far forth as it is affected and stirred in a bad way or
good, or of the soul as the seat of the sensibilities, affections, emotions,
desires, appetites, passions”: hJ kardia kaiomenh hn, of the soul as
greatly and peculiarly moved, <422432>Luke 24:32; aJi epiqumiai twn
kardiwn, <450124>Romans 1:24; sthrizein tav kardiav, of the cultivation of
constancy and endurance, <590508>James 5:8. in reference to good-will and love:
ecein tina en th kardia, “to have one in one’s heart,” of constant
remembrance and steadfast affection, <500107>Philippians 1:7 (‘te tamen in toto
pectore semper habet’ Ovid. trist. 5, 4, 24); einai en th kardia tinov,
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to be cherished in one’s heart, to be loved by one perpetually and
unalterably, <470703>2 Corinthians 7:3; eudokia thv kardiav, <451001>Romans
10:1. in reference to joy and pleasure: hufranqh hJ kardia, <440226>Acts 2:26
(from Psalm 15:9 (<191609>Psalm 16:9)); carhsetai hJ kardia, <431622>John
16:22; anhr kata thn kardian tou Qeou, i.e. in whom God delights,
<441322>Acts 13:22; of the pleasure given by food, <441417>Acts 14:17 ((Winer’s
Grammar, 156 (148) note) see 2 a. above). in reference to grief, pain,
anguish, etc.: hJ luph peplhrwke thn kardian, <431606>John 16:6; odunh th
kardia mou, <450902>Romans 9:2; hJ kardia tarassetai, <431401>John 14:1, 27;
sunoch kardiav, <470204>2 Corinthians 2:4; barein thv kardiav merimnaiv
biwtikaiv, <422134>Luke 21:34 (cf. 2 a. above); diapriomai th kardia,
<440754>Acts 7:54; suntetrimmenov thn kardian, <420418>Luke 4:18 R L
brackets; katenughsan th kardia, <440237>Acts 2:37 (L T Tr WH thn
kardian); sunqruptein thn kardian, <442113>Acts 21:13.

[e]. “of a soul conscious of good or bad deeds” (our “conscience”): <620320>1
John 3:20f (<210722>Ecclesiastes 7:22; so bb;læ, <182706>Job 27:6; hJ kardia
patassei tina, <092406>1 Samuel 24:6; <102410>2 Samuel 24:10).

3. used “of the middle or central or inmost part of anything, even though
inanimate”: thv ghv (which some understand of Hades, others of the
sepulchre), <401240>Matthew 12:40 (thv qalasshv, <320204>Jonah 2:4 for blæ; and
for the same en mesw qalasshv, <021508>Exodus 15:8,19; add Baruch 6:
(Epistle Jer.) 19; thv kleyudrav, Aristotle, probl. 16, 8 (others,
kwdia)). Cf. Beck, Biblical Seelenlehre, chapter iii. sec. 20ff, p. 64ff;
Delitzsch, Biblical Psychologie (Leipz. 1861) iv. sec. 12, p. 248ff (also in
Herzog 2, vi. 57ff); Oehler in Herzog vi., p. 15ff (also in his O.T. Theol.
(edited by Day) sec. 71); Wittichen in Schenkel iii. 71f.

{2589} kardiognwsthv, kardiognwstou, oJ (kardia, gnwsthv),
“knower of hearts”: <440124>Acts 1:24; 15:8. (Ecclesiastical writings (Winer’s
Grammar, 100 (94)).)*

{2591} Karpov (cf. Winer’s Grammar, p. 51), Karpou, oJ, “Carpus,” the
name of an unknown man: <550413>2 Timothy 4:13.*

{2590} karpov, karpou, oJ (cf. Latin carpo; A-S. hearf-est (harvest i.e.
the ingathering of crops); Curtius, sec. 42); Hebrew yrip]; from Homer
down; “fruit”;
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1. properly: the fruit of trees, <401233>Matthew 12:33; 21:19; <411114>Mark 11:14;
<420644>Luke 6:44; 13:6f; of vines, <402134>Matthew 21:34; <411202>Mark 12:2; <422010>Luke
20:10; <460907>1 Corinthians 9:7; of the fields, <421217>Luke 12:17; <410429>Mark 4:29;
<550206>2 Timothy 2:6; (<590507>James 5:7); blastanein, <590518>James 5:18; poiein,
to bear fruit (after the Hebrew hc;[; yrip] (see poiew, I. 1 e.)),
<400310>Matthew 3:10; 7:17-19; 13:26; <420309>Luke 3:9; 11:43; 8:8; 13:9;
<662202>Revelation 22:2; didonai, <401308>Matthew 13:8; <410407>Mark 4:7f; ferein,
<400718>Matthew 7:18 T WH; <431224>John 12:24; 15:2,4f; (trop. <431508>John 15:8,16);
apodidonai, to yield fruit, <662202>Revelation 22:2; to render (pay) the fruit,
<402141>Matthew 21:41; by a Hebraism, oJ karpov thv koiliav, i.e. the unborn
child, <420142>Luke 1:42 (yrip] ˆf,B,, <052804>Deuteronomy 28:4, where the
Septuagint ta ekgona thv koiliav); thv osfuov “the fruit of one’s loins,
i.e. his progeny, his posterity,” <440230>Acts 2:30 (<013002>Genesis 30:2; <19C603>Psalm
126:3 (<19C703>Psalm 127:3); 131:11 (<19D211>Psalm 132:11); <330607>Micah 6:7); cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 33 (32).

2. Metaphorically, “that which originates or comes from something; an
effect, result”;

a. equivalent to ergon, “work, act, deed”: with the genitive of the author,
tou pneumatov, <480522>Galatians 5:22; tou fwtov, <490509>Ephesians 5:9 (Rec.
tou pneumatov); thv dikaiosunhv, <500111>Philippians 1:11 (cf. b. below); of
Christian charity, i.e. benefit, <451528>Romans 15:28; karpon polun ferein,
to accomplish much (for the propagation of Christianity and its furtherance
in the souls of men), <431508>John 15:8,16; used of men’s deeds as exponents of
their hearts (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 372 (348)), <400716>Matthew 7:16,20;
agaqoi, <590317>James 3:17; karpoi thv basileiav tou Qeou, deeds
required for the attainment of salvation in the kingdom of God,
<402143>Matthew 21:43; poiein karpouv axiouv thv metanoiav, to exhibit
deeds agreeing with a change of heart, <400308>Matthew 3:8; <420308>Luke 3:8 (cf.
axia thv metanoiav erga prassein, <442620>Acts 26:20),

b. “advantage, profit, utility”: <500122>Philippians 1:22; 4:17; ecein karpon, to
get fruit, <450113>Romans 1:13; 6:21f; thv dikaiosunhv, benefit arising from
righteousness (others make it genitive of apposition, Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 59, 8 a.), <581211>Hebrews 12:11; which consists in righteousness (genitive
of apposition), <590318>James 3:18 (cf. <500111>Philippians 1:11 in a. above, and
Meyer ad loc.; <201130>Proverbs 11:30; <300612>Amos 6:12).
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c. by a Hebraism oJi karpoi twn ceilewn, praises, which are presented to
God as a thank-offering: <581315>Hebrews 13:15 (<281402>Hosea 14:2; <201214>Proverbs
12:14; 29:49 (<203131>Proverbs 31:31)). Cf. Winer’s Grammar, 33 (32) note 1.

d. sunagein karpon eiv zwhn aiwnion, to gather fruit (i.e. a reaped
harvest) into life eternal (as into a granary), is used in figurative discourse
of those who by their labors have fitted souls to obtain eternal life, <430436>John
4:36.*

{2592} karpoforew, karpoforw; 1 aorist ekarpoforhsa; present
passive participle karpoforoumenov; (karpoforov, which see); “to
bear fruit”; (Vulgate fructifico; Columella (50 A. D.), Tertullian);

a. properly, ((Xenophon, Aristotle), Theophrastus, de hist. plant. 3, 3, 7;
Diodorus 2, 49): corton, <410428>Mark 4:28 (futa, Sap. 10:7).

b. metaphorically, “to bear, bring forth, deeds”: thus of men who show
their knowledge of religion by their conduct, <401323>Matthew 13:23; <410420>Mark
4:20; <420815>Luke 8:15; en (for R G L Tr marginal reading WH marginal
reading en (cf. Buttmann, 103 (90), see eJiv, 4 a.)) triakonta etc. namely,
karpoiv, <410420>Mark 4:20 T Tr text WH text (see en, I. 5 f.); en panti
ergw agaqw, <510110>Colossians 1:10; tini (dative commodi]) to one who
reaps the fruit, i.e. fruit acceptable to him, tw Qew, <450704>Romans 7:4; tw
qanatw, i.e. (without the figure) to produce works rewarded with death,
<450705>Romans 7:5; in middle “to bear fruit of oneself,” <510106>Colossians 1:6 (cf.
Lightfoot at the passage).*

{2593} karpoforov, karpoforon (karpov and ferw), “fruit-bearing,
fruitful, productive”: <441417>Acts 14:17. (Pindar, Xenophon, Theophrastus,
Diodorus, the Septuagint.)*

{2594} karterew, karterw: 1 aorist ekarterhsa; (karterov (from
kartov i.e. kratov, ‘strong’)); “to be steadfast”: <581127>Hebrews 11:27 (A.V.
“endured”). (<180209>Job 2:9; Sir. 2:2; 12:15; often in Greek writings from
Sophocles and Thucydides down.) (Compare: proskarterew.)*

{2595} karfov, karfeov (karfouv), to (from karfw to contract, dry
up, wither), “a dry stalk or twig, a straw; chaff” (A.V. “mote”):
<400703>Matthew 7:3-5; <420641>Luke 6:41f, where it figuratively denotes a smaller
fault. (<010811>Genesis 8:11; in Greek writings from Aeschylus and Herodotus
down.)*
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{2596} kata (on its neglect of elision before a vowel see Tdf, Proleg., p.
95; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 5, 1 a.; a. 10; WH’s Appendix, p. 146a), a
preposition denoting motion or diffusion or direction from the higher to the
lower; as in classical Greek, joined with the genitive and the accusative.

I. With the genitive (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 47, k., p. 381 (357); (B, sec.
147, 20));

1. properly,

a. “down from, down”: kata tou krhmnou, <400832>Matthew 8:32; <410513>Mark
5:13; <420833>Luke 8:33; katechn kata thv kefalhv (so that it flowed down
from his head (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 381 (357) note); but it is more
correct here to omit kata with L T Tr WH; see katacew), <411403>Mark 14:3;
hence kata kefalhv (a veil hanging down from his entry) ecwn, <461104>1
Corinthians 11:4 ((A.V. “having his head covered”) cf. katapetasma (or
rather kalumma (which see), but see ecw, I. 1 b.)).

b. “down upon” (down into) anything: <442714>Acts 27:14 (Winer’s Grammar,
381 (357) note{1}; cf. B. D. American edition, under the word Crete);
tropically, hJ kata baqouv ptwceia reaching down into the depth, i.e.
deep or extreme poverty, <470802>2 Corinthians 8:2 (cf. Strabo 9, 5, p. 419 esti
to manteion antron koilon kata baqouv).

c. used of motion or extension through a space from top to bottom; hence
“through, throughout”: in the N.T. (and in Luke’s writings; Buttmann, sec.
147, 20) everywhere with the adjective oJlov, as kaq’ oJlhv thv
pericwrou thv Ioudaiav, thv Iopphv, <420414>Luke 4:14; 23:5; <440931>Acts
9:31; 10:37 (diesparhsan kata thv nhsou, Polybius 3, 19, 7;
eskedasmenoi kata thv cwrav, 1, 17, 10; 3, 76, 10; mh parabainein
tav aJmarotrociav, alla kat’ autwn ienai, Aelian v. h. 2, 27).

2. metaphorically,

a. after verbs of swearing, adjuring (the hand being, as it were, placed
down upon the thing sworn by (cf. Bernhardy (1829), p. 238; Kühner, sec.
433 at the end)), “by”: <402663>Matthew 26:63; <580613>Hebrews 6:13,16 (<234523>Isaiah
45:23; <143613>2 Chronicles 36:13; Judith 1:12; Demosthenes 553, 17; 554, 23).

b. “against” (properly, “down upon” (Winer’s Grammar, 382 (358));
Hebrew l[æ): opposed to uJper, <410940>Mark 9:40; <471308>2 Corinthians 13:8;
<450831>Romans 8:31; opposed to meta, <401230>Matthew 12:30; <421123>Luke 11:23;
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after epiqumein, <480517>Galatians 5:17; eipein ponhron (rhma),
<400511>Matthew 5:11; lalein, <440613>Acts 6:13; <650115>Jude 1:15; marturia,
<411455>Mark 14:55; <402659>Matthew 26:59; marturein, <461515>1 Corinthians 15:15
(here many take kata equivalent to “with regard to, of”; cf. DeWette at
the passage; Lob. ad Phryn., p. 272); yeudomarturein, <411456>Mark 14:56f;
gogguzein, <402011>Matthew 20:11 (<021524>Exodus 15:24 Alexandrian LXX);
didaskein, <442128>Acts 21:28; yeudesqai, <590314>James 3:14 (Xenophon,
Apology 13); sumboulion labein or poiein, <402701>Matthew 27:1;
<410306>Mark 3:6; aiteisqai ti, <442503>Acts 25:3,15; after verbs of accusing, etc.:
ecein ti, <400523>Matthew 5:23; <411125>Mark 11:25; <660204>Revelation 2:4,14,20;
kathgorein, <422314>Luke 23:14; kathgoria, <431829>John 18:29 (Tdf. omits
kata); egkalein, <450833>Romans 8:33; entugcanein tini, <451102>Romans 11:2;
add, <442401>Acts 24:1; 25:2; <590509>James 5:9; to ceirografon, <510214>Colossians
2:14; krisin poiein, <650115>Jude 1:15; after verbs of rebelling, fighting,
prevailing: <401035>Matthew 10:35; 12:25; <441402>Acts 14:2; <460406>1 Corinthians 4:6;
<471005>2 Corinthians 10:5; <600211>1 Peter 2:11; (<661207>Revelation 12:7 Rec.);
iscuein, <441916>Acts 19:16; exousian ecein, <431911>John 19:11.

II. With the accusative; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 49 d.; Bernhardy
(1829), p. 239ff

1. of place;

a. of the place through which anything is done or is extended (properly,
“down through”; opposed to ana, “up through”): kaq’ oJlhn thn polin
khrussein, <420839>Luke 8:39; ekferein kata tav plateiav, <440515>Acts 5:15
(R G); add, <420906>Luke 9:6; 13:22; 15:14; <440801>Acts 8:1; 11:1; 15:23; 21:21;
24:5,12; 27:2; touv kata ta eqnh (throughout Gentile lands) pantav
Ioudaiouv, <442121>Acts 21:21, cf. Grimm on 2 Macc. 1:1; kata thn oJdon,
along the way i.e. on the journey (Winer’s Grammar, 400 (374) note{1}),
<421004>Luke 10:4; <440836>Acts 8:36; 25:3; 26:13; “along” (Latin secundum or
praeter (R. V. “off”)), pelagov to kata thn Kilikian, <442705>Acts 27:5.

b. of the place “to” which one is brought (down): genomenov (Tr WH omit
[g].) kata ton topon (elqwn etc.), <421032>Luke 10:32 (cf. Field, Otium
Norv. Pars iii at the passage); elqontev kata thn Musian, <441607>Acts 16:7;
kata thn Knidon, <442707>Acts 27:7; kat’ auton (came) to him, i.e. to the
place where he was lying, <421033>Luke 10:33.
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c. of direction; “toward”: Libuh hJ kata Kurhnhn, that Libya which lay
toward Cyrene, i.e. Libya of Cyrene (i.e. the chief city of which was
Cyrene), <440210>Acts 2:10; blepein, to look, lie toward (see blepw, 3),
<442712>Acts 27:12; poreuesqai kata meshmbrian, <440826>Acts 8:26; kata
skopon, “toward the goal,” my eye on the goal, <500314>Philippians 3:14.
“against” (Latin adversus with the accusative); “over against, opposite”:
kata proswpon, “to the face,” <480211>Galatians 2:11 (see proswpon, 1 a.);
equivalent to “present,” <442516>Acts 25:16 (A.V. “face to face”); <471001>2
Corinthians 10:1; with the genitive of person added, “before the face of, in
the presence of, one”: <420231>Luke 2:31; <440313>Acts 3:13; ta kata proswpon,
the things that are open to view, known to all, <471007>2 Corinthians 10:7; kat’
ofqalmouv, before the eyes, <480301>Galatians 3:1; here, too, according to
some (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 400 (374) note{3}) belongs kata Qeon,
<450827>Romans 8:27, but it is more correctly referred to 3 c. [a]. below.

d. of the place where: kat’ oikon (opposed to en tw iJerw), “at home,”
privately (Winer’s Grammar, 400 (374) note{1}), <440246>Acts 2:46; 5:42.

e. of that which so joins itself to one thing as to separate itself from
another; our “for, by”: kat’ idian, “apart,” see idiov, 2; kaq’ eJauton,
alone (“by himself”), <442816>Acts 28:16; <590217>James 2:17 (R. V. “in itself”) (2
Macc. 13:13; oJi kaq’ aJutouv EJllhnev, Thucydides 1, 138; oJi Boiwtoi
kaq’ aJutouv, Diodorus 13, 72; other examples are given by Alberti,
Observations, etc., p. 293; Loesner, Observations, e Philone, p. 460f);
ecein ti kaq’ eJauton, to have a thing by and to oneself, i.e. to keep it
hidden in one’s mind, <451422>Romans 14:22 (Josephus, Antiquities 2, 11, 1;
Heliodorus 7, 16; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 401 (375) note{1})); hence, of
that which belongs to some person or thing: kata thn ousan
ekklhsian, belonging to (A.V. “in”) the church that was there, <441301>Acts
13:1; hJ ekklhsia kat’ oikon tinov, belonging to one’s household (see
ekklhsia, 4 b. aa.); hence it forms a periphrasis — now for the genitive,
as ta kata Ioudaiouv eqh (equivalent to twn Ioudaiwn), <442603>Acts 26:3;
now for the possessive pronoun, oJi kaq’ uJmav poihtai, your own poets,
<441728>Acts 17:28 (here WH marginal reading kaq’ hJmav, see their
Introductory sec. 404); nomou tou kaq’ uJmav (a law of your own),
<441815>Acts 18:15; to kat’ eme proqumon, my inclination, <450115>Romans 1:15
(see proqumov); hJ kaq’ uJmav pistiv, <490115>Ephesians 1:15 (hJ kata ton
turannon wmathv te kai dunamiv, Diodorus 14, 12; mecri twn kaq’
hJmav cronwn, Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 2, 1; cf. Grimm on 2
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Macc. 4:21, p. 88; a throng of examples from Polybius may be seen in
Schweighaeuser, Lex. Polybius, p. 323f; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 154 (146);
400 (374) note{2}; especially Buttmann, sec. 132, 2)).

2. of Time (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 401 (374)); “during, about”; Latin
tempore: kat’ ekeinon, or touton ton kairon, <441201>Acts 12:1; 19:23;
<450909>Romans 9:9; <580909>Hebrews 9:9 (R G); kata to auto, at the same time,
together, <441401>Acts 14:1 (see autov, III. 1); kata to mesonuktion,
<441625>Acts 16:25; kata meson thv nuktov, <442727>Acts 27:27; (possibly also
kata meshmbrian, “at noon,” <440826>Acts 8:26 (see meshmbria, b.)); kata
kairon, see kairov, 2 a.; kat’ arcav (Herodotus 3, 153), in the
beginning (of things), <580110>Hebrews 1:10; kata thn hJmeran tou
peirasmou, <580308>Hebrews 3:8 (as the Septuagint in this passage have
rendered the preposition K] in the context by wJv (en tw parapikrasmw,
<199408>Psalm 94:8 (<199508>Psalm 95:8)), some would take it and kata here
equivalent to “like as” in the day etc.; Vulgate secundum); kata pan
sabbaton, <441327>Acts 13:27; 15:21; 18:4; kaq’ eJkasthn hJmeran,
<580313>Hebrews 3:13; kata mhna (eJna) eJkaston, <662202>Revelation 22:2; kat’
onar, during a dream, see onar.

3. it denotes reference, relation, proportion, of various sorts;

a. distributively, indicating a succession of things following one another
(Winer’s Grammar, 401 (374); Buttmann, sec. 147, 20);

[a], in reference to place: kata polin, in every city (“city by city, from
city to city”), <420801>Luke 8:1,4; <441521>Acts 15:21; 20:23; <560105>Titus 1:5
(Thucydides 1, 122); kat’ ekklhsian, in every church, <441423>Acts 14:23;
with the plural, kata poleiv, <421322>Luke 13:22; kata tav kwmav, <420906>Luke
9:6 (Herodotus 1, 96); kata topouv, <402407>Matthew 24:7; <411308>Mark 13:8;
<422111>Luke 21:11; kata tav sunagwgav, in every synagogue, <442219>Acts
22:19; (cf. kata touv oikouv eisporeuomenov, <440803>Acts 8:3).

[b]. in reference to time: kat’ etov, yearly, year by year, <420241>Luke 2:41;
also kat’ eniauton (see eniautov); kaq’ hJmeran etc., see hJmera, 2, p.
278{a}; kata mian sabbatou (R G sabbatwn), on the first day of
every week, <461602>1 Corinthians 16:2; kata eJorthn, at any and every feast,
<402715>Matthew 27:15; <411506>Mark 15:6; <422317>Luke 23:17 (Rec.; cf. Buttmann,
sec. 133, 26. Others understand the phrase in these passages (contextually)
“at or during (see 2 above) the feast,” viz. the Passover; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 401 (374)).
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[g]. universally: kaq’ eJna pantev, all one by one, successively, <461431>1
Corinthians 14:31, see more fully in eJiv, 4 c.; kata duo, by two, <461427>1
Corinthians 14:27; kata eJkaton kai kata penthkonta, by hundreds
and by fifties, <410640>Mark 6:40 L T Tr WH; kata merov, “severally,” singly,
part by part, <580905>Hebrews 9:5 (Herodotus 9, 25; Xenophon, anab. 3, 4, 22);
kat’ onoma, by name, i.e. each by its own name (Vulgate nominatim (or
per nomen)): <431003>John 10:3; 3 <430115>John 1:15 (14); cf. Herm. ad Vig., p.
858f.

b. equivalent to the Latin ratione habita alicuius rei vel personae; “as
respects; with regard to; in reference to; so far as relates to; as
concerning”; (Winer’s Grammar, 401 (375)): kata sarka or kata thn
sarka, as to the flesh (see sarx (especially 2b.)), <450103>Romans 1:3; 9:3,5;
<460126>1 Corinthians 1:26; 10:18; <471118>2 Corinthians 11:18; oJi kurioi kata
sarka (Luther well, die leiblichen Herren), in earthly relations, according
to the arrangements of society, <490605>Ephesians 6:5; kata to euaggelion,
kata thn ekloghn, <451128>Romans 11:28; add, <450104>Romans 1:4; 7:22;
<500305>Philippians 3:5f; <580909>Hebrews 9:9; ta kata tina, “one’s affairs, one’s
case,” <442422>Acts 24:22; 25:14; <490621>Ephesians 6:21; <500112>Philippians 1:12;
<510407>Colossians 4:7 (and very often in classical Greek); kata panta
tropon, in every way, in every respect, <450302>Romans 3:2; the opposite kata
mhdena tropon, “in no wise,” <530203>2 Thessalonians 2:3; kata panta, in all
respects, in all things, <441722>Acts 17:22; <510320>Colossians 3:20,22; <580217>Hebrews
2:17; 4:15 (Thucydides 4, 81).

c. “according to, agreeably to”; in reference to agreement or conformity to
a standard, in various ways (Winer’s Grammar, 401 (375));

[a]. “according to anything as a standard, agreeably to”: peripatein
kata ti, <410705>Mark 7:5; <450801>Romans 8:1 (Rec.), 4; 14:15; <530306>2
Thessalonians 3:6; <490202>Ephesians 2:2; zhn kata, <442605>Acts 26:5; <450812>Romans
8:12f; poreuesqai, <610303>2 Peter 3:3; apodidonai tini, <401627>Matthew
16:27, etc. (see apodidwmi, (especially 4)); lambanein, <460308>1 Corinthians
3:8; so with many other verbs a thing is said “to be done or to occur”
kata, as in <420227>Luke 2:27,29; <430724>John 7:24; <510208>Colossians 2:8; 3:10; <540118>1
Timothy 1:18; <580715>Hebrews 7:15; 8:5,9; <620514>1 John 5:14, etc.; (on the
phrase kat’ anqrwpon, see anqrwpov, especially 1 c.; (cf. e. below;
Winer’s Grammar, 402 (376))); kata thn grafhn, tav grafav,
<590208>James 2:8; <461503>1 Corinthians 15:3f.; kata to gegrammenon, <470413>2
Corinthians 4:13; kata to eirhmenon, <450418>Romans 4:18; kata ton
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nomon, <420239>Luke 2:39; <431831>John 18:31; 19:7; <580922>Hebrews 9:22; kata to
euaggelion mou, <450216>Romans 2:16; 16:25; <550208>2 Timothy 2:8, cf. <540111>1
Timothy 1:11; kata to wJrismenon, <422222>Luke 22:22; kaq’ oJmoiwsin
Qeou, <590309>James 3:9; kata logon rightly, justly (A.V. “reason would”
etc.), <441814>Acts 18:14; kata tina, agreeably to the will of anyone, as
pleases him (Winer’s Grammar, 401f (375)): so kata Qeon, <450827>Romans
8:27 (cf. 1 c. above); <470709>2 Corinthians 7:9,11; kata Crsiton Ihsoun,
<451505>Romans 15:5; kata kurion, <471117>2 Corinthians 11:17; kata ton
kaqarismon, after the manner of purifying, as the rite of purification
prescribed, <430206>John 2:6; oJi kata sarka ontev, who bear, reflect, the
nature of the flesh, equivalent to oJi sarkikoi, and oJi kata pneuma
ontev equivalent to oJi pneumatikoi, <450805>Romans 8:5; kata ti
gnwsomai; in accordance with what criterion i.e. by what sign shall I
know? <420118>Luke 1:18. Here belongs the use of the preposition in the titles
of the records of the life of Christ: euaggelion (which word the Sinaiticus
and Vaticanus manuscripts omit) kata Matqaion, Markon, etc., “as
Matthew etc. composed or wrote” (it). This use of the preposition was not
primarily a mere periphrasis for the genitive (Matqaiou, etc., see II. 1 e.
above), but indicated that the same subject had been otherwise handled by
others, cf. hJ palaia diaqhkh kata touv eJbdomhkonta (in tacit
contrast not only to the Hebrew text, but also to the Greek translations
made by others); oJi uJpomnhmatismoi oJi kata Nhmian, 2 Macc. 2:13
(see Grimm at the passage). Subsequently kata with an accusative of the
writer came to take the place of the genitive, as hJ kata Mwusea
pentateucov in Epiphanius (haer. 8, 4. Cf. Winer’s Grammar, 402 (375);
Buttmann, 3; 157 (137); and see, further, Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the
word euaggelion, James Morison, Commentary on Matthew,
Introductory sec. 4).

[b]. “in proportion to, according to the measure of”: carismata kata
thn carin thn doqeisan hJmin diafora, <451206>Romans 12:6; kata to
metron, <471013>2 Corinthians 10:13; <490407>Ephesians 4:7; kata thn
sklhrothta sou, <450205>Romans 2:5; kata ton cronon, <400216>Matthew 2:16;
eJkastw kata thn idian dunamin, <402515>Matthew 25:15; without the
article kata dunamin, <470803>2 Corinthians 8:3 (opposed to uJper dunamin,
as Homer, Iliad 3, 59 kat’ aisan, oud’ uJper aisan); kaq’ oJson, by so
much as, inasmuch as, <580303>Hebrews 3:3; 7:20; 9:27; kata tosouto, by so
much, <580722>Hebrews 7:22.
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[g]. used of the cause; “through, on account of, from, owing to” (in
accordance with i.e. “in consequence of, by virtue of”) (Winer’s Grammar,
402 (376)): kata pasan aitian, (“for” every cause), <401903>Matthew 19:3;
kata thn carin tou Qeou, <460310>1 Corinthians 3:10; <530112>2 Thessalonians
1:12; <550109>2 Timothy 1:9 (kata thn tou Qeou pronoian, Josephus,
Antiquities 20, 8, 6); kata carin, <450416>Romans 4:16; also opposed to kata
ofeilhma (R. V. “as of ... as of”), <450404>Romans 4:4; oJi kata fusin
kladoi, the natural branches, <451121>Romans 11:21 (cf. Buttmann, 162
(141)); hJ kata fusin agrilaiov, the natural wild olive tree, <451124>Romans
11:24; hJ kata pistin dikaiosunh, righteousness proceeding from faith,
<581107>Hebrews 11:7; add, <450828>Romans 8:28; 9:11; 11:5; 16:25f; <461208>1
Corinthians 12:8; <471310>2 Corinthians 13:10; <480202>Galatians 2:2; 3:29;
<490105>Ephesians 1:5,7,9,11,19; 3:7,11,16,20; <510111>Colossians 1:11,29;
<500120>Philippians 1:20; 3:21; 4:11,19; <530112>2 Thessalonians 1:12; 2:9; <550108>2
Timothy 1:8f; <580204>Hebrews 2:4; 7:16; <560103>Titus 1:3; <600103>1 Peter 1:3; <610315>2
Peter 3:15. adverbial phrases (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 51, 2 g.): kat’
exousian (with authority), <410127>Mark 1:27; kat’ anagkhn, kata
eJkousion (q. v) (of necessity, of free will), <570114>Philemon 1:14; kata
gnwsin, <600307>1 Peter 3:7; kat’ epignwsin, <451002>Romans 10:2 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 403 (376)); kata agnoian (in ignorance), <440317>Acts 3:17.

[d]. of likeness; “as, like as”: suntelesw ... diaqhkhn kainhn, ou kata
thn diaqhkhn k.t.l., <580808>Hebrews 8:8f (<111110>1 Kings 11:10); so with the
accusative of a person (cf. under [a]. above), <480428>Galatians 4:28; <600115>1 Peter
1:15; kata Qeon, after the image of God, <490424>Ephesians 4:24; krinesqai
kata anqrwpouv, zhn kata Qeon, to be judged as it is fit men should be
judged, to live as God lives, <600406>1 Peter 4:6. Hence, it is used

[e]. of the mode in which a thing is done; of the quality: andrev oJi kat’
exochn thv polewv, the principal men of the city, <442523>Acts 25:23; kaq’
uJpomenhn ergou agaqou, equivalent to uJpomenontev en ergw agaqw
(by constancy in well-doing), <450207>Romans 2:7; especially in adverbial
phrases: kata tauta “in (or after) the same (or this) manner,” <420623>Luke
6:23 (L text T Tr WH kata ta auta, L marginal reading kata tauta)
(26 (editions as before)); <421730>Luke 17:30 (T Tr WH kata ta auta, G L
kata tauta); kaq’ uJperbolhn, Romans 7: 13; <461231>1 Corinthians 12:31,
etc. (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 466 (434); Buttmann, 96 (84)); kata pistin
equivalent to pisteuontev (A.V. “in faith”; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 403
(376)), <581113>Hebrews 11:13; kata suggnwmhn, ou kta’ epitaghn, by way
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of concession, not by way of commandment, <460706>1 Corinthians 7:6, cf. <470808>2
Corinthians 8:8; kata kratov, <441920>Acts 19:20; kaq’ oJmoiothta,
<580415>Hebrews 4:15; on the phrase kata anqrwpon see anqrwpov, 1 c. (cf.
[a]. above).

d. of the end aimed at; the goal to which anything tends; (Latin ad
(Winer’s Grammar, 402f (376))): kat’ epaggelian zwhv, to proclaim life,
<550101>2 Timothy 1:1 (but see epaggelia, 1); kat’ eusebeian, tending to
godliness (<540603>1 Timothy 6:3; <560101>Titus 1:1) (see eusebeia; (yet others
refer these examples and that which follows, to the use set forth above, in
c.)); kata pistin, to awaken, produce faith, <560101>Titus 1:1 (examples of
this use of kata from Homer, Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, may be
seen in Passow, under the word II. 3, p. 1598{b}; (Liddell and Scott,
under the word B. III. 1); cf. Herm. ad Vig., p. 632; Kühner, ii., p. 412);
many refer to this head also kat’ atimian (to my dishonor (Winer’s
Grammar, 402f (376))) legw, <471121>2 Corinthians 11:21 (kat thn timhn tou
Qeou touto poiwn, to the honor of God, Josephus, Antiquities 3, 11, 4);
but see atimia.

III. In Composition kata denotes,

1. “from, down from, from a higher to a lower place”: with special
reference to the terminus from which, as katabainw, katabibazw, etc.
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 431 (401f)); with more prominent reference to the
lower terminus (down), as kataballw, katapatew, etc. (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, as above); also of the situation or local position, as
katakeimai, kaqeudw, katatiqhmi, kaqizw, etc. “from top to
bottom,” metaphorically, of things done with care, “thoroughly,” as
katamanqanw, kaqoraw, etc.

2. “in succession, in course”: kaqxhv; one part after another, katartizw,
kateuqunw, etc.

3. “under, underneath”: katacqoniov; the idea of “putting under” resides
in verbs denoting victory, rule, etc., over others, as katadunasteuoo],
katakurieuw, katexousiazw, katadoulow; likewise in verbs naming
that with which anything is covered, concealed, overwhelmed etc., as
katakaluptw, kataliqazw, katasfragizw, kataskiazw,
kataiscunw (where the German uses the prefix über (English “over”), as
überschatten, überdecken, or the syllable be, as beschatten, besiegeln);
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also in adjj. denoting an abundance of that with which a thing is filled up or
as it were covered up; see below in kateidwlov.

4. like the German ver-, zer-, it denotes separation, dissolution, in verbs of
wasting, dissolving, etc., as katakoptw, katagnumi, katakaiw,
kataklaw, kataluw, katakluzw, katanaliskw, katafqeirw, etc.

5. equivalent to “after, behind”: katadiwkw, kataleipw,
katakolouqew, etc.

6. used of proportion and distribution, as kataklhrodotew,
kataklhronomew, etc.

7. of hostility, “against” etc.: katadikazw, katakrinw, katalalew,
kataginwskw, etc. Cf. Herm. ad Vig., p. 637ff (On the construction of
verbs compounded with kata, see Winer’s Grammar, as above; cf.
Buttmann, 165 (143f).)

{2597} katabainw; imperfect 3 person plural katebainon; future
katabhsomai; 2 aorist katebhn, imperative katabhqi (<402740>Matthew
27:40; <421905>Luke 19:5; <430449>John 4:49; <441020>Acts 10:20) and kataba (<411530>Mark
15:30 (R G (where L T Tr WH participle katabav)), see anabainw);
perfect katabebhka; (from Homer on); the Septuagint for dræy;; “to go
down, come down, descend”;

1. of persons;

a. properly: absolutely, the place from which one has come down being
evident from the context, katabav esth, <420617>Luke 6:17 (cf. 12); 17:31
(followed here by an infinitive, so <402417>Matthew 24:17); <421905>Luke 19:5f;
<430507>John 5:7; <442010>Acts 20:10; <490410>Ephesians 4:10; followed by apo with the
genitive of the place, <400801>Matthew 8:1; 14:29; 17:9 Rec.; 27:40,42;
<410909>Mark 9:9 (L Tr marginal reading WH text ek); 15:30,32; by ek with the
genitive of place, <401709>Matthew 17:9 G L T Tr WH (see ek, I. 3); by eiv
with the accusative of place, <411315>Mark 13:15 (R G L brackets Tr; others
omit eiv etc.); <440838>Acts 8:38; (<451007>Romans 10:7); <490409>Ephesians 4:9.

b. “to come down,” as from the temple at Jerusalem, from the city of
Jerusalem; also of celestial beings coming down to earth: absolutely,
<400316>Matthew 3:16; <420251>Luke 2:51; 10:31; <430447>John 4:47,49,51; Acts (7:34);
8:15; 10:20; (23:10); 24:1,22; followed by apo with the genitive of the
place, <410322>Mark 3:22; <421030>Luke 10:30; <442507>Acts 25:7; <520416>1 Thessalonians
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4:16; ek tou ouranou, <402802>Matthew 28:2; <430132>John 1:32; 3:13; 6:33,38 (R
G; others apo), 41f, 50f, 58 (on these passages cf. Buttmann, 297 (255));
<661001>Revelation 10:1; 18:1; 20:1, followed by eiv with the accusative of
place, <421030>Luke 10:30; 18:14; <430212>John 2:12; <440715>Acts 7:15; 14:25; 16:8;
18:22; 25:6; by epi with the accusative of place, <430616>John 6:16; with the
accusative of the person; <410110>Mark 1:10 (R G L marginal reading); <420322>Luke
3:22; <430133>John 1:33,51 (52); by en with dative of place, <430504>John 5:4 (R L)
(see en, I. 7); by prov with the accusative of person, <441021>Acts 10:21;
14:11; contextually equivalent to “to be cast down,” of the devil,
<661212>Revelation 12:12.

2. of things, “to come (i.e. be sent) down”: <441011>Acts 10:11 (Rec. adds ep’
auton); 11:5; followed by apo with a genitive of person, <590117>James 1:17;
ek tou ouranou apo tou Qeou, <660312>Revelation 3:12; 21:2,10; “to come
(i.e. fall) down”: from the upper regions of the air; as broch, <400725>Matthew
7:25,27; lailay, <420823>Luke 8:23; pur apo (Lachmann ek) tou ouranou
<420954>Luke 9:54; ek tou ouranou eiv thn ghn, <661313>Revelation 13:13; ek tou
ouranou apo tou Qeou, <662009>Revelation 20:9 (R G Tr); calaza ek tou
ouranou epi tina, <661621>Revelation 16:21; qromboi epi thn ghn, <422244>Luke
22:44 (L brackets WH reject the passage); of a way leading downward,
<440826>Acts 8:26.

3. figuratively, katabainein eJwv aJdou, to (go i.e.) be cast down to the
lowest state of wretchedness and shame: <401123>Matthew 11:23 L Tr WH;
(<421015>Luke 10:15 WH text Tr marginal reading Compare:
sugkatabainw.)*

{2598} kataballw: passive and middle present participle
kataballomenov; 1 aorist passive kateblhqhn; (from Homer down);
the Septuagint for lypihi;

1. “to cast down”: tina, passive, <661210>Revelation 12:10 Rec.; “to throw to
the ground, prostrate”: passive, <470409>2 Corinthians 4:9 (where the metaphor
is taken from an athlete or combatant).

2. “to put in a lower place”: in the phrase qemelion kataballomai, “to
lay (down) a foundation” (Josephus, Antiquities 11, 4, 4; 15, 11, 3;
Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 3, 69; others), <580601>Hebrews 6:1.*

{2599} katabarew, katabarw: 1 aorist katebarhsa; properly, “to
press down by an imposed weight; to weigh down”; metaphorically, “to
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burden”: tina, anyone, <471216>2 Corinthians 12:16. (Polybius, Diodorus
Siculus, Appian, Lucian)*

katabarunw: equivalent to katabarew (which see); present passive
participle katabarunomenov, <411440>Mark 14:40 L T Tr WH; see barew.
(the Septuagint; Theophrastus, et al.)*

{2600} katabasiv, katabasewv, hJ (katabainw) (from Herodotus
down), “descent”;

a. “the act of descending”.

b. “the place of descent”: tou orouv, i.e. that part of the mountain where
the descent is made, <421937>Luke 19:37; so <061011>Joshua 10:11 the Septuagint;
Diodorus 4, 21; opposed to anabasiv, the place of ascent way up, 1
Macc. 3:16,24; Xenophon, Cyril 7, 2, 3. So Latin descensus; cf. Herzog on
Sall. Cat. 57, 3.*

{2601} katabibazw: 1 future passive katabibasqhsomai; “to cause
to go down” (Herodotus 1, 87; Xenophon, Cyril 7, 5, 18; the Septuagint
several times for dyriwOh; “to bring down,” Baruch 3:29); “to cast down,
thrust down”: passive, eJwv AJdou (see AJdhv, 2), <401123>Matthew 11:23 R G T;
<421015>Luke 10:15 (Tr marginal reading WH text katabhsh (which see 3));
eiv aJdou, <263116>Ezekiel 31:16.*

{2602} katabolh, katabolhv, hJ (kataballw, which see);

1. “a throwing or laying down”: tou spermatov (namely, eiv thn
mhtran), the injection or depositing of the virile semen in the womb,
Lucian, amor. 19; Galen, aphorism. iv. sec. 1; of the seed of animals and
plants, Philo de opif. mund. sections 22, 45; spermata ta eiv ghn h
mhtran kataballomena, Antoninus 4, 36; accordingly many interpret
the words Sarra dunamin eiv katabolhn spermatov elabe in
<581111>Hebrews 11:11, she received power to conceive seed. But since it
belongs to the male kataballein to sperma, not to the female, this
interpretation cannot stand ((according to the reading of WH marginal
reading auth Sarra, Abr. remains the subjunctive of elaben; but see 2
below)); cf. Bleek (and, on the other side, Kurtz) at the passage

2. “a founding” (laying down a foundation): eiv katabolhn spermatov,
to found a posterity, <581111>Hebrews 11:11 (but compare above)
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(purannidov, Polybius 13, 6, 2; aJma th prwth katabolh twn
anqrwpwn, Plato, aquae et ignis comp. C. 2). apo katabolhv kosmou,
from the foundation of the world: <401335>Matthew 13:35 (L T Tr WH omit
kosmou); 25:34; <421150>Luke 11:50; <580403>Hebrews 4:3; 9:28; <661308>Revelation
13:8; 17:8; pro katabolhv kosmou, <431724>John 17:24; <490104>Ephesians 1:4;
<600120>1 Peter 1:20.*

{2603} katabrabeuw, imperative 3 person singular katabrabeuetw;
(properly, brabeuw to be an umpire in a contest, kata namely, tinov,
against one); “to decide as umpire against one, to declare him unworthy of
the prize; to defraud of the prize of victory”: tina, metaphorically, “to
deprive of salvation,” <510218>Colossians 2:18, where cf. Meyer (Lightfoot,
especially Field, Otium Norv. Pars iii.). (Eustathius ad Iliad 1, 93, 33 (vss.
402f) katabrabeuei auton, wJv fasin oJi palaioi; but in the earlier
Greek writings that have come down to us, it is found only in (pseudo-)
dem. adv. middle, p. 544 at the end, where it is used of one who by bribing
the judges causes another to be condemned.)*

{2604} kataggeleuv, kataggelewv, oJ (kataggellw, which see),
“announcer (Vulgate annuntiator), “proclaimer”: with the genitive of the
object, <441718>Acts 17:18. (Ecclesiastical writings.)*

{2605} kataggellw; imperfect kathggellon; 1 aorist kathggeila;
passive, present kataggellomai; 2 aorist kathggelhn; “to announce,
declare, promulgate, make known; to proclaim publicly, publish”: ton
logon tou Qeou, <441305>Acts 13:5; 15:36; passive <441713>Acts 17:13; eqh,
<441621>Acts 16:21; to euaggelion, <460914>1 Corinthians 9:14; thn anastasin
thn ek nekrwn, <440402>Acts 4:2; tav hJmerav tautav, <440324>Acts 3:24 G L T Tr
WH; Qeon (others oJ), <441723>Acts 17:23; Ihsoun, <441703>Acts 17:3; Christ,
<500116>Philippians 1:16 (17),18; <510128>Colossians 1:28; tini ti, <441338>Acts 13:38;
16:17; <460201>1 Corinthians 2:1; with the included idea of celebrating,
commending, openly praising (Latin praedicare): ti, <450108>Romans 1:8 (A.V.
“is spoken of”); <461126>1 Corinthians 11:26. (Occasionally in Greek writings
from Xenophon, an. 2, 5, 38 where it means “to denounce, report, betray”;
twice in the O.T. viz. 2 Macc. 8:36; 9:17. (Cf. Westcott on <620105>1 John
1:5.)) (Compare: prokataggellw.)*

{2606} katagelaw, katagelw: imperfect 3 person plural kategelwn;
“to deride” (A.V. “laugh to scorn”): tinov, anyone (cf. Buttmann, sec.
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132, 15), <400924>Matthew 9:24; <410540>Mark 5:40; <420853>Luke 8:53. (From
(Aeschylus and) Herodotus down; the Septuagint.)*

{2607} kataginwskw; perfect passive participle kategnwsmenov; “to
find fault with, blame”: kategnwsmenov hn, he had incurred the censure
of the Gentile Christians; Luther rightly, es war Klage über ihn kommen
(i.e. “a charge had been laid against him”; but others “he stood
condemned,” see Meyer or Ellicott, in the place cited; cf. Alexander
Buttmann (1873) sec. 134, 4, 8), <480211>Galatians 2:11; “to accuse, condemn”:
tinov, any one, <620320>1 John 3:20f, with which cf. Sir. 14:2 makariov, oJu
ou kategnw hJ yuch autou. (In these and other significance in Greek
writings from (Aeschylus and) Herodotus down; (see Ellicott as above).)*

{2608} katagnumi: future kateaxw; 1 aorist kateaxa (impv. kataxon,
<053311>Deuteronomy 33:11); passive, 2 aorist kateaghn, whence subjunctive
3 person plural kateagwsin; 1 aorist kateacqhn in the Septuagint
<243125>Jeremiah 31:25 (<244825>Jeremiah 48:25) 25; (on the syllabic augment of
these forms cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii., p. 97f, cf. i., p.
323f; Matthiae, i., p. 520f; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 12, 2; (Curtius, Das
Verbum, i., p. 118; Veitch, under the word; Kuenen and Cobet, N.T.,
Praef., p. lxxix.)); from Homer down; “to break”: ti, <401220>Matthew 12:20;
<431931>John 19:31-33. (Synonym: see Schmidt, chapter 115, 5 and cf.
rhgnumi.)*

{1125} katagrafw: imperfect 3 person singular kategrafen; “to draw
(forms or figures), to delineate”: <430806>John 8:6 manuscript D etc. which T Tr
WH (txt.) would substitute for R G egrafen. (Pausanias 1, 28, 2.
Differently in other Greek writings) (Perhaps it may be taken in John, the
passage cited in a more general sense: “to mark” (cf. Pollux 9, 7, 104,
etc.).)*

{2609} katagw: 2 aorist kathgagon; 1 aorist passive kathcqhn; the
Septuagint for dyriwOh, to make to descend; “to lead down, bring down”:
tina, <442230>Acts 22:30; <451006>Romans 10:6; tina followed by eiv with the
accusative of place, <440930>Acts 9:30; 23: (15 L T Tr WH), 20,28; tina
followed by prov with the accusative of person, <442315>Acts 23:15 (R G); to
ploion epi thn ghn “to bring the vessel (down from deep water) to the
land,” <420511>Luke 5:11; katagesqai, to be brought (down) in a ship, to land,
touch at: followed by eiv with the accusative of place, <442103>Acts 21:3 (L T
Tr WH kathlqomen); 27:3; 28:12; often so in Greek writings.*
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{2610} katagwnizomai: deponent middle; 1 aorist kathgwnisamhn;

1. “to struggle against” (Polybius 2, 42, 3, etc.).

2. “to overcome” (cf. German niederkämpfen): <581133>Hebrews 11:33.
(Polybius, Josephus, Lucian, Plutarch, Aelian)*

{2611} katadew, katadw: 1 aorist katedhsa; from Homer down; “to
bind up”: ta traumata, <421034>Luke 10:34. (Sir. 27:21 according to the true
reading trauma.)*

{2612} katadhlov, katadhlon (dhlov), “thoroughly clear, plain,
evident”: <580715>Hebrews 7:15. ((Sophocles), Herodotus, Xenophon, Plato,
others) (Cf. dhlov, at the end.)*

{2613} katadikazw; 1 aorist katedikasa; 1 aorist passive
katedikasqhn; 1 future passive katadikasqhsomai; “to give judgment
against (one), to pronounce guilty; to condemn”; in classical Greek (where
it differs from krinein in giving prominence to the formal and official as
distinguished from the inward and logical judging (cf. Schmidt, Synonym,
chapter 18, 6)) it is followed by the genitive of the person, in the N.T. by
the accusative (Buttmann, sec. 132, 16): <401207>Matthew 12:7; <420637>Luke 6:37
(here Tr marginal reading the simple verb); <590506>James 5:6; passive,
<401237>Matthew 12:37; (<420637>Luke 6:37b (not Tr marginal reading)). (the
Septuagint <250335>Lamentations 3:35; Josephus, Antiquities 7, 11, 3.)*

katadikh, katadikhv, hJ;

1. “damnatory sentence, condemnation”: <442515>Acts 25:15 L T Tr WH;
((Epicharm. in Ath. 2, 3, p. 36 d.), Polybius, Plutarch, Irenaeus 1, 16, 3).

2. “penalty, especially a fine”; (Thucydides, Demosthenes, Lucian).*

{2614} katadiwkw: 1 aorist katediwxa; the Septuagint often for ãdær;;
“to follow after, follow up” (especially of enemies (Thucydides, et al.)); in
a good sense, of those in search of anyone: tina, <410136>Mark 1:36. (to eleov
sou katadiwxetai me, <192206>Psalm 22:6 (<192306>Psalm 23:6); ou katediwxan
meq’ hJmwn, <093022>1 Samuel 30:22; opisw tinov, to follow after one in order
to gain his favor, Sir. 27:17.)*

{2615} katadoulow, katadoulw; future katadoulwsw; 1 aor middle
katedoulwsamhn; (kata under (see kata, III. 3)); (from Herodotus
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down); “to bring into bondage, enslave”: tina, <480204>Galatians 2:4 L T Tr
WH; <471120>2 Corinthians 11:20 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 255f (240)); middle
“to enslave to oneself, bring into bondage to oneself”: <480204>Galatians 2:4 R
G.*

{2616} katadunasteuw; present passive participle
katadunasteuomenov; the Septuagint for hn;wOh, qvæ[;, etc.; with the
genitive of person (Winer’s Grammar, 206 (193); Buttmann, 169 (147)),
“to exercise harsh control over one, to use one’s power against one”:
<590206>James 2:6 (not Tdf. (see below)) (Diodorus 13, 73); tina, “to oppress
one” (Xenophon, conv. 5, 8; often in the Septuagint). <590206>James 2:6 Tdf.;
passive <441038>Acts 10:38.*

kataqema, kataqematov, to, equivalent to katanaqema (which see), of
which it seems to be a vulgar corruption by syncope (cf. Koumanoudes,
Sunagwgh lexewn aqhsaurwn k.t.l., under the word katav); “a
curse”; by metonymy, “worthy of execration, an accursed thing”:
<662203>Revelation 22:3 (Rec. katanaqema; cf. Justin Martyr, quaest. et resp.
121, at the end; ‘Teaching’ 16, 5). Not found in secular authors.*

{2653} kataqematizw; (kataqema, which see); “to call down direst
evils on, to curse vehemently”: <402674>Matthew 26:74 (Rec.
katanaqematizein). (Irenaeus adv. haer. 1, 13, 4 and 16, 3.)*

{2617} kataiscunw; passive, imperfect kathscunomhn; 1 aorist
kathscunqhn; future kataiscunqhsomai; the Septuagint chiefly for
vybihæ and vybiho; as in Greek writings from Homer down;

1. “to dishonor, disgrace”: thn kefalhn, <461104>1 Corinthians 11:4f (spodw
thn kefalhn, Josephus, Antiquities 20, 4, 2).

2. “to put to shame, make ashamed”: tina <460127>1 Corinthians 1:27; 11:22;
passive “to be ashamed, blush with shame”: <421317>Luke 13:17; <470714>2
Corinthians 7:14; 9:4: <600316>1 Peter 3:16; by a Hebrew usage one is said “to
be put to shame who suffers a repulse, or whom some hope has deceived”;
hence, elpiv ou kataiscunei, “does not disappoint”: <450505>Romans 5:5 (cf.
<192106>Psalm 21:6 (<192206>Psalm 22:6); <192402>Psalm 24:2f (<192502>Psalm 25:2f);
<19B811>Psalm 118:116 (<19B9116>Psalm 119:116)); passive, <450933>Romans 9:33; 10:11;
<600206>1 Peter 2:6 (<232816>Isaiah 28:16; Sir. 2:10).*
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{2618} katakaiw): imperfect 3 person plural katekaion; future
katakausw; 1 aorist infinitive katakausai; passive, present
katakaiomai; 2 aorist katekahn; 2 future katakahsomai (cf. Tdf.
Proleg., p. 123; WH’s Appendix, p. 170a); 1 future katakauqhsomai
(Kühner, 1:841; (Veitch, under the word kaiw; Buttmann, 60 (53);
Winer’s Grammar, 87 (83))); the Septuagint chiefly for ãræc;; from Homer
down; “to burn up” (see kata, III. 4), “consume by fire”: ti, <401330>Matthew
13:30; <441919>Acts 19:19; passive, <460315>1 Corinthians 3:15; <581311>Hebrews 13:11;
<610310>2 Peter 3:10 (Tr WH eJureqhsetai, see eJuriskw, 1 a. at the end);
<660807>Revelation 8:7; with puri added, <400312>Matthew 3:12; 13:40 R L T WH,
but G Tr kaiw; <420317>Luke 3:17 (<022914>Exodus 29:14; 32:20 Alexandrian LXX,
etc.; see kaiw); en puri (often so in the Septuagint), <661716>Revelation
17:16; 18:8. (kaiw and katakaiw are distinguished in <020302>Exodus 3:2.)*

{2619} katakaluptw: the Septuagint for hS;Ki; from Homer down; “to
cover up” (see kata, III. 3); middle present katakaluptomai, “to veil or
cover oneself”: <461106>1 Corinthians 11:6; thn kefalhn, one’s head, <461107>1
Corinthians 11:7.*

{2620} katakaucaomai, katakaucwmai, 2 person singular
katakaucasai (contracted from katakaucaesai) for the Attic
katakauca (<451118>Romans 11:18; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 2 b.;
(Buttmann, 42 (37); Sophocles’ Lexicon, Introduction, p. 40f; Tdf.
Proleg., p. 123f); Lob. ad Phryn., p. 360), imperative 2 person singular
katakaucw (<451118>Romans 11:18); (kata against (cf. kata, III. 7));
properly, “to glory against, to exult over, to boast oneself to the injury
of”(a person or a thing): tinov, <451118>Romans 11:18; Tdf. in <590314>James 3:14;
kata tinov, ibid. R G L Tr WH (Buttmann, 185 (160); Winer’s Grammar,
sec. 30, 9 b. (cf. 432 (402))); eleov (equivalent to oJ elewn)
katakaucatai krisewv, mercy boasts itself superior to judgment, i.e.
full of glad confidence has no fear of judgment, <590213>James 2:13.
(<381012>Zechariah 10:12; <242710>Jeremiah 27:10,38; <245010>Jeremiah 50:10,38, not
found in secular authors.)*

{2621} katakeimai; imperfect 3 person singular katekeito; (keimai,
to lie (see kata, III. 1)); “to have lain down i.e. to lie prostrate”; a. of the
sick (cf. colloquial, ‘down sick’) (Herodotus 7, 229; Lucian, Icarom. 31;
(Plutarch, vit. Cicero 43, 3)): <410130>Mark 1:30; <430506>John 5:6; <442808>Acts 28:8;
followed by epi with the dative of the couch or pallet, <410204>Mark 2:4 R G L
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marginal reading; (<440933>Acts 9:33 R G); <420525>Luke 5:25 R L; epi tionv,
<440933>Acts 9:33 (L T Tr WH); epi ti, <420525>Luke 5:25 T Tr WH (Buttmann,
sec. 147, 24 note; Winer’s Grammar, 408 (381) note); en with the dative
of place, <430503>John 5:3. b. of those at meals, “to recline” (Athen. 1, 42, p. 23
c.; Xenophon, an. 6, 1, 4; conv. 1, 14; Plato, conv., p. 177 d.; rep. ii., p.
372 d., etc.; Diogenes Laërtius 7, 1, 19; see anakeimai): absolutely,
<411403>Mark 14:3; <420529>Luke 5:29; followed by en with the dative of place,
<410215>Mark 2:15; <460810>1 Corinthians 8:10; <420737>Luke 7:37 L T Tr WH.*

{2622} kataklaw, kataklw: 1 aorist kateklasa; from Homer down;
“to break in pieces” (cf. German zerbrechen (see kata, III. 4)): touv
artouv, <410641>Mark 6:41; <420916>Luke 9:16.*

{2623} katakleiw: 1 aorist katekleisa; from (Herodotus),
Thucydides and Xenophon down; “to shut up, confine”: tina en th
fulakh, <420320>Luke 3:20; en (which Rec. omits) fulakaiv, <442610>Acts 26:10
(<243903>Jeremiah 39:3 (<243203>Jeremiah 32:3)).*

{2624} kataklhrodotew, kataklhrodotw (see kata, III. 6): 1 aorist
kateklhrodothsa; “to distribute by lot; to distribute as an inheritance”:
tini ti, <441319>Acts 13:19 Rec.; see the following word. (<050138>Deuteronomy
1:38; 21:16; <061951>Joshua 19:51 Aldine LXX, Complutensian LXX; 1 Macc.
3:36 — in all with the variant kataklhronomein. Not found in secular
authors.)*

{2624} kataklhronomew, kataklhronomw (see kata, III. 6): 1 aorist
kateklhronomhsa; “to distribute by lot, to distribute as an inheritance”:
tini ti, <441319>Acts 13:19 G L T Tr WH. (<043418>Numbers 34:18;
<050328>Deuteronomy 3:28; <061401>Joshua 14:1; <071124>Judges 11:24 Alexandrian
LXX; <090208>1 Samuel 2:8; 1 Esr. 8:82. Also often intransitive, “to receive,
obtain, acquire as an inheritance”; as, <050108>Deuteronomy 1:8 variant, 38;
2:21. Not found in secular authors.)*

{2625} kataklinw: 1 aorist kateklina; 1 aorist passive katekliqhn;
from Homer down; in the N.T. in reference to eating, “to make to recline”:
tina, <420914>Luke 9:14 (also 15 T Tr WH) (epi to deipnon, Xenophon, Cyril
2, 8, 21); middle, with 1 aorist passive, “to recline” (at table): <420736>Luke
7:36 L T Tr WH; 24:30; eiv thn prwtoklisian, <421408>Luke 14:8 (eiv to
esqiein, Judith 12:15; eiv to deipnon, Josephus, Antiquities 6, 8, 1
(variant)).*
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{2626} katakluzw: 1 aorist passive participle kataklusqeiv; from
(Pindar, Herodotus), Aeschylus down; “to overwhelm with water, to
submerge, deluge,” (cf. kata, III. 4): <610306>2 Peter 3:6. (the Septuagint
several times for ãfæv;.)*

{2627} kataklusmov, kataklusmou, oJ (katakluzw), “inundation,
deluge”: of Noah’s deluge, <402438>Matthew 24:38f; <421727>Luke 17:27; <610205>2 Peter
2:5. (the Septuagint for lWBmæ); Plato, Diodorus, Philo, Josephus,
Plutarch.)*

{2628} katakolouqew, katakolouqw; 1 aorist participle
katakolouqhsav; “to follow after” (see kata, III. 5): <422355>Luke 23:55;
tini, <441617>Acts 16:17. (the Septuagint, Polybius, Plutarch, Josephus,
others.)*

{2629} katakoptw;

1. “to cut up, cut to pieces” (see kata, III. 4); “to slay”: <232709>Isaiah 27:9;
<143407>2 Chronicles 34:7, etc.; Herodotus and following

2. “to beat, bruise”: eJauton liqoiv, <410505>Mark 5:5; (others retain here the
primary meaning, “to cut, gash, mangle”).*

{2630} katakrhmnizw: 1 aorist infinitive katakrhmnisai; “to cast
down a precipice; to throw down headlong”: <420429>Luke 4:29. (<142512>2
Chronicles 25:12; 2 Macc. 14:48; 4 Macc. 4:25; Xenophon, Cyril 1, 4, 7;
8, 3, 41; Demosthenes 446, 11; Diodorus 4, 31; (Philo de agric. Noë sec.
15); Josephus, Antiquities 6, 6, 2; 9, 9, 1.)*

{2631} katakrima, katakrimatov, to (katakrinw), “damnatory
sentence, condemnation”: <450516>Romans 5:16 (on which see krima, 2),
<450518>Romans 5:18; 8:1. (katakrimatwn afeseiv, Dionysius Halicarnassus
6, 61.)*

{2632} katakrinw; future kaakrinw; 1 aorist katekrina; passive,
perfect katakekrimai; 1 aorist katekriqhn; 1 future
katakriqhsomai; “to give judgment against (one (see kata, III. 7)), to
judge worthy of punishment, to condemn”; a. properly: <450834>Romans 8:34;
tina, <430810>John 8:10f; <450201>Romans 2:1, where it is disting. from krinein, as
in <461132>1 Corinthians 11:32; passive, <402703>Matthew 27:3; <451423>Romans 14:23;
tina qanatw, to adjudge one to death, condemn to death, <402018>Matthew
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20:18 (Tdf. eiv qanaton); <411033>Mark 10:33, (kekrimmenoi qanatw, to
eternal death, the Epistle of Barnabas 10, 5); katastrofh, <610206>2 Peter 2:6
(WH omits; Tr marginal reading brackets katastrofh) (the Greeks say
katakrinein tina qanatou or qanaton; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 210
(197f); Buttmann, sec. 132, 16; Grimm on Sap. 2:20); with the accusative
and infinitive, tina enocon einai qanatou, <411464>Mark 14:64; simply, of
God condemning one to eternal misery: passive, <411616>Mark 16:16; <461132>1
Corinthians 11:32; <590509>James 5:9 Rec. b. improperly, i.e. “by one’s good
example to render another’s wickedness the more evident and censurable”:
<401241>Matthew 12:41f; <421131>Luke 11:31f; <581107>Hebrews 11:7. In a peculiar use of
the word, occasioned by the employment of the term katakrima (in verse
1), Paul says, <450803>Romans 8:3, oJ Qeov katekrine thn aJmartian en th
sarki, i.e. through his Son, who partook of human nature but was
without sin, God deprived sin (which is the ground of the katakrima) of
its power in human nature (looked at in the general), broke its deadly sway
(just as the condemnation and punishment of wicked men puts an end to
their power to injure or do harm). ((From Pindar and Herodotus down.))*

{2633} katakrisiv, katakrisewv, hJ (katakrinw), “condemnation”:
<470309>2 Corinthians 3:9 (see dikonia, 2 a.); prov katakrisin, in order to
condemn, <470703>2 Corinthians 7:3. (Not found in secular authors.)*

{2634} katakurieuw; 1 aorist participle katakurieusav; (kata
(which see III. 3) under);

a. “to bring under one’s power, to subject to oneself, to subdue, master”:
tinov, <441918>Acts 19:18 (Diodorus 14,64; for vbæK; <010128>Genesis 1:28; Sir.
17:4).

b. “to hold in subjection, to be master of, exercise lordship over”: tinov,
<402025>Matthew 20:25; <411042>Mark 10:42; <600503>1 Peter 5:3; (of the benign
government of God, <240314>Jeremiah 3:14).*

{2635} katalalew, katalalw; “to speak against one, to criminate,
traduce”: tinov (in classical Greek mostly with the accusative; in the
Septuagint chiefly followed by kata tinov), <590411>James 4:11; <600212>1 Peter
2:12; 3:16 (here T Tr marginal reading WH, en wJ katalaleisqe,
“wherein ye are spoken against”).*
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{2636} katalalia, katalaliav, hJ (katalalov, which see),
“defamation, evil-speaking”: <471220>2 Corinthians 12:20; <600201>1 Peter 2:1 (on
the plural cf. Winer’s Grammar, 176 (166); Buttmann, 77 (67)). (Sap.
1:11; Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 30, 1; 35, 5, and ecclesiastical
writings; not found in classical Greek.)*

{2637} katalalov, katalalou, oJ, “a defamer, evil speaker” (A.V.
“back-biters”): <450130>Romans 1:30. (Found nowhere else (Hermas, sim. 6, 5,
5; also as adjective 8, 7, 2; 9, 26, 7).)*

{2638} katalambanw: 2 aorist katelabon; perfect infinitive
kateilhfenai; passive, perfect 3 person singular kateilhptai (<430804>John
8:4 as given in L T Tr WH text), perfect participle kateilhmmenov; 1
aorist kateilhfqhn (<430804>John 8:4 Rst bez elz G) (on the augment cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 12, 6), and katelhfqhn (<500312>Philippians 3:12 R G), and
katelhmfqhn (ibid. L T Tr WH; on the mu m see under the word Mu);
middle, present katalambanomai; 2 aorist katelabomhn; cf. Kühner, i.,
p. 856; (Veitch, under the word lambanw); the Septuagint for giCihi, dkæl;,
also for ax;m;, etc.; (from Homer down); “to lay hold of”; i.e.:

1. “to lay hold of so as to make one’s own, to obtain, attain to”: with the
accusative of the thing; the prize of victory, <460924>1 Corinthians 9:24;
<500312>Philippians 3:12f; thn dikaiosunhn, <450930>Romans 9:30; equivalent to
“to make one’s own, to take into oneself, appropriate”: hJ skotia auto
(i.e. to fwv) ou katelaben, <430105>John 1:5.

2. “to seize upon, take possession of” (Latin occupare);

a. of evils overtaking one (so in Greek writings from Homer down): tina
skotia, <431235>John 12:35; (so physically, <430617>John 6:17 Tdf.); of the last day
overtaking the wicked with destruction, <520504>1 Thessalonians 5:4; of a
demon about to torment one, <410918>Mark 9:18.

b. in a good sense, of Christ by his holy power and influence laying hold of
the human mind and will, in order to prompt and govern it, <500312>Philippians
3:12.

3. “to detect, catch”: tina en tini, in passive <430803>John 8:3 (WH epi tini);
with a participle indicating the crime, <430804>John 8:4.
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4. “to lay hold of with the mind; to understand, perceive, learn,
comprehend” (Plato, Phaedr., p. 250d.; Axioch., p. 370a.; Polybius 8, 4, 6;
Philo, vita contempl. sec. 10; Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 5, 46);
middle (Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 2, 66; (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
253 (238))), followed by oJti, <440413>Acts 4:13; 10:34; followed by the
accusative with an infinitive, <442525>Acts 25:25; followed by indirect discourse,
<490318>Ephesians 3:18.*

{2639} katalegw: present passive imperative katalegesqw;

1. properly, “to lay down”; middle “to lie down” (Homer).

2. “to narrate at length, recount, set forth” (from Homer on).

3. “to set down in a list or register, to enroll” (especially soldiers; see
Passow, under the word, 5; (Liddell and Scott, under the word, II. 2 (yet
the latter connect this use with the meaning of “to choose”))): of those
widows who held a prominent place in the church and exercised a certain
superintendence over the rest of the women, and had charge of the widows
and orphans supported at public expense, <540509>1 Timothy 5:9 (Winer’s
Grammar, 590 (549)); cf. DeWette (or Ellicott) at the passage.*

{2640} kataleimma, kataleimmatov, to (kataleipw), “a remnant,
remains”: <450927>Romans 9:27 R G, where it is equivalent to a few, a small
part; see uJpoleimma. (the Septuagint, Galen.)*

{2641} kataleipw; future kataleiyw; 1 aorist kateleiya (in later
authors; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 713ff; (Veitch, under the word leipw;
WH’s Appendix, p. 169f)); 2 aorist katelipon; passive, present
kataleipomai; perfect participle kataleleimmenov (WH
[katalelimmenos], see (their Appendix, p. 154b, and) under the word Iota);
1 aorist kateleifqhn; (see kata, III. 5); the Septuagint for rytiwOh,

ryaiv]hi, bzæ[;; (from Homer down); “to leave behind”; with the accusative
of place or person;

a. equivalent to “to depart from, leave,” a person or thing: <400413>Matthew
4:13; 16:4; 21:17; <581127>Hebrews 11:27; metaphorically, euqeian oJdon, to
forsake true religion, <610215>2 Peter 2:15. passive “to be left”: <430809>John 8:9;
equivalent to to remain, followed by en with the dative of place, <520301>1
Thessalonians 3:1.
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b. equivalent to “to bid (one) to remain”: tina in a place, <441819>Acts 18:19;
<560105>Titus 1:5 (R G; others apoleipw).

c. “to forsake, leave to oneself” a person or thing, by ceasing to care for it,
“to abandon, leave in the lurch”: kataleiyei ... ton patera kai thn
mhtera, <401905>Matthew 19:5; <411007>Mark 10:7; <490531>Ephesians 5:31, from
<010224>Genesis 2:24; passive “to be abandoned, forsaken”: eiv aJdou (or aJdhn
(which see 2)), <440231>Acts 2:31 Rec. (see egkataleipw, 1); with the
accusative of the thing, <411452>Mark 14:52; Luke (v. 28); 15:4; ton logon, to
neglect the office of instruction, <440602>Acts 6:2.

d. “to cause to be left over, to reserve, to leave remaining”: emautw,
<451104>Romans 11:4 (1 K. 19:18); kataleipetai, “there still remains,”
epaggelia, a promise (to be made good by the event), <580401>Hebrews 4:1
(mach, Xenophon, Cyril 2, 3, 11; swthriav elpiv, Josephus, b. j. 4, 5,4);
tina with an infinitive (to leave any business to be done by one alone),
<421040>Luke 10:40.

e. like our “leave behind,” it is used of one who on being called away
cannot take another with him: <442427>Acts 24:27; 25:14; specifically, of the
dying (to leave behind), <411219>Mark 12:19 (21 L marginal reading T Tr WH);
<422031>Luke 20:31 (<052854>Deuteronomy 28:54; <202007>Proverbs 20:7; and often in
Greek writings from Homer Iliad 24, 726; Odyssey 21, 33 on). f. like our
“leave equivalent to leave alone, disregard”: of those who sail past a place
without stopping, <442103>Acts 21:3. (Compare: egkataleipw.)*

{2642} kataliqazw: future kataliqasw; (see kata, III. 3 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 102 (97))); “to overwhelm with stones, to stone”: <422006>Luke 20:6.
(Ecclesiastical writings.)*

{2643} katallagh, katallaghv, hJ (katallassw, which see);

1. “exchange”; of the business of money-changers, exchanging equivalent
values ((Aristotle, others)). Hence,

2. “adjustment of a difference, reconciliation, restoration to favor,” (from
Aeschylus on); in the N.T., of the restoration of the favor of God to sinners
that repent and put their trust in the expiatory death of Christ: <470518>2
Corinthians 5:18f; with the genitive of the one received into favor, tou
kosmou (opposed to apobolh), <451115>Romans 11:15; katallaghn
elabomen, we received the blessing of the recovered favor of God,
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<450511>Romans 5:11; with the genitive of him whose favor is recovered, 2
Macc. 5:20. (Cf. Trench, sec. lxxvii.)*

{2644} katallassw; 1 aorist participle katallaxav; 2 aorist passive
kathllaghn; properly, “to change, exchange,” as coins for others of
equal value; hence, “to reconcile” (those who are at variance): tinav, as
touv Qhbaiouv kai touv Plataieav, Herodotus 6, 108; kathllaxan
sfeav oJi Parioi, 5, 29; Aristotle, oecon. 2, 15, 9 (p. 1348b, 9)
kathllaxen autouv prov allhlouv; passive tini, to return into favor
with, “be reconciled to,” one, Euripides, Iph. Aul. 1157; Plato, rep. 8, p.
566 e.; prov allhlouv, Thucydides 4, 59; but the passive is used also
where only one ceases to be angry with another and receives him into
favor; thus katallageiv, received by Cyrus into favor, Xenophon, an. 1,
6, 1; katallattetai prov authn, regained her favor, Josephus,
Antiquities 5, 2, 8; and, on the other hand, God is said katallaghnai
tini, with whom he ceases to be offended, to whom he grants his favor
anew, whose sins he pardons, 2 Macc. 1:5; 7:33; 8:29; Josephus,
Antiquities 6, 7, 4 cf. 7, 8, 4 (so epikatallattesqai tini, Clement of
Rome, 1 Corinthians 48, 1). In the N.T. God is said katallassein
eJautw tina, “to receive one into his favor” (A.V. “reconcile one to
himself”), <470518>2 Corinthians 5:18f (where in the added participles two
arguments are adduced which prove that God has done this: first, that he
does not impute to men their trespasses; second, that he has deposited the
doctrine of reconciliation in the souls of the preachers of the gospel);
katallaghnai tw Qew, to be restored to the favor of God, to recover
God’s favor, <450510>Romans 5:10 (but see ecqrov, 2); katallaghte tw
Qew, allow yourselves to be reconciled to God; do not oppose your return
into his favor, but lay hold of that favor now offered you, <470520>2 Corinthians
5:20. of a woman: katallaghtw tw andri, let her return into harmony
with (A.V. “be reconciled to”) her husband, <460711>1 Corinthians 7:11. Cf.
Fritzsche on Romans, vol. i., p. 276ff (who shows (in opposition to
Tittmann, N.T. Synonyms, 1:102, et al.) that katallassw and
diallassw are used promiscuously; the prepositions merely intensify (in
slightly different modes) the meaning of the simple verb, and there is no
evidence that one compound is stronger than the other; diallassw and
its derivatives are more common in Attic, katallassw and its derivatives
in later writers. Compare: apokatallassw.
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{2645} kataloipov, kataloipon (loipov), “left remaining”: (oJi
kataloipoi twn anqrwpwn A.V., “the residue of men”), <441517>Acts 15:17.
(Plato, Aristotle, Polybius; the Septuagint.)*

{2646} kataluma, katalumatov, to (from kataluw, c.; which see),
“an inn, lodging-place”: <420207>Luke 2:7 (for ˆwOlm;, <020424>Exodus 4:24); “an
eating-room, dining-room” (A.V. “guest-chamber”): <411414>Mark 14:14;
<422211>Luke 22:11; in the same sense for hK;v]li, <090922>1 Samuel 9:22. (Polybius
2, 36, 1 (plural); 32, 19, 2; Diodorus 14, 93, 5; (others; cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 25, 93 (89)).)*

{2647} kataluw; future katalusw; 1 aorist katelusa; 1 aorist
passive kateluqhn; 1 future passive 3 person singular kataluqhsetai;
“to dissolve, disunite” (see, III. 4); a. (what has been joined together)
equivalent to “to destroy, demolish”: liqouv (A.V. “throw down”),
<402402>Matthew 24:2; <411302>Mark 13:2; <422106>Luke 21:6; ton naon, <402661>Matthew
26:61; 27:40; <411458>Mark 14:58; 15:29; <440614>Acts 6:14; oikian, <470501>2
Corinthians 5:1; universally opposed to oikodomein, <480218>Galatians 2:18 (2
Esdr. 5:12; Homer, Iliad 9, 24f; 2, 117; teuch, Euripides, Tro. 819;
gefuran, Herodian, 8, 4, 4 (2 edition, Bekker)). b. metaphorically, “to
overthrow, i.e. to render vain, to deprive of success, to bring to naught”:
thn boulhn h to ergon, <440538>Acts 5:38 (tav apeilav, 4 Macc. 4:16);
tina, to render fruitless one’s desires, endeavors, etc. ibid. 39 G L T Tr
WH (Plato, legg. 4, p. 714 c.); “to subvert, overthrow”: to ergon tou
Qeou (see agaqov, 2), <451420>Romans 14:20. As in classical Greek from
Herodotus down, of institutions, forms of government, laws, etc., “to
deprive of force, annul, abrogate, discard”: ton nomon, <400517>Matthew 5:17
(2 Macc. 2:22; Xenophon, mem. 4, 4, 14; Isocrates paneg. sec. 55; Philost.
v., Apoll. 4, 40). c. of travelers, “to halt on a journey, to put up, lodge”
(the figurative expression originating in the circumstance that, to put up for
the night, the straps and packs of the beasts of burden are unbound and
taken off; or, perhaps more correctly, from the fact that the traveler’s
garments, tied up when he is on the journey, are unloosed at its end; cf.
analuw, 2): <420912>Luke 9:12; 19:7; so in Greek writings from Thucydides,
Xenophon, Plato down; the Septuagint for ˆWl, <011902>Genesis 19:2; 24:23,25,
etc.; Sir. 14:25,27; 36:31; (cf. Buttmann, 145 (127)).*

{2648} katamanqanw: 2 aorist katemaqon; met with from Herodotus
down; especially frequent in Xenophon, and Plato; “to learn thoroughly
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(see kata, III. 1), examine carefully; to consider well”: ti followed by
pwv, <400628>Matthew 6:28. (<012421>Genesis 24:21; <183505>Job 35:5, etc.; parqenon,
Sir. 9:5; kallov allotrion, ibid. 8.)*

{2649} katamarturew, katamarturw; “to bear witness against”: ti
tinov, testify a thing against one (Buttmann, 165 (144), cf. 178 (154)),
<402662>Matthew 26:62; 27:13; <411460>Mark 14:60, and R G in 15:4. (<112010>1 Kings
20:10,13 (<112110>1 Kings 21:10,13); <181506>Job 15:6; among Greek writings
especially by the Attic orators.)*

{2650} katamenw; “to remain permanently, to abide”: <440113>Acts 1:13.
(<042208>Numbers 22:8; Judith 16:20; Aristophanes, Xenophon, Philo de gigant.
sec. 5.)*

{2651} katamonav, and (as it is now usually written (so L T Tr WH))
separately, kata monav (namely, cwrav), “apart, alone”: <410410>Mark 4:10;
<420918>Luke 9:18. (Thucydides 1, 32, 37; Xenophon, mem. 3, 7, 4; Josephus,
Antiquities 18, 3, 4; the Septuagint for dd;B; and dd;b;l], Psalm 4:9;
<241517>Jeremiah 15:17, etc.)*

{2652} katanaqema, katanaqematov, to, once in <662203>Revelation 22:3
Rec.; see anaqema and kataqema. Not found in secular authors.*

{2653} katanaqematizw; (katanaqema, which see); equivalent to
kataqematizw (q v.) <402674>Matthew 26:74 Rec. (Justin Martyr, dialog
contra Trypho, c. 47, and other ecclesiastical writings.)*

{2654} katanaliskw; (see analiskw, and kata, III. 4); “to
consume”: of fire, <581229>Hebrews 12:29 after <050424>Deuteronomy 4:24; 9:3. (In
Greek writings from Xenophon, and Plato down; the Septuagint several
times for lkæa;.)*

{2655} katanarkaw, katanarkw: future katanarkhsw; 1 aorist
katenarkhsa; (narkaw to become numb, torpid; in the Septuagint
translation to affect with numbness, make torpid, <013225>Genesis 32:25, 32;
<183319>Job 33:19; from narkh torpor); properly, “to cause to grow numb or
torpid”; intransitive, “to be to torpid, inactive,” to the detriment of one; “to
weigh heavily upon, be burdensome to”: tinov (the genitive of person),
<471109>2 Corinthians 11:9 (8); 12:13f (Hesychius katenarkhsa.
katebarhsa (others, ebaruna)); Jerome, ad Algas. 10 ((iv. 204,
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Benedict. edition)), discovers a Cilicism in this use of the word (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 27). Among secular authors used by Hippocrates alone, and in a
passive sense, “to be quite numb or stiff”.*

{2656} kataneuw: 1 aorist kateneusa; from Homer down; “to nod to,
make a sign to”: tini, followed by tou with aorist infinitive, to indicate to
another by a nod or sign what one wishes him to do (A.V. “beckoned to ...
that they should come,” etc.), <420507>Luke 5:7.*

{2657} katanoew, katanw; imperfect katenwun; 1 aorist katenohsa;
from Herodotus down; the Septuagint here and there for ˆnæwOBt]hi, fyBihi,
ha;r;;

1. “to perceive, remark, observe, understand”: ti, <400703>Matthew 7:3;
<420641>Luke 6:41; 20:23; <442739>Acts 27:39.

2. “to consider attentively, fix one’s eyes or mind upon”: ti, <421224>Luke
12:24,27; <441106>Acts 11:6; <450419>Romans 4:19; with the accusative of the thing
omitted, as being understood from the context, <440731>Acts 7:31f; tina,
<580301>Hebrews 3:1; 10:24; <590123>James 1:23f.*

{2658} katantaw, katantw: 1 aorist kathnthsa; perfect kathnthka
(<461011>1 Corinthians 10:11 L T Tr WH); “to come to, arrive at”;

a. properly: followed by eiv with the accusative of place, <441601>Acts 16:1;
18:19, 24; 21:7; 25:13; 27:12; 28:13 (2 Macc. 4:44); antikru tinov, to a
place over against, opposite another, <442015>Acts 20:15; eiv tina ta telh
twn aiwnwn kathnthken, i.e. whose lifetime occurs at the ends of the
ages, <461011>1 Corinthians 10:11.

b. metaphorically, eiv ti, like the Latin ad aliquid pervenio, i.e. “to attain
to” a thing: <442607>Acts 26:7; <490413>Ephesians 4:13; <500311>Philippians 3:11;
katanta ti eiv tina, to one, that he may become partaker of it, <461436>1
Corinthians 14:36. (Polybius, Diodorus; ecclesiastical writings.)*

{2659} katanuxiv, katanuxewv, hJ (katanussw, which see);

1. “a pricking, piercing” (Vulgate compunctio).

2. “severe sorrow, extreme grief”.
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3. “insensibility or torpor of mind,” such as extreme grief easily produces;
hence, pneuma katanuxewv, “a spirit of stupor,” which renders their
souls torpid, i.e. so insensible that they are not affected at all by the offer
made them of salvation through the Messiah, <451108>Romans 11:8 from
<232910>Isaiah 29:10 the Septuagint (where the Hebrew jæWr hm;Der]Tæ, a spirit of

“deep sleep,” is somewhat loosely so rendered; oinov katanuxewv for ˆyyæ
hl;[eriTæ, wine which produces “dizziness, reeling,” German Taumelwein,
<195905>Psalm 59:5 (<196005>Psalm 60:5)). Not found in secular authors. Cf.
Fritzsche’s full discussion of the word in his Commentary on Romans, vol.
ii., p. 558ff; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 94 (90); Lightfoot ‘Fresh Revision’
etc., p. 139 note).*

{2660} katanussw: 2 aorist passive katenughn (Buttmann, 63 (55));
“to prick, pierce”; metaphorically, “to pain the mind sharply, agitate it
vehemently”: used especially of the emotion of sorrow; katenughsan th
kardia (thn kardian L T Tr WH), they were smitten in heart with
poignant sorrow (A.V. literally, “pricked”), <440237>Acts 2:37
(katanenugmenon th kardia, <19B816>Psalm 118:16 (<19B916>Psalm 119:16); add,
<013407>Genesis 34:7; Sir. 12:12; 14:1, etc.; of lust, Susanna 10; of violent pity,
John Malalas, chronogr. 1, 18, Bonn. edition, p. 460). Cf. Fritzsche on
Romans, ii., p. 558ff*

{2661} kataxiow, kataxiw: 1 aorist passive kathxiwqhn; “to account
worthy, judge worthy”: tina tinov, one of a thing, <530105>2 Thessalonians 1:5
(Polybius 1, 23, 3, etc.; Diodorus 2, 60; Josephus, Antiquities 15, 3, 8);
followed by an infinitive, <422035>Luke 20:35; 21:36 (T Tr text WH
katiscushte); <440541>Acts 5:41, (Demosthenes 1383, 11 (cf. Plato, Tim. 30
c.)).*

{2662} katapatew, katapatw; future katapathsw (<400706>Matthew 7:6
L T Tr WH); 1 aorist katepathsa; passive, present katapatoumai; 1
aorist katepathqhn; “to tread down (see kata, III. 1), trample under
foot”: ti and tina, <400513>Matthew 5:13; 7:6; <420805>Luke 8:5; 12:1 (Herodotus
and following; the Septuagint); metaphorically, like the Latin conculco, “to
trample on equivalent to to treat with rudeness and insult,” 2 Macc. 8:2,
etc.; cf. Grimm on 1 Maccabees, p. 61 (where its use to denote desecration
is illustrated); “to spurn, treat with insulting neglect”: ton uJion, tou
Qeou, <581029>Hebrews 10:29; oJrkia, Homer, Iliad 4, 157; touv nomouv,
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Plato, legg. 4,714 a.; ta grammata, Gorgias, p. 484 a.; touv logouv,
Epictetus 1, 8, 10; ta rhmata mou, <180603>Job 6:3 Aquila*

{2663} katapausiv, katapausewv, hJ (katapauw, which see);

1. actively, “a putting to rest”: twn pneumatwn, a calming of the winds
Theophrastus, de ventis 18; turannwn, removal from office Herodotus 5,
38.

2. In the Greek Scriptures (the Septuagint several times for hj;Wnm])
intransitive, “a resting, rest”: hJmera thv katapausewv, the day of rest,
the sabbath, 2 Macc. 15:1; topov thv katapausewv mou, where I may
rest, <440749>Acts 7:49. Metaphorically, hJ katapausiv tou Qeou, the
heavenly blessedness in which God dwells, and of which he has promised
to make persevering believers in Christ partakers after the toils and trials of
life on earth are ended: <580311>Hebrews 3:11, 18; 4:1, 3, 5, 10f (after <199411>Psalm
94:11 (<199511>Psalm 95:11), where the expression denotes the fixed and
tranquil abode promised to the Israelites in the land of Palestine).*

{2664} katapauw: 1 aorist katepausa; (kata, like the German nieder
down);

1. transitive, (the Septuagint for jæynihe, tyBiv]hi) “to make quiet, to cause
to be at rest, to grant rest”; i.e.

a. “to lead to a quiet abode”: tina, <580408>Hebrews 4:8 (<023314>Exodus 33:14;
<050320>Deuteronomy 3:20; 5:33; 12:10; <060113>Joshua 1:13,15; <141407>2 Chronicles
14:7; 32:22; Sir. 24:11).

b. “to still, restrain, to cause (one striving to do something) to desist”:
followed by tou mh and an infinitive, <441418>Acts 14:18 (cf. Buttmann, sec.
140, 16 [b.]; Winer’s Grammar, 325 (305)).

2. intransitive, “to rest, take rest” (Hebrew jæWn, tbæv]): apo tinov,
<580404>Hebrews 4:4,10,(<010202>Genesis 2:2). In the same and other senses in
Greek writings from Homer down.*

{2665} katapetasma, katapetasmatov, to (katapetannumi to
spread out over, to cover), an Alexandrian LXX Greek word for
parapetasma. which the other Greeks use from Herodotus down; “a veil
spread out, a curtain” — the name given in the Greek Scriptures, as well as
in the writings of Philo and Josephus, to the two curtains in the temple at
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Jerusalem (ta katapetasmata, 1 Macc. 4:51; (yet cf. Edersheim, Jesus
the Messiah, 2:611)): one of them (Hebrew Ës;m;) at the entrance of the
temple separated the Holy place from the outer court (<022637>Exodus 26:37;
38:18; <040326>Numbers 3:26; Josephus, b. j. 5, 5, 4; it is called also to
kalumma by the Septuagint and Philo, <022716>Exodus 27:16; <040325>Numbers
3:25; Philo, vit. Moys. 3: sections 5 and 9), the other veiled the Holy of
holies from the Holy place (in Hebrew the tk,rop;; endoteron
katapetasma, Josephus, Antiquities 8, 3, 3; to eswtaton
katapetasma Philo de gig. sec. 12; by the Septuagint and Philo this is
called pre-eminently to katapetasma, <022631>Exodus 26:31ff; <032123>Leviticus
21:23; 24:3; Philo, vit. Moys. as above). This latter katapetasma is the
only one mentioned in the N.T.: to katapetasma tou naou, <402751>Matthew
27:51; <411538>Mark 15:38; <422345>Luke 23:45; to deuteron katapetasma,
<580903>Hebrews 9:3; to eswteron tou katapetasmatov (cf. <031602>Leviticus
16:2,12,15; <022633>Exodus 26:33) “the space more inward them the veil,”
equivalent to ‘the space within the veil,’ i.e. the Holy of holies, figuratively
used of heaven, as the true abode of God, <580619>Hebrews 6:19; in a similar
figurative way the body of Christ is called katapetasma, in (<581020>Hebrews
10:20,) because, as the veil had to be removed in order that the high priest
might enter the most holy part of the earthly temple, so the body of Christ
had to be removed by his death on the cross, that an entrance might be
opened into the fellowship of God in heaven.*

{2666} katapinw; 2 aorist katepion; 1 aorist passive katepoqhn;
(from Hesiod and Herodotus down); properly, “to drink down, swallow
down”: <402324>Matthew 23:24; <661216>Revelation 12:16; “to devour,” <600508>1 Peter
5:8 (here Tr katapiein by mistake; (see pinw, at the beginning)); “to
swallow up, destroy,” passive, <461554>1 Corinthians 15:54; <470504>2 Corinthians
5:4; <581129>Hebrews 11:29; tropically, luph katapoqhnai, to be consumed
with grief, <470207>2 Corinthians 2:7.*

{2667} katapiptw; 2 aorist katepeson; (from Homer down); “to fall
down”: <442806>Acts 28:6; eiv thn ghn, <442614>Acts 26:14; epi thn petran,
<420806>Luke 8:6 T Tr WH.*

{2668} kataplew: 1 aorist katepleusa; (from Homer on); “to sail
down” from the deep sea to land; “to put in”: eiv thn cwran, <420826>Luke
8:26.*
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{2669} kataponew, kataponw: present passive participle
kataponoumenov; properly, “to tire down with toil, exhaust with labor”;
hence, “to afflict or oppress with evils; to make trouble for; to treat
roughly”: tina, in passive, <440724>Acts 7:24; <610207>2 Peter 2:7 (R. V. “sore
distressed”). (3 Macc. 2:2, 13; Hippocrates, Theophrastus, Polybius,
Diodorus, Josephus, Aelian, others.)*

{2670} katapontizw: passive, present katapontizomai; 1 aorist
katepontisqhn; “to plunge or sink in the sea”; passive in the intransitive
sense, “to sink, to go down”: <401430>Matthew 14:30; a grievous offender for
the purpose of killing him, “to drown”: passive <401806>Matthew 18:6. (Lysias,
Demosthenes, Polybius, Diodorus, Plutarch (Josephus, Antiquities 10, 7, 5;
14, 15, 10; c. Apion. 2, 34, 3), others; the Septuagint; (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 24; Lob. Phryn., p. 361 note).)*

{2671} katara, katarav, hJ (kata and ara, cf. German Verfiuchung,
Verwünschung (cf. kata, III. 4)); the Septuagint chiefly for hl;l;q]; “an
execration, imprecation, curse”: opposed to eulogia to being cursed
(which see), <590310>James 3:10; gh katarav egguv, near by God, i.e. to being
given up to barrenness (the allusion is to <010317>Genesis 3:17f), <580608>Hebrews
6:8; uJpo kataran einai, to be under a curse, i.e. liable to the appointed
penalty of being cursed, <480310>Galatians 3:10; exagorazein tina ek thv
katarav, to redeem one exposed to the threatened penalty of a curse,
<480313>Galatians 3:13; tekna katarav, men worthy of execration, <610214>2 Peter
2:14; abstract for the concrete, one in whom the curse is exhibited, i.e.
undergoing the appointed penalty of cursing, <480313>Galatians 3:13; egw
katara egenhqhn, Protevangelium Jacobi, c. 3. (Aeschylus, Euripides,
Plato, others.)*

{2672} kataraomai, katarwmai; (deponent middle from katara); 1
aorist 2 pers singular kathrasw; (perfect passive participle kathramenov
(see below)); from Homer down; the Septuagint mostly for lLeqi and rræa;;
“to curse, doom, imprecate evil on”: (opposed to eulogein) absolutely,
<451214>Romans 12:14; with the dative of the object (as in the earlier Greek
writings), <420628>Luke 6:28 Rec. (Baruch 6 (Epistle Jeremiah 65) 66;
(Josephus, contra Apion 1, 22, 16)); with the accusative of the object (as
often in the later Greek writings, as Plutarch, Cat. min. 32, 1 variant
(Buttmann, sec. 133, 9; Winer’s Grammar, 222 (208))), <400544>Matthew 5:44
Rec.; <420628>Luke 6:28 G L text T Tr WH; <590309>James 3:9; “a tree,” i.e. to
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wither it by cursing, <411121>Mark 11:21 (see <580608>Hebrews 6:8 in katara).
perfect passive participle kathramenov in a passive sense, “accursed”
(Sap. 12:11; (<120934>2 Kings 9:34); Plutarch, Luc. 18; and kekathram.
<052123>Deuteronomy 21:23; (Sir. 3:16)): <402541>Matthew 25:41 (also occasionally
kekatarantai, <042206>Numbers 22:6; 24:9; (but Tdf. etc. kekathrantai;
see Veitch, under the word.

{2673} katargew, katargw; future katarghsw; 1 aorist kathrghsa;
perfect kathrghka; passive, present katargoumai; perfect kathrghmai;
1 aorist kathrghqhn; 1 future katarghqhsomai; causative of the verb
argew, equivalent to argon (i.e. aergon (on the accent cf. Chandler sec.
444)) poiw; frequent with Paul, who uses it 25 times (elsewhere in N.T.
only twice (Luke, Heb.), in the Septuagint 4 times (2 Esdr., see below)); 1.
“to render idle, unemployed, inactive, inoperative”: thn ghn, to deprive of
its strength, make barren (A.V. “cumber”), <421307>Luke 13:7; to cause a
person or a thing to have no further efficiency; to deprive of force,
influence, power (A.V. “bring to nought, make of none effect”): ti,
<450303>Romans 3:3; <460128>1 Corinthians 1:28; tina, <460206>1 Corinthians 2:6 (but in
passive); diabolic powers, <461524>1 Corinthians 15:24 (Justin Martyr, Apology
2, 6); Antichrist, <530208>2 Thessalonians 2:8; ton qanaton, <550110>2 Timothy
1:10 (Epistle of Barnabas 5, 6); ton diabolon, <580214>Hebrews 2:14; passive
<461526>1 Corinthians 15:26; to make void, thn epaggelian, <480317>Galatians
3:17; passive <450414>Romans 4:14. 2. “to cause to cease, put an end to, do
away with, annul, abolish”: ti, <460613>1 Corinthians 6:13; 13:11; ton nomon,
<450331>Romans 3:31; <490215>Ephesians 2:15; ton kairon tou anomou, Epistle of
Barnabas 15, 5; passive polemov katargeitai epouraniwn kai
epigeiwn, Ignatius ad Ephesians 13, 2; iJna katarghqh to swma thv
aJmartiav, that the body of sin might be done away, i.e. not the material of
the body, but the body so far forth as it is an instrument of sin; accordingly,
that the body may cease to be an instrument of sin, <450606>Romans 6:6. Passive
“to cease, pass away, be done away”: of things, <480511>Galatians 5:11; <461308>1
Corinthians 13:8,10; <470307>2 Corinthians 3:7,11,13f; of persons, followed by
apo tinov, “to be severed from, separated from, discharged from, loosed
from,” anyone; “to terminate all contact with” one (a pregnant
construction, cf. Winer’s Grammar, 621 (577); Buttmann, 322 (277)): apo
tou Cristou, <480504>Galatians 5:4 (on the aorist cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
40, 5 b.); apo tou nomou, Romans 7: (2 (R^elz omits tou nomou)),6. The
word is rarely met with in secular authors, as Euripides, Phoen. 753
katargein cera, to make idle, i.e. to leave the hand unemployed;
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Polybius quoted in Suidas (s. v. kathrghkenai) touv kairouv, in the
sense of “to let slip, leave unused”; in the Septuagint four times for
Chaldean lFeBæ, to make to cease, i.e. restrain, check, hinder, 2 Esdr. 4:21,
23; 5:5; 6:8.*

{2674} katariqmew. katariqmw: “to number with”: perfect passive
participle kathriqmhmenov en (for Rec. sun) hJmin, “was numbered
among us,” <440117>Acts 1:17; cf. <143119>2 Chronicles 31:19; (Plato, politicus 266
a. etc.).*

{2675} katartizw; future katartisw (<600510>1 Peter 5:10 L T Tr WH
(Buttmann, 31 (32); but Rec. katartisai, 1 aorist optative 3 person
singular)); 1 aorist infinitive katartisai; passive, present
katartizomai; perfect kathrtismai; 1 aorist middle 2 person singular
kathrtisw; properly, “to render artiov, i.e. fit, sound, complete” (see
kata, III. 2); hence,

a. “to mend” (what has been broken or rent), “to repair”: ta diktua,
<400421>Matthew 4:21; <410119>Mark 1:19 (others reference these examples to next
entry); equivalent to “to complete,” ta uJsterhmata, <520310>1 Thessalonians
3:10.

b. “to fit out, equip, put in order, arrange, adjust”: touv aiwnav, the
worlds, passive <581103>Hebrews 11:3 (so, for ˆykihe, hJlion, <197316>Psalm 73:16
(<197416>Psalm 74:16); selhnhn, <198803>Psalm 88:38 (<198938>Psalm 89:38)); skeuh
kathrtismenh eiv apwleian, of men whose souls God has so
constituted that they cannot escape destruction (but see Meyer (edited by
Weiss) in the place cited), <450922>Romans 9:22 (ploia, Polybius 5, 46, 10,
and the like); of the mind: kathrtismenov wJv etc. so instructed, equipped,
as etc. (cf. Buttmann, 311 (267); but others take kathrtismenov as a
circumstantial participle “when perfected shall be as (not ‘above’) his
master” (see Meyer, in the place cited); on this view the passage may be
referred to the next entry), <420640>Luke 6:40; middle “to fit or frame for
oneself, prepare”: ainon, <402116>Matthew 21:16 (from <190803>Psalm 8:3; the
Septuagint for dsæy;); swma, <581005>Hebrews 10:5.

c. ethically, “to strengthen, perfect, complete, make one what he ought to
be”: tina (<600510>1 Peter 5:10 (see above)); <480601>Galatians 6:1 (of one who by
correction may be brought back into the right way); passive, <471311>2
Corinthians 13:11; tina en panti ergw ((T WH omit)) agaqw,
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<581321>Hebrews 13:21; kathrtismenoi en tw autw noi k.t.l., of those who
have been restored to harmony (so panta eiv twuto, Herodotus 5, 106;
iJna katartisqh hJ stasiazousa poliv, Dionysius Halicarnassus,
Antiquities 3,10), <460110>1 Corinthians 1:10. (Compare: prokatartizw.)*

{2676} katartisiv, katartisewv, hJ (katartizw, which see), “a
strengthening, perfecting,” of the soul (Vulgate consummatio): <471309>2
Corinthians 13:9. (“a training, disciplining, instructing,” Plutarch,
Themistius, 2, 7 (variant); Alex. 7, 1.)*

{2677} katartismov, katartismou, oJ, equivalent to katartisiv,
which see: tinov eiv ti, <490412>Ephesians 4:12. ((Galen, others.))*

{2678} kataseiw: 1 aorist kateseisa;

1. “to shake down, throw down” (cf. kata, III. 1; (from Thucydides on)).

2. “to shake”: thn ceira, to make a sign by shaking (i.e. rapidly waving)
the hand (Philo, leg. ad Gaium sec. 28; tav ceirav, ibid. de Josepho sec.
36); of one about to speak who signals for silence, <441933>Acts 19:33; hence,
simply kataseiein, tini, “to make a sign, to signal with the hand to one,”
Xenophon, Cyril 5, 4, 4; Josephus, Antiquities 8, 11, 2; then, with a
disregard of the origin of the phrase, the instrumental dative, th ceiri was
added, Polybius 1, 78, 3; Josephus, Antiquities 4, 8, 48; so of one about to
make an address: <441217>Acts 12:17; 13: 16; 21:40; Josephus, Antiquities 8,
11, 2.*

{2679} kataskaptw: 1 aorist kateskaya; perfect passive participle
kateskammenov; “to dig under, dig down, demolish, destroy”: ti,
<451103>Romans 11:3, from <111910>1 Kings 19:10; passive <441516>Acts 15:16 (R G L),
from <300911>Amos 9:11 ((but see katastrefw)). (Tragg., Thucydides,
Xenophon, and following).*

{2680} kataskeuazw: future kataskeuasw; 1 aorist kateskeuasa;
Passive, present kataskeuazomai; perfect participle kateskeuasmenov;
1 aorist kateskeuasqhn; “to furnish, equip, prepare, make ready”; a. of
one who makes anything ready for a person or thing: thn oJdon,
<401110>Matthew 11:10; <410102>Mark 1:2; <420727>Luke 7:27; perfect passive participle
prepared “in spirit,” <420117>Luke 1:17 (Xenophon, Cyril 5, 5, 10). b. of
builders, “to construct, erect, with the included idea of adoming and
equipping with all things necessary” (often so in Greek authors; cf. Bleek,
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Brief a. d. Hebrew ii. 1, p. 398f): oikon, <580303>Hebrews 3:3f; kibwton,
<581107>Hebrews 11:7; <600320>1 Peter 3:20; skhnhn, <580902>Hebrews 9:2, 6; the

Septuagint for [~baaraa’], <234028>Isaiah 40:28; 43:7.*

{2681} kataskhnow, kataskhnw, infinitive kataskhnoin
(<401332>Matthew 13:32 L T Tr WH, <410432>Mark 4:32 WH, see apodekatow;
(but also kataskhnoun, Matthew, the passage cited R G; Mark, the
passage cited R G L T Tr; cf. Tdf. Proleg., p. 123)); future
kataskhnwsow; 1 aorist kateskhnwsa; properly, “to pitch one’s tent,
to fix one’s abode, to dwell”: ef’ elpidi, <440226>Acts 2:26 from Psalm 15:9
(<191609>Psalm 16:9); followed by en with the dative of place, <401332>Matthew
13:32; <421319>Luke 13:19; uJpo with the accusative of place, <410432>Mark 4:32.
(Xenophon, Polybius, Diodorus, others; kateskhnwsen oJ Qeov tw naw
toutw, Josephus, Antiquities 3, 8, 5; add, Sir. 24:4, 8; the Septuagint
mostly for ˆkæv;.)*

{2682} kataskhnwsiv, kataskhnwsewv, hJ (kataskhnow, which
see), properly, “the pitching of tents, encamping; place of tarrying,
encampment, abode”: of the haunts of birds, <400820>Matthew 8:20; <420958>Luke
9:58; (for ˆykihæ, <263727>Ezekiel 37:27; cf. Sap. 9:8; Tobit 1:4; Polybius 11, 26,
5; Diodorus 17, 95).*

{2683} kataskiazw; “to overshadow, cover with shade” (see kata, III.
3): ti, <580905>Hebrews 9:5. (Hesiod, Euripides, Plato, others; kataskiaw,
Homer, Odyssey 12, 436.)*

{2684} kataskopew, kataskopw: 1 aorist infinitive kataskophsai;
“to inspect, view closely, in order to spy out and plot against”: ti,
<480204>Galatians 2:4; (of a reconnoitre or treacherous examination, <101003>2
Samuel 10:3; <060202>Joshua 2:2f; <131903>1 Chronicles 19:3; Euripides, Hel. 1607
(1623); so used, especially in middle, in the other Greek writings from
Xenophon down).*

{2685} kataskopov, kataskopou, oJ (kataskeptomai (equivalent to
kataskopew)), “an inspector, a spy”: <581131>Hebrews 11:31. (<014209>Genesis
42:9,11; <092604>1 Samuel 26:4; 1 Macc. 12:26; in secular authors from
Herodotus down.)*

{2686} katasofizomai: 1 aorist participle katasofisamenov;
(sofizw); deponent middle, in secular authors sometimes also passive; “to
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circumvent by artifice or fraud, conquer by subtle devices; to outwit,
overreach; to deal craftily with”: tina, <440719>Acts 7:19 from <020110>Exodus 1:10.
(Judith 5:11; 10:19; Diodorus, Philo, Josephus, Lucian, others.)*

{2687} katastellw: 1 aorist participle katasteilav; perfect passive
participle katestalmenov; a. properly, “to send or put down, to lower”.
b. “to put or keep down one who is roused or incensed, to repress,
restrain, appease, quiet”: tina, <441935>Acts 19:35f; 3 Macc. 6:1; Josephus,
Antiquities 20, 8, 7; b. j. 4, 4, 4; Plutarch, mor., p. 207 e.*

{2688} katasthma, katasthmatov, to (kaqisthmi) (Latin status,
habitus) (“demeanor, deportment, bearing”): <560203>Titus 2:3. (3 Macc. 5:45;
Josephus, b. j. 1, 1, 4 (of a city; cf. atremaiw tw katasthmati prov ton
qanaton aphei, Josephus, Antiquities 15, 7, 5; Plutarch, Marcell. 23, 6;
cf. Tib. Gracch. 2, 2. See Wetstein (1752) on Titus, the passage cited; cf.
Ignatius ad Trall. 3, 2 (and Jacobson or Zahn, in the place cited)).)*

{2689} katastolh, katastolhv, hJ (katastellw, which see);

1. properly, “a lowering, letting down”; hence,

2. in Biblical Greek twice, “a garment let down, dress, attire”: <540209>1
Timothy 2:9, Vulgate habitus, which the translator, according to later
Latin usage, seems to understand of clothing (cf. the French l’habit); (cf.
Josephus, b. j. 2, 8, 4); for hf,[}mæ, <236103>Isaiah 61:3, with which in mind
Hesychius says katastolhn. peribolhn (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 23, but
especially Ellicott on 1 Timothy, the passage cited).*

{2690} katastrefw: 1 aorist katestreya; perfect passive participle
katestrammenov (<441516>Acts 15:16 T (WH, but Tr katestremmenov; cf.
WH’s Appendix, p. 170f));

1. “to turn over, turn under”: the soil with a plow, Xenophon, oec. 17, 10.

2. “to overturn, overthrow, throw down”: ti, <402112>Matthew 21:12; Mark 11:
15; (ta katestrammenov, “ruins”), <441516>Acts 15:16 T Tr WH ((cf.
kataskaptw)); so Hag. 2:22; <180905>Job 9:5; Josephus, Antiquities 8, 7, 6;
Anthol. 11, 163,6; Diogenes Laërtius 5, 82.*

{2691} katastrhniaw: 1 aorist subjunctive katastrhniasw ((future
<540511>1 Timothy 5:11 Lachmann marginal reading)); (see strhniaw); “to feel
the impulses of sexual desire” (A.V. “to grow wanton”); (Vulgate
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luxurior): tinov, to one’s loss (A.V. “against”), <540511>1 Timothy 5:11;
Ignatius ad Antioch. c. 11.*

{2692} katastrofh, katastrofhv, hJ (katastrefw) (Vulgate
subversio (eversio)), “overthrow, destruction”: of cities, <610206>2 Peter 2:6
(WH omits; Tr marginal reading brackets katastrofh) (<011929>Genesis
19:29); metaphorically, of the extinction of a spirit of consecration to
Christ (A.V. “the subverting”): <550214>2 Timothy 2:14. (Aeschylus Eum.
490.)*

{2693} katastrwnnumi: 1 aorist passive katestrwqhn; “to strew over
(the ground); to prostrate, slay” (cf. our “to lay low”): <461005>1 Corinthians
10:5 (A.V. “overthrown”). (<041416>Numbers 14:16; Judith 7:14; 14:4; 2 Macc.
5:26, etc.; Herodotus 8, 53; 9, 76; Xenophon, Cyril 3, 3, 64.)*

{2694} katasurw; (from Herodotus down);

1. properly, “to draw down, pull down” (see kata, III. 1).

2. “to draw along, drag forcibly” (tina dia meshv agorav, Philo in Flacc.
sec. 20; leg. ad Gaium sec. 19): tina prov ton krithn, <421258>Luke 12:58.
(Cicero, pro Mil. c. 14, 38 quom in judicium detrahi non posset.)*

{2695} katasfazw (or katasfattow): 1 aorist katesfaxa; “to kill
off (cf. kata III. 1), to slaughter”: <421927>Luke 19:27. (the Septuagint;
Herodotus, Tragg., Xenophon, Josephus, Antiquities 6, 6, 4; Aelian v. h.
13, 2; Herodian, 5, 5, 16 (8 edition, Bekker).)*

{2696} katasfragizw: perfect passive participle katesfragismenov;
“to cover with a seal (see kata, III. 3), to seal up, close with a seal”:
biblion sfragisin, <660501>Revelation 5:1. (<180907>Job 9:7; Sap. 2:5; Aeschylus,
Euripides, Plato, Plutarch, Lucian, others.)*

{2697} katascesiv, katascesewv, hJ (katecw), the Septuagint often
for hZ;jua}, possession;

1. “a holding back, hindering”: anonymous in Walz, Rhetor. i., p. 616, 20.

2. “a holding fast, possession”: ghn dounai eiv katascesin, to give in
possession the land, <440705>Acts 7:5, as in <011708>Genesis 17:8; <053249>Deuteronomy
32:49 Alexandrian LXX; <263324>Ezekiel 33:24; 36:2f,5; Josephus, Antiquities
9, 1, 2; (Test xii. Patr., test. Benj. sec. 10); with the genitive of the
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subjunctive twn eqnwn, of the territory possessed by (“the possession of”)
the nations, <440745>Acts 7:45; (a portion given to keep, Philo, rer. div. haer.
sec. 40 (cf. <190208>Psalm 2:8)).*

{2698} katatiqhmi: 1 aorist kateqhka; 2 aorist middle infinitive
kataqesqai; (from Homer down); “to lay down (see kata, III. 1),
deposit, lay up”: active proper, tina en mnhmeiw, <411546>Mark 15:46 (L Tr
WH eqhken); middle “to lay by or lay up for oneself,” for future use: tini,
with anyone; carin (better caramata; see cariv, at the beginning) and
caritav katatiqesqai tini, “to lay up favor for oneself with anyone, to
gain favor with” (to do something for one which may win favor), <442427>Acts
24:27; 25:9; so Herodotus 6, 41; Thucydides 1, 33; Xenophon, Cyril 8, 3,
26; Demosthenes 193, 22 (20); filian tini, 1 Macc. 10:23; euergesian
tini, Josephus, Antiquities 11, 6, 5; (cf. Demosthenes as above).
(Compare: sugkatatiqhmi.)*

{2699} katatomh, katatomhv, hJ (from katatemnw (cf. kata, III. 4) to
cut up, mutilate), “mutilation” (Latin concisio): <500302>Philippians 3:2, where
Paul sarcastically alludes to the word peritomh which follows in
<500303>Philippians 3:3; as though he would say, Keep your eye on that boasted
circumcision, or to call it by its true name ‘concision’ or ‘mutilation.’ Cf.
the similar passage, <480512>Galatians 5:12; see apokoptw.*

{2700} katatoxeuw: 1 future passive katatoxeuqhsomai; “to shoot
down or thrust through with an arrow”: tina bolidi, <581220>Hebrews 12:20
Rec. from <021913>Exodus 19:13. (<042408>Numbers 24:8; <191002>Psalm 10:2 (<191102>Psalm
11:2); Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, others.)*

{2701} katatrecw: 2 aorist katedramon; “to run down, hasten down”:
epi tinav, to quell a tumult, <442132>Acts 21:32. (Herodotus on.)*

(kataugazw: 1 aorist infinitive kataugasai; “to beam down upon; to
shine forth, shine brightly”: <470404>2 Corinthians 4:4 L marginal reading Tr
marginal reading, where others augasai which see; cf. fwtismov, b.;
(transitive, Sap. 17:5, etc.; intransitive, 1 Macc. 6:39; Heliodorus 5, 31).)*

{2719} katafagw, see katesqiw.

{2702} kataferw; 1 aorist kathnegka; passive, present kataferomai;
1 aorist kathnecqhn; (from Homer down); “to bear down, bring down,
cast down”: yhfon, properly, to cast a pebble or calculus namely, into the
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urn, i.e. to give one’s vote, “to approve,” <442610>Acts 26:10; aitiwmata
kata tinov (see kata, I. 2 b. (but the critical editions reject kata
k.t.l.)), <442507>Acts 25:7 L T Tr WH. Passive, “to be borne down, to sink”
(from the window to the pavement), apo tou uJpnou, from sleep (from the
effect of his deep sleep (cf. Buttmann, 322 (277); Winer’s Grammar, 371
(348))), <442009>Acts 20:9b; metaphorically, “to be weighed down by,
overcome, carried away,” kataferomenov uJpnw baqei, sunk in a deep
sleep, <442009>Acts 20:9a; of a different sort (contra Winer’s Grammar, 431
(401)) is the expression in secular authors, kataferomai eiv uJpnon, to
sink into sleep, drop asleep, Josephus, Antiquities 2, 5, 5; Herodian, 2, 1, 3
(2); 9, 6 (5); toisin uJpnoisin, Hipp., p. 1137 c. ((Kühn iii., p. 539)), and
in the same sense simply kataferomai; cf. (Liddell and Scott, under the
word, I. 2 d.); Stephanus’ Thesaurus 4 col. 1286 (where the passage from
Acts is fully discussed).*

{2703} katafeugw: 2 aorist katefugon; (from Herodotus down); “to
flee away, flee for refuge”: followed by eiv with the accusative of place,
<441406>Acts 14:6; oJi katafugontev, we who (cf. Buttmann, sec. 144, 9 c.)
have fled from namely, the irreligious mass of mankind, followed by an
infinitive of purpose, <580618>Hebrews 6:18; cf. Delitzsch at the passage.*

{2704} katafqeirw: perfect passive participle katefqarmenov; 2
future passive katafqarhsomai; (see kata, III. 4);

1. “to corrupt, deprave”; katefqarmenoi ton noun, corrupted in mind,
<550308>2 Timothy 3:8.

2. “to destroy”; passive “to be destroyed, to perish”: followed by en with
the dative indicating the state, <610212>2 Peter 2:12 R G. (From Aeschylus
down.)*

{2705} katafilew, katafilw; imperfect katefiloun; 1 aorist
katefilhsa; “to kiss much, kiss again and again, kiss tenderly” (Latin
deosculor, etc.): tina, <402649>Matthew 26:49; <411445>Mark 14:45; <420738>Luke
7:38,45; 15:20; <442037>Acts 20:37. (Tobit 7:6; 3 Macc. 5:49; Xenophon, Cyril
6, 4,10; 7, 5, 32; Polybius 15, 1, 7; Josephus, Antiquities 7, 11, 7; Aelian v.
h. 13, 4; Plutarch, Brut. 16; Lucian, dial. deor. 4, 5; 5, 3; filein and
katafilein are distinguished in Xenophon, mem. 2, 6, 33; Plutarch,
Alex. c. 67. The Septuagint for qvæn;, properly, “to join mouth to mouth”.)
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Cf: Fritzsche on Matthew, p. 780; Winer’s Deuteronomy verb. comp. etc.
Part ii., p. 18, note{21}.*

{2706} katafronew, katafronw; future katafronhsw; 1 aorist
katefronhsa; (from Herodotus down); “to contemn, despise, disdain,
think little or nothing of”: with the genitive of the object (Buttmann, sec.
132, 15), <400624>Matthew 6:24; 18:10; <421613>Luke 16:13; <450204>Romans 2:4; <461122>1
Corinthians 11:22; <540412>1 Timothy 4:12; 6:2; <610210>2 Peter 2:10; <581202>Hebrews
12:2.*

{2707} katafronhthv, katafronhtou, oJ (katafronew), “a
despiser”: Acts. 13:41. (<350105>Habakkuk 1:5; 2:5; <360304>Zephaniah 3:4; Philo,
leg. ad Gaium sec. 41; Josephus, Antiquities 6, 14, 4; b. j. 2, 8, 3; Plutarch,
Brut. 12, and in ecclesiastical writings.)*

{2708} katacew: 1 aorist 3 person singular katechn (see ekcew); “to
pour down upon; pour over, pour upon”: epi thn kefalhn (L T Tr WH
epi thv kefalhv), <402607>Matthew 26:7; kata thv kefalhv (Plato, rep. 3,
p. 398 a.; Epictetus diss. 2, 20, 29), <411403>Mark 14:3 (where L T Tr WH omit
kata (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 381f (357f); Herodotus 4, 62; Plato, legg. 7,
p. 814 b.; Josephus, contra Apion 2, 36, 2. Cf. Rutherford, New Phryn., p.
66f)).*

{2709} katacqoniov, katactonion (kata (see kata, III. 3), cqwn (the
earth)), “subterranean,” Vulgate infernus: plural, of those who dwell in the
world below, i.e. departed souls (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 2; but
others make the adjective a neuter used indefinitely; see Lightfoot, in the
place cited), <502910>Philippians 2:10. (Homer, Dionysius Halicarnassus,
Anthol., etc., Inscriptions)*

{2710} katacraomai, katacrwmai; 1 aorist middle infinitive
katacrhsasqai; in classical Greek

1. “to use much or excessively or ill”.

2. “to use up, consume by use” (German verbrauchen).

3. “to use fully,” the kata intensifying the force of the simple verb
(German gebrauchen) (Plato, Demosthenes, Diodorus, Josephus, others):
<460731>1 Corinthians 7:31 (cf. Buttmann, sec. 133, 18; Winer’s Grammar, 209f
(197)); tini, <460918>1 Corinthians 9:18.*
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{2711} katayucw: 1 aorist kateyuxa; “to cool off (make) cool”:
<421624>Luke 16:24. (<011804>Genesis 18:4; Hippocrates, Aristotle, Theophrastus,
Plutarch, others)*

{2712} kateidwlov, kateidwlon (kata and eidwlon; after the
analogy of katampelov, katagomov, katacrusov, katadendrov, etc.
(see kata, III. 3, and cf. Herm. ad Vig., p. 638)), “full of idols”: <441716>Acts
17:16. (Not found in secular authors (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3).)*

{2713} katenanti, adverb; not found in secular authors (Winer’s
Grammar, 102 (97)); in the Septuagint mostly for dg,n,, dg,n,l], ynep]l] (see
enanti and apenanti); properly, “over against, opposite, before”:
followed by the genitive (Buttmann, 319 (273); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec.
54,6), <411102>Mark 11:2; 12:41 (Tr text WH marginal reading apenanti);
<411303>Mark 13:3, and L T Tr WIt in <402102>Matthew 21:2; L Tr WH text also in
<402724>Matthew 27:24; hJ katenanti kwmh, the village opposite, <421930>Luke
19:30. Metaphorically, with the genitive of person, “belove one i.e. he
being judge” (see enwpion (especially 2 e. and 1 c.)): tou Qeou,
<450417>Romans 4:17 (which, by a kind of attraction somewhat rare, is to be
resolved katenanti Qeou, wJ episteuse, who is the father of us all
according to the judgment and appointment of God, whom he believed, the
words kaqwv ... teqeika forming a parenthesis; cf. Fritzsche at the
passage; (Buttmann, 287 (247); but others resolve it, katenanti tou
Qeou katenanti oJu episteuse, cf. Meyer (per contra edition Weiss) at
the passage; Winer’s Grammar, 164 (155))); or, “he being witness (in the
sight of)”: tou Qeou, L T Tr WH in <470217>2 Corinthians 2:17 and 12:19.*

{2714} katenwpion, adverb, not met with in secular authors ((Winer’s
Grammar, 102 (97)) see enwpion), “over against, opposite, before the
face of, before the presence of, in the sight of, before”: followed by the
genitive (Buttmann, 319 (273f); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 54,6); a.
properly, of place, <650124>Jude 1:24 (<030417>Leviticus 4:17; <060105>Joshua 1:5; 3:7;
23:9). b. metaphorically, “having one as it were before the eyes, before
one” as witness: tou Qeou, Rec. in <470217>2 Corinthians 2:17; 12:19 (see
katenanti); “before God as judge,” <490104>Ephesians 1:4; <510122>Colossians 1:22
(cf. Lightfoot, in the place cited; also Buttmann, 173, 180, 188).*
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{2715} katexousiazw; not found in secular authors; “to exercise
authority, wield power” (see kata, III. 3): tinov, over one, <402025>Matthew
20:25; <411042>Mark 10:42.*

{2716} katergazomai; perfect infinitive kateirgasqai (<600403>1 Peter 4:3
L T Tr WH); 1 aorist middle kateirgasamhn, and kathrgasamhn
(<450708>Romans 7:8 T Tr.; (<470711>2 Corinthians 7:11 T)); 1 aorist passive
kateirgasqhn, and kathrgasqhn (<471212>2 Corinthians 12:12 Tdf.); see
ergazomai, at the beginning; a deponent middle verb; (according to
Fritzsche, Romans, i., p. 107 the kata is either intensive (Latin perficere)
or descensive (Latin perpetrare));

a. “to perform, accomplish, achieve” (R. V. often “work”): <450715>Romans
7:15,17f,20; ti dia tinov (the genitive of person), <451518>Romans 15:18;
aJpanta katergasamenoi having gone through every struggle of the
fight, <490613>Ephesians 6:13 (cf. Meyer, in the place cited); shmeia, passive
<471212>2 Corinthians 12:12; of disgraceful actions, equivalent to “to
perpetrate,” <450127>Romans 1:27; 2:9; <460503>1 Corinthians 5:3; <600403>1 Peter 4:3.

b. “to work out” (Latin efficere), i.e. “to do that from which something
results”; of man: thn swthran, make every effort to obtain salvation,
<503512>Philippians 2:12; of things: “bring about, result in,” <450415>Romans 4:15;
5:3; 7:8; <470710>2 Corinthians 7:10 (where L T Tr WH ergazomai); <590103>James
1:3, and R G in 20; ti tini, <450713>Romans 7:13; <470417>2 Corinthians 4:17; 7:11;
9:11.

c. katergazesqai tina eiv ti, “to fashion, i.e. render one fit for a thing”:
<470505>2 Corinthians 5:5. (Often in Greek writings from Sophocles and
Herodotus down; several times in the Septuagint.)*

{2718} katercomai; 2 aorist kathlqon, 1 person plural kathlqamen
(<442705>Acts 27:5 T Tr WH; on which form see apercomai, at the beginning);
(from Homer down); “to come down, go down”; properly, of one who
goes from a higher to a lower locality: followed by eiv with the accusative
of place, <420431>Luke 4:31; <440805>Acts 8:5; 13:4; (xix. 1 T Tr marginal reading);
and L T Tr WH in 15:30; followed by apo with the genitive of place,
<420937>Luke 9:37; <441501>Acts 15:1; 18:5; 21:10; followed by apo and eiv,
<441127>Acts 11:27; 12:19; of those who come to a place by ship (Eustathius
(ad Homer) 1408, 29 (Odyssey 1, 183) katelqein, ou monon to aJplwv
katw pou elqein, alla kai to ev limena elqein, wJsper kai
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katabhnai kai katapleusai kai katacqhnai kai katarai, to
ellimenisai legetai; also 1956, 35 (Odyssey 24, 115) kathlqon h
anti tou enelimenisqhn, wJv pollacou erreqh, h anti tou aJplwv
hlqon; cf. Ebeling, Lex. Homer, under the word): followed by eiv,
<441822>Acts 18:22; 21:3 L T Tr WH; 27:5; prov tina, <440932>Acts 9:32.
Metaphorically, of things sent down from heaven by God: <590315>James 3:15.*

{2719} katesqiw, participle plural katesqontev (<411240>Mark 12:40 Tr
WH; see esqiw and esqw; cf. Fritzsche, Hdbch. z. d. Apokryphen, i., p.
150 (who says, ‘The shorter form occurs frequently in the Septuagint,
<031926>Leviticus 19:26; Sir. 20:15 (16), elsewhere almost exclusively poetic;
see Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Sprachl. ii., p. 185’ (cf. Veitch,
under the word, esqiw))); future katafagomai (<430217>John 2:17 G L T Tr
WH; see esqiw); 2 aorist katefagon; the Septuagint for lkæa;;

1. properly, “to consume by eating, to eat up, devour”: ti, of birds,
<401304>Matthew 13:4; <410404>Mark 4:4; <420805>Luke 8:5; of a dragon, <661204>Revelation
12:4; of a man, eating up the little book, i.e. eagerly taking its entire
contents into his inmost soul, and, as we say, digesting it (borrowed from
the figure in <260210>Ezekiel 2:10; 3:1-3, cf. <241516>Jeremiah 15:16): Rev, 10:9f.

2. Metaphorically, in various uses;

a. “to devour i.e. squander, waste,” substance: <421530>Luke 15:30 (often so in
Greek writings from Homer, Odyssey 3, 315; 15, 12 down; devorare
patrimonium, Catull. 29, 23).

b. “to devour i.e. forcibly appropriate”: tav oikiav twn chrwn, widows’
property, <402314>Matthew 23:14 (13) Rec.; <411240>Mark 12:40 (cf. Buttmann, 79
(69); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 29, 2); <422047>Luke 20:47.

c. with an accusative of the person

[a]. “to strip one of his goods”: <471120>2 Corinthians 11:20.

[b]. “to ruin” (by the infliction of injuries): <480515>Galatians 5:15.

d. of fire, “to devour i.e. utterly consume, destroy”: tina, <661105>Revelation
11:5; 20:9.

e. of the consumption of the strength of body and mind by strong
emotions: tina, <430217>John 2:17 (<196810>Psalm 68:10 (<196910>Psalm 69:10);
Josephus, Antiquities 7, 8, 1).*
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{2720} kateuqunw: 1 aorist infinitive kateuqunai; 3 person singular
optative kateuqunai; (see kata, III. 2); the Septuagint mostly for rVeyi
and ˆnewOK, ˆykihe; “to make straight, guide, direct”: touv podav ... eiv
oJdon eirhnhv, <420179>Luke 1:79; thn oJdon prov tina, of the removal of the
hindrances to coming to one, <520311>1 Thessalonians 3:11; tav kardiav (<132918>1
Chronicles 29:18; <141903>2 Chronicles 19:3) eiv thn agaphn tou Qeou, <530305>2
Thessalonians 3:5. (Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, others.)*

kateulogew: imperfect 3 person singular kateulogei (T WH) and
kathulogei (Tr) (cf. eudokew, at the beginning); “to call down blessings
on”: tina, <411016>Mark 10:16 T Tr WH. (Tobit 9:13); 11:16; Plutarch,
amator. 4.)*

{2721} katefisthmi: “to set up against”; (2 aorist active 3 person
plural) katepesthsan tw Paulw, they rose up against Paul, i.e. with
hostile intent, <441812>Acts 18:12. Found nowhere else.*

{2722} katecw; imperfect kateicon; 2 aorist subjunctive katascw;
imperfect passive kateicomhn;

1. “to hold back, detain, retain”;

a. tina, from going away, followed by tou mh with an infinitive, <420442>Luke
4:42 (Buttmann, sec. 140, 16 [b.]; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 604 (561)); tina
prov emauton, <570113>Philemon 1:13. Passive (as often in Greek writings
from Homer down; cf. Passow, under the word, p. 1677a; (Liddell and
Scott, under the word, II. 6)), of some troublesome condition or
circumstance by which one is held as it were bound: noshmati, <430504>John
5:4 (G T Tr WH omit the passage); en tini, <450706>Romans 7:6.

b. “to restrain, hinder” (the course or progress of): thn alhqeian en
adikia, <450118>Romans 1:18; absolutely, to katecon, that which hinders,
namely, Antichrist from making his appearance (see anticristov); the
power of the Roman empire is meant; oJ katecwn, he that hinders, cheeks,
namely, the advent of Antichrist, denotes the one in whom that power is
lodged, the Roman emperor: <530206>2 Thessalonians 2:6f (cf., besides DeWette
and Lünemann at the passage (Lightfoot in B. D. under Thessalonians,
Second Epistle to the), especially Schneckenburger in the Jahrbücher f.
deutsche Theol. for 1859, p. 421f). katecw (namely, thn naun) eiv thn
aigialon, to check the ship’s headway (better (cf. the preceding context)
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“to hold or head the ship, cf. Herodotus 7, 59.188 etc.; Bos, Ellips. (edited
by Schaefer), p. 318; see, too, Odyssey 11, 455f (cf. Eustathius 1629, 18;
Thomas Magister, Ritschl edition, p. 310, 7ff); but Passow (as below), et
al., take the verb as intransitive in such a connection, viz. “to make for”; cf.
Kypke, Observations, 2:144) in order to land, <442740>Acts 27:40 (Xenophon,
Hell. 2, 1, 29 katascwn epi thn Abernida; many other examples are
given in Passow, under the word, II. 3; (Liddell and Scott, under the word,
B. 2)).

c. “to hold fast, keep secure, keep from possession of”: with the accusative
of the thing, ton logon, <420815>Luke 8:15; followed by the orat. obliq., <461502>1
Corinthians 15:2 (Buttmann, sections 139,58; 150, 20; Winer’s Grammar,
561 (522)); tav paradoseiv, <461102>1 Corinthians 11:2; to kalon, <520521>1
Thessalonians 5:21; thn parrhsian (thn archn etc.) mecri telouv
bebaian katascein, <580306>Hebrews 3:6, 14; thn oJmologian thv elpidov
aklinh, <581023>Hebrews 10:23.

2. equivalent to Latin obtinere, i.e.

a. “to get possession of, take”: <402138>Matthew 21:38 R G; <421409>Luke 14:9.

b. “to possess”: <460730>1 Corinthians 7:30; <470610>2 Corinthians 6:10.*

{2723} kathgorew, kathgorw; imperfect kathgoroun; future
kathgorhsw; 1 aorist kathgorhsa; present passive kathgoroumai;
(kata and agoreuw, properly, to speak against (cf. kata, III. 7) in court,
in the assembly of the people), “to accuse”; a. before a judge: absolutely
(to make accusation), <442402>Acts 24:2,19; tinov, to accuse one, <401210>Matthew
12:10; <410302>Mark 3:2; <420607>Luke 6:7 T Tr text WH; 11:54 R L Tr brackets;
23:2, 10; <430806>John 8:6; <442505>Acts 25:5; 28:19; with the addition of a genitive
of the thing of which one is accused (as Demosthenes 515 at the end):
<442408>Acts 24:8; 25:11 (unless it be thought preferable to regard the relative
in these instances as in the genitive by attraction (so Buttmann, sec. 132,
16 at the end), since the common construction in Greek authors is
kathgoroun ti tinov, cf. Matthiae, sec. 370 Anm. 2, p. 849f, and sec.
378, p. 859; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 9a.); tinov peri tinov,
<442413>Acts 24:13 (Thucydides 8, 85; Xenophon, Hell. 1, 7, 2); with the
genitive of person and accusative of the thing, <411503>Mark 15:3 (unless
polla should be taken adverbially: “much, vehemently”); posa, <411504>Mark
15:4 L T Tr WH (Euripides, Or. 28); followed by kata with the genitive
of person, <422314>Luke 23:14 (Xenophon, Hell. 1, 7, 9 (cf. Winer’s Grammar,
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sec. 28, 1; p. 431 (402); Buttmann, sec. 132, 16)); passive “to be accused”
(as 2 Macc. 10:13; Xenophon, Hell. 3, 5, 25; cf. Buttmann, sec. 134, 4):
uJpo tinov, <402712>Matthew 27:12; <442230>Acts 22:30 L T Tr WH for Rec. para
(to ti k.t.l., “why” (A.V. “wherefore”) “he was accused”; unless it is to
be explained, “what accusation was brought forward” etc.); oJ
kathgoroumenov, <442516>Acts 25:16. b. of an extra-judicial accusation
(Xenophon, mem. 1, 3, 4): absolutely, <450215>Romans 2:15; tinov, <430545>John
5:45 (cf. Buttmann, 295 (254)); <661210>Revelation 12:10 R G Tr: solecistically
tina, <661210>Revelation 12:10 L T WH (cf. Buttmann, sec. 132, 16).*

(Synonyms: aitiasqai, diaballein, egkalein, epikalein,
kathgorein: aitiasqai to accuse with primary reference to the ground
of accusation (aitia), the crime; kathgorein to accuse formally and
before a tribunal bring a charge against (kata suggestive of animosity)
publicly; egkalein, to accuse with publicity (kalein), but not necessarily
formally or before a tribunal; epikalein ‘to cry out upon’ suggestive of
publicity and hostility; diaballein, properly, to make a verbal assault
which reaches its goal (dia); in distinction from the words which allude to
authorship (aitiaomai), to judicial procedure (kathgorew), or to open
averment (egkalew, epikalew), diaballw expresses the giving
currency to a damaging insinuation. diabolov a secret and calumnious, in
distinction from kathgorov an open and formal, accuser. Schmidt, chapter
5.)

{2724} kathgoria, kathgoriav, hJ (kathgorov) (from Herodotus
down), “accusation, charge”: with the genitive of the person accused,
<420607>Luke 6:7 R G L Tr marginal reading; (<431829>John 18:29 T WH); kata
tinov, <431829>John 18:29 (R G L Tr); <540519>1 Timothy 5:19; with the genitive of
the crime, <560106>Titus 1:6.*

{2725} kathgorov, kathgorou, oJ (kathgorew (which see ad at the
end)), “an accuser”: <430810>John 8:10; <442330>Acts 23:30, 35; 24:8 (R); 25:16,18;
<661210>Revelation 12:10 R Tr. ((From Sophocles and Herodotus down.))*

{2725} kathgwr, oJ, “an accuser”: <661210>Revelation 12:10 G L T WH. It is a
form unknown to Greek writers, a literal transcription of the Hebrew
rwOgyfiq;, a name given to the devil by the rabbis; cf. Buxtorf, Lex.
Chaldean talm. et rahb., p. 2009 (p. 997, Fischer edition); (Schöttgen,
Horae Hebrew i., p. 1121f; cf. Buttmann, 25 (22)).*
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{2726} kathfeia, kathfeiav, hJ (from kathfhv, of a downcast look;
and this from kata, and ta fah the eyes; Etymologicum Magnum (496,
53) kathfeia. apo tou katw ta fah ballein touv oneidizomenouv h
lupoumenouv; because, as Plutarch, de dysopia (others, de vitioso pudore
(528 e.)) c. 1 says, it is luph katw blepein poiousa), properly, “a
downcast look expressive of sorrow”; hence, shame, dejection, gloom”
(A.V. “heaviness”): <590409>James 4:9. (Homer, Iliad 3, 51; 16, 498 etc.;
Thucydides 7, 75; Josephus, Antiquities 13, 16, 1; Plutarch, Cor. 20;
(Pelop. 33, 3, and often; Dionysius Halicarnassus, Char., etc.); often in
Philo.)*

{2727} kathcew, kathcw: 1 aorist kathchsa; passive, present
kathcoumai; perfect kathchmai; 1 aorist kathchqhn; nowhere met with
in the O.T.; very rare in secular authors;

1. properly, “to sound toward, sound down upon, resound”: aJrmonia
kathcei thv qalatthv, Philostr., p. 791 (icon. 1, 19); to charm with
resounding sound, to fascinate, tina muqoiv, Lucian, Jup. trag. 39.

2. “to teach orally, to instruct”: Lucian, asin. sec. 48; Philopatr. 17. In the
N.T. only used by Luke and Paul: tina, <461419>1 Corinthians 14:19; passive
ek tou nomou, by bearing the law, accustomed to be publicly read in the
synagogues, <450218>Romans 2:18; with the accusative of the thing, autov se
polla kathchsw twn agnwumenwn, Josephus, de vita sua sec. 65 at the
end; with accusative of a thing and of a person, tou alhqouv logou
bracea kathchsav me, Clement, hom. 1, 13; passive with the accusative
of the thing: thn oJdon tou kuriou, <441825>Acts 18:25; ton logon,
<480606>Galatians 6:6; hence, some ((see Meyer, in the place cited)) resolve
<420104>Luke 1:4 thus: peri twn logwn, oJuv kathchqhv (see below).

3. “to inform by word of mouth”; passive “to be orally informed”: followed
by oJti, Philo de leg. ad Gaium sec. 30; peri tinov (the genitive of
person), followed by oJti, <442121>Acts 21:21; with the accusative of the thing,
wJn, kathchntai peri sou i.e. toutwn, aJ k.t.l., <442124>Acts 21:24
(kathchqeiv peri twn sumbebhkotwn (pseudo-) Plutarch, de fluviis (7,
2); 8, 1; 7, 1). To this construction the majority refer <420104>Luke 1:4,
construing it thus: thn asfaleian twn logwn, peri wJn kathchqhv
(Winer’s Grammar, 165 (156); Buttmann, sec. 143, 7; (see above)). Cf.
Gilbert, Dissertatio de christianae catecheseos historia (Lipsius 1836) Part
i., p. 1ff; Zezschwitz, System der christl. Katechetik (Leipz. 1863) i., p.
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17ff; (and for ecclesiastical usage, Suicer, Thesaurus 2:69ff; Sophocles’
Lexicon, under the word).*

{2398} kat’ idian, see idiov, 2.

{2728} katiow, katiw: perfect passive katiwmai; (see iov, 2); “to rust
over (cf. kata, III. 3), cover with rust”: <590503>James 5:3. (Epictetus diss. 4,
6, 14; (Sir. 12:11).)*

{2729} katiscuw: imperfect katiscuon; future katiscusw; 1 aorist
subjunctive 2 person plural katiscushte (<422136>Luke 21:36 T Tr text WH);
the Septuagint mostly for qzæj;; among Greek writings especially by
Polybius, Diodorus, Dionysius Halicarnassus; properly, “to be strong to
another’s detriment, to prevail against; to be superior in strength; to
overpower”: followed by an infinitive, <422136>Luke 21:36 T Tr text WH
(prevail (i.e. have full strength) to escape etc.); to overcome, tinov
(<241518>Jeremiah 15:18), <401618>Matthew 16:18 (meaning, ‘not even the gates of
Hades — than which nothing was supposed to be stronger — shall surpass
the church in strength’); absolutely, “to prevail” (i.e. succeed, accomplish
one’s desire): <422323>Luke 23:23.*

{2730} katoikew, katoikw; 1 aorist katwkhsa; (from Sophocles and
Herodotus down); the Septuagint times uncounted for bvæy;, more rarely

for ˆkæv;;

1. intransitive, “to dwell, settle”;

a. properly: followed by en with the dative of place, <421304>Luke 13:4 (Tr WH
omit en); <440120>Acts 1:20; 5 (T WH marginal reading eiv (see below)); 7:2, 4,
48; 9:22; 11:29; 13:27; 17:24; <581109>Hebrews 11:9; <661312>Revelation 13:12;
followed by eiv (a pregnant construction; see eiv, C. 2, p. 186a),
<400223>Matthew 2:23; 4:13; <440704>Acts 7:4; epi thv ghv, <660310>Revelation 3:10;
6:10; 8:13; 11:10; 13:8, 14; 14:6 Rec.; 17:8 (<041333>Numbers 13:33; 14:14;
35:32, 34); epi pan to proswpon (pantov proswpou L T Tr WH (cf.
epi, C. I. 1 a.)) thv ghv, <441726>Acts 17:26; oJpou, <660213>Revelation 2:13; so that
ekei must be added mentally, <442212>Acts 22:12; demons taking possession of
the bodies of men are said katoikein ekei, <401245>Matthew 12:45; <421126>Luke
11:26.

b. metaphorically, divine powers, influences, etc., are said katoikein en
tini (the dative of person), or en th kardia tinov, to dwell in his soul, to
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pervade, prompt, govern it: oJ Qeov en hJmin, the Epistle of Barnabas 16, 8;
oJ Cristov, <490317>Ephesians 3:17; the Holy Spirit, <590405>James 4:5 R G
(Hermas, past., mand. 5, 2; (sim. 5, 5 etc.; cf. Harnack’s references on
mand. 3, 1)); to plhrwma thv qeothtov in Christ, <510209>Colossians 2:9, cf.
1:19; hJ sofia en swmati, Sap. 1:4; dikaiosunh is said to dwell where
righteousness prevails, is practised, <610313>2 Peter 3:13.

2. transitive, “to dwell in, inhabit”: with the accusative of place, <440119>Acts
1:19; 2:9,14; 4:16; 9:32,35; 19:10,17; <661212>Revelation 12:12 Rec.; 17:2;
God is said “to dwell in the temple,” i.e. to be always present for
worshippers: <402321>Matthew 23:21. (Compare: egkatoikew

(Synonyms: katoikein, in the Septuagint the ordinary rendering of bvæy;
“to settle, dwell,” differs from paroikein, the common representative of
rWg “to sojourn,” as the permanent differs from the transitory; e.g.
<013701>Genesis 37:1 katwkei de Iakwb en th gh oJu parwkhsen oJ pathr
autou, en gh Canaan; Philo de sacrif. Ab. et Cain. sec. 10 oJ gar toiv
egkuklioiv monoiv epanecwn, paroikei sofia, ou katoikei. Cf.
Lightfoot on <510119>Colossians 1:19 and on Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians
1.)

{2731} katoikhsiv, katoikhsewv, hJ (katoikew), “dwelling, abode”:
<410503>Mark 5:3. (<011030>Genesis 10:30; <041502>Numbers 15:2, etc.; Thucydides,
Plato, Plutarch.)*

{2732} katoikhthrion, katoikhthriou, to (katoikew), “an abode, a
habitation”: <490222>Ephesians 2:22; <661802>Revelation 18:2. (the Septuagint; the
Epistle of Barnabas (6, 15); 16, 7, 8, and other ecclesiastical writings.)*

{2733} katoikia, katoikiav, hJ (katoikew), “dwelling, habitation”:
<441726>Acts 17:26. (the Septuagint; Polybius 2, 32, 4; Strabo, Plutarch,
others.)*

{2730} katoikizw; 1 aorist katwkisa; from Herodotus down; the
Septuagint for bvæy;; “to cause to dwell, to send or bring into an abode; to
give a dwelling to”: metaphorically, to pneuma, oJ katwkisen en hJmin,
i.e. the Spirit which he placed within us, to pervade and prompt us (see
katoikew, 1 b.), <590405>James 4:5 L T Tr WH.*
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{2734} katoptrizw: (katoptron a mirror), “to show in a mirror, to
make to reflect, to mirror”: katoptrizwn oJ hJliov thn irin, Plutarch,
mor., p. 894 f. (i.e. de plac. philos. 3, 5, 11). Middle present
katoptrizomai; “to look at oneself in a mirror” (Artemidorus Daldianus,
oneir. 2, 7; Athen. 15, p. 687 c.; Diogenes Laërtius 2, 33; (7, 17)); “to
behold for oneself as in a mirror” (Winer’s Grammar, 254 (238);
Buttmann, 193f (167)): thn doxan tou kuriou, the glory of Christ
(which we behold in the gospel as in a mirror from which it is reflected),
<470318>2 Corinthians 3:18. Plainly so in Philo, alleg. leg. iii., sec. 33 mhde
katoptrisaimhn en allw tini

{2735} katorqwma, katorqwmatov, to (katorqow to make upright,
erect), “a right action, a successful achievement”: plural of wholesome
public measures or institutions, <442402>Acts 24:2 (3) (R G; see diorqwma); (3
Macc. 3:23; Polybius, Diodorus, Strabo, Josephus, Plutarch, Lucian). Cf.
Lob. ad Phryn., p. 251; (Winer’s 25).*

{2736} katw (from kata), adverb (fr. Homer down), comparitive
katwterw; (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 472 (440));

1. “down, downward”: <400406>Matthew 4:6; <420409>Luke 4:9; <430806>John 8:6, 8;
<442009>Acts 20:9.

2. “below, beneath” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, as above); a. of place: <411466>Mark
14:66; <440219>Acts 2:19; eJwv katw (A.V. “to the bottom”), <402751>Matthew
27:51; <411538>Mark 15:38 (<260127>Ezekiel 1:27; 8:2); ta katw, the parts or
regions that lie beneath (opposed to ta anw, heaven), i.e. the earth,
<430823>John 8:23. b. of temporal succession: apo dietouv kai katwterw,
from a child of two years and those that were of a lower age (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 370 (347)), <400216>Matthew 2:16; apo eikosaetouv kai katw,
<132723>1 Chronicles 27:23.*

{2737} katwterov, katwtera, katwteron (comparitive of katw, see
anwterov) (Hippocrates, Theophrastus, Athen., others), “lower”: (oJ
Cristov) katebh eiv ta katwtera merh thv ghv, <490409>Ephesians 4:9,
which many understand of Christ’s descent into Hades (ton topon ton
katw kaloumenon, Plato, Phaedo, p. 112 c.), taking thv ghv as a
partitive genitive (see aJdhv, 2). But the mention of tiffs fact is at variance
with the connection. Paul is endeavoring to show that the passage he has
just before quoted, <196701>Psalm 67:19 (<196819>Psalm 68:19), must be understood
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of Christ, not of God, because ‘an ascent into heaven’ necessarily
presupposes a descent to earth (which was made by Christ in the
incarnation), whereas God does not leave his abode in heaven.
Accordingly, ta katwtera thv ghv denotes, “the lower parts of the
universe,” which the earth constitutes — thv ghv being a genitive of
apposition; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 59, 8 a.; Grimm, Institutio theol.
dogmat. edition 2, p. 355ff*

{2736} katwterw, see katw, especially 2 b.

{2802} Kauda, see Klaudh.

{2738} kauma, kaumatov, to (kaiw), “heat”: of painful and burning
heat, <660716>Revelation 7:16; 16:9. (the Septuagint; in Greek writings from
Homer down.)*

{2739} kaumatizw: 1 aorist infinitive kaumatisai; 1 aorist passive
ekaumatisqhn; (kauma); “to burn with heat, to scorch”: tina, with en
puri added, <661608>Revelation 16:8; passive, <401306>Matthew 13:6; <410406>Mark 4:6;
with addition of kauma mega (see agapaw under the end for examples
and references), to be tortured with intense heat, <661609>Revelation 16:9.
(Antoninus 7, 64; Epictetus diss. 1, 6, 26; 3, 22, 52; of the heat of fever,
Plutarch, mor., p. 100 d. (de cert. et vit. 1), 691 e. (quaest. conviv. 6:2,
6).)*

{2740} kausiv, kausewv, hJ (kaiw), “burning, burning up”: hJv to
telov eiv kausin, the fate of which land (appointed it by God) is, to be
burned up (by fire and brimstone from heaven cf. <052923>Deuteronomy 29:23),
<580608>Hebrews 6:8; cf. Bleek at the passage (Herodotus, Plato, Isocrates,
Plutarch, others; the Septuagint.)*

{2741} kausow, kausw: (kausov); “to burn up, set fire to”; present
participle passive kausoumenov, <610310>2 Peter 3:10, 12 (A.V. “with fervent
heat”). (Elsewhere only (chiefly; see Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word)
in Dioscorides (100 A. D.?) and Galen: “to suffer from feverish burning, be
parched with fever”.)*

{2743} kausthriazw: perfect passive participle kekausthriasmenov,
“to burn in with a branding iron” (ta iJppouv lukon, a figure of a wolf
Strabo 5, 1, 9, p. 215): <540402>1 Timothy 4:2, Lachmann’s stereotyped edition,
T Tr WH on which passage see kauthriazw. (Not found elsewhere.)*
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{2742} kauswn, kauswnov, oJ;

1. “burning heat” of the sun: <402012>Matthew 20:12; <421255>Luke 12:55; <590111>James
1:11 (others refer all these passages to the next entry); (<234910>Isaiah 49:10;
(<013140>Genesis 31:40 Alexandrian LXX; cf. Judith 8:3); Sir. 18:16; Athen. 3,
p. 73 b.).

2. “Eurus,” a very dry, hot, east wind, scorching and drying up everything;
for µydiq;, <182721>Job 27:21; <281201>Hosea 12:1; anemov kauswn, <241817>Jeremiah
18:17; <261710>Ezekiel 17:10; <281315>Hosea 13:15: pneuam kauswn, <320408>Jonah 4:8
(cf. <281201>Hosea 12:1); (on this wind cf. Schleusner, Thesaurus ad Septuagint
iii., p. 297; Winer’s RWB (also BB. DD.) under the word Wind). Many
suppose it to be referred to in <590111>James 1:11; yet the evils there mentioned
are ascribed not to the kauswn, but to the hJliov.*

{2743} kauthriazw: (kauthrion ((cf. kaiw)) a branding-iron); “to
mark by branding, to brand”: (perfect passive participle)
kekauthriasmenoi thn idian suneidhsin, i.e. kekauthriasmenhn
econtev thn idian suneidhsin (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 230 (216)) (cf.
aktafqeirw) (“branded in their own conscience” i.e.) whose souls are
branded with the marks of sin, i.e. who carry about with them the perpetual
consciousness of sin, <540402>1 Timothy 4:2 R G L, the major edition, see
kausthriazw; (some (cf. R. V. marginal reading) would give it here the
sense of seared, cf. <490419>Ephesians 4:19). (In Hippocrates in a medical sense,
“to cauterize, remove by cautery”).)*

{2744} kaucaomai, kaucwmai, 2 person singular kaucasai
(<450217>Romans 2:17, 23; <460407>1 Corinthians 4:7; see katakaucaomai); future
kauchsomai; 1 aorist ekauchsamhn; perfect kekauchmai; (kauch a
boast); (from Pindar and Herodotus down); the Septuagint mostly for
lLehæt]hi; in the N.T. often used by Paul (some 35 times; by James twice);
“to glory” (whether with reason or without): absolutely, <460131>1 Corinthians
1:31a; 4:7; 13:3 L (stereotype edition, WH (see kaiw)); 2 Corinthians 10:
(13),17a; 11:16,18; 12:1,6,11 Rec.; <490209>Ephesians 2:9; <590416>James 4:16; ti
(accusative of the thing (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 222 (209))), “to glory (on
account) of a thing”: <470902>2 Corinthians 9:2 (hJn kaucwmai uJper uJmwn
Makedosin, which I boast of on your behalf unto the Macedonians
(Buttmann, sec. 133, 1); cf. 7:14 (and see below)); <471130>2 Corinthians 11:30
(<202701>Proverbs 27:1; Lucian, ocyp. 120); followed by en with the dative of
the object (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 33 d.; Buttmann, sec. 133, 23), “to
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glory in a thing” (by a usage foreign to classical Greek; but the Latin says
glorior in aliquo): <450228>Romans 2:28; 5:3; <460321>1 Corinthians 3:21; <470512>2
Corinthians 5:12; 10:15; 11:12 (cf. Buttmann, 106 (92)); 12:5, 9;
<480613>Galatians 6:13f; <530104>2 Thessalonians 1:4 R G; <590109>James 1:9
(<240923>Jeremiah 9:23f; <131635>1 Chronicles 16:35); en Qew, en tw Qew, “in
God,” i.e. the knowledge of God, intimacy with him, his favors, etc.
<450217>Romans 2:17; 5:11 (en toiv Qeoiv, Theoph. ad Autol. 1, 1, 1); en
kuriw, <460131>1 Corinthians 1:31b; <471017>2 Corinthians 10:17b; en Cristw
Ihsou, <500303>Philippians 3:3; followed by epi with the dative of the object
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 33 d.; Buttmann, sec. 133, 23), <450502>Romans 5:2
(<202514>Proverbs 25:14; Sir. 30:2: Diodorus 16:70); peri tinov, <471008>2
Corinthians 10:8; eiv ti, in regard of, in reference to, <471016>2 Corinthians
10:16 (Aristotle, pol. 5, 10, p. 1311, 4). uJper with the genitive of person,
“to one’s advantage, to the praise of one” (on one’s behalf): <470714>2
Corinthians 7:14; 12:5. enwpion tou Qeou, as though standing in his
presence, <460129>1 Corinthians 1:29 (cf. Buttmann, 17, 3 (150). Compare:
enkaucaomai, katakaucaomai.)*

{2745} kauchma, kauchmatov, to (kaucaomai), very rare in secular
authors; the Septuagint for hL;hiT], praise, and tr,a,p]Ti, ornament, beauty;
several times in Sirach:

1. “that of which one glories or can glory, matter or ground of glorying”:
<450402>Romans 4:2; <460915>1 Corinthians 9:15f; <470114>2 Corinthians 1:14;
<504716>Philippians 2:16; to kauchma ecein eiv eJauton monon, his glorying
confined to himself (R. V. “in regard of himself alone”), <480604>Galatians 6:4;
to kauchma thv elpidov, the matter for glorying which hope gives, i.e.
the hope, of which we glory, <580306>Hebrews 3:6.

2. As gennhma, diwgma, qelhma. iama, khrugma (<550417>2 Timothy 4:17),
klauma, plhrwma, fronhma, etc., are used for gennhsiv, diwxiv,
qelhsiv, k.t.l. (cf. Ellicott on <500406>Philippians 4:6), so also (which H. A.
W. Meyer persists in denying (as respects the New Testament (see his note
on <450402>Romans 4:2); so Ellicott and Lightfoot on <480604>Galatians 6:4; Lünem.
on Hebrews as above)) is kauchma used for kauchsiv (Pindar Isthm. 5,
65 (cf. Meyer on <500126>Philippians 1:26 note; on the apparent use of nouns in
ma in an active sense see Lightfoot on Colossians, p. 257f)), “a glorying,
boasting”: <460506>1 Corinthians 5:6; <500126>Philippians 1:26; uJper tinov (see
kaucaomai, under the end), <470512>2 Corinthians 5:12; 9:3.*
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{2746} kauchsiv, kauchsewv, hJ (kaucaomai), “the act of glorying”:
<450327>Romans 3:27; <470904>2 Corinthians 9:4 Rec.; <471110>2 Corinthians 11:10, 17;
<590416>James 4:16; stefanov kauchsewv, crown of which we can boast,
<520219>1 Thessalonians 2:19; <261612>Ezekiel 16:12; <201631>Proverbs 16:31; uJper
tinov (on behalf) of one (cf. kaucaomai, under the end), <470704>2 Corinthians
7:4; 8:24; epi tinov, before one, <470714>2 Corinthians 7:14; ecw (thn critical
editions) kauchsin en Cristw Ihsou, the glorying which I have I ascribe
to Christ, or I owe it to Christ that I am permitted to glow (see en, I. 6 b.,
p. 211b), <451517>Romans 15:17; <461531>1 Corinthians 15:31; that of which one
glories, cause of glorying, <470112>2 Corinthians 1:12. (The Septuagint several
times for tr,a,p]Ti; (Diogenes Laërtius 10, 7 at the end); Philod. in Vol.
Hercul. Oxfort. i., p. 16.)*

{2584} Kafarnaoum, see Kapernaoum.

{2747} Kegcreai (T WH Kencreai (cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 150)),
Kegcrewn, aJi, “Cenchreae or Kenchreae,” a port of Corinth, about 60
(70; Strabo (as below)) stadia from the city, on the eastern side of the
isthmus, the emporium of its trade with Asia (Strabo 8, p. 380): <441818>Acts
18:18; <451601>Romans 16:1. (It still retains the ancient name; cf. B. D.
American edition, under the word; Lewin, St. Paul, i. 299f.)*

{2748} kedrov, kedrou, hJ (from Homer down), “a cedar,” a well-known
tree, the wood of which is fragrant: ceimarrov twn kedrwn, <431801>John
18:1 R Tr text WH (so also <101523>2 Samuel 15:23; <111513>1 Kings 15:13 (cf.
2:37)); tou (sic) kedrou, ibid. Tdf.; but see the following word.*

{2748} Kedrwn, oJ (Buttmann, 21 (19)), indeclinable (in Josephus,
Kedrwn, Kedrwnov (see below)), “Cedron” (or Kidron) (Hebrew ˆwOrd]qi
i.e. dark, turbid), the name of a (winter-) torrent, rising near Jerusalem and
flowing down through a valley of the same name (having the Matthew of
Olives on the E.) into the Dead Sea: ceimarrov tou Kedrwn, <431801>John
18:1 G L Tr marginal reading, according to the more correct reading (but
see WH’s Appendix, at the passage); (ceimarrov Kedrwnov, Josephus,
Antiquities 8, 1, 5; faragx Kedrwnov, ibid. 9, 7,3; b. j. 5,6, 1; faraggi,
baqeia ... hJ Kedrwn wnomastai, ibid. 5, 2, 3). (B. D., under the word
Kidron, cf. Cedron, 2; Robinson, Phys. Geogr. of the Holy Land, p. 96f.)*

{2749} keimai; imperfect 3 person singular ekeito; “to lie”;
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1. properly: of an infant, followed by en with the dative of place, <420212>Luke
2:12 (Tdf. omits keimenon),16; of one buried: oJpou or oJu, <402806>Matthew
28:6; <422353>Luke 23:53; <431141>John 11:41 Rec.; 20:12; of things that quietly
cover some spot, <422412>Luke 24:12 (R G L brackets); <432005>John 20:5-7; 21:9;
with epi ti added, <470315>2 Corinthians 3:15; epanw tinov (of a city situated
on a hill), <400514>Matthew 5:14; also of things put or set in any place, in
reference to which we often use “to stand”: thus of vessels, <430206>John 2:6;
19:29 (cutrav keimenav, Xenophon, oec. 8, 19); of a throne,
<660402>Revelation 4:2 (<242401>Jeremiah 24:1; Homer, Iliad 2, 777; Odyssey 17,
331); keisqai prov ti, to be brought near to a thing (see prov, I. 2 a.),
<400310>Matthew 3:10; <420309>Luke 3:9; absolutely, of the site of a city,
tetragonov keitai, <662116>Revelation 21:16; of grain and other things laid
up, gathered together, <421219>Luke 12:19; of a foundation, <460311>1 Corinthians
3:11.

2. metaphorically,

a. “to be (by God’s intent) set, i.e. destined, appointed”: followed by eiv
with the accusative indicating the purpose, <420234>Luke 2:34; <500117>Philippians
1:17 (16); <520303>1 Thessalonians 3:3.

b. as very often in secular authors (cf. Passow, under the word, p. 1694b;
(Liddell and Scott, under the word, IV. 2)), of laws, “to be made, laid
down”: tini, <540109>1 Timothy 1:9. c. oJ kosmov oJlov en tw ponhrw
keitai, lies in the power of the evil one, i.e. is held in subjection by the
devil, <620519>1 John 5:19. (Compare: anakeimai, sunanakeimai,
antikeimai, apokeimai, epikeimai, katakeimai, parakeimai,
perikeimai, prokeimai.)*

{2750} keiria, keiriav, hJ, “a band,” either for a bed-girth (Schol. ad
Aristophanes av. 817 keiria. eidov zwnhv ek scoiniwn, pareoikov
iJmanti, hJ desmousi tav klinav, cf. <200716>Proverbs 7:16; (Plutarch, Alcib.
16, 1)), or for tying up a corpse after it has been swathed in linen: in the
latter sense in <431144>John 11:44; (others take it here of the “swathings”
themselves).*

{2751} keirw; (1 aorist ekeira (<440832>Acts 8:32 T WH marginal reading));
1 aorist middle ekeiramhn; from Homer down; “to shear”: a sheep,
<440832>Acts 8:32 ((cf. above) from <235307>Isaiah 53:7). Middle “to get or let be
shorn” (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 38, 2 b.; Buttmann, sec. 135, 4): thn
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kefalhn, <441818>Acts 18:18; absolutely, of shearing or cutting short the hair
of the head, <461106>1 Corinthians 11:6 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 43, 1).*

{2797} Keiv, see Kiv.

{2752} keleusma, keleusmatov, to (keleuw), from Aeschylus and
Herodotus down, “an order, command, specifically, a stimulating cry,”
either that by which animals are roused and urged on by man, as horses by
charioteers, hounds by hunters, etc., or that by which a signal is given to
men, e.g. to rowers by the master of a ship (Lucian, tyr. or catapl. c. 19),
to soldiers by a commander (Thucydides 2, 92; <202406>Proverbs 24:62
(<203027>Proverbs 30:27)): en keleusmati, with a loud summons, a trumpet-
call, <520416>1 Thessalonians 4:16.*

{2753} keleuw; imperfect ekeleuon; 1 aorist ekeleusa; “to command,
order”: tina, followed by an aorist infinitive, <401419>Matthew 14:19,28;
<440415>Acts 4:15; by the accusative with aorist infinitive, <401825>Matthew 18:25;
27:58 (R G L),64; <421840>Luke 18:40; <440534>Acts 5:34; 8:38; 22:30; 23:10;
25:6,17; the accusative is lacking because evident from the context,
<400818>Matthew 8:18; 14:9; (xxvii. 58 T WH (Tr in brackets)); <441219>Acts 12:19;
21:33; followed by the accusative with present infinitive, <442134>Acts 21:34;
22:24; 23:3,35; 24:8 R G; 25:21; 27:43; the accusative is lacking because
easily discernible from the context, <441622>Acts 16:22 (cf. Buttmann, 201
(174); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 40, 3 d.); by a use not infrequent in Homer,
but somewhat rare in prose writing, with the dative of a person (Plato, rep.
3, p. 396 a.; Thucydides 1, 44; Diodorus 19, 17; Josephus, Antiquities 20,
6, 2; Tobit 8:18; cf. Poppo on Xenophon, Cyril 1, 3, 9 variant), followed
by an infinitive, <401535>Matthew 15:35 R G; cf. Buttmann, 275 (236).
keleusaitov tinov, at one’s command, <442523>Acts 25:23. (On the
construction of keleuw, especially with the passive infinitive and the
accusative, see Buttmann, sec. 141, 5, cf. p. 237 (204) note; also Winer’s
Grammar, 336 (315), 332 (311).)*

(Synonyms: keleuein, paraggellein, entellesqai, tassein (and its
comparison): keleuein “to command,” designates verbal orders,
emanating (usually) from a superior; paraggellw “to charge,” etc., is
used especially of the order of a military commander which is passed along
the line by his subordinates (Xenophon, Cyril 2, 4, 2); entellesqai, “to
enjoin,” is employed especially of those whose office or position invests
them with claims, and points rather to the contents of the command, cf. our
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“instructions”; tassw literally, “assign a post to,” with a suggestion of
duties as connected therewith; often used of a military appointment (cf.
taxiv); its compounds epitassein and prostassein differ from
entellesqai in denoting fixed and abiding obligations rather than specific
or occasional instructions, duties arising from the office rather than
emanating from the personal will of a superior. Schmidt, chapter 8.)

{2754} kenodoxia, kenodoxiav, hJ (kenodoxov, which see), “vain-
glory, groundless self-esteem, empty pride”: <500803>Philippians 2:3. (4 Macc.
2:15; 8:18; Polybius, Plutarch, Lucian; (Philo de mut. nom. sec. 15; leg. ad
Gaium sec. 16; etc.); ecclesiastical writings; universally, “a vain opinion,
error,” Sap. 14:14.)*

{2755} kenodoxov, kenodoxon (kenov, doxa), “glorying without
reason, conceited, vain-glorious, eager for empty glory”: <480526>Galatians
5:26. (Polybius, Diodorus; Antoninus 5, 1; (cf. Philo de trib. virt. sec. 2 at
the end); ecclesiastical writings.)*

{2756} kenov, kenh, kenon (from Homer on down), the Septuagint for
µq;yræ, qre, qyri, etc., “empty”;

1. properly, of places, vessels, etc.,which contain nothing (<070716>Judges 7:16;
<013724>Genesis 37:24); metaphorically, “empty, vain; devoid of truth”: logoi,
<490506>Ephesians 5:6 (<020509>Exodus 5:9); apath, <510208>Colossians 2:8; khrugma,
pistiv, <461514>1 Corinthians 15:14.

2. of men, “empty-handed; without a gift”: apostellein and
exapostellein tina kenon (<013142>Genesis 31:42; <051513>Deuteronomy 15:13;
16:16), <411203>Mark 12:3; <420153>Luke 1:53; 20:10f; metaphorically, “destitute of
spiritual wealth,” of one who boasts of his faith as a transcendent
possession, yet is without the fruits of faith, <590220>James 2:20.

3. metaphorically, of endeavors, labors, acts, which result in nothing, “vain,
fruitless, without effect”: hJ cariv, <461510>1 Corinthians 15:10; kopov; <461558>1
Corinthians 15:58; hJ eisodov, <520201>1 Thessalonians 2:1; neuter plural kena,
things that will not succeed, <440425>Acts 4:25 (from <190201>Psalm 2:1); eiv kenon,
“in vain, to no purpose” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 592 (551)): <470601>2
Corinthians 6:1; <480202>Galatians 2:2; <504716>Philippians 2:16; <520305>1 Thessalonians
3:5 (<236523>Isaiah 65:23; <240629>Jeremiah 6:29, etc.; Diodorus 19, 9; Heliodorus
10, 30). (Cf. Trench, Synonyms, sec. xlix.)*
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{2757} knofwnia, knofwniav, hJ (kenofwnov uttering emptiness)
(vaniloquium, Vulgate (Clementine edition (in <550216>2 Timothy 2:16))),
“empty discussion, discussion of vain and useless matters” (A.V.
“babbling”): <540620>1 Timothy 6:20; <550216>2 Timothy 2:16. ((Dioscor. 1 prooem.,
p. 3, 1); ecclesiastical writings.)*

{2758} kenow, kenw: (future kenwsw, <460915>1 Corinthians 9:15 L text T
Tr WH); 1 aorist ekenwsa; passive, perfect keknwmai; 1 aorist
ekenwqhn;

1. “to empty, make empty”: eJauton ekenwse, namely, tou einai isa
Qew or thv morfhv tou Qeou, i.e. he laid aside equality with or the form
of God (said of Christ), <502007>Philippians 2:7 (see a fuller exposition of this
passage in

2. “to make void i.e. deprive of force, render vain, useless, of no effect”:
passive, <450414>Romans 4:14; <460117>1 Corinthians 1:17.

3. “to make void i.e. cause a thing to be seen to be empty, hollow, false”:
to kauchma, <460915>1 Corinthians 9:15; passive <470903>2 Corinthians 9:3. (Twice
in the Septuagint viz. <241402>Jeremiah 14:2; 15:9; often in Attic writings.)*

{2759} kentron, kentrou, to (kentew to prick);

1. “a sting,” as that of bees (4 Macc. 14:19), scorpions, locusts,
<660910>Revelation 9:10. Since animals wound by their sting and even cause
death, Paul in <461555>1 Corinthians 15:55 (after <281314>Hosea 13:14, the
Septuagint) attributes to death, personified, a kentron, i.e. a deadly
weapon, and that kentron is said to be hJ aJmartia (56), because sin is
death’s cause and punishment (?) (<450512>Romans 5:12).

2. as in the Greek writings “an iron goad,” for urging on oxen, horses and
other beasts of burden; hence, the proverb prov kentra laktizein, “to
kick against the goad,” i.e. to offer vain and perilous or ruinous resistance:
<440905>Acts 9:5 Rec.; 26:14; cf. Pindar Pythagoras 2, 173; Aeschylus (Ag.
1624, cf.) Prom. 323; Euripides, Bacch. 795; Terent. Phorm. 1, 2, 28;
Ammian. 18, 5.*

{2760} kenturiwn, kenturiwnov, oJ, a Latin word, “a centurion”:
<411539>Mark 15:39, 44f (Polybius 6, 24, 5.)*

{2747} (Kencreai, see Kegcreai.)
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{2761} kenwv, adverb, “vainly, in vain” (Winer’s Grammar, 463 (431);
Aristotle onward): <590405>James 4:5.*

{2762} keraia (WH kerea (see their Appendix, p. 151)), keraiav, hJ
(kerav), “a little horn; extremity, apex, point”; used by the Greek
grammarians of the accents and diacritical points. In <400518>Matthew 5:18
((where see Wetstein; cf. also Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, 1:537f));
<421617>Luke 16:17 of the little lines, or projections, by which the Hebrew
letters in other respects similar differ from each other, as cheth j and he h,

daleth d and resh r, beth b and kaph k (A.V. “tittle”); the meaning is, ‘not
even the minutest part of the law shall perish.’ ((Aeschylus, Thucydides,
others.))*

{2763} kerameuv, keramewv, oJ (kerannumi), “a potter”: <402707>Matthew
27:7,10; <450921>Romans 9:21. (Homer, Hesiod, Aristophanes, Plato, Plutarch,
others; the Septuagint several times for rxewOy.)*

{2764} keramikov, keramikh, keramikon (keramov);

1. in classical Greek “of or belonging to a potter”: hence, keramikh gh,
such as a potter uses, Hippocrates; tecnh, Plato, polit., p. 288 a.

2. in the Bible “made of clay, earthen”: <660227>Revelation 2:27 (<270241>Daniel
2:41), for which the Greeks use kerameouv, keramea, kerameoun, and
keramiov (others kerameiov), cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 147; (Winer’s
Grammar, 99 (94)).*

{2765} keramion, keramiou, to (neuter of the add. keramiov, see the
preceding word (others make it a diminutive from keramov)), “an earthen
vessel, a pot, jar; a jug or pitcher”: with uJdatov added, a water-pitcher,
<411413>Mark 14:13; <422210>Luke 22:10. (Theophrastus, caus. plant. 3, 4, 3; oinou,
<244205>Jeremiah 42:5 (<243505>Jeremiah 35:5); Xenophon, anab. 6, 1, 15;
Demosthenes, p. 934, 26; Polybius 4, 56, 3; elaiou, Josephus, Antiquities
8, 13, 2.)*

{2766} keramov, keramou, oJ (kerannumi);

1. “clay, potter’s earth”.

2. “anything made of clay, earthen ware”.
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3. specifically, “a (roofing) tile (Thucydides, Athen., Hdian, others); the
roof itself” (Aristophanes from 129 d.): so dia twn keramwn, through the
roof, i.e. through the door in the roof to which a ladder or stairway led up
from the street (accordingly the rabbis distinguish two ways of entering a
house, ‘the way through the door’ and ‘the way through the roof’
(Lightfoot Horae Hebrew, p. 601); cf. Winer’s RWB, under the word
Dach; Keim, ii., p. 176f (English translation 3:215; Edersheim, Jesus the
Messiah, i., 501f; Jewish Social Life, p. 93ff)), <420519>Luke 5:19. Mark (ii. 4)
describes the occurrence differently (see apostegazw), evidently led into
error by misapprehending the words of Luke. (But, to say nothing of the
improbability of assuming Mark’s narrative to be dependent on Luke’s, the
alleged discrepance disappears if Luke’s language is taken literally,
“through the tiles” (see dia, A. I. 1); he says nothing of “the door in the
roof.” On the various views that have been taken of the details of the
occurrence, see B. D. (especially American edition) under the word House;
Dr. James Morison, Commentary on Mark, at the passage cited.)*

{2767} kerannumi (kerannuw): 1 aorist ekerasa; perfect passive
kekerasmai (for the more common kekramai, cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p.
582; Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Sprchl. ii., p. 214; Krüger, sec. 40,
under the word, i., p. 175; (Veitch, under the word)); (from Homer down);

1. “to mix, mingle”.

2. “to mix wine and water”.

3. “to pour out for drinking”: tini ti, <661806>Revelation 18:6 (R. V.
“mingle”); passive, <661410>Revelation 14:10; (so Bel and the Dragon, 11;
Anthol. 11, 137, 12). (Compare: sugkerannumi.)*

(Synonyms: kerannumi, mignumi: in strict usage kerannumi denotes
such a mixing as combines the ingredients into a new compound, chemical
mixture; mignumi such a mixing as merely blends or intermingles them
promiscuously, mechanical mixture.)

{2768} kerav, keratov, plural kerata, genitive keratwn (Winer’s
Grammar, 65 (63); Buttmann, 15 (13)), to (from Homer down), Hebrew
ˆr,q,, “a horn”; a. properly: of animals, <660506>Revelation 5:6; 12:3; 13:1,11;
17:3,7,12,16. b. Since animals (especially bulls) defend themselves with
their horns, the horn with the Hebrews (and other nations) is a symbol of
strength and courage, and is used as such in a variety of phrases (<198818>Psalm
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88:18 (<198918>Psalm 89:18); <19D101>Psalm 131:17 (<19D217>Psalm 132:17); 148:14;
<090210>1 Samuel 2:10; Sir. 47:5,7,11; 1 Macc. 2:48, etc.; cf. Gesenius,
Thesaurus, iii., p. 1238; (B. D. under the word Horn)); hence, kerav
swthriav (of God, <191703>Psalm 17:3 (<191803>Psalm 18:3); <102203>2 Samuel 22:3),
equivalent to “a mighty and valiant helper, the author of deliverance,” of
the Messiah, <420169>Luke 1:69. c. tropically, “a projecting extremity in shape
like a horn, a point, apex”: as, of an altar, <660913>Revelation 9:13; (<022912>Exodus
29:12; <030407>Leviticus 4:7,18; 16:18; <300314>Amos 3:14; <19B702>Psalm 117:27
(<19B827>Psalm 118:27)).*

{2769} keration, keratiou, to (diminutive of kerav);

1. “a little horn”.

2. the name of the fruit of the keratea or kerateia (or keratia), the
“Ceratonia sillqua (Linn.) or carob tree” (called also St. John’s Bread
(from the notion that its pods, which resemble those of the ‘locust’,
constituted the food of the Baptist)). This fruit is shaped like a horn and
has a sweet taste; it was (and is) used not only in fattening swine, but as an
article of food by the lower classes: <421516>Luke 15:16 (A.V. “husks”); cf.
Winer’s RWB, under the word Johannisbrodbaum; (B. D. (especially
American edition) under the word Husks).*

{2770} kerdainw: (future kerdhsw, <590413>James 4:13 Rec.^bez^elz L T
Tr WH; see also below); 1 aorist ekerdhsa (an Ionic form from kerdaw,
which later writers use for the earlier ekerdana, see Lob. ad Phryn., p.
740; Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Sprchl. ii., p. 215; Winer’s
Grammar, 87 (83); (Veitch, under the word)), once 1 aorist subjunctive
kerdanw (<460921>1 Corinthians 9:21 L T Tr (but WH (cf. also Griesbach
note) read the future kerdanw, cf. Buttmann, 60 (53); sec. 139, 38)); 1
future passive kerdhqhsomai (the subjunctive kerdhqhswntai, <600301>1
Peter 3:1 R G is a clerical error (cf. references under the word kaiw, at
the beginning), for which L T Tr WH have restored kerdhqhsontai (cf.
Buttmann, sec. 139, 38)); (from Hesiod down); (from kerdov); “to gain,
acquire”; (Vulgate passim lucrifacio (also lucro, etc.));

a. properly: ton kosmon, <401626>Matthew 16:26; <410836>Mark 8:36; <420925>Luke
9:25; money, <402516>Matthew 25:16 (L T WH),17,20,22; absolutely, “to get
gain,” <590413>James 4:13.

b. metaphorically,
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[a]. with nouns signifying loss, damage, injury, it is used of the gain arising
from shunning or escaping from the evil (where we say “to spare oneself,
be spared”): thn uJbrin tauthn kai zhmian, <442721>Acts 27:21; to ge
mianqhnai tav ceirav kerdainein, to avoid the crime of fratricide,
Josephus, Antiquities 2, 3, 2; zhmian, to escape a loss, Euripides, Cycl.
312; other examples in Kypke, Observations, ii., p. 139f

[b]. tina, “to gain anyone” i.e. to win him over to the kingdom of God,
which none but the placable enter, <401815>Matthew 18:15; to gain one to faith
in Christ, <600301>1 Peter 3:1; <460919>1 Corinthians 9:19-22; Criston, to gain
Christ’s favor and fellowship, <500308>Philippians 3:8. Not found in the O.T.*

{2771} kerdov, kerdeov (kerdouv), to, “gain, advantage”:
<500121>Philippians 1:21 (with which cf. Aelian v. h. 4, 7 toiv kakoiv oude to
apoqanein kerdov); <560111>Titus 1:11; plural <500307>Philippians 3:7. (From
Homer down.)*

{2762} (kerea, see keraia.)

{2772} kerma, kermatov, to (keirw to cut into bits), “small pieces of
money, small coin, change”; generally and collectively, to kerma “money”:
<430215>John 2:15, where L marginal reading Tr WH ta kermata;
(Aristophanes, Demosthenes, Josephus, others). Cf. the full exhibition of
the use of the word given by Fischer, Deuteronomy vitiis lexicorum N.T.
etc., p. 264ff*

{2773} kermatisthv, kermatistou oJ (kermatizw) (to cut into ‘small
pieces, to make small change)), “a money-changer; money-broker”:
<430214>John 2:14. In the court of the Gentiles ((see iJeron, and Edersheim,
Jesus the Messiah, i. 244f)) in the temple at Jerusalem were the seats of
those who sold such animals for sacrifice as had been selected, examined,
and approved, together with incense, oil, and other things needed in
making offerings and in worship; and the magnitude of this traffic had
introduced the banker’s or broker’s business; (cf. BB. DD. under the word
Money-changers; especially Edersheim as above, p. 367ff). (Nicet. annal.
7, 2, p. 266, Bekker edition; Max. Tyr. diss. 2, p. 15, Markland edition.)*

{2774} kefalaion, kefalaiou, to (neuter of the adjective
kefalaiov, belonging to the entry);
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1. “the chief or main point, the principal thing” (Vulgate capitulum):
<580801>Hebrews 8:1 (cf. Buttmann, 154 (134)); (frequent so in Greek writings
from Pindar, Thucydides and Plato down).

2. “the pecuniary sum total of a reckoning, amount (Plutarch, Fab. 4); the
principal, capital,” as distinguished from the interest (Plato, legg. 5, 742
c.); universally, “a sum of money, sum” (Vulgate summa): <442228>Acts 22:28;
so <030605>Leviticus 6:5; <040507>Numbers 5:7; 31:26; Josephus, Antiquities 12, 2, 3;
Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 1, 17; see other examples in Kypke,
Observations, ii., p. 116; (Liddell and Scott, under the word, 5 b.).*

{2775} kefalaiow, kefalaiw: 1 aorist ekefalaiwsa (T WH
ekefaliwsa (see below)); (kefalaion);

1. “to bring under heads, to sum up, to summarize” (Thucydides, Aristotle,
others).

2. in an unusual sense, “to smite or wound in the head”: <411204>Mark 12:4. It is
of no use to appeal to the analogy of the verb gnaqow, which means eiv
gnaqouv tuptw to smite on the cheek, since kefalaison is nowhere
used of the head of the body. Tdf. (WH) (after manuscripts a B L) have
adopted ekefaliwsan (from kefalion, equivalent to kefaliv, which
see). But neither kefaliow nor kefalizw has yet been noted in any
Greek authority. Cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 95. (Compare: ana-
kefalaiow.)*

{2776} kefalh, kefalhv, hJ, the Septuagint for varo; “the head,” both
of men: <400536>Matthew 5:36; <410624>Mark 6:24; <420738>Luke 7:38,44 (Rec.),46;
<431309>John 13:9; <441818>Acts 18:18; <461104>1 Corinthians 11:4; <660114>Revelation 1:14;
4:4, and often; and of animals: <660907>Revelation 9:7,17,19, etc.; on the
phrases klinein thn kefalhn, epairein thn kefalhn, see klinw, 1
and epairw; on the saying in <451220>Romans 12:20, see under anqrax. Since
the loss of the head destroys the life, kefalh is used in phrases relating to
capital and extreme punishments: so in to aJima uJmwn epi thn kefalhn
uJmwn (see aJima, 2 a., p. 15{b}), <441806>Acts 18:6, and similar phrases in
classical Greek; see Passow, under the word, p. 1717{a}; Pape under the
word, 3; (Liddell and Scott, under the word, I. 3 and 4). Metaphorically,
anything “supreme, chief, prominent”; of persons, “master, lord”: tinov, of
a husband in relation to his wife, <461103>1 Corinthians 11:3; <490523>Ephesians 5:23;
of Christ, the lord of the husband, <461103>1 Corinthians 11:3 (cf. Buttmann,
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124f (109)); of the church, <490415>Ephesians 4:15; 5:23; <510219>Colossians 2:19
(cf. Buttmann, sec. 143, 4 c.); tou swmatov thv ekklhsiav,
<510118>Colossians 1:18; pashv archv kai exousiav, <510210>Colossians 2:10; so
<071111>Judges 11:11; <102244>2 Samuel 22:44, and in Byzantine writings of things:
kefalhv gwniav, “the corner-stone,” see gwnia, a. ((From Homer
down.))*

{2775} kefaliow: <411204>Mark 12:4 T WH (approved also by Weiss,
Volkmar, others), for kefalaiow, which see.

{2777} kefaliv, kefalidov, hJ (diminutive of kefalh, formed after the
analogy of aJmaxiv, pinakiv, etc.; cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf.
Spr. ii., p. 443; Kühner, sec. 380 Anm. 5, i., p. 708);

1. “a little head” (Latin capitellum, capitulum).

2. “the highest part, extremity or end” of anything; as the capital of a
column, <110709>1 Kings 7:9, 31 etc.; Geoponica 14, 6, 6; hence, the tips or
knobs (the umbilici of the Romans (or rather the cornua; see Gardthausen,
Griech. Palaeogr., p. 52f; Rich, Dictionary, under the word umbilicus)) of
the wooden rod around which parchments were rolled seem to have been
called kefalidev, because they resembled little heads; so that

3. the Alexandrian writers transferred the name kefaliv to the roll or
volume itself: en kefalidi biblou, <581007>Hebrews 10:7 (from the
Septuagint of <193908>Psalm 39:8 (<194008>Psalm 40:8) for tLægim]Bi rp,se, as in
<260209>Ezekiel 2:9, and without bibliou, 3:1-3; 2 Esdr. 6:2 (cf. Birt, Antikes
Buchwesen (Berl. 1882), p. 116)), Itala: in volumine libri, in the roll of the
book (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 23 (22)). The different opinions are noticed by
Bleek at the passage.*

khmow, khmw: future khmwsw; (khmov a muzzle); “to stop the mouth by
a muzzle, to muzzle”: boun, <460909>1 Corinthians 9:9 T Tr WH marginal
reading (Xenophon, r. eq. 5, 3); see fimow.*

{2778} khnsov, khnsou, oJ, the Latin word census (among the Romans,
denoting a register and valuation of property in accordance with which
taxes were paid), in the N.T. (as in Cod. Just. 4, 47) “the tax or tribute
levied on individuals and to be paid yearly” (Hesychius khnsov. eidov
nomismatov, epikefalaion, our “capitation or poll tax”): <401725>Matthew
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17:25; 22:17; <411214>Mark 12:14; to nomisma tou khnsou, the coin with
which the tax is paid, “tribute money,” <402219>Matthew 22:19.*

{2779} khpov, khpou, oJ (thought to be allied with skaptw, Latin
campus, etc.), from Homer down, the Septuagint for hN;gi, hN;gæ, ˆGæ; “a
garden”: <421319>Luke 13:19; <431801>John 18:1,26; 19:41. (BB. DD., under the
word Garden.)*

{2780} khpourov, khpourou, oJ (khpov and ourov), “a keeper of a
garden, a gardener”: <432015>John 20:15 (BB. DD., under the word Garden).
(Plato, Theophrastus, Polybius, Diodorus, Epictetus, others.)*

{2781} khrion, khriou, to (khrov wax), from Hesiod and Herodotus
down, “honeycomb”: khrion melission, a honeycomb (still containing
the honey), <422442>Luke 24:42 R G Tr brackets (<091427>1 Samuel 14:27;
<201624>Proverbs 16:24; 24:13).*

{2782} khrugma, khrugmatov, to (khrussw), in Greek writings
especially Attic, “that which is promulgated by a herald or public crier, a
proclamation by herald”; in the N.T. “the message or proclamation by the
heralds of God or Chris t”: thus the proclamation of the necessity of
repentance and reformation made by the prophet Jonah (A.V.
“preaching”), to khrugma Iwna, <401241>Matthew 12:41; <421132>Luke 11:32
(<320304>Jonah 3:4); the announcement of salvation procured by Christ and to
be had through him: absolutely, <460121>1 Corinthians 1:21; <560103>Titus 1:3; with
the genitive of the subjunctive, “made by one,” <460204>1 Corinthians 2:4;
15:14; with the genitive of the object Ihsou Cristou, “concerning” Jesus
Christ, <451625>Romans 16:25, cf. Philippi at the passage; (thv aiwniou
swthriav, Mark 16 WH in (rejected) ‘Shorter Conclusion’); the act of
publishing, absolutely, <550417>2 Timothy 4:17 (but R. V. “that the message
might be fully proclaimed”; see plhroforew, a.).*

{2783} khrux, less correctly (yet so L WH) khrux (on the accent see
Winer’s Grammar, sec. 6, 1 c.; (Buttmann, 13 (12)); Lipsius, Gramm.
Untersuch., p. 36; (Chandler sec. 622; Göttling, p. 254f; Lob. Paralip., p.
411; W. Dindorf in Stephanus’ Thesaurus, under the word; Tdf. Proleg., p.
101)), khrukov, oJ (akin to ghruv a voice, a sound, ghruw to utter a
sound, to speak; (yet cf. Vanicek, p. 140)); common in Greek writings
from Homer down; “a herald, a messenger” vested with public authority,
who conveyed the official messages of kings, magistrates, princes, military
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commanders, or who gave a public summons or demand, and performed
various other duties. In the O.T., <014143>Genesis 41:43; <270304>Daniel 3:4; Sir.
20:15. In the N.T. “God’s ambassador, and the herald or proclaimer of the
divine word”: dikaiosunhv, one who summoned to righteousness, of
Noah, <610205>2 Peter 2:5; used of the apostles, as the divine messengers of the
salvation procured by Christ and to be embraced through him, <540207>1
Timothy 2:7; <550111>2 Timothy 1:11.*

{2784} khrussw; imperfect ekhrusson; future khruxw; 1 aorist
ekhruxa (infinitive khruxai R G Tr WH, khruxai L T; cf. Lipsius,
Gramm. Untersuch., p. 32ff; Tdf. Proleg., p. 101; Winer’s Grammar, sec.
6, 1 f. (see references under the word khrux)); passive, present
khrussomai; 1 aorist ekhrucqhn; 1 future khrucqhsomai; (khrux,
which see); from Homer down; the Septuagint for hr;q;; “to be a herald; to
officiate as herald; to proclaim after the manner of a herald”; always with a
suggestion of formality, gravity, and an authority which must be listened to
and obeyed; a. univ “to publish, proclaim openly”: something which has
been done, <410736>Mark 7:36; ton logon, <410145>Mark 1:45 (here joined with
diafhmizein); followed by indirect discourse, <410520>Mark 5:20; <420839>Luke
8:39; something which ought to be done, followed by the infinitive (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 322 (302); (Buttmann, sec. 141, 2)), <450221>Romans 2:21;
Mwushn, the authority and precepts of Moses, <441521>Acts 15:21;
peritomhn, the necessity of circumcision, <480511>Galatians 5:11. b. specifically
used “of the public proclamation of the gospel and matters pertaining to
it,” made by John the Baptist, by Jesus, by the apostles and other Christian
teachers: absolutely, <401101>Matthew 11:1; <410138>Mark 1:38; 3:14; 16:20;
<451015>Romans 10:15; with the dative of the person to whom the proclamation
is made, <460927>1 Corinthians 9:27; <600319>1 Peter 3:19; eiv (R en with the dative)
tav sunagwgav (see eiv, A. I. 5 b.; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 213 (200)),
<410139>Mark 1:39; (<420444>Luke 4:44 T Tr text WH); (oJ) khrusswn, <451014>Romans
10:14; khrussein, with the accusative of the thing, <401027>Matthew 10:27;
Luke (iv. 19); 12:3; tini ti, <420418>Luke 4:18(19); to euaggelion thv
basileiav, <400423>Matthew 4:23; 9:35; <410114>Mark 1:14 (where G L brackets T
Tr WH to euaggelion tou Qeou); to euaggelion simply, <411615>Mark
16:15; <480202>Galatians 2:2; to euaggelion tou Qeou eiv tinav (see above),
<520209>1 Thessalonians 2:9; passive, <402414>Matthew 24:14; 26:13; <510123>Colossians
1:23; with eiv panta ta eqnh or eiv oJlon ton kosmon added, <411310>Mark
13:10; 14:9; ton logon, <550402>2 Timothy 4:2; to rhma thv pistewv,
<451008>Romans 10:8; thn basileian tou Qeou, <420801>Luke 8:1; 9:2; <442025>Acts
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20:25 (here G L T Tr WH omit tou Qeou); 28:31; baptisma, the
necessity of baptism, <410104>Mark 1:4; <420303>Luke 3:3; <441037>Acts 10:37;
metanoian kai afesin aJmartiwn, by public proclamation to exhort to
repentance and promise the pardon of sins, <422447>Luke 24:47; iJna
metanowsin (R G metanohswsi) (see iJna, II. 2 b.; (Buttmann, 237
(204))), <410612>Mark 6:12. tina tisi, to proclaim to persons one whom they
are to become acquainted with in order to learn what they ought to do:
Criston, or ton Ihsoun, <440805>Acts 8:5; 19:13; <500115>Philippians 1:15; <460123>1
Corinthians 1:23; <470405>2 Corinthians 4:5 (where it is opposed to eJauton
khrussomen, to proclaim one’s own excellence and authority); <471104>2
Corinthians 11:4; passive, oJ khrucqeiv, <540316>1 Timothy 3:16; with dia and
the genitive of person added, <470119>2 Corinthians 1:19; with the epexegetic
addition, oJti oJutov estin oJ uJiov tou Qeou, <440920>Acts 9:20; oJti ek
nekrwn eghgertai, <461512>1 Corinthians 15:12; tini followed by oJti,
<441042>Acts 10:42; khrusswn followed by legwn (<400302>Matthew 3:2), with
direct discourse, Matthew (3:1 L T WH); 10:7; <410107>Mark 1:7; khrussein
kai legein followed by direct discourse, <400301>Matthew 3:1 (R G Tr
brackets); 4:17; khrussonta en (omitted in Rec.) fwnh megalh,
followed by direct discourse (of an angel as God’s herald), <660502>Revelation
5:2; khrussomen with oJutwv added, <461511>1 Corinthians 15:11. On this
word see Zezschwitz, Petri apost. de Christi ad inferos descensu sententia.
(Lipsius 1857), p. 31ff; (Campbell, Dissert. on the Gospels, diss. 6, pt. v.
Compare: prokhrussw.)*

{2785} khtov, khteov (khtouv), to, “a sea-monster, whale, huge fish”
(Homer, Aristotle, others): <401240>Matthew 12:40, from <320201>Jonah 2:1 where
the Septuagint, khtei megalw for gD; lwdg;.

{2786} Kefav, Kefa (Buttmann, 20 (18)), oJ (Chaldean ap;yKe, a rock),
“Cephas” (equivalent to Petrov (cf. B. D. (American edition), p. 2459)),
the surname of Simon the apostle: <430142>John 1:42 (43); <460112>1 Corinthians
1:12; 3:22; 9:5; 15:5; <480209>Galatians 2:9; and L T Tr WH also in
<480118>Galatians 1:18; 2:11,147

{2787} kibwtov, kibwtou, hJ (kibov (cf. Suidas 2094 e.)), “a wooden
chest, box” ((Hecataeus, 368 (Müller’s Frag. i., p. 30), Simonides),
Aristophanes, Lysias, Athen., Aelian, others): in the N.T., the ark of the
covenant, in the temple at Jerusalem, <580904>Hebrews 9:4 (Philo, Josephus; the
Septuagint very often for ˆwOra;); in the heavenly temple, <661119>Revelation
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11:19; of Noah’s vessel, built in the form of an ark, <402438>Matthew 24:38;
<421727>Luke 17:27; <581107>Hebrews 11:7; <600320>1 Peter 3:20 (4 Macc. 15:31; the
Septuagint for hb;Te).*

{2788} kiqara, kiqarav, hJ, “a harp” (cf. Stainer, Music of the Bible,
chapter iv.; B. D., under the word Harp): <461407>1 Corinthians 14:7;
<660508>Revelation 5:8; 14:2; tou Qeou, to which the praises of God are sung
in heaven, <661502>Revelation 15:2; cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 36, 3 b. (From
Homer h. Merc., Herodotus on.)*

{2789} kiqarizw; present passive participle kiqarizomenov; “to play
upon the harp” ((see the preceding word)): with en taiv kiqaraiv added
(A.V. “harping with their harps”), <661402>Revelation 14:2; to
kiqarizomenon, what is harped, <461407>1 Corinthians 14:7. (<232316>Isaiah 23:16;
in the Greek writings from Homer, Iliad 18, 570 down.)*

{2790} kiqarwdov, kiqarwdou, oJ (kiqara (which see), and wdov,
contracted from aoidov, a singer), “a harper, one who plays on the harp
and accompanies it with his voice”: <661402>Revelation 14:2; 18:22.
((Herodotus, Plato, others), Diphilus (300 B. C.) in Athen. 6, p. 247 d.;
Plutarch, mor. 166 a.; Aelian v. h. 4, 2; superlative (extended form)
kiqaraoidotatov, Aristophanes vesp. 1278. Varro de r. r. 2, 1, 3 “non
omnes, qui habent citharam, sunt citharoedi.”)*

{2791} Kilikia, Kilikiav, hJ, “Cilicia,” a province of Asia Minor,
bounded on the north by Cappadocia, Lyesonia and Isauria, on the south
by the Mediterranean, on the east by Syria, and on the west by Pamphylia.
Its capital, Tarsus, was the birthplace of Paul: <440609>Acts 6:9; 15:23, 41;
21:39; 22:3; 23:34; 27:5; <480121>Galatians 1:21. (Cf. Conybeare and Howson,
St. Paul, i., 19ff; Lewin, St. Paul, i., 78f.)*

{2792} kinamwmon, more correctly (so L T Tr WH) kinnamwmon,
kinamwmou, to, Hebrew ˆwOmN;q ((see Liddell and Scott, under the word)),
“cinnamon”: <661813>Revelation 18:13. (Herodotus, Theophrastus, Strabo,
Diodorus, Josephus, others; the Septuagint) Cf. Winer’s RWB, under the
word Zimmt; (B. D., under the word Cinnamon; Alex.’s Kitto under the
word Kinnamon).*

{2793} kinduneuw; imperfect ekinduneuon; (kindunov); “to be in
jeopardy, to be in danger, to be pat in peril”: <420823>Luke 8:23; <461530>1
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Corinthians 15:30; touto to merov kinduneuei eiv apelegmon elqein,
this trade is in danger of coming into disrepute, <441927>Acts 19:27;
kinduneuomen egkaleisqai, we are in danger of being accused, <441940>Acts
19:40. (From (Pindar) and Herodotus down; the Septuagint.)*

{2794} kindunov, kindunou, oJ, “danger, peril”: <450835>Romans 8:35; ek
tinov, prepared by one (from one), <471126>2 Corinthians 11:26; ibid. with a
genitive of the source from which the peril comes (“of,” cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 30, 2 [a].); so thv qalasshv, Plato, Euthyd., p. 279 e.; de
rep. i., p. 332 e.; qalasswn, Heliodorus 2, 4, 65.*

{2795} kinew, kinw; future kinhsw; 1 aorist infinitive kinhsai;
passive, present kinoumai; 1 aorist ekinhqhn; (from kiw, poetic for IW,
eimi, Curtius, sec. 57; hence)

1. properly, “to cause to go, i.e. to move, set in motion” (from Homer
down);

a. properly, in passive (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 252 (237)) “to be moved,
move”: of that motion which is evidence of life, <441728>Acts 17:28 (<010721>Genesis
7:21); kinein daktulw fortia, to move burdens with a finger,
<402304>Matthew 23:4; thn kefalhn, to move to and fro (A.V. “wag”)
(expressive of derision), <402708>Matthew 27:89; <411529>Mark 15:29 (the
Septuagint for [yænihe varo), <192108>Psalm 21:8 (<192208>Psalm 22:8); <181604>Job 16:4;
Sir. 12:18, etc.);

b. “to move from a place, to remove”: ti ek tou topou, <660205>Revelation
2:5; ek twn topwn, passive, <660614>Revelation 6:14.

2. Metaphorically, “to move i.e. excite”: stasin, a riot, disturbance,
<442405>Acts 24:5 ((see stasiv, 2); tarachn, Josephus, b. j. 2, 9, 4); thn
polin, “to throw into commotion,” passive, <442130>Acts 21:30. (Compare:
metakinew, sugkinew.)*

{2796} kinhsiv, kinhsewv, hJ (kinew) (from Plato on), “a moving,
agitation”: tou uJdatov, <430503>John 5:3 (R L).*

{2797} Kiv (L T Tr WH Keiv (cf. WH’s Appendix, p. 155; Tdf, Proleg.,
p. 84; Buttmann, 6 note{1}, and see ei, i)), oJ, indeclinable (vyqi (perhaps

‘a bow’ (Gesenius)) from vwOq, to lay snares), “Kish,” the father of Saul,
the first king of Israel: <441321>Acts 13:21.*
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{5531} kicrhmi: 1 aorist active imperative crhson; “to lend”: tini ti,
<421105>Luke 11:5. (From Herodotus down.)

(Synonym: see daneizw, at the end.)*

{2798} kladov, kladou, oJ (klaw);

a. properly, “a young, tender shoot, broken off for grafting”.

b. universally, “a branch”: <401332>Matthew 13:32; 21:8; 24:32; <410432>Mark 4:32;
13:28; <421319>Luke 13:19; as the Jewish patriarchs are likened to a root., so
their posterity are likened to branches, <451116>Romans 11:16-19, 21; cf. Sir.
23:25; 40:15; Menander fragment, Meineke edition, p. 247 (fragment 182,
vol. iv. 274 (Ber. 1841)). (Tragg., Aristophanes, Theophrastus,
Geoponica, others.)*

{2799} klaiw; imperfect eklaion; future klausw (<420625>Luke 6:25;
<431620>John 16:20; and Tr WH text in <661809>Revelation 18:9, for klausomai.
more common in Greek writ, especially the earlier, and found in
<031006>Leviticus 10:6; <290217>Joel 2:17, and according to most editions in
<661809>Revelation 18:9; cf. Krüger, sec. 40 under the word, i., p. 175f; Kühner,
sec. 343, under the word, i., p. 847; (Veitch, under the word); Buttmann,
60 (53); (Winer’s Grammar, 87 (83))); 1 aorist eklausa; the Septuagint
frequently for hk;B;; (from Homer down); “to mourn, weep, lament”; a.
intransitive: <411472>Mark 14:72; 16:10; <420713>Luke 7:13,38; <431131>John 11:31,33;
20:11,13,15; <440939>Acts 9:39; 21:13; Revelation (v. 5); 18:15, 19; polla, for
which L T Tr WH polu, <660504>Revelation 5:4; pikrwv, <402675>Matthew 26:75;
<422262>Luke 22:62; weeping as the sign of pain and grief for the thing signified
(i.e. for pain and grief), <420621>Luke 6:21, 25 (opposed to gelan); <431620>John
16:20; <451215>Romans 12:15 (opposed to cairein); <500318>Philippians 3:18; <460730>1
Corinthians 7:30; <590409>James 4:9; 5:1; of those who mourn the dead:
<410538>Mark 5:38f; <420732>Luke 7:32; 8:52; epi tini, over anyone, <421941>Luke 19:41
R G (Sir. 22:11); also joined with penqein, <661811>Revelation 18:11 R G L;
klaiein epi tina, <421941>Luke 19:41 L T Tr WH; 23:28; joined with
koptesqai followed by epi tina, <661809>Revelation 18:9 T Tr WH. b.
transitive, tina, “to weep for, mourn for, bewail,” one (cf. Buttmann, sec.
131, 4; Winer’s Grammar, 32, 1 [g].): <400218>Matthew 2:18, and Rec. in
<661809>Revelation 18:9.*

(Synonyms: dakruw, klaiw, oduromai, qrhnew, alalazw
(ololuzw), stenazw: strictly, dakruw denotes “to shed tears, weep”
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silently; klaiw to weep audibly, “to cry” as a child; oduromai to give
verbal expression to grief, “to lament”; qrhnew to give formal expression
to grief, “to sing a dirge”; alalazw “to wail” in oriental style, “to howl
“in a consecrated, semi-liturgical fashion; stenazw to express grief by
inarticulate or semi-articulate sounds, “to groan”. Cf. Schmidt chh. 26,
126.)

{2800} klasiv, klasewv, hJ (klaw, which see), “a breaking”: tou
artou, <422435>Luke 24:35; <440242>Acts 2:42. (Plato, Theophrastus, others.)*

{2801} klasma, klasmatov, to (klaw), “a fragment, broken piece”:
plural, of remnants of food, <401420>Matthew 14:20; 15:37; <410643>Mark 6:43;
8:8,19f; <420917>Luke 9:17; <430612>John 6:12f (Xenophon, cyn. 10, 5; Diodorus 17,
13; Plutarch, Tib. Gr. 19; Anthol.; the Septuagint.)*

{2802} Klaudh (L Tr WH Kauda (see WH’s Appendix, p. 160), T
Klauda), Klaudhv, hJ, “Clauda or Cauda” the name of a small island
lying near Crete on the south, called by Ptolemy, 3, 17, 11 Klaudov, by
Pomponius Mela (45 A.D.) 2, 7 and Pliny, h. n. 4, 20 (12), 61 “Gaudos”
((now Gaudo-nesi or Clauda-nesa)): <442716>Acts 27:162

{2803} Klaudia, Klaudiav, hJ, “Claudia,” a Christian woman: <550421>2
Timothy 4:21. (Cf. B. D. (especially American edition) under the word,
also references under the word Poudhv.)*

{2804} Klaudiov, Klaudiou, oJ, “Claudius”.

1. “Tiberius Claudius Drusus Nero Germanicus,” the Roman emperor, who
came into power A. D. 41, and was poisoned by his wife Agrippina in the
year 54: <441128>Acts 11:28; 18:2.

2. “Claudius Lysias,” a Roman military tribune: <442326>Acts 23:26 (see B. D.
American edition, under the word Lysias).*

{2805} klauqmov, klauqmou, oJ (klaiw); from Homer down; the
Septuagint for ykiB]; “weeping, lamentation”: <400218>Matthew 2:18; (8:12);
13:42,50; 22:13; 24:51; 25:30; <421328>Luke 13:28; <442037>Acts 20:37.*

{2806} klaw; 1 aorist eklasa; passive (present participle klwmenov,
<461124>1 Corinthians 11:24 R G (see below)); 1 aorist eklasqhn (<451120>Romans
11:20 L Tr); (from Homer down); “to break”: used in the N.T. of the
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breaking of bread (see artov, 1), <401419>Matthew 14:19; 15:36; 26:26;
<410806>Mark 8:6; 14:22; <422219>Luke 22:19; (24:30); <440246>Acts 2:46; 20:7,11;
27:35; <461016>1 Corinthians 10:16; 11:24; with eiv tinav added, a pregnant
construction, equivalent to ‘to break and distribute among’ etc. (see eiv, C.
1), <410819>Mark 8:19; metaphorically, to swma, shattered, as it were, by a
violent death, <461121>1 Corinthians 11:21 R G. (Compare: ekklaw,
kataklaw.)*

{2807} kleiv, kleidov, accusative kleida and klein (<421152>Luke 11:52;
<660307>Revelation 3:7), accusative plural kleidav and kleiv (<401619>Matthew
16:19; <660118>Revelation 1:18; cf. Kühner, sec. 130, i., p. 357; Winer’s
Grammar, 65 (63), cf. Buttmann, 24 (22); (WH’s Appendix, p. 157)), hJ
(from Homer down); “a key”. Since the keeper of the keys has the power
to open and to shut, the word kleiv is figuratively used in the N.T. to
denote power and authority of various kinds (cf. B. D., under the word
Key) viz. tou freatov, to open or unlock the pit, <660901>Revelation 9:1, cf. 2;
thv abussou, to shut, <662001>Revelation 20:1, cf. 3; tou qanatou kai tou
aJdou, the power to bring back into life from Hades and to leave there,
<660118>Revelation 1:18; thv gnwsewv, the ability and opportunity to obtain
knowledge, <421152>Luke 11:52; thv basileiav twn ouranwn (see
basileia, 3 e., p. 97b under the end), <401619>Matthew 16:19; tou Dauid, the
power of David (who is a type of the Messiah, the second David), i.e. of
receiving into the Messiah’s kingdom and of excluding from it,
<660307>Revelation 3:7 (apparently after <232222>Isaiah 22:22, where hJ kleiv oikou
Dauid is given to the steward of the royal palace).*

{2808} kleiw; future kleisw, <660307>Revelation 3:7 L T Tr WH; 1 aorist
ekleisa; passive, perfect kekleismai, participle kekleismenov; 1 aorist
ekleisqhn; Hebrew rgæs;; (from Homer down); “to shut, shut up”;
properly: thn quran, <400606>Matthew 6:6; passive, <402510>Matthew 25:10;
<421107>Luke 11:7; plural, <432019>John 20:19, 26; <442130>Acts 21:30; a prison, passive
<440523>Acts 5:23; pulwnav, passive <662125>Revelation 21:25; thn abusson,
<662003>Revelation 20:3 G L T Tr WH. Metaphorically: ton ouranon, i.e. to
cause the heavens to withhold rain, <420425>Luke 4:25; <661106>Revelation 11:6; ta
splagcna autou apo tinov, to shut up compassion so that it is like a
thing inaccessible to one, to be devoid of pity toward one (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 66, 2 d., cf. Buttmann, 322 (277)), <620317>1 John 3:17; thn
basileian twn ouranwn, to obstruct the entrance into the kingdom of
heaven, <402313>Matthew 23:13 (14); so used that thn basileian tou Qeou
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must be understood, <660307>Revelation 3:7; thn quran, namely, thv
basileiav tou Qeou, <660308>Revelation 3:8; cf. Bleek at the passage
(Compare: apokleiw, ekkleiw, katakleiw, sugkleiw.)*

{2809} klemma, klemmatov, to (kleptw); a. “thing stolen” (Aristotle).
b. equivalent to kloph “theft,” i.e. “the act committed” (Euripides,
Aristophanes, others): plural <660921>Revelation 9:21.*

{2810} Kleopav (on the decl. cf. Buttmann, 20 (18)) (apparently
contracted from Kleopatrov, see Antipav (cf. Letronne in the Revue
Archeologique, 1844-45, i., p. 485ff)), oJ, “Cleopas,” one of Christ’s
disciples: <422418>Luke 24:18. (Cf. Lightfoot, Commentary on Galatians, p.
267; B. D. under Cleopas.)*

{2811} kleov, kleouv, to (klew equivalent to kalew);

1. “rumor, report”.

2. “glory, praise”: <600220>1 Peter 2:20. (In both senses common in Greek
writings from Homer down; for [mævæ, <182822>Job 28:22.)*

{2812} klepthv, kleptou, oJ (kleptw) (from Homer down), the
Septuagint for bN;Gæ, “a thief”: <400619>Matthew 6:19f; 24:43; <421233>Luke 12:33,39;
<431001>John 10:1,10; <460610>1 Corinthians 6:10; <600415>1 Peter 4:15; an embezzler,
pilferer, <431206>John 12:6; ercesqai or hJkein ... wJv klepthv en nukti,
equivalent to to come unexpectedly, <520502>1 Thessalonians 5:2,4; <610310>2 Peter
3:10; <660303>Revelation 3:3; 16:15; the name is transferred to false teachers,
who do not care to instruct men, but abuse their confidence for their own
gain, <431008>John 10:8. (Synonym: see lhsthv, at the end.)*

{2813} kleptw; future keyw (the Septuagint also in <022014>Exodus 20:14;
<031911>Leviticus 19:11; <050519>Deuteronomy 5:19, for kleyomai more common
((?) cf. Veitch, under the word; Kühner, sec. 343, under the word, 1:848)
in secular authors); 1 aorist ekleya; (from Homer down); the Septuagint
for bnæG;; a. “to steal”; absolutely, “to commit a theft”: <400619>Matthew 6:19f;
19:18; <411019>Mark 10:19; <421820>Luke 18:20; <431010>John 10:10; <450221>Romans 2:21;
13:9; <490428>Ephesians 4:28. b. transitive, “to steal i.e. take away by stealth”:
tina, the dead body of one, <402764>Matthew 27:64; 28:13.*

{2814} klhma, klhmatov, to (from klaw, which see), equivalent to
kladov, “a tender and flexible branch”; specifically, “the shoot or branch
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of a vine, a vine-sprout”: <431502>John 15:2-6 (so Aristophanes eccles. 1031;
Aeschines in Ctesias (401 B. C.), p. 77, 2; Theophrastus, h. pl. 4, 13, 5;
ampelou klhma, Plato, rep. i., p. 353 a.; the Septuagint, <261501>Ezekiel 15:2;
17:6f; <290107>Joel 1:7).*

{2815} Klhmhv (cf. Buttmann, 16f (15)), Klhmentov, oJ, “Clement,” a
companion of Paul and apparently a member of the church at Philippi:
<500403>Philippians 4:3. According to the rather improbable tradition of the
catholic church, he is identical with that Clement who was bishop of Rome
toward the close of the first century; (but see Lightfoot’s Commentary on
Philippians, at the passage cited, ‘Detached Note’; Salmon in Dict. of
Chris. Biogr. i., 555f).*

{2816} klhronomew, klhronomw; future klhronomhsw; 1 aorist
eklhronomhsa; perfect keklhronomhka; (klhronomov, which see; cf.
oikonomov); the Septuagint for ljæn; and much more often for vræy;;

1. “to receive a lot, receive by lot; especially to receive a part of an
inheritance, receive as an inheritance, obtain by right of inheritance”; so,
particularly in the Attic orators, with a genitive of the thing; in later
writings not infrequent with an accusative of the thing (cf. Lob. ad Phryn.,
p. 129; Sturz, Deuteronomy dial. Maced. etc., p. 140; Winer’s Grammar,
200 (188); (Buttmann, sec. 132, 8)); absolutely, “to be an heir, to inherit”:
<480430>Galatians 4:30 from <012110>Genesis 21:10.

2. universally, “to receive the portion assigned to one, receive an allotted
portion, receive as one’s own or as a possession; to become partaker of, to
obtain” (cf. English “inherit”) (as fhmhn, Polybius 18, 38 (55), 8; thn ep’
eusebeia doxan, 15, 22, 3); in Biblical Greek everywhere with the
accusative of the thing; so very frequent in the O.T. in the phrase
klhronomoun ghn and thn ghn, of the occupation of the land of Canaan
by the Israelites, as <032024>Leviticus 20:24; <050422>Deuteronomy 4:22,26; 6:1, etc.
But as the Israelites after taking possession of the land were harassed
almost perpetually by their hostile neighbors, and even driven out of the
country for a considerable period, it came to pass that the phrase was
transferred to denote the tranquil and stable possession of the holy land
crowned with all divine blessings, an experience which pious Israelites
were to expect under the Messiah: <192401>Psalm 24:13 (<192513>Psalm 25:13);
<193609>Psalm 36:9,11,22,29,34 (<193709>Psalm 37:9,11,22,29,34) Alexandrian
LXX; <236021>Isaiah 60:21; Tobit 4:12; ek deuterav klhronomhsousi thn
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ghn, <236107>Isaiah 61:7; hence, it became a formula denoting “to partake of
eternal salvation in the Messiah’s kingdom”: <400505>Matthew 5:5 (4) (from
<193611>Psalm 36:11 (<193711>Psalm 37:11)), where see Bleek. zwhn aiwnion,
<401929>Matthew 19:29; <411017>Mark 10:17; <421025>Luke 10:25; 18:18; thn
basileian, <402534>Matthew 25:34; basileian Qeou, <460609>1 Corinthians 6:9f;
15:50; <480521>Galatians 5:21; swthrian, <580114>Hebrews 1:14; tav epaggeliav,
<580612>Hebrews 6:12; afqarsian, <461550>1 Corinthians 15:50; tauta (Rec.
panta), <662107>Revelation 21:7; onoma, <580104>Hebrews 1:4; thn eulogian,
<581217>Hebrews 12:17; <600309>1 Peter 3:9. (Compare: kata-klhronomew.)*

{2817} klhronomia, klhronomiav, hJ (klhronomov), the Septuagint
time and again for hl;j}næ, several times for hv;rey], hv;r;wOm, etc.;

1. “an inheritance, property received (or to be received) by inheritance,”
(Isocrates, Demosthenes, Aristotle): <402138>Matthew 21:38; <411207>Mark 12:7;
<421213>Luke 12:13; 20:14.

2. what is given to one as “a possession” ((cf. English “inheritance”); see
klhronomew, 2): didonai ti tini klhronomian, <440705>Acts 7:5;
lambanein ti eiv klhronomian, <581108>Hebrews 11:8 ((cf. Aristotle, eth.
Nic. 7, 14, p. 1153b, 33)). Agreeably to the O.T. usage, which employs
hl;j}næ now of the portion of the holy land allotted to each of the several
tribes (<061323>Joshua 13:23, 28, etc.), now of the whole territory given to
Israel for a possession (<050438>Deuteronomy 4:38; 15:4, etc.— and nothing
appeared to the Israelites more desirable than the quiet, prosperous,
permanent possession of this land, see klhronomew, 2), the noun
klhronomia, lifted to a loftier sense in the N.T., is used to denote

a. “the eternal blessedness in the consummated kingdom of God which is
to be expected after the visible return of Christ”: <480318>Galatians 3:18;
<510324>Colossians 3:24 (thv klhronomiav, genitive of apposition (Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 59, 8 a.)); <580915>Hebrews 9:15; <600104>1 Peter 1:4; hJmwn,
destined for us, <490114>Ephesians 1:14; tou Qeou, given by God, 18.

b. “the share which an individual will have in that eternal blessedness”:
<442032>Acts 20:32; <490505>Ephesians 5:5.*

{2818} klhronomov, klhronomou, oJ (klhrov, and nemomai, to
possess), properly, “one who receives by lot”; hence,

1. “an heir” (in Greek writings from Plato down);
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a. properly: <402138>Matthew 21:38; <411207>Mark 12:7; <422014>Luke 20:14;
<480401>Galatians 4:1.

b. in Messianic usage, “one who receives his allotted possession by right of
sonship”: so of Christ, as klhronomov pantwn, all things being subjected
to his sway, <580102>Hebrews 1:2; of Christians, as exalted by faith to the
dignity of sons of Abraham and so of sons cf God, and hence, to receive
the blessings of God’s kingdom promised to Abraham: absolutely,
<450817>Romans 8:17; <480329>Galatians 3:29; with tou Qeou added, i.e. of God’s
possessions, equivalent to thv doxhv (see doxa, III. 4 b.), <450817>Romans
8:17; Qeou dia Cristou, by the favor of Christ (inasmuch as through him
we have obtained hJ uJioqesia), <480407>Galatians 4:7 Rec., for which L T Tr
WH read dia Qeou (see dia, A. III. 1) (cf. C. F. A. Fritzsche in
Fritzschiorum opuscc., p. 148 (who advocates the Rec. as that reading in
which the others probably originated (but cf. Meyer, in the place cited; WH
in loc.))); tou kosmou, of government over the world, <450413>Romans 4:13f;
zwhv: aiwniou, <560307>Titus 3:7; thv basileiav, <590205>James 2:5.

2. the idea of inheritance having disappeared, “one who has acquired or
obtained the portion allotted him”: with the genitive of the tiring,
<580617>Hebrews 6:17; 11:7; tou skotouv, used of the devil, Ev. Nicod. c. 20
(or Descens. Chronicles ad Inferos 4,1). (The Septuagint four times for
vrewOy: <071807>Judges 18:7; <101407>2 Samuel 14:7; <240810>Jeremiah 8:10; <330101>Micah
1:15.)*

{2819} klhrov, klhrou, oJ, from Homer down; the Septuagint mostly
for lr;wOg and hl;j}næ; “a lot”; i.e.:

1. “an object used in casting or drawing lots,” which was either a pebble,
or a potsherd, or a bit of wood (hence, klhrov is to be derived from
klaw (cf. Ellicott on <510112>Colossians 1:12)): <440126>Acts 1:26 (see below);
ballontev klhron, <402735>Matthew 27:35; <411524>Mark 15:24; <422334>Luke 23:34;
<431924>John 19:24 (<192101>Psalm 21:19 (<192219>Psalm 22:19); <320107>Jonah 1:7, etc.); the
lots of the several persons concerned, inscribed with their names, were
thrown together into a vase, which was then shaken, and he whose lot first
fell out upon the ground was the one chosen (Homer, Iliad 3, 316, 325; 7,
175, etc.; Livy 23, 3 (but cf. B. D. American edition, under the word Lot));
hence, oJ klhrov piptei epi tina, <440126>Acts 1:26 (<262406>Ezekiel 24:6;
<320107>Jonah 1:7).
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2. “what is obtained by lot, allotted portion”: lagcanein and lambanein
ton klhron thv diakoniav, a prrtion in the ministry common to the
apostles, <440117>Acts 1:17,25 R G; esti moi klhrov en tini, dative of the
thing, <440821>Acts 8:21; like klhronomia (which see) it is used of the part
which one will have in eternal salvation, lambanein ... ton klhron en
toiv hJgiasmenoiv, among the sanctified, <442618>Acts 26:18 (Sap. 5:5); of
eternal salvation itself, klhrov twn aJgiwn, i.e. the eternal salvation which
God has assigned to the saints, <510112>Colossians 1:12 (where cf. Lightfoot).
of persons, oJi klhroi, those whose care and oversight has been assigned
to one (allotted charge), used of Christian churches, the administration of
which falls to the lot of the presbyters: <600503>1 Peter 5:3, cf. <441704>Acts 17:4;
(for patristic usage see Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the word; cf. Lightfoot
on Philippians, p. 246f).*

{2820} klhrow, klhrw: 1 aorist passive eklhrwqhn; (klhrov); in
classical Greek:

1. “to cast lots, determine by lot”.

2. “to choose by lot”: tina (Herodotus 1, 94; others).

3. “to allot, assign by lot”: tina tini, one to another as a possession,
Pindar Ol. 8, 19.

4. once in the N.T., “to make a klhrov 1: e. a heritage, private
possession”: tina, passive en wJ eklhrwqhmen (but Lachmann
eklleqhmen) in whom lies the reason why we were made the klhrov tou
Qeou (a designation transferred from the Jews in the O.T. to Christians, cf.
Additions to <170310>Esther 3:10 (4 line 12f (Tdf.)) and Fritzsche, in the place
cited; (cf. <050420>Deuteronomy 4:20; 9:29)), the heritage of God <490111>Ephesians
1:11 (see Ellicott, in the place cited). (In ecclesiastical writings it signifies
“to become a clergyman” (see references under the word klhrov, at the
end).) (Compare: prosklhrow.)*

{2821} klhsiv, klhsewv, hJ (kalew);

1. “a calling, calling to” ((Xenophon, Plato, others)).

2. “a call, invitation”: to a feast (3 Macc. 5:14; Xenophon, symp. 1, 7); in
the N.T. everywhere in a technical sense, “the divine invitation to embrace
salvation in the kingdom of God,” which is made especially through the
preaching of the gospel: with the genitive of the author, tou Qeou,
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<490118>Ephesians 1:18; ametamelhta ... hJ klhsiv tou Qeou, God does not
repent of the invitation to salvation, which he decided of old to give to the
people of Israel, and which he promised their fathers (i.e. the patriarchs),
<451129>Romans 11:29; hJ anw (which see (a.)) klhsiv tou Qeou en Cristw,
which was made in heaven by God on the ground of Christ, <500314>Philippians
3:14; also hJ epouraniov klhsiv, <580301>Hebrews 3:1; kalein tina klhsei,
<550109>2 Timothy 1:9; passive <490401>Ephesians 4:1; axioun tina klhsewv is
used of one whom God declares worthy of the calling which he has
commanded to be given him, and therefore fit to obtain the blessings
promised in the call, <530111>2 Thessalonians 1:11; with the genitive of the
object, uJmwn, which ye have shared in, <490404>Ephesians 4:4; <610110>2 Peter 1:10;
what its characteristics have been in your case, as having no regard to
learning, riches, station, etc. <460126>1 Corinthians 1:26; used somewhat
peculiarly, of the condition in which the calling finds one, whether
circumcised or uncircumcised, slave or freeman, <460720>1 Corinthians 7:20.*

{2822} klhtov, klhth, klhton (klaew) (from Homer down), “called,
invited” (to a banquet (<110141>1 Kings 1:41,49); 3 Macc. 5:14; Aeschines 50,
1); in the N.T. a. “invited (by God in the proclamation of the gospel) to
obtain eternal salvation in the kingdom of God through Christ” (see
kalew, 1 b. [{b}]. (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 35 (34))): <450828>Romans 8:28;
<460124>1 Corinthians 1:24; <650101>Jude 1:1; klhtoi kai eklektoi kai pistoi,
<661714>Revelation 17:14; klhtoi and eklektoi are distinguished (see
eklektov, 1 a.) in <402016>Matthew 20:16 (T WH omit; Tr brackets the
clause); <402214>Matthew 22:14, a distinction which does not agree with Paul’s
view (see kalew, as above; (Weiss, Biblical Theol. sec. 88; Lightfoot’s
Commentary on <510312>Colossians 3:12)); klhtoi Ihsou Cristou, genitive
of possessor (Winer’s Grammar, 195 (183); Buttmann, sec. 132, 23),
devoted to Christ and united to him, <450106>Romans 1:6; klhtoi aJgioi, “holy
(or ‘saints’) by the calling of God,” <450107>Romans 1:7; <460102>1 Corinthians 1:2.
b. “called to (the discharge of) some office”: klhtov apostolov, i.e.
divinely selected and appointed (see kalew, as above), <450101>Romans 1:1;
<460101>1 Corinthians 1:1 (L brackets klhtov); cf. <480115>Galatians 1:15.*

{2823} klibanov, klibanou, oJ (for kribanov, more common in earlier
(yet klibanov in Herodotus 2, 92 (cf. Athen. 3, p. 110 c.)) and Attic
Greek; see Lob. ad Phryn., p. 179; Passow, under the word kribanov;
(Winer’s Grammar, 22));
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1. “a clibanus,” an earthen vessel for baking bread (Hebrew rWNT,
<020803>Exodus 8:3 (7:29 in Hebrew); <030204>Leviticus 2:4; 26:26; <280704>Hosea 7:4).
It was broader at the bottom than above at the orifice, and when
sufficiently heated by a fire kindled within, the dough was baked by being
spread upon the outside (but according to others, the dough was placed
inside and the fire or coals outside, the vessel being often perforated with
small holes that the heat might the better penetrate; cf. Rich, Dictionary of
Greek and Roman Antiquity, under the word clibanus; see Schol. on
Aristophanes Acharn. 86 (iv. 2, p. 339, 20f Dindorf)).

2. equivalent to ipnov, “a furnace, an oven”: so <400630>Matthew 6:30;
<421228>Luke 12:28.*

{2824} klima or klima (on the accent cf. references under the word
krima), klimatov, to (klinw);

1. “an inclination, slope, declivity”: twn orwn, Polybius 2, 16, 3; (others).
specifically,

2. “the (supposed) sloping of the earth from the equator toward the poles,
a zone”: Aristotle, Dionysius Halicarnassus, Plutarch, others; Josephus, b.
j. 5, 12, 2.

3. “a tract of land, a region”: <451523>Romans 15:23; <471110>2 Corinthians 11:10;
<480121>Galatians 1:21; (Polybius 5,44,6; 7,6, 1; Herodian, 2, 11, 8 (4 edition,
Bekker); others).*

klinarion, klinariou, to (diminutive of klinh; see gunaikarion), “a
small bed, a couch”: <440515>Acts 5:15 L T Tr WH. (Aristophanes fragment 33
d.; Epictetus diss. 3, 5, 13; Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 2, 57; (cf.
klinidion, and Pollux as there referred to).)*

{2825} klinh, klinhv, hJ (klinw); from Herodotus down; the
Septuagint for hF;mi, also for cr,[,; “a bed”: universally, <410730>Mark 7:30;
<421734>Luke 17:34; a couch to recline on at meals, <410421>Mark 4:21; 7:4 (T WH
omit); <420816>Luke 8:16; a couch on which a sick man is carried, <400902>Matthew
9:2, 6; <420518>Luke 5:18; plural <440515>Acts 5:15 R G; ballein eiv klinhn, to
cast into a bed, i.e. to afflict with disease, <660222>Revelation 2:22.*

{2826} klinidion, klinidiou, to (klinh), “a small bed, a couch”:
<420519>Luke 5:19, 24. (Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 7, 68;
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Artemidorus Daldianus, oneir. 1, 2; Antoninus 10, 28; several times in
Plutarch; (cf. Pollux 10, 7).)*

{2827} klinw; 1 aorist eklina; perfect keklika;

1. transitive, a. “to incline, bow”: thn kefalhn, of one dying, <431930>John
19:30; to proswpon eiv thn ghn, of the terrified, <422405>Luke 24:5. b.
equivalent to “to cause to fall back”: parembolav, Latin inclinare acies,
i.e. to turn to flight, <581134>Hebrews 11:34 (machn, Homer, Iliad 14, 510;
Trwav, 5, 37; Acaiouv, Odyssey 9, 59). c. “to recline”: thn kefalhn, in
a place for repose (A.V. “lay one’s head”), <400820>Matthew 8:20; <420958>Luke
9:58.

2. intransitive, “to incline oneself” (cf. Buttmann, 145 (127); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 38, 1): of the declining day (A.V. “wear away, be far
spent”), <420912>Luke 9:12; 24:29; <240604>Jeremiah 6:4; aJma tw klinai to triton
merov thv niktov, Polybius 3, 93, 7; egklinatov tou hJliou ev
eJsperan, Arrian anab. 3, 4, 2. (Compare: anaklinw, ekklinw,
kataklinw, prosklinw.)*

{2828} klisia, klisiav, hJ (klinw; from Homer down; properly, a
place for lying down or reclining; hence,

1. “a hut,” erected to pass the night in.

2. “a tent”.

3. anything to recline on; a chair in which to lean back the head, “reclining-
chair”.

4. “a company reclining; a row or party of persons reclining at meal”: so in
plural, <420914>Luke 9:14, on which cf. Winer’s Grammar, 229 (214); likewise
in Josephus, Antiquities 12, 2, 12; Plutarch Sert. 26.*

{2829} kloph, klophv, hJ (kleptw), “theft”: plural (cf. Buttmann, 77
(67); Winer’s Grammar, 176 (166)), <401519>Matthew 15:19; <410721>Mark 7:21
(22). (From Aeschylus down.)*

{2830} kludwn, kludwnov, oJ (kluzw, to wash against); from Homer
down; a dashing or surging “wave, a surge, a violent agitation of the sea”:
tou uJdatov, <420824>Luke 8:24; thv qalasshv, <590106>James 1:6 (<320104>Jonah 1:4,
12; Sap. 14:5).*
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(Synonyms: kludwn, kuma: kuma “a wave,” suggesting uninterrupted
succession; kludwn “a billow, surge,” suggesting size and extension. So
too in the figurative application of the words. Schmidt, chapter 56.)

{2831} kludwnizomai, participle kludwnizomenov; (kludwn); “to be
tossed by the waves”; metaphorically, “to be agitated” (like the waves)
“mentally” (A.V. “tossed to and fro”): with the dative of instrum. panti
anemw thv didaskaliav, <490414>Ephesians 4:14 (cf. <590106>James 1:6; oJi
adikoi kludwnisqhsontai kai anapausasqai ou dunhsontai,
<235720>Isaiah 57:20; oJ dhmov tarassomenov kai kludwnizomenov
oichsetai feugwn, Josephus, Antiquities 9 11, 3; kludwnizomenov ek
tou poqou, Aristaenet. epistles 1, 26, p. 121, Boissonade edition (ep. 27,
14 edition Abresch)).*

{2832} Klwpav, Klwpa (B 20 (18); Winer’s Grammar, sec. 8, 1), 6
(ap;l]j;; apparently identical with Alphaeus, see Alfaiov, 2 (cf.
Heinichen’s note on Eusebius, h. e. 3, 11, 2)), “Clopas” (Vulgate (Cleopas
and) Cleophas), the father of the apostle James the less, and husband of
Mary the sister of the mother of Jesus: <431925>John 19:25 (hJ tou Klwpa
namely, gunh (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 131 (125) note)).*

{2833} knhqw: present passive knhqomai; (from knaw, infinitive knan
and Attic knhn); “to scratch, tickle, make to itch”; passive “to itch”:
knhqomenoi thn akohn (on the accusative cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32,
5), i.e. desirous of hearing something pleasant (Hesychius, knhqein thn
akohn. Zhtountev ti akousai, kaq’ hJdonhn), <550403>2 Timothy 4:3.
(Middle ton onon knhqesqai eiv tav akanqav ta eJlkh, its sores,
Aristotle, h. a. 9, 1, p. 609a, 32; knhn Attikoi, knhqein EJllhnev,
Moeris, p. 234; (cf. Veitch, under the word knaw).)*

{2834} Knidov, Knidou, hJ, “Cnidus or Gnidus,” a peninsula (now Cape
Crio) and a city of the same name, on the coast of Caria: <442707>Acts 27:7 (1
Macc. 15:23). (B. D., under the word Cnidus; Lewin, St. Paul, 2:190.)*

{2835} kodranthv, kodrantou (Buttmann, 17 (16)), oJ; a Latin word,
quadrans (i.e. the fourth part of an as); in the N.T. a coin equal to one half
the Attic chalcus or to two lepta (see lepton): <411242>Mark 12:42;
<400526>Matthew 5:26. The word is fully discussed by Fischer, Deuteronomy
vitiis lexamples N.T., p. 447ff (A.V. “farthing”; see BB. DD. under the
word.)*
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{2836} koilia, koiliav, hJ (koilov hollow); the Septuagint for ˆf,B,,
the belly; µy[ime the bowels; ˆr,q,, the interior, the midst of a thing; µj,r,,
the womb; “the belly”: and

1. “the whole belly,” the entire cavity; hence hJ anw and hJ katw koilia,
“the upper (i.e. the stomach) and the lower belly” are distinguished; very
often so in Greek writings from Herodotus down.

2. “the lower belly,” the alvine region, the receptacle of the excrement
(Plutarch, symp. 7, 1, 3 under the end eiper eiv koilian ecwrei dia
stomacou pan to pinomenon): <401517>Matthew 15:17; <410719>Mark 7:19.

3. “the gullet” (Latin stomachus): <401240>Matthew 12:40; <421516>Luke 15:16 (WH
Tr marginal reading cortasqhnai ek etc.); <460613>1 Corinthians 6:13;
<661009>Revelation 10:9f; douleuein th koilia, to be given up to the
pleasures of the palate, to gluttony (see douleuw, 2 b.), <451618>Romans
16:18; also for wJn oJ Qeov hJ koilia, <500319>Philippians 3:19; koiliav
orexiv, Sir. 23:6.

4. “the womb,” the place where the foetus is conceived and nourished till
birth: <420141>Luke 1:41f,44; 2:21; 11:27; 23:29; <430304>John 3:4 (very often so in
the Septuagint; very rarely in secular authors; Epictetus diss. 3, 22, 74; of
the uterus of animals, ibid. 2, 16, 43); ek (beginning from (see ek, IV. 1))
koiliav mhtrov, <401912>Matthew 19:12; <420115>Luke 1:15; <440302>Acts 3:2; 14:8;
<480115>Galatians 1:15, (for ˆf,B,mi µae, <192111>Psalm 21:11 (<192211>Psalm 22:11); 70:6
(<197106>Psalm 71:6); <180121>Job 1:21; <234901>Isaiah 49:1; <071617>Judges 16:17 (the
Vaticanus manuscript, apo koiliav mhtrov; cf. Winer’s Grammar, 33
(32))).

5. in imitation of the Hebrew ˆf,B,, tropically, “the innermost part of a man,
the soul, heart,” as the seat of thought, feeling, choice (<181535>Job 15:35;
32:18 (the Septuagint gasthr); <201808>Proverbs 18:8 (the Septuagint yuch);
20:27, 30; 26:22 (the Septuagint splagcna); <350316>Habakkuk 3:16; Sir.
19:12; 51:21): <430738>John 7:38.*

{2837} koimaw, koimw: passive, present koimaomai. koimwmai;
perfect kekoimhmai (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 274 (257)); 1 aorist
ekoimhqhn; 1 future koimhqhsomai; (akin to keimai; Curtius, sec. 45);
“to cause to sleep, put to sleep” (Homer, et al.); metaphorically, “to still,
calm, quiet,” (Homer, Aeschylus, Plato); passive “to sleep, fall asleep”:
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properly, <402813>Matthew 28:13; <422245>Luke 22:45; <431112>John 11:12; <441206>Acts 12:6;
the Septuagint for bkæv;. metaphorically, and euphemistically equivalent to
“to die” (cf. English “to fall asleep”): <431111>John 11:11; <440760>Acts 7:60; 13:36;
<460739>1 Corinthians 7:39; 11:30; 15:6, 51 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 555 (517);
Buttmann, 121 (106) note); <610304>2 Peter 3:4; oJi koimwmenoi,
kekoimhmenoi, koimhqentev, equivalent to “the dead”: <402752>Matthew
27:52; <461520>1 Corinthians 15:20; <520413>1 Thessalonians 4:13-15; with en
Cristw added (see en, I. 6 b., p. 211b), <461518>1 Corinthians 15:18; in the
same sense <231408>Isaiah 14:8; 43:17; <111143>1 Kings 11:43; 2 Macc. 12:45;
Homer, Iliad 11, 241; Sophocles Electr. 509.*

{2838} koimhsiv, koimhswv, hJ, “a reposing, taking rest”: <431113>John 11:13
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 59, 8a.); of death, Sir. 46:19; 48:13; “a lying,
reclining,” Plato, conv., p. 183 a.*

{2839} koinov, koinh, koinon (from xun, sun, “with”; hence especially
in epic xunov for koinov, whence the Latin cena ((?); see Vanicek, p.
1065));

1. as in Greek writings from Hesiod (Works, 721) down (opposed to
idiov) “common” (i.e. belonging to several, Latin communis): <440244>Acts
2:44; 4:32; koinh pistiv, <560104>Titus 1:4; swthria, <650103>Jude 1:3.

2. by a usage foreign to classical Greek, “common” i.e. ordinary, belonging
to the generality (Latin vulgaris); by the Jews opposed to aJgiov,
hJgiasmenov, kaqarov; hence “unhallowed,” Latin profanus, levitically
“unclean” (in classical Greek bebhlov, which see 2): <410702>Mark 7:2, 5
(where R L marginal reading aniptoiv); <451414>Romans 14:14; <581029>Hebrews
10:29; <662127>Revelation 21:27 (Rec. koinoun) (1 Macc. 1:47; fagein
koina; 1 Macc. 1:62; koinoi anqrwpoi, common people, profanum
vulgus, Josephus, Antiquities 12, 2, 14; oJi ton koinon bion
prohrhmenoi, i.e. a life repugnant to the holy law, ibid. 13, 1, 1; ou gar
wJv koinon arton oude wJv konon poma tauta (i.e. the bread and wine
of the sacred supper) lambanomen, Justin Martyr, Apology 1, 66; (oJi
Cristianoi) trapezan koinhn paratiqentai, all’ ou koinhn, a
table communis but not profanus, Ep. ad Diogn. 5, on which cf. Otto’s
note); koinon kai (R G h) akaqarton, <441014>Acts 10:14; koinon h
akaqarton, <441028>Acts 10:28; 11:8 (koina h akaqarta ouk esqiomen,
Justin Martin, dialog contra Trypho, c. 20). (Cf. Trench, sec. ci.)*
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{2840} koinow, koinw; 1 aorist infinitive koinwsai (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 91 (86)); perfect kekoinwka; perfect passive participle
kekoinwmenov; (koinov);

1. in classical Greek “to make common”.

2. in Biblical use (see koinov, 2),

a. “to make (levitically) unclean, render unhallowed, defile, profane”
(which the Greeks express by bebhlow, cf. Winer’s Deuteronomy verb.
comp. etc. Part ii., p. 24 note 33 (where he calls attention to Luke’s
accuracy in putting koinoun into the mouth of Jews speaking to Jews
(<442128>Acts 21:28) and bebhloun when they address Felix (xxiv. 6))):
<662127>Revelation 21:27 Rec.; <401511>Matthew 15:11, 18, 20; <410715>Mark 7:15, 18,
20, 23; passive <580913>Hebrews 9:13; ti, <442128>Acts 21:28; gastera
marofagia, 4 Macc. 7:6.

b. “to declare or count unclean”: <441015>Acts 10:15 (cf. 28); 11:9; see
dikaiow, 3.*

{2841} koinwnew, koinwnw; 1 aorist ekoinwnhsa; perfect
kekoinwnhka; (koinwnov);

a. “to come into communion or fellowship, to become a sharer, be made a
partner”: as in Greek writings with the genitive of the thing, <580214>Hebrews
2:14 ((so <200111>Proverbs 1:11; 2 Macc. 14:25)); with the dative of the thing
(rarely so in Greek writings), <451527>Romans 15:27; (<600413>1 Peter 4:13).

b. “to enter into fellowship, join oneself as an associate, make oneself a
sharer or partner”: as in Greek writings, with the dative of the thing, <540522>1
Timothy 5:22; <630111>2 John 1:11; taiv ceirav tinov, so to make another’s
necessities one’s own as to relieve them (A.V. “communicating to the
necessities” etc.), <451213>Romans 12:13; with the dative of person followed by
eiv ti (as in Plato, rep. 5, p. 453 a.), <500415>Philippians 4:15; followed by en
with the dative of the thing which one shares with another, <480606>Galatians
6:6 (koinwnhseiv en pasi tw plhsion sou kai ouk ereiv idia
einai, Epistle of Barnabas 19, 8); cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 8a.;
(Buttmann, sec. 132, 8; Lightfoot or Ellicott on Galatians 1.

c. Compare: sugkoinwnew.)*
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{2842} koinwnia, koinwniav, hJ (koinwnov), “fellowship, association,
community, communion, joint participation, contact”; in the N.T. as in
classical Greek

1. “the share which one has in anything, participation”; with the genitive of
the thing in which he shares: pneumatov, <500201>Philippians 2:1; tou aJgiou
pneumatov, <471313>2 Corinthians 13:13 (14); twn paqhmatwn tou Cristou,
<500310>Philippians 3:10; thv pistewv, <570106>Philemon 1:6 (cf. Lightfoot); tou
iJmatov tou Cristou, i.e. in the benefits of Christ’s death, <461016>1
Corinthians 10:16 (cf. Meyer at the passage); tou swmatov tou Cristou
in the (mystical) body of Christ or the church, ibid.; thv diakoniav, <470804>2
Corinthians 8:4; tou musthriou, <490309>Ephesians 3:9 Rec. eiv koinwnian
tou uJiou tou Qeou, to obtain fellowship in the dignity and blessings of
the Son of God, <460109>1 Corinthians 1:9, where cf. Meyer.

2. “contact, fellowship, intimacy”: dexia koinwniav, the right hand as the
sign and pledge of fellowship (in fulfilling the apostolic office),
<480209>Galatians 2:9 (where see Lightfoot); tiv koinwnia fwti prov
skotov; what in common has light with darkness? <470614>2 Corinthians 6:14
(tiv oun koinwnia prov Apollwna tw mhden oikeion
epitethdeukoti, Philo, leg. ad Gaium sec. 14 at the end; ei de tiv esti
koinwnia prov Qeouv hJmin, Stobaeus, serm. 28 (i. p. 87, Gaisf.
edition)); used of the intimate bond of fellowship which unites Christians:
absolutely, <440242>Acts 2:42; with eiv to euaggelion added, <500105>Philippians
1:5; koinwnian ecein meq’ hJmwn, met’ allhlwn, 1 John. 1:3, 7; of the
fellowship of Christians with God and Christ, meta tou patrov kai meta
tou uJiou autou, <620103>1 John 1:3, 6, (which fellowship, according to John’s
teaching, consists in the fact that Christians are partakers in common of the
same mind as God and Christ, and of the blessings arising therefrom). By a
use unknown to secular authors koinwnia in the N.T. denotes:

3. “a benefaction jointly contributed, a collection, a contribution,” as
exhibiting an embodiment and proof of fellowship (cf. Grimm, Exeget.
Hdbch. on Wisd. 8:18, p. 176): <470804>2 Corinthians 8:4; eiv tina, for the
benefit of one, <470913>2 Corinthians 9:13; poieisqai koinwnia (to make a
contribution) eiv tina, <451526>Romans 15:26; joined with eupoiia,
<581316>Hebrews 13:16. (Cf. Buttmann, sec. 132, 8.)*

{2843} koinwnikov, koinwnikh, koinwnikon (koinwnia);
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1. “social, sociable, ready and apt to form and maintain communion and
fellowship”: Plato, deff., p. 411 e.; Aristotle, pol. 3,13 (p. 1283a, 38; eth.
Eudem. 8, 10, p. 1242a, 26 koinwnikon anqrwpov zown); Polybius 2,
44,1; Antoninus 7, 52. 55; often in Plutarch; praxeiv koinwnikai,
actions having reference to human society, Antoninus 4, 33; 5, 1.

2. “inclined to make others sharers in one’s possessions, inclined to impart,
free in giving, liberal” (Aristotle, rhet. 2, 24, 2 (where, however, see
Cope); Lucian, Tim. 56): <540618>1 Timothy 6:18.*

{2844} koinwnov, koinwnh, koinwnon (koinov) (as adjective
Euripides, Iph. Taur. 1173; commonly as a substantive);

a. “a partner, associate, comrade, companion”: <470823>2 Corinthians 8:23;
ecein tina koinwnon, <570117>Philemon 1:17; eimi koinwnov tini, to be
one’s partner, <420510>Luke 5:10; tinov (the genitive of person), to be the
partner of one doing something, <581033>Hebrews 10:33; tinov en tw aJimati,
to be one’s partner in shedding the blood etc. <402330>Matthew 23:30.

b. “a partaker, sharer,” in any thing; with the genitive of the thing: twn
paqhmatwn, <470107>2 Corinthians 1:7; thv doxhv, <600501>1 Peter 5:1; qeiav
fusewv, <610104>2 Peter 1:4; tou qusiasthriou, of the altar (at Jerusalem)
on which sacrifices are offered, i.e. sharing in the worship of the Jews,
<461018>1 Corinthians 10:18; twn daimoniwn, partakers of (or with) demons,
i.e. brought into fellowship with them, because they are the authors of the
heathen worship, ibid. 20; (en tw afqartw koinwnoi ... en toiv
fqartoiv, joint partakers in that which is imperishable ... in the blessings
which perish, Epistle of Barnabas 19, 8; see koinwnew, at the end).*

{2845} koith, koithv, hJ (KEW, KEIW, keimai akin to koimaw); from
Homer, Odyssey 19, 341 down; the Septuagint chiefly for bKv]mi, also for

hb;k;v] etc.;

a. “a place for lying down, resting, sleeping in; a bed, couch”: eiv thn
koithn (see eimi, V. 2 a.) eisin, <421107>Luke 11:7.

b. specifically, “the marriage-bed,” as in the Tragg.: thn koithn
miainein, of adultery (Josephus, Antiquities 2, 4, 5; Plutarch, de fluv. 8,
3), <581304>Hebrews 13:4.
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c. “cohabitation,” whether lawful or unlawful (<031504>Leviticus 15:4f,21-25,
etc.; Sap. 3:13, 16; Euripides, Med. 152; Alc. 249): plural “sexual
intercourse” (see peripatew, b. [a].), <451313>Romans 13:13 (A.V.
“chambering”); by metonymy, of the cause for the effect we have the
peculiar expression koithn ecein ek tinov, “to have conceived by a man,”
<450910>Romans 9:10; koith spermatov, <031516>Leviticus 15:16; 22:4; 18:20,23
(here koith eiv spermatismon); on these phrases cf. Fritzsche,
Commentary on Romans 2, p. 291f.*

{2846} koitwn, koitwnov, oJ (from koith; cf. numfwn etc.), “a sleeping
room, bed-chamber”: oJ epi tou koitwnov, “the officer who is over the
bed-chamber, the chamberlain,” <441220>Acts 12:20 (<100407>2 Samuel 4:7;
<020803>Exodus 8:3; 1 Esdr. 3:3; the Atticists censure the word, for which Attic
writings generally used dwmation; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 252f.).*

{2847} kokkinov, kokkinh, kokkinon (from kokkov a kernel, the grain
or berry of the ilex coccifera; these berries are the clusters of eggs of a
female insect, the kermes ((cf. English “carmine, crimson”)), and when
collected and pulverized produce a red which was used in dyeing, Pliny, h.
n. 9, 41, 65; 16, 8, 12; 24, 4), “crimson, scarlet-colored”: <402728>Matthew
27:28; <580919>Hebrews 9:19; <661703>Revelation 17:3. neuter as a substantive
equivalent to “scarlet cloth or clothing”: <661704>Revelation 17:4; 18:12,16
(<013828>Genesis 38:28; <022504>Exodus 25:4; <031404>Leviticus 14:4,6; <060218>Joshua 2:18;
<100124>2 Samuel 1:24; <140207>2 Chronicles 2:7,14; Plutarch, Fab. 15; forein
kokkina, scarlet robes, Epictetus diss. 4, 11, 34; en kokkinoiv
peripatein, 3, 22, 10). Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Carmesin;
Roskoff in Schenkel i., p. 501f; Kamphausen in Riehm, p. 220; (B. D.
under the word Colors, II. 3).*

{2848} kokkov, kokkou, oJ (cf. Vanicek, Fremdwörter etc., p. 26), “a
grain”: <401331>Matthew 13:31; 17:20; <410431>Mark 4:31; <421319>Luke 13:19; 17:6;
<431224>John 12:24; <461537>1 Corinthians 15:37. (Homer h. Cer., Herodotus
down.)*

{2849} kolazo: present passive participle kolazomenov; 1 aorist middle
sub. junc. 3 person plural kolaswntai; (kolov lopped); in Greek
writings:

1. properly, “to lop, prune,” as trees, wings.

2. “to check, curb, restrain”.
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3. “to chastise, correct, punish”: so in the N.T.; passive <610209>2 Peter 2:9, and
Lachmann in 4; middle “to cause to be punished” (3 Macc. 7:3): <440421>Acts
4:21.*

{2850} kolakeia (T WH kolakia (see Iota)), kolakeiav, hJ
(kolekeuw), “flattery”: logov kolakeiav, flattering discourse, <520205>1
Thessalonians 2:5. (Plato, Demosthenes, Theophrastus, Josephus,
Herodian, others.)*

{2851} kolasiv, kolasewv, hJ (kolazw), “correction, punishment,
penalty”: <402546>Matthew 25:46; kolasin ecei,brings with it or has
connected with it the thought of punishment, <620418>1 John 4:18. (<261403>Ezekiel
14:3f, etc.; 2 Macc. 4:38; 4 Macc. 8:8; Sap. 11:14; 16:24, etc.; Plato,
Aristotle, Diodorus 1, 77 (9); 4, 44 (3); Aelian v. h. 7, 15; others.)*

(Synonyms: kolasiv, timwria: the noted definition of Aristotle, which
distinguishes kolasiv from timwria as that which (is disciplinary and)
has reference to him who suffers, while the latter (is penal and) has
reference to the satisfaction of him who inflicts, may be found in his rhet. 1,
10, 17; cf. Cope, Introduction to Aristotle, Rhet., p. 232. To much the
same effect, Plato, Protag. 324 a. and following, also deff. 416. But, as in
other cases, usage (especially the later) does not always recognize the
distinction; see e.g. Philo de legat. ad Gaium sec. 1 at the end; fragment ex
Eusebius preposition evang. 8, 13 (Mang. 2:641); de vita Moys. 1:16 at the
end; Plato de sera num. vind. sections 9, 11, etc. Plutarch (ibid. sec. 25
under the end) uses kolazomai of those undergoing the penalties of the
other world (cf. Justin Martyr, Apology 1, 8; Clement of Rome, 2
Corinthians 6, 7; Justin Martyr, Apology 1, 43; 2, 8; Test xii. Patr., test.
Reub. 5; test. Levi 4, etc.; Martyr Polycarp, 2, 3; 11, 2; Ignatius ad
Romans 5, 3; Martyr Ignatius vat. 5 etc.). See Trench, Synonyms, sec. vii.;
McClellan, New Testament, vol. i., margin references on Matthew as
above; Bartlett, Life and Death Eternal. Note G.; C. F. Hudson, Debt and
Grace, p. 188ff; Schmidt, chapter 167, 2f.)

{2858} Kolassaeuv, see Kolossaeuv.

{2857} Kolassai, see Kolossai.

{2852} kolafizw; 1 aorist ekolafisa; present passive kolafizomai;
(kolafov a fist, and this from kolaptw to peck, strike); “to strike with
the fist, give one a blow with the fist” (Terence, colaphum infringo,
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Quintfl. col. duco) (A.V. “to buffet”): tina, <402667>Matthew 26:67; <411465>Mark
14:65; as a specific term for a general, equivalent to “to maltreat, treat with
violence and contumely,” <471207>2 Corinthians 12:7; present passive, <460411>1
Corinthians 4:11; <600220>1 Peter 2:20. (Elsewhere only in ecclesiastical
writings.) The word is fully discussed by Fischer, Deuteronomy vitiis
lexamples N.T. etc., p. 67ff; cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 175f.*

{2853} kollaw, kollw: passive, present kollwmai; 1 aorist
ekollhqhn; 1 future kolleqhsomai (<401905>Matthew 19:5 L T Tr WH);
(kolla gluten, glue); properly, “to glue, glue to, glue together, cement,
fasten together”; hence universally, “to join or fasten firmly together”; in
the N.T. only the passive is found, with reflexive force, “to join oneself to,
cleave to”; the Septuagint for qbæD;: oJ koniortov oJ kollhqeiv hJmin,
<421011>Luke 10:11; ekollhqhsan authv aJi aJmartiai acri tou ouranou,
her sins were such a heap as to reach even unto heaven (that is, came to
the knowledge of heaven), <661805>Revelation 18:5, G L T Tr WH (ekoll. hJ
yuch mou opisw sou, <196209>Psalm 62:9 (<196309>Psalm 63:9); aJi agnoiai
hJmwn uJperhnegkan eJwv tou ouranou, 1 Esdr. 8:72 (74); uJbriv te bih
te ouranon iJkei, Homer Odyssey 15, 329; 17, 565). of persons, with the
dative of the thing, kollhqhti tw aJrmati join thyself to etc. <440829>Acts
8:29; with the dative of person, to form an intimate connection with, enter
into the closest relations with, unite oneself to (so the Epistle of Barnabas
10, 3f, 5, 8 also with meta and the genitive of person, ibid. 10, 11; 19, 2. 6;
Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 15, 1; 30, 3; 46,2 (cf. Lightfoot’s note),
4): th gunaiki, <401905>Matthew 19:5 L T Tr WH; th pornh, <460616>1
Corinthians 6:16 (Sir. 19:2); tw kuriw, <460617>1 Corinthians 6:17 (<121806>2 Kings
18:6; Sir. 2:3); to join oneself to one as an associate, keep company witlb
<440513>Acts 5:13; 9:26; 10:28; to follow one, be on his side, <441734>Acts 17:34
(<102002>2 Samuel 20:2; 1 Macc. 3:2; 6:21); to join or attach oneself to a master
or patron, <421515>Luke 15:15; with the dative of the thing, “to give oneself
steadfastly to, labor for” (A.V. “cleave to”): tw agaqw, <451209>Romans 12:9,
agaqw, krisei dikaia, the Epistle of Barnabas 20, 2; th eulogia, so
cleave to as to share, Clement of Romans, 1 Corinthians 31,1. (Aeschylus
Ag. 1566; Plato, Diodorus, Plutarch, others) (Compare: proskollaw.)*

{2854} kollourion (T Tr kollurion, the more common form in
secular authors (cf. Lob. Pathol. proleg., p. 461; WH’s Appendix, p. 152)),
kollouriou, to (diminutive of kollura, coarse bread of a cylindrical
shape, like that known in Westphalia as Pumpernickel), Latin collyrium
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(A.V. “eye-salve”), a preparation shaped like a kollura, composed of
various materials and used as a remedy for tender eyelids (Horace sat. 1, 5,
30; Epictetus diss. 2, 21, 20; 3, 21, 21; Celsus 6, 6, 7): <660318>Revelation
3:18.*

{2855} kollubisthv, kollubistou, oJ (from kollubov equivalent to
a. a small coin, cf. kolobov clipped; b. rate of exchange, premium), “a
money-changer, banker”: <402112>Matthew 21:12; <411115>Mark 11:15; <430215>John
2:15. Menander, Lysias, in Pollux 7, 33, 170; oJ men kollubov dokimon,
to de kollubisthv adokimon, Phryn. edition Lob., p. 440. Cf. what was
said under kermatisthv.*

{2854} kollurion, see kollourion.

{2856} kolobow, kolobw: 1 aorist ekolobwsa; passive, 1 aorist
ekolobwqhn; 1 future kolobwqhsomai; (from kolobov lopped,
mutilated); “to cut off” (tav ceirav, <100412>2 Samuel 4:12; touv podav,
Aristotle, h. a. 1, 1 (p. 487, 24); thn rina, Diodorus 1, 78); “to mutilate”
(Polybius 1, 80, 13); hence in the N.T. of time (Vulgate brevio) “to
shorten, abridge, curtail”: <402422>Matthew 24:22; <411320>Mark 13:20.*

{2858} Kolossaeuv, and (so L Tr WH) Kolossaeuv (see the following
word; in Strabo and in Inscriptions Kolosshnov), Kolosshnewv, oJ,
Vulgate Colossensis, Pliny Colossinus; “Colossian, a Colossian”; in the
beading (and the subscription (R Tr)) of the Epistle to the Colossians.*

{2857} Kolossai (R T WH, the classical form), and Kolassai (Rst L
Tr, apparently the later popular form; (see WH. Introductory sec. 423,and
especially Lightfoot’s Commentary on Colossians, p. 16f); cf. Winer’s
Grammar, p. 44; and on the plural Winer’s Grammar, sec. 27, 3),
Kolosswn, aJi, “Colossae,” anciently a large and flourishing city, but in
Strabo’s time a polisma (i.e. “small town” (Lightfoot)) of Phrygia Major
situated on the Lycus, not far from its junction with the Maeander, and in
the neighborhood of Laodicea and Hierapolis (Herodotus 7, 30;
Xenophon, an. 1, 2, 6; Strabo 12, 8, 13, p. 576; Pliny, h. n. 5, 41), together
with which cities it was destroyed by an earthquake (about) A. D. 66
((Eusebius, chron. Ol. 210); Orosius Paulus, 7, 7 (see especially Lightfoot
as above, p. 38)): <510102>Colossians 1:2. (See the full description, with copious
references, by Lightfoot as above, pp. 1-72.)*
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{2859} kolpov, kolpou, oJ (apparently akin to koilov hollow, (yet cf.
Vanicek, p. 179; Liddell and Scott, under the word)), Hebrew qyje; “the
bosom” (Latin sinus), i.e. as in the Greek writings from Homer down:

1. “the front of the body between the arms” hence anakeisqai en tw
kolpw tinov, of the one who so reclines at table that his head covers the
bosom as it were, the chest, of the one next him (cf. B. D. under the word
Meals), <431323>John 13:23. Hence the figurative expressions, en toiv kolpoiv
(on the plural, which occurs as early as Homer, Iliad 9, 570, cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 27, 3; (Buttmann, 24 (21))) tou Abraam einai, to obtain
the seat next to Abraham, i.e. to be partaker of the same blessedness as
Abraham in paradise, <421623>Luke 16:23; apoferesqai ... eiv ton kolpon
Abraam, to be borne away to the enjoyment of the same felicity with
Abraham, <421622>Luke 16:22 (oJutw gar paqontav — according to another
reading qanontav — Abraam kai Isaak kai Iakwb uJpodexontai eiv
touv kolpouv autwn, 4 Macc. 13:16; (sh B. D. under the phrase,
Abraham’s bosom, and) on the rabbinical phrase yqyjb lv µhrba, “in
Abraham’s bosom,” to designate bliss in paradise, cf. Lightfoot, Horace,
Hebrew et Talmud., p. 851ff); oJ wn eiv ton kolpon tou patrov, lying
(turned) unto the bosom of his father (God), i.e. in the closest and most
intimate relation to the Father, <430118>John 1:18 (Winer’s Grammar, 415
(387)); cf. Cicero, ad div. 14,4 iste vero sit in sinu semper et complexu
meo.

2. “the bosom of a garment,” i.e. the hollow formed by the upper forepart
of a rather loose garment bound by a girdle, used for keeping and carrying
things (the fold or pocket; cf. B. D. under the word Dress) (<020406>Exodus
4:6f; <200627>Proverbs 6:27); so, figuratively, metron kalon didonai eiv ton
kolpon tinov, to repay one liberally, <420638>Luke 6:38 (apodidonai eiv ton
kolpon, <236506>Isaiah 65:6; <243918>Jeremiah 39:18 (<243218>Jeremiah 32:18)).

3. “a bay of the sea” (cf. Italian golfo (English “gulf” — which may be only
the modern representatives of the Greek word)): <442739>Acts 27:39.*

{2860} kolumbaw, kolumbw; “to dive, to swim”: <442743>Acts 27:43. (Plato,
Prot., p. 350 a.; Lach., p. 193 c., and in later writings) (Compare:
ekkolumbaw.)*

{2861} kolumbhqra, kolumbhqrav, hJ (kolumbaw), “a place for
diving, a swimming-pool” (A.V. simply “pool”): <430907>John 9:7, and Rec. in
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11; “a reservoir or pool” used for bathing, <430502>John 5:2,4 ((according to
text of R L), 7). (Plato, rep. 5, p. 453 d.; Diodorus, Joseph, others; the
Septuagint, <121817>2 Kings 18:17; <160214>Nehemiah 2:14; Nah. 2:8.)*

{2862} kolwnia (R G Tr), kolwnia (L T WH Kuenen-Cobet (cf.
Chandler sec. 95)) (Tdf. editions 2, 7 kolwneia; see his note on Acts as
below, and cf. ei, i), kolwniav, hJ (a Latin word), “a colony”: in <441612>Acts
16:12 the city of Philippi is so called, where Octavianus had planted a
Roman colony (cf. Dio Cassius, 51, 4; Digest. 50, tit. 15, 8). The
exegetical difficulties of this passage are best removed, as Meyer shows, by
connecting kolwnia closely with prwth poliv, “the chief city, a
(Roman) colony” (a colonial city); (but cf. Lightfoot’s Commentary on
Philippians, p. 50f).*

{2863} komaw, komw; (komh); “to let the hair grow, have long hair” (cf.
komh at the end): <461114>1 Corinthians 11:14f (In Greek writings from Homer
down.)*

{2864} komh, komhv, hJ (from Homer down), “hair, head of hair”: <461115>1
Corinthians 11:15. (According to Schmidt (21, 2) it differs from qrix (the
anatomical or physical term) by designating the hair as an ornament (the
notion of length being only secondary and suggested). Cf. B. D. under the
word Hair.)*

{2865} komizw: 1 aorist participle feminine komisasa; middle, present
participle komizomenov; 1 future komisomai (<490608>Ephesians 6:8 L T Tr
WH; <510325>Colossians 3:25 L text WH) and Attic komioumai (<510325>Colossians
3:25 R G L marginal reading T Tr; (<490608>Ephesians 6:8 R G); <600504>1 Peter 5:4;
cf. (WH’s Appendix, p. 163f); Buttmann, 37 (33); (Winer’s Grammar, sec.
13, 1 c.; Veitch, under the word)), participle komioumenov (<610213>2 Peter
2:13 (here WH Tr marginal reading adikoumenoi; see adikew, 2 b.)); 1
aorist ekomisamhn,(lButtmann, sec. 135, 1); rare in the Septuagint, but in
Greek writings from Homer down, frequent in various senses;

1. “to care for, take care of, provide for”.

2. “to take up or carry away in order to care for and preserve”.

3. universally, “to carry away, bear off”.

4. “to carry, bear, bring to”: once so in the N.T., viz. alabastron,
<420737>Luke 7:37. Middle (as often in secular authors) “to carry away for
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oneself; to carry off what is one’s own, to bring back”; i.e. a. “to receive,
obtain”: thn epaggelian, the promised blessing, <581036>Hebrews 10:36;
11:39 (tav epaggeliav L; so T Tr WH in <581113>Hebrews 11:13); swthrian
yucwn, <600109>1 Peter 1:9; thv doxhv stefanon, <600504>1 Peter 5:4; misqon
adikiav, <610213>2 Peter 2:13 (see above) (ton axion thv dussebeiav
misqon, 2 Macc. 8:33; doxan esqlhn (others, karpizetai), Euripides,
Hipp. 432; thn axian para Qewn, Plato, legg. 4, p. 718 a., and other
examples elsewhere). b. to receive what was previously one’s own, “to get
back, receive back, recover”: to emon sun tokw, <402527>Matthew 25:27; his
son (of Abraham after he had consented to sacrifice Isaac), <581119>Hebrews
11:19 (2 Macc. 7:29; ton adelfon anubriston, Philo de Josepho sec.
35; oJi de par’ elpidav eJautouv kekomismenoit, “having received each
other back, been restored to each other, contrary to their expectations,” of
Abraham and Isaac after the sacrifice of the latter had been prevented by
God, Josephus, Antiquities 1, 13, 4; thn adelfhn, Euripides, Iph. T.
1362; used of the recovery of hostages, captives, etc., Thucydides 1, 113;
Polybius 1, 83, 8; 3, 51, 12; 3,40, 10; the city and temple, 2 Macc. 10:1; a
citadel, a city, often in Polybius; thn basileian, Aristophanes an. 549;
thn patrwan archn, Josephus, Antiquities 13, 4, 1). Since in the rewards
and punishments of deeds, the deeds themselves are as it were requited and
so given back to their authors, the meaning is obvious when one is said
komizesqai “that which he has done,” i.e. either the reward or the
punishment of the deed (Winer’s Grammar, 620f (576)): <470510>2 Corinthians
5:10; <510325>Colossians 3:25; with para kuriou added, <490608>Ephesians 6:8;
((aJmaritan, <032017>Leviticus 20:17); eJkastov, kaqwv epoihse, komeitai,
the Epistle of Barnabas 4, 12). (Compare: ekkomizw, sugkomizw.)*

{2866} komyoteron, neuter comparitive of the adjective komyov (from
komew to take care of, tend) neat, elegant, nice, fine; used adverbially,
“more finely, better”: komyoteron escen, “to be better,” used of a
convalescent, <430452>John 4:52 (oJtan oJ iatrov eiph. komywv eceiv,
Epictetus diss. 3, 10, 13; so in Latin belle habere, Cicero, epistles ad div.
16, 15; (cf. English ‘he’s doing nicely,’ ‘he’s getting on finely’; and)
German er befindet sich hübsch; es geht hübsch mit ihm). The glossary of
Hesychius refers to this passage: komyoteron, beltiwteron,
elafroteron.*

{2867} koniaw, koniw: perfect passive participle kekoniamenov; (from
konia, which signifies not only ‘dust’ but also ‘lime’); “to cover with lime,
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plaster over, whitewash”: tafoi kekoniamenoi (the Jews were
accustomed to whitewash the entrances to their sepulchres, as a warning
against defilement by touching them (B. D. under the word Burial, 1 at the
end; cf. Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, ii. 316ff)), <402327>Matthew 23:27;
toice kekoniamene is applied to a hypocrite who conceals his malice
under an outward assumption of piety, <442303>Acts 23:3. (Demosthenes,
Aristotle, Plutarch, others; for dyc, <052702>Deuteronomy 27:2,4.)*

{2868} koniortov, koniortou, oJ (from konia, and ornumi to stir up);

1. properly, “raised dust, flying dust” (Herodotus, Plato, Polybius, others).

2. universally, “dust”: <401014>Matthew 10:14; <420905>Luke 9:5; 10:11; <441351>Acts
13:51; 22:23. (For qb;a;, <020909>Exodus 9:9; Nah. 1:3; for rp;[;,
<050921>Deuteronomy 9:21.)*

{2869} kopazw: 1 aorist ekopasa; (kopov); properly, “to grow weary
or tired”; hence “to cease from violence, cease” raging: oJ anemov
(Herodotus 7, 191), <401432>Matthew 14:32; <410439>Mark 4:39; 6:51. (<010801>Genesis
8:1; <320111>Jonah 1:11f; (cf. especially Philo, somn. 2:35).)*

{2870} kopetov, kopetou, oJ (from koptomai, see koptw), the
Septuagint for dpek]mi; Latin planctus, i.e. “lamentation with beating of the
breast” as n sign of grief: kopeton poieisqai epi tini, <440802>Acts 8:2; epi
tina, <381210>Zechariah 12:10. (Eupolis in Bekker’s annott. ad Etymologicum
Magnum, p. 776; Dionysius Halicarnassus, Antiquities 11, 31; Plutarch,
Fab. 17.)*

{2871} koph, kophv, hJ (koptw);

1. properly, several times in Greek writings “the act of cutting, a cut”.

2. in Biblical Greek “a cutting in pieces, slaughter”: <580701>Hebrews 7:1;
<011417>Genesis 14:17; <052825>Deuteronomy 28:25; <061020>Joshua 10:20; Judith 15:7.*

{2872} kopiaw, kopiw (3 person plural kopiousin (for kopiwsin),
<400628>Matthew 6:28 Tr; cf. erwtaw, at the beginning); 1 aorist ekopiasa;
perfect kekopiaka (2 person singular kekopiakev, <660203>Revelation 2:3 L
T Tr WH, cf. (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 13, 2 c.); Buttmann, 43 (38) (and his
translation of Apollonius Dyscolus, p. 54 n.; Tdf. Proleg., p. 123; WH’s
Appendix, p. 166; Sophocles’ Lexicon, p. 39)); (kopov, which see);
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1. as in Aristophanes, Josephus, Plutarch, others, “to grow weary, tired,
exhausted,” (with toil or burdens or grief): <401128>Matthew 11:28;
<660203>Revelation 2:3; kekopiakwv ek thv oJdoiporiav, <430406>John 4:6 (uJpo
thv oJdoiporiav,Josephus, Antiquities 2, 15, 3; dramountai kai ou
kopiasousi, <234031>Isaiah 40:31).

2. in Biblical Greek alone, “to labor with wearisome effort, to toil” (the
Septuagint for [gæy;); of bodily labor: absolutely, <400628>Matthew 6:28; <420505>Luke
5:5; 12:27 (not Tdf.); <430438>John 4:38; <442035>Acts 20:35; <460412>1 Corinthians 4:12;
<490428>Ephesians 4:28; <550206>2 Timothy 2:6 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 556 (517);
Buttmann, 390 (334)); ti, upon a thing, <430438>John 4:38. of the toilsome
efforts of teachers in proclaiming and promoting the kingdom of God and
Christ: <461510>1 Corinthians 15:10; 16:16 (cf. <430438>John 4:38); followed by en
with the dative of the thing in which one labors, en logw kai
didaskalia, <540517>1 Timothy 5:17; en uJmin,among you, <520512>1
Thessalonians 5:12; en kuriw (see en, I. 6 b., p. 211b middle (L brackets
the clause)), <451612>Romans 16:12; eiv tina, for one, for his benefit,
<451606>Romans 16:6; <480411>Galatians 4:11 (cf. Buttmann, 242 (200); Winer’s
Grammar, 503 (469)); eiv touto, looking to this (viz. that piety has the
promise of life), <540410>1 Timothy 4:10; eiv oJ, to which end, <510129>Colossians
1:29; eiv kenon, in vain, <504716>Philippians 2:16 (kenwv ekopiasa, of the
frustrated labor of the prophets, <234904>Isaiah 49:4).*

{2873} kopov, kopou, oJ (koptw);

1. equivalent to to koptein, “a beating”.

2. equivalent to kopetov, “a beating of the breast in grief, sorrow”
(<245133>Jeremiah 51:33 (<244503>Jeremiah 45:3)).

3. “labor” (so the Septuagint often for lm;[;), i.e.

a. “trouble” (Aeschylus, Sophocles): kopouv parecein tini, to cause one
trouble, make work for him, <402610>Matthew 26:10; <411406>Mark 14:6; <421107>Luke
11:7; <480617>Galatians 6:17; kopon parecein tini, <421805>Luke 18:5.

b. “intense labor united with trouble, toil”. (Euripides, Arstph;, others):
universally, plural, <470605>2 Corinthians 6:5; 11:23; of manual labor, joined
with mocqov ((see below)), <520209>1 Thessalonians 2:9; en kopw kai mocqw
(“toil and travail”), <471127>2 Corinthians 11:27 (where L T Tr WH omit en);
<530308>2 Thessalonians 3:8; of the laborious efforts of Christian virtue, <461558>1
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Corinthians 15:58; <660202>Revelation 2:2; plural <661413>Revelation 14:13; oJ kopov
thv agaphv, the labor to which love prompts, and which voluntarily
assumes and endures trouble and pains for the salvation of others, <520103>1
Thessalonians 1:3; <580610>Hebrews 6:10 Rec.; of toil in teaching, <430438>John 4:38
(on which see eiv, B. I. 3); <520305>1 Thessalonians 3:5; of that which such toil
in teaching accomplishes, <460308>1 Corinthians 3:8; plural <471015>2 Corinthians
10:15 (cf. Sir. 14:15).*

(Synonyms: kopov, mocqov, ponov: primarily and in general classic usage,
ponov gives prominence to the effort (work as requiring force), kopov to
the fatigue, mocqov (chiefly poetic) to the hardship. But in the N.T. ponov
has passed over (in three instances out of four) to the meaning “pain”
(hence it has no place in the ‘new Jerusalem’, <662104>Revelation 21:4); cf. the
deterioration in the case of the allied ponhrov, penhv. Schmidt, chapter
85; cf. Trench, sec. cii. (who would translate ponov, ‘toil’, kopov,
‘weariness’, mocqov, ‘labor’).)

{2874} kopria (Chandler sec. 96), kopriav, hJ, equivalent to hJ koprov,
“dung”: <421308>Luke 13:8 Rec.st; 14:35 (34). (<180208>Job 2:8; <090208>1 Samuel 2:8;
<160213>Nehemiah 2:13; 1 Macc. 2:62; (Strabo, Pollux, others).)*

{2874} koprion, koprion, to, equivalent to hJ koprov, “dung, manure”:
plural, <421308>Luke 13:8 (Rec.st koprian). (Heraclitus in Plutarch, mor., p.
669 (quaest. conviv. book iv. quaest. iv. sec. 3, 6); Strabo 16, sec. 26, p.
784; Epictetus diss. 2, 4, 5; Plutarch, Pomp. c. 48; (<230525>Isaiah 5:25;
<243219>Jeremiah 32:19 (<242533>Jeremiah 25:33); Sir. 22:2), and other later
writings.)*

{2875} koptw: imperfect 3 person plural ekopton; 1 aorist participle
koyav (<411108>Mark 11:8 T Tr text WH); middle, imperfect ekoptomhn;
future koyomai; 1 aorist ekoyamhn; (from Homer down); “to cut, strike,
smite” (the Septuagint for hK;hi, træK;, etc.): ti apo or ek tinov, “to cut
from, cut off,” <402108>Matthew 21:8; <411108>Mark 11:8. Middle to beat one’s
breast for grief, Latin plango (R. V. “mourn”): <401104>Matthew 11:47; 24:80
(Aeschylus Pers. 683; Plato, others; the Septuagint often so for dpæs;);
tina, to mourn or bewail one (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 32, 1 [g.]):
<420852>Luke 8:52; 23:27, (<012302>Genesis 23:2; <092501>1 Samuel 25:1, etc.;
Aristophanes, Lysias, 396; Anthol. 11, 135, 1); epi tina, <660107>Revelation
1:7; (18:9 T Tr WH) (<101126>2 Samuel 11:26); epi tina, <661809>Revelation 18:9
(R G L), cf. <381210>Zechariah 12:10. (Compare: anakoptw, apokoptw,
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ekkoptw, enkoptw, katakoptw, prokoptw, proskoptw. Synonym:
cf. qrhnew.)*

{2876} korax, korakov, oJ, “a raven”: <421224>Luke 12:24. (From Homer
down.)*

{2877} korasion, korasiou, to (diminutive of korh), properly, a
colloquial word used disparagingly (like the German Mädel), “a little girl”
(in the epigram attributed to Plato in Diogenes Laërtius 3, 33; Lucian, as.
6); used by later writers without disparagement (Winer’s Grammar, 24
(23)), “a girl, damsel, maiden”: <400924>Matthew 9:24f; 14:11; <410541>Mark 5:41f;
6:22,28; (occasionally, as in Epictetus diss. 2, 1, 28; 3, 2, 8; 4, 10, 33; the
Septuagint for hr;[}næ; twice also for hD;l]yæ <290303>Joel 3:3 (Joel 4:3);
<380805>Zechariah 8:5; (Tobit 6:12; Judith 16:12; <170202>Esther 2:2)). The form and
use of the word are fully discussed in Lobeck ad Phryn., p. 73f, cf. Sturz,
Deuteronomy dial. Maced. etc., p. 42f.*

{2878} korban (korban WH; but see Tdf. Proleg., p. 102), indeclinable,
and korbanav, accusative korban (Buttmann, 20 (18)), oJ (Hebrew ˆB;r]q;
i.e. “an offering,” the Septuagint everywhere dwron, a term which
comprehends all kinds of sacrifices, the bloody as well as the bloodless);

1. korban, “a gift” offered (or to be offered) to God: <410711>Mark 7:11
(Josephus, Antiquities 4, 4, 4, of the Nazarites, oJi korban aJutouv
onomasantev tw Qew, dwron de touto shmainei kata EJllhnwn
glwttan; cf. contracted Apion. 1, 22, 4; (BB. DD. under the word,
Corban; Ginsburg in the Bible Educator, 1:155)).

2. korbanav, korbana (see Buttmann, as above), “the sacred treasury”:
<402706>Matthew 27:6 (L marginal reading Tr marginal reading korban) (ton
iJeron qhsauron, kaleitai de korbanav, Josephus, b. j. 2, 9, 4).*

{2879} Kore (in Josephus, Antiquities 4, 2, 2ff with the Greek
terminations Koreou, Korh, Korhn), oJ (Hebrew jræqo i.e. ice, hail),
“Korah” (Vulgate Core), a man who, with others, rebelled against Moses
(Numbers 16): <650111>Jude 1:11.*

{2880} korennumi; (korov satiety); “to satiate, sate, satisfy”: 1 aorist
passive participle koresqentev, as in Greek writings from Homer down,
with the genitive of the thing with which one is filled (Buttmann, sec. 132,
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19), trofhv, <442738>Acts 27:38; tropically, (perfect) kekoresmenoi este,
every wish is satisfied in the enjoyment of the consummate Messianic
blessedness, <460408>1 Corinthians 4:8.*

{2881} Korinqiov, Korinqiou, oJ, “a Corinthian, an inhabitant of
Corinth”: <441808>Acts 18:8; <470611>2 Corinthians 6:11. ((Herodotus, Xenophon,
others.))*

{2882} Korinqov, Korinqou, hJ, “Corinth,” the metropolis of Achaia
proper, situated on the isthmus of the Peloponnesus between the Aegean
and Ionian Seas (hence called bimaris, Horace car. 1, 7, 2; Ovid. metam. 5,
407), and having two harbors, one of which called Cenchreae (see
Kegcreai) was the roadstead for ships from Asia, the other, called
Lechaeon or Lechaeum, for ships from Italy. It was utterly destroyed by L.
Mummius, the Roman consul, in the Achaean war, B. C. 146; but after the
lapse of a century it was rebuilt by Julius Caesar (B.C. 44). It was eminent
in commerce and wealth, in literature and the arts, especially the study of
rhetoric and philosophy; but it was notorious also for luxury and moral
corruption, particularly the foul worship of Venus. Paul came to the city in
his second missionary journey (circa) A. D. 53 or 54, and founded there a
Christian church: <441801>Acts 18:1; 19:1; <460102>1 Corinthians 1:2; <470101>2
Corinthians 1:1,23; <550420>2 Timothy 4:20. (BB. DD. under the word; Dict. of
Geogr. under the word; Lewin, St. Paul, i. 269ff.)*

{2883} Kornhliov, Kornhliou, oJ, a Latin name, “Cornelius,” a Roman
centurion living at Caesarea, converted to Christianity by Peter: <441001>Acts
10:1ff*

{2884} korov, korou, oJ (Hebrew rKo), “a corus or cor” (cf. <264514>Ezekiel
45:14), the largest Hebrew dry measure (i.e. for wheat, meal, etc.);
according to Josephus (Antiquities 15, 9, 2) equal to ten Attic medimni
(but cf. B. D. under the word Weights and Measures under the end; F. R.
Condor in the Bible Educator, 3:10f): <421607>Luke 16:7 (A.V. “measure”).
(the Septuagint (<032716>Leviticus 27:16; <041132>Numbers 11:32); <110422>1 Kings 4:22;
5:11; <140210>2 Chronicles 2:10; (<142705>2 Chronicles 27:5).)*

{2885} kosmew, kosmw; 3 person plural imperfect ekosmoun; 1 aorist
ekosmhsa; perfect passive kekosmhmai; (kosmov);

1. “to put in order, arrange, make ready, prepare”: tav lampadav, put in
order (A.V. “trim”), <402507>Matthew 25:7 (dorpon, Homer, Odyssey 7, 13;
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trapezan, Xenophon, Cyril 8, 2, 6; 6,11; the Septuagint <262341>Ezekiel 23:41
for Ëræ[;; Sir. 29:26; prosforan, Sir. 50:14, and other examples
elsewhere).

2. “to ornament, adorn” (so in Greek writings from Hesiod down; the
Septuagint several times for hd][;); properly: oikon, in the passive,
<401244>Matthew 12:44; <421125>Luke 11:25; ta mnhmeia, to decorate (A.V.
“garnish”), <402329>Matthew 23:29 (tafouv, Xenophon, mem. 2, 2, 13); to
iJeron liqoiv kai anaqemasi, in the passive, <422105>Luke 21:5; touv
qemeliouv tou teicouv liqw timiw, <662119>Revelation 21:19; tina (with
garments), numfhn, passive <662102>Revelation 21:2; eJautav en tini, <540209>1
Timothy 2:9 (on this passage, see katastolh, 2). Metaphorically
equivalent to “to embellish with honor, gain honor” (Pindar nem. 6, 78;
Thucydides 2, 42; kekosmenon th areth, Xenophon, Cyril 8, 1, 21):
eJautav, followed by a participle designating the act by which the honor is
gained, <600305>1 Peter 3:5; thn didaskalian en pasin, in all things,
<560210>Titus 2:10.*

{2886} kosmikov, kosmikh, kosmikon (kosmov), “of or belonging to
the world” (Vulgate saecularis); i.e.:

1. “relating to the universe”: touranou toude kai twn kosmikwn
pantwn, Aristotle, phys. 2, 4, p. 196{a}, 25; opposed to anqrwpinov,
Lucian, paras. 11; kosmikh diataxiv, Plutarch, consol. ad Apoll. c. 34, p.
119 e.

2. “earthly”: to aJgion kosmikon (its) earthly sanctuary (R. V. “of this
world”), <580901>Hebrews 9:1.

3. “worldly, i.e. having the character of this (present) corrupt age”: aJi
kosmikai epiqumiai, <560212>Titus 2:12; (so also in ecclesiastical writings).*

{2887} kosmiov, kosmon, of three term. in classical Greek, cf. WH’s
Appendix, p. 157; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 11, 1; (Buttmann, 25 (22f))
(kosmov), “well-arranged, seemly, modest”: <540209>1 Timothy 2:9 (WH
marginal reading kosmiwv); of a man living with decorum, a well-ordered
life, <540302>1 Timothy 3:2. (Aristophanes, Xenophon, Plato, Isocrates, Lysias,
others) (Cf. Trench, sec. xcii.)*

(kosmiwv, adverb (“decently”), from kosmiov, which see: <540209>1 Timothy
2:9 WH marginal reading (Aristophanes, Isocrates, others.)*)
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{2888} kosmokratwr, kosmokratorov, oJ (kosmov and kratew),
“lord of the world, prince of this age”: the devil and demons are called in
plural oJi kosmokratorev tou skotouv tou aiwnov (but critical editions
omit tou aiwnov) toutou (R. V. “the world-rulers of this darkness”),
<490612>Ephesians 6:12; cf. 11; <431231>John 12:31; <470404>2 Corinthians 4:4; see
arcwn. (The word occurs in the Orphica, 8, 11; 11, 11; in ecclesiastical
writings of Satan; in rabbinical writings rwOfr;q]wOmz]wOq is used both of
human rulers and of the angel of death; cf. Buxtorf, Lex. talm. et rabb., p.
2006 (p. 996, Fischer edition).)*

{2889} kosmov, kosmou, oJ;

1. in Greek writings from Homer down, “an apt and harmonious
arrangement or constitution, or der”.

2. as in Greek writings from Homer down, “ornament, decoration,
adornment”: endusewv iJmatiwn, <600303>1 Peter 3:3 (Sir. 6:30; 21:21; 2
Macc. 2:2; the Septuagint for ab;x; of the arrangement of the stars, ‘the
heavenly hosts,’ as the ornament of the heavens, <010201>Genesis 2:1;
<050419>Deuteronomy 4:19; 17:8; <232421>Isaiah 24:21; 40:26; besides occasionally
for ydi[}; twice for tr,a,p]Ti, <202029>Proverbs 20:29; <230319>Isaiah 3:19).

3. “the world, i.e. the universe” (quem kosmon Graeci nomine ornamenti
appellarunt, eum nos a perfecta absolutaque elegantia mundum, Pliny, h.
n. 2, 3; in which sense Pythagoras is said to have been the first to use the
word, Plutarch, de plac. philos. 2, 1, 1, p. 886 c.; but according to other
accounts he used it of the heavens, Diogenes Laërtius 8, 48, of which it is
used several times also by other Greek writers (see Menag. on Diogenes
Laërtius, the passage cited; Bentley, Epistles of Phalaris, vol. i., 391 (Lond.
1886); M. Anton. 4, 27 and Gataker’s notes; cf. Liddell and Scott, under
the word, IV.)): <441724>Acts 17:24; <450413>Romans 4:13 (where cf. Meyer,
Tholuck, Philippi); <460322>1 Corinthians 3:22; 8:4; Phil, 2:15; with a
predominant notion of space, in hyperbole, <432125>John 21:25 (Sap. 7:17; 9:3;
2 Macc. 8:18; ktizein ton kosmon, Sap. 11:18; oJ tou kosmou ktisthv,
2 Macc. 7:23; 4 Macc. 5:25 (24); — a sense in which it does not occur in
the other O.T. books, although there is something akin to it in <201706>Proverbs
17:6, on which see 8 below); in the phrases pro tou ton kosmon einai,
<431705>John 17:5; apo katabolhv kosmou (<401335>Matthew 13:35 R G; 25:34;
<421150>Luke 11:50; <580403>Hebrews 4:3; 9:26; <661308>Revelation 13:8; 17:8) and pro
katabolhv kosmou (<431721>John 17:21; <490104>Ephesians 1:4; <600120>1 Peter 1:20)
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(on which see katabolh, 2); apo ktisewv kosmou, <450120>Romans 1:20;
ap’ archv kosmou, <402421>Matthew 24:21; (on the omission of the article, cf.
Winer’s Grammar, p. 123 (117); Buttmann, sec. 124, 8 b.; (cf. Ellicott on
Galatians, 6:14)).

4. “the circle of the earth, the earth” (very rarely so in Greek writings until
after the age of the Ptolemies; so in Boeckh, Corpus inscriptions i., pp. 413
and 643, nos. 334 and 1306): <411615>Mark 16:15; (<431225>John 12:25); <540607>1
Timothy 6:7; basileia tou kosmou, <661115>Revelation 11:15; basileiai
(plural) tou kosmou, <400408>Matthew 4:8 (for which <420405>Luke 4:5 thv
oikoumenhv); to fwv tou kosmou toutou, of the sun, <431109>John 11:9; en
oJlw tw kosmw, properly, <402613>Matthew 26:13; hyperbolically, equivalent to
far and wide, in widely separated places, <450108>Romans 1:8; (so en panti tw
kosmw, <510106>Colossians 1:6); oJ tote kosmov, <610306>2 Peter 3:6; the earth with
its inhabitants: zhn en kosmw, opposed to the dead, <510220>Colossians 2:20
(lhsthv hn kai klepthv en tw kosmw, i.e. among those living on earth,
Ev. Nicod. 26). By a usage foreign to secular authors,

5. “the inhabitants of the world”: qeatron egenhqhmen tw kosmw kai
aggeloiv kai anqrwpoiv, <460409>1 Corinthians 4:9 (Winer’s Grammar, 127
(121)); particularly “the inhabitants of the earth, men, the human race”
(first so in Sap. (e.g. 10:1)): <401338>Matthew 13:38; 18:7; <411409>Mark 14:9;
<430110>John 1:10, 29 (36 L in brackets); 3:16f; 6:33,51; 8:26; 12:47; 13:1;
14:31; 16:28; 17:6,21,23; <450306>Romans 3:6,19; <460127>1 Corinthians 1:27f (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 189 (178)); 4:13; 5:10; 14:10; <470519>2 Corinthians 5:19;
<590205>James 2:5 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, as above); <620202>1 John 2:2 (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 577 (536)); arcaiov kosmov, of the antediluvians, <610205>2 Peter
2:5; gennasqai eiv ton kosmon, <431621>John 16:21; ercesqai eiv ton
kosmon (<430939>John 9:39) and eiv ton kosmon touton, to make its
appearance or come into existence among men, spoken of the light which
in Christ shone upon men, <430109>John 1:9; 3:19, cf. 12:46; of the Messiah,
<430614>John 6:14; 11:27; of Jesus as the Messiah, <430939>John 9:39; 16:28; 18:37;
<540115>1 Timothy 1:15; also eisercesqai eiv ton kosmon, <581005>Hebrews 10:5;
of false teachers, <630107>2 John 1:7 (yet here L T Tr WH exercesqai eiv ton
kosmon; (so all texts in <620401>1 John 4:1)); “to invade,” of evils coming into
existence among men and beginning to exert their power: of sin and death,
<450512>Romans 5:12 (of death, Sap. 2:24; Clement of Rome, 1 Corinthians 3,4;
of idolatry, Sap. 14:14). apostellein tina eiv ton kosmon, <430317>John
3:17; 10:36; 17:18; <620409>1 John 4:9; fwv tou kosmou, <400514>Matthew 5:14;
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<430812>John 8:12; 9:5; swthr tou kosmou, <430442>John 4:42; <620414>1 John 4:14
(swthria tou kosmou Sap. 6:26 (25); elpiv tou kosmou, Sap. 14:6;
prwtoplastov pathr tou kosmou, of Adam, Sap. 10:1); stoiceia tou
kosmou (see stoiceion, 3 and 4); en tw kosmw, among men, <431633>John
16:33; 17:13; <490212>Ephesians 2:12; en kosmw (see Winer’s Grammar, 123
(117)), <540316>1 Timothy 3:16; einai en tw kosmou, to dwell among men,
<430110>John 1:10; 9:5; 17:11,12 R G; <620403>1 John 4:3; einai en kosmw, to be
present, <450513>Romans 5:13; exelqein, ek tou kosmou, to withdraw from
human society and seek an abode outside of it, <460510>1 Corinthians 5:10;
anastrefesqai en tw kosmw, to behave oneself, <470112>2 Corinthians 1:12;
likewise einai en tw kosmou toutw, <620417>1 John 4:17. used specifically of
“the Gentiles collectively,” <451112>Romans 11:12 (where it alternates with ta
eqnh), 15; (the two in combination: ta eqnh tou kosmou, <421230>Luke
12:30). hyperbolically or loosely equivalent to “the majority” of men in a
place, “the multitude or mass” (as we say the public): <430704>John 7:4; 12:19
(here Tr marginal reading adds oJlov, in brackets); 14:19,22; 18:20.
equivalent to “the entire number,” asebwn, <610205>2 Peter 2:5.

6. “the ungodly multitude; the whole mass of men alienated from God, and
therefore hostile to the cause of Christ” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 26):
<430707>John 7:7; 14:27 (<431702>John 17:27); 15:18f; 16:8,20,33; 17:9, 14f 25; <460121>1
Corinthians 1:21; 6:2; 11:32; <470710>2 Corinthians 7:10; <590127>James 1:27; <600509>1
Peter 5:9; <610104>2 Peter 1:4; 2:20; <620301>1 John 3:1,13; 4:5; 5:19; of the
aggregate of ungodly and wicked men in O.T. times, <581138>Hebrews 11:38; in
Noah’s time, ibid. 7; with oJutov added, <490202>Ephesians 2:2 (on which see
aiwn, 3); einai ek tou kosmou and ek tou kosmou toutou (see eimi,
V. 3rd.), <430823>John 8:23; 15:19; 17:14, 16; <620405>1 John 4:5; lalein ek tou
kosmou, to speak in accordance with the world’s character and mode of
thinking, <620405>1 John 4:5; oJ arcwn tou kosmou toutou, i.e. the devil,
<431231>John 12:31; 14:30; 16:11; oJ en tw kosmw he that is operative in the
world (also of the devil), <620404>1 John 4:4; to pneuma tou kosmou <460212>1
Corinthians 2:12; hJ sofia tou kosmou toutou, <460120>1 Corinthians 1:20
(here G L T Tr WH omit toutou); <460319>1 Corinthians 3:19. (ta stoiceia
tou kosmou, <480403>Galatians 4:3; <510208>Colossians 2:8,20 (see 5 above, and
stoiceion, 3 and 4).)

7. “worldly affairs; the aggregate of things earthly; the whole circle of
earthly goods, endowments, riches, advantages, pleasures, etc., which,
although hollow and frail and fleeting, stir desire, seduce from God and are
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obstacles to the cause of Christ”: <480614>Galatians 6:14; <620216>1 John 2:16f; 3:17;
einai ek tou kosmou, to be of earthly origin and nature, <431836>John 18:36;
somewhat differently in <620216>1 John 2:16 (on which see eimi, V. 3 d.);
kerdainein ton kosmon oJlon, <401626>Matthew 16:26; <410836>Mark 8:36;
<420925>Luke 9:25; oJi crwmenoi tw kosmw toutw (critical text ton kosmon;
see craomai, 2), <460731>1 Corinthians 7:31a; merimnan ta tou kosmou, 33f;
filov and filia tou kosmou, <590404>James 4:4; agapan ton kosmon, <620215>1
John 2:15; nikan ton kosmon, the incentives to sin proceeding from the
world, <620504>1 John 5:4f; the obstacles to God’s cause, <431633>John 16:33; (cf.
elqetw cariv kai parelqetw oJ kosmov oJutov, Teaching of the Twelve
Apostles, c. 10).

8. “any aggregate or general collection of particulars of any sort” (cf.
English “a world of curses” (Shakspere), etc.): oJ kosmov thv adikiav,
the sum of all iniquities, <590306>James 3:6; tou pistou oJlov oJ kosmov twn
crhmatwn, tou de apistou oude obolov (a statement due to the
Alexandrian LXX translators), <201706>Proverbs 17:6. Among the N.T. writers
no one uses kosmov oftener than John; it occurs in Mark three times, in
Luke’s writings four times, and in the Apocalypse three tinms. Cf. Kreiss,
Sur le sens du mot kosmov dans le N.T. (Strasb. 1837); Düsterdieck on
<620215>1 John 2:15, pp. 247-259; Zezschwitz, Profangräcität u. Biblical
Sprachgeist, p. 21ff; Diestel in Herzog xvii., p. 676ff; (Trench, Synonyms,
sec. lix.); on John’s use of the word cf. Reuss, Histoire de la theologie
chretienne au siecle apostolique, ii., p. 463ff (i.e. livre 7 chapter viii.); cf.
his Johanneische Theologie, in the Beiträge zu den theol. Wissenschaften,
Fasc. i., p. 29ff; (Westcott on <430110>John 1:10, ‘Additional Note’).*

{2890} Kouartov, Kouartou, oJ (a Latin name), “Quartus,” an unknown
Christian: <451623>Romans 16:23.*

{2891} koumi, Tr text koum, T WH koum (the Hebrew ymiWq (impv.
feminine; the other (masculine) form must be regarded as having become
an interjection)), “arise”: <410541>Mark 5:41.*

{2892} koustwdia, koustwdiav (Buttmann, 17 (16)), hJ (a Latin
word), “guard”: used of the Roman soldiers guarding the sepulchre of
Christ, <402765>Matthew 27:65f; 28:11. (Ev. Nic. c. 13.)*

{2893} koufizw: imperfect 3 person plural ekoufizon; (koufov light);

1. intransitive, “to be light” (Hesiod, Euripides, Dio C.).
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2. from Hippocrates down, generally translated, “to lighten”: a ship, by
throwing the cargo overboard, <442738>Acts 27:38. (the Septuagint <320105>Jonah
1:5, and often in Polybius)*

{2894} kofinov, kofinou, oJ, “a basket, wicker basket” (cf. B. D. under
the word Basket): <401420>Matthew 14:20; (<401609>Matthew 16:9); <410643>Mark 6:43;
(<410819>Mark 8:19); <420917>Luke 9:17; <430613>John 6:13. (<070619>Judges 6:19; <198007>Psalm
80:7 (<198107>Psalm 81:7); Aristophanes av. 1310; Xenophon, mem. 3, 8, 6;
others.)*

{2895} krabbatov (L T Tr WH krabattov; the Sinaiticus manuscript
krabaktov (except in <440515>Acts 5:15; cf. Kuenen-Cobet. Nov. Test. ad fid.
the Vaticanus manuscript praef., p. 81f; Tdf. Proleg., p. 80)), krabbatou,
oJ (Latin grabatas), “a pallet, camp bed” (a rather mean bed, holding only
one person, called by the Greeks skimpouv, skimpodion): <410204>Mark
2:4,9,11f; 6:55; <430508>John 5:8-12 (in 12 T WH omit; Tr brackets the clause);
<440515>Acts 5:15; 9:33. Cf. Sturz, Deuteronomy dial. Maced. etc., p. 175f;
Lob. ad Phryn., p. 62; Volkmar, Marcus u d. Synapse as above with, p.
131; (McClellan, New Testament etc., p. 106; Winer’s Grammar, 25).*

{2896} krazw (with a long; hence participle krazon, <480406>Galatians 4:6 L
T Tr WH ((where R G krazon); cf. Buttmann, 61 (53))); imperfect
ekrazon; future kekraxomai (<421940>Luke 19:40 R G L Tr marginal
reading), and kraxw (ibid. T WH Tr text), the former being more common
in Greek writings and used by the Septuagint (cf. <330304>Micah 3:4; <183512>Job
35:12, etc. (but ana-kraxomai, <290316>Joel 3:16 Alexandrian LXX; cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 279 (262); especially Buttmann, as below)); 1 aorist
ekraxa (once viz. <442421>Acts 24:21 T Tr WH ekekraxa, a reduplicated
form frequent in the Septuagint (e.g. <192106>Psalm 21:6 (<192206>Psalm 22:6);
<070315>Judges 3:15; 1 Macc. 11:49, etc.; see Veitch, under the word); more
common in native Greek writings is 2 aorist ekragon (“ the simple
ekragon seems not to occur in good Attic” (Veitch, under the word)));
perfect kekraga, with present force (Winer’s Grammar, 274 (258))
(<430115>John 1:15); cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii., p. 223;
Buttmann, 61 (53); Kühner, i., p. 851; (especially Veitch, under the word);
the Septuagint for q[æz;, q[æx;, hr;q;, [Wævi; (from Aeschylus down);

1. properly, (onomatopoetic) “to croak” (German krächzen), of the cry of
the raven (Theophrastus); hence universally, “to cry out, cry aloud,
vociferate”: particularly of inarticulate cries, <410505>Mark 5:5; 9:26; 15:39
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(here T WH omit; Tr brackets kraxav); <420939>Luke 9:39; <661202>Revelation
12:2; apo tou fobou, <401426>Matthew 14:26; with fwnh megalh added,
<402750>Matthew 27:50; <410126>Mark 1:26 (here T Tr WH fwnhsan); <440757>Acts
7:57; <661003>Revelation 10:3; opisqen tinov, to cry after one, follow him up
with outcries, <401523>Matthew 15:23; like q[æz; and q[æx; (<010410>Genesis 4:10;
18:20), equivalent to “to cry or pray for vengeance,” <590504>James 5:4.

2. “to cry i.e. call out aloud, speak with a loud voice” (German laut rufen):
ti, <441932>Acts 19:32; 24:21; followed by direct discourse, <411048>Mark 10:48;
15:14; <421839>Luke 18:39; <431213>John 12:13 RG; <441934>Acts 19:34; 21:28,36; xxili.
6; with the addition fwnh megalh followed by direct disc, <410507>Mark 5:7;
<440760>Acts 7:60; en fwnh megalh, <661415>Revelation 14:15, krazw legwn, to
cry out saying, etc., <400829>Matthew 8:29; 14:30; (15:22 (where R G
ekraugasen)); 20:30f; 21:9; 27:23; <410311>Mark 3:11; 11:9 (T Tr WH omit;
L brackets legontev); <431912>John 19:12 (here L T Tr WH ekraugasan);
<441617>Acts 16:17; 19:28; <661818>Revelation 18:18; krazw fwnh megalh legwn,
<660610>Revelation 6:10; 7:10; 19:17 (here T WH brackets add en); kraxav
elege, <410924>Mark 9:24; krazein kai legein, <400927>Matthew 9:27; 21:15;
<411047>Mark 10:47; <420441>Luke 4:41 R G Tr text WH; <441414>Acts 14:14; of those
who utter or teach a thing publicly and solemnly, <450927>Romans 9:27;
kekrage and ekraxe legwn, followed by direct discourse, <430115>John 1:15;
7:37; ekraxe didaskwn kai legwn, <430728>John 7:28; ekraxen kai eipen,
<431244>John 12:44; of those who offer earnest, importunate, prayers to God,
followed by direct discourse, <450815>Romans 8:15; <480406>Galatians 4:6 (often so
in O.T., as <183512>Job 35:12; <193307>Psalm 33:7 (<193407>Psalm 34:7); commonly with
prov kurion, prov ton Qeon added, <071012>Judges 10:12 (Alexandrian
LXX); <190305>Psalm 3:5; 106:13 (<19A713>Psalm 107:13), etc.). tini, “to cry or call
to”: <660702>Revelation 7:2; 14:15,(cf. <19B814>Psalm 118:145 (<19B9145>Psalm 119:145);
eJterov prov eJteron, <230603>Isaiah 6:3). (Compare: anakrazw. Synonym:
see boaw, at the end.)*

{2897} kraipalh (WH krepalh, see their Appendix, p. 151),
kraipalhv, hJ (from KRAV the head, and pallw to toss about; so
explained by Galen and Clement of Alexandria, Paedag. 2, 2, 26 and Phryn.
in Bekker, Anecd., p. 45, 13 (cf. Vanicek, p. 148)), Latin crapula (i.e. the
giddiness and headache caused by drinking wine to excess): <422134>Luke 21:34
(A.V. “surfeiting”; cf. Trench, sec. lxi.). (Aristophanes Acharn. 277;
Alciphron 3, 24; Plutarch, mor., p. 127 f. (de sanitate 11); Lucian,
Herodian, 2, 5, 1.)*
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{2898} kranion, kraniou, to (diminutive of the noun kranon (i.e.
kara; Curtius, sec. 38)), “a skull” (Vulgate calvaria): <402733>Matthew 27:33;
<411522>Mark 15:22; <422333>Luke 23:33; <431917>John 19:17; see Golgoqa. (<070953>Judges
9:53; <120935>2 Kings 9:35; Homer, Iliad 8, 84; Pindar, Euripides, Plato,
Lucian, Herodian)*

{2899} kraspedon, kraspedou, to, in classical Greek “the extremity or
prominent part. of a thing, edge, skirt, margin; the fringe of a garment”; in
the N.T. for Hebrew tyxiyxi, i.e. “a little appendage hanging down from
the edge of the mantle or cloak,” made of twisted wool; “a tassel, tuft”:
<400920>Matthew 9:20; 14:36; 23:5; <410656>Mark 6:56; <420844>Luke 8:44. The Jews had
such appendages attached to their mantles to remind them of the law,
according to <041537>Numbers 15:37f. Cf. Winer’s RWB under the word Saum;
(B. D. under the phrase, Hem of Garment; Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah,
1:624; especially Ginsburg in Alex.’s Kitto under the word Fringes).*

{2900} krataiov, krataia, krataion (kratov), the Septuagint mostly
for qz;j;, “mighty”: hJ krataiov ceir tou Qeou, i.e. the power of God,
<600506>1 Peter 5:6; tou kuriou, Baruch 2:11; 1 Esdr. 8:46 (47), 60 (61), and
often in the Septuagint (In earlier Greek only poetic (Homer, others) for
the more common kraterov; but later, used in prose also (Plutarch,
others).)*

{2901} krataiow, krataiw: passive, present imperative 2 person plural
krataiousqe imperfect 3 person singular ekrataiouto; 1 aorist
infinitive krataiwqhnai; (kratov); only Biblical and ecclesiastical, for
the classic kratunw; the Septuagint mostly for qzæj;; in passive several

times for xmea;; “to strengthen, make strong” (Vulgate conforto (and in
<490316>Ephesians 3:16 conroboro)); passive “to be made strong, to increase in
strength, to grow strong”: passive with the dative of respect, pneumati,
<420180>Luke 1:80; 2:40 (here G L T Tr WH omit [pneumati]); dunamei,
<490316>Ephesians 3:16 (cf. iscuein toiv swmasi, Xenophon, mem. 2, 7, 7);
andrizesqe, krataiousqe, i.e. show yourselves brave (A.V. “be
strong”), <461613>1 Corinthians 16:13 (andrizesqe kai krataiousqw hJ
kardia uJmwn, <193002>Psalm 30:25 (<193102>Psalm 31:25); krataiousqe kai
ginesqe eiv andrav, <090409>1 Samuel 4:9; andrizou kai krataiwqwmen,
<101012>2 Samuel 10:12).*
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{2902} kratew; imperfect 2 person plural ekrateite, <411449>Mark 14:49 Tr
marginal reading WH marginal reading; future krathsw; 1 aorist
ekrathsa; perfect infinitive kekrathkenai; passive, present
kratoumai; imperfect ekratoumhn; perfect 3 person plural
kekrathntai; (kratov (which see)); the Septuagint chiefly for qzæj;, also

for zhæa; (to seize), etc.; from Homer down;

1. “to have power, be powerful; to be chief, be master of, to rule”:
absolutely for Ëlæm;, Esth. 1:1; 1 Esdr. 4:38; oJ kratwn, Sap. 14:19; oJi
kratountev, 2 Macc. 4:50; tinov, to be ruler of one, <201632>Proverbs 16:32;
17:2 (for lvæm;); Sap. 3:8; never so in the N.T.

2. “to get possession of”; i.e.

a. “to become master of, to obtain”: thv proqesewv, <442713>Acts 27:13
((Diodorus Siculus 16, 20; others) cf. Buttmann, 161 (140); on the tense,
Winer’s Grammar, 334 (313)).

b. “to take bold of”: thv ceirov tinov (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 8
d.; Buttmann, as above), <400925>Matthew 9:25; <410131>Mark 1:31; 5:41; 9:27 L T
Tr WH; <420854>Luke 8:54; tina thv ceirov, to take one by the hand, <410927>Mark
9:27 R G, cf. Matthiae, sec. 331; tina, to hold one fast in order not to be
sent away, <440311>Acts 3:11, cf. Meyer at the passage; touv podav tinov, to
embrace one’s knees, <402809>Matthew 28:9; tropically, ton logon, to lay hold
of mentally (cf. our ‘catch at’; but others refer this example to 3 b. below),
<410910>Mark 9:10 (join prov eJautouv with suzhtountev).

c. “to lay hold of, take, seize”: tina, to lay hands on one in order to get
him into one’s power, <401403>Matthew 14:3; 18:28; 21:46; 22:6;
26:4,48,50,55,57; <410321>Mark 3:21; 6:17; 12:12; 14:1,44,46,49,51; <442406>Acts
24:6; <662002>Revelation 20:2; (<100606>2 Samuel 6:6; <19D609>Psalm 136:9 (<19D709>Psalm
137:9)); ti, <401211>Matthew 12:11.

3. “to hold”; i.e.

a. “to hold in the hand”: ti en th dexia, <660201>Revelation 2:1 (th aristera
ton arton, Plutarch, mor., p. 99 d.).

b. “to hold fast,” i.e. tropically, “not to discard or let go; to keep carefully
and faithfully”: oJ ecete, eceiv, <660225>Revelation 2:25; 3:11; to onoma mou,
<660213>Revelation 2:13; one’s authority, thn kefalhn, i.e. ekeinon oJv estin
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hJ kefalh, Christ, <510219>Colossians 2:19; thn paradosin, <410703>Mark 7:3f,8;
tav paradoseiv, <530215>2 Thessalonians 2:15; thn didachn, <660214>Revelation
2:14f; also with a genitive of the thing, of blessings in which different
individuals are participants: thv oJmologiav, <580414>Hebrews 4:14; thv
elpidov, <580618>Hebrews 6:18 (others refer this example to 2 above) (cf. <100306>2
Samuel 3:6).

c. “to continue to hold, to retain”: of death continuing to hold one, passive
<440224>Acts 2:24; tav aJmartiav (opposed to afihmi), to retain sins, i.e. not
to remit, <432023>John 20:23; “to hold in check, restrain”: followed by iJna mh,
<660701>Revelation 7:1; by tou mh (Winer’s Grammar, 325 (305); Buttmann,
sec. 140, 16 [b].), <422416>Luke 24:16. On the construction of this verb with the
genitive and accusative, cf. Matthiae, sec. 359f; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30,
8 d.; Buttmann, 161 (140).*

{2903} kratistov, kratisth, kratiston, superlative of the adjective
kratuv (kratov) (from (Homer) Pindar down), “mightiest, strongest,
noblest, most illustrious, best, most excellent”: vocative kratiste used in
addressing men of conspicuous rank or office, <442326>Acts 23:26; 24:3; 26:25,
(Otto, Deuteronomy ep. ad Diognetum etc. Jena 1845, p. 79ff, and in his
Epist. ad Diognet. Leips. edition, p. 53f, has brought together examples
from later writings). Perhaps also it served simply to express friendship in
<420103>Luke 1:3 (as in Theophrastus, char. 5; Dionysius Halicarnassus, de
oratt. 1; Josephus, Antiquities 4, 6, 8), because in <440101>Acts 1:1 it is omitted
in addressing the same person. Cf. Grimm in Jahrbb. f. deutsche Theol. for
1871, p. 50f.*

{2904} kratov, krateov (kratouv) (from a root meaning ‘to perfect,
complete’ (Curtius, sec. 72); from Homer down), to, Hebrew z[O;

1. “force, strength”.

2. “power, might”: to kratov thv iscuov autou, the might of his
strength, <490119>Ephesians 1:19; 6:10; thv doxhv autou, <510111>Colossians 1:11;
kata kratov, “mightily, with great power,” huxane, <441920>Acts 19:20;
metonymy, “a mighty deed, a work of power”: poiein kratov (cf. poiein
dunameiv), <420151>Luke 1:51.

3. “dominion”: in the doxologies, <540616>1 Timothy 6:16; <600411>1 Peter 4:11;
5:11; <650125>Jude 1:25; <660106>Revelation 1:6; 5:13; tinov (the genitive of object),
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<580214>Hebrews 2:14 (to Persewn kratov econta, Herodotus 3, 69).
(Synonym: see dunamiv, at the end.)*

{2905} kraugazw; imperfect 3 person plural ekraugazon; future
kraugasw; 1 aorist ekraugasa; (kraugh); “to cry out, cry aloud,”
(equivalent to krazw (see boaw, at the end, and below)): <401219>Matthew
12:19; <442223>Acts 22:23; “to shout, foll”. by direct discourse, <431915>John 19:15
and L T Tr WH in 12:13; with legwn added, to cry out in these words,
followed by direct discourse: <431840>John 18:40; 19:6 (where T omits
legontev), and L T Tr WH also in 12; kraugazein kai legein, <420441>Luke
4:41 L T Tr marginal reading; fwnh megalh ekraugasen, followed by
direct discourse, <431143>John 11:43. tini, “to cry out to, call to, one” (see
krazw, 2 and at the end), followed by direct discourse <401522>Matthew 15:22
R G. The word is rare in Greek writings: Demosthenes, p. 1258, 26; of the
shouts in the theatres, Epictetus diss. 3, 4, 4; of a raven, ibid. 3, 1, 37;
Galen, others; first in a poetic fragment in Plato, rep. 10, p. 601 b.; once in
the O.T. viz. 2 Esdr. 3:13. Cf. Lob. ad Phryn., p. 337.*

{2906} kraugh, kraughv, hJ (cf. krazo; on its classical use see Schmidt,
Syn. i., chapter 3 sec. 4; from Euripides down). The Septuagint for hq;[;z],
hq;[;x], h[;w]væ, h[;WrT], etc.; “a crying, outcry, clamor”: <402506>Matthew 25:6;
<420142>Luke 1:42 T WH Tr text; <442309>Acts 23:9; <490431>Ephesians 4:31, and R G in
<661418>Revelation 14:18; of the wailing of those in distress, <580507>Hebrews 5:7;
<662104>Revelation 21:4.*

{2907} kreav, to (cf. Latin caro, cruor; Curtius, sec. 74), plural krea
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 65 (63); (Buttmann, 15 (13))); (from Homer
down); the Septuagint very often for rc;B;; (the) “flesh” (of a sacrificed
animal): <451421>Romans 14:21; <460813>1 Corinthians 8:13.*

{2909} kreittwn and (<460738>1 Corinthians 7:38; <500123>Philippians 1:23; in
other places the reading varies between the two forms, especially in <460709>1
Corinthians 7:9 (here T Tr WH L text kreittwn); 11:17; <580609>Hebrews 6:9
(here and in the preceding passage L T Tr WH kreisswn; see WH’s
Appendix, p. 148f; cf. Sigma) kreisswn, kreissonov, neuter
kreissonou (comparitive of kratuv, see kratistov, cf. Kühner, i., p.
436; (Buttmann, 27 (24))) (from Homer down), “better”; i.e. a. “more
useful, more serviceable”: <461117>1 Corinthians 11:17; 12:31 R G; <581140>Hebrews
11:40; 12:24; with pollw mallon, added, <500123>Philippians 1:23 (cf.
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mallon, 1 b.); kreisson (adverb) poiein, <460738>1 Corinthians 7:38;
kreitton estin, “it is more advantageous,” followed by an infinitive, <460709>1
Corinthians 7:9; <610221>2 Peter 2:21 (cf. Buttmann, 217 (188); Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 41 a. 2 a). b. “more excellent”: <580104>Hebrews 1:4; 6:9;
7:7,19,22; 8:6; 9:23; 10:34; 11:16,35; kreitton, followed by an infinitive,
<600317>1 Peter 3:17.*

{2910} kremamai, see the following word.

{2910} kremannumi, also kremannuw (“scarcely classic” (Veitch, under
the word)), kremaw kremw (“ still later” (ibid.)), and (the Septuagint
<182607>Job 26:7 and Byzantine writings) kremazw (in the N.T. the present
does not occur): 1 aorist ekremasa; 1 aorist passive ekremasqhn; from
Homer down; the Septuagint for hl;T;; “to hang up, suspend”: ti epi ti
(Rec.), peri; ti (L T Tr WH) (eiv ti, Tdf. editions 2, 7), <401806>Matthew
18:6; tina epi xulou, <440530>Acts 5:30; 10:39 (<014019>Genesis 40:19,22;
<052122>Deuteronomy 21:22; Esth. 6:4, etc.); simply kremasqeiv, of one
crucified, <422339>Luke 23:39. Middle kremamai (for kremannumai, cf.
Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf. Spr. ii., p. 224); intransitive, “to be
suspended, to hang”: followed by ek with the genitive of the thing, <442804>Acts
28:4 (see ek, I. 3): epi xulou, of one hanging on a cross, <480313>Galatians
3:13; tropically, en tini, <402240>Matthew 22:40, where the meaning is, all the
Law and the Prophets (i.e. the teaching of the O.T. on morality) is summed
up in these two precepts. (Compare: ekkremamai.)*

{2897} (krepalh, see kraipalh.)

{2911} krhmnov, krhmnou, oJ (from kremannumi), “a steep (place), a
precipice”: <400832>Matthew 8:32; <410513>Mark 5:13; <420833>Luke 8:33. (<142512>2
Chronicles 25:12; Greek writings from Homer down.)*

{2912} Krhv, oJ, plural Krhtev, “a Cretan,” an inhabitant of the island of
Crete: <440211>Acts 2:11; <560112>Titus 1:12 (cf. Farrar, St. Paul, 2:534).*

{2913} Krhskhv (cf. Buttmann, 17 (15)), oJ, Latin “Crescens,” an
unknown man: <550410>2 Timothy 4:10.*

{2914} Krhth, Krhthv, hJ, “Crete,” the largest and most fertile island of
the Mediterranean archipelago or Aegean Sea, now called Candia: <442707>Acts
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27:7, 12f,21; <560105>Titus 1:5. (Dict. of Geog. or McClintock and Strong’s
Cyclopaedia, under the word.)*

{2915} kriqh, kriqhv, hJ (in Greek writings (from Homer down) only in
plural aJi kriqai), the Septuagint for hr;[Oc], “barley”: <660606>Revelation 6:6
kriqhv R G, kriqwn L T Tr WH.*

{2916} kriqinov, kriqinh, kriqinon (kriqh), “of barley, made of
barley”: artoi (<120442>2 Kings 4:42, cf. <070713>Judges 7:13), <430609>John 6:9,13.
((Hippon., others.))*

{2917} krima (G T WH) or krima (L Tr (more commonly)) (on the
accent cf. Winer’s Grammar, p. 50; Lipsius, Grammat. Untersuch., p. 40f
(who gives the preference to krima, as do Alexander Buttmann (1873) 78
(64); Cobet (N.T. ad fid. etc., p. 49f); Fritzsche (Romans, vol. i., 96, 107);
others; “videtur i antiquitati Graecae, i Alexandrinae aetati placuisse,”
Tdf. Proleg. to the Septuagint edition 4, p. xxx.; on the accent in extant
manuscripts see Tdf. Proleg., p. 101; cf. especially Lobeck, Paralip., p.
418)), krimatov, to (from krinw, which see; as klima from klinw)
(Aeschylus down), the Septuagint very often for fp;v]mi;

1. “a decree”: plural, tou Qeou, <451133>Romans 11:33 (others here (with
A.V.) “judgments”; cf. Weiss in Meyer at the passage) (<19B807>Psalm 118:75
(<19B975>Psalm 119:75)).

2. “judgment”; i.e. condemnation of wrong, the decision (whether severe
or mild) which one passes on the faults of others: krimati tini krinein,
<400702>Matthew 7:2. In a forensic sense, the sentence of a judge: with a
genitive of the punishment to which one is sentenced, qanatou, <422420>Luke
24:20; especially the sentence of God as judge: to krima ... eiv
katakrima, the judgment (in which God declared sin to be punishable
with death) issued in condemnation, i.e. was condemnation to all who
sinned and therefore paid the penalty of death <450516>Romans 5:16; especially
where the justice of God in punishing is to be shown, krima denotes
“condemnatory sentence, penal judgment, sentence,” <610203>2 Peter 2:3;
<650104>Jude 1:4; with the genitive of the one who pronounces judgment, tou
Qeou, <450202>Romans 2:2f; lambanesqai krima, <402313>Matthew 23:13(14)
Rec.; <411240>Mark 12:40; <422047>Luke 20:47; <451302>Romans 13:2; <590301>James 3:1; the
one on whom God passes judgment is said ecein krima, <540512>1 Timothy
5:12; (bastazein to krima, to bear the force of the condemnatory
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judgment in suffering punishment (see bastazw, 2), <480510>Galatians 5:10;
krima esqiein eJautw, so to eat as to incur the judgment or punishment
of God, <461129>1 Corinthians 11:29; eiv krima sunercesqai, to incur the
condemnation of God, 34; einai en tw autw krimati, to lie under the
same condemnation, pay the same penalty, <422340>Luke 23:40; with the
genitive of the one on whom condemnation is passed, <450308>Romans 3:8; <540306>1
Timothy 3:6; <661701>Revelation 17:1. “the judgment which is formed or
passed”: by God, through what Christ accomplished on earth, eiv krima
egw eiv ton kosmon touton hlqon, where by way of explanation is
added iJna k.t.l., to this end, that etc. <430939>John 9:39; to krima arcetai,
the execution of judgment as displayed in the infliction of punishment, <600417>1
Peter 4:17; “the last or final judgment” is called tou krimatov tou
mellontov, <442425>Acts 24:25; krimatov aiwniou, eternally in force,
<580602>Hebrews 6:2; “the vindication of one’s right,” krinein to krima tinov
ek tinov, to vindicate one’s right by taking vengeance or inflicting
punishment on another, <661820>Revelation 18:20 ((R. V. “God hath judged
your judgment on her”), see ek, I. 7); equivalent to “the power and
business of judging”: krima didonai tini, <662004>Revelation 20:4.

3. “a matter to be judicially decided, a lawsuit, a case in court”: krimata
ecein meta tinov, <460607>1 Corinthians 6:7.*

{2918} krinon, krinou, to, “a lily”: <400628>Matthew 6:28; <421227>Luke 12:27.
(From Herodotus down.)*

{2919} krinw; future krinw; 1 aorist ekrina; perfect kekrika; 3
person singular pluperfect, without augment (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 12, 9;
(Buttmann, 33 (29))), kekrikei (<442016>Acts 20:16 G L T Tr WH); passive,
present krinomai; imperfect ekrinomhn; perfect kekrimai; 1 aorist
ekriqhn (cf. Buttmann, 52 (45)); 1 future kriqhsomai; the Septuagint
for fpæv;, and also for ˆWD and byri; Latin cerno, i.e.

1. “to separate, put asunder; to pick out, select, choose” (Homer,
Herodotus, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Xenophon, Plato, others; meta
neaniskwn aristwn kekrimenwn (chosen, picked), 2 Macc. 13:15;
kekrimenoi arcontev, Josephus, Antiquities 11, 3, 10); hence,

2. “to approve, esteem”: hJmeran par’ hJmeran, one day above another,
i.e. “to prefer” (see para, III. 2 b.), <451405>Romans 14:5 (so ti pro tinov,
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Plato, Phil., p. 57 e.; ton Apollw pro Marsuou, rep. 3, p. 399{e}.);
pasan hJmeran, to esteem every day, i.e. hold it sacred, ibid.

3. “to be of opinion, deem, think”: orqwv ekrinav, thou hast decided
(judged) correctly, <420743>Luke 7:43; followed by an infinitive <441519>Acts 15:19;
followed by a direct question, <461113>1 Corinthians 11:13; touto, oJti etc. “to
be of opinion” etc. <470514>2 Corinthians 5:14; followed by the accusative with
an infinitive <441615>Acts 16:15; tina or ti followed by a predicate accusative,
krinein tina axion tinov, to judge one (to be) worthy of a thing,
<441346>Acts 13:46; apiston krinetai, <442608>Acts 26:8.

4. “to determine, resolve, decree”: ti, <460737>1 Corinthians 7:37 (krinai ti
kai proqesqai, Polybius 3, 6, 7; to kriqen, which one has determined
on, one’s resolve, 5, 52, 6; 9, 13, 7; toiv kriqeisi emmenein dei,
Epictetus diss. 2, 15, 7ff); dogmata, passive (“the decrees that had been
ordained” (cf. A.V.)), <441604>Acts 16:4; touto krinate, followed by an
infinitive preceded by the article to, <451413>Romans 14:13; also with emautw
added, “for myself” i.e. for my own benefit (lest I should prepare grief for
myself by being compelled to grieve you), <470201>2 Corinthians 2:1; followed
by an infinitive, <442016>Acts 20:16; 25:25; <460202>1 Corinthians 2:2 G L T Tr WH
((see below)); 5:3; <560312>Titus 3:12 (1 Macc. 11:33; 3 Macc. 1:6; 6:30; Judith
11:13; Sap. 8:9; Diodorus 17, 95; Josephus, Antiquities 7, 1, 5; 12, 10, 4;
13, 6, 1); with tou prefixed, <460202>1 Corinthians 2:2 Rec. ((see above));
followed by the accusative with an infinitive <442125>Acts 21:25 (2 Macc.
11:36); with tou prefixed, <442701>Acts 27:1 (cf. Buttmann, sec. 140, 16 [d.]);
(krinetai tini, it is one’s pleasure, “it seems good to one,” 1 Esdr. 6:20f
(21f); 8:90 (92)).

5. “to judge”;

a. “to pronounce an opinion concerning right and wrong”;

[a]. in a forensic sense ((differing from dikazein, the official term, in
giving prominence to the intellectual process, the sifting and weighing of
evidence)), of a human judge: tina, to give a decision respecting one,
<430751>John 7:51; kata ton nomon, <431831>John 18:31; <442303>Acts 23:3; 24:6 Rec.;
the substance of the decision is added in an infinitive, <440313>Acts 3:13; passive
“to be judged, i.e. summoned to trial that one’s case may be examined and
judgment passed upon it,” <442510>Acts 25:10; 26:6; <450304>Romans 3:4 (from
<195006>Psalm 50:6 (<195104>Psalm 51:4)); peri with the genitive of the thing,
<442306>Acts 23:6; 24:21; (<442520>Acts 25:20); with addition of epi and the genitive
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of the judge, “before one,” <442509>Acts 25:9. Where the context requires, used
of a condemnatory judgment, equivalent to “to condemn”: simply, <441327>Acts
13:27.

[b]. of the judgment of God or of Jesus the Messiah, deciding between the
righteousness and the unrighteousness of men: absolutely, <430530>John 5:30;
8:50; dikaiwv, <600223>1 Peter 2:23; en dikaiosunh,<661911>Revelation 19:11;
tina, <460513>1 Corinthians 5:13; passive <590212>James 2:12; zwntav kai
nekrouv, <550401>2 Timothy 4:1; <600405>1 Peter 4:5; nekrouv, passive,
<661118>Revelation 11:18 (Buttmann, 260 (224)); thn oikoumenhn, the
inhabitants of the world, <441731>Acts 17:31 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 389 (364));
ton kosmon, <450306>Romans 3:6; ta krupta twn anqrwpwn, <450216>Romans
2:16; krinein to krima tinov ek tinov (see krima, 2 under the end),
<661820>Revelation 18:20, cf. 6:10; krinein kata to eJkastou ergon, <600117>1
Peter 1:17; touv nekrouv ek twn gegrammenwn en toiv biblioiv kata
ta erga autwn, passive, <662012>Revelation 20:12f; with the accusative of the
substance of the judgment, “thou didst pronounce this judgment,” tauta
ekrinav, <661605>Revelation 16:5; “contextually,” used specifically of the act of
“condemning and decreeing (or inflicting) penalty on” one: tina, <430318>John
3:18; 5:22; 12:47f; <440707>Acts 7:7; <450212>Romans 2:12; <461131>1 Corinthians 11:31f;
<530212>2 Thessalonians 2:12; <581030>Hebrews 10:30; 13:4; <600406>1 Peter 4:6 (cf.
Winer’s Grammar, 630 (585)); <590509>James 5:9 (where Rec. katakrima);
<661808>Revelation 18:8; 19:2 (Sap. 12:10, 22); ton kosmon, opposed to
swzein, <430317>John 3:17; 12:47; of the devil it is said oJ arcwn tou kosmou
toutou kekritai, because the victorious cause of Christ has rendered the
supreme wickedness of Satan evident to all, and put an end to his power to
dominate and destroy, <431611>John 16:11.

[g]. of Christians as hereafter to sit with Christ at the judgment: ton
kosmon, <460602>1 Corinthians 6:2; aggelouv, <460603>1 Corinthians 6:3 (cf.
aggelov, 2 under the end; yet see Meyer edition Heinrici ad the passages
cited).

b. “to pronounce judgment; to subject to censure”; of those who act the
part of judges or arbiters in the matters of common life, or pass judgment
on the deeds and words of others: universally, and without case, <430816>John
8:16, 26; kata ti, <430815>John 8:15; kat’ oyin, <430724>John 7:24; en krimati
tini krinein, <400702>Matthew 7:2; tina, passive (with the nominative of
person), <450307>Romans 3:7; ek tou stomatov sou krinw se, out of thine
own mouth (i.e. from what thou hast just said) will I take the judgment that
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must be passed on thee, <421922>Luke 19:22; ti, <461015>1 Corinthians 10:15;
passive, <461029>1 Corinthians 10:29; to dikaion, <421257>Luke 12:57; followed by
ei, “whether,” <440419>Acts 4:19; with the accusative of the substance of the
judgment: ti i.e. krisin tina, <460405>1 Corinthians 4:5; krisin krinein
(Plato, rep. 2, p. 360 d.) dikaian (cf. Buttmann, sec. 131, 5), <430724>John
7:24 (alhqinhn kai dikaian, Tobit 3:2; kriseiv adikouv, Susanna
53); of the disciplinary judgment to which Christians subject the conduct of
their fellows, passing censure upon them as the facts require, <460512>1
Corinthians 5:12; of those who judge severely (unfairly), finding fault with
this or that in others, <400701>Matthew 7:1; <420637>Luke 6:37; <450201>Romans 2:1;
tina, <450201>Romans 2:1,3; 14:3f,10,13; followed by en with the dative of the
thing, <510216>Colossians 2:16; <451422>Romans 14:22; hence equivalent to “to
condemn”: <450227>Romans 2:27; <590411>James 4:11f.

6. Hebraistically equivalent to “to rule, govern; to preside over with the
power of giving judicial decisions,” because it was the prerogative of kings
and rulers to pass judgment: <401928>Matthew 19:28; <422230>Luke 22:30 (ton
laon, <121505>2 Kings 15:5; 1 Macc. 9:73; Josephus, Antiquities 5, 3, 3; oJi
krinontev thn ghn, <190210>Psalm 2:10; Sap. i. 1; cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus, iii.,
p. 1463f).

7. Passive and middle “to contend together,” of warriors and combatants
(Homer, Diodorus, others); “to dispute” (Herodotus 3, 120; Aristophanes
nub. 66); in a forensic sense, “to go to law, have a suit at law”: with the
dative of the person with whom (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 31, 1 g.),
<400540>Matthew 5:40 (<180903>Job 9:3; 13:19; Euripides, Med. 609); followed by
meta with the genitive of the person with whom one goes to law, and epi;
with the genitive of the judge, 1 Corinthians 6: (1), 6. (Compare:
anakrinw, apokrinw, antapokrinw (antapokrinomai), diakrinw,
enkrinw, epikrinw, katakrinw, sunkrinw, uJpokrinw
(uJpokrinomai), sunupokrinw (sunupokrinomai).)*

{2920} krisiv, krisewv, hJ, the Septuagint for ˆyDi, byri (a suit), but

chiefly for fp;v]mi; in Greek writings ((from Aeschylus and Herodotus
down))

1. “a separating, sundering, separation; a trial, contest”.

2. “selection”.
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3. “judgment”; i.e. “opinion or decision given concerning anything,”
especially concerning justice and injustice, right and wrong;

a. universally: <430816>John 8:16; <540524>1 Timothy 5:24 (on which see
epakolouqew); <650109>Jude 1:9; <610211>2 Peter 2:11; krisin krinein (see
krinw, 5 b.), <430724>John 7:24.

b. in a forensic judgment sense, of the of God or of Jesus the Messiah:
universally, <590213>James 2:13; <530105>2 Thessalonians 1:5; <581027>Hebrews 10:27;
plur, <661607>Revelation 16:7; 19:2; of “the last judgment”: <580927>Hebrews 9:27; hJ
hJmera krisewv (<401015>Matthew 10:15; 11:22,24; 12:36; <410611>Mark 6:11 R L
in brackets; <610209>2 Peter 2:9; 3:7) or thv krisewv (<620417>1 John 4:17), the day
appointed for the judgment, see hJmera, 3; eiv krisin megalhv hJmerav,
<650106>Jude 1:6; hJ wJra thv krisewv autou, i.e. tou Qeou, <661407>Revelation
14:7; en th krisei, at the time of the judgment, when the judgment shall
take place, <401241>Matthew 12:41f; <421014>Luke 10:14; 11:31f; krisin poiein
kata pantwn, to execute judgment against (i.e. to the destruction of) all,
<650115>Jude 1:15. Specifically, “sentence of condemnation, damnatory
judgment, condemnation and punishment”: <581027>Hebrews 10:27; <610204>2 Peter
2:4; with the genitive of the person condemned and punished,
<661810>Revelation 18:10; hJ krisiv autou hrqh, the punishment appointed
him was taken away, i.e. was ended, <440833>Acts 8:33 from <235308>Isaiah 53:8, the
Septuagint; piptein eiv krisin (Rst eiv uJpokrisin), to become liable to
condemnation, <590512>James 5:12; aiwniov krisiv, eternal damnation,
<410329>Mark 3:29 (Rec.); hJ krisiv thv ghnnhv, the judgment condemning one
to Gehenna, the penalty of Gehenna, i.e. to be suffered in hell, <402333>Matthew
23:33. In John’s usage krisiv denotes

[a]. that judgment which Christ occasioned, in that wicked men rejected
the salvation he offered, and so of their own accord brought upon
themselves misery and punishment: aJuth estin hJ krisiv, oJti etc.
judgment takes place by the entrance of the light into the world and the
batted which men have for this light, <430319>John 3:19; krisin poiein, to
execute judgment, <430527>John 5:27; ercesqai eiv krisin, to come into the
state of one condemned, <430524>John 5:24; krisiv tou kosmou toutou, the
condemnatory sentence passed upon this world, in that it is convicted of
wickedness and its power broken, <431231>John 12:31; peri krisewv, of
judgment passed (see krinw, 5 a. [b]. at the end), <431608>John 16:8,11.
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[b]. the last judgment, the damnation of the wicked: anastasiv krisewv,
followed by condemnation, 5:29 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 2 [b].).

[g]. both the preceding notions are combined in 5:30; hJ krisiv pasa, the
whole business of judging (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 548 (510)), ibid. 22. Cf.
Groos, Der Begriff der krisiv bei Johannes (in the Studien und Kritiken
for 1868, pp. 244-273).

4. Like the Chaldean an;yDi (<270710>Daniel 7:10,26; cf. German Gericht)
equivalent to “the college of judges” (a tribunal of seven men in the several
cities of Palestine; as distinguished from the Sanhedrin, which had its seat
at Jerusalem (cf. Schürer, Neutest. Zeitgesch. sec. 23, ii.; Edersheim, Jesus
the Messiah, ii. 287)): <400521>Matthew 5:21f (cf. <051618>Deuteronomy 16:18; <141906>2
Chronicles 19:6; Josephus, Antiquities 4, 8, 14; b. j. 2, 20, 5).

5. Like the Hebrew fp;v]mi (cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus, iii., p. 1464b (also the
Septuagint in <011819>Genesis 18:19, 25; <230507>Isaiah 5:7; 56:1; 59:8; <241711>Jeremiah
17:11; 1 Macc. 7:18; and other passages referred to in Gesenius, the
passage cited)), “right, justice”: <402323>Matthew 23:23; <421142>Luke 11:42; what
shall have the force of right, apaggellein tini, <401218>Matthew 12:18; “a
just cause,” <401220>Matthew 12:20 (on which see ekballw, 1 g.).*

{2921} Krispov, Krispou, oJ, “Crispus,” the ruler of a synagogue at
Corinth, <441808>Acts 18:8; baptized by Paul, <460114>1 Corinthians 1:14.*

{2922} krithrion, krithriou, to (from krithr, equivalent to krithv);

1. properly, “the instrument or means of trying or judging anything; the
rule by which one judges” (Plato, Plutarch, others).

2. “the place where judgment is given; the tribunal of a judge; a bench of
judges”: plural, <460602>1 Corinthians 6:2; <590206>James 2:6 (the Septuagint; Plato,
Polybius, Plutarch, others).

3. in an exceptional usage, “the matter judged, thing to be decided, suit,
case”: plural <460604>1 Corinthians 6:4 (this sense is denied by many; cf. e.g.
Meyer on <460602>1 Corinthians 6:2).*

{2923} krithv, kritou, oJ (krinw) (from Aeschylus and Herodotus
down), the Septuagint chiefly for fpevo; “a judge”;
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1. universally, one who passes, or arrogates to himself, judgment on
anything: with the genitive of the object, <590411>James 4:11; with the genitive
of quality (see dialogismov, 1), <590204>James 2:4; in a forensic sense, of the
one who tries and decides a case (cf. dikasthv, at the end): <400525>Matthew
5:25; <421214>Luke 12:14 L T Tr WH, 58; (xviii. 2); with the genitive of quality
(cf. Buttmann, sec. 132, 10; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3b.), thv adikiav,
<421806>Luke 18:6; with the genitive of the object (a thing), an arbiter, <441815>Acts
18:15; of a Roman procurator administering justice, <442410>Acts 24:10; of God
passing judgment on the character and deeds of men, and rewarding
accordingly, <581223>Hebrews 12:23; <590412>James 4:12; also of Christ returning to
sit in judgment, <441042>Acts 10:42; <550408>2 Timothy 4:8; <590509>James 5:9; in a
peculiar sense, of a person whose conduct is made the standard for judging
another and convicting him of wrong: with the genitive of the object (a
person), <401227>Matthew 12:27; <421119>Luke 11:19.

2. like the Hebrew fpevo, “of the leaders or rulers of the Israelites”: <441320>Acts
13:20 (<070216>Judges 2:16,18f; <080101>Ruth 1:1; Sir. 10:1f,24, etc.).*

{2924} kritikov, kritikh, kritikon (krinw), “relating to judging, fit
for judging, skilled in judging” (Plato, Plutarch, Lucian, others): with the
genitive of the object, enqumhsewn kai ennoiwn kardiav, tracing out
and passing judgment on the thoughts of the mind, <580412>Hebrews 4:12.*

{2925} krouw; 1 aorist participle krousav; “to knock”: thn quran, to
knock at the door, <421325>Luke 13:25; <441213>Acts 12:13 (Aristophanes eccles.
317, 990; Xenophon, symp. 1, 11; Plato, Prot., p. 310 a.; 314 d.; symp.
212 c.; but koptein thn quran is better, according to Phryn. with whom
Lobeck agrees, p. 177 (cf. Schmidt (chapter 113, 9), who makes koptein
to knock with a heavy blow, krouein to knock with the knuckles));
without thn quran (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 593 (552)), <400707>Matthew 7:7f;
<421109>Luke 11:9,10; 12:36; <441216>Acts 12:16; <660320>Revelation 3:20 (on which see
qura, c. e.).*

{2926} krupth (so Relz G L T Tr K C) (but some prefer to write it
krupth (so WH, Meyer, Bleek, etc., Chandler sec. 183; cf. Tdf. on Luke
as below)), krupthv, hJ, “a crypt, covered way, vault, cellar”: eiv
krupthn, <421133>Luke 11:33 (Athen. 5 (4), 205 a. equivalent to kruptov
peripatov, p. 206; (Josephus, b. j. 5, 7, 4 at the end; Strabo 17, 1, 37);
Sueton. Calig. 58; Juvenal 5, 106; Vitruv. 6, 8 (5); others). Cf. Meyer at
the passage cited; Winer’s Grammar, 238 (223).*
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{2927} kruptov, krupth, krupton (kruptw) (from Homer down),
“hidden, concealed, secret”: <401026>Matthew 10:26; <410422>Mark 4:22; <420817>Luke
8:17; 12:2 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 441 (410)); oJ kruptov thv kardiav
anqrwpov, the inner part of man, the soul, <600304>1 Peter 3:4; neuter, en tw
kruptw, in secret, <400604>Matthew 6:4,6,18 Rec.; en kruptw, privately, in
secret, <430704>John 7:4,10; 18:20; oJ en kruptw Ioudaiov, he who is a Jew
inwardly, in soul and not in circumcision alone, <450229>Romans 2:29; ta
krupta tou skotouv (“the hidden things of darkness” i.e.) things covered
by darkness, <460405>1 Corinthians 4:5; ta krupta twn anqrwpwn, the things
which men conceal, <450216>Romans 2:16; ta krupta thv kardiav, his secret
thoughts, feelings, desires, <461425>1 Corinthians 14:25; ta krupta thv
aiscunhv (see aiscunh, 1), <470402>2 Corinthians 4:2; eiv krupton into a
secret place, <421133>Luke 11:33 in some editions of Rec., but see krupth.

{2928} kruptw: 1 aorist ekruya; passive, perfect 3 person singular
kekruptai, participle kekrummenov; 2 aorist ekrubhn (so also in the
Septuagint, for the earlier ekrufhn, cf. Alexander Buttmann (1873) Ausf.
Spr. i., p. 377; Fritzsche on Matthew, p. 212; (Veitch, under the word));
(cf. kaluptw; from Homer down); the Septuagint for ayBij]h,, ryTis]hi,
ˆpæx;, ˆmæf;, djæKi, hS;Ki; “to hide, conceal”; a. properly: ti, <401344>Matthew
13:44 and L T Tr WH in 25:18; passive, <581123>Hebrews 11:23; <660217>Revelation
2:17; krubhnai equivalent to “to be hid,” escape notice, <400514>Matthew
5:14; <540525>1 Timothy 5:25; ekrubh (quietly withdrew (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, sec. 38, 2 a.)) ekrubh kai exhlqen, i.e. departed secretly,
<430859>John 8:59 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 469 (437)); kruptw ti en with the
dative of place, <402525>Matthew 25:25; passive 13:44; kekruptai ... en tw
Qew, is kept laid up with God in heaven, <510303>Colossians 3:3; ti eiv ti,
<421321>Luke 13:21 (R G L enekruyen); eJauton eiv with the accusative of
place, <660615>Revelation 6:15; tina apo proswpou tinov to cover (and
remove (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 30, 6 b.; 66, 2 d.)) from the view of
anyone, i.e. to take away, rescue, from the sight, <660616>Revelation 6:16;
ekrubh ap’ autwn, withdrew from them, <431236>John 12:36 (in Greek
authors generally kruptein tina ti; cf. apokruptw, b.). b.
metaphorically, “to conceal” (that it may not become known):
kekrummenov, clandestine, <431938>John 19:38; ti apo tinov (the genitive of
person), <401125>Matthew 11:25 L T Tr WH; (<421834>Luke 18:34); kekrummena
things hidden i.e. unknown, used of God’s saving counsels, <401335>Matthew
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13:35; ap’ ofqalmwn tinov, <421942>Luke 19:42 (cf. Buttmann, sec. 146, 1 at
the end Compare: apokruptw, enkruptw, perikruptw.)*

{2929} krustallizw; (krustallov, which see); “to be of crystalline
brightness and transparency; to shine like crystal”: <662111>Revelation 21:11.
(Not found elsewhere.)*

{2930} krustallov, krustallou, oJ (from kruov ice; hence properly,
anything congealed (cf. Latin crusta) and transparent) (from Homer
down), “crystal”: a kind of precious stone, <660406>Revelation 4:6; 22:1; (cf. B.
D. under the word Crystal. On its gender cf. Liddell and Scott, under the
word II.)*

2930A%% krufaiov, krufaia, krufaion (krufa), “hidden, secret”:
twice in <400618>Matthew 6:18 L T Tr WH. (<242324>Jeremiah 23:24; Sap. 17:3; in
Greek writings from Aeschylus and Pindar down.)*

{2931} krufh (L WH krufh; cf. eikh, at the beginning), adverb,
(kruptw), “secretly, in secret”: <490512>Ephesians 5:12. (Pindar, Sophocles,
Xenophon; the Septuagint.)*

{2932} ktaomai, ktwmai; future kthsomai (<422119>Luke 21:19 L Tr WH);
1 aorist ekthsamhn; (from Homer down); the Septuagint for hn;q;; “to
acquire, get or prucure a thing for oneself” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 260
(244)); (perfect kekthmai, “to possess” (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 274 (257)
note); not found in the N.T.): ti, <401009>Matthew 10:9; <440820>Acts 8:20; oJsa
ktwmai, all my income, <421812>Luke 18:12; with the genitive of price added
(Winer’s Grammar, 206 (194)), pollou, <442228>Acts 22:28; with ek and the
genitive of price (see ek, II. 4), <440118>Acts 1:18; to eJautou skeuov en
aJgiasmw kai timh, to procure for himself his own vessel (i.e. for the
satisfaction of the sexual passion; see skeuov, 1) in sanctification and
honor, i.e. “to marry a wife” (opposed to the use of a harlot; the words en
aJgiasmw kai timh are added to express completely the idea of marrying
in contrast with the baseness of procuring a harlot as his ‘vessel’; cf.
ktasqai gunaika, of marrying a wife, <080410>Ruth 4:10; Sir. 36:29 (Sir.
33:26); Xenophon, symp. 2, 10), <520404>1 Thessalonians 4:4; tav yucav
uJmwn, the true life of your souls, your true lives, i.e. eternal life (cf. the
opposite zhmiousqai thn yuchn autou under zhmiow), <422119>Luke 21:19;
cf. Meyer at the passage and Winer’s Grammar, p. 274 (257).*
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{2933} kthma, kthmatov, to (from ktaomai, as crhma from craomai),
“a possession”: as in Greek writers, of property, lands, estates, etc.,
<401922>Matthew 19:22; <411022>Mark 10:22; <440245>Acts 2:45; 5:1.*

{2934} kthnov, kthnouv, to (from ktaomai; hence, properly, a
possession, property, especially in cattle); “a beast, especially a beast of
burden”: <421034>Luke 10:34; plural, <442324>Acts 23:24; <661813>Revelation 18:13; it
seems to be used for quadrupeds as opposed to fishes and birds in <461539>1
Corinthians 15:39; so for hm;hæB], <010125>Genesis 1:25f; 2:20. (Cf. Homer
hymn. 30, 10; of swine in Polybius 12, 4, 14.)*

{2935} kthtwr, kthtorov, oJ (ktaomai), “a possessor”: <440434>Acts 4:34.
(Diodorus excpt., p. 599, 17; Clement of Alexandria; Byzantine writings.)*

{2936} ktizw: 1 aorist ektisa; perfect passive ektismai; 1 aorist
passive ektisqhn; the Septuagint chiefly for ar;B;; properly, “to make
habitable, to people,” a place, region, island (Homer, Herodotus,
Thucydides, Diodorus, others); hence “to found,” a city, colony, state, etc.
(Pindar and following; 1 Esdr. 4:53). In the Bible, “to create”: of God
creating the world, man, etc., <411319>Mark 13:19; <461109>1 Corinthians 11:9;
<510116>Colossians 1:16 (cf. Winer’s Grammar, 272 (255)); 3:10; <490309>Ephesians
3:9; <540403>1 Timothy 4:3; <660411>Revelation 4:11; 10:6 (<050432>Deuteronomy 4:32;
<211201>Ecclesiastes 12:1; often in O.T. Apocrypha, as Judith 13:18; Sap. 2:23;
11:18 (17); 3 Macc. 2:9; (Josephus, Antiquities 1, 1, 1; Philo de decal. sec.
20)); absolutely, oJ ktisav, the creator, <450125>Romans 1:25; (<401904>Matthew
19:4 Tr WH); equivalent to “to form, shape,” i.e. (for substance)
“completely to change, to transform” (of the moral or new creation of the
soul, as it is called), ktisqentev en Cristw Ihsou epi ergoiv agaqoiv,
in intimate fellowship with Christ constituted to do good works (see epi,
B. 2 a. [z].), <490210>Ephesians 2:10; touv duo eiv eJna kainon enqrwpon,
ibid. 15; ton ktisqenta kata Qeon, formed after God’s likeness (see
kata, II. 3 c. [d].), <490424>Ephesians 4:24 (kardian kaqaran ktison en
emoi, <195012>Psalm 50:12 (<195112>Psalm 51:12)).*

{2937} ktisiv, ktisewv, hJ (ktizw), in Greek writings “the act of
founding, establishing, building,” etc.; in the N.T. (Vulgate everywhere
creatura (yet <580911>Hebrews 9:11 creatio))

1. “the act of creating, creation”: tou kosmou, <450120>Romans 1:20.
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2. equivalent to ktisma, “creation i.e. thing created” (cf. Winer’s
Grammar, 32); used

a. of individual things and beings, “a creature, a creation”: <450125>Romans
1:25; <580413>Hebrews 4:13; any created thing, <450839>Romans 8:39; after a
rabbinical usage (by which a man converted from idolatry to Judaism was
called hm;heB] hv;r;j} (cf. Schöttgen, Horae Hebrew 1:328, 704f)), kainh
ktisiv is used of a man regenerated through Christ, <480615>Galatians 6:15;
<470517>2 Corinthians 5:17.

b. collectively, “the sum or aggregate of created things”: <660314>Revelation
3:14 (on which see arch, 3; (hJ ktisiv twn anqrwpwn, Teaching of the
Twelve etc. c. 16)); oJlh hJ ktisiv, Sap. 19:6; pasa hJ ktisiv, Judith
16:14; and without the article (cf. Grimm on 3 Macc. (2:2), p. 235;
(Lightfoot on Colossians as below)), pasa ktisiv, <510115>Colossians 1:15; 3
Macc. 2:2; Judith 9:12; swthr pashv ktisewv, Acta Thomae, p. 19
edition Thilo (sec. 10, p. 198, Tdf. edition) (see pav, I. 1 c.); ap’ archv
ktisewv, <411006>Mark 10:6; 13:19; <610304>2 Peter 3:4; ou tauthv thv ktisewv,
not of this order of created things, <580911>Hebrews 9:11; accusative to the
demands of the context, of “some particular kind or class of created things
or beings”: thus of the human race, pash th ktisei, <411615>Mark 16:15; en
pash (Rec. adds th) ktisei th uJpo ton ouranou, among men of every
race, <510123>Colossians 1:23; the aggregate of irrational creatures, both
animate and inanimate (what we call “nature”), <450819>Romans 8:19-2. (Sap.
5:17 (18); 16:24); pasa hJ ktisiv, <450822>Romans 8:22; where cf. Reiche,
Philippi, Meyer, Rükert, others (Arnold in Bapt. Quart. for Apr. 1867, pp.
143-153).

3. “an institution, ordinance”: <600213>1 Peter 2:13; cf. Huther at the passage
((Pindar, others.))*

{2938} ktisma, ktismatov, to (ktizw); “thing founded; created thing”;
(Vulgate creatura) (A.V. “creature”): <540404>1 Timothy 4:4; <660513>Revelation
5:13; 8:9 (Sap. 9:2; 13:5); contextually and metaphorically, ktisma Qeou,
transformed by divine power to a moral newness of soul, spoken of true
Christians as created anew by regeneration (others take it here
unrestrictedly), <590118>James 1:18 (see aparch, metaphorically, a.; also ktizw
under the end, ktisiv, 2 a.); ta en arch ktismata Qeou, of the
Israelites, Sir. 36:20 (15). ((Strabo, Dionysius Halicarnassus))*
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{2939} ktisthv (on the accent, cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 6, 1 h. (cf. 94
(89); especially Chandler sections 35, 36)), ktistou, oJ (ktizw), “a
founder; a creator” (Aristotle, Plutarch, others): of God, <600419>1 Peter 4:19
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 122 (116)); (Judith 9:12; Sir. 24:8; 2 Macc. 1:24,
etc.).*

{2940} kubeia (kubia T WH; see Iota), kubeiav, hJ (from kubeuw, and
this from kubov a cube, a die), “dice-playing” (Xenophon, Plato, Aristotle,
others); tropically, hJ kubeia twn anqrwpwn, the deception (A.V.
“sleight”) of men, <490414>Ephesians 4:14, because dice-players sometimes
cheated and defrauded their fellow-players.*

{2941} kubernhsiv, kubernhsewv, hJ (kubernaw (Latin gubernare, to
govern)), “a governing, government”: <461228>1 Corinthians 12:28 (others
would take it tropically here, and render it “wise counsels” (R. V. marginal
reading); so Hesychius: kubernhseiv. pronohtikai episthmai kai
fronhseiv; cf. Schleusner, Thesaurus in the Septuagint, under the word,
and to the references below add <201114>Proverbs 11:14; <183712>Job 37:12
Symmachus); (<200105>Proverbs 1:5; 24:6; Pindar, Plato, Plutarch, others).*

{2942} kubernhthv, kubernhtou, oJ (kubernaw (‘to steer’; see the
preceding word)); from Homer down; “steersman, helmsman, sailing-
master”; (A.V. “master, ship-master”): <442711>Acts 27:11; <661817>Revelation
18:17. (<262708>Ezekiel 27:8,27f.)*

kukleuw: 1 aorist ekukleusa; “to go round” (Strabo and other later
writers); “to encircle, encompass, surround”: thn parembolhn,
<662009>Revelation 20:9 (where R G Tr ekuklwsan); (tina, <431024>John 10:24 Tr
marginal reading WH marginal reading; (see WH’s Appendix, p. 171)).*

{2943} kukloqen (kuklov (see kuklw)), adverb “round about, from all
sides, all round”: <660408>Revelation 4:8; kukloqen tinov, <660403>Revelation 4:3f,
and Rec. in 5:11. (Lysias, p. 110, 40 (olea sacr. 28); Qu. Smyrn. 5, 16;
Nonnus, Dionysius 36, 325; the Septuagint often for bybS;m, bybis; bybis;,
and simply bybis;; many examples from the Apocrypha are given in Wahl,
Claris Apocryphorum, etc., under the word.)*

{2944} kuklow, kuklw: 1 aorist ekuklwsa; passive, present participle
kukloumenov; 1 aorist participle kuklwqeiv; (kuklov); the Septuagint
chiefly for bbæs;;
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1. “to go round, lead round” (Pindar, Euripides, Polybius, others).

2. “to surround, encircle, encompass”: of persons standing round, tina,
<431024>John 10:24 (Tr marginal reading WH marginal reading ekukleusan
(which see)); <441420>Acts 14:20; of besiegers (often so in secular authors and
in the Septuagint), <422120>Luke 21:20; <581130>Hebrews 11:30, and R G Tr in
<662009>Revelation 20:9. (Compare: perikuklow.)*

{2945} kuklw (dative of the substantive kuklov, a ring, circle (cf.
English cycle)); from Homer down; the Septuagint times without number
for bybis;, also for bybS;m and bybis; bybis;; “in a circle, around, round
about, on air sides”: <410334>Mark 3:34; 6:6; oJi kuklwagroi, the circumjacent
country (see agrov, c.), <410636>Mark 6:36 (here WH (rejected) marginal
reading gives eggista); <420912>Luke 9:12; apo Ierousalhm kai kuklw, and
in the region around, <451519>Romans 15:19; tinov, around anything
(Xenophon, Cyril 4, 5, 5; Polybius 4, 21, 9, others; <013505>Genesis 35:5;
<020724>Exodus 7:24, etc.): <660406>Revelation 4:6; 5:11 (here R kukloqen); 7:11.*

{2946} kulisma, kulismatov, to (kuliw, which see), “thing rolled”:
with epexegetical genitive borborou, rolled (wallowed) mud or mire, <610222>2
Peter 2:22 (R G L Tr marginal reading). The great majority take the word
to mean ‘wallowing-place’, as if it were the same as kulistra (Vulgate in
volutabro luti). But just as to exerama signifies “the vomit, thing
vomited,” and not the place of vomiting; so to kulisma denotes nothing
else than “the thing rolled or wallowed”. But see (the following word, and)
borborov.*

{2946} kulismov, kulismou, oJ, equivalent to kulisiv, “a rolling,
wallowing” (Hippiatr., p. 204, 4; (cf. <200218>Proverbs 2:18 Theodotion)): eiv
kulismmon borborou, to a rolling of itself in mud (“to wallowing in the
mire”), <610222>2 Peter 2:22 T Tr text WH. See the preceding word.*

{2947} kuliw: (for kulindw more common in earlier writings), “to
roll”; passive imperfect 3 person singular ekulieto; “to be rolled, to
wallow”: <410920>Mark 9:20. ((Aristotle, h. a. 5, 19, 18, etc.; Dionysius
Halicarnassus; the Septuagint); Polybius 26, 10, 16; Aelian n. a. 7, 33;
Epictetus diss. 4, 11, 29.) (Compare: anakuliw, apokuliw-,
proskuliw.)*
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{2948} kullov, kullh, kullon (akin to kuklov, kuliw, Latin circus,
curvus, etc.; Curtius, sec. 81);

1. “crooked”; of the members of the body (Hippocrates, Aristophanes av.
1379): as distinguished from cwlov, it seems to be “injured or disabled in
the hands” (but doubted by many), <401530>Matthew 15:30,31 (but here Tr
marginal reading brackets kullouv and WH read it in marginal reading
only).

2. “maimed, mutilated” (oJuv, Hippocrates, p. 805 (iii., p. 186, Kühn
edition)): <401808>Matthew 18:8; <410943>Mark 9:43.*

{2949} kuma, kumatov, to (from kuew to swell; Curtius, sec. 79; from
Homer down), “a wave” (cf. English “swell”), especially “of the sea or of a
lake”: <400824>Matthew 8:24; 14:24; <410437>Mark 4:37; <442741>Acts 27:41 (RG Tr text
brackets); kumata agria, properly, Sap. 14:1; with qalasshv added, of
impulsive and restless men, tossed to and fro by their raging passions,
<650113>Jude 1:13. (Synonym: cf. kludwn.)*

{2950} kumbalon, kumbalou, to (from kumbov, oJ, a hollow (cf. cup,
cupola, etc.; Vanicek, p. 164)), “a cymbal,” i.e. a hollow basin of brass,
producing (when two are struck together) a musical sound (see B. D.,
under the word Cymbal; Stainer, Music of the Bible, chapter ix.): <461301>1
Corinthians 13:1. (<131308>1 Chronicles 13:8; 15:16,19,28; <19F005>Psalm 150:5.
Pindar, Xenophon, Diodorus, Josephus, others.)*

{2951} kuminon, kuminou, to, “cumin” (or cummin), German Kümmel,
(for ˆMoKæ, <232825>Isaiah 28:25,27): <402323>Matthew 23:23. (Theophrastus,
Dioscorides, Plutarch, others) (Tristram, Nat. Hist. etc., p. 443.)*

{2952} kunarion, kunariou, to (diminutive of kuwn, equivalent to
kunidion, which Phryn. prefers; see Lob. ad Phryn., p. 180; cf.
gunaikarion),”a little dog”: <401526>Matthew 15:26f; <410727>Mark 7:27f
(Xenophon, Plato, Theophrastus, Plutarch, others.)*

{2953} Kupriov, Kupriou, oJ, “a Cyprian or Cypriote, i.e. a native or an
inhabitant of Cyprus”: <440436>Acts 4:36; 11:20; 21:16 (2 Macc. 4:29).
((Herodotus, others.))*

{2954} Kuprov, Kuprou, hJ, “Cyprus,” a very fertile and delightful island
of the Mediterranean, lying between Cilicia and Syria: <441119>Acts 11:19; 13:4;
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15:39; 21:3; 27:4 (1 Macc. 15:23; 2 Macc. 10:13). (BB. DD., under the
word; Lewin, St. Paul, i. 120ff.)*

{2955} kuptw: 1 aorist participle kuyav; (from kubh the head (cf.
Vanicek, p. 164; especially Curtius, index under the word)); from Homer
down; the Septuagint chiefly for ddæq;; “to bow the head, bend forward,
stoop down”: <410107>Mark 1:7; with katw added (Aristophanes vesp. 279),
<430806>John 8:6,8. (Compare: anakuptw, parakuptw, sugkuptw.)*

{2956} Kurhnaiov, Kurhnaiou, oJ (Kurhnh, which see), “a Cyrenaean”
(A.V. (R. V. <440609>Acts 6:9) “Cyrenian”), “a native of Cyrene”: <402732>Matthew
27:32; <411521>Mark 15:21; <422326>Luke 23:26; <440609>Acts 6:9; 11:20; 13:1.
((Herodotus, others.))*

{2957} Kurhnh, Kurhnhv, hJ, “Cyrene,” a large and very flourishing city
of Libya Cyrenaica or Pentapolitana, about 11 Roman miles from the sea.
Among its inhabitants were great numbers of Jews, whom Ptolemy I. had
brought thither, and invested with the rights of citizens: <440210>Acts 2:10. (BB.
DD., under the word).*

{2958} Kurhniov (Lachmann Kurinov (Kureinov Tr marginal reading
WH marginal reading (see ei, i))), Kurhniou, oJ, “Quirin(-i)us” (in full,
Publius Sulpicius Quirinus (correctly Quirinius; see Woolsey in Bib. Sacr.
for 1878, pp. 499-513)), a Roman consul A. U. C. 742; afterward (not
before the year 759) governor of Syria (where perhaps he may previously
have been in command, 751-752). While filling that office after Archelaus
had been banished and Judaea had been reduced to a province of Syria, he
made the enrolment mentioned in <440537>Acts 5:37 (cf. Josephus, Antiquities
18, 1, 1). Therefore Luke in his Gospel 2:2 has made a mistake (yet see
added references below) in defining the time of this enrolment. For in the
last years of Herod the Great, not Quirinius but Sentius Saturninus was
governor of Syria. His successor, A. U. C. 750, was Quintilius Varus; and
Quirinius (who died in the year 774) succeeded Varus. Cf. Winer’s RWB,
see under the words, Quirinins and Schatzung; Strauss, Die Halben u. die
Ganzen (Berl. 1865), p. 70ff; Hilgenfeld in the Zeitschr. f. wissensch.
Theologie for 1865, p. 480ff; Keim, i., 399f (English translation, ii. 115);
Schürer, Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, p. 161f; Weizsäicker in Schenkel see p.
23ff; (Keil, Comm. üb. Mark. u. Luk., p. 213ff; McClellan, New Testament
etc., i., p. 392ff; and Woolsey in B. D. American edition, under the word
Cyrenius, and at length in Bib. Sacr. for Apr. 1870, p. 291ff).*
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{2959} Kuria, Kuriav, hJ, “Cyria,” a Christian woman to whom the
Second Epistle of John is addressed: <630101>2 John 1:1,5 (G L T K C (and WH
marginal reading in <630101>2 John 1:1)). This proper name is not uncommon in
other writers also; cf. Lücke, Comm. üb. die Brr. des Joh. 3rd edition, p.
444. (But R Tr others kuria, regarding the word as an appellative, “lady”;
(aJi gunaikev euquv apo tessareskaideka etwn uJpo twn andrwn
kuriai kalountai, Epictetus enchir. 40). Cf. Westcott on 2 John as
above).*

{2960} kuriakov, kuriakh, kuriakon, a Biblical and ecclesiastical
word (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 34, 3 and Sophocles’ Lexicon, under the
word), “of or belonging to the Lord”;

1. equivalent to the genitive of the author tou kuriou, thus kuriakon
eipnon, the supper instituted by the Lord, <461120>1 Corinthians 11:20; logia
kuriaka, the Lord’s sayings, Papias quoted in Eus. h. e. 3, 39, 1.

2. “relating to the Lord,” hJ kuriakh hJmera, the day devoted to the Lord,
sacred to the memory of Christ’s resurrection, <660110>Revelation 1:10 (cf.
‘kuriakh kuriou’, Teaching 14, 1 (where see Harnack); cf. B. D., under
the word Lord’s Day; Lightfoot Ignatius ad Magn., p. 129; Müller on the
Epistle of Barnabas 15, 9); grafai kuriakai the writings concerning the
Lord, i.e. the Gospels, Clement of Alexandria, others (Cf. Sophocles’
Lexicon, under the word.)*

{2961} kurieuw; future kurieusw; 1 aorist subjunctive 3 person
singular kurieush; (kuriov); “to be lord of, to rule over, have dominion
over”: with the genitive of the object (cf. Buttmann, 169 (147)), <422225>Luke
22:25; <451409>Romans 14:9; <470124>2 Corinthians 1:24; absolutely, oJi
kurieuontev, supreme rulers, kings, <540615>1 Timothy 6:15; of things and
forces equivalent to “to exercise influence upon, to have power over”: with
the genitive of the object, oJ qanatov, <450609>Romans 6:9; hJ aJmartia, 14; oJ
nomov, <450701>Romans 7:1. (Xenophon, Aristotle, Polybius, and following, the
Septuagint for lvæm; (etc.).) (Compare: katakurieuw.)*

{2962} kuriov, kuriou, oJ (properly, an adjective kuriov, kuria,
kurion, also of two term.; properly equivalent to oJ ecwn kurov, having
power or authority) (from Pindar down), “he to whom a person or thing
belongs, about which he has the power of deciding; master, lord”; used
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a. universally, “of the possessor and disposer of a thing, the owner” (the
Septuagint for ˆwOda;, l[Bæ): with the genitive of the thing, as tou
ampelwnov, <402008>Matthew 20:8; 21:40; <411209>Mark 12:9; <422015>Luke 20:15; tou
qerismou, <400938>Matthew 9:38; <421002>Luke 10:2; thv oikiav, “the master,”
<411335>Mark 13:35 (<071912>Judges 19:12); tou pwlou, <421933>Luke 19:33; tou
sabbatou, possessed of the power to determine what is suitable to the
sabbath, and of releasing himself and others from its obligations,
<401208>Matthew 12:8; <410228>Mark 2:28; <420605>Luke 6:5. with the genitive of a
person, “one who has control of the person, the master” (A.V. “lord”); in
the household: doulou, paidiskhv, oikonomou, <401024>Matthew 10:24;
<421246>Luke 12:46f; 14:21; 16:3,5; <441616>Acts 16:16, 19, etc.; absolutely,
opposed to oJi douloi, <490605>Ephesians 6:5, 9; <510401>Colossians 4:1, etc.; in the
state, “the sovereign, prince, chief”: the Roman emperor ((on this use of
kuriov see at length Woolsey in Bib. Sacr. for July 1861, pp. 595-608)),
<442526>Acts 25:26; once angels are called kurioi, as those to whom, in the
administration of the universe, departments are intrusted by God (see
aggelov, 2): <460805>1 Corinthians 8:5.

b. kuriov is a title of honor, expressive of respect and reverence, with
which servants salute their master, <401327>Matthew 13:27; 25:20,22; <421308>Luke
13:8; 14:22, etc.; the disciples salute Jesus their teacher and master,
<400825>Matthew 8:25; 16:22; <420954>Luke 9:54; 10:17,40; 11:1; 22:33,38; <431112>John
11:12; 13:6,9,13; 21:15-17,20f, etc., cf. 20:18; <422434>Luke 24:34; his
followers salute Jesus as the Messiah, whose authority they acknowledge
(by its repetition showing their earnestness (cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65,
5 a.)), kurie, kurie, <400721>Matthew 7:21; and R G in <421325>Luke 13:25;
employed, too, by a son in addressing his father, <402130>Matthew 21:30; by
citizens toward magistrates, <402763>Matthew 27:63; by anyone who wishes to
honor a man of distinction, <400802>Matthew 8:2,6,8; 15:27; <410728>Mark 7:28;
<420512>Luke 5:12; 13:25; <430411>John 4:11,15,19; 5:7; 12:21; 20:15; <440905>Acts 9:5;
16:30; 22:8.

c. this title is given

[a]. to God, the ruler of the universe (so the Septuagint for yn;doa}, HæwOla’,
µyhiloa’, hwO;hy], and Hy;; (the term kuriov is used of the gods from Pindar
and Sophocles down, but “the address kurie, used in prayer to God,
though frequent in Epictetus does not occur (so far as I am aware) in any
heathen writing before the apostolic times; sometimes we find kurie oJ
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Qeov, and once (2, 7, 12) he writes kurie elheson” (Lightfoot on
Philippians, p. 314 note{3}))) — both with the article, oJ kuriov:
<400122>Matthew 1:22 (R G); 5:33; Markv. 19; <420106>Luke 1:6,9,28,46; <440733>Acts
7:33; 8:24; 11:21; <550116>2 Timothy 1:16,18 (but see eleov, 3); <580802>Hebrews
8:2; <590415>James 4:15; 5:15; <650105>Jude 1:5 (R G), etc.; and without the article
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, 124 (118); Buttmann, 88f (77f)): <402109>Matthew 21:9;
27:10; <411320>Mark 13:20; <420117>Luke 1:17,38,58,66; 2:9,23,26,39; <440749>Acts
7:49; <580721>Hebrews 7:21; 12:6; <600125>1 Peter 1:25; <610209>2 Peter 2:9; Jude (5 T
Tr text WH text), 9; kuriov tou ouranou kai thv ghv, <401125>Matthew
11:25; <421021>Luke 10:21; <441724>Acts 17:24; kuriov twn kurieuontwn, <540615>1
Timothy 6:15; kuriov oJ Qeov, see Qeov, 3, p. 288a (and below); kuriov
oJ Qeov oJ pantokratwr, <660408>Revelation 4:8; kuriov sabawq,
<450929>Romans 9:29; aggelov and oJ aggelov kuriou, <400120>Matthew 1:20;
2:13,19; 28:2; <420111>Luke 1:11; 2:9; <440519>Acts 5:19; 8:26; 12:7; pneuama
kuriou, <420418>Luke 4:18; <440839>Acts 8:39; with prepositions: uJpo (R G add the
article) kuriou, <400122>Matthew 1:22; 2:15; para kuriou, <402142>Matthew
21:42 and <411211>Mark 12:11, from <19B702>Psalm 117:23 (<19B823>Psalm 118:23);
para kuriw, <610308>2 Peter 3:8.

[b]. to the Messiah; and that

[aa]. to the Messiah regarded universally: <420143>Luke 1:43; 2:11;
<402103>Matthew 21:3; 22:45; <411103>Mark 11:3; 12:36; <421934>Luke 19:34; 20:44.

[bb]. to Jesus as the Messiah, since by his death he acquired a special
ownership in mankind, and after his resurrection was exalted to a
partnership in the divine administration (this force of the word when
applied to Jesus appears especially in <441036>Acts 10:36; <451408>Romans 14:8;
<460722>1 Corinthians 7:22; 8:6; <502609>Philippians 2:9-11): <490405>Ephesians 4:5;
with the article oJ kuriov, <411619>Mark 16:19f; <440901>Acts 9:1; <451408>Romans
14:8; <460405>1 Corinthians 4:5; 6:13f; 7:10, 12,34f; 9:5,14; 10:22; 11:26;
(16:22 G L T Tr WH); <500405>Philippians 4:5; (<550422>2 Timothy 4:22 T Tr
WH); <580203>Hebrews 2:3 (cf. <580207>Hebrews 2:7ff); <590507>James 5:7, etc. after
his resurrection Jesus is addressed by the title oJ kuriov mou kai oJ
Qeov mou, <432028>John 20:28. apo tou kuriou, <461123>1 Corinthians 11:23;
<470506>2 Corinthians 5:6; prov ton kurion <470508>2 Corinthians 5:8; oJ
kuriov Ihsouv, <440121>Acts 1:21; 4:33; 16:31; 20:35; <461123>1 Corinthians
11:23; (<461623>1 Corinthians 16:23 T Tr WH); <470114>2 Corinthians 1:14;
(<550422>2 Timothy 4:22 Lachmann); <662220>Revelation 22:20; oJ kuriov
Ihsouv Cristov, <461622>1 Corinthians 16:22 (R; 23 R G L); <471313>2
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Corinthians 13:13 (14) (WH brackets Cristov); <490102>Ephesians 1:2;
<550422>2 Timothy 4:22 (R G), etc.; kuriov hJmwn, <540114>1 Timothy 1:14;
<550108>2 Timothy 1:8; <580714>Hebrews 7:14; <610315>2 Peter 3:15; <661115>Revelation
11:15, etc.; with Ihsouv added (L T Tr WH in <520311>1 Thessalonians 3:11
and 13); <581320>Hebrews 13:20; <662221>Revelation 22:21 (L T Tr (yet without
hJmwn)); so with Cristov, <451618>Romans 16:18 (G L T Tr WH); and
Ihsouv Cristov, <520103>1 Thessalonians 1:3 (cf. Buttmann, 155 (136));
<520311>1 Thessalonians 3:11 (R G),13 (Rec.); 5:23; <530201>2 Thessalonians
2:1,14,16; 3:6 ((hJmwn)); <460102>1 Corinthians 1:2; <470103>2 Corinthians 1:3;
<480618>Galatians 6:18 (WH brackets hJmwn); <490103>Ephesians 1:3; 6:24;
<451624>Romans 16:24 (R G); <540603>1 Timothy 6:3,14; <570125>Philemon 1:25 (T
WH omit hJmwn); <500423>Philippians 4:23 (G L T Tr WH omit hJmwn), etc.;
Ihsouv Cristov oJ kuriov hJmwn, <450104>Romans 1:4; and Cristov
Ihshv oJ kuriov (hJmwn), <510206>Colossians 2:6; <490311>Ephesians 3:11; <540102>1
Timothy 1:2; <550102>2 Timothy 1:2; oJ kuriov kai oJ swthr, <610302>2 Peter
3:2 (cf. Buttmann, 155 (136)); with Ihsouv Cristov added, <610318>2
Peter 3:18; without the article, simply kuriov: <460722>1 Corinthians
7:22,25; 10:21; 16:10; <470317>2 Corinthians 3:17; 12:1; <550224>2 Timothy 2:24;
<590511>James 5:11; <610310>2 Peter 3:10; kuriov kuriwn, i.e. Supreme Lord
(cf. Winer’s Grammar, sec. 36, 2; (Buttmann, sec. 123, 12)):
<661916>Revelation 19:16 (cf. in [a]. above; of God, <051017>Deuteronomy
10:17); with prepositions: apo kuriou, <510324>Colossians 3:24; kata
kurion, <471117>2 Corinthians 11:17; prov kurion, <470316>2 Corinthians 3:16;
sun kuriw, <520417>1 Thessalonians 4:17; uJpo kurion, <530213>2
Thessalonians 2:13; on the phrase en kuriw, frequent in Paul, and
except in his writings found only in <661413>Revelation 14:13, see en, I. 6 b.,
p. 211b. The appellation oJ kuriov, applied to Christ, passed over in
Luke and John even into historic narrative, where the words and works
of Jesus prior to his resurrection are related: <420713>Luke 7:13; 10:1;
11:39; 12:42; 13:15; 17:5f; 22:31 (R G L Tr brackets); <430401>John 4:1
(here T Tr marginal reading Ihsouv); <430623>John 6:23; 11:2. There is
nothing strange in the appearance of the term in the narrative of
occurrences after his resurrection: <422434>Luke 24:34; <432002>John
20:2,18,20,25; 21:7,12.

d. There are some who hold that Paul (except in his quotations from the
O.T. viz. <450408>Romans 4:8; 9:28f; 11:34; <460131>1 Corinthians 1:31; 2:16; 3:20;
10:26; <470617>2 Corinthians 6:17f; 10:17; <550219>2 Timothy 2:19) uses the title
kuriov everywhere not of God, but of Christ. But, to omit instances
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where the interpretation is doubtful, as <460725>1 Corinthians 7:25; <470821>2
Corinthians 8:21; <520406>1 Thessalonians 4:6; <530316>2 Thessalonians 3:16 (oJ
kuriov thv eirhnhv, cf. oJ Qeov thv eirhnhv, <520523>1 Thessalonians 5:23;
but most of the blessings of Christianity are derived alike from God and
from Christ), it is better at least in the words eJkastw wJv oJ kuriov
edwken, <460305>1 Corinthians 3:5, to understand God as referred to on
account of what follows, especially on account of the words kata thn
carin tou Qeou thn doqeisan moi in <460310>1 Corinthians 3:10. On the
other hand, krinomenoi uJpo tou kuriou in <461132>1 Corinthians 11:32 must
certainly, I think, be taken of Christ, on account of <461022>1 Corinthians 10:22,
cf. <461021>1 Corinthians 10:21. Cf. Gabler, Kleinere theol. Schriften, Bd. i., p.
186ff; Winer, Deuteronomy sensu vocum kuriov et oJ kuriov in actis et
epistolis apostolorum. Erlang. 1828; Wesselus Scheffer, diss. theol.
exhibens disquisitionem de vocis kuriov absolute positae in N.T. usu.
Lugd. 1846 (a monograph I have not seen); (Stuart in the Bib. Repos. for
Oct. 1831, pp. 733-776; cf. Weiss, Biblical Theol. d. N.T. sec. 76; Cremer,
Biblical-theol. Lex. under the word; Abbot in the Journal of the Society for
Biblical Literature and Exegesis for June and December, 1881, p. 126ff,
June and December, 1883, p. 101f On the use of a capital initial, see WH.
Introductory sec. 414). The word does not occur in the (Epistle to Titus
(critical editions), the) First Epistle of John (nor in the Second or the Third;
for in <630103>2 John 1:3 kuriou is dropped by the critical editors. Synonym:
see despothv, at the end).

{2963} kuriothv, kuriothtov, hJ (oJ kuriov), “dominion, power,
lordship”; in the N.T. “one who possesses dominion” (see exousia, 4 c.
[b].; cf. German Herrschaft (or Milton’s “dominations”); in Tacitus, ann.
13, 1 dominationes is equivalent to dominantes), so used of angels
(kurioi, <460805>1 Corinthians 8:5; see kuriov, a. at the end): <490121>Ephesians
1:21; <610210>2 Peter 2:10; <650108>Jude 1:8; plural <510116>Colossians 1:16.
(Ecclesiastical (e.g. ‘Teaching’ c. 4) and Byzantine writings.)*

{2964} kurow, kurw: 1 aorist infinitive kurwsai; perfect passive
participle kekurwmenov; (kurov the head, that which is supreme, power,
influence, authority); from Aeschylus and Herodotus down; “to make valid;
to confirm publicly or solemnly, to ratify”: diaqhkhn, passive
<480315>Galatians 3:15; agaphn eiv tina, to make a public decision that love
be shown to a transgressor by granting him pardon, <470208>2 Corinthians 2:8.
(Compare: prokurow.)*
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{2965} kuwn, kunov; in secular authors of the common gender, in the
N.T. masculine; Hebrew bl,K,; “a dog”; properly: <421621>Luke 16:21; <610222>2
Peter 2:22; metaphorically (in various (but always reproachful) senses;
often so even in Homer) “a man of impure mind, an impudent man” (cf.
Lightfoot on <500105>Philippians 1:5.): <400706>Matthew 7:6; <500302>Philippians 3:2;
<662215>Revelation 22:15, in which last passage others less probably understand
sodomites (like µybl;Ki in <052318>Deuteronomy 23:18 (19)) (cf. B. D., under
the word Dog).*

{2966} kwlon, kwlou, to; in Greek writings from Aeschylus down “a
member of the body,” particularly the more external and prominent
members, especially the feet; in the Septuagint (<032630>Leviticus 26:30;
<041429>Numbers 14:29,32f; <091746>1 Samuel 17:46; <236624>Isaiah 66:24) for rg,p, and

µyrg;p], “a dead body, carcase,” inasmuch as the members of a corpse are
loose and fall apart: so the plural in <580317>Hebrews 3:17 from <041429>Numbers
14:29,32 (A.V. “carcases”).*

{2967} kwluw; imperfect 1 person plural ekwluomen (<410938>Mark 9:38 T
Tr text WH); 1 aorist ekwlusa; passive, present kwluomai; 1 aorist
ekwluqhn; (from kolov, lopped, clipped; properly, “to cut off, cut short,”
hence) “to hinder, prevent, forbid”; (from Pindar down); the Septuagint for
al;K;, twice (viz. <092526>1 Samuel 25:26; <101313>2 Samuel 13:13) for [næm;: tina
followed by an infinitive (Winer’s Grammar, sec. 65, 2 [^b].; cf. Buttmann,
sec. 148,13), <401914>Matthew 19:14; <422302>Luke 23:2; <441606>Acts 16:6; 24:23; <520216>1
Thessalonians 2:16; <580723>Hebrews 7:23; ti kwluei me baptisqhnai; what
doth binder me from being (to be) baptized? <440836>Acts 8:36; the infinitive is
omitted, as being evident from what has gone before, <410938>Mark 9:38f;
10:14; <420949>Luke 9:49; 11:52; 18:16; <441117>Acts 11:17; <450113>Romans 1:13; <640110>3
John 1:10; auton is lacking, because it has preceded, <420950>Luke 9:50; the
accusative is lacking, because easily supplied from the context, <540403>1
Timothy 4:3; as often in Greek writings, construction with tina tinov, to
keep one from a thing, <442743>Acts 27:43; with the accusative of the thing, thn
parafronian, “to restrain, check,” <610216>2 Peter 2:16; to lalein
glwsaiv, <461439>1 Corinthians 14:39; ti, followed by tou mh, can anyone
hinder the water (which offers itself), that these should not be baptized?
<441047>Acts 10:47; in imitation of the Hebrew al;K; followed by ˆmi of the
person and the sec. of the thing, “to withhold a thing from anyone, i.e. to
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deny or refuse one a thing”: <420629>Luke 6:29 (Buttmann, sec. 132, 5) (to
mnhmeion apo sou, <012306>Genesis 23:6). (Compare: diakwluw.)*

{2968} kwmh, komhv, hJ (akin to keimai, koimaw, properly, the common
sleeping-place to which laborers in the fields return; Curtius, sec. 45
(related is English “home”)) (from Hesiod, Herodotus down), “a village”:
<400935>Matthew 9:35; 10:11; <411102>Mark 11:2; <420517>Luke 5:17; 9:52 (here Tdf.
polin), and often in the Synoptative Gospels; <431101>John 11:1, 30; with the
name of the city near which the villages lie and to whose municipality they
belong: kaisareiav, <410827>Mark 8:27 (often so in the Septuagint for twOnB]
with the name of a city; cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus, i., p. 220{a} (B. D.,
under the word Daughter, 7); also for yrex]jæ and twOrx]jæ with the name of
a city); by metonymy, “the inhabitants of villages,” <440825>Acts 8:25; used also
of a small town, as Bethsaida, <410823>Mark 8:23,26, cf. 22; <430145>John 1:45; of
Bethlehem, <430742>John 7:42; for ry[i, <061039>Joshua 10:39; 15:9 (Complutensian
LXX); <234211>Isaiah 42:11. (B.D., under the word Villages.)

{2969} kwmopoliv, kwmopolewv, hJ, “a village approximating in size
and number of inhabitants to a city, a village-city, a town” (German
Marktflecken): <410138>Mark 1:38. (Strabo; (<061828>Joshua 18:28 Aquila
Theodotion (Field)); often in the Byzantine writings of the middle ages.)*

{2970} kwmov, kwmou, oJ (from keimai; accordingly equivalent to
German Gelag; cf. Curtius, sec. 45); from (Homer h. Merc., Theognis)
Herodotus down; “a revel, carousal,” i.e. in the Greek writings properly, a
nocturnal and riotous procession of half-drunken and frolicsome fellows
who after supper parade through the streets with torches and music in
honor of Bacchus or some other deity, and sing and play before the houses
of their male and female friends; hence, used generally, of “feasts and
drinking-parties that are protracted till late at night and indulge in revelry”;
plural (revellings): <451313>Romans 13:13; <480521>Galatians 5:21; <600403>1 Peter 4:3.
(Sap. 14:23; 2 Macc. 6:4.) (Trench, sec. lxi.)*

{2971} kwnwy, kwnwpov, oJ, “a gnat” ((Aeschylus), Herodotus,
Hippocrates, others); of the wine-gnat or midge that is bred in (fermenting
and) evaporating wine (Aristotle, h. an. 5, 19 (p. 552{b}, 5; cf. Bochart,
Hierozoicon, iii. 444; Buxtorf, Lex. talm. etc. 921 (474{a} Fischer
edition))): <402324>Matthew 23:24.*
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{2972} Kwv, genitive Kw, hJ, “Cos” (A.V. “Coos”) (now Stanco or
Stanchio (which has arisen from a slurred pronunciation of ev tan Kw
(modern Greek) like Stambul from ev tan polin. (Hackett))), a small
island of the Aegean Sea, over against the cities of Cnidus and
Halicarnassus, celebrated for its fertility and especially for its abundance of
wine and grain: <442101>Acts 21:1, where for the Rec. Kwn Griesbach (followed
by subsequent editors) has restored Kw, as in 1 Macc. 15:23; see Matthiae,
sec. 70 note 3; Winer’s Grammar, sec. 8, 2 a.; (Buttmann, 21 (19); WH’s
Appendix, p. 157). Cf. Kuester, Deuteronomy Co insula, Halicarnassus
1833; (“but the best description is in Ross, Reisen nach Kos as above with
(Halle, 1852)” (Howson); cf. Lewin, St. Paul, 2:96).*

{2973} Kwsam, oJ (from µsæq;, to divine (but cf. B. D.)), “Cosam”. one of
Christ’s ancestors: <420328>Luke 3:28.*

{2974} kwfov, kwfh, kwfon (koptw to beat, pound), “blunted, dull”;
properly, belov, Homer, Iliad 11, 390; hence

a. “blunted (or lamed) in tongue; dumb”: <400932>Matthew 9:32f; 12:22; 15:30f;
<420122>Luke 1:22; 11:14 (Herodotus and following; the Septuagint for µLeai
<350218>Habakkuk 2:18).

b. “blunted, dull, in hearing; deaf”: <401105>Matthew 11:5; <410732>Mark 7:32,37;
9:25; <420722>Luke 7:22 (Homer h. Merc. 92; Aeschylus, Xenophon, Plato, and
following; the Septuagint for vreje, <020411>Exodus 4:11; <234308>Isaiah 43:8;
<193714>Psalm 37:14 (<193814>Psalm 38:14), etc.).*
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